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At N. Y. Carnival Sets Cafe Record

$S,000,000.

tlian

AH

Hollywood, Dec, 30.
Tallulah Banfchead plays the
title role ot Sarah Bernhardt in
"The Divine Sai'ali" to be made
by Charles R. Roger.s. if negotia-

now in progress, reach the
dbtted line stage.
Yarn, by Basil Woon, was acquired by Rogers 10 years ago.
tions,

,

coining at a .time w'lten

.this

below preIj.usiiicss, :slumped
war levels.
Foremost a.spect of Berle's Carnival irtcumboncy is that bonilacos
h»\e lost their Tear ol Herculean
A cafe persalaries lor top talent.
former who can draw is worth
whatever the tratlic can bear, they
feel. This point is borne out by the
fact that 'while salaries of performers in the $l,500-$3,500 class are
dropping, prices in the super-bracltBerle is scheduled
cUs are rising.
to open al the Copacabana, jMiami
Beacii, at a salary exceeding that
tafe

:

Foreign Films

ListsoflOBesf
Preponderance of foreign .fllitis on
the annual "10 Best" lists, currently
being selected by.fllm critics throughout the country, is considered in the
trade as a direct slap at Hollywood
on the part of the crix. N. Y. Times'
eviewer Bosley Crowther attributes
this to IJ6Jl.ywood liaviug "run di-y
of ideas." Majority of lists selected
at lea.st half foreign pictures, and
it's reported
that one of the most
inipovtant selection.s, yet to be made
public, will comprise .five British,
three French and only two Ameri.

Geo. Gershwin Scores

Be Available

can; films.

Tliore are two and possibly move
postluimou.s CJeorge Gershwin scores
available, either for films or legit,

with

which

Iho

Ira*'

lyricist,

in .her

Swift,

b-wji' .right;

.

;i

'

Spent in

whereas

in whipping up
lyricist Ira preferred

Convention

to polisli his wordage for everything
they did, with result that many tunes
have piled up.
It Wa,s from these that Ira selected
the several songs for "Mis.s Pilgrim."
working -with MjSs.-Swift, long a
friend of the composer.
Some of
the tunes were clianged in tempo

but

otherwise

preserved

in,

bu.«ine.':.s

in the U. S,
levels,

is ."iwinging up past prewar
and while Chicago continues

as the
leader in the iiymber held
(it listed 700 this year). .New York
N Y. ha.s
is pre.'^.sing for top honors.
!550' conventions already booked for
f947. according to Royal W. Ryan,
executive director of N. Y. Conven-

•

:

On Vet

every

Housing,

WHHM Fires Him

Harrison's advent, from England,
and the
20th-Fox's
"Anna

•

;

...

Only 2/3 Baseball

WHHM

KMAC

To Be Sponsored

..

Nibble? .from prospective television sponsors of next season's baseball games indicate that, probably
only 50 Of the 77 home games each
of the three .Mew York teams plays
will be carried commercially. Balance probably will be seen sustain''.'• .',.:.
ing.'^.'':'
•^.'.'-r--..^'
Appar&iitly mindful of the high
costs -Involve^ in television, remote
estimated at S1.000-$2,obp
pickups
for each show— most advertiscr.s interested in ba.scbail have decided to
bypass a third ot the games. It's ex-

tion) and on Sunday morning bo- weeks about the appearance ariibng
tvveert rceoids went; ii'itb quite- a ha- the most played songs: of the tune,
rangue aboiit politicians kicking In M>' Merry Oidsmobile.'' It .seamed,
around the veterans, directing par- havclly suitable material to' be: t'eticular abuse against E. H. Cjruinp.' yived as a "plug song:"
But now they know. So do a tairiy
ppji.tical bd-ss of Meinphis and Shelby
;

.

..•

.

they'll,

take

the iniddle. third
:

tile, first

when

l.(3ptitinuecl

25,

omit

list

,

of artists,

who are

drivihij

Oldsraobiles secured at ceilinj
prices :fr«ffl, the. raanut'acturcr. a re^
nc:A'

tCbiUinued on page 47)

niarltublc eirciifnstanee in, view of,:
the current, new-autoniobilc market.
Some w'eeks back,; Lou Levy, head,*
of Leeds Music, got chummy, according to the story, with so,me Oldsino,:

$25 ,000,000 Picture'
Divvys' All-Time High*

!

He popised the idea
((Jdntinued On page 47

bilo oxecuti\'e.s.

intere.st in the

'

Doubling '45's Melon

on page 47 )
1

Huston Chirps 'Sept.
Song' Between the Acts

long

,;Listeiiers .floodc'd.," i'le station AVilh

.

pected

;:

:.

county.

iiatiolial

I

'Motion'

climbed
the

first

stock

picture:

dividend.';

G'WAN HOME JACK, YOUR

an all-time high dUrin.g
10 iivoivths of 1916 reaching

to

:

JOCKEY

CALLING

IS
iS.2r).00().G(l(l. :apcord-r
is the case ii total Qf nearly
Cediir Rapids. la:.. Dec. 30.
whore a Thv. Pan ing to a report filrd by. the U. S.
Th.e.v":say,: pjiytliKVg .Can;, happen t'>.
pruving' boxoiricc- for Df>i)nrlnicitt of; Gomincrcc. .JVlefonto
"disk ^ iockey "-4-ahd tisually;: cioesv
ii
a legit wiu'horso. Tlie oddity pcoMrs
figure tor 1946 v is ^ ruriniiit! .nearly: Take,
atterid N. Y: cbnyenf ions in llic com-'
the cast! of;;:Dcan .Latidfear at
on his lour \vilh ''Applh.,ot .Hi.s Eve"
ing year will spend nearly $65,000,d(?chM'ed'':i^^
in Ceslar -R^litdsj -fb.!' iuiilan^^
whfii tli.o audionciv inslsts fin Huston 'twice the d)y:it!cn(te
000 in the city, mlicli of it on amu.sor
Seems tliiit.a fellow iii an'dvorc,i,-(iwd-^
chirping "Tlic Septem.bei' Song." It's f ilni .conjbiinies last yejir.
mcnts. In addition, ploiV.'^ure visitors
ed Iowa City rooming house iW
luivv. it ivvyular belwecii-theracts item.
liioiUh
ending
;October;
For
'thj"
spend an esti'matetl $'275,000.000 per
niiles distant) was parking o-\'erlon4
Soii.n. is. tho 'iiiiickorbbcker Hotil!)4(i.
stock dividends arc :rcported
year in Manhattan.
in th(> community Ijatlitifb, soaking
diiy" o.Ncerpt ot many years ago. by
(lyric) and Kurt at ,S3,427.0OO coinpared t(). $1,660,000 and enjoying Landfear platter show:
iVIi'ixw,-i'll Anrlei'son
tor the ^same period last year. DurThe gcnt .:iiext in line.foi- the saniEve's Biz
Wt.ill muisii'i, which Huston .wax<"d
ending Oct. 31. tary facilities, llndiiig e|por knocking
ing the
ciuaricr
lliiv Briins\v it;l< Records i.siiict'.. takCii
New
prcs.-^
the
went
to
Vaiui-;tv
As
totaled !i;,|;2.231.000. al.so
l.irgely. dividends
i.
iiseles,-.: called the jbckey Iptig dis.
which
Year's eve outlook appeared better over- by Decca and
doubling the figure- of $«.0(i8.000 relance and reque;-!ted that lie (.Latidi'cu' i'eviviim. that, .song into
crfdiled
exthan
iiiterics
in the bfg key city
proininonc*,. Not myly nfi,'lpf| nr the sanu- pci'ipd last year, jfcm.jisk
tiie
squatter tcf scram,
The top boilc.'.. \vith name its pre.sonl-'liiy
pected.
Rca.-fii
lor the big jump in the LaiKli'ear relayed the. request via
it'.^ a ciciiniio: ..lioiin to Husaltiacllons, were .sold out in advance. that, but
The fhird ciiiiu'ter was the special Warner WiViT and the portable radio in the
Xmas eve. likewise, wn.'. a pleasant- ton's .oiu-rciitly touriiig legiter.
Bros. S'J.0n(),0l)0 b ivii:'.ii to stock- buibrooni. Tub luater took the notth<! tune in
did
incidonlally,
actor,
exthan
better
surprise with hii
. ./boldcis*. '
tuo-gontle bhvt and' Scrammed.
'Holiday,'
pected.
and Visitor.s Bureau.
The .50(>.000 deleKato.'< expected

tion

detail.

,

.

lerry

.

New York

By '47 Conventions

to G.eprfic's facility

.tunes

.

(Continued on page 46)

—

$340,000,000 Seen

The late eomposei' was "always
to<5
fa.st
lor Ira"—.a familiar Tin
.PSn Alley axiom amoilg those who
knew the Qershw'ins. Tliis wa.'i due

try's

Gabber Blows Top

.

in

i'efiir-

bished from a wealth ot m.ss.

.

list

:

—

Gershwin,

Kay

of

aid
.

the

versal.

In the preface to his selections,
Crowther declared that tlie five foreign pix on liis list arc a "point for
contemplation." Wlicn "folks i-emark
With anxiety as Ihcy have been remarking lov some time that Hollywood has 'run dry of ideas'," he .said,
"they have here the evidence. The
(Continued on page 6;

gets to them, 'ihe'flrst Is already in
the can for 20th Century-Fox, the
ttechnicolored "The Shocking Miss

,time.smith

femmes

.

export trade. Here specificall/
wliat appears in the offing:
;^
Labor: There will be a stron.g.
1.
drive to eliminate the closetj' Shop^'
and even the Union shop. If such: .a,
bill should get thr.oi4gh. it would
sharply weaken the power of the
studio unions and of other showbii
unions' such as in legi t)hbuses and labroadcast studios. Ju.st what will
come out of the labor mill i.s, uncertain but there will probably be more
labor bills introduted in the tir.st
fortnight of the session than there
will be bills of any other" type tor
Memphis. Dec. 30.
six monthis.
A disk .iockey who "blew his top" the!!. next
Taxes.
Congress
plans
a
in the early hours of a Sunday morn
"quickie" tax reduction bill about
on WHHM, Memphis' newest sta(Continued on page 20
tion, had local radio people in a turmoil early this week; ..
Cecil J. (Charlie > Filcc. a Texan
Oldsmobile'
witli a long record ot overseas service in the Pucilic with the AAF. came
to Memphis four nionlhs "ago with
Gets a Cylinder Job
Pat McDonald.
manager,
in San Antonio, whcro
from
in Novel Drive Test
both were serving.
Hollywood. Dec. 30.
Unable to find a home for hi.s wife
There's been considerable surprisa
and tWo chiklrCn here, ht' became
dissatisfied (thi.s« 'is Fike's .explana- in the: inusic business, the past few:':

must

"

Several Posthumous

l^lgi-lm."

the

In ad'ditioh and 'when' ,it gets its
feet under it. the .80th Congress is
figured to launch another probe of
FCC, to give Hollywood a hotfoot,
to
work out again on ''James C,
Potrillo if the present lavs' is ruleif
unconstitutional, and pr'bbabTy to
seek ways of aiding the film' indusis

Guy Madison.

:

,

.

.

contain Peggy Cummins, Joan' CaulCatherine
K:eyes,
fiield,
Evelyn
McLeod, Jeanne Grain, June Haver,
Vivian Blaine and Janls Paige.
Pair of male names standing
forth most clearly are Parks and
Parks won immediate
Lancaster.
attention as star of Columbia's- 'The
Jolson Story," and Lancaster, never
before glimpsed on screen, xinderwent same introduction, in .Mark
Hellinger's "The Killers," at Uni-

l

whenever Ira Gershwin, the

:

.

Dominate Crix

while Gertrude Niesen is
slated to go into the refurbished
tContinued on page 47)

Will

'40 years as a
top journalist, Runyon gi-ound
out millions of straight reportage
besides special features, magazine articles, books, etc.

:

And among

stuff

turned out.
In his More, than

30.

When the new Congress convenes
here Friday (3), it will move in fas:
on its two maja» issues, - both ot
them of top importance to showbiztax reduction and labor 'legislation,,

Prolific

Damon Runyon

written about the passing of the
great newspaperman none accented that he h?]d what was
for
the
record
probably a
amount of newspaper copy he

names little-known previously, but
certain of making an enduring
mark on the b.o. future. Some came
from abroad, some from the Broadway .stage and some—after Jong
Hollywood obscurity or near it—
suddenly emerged as lights from un-

now

Rbbert Mitchum and

$50,000,

.

In all the

.

oJ the Carnival. Murray Weingor is
shelling out $12,500 plus ovei-age.s on

.

Most

Hollywood. Dec. 30.
Year 1946 brought to the nation's
theatre marquees a bevy of screen

der a bushel.
.Qn the male side the leading new
wicket-spinners include Larry Pai'ks,
Harrison,
Lancaster,
Rex
Burt

.'

,

.

CENTS

Washington,. Dec.

Bv WHITNKY WILLIAMS

Tallu a 'iBernhardt

Blair's Carnival, N. Y. Berle's contract called lor a guarantee ot $7,500
weekly and overages on grosses beyond $42,900. The comedian'.s lake
amounted to more than $400,000 on
the nilery'.s ri o.ss, estimated at more

•

25

Comes 80th Congress With Axes Out

li

CLICKIIO IN

engage-

nightclub

was completed Dec.
up
81, when Milton Bci'le wound
a 44- week cngagemeut at Niclcy

meiit in history

;

PRICE

Hold On To Your Heads, Folks; Here

Pay on 44-Week Run

Berle's $400,000

.

1»T».

1947

1,

CROP OF NEW'46 PIC STARS

BIG
Outslancling

cenls.'^

'

NEW

No. 4

MUSIC

A show

business Ripley

of Walter Huston

Alley

itcin

,

.

.

is

-

;

I

.:

-

-

WMT

SHUBERTS EYE VIDEO

i

I

WITH OLD MUSICALS
.Lee Shubert
_sion.

is

all, set for telcvi-

He has been' 1-eviewing

WWchoiises-full

of

Pior'Crly rights to
nas been talking

old

'

same,

his
operettas.
etc..

and

to the National
Co. with an eye to
making timm adaptable
for video.
'^"ve a flock of old
()»;, 1,
'"Sli'dcnt Prince," "BIof!-

HfOadcasting

'

*="^'^
which could be
t-m.J'T-"
""""smuted to

the icoaoscope.

.

,

New Year

,

;

OK

.

-i--,

.

I

,

i

^

.

;

i

!

-

'

'

-

:

.

.

,i

-

.

j

.

,

,,

W«<lne8day, January

L^al and

Health Complications

-

1947

1,

The Berle-ing Point
-By Milton Berle.

figure in Leigh-Olivier's U. S. Go-By

my material is „„\v
Well, here it is the end oC 1SH6— and just think.
one year older. The new year really holds a lot of promise. .attlnaifih I
have a few proniLses left over from last year. Asked William Beiidix
what he thought was in store for him tliis year and he said, "By 'this .vear''
.

Loiuloli,

Uoc,

30.

.

f(jr Laurence Olivier
appear in a Hollywood production
of •C.vraiio de Bergerac'' and de-

Fizz of deal

Chico's Cutr ate Bucks
Brooklyn tavernkeepei', Joe Bonavita
had in distributing genuine $1
bills to the Bowery bums on
Christinas Day, until a cop .as-

to

The

cline in Vivitn Leigh's health, after

her sirenuoup worlj in/"Skin o£ Our
Teeth" legit run,; \va? the cause of
the

visit'

"Cyrano"

States.

week

last

ciincellation

pair's projected

are you referring to the chronological, fiscal, lunar, calendar, tropiciii,
sidereal or anomalistic year';"'
E\(eryone's making prophecies for the new year so I guess I'll make a
few myself :, William' Saroyan will \vrite a play, that even he do(Vsii't,,iii-utcr'i,.;,
stand .,rf rocket research proceeds as rapidly as it has so tar; VAiiiny
Will soon have an "N. Y. to Mar.s" department. .Stars will be liit hanler

it

;

money, reminds of

.

diiriiig 'the

I'lns.sic

,

,

'.

KEN

"BLACKOUTS OF
El Capitan Theatre,

"Coniyratulalious

:

pla.Y,

snappy Cord trcmerriber'
actors went for;'
Cords'?) and <2), he can always
trace the wise-guy through nis
license plate, ho shelled out six
bits.
Same thin,§., went on fpr
Several days and by the fourth
or fifth day the cop was waiting
for Chico Marx with three quarters in his mitt until one day
the comedian cracked.
My
"Aw: no. not thisV,,,tinV^
price for a dollar lias gone up to
85c."
The topper, which, the

decline

to

They

health, provided she and Olivier
didn't come to the U. S. the plan was
for him to make a picture with his

pened.
The cop hesifaled and
protested. "But I've been paying

own

you 75c right along!"

Helps

I

Miami Beach, Dec.

Damon Runyon wing
Hospital,

I

departmerits

Miss Powers admitted this week
that the story concerns "racial prejudices and society" and is along the
line of Gwethalym Graham's '"Earth

and High Heaven."

Latter concerns
.anti-Semitism. It is being filmed by
Samuel Goldwyn. Agent said Lewis'
book, still untitled,, will be "touchy."
for Hollywood. She added, however,
that producer Cheryl Crawford is
interested in a possible dramatization by Lewis of the novel for the
Broadway stage next fall,

30.

Memorial

at

Y„ was staged

N.

the

for

at

I
i

the

Lord Tarleton hotel here, Saturday
(28) under sponsorship of Walter

were determined by the pair

Hearst Memoirs Coin

Actors

An uvvalld lying on a sickbed in
California for the la.st six years in

wing when
Acts

:
,

the twilight of her life, Eva Tanguay,
one of vaude's greatest headliners,
has written her memoirs for Hearst's

;

buiit.

participating

^

at

Jacobs'
Tarleton
included
Mary
Small. Frances Faye. Bert Wheeler,
Jackie Miles, Harvey Stone. Jan
Murray, Gypsy Rose Lee. Carlos
Ramirez,
Ham
'Joe
Palooka')
Fisher, Freddie D'AlOiiso orch, Benny Davi.'!,; Buddy Allen. Myron,

American Weekly. Series started in
Sunday's i29) issue and will run for

-

five weeks,

I

about

.

Ode
iSo long, '46.

been.''

Pointin'g out "I Don't Care" was
her creed as well as ihe title of her
famous songj Miss Tanguay stated
some $2,000,000 were poured in to
her lap and "I tossed it all away as
fast, as it came."
The mil lions arc
gone, she says, and "I don't have
much left except my smile and my

If

can

Washington, Dec.
included

in

.

So

s'lonc, '46,

30.

Un-American Activi-

Committee by its chief counsel,
While Rep. J. ParThomas R„ N. J.), who will be

ties

"One Touch of Venus"
would see llie unusual of a United
co-owner releasing her film
through Paramount; That's due to
Hope's Par contract.
Ingrid Berg:

is al.'^Q being', dickered as eoalthough Joan Fontaine is an-

po.ssibility.

Show

Biz in Tribute to

By JACK PULASKI
Death of W;

in New York
due back east
.Ian. ,29 after a Ciuickie to Hollywood
to work in New York for 12 weeks

on other

Gainesville, Texa.Si Dec. 30.

bu.siness.

is

|

independent; producing

iivill^pvotjuCe, the

fU

many for- whom he provided laughter
for more than a generation,
(jsne
Buck, who discovered Fields as. a
crack but fiwny juggler, called him
"the greatest living comic" of the
"Follies," a rating that will hardly be

He came up

Jimmy McHugh

|

iPresidentiiil

H.

I.

Phillips

citation

>ees fhe need for

Gray-Rep Talk

New

>lollywOiKl,pec, 30.'Lou Gray. ,f()r;Mer pi'oducpr a-t Republic, was .slated to leave for New

Cited

of a

,30.

York

,tpday

new

deal.,'.

i

Monday )

to .talk o'Ver a

Gray. With Rep hk five .years,
checked put ',!)! that' .'•pOt Oyer the
weekend.

certifi-

cate of merit has been awarded to
Jimmy McHugh, Sr.. who did a
.10 b of .selling $28,000,000, in

He was

bond.s.

m

Cleffcr

composing

also cited for his
war songs.

,

Fields, wa!3 the first actor to have
a frigidaire in his dressing room and
well-.stocked, for he
host.
When visitoi'S
called backstage his flr.st suggestion
after greeting was: "Shorty, see what
the gentlemen will have."
Shorty

:the

year

PIC

Hollyw»«I,

1

I

'•

an ediforioi fcofur*

(

!

^

of the lorthcoming

of

:£)ec.. 30.

known.
He had a devastating
,

comedy
nial

to,j

Claude. Rains

k
Henry

is

set to star in

Bliinkc will produce.

"The

to

the

of

sen.se

dressing

.

Ficld.s, lliere's a

juggler downstairs to see you," He
had some time on his hand.s so he
told the doorman to send him up.

"What's on your mind, young

fel-

low?," Fields asked the juggler who
stood before him, hat in hand.
And this juggler from the Western
Vaudeville time told him that he'd
like to get on the Big Time and he'
confessed that his act wa.s. not too
good. He wanted consecutive book-

—

ing.

What would

him

Fielcis advl.se

to do about it? I'm putting down
Fields* answer as well as I can re*
member. "Look,
juggling chickadee, the first thing you've got to flo
is to juggle objects that
no othf

my

Fields' dry style in speaking
on the stage typed him as unu.sual
and during his years with the "Follies," he was considered the Cunnie.st
comic ever with Zieggy's revue with
the possible exception-, of Bert Wil,

was a ladies man in his
prime and it was nothing for him to
be courting two or three girls at
the same time. Ziegfeld was his p'eer
in that department but Fields had
imagination.
How he outwitted
house detectives at the Hotel Astor
was an example.
Abed with a
broken leg there, he got the idea of
a nurse's uniform for a femme visitor.
He would get her a white dres.s
and told the house dick.s* that she
was his nurse.
When in Hollywood, there were
sfcssions with the late John Barry(Continued.on page 46)
i
I

:

jreceive the a'tvard.

—

like the time at tlie ColoTheatre in Chicago wlien the

doorman came up
room and said, "Mr.

way where

liams.
Fields

itl

all

things pertaining to religion, this
juggler from Philadelphia was one
of the finesst Christians I have ever

j

Wash|

the,:;firKt :Of

WB

I

'

slated to leave for

in Theatres"

,;

41 Si Anniversary ISumher
BAINS'

I

,

IS

a,fter

'A Call for Helicopters

Deal

standout

,

a sort of a Three Mu.sketeers ot the "Ziegfeld Follies." -For

one who professed not to believe
God and who treated lightl-y

gling.

''

Hollywood, Dec;

woiO.

made up

mar-

at the
theatre near BroadZiegfeld "Follies" played
announced he would fire Adamson and became<so attached to the comedian that Fields trained him to go
for getting out the report without
into his act.
Fields disdained to
committee approval. Rep. John E.
Rankin (D., Miss.) put out a state- quaff water or even coffee, preferring
ment in which he saul mysterioii.sly: liquor but he never missed a perber
"The American people would be formance or gave a bad show
cause of that. He liked martinis and
shocked indeed if they realized the
explained that that was the way he
extent of Communist infiltration
got his vegetables -onions and olives.
and the efl'ect of their subversive
The comic wa.s a natural humorist,
activities in Government, labor, eduwhich was noticed away from the
cation, radio, moving pictures; and
stage but that's how he. was induced
other public channels of informato speak lines, rather than pantomime
tion and communication. Tjie half
which fif St accompanied his ,iughas .Iflot' beeti told

ex-

about

in

to the

quee the hard way and after having
reached his peak lived on borrowed
time for the last seven or eight

was a diminutive stagehand

firm,
is

pected to get under way
six mpnlhs.

wigton

and by

New Amsterdam

:

war

business

nell

I

.

Hollywood, Dec 30.
W. C. Fields was one of the nice.st
Christmas presents Santa Claus ever
gave to this world. On Christmiis
Day, the gayest time of the year
when everybody is glad to be giving,
one ot our greatest gifts was taken
away. He, Will Rogers atid mysell

Day was lamented

'

-

,

C. Fields;

By BDDIE CANTOK

C. Fields in California

on Christmas (25)
throughout show

Ernie Adamson.
i

W.

Cantor Recalls Terrif Sense of Humor

-

-

Harry Kurnitz, now

Sonia Henie and Jack Haley will pr, so, wj Ih Agnes; lieMil !e,
staget- of
take leading parts in ''Gainesville, the original Mar.v Martin
mu.sical.
'U:S.A." a .semi-documcntary film to .Kurhilz is (loin.g the screohplay,
."rhe
be built around the Gainesville Goni-/ ideS is to intt'firate the terpsichoreah
munity Circus.
actioti
tby /iVliss deJiJllle) ;intc( the
Marshall Gi'arit and A.s.soc'iates, a screen version/

new

just diedl

w

.

other

Henie-Haley Slated
For Indie Circus Pic

Upsilairs.

thanks (or the ride

The «urt«ln's descending, .your act

the it was always
week was a cbnstaiH

the next chairman of the committee,

it

man

wa.s

to the Hou.se

,

star.

,

qviickly repudiated report last

Hope-Iiigrid for 'Venus'
Mary Pickford-Le.ster Cowan
sell Bob Hope the -idea of co-

Artisbi

Biz

Reuben's new hangout with barbers and chairs
Where you get a shave in the basement and a clipping
Larry Parks' singing made Jolson a star.
Milland glorified the American bar.
Hope bought the Indiaiis instead of a boss,
Crosby the Pirates and made Youngman the bosa.
Peter Lind Hayes crowned the Copa dean.
Every one doing my Viking scene.
There are so many more too numerous to mention
But their press agents will bring it to my attention.

years.

Blast at .some angles of Hollywood

and" radio

starring in

happiness.''.

..

Show

to

time i/ou got out;

.it's

.

Though you're gone you've left memory about:
Squawks about Russell were greater than Lana;
MCA's agents and Truman's planner.
Flops on the main stem and very few hits.
New comics discovered' doing the same bits.
Lillian Roth's comeback fit for a queen.
"The Razor's Edge" was really keen.

disputed.

Old Red Herring Gets
The Can for Rankin Pal

•

:

.

two

others.

;

have

.

,

Iiiasmueh as various theatrical Cohen, with Dio,sa Co.slcllo and
welfare oi'sanizalion.s have been as- Winchell w'orking a>5 a rhtimba 'team
sisting Miss Tanguay since she be- selling their hip-swinging for $2,000
came bedridden, the actress noted in as climax to the affair. Several
her firiit /'installment that "of 'the nitery ops attending immediatel,y ofmoney I gel from this story from fered them any sum they Wanted
The American Weekly, I do not to work in, their spots.; v
want one dollar for myself. My contract, specifies that lliis shall go to
the fund of the actpr.s for some other Pickford-Cowan Dicker
actor who is as improvident as I

.

incidentally,

pected that he would turn his representation over to her when she
opened her agency about a yeaf ago.
Still in her '20.s. she also agents literary wprk of Louis Untermeycr,
Mary Orr, Jimmy Savo, John Carradine.
Sir
Cediic Hardwicke and

'Walter

,

.

,

Lewis,

Winchell. Close to .$30,000 was raised months ago left the Curtis Brown
at $4.80 over 1.500 attending. Ad- agency, which had represented him
missions grn.ss plus top performers for many years, to turn his account
now In town auctioning Off parts of over to Miss Powers. She was in a
their routine raised the dough. High- play, "Angola Is 22." which toured
est' bid.oame when a, Zeppler pastel back in 1939 and in which Lewis
ot Run.yon was oflered. It -brought in later also took a minor part.
They
$7,500 and in turn was presented to have long been close personal
Winchell as a gift to be hung in the .friends, so it was more or less ex-

Eva Tanguay Donating

Indigent

nies, refusing to, let story

.subject matter, other

i

Raise

entertainments

.

,

compa-

film

see proofs of-,the author's fortbcoming novel and declining to reveal its
than to say it
Story eds, as a
IS "controversial."
result, are in a race to sneak a first
look at the book, which will be published by Random House in late May
and be the Literary Guild selection

I

30GforRunyon Wing

to be "unsuitable."

To

Marr

Powers, are playing a cat-and-

mouse game with th«
!

First of a probable series: of fund-

raising

.

I

20 Scripts

20 scripts to the couple in attempts
of various studios to snare them for
a film in Hollywood. All the scripts,
said,

Sinclair Lewns and his agent,
cella
,

for June.

Hollywood, Dec. ,30.
Johnny Hyde, v.p. of the William
Morris agency, rep in this country
for Oljvier and Miss Leigh, said last
week that he had submitted about

he

Up

H'wood on His New Novel

,

Rumba

Winchell-Diosa's

,

.

.

.

,

,

Audition
Hyde Submitted

EDGAR BERGEN.

,

Mai'xes were waiting for, hap-

production company in England
for J. Arthur. Hank, while Miss Leigh
would appear in the picture there
for Metro which she ewes the company under an old contract.

.

1947"

Hollywood, Cat.
Ken, keep 'eni

Koort year.s deserves

'Red' Lewis Steaming

,

Miss Leigh's

in

Four

another.'

,

Irrimediately after their return to
lEngland, they will assemble their
own company for a year's tour of

Prior

be on the level, becau,se'

of the

"Born Yestei'-

day," in a 'West End theatre, Jan. 20
following its provincial tour. After
that he and Miss Leigh, on advice of
her doctors, will take a four mbn this'
holiday in Switzerland.

Australia and New Zealand.
expect to arrive there in July.

laufiliinK,

when moneyed

,

launch Kanin's
.

may

guy

Olivier plans to quit the. Old Vic
company early in 1947 and will

WEEK!
i\rURRAY'S

237th

bridge
the; Quecn.'-'boi'ough
of
cops. "'Wanna buy a $1 bill for
The minion of the law,
75c?".
hesitated biit, figuring (1), this

'

than ever by taxes, .Jimmy Durante will have to pay through lie nose
Dennis Day, Alan Young and Eddie Bracken will merge their tiiltnts oit
one program, to be called,"A 'Day' in the life of "young* Bracken
Fred
Allen, will threaten to retire from radio so. he can devote all his time to
writing forewords, ..Nick Kenny will start his birthday cycle all over
again. .Tonimy Manville will continue to get married until he finds Kimeone who'll agree to do a breakfast show with him. Wallace Beery may
retire... no new child star.?. .Margaret O'Brien will be suggested for the
.lead in "Forever Aniber''. ."The Outlaw" will still be co»ii,)ig, to. Now
York, .Bob, Hope and Bing Crosby's, Ja.st picture in'the serieswill be 'The
Road to Fitzpatrick". .Senator Bilbo will still dteafn of a "White" Christ,
mas. John L, Lewis will call the strikes for the Brooklyn Do(ltie) K .
Bennett Cevf will is.siie a book which will- contain the best jokes .fiom
his last- three books
1,237 comics will tell writers to "Write me something
original. .that's been done before"
Radio will take one great stride forward: The man who whistles at studio broadcasts will be pushed in front
of a garbage truck
.The horse I bet on last November will finish this
November and Hollywood will start its pictures in the middle so all the«
atregoers can be confused at the same time,
t

Bros. Were commuting fi'om, their Gi'eat\ rle,ck
homes to Broadway for "CocoaChico Mar.v asked one
nuts."

Marx

time the

oft'

altogether because of inability to
cbtauT rights from Sir Alexander
KOrda, who controls them, and need
for Garson Knnm, Avho was to have
directed the. picture for UniversalInternational, to fiuit activities temporarily ::.beca't)Be: of his' health.

,

that

dOrtizen.s

Avasn'l stage
a Broadw'a.v,

United
is

the

sured

the

o£

to {he'

filrriing

diflioulty that that

juggler has ever attempted, Do it
in a comical fashion.
Make your
audience laugh a little bit to .itart
with and then have the laughs grow
bigger and bigger until at the end
of your act the audience is practical
ly ill; convulsions. Then t" linish oft
this act, do one big .stunt Unit wi"
create talk around town."
The juggler thanked Fields pro"
fusely, kissing his hand as lie I

while 'Will Rogers an^l I were
corner doubling up with lau.nhl''i'

il

Bill Fields had all his money t
up in cash, l^ocks or bonds wi ie
for him" I'll never forget wl«'
tried to interest him in pulling
money into some good stocks.
"Bill,"

I

chided him.

"iI s

.mII;

have as much cash as you h
These stocks I've recommendcil
ii'
good storks." 1 shall iilwii,^
ber hi,s philosopohical roturi'; 'K'
,-

tContinuied OP. pagL'
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PICTURES

FROM II

405 FILMS

Breakdown by Companies
Table of

company releases in 1946, including westernSi
and comparison with 1945 is as follows:

DISTRIBS IN '46
|Metro Cancels Day-and-Date System

UP 8%, BELIES

reissues and

L

British films

In

No. Westerns, Reissues

and British

Total

•46

Comimiiy
20th-rox

3.'5

(R) 4

RKO

39
24
47

(W)

Psraniqunt
Uhiversai-Int.v

«,

Columbia
Metro

:

,

,

.
.

United Artists

Warner Bros.
Republic

;

;

Monogram;

;

;

<W)
tW)

32

tR1

.

20
25

(R) 2

(W)

(R)

(B) 8

I;

Reversing the steady product de-

(^)

2:

(\\)

16

45
37

(W)

14;

(W)

13

(R)

Majors

KO's

of tiie past, decade, the eight

majors and three minors released a
total: of 405 pix during the calendar
year of 1946, representing an 8%
advance over the 377 total for '45.
The advance which found every
major adding to its total for the
previous year is cited as refutation
to exhib charges, frequently voiced

31
17
19

(B) 2

1;

,c]ine

46
38

14
1

-50.

.'

PRC

27'

33
23

1;

Move

A. for Legal Protection;

Total

(R) 2

sr

.

V

'1^
,

2

Extisnding 1st
4

Maurice A. Bergman

.

1

(Eastern pub«ad head of Universal
Pictures)
testily inquires

dltring the current year, that HoliyT

(B) represents reissues; (IV) Auesterns; (B) British.

wood

is

party to an

artificial

"Is This a Business?^'

product

In an important iiiove which m
ultimately cue similar action by
other majors, Metro ha.s dropped th©:
day-and-date system of booking its
pix in the Los Ahgeliis area and
indicated an intention of abandoning;
the .practice elsewhere. -M-G's move,
it's vuiderstOod, followed advice of
its' legal experts apid: is an oO
of the ' anti-trtist .decisipns both iii
UTew -York and Chicago,' wliere the
drastic Jackson 'Park r ulin^ was
'

shortage.

Seven's total not for the
fiscal year has mounted to one notch
below the .jil 00,000,000 mark with the
announcement by Warner Bros, of a
company record take of $19,424,000

The

for

year,

its

ended Aug.

George Jessel

With

31.

all

'46
mounted
in
to
$158,613,000
against $141,791,000 in thfi preyious
year, while Federal taxes climbed
to $18,500,000 compared with $16,-

..

.

in the

41st Anniversaty

stanza

expected to hold

is,

'47,

in

considerable

boost

its

Eagle-Lion which'
of 12 Arnerican pix plus
allotment from Rank.

,

hard-fouglit

.films

!

Church s Blast

FWC

issue

in

with the drug traffic, last
a. sharp rejoinder, relayed by a Washington spokesman,
from Eric Johnston, Motion Picture
Assn. prexy. trked by charges that
the change h a d b e e n "sneaked
through" by the MPA board meeting
"in camera," and that a flock of
"sensational dope pictures Vifas sure
to follow," Johnston made two rnajor
.

in

Modern Peak

in '37

Pres.

Truman, Mrs.

Video formerly got the brush .as a
mere "subsidiary right," but pro-

FDR

OK

Pic for Their Final

ducers naturally see the possibility
considerable coin being derived
from television in four or .five years.
Distribs likewise see the potentiali-

of

To 0.0. Metro's Atomic
finished

ties

and don't want to relinquish
(Continued on page 18)

.coHr

New York

„
The TLegion,
by
rp.

•

,

Washington

to

week
where

eh

pre-]uagmg

dent

Truman and Mrs.
Print

it

Its

,

personally

by

Albert Hackett and Frances
Goodrich did the screenplay.
Metro turned out a straight ver-

ring.

U. S. theatres. Following figures
indicate steady dip (except for

(Continued on page 20)

,

1944) in totals:

sion of "Pride" in 1940, Hurtt Strom*,

Hafold Smith's Honor
Paris, Dec. 30.

berg producing and ^Greer Garson

and Laurence Olivier

„

Traile Mark Registered
FOI'.\i:»0D BY .SIMI5 SH^VKHMAN
:

Weekly by VAKIETV, Inc.
KiH Kiiveriiiah, Presiden't
.'WVnt 4(ilh St., New York 19, N. Y.

I*ul>lliiliCfl

m

be

KUJIKCIIIPTION
Annuali

Eleanor

will be convoyed
either Sam Marx,

producer of the film, or James K.
McGuinness, Metro exec producer
whom Marx works.
Metro was, roreed to shoot several
retakes of the pix several weeks
ago when the, White HcfuSe objected
to scenes depicting President Triirinan.. Film will be shown to Mrs.
Roosevelt to get her okay on the
scenes depicting her late husband.,as portrayed by
Godfrey Tearle,
^cnpl was penned by Bob Consionie under close cooperation with
Government and military officials.
Marx also huddled with these officials several
times during the picture's, shooting,
so it's not believed
.«kcly. they'll have any objections to
?/'y„"iaterlal on the atom bomb in

starred.

Harold Smith was awarded the
Legion of Honor here last week.
Vet ftlmer is head of Johnston office for continental Europe.
.

,

•

route

will

Metro's Musical Tride'

!.

is

i

screened for final approval of PresiiROOseveit.

j

Tliey. are:
.<

print

this

I
D i
C
P
tOlC rOrtCr OCOre fOr

iY"

Arthur Freed is slated to produce
..p^.^^
^ ,^^^^^^1 ^^^^^.^^
^^^^^^
oft-repeated policy that
„^ Prejudice," Jane Austen novel
It IS not a censorship body, but mere„f ^^^^
Victorian era.
Cole
ly classifies pictures after they have
j^^. ^ill write the score, with Judy
been made. The only film on the G^nand
and Lucille Bremer stardope traffic in immedi'ate prospect is
,

of Metro's
"Beginning or the End," story of tlie
aton\ bomb, is slated to arrive in
First

j

,

Releases hit their modern peak
1937 when 778 films played

1939— 761
1940— 673
1941— 598
1942— !).'i3
1943— 427
1944— 442
1945—377

—

|

.

'

(Continued on page 18)

;

Understood that Metro will widen
its
action by closing down other
day-and-date situations which it has
in FWC houses ill; San Diego and;
paklahd. Meanwhile, David O. Selsi*
nick hks shapped up the Egyptian
(Continued on page 18)

dealing

points in his reply.

toppeirs,'

in an -effort to convincf thteno; that
action v/as premature. 'M-rG,. hovirr
ever, stood by advice- of its counsel
and ordered the withdrawal.

Campaign currently being sparked
by the Legion of Decency against
liberalization a few months ago of
the Production Code clause on films

violating

778

Number

41st Anniversary

,?lft

..

$11

I^oreiBrri

.nopips

.sliiBiu

25 Gents

;

B^^^^"

Vol. 165
lliippy.

No. 4

New Year

with
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,
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Milton Berle
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38
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,

Chatter
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Film Reviews

indie

unit. Sunrise Producbeing set up by Anne
^- Edward Sutherland.
tn-r
}?;tial nlm,
"xhe Unusual Story of
is currently being scripted
Ronkel. No distribution
fiLt?
"i-al has
been set yet.
SHithoi'land directed
the new film

Inside Legit
Inside Radio

Music

..
;

.

;

;

New

,

.

. , ,

;

.

.

.

...
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...

.

Legitimate ....
.Literati

OUT NEXT WEEK

is

,

,

Ii-J«h Rose." which
authored .and Van

^S^'l^'^T^'^^
'

-16

George Frazier
House Reviews

.

.
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.
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Radio Reviews
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Anne Nichols' New Co.
New

14

Foreign

final print.

"ons,

:

:

hurried huddle with Metro

Drug Fibns

Vs.

1

recently nego-

by indie producers for their
has been television rigtits.

in

not because of status of. anti-trust
cases is worrying trade circles Since
all majors
have similar systems,
varying, frOm three to five theatres,
in the LA area. Understood that
reps journeyed east for a

;

Pact on Video
Increasingly

'

,

same geographical locality.
Whether move was necessary or

plans week brought

Despite strike-caused difficulties
in production and hypoed releasing
pace, the majors have now piled up
a backlog of 120 pix. Accumulated
product will act as ballast in the
coming year, execs say, and insure
steady supply of films for exhibs.

New UA4ndie

,'

they are hot situated

films since

Johnston Chides

the

in

forthed
minimum

Trade Studies

tiated

Out Next Week

conipany biggies believe. While
Metro, Universal, 20th-Fox and Cowill probably chip down
their releases, losses from those four
companies will be equalized, it's
said, by probable advance by UA

,

distribiation, contracts

of

lumbia

a

.

:

'

the

current

of British films expected to
reach the Yank theatre market.
Rank, alone, is figured for 30 pix
next year against 10 in '45 and Sir
Alexander Korda should be good for
tour to six on his own. Added factor to buoy the number is the newly

Week

the

41 Si Anniversary Number

and
The

number

of

Next

in

Republic, Monogram and
PRC, turned out 132 pix for the year
which actually': .represented a .decline over the 143 'figure of '45.
Their releases .included 43 oaters
bringing the total oa the westerris

pluEi

Number

:

,.

,

down;
Conipany has withidrawn, from the
Egyptian in Hollywood, and the Belmont in Los Angeles. Both houses
are o.wned by Fox West' Coast but
were part of the Metro LA firstrun system which also includes
the Los Angeles theatre and the
Wilshiro. Latter two houses will be
retained .by M-CJ 'to showcase its
liianded

minors.

from all cpmpanies to 62,
Gain scored during the

,

Again an Anniversary
Story for 'Variety' "

the

companies in continuing the steady
pace indicated by early returns for
the year ..gain turned up with the
WB report. Company racked up $4,*.
6 j.ono for its fourth quarter, which
covers the generally light hot weather season. Warners also had a bluer
ribbon year in that the company
reduced its fimded indebtedness by
$16,242,000 in the 12-month period
thereby slashing its long-term debts
to $28,010,000 by Aug. 31. Since that
dale the Nov., '47 installment of
$1,391,000 has been prepaid.:
Earnings were equivalent of $2.62
per share on the 7,402,180 shares
outslaiidiiig,
compared with $1.33
last year after allowing for the recent two-for-one split. Gross returns

dialog

Arthur Rank, via .Universal
United Artists in the U. S.

.

,

Remarkable consistency of

some cnqaginq

whil* masterminding

Warners" net. liighlighted against
previous top returns of $9,901,000 for
'4/^.
profits
of all majors; except
United Artists has now touched
$99,000,000. Gigantic year's total of
$120,000,000, is virtuaUy assured Since
only two of the majorsv Warners and
C lumbia, have closed' their books
on the current fiscal year.

'

up

an editorial feature

these, 10 were reissues, 19 westerns
and 10 .were British films from J.

SmmOOO

Bis;

whipt

.

Breakdown reveals 273 films, of
the majors available to theatre's
Of
against 234 in the past year.

WB's Record $19,424,(1 Assures
Majors' AH-Time Peak of

[

.

.

Vaudeville

.

.

/.:

.

.

.

, .

. .....
....

.

.

.

D.MI.V VAllIliTY
(Pubn.shed
J;aily

$10 a

iii

HoUywood by

Variety,

I.til.i

Year— $12 Foreign

7
21

28
45
24
36

;;

!

'
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Cues

Ideal Factoring Co. (Hersh)

'2d Money Caution in Indie Fmancing
Heflectiiig the general uncertainty

Punch
VaUi Easy to Bally

]

j

Y.,

Factoring Co.,

Ideal

dustry,

blond

22-ycar-old

Vnlli,
|

which has had inveslments in moire
than 100 filnis. disclosed last week
that it is completely backing, out pi

'

actress,

film

arrives

in

Queen Elizabeth

35m, indie-pic financing for, the.timfe "The
being, at least. It's going instead.i

Paradine

f aatwr*

on •dilorial

in

Number

of,'

pro-

being

i

Oat Naxi Weak

,

Ideal,

headed by Martin Hersh,

lii.^t

is

venr.

,

typical of all the .secondary financing
that established by
outfits, such

lish

,

,'

French Bailors

She's been sttidyinfr Eng.vfor: the past:; eight

,

Rome

in:

I

.

six

months

ago.

According

intended recipient got a certain parcel, indicating that the Xmas
present habit has become a bit of a larceny in^certain quartei'S.
Something new which has been added, also, due to new and 'or, in«
adequate sales slafts in even the best of shops has been the i-inbarra.ssing habit of not removing price tags from gifts.
Somehow the
mystery of how much an Xmas present costs is minimized-when price
tags are overlooked by overly busy sales clerks.

,1

TiglrtenUiKAko

Femme will be co-starred in her
J. Schacfer last winter and
in initial pic with Gregory Peck and
organization
Greene's
British actress
Chicago, in backing water from ex- ,Aiin Todd, latter a
hiaking her American, deiikGwi,se
and,
tensive plans for expansion
large-scale investing that they were -but..,,
making

Paris; Dec,; 30.

,

,

X

,

Stephen Foster

16m

Banks, includinfi
the Sbciete Generale, Credit Lyon"^'S' B,N,I,C. and Comptoir National
D'Ecompte, gave no reasons for their
decision but industry chiefs attribute
unrest
it to the general economic
tliP country
French production has
^^ .^.^
^^^^ hypoed recently by the shortelectric current, -which has
disrupted .shooting schedules so that
producers have: no way: of deter
mining their budget needs or whe,ther
they'll even be able to finish a new,
Influx of foreign pictures has
film.

French

Shorts With 'Bridges'
Crtir

,rOl
I

i

will go into release.

'Transitional Period'

"From the investment and banking
point of view." Hersh declared, "it
appears much safer to sii back and
wait until the present transitional
period is over and the general industry situation clarifies itself. Inis fraught with
too much danger, particularly since,
unlike the major companies, an independent is not in a j)osition to
temporarily -shelve a film if it
happens to be completed at an
inopportune time for its release."

dependent production

I anath Pip
UiriiCUSUl
1 I*<

Pull
1

I

Unusual experiment in simultancou^lv making a feature and shorts
possibly
UM- 16m distribution and
Ideal tacis being backed by
3,im

'

m

!

'

Co.,

toring

N.

Y.,

financing

film

which has just bowed out of
investing in regular Hollywood proAdmiral
Company
duction. New
Pictures, inc., has, been set up to
make and relea.<!e \}xe navrow-gauge
product; With George 'W, "Weeks, vet
outfit

I

,

]

|

j

i

'

Justice Dept. Denies

To Fde Trust

Suit Vs. Technicolor

Washington, Dec. 30.
Reports that the Justice Departis ready to file an anti-trust
against the Technicolor Corp.
Hollywood, Dec, .30,
are completely without foundation,
Production of "Forever Amber" according to Justice anti-trust diat 20th-Fox is stepping along accord- vision officials.
ing to schedule in its second start,
are not nearly ready

ment

'Amber' Back on Sked

suit

"We

regardless of recent cases of illness
the cast,
Otto Preminger, director, gave the
players a half-day off to dress up
for their New Years Eve celebraSchedule calls for 54 more
tions.
days of shooting.

among

The

would be in a position for an early
However,
suit against Technicolor,
its
Coast office moved .slowly and
failed to obtain all the requested in-

it

Of 'Jed Blaine's
Screen

I

1

1

and costumes and appeared in cur^
rent Broadway run of "Ladj*' Win- Dreamer" arid is expected to be
Full
dermere's Fan," has been pacted by rcai,y within a few months.
Sir Alexander Korda as an as.so- S5m production values are being
ciate producer on Oscar Wilde's play, put into it, Hersh said, but produc"Ideal Husband," which will be tion in 16m makes possible a total
made in- England next summer, cost far below a standard feature.
Beaton will sail with Korda for No budget has been set on the initial
liondon on the Queen Elizabeth Fri- film, .since there has been no previday (3). Korda has been in the ous experience with a production of
U.S. for the past several months this t.vpe.
and returns to New York today
It the .shorts and feature turn out
(Wed.) from a vacation at Boca Ra- as expected, attempt may be made
ton, Fla.
to blow them up to 35m for regular
Wilde' play, which has just been theatrical distribution.
Number of
acquired by the producer, was orig- majors contacted by Weeks and
inally staged in London in 189.5. Hci'sh
have indicated interest in
Korda will make it in Technicolor, seeing the result.
Narrow-gauge
designing
producwith Beaton
the
product will be distributed through
-

'

I
'

,

000 until
reached.

provided
Literary

Board Meet;

|

j

j

j

'

:

He'll

tion.

also supervise

the cos-

franchi.sB-setup, -with, a

a

for "Salome," which will be
made by Korda this spring with Orson Welles and Eileen Herlie.

tumes

OK Glett,UA

Directorate of Story Productions
will''meet later this week to put its
okay on Charles L. Glett as v,p, and
generar manager and to give final
approval to unit's distribution pact

!

i:

.
:

!

I

jI

Hal Home,

board chairman, arNew York from the Coast
week, and Armand Deutsch,
prexy, is scheduled to get in today
(Wednesday) to attend the board
meet and signature the UA pact.Agreement on basic points of the
Contract, such as the 2,')',;: domestic

national, rived in
I

ad campaign planned;

I
'

off their contract,

to go, after

.

On

trade.

with United Artists. Glett, who recently resigned as v,p, and g.m. for
David O. Selznick, joins SP at oncO
to aid in readying production of its
initial pic, "Thi.s Side of Innocence",

I
|

la,st

principle,

that

all

film

companies are in opposition to percopy bonuses of beyond 50c or
Rights were purcha.sed -b:j'^20thFox at the end of la,st week to
Laura Z. Hobson's hovel. "Gentlemen's Agreement." wh'ch will be

Tom

nublished bv .Simon &
Price was $75,000, with

Armand

L. A. to N. Y.
John Auer. Walter Bullock.

Raymond

I

is

I

Dick'

j
I

1

,

:

j

'
'

I

Burr.
Connors.

Alan Curtis.

Schu.ster.
Sliding

Deutsch.
Charles Erickson.

a

scale orf book .sales until a maximum.,
of $200,000 is reached. Novel deals

Fred Finklehoife.

with anti-Semitism,

Dick' Fleischer.'

"King's Men" musical aggregation
Warner Bros,. al,so made a purdoing the choral work in ,picture.<.,t
fha.se.
having acquired "Sliopery
Westen is producer-directbr
Hitch," hovel
bv Gerald Butler;
and AI Smiley did the script.
which was oublishod in Ehsland re-'
Thei-e
Hci'yh's brother, Sam, is production
It's
'cenlly.
a (•i-ime ,stoi-v.
Dillard s Successors
manager. Another brother, Dave, is distribution charge, was arrived at ere no plans yet fot- publication in
Jay Eisenbergi of Loew's legal de- currently
partnered with' Sam Cos- several months ago,,; but, attorneys this cou,n,tr,y. bnt:it is thought very
partment, has been named to succeed
Walter Bachelor and Monte have been wrangling on lesser likely there will .be.
Tyree Dillard, .Ir., liaison between
Proser in production of "Copaca- clauses. Bert Mayers, of fiteLson &
Metro's sales and legal departments,
for United Arti.sts relea.se.
Mayers; repped v SP and O'Brien,
who resigned last week to open a bana
Admiral Pictures, it is expected. Dri.scoll, Raftery & trawler negoFlirt for 'Forest'
law office in his home town of .la
will go fully into the 16m field, (iated for UA.
Greensboro, N; C,
Pincus Sober
Universal-lnterhational, 20th-Fox,
ma Icing untertaininerit, educational
Glett Was v.p, and g.m, of Eastformer legal counsel on Loew'a labor
Paramount and William Tyler all
and religious films.
erh ,ServiCe Stlic'ios at Astoria, L., I,;
relations statr, will succeed Herb
interested in obtaining screen rights
General Service Studios on the
Nujsbaum, Dillard's associate J who
to Lillian Hellman's current BroadCoast and headed the Myron Selznick
also resigned last week to join the il
i
I
J
I
way Icgitcr, •/'Another Part of the
Monogram legal stafi^ on the Coast,
tiyman tO
JdU. lU > talent agency. He wa.s also an indie Forest," tout no deal has been made
producer
and
served
in the Signal
Eiscnberg, who served as legal]
p,
yet, Mis,s Hellman has .set no pri'ce,
.1;
>
f'l
Corps, during the war.
representative of the group that,
leaving that to negotiation, but is
'fllniS
fOr LCSSCr S
Horne
and
Deutsch
expect
td
reV
worked out Loew's retirement plan,
a.sking either an outright sale with
-Louis «yman, y.p. of Sol Lesser tut n to the Coast the end of thi.';
takes over Friday (3). New appointpayments spread 'over a period
ments are considered a step upstairs Productions, planes to London Jan. week.
years or a down payment plus per10 tor several weeks of huddles.
for both Eisenberg and Sober, since
eenlage of the pictures profits,
He'll take with him a print of
they're moving their offices from the
Wyler i,s a,nxinu.s tc) obtain the
EVANS
BACK
TO
LONDON
Le.«per's forthcoming "Red Hou.se"
seventh and fifth floors, respectively.
property for production by Liberty
Uuid
will confab with Dave Coplan,
La(vrcnce
Evans,
Music
Corp,
of
to the eighth floor of Metro's homeFilm.s, indie unit in which he is a
United
Artists' manager for Britain. •Ameri*i rep in England, leaves New
office.
partner, -since he directed Miss HellOn London opening. He's
schedtoday (Wedne.sday)
return
'

William Holdcn.

Gordon Jones.

.

:
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'
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Dick Kerr.
Alexander Knox.
I.

Kornblum.

B.

Anatole Litvek.
Gale Robbins.
Frank P. Rosenbloom.
-

.

Lou Shapiro.

Ann

Sothern.
Milton Sperling.

Mark

Steven.s.

.

.

David Sussman.
Jerry Wald.

!

.

!

I

I

1A

LOUdOU

^

'

,

I

^

O
Z

'

,

(

.

MCA

Ben Kalmen.son.

'

-

,j

Ycrk

also

RKO

Jerry Wald is in New York for]
two weeks' sessions with Warners

home

office execs.

Producer aLso will eye Broadway
shows- for properties and talent.

|

I

|

which RiCO:':,hari,cnf's,
Hymnn has been in New York for
pa.^t
.seven weeks on Le,sser h'w..
Ti'ry.an"! pix,

He'll go back to the Coa,st following
his returns from abroad.

te

to

man's

"The
He had been huddling
Goldwyn,
week with MCA and .stu-

London.

until last

,

to

return

L

Janis Page,

*

Arthur Schwartz,
Marvin Young,

'-:

Europe

,46

;

thef

.

N. Y. to Europe
Ct cil' Bcafc'm.
l>awrence Evan.s,
Sir Alexander Korda.

Samuel Goldwyn-

1(

-

:

F"-

c
•

to N.

Baronova.

Irina

He'll work in Engwith
Jimmy McHugh,.. Jr.,
MCA's London topger.

land

Harry Kurnitz.

Foxes" for Samuel

Little

dio execs 'on the Coa.st.

Evans expects
U, S. in March,

Elliotti

1

.

uled fqr talks with Bob Wolff,
topper there, on, dLstributiOn of the:

James

Hal Home.

.

I

I

N. Y. to L. A.
Irving Berlin.

I

I

N. Y.

Ralph Wheelwright,
Douglps Wood.
Sol Wurtzel.

'

1

.

JEHRY WAID IN

Frank Walker.

.

i

Tiff

HoH.ywood, Dec.

Dunne and Columbia

Irene

Book-of-the-

Gilild
or
selection.

Quits Col.

Harry Cohn

30,

called

with two pictures
an argument with Harry
Deal originally sought by Hal Mat- Cohj) over the star's right to apson, agent for the author., was $1 a prove the director .,nd the leading
copy for each copy over 50,000, man in her films.
Par resisted that, however, inasCancellation
means that Miss
much as a per-copy bonus of Dunne will not play the star role in
near
the
size
begins
to
that
Casey Robin.son production,
thf.
point where it might be profitable
•No Sad Songs For Me." Underfor a publi.sher to buy up copies of
stood Olivia do Havilland will take
his own'book and resell them to the
over.

Deutsch-Horne East For

[

Donne
In

of $150,000 is
Bonuses of $25,000 are
the book becomes a
if

ceiling

a

Month Club

1

i

Irene

'

-

:

to start all over again.

have been purchased by
Paramount. Price was $.')0,000 plus
50c a copy for every copy over 50,-

French public still favorsVAmerican pictures above all others but
producers claim the penduluin :0f
favor may swing in the other direction if the market continues to be
glutted with American filiTis.

I

formation.
The case was returned
to the Coast office some months ago

Blaine's

spring,

I

sets

rights

Woman

".Ted

to

Woman," novel by Evelyn Wells to
be published by Doubleday next

:

who designed

Pars Buy

on

Ceiling

m

I

De-

material on hand.
At one time Justice Dept. thought

Sliding Scale

$150,000

to pull in their horns on pic backing, Hollywood, with shooting slated to the necessity for French product to
aKhough their position is always finish early next vffiek,' Being made get a break on local screeiis but
considerably better than the sec- are 12 two-reel shorts, each one claim that a mass Of U. S, indies are
ondary financing outfits, since they containing a song by' Stephen Foster flooding the market indiscriminately.
get their coin back on assignment and a dramatic portion Concerning Several of these indies are affiliated
by the producer of initial rentals incidents in the famed songsmith's with the majors in the domestic U.S.
market but have pulled out in forlife, including the inspiration for the
(Continued on page 18)
order to escape
eigri distribution,
particular tune,
the
Each of the shorts will be self-con- the restrictions impo.sed on

For Korda on W3de Play

the Ju.sticc

that

is

its

'

major.-.

fact

partment is still digging into the case
and collecting information. It will
not make any decision until it has all

I

tained,-but so written that the 24
reels can be edited into, a regular
eight- or lO-reei pic Oh the W*e.
Special bridges to
song!? of Fbster.
Fea 1 nk the parts are being; shot.
ture Will be labeled "Beautiful

de-

-

also knocked the pins Out from
production ind distribution exec, under the French industry, with
charge of sales and distribu- .producers containing to plead for
self-imposed quotas by. American
tion. Martin Hersh, prexy of Ideal,
distribs over and above the proviis ako preic of Admiral,
sions of the Leon Blum pact,
Initial films in the experiment are
Majority of producers concede
now in production in 16m Kodachrome on the Gordon Street lot in that the American majors have seen

v.p. 'in

Beaton Assoc. Producer

to

cide anything yet and we have not
gotten the green light to file such a
suit," said a spokesman.

.

'

started

s Ready

It

pj-odiicers,

I

Beats*,

,'

.

greatest set-

difficuUie.s,- received
back since the war's,: end '^''t week
when the four .largest French banking houses shut down all credits to
its

whole field has become too
speculative as a result o£ strikes,
shortages, Technicolor delays, upped
production costs, internal dissension
in United Artists, which handles
rnost o£ the indie product, uncertainties ahead in foreign distribuhazy picture
tion, and generally
concerning the U. S. 18 to 24 months
hence, when pix now being financed

Cecil

:

French film industfy, struggling in
the throes of postwar reconversion

to Hersh,

Banks some months ago

ritual to

.

nTonths,

George
Arthur

an occupational

gifting as

giftees alike, henceforth, to make certain the presents were properly
received. And, if unacknowledged, the donors should have a key for
a foUowup checkup.
This was brought home several times last week with curious re.-jnlts.
There was an instance of a music publisher who dispatched an ofi'iee
boy to make the rounds on the- Monday before Xmas and found the
boy never came back on the job. The popular show biz habit of sending out liquor has had repercussions on both coasts and in Chi, Only
a few of the more seasoned hands, either have a system of personal
conve.yance or a return card for checker-uppering, ^ The amount of
stuff that 'gets detoured, accidentally or by design, all pointi to the
necessity of a more realistic method of keying safe receipt. Too many
call.s in the past week*have cropped up, inquiring whether or not. the

of tha

duced by Alfred Hitchcock for
into 16m backing on an esperimental
Selznick's Vanguard Filnis.
basis and will return to throwing David O,
the heayiest /part ot, its' ihvestivieht Valli--'ivho insists on theOsingle
coin into regular commercial factor-.' moniker— is under a long-term pact
She, was discovered
ing in the garment and other in- to Selznick.
dustries, field in which it originally and si,!!ned by his distribution chief,
started.
Neil Agnew, during a, Evu'opean trip

Xmas

business goes in for

Bueh a large degree that It should be cautioned henceforth on the
proposition of keying its holiday presents. Apart from the fact that
such seasonal gifts run into fancy figures, perhaps of an average
higher in quantity and quality than in any: other branch, there is
always the hazard of honest losses, absences from permanent addresses,
perhaps a congenital bohemianism about the lormaUty of properly
acknowledging gilts, etc, which makes it mandatory for giftors and
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the

w*ork

start

to

Case,"

Show

f«qM

Italian

New York

aboard

(Wednesday)

today

i

th«

**From Punches to

t

currently prevailing in film financial
circles concerning status of the in-

Sbw 6iz Needs Xmas Present System

Joey Adams
WriMi Abeat
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British 'Henry

LINGUISTIC GI'S

Ikt U.S. Better Show More BriL Pix
British films in the

Sir

Hollywood Humoriit

C. Stapleton, director of

and Worton Hall studios, declared
week that the more good Britthat are produced, the
will have to import
American product to fill their,
screens. The time may come, consequently, when the British will
have a buyers' market as far as
American films are concerned and
they won't have to play U. S.
product as they do now.
last

Ims a humorous piece

ish pictures

on Novel Contests

less the British

Stapleton, stressing that he was
speaking as an average member of
the British public and not as a
distribution exec, pointed out that
pictures
increased
had
English
steadil.y in both quality and quantity since the war's end. Fact tliat
British product is now getting more
playing time on British screens is
because it's getting better, not because American ' films are losing
favor, he said. The time when the
British will be able to produce
enough to meet their own demands

York, where almost 20% of
city's theatres are playing foreign product on at least a part-time
basis, is reverberating throughout
the country. Besides many nabe exhibs converting to & partial foreignfilm policy, realty owners in several
cities without art hoases have come
to New York recently with the inr
tention of building art houses in
their home towns if they can get
enougtjf product.

*

an

*

*

•ditorial

fcatur*

of tho

4Jst

Anniversary

Number

_

"

Want

.

:

is

dependent on

conditions

are

and that
come.

time

Stapleton

aboard

iroproying
will

steadily

undoubtedly

arrived in New York
Queen Elizabeth Dec 12

left for

under arrangemeats set up
(Continued on page 20)

studios,

British

MOI Expects To

Continue Info Pix Use;

Major Circuits

More U.S. Bates In

factors, but

the Coast Saturday (28)
to study AmeiHcan production techniques and equipment. First stop in
•Hollywood will be at the 20th-Fox

and

,

tlie

many

Book 'Em

'Heavy use of films by the British
government during the war which
saw some 928 films produced by the
MinLstry of Information through the

expected to
continue substantially the sam'e in
peacetime though
on a slightly
reduced scale.
Stressing films as
an ideal channel lor dissemination
of information, Thomas Baird, director of the Film Division of the
British Library, declared in New
York that "the British government
six years of conflict, is

definitely committed to a film policy and has a strong belief in that
is

Swap

Representatives of realty firms in
Cleveland, Cincinnati and Chicago
Pointing up the increasing; aggreshave contacted N. Y. distributors of
siveness of foreign films In the do- foreign films during the last several
mestic American market, a group of weeks to lineup product with an
leading French producers are pre- eye to seeing if there's enough to
paring a personal campaign for bet- keep a • new theatre operating 52
weeks a year. Several more N. Y.
ter playing time for. ttieir product in
nabes. including the Brandt-owned
the United States. Four French film Atlantic
Playhouse in Brooklyn,
toppers planning junkets to America have recently been converted to
sometime in January are Gen. Cor- first-run outlets for foreign pix. In
niglion-Molinier, president of Gau- addition. Vog Films, an indie distrib
mont; Jean Le Due, George Loureau,
(Continued on page 18)
prexy of Regina Films and French
partner of Alexander Korda, and
Andre Paulve, president of Discina

has faded with cessation of hostilities.
Notable among thespers who appeared in British documentaries was

42d

Films.

The four plan

their films in situations othei? than
the arty houses and an occasional
subsequent run theatre. Producers
will try to persuade' the American
toppers to play good French product
in some of the better domestic
houses.
With the exhibs they Will
point up the increasing popularity

strength of foreign films in

b.o.

this country, while the argument for
distributors will be better playing

(Continued on page 18)

Fielding Files Appeal
On 'Outlaw' Permit
Albany, Dec.

at $1.10 tops.

Appeal from the ruling of Dr.
C. Bowen, acting director of
the Motion Picture Division of the
State Education Dept., upholding the

HEINEMAN SETS NT
DEALS FOR RANK HLMS
Both "Wicked Lady" and "Stair:.way to Heaven,"
J. Arthur Rank's
jeaaoff pix under
Universal distriwill play a number ofNa?i„'°">
notial
Theatres' circuits including

*OK-West Coast, William
J. Heine^an, Rank's U,
S. sales head, said
""^
from the
rni.f^^'^l?
^^s*
further pried
nnsn for
f
open
British pix by a deal which
tor playing of Presd"?"
'^'"'^
20 FWC houses. Pact
renrf

form»

ZZl
ZTl

'^•"^''y

Prestige's
°^ ""'^'^^nS t° the art
theatres are

and nabes.

previously shaped
(rV^i
*l-ontiiiued on page
20)

Number

41st Anniversary
of

UBIETY

UA

New dates, which will bring
close tp the limit of the 14 prints

tion that pic's advertising has passed
the line of decency are sought by the

commish.
of chief points of dispute on

ickViaFC

(Jan. 2), Kansas City (Jan. ,3), New
Haven (Jan. 7). Providence (Jan. 8),
Atlanta (Jan. 31), Seattle (Feb. 2)

Denied by Agiiew

Johnston's Ariz. Sunning

and Rochester (Feb.

AndJoeBernhard

For instance, in
Northampton, Mass, (Smith College),
in three days earned a net of
50% of the
tionally profitable,

Deal

week

reported

in

the

trade

la-st

be cooking between SelzReleasing Organization and
to

|

nick

Film Classics was denied JMonday

[

week, was said to have done so
as part of an arrangement for physical handling by FC of Selznick product and perhaps eventually some-

what broader

Avers U.S. Fans Highly

activities.

Receptive to

prexy,

FC owns seven of its own exchanges and operates through 22
franchiseholders in other territories.
That would mean exchanges

in 29
store,

at his

home

in

Spokane for

that could potentially
inspect and bill for Selznick

cities

ship,

and provide a physical nucleus
around which his own sales 'staff
could be expanded.
:

Agnew

refused Monday to disorganizational plans ^for the
new releasing organization Selznick
has been, forced to set up as a result
of the recent dispute in which he
close

(Continued on page 18)

As regards

wyn

British pictures, Goldsaid they were inspiring Hol-

Biz — 'Razor/

He thought "Henry V"

.cuperate.

MPA

New

in

York; and six

schedule

quarters in Washington, but it isn't
certain now whether he'll get in the
studio visit or not, since he intends
to be back in the capital around
.

mid-January,

in

HoUy-

wood.
further added that there were
America in entertainment, saying that critics in New
York go overboard on British and

He

no

limits in

films.

Reverting
stated

it

"Years,"

to

was the only

Goldwyn

pic that

had

'Show-Off,'
'Skies,' 'Time, Place,* 'Song,' 'Clouds' the Big Six

theatre
business stays up largely via its marked
National
film
surged back during the past week, strength where showing, since in
measuring up to promises and top- only three spots. "Life," Minneappling old records in many key cities. olis topper, is uniformly solid to bifi
New, strong screen product, of in five cities. "JoLson Story" (Col),
course, is helping and in some spots doing sock $32,000 in Chicago and
competition even for big holiday socko in Seattle, Is opening this
week in many smaller cities and
week trade is keen.
doing big.

TOPALLOS-STAFFORDPIC

'

SCHAEFER HAS RIGHTS
George J. Schaefor, former RKO
and United Artists topper, now in
the indie financing biz, has acquired

American distribution

rights to

"The

16th Bar," Steve Pallos-John Stafproduction formerly labeled"Teheran." Schaefer refused to disford;

close how he'll handle distribution,
whether pic will be statesrighted or
turned over to a national releasing
(WB), another new organization.
getting
record
a
$58,000 in
Film was shot in Rome and Teheup among the winners for several entry,
Y.
preem. "Wicked Lady" ran, and centers around the plot on
climbed back into third its' N.
weeks,
(U) is sturdy on its second -session the late President Roosevelt's life
.groove this session.
at N. Y. Winter Garden,while he was attending the Big
A newcomer, ^'Time^ Place, Girl''
"Wake Up and Dream" (20th) Three conclave in the Iranian capi(WB), is a sturdy .fourth place which had been doing nicely, is tal during the war. New title depmoney champ, playing 'in seven, fairly well smothered in deluge of rives from the fact that the attetnpt
"Song Of. South" (BKO) is new product this week. Same is on the President's life was to be
cities,"
coming into its- own this stanza, tak- partly true of "Magnificent Doll" made when the band. hit the 16th bar
'
ing fifth slot.
(U) which is big both in Indianap- of "The Star-Spangled Banner."
others in the Big 10, in order of olis and Baltimore. "Black Beauty"
Film was directet' by William
boxoffice take, are "Till Clouds Roll (20th) shapes stout in Omaha, be- Fre."=hman, and stars Derek Farr and
Heart" (Par), ing one of leaders there. "Plainsman Marta LaBarr. They're all Brit.ish.
By" (M-G), "Cross
Wonderful Life" (RKO), "Best and Lady"' looms fine in Louisville, Pallos, who produced the film with
Years of Lives" (RKO) and "Un- (Complete Boa:o//ioe Reports on blocked currency in Italy, is prepeat"Best Years"
dercurrent" (M-G).
Pofifes 10-11)
ly in the V. S.

second

j

''Blue Skies" (Par);

which has been "Humoresque"
is

'

i

'

.

:

I

called for
him to spend two weelcs in Hollywood before returning to his head-

head's

a

great job, and liked several other
British films he had seen. He refuted statements made by several
important British film people that
English pix are not getting good
Showings in America. He said that
12 films are currently being shown

1

the holidays,' but doctor decided, he
wasn't fully recovered from attack
of pneumonia which he recently suffered in England and sent him to the
dry-air'^and-sunshine territory to re-

Pix

chosen.

lywood.

!

had been

Brit.

London, Dec. 2Li
At press reception given by RKO
former Warner Bros,
theatre head, was reported inter- for Sam Goldwyn at the Savoy-hotel^
viewing prospective employees for Dec. 20, Goldwyn stated he was here
the FC setup and to have inferred for two reasons. One was to see his
that they might be handling Selz- son, who is working as assistant dinick product. FC is handling some rector to Sydney Box, and (2) to
Selznick reissues and a misunder- arrange for West End showing of
standing may have occurred pn that "Best Years of Our Lives," for
which no theatre has yet been
score.
Bernhard,

;

prez,

four weeks

Sam Goldwyn in London

Neil Agnew,
joined Bernhard in
denying that, a deal is pending.

SRO

i

i

!

'

My

,

pic

$2,300, or approximately.
$4,500 profit gained in the
run in Buffalo.

(30) by Joseph Bernhard.
Latter,
who bought into the reissue outfit
la.st

:

Week Booms

;

continue the: college town bai-nstorming, which Has proved excep-

'

Johnston,
Motion Picture
in
is currently resting
Arizona on orders of his medico. He
Eric

As.sn.

2).

Paul N, Lazarus, Jr., UA pub-ad
who has been handling the
dates, is- planning also to

head,

"Henry"

"Razor's Edge" (20th) is shooting
"Man I Love" (WB), a newcomer,
up into top spot, being more than
shapes nicely in three keys. "Stair-'
$150,000 ahead of its closest rival in
keyS' covered by Variety this week. way to Heaven" (U), also new, looks
being smash in its N. Y.
promising,
"Show-Off" (M-G), new Red Skelton
comedy, is strongly entrenched in preem at reserved-seat Park Avenue
position; showing in 12 spots, which Universal is now operating.

of out-of-state ads.

it.

has on hand, are Philly (opened Dec.
23), Cleveland (Dec, 26), Milwaukee

been requested to be shown for two
nights in succession on his trip on
the Queen Elizabeth. Also that it
(Continued on page 20)

Holiday

,

;

French

Howard Hughes'
"The Outlaw," has been filed with
the 12-man Board o( Regents by
N. Y. License Commissioner Benjar
min Fielding.
Review of Dr.
Bowen's findings and a determina-

One

Chicago after 22 weeks and .Memafter four weeks.
Continuing
New York, now in 29th week;
Washington, currently in its 7th
week, and San Francisco,' in its 12th

phis
are

week.'

(Out Next Week)

National Boxoffice Survey

license granted to

college

in

Two of the early U.S. engagements
are currently closing, and nine new
ones are opening up. Shuttering are

the

in

two or three nights

AH dates have been on road-'
policy, with UA taking houses.
on a f pur-walls basis. Result has
been a net to the distrib of 51% of

towns.

pic's b.o. gross.

.*'

an editorial feature

Ward

out before Dr.
ads outside the
state could be considered.
In con-firming the seal, decision did not
cover context of film nor "decency"

others.

25G

Wind," which chalked up $9,000

30.

Mward G. Robinson who starred in which Fielding lost
the RAF saga, "Journey
Together," Bowen was whether
among

Theatre's

Illustrative of the way foreign films are catching on in the
U. S. is the new record being
chalked up by the French-made
"Le.s Miserables" during its first,
week at the Apollo, N. Y. Officials
of the Brandt circuit,
which own the house, predict the
film will gross an unprecedented
$24,500 at the end of its first
seven days tonight (Tuesday),
and will have played to: approximately 90,000 people.
Apollo, with 1,400 capacity, is
charging $1.20 top for the picture. Film runs 200 minutes but
the slowdown in turnover is
compensated by the theatre running continuously from 8 a:m.
to 3 a.m. Last previous recordholder was "Gone With the

to coordinate their

campaign with group meetings with
top U. S. exhibitors and distributors,
in an effort to gain acceptance for

and

St.

.*

the British-made pic. It has played
only 10 engagements in the U.S. and
seven in Canada, plus three stands of

show

has put him

"In the Swim**
*

Artists, which sent "Henry
into release last April 3, has piled
a net profit of $700,000 to date on

one,

that he'f got a privato puddl*

in hit iiaelcyard it

.

medium both

at home and abroad."
Top grossers the British government has had recently are two
documentary Alms "The Raider"
and "Journey. Together" which deal
with the merchant marine and the
Royal Air Force respectively. These
pictur.es were turned over to Nat
Sanders' American firm, known as
English Films, which distributed the
pair on a percentage basis.
Both
films scored long runs in key U.S.
cities and have been booked
by the
Loew and BKO circuits.
During the war many British and
American film stars offered their
services to the Oovernmeht' on tht
puff but now, that patriotic iCustOm

for Quotas

how

derails

now

Reconversion and building plans
are giving added impetus to thecurrent scramble by indie American
distvibs to buy'up French-made pix
for release in the U. S.
At least
25 American indies are currently
shopping for product in Paris and.
paradoxically, are finding plenty of
French films available but a tremendous bottleneck in U. S. outlets because of the still limited number
of U. S. theatres .playing foreign
pix.
Illustrative of booking conditions is the fact that the 55th Street
Playllouse, Fifth Avelnue Playhouse
and Avenue in N. Y, are all booked
solidly for the next eight months.

Out Next Week

French, Too,

man-about-pools

Roadshowings

S.

V"
up

Hollywood bon vivant and

New

the

Harry Kurnilz

Alexander Korda's Shepperton

"

Jimmy Durante

in popularity of foreign
pi ^tures, as evidenced especially in

$700,000

United

>

Growth

American producers hope
their hold on the British

if

S.

inarlcct.

Has POed Up

Net in Only 10 U.

BIG AUDIENCE

Sounding another note for wider

to retain

8

SPREADING INTO STK

Korda s Aide Reprises Same Warning

U.

.
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;
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Wednesday, January

PICTURES
Wallis' First to Lens

CEKC and St. Loo Will HQ Hock Of
:

'VVith

Min no

from

iridicalion

tlie

'

'

Waliis,

angle on advcrti.sing pix for
is outfit currently being t^rganized in New "iTork to make onereclers for Negro -theatres excluIt claims' it ..can reach the
sively.
4,000,000 weekly patrons of the Country's 600^ Negro theutres for approxi'

:

.

mately $25,000 a reel,
John ;Gluskin, attorney and' band
manager, and Alfred Kohn. recently
out, of the Signal Corps, are organs
.

;

\

j

summer, closed a deal "with
Rank but the studio and date were
Filming will start some
left open.
time between May 15 and June 15,
•

with

'Waliis

month ahead

going over tliere a
of the starting date, to

Mex. Variety Tent

50 U.

,

,

S.

.

'

Showmen

entertainment value in the films.
First Latin-American tent of the
Consensus, howr Which will be musicals, but more Variety Clubs will be inaugurated
twoever, is that' the CJovernment will than average amount of protluct
in Mexico City Jan. 16-17, in a
give; them, at. least six months to plugging that goes into reels designed day party -which may run to Jan. 20,
readjust their sales methods;, hence for ofay houses.
More than 50 guests from the 1). S,
staged.by
the necessity for a get-together of
benefit
pafirst
1.000
the
per
get
attend
will
Theatres will
$3
..the sales staffs to map out the new trons,- visual fee.
That's $1,2,000 to the Clubhouse of Variety Interpolicies.
eover the country. Films cost about national. Prexy of the Mexico City
Most, of the sales chiefs of the $2,500-$3,000 a reel to produce and tent is Luis R. Montes, prominent
Big Five don't foresee any drastic around $10,000 represents distribu- local distributor.
changes in the decree from the tion, handling and profit, Company
original anti-trust decision handed ^jjj'
^eels for general
^^^^
Variety Girl
the
forced to operate;

.'•::'''""''

.,'.'

>

,

I

,

j

.

j

I

|

(Continued from page

i

Pittsburgh, Dec. 30.

Paramount may keep

|

its

musical,

''^-''.-J

'

',

-

'" ,"

'

—-—

'

Indies Study

Dj

most distinguished pictures, with one
exception ('Best Years of Our Lives');
on this list came from abroad; the
Hollywood entries, while accomphshed, are generally of conventional

.

j
I

,'

NW

Foreign Films

|

|

:

'

,',.

|

.

exception gjj^jgjjggj
down last June, with
Of the competitive bidding provisos.!,
incorporated in the decision. Latter
are expected to be bypassed in the
decree through almost unanimous
disapproval of Government attorneys, distributors and exhibitors.
Other changes, such as single-sel-r
ling, have already been adopted by
the majors.

stripe."

Alton Cook, of the N. Y. WorldTelegram, also selected five foreign
pix among his 10 best. "The slack

Hollywood movies

Possible Causes

Of Trust

Suits

Minneapolis, Dec.

30.

The several heavy judgments

this

al«

ready won by independent exhibi"Variety Girl," under wraps until quality of
year becomes more apparent tors against major distributors in
next May, when it'll be shown to past
than ever, when time comes to make anti-trust law violation suits have a
delegates attending the coast conof the IQ best pic- number of the territory's theatrevention of national Variety. Clubs, the. annual ohoice
tures/' Cook declared. "For the first owners consulting their lawyers
to
according to reports here. Undertime in many year.s it ever it did determine if they, too,: have any
stood that'll be the big blow-off to
happen before half of these unoffi- causes of action.
the annual confab.
laurels go to imported films inMetro is probably unique among
Picture is based on the history of cial
North Central Allied hints that the
stead of Hollywood's."
the Big Five as the only, company
the Variety Club, founded here
anti-trust suit filed by the Duluth
that has tried to anticipate the
NBR Selections
nearly 20 years ago by John H.
Theatre Corp. against eight ma,ior
decree. Whereas the other cornpanies
Harris and group of Pittsburgh
National Board of Review teed off distributors and the Minnesota
have sat back: on. almost all the.
showmen when they discovered an the selections early last week.'choos- Amus. Co. (Paramount circuit), askPhiladelphia, Dec. 30.
decision's rulings except for singleabandoned child in lobby of Sheri- ing four foreign-produced pix on its ing $1,350,000 plus fees and costs, for
Metro has attempted to
selling,
William Goldrtian late today (Monr dan Square theatre and promptly list. Two foreigners, including the alleged anti-trust violation, is only
readjust all situations that might day) filed a supplemental damage adopted her. Club was paid $50,000 Bfiti.sh-made "Henry V" and Italianthe first of several such actions to
have been considered to breach the suit against the "Warner interests and by Par for privilege of putting the produced "Open City," topped the
be instituted during the ensuing
rulings, once Such sitijations have the major distributors, asking addi- story on the screen.
list, which also included the Britishmonths. Bennie Berger, North Cenbeen brought to the attention of the tional damages of $8,600,000 in behalf
made "Brief Encounter" in fourth tral Allied president, is principal
M-G sales staff and explained. of the Erlanger, which Goldman has
"It
HapFrench-made
and
owner dI the Duluth Theatre Corp.
Albany Club to Fete "Rip" Collins place
.Exhibs who could prove their situa- under lease.
pened at the Inn" in sixth. ConcurNorth Central Allied directors, in*
Albany,, Dec. 30.
tions were not competitive, for inGoldman's new. suit, filed in U. S.
ring with the majority opinion, the
will meet next week to
stance^ have in many instances been District Court, came on the heels of
James Anthony "Rip" Collins, board selected "Best Years" as the cidentally,
granted clearance over their opposl-^ last week's decree, which gave him on-:-time star with the St. Louis outstanding American film of the consider a proposal to appeal to the
Department of Justice for relief
tion, as called for in the decision.' $375,000 in damages plus $60,000 for Cardinals^ and playing manager of ,year.
against alleged "strangulation" of inIn addition, Metro conducted ex- lawyers fees and ordered the defend- Albany Eastern league club since
Fredominant Choices
dependent exhibitors by "di-sti ibutors
periments in competitive bidding in ants tO:,break up alleged "monopolis- 1942, will be feted by the Variety
"Henry," "Encounter" and "Open who, in apparent united agreement,
several test sitviations, all strictly tic practices" which he claimed dis- Club, Jan. 20, at De Witt Clinton
City" were almost unanimous. choices are curtailing production to a point
competitive, in an attempt to gain criminated against the Erlanger and hotel. Collins recently was appointbut other foreign pic- where the very existence of many
knowledge of the way the system prevented him from getting firstrrun ed manager of San Diego in Cla.ss on the lists,
tures also made their appearance. independent t h e a t r e owners is
would work in case it was written product for the house.
Pacific Coast league.
Crowther included "Stairway to
"conspiracy or plof
Into the final decree. On the basis
The new action covered the lime
Albany Variety Club will present Heaven" tBritish) and "Well-Digger's threatened."
of this, Metro sales chief William F. from December, 1942 when the orig- the Strauss Festival at the Palace
on the distributors' part against in-:
Rodgers doesn't predict too many inal suit was filed until today, dur- theatre, Jan. 27 for the benefit of Daughter" (French), and Cook se- deffendent exhibitors is claimed.
lected "The Raider" (British) among
enforced changes from his present ing which Goldman claims he suf- its Boys Club summer camp;
his choices. With the exception of
policy.
Metro's post-decree sales fered a loss of $2,800,000. He is a!;k"Best Years," the American pix semeet, consequently, will probably be ing trebled damages, allowable unlected varied widely, including such Italian-Dubbed
Pix
Kolin Named Barker
held on the Coast sometime during der the terms of the Federal antifilms as' "Notorious," "Green Years,''
February, to give the sales staff a trust laws. In addition, Goldman
Memphis, Dec. 30.
"My Darling Clementine," "Road to
chance to look over the new season's asked for lawyers' fees and asked the
For Italo Fans in N.Y.C.
Herb Kohn, assistant to M. A. Utopia," "A Walk in the Sun,"
product, as well as to talk over the court to impose the costs of the liti- Lightman, of Malco circuit, was
York,
pult
Loew's
circuit
in
New
"Postman Always Rings Twice,"
decree.
gation, against the defendant."!.
named to a second term as, chief
ing a switch on the current popularThe $8,600,000 asked by Goldman barker of Memphis Tent No.. 20 of "Cluny Brown" and "Anna and the ity in the U.S. of foreign-produced
King of Siam."
is believed to be 'the greatest amount
Variety Clubs.
of
pix,
system
has
instituted
new
a
As an added fillip to the implied
involved in an anti-trust suit in the
Kohn, who has been instrumental ^tl^^k on Hollywood,
ol
the Times on showing Italian-dubbed versions
filni industry in the U. S.
in an expansion program for the «
their own product in theatres in the
Defendants in the suit are the same club, will be re-installed along with Sunday (29) also presented its "seven
city's
Italian-speaking
sections.
PIX as in the original action— Loew's,
di.sappointments" of the year, as
the new officers, Jan. .20.
System teed o& via special expericompiled by staflEer Tom Pryor. UnParamount, RKO, 20th-Fox, ColumHollywood, Dec. 30.
Dave Flexer was elected first asIndicating a possible new- trend in bia, Warner Bros., Warner Bros. Cir- sistant barker; Buster Hammond, willing to choose the 10 worst pix mental midnight shows in five difbecause "Holl.ywood was quite gen- ferent nabe houses and the pix are
film advertising in radio, Sam Gold- cuit Management, Vitagraph, Stanley
second assistant; Ed Sapinsley, propwyn has bought full program time Co. of Arrierica, Universal and United erty master; and Bailey Prichard, erous in this regard during 1948, and slated to go into four other such
theatres during the next month. If
it is doubtful that even Solomon in
on station KLAC here. There has Artists.
dough guy. Lightman is ex*officio all his celebrated wisdom
could com- the Italian-dubbed pix do good busiMeanwhile, counsel for these corn- director
been literally tons of time bought on
and past chief barker,
pile such an arbitrary list," Pryor ness ^and -reports from their ex-:
spot announcement bases but Gold- panies huddled over the -weekend to
said his group comprised those "great perimental runs: indicate they wilM
wyn's move is the first such and may decide what steps they would take
Room for Anderson
expectations" which failed '?in more then Loew's is prepared to supply
next, It is believed they would ap-.
start others thinking hi.s Way.
or less degree to' return in terms of the theatres with a steady menu of
Minneapolis, Dec. 30.
Starting Jan. 1, Goldwyn will rpeal the decree, handed down ;by
such pix as they become available,
sponsor one hour of the two hours Federal Judge William H. KirkpatNorthwest Variety club is raising entertainment sati.sfactibn all the
First two pix under the program
station
allots
"Christmas Early," rick, to the U. S. Circuit Court of funds among its members to dedi- money and effort that went into their
are "Ziegfeld Girl" and "Honky
femme disk jockey. Goldwyn will Appeals. If this appeal fails, they cate a room to Art Anderson, re- production."
For his "seven' disappointments," Tonk," both of which were dubbed
take the last hour, midnight to one still have the opportunity of apply- tiring chief barker, in the heart hosa.m., of the six-nights weekly show, ing for a writ of certiorari to ask pital which it will build and equip Pryor selected "Razor's Edge," "Acl- in Italy with Italian actors' voices.
augmenting with stars and other film the U, S. Supreme Court to review on the University of Minnesota cam- venture,'' *'Sister Kenny/': "Song of Films are the regular product exthe South." "Of Human Bondage," ported to Italy by Loew's Internathe entire question.
dressing.
pus. This will be in recognition and
^
Plan is to use it for an iastituappreciation of his untiring efforts "Devotion," and "Till the End Of tional, one of the few companies in
the industry that has favored dub'
tional as well as for plugging cur- Tj^r^
in bringing the campaign to a suc- Time."'
x%f
t»
t*
i
"It almo.st goes without saying," bed versions over titled version.s.
rent releases. Initial benefiting film
cessful conclusion.
A minimum of Pryor
sajd, "that some of the picwill be 'I Best Years of Our Lives."
Loew's International has already
Films for Television $1,000 will be raised.
Old
tures on this list were-^oi- .still are-^
.started servicing indie theatres ii
big money inake»-.s, and that their the
United World Pictures, Universal
Spanish-speaking sections o'
Dixie TeeolF subsid, is currently dickering to
inclusion here will be regarded by New 'York
with a steady diet ol
Mills
Eagle-Lion kicks off Jan. 21 with buy, out 16m franchise rights to
certain producers as proof sufficient
Spanish-dubbed pix, with some "f
the world preem of its lead off pic, hundreds of old Universal films
(Former General Manager that this corner doesn't 'know what the houses playing them to the al'It's a Joke, .Son," Kenny Delmar from
the public wants,' But for every con- most total
International Television Co.,
i-egular
and
of
of
himself
tin
exclusion
and June Lockharl starrer, at the narrowHgauge distrib that filed for
tented cu.stomert there is a disap- product with an English soundtraclt'
authority on copyright
Paramount theatre, Austin, Texas reorganization in the N. Y: federal
pointed one, and sometimes the ratio Spanish versions have also earned
wrifes that
state capital.
Opening is timed for court recently.
is higher in favor of the latter."
iias offered to
-p
grosses in the Spanish-language
.same day as; inauguration of Gov- purchase the rights from a creditors'
sections of the country along t>
ernor-elect Beauford H. Jester.
committee which is handling InterMexican border.
Through a deal which hands pre- national's bu.siness affairs under
Elects Officers
Copyrights
ferred playing-ti me to E-L's film, court .supervision. Deal is expected
Hollywood,
Deo.
30,
Limit Their
Interstate
circuit.
Par's
partner to be .closed .next month for the
Independent Motion Picture Pro* :„* •:
chain, will play "Joke" at Aztec, films, it was disclosed:
Archainbaud ViceCaslie
ducers Assn. retained I. E. ChadWick
an editorial featnr*
San Antonio, starting Jan. 22; Metfoalready claims to own the
as president, at its annual election.
Hollywood, D<-i- :)0.
y
politan,
Houston,
6t tlic
Jan.
23
and largest 16m library in the world.
Edward Finney was re-elected
Columbia inked George At haiP'
Majestic, Dallas, Jan. 24. Group of It recently acquired Bell it 'Howell's
41st Anniversary Number
secretary-treasiirer,
Steve Broidy, baud to take over the direc tm chori
E-L top personnel, including Delmar Son-O-Tone library and has U. S,
of
Hariy H. Thomas and Johnny Jones, on "The Crime Doctor's V,i( :ii-.".n,
and Miss Lockhart, will head from distribution rights to thousands of
vcepees, and Fred Steele, Belmont which starts Jan. 3.
'
both New York and the Coast to at- British-made pix of J, Arthur Rank.
Gottlieb, Karl Hittlcman, A.
Job was originally assii'.ni d
W.
tend the preem and the guber- Company also plans production of
Out N«XI Week
Hackel, Sam Katzman and William William Castle, who stepptd i'natorial inauguration.
one new educational pic per weelt.
Stephens to the board of directors. because of illness.

Goldman Asks

—

—

$8,600,0(10 In
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'

'

Jan.PreemtoDraw

:

'

;

'

be decided within the next 10 days.

of Industrial & Educational
Film Co. Idea is to put, plenty of
izers

London

.

:

policies for the coming
until they, learn, delinitejy
what restrictions they'll be

in

last

NEGRO CINEMAS EXCL.
New

theatres

when he was

,.

'

.

.

new

year
under

^

to See,"

ADV. PIX PRIMED FOR

.

any

Samuel Goldwyn's "Best 'Vears of Our Lives'* was selected a.s the
.ouLstanding picture of 1946 by the New York Film Critics in the group's
annuar polling yesterday (Monday). Italian-made "Open City" was
cited as the best foreign picture of the year. Group, comprising i8
crix from N. Y, daily newspapers and magazines, does
not select a
'
^ :,'.'",'.''
: ':
"10 Best" list.
.=,„
Laurels for the best directing job of the year, went to William Wylcr
for,"Be.st Years," with Laurence Olivier in the runner-up spot fen- hi.<!
job on "Henry V," British-made film which rated as the second best
all-around feature. Olivier was cited as the best actor for 'Henry,"
With the best actress award going to, Celia Johnston, British actress
for "Brief Encounter."
Under the critics' by-laws, a contestant lias to poll two-thirds or the
voles, before it .can win., "Best Years", thus won on the .second 'ballot
with "Henry" and J. Arthur Rank's 'Stairway to Heaven" also receiving mention. "Well-Digger's Daughter," produced in France, Copped
second honors as the best foreign film. Runner-up award for top, aqt,'
iuR went to Fredric March for "Best Years," with Rosalind Ru.sseJJ
cited as second best actr&ss for "Sister Kenny."
Motion for a special award to "Henry" as an outstanding film was
voted down because the pic had figured in the competition for the bt^st
of the year. Archer Winsten of the N. Y, Post, chairman of the group,
presided at the balloting.

Hollywood, Dec. 30.
First production by Hal WaUis in
England will te filmed on J; Arthur
Rank's lot in Denham, just outside
Ijonclon. Picture will be "For Her

+'

courts as; to wh.ei), :jlhe .ttiial ijecree
will be haiKled down, industry sales
loppers predict a general ru.sh for
hotel reservations in Chicago, Kansas
City and St. LOuis when it's finally
Trio ^ o£ centrally-located,
issued.
cities have beeti generally favored
for sales meets in the past: and it'S'
believed almost, all the fito 'c^
panics will attempt to line up meets
there as soon as the decree is finalised so sales chiefs can talk
things over with their field staffs;:
Sales toppers have already expressed discontent with the decree's
delay, pointing out they can't set

N.Y. Crix Vote 'Best Years the Best

At Rank^s Denham Lot

As Soon As Decree's OKd

Sales Meets
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HTVOOD HELL-BENT FOR HEAVEN
Par Pacing 24 Films for 1947,

As

Over

OF

'^v--

S. Senator

Write* that

putting

Show Bix
Combat New

to

about

*

.

Eight films and release dates are:
"Cross My Heart," Jan. 10; "The
Perfect Marriage." Jan. 24;. "Ladies"
Manj" Fob. 7; "California," Feb. 21;

Come. Easy Go," March
It's
Spring," March
"My Favorite Brunette," April

21;

and "The Imperfect Lady," April

25.

"Easy

f'Suddonly

7;

4;

.

"Proving Ground for

they

worldwide

Field Exploitation

scope in postwar films that was
understatemerit. They've not only
gone worldwide but far beyond. So
that right now, judging from, picr
tures recently released, still in production or being readied for the near
future, the whole industry ig' virr
tually hell-bent for Heaven.

in

the

In

41st Anniversary

Number

of

indication

First

of

the

when Heaven was used

Men'*

41st Anniversary

summer

Number

Increases represent an average,
overall pay hike: Of .30%. for the:
approximate 15.000 lA stydio work-

Out Next Week

for the final

Reopening, of contracts' on costof-living increases is not llkbly be^^
fore February, accordhag to Roy M;

Abbott & Costello
starrer, "The GhoSt Steps Out," In
this pre-merger Universal release
the glimpse of Paradise was merely
a shot from outside the gates, with
the ghostly Costello halted by a sign
that said "Closed 'for Washington's
scene

troaCtive period tinder pacts recently,
signed between locals and producers...
New deals mean workers, will earn,
an additional $12,000,000 during thei
coming year.

in

celestial

trend came 'way back last

Out Next Week

ers.

the

in

.

WB Directors Hit

Brewer,

PRC, E-L Spending

Birthday,"

may

not be down for some time yet; because assignment difficulties of the
thiee judycs have interposed hurdles
in the way of conferences on findConsequently, Par's execs
ings.
have decided to wait no longer.

suqgesti a

statements
places for

'

When

,

*

on •ditorlal fcaturt
foon to appear

shape;,

legalites has it that the deci-ee

out
emptiatic
seeking out far

movie backgrounds.
promised
scenery
of

PolUicaL Restoration Era^'

toppers now estimating rentals for
"Skies" at $5,000,000,1. company's top
for the year, and ''Mast" at a sensa-

.

Hollywood, Dec. 30.
Retroactive pay totaling: approxi^
mately $9,941,000 will be distributed:
by producers to 12 lATSE locals in:
the four- week period which started;
Dec: 19, Another $1,212,000 will be
added to this amount as soon as
negotiations
are
cornpleted
with
soundmen and cameramen, the only
two lA locals for which contracts
have not yet been inked. Extra pay^
cliecks cover virtually ;a year's rei,..:

Terry Turner

Hollywood, Dec. 30.
Hollywood producers weren't kidding a while back when they were

from Idaho

"D. C. Looks to
Libeirala

selling methods under the anti-trust
"Mast" and "Skies" were
decision.
the guinea pigs since Par switched
to a thealic-by-theatre and pic-by*
pic bUieprint. New method has been
found good for heavy coin with sales

Added reason for marking time
was the hope that the. decree, in final
would be judicially inked beOpinion of
fore the year's windup.

H'wood Peace Rumored

Studio Pay;
By FRANK FISKE

'.v

tional $4,400,000.

$11,000,000 in Retroactive Film

CELESTIIIL PIX
Glenn H. Taylor

Slowdown in the last quarter of
»46 was part ot a plan to test new
:

NEi CICLE

1946; 8 Releases in First 4 Mos.

jSetting the same pace as in 1940
-wh6n the company released 24 pix
claring the year, Paramount will distribute eight films during the first
'47.
Films will be
(oiir months of
drawrt fi'um Par's extensive backlog
•which has now growa to 27 as result of a policy, which saw only twp.
films, "Two Years Before the Mast"
and "Blue Skies," doled out during
the last; four months of th« curcent
6\i^taA/:

Same

on 19 Pix

Stride

.

Slated for early shooting in the
are "Voice of the Turtle,"
be directed by John Van Druten;
"Whiplash," by Lew Seller; "The
Wallfiower," Frederick De Cordova;
"Two Guys From, Texas" and "Barbary Host," David Butler: "The
Frontiersman," Raoul Walsh; "Treasure of the Sierra Madre," John Huston, and "Victoria Grandolet," "The
ing.

new year

to

Sureseater in

I

Pathe Industries; parent organizaand Eagle-Lion,
tion for both
has appropriated $3,975,000 for expansion of its existing facilities, re-

PRC

modeling
chase

its buildings and purequipment,
additional
for the company dis-

of

of

spokesman
closed
intent

upon

first

giving

full

PRC

financial

and E-L and

year's production budget
will be approximately

E-L alone

$16,000,000.

New

Guild's

Of the construction and remodelsome $2,250,000 has been

N.Y. Hd^rs.

ing nut,

allocated to Pathe's new film laboratory at 107th St. and Park Ave.,
N. Y., it was said. Excavation of
plot has been completed and laying

i

'

'

Execs

lA's

InterriEttional .-Hblly-.,

representative liecause statis-

showing added: living costs will'

tics

not be ready before that time. Pacts
are reopenable if index shows anV
.'increase 'of 5% or more.
Labor Peace Imminent

Rumors

are

still

current in Holly-,

wood that a: labor peace is tiear
although neither, side will give con.

firmation.

Undei'-stood International
proxies are huddling
the east on
acceptance of AFL arbitration directive over Set Erectors .iurisdiction.

m

Company was Pat

week.

last

backing to both
the
for

Newsmen

IJnsiispected" and."Romahce. in High
Number of foreign language theC," being prepped by Michael Curtiz atne
operators, looking for a new
Reagan's
to Cet
under his own banner.
spot in the Broadway area, have
Before the cameras are "My "Wild proffered deals to the
American
Closer
Par Sales
Irish Rose," "Night Unto Night,"
Newspaper. Guild for buying in or
"The Unfaithful," "Deep Valley," renting part of the Guild's
newly acExhibs in the Field "The
Woman
in 'White" and "Dark quired headquarters on
West 44th
„
„
,
Passage.
In
the
editing,
rooms
are
the
loueeL,
street N.Y.
Paramouhf has' switched
Building, which was
Operation of two of its four divisions "The Two Mrs. Cai'rolls,' "Love and 'paid for by a. "bond subscription
to the field in a move to promote Learn" and "Pursued."
among Guild members, cost $206,000
cld.-icr contact between sales toppers
and will be ready for occupancy
and its customers. Step, tagged by
next March after renovations are
Par as experimental, transfers Earle
completed.
Sweigei t, mid-eastern division head;
Understood that the Guild is ready
to conclude pact with some art film
to h.q. in Philadelphia, and George
exhib in order to help meet the opSmitli, western division sales manHollywood, Dee. 30.
ager, to Los Angeles. Single picture
Cornel Wilde is set for the star erating costs on the building. Final
selhng to individual theatres can spot in "Royal :Mail'' at 'Coltimbia deal, however, will not be consummated before the middle of January.
be improved, Charles M. Reagan, after finishing

Move

on Lots

$3,975,000

Producers at this point wer'ie: ap.parently just sort of feeling their
way in the heavenly locale, but they
weren't too long getting through the
gates. The Charles R. Rogers opus,
"Angel On My Shoulder," came out
with full-shot sequences in Heaven,
using angels and harps and everything. The land beyond the pearly
gates has since been exploited quite
CContinued on page 18)

Hollywood, Dec. 30.
Warners wound up 1946 with 13
directors working on nine pictures
and preparing lO more fOr 1947 film-

wood

Casey, labor chief for producers,

New York

in

is

for

a two-week

period.

Film pickets arrested for assert-"
edly violating court in.iunctions will
move for a writ prohibiting the holding. Of mass trials by municipal court
on Jan. 6, Meanwhile defendants under trial at the Embassy Auditorium
have been excused until Jan. 7, with
exception of those acting as their

own

counsel.

of foundation has been Started. Plant
will be used for printing and proces-

To

•

'

sing films,

.

j

Expense for whipping E-L's Coast
studio into.jshape Will bp some $1,Pathe exec said, of which
$600,000 will be spent on new equipment, part of which has already been
acquired. Estimated cost of $440,150,000,

BUDDY ADLER CARRIES
miL' WITH WILDE

000 has been set for renovation of
the company's Television Center at
106 St. and Park Ave., N. Y. Balance
of $135,000 will be Pathe outlay for

.•

Par'ii

Pecentralization step, according to
Reagan, will keep his subordinates
In close contact with rapidly changing conditions and aid in making
spot decisions. Eastern and southern
divisions under Hugh
Owen and
central sector under James Donohue
will contniue to operate

home
In
sales

through the

office.

further revamping of the
system,
Reagan announced
that the western division
would
henceforth be divided into two districts instead of three. Hugh Braly,
formerly in charge ot the Denver
exchange, succeeds to the post of
Coast district manager in place of
Del Groodnian, resigned. In addition
to the' tour Coast offices,
Braly will
supervise the Denver and Salt Lake
City exchanges. Omaha branch has
been
added
to
Ralph Libeau's
a
,

Gower St. lot.
Buddy Adler

is

moving

over'

to produce the storj' of the
postal system in England.

.

Robert M. Weitman, managing jsignment at Universal-International.
New York Paramount following her return from England
Diamonds,"
theatre; has been named chairman will be "The Knave of
of the seventh annual fund-raising based on a mystery yarn by Percy
1947
drive of Cinema Lodge, B'nai B'rith. Marks... Leon Errol starts his
Weitman will -steer a campaign for Commitment of comedy shorts at
George Bilson
$25,000 to be raised through publica- RKO Jan. 7, with
Yates ..directirig
and
Hal
producing
Year.
Cinema
Lodge's
Book
tion of
...William Witney leads his "Bells
in conjunction with a .theatre party
of San Angela" troupe back to the
set for March 20.
studio this week after three
Martin Levine, general manager Republic
in
shooting
location
of
weeks
of Brandt theatres, has been tapped
Nevada. .Thomas R. St. George,
to chairman the year book commitwound
up the screen treatauthor,
tee, with George Gomperts as coon his now book, "Books Are
ment
chairman.

.

:

.

.

.

!

'

I

.

Than

[Lighter

Mono's

I

Meet

1st '47

will

Rifles,"

,

.

..

,

i

.

.

Which Fanchon

produce for Republic, starting

.

.

.

'early in -January.

:

Hollywood. Dec, 30.
"one and Raphael

Franchot

Hakini, indie producers,
aeal with Columbia for

forthcoming picture, "The
Malmg Call," scroenplayed by Ben

Tone

been

St.

Loui.s,

rrieet

,

.set

j

I

|

.

closed a
the rclea.=;c

?f their

•neent,

fir.^t
1947 sales
Catherine Craig dra\ys the femme
j,
for Jan. 11 and. l2 in
l^jd opposite Randplph. Scott in the
according to Edward
Clarion production, ''Albuquerque,"
Morey, executive assistant to 'jjresto be filmed in Technicolor, stairtiiig
Latter will
ident'.: Steve.. Broidy.
Fred Brannon:and ThomJan. 15
plane in from the Coast tp-attend| as Carr will CJ-direct the ciiffhahgth
meet, together with all franer, "Jesse James. Rides Again," to be
.and
division
chise-.holders
and
produced by Mike, Frankovich at

ha.s

brarien managers;

double as star and coproducer, with S. Sylvan
Simon,
borrowed from Metro, as director.
will

for

.

di.sciission .w'irt

!

.

|

i

j

Rita Slows 'Shanghai'
Hollywood,

i)ec, 30.

Shooting on "Lady From Shanghas been resumed after a two"^y shutdown due to illness of star
Hay Worth.
Compiuiy will shoot arognd her
^''"e'
« bedded for
\a .week
«7«L. "'^'f
with flu;
.

.nite.

Gene
Republic, starting Jan, 10
Autry's next at Republic will be
Twiiigh't -b.n the Rio Grande," an
Ai'Hiahd Schaefer: production, to be
directed by Frank: McDonald
ew Joe McDoakes soFirst of the
ries of shorts at Warners will ''be
.

be ;sales
and disiributioii policy on Mono's
big budget :rclcaf!e for '47, "It Hap- ]
pencd oil 5lh Avenue." currently
lensing under the direction, of Roy

Up

'

.

t

'

'

'

.

)

;

del Riith.

KALMENSOW'S STUDIO MEET

.

.

.

starring

;

western exchange

chiefs.

,

.

;:

.

a'

George O'Hanlon

Salesman,"
.

.

.

Gloria

.

Human"

troupe

back to the 20thr

Fox

after

month of

,

scv^.ral

;

i

Urahame draws a singing rolC in
Hollywood, Dec. 30.
Ben Kalmenson arrives torriorrow "Song of the Thin Man" at Metro
George Soaton led the, "It's Only
from tlie essl for talks ;^'ith

studio execs at Warners.
He al.io will meet with

}

.

,

"So You, Want to Be

(31)

'

"Repeat
Lion.

Actress last did

"Two Guys

From Milwaukee"

at Warners, then
had contract declared null because
she had inked it as a minor. War-

'

appealing that decision to
is
it reversed v.hile Seymour Ne^
benzal's suit is hanging fire to get
$2,500 he advanced actress for role
in "The Chase," in Which She didn't

the Lots

Nebenzal postponed the start of "Atlantis" to .Tan. 15. because of space
shortage on the Goldwyn lot.
Harry Antrim in from Broadway
for a support role in "It's Only
Human," produced by William PerlEnterprise's
berg for 20th-Fox
"Arch of Triumph" will be the only
picture to be roadshown next year
by United Artists, starting about
Frank Redman inked
April 1 .'.
as first cameraman on "If You Knew
Edward Jewell
Susie" at: RKO .
assigned as art director on "Repeat
Performance" at Eagle-Lion .
William MarsTiall draws' the male
role opposite Adele Mara in "Lightnin' Strikes Twice" at Republic
Buddy Rogers and Ralph Cohn will
.shoot
exteriors for "Stork Bites
Man" on the grounds of Cedars of
Lebanon./
Una 'O'Connor inked for a featured
role in "The Corpse Came C.O.D.,"
which Sarh Bischoff is producing and
ilehry Levin. directing for, Columbia

as-

director of the

Monogram's

Col.

Hollywood, Dec. 30.
Joan Leslie started her first film
in over a year today (30) on
Performance", at Eagle-

.job

appear. She, too, has a counterclaim
against Nebenzal for $167,000.

Hollywood, Dec. 30.
Joan Harrison's finst producer

Weitman's Fund Chore

..fllstrlct.

Tone-Hakim Pic at

LESLIE'S 1ST PIC

YEAR AT EAGLE-LION

have

From

Briefs

from

Metro
first

IN

ners

chief, said by having chores.
Actor's trip will be his
managers operate in the fourth loan from 20th-Fox to the

.sales

divisional
field.

.

improving ^existing equipment.

Amber"

"Forever

JOAN

lot

s'looting in

a

:

New York

.

.

.

location

Seymour

...Gertrude Astor, .star of silent
films, draws a key, role In "The UnWarners. ..David. O.
at
faithful"
Selznick sent a second-Unit crew to
Lake Sherwood for several days of
shooting on "The Paradine Case"...Canada Lee reports this week for a.
lead role in:the John Garfield starrer,
"Burning JOUrhCy,": at finterprise.
Natalie Schafer cast for a featured
pari irt "Repeat Performance'' at
.Gail Kent, actress who
Eagle-Lion
was wounded, while on a USO mission during the war, was signed by
Hal Walli,-; for a role in "I Walk
Alone". .Paramount doing retakes
on "The Emperor Waltz," with Robert Jonay doing Tyrolean dances.
.

[

.

(

.

Also in cast of "Performance" are
Louis Hay ward, Tom Conway, Benay Venuta, Richard Basehart and
Natalie Schafer.

^

Grierson's First Shorts

Ready

for Release in Feb.

short in John Grierson's
series goes into release,
Brieftes follow thereafter at
two-week intervals, with United
Artists handling distribution. First
one will be labeled "Who's Germany?" and second "The Atom in
Initial

World Today

Feb.

1.

,

Action."

Shorts are in the March of Time
and This Is America (RKO)
but while ttiey are orice-ar^
month two-rcelers, Griersbn is holdv
ing his 'down to, a single spool. He
figures he can reach a considerably,:
greatisr number of screens by sticking to the shorter length, since many ^
double-feature
houses
refuse
to
(20th>
genre,

handle, a twin-reeler.

World Today series will present at
various times three different types
of s.ubject matter. One group will
be known as Worldwise, covering:
economic and political problems;,
another, Wonderfact, will be on- sci-r
entific subjects, .arid the third, 'Vett*.
.

ture, will: be.

Films

York by

human

interest.

are being made in New
the: crew that Worked with

when he was producing
"World in Action" series for the
Canadian Film Board during the
Grie'rson

war. Stuart. Legg, who he^d: a similar job in the CFB setup, is serving
as exec producer.

!

6th

WEEK AT THE ROXY
SMASHED ALL THE
RECORDS OF THE
FIRST FIVE WEEKS

.WHICH SET ALL-TIME
HIGHS FOR ANY PICTURE,
. .

ANYWHERE, ANYTIME
IN THE HISTORY OF
THE MOTION PICTURE
INDUSTRY

AND NOW MAKING THE SAME
GREAT BOXOFFICE HISTORY IN
EVERY THEATRE, EVERY

CITY!

Fox; PHILADELPHIA • Fox,DETROIT

Ch

i

n e s e — L o e w 's S t a t e — L o y o a
I

LOS ANGELES

MILWAUKEE
If

Missouri, ST.

Paramount,

•

LOUIS

STOCKTON

^

CLEVELAND

•

Gillioz

• State,

SAUNA

SPOKANE

• Midwest,

CITY

own

KANSAS

CITY

Uptown -Rialto,

•

SAN FRANCISCO

Apollo,

ATLANTIC CITY

-Kickapoo, SPRINGFIELp

HUTCHINSON

• Colonial,

OKLAHOMA

•

t

Wisconsin,

• Warfield,

New, BALTIMORE

-Boulevard, WICHITA • Fox,

SEAHLE

•

CHICAGO

State Lake,

•

Orpheum- Oriental, PORTLAND
Miller

OMAHA

Uptown -Esquire-Fairwdy,

•

SALT LAKE CITY • Allen,
California,

—U p

DAYTON

•

5th

• Watson,

Avenue,

nCTIJRK GROSSES

10

Wednesday, January

UTSStffFf

SOCKO $13,000,
INDPLS.; lARGIE' 18G

'DOLL'

L A.

Soars; 'Razor' Colossal 120G,

Hub N,S.a But 'Best Years'

1947

1,

Great

liiG,

Indianapolis, Dec. 30,

'life Tall 67G,

Film biz under holiday stimulus
has rebounded nicely from year's
low in pre-Chrislmas week last ses-

'Humoresque Big 66G,

'Show-Or Fast 38G; 'Deception 25G
Boston, Dec. 30

i'Margie" i.s the big noise at the
Indiana, with "Show-Oft" at Loew's
and "Magnificent Doll" at Keith's big
to lancy..
Esiimatei^ for This Week
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,450; 40-60)—
sion.

Temptation' Lush 43G, 'Hardy' 51G
Lop Angeles, Dec.

30.

^

First-runs here expect better than
500,000 total take in current week,
film.s

Esdihated Total Gross
This Week
....... ,$1,086,500
themre.iy^Based on
Last

three, spots,
"Hunndresque,". in
looks to do great $66,000 and possibly

Laughs

"Love

riiore.

'

.

.

Week

.

.

iBasea on 17 theatres)

40-60)—
(Indie)
(1,.300;
Keith's
-Magnificent Doll" (U), Big $13,000,
and likely holds. 1-ast week, "If I
Way" (U) and "Shadow of
Had
Doiibt" (U) (reissues). $5,000,

My

locations.

Time

*Show-Off,'

Each 22G,

Belmont ,(FWC) (1,532; 60-$lV.—
"Love Laughs Andy Hardy" tM-G

Loo

St.

i.

Dec,

St. Louis,

week, "Secret
Last
Fair $7,000.
Heart" (M-G) (3d wk-5 days>. only

30.

tran.sit
threatened
Barring
a
Year's eve biz
strike on Jan. 1,
will hypo grosses all over this .stanza.

New

$2,000.

Beverly (FWC) (1,270; .$141.80)— The Fox and Ambassador will pre"Best Years Our Lives" (RKO). sent six shows at $1,50 with the
Gi-eat $22;000. Started roadshow run Missouri going to $1 for same night.
Dec. 25, Last week, subsequent runs. Loew's State and Orpheum will
"The
Beverly Hills Music Hall (Blumen- maintain the usual scale.
feld-G&S) (824; 65-$l) —"Strange Show-Oft" and "Man I Love" are
Woman" (tJA) (2ci wk). Smart running neck and neck for top coin,
"Time, Place and Girl"
$6,500. Last week, handsome $6,800, /both sock.
also is big.
big considering weather.
Estimates for This Week
Carthay Circle (FWC) (1,518; $1$1.80)—"The Yearling" (M-G). Fine
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)
run ^"Time, Place, Girl" (WB). Smash
roadshow
Opened
$30,000.
Last week. "Magnificent $20,000.
Dec. 25,
Last week, "Blue Skies":
Doll" (U) (m.o,), $3,500,
(Par) (4th wk), big $12,000.
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50^75)—"Man I
(2,048;
(Grauman-WC)
Chinese
Edge" (2gth) Love" (WB) and "The Unknown"
"Razor's
60-$l )
Strong
Last week,
$22,000,
Wham $.32,000, Last week, "Two (Col),
Smart People" (M-G) and "Cock- "Brcnnan Girl" (Rep) and "Sketch
eyed Miracle" (M-G) (2d wk), thin Book" (Rep), big $18,000,
.50-75)—
Loew's (Loew)
(3,172;
$7,000,
.

—

'

Downtown (WB)

(1.800;

—

Show-Off"

50-$l)
$24,000.

.

Laughs" (M-G) (5 days).
Fine $9,000, House goes roadshow,
Dec, 31 with "Duel in Sun" (SRO).

"Love

Last

(M-G)

-.^^eek,

neat $5,400,

Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 60-85)
—"Nocturne" (RKO).. Okay $3,000,
Last week, "Margie" (20th), ,(4th wk)
(m.o.), $2,900.

(FWC)

-

"Temp-

60-$l)—
Slow -$4,500. Last week,
"Show-Off" (M-G) arid ."Shadow of
Woman" (WB) (2d wk), only
Guild

(968;

tation" (U).

$2,800.

.

;

,

Hawaii (C&S-Blumenfeld) (956:
80-$!)— "Strange Woman" (UA) <2d
wk). Steady $7,500. Last week, nifty

'Razor' Slick 44G,

Loew's (Loew's) (2,4,50; 40-60)—
(M-G) and "Devil's,
"Show-Oft"
Playground" (UA). Fancy $15,000,
Last week, "Two Smart People"
and "Cockeyed Miracle"
(M-G)
(M-G), $9,000.

Det.; Skelton

i

20G Each

in Prov.
'

"Show-Oft" at State and "Song of
the South" at Albee look standout.

Week

Estimates lor This

Aibce (RKO)
of South"

(2,000;

Ad-

"Falcon's

'

,

1

|

lusty $18,000.

United

60-$l

)—

(3d

First

-^

.

$23,000,

Wow

>'.

.

..

'^^
,

'

:

.

Last week. Healthy $21,800.
Pantages (Psn) (2.R12; .50-$l)—
Big $3,5.Last week. ".Joisoti Story"
(Col)- (7th wk-S, days), closed at $10,-

.

Arti.sts

(UA-WC)

— "Temptation"

Baltimore, Dec.

.

-mostly Xm. i Day
starteris. "Razor's Edge" is lead mg
the parade at the New. ^Also. big
are "The Show-Off" at Loew's Century. and
at
."Magnificent
Doll"

,'

of

Estimates for This
Centiiry (Locw's-UA)

.

.

.

".

::

Ilippodrnme

i^20,-

La.st

Mae
for

I

'entries hvpoing

.

(2,240;

.Morse,
Stage show countihg
of neat $16,000. La.st week-,

by Step"

(RKO)

pluji

.

Mayfair

,

(Hicks)

iflSO;

25-55)—

D

ughters" (UA), AverLast week, "Home In
Oklahoma" (Rep), $3,300.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)
"Razor's Edge" (20th )t Leading current parade with terrific $23,000,
Last week, "Wake
Up, Dream'-'
(20th) (3d wk). $6,200.
Stanley
(WB) (3,280; "5-74)—
"Bachelor's
age ,$4;000.

—

"Time. Place.

Gi,rl"

(WB). Drawing

well at $18,000 or near. Last week,
second ot "The Verdict" (WB)
$9,200,

De/iver, Dec. 30.
Despite snow and cold, ''Blue
is
packing the Denham,
Skies"
equalling and perhaps topping record
held by "Two Years Before Mast."
Top total goes to "Time. Place, Girl,"
fine in three .spots.
Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)— '^Nobody Live.s Forever" (WB) and
"Wife Wanted" (Mono), after week
at Denver. Esquire, Webber.
Thin
$.3,000.
Last week. "Always Loved
Yoti" (Rep) and "My Dog Shep"

South" at
j

I

1

,

Keith's

Estimates for This

Capitol

is

.scn,sa-

(Loew)

Week

—

44-80)

(3,434;

$16,000 in

days,

Columbia (Loew)

(1,26.3;

44-70)—

"Strange
Woman" (UAl (m.o.).
Strong $8,000 for third downtown
week. Last week, "GalU'int Bess"
(M-G) (2d run), $4,o00 for 5 dnys.
Earle (WB) (2,1,54; 44-85)— "End
of Time" (RKO) (2d wk). Mild $12,000 in 5 days. Last week. so-.s(>
$15,000,

Keith's

•

(RKO)

(1.838:

—

44-80)

"Song of South" (RKO). Wow $32,000, and holds. Last week, "Westerrier" (FC) (reissue), fine $1K. 000.
Little (Miller) (285; $1.20-$2.40)—

Henry V"' (UA) .f8tH wk). Back to'
-capacity $6,500, after slight fall to
$6,000 last week.
Metropolitan (WB) (1,513: 44-70)
—"Return of Monte Cristo" (Col).
Strong $8,500. La.st A/eek. "Wild. Bill'

Hickok Rides" (WB)

(rei.'-Hiie),

fair

$6,000,

Palace

;

(Loew)

"Till Clouds Roll
Last
$25,000.

'

(2,600:

slump, with new
returns,"Sohg of

"Show-Off" (M-G) with vaude. Big
$33,000,
Last week, "Home Sweet
Homicide" (20th) plus vaudf', low

I

Orpheum (RKO)

RKO

tional, with "Show-Oft" plus vaude,
at Loew's Capitol, showing plenty
ot action,

I

,3.5-74)—

(2,370:

44-70)

—

Nice
"Strange

By" (M-G),

week,

Oman" (UA) (2d wk), slow $11,000.
"Show-Oft" (M-G) and "Cockeyed
Miracle" (M-G), Sock $21,500. Last in 5 days.
,woek, "Bo.vs' Ranch" (M-G) and
"Two Smart People" (M-G). $8,000.
Pa^ramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)—
'Edge' 26G, 'Jolson' 16G,
"Gallant Journey" (Col) and "Lady
Cha.ser" (PRC),
Fair $9,000. Last
week, "Wake Up, Dream" (20th
'Show-Off 15G, Seattle
and "Wanted for Murder" (20th),
Seattle, Dec. 30.
poor $6,000,
Big news in current upbeat is 11)*
Rialto
(Fox) (878; 35-74)— "Al^
terrific biz being done by "Ra-'-*^'' V
ways Loved Yofa" (Rep) and "My
which may come near the
Dog Shep" (SG), after week at Den- Edge,"
Fifth Ave. "Jolxo"
house
record
at
ver, E.squire, Webber,
Fair $5,000.
also are bid..
Last week. "Never Say Goodbye" Story" and "Show-Oil"
'Estimates lor This Week
(WB) and "French Key" (Rep)
Blue Mouse (H-E) (800: 45-80)
(m.o.). $3,000.
i5th' wk ). M,<)oc.
Webber (Fox) (7.50; 35-74)-— "Time, "Blue Skies" (Par) okay $5 ,'iOO,
Last week,
Plf'ce,. Girl"
WB), al.so Denver, j $7,000.
Fifth Ai-'nue (H-E) i2.'j4fl: 45-80
E.squire.
Good $4.,500,- La.st week,
(2(-th), Nriir ht<u.s
"Ndbodv Lives Forever" (WB) and —"Razor's Edge"
(Continued on page lH)
"Wife Wanted" (Mono), $2,000.
1
•

Louis

Prima orch, -oM'set pre-holiday blues
at,$18.600.
Keiths (Schanber,ger) (2.460; 2060)— Magnifies .t Doll" (U). Nicely
spotted at .lilS.OOO. Last week. "They
Were Sisters" lU), fair $8,800:

La.st

26G

(SG) (m.o.). $3,000.
Denham (Cockrill) (1.7,50: 35-70)—
"Blue Skies" (Par). Smash $21,000
and equals house record. Last week,
"Two Years Before Mast" (Par) (4th
wk), $7,000 in 5 days.
Denver
35-74)—
(Fox)
(2.525:
"Time, Place, Girl" (WB), day-date
with Esquire, Webber, Fine $17,000,
La.st week, ".Nobod,y Lives Forever"
(WB) and "Wife. Wanted" (Mono),
same as E.squire, Webber., $9,000.
Esquire (Fox) (742: 35-74 )— "Time.
Place, Girl"
(WB), al,so Denver,
Webber.
Fa.st $4,.500,
Last week,
"Nobody Lives ForeVer" CWB) and
"Wife Wartted" (Mono), $2,000,

most

"Step

Woman" (WB)

I

pre-Xma.s

after

$21,000,

I

^

(Rappaport)

Adventure" (Col)
Freddie Slae.. orch and Ella

plu.s

•

—

33G, 'Clouds' Lofty 25G
Washington, Dec, 30,
Christmas week is giving film
theatres along town's main stem the
'usual shot-in-tl-ic-arm. Biz rallying

.stout $12,000.

I

20-

week. "Gallant Bess" (M-G), fairish
$12,400.

(1,719;. 60-$l)—
(20th).
Sharp $20,-

80)
"Wonderful Life"
(RKO). (M-G) (3d wk-!5' davs), $3,900.
Strong $.32,000. Last week, ".lolson
WlUern (WB) ("2-,300; 50-$l)—
Story" (Col) (7th Wjc-e days), $9,500. "Humoresque" (WB).
Hefty $21,BItz (FWC) (1,370; «0-$l)— 'Tcmp- 000. Last week, "Never Say Goodt^ice $10,000.
Last bye" (WB) (2d wk), thin $5,700,
tatioD" (U).

;

(3,000;

20 jWl— "Falcon's

(FWC)

.

Week

60)— "Show-Oil" (M-G). Great
000 tor new Skelton comedy.

(2,100;

week, "Two Smart Peo200.
ple'' (M-G) and "Cockeyed Miracle"
Taramount (F&M) (3,398: .5041)— (M-G) (2d wk), faint $3,S00."Blue Skies" (Par) (2d wk). Stout
Vogue (FWC) (885; 60-85)— "Noc$35,000 minus New Year's Eve .show. turne"
(RKO) (2d wk-5 days).
Last week, great ,$38,500,
Oke $3,600. Goes roadshow on Dec.
Paramourtt Hollywood (F&M) (1,- 31 with "Duel in Sun" (SRO). Last
451: 50-$l)— "Blue Skies" (Par) (2d week, nice $6,100.
Last
wk). Bright $19,000,
Wilshire
week
big
(FWC) (2,296; 60-$l )—
'
$24-000.
"Love Laughs" (M-G). Light $11,•"KO Hillsfi-eet (RKO) (2,890: .50- 000.
Last week. "Secret Heart"
000.

.

Keith's.

.

(2d wk), nice $10,200.

Uptown

list,:

.

;

I

30,
this.

Everything took a spurt here

Of current

(U>
and
Scandalous"
(U). Sturdy
$18,000. Last week. "Show-Oft" ,(M-

G) and "Shadow

18G

\t'cek with bi.!? entries for holiday
sessions ..bringing some top figures.

60-$])
Slightly

"Razor's Edge"

Big 19G,
I

-

United

'Doll'

Skelton 20G, Time'

.

$18,000.

),

Denver; 'Time' Fine

was knockout

,sf'sh

Balto Hotsy; 'Edge'

,

000,

wk

'Skies' Terrif

(Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
Skies" (Par) (2d wk). Starts

1,

$10,000,'.

Smash $17,- week,
"Show-OfI"
(M-G)
and
"Two Smart People" "Shadow of Woman'' (WB) (2d wk),
"Cockeyed Miracle" okay $6,100.
$3,700.
Studio City (FWC) (880; 60-$I)—
(D'town) (2,420;
Million Dollar
"Temptation"
Okay
(U).
,$6,.500.
55-8,'3)— 'Mi.s.sing Lady" (Mono) with
Last week, "Show-Oft" (MrG) rind
Three Stooges on .stage. Good $21.- "Shadb.w of Woman" (WB)
(2d wk),
Last week. "Return -of Rusfy" light
000.
.$3,100.
(Col) with circus revue on stage (8

"Wonderful Life" (RKO).

In D.C.; 'Show-Off '-Vaude

I

Last week, "1,001 Nights"
(Col) and "Wouldn't Say Yes" (Col),

000. Last week,

Orpheum (D'town-,WG) (2.210; 60$1)— "Nocturne" (RKO) and "SunTall
set Pass" (RKO) .(2d wk).

Detroit)

70-95)— "Show-Oft" (M-G);
and "The Trap" (Mono),
Smart
$18,000 in 5 da.y,s for Red Skelton's
comedy. Last week, "Undercurrent"
(M-G) and "Sun.set Pass" (RKO)

$20,000.

"Razor's' Edge" (20th).

days). $19,600.

(United

(1,941;

:

Jan:

tine" (20th), $11,000,

(1.248;

I

Artists

Strand

-"Blue

'

(FWC)

week downtown.

fifth

,

Week

.

.

40-80)—
"Blue Skieii" (Par) (2d wk). Nice
$10,000 after same last week. This is -

-

and
(M-G), only

week

First

Last week sub(1,373:

,

44-65)— "Song

(2,200;

(RKO) and

venture" (RKO), Strong $20,000 or
near. Last week, "Westerner" (reissue) and "Dick Tracy Vs, Cueball"

:

.

(M-P)

,

Providence, Dec, 30,
Biz is perking hereabouts with all
stands spurting after slight Christmas drop. "Blue Skies" at Strand.

.

Loyola

Fenway

..

(M-G)

basis.

sequent runs.

Detroit, Dec. 30.
nicel.y this week

rebounding

:

'Song,' 'Skies Big

,

$6.(i00.

is

Majestic (Indie) (1,500; 40-80)—
"Story of Pope" (Indie) (2d wk).
Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,740; 70-95),— Still off at $6,000, Last week was
"Return of Monte Cristo" (Col) and $6,500,
"Blondie's Big Moment" (Col. Fine
Mcmoriar (RKO) (2,900: 40-KO)—
$15,000.
Last
week,
"Notorious "Song of South" (RKO) and "Dark
Gentleman" (U) and "Inner Circle" Horse" (U) .(2d wk). Fancy $20,000
(Rep) (2d Wk), okay $7,200 in 5 aftfer nice $25,000, first. House was
days.
picketed during (jliriiitmas shopping
Broadway - Capitol (United! De- season on account racial aspect.
troit)
70-95)— "Notorious"
(3,309;
Metropolitan (M-P) (4.,367; 40-80)
(RKO) and "Vacation in Reno" —"Deception" (WB) and"Dangcr(RKO). Stout $32,000., Last week. otis Millions" (20lh), Good $25,000.
"Kings
Row" (WB) and "Bill Last week, "Verdict" (WB) and
Hickok Rides" (WB) (reissues) (2d 'Plainsman Lady" (Rep), $20,000,
wk), fair $12,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900: 40-80)—
Downtown (Balaban) (2,683; 70- "Show-Off" (M-G) and "So Dark
95)-.-"Dark Mirror" (U) (m.o.) and Night" (Col),
Strong $24,000 and
"My Dog Shep" (SG). Lour $11,- holds. Last week, "Strange Woman"
000 in 6 days. Last week, "Captain (UA) and "Secret Whistler" .iCoO
Caution" (SG) and "Captain Fury" (2d wk-5 days), $15,000;
(SG) (reissiies) (2d wk), $8,000,
Paramount (M-P) (4,700; 40-80)—
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,100; 70-95) "Blue Skies" (Par) (2d wk). Nice
^"Razor's Edge" (20th), Socko $44,- $16,000 after $15,000 opener. Moved
000.
Last week, "Dark Mirror" (U) here from three weeks at Met.
and "Dangerous Millions" (2d wk),
40-80)(3,200;
(Loew)
State
good $13,000 m 5 davs.
"Show-Ofl" (M-G) and "So Dark
Madison (United Detroit) (1,866; Night" (Col), Stout $14,000 and holds.
!jO-60)-r-"Searching Wind" (Par) and Last week. "Strange Woman" (UA)
"Night in Casablanca" (M-G). Good and "Secret Whistler" (Col) i2d wkin
3
days,
Lii^t
$1,900
week, 5 days), $10,000.
"Stranger"
(RKO)
and
"Black
Translux (Translux) (900: 40-74)—
Beauty" (20th), $2,200 in 3 days.
<U) and
"Notorious Gentleman"
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,039;
Gamble Strangers" (Mono).
70-95)— "Cloak and Dagger" (WB) "Don't
Excellent $6,500, and big for this
and "Geniu-s at Work" (RKO) (2d house.
Last week, "Miuder My
wk). Nice $18,000 in 5 davs. Last Sweet"
and"Lct's Get
(Indie)
week, loud $34,000,
Tough" (Mono) (reissue). .$4,000,
Palms-State (United Detroit) (2,976: 70-95)— "Blue Skies" (Par) and
"Wife Wanted" (Mono) (6th wk),
Strong $16,000 in 5 days. La.st week, 'Song' Colossal $32,000

(Par) (m.o.), $4,000.

'

:

on a two-a-day

Lyric (Katz-Dolle) (1.600; 40-60)— after pre-Xmas slump but not measOutstanding
"Spider Woman Strikes Back" (U) uring up to hopes.
and "Hou.se of Horrors" (U). Neat promise to be "Razor's Edge," "NoLast week, ""Martha Ivers" torious" and "Show -Off."
$8,000.

Hollywood (WB) (2,756: 50-$l)—
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65 )—
(WB). Handsome "Song of South" (RKO) and "Fal"Humoresque"
Last week, "Never Say con's Adventure" (RKO),
$21,000.
Smash
(WB) (2d wk), dull $10,000, and likely holdover. Last
Goodbye"
$6,700.
week. "Lady Luck" (RKO) and
Hollywood Music Hall (Blumcn'' "Step by Step" (RKO), $6,000.
fcld) (475; 50-85)— "Strange Woman"Omaha
(Tristates) (2,000; 16..65)
(UA) (2d wk). Neat $6,500. Last "Darling Clementine" (20th) and
week, smart $6,600.
"Pei-sdnality
Kid" (Col).
Modest
Iris (FWC) (828; 60-85)— "Temp$10iOOO,- .La.st week, "She- Wolf of
tation"
(U). Mode?t $4,000. La.sl London"' (U) and "Spider Woman
week, "Show-Ofi" (M-G) and "Shad- Strikes Back" (U), fair $8,300,
ow of Woniatf' (WB) i2d wk), slow
OrpheniM (Tristate.s) (3,000; 16-65)
$3,600.
—"Black Beauty" (20th) and "CockLoew State (Loew-WC) (2,404; 60- eyed Miracle" (M-G).
Nice $12,000.
)—-Razor's Edge" (20th ). Huge
$1
"Two Smart Last week, "Young Widow" (UA)
$51,000. Last week,
and "Deadline for Murder" (201 h).
People" (M-G) and "Cockeyed Mir- $9.200;';
acle" (M-G) (2d wk), faint $9,700.
Paramount (Tristates) (3,000; 16Lbs Angfcles (D'town-WC) (2,097; 65)—
"Razor's Edge" (20th). Terrific
)—"Love Laughs" (M-G). Mod60-!i!l
$18,000. one of best grosses here in
crate $24,000.- Last weefc^ "Secret
years. La.st week, "Darling ClemenHe;)rt" (M-G) (3d wk-5 days), thin
\

Esquire
(M-P)
(1,200:
$1.80)-^
"Best Years Lives," (RKO): Road

show run opened here Christinas day
(25). Can do about $17,000 at scale

18G

looks great $16,000.

Biz

(RKO), fairi.sh $8,000,
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-65)
—•'Nobody Lives Forever" (WB) and
50-75)— "Secrets Sorority Girl" (PRC) (3d
"Strange Woman" (UA) and "Doc- downtown wk ). Fair $4,000 alter hittor's Man Hunt" (Gol) (m,o.). Nice ting $4,500 in second stanza.
44-65)—
Majestic
(Fay)
(2,200;
$7,000 on second session after $8,500
"Razor's Edge" (20th). Opens Tuesopener,
St, Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-60)— day (31). In ahead, "Margie" (20th)
"Blue Skies" (Par) (m.o.).
Fine (2d wk), fair $8,000. First week was
$12,000,
Last week, "Two Years wow $17,000.
Before Mast" (Par) (2d run), $7,500.
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 6588 )-v,"Bowery
Bombshell" (Mono)
and eight acts of vaude. Opened
New
Year's
Eve.
Last
week,
'Edge' Terrif $18,000,
"MysterTous Mr. Valentine" (Rep)
and Earl Carroll "Vanities" revue' on
Omaha; 'Song' Huge lOG -stage for three-day weekend run
good $7,000.
Omaha, Dec. 30.
State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)— "Till
"Razor's Edge" appears set to do a
(M-G). Opened
terrific week at the Paramount this Clouds Roll By"
session.
Even cold weather didn't Tue.sday (31). In ahead,"Show-Oft'
slow up biz: "Song of the South" (M-G) and "Devil's Playground'
<M-G).
sock $24,000.
La.st
week,
aLso is smash surprise at the Bran"Gallant Journey" (Col) and "Betty
deis,''
Co-Ed" (Col), $17,000.
(Ixiew)

Estimates for This

$7,700.

"Secrets

Nice at $26,000.

$20,000 after big $21,000 first stanza,

Orpheum

:

"Vanities" -reviie on stage
Last week, Wost-i
eriier"
(UA) (reissue) plus Scat
Davis orch, others, on stage, $22,000
Carroll

:

—

EI Rey (FWC) (861; 60-$l)— "Nocttirne" (RKO) (2d wk). Near $3,000.

and

Whistler" (Col). Sock $22,000. Last
week. "Gallant Journey" (Col) and
VBlackic and Law" (Col), $10,500.
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)—
"Razor's Edge" (20th) (2d wk). Huge

-Humoresque'.' (WB). Good
Last week, "Never Say Goodbye"
(WB) (2d wk), dim ,$8,200,
Downtown Music Hall (Blumen"Str a n g e
55-$l)
feld)
(872;
Woman" (UA) (2d wk). Nice $19,Last week, very fancy $19,000.
000.
Egyptian (FWC) (1,538; 60-$l)—

tast wteek, "Secret Heart"
(3d wk-5 days), $4,100.

(M-G)

Boston (RKO) (3,200; 5'0-$1.10)—
"Wake Up, Dream" (20th) plus Earl

$8,000,

Andy

Hardy'' shapes okay $51:000 in four
"Temptation" is neat $43,Two roadshows
OOO in five spots.
»re "Yearling" and "Best Years."
Former is coming in with fine $30,000 while "Years" i.s smart $22,000,
each playing in, one house.
Estimates for This Week

strong session. "Song of the South,"
at the Memorial, despite desultoi-y
picketing on basis of its so-called
unfairness to Negroes, still is fiice
on holdover. "Best Years of Our
Lives," at Esquire, off to big start.
Estimates for This Week

$4,076,000
181 thea-

.

(WB) and
Last week,' "Verdict"
(Rep),
"Earl Carrol Sketchbook"

$L009,!S00

.,

.

ctties,

Total Gross San* Week
Last Year .,. ,, .. ,.$.1,75,5,300
(Based on 20 cilies, 174 theatres)

—"Margie"

fUenlre.s)

18.

Gron

N. y.)

Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,300; 40-60)
Hefty $18,000,
I20lh).

n

On 20

tres, chiefly flTsi runs, including

thin $6,000 in 6 days,

.

on

(Bfl.-ied

(.Based

New holiday product all arouiid
served as hypo to limping holiday
biz, but it'.s stiU well oft expeplancv
"Show-Off"
day -date
at" State-'
Orpheum, looks.best and likelv to do

City Grosses

Estimated Total
This Weeic

"Lady Luck" (RKO) and "Criminal
Court" (RKO). Nice $12,000, Last
and
(RKO)
"Crack-Up"
week,
"Rendezvous With Annie" (Rep),

Broadway Grosses

and roadshows are
Wccounting for most of heavy coin,,
-with biz aided by clear skies and
holiday crowds. Loader is "Razor's
$120,000 likely in
with,
smash
Edge,"
"Wonderful Life"
four -theatres.
Jocks hefty $67,000 in two hou.ses.

ttrong new

Key

.

I

'

,,

i

(

)

1

Wwlnegday, Jannary

du

1947

1,

PICrrVRE GROSSES

Hot; 'SIdes'-Ives

Xmas

Pitt

'Razor*

9(IG,

Disappoints

piatiy

Grosses Are Net
Film

abailcloiiiiig

coin

'

.

The

parenthetic

is

(B&K)

wk

(Col).
'Big Sleep"
for 4 days.

$1 .000

I,

(1,200;

Story"

"Jolsoii

Last wi'ok.
.

(B&K)

thicaso

Week

This

iistinmtcs (or

Big

$32,000.

(WB)

(lGth

—

(3,900;

—"Rage In Heaven" (M-G) (reissue).
Hastily pencilled in at last
minute, with ,a switch of "ShowOff" to Warner. Nothing oxciting at
La.i;t week, "Two
$17,000 or wider.
Smart People" (M-G)., $7,000 in 5,

downtown

houses
took a spurt Christmas Day, and
pace is strong.
Product is good.
"Song of South" at the Rialto is
topper with terrific week in sight.
"Show-Off" at the State is another
solid
entry,
while "Time, Place

—

65-95>

at

,

Mary Anderson

Girl" at the
sturdy.

mu

40-70)— "Lady
(800:
Here from
(m.o.).
Stanley and doing probably wor.st
holiday biz in its history at $2,000 or

Clcnicnliiie"

(M-G)

(1.500;

e.'i-O.'i)

(RKO).

Life"

—

Raymond

with

DnnBRan on

(RKO

Palate

>

Dorothy
'

and

Scott

sliuse,

lairi-sh $31,000.
(2„'300;
Cj-O.I)

—

ot South" (RKOI and 'FalAdventure" (RKO) (2d wk>:
as la-it wet
at nice $20,000

"SouH
cun's

Same

or betlf r.
ItiaKo

(Iitdie)

{1,700;

65-95>

week, burlesque.
Kooaevelt (B&K) (1,500; 6.')-95)
Say Goodbye" (WB>.' Bif!
$2.1,000. Last week. "Gallant Journey' (Coir \2A Wk), $5,000 in 4
V.

(Fniirth

—

Avenue)

)

turn

to

land

r'ood

$7,000

Philadelphia, Dec. 30.

and
(re-

)

9di

issues). $3,000.

—

Rooney Boosts

;

$l,40-.S1.80i— "Best

iRKO)

one.

Years of

Prima band

'Falcon'

To Smash 45G,

at

"Cross

Earle.

"Undercur-

Heart."

"Song

South" and "Blue Skies"
showing great strength.

Frisco;

'also

,

San" Francisco. Dec.

(2d wk). No stopping this
which comes up with sensaweek^s rechere help-

.SO

breaks

its

It

nieans the

own record

—

;

Andrews

stage,

Tony

Si.sters,

Pa.stor

orch, Les Paul Trio, others (3d wk).
one Third week starts Wednesday (1).

Roxy

thi'ice in

.:

'

of
are

;

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (l.:i03: 50-94)— "Song
Of South" (RKO).
Fancy- ;$21,000.
Last week. "Strange Woman" (UA)
(4th wk). $10,000.
Arcadia (Sabloskv) (700; 50-94 )—
"The Verdict", (WB) (2d run). Soso $4,000.
Last week: "Never Say

46G

at

film theatre ever,

,

,

,

Sockeroo

'Edge'.

Live.s"

This

:

at

rent."

"Undercurrent" (M-G). Fancv

Antonio.

;

Mastbaum and combo of
"Vacation in Reno"
with
LOuis
Girl"

$30,000,
Last week, "Three Wise
Fools^' (M-(;) (3(1 wk), $15,000.
\ Woods (E.s.sanoSs) (1,200; 95-$ 1.20-

is.

)

All mid-city houses,
excepting those operated by Goldman, are hiking their scale for New
Year's Eve, High will be the $1.30
charged by Fox.
Hea'viest biz is being done by
"Razor^s Edge" at Fox. "Time, Place.

ono

lopping the straight-filmer willi
sock $60.000. Last week. "Deception"
(WB) (7th wk), $11,000 in 4 days.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 65-

&

New Year's
best of entire run

and includes

1

trade helping.

IS

..

)

Figure,

and by far the biggest made by any

'

$49,000 in PhiUy

or near.

week. "Bowerv" (20th)
"Sun Valley Serenade" (20th

;

Holiday week biz is beyond all
expectations here with indications
of record-breaking New Year's Eve

(1.400;

I,ast

65-9.-))

,

60-$l,20l--

(31) Ibok-s to cliriib to sma.sh .$50,000.

being helped by svvarms of kids now
out of school: fourth was mildish
$22,000, Picket ing on Saturday had
no efiect.
Paramount Par) (3.664 7D-$l,5a)
"Ciross My Heart" (Pari, and. on

-

tine''

.

(31

Eve.

(1,700;

"Song of South" (RKO-Disney) (6th
wk). Fifth
'eek ending Tuesday

week ending Tues-

for the sixth

is

day

only $8,000.
Palace (RKO)

—

(RKO)

Time, Place' Hot

"Plainsman and Lady''
(Rep) and "Mysterious Mr. 'Valen(Reu) sliarin,c in current up-

40-GO

—

"Never

-Stalr-I.ake (B&K) (2,700;
— "Ra-^or's
EdKe" t20th). This

I

I

'

risht at around $12,-

(m.o.'),

I

Strand

all

Last week. "Nocturne"
nice $7,500,

000.

'

in Heaven" (M-G) (reissue).
like new policy for this .hoiise
i)ay o(T with staunch :$27-.000.

"days.

Doing

deaL

$6,.'500.

Stat*
(Loew's)
40-60)—
(3,300:
"Show-Oft"
(M-G) and "Devil's
Playground" (UA i. Big .$22,000 or
near.
Last week. "Return Monte
Cristo"
Col) and ''Boston Blackie
and Law" (Col). $12,000.

"Ita,£!e

Last

(reissue),

$14,000.

—

Looks
will

Row" (WB)

"King's

(llli

(WB) fS.SOO; 40-70)—
Love" (WB), Not so hot at
or near and may shift to

1

Warner for New Year's week. Last
week, "Lady Luck" (RKO), $13,000.
Warner (WB) (2.000; 40^70)—
"Show-Off" (M-G). Got this one at
la.st
minUTe
when
"Notorious''
(RKO) Was ea.<!ed out on a run

National (Standard) (2.400; 40-60)
—"Thrill
of
Brazil"
(Col)
and
"Death Valley" (Rep). Likely good
$8,500.
Last
week,
"Searching
"Wind" (Par) (2d wk), $6,500.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 4060)— "Song of South" (RKO). This
one look.s to «i ab bumper first week
take.
Pointins to terrific $26,000
and liltely holdover.
Last week,
"Wake Up, Dream'' (20th), all right

week,
"Nocturne"
wk), nice $16,000,
Orieiilal (Essaness) (3,400; 6ri-9,iP
••Show^Or' (M-G) with Katliryn
Grays(,>n-,Johnny Joli.nston on stage
Great $77,000 or over. Last woOk.
"Earl Carroll
Sketchbook' (Rep)

(RKO)

'

I

.

big $4,500,
Stanley

"Man

$17,500.

Mary Anderson (People's) (1,100;
40-60)— "Time, Place. Girl" '(WB).
Aiming at sturdy $8,500. Last week,

—

IIus;c

La.st

$.'i.i,0;)U.

,:

(3d

about average at $3,500 in 6 days.
Last week, "Margie^' (20th) (m.o.)

$3,100.

'.20th) (9th wk),^ $6..'i00

(RKO)

tJrand

week. "Undercurrent"
wk), okay $2,500 in 5

Last

less.

also is

.

and "Little Miss Big" (U) (m.o.).
Trim $5,000. La.st week, "Darling
Clementine" (20th), $4,000.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40)
—"No Leave" (M-O) and "Partners
in
Time" (RKO).
Virile $3,500.
Last week, "Roll On Texas Moon"
(Rep) and "Spanish Main" (RKO),

4 clays.

"WOudorful

:

headed by Rosario

,

70-$1.10V
Starts second week on- Wednesday (li. First
week .soared to new record at this
house, terrific $58,000, being helped
by .strong press and New Year's
Eve, In ahead, la.st five days of 10th
week for "Deception" (WB) was

engagement with the same picture, First holduv'cr stanza. >vhich in"Razor's Edge."
cluded New Year's Eve roared ahead
Only a step behind, on present in- to sock $110,000 as against big $80,- •
dications, is the Music Hall with a 000 done opening week.
gigantic $172,000 for "Till Clouds
Park Avenue (U) (58;i: $1.80-$2:40).
Roll By" and Xmas pageant on .stage, —"Stairway to Heaven". (U) (2d
in fourth week. This, too, is a new wk ): Second stanza starts Wedneshouse record, the Hall having not day (1). First week hit smash; ,$24;,only the bigge.st amount of money 000 and virtually capacity. House is
but akso its greatest attendance.
getting in extra New Year's Eve perStrand also is hanging up a new formance to s\\:elt total. Last week,
high with "Time. Place, Girl" and subsequent-run.
Vaughn Monroe band heading stage
Radio City Music Hall (Rocketelbill.
Looks to- hit $98,000. huge for lers) (.5.945: 70-.$2.4O)— "Till Cloudi!
this house, and only possible with Roll
By" (M-G) and -Christmas
Strand's capacity via upped holiday pageant on stage (4th wk ). Climbing *
and New Year's Eve .scales, "Humor- to new record at terrific $172,000
esque," at Hollywood, seems certain for week ending Wednesday (Jan. l ).
of a new record at terrific $58,000.
Third was big $151,000. Holding over
Best of other newcomers is "Secret indef. Current week not only is
Heart," with stageshow headed by breaking all money but also all atTomm.y Dorsey band. On first stanza, tendance marks at Hall,
including New Year's Eve it looks
-OverBialto (Mayer) (5f)4: 35-85)
to hit smash $103,000. Another strong
landers" (U) ,2d wk). Big $8,000 is
new entry is "Stairway to Heaven." likely this frame after the same in
which launched the Park Avenue on opening week. Holds again. Runreserved seat policy under Universal ning time of picture is .slowing turnmanagement on Dec. 25. Will get over at this small-scatcr and cut-;
sock $24,000 or practically capacity, ting into take.
with exti'a New Year's five show
Bivoli (UA-Par) (2:092: 60-$1.25)—
helping. "Temptation," at Criterion, •Darling Clementine"
(20th)
(,5th
is on disappointing side at $25,000.
wk). Fourth week ended last MonVictoria looks to do Eancy $21,000 day (30) night picked up to stout
with "Beast With Five 'Fingers," $27,000: third
wa.s
tliild
$20,000.
which opened. Dec, 2,5.
Slays until after fir.st of year with
Paramount and Palace will show 'California^' (Par) due in next.
marked improvement over pre-Xmas
90-$1;.50^—
Boxy (20th
(5,«86;
session. "Cro.s.s My Heart." which is "Razor's' Edge" (20th
with Rosai-io
being helped at; Par by strong stage Si AntoniO; heading stagebill (7th
lavout headed by Andrews Sisters wk).
Sixth week ending Tuesday;
and Tony Prstor's band, will soar to (31) night but inclucling New Year's —
-sock $110,000 in second week which Eve business likely will hit colo.ssal
lakes in New Year's Eve, far ahead $186,000 or better, new liigh I'orof initial round.
"Song of South,'' house and an.v theatre. Thi.S; 'ex-'.,-:
in fifth week at Palace Soared ahead qeeds second wcek^ t<)tal, which
to double its previou.s sesiiion's busi- previously held record; fifth ;Stan2a'
ness, and wind up with great $50,000. was $86,000, This combo also topped
Pickets
outside
the theatre last previous Christmas Day high.
Saturda.y. who denounced the picSlate (Loew's) (3.450; 43-.$1.10)—
ture as unfair to Negroes, were lost '•Undercurrent'' (M-G) (2d run) and
in the crowd in line to buy tickets.
vaude topped by .lohnny Morgan and
Wonderful Life" i.s "displaying Yvette. Smasli $46,000 Or near. Last
real strength in its second week at week. "Two Years Before Mast"
the Globe to hit near $42,000. ahead (Par) (2d ruri) with vaude hearted
of first week's $40,000. "Abie's Iri.sh by Joey Adams. Mark Plant. Tony
.Rose," at the Gotham, and also pick- Canzoneri. Pat Rooney. good $28,000
eted Sat tu'day, is .sagging- badiv in but below hopes.
(2,7.50:
75-S1.50)-'
Strand (WB
first hdldoyei- .stanza to $9,000. "Best
Years, of Lives" i.s showing nice im- "Tiine, Pliice. Giil" (WB) arid stageprctveinent to, land great $60,()00 or show headed bv Vaughn Monroe
So;n-ing to nearly $98.000,,;
thereabouts in .sixth week at tile oich.
Astor.
easily, all-time high and unheard. 6I„
While mo.st of bigger Broadway at thi.s hou^p. Week includes New
film hou.se.5 planned raising to $2,40 Year's Eve bi-/, with upped scale.(WBi with
top New Ye.-»''s Eve, ail of them La.st week, "Verdict"
were not definitely set on scale. Vincent Lopez orch. heading stageParamount set $2.20 after 8 p,m.', bill (2d wk-6 dnys). only $35,000,

(WB)
(RKO)

Luck"

days.
Estimates for This Week
Senator
(1.7.50; 40-70)—
Brown (4th Ave.-Loew's) (1,000: "White Tie(Harris)
and Tails" (U) and
40-60)— "Wake Up, Dream" (20th)
"Bamboo Blonde" (RKO).
Only

CiVH! (Wiklberg) (900; $1.10-$2.20)
—••Henry V" (U) (21st wk). Long
run drawing to close. Just $i),000.
Last w(H'k about same.
Gairick (B&K) (900; 65-96)— "Retunr ol Monte Cristo" (Col). Strong
$2.1.000 or near.
Last week, "Darling
in 4 days.'

-

days.

'

(Par) with Burl Ives
headiiifi .^lasjcbill..
Giant $9.0.000 or
over and looks, like longer than
usual run I .r this house. Last Week,
"Cockeyed Miracle" (M-G) and Cab
Calloway orch (2d Wk), .$33,000 for
''Blue Skies"

.

;

$8,00,0.

(1,499;

.

Louisville, Dec, 30.

Bu.sineess

"

Apoilo

,

;

night::16th session vvas

(WB)
—Hollywood
'"Humoresque" (WB).

,

Leader

L'viile's

lo. terrific $60,000. "It's a
Wondc'i-ful Life"- shapes as fancy
ai the small Grand:. "Jolson
Story, at Apollo, is big $32,000 for
this .small-.><cato,r. "Undercurrent," mi
Artists,
is
lush
Uiiilori
$30,000.

•

'

:

,

$S.i,000

out next Satur-

i>et^

$1.2(ir$2.40)~".Sonry

(767;

(IStli wk).: ..Picking lip,
about as expected over recent dip,
with solid $12,500 in tUl for l7th
week ended last Saturday (28

Broadway

,

'Song Loud 26G,

lieadi 'K

:

day but film not

Golden
V" (UA)

business this session. In fact, the 18
film deluxcivs will soar to
a record of $1,086,000 or over in current stanza, helped. of course, by expected sock New Year's, E-ve trade
melodrama doing so-so at $9,000 or when virtually all '.houses will tilt
near,
"My Darling Clementine"- their scale.
(20th)
follows
and
management
Records look to fall during the
hopes for a run since product is week, with the Roxy, Strand, Hollytightening up a bit at this spot Last wood and Music Hall probably hangweek,"Brennan Girl" (Rop), $3,,500. ing up all-time- highs. And such
Harris (Harris) (2,200: 40-70)— theatres as the Astor, Paramount,
"Return, of Monte Cri.sto" (Col). In Palace and Globe will show strong
9
will do around
day.s
$16,500, pickups over previous weeks.
Outstanding is the colossal $186,000
not bad.
Last week. "Bachelor's
or better, loofiod for by the Roxy
Daughter.1" (UA). $3,000 in 4 days.
Penn. (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 40-70) with "Razor's .Ed.sre" and stageshoW
entry,

'

'

Edge," at State-Lalce,

,

.

^

with
"Show-OH''
plus
Oiieiual.
Kallirvii Gray.son and Johnny Johiislon in per.son, looks second best
witli ,i;rcat. $77,000.
•'Ftuzor'.'i

.

May move

$15,000.

'

.

Estimates for This Week
Fulton
40-70)—
(Shea)
(1,700;
"Suspense"
(Mono).
Ice-skating

admiission
prices,, however, as indicated, include the U.S. amu.sement tax.

grossei- looks to be "Blue Skies,"'
witli Burl Ives heading stage, at the
Chicago.. Should hit terrific $90,000.

;

Desp ite a prolonged
unseasonable rain last Sunday
(29)
and
changeable weather, Broadway firstruns snapped back from the prer
holiday liili and are dplhg smash

,

new

iier looks, best

Top

boasting totals all over.

is

gro.ss

ous key cities,, are; not, I.e., with*
out the 20% tax, Distributors
share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
figures are net income.

from nine "ew films, a new firsthouse opened with the Rialto
burle.sqiie in favor of
''Rage in Heaven," first
pictures.
looks healthy $27,000.
fllii,
Fafl tlial nearly every .hou.se will
beiielit from New Year's' Eve , Ijig
rcii

'Humoresque,' tlouds Rolling Records

.

estimates, as reported herewith from the vari-

peared JVoiu Chicago's loop, making
way tor some strong product. A.sicJe

'

so bright and

30.

few weeks of slow biz,
long Iioldovei-s have ditap*

$1086,000; 'Razor s Edge/ Time, Place,'

Pittsburgh, Dec, 30.
Business this holiday week is not
way ofT over the same
time last year. Most ot pictures are
dSing only slightly better than an
average and nothing like holiday
exp(2ctalions.
Penn has reissue of
"Rage In Heaven" and Stanley is
showing "iVIan I Love," but neither
is doing much.
"Show-Off" at War-

New Entries

'Jokon' 32G, Sock
Chicago, Dec.

12G; 'Man' Mild 17iG

11

New Peak Of

Holiday Pushes B'way to

But 'Show-Off Bright

6(ta 'Show-Olf'-Grayson 77G, life

Attei'

)

i

:•
ij

.

)

Biz is spotty here with Mickey
Rooney pulling Golden Gate up to
great week with "Falcon's Adventure." "Razor^s Edse" also is sock at
Goodbye" (WB) (2d run), ,$4,800
Warfield with ^rcat crix praise.
Boyd (WB) (2..'!,)0; 50-94)— "Un-.
'Razor' Keen 25G, K.C.;
dercurrent" (M-G).
Fine $31,500.; Tuesday
Otl^erwiMe, town is largely holdover,
Victoria (Maurer) (720; 70-$l,20)
(31).
,vi'iie
as
aUvay.s
Last week, "Return Monte Cristo" charged,
and not faring .so well.
ftoxy likelv ditto sir'ce -"Beast With Five Finger.x" (WB)
(Col) (2d wk), fairish .SIS.OOO.
First week; ending Tubs'Skies' 23G, Life 13G
weekday night .scale now .i.s $1.80. (2d wk
I'Xiinates for This Week
Earle (WB) :i2,7S0; 60-99 )^"Vaca- Same is;
looks liko -r" rev $2i.000.
dai (.31
true of Strnrd.'
Kansa.s Citv, Dee, 30.
Fox (FWO (4;cai: 55-95)— "Un- lion Reno" (RKO) with Louis Prima
In aho:>d,"Wanied for MurHolds:
Kslimates for This Week
Bk is looking up at all spots llvis dercurrent" (M-G) (2d ,wk). Color- orch. Wham $48,000 or near. Last
der" (20lli
(2d wkl, $10,000.
sesiimn, .•f{„zor's. Edge" and "Blue
Astor (Cit.v Inv.) (,M00: 70-.^! 40i
less $18,500.
l,a.st week, fair $24,500.
week. "Crime Doctor's Manhunt"
Winter Garden (UA) H,312: 60hkie.*' arc leading
the pack of strong
Golden Gale (RKO) (2.844: 60-9.-)) (Col) and Dr. Ncff's ,"i\tadhouse- of -'"Best Years of Live.s" „fRkO) (6th $1.20)— "Wicked Ladv" (U) (2d wk).
entries.
wk Plenty. 01 line.s tor.thi,-; one-this Second session ei5diiig. Friday .(3-)'
"ICs .» Wonderful Lifc'^ at,' —"Falcon's Advontiue" (RKO) plus Mv.sterv". on .stage, $20,000,
toe OrpheUhi also shapes slron.ylv.
session;
.LoOkij;to
rciich
(20th
,50-.94 I— "Razor's
$60,000.
Fox
(2.2.50;
great,
vaud6 headed bv. Mickey Soonev.
likely, will hold t.o big $;i.5,00():v nr,st
Kstimates for This Week
Which
big pickup ovef- fifth week.; which included three days of
,.jt
Great $45,000.
Last week. "Lady Ed.gp" (20lh), Terrific $50,000, Last
tsdiiu e . Vptown - Fairway
(Fox Luck'' (RKO) (2(1 wk plus vaude week, "Tlie Bowery" (20th) (re- week's $45,000, Continues,
Chrisfma.s, wei!"k'; upljeat;
reached
tional $.15,000 alter last
ord $44,000, Late grinds
ing.

,;

'

,

.

/

,

j
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'
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'
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;
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j

•
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)

i

1

i.s

i

!

-

'

.

Midwest)

700; 45-65) —, iieaded ,by Mills Bro.«,
(20th).
Bullish',!

(820, .2.043.

Eclgc"
or near. Holds. Last week.
°*
^"""^^ Cristo"
(PRC),

.iSf«»'>

l^-m,
$10 000

Midland (Loew's)

bhow-on"

(3,i)00;

45-65)—

and

"Devil's

(M-G)

playground" (UA). Average $14,000.
"Gallant Journey" (Col)
•no
•Crime
Doctor's
Manhunt"
*pol», $10,000.

hnM

(1,900; 45<Pa'")- Colassal

Sidles"

l^inTn

•86

''fiWe

'

Last

(WB),

here.

Sure of

week,."Hu*an Bond-

$9,000.

(RKO)

..,.V'W;e"'n

(1,900;

45-65)-^

"^.^oiidertul Life" (RKO). Good
^I'^'OOO oc better. Will
h w ^'t
"Kings Row" (WB»
and "«?:';',
'^ill
Hickok" (WB) (refsl.m.^.li''
*"C).: $8..-)00.
__To-Wer (Fox-JofTee)
,

(2,100;

Pvei^

'S*
^''11'dal
coc

in

II,

m

td tlii
'?
hi c
'iloVin
«foiioj
,

m

Texas"

Paris"
•
"l)''^^''

wuh

of

Monlc

Neat $18,000. Last
"Notorious Gentleman" (U),

Paramount (FWC)

i

—"Rage
s :e).

'eaven"

In

Modest $16,000
week.

second

Goldman

Last

55-85)

(M-G)

(rei.s-

4,5.-65

(PRO

and

(UA) With
Willi Ros
itos,

stagebill,.
B\v. up
La.st week, "Home

'^<=1>>

vaude, $8,500.

"Decoy"

to

,$2,40)— "Henry

wk). About

$7,000.

pacity $7,500.

Last

(UA)

week, nice

(Goldmjm) (1.000; .50-94)
Heaven" (M-G> (reissue)
Stout Sn.OOO.

week,

La.st

-

r
I

(14th

week, ca-

(WB)

Maslhauiii

—

i

I

,

"Blue

)-^"Strange Woman"
wk). Okay $16,000. Last

Skie.'="

.$;r2.000.

;$1S).000.

(Pir) (5th

wk

}
i
'

.50-94)—

(4.3.50:

"Time. Place. Girl" (WB).
Sock
$45,000 plus big .$4,000 for Sunday at
Earle. Last week. '"The Killers" (U)
(3d wk). oke $17,500.
(WBl (2.9.50: 50-94 )—
Stanley
1.

hou.se hi"l).

renf

I

;

Frankrc

sta-iebill

(

4tli

and

wk-6
,$:56,S00

etir'ihg
Monda.v
$25,000. not .so good
week. In aliead, "MasDoll" (Ui i2cl wk-lO dav,4)v

First

!

Globe (Brandt
1.500; 70-$1.20i—
"Wonderful Life" (RKO) (2d wk).
Roariiig ahead on' second round.
endiu'i next Friday CI) to about
1

I

,

Cummings Buys 2 Yarns
Hollywood. Dec. 30.
SaiKiy Cuminirgs. w-ho
chocking:the Coliimb'a lot today, has purchased two options on st'jry' orcvper-.
ties

'

,

.se.-,'>sio.n

was around

;
'

for ,indenefc'ent production,-

Yarns are "T)<e

Fl.-ig.f

a novel abnut New
"Wheels
Du.st."
of
screenplay,'

,

,

Were Three."
Orleans, and
an
original

:

'

'

;

:

,

AUEH'S

(

.Stanlon
(WB) (1,475: 50-94)—
•Nncturne" (RKO). Sweet .$24,500.: .$42,000: first wa.s .strong $40,000. but
below hnpe.s.
1/ st week. "Kinqs ,ftn{v" (WB); only
Gofliam (Brvurdt) (900; 70-S1.40i
,1ifl.,500.
"Abie's Irish Rose" (UA) (2d wk).
Pix (Cunnninsi (SOO; .$t.95-$2.fi0
"He".ry V" (UAi: Fi"e .«il2.000. Last Stumbling badU-. oh lir.st holdover
week,^suhs^q(^eal•^un./.
frame to -Srt.OOO; first was nice
,

undci- ex-

off

iiifieent
,$23,000.

Last week: $18,000,

way

pecii')icy:;;'::',;',;,;':;;,>:-^-, :::;

i.^-

'.

(mlv
,

fi''\oit-:

for holidav

'

Brishl

'

,'

CiiHe

—

;

.$40,000

,

with

I

Criterion
(Loew'.i)
(1,700:
GO$1.2.51
"Tcmptatiqi!" (U) (2d wk).
Initial holdover week started Dec.
(30).

.

gre.":l

i

;,

Week, "Undercur-

La.-.t

(M-G

hc.iding

days),: strietly pro-Xni:\:s
refleeted it.

.31.
1

:

:

Tommy

;

"Darif Mirror"

(U) (2d run). Fair
La.it week. "Sister Kenny"
$7. ,500.
(RKO>. $3,500. second run.

,

..

,

j

'

(350; $1,80

Warltrld (FWCi (2.0.56: .55-85)—
"Raxor's fWnv" (20th). Tremendous
$4((.00n (>! near. Last week, "Brennaii Girl" (Rcpi (2d wk), $12,300 in
5 days.

in

in 5 days, secoiid run.
Kcith',» (Goldman) (1,.500: .50-94)--

5.5-85
(•2d

I

Karllon
(2d wk).

(FWCi (2.i;!3: 55-85)
Stale
.Inst $2,000
"Dufly's Tavern" (Pari.
Last week. "The Verin 4 days.
aict" (WB), only .$7,000.
Vliited Artists (Bluincnfeld)
(1,207;

*

"Smart People" (M-G). only $2,800] ,6rch

6

V" (UA)

50-94)— 'Cross

),.

"Ra.ije

day.s of
week. onl.y

Staredoor (Ackerman)

I. .100;

$16,000.

$12,000.

(2.640:

in

(

Hciirt'' (par
,Solid;$27,0,00. ta."!:
week. "Dark Mirror" (U) (4th wk),

week.

Capital (Loew's) (4,820; 70',?).50)1
"Secret Heaj^t" (M-G) plus iitaec- !
shi>\y
headed', by
Dorsey
orch.
On .first stJDiru. ending Dec.
31., including New Year's EVe. smash
$103,000 or better. Not far: froiii

—

$13,500.

).

My

Cristo"

).

$17,500.

Newman (Paramount)
^l?,'"''"-

85)— •'Return
(Col

i.«.sup

nice $20,000.

(Blumerifcld) (2.448; 55-

Oriiheuin

,

]

)

—

:

;

;

;

i

Joliii

N. Y, SHOOTING
Hollywood. Dec. ,30.
H. Aue)\ Repul)lic nro(;Uicer-

dii'ector,

and

lensman

.John

Alton

are en route to New York to slioot
exteriors for "Crime Pas.siniielle.^
Film Will ..star- Vera Ralston and John;
Carroll.
Pic is .^uer's Brst under his n«i*
dual ticket.

.
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Wliy was ^STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN"
seleefeJ as tbe first

picture to have

motion

CommanJ

a

A Jistinetion

Performanee?

film ean claim!

no otber

—
'^STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN" is not only

Tliere

is

a good reason for

tliis

an extraordinarily good motion
it is

picture,

tut

also "advanced" in every phase of

production.

It is

evocative of

all

the fine

ttat can te acliieved ty tke magic

tilings

of creative elements. It contains poetic

dialogue wkick tates

down

to eartli in

its

it

up

to lieaven yet

universal appeal. It

presents something entirely
teclinicolor. It has acting

new

in cliromatic

which has not

heen surpassed — a story that

may he

rightly

acclaimed as different... yet something
that
it

is

up,

appealing to everyone.

To sum

"STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN"

signifies the

,

motion picture of

tomorrow with the appeal of today!

oOc>oooc>

o

ooooooooooooooooooooooc

DAVID NIVEN

o
o
o
o

RAYMOND MASSEY ROGER LIVESEY
•

^mmm^ to
-

.

/

(/

heaven*
Hunter

-

"

Mtjrius Goring

'

^ooooooooooooooooooo'ooooooocpoc
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THE SCREEN IN REVIEW
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beyond.

Indeed,

he

m>

resists

'Sl£way to H«w/ « B'*»M£''fiXhat he ctcefvMu:
his
Ftodw&On (A Park Avemtf gory "trial" in heaven in which
heara
appeal to remain on e^rth is
D
D
nJlt^kt
a Holiday
ProMS
Kre a WgWy heterogeneous tn-

court (and
bunal. And through this
spared.
by a brain operation) tie is
»

By BOSLEY CBOWTHEB . .Jh^^ tirsubSc^ S5la^^^^^
Had you harked you would have tion
haven't space at
this
I

"™

^ny more,
heard the herald angels singing an
.^^
agilappropriate paean of joy over a
"^{"{^
to gly thlt the wit and
f^cept
wonderful new British Picture,
came
Heaven.''which
is given
"Stairway to
^e and directed the job.
yes-

^^

counts
to the Park Avenue Tlieatre
tj^^ough the pictur* in
terday. And if you will listen now Jf^^JeligMf"! ways: in the use. for
to this reviewer you vnll hear that J^tanceT of Technicolor to photphu-l
adult
the
the delicate charm,
earthly scenes and sepia
mor and visual virtuosity of this I « K^^^^
^jg^^^ j-^e hygienic rethe
Michael Powell— Emeric Press-I*
tj^g Beyond (so that
^
"messenger."
burger film render it mdisputablyl *
mcooc^&v,*. descending,
^
----r-neaveniy
"^^"^
•
-ia v, how
hnw
^
"
Christmas!
"Ah,
the best of a batch of
is prompted to temark,
up
shows.
,
.
one is starved for Technicolor
If you wished to be literal about there!").
fanhaven't space to credit the
it vou might call it romantic
tie-ms.l
of the heavenlyj'tnal
tasy with psychological
y^g^j^^g
^^^^^i the right of an Bnghsh
But literally is not the way to take I
I
marry an American girl is
this deliciously sophisticated frolic ^^^^
tnisl
For
realm.
^j^^^ggg^^ ^jth all the subtle win imagination's
of a man si j^jj^^|.jqjis of a cultivated Engnsn
is a fluid contemplation
fine
odd experiences in two worlds, onel j^j,^^ ^jj^t it connotes, or thevisim^
the Kj^^g^^^tic inventiveness and
the world of the living and
throughout,
other the world of his fantasies— I «touche8" that sparkle
production
I
which, in this particular instance, j^^tably jn the exciting
happens to be the great beyond. I ^ggigng ©f Alfred Junge.
space to say
And the fact that the foreword ad-l ^or have we^ the
to
anyk^ore than that David Nive^^^^^
vises, "any resemblance
cnap,
isl sensitive and real as the f
other worlds, known or unknown,
n^agmficent
coiacidental," is a cue to the gat Roger Livesey is
physician
as his
,
Sature and the mood.
H)^^
that JSa
•We've no time for lengthy expla- vocate in the
appealing as hi3
remark Hunter is most y^^J)
nations -other than to
probabili-| American sweetheart and that
of
laws
the
all
Siat bv
Peter Carter ^nany more do e'J'^e^i^^yjJ^^'i
ties. Squadron Leader
when he eluding Raymond Massey. w^^
shoild have been killed
^purt of
'
with- piays the lawyer
eapcd from a burning bember
Channel I Records at the i^ea,veniy wiai.
the
over
oarachute
niii a
the fpmt
represents
the
Massey
is
that
(Mr.
oS Ma? 2 1945 And
patriot killed in
assumption, which revolves of the first Boston
War.)
mind.lthe
his ^injured
of jn»
j
oacK oj.
?^
in the back
j v. Revolutionary
^^^^ j.^,
^ .^^ ^^^
^^^^
^^^^
sal
freakish
a
after
But, still alive
kuu <^^8<^^
we've to*
when wev«
thor later, wnen
tnor-i
^""--vr:vaVinri
vation and in love with a
TUlth«i^gJe^^
outof ourhaiT^
oSgmy mortal American Wac.
recommendation: see Stairway to
^rTriaVs the hallucinary "messenger"!
him to''the|aeaven." It's a delight!

^

.

.

,

We

^

_

i:i.r.".
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f
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wS. ke?ps
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Wfilteo, Produced b>kI DirecteJ by

MICHAEL POWtLL

and

o

o

A Produfiliioo o( th« Ar«>i««
AUNiytRbAI.-INT|:RNA1IONAI RELEASE

<^6oooobC)00

o
o
o
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:
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\llMi
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Ii/. ili.-lli
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pre-sold via advance
e.xplQilation ..and .unusually strong
marquee names. It has roiish. ro'wdy
Slid ravicouK action, faetfirs that alway.s have clicked at the boxottice.
"Diiol" is' a cinch for resoundint;
licliel .sales. Sox anfile alone makes

,30

is

It

.'style.

'

for boff b.o.
As a production il adds no, class
distinction to David O. Selznick but
.assures him a top connmercial suCc<ss. The star lineup is impres-sive.
Vnstness of the wofstern locale is
.splendidly- displayed ii\ color by mo.

;

bile cameras, Footage is ovei'wh'elrriiiiK expan.sive. too much SQ at tinnes
considering its length.

Rarely has a film made such frank
use o£ lust and still be cleared for
showings. Features with much less
open display of illicit sex have felt
steni bluenose pressure. It's daring,

even though

when and

all \\'hD love,

1

l>,-iiiii.

'1,1)11-1-1111-

I'l'ii.-hni-.l.

Mi.t;

.

yii,-lini'l- Mii-l)i;i'l

n.

rl,i

Jii';

Vi

Kit-.tt-i-.

:

I'lrrk
i.oofcuut rii-twv.ii-i
;
ijiiln,-y^;.;.
.

>Ui..s

.

,

.

.I£»iy

.

.

.'^VH*>n.^

l•m^!•;r

:

llinVK^ii
Bi-«n.^iin

LiHiiin

.

.

.

.

.

,

i-:.'ii

i-t-t'

..111-;

ss a basis, producer Selznick has
.sereenplayed a .story ol Texas cattle
barons, encroaching railroads, wanton killings and other stock action
of prairie thrillers. There are moments when the script leaves the
bedroom and injects high spots of a
difl'crent type o£ color and movement.

Single scenes that will Stand out
fnclude Jennifer Jones' peril in riding bareback on a runaway horse,
filmed against the vast .scope of the
Peck's
,

.

:

western scone: Gregory

tarn
stallion; the

Kelly

gowns

that

fabulous
belie her

it

Haymes. Gal makes good

I

.

.

.

-

.

-

,

'

,

'

:

,

,,

'

;

-

a king;
'
IVeni'.

Swedish comedy paints .-.onie interand humorous picluies of is-

esting

land life not far from Stockholm,
With thesping honors deftly handled by Sigurd 'WaUen. film's chances
are enhanced by top lensing of newcomer Sven Nyqvist. Should do well
in Sweden, but U. S. appeal is negligible.

Iris Ovb Ijfttmamttbiima" (.SWKDISII).
SvrnNk

pnxIuolioK

raiuindustrl

uiul

l€-

stnrs MkI ZetterriiiK. Aif K.m'IIiiv,
Ak« Clacason, iroiKer. .r.oi'ivcu>farKar«ll>a l^talcn. Iiievid linnlK^i).

I«n>ir:

fiiatuM'n
at^lt'r.

Kinar Axclmn, Btlm Jaerrcl; •llrttlnl by
Alt SJ>i«b»rK; ccCMnplai', .SJoflwrKM'iUrtm,
(Umii itoiiliiiK. At Boda Kv.irii, .s'twldiiilm.

i« MVS».

flimniiix t[ni«,

Tomiii,

Better than average Swedish film
due to fine direction and liowl ser idling. Based on a best seller by OUie
Hedberg, story makes a fine vehicle
for Alf KjelUn and Mai Zetterling.
Incidentally, this was last one Miss

La Otru
("The Other One")

measures up as oka.y

(MEXICAN-MADE)
Mexico

i

King Vidor's direction keeps the
playing in step With production aims.
He pitches the action to heights in
the top moments find generally holds
the overall mood desired. Sharing
Haymes looks and souads good, too,
director credit on the mass sequences
dividing singing chores, which don't
m-fi Otto Brower and Reaves Eason.
intrude too harshly, with Miss GraPlot concerns a half-breed girl who
ble. Support is tops, especially Miss
goes to the ranch of a Texas cattle
baron to live after her father has Revere's suffragette, Elizabeth Risdon's
not-too-Back-Bay-ish portrayal
killed her adultress
mother and
of
Haymes' mother, and Gene Lock.lover, Tlie baron's two sons fall for
hart's .sourpuss oflice manager.
-her but -the lihre.sirained younger
Crackpot denizens of the boardi«i»
one captures her emotions. So strong
house at which Miss Grable .stays; all
is physical desire that, he murders
one man w'ho wants to marry her of whom hate Boston, are Allyn Josand tries to kill fhO: brother; ghowh Ijn as a- ppef, Arthur Shields as a
ElizabC'lh Patterson ashousein latter attempts to make the girl :pajnter,
keijper, Lillian Broh.son as a spin.ster
a lady. Finale
lovelorn depiction
who .spends her time rewriting the
W-tftS girl's determination to kill her
master and then die in his arm.s. Ma- dictionary, and Charles Kejtipfer a.s
musician.
All make their footage
a
.lority 61 the principal roles are flani-,
Count plenty,
boyarit, occasionally almost to the
Leon Sliahu'oy'.s camera wtirfc. is
.burJpsque; Miss Jones as the half-breed ,p,i-oves herself extremely ca- slick; Music, as put together by Ira
pable in quieter sequences but is Gershwin,, Kay s;wift, Herbert SpenPowell,
come.s:
overly iileller in others. Saitie is truo cer and Ed wai'd
throtigh in: a lush manner under. Alof .pock as the virile younger texan;
fred -Ncwmaii's baton. There: ivsn't
rai.sed.to love cm and leave 'em.'
The role has no audience .sympathy much dancii-ifi, but lhe;'walt zes staged
by
Hei'mes
Pan
pleasant
.iritermake
but will call a great fascination for
the femnros,: Goiltra.stiji,g B Joseph Kide.'*. Sum totat is a ..film that's',iea:»y
Gotten as the bldir.tsciri. Role in his oh the e.ve imd ear but hgt too brigliji.
Mike,
bauds/is believable, and- never overdrawn. As, the father, Lionel BarryGoklwyn Pacts Rosenfeld
niore uses ,the .stock characterization
of an irrascibie old man.
:Isidro Rb.senfeld, former, rep; for
Lillian Ci.sh is the suircn'ilK:m-nther,
Warher Br(js;-:;in Chile, has beehdoing a quiet .iob until, hor death
nanied by, Saiinlel Goldwyh Produc,Scme.' 'A brief, but /me. bit is played
tions as special .safes rifp, for northern
*y. Charles Bickfttrd as the man who
'
wants to marry IVtlss Jones. Same is half of Latin America.He'll make bis headquarters itltrue of. Joan Tetzcl as Cotteh's
ttmcco. She contributes one of the Mexico City. ;' •:
'

.

-

ing,

and often laughable.

Republic's Red,

isaiddle eiitry in

i

as

T,i\

t'',iM-(?.«.r

.

camera work throughout

while
is on a high plane. Ho credit line is
given for the titling, which is just
well, since titles are misspelled

[lyiill

'-iViiii'ilit'r.s-

:i

Lane as Ryder proves a bit
more accurate with his six-!5hoote»than the usual film cowpoke. Sidney
Picker did better than average with
production values considering budget
and R. G. Springsteen keeps tight
directorial hand to assure proper
pacing and plenty of action.
Original script by Earle Snell contains more story development than
expected in a western, lending interest to basic formula of a land grab
that Hyder busts up. Plot concerns
Ryder's efforts to find out wliy a
stagecoach was wrecked, in.iui-ing a
yoimg protege and killing a land
commissioner. Plot thickens when a
nfiw commissioner and the boy's
aunt, latter rushing to kid's bedside,
disappear and two phonies take their
places. Thetre are a lot of angles to
resolve in 56 minutes running time
but Ryder's range-sleuthing cleans
"P- exposing town's bigshot as
stealer and juggler of survey

raiiamei'lcan

City, Dee. 17.

ii-li-.ise

1,'iliii.s

iil.

Zettcrling did here before joining J.
Arthur Rank organization in Englensihg .enhances film's
S. arty houses.

.Vlaui-lctfl

suu-s Doloi-ea a«i:
iii'iHlui'lliin.
.sii'iin
features An'iiStln Irii.-Ut,. Vii.-lor ,liim-o
Diii'iiod by RobPrto
Bavfi?™.
,Tose
• tavivtilon.
Sci'seiiiiliiy, •lone Kcviieltns onil
.Inuifs;
((K>-alilon :iiased on mory by
Al i^Jm' .Ollumiu.
I'aineKi,. Alei , fliitHnfi.
In

«li>

Okay,
chances at U.
land..

Ili>i;

anj

:

mBii

iTMH'o

llUJiiiiiis,-

Citj'.

'.VIINH,

(I.t

l.ii\i».,'

:

rt'U'uHe ot Andcrfi Sunilri'W inivlin li„n;.:
iHiu' WlilKi'cn, UivKll .'ri'iiKi'iiilr. fiMi*

I-'ilu!

Kiiiis

Latinesque tragedy siarruiK Dolores
del Rio shapes up as one o£ Mexico's
too 1946 film offerings. Direction
photography are in keeping
arid
with the fine thesping of Miss del
Rio who contributes one of the best
performances ot her career. Marquee
lure of star's name alone should provide added pull in the U. S. market.
Hewing closely 16; the Rian .Itinws
yarn, scripters have- .cortibined
melange of murders, morgues, cops
and cemeteries into a taut tale with
little comedy relict. Dialog is pointed and held to a ininii'nun^; Mis,s del
Rio plays the dual .i-ole of two twin

Ake

KiiiiiNiMi.

by

iti'ittlinul;
'

(lin'iiia:

t.'xillip;

.UmlHtroiii. Imw ij mi ibivit
ilnri'ini
I'miK'i-it.
Hiiriibork;
At.eruiia,, .StocKlmlin. Kiiliiiliilf

Kune

riiii'iiUV

Sli'iiiillivi'fc».

ifm.'.'-;tw

I'lilbtiiril

.('lii-l

Bjiifii

Clacflsari.

I'lricMfion!- d(re<**p(l

.Miiiiii

.,<i-i'i'i'M|iliiy.
:

Sjoestriiml.

.^|-nnM.

liii,-.s

b.v

("ouiili'y

:

Siuulit'W.Hiuiiiifin

(ISWEDLSII),

Fi-icsl"

elegatit simplicity, this Gallic-

01

("'riiiv

.••0<l<'i>iii>"t«W'int«"i"

,'.

,MiN«.;

Topflight scripting of Rune Lindhas turned llarald Ilornbbrg's hpytSl into an okay vehicle
for Olof Widgren and Birgit Tendi reel ion
groth.
Goesta Folke'.s
stands out. Film looms as a success
in ScaiKlinavian countries, but .sti.iry

strom

'

'

:

,

:'

hamptu's

possibilitle.s in

its

ll'ie.

U,S>;,

sisters, one who weds a inillionaii'e
and the other who ekes out a drab
i"SI>y Hnl"l,.>
Hiiluilloil clu «'1<-1"
Lane makes a stalwart Bed Ryder existence as a manicurist. Liitter,;
r.iin'iiU.i. .rc-find Bobby Blake is excellent as Lit- rebelliiig from her station in life, ltilfiin''i tPllENCll.). i'tilhtf
IcitM" nf ('.1.(\C. jEiroduotiou; sl.ir^ f'i»-rf»
tle Beaver. Chief heavy is .Hoy Ban- murders her twin
and carries: on a Iilaii,.l(.»i'. Rone: ;l.«(avi-e, .Jutnw I'tisliili:
croft, turning in expert skullduggery. masqtierade which
ruMiMl.iy.
tw! »>y AlexandW: KfVTiiv
leads her into
Peggy Stewart, the phoney aunt; various jams incluciing a 30-,year rap J.i.i<»riti K>ase!, Kpviewtnl iii J'liiin. ,Mn.n*,
iiiiw timf. 165 SUNH.,
Bobby Hyatt. Ryder's protege; Em- for a. murder she didn't cOriimit.
mett Lynn. Martha Wenlworth and
Male Support of Agtistin frusta,
Sure heavy grosser here and a good
others show up well. Edgar Lyons' Jose Baviera and
Victor Junco is entry for arty theatres in the V. S.
tensing is actionful ;and Les' Orle-

lines.

:

ilti-'.i

;

,
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-

Brocj.

.

.

the

Pi.-.ttni<ul.i|lf(t

r.'ilin
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tluyi.
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\'iiin'!.

DliUiii. .-Sryiif
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planes ah(i parachutes on a ll(ill.y;:,
woiid, scale. Acting is realistic but,:
film along with, fact that
war heroics are getting. dat.edwiU
livn^l (he. picture's ehaiTccs for Men-

On

Sfrvait

DemaiiU
Oftwviiw

'

America.

ii

Clmrlc"
(rKKNCIl); OSBo

("doodby,'

".Vllicil

(SWEDISII-MADE)

fi'Jil

.In Ka... Films lii'fiitiu'limi iHUl I't'lPiiss.
Slai*
BJoei'llnK. .Vlpw-ted liy Aviny iiiiu,-.
brand.
Soi-ecn story liv: t{iii'aof ftiililiKM'K
frtmi story by GporKe Itiii'iciis; liiusic,' .HiIsm
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Film misses mit because of un.satistactory screen treatment and, tech.nique which has Danielle Darricux
portraying a role similar to that done
by Michele Morgan in the pre-war
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nary product; but two films. "Jean S'.i'itf.l.
Valiean"; and its sequel, "Gosette."
(in
Siuedish;
EnoHuh Titlea)
Holdiiig it ail together is the -the.spic
This
is
Swedph's
flr.st
screen:
operstrength of thd late great Harry
etta, and as such first-rate.
Jussi
Baur,
supports this spliced epic
with a power ,'^irangeiy comparable Bjoerling, of the Metropolitan Opera
to that <i(,the Jeafi Valjeaii he played. Co., and some other excellent Swedish voices, Including Gurli l«mon
It .should do well in the arty houses
despite short turnover due to the Bernhard, Gosta Kjellertz and the
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"Taxi Girl."
An ndvenlures.s, she
tries and fails to be accepted as the
bride of young Jacques Berthier in
(he respectable family headed by
Larquey and Gabrtelle Dorziat. Male
lead is weak and poor direction tail*
to bring out capahitities of an able
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entation.
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Maxi.

supporting cast.

Royal Opera of Slockholm chorusextreme length (209 mins.l.
are all superb. Film looks like a:
Netlber:;*!): 'the: films is new, bolh
first-rate bet for ai'ty theatre* ih
havihg beeh niade some 10 years ago the U. S. but
bit too

-the; actual ^eparatettess of their
prodtiction. continuity is exccllent;'a
few, short frames of annotation :iire
used. to. bring plot forward the few
.ycar.s.bcit.ween the end Of "Jean Valjean" and the beginning of its sequel,
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Bataillon du Ciel" is an 18-i eel
epic of the French paraehuters whq
((topped in Brittany at the time Ot
of the
1h
the Normandy invasion. One of,
biggest recent French produeliiiiial'
efforts, cooperation of the R.A.F. and
the French Army permitted use of
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Allan

the Victorian drapings don't, conceal
too much of Miss Grable's figure, and
the gal looks tops with a darker
.shade of blonduie than u.sual. She
also turns in a slightly more subdued thesping job than is her habit.
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There's plenty of action and

suffragette
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when Haymes asks her to marry him.
sex-maddened
tremendous sweep o£ hundreds, of He finally realizes it's a losing batmounted horsemen rldinK to do bat^ tle, and' they clinch.
tie \vifti the Inva'dihg xatli'oad. There ;; Gag about Miss Grable being "a
will arouse new typewriter" is okay the first few
are. others, too, that
thrill-seeking audiences.
They are times, biit carried throughout tlie picstased-' in a -grandiose manwer cal- ture it becomes tiresome. Other gags
are belabored as well, and lines like
tulated to. .alirnulate imagination.
Some of the iriore intimate dra- "a woman's place is in the home" are
matic scenes are likely to airouse dif- sledge-hammered. Music is standout,
ferent reaction, particularly among most hummable tunes bieing "For
younger theatregoers.
These se- You, for Me. for Evermore" and
"Aren't You Kind ot Glad We Did?"
quences, played with melodramatic
One. that has all the flavor of the
gusto and flamboyariee. include lalGershwin freres' topmo.st sophistiliaii Gish's death scene; Mi.ss Jones'
bawdy love dance;, the sequence, in cated musicom«dy stuff is "But Not
which .she ipleads with Peck to take in Boston." Others, that listen well
her on his flight from ;the law, and are "Changing, My I'lme," "Stand Up
the finale when the two lovers kill and Fight." and a fetching waltz.
Plenty of care has been taken that
each other only, to cling together In
ing of a
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salaiT, Miss Grable wins her
diploma in a 'New York business
school and proceeds to sho(^k Beacon
Hill by applying for a .job -in the
office oi Dick Haymes' ship.yards.
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In stringing .some George Gershwin tunes dug lip out of the trunk a
few years ago on a slim thread of ;i
story, the; William Perl berg-George'
Seatnn team have jjonc about the
whimsy in too heavy-handed a manner. As a result of which, except for
a few flashes ol the brilliant wit and
tunefulness that inevitably made a
show with a George and Ira Gershwin score a standout in the past.
"The Shoekin.g Mi.ss Pilgrim will
have to rely on cast nanie-s— not to
mention the gaudy Techrlicolor trappings for its b.o. power.
Stoi-y concerns entry of Gynlhia
Pilgrim Betty Grable) into Boston's
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find it, meet -propunishment in. the end.
While locale and plot are western, sensuality is the prime motivation.
Development makes sure all "man's world"
action centers around sex. With that 1870's.
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the .second portion of the film takes
up in 1832, following the Bourbon
reaccession of the French throne.
Mi.ss Gael falls in love with a young
revolutionary who mans the barricades against royalist troops. Although he disapproves. Baur finally
effects their rescue and marriage,
then dies,
Vanel, as Javert, the police inspect
tor who constantly haunts Baur. is
excellent; Dullin plays a scurrilous
iun -keeper. Scenes of the abortive
re\ olutio'nary attempls are outstand-
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Teaches it highest eommcreinlization
in "Duel iii Sun." It is. raw, sex-iadeii.
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Story is. still i\s.-<i.iiiliiilly a moral
Foreign Films
hi* rt'f()riiied ;c;rimi\s.say, .with BiiUr
inal who becomes the embodiment
(Unltkelvifir Anglo- U S market)
of 'good- under (ionstant llagellation
Film
of a scrupulous con.-.cience.
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oneiis with his rele.n.so from prison
ttirough
the Old' ;-r«i>n>."ll (SWKPISII)." Sand » Uiiiiv,
nietamorphosvs
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t>'l*»afie ot SohiftiH.vi: IViuiiiiiii ,,|l^-tl,ln^•kindness of a fiishop. He ri.ses to liut^i
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Bnur is powerful,
moving in the lead
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«'ntnn: fMluif-v

.silken, revealing garb as V, ims, aws
not measure up to Hollywoiul siiUHl'.
ards of iitreaniliniSd beauty. K,ii'lli'rtj:
bursts into .song. on. -tlk.' slj^'htcst
provocation but is easily m, li'liui bv
Miss Benihard's super vocim; in,,.
T ji er e arei many' close Hps
b x o in
blonde, femmes, some* of ihom out-,
mond Borderie is eonstaiitly ,iii, evi-, doing Jane Russell, but v, ;Hia,f the
<leiH'c.
St ory and sequenee.s i'o Idvv a
li
le
pre.seivt
tlie
Distrib's. intention is Io
operetta pattern. Acting is bovi, pnr
.pic
in tlie s.'uiie n!aniier';"'as for a Swedish picture willr
laurels
•G(me With the Wind,", a niiiv of going to Miss Bernhard, lni;ii fVi-inic

a fine pictlire.
disciplined and
role, while other
lead and supporting players, Charles
Dullin and Charles Vaiiel in particular, are far better than average,
Raymond Bernard's sharp direction
under productive supervision of Ray-

Miniature Reviews

HiuTv GarcV. WaUi'v Uu.ston. Otto
KniKer. Charles Din.nle. ScoU McKay. Sidnoy Btnfkmec, artel Tilly
Losvh are aihiiiiR others: pensiitted to
do. nut inove tliart pad advertisinji

29.
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And

actlng.

.

UOLOK)

MlT.

a

. .. ..

:

,

fieiiuine pinotioiuij scenes.: Her*
Mar.shall, ^^ltteif1^ MoQueen,
boi't

HollywiHkl, Deo.

rill.

;

few

i>an

Hih'I in

».(

.

.
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.

taiw-w.',

MX

Dtc.

con'-
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Though

Cinderella story

local

:"v

,:

crix

have

panned

concerning a modiste who; finds her this, it has points of appeal. 'Don
lover drifting away when he falls for Simon de Lira" is a silly .storv about
,

French singer visiting Stockholm a rich old fool who's so .stupid that
at. a command performance in 1785:
one wonders how he ever got Io be
Their love affair appears headed for rii.'h. Yarn is supposed to be based
"Cosettc."'
:^
Ihe rooks until. Sweden's kiiig acci- on Ben Jpnson's sparkling comedyAdded to the three and a half dentally overhears her *it a masked Julio Bracho's direction is not uu to
hours' running liine.."Les Miscrables" ball and decide.'! to bring the two his u.sual .standard. Cancan dance ^el.iibors- under
atrociou.s sub-titling, together.
qiiehco, pne of best in picture, is cut
(he poorer makeup and costuming of
The Ballet of Venus, held outdoors to a mere flash. Looks strong for <M'
an oai'lier period of film-making, im- befor* the royal parly, is a highliglil
.spot her'e, and also' may do for, U, f5.
perfect prints and occasional ^vtr- ylthotlgh Miss Bernhard, clad iii arty houses.
Grm.
a

-I

,

,
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THE
INDUSTRIE

NEW
SCARE
SENSimONl
irs at the

VICTORIA
on Broadway Now!
And it's a screaminK,
Smashing, Solid Success!

starring

ROBERI ALOA

•

ANDREA KING

•

PEIER

LOiE

From a Story by
CURT SIODMAK
Music by MAX STEtNER
WILUAM FRVER MARVey

•

with VICiOS

HEN

Produced by

screen Play by

Oirectedby

ROBERT FLOREY

.

•

WILLIAM JACOBS
DBS

\pj^

•

l!\TFJtNAT10I\AI.
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Won t

Soviet

I

Follow U.

Ray Josephs

Lead For

S.

"79/7

Likely to
Provide All'Time Peak
for V. S. Show Biz in
Latin America'*

Austrian Studios Return to Owners
Vienna. Doc.

18.

clo.'iol.v

'Heaven' Sets Reebrd As
Mexico's Top Grosser

ciinnccU'd wilh pivvionsly aiinouncod
Hi-i'anKtMTieiits fpr

MPEA

Anierlcan.; film

all

Aus.,ll'ia

..ia!-'

.

of-

to tal<e oviu-

dis.tribu^t
lo>''''''d

l-

Ji"i-'

In

,

t

v\

lie

Ail'linie

Aiiierjcan^h.ejd parls of

monopoly, ^ieii
ate Austrian
foi" tvenliiaJ

FiliTi,

into': ihimodi-.

with

Mexico

Her

'teavfe

private opor-.

.gross

a-

Japan

pie

.a

at

claimed

is

*

41 St Anniversary

,;

the Cine Alarneda, fir.st-run hoAise.,
Most impwtant properl ies haiidod where it pla.yod for six Veens'. ;
over by Wolf.t'ahg Wolf, actin.i; films
Runner-up Was> the Mexican film.
oflicer for Army's infoniialion Servwhich
grQs.-fed
"The
Divorcee'^
iqcs Branch and ciiiel" o:t the forth- $497,000 in
a six"\\'eeks run at one.

Number

MpEA

arc

.bpe.ri»tion.,

the

Studios
and associale.d
Larger and
labo'riitorjes in Vienna.

Sieverihg

more

:

Rosenhuegel

Inoderii

,

Studipti

in

Soviet

.at $3.

Radio System; Nip

explanation.

,

.

hand.'', witli no si.nn
intentions to give aiiyback.
Dr. Peter Krauland.

remain

Mulling Future

.','7;^

v;

Moscow

,

And

.

..

money-makers.

-^

.

,

OK

i

acceptability.

Army, pondered holding onto

Films Compete With U.$.

its

,

Hongkong, Dec, 18.,
J.
Arthur

longer, but since pix inla.st major Austrian
retained in custody after
President Truman's turnback direc-

control
dustry
seizure

still

A quota system for'
Rank's productions may

was the

be

intro-

A

bill is
duced in Hongkong soon.
tive of last September, decision was
made to hand the headache to the at present before the Legi.slative
Austrians. Not that it's a financial Council recommending that British
headache.
Wien Film's operation, films must be shown on a minimum
based ori rental of studio and labjot .seven out of 70 days in the fir.st
fapilities,
pUts revenue from old and second-run theatres. If this is
Germah and Austrian product, has passed it will bring to an end a.
year-old controversy
against ;.the
been extremely profitable.
However, new deal leaves Wien exhibitors started by the, European
Film with only a dozen or so prewar population, of the colony.
^

.

.

i

!

I

;

j

they

titles

Army

made themselves

.while

British

according

pictures,

to

to Sell Aussie

House;

Price Set at $348,000

anese people themselves. Ball said
he came to the conclusion because
western democracies were still confused as to what constituted demo-

will return

German language features to:
Germany only.
:

district

maniigers.'

Perkins formerly, was divi.sion .manager covering the Far East, Aitoiei:c-.v Zealand and South Africa.

Par International
and New Zealand

'

left

Aii.stialia

under

Harry

Hunter, managing director for that
territory.
'Clay Halce remains In
South Africa as Paramount repreSehtative, Morey Marcus, who was

manager for India, Burma,
Ceylon and ^alaya, stays as is.
Robert V. Perkins, son of James
E. Perkias, who has been in the
Pliilippines since tl e war, becomes
district

.

manager for that territinv,
Jan.
1,
1947.
He has
for Par and Universal in
the Asiatic market for a number of
years.

;

'

Sydney, Dec.

17.

effccUve

worked

.

George Weltner, Par International
prexy, in riaking the Henr.v appointment, said that the new Orie'nt
bo.ss will divide his time equally
.

Directors of Minerva Centre, covbetween tlie N, ,Y. office and the
ering Minerva Theatre. King's Cross,,
field.
Henry
planed
in
from
are seeking o.k, of .stockholders to
Shanghai recently and will stay in
He pointed out that a single' sell theatre for $348,000.
N, Y. for some time.
government monopoly in the form
To permit sale going througVi, it
A commander in the Navy during
of BBC exi.sted in Great Britain will be necessary to obtain the surtl.e war, Henry has been a Par overwhile all stations In the States are render by the Tivoli Circuit of its
seas rep for the last 15 years. He
owned and operated by private com* rights under its present agreement
became the company's Philippines
panics. On the other hand, he rer for a lease of the theatre for span
manager in 1932, holding tho post
marked, Australia has ..adoptecl a of three years from June, 19n.
until November, 1941, when he went
synthesis of the two, with private Stockholders will be asked to apon active duty with the Navy. In
companies operating stations along- prove payment of $36,000 to Tivoli
May, 1942, he was captured at Corside of Govei nment-managed Au- for the lease surrender.
regidor and remained a prisoner of
stralian Broadca.stin.!; Corp. For this
Minerva is valued at $310,524 on war until September, 1945, when
reason, he .said, he felt it would be the unit's books, excluding rights
liberated
f r o ra
Toyama pri.son
difficult;
say
particular
adjacent
.

.

cratic broadca.sting.

;

over 150 other ac- 'European film fans in Hongkong,
to
what
type over
properties, valued at
are now being given the chance of ownership or operation
was $8,500. Company earned a net profit
they deserve since, the eight Ameri- "more democratic" than the other. ol $24,196 for year ended June 30,
They've played every available date can companies^aireadir vvell estacompared with $8,332 previous year.
in Austria many times and with in^ blished
before the .war— grabbed
Preference dividend paid to June 30
creasing quantity of imported prod- all the first-run and second-ruri'
amounted to $9,540 and 5% on orPolice Tab Tabarin
uct incoming, plus probable dozen or theatres after the colony's liberation,
dinary shares will take $12,700. $9,so new Austrian made titles in 1947. leaving not more than one date a
Paris, Dec. 30.
540 waiwset aside for depreciation.
the old product is no longer neces- month for the new British comThe Bal Tabarin. top nitery in
E. A. Nettlefold is chairman Of {lisary to keep hou.ses busy.
pany Eagle-Lion.
Paris,
was shuttered by police rectors
of Minerva Centre., with
Wien Film will get its bank ac/ll the British films ..o far shown, Thur.s-day (26) as an aftermath of a Dave
Martin, maiuming director.
counts back
enhanced condition, ^^,^1,
..^
..^^.^^^^ ^
raid Christmas eve,
Other directors include Neil Maver
but io.=s of the Rosenhuegel property ..^^.g
..^^ ^j^^^^
Q^^y
It's claimed that Pierre Sandrini,
and J. B. Dixon, with Dan Casey
heavily ofifsets thi.s.
Probability is
Lady" and half a' dOzeirt Others, have spot's operator, refused to cooperate ilow seeking selection
to the board.
that
Russ-operated
Sovexportfilm met
with generous support from the with the gendarmes by interrupting
Nettlefold, Martin and Maver are
will claim Rosenhuegel permanently
European audiences, but the ex- the floorshow then in progress, so the big
moguls behind Tivoli vaudeas a Nazi a.sset seizable under the
hibitors point out that this is less that the police could search for their
revue loop.
Potsdam agreement.
tive

fiiiming

district

Minerva Directors Seek

.

'

i

distrilni-

as division m.^naBor to

under

stay

these films will not

T.sumura also claimed Jap producers have run to morbid extremes
lately, hoping to compete with U. S.

i

.

.

Aiistmiia.

week by

of James E. Perkins, how
Piu's
managing director in Great Britain

'

only serve a.s living textbooks for
teaching the Japanese democracy,
but will also prove a powerful factor
in advancing the Jap welfare."

'C'?

Ownership Eventually
There is some talk about $!i
thing
Tokyo, Dec. 24.
Mex.i succeeding S-l
(Mex.l as
Austrian Minister of Property Conthe standard admittance nick lor
Control and ownership of radio
trol, received the turp.back on behalf
first-run cinerhas iii Mexico in '47. broadcasting systenis in Japart ha.s
of his government.
Most exhibitors discount the rumor. been the chief topic at i-ecent Allied
There's an Uiiofficial undersuuid- But ail agree that .$4 .(Mex,) will
Council meetings, here.'
.itig .that Austrians .won't. ttvrri7'-t.he continue indefinitely, so popular are
W. MacMahon Ball, United KingWien .FijiVi plan t.4 and assel.s back io pix down here.
dom member of the Council, today
Karl Hartl and, his associates, ihcludstated the present setup sho.ijld remain
jng Gre.ditan.stalt Bank^ which have j
unchanged for the purposes of the
continued under U.S. administration H.^-'L.
PlonW Aitnl-A
occupation, which is rolling along
the management they created under nOugROng riallS AlUOla
smoothly, but the ownership and
Goebbels. But there's no other local
operations in the future should be
group in, sight considered to haVe
System to Aid British
ultimately determined by the Japnecessary experience plus, political
of

Henry

cover Japan, Korea, China, Philip,
pines, Siam, India. East Indies,
Indo
China, Straits Settlements and Burma. However, other portions of fhe
Orient which were under fhe wing

language
and customs, but American news
and documentary films are readily
understood with the aid of a little
cau.se of the difference of

|

"Heaven," played to the I Allies
new high oi; $5, (MCx.) during jt.';
first week, $4
iMex.l for the two
Jap
other weeks and the rest of tine time.
theatre.

F, C.

comprehend be-

to

its

Zealand and Orient

tion sales setup Inst

Accord ing to Tsumura, "Ameridramatic films may contain
hard for Japanese farmers

:

.

New

points

and fishermen

'

.eftming

Paramount realigned

exclusively in

can

f^fHETY

.

pi.x

This, de.spite the dearth of film projectors, which are definitely a critical item in the Nip entertainment
field today; Before the war, American films were rarely shown outside of the larger cities.

of

alion.

S.

Reshuffle

hi Aus«e, Orient

apparent with the boom of
.U.

OmCK

Pari

and small towiis, Hideo
Tsumura. Jap film authority, declared today in the Nippon Times.

of the forthcoming

for

to Heaven*' (2Citli-Fox)
,(.Mex.) at.
(j{ $750,000

of

medium

on editorial feature

ohe

is

theatres for

City, Dec. 28.

for

reccird

in

theatrfi

jSpvei'Iiiiieivt' tni.«t<.'e$btpi

ret.tiTn to

Mexico

'

*,

Popularity

XONUON

Martin'* Pluc«; Trafulsar Bqniin

Tokyo. Dec, 24.
American films in

Is

*

•TARIISTX'a'
St.

U.S. PIX;

SPECIAL HOUSES BUILT

that

writes

Suddon, U.S. Amiy. mo\'e

NIP STIX YEN

He

camp.

-

U.S. distribution in

j

i

wtis

promoted

commander while

full

to

held by the

still

Japs.

went

More

recently, Henry
Shanghai as district manager

to

lor

Japan. China, PhiHppines and Indo

China

•

.-

1

'

i

,

m

.
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FILIPINO FILMS FIND

,.

,

SIAM,

MALAYA MARKET
Manila. Dec.

20.

I

than

U.S.

PIX STANDOUT IN '46
!

NORWEGIAN
Top

b.o.

pix in

20%

audiences. The
real boxoffice records arc scored
by the Chinese, who claim that they
fail
to
understand the
mainlydialog films and demand "action."

The

B.O. LISTS'

result

half of '1946 were two Norwegian films, "Vi Vil Leve" ("We Want
to
Live"),;
and ."Englandfarere"
("Travelers to England"), followed
by the U. S. films "That Hamilton
Woman" (UA), "Jesse James" (20th)

the bill, which is similar to that
being enforced in Britain, is pas.sed,
a fine of $70,000 will be the penalty
for failing to abide by it, it was

Theatre has been showing live
shows since opening and is at present on lease to Whitehall Productions, operated by Kathleen RobinVienna, Dec. 20.
-son and Robert Walton.
Current atVolkstheatre is rehearsing Lillian traction is "Life With Father,"
a
Bellman's "Watch on the Rhine" major click likely
to run until next

'RHINE' IN VIENNA

(titled here ''Vor
Adrienne
returned
Hoerbiger and

Ge.ssner,

from U.
Siegfried

London, Dec.

S.

Negro Film Exec

Is

that

is

Whitehall

for long span a top executive of Univer.sal here.
>

30.

In

to

McLaurin also is managng director of McLaurin EnteV
prises, which deals in Army motor
Pictures,

London, Dec. 26.
Power and coal cuts, due to Arctic
|

'

^

'

','.

•

,

,.

Caribbean

j

I

,

and Seattle) and later worked as
branch manager for Metro in Panama and Caracas.

New Mex House Burns
:

Mexico

City, Dec. 26.

adapt and direct his play, "Double
Fire, that took eight hours
to
Headed Eagle,", for Paris production. quench destroyed the Cine Cosmos,
Filmization will probably not take 5,000-seat theatre here that
was to
place until Cocteau has directed a have opened New Year's
Eve
screen .adaptation of Victor Hugo's
Owners Jesus and AdolfO 'Grova.>ii
Ru.Y Bias" which he has .scheduled film producers, figured loss
at $3,000for independent production.
looo (Mex,)
.

;

.

"Men From

London;

Hylton s 'Hood' Favored
London, Dec. 26.
"The Men from the Ministry," a
topical
play,
opening
Christmas

was

Eve,

received at the
and a moderate run seems

Comedy
likely.

well

,

pictures will shortly be
exhibited on a commercial .scale in
both Malaya and Siam. according
to L. Araullo and G. Santiago, managing directors of the Malayan Film
Exchange. They have just arrived
from those countries after establishing branches of their company for
distribuiiing Philippine
and other
films

The

with territoriar rights.
exchange is credited

being the
introduce

first

t

with

Filipino enterpi i.se to
in
pictures
libera-

Philippine

Malaya and Siam following
Their

tion.

production

"Dugo Ng

Bayan" ("Blood of the Nation"),
starring F"ernando Poc. Pat Mijaies
and other Filipino screen personalities, has already been booked for
showing in the Urst-run theatres
throughout British Malaya and Siam,
This has been made pos.<iible be*
cau.se of the company's connections
with various theatrical syndicates
both Malaya and Siam.

in

Araullo believes that Filipino pictures have a distinct appeal to people
in Siam and Malaya. These new
markets, according to him, are now'
open for goodrquality Filipino fitm.s,
and it is up to Filipino producers
to make good pictures for these two

Also preeming the .same evening
at the Adelphi was Jack Hylton's
pantomime production. "Red Riding
Hood," starring Nervo and Knox. neighboring
Timely seasonal fare, show has
sizable advance ticket sales.

^Honeymoon," York's.
"Lady Frederick," Savoy.
Ministry," Comedy.

'

climatic
condition.?,
are
'.
further,! vehicles.
;..,
hindering film production in ringland.
Rssult is a decided lag in
Neal's
studio schedules.
Post
Shortage ^f studio space, bad
Jack R. Neal, former manager of
enough at present, is expected to Republic's branch at Porto Rico, has
be even more pronounced next year. been upped to Caribbean, supervisor
Hence current reduction in power for the company.
and heating only serves to aggraNeal was formerly associated with
vate, a difficxrlt situation.
the Warners' exchanges in, Denver

inistry' Suits

.

"Grace of God," St. James.
"Grand National NiRht," Apollo.
"Guinea rig," Criterion.
"Here Conies the Boys-," Saville.
"High Time," Palladium.

Besides being an exec of Oriental,

British Pix Production

Aldwych.

"Clutterbuck," Wyndham.
"Dante," Garrick.
.:
"Fifty-Fifty,." Strand.
"Fools Rush In," Fortune.

Filipino brethren as "Honest
Mac— the poor man's friend,"

I

Belief

Prod, will purchase the Minerva
from the Centre group.
.Dan Casey, .seeking appointment
to the Centre board, is sales manager of Universal. Dave Martin was

"Bertram Mills Circus," Olympia.
"Between Ourselves," Playhouse.

Manilay Dec. 20.
Successful American Negro business man here is ex-serviceman Dr.

Dunbar McLaurin, who's known

Sing,"

"Antliony-Cleopalra.," Piccadilly.

Toor Man's Friend

his

I

reAttila

Breuerin

Current London Shows
"And No Birds

U.

Lans.".

Cbcteau Shuttling

spring.

who
S.,

leads.

1

and

Paris, Dec, 17.
Paul Graetz, currently producing
"Diable au Corps" for Universal release, has signed Jean Coctoau to

der Entscheidung")

with

cently

'"^Ported,

'^"^^^'ir^:^^':^
especially
Weather Chief Snag

quarry.

|

Book;

"Anna

films

If

and "Tom, Dick and Harry" (RICO).
Other Hollywood product rating
mention were "Thief of Bagdad"
(20th), "All This and Heaven^TOo
(WB), "Gentleman Jim"
(WB)

("Frenzy")

British

that

is

are having two-and- three-day runs,
while lavish American productions
such as "Bathing Beauty," together
with "action-filled" epics, run for as
long as two or three week.s.-

Oslo, Dec. 17.
for the

Norway

first

^'Hets'

their

of

Filipino

countries.

Weekly Attendance Up

"Messa^jc for Marffaret." Duchess;
"Mother Goose," Casino.

"Night and Laughter," Coliseum.

'Outlaw' Tops 20G, Breaks
London Pavilion Record

"No Room at Inn," Winter Garden.
"Our Betters," Playhouse.
"Pacific 18fiO." Drury Lane.

^

London, Dec. 12.
"I>erchance to Drcaiii," Hipp.
'With
the showing of Howard
"Peter Pan," Scala.
Hughes'"The Outlav ," UA's ambi"Piccadilly Hayride," Wales.
tion to top $20,000 tor one week's
"PolterEcist," Vaudeville.
gross at the London Pavilion has
"Red Riding Hood," Adelphi.
been realized.
Although pic has
"Shephard Show." Princes.
been given only five shows daily, it
"Shop Sly Corner," St. Martins.
topped that figure in the first week,
"Song of Norway," Palace.
breaking all. records of house. Num"SVvccihcart Mine," Vic Palace.
ber of payees for first week was
"Sweetest and Lowest." Ambass. 29,680, in house that seats 1,217, an
"The Gleam," Globe.
unprecedented record.
"Under the Coun:cr," Phoenix.
Pic is in for six weeks, but is ex'Windermere's Fan," Haymarket.
pected to hold up at lea.st eight. It's
"Windslqw Boy," Lyric.
been .booked for entire Gaumont"Worm's View." Whitehall.
British circuit.
.

I

»

To

Million in Bavaria
Washington, Dec.

Attendance

week

up

is

to

erating in Bavaria

irv

HO.

1,000,000 per

in the 331 film houises

now

op-

the American

zone of operation, according to the
.

MG

report.

tests are

At Tempelhof

now

being

voices to synchronize

language

soundtrack

made
the
to

studios
for

the

German
"ZiC'gfeld

Girl,"

Military Government also reports,
that an office to coordinate and promote youth activities in the drama is
Already
to be opened in Munich.
there is a combined British-Arneriaan committee registering artisis and
actors. ,•,,,„-

'

LOS ANGELES

Congratulations

WORLD

PREMIERE

WRITES

NEW PAGE

to all

Ttvice Daily Reserved Seau Carthay Circle Theatre

THE YEARLING

IN FILM HISTORY!

NEW

RECORDS

!

NEW

ADJECTIVES HAPPY
NEW YEARUNG!
it

opens at Radio City Music Hail in

n

GREGORY PECK

JANEWYMAN
A ClARENCE IROWN PRODUaiON
QAUDE JARMAN, JR.
ac "JODY"
CIEM BEVANS

MARGARET WYCHERIY

FORREST TUCKBt

!

Watch for repetition of Los Angeles triumph when

who made

M-G-M's

Photographed
Strum nay by
.

in

TECHNICOLOR

loMd on Hi* NHtttr.
Mwlwrto'lBiWHii ItowKm*

Paul Ofbora •

Ml» Novt

fciy

OIiMmI by OAltENCE MOWN
rro<iuc«d

by

SIDNEY FRANKLIN

New York!
MarcH

of Dimts

~ Jan. 24'3(f
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Bertram Bloch

Indiscriminate Release of Oldies

Picture Grosses

Writ** About

Hurting Carefully Selected Reissues

'eonsiderable

aling

other
tfese

,

'

olciies:^

their

Majors* Profits

1

crc-

is

amoiii;

some

feel

own,

.

'

.

Metro

Chiet sqtiflwk against the reissues
some of which date back
and 1934, is that the dresses
and haiivdos worn, by the actresses

—

KKO

-

6.

are so outmoded .asltoi draiv
laughs or icpniplainls froin customers,
regardle.«s of whether:' the

40

$3,206,354 for 39

.

mount have kept
selecting

mind when
and have

this in
rei.ssues

nine

Ky., Schine

30.

their

Continued from page

3

j

'45,
Company report
in
eonsequently released only those pic- 700,000
tures of not more than four or five pointed oiit that since the fiscal year
years' vintage or else period pieces cut acrcss the excess profits rematdoesn't
in .which the costuming
peal, Warners 'paid two-thirds on the

,

'

!

Survey pf;reissues. currently playing in metropolitan .New York reveals such oldies as "A Chance at
in 1933;
Heaven." released by
'•We Liv'e Again,'' Unilod Artists release of the following year;"Toast
of New Ybrk,";RKO release in 1937,
and "Bringing, Up Baby." released
by RKO in 1938; Such films, according to exhibs, may be high in entertainment value b.ut .the incongruity
of the dre'Sses worn by actresses
elicits tlije sam'e 'scoffs from audiences as' old newsreel clips of the
Lobby, displays and
flapper era.
newspaper ads on several of these
bury the fact they're reissues in
small type; re.?ulting in customers'
Pbjections .that they've been, deluded
into buying tickets to see old pic'

RKO

.

'

fair $7,200.

.

of.

were

,

abroad, foreign rentals continued to
grow despite a, dip on returns from
England in the past few months. Attendance in' Warner houses since
Aug. 31 have been about the same
as last year, he added, but b,o. receipts have been larger because of

upped

scales.

'

affected.

$4,200.

Police and other officials complained that teen-agers were runr
ning the streets as late as 2 a.m..
and the theatres were singled out
as a cause.

]

Two newcomers,
Continued from

i>iif;e

had
31
Oil
Aiig.
Inventories
climbed $3,916,000 over the previous

and "The Time, the Place
and the GinV" are standout here,
with former: terrific, at Orpheum.
Bad weather has been a boxoffice

5

handicap.
Estimates for This
Century (Par) (1,600;

headed up by Noel Meadow

outfit,

and B.

j

L,

Garner, disclosed

it

was

negotiating to revamp a large store
yeair, amounting to $47,104,000, Warner said. Jurisdictional battles on in the Times Square area as an art
house.
the Coast had sub.stantially increasec|
Prestige Pictures, the J. Arthur
the cost of producing films, accordtures.
distribution outfit handling
ing to the
prcz. Commenting on Rank
Poor Prints Also
the anti-trust suit, Warner said, "it American release of films considered too arty for the average AmerAnother cause for complaint is the will be impossible to determine just
ican house, has added consLstently to
poor condition of the prints on- the, what effect will be had upon the
its number of outlets.^ Prestige reoWies. Distribs who have decided business of your company" until apcently lined up three more houses,
to book their reissues 8s top new peals, if any.-have been disposed of
including the Tele-News in Dallas,
releases have been careful to furnish and experience is gained in actual
owned by the Interstate Circuit, a
- .only. ..new prints and accessories. operations.
Paramount partner; the Rifz, a
Again, the fact that a customer might
Memphis nabe, and the Vogue in
see one of the old prints first would
Baltimore.
Latter had previously
his
antagonism
in
mind
create
run only the i-called sex pictures,
again.st all reissues on the assumpsuch as "Bali," etc. Herbert Rosener
tion that he'd been duped, according
icontinued from page 7
circuit on the Coast has converted
to certain distrib execs.
thoroughly in dream sequences, in- its six art houses into full-time forterpolated bits of fantasy, and such, eign film outlets.
Chief factor in the booking botand now Heaven is being definitely
written into the motivation of the tleneck heretofore has been the utter disdain of most exhibs fpr any
scripts.
Continued from page -3
kind of foreign .pix. Smalltowncrs,,
Heavenly Sparkplug
claiming that even British-produced
lor the world preem of "Duel in the
In Frank Capra's "It's a Wonder- films are poison at the boxoffice beSun," on Dec. 30.
ful Life," Heaven is depicted largely cause of British accents, have reJackson Park Bugaboo
by implication and inference, but fused in the past even to consider
Practice of simultaneous playing nevertheless plays a major part in foreign-language pix.
Distribs ti
of pix by a major is shadowed by sparking the plot of the story. The the latter have no hopes they'll ever
doubt becaijse of indie exhih claims audience is treated to a pan shot be able to, break into the small
that it throttles the flow of film of the universe, showing various towns but see a gradual mushroomand cau.ses shortages of product in galaxies, stars, planets, nebulae and ing of the outlets available because
subsequent runs. Jackson Park de- such, while ah un.seen Heavenly of the .steadily-growing interest in
cision which ruled out the habit in narrator lets the folks; in on what's the films.'
Chi, besides banning moveovers, has happening in the firmament. One of
GI and Campus Influence
M-G .concerned, because it doesn't the stars is presently brought into
Fact that the large number of
want to lay itself open to further larger focus, begins to brighten and
anti-trust
wallops.
Trade circles blink to the accompaniment of dia- American importers shopping for
predict that M-G will lose over log that tags the spot as Heaven, French films has not created a sell$1,000,000 annually in film rentals plants a guardian angel named Clar- ers' market in France is attributed
because of its step.
ence in the story and brings out the to the large backlog of French films
Extension of day-and-date .system fact that he is being sent to Earth available. At least 50 pictures made
before and during the war have
to other localities has been widely to tend to a tough job of guardnever played in .the U. S. and the
predicted in the indu.stry as a means ian-angeling in aid of James Stewsucce.ss of the five-year-old "Wellof hoisting rentals without a hike art.
in admission scales. Reps for other
Now, this scene brings up ah in- Digger's Daughter," currently in its
majors assert that they will not take teresting bit of coincidence and a third month in N. Y.; is taken as
similar steps unless so directed reminder that the Hollywood boys evidence that many of these have
judicially.
aren't the only ones who have dis- good U. S. potentialities.
U. S. importers usually purchase
covered Heaven. Released by Universal-International at virtually the rights for five years, guaranteeing
the French producers a flat figure
same time as
put out the Capra
biggie was "Stairway to Heaven," against a percentage of the net gross.

back

at $4,000. Last week, "Pal "Trigger" (Rep), $3,000.
tyrlc (Par) (1,100; 50-70)— "Wake

:

I

Love"

$11,000.

from

Agnew,.
]a.st

officers

week are

E.

of
L.

.secretary.

of

Selznick,

Daniel T. O'Shca, Agnew, Greenlee

and Scanlon.

"One Million B.C." (UA)

Life"'

(rci.ssues),'

$7,000,

'Skies' Tall

176, Mont'l

Montreal. Dec. 30.
stem spots.
and "Blue
"Big
Skies" at Loew's look standinit dewave,
spite cold
(estimates for This Week

Now

stuff at all main
Sleep" at Capitol

Capitol (CT) (2,700; 35-(i3 1- "Big
Sleep" WB). Strong $14,000 or near.
Last week, "Three Wise Fools'.'.
(

(

Okav
Reno"
cation
in
Black
$7,500 or better. Last week,
Angel" (U)-and "Slightly Scandalou.s" (U), same.
'

Indie Financing
Continued from page

backing for production

I

in

I

its

contracts.
fewer indies

Other companies

with
usually more or
follow the UA contract form,
so it is expected that the clause will
eventually become the pattern for
the industry— at least until video
becomes a lot inore important from
a financial and picture exploitation
standpoint and a more specific clause
is devLsed to cover the; change in the
less

I

I

I

situation.

Companies are principally fearful,
of cour.se, of dissipation of theatrical
value of a film via widespread television showing and that is naturally

I

i

I

j

Robert H. Dann,
and Richard

(3,000;

—

(RKO). Great $18,500. Last week,
"Housekeeper's Daughter" (U A) and

—

covering television

j

.1

consist

Century (20th Cei.t)
Wonderful
"It's

20th
40,70)

ative.

clause

I

I

secretary,

(

promise

I

j

a.s.sistant

Tock (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)— "Notorious Gentleman" (U) and "Below
Deadline" (Mono). Okay $3,500. La.st
week, ''These Our Children" (Mono)
and "Where Are Your ehildren??^
(Mono), $2,500.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,300; 40-70)-^
"White Tie and TaiLs"
U > iind
"Dark Horse" (U). Good $11,000 or
near. Last week, "So Dark Night"
(U) and "Blondie Knows Best"

4

Despite the backwatering on these
fronts, the obtaining of
still remains
easy for the picturemaker
with a good setup; that is, an acceptable story, some name players,
a good director and the other ingredients that go into a film.
One of the factors mo.st disturbing
to Hersh is the length of time
between making his loan and getting
his coin back. He fears changes not
only in the b.o. picture, but in public
ex^
taste in the interim.
Ideal'.-;
perience, he said, was that six to
nine months was iaken up from the
time the loan was made until the
script was ready, cgst assembled,
studio space set and other financing
obtained. Another four month.'! was
chewed up in photography, bctweeii
a 60 to 90-day shooting skcd and
the wecken(js, holi(Jays and delays...
involved. Then 90 days was required for cutting, edithig and dubbing
and two to. three rncinths more was
financial
fairly

'

prohibited during general release
2 Continued from page 5 dramatic sequences take place in the
unless; there is: mutual agreement becourts of Heaven, Coincidence is in time and relaxed, quota laws for tween the parties.
UA retains the
the fact that thisi' pict.ure /opens with American pix playing in France.
right, however, to use a picture or
|.a pan shot .of the
untvei'se, very
A secondary point Mn the di.'Scus- part of a picture on video for pubmuch like the one in '.'It's a Wonder- sions will be an increase in the num- licity and exploitation purposes.
ful Life," with a narrator doing a her of French releases accepted in
Compromi.se comes in sale of video
travelog for the customers. Ahalo- this country. French products have rights.
Producer retains the privigpiis to the guardian angel of the- long
campaigned for what they lege' of peddling the rights, but be- needed by tlie distributing company
Capra picture is a Heavenly "mes- ternied more equitable balance of fore accepting any bid,
he must al- for advertising-publicity campaign
.:enger" sent to Earth to bring back product released, between the two low
UA to match it. If the company and setting theatre dates. After that,
a soul who, through carcle.ssnes.s in countries, (jlaiming that U. S. distribs
chooses not to exercise this option, the bank .starts getting its coin, with
the
Heavenly record department, have had by far the best of' it. Need producer is free to sell prior to
ex- the payo,fl'—if the pic did okiiy^
continued, to live on earth after his for increased acceptance of S'rench
piration of the five-year period from taking four to Six months. Not uiitil
number was aip. In both pix. the product has evidently been hypoed date of
rc](?ase, for which UA is as- then doed- the secondary finance outangel role' is worked for comedy,
by the shortage of dollar exchange signed exclusive theatrjual distribu- fit begin to get return on the money
in their second childhood.
in tiiat country.
tion.
it put up some two years before;

;

will

$8,000.

i

French Quotas

Leonard

Board

•

.

UA-Vldeo

I

E. Case, assistant secretary and as*
treasurer;

sistant
assistant
G.rcenlee,

over. Last
(2d wk),

(2,100;

profits that might accrue.
United Artists, principal outlet for
indie piXj has devised a form of com-

I

board chairman;

(M-G)
or

40-70)— "Angel on Shoulder" (UA) and "Su.sie
Steps Out" (UA). Nice $9,500. Last
\. ock.
"Strange Woman" (UAV and
"Dangerous Business" (Par). (m.o;>,

Hipp (Shea)

50-70)— "Man
(WB). Onlv moderate at
week, "The Chase"

I

Aside

$15,500

derived on the film by the distrib.
$2,500.
Guaranty Trust, of New York, as
World (Par-Stefles) (350; 50-99)— long ago as six or eight months,
almost completely bowed out after
being an important factor in pro-r
duction financing for years. Other
banks have reduced the percentage
Continued from page 3
of production cost they'll put up
trol of the film for video or the and otherwise gotten more con-'^crv-

Selznick-FC

SRO named

(3,000; 40-70)
(reis-

Heaven"

week. "No Leave" (M^G)

"Strange Woman" (UA). Fair $3,500.
Last week, "Sister Kenny" (RKO),

RKO

•.Sbainlbn,

Great takes, (Shea)
-:T-"Rage -in
sue). Trim
$9,000.

Last

(UA) (2d wk), fair $6,000.
Uptown (Par) (2,300; 50-70)

:

^

$20,000.

Brazil" (Col), $4.0CO.
Slate (Par) (2,300;

I

^

—

(RKO).

KKO-P.in O'.KO) (1,600; 50-70)—
"Return Monte Cristo" (Col). Fairly
good $9,000. Last week, "Thrill, of

j

^

4,070)

(3,500;

—

;

organization's future,

•

(Shea)

'

$9,000 in 6 days.

,

British production shipped over here
by J. Arthur 'Rank. The picture
shows both the stairway and Heaven
itself—in fact a. gooci portion of the
picture :an(l some its iriost imfiortaht

'

'

'

.

Buffalo

"Never Say Goodbye" (WBi and
"Wife Wanted" (WB). Neat Sl.'i.DOO.
Last week, "The 'Verdict" (WB) and
"Dangerous Millions" (20th), bii!

(M-G), fairish $11,700.
30-50)—
(1,850;
Imperial
(CT)
"White Tie and Tails" (U) and
"Cuban Pete" (U). Nice $5,500 Last
$4,000 in six days, giving it smash week, "J>eath Valley" (Indie) and
$47,000 for loop run.
"Blonde for Day" (Col), $4,500.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 50-70)—
Loew's (CT) (2,800; 35-67)- "BUie
"It's Wonderful Life" (RKO). Raves Skies" (Par).
Sock $17,000 or over.
for this one and box-office is re- Last week, "Always Loved You'
sponding accordingly at gigantic (Rep) <'2d Wk), $12,000.
35-63)—
$24,000.
Last week.
"Westerner"
(2,300;
(CT)
Palace
(FC) (reissue), big $12,000.
"Margie" (20th). Big $13,000 or clcse.
Indie),
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)
Last week, "Waltz Time"
"Time, Place, Girl" (WB).
Fast $10,500.
35-,53)$18,000 or near.
La.st week, "NO
(2,300;
(CT)
Princess
Leave" (M-G) (2d wk), all right "Angel on Shoulder" (UA ) and 'Va-

M-G Day-Dates

;

Buffalo, Dec. 30.
Biz is not too big this week, with
"It's Wonderful Life" standoiu, New
James Stewart picture is doi'-g socko
>•. <
trade/Estimates for This Week

Up, Dream" (20th) (ni.o.). Slow $4,500. Last week, "Two Years Before
Mast" (Par) (4th wk), satisfactory

.

Continued from page 5

—

Row" (WB) (reissue). Mod"Wake Up,
Dream" (20th), okav $5,000.
Gopher (Par) (1,000; 44)— "Bowery" (^Oth) (rei.ssue). Good come-

,

With United Artists. Key .iHen
in
the
.supervisory
sales
setup
Agnew established while still, associated' with UA will meet in New
Tfork Friday (3). SRO prexy .said; He
stated there would be about six of
them on hand for the talks on the

50-70)

erate $6,500. jjast week,

.

split

Week

"Kings

WB

H'wood's Heaven

Wonder-

a

"It's

30.

ful Life';

Lingo Pix

|

'

:

j

$18M

GREAT

BUFF.; 'GOODBYE' 15G

(Col), $5,500.

Time' Fast 18G

Mpls.;

.

i

m

.

life' Wonderful 24G,

Minneapolis, Dec,

|

"Strike Me Pink" (FC) (reissue)
Profitable $2,000. Last week, "Yoiinir

in Heart" (UA) split with "Christ*'
mas Carol" (M-G) (rei.ssue), $1,500;

-

Faramouiit (H-E ) (3,039J 45-80
"Nobody Lives Forever" (WB) and
"Great To Be Young" (Gol) (2d
wk). Fair $8,000 alter good $9,300
la.st week.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)
—"Wake Up. Dream" (20th) and
"Dangerous Million.s" (20th)
t2d
wk). Good $6,000. Last Week, "Always Loved- You" (Rep) (2d wk),

Six houses under Schine control

.

—

(WB) and

-^"Fabulous Suzanne" (Rep) and
"Neath Canadian Skies" (Golden
Gate) plus .stageshow headed by
Zorima. Nice $9,000. Last week,
'Beauty and Bandit" (Mono) and
"My Dog Shop" (FC) and vaude,

the event of a premiere.

Vp Gross

45-80)

(2.600;

Goodbye"

Say

"Secrets of Sororitv Girl" (PRC)
(2d Wk). Mild $6,000 in 5 days after
$7,500 opener.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 45-80)

announced that owl shows
would be eliminated. Only excepmentioned were late shows
New Years Eve, Hallowe'en and in

Warner,
Harry
prexy, disclosed that company's film
rentals increased both at home and
Statement

.

Drops 'Em

tions

reduced tax and one-third on the
Scales

—

Music Box IH-E) (850; 45-80)
"Notorious" (RKO). (5th wk). Good
$6,000. Last week, big $3,300.
Music Hull (11-Ei (2,200; 45-80)—
"Show-Off" (IW-C) and "Phantom
Last
Thief" (Con. GrctU $15,000.
week, ''Meet John Doe" (FC) (reissue) and "War Wilderness" (Rep),

tarily

old.

Vpped B.C.

.

$6,000,

Orpheum (H-E)

Lexington, Ky., Dec. 30.
After hearing complaints of juvenile officials that midnight film
shows were a factor in juvenile delinquency here, Lew Hensler, division manager, and Bob Cox, pity
manager of Schine interests, volun-

WB's $19,424,000

,

:

—

.

"Never

Juve Delinquency In

3.,

.

a heavy drama or comedy. Distribs
siioK as'.lVIetro; ,20th- Fox and Para-

ff 'eek

Owl Shows Blink At

for

week,
and
mild

only $5,000 in 8 days.

..

;ii9,963.90(i

months ended Sept.

.eitbej:

Out Next

39

for

$12.,')79,245

Universal

to 1933

:

—

weeks ending Aug;

in question,

for

weeks

wcek.s ended June.

ultra-oldies.

of

30.

20»h-FQx*^$lfi.219,815
endc^d Sept. 28.

:

siVmably figiiring also iha^
toiTiers won't go for any: reissues if
they're ted (oo stpady a diet of the

'

(20th)
t20th)

(

"

P^fHETY

for year

Columbia—$3,450,489
ending June

DrcanV

:

'

$33,877,000 for
.paramount
nine months ending Sept. 30.

ExhibS;

reissues.

Up,.

Liberty J&Vll) (1,(150; 45-80)
"Jolson Story (Col). Sma.sh $16,000.
Last week, "Kings Row" (WB) and
(2d wk),
"Hickok Rides' (WB)

.

tlie

41sl Anniversary ISumher

—

carfitally:seiec1;ea;/;.ah

"Wake
$8,200.

of

total to $99,000,000 if as follows:

bookihg tlie oldies as secpnd-i'eatures
cn their: dual bills have also lodged
complaints with, the 'distriljs:,, pre-

terrific $20,000. Last

I

"pangerous Millions"

an editorial feature

Current .standing of the Big

Seven league which hoists the

I

of

wlil ;hurt. the chiRivcuS ot

speciany-handJed
:

record a

Writers''
* .'*
*

;

rei.';siiep

concern

who

disliibs.

procluct

of ;old

dkti'ibs

by cerfain

juiider the guise of

Continued from page 10
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^"Hollywood Vs*

veVcassiiig

indiscrimiiiale

Allcgwi

,
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I.

'
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The Best Of All Greetings!

t

A HAPP! NEW !EAR
from

A. J.

BALABAN

Founder, Balahan

&

Celebrating His 40lli
In

Show

Katz Theaters

Happy New Year

Business!

A. J. BALABAK^''^"
MANAGING
"'^

DIRECTOR

ROXY THEATER
NEW YORK

CITY, N. Y.

Wedneeday, January

ncrintBS

80

DepL Headb (dven

10 Natl Theatres

Hy Gardner

News

*

They pointed out that when dayLos Angeles.
Charles P. SkDiiras, National Thea- light savings ordinance was in effect
tres prexy, handed seven-year con- last summer it workec' to a real distracts to 10 department heads, being advantage to exhibs, the theatre
the first time the company has inked owners don't want to take a position
against a majority of the city's resiits execs to long pacts.
Contractees, who have been with dents. Proposed election would give
Skouras since 1832, are George the people of St. Louis the first
Bowser, general manager of Fox chance to express their ideas on the
West Coast; Richard Spier, FWC suljject. Only one public hearing
Northern California division man- was held when the bill was introager; Cullen Espy, FWC film buyer; duced last spring. Measure then was
H. IjOllicr, real estate chief; M. A. passed. It covers from June until
Liindgren, head of FWC film sta- late in September.
Since the return from wartime
tistics; George Topper, FWC treasurer; O. A. Collins, FWC controller; savings time, there has been much
Andrew J. Krappman, head of mer- agitation in favor of abolishing daychandising for NT; William Lyris, light savings time.,
head of NT's candy and popcorn department, and R.H.McCuUough, di-

Continued from page 1

10 Anniversaries from Today**

Variety*

*

.

*

*

tdltoriol feature

a*

the ferthcoming

In

.

41st Anniversary
^

W

Number

of

'

Out Next Week

Cornerstone

new

to a

$1,000,000 in-

building

trade

Memphis

for

Heineman-NT

WB

^

Memphis.

San Antonio G«t8. New House
San Antonio.
ternational

to

"to

in

Continued from page; 5

s

Madison, Wis., transferred to Mem- plans to sell top British pix at terms
phis to take over management of equivalent to those obtained by A

Warner theatre, company's Main
be Street showwindow here. Succeeds bracketed Yank films, Heineman
Jim Barnes, who goes to Oklahoma said. Bookings are slower than or-

as the "Casa de Mexico" was
laid here recently. It will house an
auditorium and offices for Mexican

known

Jim McCarthy, Warner manager

government oflicial.s. Part of the
Duilding will be a new Mexican theatre to be called the Alameda.

same

City for

circuit.

Joe Simon, resident manager at the
local Warner, resigned to become
city manager for Flexer theatres.

dinarily followed

by American

tribs in playing U. S. films

there

still

is

dis-

because

some exhib resistance
Heineman conceded.

to British films,

Brooks

to D. C.

New

Par Sales

K. C, Kans.,' House

"Stairway" in
Kansas City.
U's recently acquired Park Ave. theasSrseater, opened atre,
N. Y., following general rave
Strong

showing

of

Pittsburgh,
The Avenue,
Bill Brooks, for long time in charge
in Kansas City, Kans,,
of Paramount booking department Christmas day
notices will batter down resistance
first entirely new
here, goes to company's Washington is reputedly the
further, Heineman believes.
branch in the sales organization. theatre built in that city for the last
"Stairway" is playing to top busiAvenue
will be a subse15
years.
Bill Kloos, back after serving in the
ness on its $1.80-$2.40 reserved seat
house.
quent
run
Brooks.
^
Army, replaces
W. E. Fulton is owner of the house. policy at the Park Ave. Houses
New 1,200-seat theatre, in Erie, Pa.,
He, also runs the Vogue in K. C, Mo., added a third ticket agent because
is planned by Herman Lorence, veteran exhibitor who now owns 18th and StatCj on the Kansas side. H. E. of rush for ticket re.servations with
Walters, g. m. for Fulton, moves over patrons already asking for February
Street house there.
Bob Finkel, son of Bill Finkel, from the Vogue to manage the Ave- seats.
has only six prints of the
the
local exhib, resigned at Mode-Art nue, and Leo Stolzer goes to
John Mincey Technicolor pic in the U. S. and has
Pictures and returns to coast for an- Vogue from the State.
idea of v/hen more will be availHe was steps up from assistant manager's no
other crack at pictures.
able.
Consequently, limited roadwriter and assistant director for in- spot to handle the State.:
show policy in U. S. may be foldies before going Into service four
lowed until print pinch ea.ses.
years ago.
Dipson to Athens
Lee Byers, formerly manager at
Buffalo.
Ritz, Clarksburg, W. Va., joined .staff
Nikitas D. Dip.son, president of
of Dr. and Mrs. C. P. Church-in.Man
Dipson theatres, Constellationing to
nington, W. Va. Churches are re- Athens to join his wife and daughter,
«{^ing the- Burt, which was closed who are visiting Mrs. Dipson's
several years.
mother.
Continued from page 5

U

Sam Goldwyn

;

St. Loo May Vote on Daylight Time
St. Louis.
Special conunittee of picture theatre owners here will circulate pe^
titions for
a
city-wide vote on
whether daylight savings time shall
continue in St. Louis. Fred Wehrenbeirg, national head of the MFTOA,
and head of the Wehreitberg-Kaiman

circuit, and James Arthur, Fanchon
ti Marco Service Corp. prexy, are
co-chairmen of this committee.

New

being shown this week-end te the
Prime Minister privately.

Interstate Shakes. Up Mers.
Houston.
Staff changes among Interstate
On question of advertising cost of
Theatre skippers include naming of
Lionel Hannington to manage the new pictures, he mentioned that htf is
Santa -Rosa. Replacing Hannington
spending
in
America
$1,000,000
at the Blue Bonnet is John Ellis,
former head of ;the University. alone on the exploitation of "Years."
is

'

-

is new head of the
Alabama, coming here from the
Yale where he was assistant manr

Emory Borne

:

ager.

Ybrfe Thcfdfres

Goldwyn Hosts

the end of March. The present idea
The
is for a cut in income taxes.
original plan of 20% acro.ss the
board stands a good chance of being
scrapped in favor of something
which will result in an average 20%
cut. In other words, small earners
will wind up with reductions of
more than 20% and big earners will
get less. The feeling is now that
there should be no attempt to consider reduction in the wartime excise rates until the "quickie" bill is
out of the way and Congress can
consider a more comprehensive revision of the tax structure.

Attlecs

Prime Minister and Mrs. Attlee
were guests of Samuel Goldwyn at
a screening of his "The Best Years
of Our Lives" here prior to the producer's departure for New York last

week aboard the Queen Elizabeth.
Foreign Minister Molotov of Russia
film for the second time on
the eastbound trip of the Elizabeth.

the latter part of July until the beginning of 1948. This is particularly
bad news for the niteries where biz
is starting to slide off sharply and
for theatres where the drop is a
little more gradual but is still noticeable.
Present indications are that
showbiz people had better start
working out early and often on their
friends on Capi'ol Hill to emphasize
the need of a return to prewar tax
rates for admissions.
Petrillo:

Some time

The Razors
20'h C-

rr.j.

.

bl

Ijliie

Warner Brag. Hit

"The Tim*, tht Place and
the Girl"

Fo.

in

Vaughn MONROE

,

Kordd's Aide

ORCHESTRA

.AND HIS

I'lUD

A

romlway at 47th Street
Rvwiy and lowly
at aomMlV"-suN

Continued from page 5

IIG STAGE REVUE

JOAN

JOHN

CRAWFORD
in Ih*

GARFIELD

•

N«w Warner

Achicvtmtnt

HUMORESQUE
with

PALACE

by Korda, but he'll also take a
looksee at other studios, he said. He
disclosed

.

if He should
however, they

gress appears- unlikely to do anything which could be construed as a
positive move against even a seg-

ment of business, though it might be
profitable to another segment. The
only anti-trust activity on the hori,
zon
the crop of suits in the Justice
Dept. And when they are run their
course, thiere will hardly be any new
.

ones.

•

Johnston Chides
Continued from

pai»e 3

Columbia's forthcoming "As.signed to
Treasury," which was made with full
cooperation of the Treasury Department's Narcotics Bureau.
If after
viewing the picture, the Legion finds
it objectionable, is John.ston's stand,
it will be perfectly within its rights
in placing it in the "C" (condemned)

MPA

classification.

prexy

is

certain,

.

investigate Hollywood or try to beat
its brains out. Rep. John E. Rankin
(D., Miss.) will no longer be the
guiding spirit of the House UnAmerican Activities Committee and

Meantime Col is going ahead with
plans to release "A.ssigned to Treasury," which stars Dick Powell, In
mid-February. It is currently conducting a contest among employees
for a new title, with a $50 prize be?

ing offered.

Material in the film has

been taken directly from Narcotics
Bureau files, permission having been
granted writer Jay Richard Kennedy
to use the files by former Secretary
of the Treasury Henry Morgenthau,
Jr.

.

J. Parnell Thomas (R., N. J.),
the new chairman, is not afraid to
oppoise Rankin's ideas.
However, that does not mean that
the committee will not decide to
look into Hollywood again. In addi-

Rep.

STRAND

«|niiMi,

he r,i:si V'aiof Our l.i\c^

Even

bills,

.

New York

In Teohnlcolor
In Person

ROXY
"Graot

arrives

introduce such

in 1947

subcommittee he would select to
make it, That might depend upon
the Republican leadership of the
House which has expressed itself as
.strongly anti-Blue Book,
New Year's Day. He was guest of
Hollywood.
5.
Why .should the
honor of the British Film Critics
80th Congres.s be different from all
Circle at a luncheon a few days beother Congresses? In some guise or
fore he left.
for some excuse, they practically all

Goldwyn

in

the 80th Congress.

would not get anywhere. This Con-

however, that the pic will be entirely satisfactory to even the strongest
the proponents of a world narcotics ban.
2, The screen has as much right as
Supreme Court is expected to rule
on the so-called anti-Petrillo bill the press, Johnston spokesman said,
which was found unconstitutional to "speak out against evil." Any inby a trial judge in Chicago. Already terpretation of the constilutionai and
a number of Congressmen are ready- moral guarantee in America of freeing bills to seive as substitutes in dom of expression which denies to
case the High Court agrees with the films what it permits the press is "a
and tortured interpretaPetrillo's name
is damnable
district
court.
definitely poison to some members tion," according to the Johnston
of Congress and they are willing to .spokesman. The very papers which
keep trying until they find a check- are campaigning against the Code's
rein lor him, no matter how long it liberalization are taking to themtakes.
One of those ready with a selves the right of freedom of ex*
new bill is Rep. Clarence J. Lea pression which they deny to motion
(D., Calif.), author of the present pictures, he declared.
Fight against the Code change,
act.
4.
FCC A resolution to investi- which broke into the open at a meet*
gate FCC is expected early In the ing of bishops in Washington a lew
weeks
ago, was picked up by the
Richard
session, probably by Eep.
Wigglesworth (R., Mass.) If a special Washington Post and has been carcommittee is appointed, he would ried on via the .standard newspaper
campaign
routine of getting all sorts
be the logical chairman. However,
under the Congressional streamline of public figures, many of them with
idea is to have regular dubious knowledge of the subject, to
bill, the
standing committees do most of the speak out against "the evil" of films
investigating and eliminate the doz- on dope. Campaign centers around
ens of special committees which are the amendment made by the MPA
last September from the provision;
running loose all over the map.
The probable head of the House "Illegal drug traffic must never be
Interstate and Foreign Commerce presented," to:
Committee will be Charles A. Wol"The illegal drug traffic must not
verton (R., N. J.) who, incidentally, be portrayed in such a way as to
represents Camden county, seat of stimulate euriosity concerning the
the RCA-Victor factory. Wolverton use of, or trafiic ill, such drugs; nor
is an extremely liberal man but the
shall scenes be approved which show
nature of any investigation of FCC the use of illegal drugs, or their efunder him would depend upon the fects, in detail."
3.

saw the

Dennis MORGAN
Jack CARSON
Jmli Paig* • IMarlhd Viekert

elected, so that the issue will
have
no political importance for him

There is talk about getting such a
bill through the latter part of this
year to affect 1948. However, it is
now hoped to recess Congress about

.

McCarthy

rector of television for NT.

1947

Hold On to Your Heads, Folks

doer a tta-ltof

7-Year Pacts; Other Xchange

1,

OSCAR LEVANT
CARBOl. NASH

3.

Directed by Jean NeKul*s«a
Produced by Jerry Walil

HOLLYWOOD
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
Hwlithlltr CtnUr

that

Korda

is

spending

more than. $4,000,000 on the new
Shepperion studio, which wiir have
seven sound stages, new shops,

tion,

there

are Republicans
.

con-

vinced that the motion picture incanteens, etc. Because dustry has been so strongly pro-New
Deal that it makes good sense to put
of the shortage of building materials,
however, several of the stages will the fear of God and the U. S. Congress into it. It makes good sense
not be. ready for another 9-12
for Hollywood to expect the worst.
months.

workmen's

6.
Motion Picture Export: The reBritish are currently, experiencing cent
hearing of the House Post- War
severe difficulties in production, acEconomic Policy subrcommittee on
cording to Stapleton, because the the film industry
madedear that
"whole situation of equipment is sound members
of,
Congress are
abominable."
is
still finally aroused
to the importance of
severely rationed so that it's diffihelping the State Dept. make marcult to build sets and the shortage
kets for pictures oversea.?. Legislaof clothing makes it tough to get
tion along these lines may be intronew costumes. Xiabor situation in duced although Industry spokesmen
England is better than in the U. S. made clear
at the hearings that they
because British producers have not preferred
to take their chances in a
been stymied by strikes, but re- free market
without special tariff
lations betwfjen capital and labor
assistance or the like.
are "difficult," Stapleton said. He
However, Rep, Eugene Worley (D.,
attributed this mostly to postwar
Tex.), who chairmanned the hearnervousness,
ing, has also indicated that he beStapleton declared that there's lieves some kind of legislation is
not the slightest chance now of the neces.sary to keep Hollywood from
British government attempting to exporting pictures which give a
nationalize the film industry. Re- cockeyed impression of what Americent recommendation by a Social- cans are like. That such a bill could
ist committee in Parliament tor the
become law is exceedingly unlikely,
government to take over 500 British but not impossible.
theatres to play English product
Anti-Trust: Sen. William Lan7.
only is unfeasible, he said, because ger (R., N. D.) made a lot of noise
there aren't enough British pix in the 79th Congress threatening
being produced today to keep the bills for theatre divorcement, antitheatres, operating 52 weeks a year. block booking, etc. He is
now re-
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"TILL THE CLOUDS ROLL BY"
JUDY GARLAND • VAN JOHNSON
JUNE AUYSON • ROBEKT WALKER
Md MANY OTHER STARS
In

STrioeioHlDOysEy

TMhnlcoltr

-

An
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Pieturt

•PECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATiaN

Par^s Final 5 for '46
Hollywood, Dec.

ON SOnKEK

IN

PERSON

Jan. 2 Paul Small imuiits
V. Shwlni!
SHOWTIME
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Siott Broi.

Monta
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30,

Paramount is winding up the year
with Ave pictures in production, including the recent Starter, "Road to
Bio," with Norman Z. McLeod di'
reeling and Bing Crosby and Bob
Hope in the top roles.
Others in work are "Variety Girl,"
directed by George Marshall; "I

Walk Alone," by Byron Haskin, and
"Blazed Noon," by John Farrow.

MIAMI lEACH
"ocean front

»40lhi 10 4M$I«.

RtMnotfcinf tnolud • Waller Jacob*

I

Mr. Exhibitor: InVcitigat*!
Filmack's

NEW PravM Ti«il(

cr Service before signing eny
trailer contract*.

i

Write, wire]

or phone Filmock 1327

WobasK Chicogo

5,

'receive full details.
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ATTN CUENTS: SPACE FOR SALE
Men Sees Red Again
'

'

Shows

Tirating' of

PLLNTY SLOTS

AUen-NBC censorship wrangle flared up anew Sunday (29)
than an hour before broadcast time, the network's "cbntiniiity acceptance" boys tossed back at Allen some bluepenciled lines
on the "Titus Moody" alley routine. The comedian, it's reported, was
so burned over the latest of the censorship Incidents that he was ready
to put on his hat and walk. Allen got off a crack on the air when he
got to the Moody sequence concerning the treatment given the script,
but it was mild-tempered compared to what he wanted, to say.
Allen' was particularly incensed because the deleted lines had been
given a previous okay. The. script had been in NBC's hands since
Friday afternoon; the last of the bluepenciled lines was the brainstorm,
according to J. Walter Thompson execs,, "of the night guy. in charge of
censorship" and was thrown back at Allen 7:4S Sunday evening, just as
he got back from dinner,
The Allen burn over NBC censoring of hi.s scripts goes way back
and only recently he reportedly threatened to haul his Alley over to
The

When,

Irks

less

••••.•.

•..•CBS.

••"••

.-••

••

r-

•.'!••••':

:.••

•.

"
••
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Projected Upping of

:

NAB Dues Irb

year-ena check of the four
major networks reveals, contrary to
the belief that "we've nothing left
to sell," plenty of wide open spaces
on the daytime and nighttime schedTrue,

No

&

For some time now /there's been
recognition on the .!part of both
and Mutual networks that, the
minute good time starts opening up
on NBC and CBS, a mere lifting of
the
finger on
the part of the
latter webs will invite a whole-

ABC

reveals

"My

Secret Li/e W\th

switchover' of
clients
to
two stronger networks. ABC
Mutual are aware that it's
not a pretty picture to contemplate,
but due to the generally favorable
business conditions and the NBC-

sale
the

the Great ISos^e-Piece"

Expense Too Big

A number

',..«
.

Hope) gap goes way back.
breakdown of network

NBC: Sunday afternoon

around the^
some squawking-

of stations

country are doing

ini^advance over the projected

the

in

41*1 Anniversary

move

'Ignorant'

Further

NAB board of directors at
upcoming San Francisco meeton Jan. S'-e-T to revise its dues

evidence

of agency
"there's no.thing

of the

thinking

its

wrong with a show that

at 10 slot.
Only a

few weeks back the
Biow agency and sponsor Philip

etc.

Just how much additional
will entail is problematical. It's
expected that the board may recommend a budget hike of from 15 to
257{. And lots of stations will oppo.te the increase in dues (which are
ass.^ssed on the volume of station
bu.smo.ss)
because they say their
operating costs have gone up and
because of overall business uncertainty in '47. But chiefly it's the
feeling that, while by large they
concede Justin Miller as prexy of
the NAB is making a distinct contribution to industry improvement,
attempting too many
is
tlie NAB
things at once and is over-extending
ilselt to the degree that it's becoming
too expensive an operation.

that

a rating
cure" is revealed in the
Milton Blow weekend handsprings when "It Pays To Be
Ignorant" .spiraled up to 12.3,
giving it the top cross-the-board
Hooperating for the Friday night
can't

NAB

commitments,

Now?

coin

Morris urere
whetting their
chops in eager anticipation of
a replacement show.

it

CBS

Under tlie NAB by-laws, network
dues are not to exceed 10% of the
total kitty, the feeling being that
the webs should not make too large
a contribution in order to offset
criticism that the
is. too strong-

NAB

dominated by network influence.
However, under the revised dues
schedule, the webs may wind up

ly

12% of the kitty.
feeling that the networks enjoy too dominant a position within
ranks may also lead to action
at the Frisco meeting excluding netpaying closer to

The

NAB

work

representation
from board
membership. Currently Frank Stanton of CBS and Frank Ru.ssell of
NBC .sit on the board. The web
reps are reportedly in favor of stepdown and making their confrom the sidelines on the
ground.<i that basicaUy the
is
more vitally concerned with station
matters.

in

Year-End

Year-end finds CBS programming
dept^ back at its old auditioning
stand, prepping a number of shows
for submission to agencies as potential commercials or as replacements
for current
sustainers.
For one.
Cinderella, Inc." is going off the

to
to

2

and

(station

opens up when General Electric
"House Party" exit.>= Jan. 10. The
4:30 to 5 slot is open two days a
week. The 5 to 5:30 period is a
house-must ("School of the Air")
is

also open.

ABC: Sunday afternoon from

2 to

4 to 5. The 6 to 6:30
(Continued on page 29)
is

Into

a Sunday: afternoon spotting. It remembers, too, how only recently
Wildroot gave "Sam Spade" the

Something Good
i

ABC-to-CBS treatment and AlkaSeltzer did an ABC-to-NBC with
"Quiz Kids."

After 23 months on the air over
N. Y., during which 'timie he's
made a mortal, enemy of a half
dozen of New York's most potent
columnists, disk joclc Barry Gray has
talked himself out of his all-night
spot but into a position in which the
d:BS network is competing against

ABC acknowledges that, as in
love and war, all's fair in big busithey feel they're justified,
in taking the position, as translated
to the sales boys, that "the well-fed
nets are feeding off us. And they'll
continue to feed off us. We've got;
for his services. Each is offer- to be twice as good in the sales de-'
ing him two spots, and- in. each time partmcnt as tliey are. We're, the
he would have far greater listening ones who must falce the initiative in
inviting new clients into the Indus-'
potentials than he had on the
try, or
recapturing ex-clients, as
all-night stint where Jie adlibbed
witness -the John Hancock Insurhimself into trouijle. >.
ance and' Reiehhold symphony deals
Columnists whom Grayo has riled,
and the new Ooodyear contract. But
with some claiming he libeled them, let
time open up on' NBC or GBS/
include Leonard Lyons. Dorothy
and where are we? Except to start'
Kilgallen,
Lee Mortimer, Danton over again and woo new clients."
Walker and Ed Sullivah. It was a
series of cracks he took on the air in
the last couple of weeks, without
naming- anyone but describing the: IT'S
person by his manner of dress, that
culminated in Gray's and WOR's
IN

WOR,

ness,- but

,

WOE

WOR

.'

Peddling Waring

Three Days a

Week

The Fred Waring morning show

week sponsor.ship basis, with the
web carrying the halt-hour musical

nod for a preem next Monday.
At the moment chief emphasis is
being put on daytime programming
in a bid to close some of the noncommercial gaps. "Cinderella," the

Florida Citrus Assn., which picked
up the tab Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays, has dropped out of the

(Continued on page 28)

Talks Self

on

NBC

is

back on a two-days-a-

on a sustaining basis the remaining
three days.

,

•

.

NBC

afternoon sustaining schedule this
Friday (3) and the network must
decide this week which of several
newly auditioned shows gets the

cross-the-board
show
half-hour
which invited people from all parts
of the country to New York for a

cancel out on

I

vacancies include 10 to 10:30, 11 to
11:30; 3 to 4 (station time) in the
afternoon. The 4 to 4:25 period also

NBC invited Hudnut to
its ABC show to buy
NBC's "Grand Marquee" program;
that for more than
a year ABC
built up the Hires "Sunday Party"
show only to have CBS snare it for
nod from

Boy Barry

*Ba-a-d

•

So

remains

around ABC headquarters in New
York, where the feeling of the web
brass has been reflected in year-end
pep talks to the sales staff. The ABC
boys resent, the fact that a mere'

(Fred

11:30

from ABC. Saturday night 7 to 7:15
is open, as is the Tuesday night 9;30
to 11 strips and Monday night 10:30
Daytime
to 11 (eastern network).

3 is open.

still

it

.

days a week,
12

SRO

Nevertheless, there's been sufficient switchover activity of late to
cause some uneasiness, particularly

Week

Next

CBS: Sunday afternoon 2 to 2:30 is
open. The 2:30 to 3 slot goes commercial soon A.'hen Hires moves over

but 5:30 to 6

Shifting Throes

11

10:30 slots,

to

three
cross-the-board
time)

nighttime

the threat stage.

in

4:30 to 5

So is 5 to 6, but it's fr zen
anyone who will buy tbe NBC
Symphony. Nighttime is sold out.
Daytime vacancies include the 10
for

Waring)

,

CBS

Number

of

is

open.

Who's

schedule to take care of its hiked
needs
budget for 1947. The
more coin because of its expanding
in almost all -phases of activity, inadditions
cluding programming, staff
in the various departments, regional

:

Now

;

and
*•'.*

Here's a

Stations; Feel

M

a

Garry Moore

NBC

(finding a program for the slots
another story):

in

New Clients for Industry

Of Finding

is sold solid after
other, network, however,
can make' that statement. ABC's daytime schedule is the envy of the
three other networks. But its nighttime roster, like Mutual's, is something else again. CBS has more daytime slots for sale than it would like
And that Tuesday
to talk about.
night 9:30 to 10:30 (opposite Fibber

ules.

dark.

Webs Should Join

Feel Other

flVIILABLE
A

time that can be had for the asking

ing

ABCJBS;

Fred'

4

IDRDER' FOR W1N£
GROWERS ON ABC JAN.

i

>

sponsorship picture (strictly a seaAmerican
while
splurge),
sonal
Meat Institute has renewed for another cycle on Tuesdays andThuts-

series of

moves

week.

last

I

Mortimer claimed he had been
libeled and demanded a retraction on
threat of slander suit. Gray wouldn't
4„
1
r<„ii
Gray decided to
Fmally,
retract
take his annual vacation, and hired

'

'

.
»
n nn
night 9:30 t^^ 10
P57°<^'
Y,«=«t«^ by 'Sherlock
'7^=''.^'h."=h

j
•.-nr,!^ r<^^
^^BC'S
Saturday

«°

nigbt.'i,

i.

•

'

''''
•

'''
''
'

'

^j^^^

.^^^^^^^.^

^^^^^^^

-Murder and Mr. Malonc," Show
authored by Craig Rice.
"Murder" moves in on Jan. 11;

A

ping

•

,^

^
;

'

i.

-

I

(Continued on page 26)

days.

•

has just been sold "^""IS;^
by the

is

Swig of Chicago Beer

tribution

NAB

The

ABC

.

general

impression

is

that

ABC
MBS

representation

41st Anniversary

Number

NAB

come

ranks
into the
during 1947, just as Mutual did in
-'ili. -and
that
execs would, as
in the. case oE
prexy Ed.Kobak,
prefer to "sit it out" as far as board
will

And You Hear Everything
Unique

WIND

Chicago, Dec. 30.
deal .sold by
calls for a solid

package

last

week

three-hour show for local beer account on Sunday afternoons. Starting at 2:30 p.m. the segment is devoted to just about everything in the
radio book.

.

OF

was concerned;

Show opens with a halt-hour
"Haunting Hour," fol-'
lowed by Bert Wilson, local sportcaster, reporting Chicago Stags pro
basketball games from the Chicago
Stadium. Sport event will change

.whodunit,

Guedel Cool to

CBS Co-op

Idea on His 'House Party';

Prefers

Single

with the .seasons.
After the sports
a shot of dance music folup. by another half-hour .ol
mystery, "The Avenger."
Schwimmer & Scott is the agency.

comes
lowed

Sponsor

CBS, anxious to retain .the John
Guedel "House Party" afternoon
package which General Electric is
relinqui.shing Jan. 10, has proposed
to Guedel that it stay on the network on a co-op .'basis'. buring' the
past year or so when GE was only
picking up the tab three days a week.
U was being sold on a co-op basis
the other two days and CBS says
that Guedel was picking up a nice
Piece of change by the arrangements.
Hence the feeling by the network
that ii'U gel wide co-op acceptance.
But from all indicatioris Guedel is

OUT NEXT WEEK

,

•

^

snxious to

wrap up

a single sponsor-

sh'P deal.
He's holding off oti any
conimitmcMit to CBS while the show

goes a-peddling.

JANUARY

8

An Exec

in Every Stocking

CBS found itself this- Christmas
with so many new CBS and CRC
executives all eligible for the- annual "20th floor cocktail party" that
the shindig had to be moved acro.ss
Studio
the street into Studio 24.
was transformed with rugs aod furniture into a "drawing room"
'
the occasion.
v

fof

.

;

As

previously,

'

Mrs.

Frances

Wilder and Helen Siou.ssat represented the feminine sex among CBS
,e.\ecs-.

;

Wednesday, January

22

M

Mack TeOs FCC
Takes

Off in

long

Mel

WCAM-Maek

.

The "nilt-s to you" stand wa.s prescnted to the FCC by Paul M. Segal,
counsel for Mack Corp., at a hearing
(over renewal of .license of the staFCC has
tion owned by the city.
out
been threatening to put
of business because of the contract
has sold Mark
under which
the bulk of its weekly broadca.sling
time for Mack to chop up and rehas no
sell as it pleases.
control over the time,' according to

Build

j

I

build

to

of

station

1

!

j

FCC
and
his

jyould
operate

I

own

!

i,

in.

Own Hookup

jlebate

int,eroolleKlate

KLZ, DENVER.

Principal feature of the new rate
card, according to Fred Thrower,
eepee in charge of sales for the
tying discounts to dollar
net. is
volume instead of to the number of
stations. Until now, the discount increased when an adverti.ser bought
^^ore of the outlets. Now. the total
amount spent for time wiir determine the amount of discount.
By changing this structure, said
Thrower, and allowing the advertiser to pick his own stations— after
purchasing, time on the basic, net—
the man who pays the money can
decide to use a station in town A
;„ Pennsylvania,
and in town B
Kan.sas, if he is interested in those
specific markets,
The more stations the advertiser
buys_ the higher discount, regardjpss
location Of those stations.

WCAM

he had

filed

suit

in

the

U. S. district court asking that the
contract be voided on the ground
that FCC would withdraw the station's license otherwise.
Friday's hearing was an appeal

proposed

|

j

I

|
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under

decisions,

WNBC Ties In With WPAT
Salute Paterson In

WCAM

off
.•Which FCC -youW PMt
the air pending termination of its
contract With Mack Sales and aLso

Switcheroo

'Affiliate'

For at least one show on Jan, 24;
Paterson (N. J.) indie, will
NBC outlet, while WNBC,

WPAT,

become an

the net's New York flagship,^ is likely
to become a temporary "affiliate" of
for about 30 minutes that
day.
_

WPAT

,

Switcheroo is_on'^the schedule in
with WNBC's explbitaof its listening area, during
it stages a "Salute" to a different city in its region every couple of
weeks.

m

connection
tion

which

He

can virtually make up his own
-As part of its plan, the NBC stanet, after he has contracted for the
tion IS tying in with newspapers,
basic. The only group, aside from
civic organizations, etc., in the varir
approving a new station, WKDN, the basic, where he cannot get sta
for the Camden area. It would be tions to add to his net at will is the ous communities which it salutes.
owned by Ranulf Compton, of Madi-. Mountain-Pacific group of ABC When it came to planning "Salute to
manager Jim
station
Paterson,"
-son, Conn.
outlets.
Also applying for the channel was
The new structure, said Thrower, Gaines and field exploitation direcTHAT, Philadelphia, which now "stabilizes discount requirements on tor Murry Harris invited WPAT's
Shares a channel with WTEL in a dollar basis; gives the sponsor cooperation on the theory that the
Pbilly: William A. Koplovitz, coun- greater freedom in the selection of station, sole local radio outlet, is as
sel for WHAT, claimed that William his stations; and provides higher much a part of the local scene as
A. Bank.s, head of WHAT, and life- discounts for smaller networks, to any other major enterprise.
Sidney J. Flamm, veepee-general
long resident of Philadelphia, could encourage the potential national
WPAT, and Dave
better serve the area than a man advertiser to use network radio manager ^of
from Connecticut. However, Arthur more easily."
Golden, station's publicity director,
H. Schtoeder, representing, CompNetwork hookups are entering a worked out the plans with Gaines,
ton, said his client 'would serve new stage of crazy-quilt criss-cross- Harris and WNBC's flack chief Bob
Camdeh full-time while
ing as a result of a move eflfective Davis.
would devote only one hour daily this week <on the ABC web which
In keeping with its routine on all
|

I

I

.

WHAT

WNBC

will program its
soon be followed by the other "Salutes,"
entire daytime schedule, from 6 a.m.
ma.ior nets.
ABC is putting its new rate card to 6:40 p.m., to tieins with Paterson.
into effect tomorrow (Wednesday). During the day. there will be one
And part of its new discount scheme show, originating at WNBC, which
is
giving coast-to-coast sponsors a will be called "Salute to WPAT,"
virtual premium for making things The local station will carry the show.
tough for the engineers in charge Plans are under way also for a
to
possible origination from
of the hookups. Within certain limi.
be aired by WNBC.
tations in regard to the basic net
"Salute" will close with" WNBC's
work and the Mountain-Pacific area,
sponsors will now be able to build "Serenade to America'' show, 6:15Under a new arrangement at CBS their own networks.
sponsor will 6:40 p.m.
headquarters in New York the Pro- be able to use only 170 out of ABC's
gram Writing Division has taken total of 235 stations, cutting off 65
over the full job of providing scripts of the net's stations and still come
for the "American School of the out with a, top discount of 45% for^

of

programming

A

decision
or two.

CBS

is

to that city.

expected in a month

may

Scripters

Set for 'School'

I

A

|

which Education Di^r
vision and Leon Levine, as producer,
series,

operate.
This reverses previous policy of
freelancing many of the scripts although Frank Ernest Hill in the
Education Division always provided
Current writer assome writing.
signments on "Nations" School series
are as follows:
Jan. 6
Ru s s i a— i.l 1
K.
eiarke.
Jan. 13 ^Italy— Elwood
Hoffman.
Jan. 20—'Cuba— Draper Lewis.
Jan. 27-^Korea Sylvia Berger.
Feb 3—rTurkeyWames Hart.
Feb. 17-^PoIand^Vincent McGonnor.
Feb. 24— Argentine— Elwood Hoff-

—

W

i

am

—

—

.

man.

'

Mar.
Mar.

17-

-Ireland-^Draper Lewis.

24-

-Liberia

—James

Hart.

Irna Phillips Settles

r

Hollywood, Dec. 30.
Irna Phillips has made a settlefor an undisclosed amount of
the legal action taken against her
»nd Carl Wester for an accounting
of "The Guiding Light." Payoff was

ment

made to Emmons Carl.son of NBC
in Chicago, who claimed a half interest in the serial and was upheld
in court. Washup came as attorney
for .Cal'Lson was preparing .to file an
sccouniing action.
Btatinec opera was taken off the
Sir by General Mill."! pending outof legal .skirmi.sh but no decision has been reached on resuming

come

with

it.

for

nightime

make

more

it

^

"

of

.NBC's "OrJack Doyle, copy editor at Mutual flackery, has resigned.
chestras of the" Nation" Saturday show now being carried: sustaining by
120 affiliates, .. .WWRL sales staffer Tom Delaney in ho.spital with head
injury as result of Christmas Day fall. ., .Arthur Hayes, 'WCBS manager,
elected to exec, committee of Catholic Institute of the Press. .. .Emmelt
Heerdt new business manager for CBS' spot broadcasting division. Radio
Sales... ABC commentator Gene Hamilton launches his "Footlighfeis,"
diamat group at Baldwin. L. I., with production of "Let Us Be Gay," leads
played by radio actors Tom Gorman and Sam Raskyn. .. .Detroit Symphony Orch, which starts series of broadcasts on ABC, Jan. 19, skedding
.Kenyon & Eekhardt 'agency radio dept. forming
series of road tours.
(lying club,
.Radio literati in print in next couple of^onths include
Helen J- Siouiisat, CBS talks, director; with an article in Pageant mag on—
"Why Women Don't Get Along With Men in Business,'' and Joseph -.Liss
with a piece on the radio scripter's trials and tribulations in Theatre Arts
Monthly
goes into all-night operatmn,
As of tonight (Tuesday)
with Sid Torin and Ray Carroll jointly doing a midnight-5 a.m. "Alter
Hours" disk jockey whirl. .. .Arnold Horwitt to writing .stable for Kraft
staffers piling up, with girls
Music Hall. .. .Births to families of
added to menages of director Joe Gottlieb and announcer George Willard
... WLIB chief of promotion and publicity Fred Methot ha.s resigned to
pay more attention to his Mutual network show, ^Crimes of Carelessness,^
and to make other tieups for 1947. He's succeeded by Saml Elfert.
Larry Menkin back from his Warners lot chore on the Coast and
readying Franchot Tone air series based on .Upton Sinclair's Lann,v Budd
chronology.
Mo.ss Hart and Kitty Carlyle will do a Jan. 5 guest shot for Hilriegarde
....Ted Collins back on the "Kate Smith Speaks" show by remote: he's
still so weak from illne.ss that program airs from his Manhattan apartment
... .Girl, Dana Lou, born Friday t27) to the Danny O'Neils. ..ABC's Etf
Noble will team with Jim Farley, Baul Whiteman and EGA-Victor baritone
Robert Merrill in a special ABC hour's broadcast Sunday (5) for the Salvation Army-Fund. .. .United Parents As.sn. commended "Hou.se of Mystery" and "Superman" as "definitely worthwhile programs for children,"
blowing into a cocked hat the holier-than-thou comments on the thrill
shows. .. .Paul Laval was signed last week to do series of spring -season
children's concerts at Town Hall. Fir.st of the shows will bow in Easter
week....Lyn Farnol, Sam Goldwyn's top ad-publicity man, takes to the
radio course to tell
lecture platform next Monday (6) at Dick Pack's
.Arnold Hartley of
the story of film-radio tieups and their boff payoff
bedded again after relapse
That do.uble-entendre commercial on
the Jean Sablon show last Saturday (28) which looked innocent enough
on paper and which got an okay right down the line, had CBS squirming
over the weekend,
'
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HOLLYWOOD ...

It was Harry Witt, assistant to Don Thornburgh at CBS, who smoothed
the ruffled feelings of Frank Smatra upon his return to Hollywood.
Swooner had in.sisted on rehearsing in the net's Vine St. theatre despite
that it was overrun with Elgin holiday stars and Lou Bring's band. It ,
was not until the night before that Sinatra succumbed to the honeyed
Frank
words of Witt and moved into a studio at Columbia' Square.
Hodek, one time NBC music director on the Coast, finally getting out of
JJle~Army and resuming his career. He has been stationed in Alaska where,

down

.

.

.

B'WAY DOESN'T TALK

WOR SHOW MAY

.

In U.S. for

to

the temperature, he says, hit as low as 72 under the zero point. .. .Nate
Tufts added Jim Newton to his staff at W. Earl Bothwell agency. ...Art
WPAT
Marquette here to look over things including the Rose Bowl game....
Norman Blackburn, for eight years with J. Walter Thomp.son in the Hollywood office, has been made a' veepee to match headman Cornwall Jackson's title.... NBC is tossing a dinner for Edgar Bergen at the Bevhills
hotel Jan. 19 to observe hi.s 10th anni with Standard Brands, .. .Sybil Bock,
who retired last season as organi.st for Lum and Abner and other programs, returned to pump the pedals for Bill Stern. .. .Howard Blake pulled
out as writer-producer of "Meet the Missus" to devote full time to his
packaged "That's Life," audience participator carried by CBS.
EXIT Benay Venuta getting active again, working in a picture and doing a
"Broadway Talks Back." the Mu- guest shot lor Ed Gardner. .George Hope left Eddie Bracken's writing
staff, now reduced to Wilkie Mahoney, Leston Nickerson and John Elliott
tual show which has been on the
Jack Benny slated for three guest shots in as many weeks; with Dennis
air Monday nights, 10-10:30 on WOR,
Screen Guild Players and The Kenny Baker show .. The Henry
N. Y.,. and a half hour later., on Day,
Ihe net, may go off in another three Mprgan.sponsor-belittling twist is catching on here, the latest copyer being
a used car lot .sponsoring hour of di.sks on KXLA nightly. Plug copy is
weeks.
The show has not attracted as twitted and bankroller, "Wild Man" Pritchard, gets, a gentle twitting, too.
much attention as had been hoped On New Year's eve Ea.ster records were played.., Ted Hediger. .scnpter
of Bill Gargan's "I Deal in Crime." flew to Switzerland to settle an aunt's
for it. Chief reason is .said to be
estate.
He advanced the show four weeks of script.
that, cxcep'v on rare occasiors, producers of Broadway Icgiters pull

SO

60,850,000 Radio Sets

.

.

1946 Marks

,

.

New

All-Tnne Record

Washington, Dec. 30.
Ownership of radio sets has hit an
all-time high, according to a survey
by the NAB research department.
The study, to be distributed to NAB
members in the near .future, estimates a set ownership of 60,850,000

.

punches and don't really "talk
back" to the critics. .O.ften; too, the
crix who'd been toughest on certain
shows become .sweet as sugar when
they go on the air, willing to forget
all and patting on
the back the
same guys they'd previou.sly rapped

of the elo-se of this year, a jump
of 3.000,000 over the total for 1945.
figures that approximately
34,800,000 of the nation's 38-,120,000
tamiliKS own radio receivers.
Remainder of sets in relation are
either extra units in the homes,
radios in business iirmi!, in institu-

NAS

in

etc.,

lor

a

of
19,050,000 plus another 7,000,000 in^
stalled in automobiles.

NAB

figured,

print.

HshI

too

Result
often

is

been

that the .show
a love feast,

when fireworks were expected.
Show is going to be given an-

,

hotels,

:

their

a.s

tions,

'Guiding Light' Suit

42%%

daytime and
programming.

.

.

,

i

Air"

.

when Reader's Press wanted him

.

To

.

'
Heine's application.
John R. DiMona, City Solicitor of
was
Camden, explained that
trying its best to get out from under
ths JO-year contract signed in 1938.

Irom

LEE JONES
champion, wcar.s a I'lil Ueta Kappa
K-t>: ha.s hfen .slher-umguiniif common i.i I.s over ICLZ for 3 years,

m

I

He would

Camden. Previously FCC had nixed

said

R - TO N GU ED A N N O U N C E R

National

|

.

glad to make a deal.
cancel his contract if

He

SI L V E

•switched publishers
a text book.

,

flridings.

license him
a 1,000-watt

.

.

.

.

Now

Sponsors Can

|

.

.

,

.

it.

i

In addition to telling |FCC to
mind its own business, Segal sug
gested that his client, Aaron Heine
owner of Mack Radio, would
.

.

,

j

WCAM

FCC

sonality has been set for

|

WCAM

•

Co.

Insurance

i.s

.|

WCAM

,

YOKK CITY

.
.
.
fJV JVEir
Bing Crosby still owes Kraft Music Hall two guest shots and J. Walter
Thompson agency is hoping he'll come through on his visit to New York
next month... .That hectic CBS routine has resulted in Red Barber giving
up his Scai'sdale home and moving into town in a Park ave. apartment.
Two of Fred Allen's scripters, Terry Ryan and Harry Barley, are ex-piBiio
.Edward iEverett Hortonj now th.it he'.s off the
players with dance band.s'.
Kraft .show/ has returned to his perennial touring fave, "Springtime For
Henry," while working his way Isack to the Coast to d* a film.
.Lyie
Sudrow added to "Lora Lawtoti", .Francis DeSales joins ".Rose of My
Dreams" players: .Rene Gekiere new to "Ju.st Plain Bill". ,. .Richard
.Barry <WOR). Gray's "Gall Thr.Oiigh
Janaver added to "David Harum"
the Night" book, which Frederick Fell, Inc., will now publish as an autobiographical, will be revamped, in view of his new show format. Gray

CBS Show

Life

1947

1,

From the Production Centres

15-minute strip on
CBS, Mon.-Fri., 6-6:15 p.m. for a
new? show, .starting Feb. 17. Young
the agency.;:
& Rubicam
So far, only 41 stations have been
cleared in the deal, and no per-

business.

conirtiission's

life's

Metropolitan
has bought a

ment between Mack and the City of
— and none of the
Camden, N.

.

WCAM Case,

Stand but Offers Deal

Washington, Dec. 30.
the
Qver
wrangle
Radio Sales Corp. deal
was aired again before FCC last
Friday (27) with the FCC beuig
told that it was a private arrange-

The

-

.

j

'

total,

I

:

other whirl lor a few week.s. But
unless it picks up. WOR, which
initiated the project,: is willing to
call the whole thing a mistake.

broadcast advertising

close to $433,000,000 for 1946, a
of $21,452,000 6ver 1945, which
was a sock year.
Billings
are
broken down as follows; national
nelwork.s,
Regional
$191,000,000;
webs. $9,000,000; n a tio na 1 spot,

and loeal retail,

Mutual Sc«recard: 384
Mufual's march toward its goal of
400 statiohs brought 19
to the web in
ing, (Elective

more

December,

outlets
join-

late.st

May 1, being WBBC,
a 1,000-watter, for a total of 384.

CHICAGO ...

Judith Waller.

NBC

Central Divi.sion educational director;

Ring In the

.

.

.

N.

was

Y..

agreed

eflecl.ive Jan. 8.

to

last

embracing a

~

week:

24- week

schedule of five 15-minute shows a
week for General Foods.
Program, slotted in the 12:45-1 p.m.
.spot, will be a quiz on
romance,
titled "This Is Love," with Eddie
Dunn as emcee. Product to be

nlugged
coffee.

'

agency.

will

Benton

be
:

&

Maxwell
Bowles
<

:

yms

.

.

WBBM

New

First 1947 contract placed by^ WOR,
i

Austin

oft to

and speeches at Univ. of Texas
WIND staffers hit by avalanche of
cigars after two babies in one week, girl for flack Bob Tuni.son and ditto
tor news cd Jimmy Dale
Mel Drake, manager of WDGY. St. Paul,
named grand champion swimmer by Minneapolis Athletic club.... Bill
Dooley, long time WBBM .salesman, now with WRLX, Lexington, Ky.,,.-DeWitt Mower. Mutual midwest .sales topper, became a daddy again:.:.Two Ton Baker aired hi.s new original "Eachy Peachy Pie" via a giie.st
shot on Hal Tate s "Strictly Show Business" a la WAIT.
.Chuck Wiley,
of Mutual's midwest oflice, off to Dalla.s where he will piwliice New
Day Cotton Bowl game, while Connie Rivard, MBS Chi publicitv .stiider,
treks to Coa.st tor Ro.se Bowler: .. .Larry Nus.s, formerly with KOL,
Seattle, is new .sales exec at WDGY, St. Paul. .. :Bill Murphy, NBC Central
Divi.sion script manager, hospitalized.
.Bill Downs, CBS correspondent,
and Bikini atom observer, and bride of two weeks, visiting Chi. .Wijina
G Williams, WL,S publicity, returned aft6r vi.sit to Fowler, Indiana ... .Kirby
Hawks replaces Russ Young as producer of
Schaeffer's "Adventurer's Club". ..Craig Claiborne, ABC Central Division publicity staffer,
due back from Mi.ssi.ssippi after vacation ...Bill Thompson, of Fibber
McGee .show, in town seeing old friends. .WGN airing salute to Chicaso
.

at

jump

$117,000,000,
$116,000,000.

IN

House
is

the

.

.

Tribune's centennial year.

Looks like Don McNeil and his ABC "Breakfast Club" will go before
Hollywood cameras even though deal with Monogram fell flat last ytiir.
Current dickering ha.s two film companies after show, with McNeil prttly

WBBM

certain of accepting one. .. .Everett Holies,
Washington Jan. 14 for 3C-day tour of American
Europe, after being cho.sen one of seven new.smen by
Kelly ^nd Burl Ives guested on Nate Gro-ss Sunday
Breakfast Club's Jack .Owens crooning took second
laryngitis.

news

editor,

leaves:

occupation zone.s in

War
nite

.Mi-yor

Dept..

WBBM

place
•»

to

spot, ...

Ws

ifecent

7

.

'
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WRITERS, PRODUCERS IN SNARL
Crew Races Clock

Large

Preem

for

Of Corwin 'One World

Adman Ups From

fholt;

1

Punch

Flight' Jan. 14

Floor With Lethal

Prove He's a Showman

to

By CARROLL CARROI^L

crew of nearly a dozen has
night shifts
j,een woikiiig day and
the
at CBS lo meet the deadline on
Rrsi broadcast of the Norman Corwin scries under the title ''One
World Flight." set for Jan. 14. Material lor tiie programs, qwlled from
ft.

What, No Studebaker?
National Laugh Week Founi'
dation has ust completed a survey to determine what were the
10 top routines that kept the gag
writers oulgagging each other
during 1946, Here's what it came

wire recordings and platters ot h\-

made by Corwin on

tcrvieu-s

round

'

trip

rolls,

between

will eventually total
ami a.OOO pa;:es.

Fountaiiv pens
under water.
certs.'
7.

will read- the air directly, according to Corwin and his aide, Lee

-In-settins;' up the programs, all ot
iccordcd material, some of it
oh wire spools -^jid tlie.rest on plafis
transferred for editing to
paper tape. Then the tape is plaj'ed
onto Ediphone rolls, from which
six opei alors, three by day and three
by ni«ht, type it out. From the written text. Corwin refers to the paixir
tape, where interviews are cut and
spliced. Tasks are rendered doubly
difficult in some cases by the fact
that tri)n.':1ations and some times
broken EnHli.sh have to be played
over and over and taken down word
by word, uliile foreign -lanKuase
conversations are skipped entirely

the

tcrs;

the translator comes in. There
ara eifiht cylinders tor each hour of
recordins. " and it takes about an
hour to decode each roll.

vnitil

Gromyko'.s walkout at
Mexican League.
Brooklyn Dodgers,

6.

6''ii

of tran-scri/tiojis.

Truman's piano con-

Pres.

6.

8.

9. Petrillo.

problem by the two guilds
it— Radio Writers Guild
and Radio: Directors Guild. Some
way should tie found by both guilds,
it's felt by many involved in the in-

and bones.

nose, Sinatra's skin

CBS Takes 6%

.

,

,

show-

''what

think advertising

not a certain

is if

kind of showmanship? And what do
they think a showman is? Where do
they think shoijfmen came from,
cocoons in the Shuberts' washrooms?

1

,

There is not one case on record
of an obstetrician walking out of
a delivery room and saying lo a
new father, ^Congratulations, your
wife ha.s just presented you with a
fine eight-pound showman." One of

Bizat$2SM460;

creasing arguments, to stabilize the
relations between the writers and
those who run the shows.

asked,

,

one-mjHute spots are

'The

Mutual Puts

closest oto

Hope's

horses,

Y.

voiced by Joe Bier on WOR's
"News of the Farm' show every
ayem between 5:45 and. 6:30.-

the

.

Crosby's

10.

UN.

i^.

30.

much written by
urging that radio be
"the showmen," it's

so

men?", and said a few words in defcn.se of the guys responsible for
most of the good radio program.?,
adverti.$ing men. The main criticism
leveled at them is that they're not
showmen. What do their' critics

urgent messages.
^
And those radio SOS spots
go out. live, from a station in
the North Countree called WOE,

they deal -r- producers, story
directors-^n the other.
Sach side claims the other is
wrong, and neutrals in the trade
concede that there are indeed faults
oh Iwth sides. The rift is likely to become a major issue in the next tevf.
months, with the only possibility of
peace "seen in head-on tackling of

write

tiiat

4.

There's been
so many people
given back to
lime someone

fur

to
rush their pells
pronto to Chi. To advise the
hunters of the need for speed,
S-R has taken to the air witii

editors*

a

all

trappers

whom

(it's

Holly woodj Dec.

Spots In Your Pelts
Sears-Roebuck wants

;

Weekend.
Claghorn

Senator

joke, son) routines.

Bland. The rest wiU go into background notes and flle material which
Corwin will u.<;e to -write around the

.

,

Kilroy.

3.

Of the 150-160 hours of interviews
with people, ranging from prime
ministers to laborers, only about

.

.\vith:

2. liost

3,000

direct quotes to build the 13 halfhour weekly shows. Since at least
three ot the six-and-a-half hours
total of programming will be re?
carded, .special dispensation had to
be obtained from. CBS board chairman Willianr Paley to negate the
net's long-standing veto on the use

up

1.

is
being tranpaper tape, Ediphoned
and then typed Out on what

to

scribed

on

,

liis

memorial

Willkie
the world,

"Wendell

With the freelance radio writing
market as narrow now as it. «veri
was, and more and more scripters
falling over each other in an effort
to place shows, a widening rift has
been noted of late between writers
on the one hand and those with

the

greatest

showmen

.

;

today

alive

was born a baby boy and grew up to
be a champion stenographer. The

motion picture industry is owned
and operated largely by men who
did not come to it from .show busiMutual network gross time sales ness. Tlie truth i-s. the mm industry
for 1946, on the basis of estimated was developed in spite of many fawriting-on-spec evil has become billings for December, total $25,806,- mous showmen; not witli their Comore pronounced '-iiian ever. It's a 460, representing an increa.se of $5 operation.
over the previous year's
200.000
buyer's market, as far as radio free
Radio has a parallel history. The
lance scripting is concerned, and the billings of $20,600,000. Figures are showmen ignored it^ laughed -'at it.
wi-iters are forced to crawl on their Mutual's, assembled by its research The men
who brought radio to
knees, give ideas away, stfind in line dept.. and show Erwin, Wasey Co. in reality almost
immediately gave'
CBS billings for 1946 totaled $60, -virtualb'
the top billin?.s .snot araonc affencics.
with hat in hand to sell a
over control of it to .showmen. That
063,905, representing a 6% nosewith $2,330,122. and Coca-Cola toppiece, and stand for the vagaries of
dive when compared with the web's
ping the list of Mutual advertisers these showmen who took over hapthe people in charge of the shows
1945 billings Of $6.'5.724.85!.
with $2.012.2.53. (Coke outfit recently pened to be in the advertising busiwho, say the writers, "half of the
Procter & Gamble was the top
its
"Spotlight ness is immaterial. The fact is this.
cancelled
out on
lime don't know themselves where
If the men and companies who
spender among advertisers, with
Bands" thrce-times-a -week show).
they want their show to go, or how."
owned the facilitite in radio's in$6,444„'551 billings, while Young &
fancy had really been showmen,*
The other side presents its counTOP 10 AGENCIES
Rubicam topped the agencies, latter
they never would have allowed
ter-arguments. One producer known
being represented by $0,601. B46.
Krwin. Wasey
$2,330,122
themselves to lose control of a force
lor her personal liberalism; and a
Top 10 Advertisers
2,012.253
D'Arev
they obviously didn't appreciate.
Procter & Gamble ....... .$6,444,551 scripter who is very active in the Ruthiauft k Ryan.
1.718.520
Writers Guild but is a "straw bos.s"
National advertisers ' and
their
Lever Bros.
... 3,964,263
1.469,764
Gardner
agents do, today, exercise about 90%
American Home Prdts. .. 3.800,965 over writers in his capacity as story Ne?.: D. Ivey
1.219.400
editor for a freelance .show, say they
of the showmanship in radio. They
General Foods
3,713,323
1,044.224
Ted Bales
do only"what comes naturally'' and
put on' most of the shows most ot
Campbell Soup
...... 2,491,030
1.027:408
Wade
can't help- it if writers are hurt.
the people want to hear most;' Tliey
jKversharp ......
1.71.5,931
1.007.381
They say it's the nature of the busi- Compton
would not be doing this if they were
Colgate
1,516,931
Eckhardt.......
9,57,241
Kenyon
ness, and they can't help it if they
not better showmen and better busiPhilip Morris
1,448.495
946,889
D ursline ....
must make most experienced writers^ Roy Sv
ness men than those from whom
Manhattan Soap
..1.437.202
lake spec a.ssignments.
(Continued on page 30)
TOP 1* ADVERTISERS
Sterling Drug
1,4,32,413
Writers' major gripes concern accusations
that story editors, producers and directors too often play
and loose with the scripter's
economic needs. They say that the

Hike

$5,200,000
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So far this crew has worked 16
hours a day for_ three weeks, and
typed over 700 paj^es of copy. Beside
CoVwin and Bland, there are two

.

,

Top ID Agencies
Young & Rubicam
$6,601,846
Gone Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample 6..'544,748
Blow
Co.
..
..
5.156,544
Rider,
ihe< transfers from
Ryan
Kuthiauff
&
....
4.139.431
•Wire and nlalter to paper tape.
J. Waller Thompson ..... 4.072.533
V N'» :"A3Stere Tract"
Foote. Gone & Belding ... .3..54.').233
Concerning the format of the Compton
2,898,162
Bob
making

Saron

engitieers.

.

.

!

shows. Corwin said, "We don't intend to produce an austere social
Rather we'd like to have the
lights and shadings o'' the show corre.spond with the lights and shadows

When

it

would

the.sping

becime

ncce.s.sary to

.

.

.

Benton Si Bowles
Ward Wheelock

.

.
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&

Drugs

.
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&

'".syn-

thesize

FuriiislTins.s

thr action with thing.s thai
weren picked up on the machine."
He added th t he'll aim the shows

Others

to

Ballantine

......

.,

3.126,682
13,776,086

t

-as antiseptically- objective

tie.

po.ssihle."

rial

uKed

said

lie

with

pro and eon

a.s

along cm llu- trip, giving
sense of a world flight."

On

them

:

him from considering

kept

innunierablc

from

oilers

magazine

and publi.shing
impanies. Corwin
But cai'i.v next summer, when
the series is finished and the material in order, he will probably P»t
the trip ill book form.
It's higJily
possible, too. he said, that important

*tated.

rolling job.

of the interview.*) as well
factual matter would be made
available to colleges and univprsitie,s
»s

which

for the broadcasts. Corout those portion.s of
material that look sigthe corresponding see-

'oils of paper
h-slcns l'„r qu

tape brought

up

and

makes

iiis

lity

cuts.

From

General Motors

sample scripts, etc. But I simply canl buy a show that won't go
on my program."
Writers come back with the assertion thai "very oiten these peo-

mi

'

Photographer," the CBS
mv.-tery package sponsored by Auchor Hockiiu;. is buying a few
.scripts in the open m.-irkct for backand
Uhlicli
JMax
purpo.-e.-.
log
Sloane are among those
Robert

*
,

'

!

'

making

Show
'

sales.
ren-^lIl.s

scripted by Aloii/o
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r
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1.0'27,408
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1.007,361

937.241
903,739
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Danci r-Filzuerald-Samplc
.1.
Walter Thompsc.n

Scoops Pope on Pope BBD&O

Muiakl

WGV

The Transcription
Business

;

',

Fiitarc)

WCV

tallied an exclusive .Drugs. Toilet Goods
feature, pp.rlicular victim Stationery, Publishers

with the
w:i,< WHOM, linao indie
recently aoquired by GcneroRO Pope

on •ditarial fcatar*

1

JSnmbei

ings

2.385,64»

and hopef.il contender for topdog Laundry
Soaps. Houselong held by WOV.,
keepers Supplier
.'iiwl
Pope (Geiiero.«oi has been trying to Confcctionei^-. So/l Drinks
promote his new proj>erty thi-ough Fii-ancial. Insurance
Iliilian

'

.

I

j-

9.483,782
.2.731,241

House Furniture, Furnishr

of the .scoop

next week'*

of

$4,076,892
3.766,584
3.307.199

2.993.995
Capitalizing on tacl tlial Pope Kenyo!) & Eckhardt
2.3()r).677
Pius' Chiistinas Eve messaKC wa.s to Complon
l.Otrv'JSl
be in Italian, New "Sfork bilingual; Wade
1.7«0.427
scoied a local .scoop in Warwick & I.ctile.'
indie
1,712.271
earryhig rebrcadcast of Papal ad- Hutch ins
1,677.120
dress at 6 p.m. iasl Tuesday (24). Benton & Bowles
1,350.664
had Pope's message re- McC'an)l-F.rick.son
Station
tran.smitted to U. S. via RCA .short- ilNDVSTRI.tL
CLASSIFICATIONS
wa\'e from Rome, and recorded here. Foods, Food Beverages, ,. .S12.292.273

appraised.

4/.S/ Aiiiiiiwrmiry

it

is

.

John R. Andrew

in

$40,617,130.

]

,

and

of'

$2.916.7.52
Whitehall Pharmacal, General Mills
2,404.091
lis schedule Wcausc Procter & Gamblo
1..%!).331
Airacin, the product Miles Laborutoii.
1.8:;t.793
peddled, 'would be in for a shortage, Kellogg Co
'.
1.BI2.985
But W'ith a pickup in production, the, Sterling Drug
1.79!1.131
sponsor wanus lo get back to fvdl Quaker Oat.'Swift and Co
1.717..591.
radio operation.
1.712.271
Show on the net will occujpy its. Phiico
1.609.684old time. 9;15-9:30 p. m.. Mondays to Libby. McNeil! & Libby.
U. S. Slcel
1.167.110
Fridays.

Bankroller

!

(Preicnt

time sales

as compared with billings of $40,045,-'
966 for 1945. an increase of $571,164.
General Mills was in the No. 1 spot
among top-spending clients on tlie

(11.

I

:

network wind- up 1946 with

total gross

Stories

which curtailed
it seemed that

I

(of

Gen. MiHs Leads
ABC

STORIES^

from Real Life,"
which u.^ed to be on Mutual five
nights a week, then cancelled the network, with $2.916,7.52 spent for
entire net except the New York and time, while Dancer-Fitzgerald-SamChicago outlets (WGN, WOR), is ple led in agency biljing.s with $4,going back on the full web this week 076,892.
"Real

OPEN MABKET FOR 'CRIME'
'Crime

.

ABC '46 Billings

1,048.131
1.044.224

BANKED
FULL WEB BY WHITEHALL

Some of- the problems, such as
as.signments on .spec, rewrites, payment for ideas and outlines, are
among the lough ones to be tackled
by the Writers Guild in the new
contract negotiations to be started
with ad agencies early in 1947. But
many of them, people on both sides
foci, could be ironed out if the n.enibei s of the two Guilds got together
Hnfinmally and tried to iron out their
relationship wrinkles.

'

White Owl and Ballantine
Waller Thompson accounts
and a reported factor in the new
teanmp was Larry McPhaiVs decisioii
to minimize the headaches
by worUins; out of a single agency.
,1,

Scmler

Carter Products
Miles Labs
Procter & Gamble
Kellogg Co

While

and

significance,
the iS.'iaI
cut and. spliced
tape, he will dn'.>
"1 the recorded
portions of liis show
•I'ound the narration
and acting.

then

;

them. Some of
have already come in.

reqiiested

In cditins
Win marlcs
the wriU(.,i
niScanl. has

R. B.

mile

Both

are

sections

these reciucsis

Air With BasebaU

checked
fialiuiilihe
Alc.^ W^^
,
out of radio v. hen it gave up the
Bai ry Fitzgerald f^BC program last
sea.son.- is retui'uini.; to the air via
baseball sponsorship route th i.s
,t he
summer. 'butf it U'ill co-sponsor tlie
Yankee games on WINS' N. Y., with
While Gwl. I.asl season it was a
Wliite Owl-Pabsl Beer dual bank-

tlie

The press of the broadea.«t dead^
line ha.s

Coming Back

mate-

indi.scriminately.
Goru in
waMl,-!
to "take listeners

Co

Serutan

:

Food Si Food Beverages.
Garden
come House Furnitni'p

$2,012,253
1.489,764
1.219,400
1.136,696

Bayuk Cigars

ple are frustrated writers wlio feel
Uiey can write belter than the pro1,522,421 fessional writer.
They may know
18.373,635 the general line their show wants,to
822,217 take, and there's some doubt there.
13.3.-)9.843 Bui they certainly don'l know how
103,700 'to execute that line .scriplwi.se. and
experiment at our e,\pen.se."

,i,

Toilet Goods
& In.suiance

,

Financial

Coca-Cola
Purina

Ralston

as

don't,

.

;

.

that's

''The credits a wiiter has may be
long," she insists, "but that
doesn't say he or she can write for
my show. I do what I can. give
them a special kit witli do's and

a

.

Confcctionpry
Sc Soft Prinks

I

give her a
part for

to

special budget to pay in
scripts she can't use. and
fair as she can be.

2,497,.559

......

.

.

this case says she

in

has got her agency

j

.

2.451,403
2,121.718
Industry Classification
Automotive
.$ 3.261.613
Building Materials .....
831,32!)
Cigars. Ci.garet. Tobacco.
4,319.,343
Clollung Si Dry Goods .
537.036
,

BBD & O

of our tiip. Where something tunny
happened, the program will be humorous." Corwin said that there 'd be
very iittfe acting in the programs,
since as often as possible he'll use
direct quotes from the inter\ iews.
and the rest of the time would
be :taken> with musical background
and tiridging. and his own narra-

Only

.

,

tr«ct.

tion.

.

femme

Tlie

1

and

strong lineage in his Italian daily, Automotive
F Progresso. and by SLibstanli.il ex- Building M'atcrials

2,.375,722

1,922.67«
1.829,9(»
1.729.40(1

1.362.10i.

i

penditure.";

on Italian

.sustaincrs:

Other.s

,

4.504,37«

.

)

;

.

.

Campaign

ABC

slate of utter confusion, as evidenced
by the number of questions put tO:

when customers, come iii
to shop for sets. In addition to confiuiion raised by the inter-industry
folor squabble, many prospective
retailers

have read numerous

ir-

stories in the press to
the effect that their landlords might
«ib,ieqt to a ielevisioiv antenna on
I'le roof,' that installation of a set
jiuKht cieate a fire hazard, etc Salesmen, bcMdes being unable to an'rkspoii'sible

Various Faiths' Rites
Having

the

of

.Catbolie

.

teleca.st

difl'eient

ot "Vom

Draper Telecast

•

"

In light of all this., severiil manufacturers are plugging for a series
f)£ iastitutional ads to educate the
jiubiic but are wary of takhig on the
costs themselves, unless the entire
Jnduistry joins in. It's also suggested
that a symposium for salesmen,
something like the technical symposium for dealers carried on by
Viewtone Television during the last
several months, would be in order.
manufacturers
Again,
however,
point to the necessity for such camigns lo be sponsored .Jointly by

fe

Labor union bogey, one of the
chief stumMiHg;, blocks in' tele vision's
path, forced cancellation: of another
video show last Friday (27) night
vvhen stagehands at City Center,
N. Y., merhbers. bf the International

YffRK

BOKD£N

Color

television

mained

re-

animated sus-

state' of

in a

in Air

controversy

pense this week as oivly CBS,, champion of its own developed sequential
system, had accepted the FCC invi-

WNBT

arranged

Up

Stin

.

WNBT

tation to demonstrate

at

next

the

video

its; cpilor

comiWissiori

hearings,

Customs House,
Although most
N. Y„ on Jan. 27.
FCC members have seen demonstrathe

for

slated

'

'

tions

of

color

all

systems,

they've

show was to be on the air to the ac- mediately; has made no* announcecompaniment of only Adler's har- ment to date on whether it will
monica. Latter is excluded from the
demonstrate its all-electronic, sys-

Nix

AFM

ban since the union doesn't
harmonica a musical tem.
.

consider the
instrument.

On Rose Bowl Tele

Latter

was

revesiled

the

to

FCC

and press several months ago,
but RCA officials eiTiphasiz.ed at the
time the method was still in its pri-

Late Friday afternoon, however,
the lA stagehands advi.sed NBC of
Its wage demands, which NBC reHollywood, Dec. 30.
Watch-dogging its 18 -year -old p 0 r t e d 1 y con.sidercd exorbitant.
Since the show was to have been
•ig'hts to fiVse Bowl matters, NBC
Jvere turned down the DuMont in- the first ever picked up from a professional stage, web officials reportterests' request for permission to
film the traditional game, Jan. 1. edly figured the precedent would be
Refusal was the net's second, hav- too high to carry for the future
ing nixed Television Productions, cancelled the program, Shoving in
Inc. (Paramount) last week wlien as a second replacemen'- tor the origTeleprod asked to telecast the game inal replacement a PRC western.
Previous instances of labor disJive.
Though NBC is not yet telecasting putes in television have revolved

mary

stages

of

and

development

wouldn't be ready com mer(;ially for
at leiast four yearSi puMont, vyhose
cOlOr system is siibstantially the
same as RCA*s, h^s also indiGated; iio
intentiph of dping a repeat on its
recent demonstation.
Industry observers, however, are
confident that one Of the two allelectronic proponents will set up
shop at the hearing resumption, if
only to take some of the wind from

Md

:

around .iurisdictional battles, where the CBS sails. FCC members were
lA members 'have refused to work reportedly impressed with the tat-

having only last week been
granted permission by the FCC lo
build, it won't let anyone else move
an it and cop some prestige. Story
jfoes that the net has for tnany years
here,

the .same show if NBC's television
ter's lon.g-distance cplPr transmission
cameramen, members of the inde- last nionth. Should R(jlA pr puMont
pendent National Assn. ot Broad- dieeide to dertionstrate, however, it's
and Pacific casting Electrical Technicians, ap- expected, they'll follow their usual
Coa.st Conference on its singular peared on the scene.
course of attempting to show color
ubilily.
Only NBC can do broadvideo is not yet read.y, which .might
casts or televize well, is the theme
militate 'against them if tlie CBS
they haye reportedly sold the Bowl Relay Link Snag Snarls
sliow is again successful.

m

sold

Bowl

the

brass

'

;

Therefore, it cannot now
lessen the glamour by adinitting,
3r effect, that others are equally
tapable,
DuMont wanted only to Aim .highSights oi the game in the manner of
xiowsreel eoyerage. The .film would
interests.

.

.

.

NBC

xcgarding
fiJ/ish.

.tbe h.etwork as e.jctrismely

.

pei>

p.m.

N. Y.
i.Yoimg & RnbicamV
Co., .still experimenlinfi
;with different programming techniques for .the 9-9:30 Sunday night

Borden
It's

up on

tied

WNBT

i

gotten.!

As with the flr.st experiment; sevweeks ago, tlie .vhow wa.s staged
NBC's studio 8G, second largest

..

While the budget has not
been worked, "wads" of money

These were the plaiis Hiiitounepd
week by Adrian Sainisli, .ABC.
vecpee. in charge of; radio program-

'StepcliilcV

'

until now, it iuis been
Paul
sense "a stepchild."
Mowrey, director of ABC video, had
been responsible partly to Mark
Wood.\ the prexy, and partly to
treasurer Nick Prialoux.
Whi'-h meant that, orgauizationallv, u'levision operations were not
the concern of any one officer, since
Woods' overall network sitpervisioii
(iidn't give him time; to pay much;
attention to yideo.
On the other;
hand, it meant •Iso that television
lacked a properly authorized .spokesman befor* the board of directors.
Samish, who is leaving for the
Coast IVTonday (6), will start on the
budget before his departure, and
that job will be finished during his
He will preabsence by IVTowrey.
sent the ftgui-es to the board shortly
after his return, and oontrapts will
be let as soon thereafter ,n.s possible.
IWoanwhile, the net is "pulling- in
its horns" on programming for tele-;
vision, which may mean curtailment
in programming stafT.
ABC has, until
now., been broadcasting over
other people's facilities, using W.ABD

lack of
in

to

it's difficult to understand
he didn't move the lenses more
add the neccs.sary variety ot shots

obtainable.

Responsible almost entirely for the
onteriauiment value
the sliow,
consequently, was the talent. Actor
Lew Parker made an affable emcee,

m

witii his teeofT monolog iiidicating
he" might become television's Bob
liope. Golden Gate Quartet, current
at the Blue Angel, N. Y., liid two
spirituals in fine fashion; and the
Arnaut Bros, elicited plenty of yaks
from the un.seon .studio audience

bird-whistle

.

(DuMont)
in

in

delphia,
.Katz),

"We
t'lihij^
j

N.

WRGB

Y„

iG.E.)

WTTG iDiiMont)
WPTZ i.Philco) .Phila-

Schenectady.

Wa.shington,

routines.

Ferhme impre.ssionist Florence Desmond was capital, and Roberto and
Alicia, current at the Hotel Pierre's
Cotillion -.rooni, presented, a well-

it.

one

i

operate,

their

No Mors
'

why

with

The

;

and

WBBK

iBa:laban:

staged

flamenco dance.

Chicago.
feel we have learned somcabout .program mill g, and we

.ue ready

'

!

;

j

i

.

f

.

I

'

.

.

I

WBKB

^

.

;

'UNCLE

SAM WANTS YOU'

I

BAILPOO

VIA VIDEO

.

,

.

New

;

,

Worthingtou

'

Miner

'

.

;

'

.

.

1

WBKB

Cfii ftadio

School Sues

'

i

Reporting

Ex-Staffers for $160,000

:

|

'

Gliicago, Dec. 30.

American Tele vi.sion Laboratories
3jiC.
:«;/al

of

Chicago

court

last

filed .suit in

week

for

Chi Fod:S160,000

Medium"

;

;

;

damages against M. C. Flynn, Francis
Ondrey, and Alton L.- Webor,. all
former membeis of Ameucan Tel
ffa3es.Stafl> On charges. 01 .cpn.si5ii.'acy
to .obtain stud.ents for a competitive
Kchool: while, wOrltitig for American

nud using

ifjs

facilities.

:

.

Sami.sh's appointment to tlte. top
television job in the network means
that, for the first time, ABC's video
operations have been stabilized to a
point where the board of directors
;ean'hoid an officer of the; corpora-^
tion re.sponsible for progress or the

merely as a backdrop.
Director Fred Goe's camera work
also left much to.be desired.
For
the most part, he simply trained his
Camera.s on the various acts and let
things take their course.
With .so
whicii

'

.'

television.'

the web's N. Y. headquarter;?.
This gave' producer Wes McKco a
chance to build a mammoth set un-.
der supervision of Bob Wade and
Ray Kelly, whicli resembled something out of the lUMt artmosphere Of
Billy
Rose's Diamond Horseshoe.
Except for the first entry of two
page girls to announce the show,
however, all functional u.se ot the
set was completely disregarded, and
it served for the rest of the show

space in

.

niing, who was promoted; to a post
in which he doubles ilij his old; job
with that of vi.ce-prcxy .in e'ha"rge''ol.

in

much apparent

will

be spent.
Tast

eral

to

:

later than the middle of
yet:

.studios IV

(NBC,

1,. Y.), presentedwhat was probablv
the most ambitious and costly television variety show to date Sunday
(30) night. Bolstered by some of the
top talent currently available ui
N. Y., the .^liow was highly enters
taining. Insofar as television is concerned, though, all thoughts of what
the medium luld have done to add
interest seemed' to have been tor-

m

and

network is ready ;to start building,
toward a tcleviision network in full
bloom by 1948.
Work will start on ABC's tele-,
vision buildings, transmiUor.s. and
1947.

WNBT-NBC,

slot

belt,

its

now for the second stage
Commercials went off okay as of development, the buildin.g pai t,"
long as they were confined to amus- .'Aid Saini-sh. "By 1948. wo wiU coming .spots by Parker. Lengthy midbine stages one and two to go into
dle plug, however, presenting what the third, phase, wliich w.ill. be.; proCircus in Chicago
was supposed to be the average 1 Kraihming otcr" our own I'iin.s.initpetition, although CBS proxy Frank
Chicago, Dec, 30.
American family and its choice of to'rs."'-' /
|]vr. Stanton has alieady indicated hi.s
Attempt to telcvi.se a drcus by web might. '^ive up should the com-: the .various Borden's products,, wa.s
.Slril.
last
weeic,
whidr wotild, missicin nix its bid. Speaking at th(E cerny to.the extreme.
have made one of the best video flrst color hearings in Washington
shows yet from this outlet, petered la^t nionth, Stanton stressed ttiat
out when a r.elay link between the |cBS had spent plenty of time, .man- L. A. Times Tees Off
molMle remote tqlecasting Unit a.hd.' po.vi'er and money in its fightl
the station failed' to respond.
.;;- ''
^
Hollywood. DeeySQ;
V
Video Plant
Some unknown obstruction in
Tplevision loorns as; another 11. S.
Hollywood, Dec. ,30.
Chicago's Loop prompted engineers
(].
Army ,recruiting lure here. The pnbArrival
here
oyer
weekend
two
ot
tp erect. a ;rciay,liiik. at6.p the Morrilie, relations
section of recruiting
ne.w Image Orthieon cameras from
son; 'hotel... 'fhis figured to cr.ii.se the
( Director CBfi Teh'visioii
KCK to the'; IjOS Angeles Times branch is currently .sleuthing local
obstruction ancl. permit' tlie shovv's
discusses
marks, kickoff of; video for the ncws- video 'w.ith an.icye tp aiisnienting its
being aired.
delivArrivai
second
linpor..
mark.s
cnginepTS at first were
"Tele vision Polentiul ery of I.Oi's in. this area, Para-.' ladio and film coverages. Feolmg
puzxlcd whcF the show was. unable
tliie;
mount's .Tele vi,sion I'roductions, .Inc., is tftat ,all the avenijies in lioth of
to be teleyi.sed as tl.ie remote was
as a
Iiitving received tlic initial tWo abput latter have been pretty much exconsidere-d a cinch, .sihcc the .stati8ff
a jiioiith ago.
televised a ;;goit :tourna)heiit dui-ing
'hali.sted find something liew •nmA- be;
tlie .suiiinier f rpm. a distance, of .iitore
Times plans no actual video opera- fotind, ;-.
*
*
*
than 18 niilbs. The .cirdu.s. at^ f^^
tion yet due to lack of facilities and
Idea behind the plan i>. not lo setfk.
Coliseum,. i.s only about two milfes
vital equipment. However, the cam- Speeiai programs or direct pilclies
on editorial featiir*
from the outlet. T)ie station has
eras WiU be iisod to spark its platrs, but to Iiattdle it. more subtly. lU»v
next week
been siicL'c.s.sfiii jn iclc'.'if.hif' "Purt.s
initial step being a Times builiiiivg
many rookies the .service could lure
In
the
:ovents from nil over the city.
lobby display of the lens boxes to via the 500 wealth-situated sot.s liere
Capt. Bill Eddy,
topper,
/ /«/ AniHvermry iSiiniht-r
stimulate public interest. That will is prPblcmatica!. However, the pres.'attributed the failure to a "cancelbe followed with setting up of the ent notion is to spot poster.s ami
of
lation phenomena e/I'ect of tlic ultra
carticra.s at the Pasadena Playhouse
Dlher come-ons where eonveiiient in
high frequency waves." vviiich exfor experimental "piped" program e\i ting shows or devise other coated
iited in one oi the two iclay links.
,..'
wiliiin the building.
1, lures.
Neither of the two factions, meancomment on their
while, would
future course of action once the FCC
malces up; its niind about th.c.:CBS

Attempts to Televise

.

Jiavc been shipped to New York for
Hiring; However,
plans to telefast film of the entire game on its
own station there. Telefilms, Inc.
was to lens the event for DuMont
tiut will now confine -itself to a
celluloid chunk of the accompany
Ji5g Tournament of Rose.s.
Pa ra m ountcrs- were plen ty pec ved;

(39), 9

BORDKNS

to sub.stitute

asked for new demonstratioiis. in the
the Draper-Adler pickup. Stymied,
at first by the American Federation pending shoW(iiown hearings so; that
ot Musicians' ban oil live musicians they can be written int(> the record.
for tele shows, since Draper dances
RCA, leader ol tlie faction opposto a piano accompaniment, NBC got
ing the CBS petition for the FCC to
around this by arranging for Draper
imto dance during the half-hour the set commercial color standards

.

ENTERT.'VINS

30 Mins.; Sun.

Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees, asked for allegedly exorbitant wages in an attempt 'to set a
precedent for tele remotes of stage
shows.
(NBC, N. Y.) was reportedly unwilling to kick through
With the money, and so called ofl^ its
scheduled
telecast .of
the Paul
Draper-Larry Adler concert from
the Center.
Following the cancellation of the
Graziano-Cowboy .Shanks prize
fight from Madison Sq. Garden Fridi(iy night because of Graziano's ill-

Wlf.lv television- cohslvtiction

,

confident that the FCC will grant
similar applications for New
lis
York imd San Francisco,; the AEiC

With Lew Parker, emcee; Golden
Gate Quartet, Florence Desmond,
Arnaut Bros. Roberto & Alicia
rroducer: Wcs McKceDirector: Fred Coe
,.Sct: Bob Wade, Ray -Kelly

Color Dispute

.

entir« industry.

NBCg DuMont

NEW

INC.,

Snarled by lA

ness.

own

nuts for Los Angolos, Defioil and

Chicago already under

Television Review

:

LANG-WORTH,

'

tion.

only major broadca.'iter without ns

dollar.

One salesman in a. N. Y. department store, it's reported, didn't even
Jjnow how to ttu-u on a set. Another^

tions >ver'e all traiismitting test patteriiK.' Ma.iority of the public believes a tele set works by merely
.plugging it into a wall socket, much
the same as a racuo, and the sales*
men have no knowledge to pass 'on
nbout the complicated and all-important problem of correct installa-

'the

With FuU Network Ready by 1948

.

.

a.sked to tune in a set in the early,
jjfternoon, asserted there was nothing at all to be seen and had to be
loid by the customer that the sta-

still

tlic last

ABC Taking Kg Strides in Tele Field

JACK LAWRENCE
Sin8<-rs uClen write "hit" tunes (or
sign Uiem but few '.cojnjnWovs'.-mii
inaUe col't'cc aiid cakfi via the vocal
route! ,)uck Lawrence (If 1 .Didn't
Sleepy
Sm-cnaile,
!:!uiiiise
('are,
L.-iffoon, Symplion.v) is an oulstiindiiig- exception, .tils new r.aivK-AVorth
transeriplions .stamp Kim a Vocal
artist as cbnimGrciai lis a stiver

Ktppur or another

Jewish holiday event;

,

merits

Eoman

Churcli, Television Productions, Inc.,'
here will follow that with airings
pf Protestant or non-sectarian Easter ridings, and, a yearly highlight
Je\vi.sh ."scrvipe. l?ft'ort is being taken.
tO' dispel any thought of favoritism.
An attempt will be made to line
up the Eabter sunrise service at
Hollywood Bowl, in addition to a
ticup with a leading synagogue for

*wer these questions, cannot e\en
advise the customers on the comparative
models.

Hollywood, Dee. 30,
the solemn high

telecast

Xma.s mass of the

television,
facilities:,

during

Tele Prod Dickers For

portant, the general retail sjilesnieii
to exactly liow television, works,
according to video officials.
Public, it's pointed out, is in a

1947

has had piobably more varied shows and sponsois
year than any other station. Survey of ABC's operations for 1946 reveals the web produced 75 difterent .shows over its the
22
of which were spon.sored. These include 16 difYerciit
outlets,
rented
bankroUers, pointing up the success of Paul Mowrey, the web's national tele director, in interef>ting as many different sponsors as possiljie
in the medium.
With Mowrey's emphasis on both news and special events tilm.s, 19
of the web's 75 shows were presented via motion pictures. Ot these,
nine were .sponsored. List of films includes such special events as llie
Easter parade in N. Y. and Atlantic City, the Automotive Golden
Jubilee from Detroit, .tlie Ellcs' parade, Minneapolis Aquatennial,
Cleveland Air Races, Saialoga Races, etc ABC climaxed its film woik
tor the year last week with a public relations picture, .sponsored by
tlic eiitue automotive Industry, pre.senting the reasons why so few
new cars have hit the market.

studio

Fiiht ti ickle ot television sets on
the market points up Ihe necesMty
Jpr a concerted campaigir-backed
ty the «ntire industry to educate
jiot only the public but, move Im-

1,

M, Telescoped Field

to Educate Public In

Know-How on Tele Sets Seen Vital

jet buNer.s

January

W«'ilno8ilay,
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$10,000,000 TMNSCRIPTION BIZ
Highbrow

WQXR Pattern Pays Off,
hems

Longhair Luxury
„„. a

By

Operation Vlcer

flnnVy to its CoiUmei'cial
finci Stuck
dtepite tlie presind cultural '.guns
deficits in the early
sure of lieavy
up 10 years o£
years, is windins
operations on a solid financial base.
suscost the station $500,000 to

Dick Mack
gives a radio producer*! view of

It

thii

and expand operations during
seven years o£ its existaccording to EHiott M. Sanger,
WQXR's exec vice-prexy, but the
]94e gross will lop the $750,000
mark, paying oft, with,;a ,sufest«tn

Kert radio rockot

tain

the

first

ence,

.

An

Editorial Feotur*

in

.

:

Next Wetli't

profit.

Popularly- dubbed
longhair station,
build up a large
lovving o£ dialers

as

WQXR

41st Anniversafy ISiimher

strictly

a

mahaged

TOM CRIES

Arnold Hartley

Success or failiue of the muchpublicized Bing Crosby-Philco pjatter' Serie.s notwithstanding, th^^ electrical transcripfioa .industry seerhs
to have passed the Critical stage,
That's the considered opinion ofe.t. execs, men who have been with
the infant .offspring of radio since
its: inception in the .early thirties and
SUbseqiient orphanage during, the
following 10 years. And orphan it
was, for station managers^ union
bosses and network heads *e'r6 quick
lb see a threat, however vague, to
their respective positions.
But thi-Ough the universal radio
language of fe\yer dollars plus
greater listener quality, the platter,
industry has considerably lessened,
if not dissipated opposition in many
quarters. 'The end of 1946 sees a

by

to

of Rndio Oullels,
Sweet mid Sad, Bui Profit-

Those are the opinions of Edd
Johnson, ABC net and Chi Sun correspondent in Germany, who has
.il.mt returned from three years over-

able Period Lies

with soap operas and juye serials
and the local indies \vith jazz platters and spot plugs, John L. Hogan,

Ahead"

seas.'.

JohiLson .vyaswith. CBS before the;
war. and set up/that. web'i: shortwave,

on editorial feature

listening

next week's

in

of

.(irigle

ablc to jilixed group,?.

..

Pepsi » 1» Mozart
of the major running; probfacing the station's cdminercial stall is getting the a'd agencies
to turn out. or accept from WQXR's
continuity department, special copy
suitable to its specialized audience,'
Classic case of WQXR's hypercritical, ultia-highbrow attitude towards
spot plugs was that of the w.k. Pepsi
Cola jingle which, although, hitting
every other station in the country
in identical form, underwent a clason
.'^icalizing treatment for
the celeste which made it sound like
Mo'/.art minuet.

One

lems

Washington, Dec.

(26)

AUeii for information as to vvhether
the commission would suhimon William Randolph Hearst to testify at
the hearing scheduled for Jan. 13.
"The commission is of the opinion," said FCC, "that in a comparative hearing such as the instant one,

each of the parlies should undertake
to present its full case without regard to any presentation which may
be made by the commission's staff.
Accordingly, your request cannot, be
complied with."
What the commission did in effect
was to tell Coheii and Marks, counsel for Pearson and Allen, to subpoena Hearst themselves if they feel
he is necessary to their case. This
may be done.
long time since
a
It has been
Hearst has testified at a public hearing. However, for hiiti to duck an
FCC subpoena would sit poorly with

In 1944, the station's execs, after
ha\'ing come out of the red in 1942,
sold a controlling -interest to the
N. Y, Times. Although Hogan and

Sanger were eager for a newspaper
liein to further the station's venture into
transmission and facsimile
experimentation, they had

FM

turned down earlier bids from other
metropolitan dailies, among them
the Daily New.s, who wanted to buy

According to Sanger, tlie sale
was made to the N. Y. Times because it was the nearest approxima-

the commi.ssiQii and

in.

newspaper

the

.will

move

and

station

when WQXR

could^;

WQXR

Several years ago,
vated another experiment

sramming,

It

in

orgatiiijed tlie

30.
|

IcKlcri- offlclally

:*'ia'?ly

ptiintins

to

.

j

j

suiting

from a

.

-

j

|

j
"

'

.

;

,i.s

leaked in the

to get the Givil
interested in the

ti'ade,

Liberties
ipase

tin ion

as a test again.st a stati+m that

would bar' a vgabber because he
talks

i

^Tmiy
collect
coijeci

Others

FCC;

(lie

niiglit

ju.slify

over W-QXR,
,

an applifor a

FCC

.

j

.

for
1111

;

.hi^;.;dit-missal.:hy'
vj
.M:>ri.'."'>-v
.1.11.-,.

,

Scitlenu nt wa.- .reached 'o.v' law
firm of Oauk. Kopii ..V Tyrir-^oj;
Brliiin.iv a.-; iKniers
Koole, Cum'

were.

:

anti-trust

•

I

Ijciiig

lih. (I

lor ccnii't

iiciion.,"'

1

.

of.

a''"^"

;
.

\f n
\vhiCh

Chi's

Ijy

lO

j

.
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„n
Hollywood. Dec. .".0
,

James
will

lie

'H.

,-s

Pliitco

(.'0.,

:

tatning

Great"

gciii'i'al

,

r(4i'(fivclTmp^^^^^^^

cancCied 'two- half-hatir
.pi ograms.
"G!irrit.y
',

:

n()w%;

it

:^

is.

:;;.,

;

•.

cpiVcspoilBcntis,

few' 1h«re>::aiT, are Irh.f*

gabbw's

The chance

v.

ho

to project:

don't

One

get.,

a

net's P;;.-;s

correspondent was on the air ex.'.^tly
minutes, 4,5 seconds in the It't
month. Can that man be rxpectt-d

•two

from 7 tu 7:,'1(J
was spotted Satur8:S0.

to

make

.to

keep

his co'i-ernge Intcre.'-ting

o.r;fI

ii.-iloners'?

''Ask the .veepofCs^ aiul-thoy'll p<*'|flt.
the Hooperatings of some of l'«*
dom< .>:tic news shows as an an.^wf r.

1(1

)

'

and ohc sound eJtccts njan.

what

traf<;d

sUs-

Nolieo was given last Thur.sda.v
20 to sevon actoi's oh Garrity :>and
five_
Pluyhouiio program.
on
.,
the.
Also affected were four aniiouticfii;
..

<

but there
r.ft)reijiri;:

,

'.plan

"My.stery Pla.vlKuise."
cffeclive Jan. 12. "Garrity" had tiro

1

.

:i*.croriso.

"Aiidio's

and

day evenings from 8 to
i

'

.

(ical.

Chicago., bee,,, 30.
a

ancl 'Piayhou.se"

iii-f.^idency

after lirM of 'the year.
now: vecpee in charge of adverti.~ii!g.niid.!< er(^iled with sWiinging the Bing Crosby trausei iption
iif

—

Tluir.sday cx^iMiing slot

Carrniiie. (!oRslcrs hear,

nioved into Ihe

111

|;Wt5N

O

in

larmine Into rrexy bpot/

:

Axes Sustainers

,

i

.:'

WGN

:[',

'

iiclion

:;;:;;

.

eign hews, these former pionecrv in
radio act like tired old men. If inti'i-esl la.g.s— and. reriicmtac!', the ffiult
for that lag is radio's th:oir only
an.- wer Is riot to, change the form;,t,'.
biit to':;du,t,it but altogether.
'That's:
.ccrtii.1ril y -hot - typical "-of v Amer Icfih
'

at

t.liofo

fn.-iist

((ill.u.sioii."

or

|)n.<.s;l)ility
i

''Hollywood. Dec. lii!.'
"ih^^ Di-pt/NofMui^ticei
Slariiii's threalcned suit to
$5?!()H<1
,i>n.'.iiii<i

'another outlet.

j

Martin Takes $17,500
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over-'

'

Relations Boai-(I insh/ad

.

.

,v

mcnid

pcndirig before the
to 50kw.-:
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TJie station currently
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radio that's doing the swing-,
During the,
not the listeners.
lush years, radio did not bother to.
develop one new technique iit the
It .iu,st
handling b£ foreign news.
allowod that phase of the work to
grow by itsehE. It didn't matter.
Everything was news, and .ipon.sors
were willing.
Biit there was no
Radio correstyling, no growth.
spondents except for a very small

.

;

•

power boost

1

,

radio.

Newspaper Technfquc
the pendulum has swung,

it's

prexy, Ed
Kobak, IS
burned at his New York organization.
But WOR sales head R. C.
("Pete") Maddux is adamant. He
says his station never took a gabber unless it had him exclusively, handful— were newspapermen writand he won't handle. LaGuardi.1. un- ing .yarns for the next edition. They
less the latter goes off W.JZ's Sun-, were not writing for this new meday .spot or transfers it to WOR.
dium of radio. They- were beating
Kobak and LaG went on a Mutual the newspaper's deadline.
closed circuit Monday <30) to tell
"As long as listeners itched to htr.r
j.the., Mutual outlets!, what LaG would
the latest communique soone.M, thi;t
oh the net he^vsijapbr' ie^^
vgive -them ,w'heh he^.g
vvorked ;;nd
next Saturday. (4-)..
paid off.. But the war is over. And
LaGuardia had been dissatisfied j.^^iio. In.stead of developing its for-:
with his ABC spot because he had ^
news coverage, has dropped it.
no outlets in .Chicago or Washing.,]{ a'niiisic show.' flops on the ra^tori.; H^^
^r a comedian starts fulling on
J..U...
„..i„,i
i.s .snarled.
and his Now, \r~..\.
York debut
j^.^ Hooper; .something is done— the
But., saj'.s Mutufii; he is going oh format
is. changed, a new band leadthe net' as scheduled, nevertheless.
er
hired; a writer gets' hi.s head
WOR may fiiid itself facing FCC chopped off, but
someone carriesion..
action as a result of insisting on L.-J-. There'
is' no: thought of di.smantling
Guardia exclusively. A inove got Ihe transmitter because a show has
under way, as .soon as the news flopped. However, in the ease of for-

'

.2,'),:

:

ing.

WOR

Mutual's

•

.

wion

.

:

.surveys whicli
indiciUod a
.scattered tstsle for good music

CHi.MVely

ABC

:

population. Bour.iiiis;has; becn.scti,iod:f<ii;, sn^^
the audfoiico cunccHtra- singer .clamicd
was assured by
lion
n upper-bracket ihconic areas
rcorrei-jjbiuh'nce; that lie \vouid 1)0 reicvcalcd by the niimbcr of luxurjJ
^iVcv^ed ^for '^Oi weeks at $2.()(1» per
cms, such as
expensive champagnes r;,tid \va< dnipned week after hlv hail
a K perfumes,
.that arc plug.g,ed ex-,
down Tcvaco,

.

tliat

!

j

Jiowever,
,

I

had bonus check.s .all piride.
They; .say' .that
out to everybody;
the checks were withdrawn, and
face \vilh the back of his. open hand.,j
deslroyctl aner KBC had decided
Local 47 heard .the :cas£i. and; ordered
not to .i;i\'c bonuses to union people,
Beriiard:tn iipWOfii'se to the maestro
Tlicy say that proves that NBC and
In' the p^eSctlce .pf his hand, which
ABC which were divorced corwas done.
poiati\cly by FCC order (h'o ycarS'
^vas lempcrcd
:IJerha.r.d's penalty
ago,: are in efVect-still being operatcrt
with .IrtvK^hcy due to ;Mr. rocoi-d of
aS: a .unit. in sOing resijeets.
never befoiT having .had a >run-in.
.Sornc/mvoh .^people iire of a. .miifd'
years in
with a: nu.iiJician in hi.-^
tO:.begiii a(;tlon before the Niitional
"
Bernai-d look exception to a strong
word and whacked Ai't^t aci'Oss the

amon.!; all; sectors
.of the

^

Wriler.S

R.adio

'

..

[

by

wa.s

.

,

i

,

:

bor., unions last week, when both
liets gave bonuses to all employees
"except those whose wages and
workhig conditions are determined
by outside organizations." may wind
np in a major aetion.by the unions,
either before the FCC.or. before;, the
Dept. of Justice.
Union people have been burned
since thd "dlscriniination'^ bec.ariie
known.' The Only union that pro-

,

WQXR

.Bohemia

against la-

"shu-"

Don. Bernard, producer o.l "BlpnGuild.
d ie " got o rt w t h a r Cpr im a nd.^ from
.However: an accii.'ialion that might
Mvi.sjcians Local" 47 for cufting Billy
.prove •'serious if it stand,-: up has
Art?.f. nuLsic director of the airshow,
bocn made by si»nc union employees
following .a flurry of invectives re''
'
j-iel\vbrk. .Thoso,. claim
of the ABC
mi.'-'sed niu.-;lCal cue,

.,

lene.r:;

Collusion

.

Sanger refuted tlio popular raiseoncoplion that
calrrs rilher
excluMvoly to the hoity-toity Park
..Aveniu! set or the 'art-loving iset

Wm.

The NBC-ABC

And

Hollywood, Dec.

"Now
but

000.

Shows

'Slur'

Apology From Bernard

graphic locations. This group, who
arc among the station's 40,000 regular subscribers to its mbnthly program booklet, are used as a sounding board for new program ideas
testecV
on.
the
Pro.grams
station,
are yanked or retained depending
.Vport tlie reaction ivolod in the queationnaires mailed out to the committee.
Clos.0 attenti(ji«is paid to
tlie recommendations
of this grati.ssciving committee, San.!{cr declared,
becatise they represent the mb,.«it.;a,ccurale cross-section of any audicu'Ci:;
Allowable to any .station.

.

ABC, NBC; Say Bonus

Vs.

go into the record of the case,

Artzt Gets Slap

innopro-

WQXR

advisory
committee composed of
more than 4,000 listeners taken from
various economic strata and geo-

,

Unions Threaten Action

headquarters to the

its

new annex of the Times building
now under con.';tructi(m.

WOR

iVow
wants LaG exclusively
or not at all, and if he moves to
the time charge will cost. $10.»
000 a year extra. LaG is willing to
nrove to WOR, but won't pay the
will
tTie
.spon.sor.
lOG.
Neither
Neither will
sacrifice that $10,-

26)

WOR

such a subpoena is issued. Hearst
might plead inability to come East
from San Simeon because of his age
and health. In such a case, it is likely lhat he would be asked to make
deposition on the Coast which
a

journali.'im to the policy,
style and taste of WQXR's broadCa.st
policy.
Complete mating bewill take place in 194ii.

iGontmued on page

If

in

has. lost

to

-

not expected.

is

the.':\vorl.d,;

its

.

station which was cited by the
Blue Book. FCC last Thursday
nixed a request by Pearson and

more

FCC

industries arbuhd

WOR Want

Does

LaGuardia?

30.

Allen
have lo.st a minor point in the. preliminar.v sparring in their" action to'
grab WBAL, the Hearst-owned Balti-

.

tween

:

NoPart-a-Ya,

Drew Pearson and Robert

WQXR

tion

Robert

H;>BariieR,

pioheorihg .spirit;:: when it epmes
news. It is robbing itself of «ood.
hard money which could come froni
It's still a struggle.
TalenJ;'TinIons
sponsorship of foreign news, propin general and the American Federaerly handled.
It'.?
thinning out it;;
lioii of Musicians; in particular are
own public' service dOiisier. And,
avowedly "out to get" transeripperhaps, what's worse, it is making.;
(ions: the two major networks, NBC
a farce of its,.0wn pious pretensioas;
and CBS, won't countenance the use
Instead of helping the people of the
of platters on their web facilities:
U.S.A. to learn more about the world,
and many independent station manFiorello H. LaGuardia, released it's driving them to deeper, more
agers and .salesmen aren't eager to from
his ABG network
contract, abysmal isolationism by making them
split advertiser fees with a platter may end up with WJZ, the same believe that the rest of the world
producing firm.
net's New York flagship, instead of is something much less Irhporfetit
According to transcription top- WOR as his local JSf. Y. outlet when than a band remote from .a Jersey
pers, men like Frederick Ziv's John he goes on the Mutual web on a night club.
Sinn, Bill Selh of NBC recording. coast-to-coast
co-operative
deal.
"Our radio industry started out like
Jack Meyerson and Herb Gordon of Reason is that WOR, Mutual's key a house afire when
once we discovWorld Broadca.stingv Larry Finley station in New York, won't handle ered that there was gold in them
and others, most of the adverse LaG unless It gets him exclusively fore.'gfi .spots. But we forget
now
thought -regarding Splattered Jiro- for the area, and there is a lOG dif- that, back in 1938
and 1939, when we
grams rises out of misconception of ferential in the way which no one were developing our foreign
news
tlieir purpose. Contrary to network wants to pay.
.services on the American netwoi-ks,thought,
transcription
companies
LaGuardia. in addition to his ABC we were giving a public service^
have no aspirations to W'eb program- show (orginally sponsored, for six Foreign coverage was just mat,
ming; rather they intend, their plat- month.s, by Liberty' mag) has a Sun- something the network
gave aS a
ters for the local stations and local day
noon, half-hour commentary .service to its listeners. Came listenadvertisers
who can't otherwise sponsored by June Dairy locally ers, high Hooperatings, and, ineviafford the talent* and production over WJZ. The dairy outfit bought
tably, the sponsors. Bankrollers were
values available to ma.ss program that time for four years, and there's on their knees, just begging for for*
output.
three years still to run. -When the eign news shows to. buy. And, of
In other words, network level pro- time was bought, W.IZ's rate card
cour.se, we sold tliem, which was
gramming is on a local level For this listed the time, Sunday from noon okay by everybody, including the'
reason, e.t. people )naintain that the to 12:30, as morning time.
listeners.

On WBE Action

an-

or any copy objectioh-

witlT,

son last week. "sliU technically the
hTO,<t:: developed of the broadeasting

approximately $10,000,000
for the year cross the table for recorded shows varying in length from
30 seconds to a full hour.

To Hear Hearst

the Bach - Beethovenin
Brahms genre. Corollary to its program policy, WQXR instituted an
unusually high standard for its commercials which put an absolute ban
music

iiouiiccnierits

Later,

,

prez, and Sanger, launched
policy of full time, iairiggi of

on laxatl\-0K. clcodorant.«,

post.

Sherwood and, .Toseph

E.

he initiated the U. S. Govornminit's
shortwave broadcast services which,
subsequently, Were folded into the
overall Office of War Informatnin
Under Elmer Davis.
"The American ridio,'' •'^aid Johni

41 Si Anniversary Niunher

of

total

FCC Nixes Plea

WQXR
lljejr

.

,

"Sag-rt

,

'air

.

gating the broadcastli1.g. indu.stry's
"pipus preteh.kions to an interest in
one world-"

.

vacuum in the eastern area's prosram schedules in 1936. While the
nels were .lamming the al'ternoon

Radio is giving foreign news "a
shamefui brushoff,'' thus doing itself
a' double disservice as Well 'AS .n<i-

(Program Director of WOV, N. Y.)
writes about

.

P^niETY

and consistent (01by filling a gaping

News

'Shameful Brushoff ' of Foreign

DESPITE SNIlFyS

;

N. Y., whicli set out
definlle .p)aiv a decade ago

WQXR,

indie,

Bring 750G

unique

industry's

Broadcasting

Pioneer Spirit Gone, Sez Scribe; Notes

E TO STi!,

t

« (

But

lhe.y

put mone.'-.

effort, imagir.':-

(Coiilinued on pago 30)

W«tln«sflaj;, lanuarjr 1, 194,7
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Coast

WNBC

AFRA to Follow East on Pact

M

Audits Its Breaks

$10,000,000 Transcription Biz

To Disprove Plug Claim
New

Continued from pace 8S

York.

blintUy. iMW cost for value gained
shows, sine* i.s another important sales factor.
about the
article
11
Dec.
ttie case of disks vs. live
"WNBC's almost exclusive plufisiug for network use by national ad- For NBC's "Playhouse of Favorite."?."
«nct wliidi tliey wanted eon-ected
a show featuring names like Rlissa
HollyvvoDd, Dec. 30.
rather than network vertisers.
own
its
of
balaiiciiiK up the difference oveiSigne Ha^o and John Car„ th« lead of Ih^^
I'liB
Nf.«'
station brealts" is a
F.mou.iig
At the recent negotiations. be-iLandi,
^^j^.^^^^ shows during
theory but bears t ween recording companies and the radine and costing about $2.!)U0 an
York and Chicago locals, the Ameu
agreement. very interesting
national
^^^^
no relation to the facts.
AFM, .lames Petrillo made ho bones episode to produce, the local sponcan Federation of -Radio Artists here
going along with others
felt concerning e t.'s. sor on smaller stations pays about
he
how
the
about
voted- to support the national board
1-7,
Dec.
of
weelt
Durinu the
voting, the boiard the ajithat he'll $9 a platter.
COilr
in A^tviitcver steps it taltes to
^
immediately' prior to tlie The union chief admitted
the soundnnieri insisted that week
Dollar volume i.sn't the only inwe believe been Working on plaPS to have
protest to the board article and One which
dication of les.sening resistance to
^•'''t- T;/'n'r?^"n^i:Vo'oct\Xd.thei
week, we broadcast a mii-Kieiahs' pay for piayiug: of traitis a typical
that .;f6r- hve e.t.'s. Among the networks. NBC
parallel:
scriptions
announcepromotional
total o[ t()9
resolution.
conimeVeial XQq- has probably the most extensive
the
42';
Where
or
.^ln)ws
there of Giatide .McCue. .BxecutivfJ,,,
71
number.
Of
this
mer,ts
given a MMt'^i) transcription library avail'ible today,
secretary of the Hollj'wood chapter
were in behalf pf network com- ord c(»mpanies were
Writers To Set Up Talks
web has not stinted, in ashike, e.t. firms took « 50'V and the
and western region leader,
iiiereial programs: 41 or 24.3"^ Wer« rate
people counter *Hh .signing its top acting, writing and
Radio Writers Guild i.s readying
...
rin behalf. 'Of local programs, com- gouge. Platter
No action was talten here on the
ii\, Hollywood,
of
the small Kta- producing talent to the output of
tackle
NBG
most
Mo
that
nafact
the
the
or
30.2%
of
51
susteihiiig:
acceptance
mercial and
re.iection or
,
nfroasod. demands for "ev«roQm 1^^^.^ ^„i,^y„g^„,g„ts in the. public tions they .service couldn't afford to transcribed shows. Of the unionji,
latter
the
pactjs.
regional
tional nor
men. Quild has a contract with, tire intere.-.l; (i or 3.5'; promoted the hire musicians anyway, so Ibe disks AFRA has been the most receptive
.an inteHral' part of the master con-.
of to platters since, prior to its formayear.
be made between both i\et that holds for another
to
audience reaction .sessions conducted aren't depriving AFM memboi-s
Ihict
'
tion, people who are now its memwork.,
McCue made; lii-s However, thfre is a clause that per- by NBC Researcli.
parties. Claude
inits reopening on wages only and
ncfto'lar
Probably the most impotita«l Ob- bers helped to pioneei' the transcripnational
NintytAvo of the 169 announcefirst report on the
noxfr eii- tion field.
will ay^iil^itstl:f>t it. Fol-:
Guild
circulation
the
(vtjwide
;fpr
:%e.
to
week
stacle
called;
thLs
during
and then
tiiiiis.
ments scheduled
Actors and writers, in the early
is
meeting
this .week with
firms
ioWing
a
transcription'
fpree
by
help
countcred
hour.<i
of
vote
to
viimsly directed
were broadcast between the
1933-36. pooled their
j;tho.-!e affected, the Guild v.\ill probthe sirtall stations themselves. platter daj^s of
tlie network minds.
6 and-Vl p.m. Of this number (92), 56 in
talents with promoters to produce
The action apparently helped valily set an. asking figure and date or 60.8G', were ia behalf of network Wlien a station manager or salesdisks on a purely speculative basis,
open
negotiations. .Year is :up
operaId
one-man
a
it's
acif
virtual
both
or
there
is
or
man,
now
some, for
commercial programs. Eighteen
with everyone participating: in the.
Feb.
1. so it's likely that mid-Janufor
grocer
local
the
n*gotiawith
of
deals
four
days
the
tion,
cord, following
19.5(i',' were announcements in
sometimes negligible relurnsi The
or 16.3% radio advertising on a $50U budget,
With the Coast net brass. ai y will mark the start of negotia- pUbhc
tioiis
Fifteen
interest.
and better very fact that Petrillo was amenFormal meetings as a sfoup have tions..
were in behalf of local programs, he can show more profit
than able to negotiations Is seen by some
ceased while net attorneys now form
commercial or sustaining viz.. Bob commissioii.s on the lull amount
transcription men as an :encourag>
Directors To Meet
to
kick-back
a
reafter
final
foileft
what's
agrcernents
Metropolitan on
a lentatlN-e
Jin.^.''
"Hi!
Smith.
CBS has agreed to Dee. 31 date News Roundup, etc. Three announce- a pi-oducer of transcribed programs. ing sign. And station -wi,se, every
vision. However, the NBC affiliate.
outlet in the countryShas given time
KFI. with which a separate ticket for .the resumption of negotiations ments or '5.28'r were in behalf of As a result, the $500, is more likely
over
to platters, with the smaller
projockey
disk
an^
with
the
Radio
Directors
Guild
local
staff
in
for
the
a
must be written
to go into
NBG's audience reaction session.
percentage.
gram garnished by a few short spiels stations devoting a major
ninmcers; is being tough, and ABG Hollywood for the latter's initial net
JariLcs M. Gaines.
Transcription firms admit that a
pirpduction
contract.
planned
difficult.
Opened
about
two
months
a
is reportedly being a mite
than into
Manager. WNBC.
resounding
success by tlie Crosby
hunof
a
payment
KFI
ago,
negotiatipns
with
postponed
were
requires
a
which
MoCue had one meeting
series
act
as
a springboard to
can
platter
a
to
while
more
resume
CBS
expects
to
brass
wrangled
on
the
or
management and
dred dollars
their operation, if only by tlie wider
with Ijoth on return here today <30i 'new AFRA agi-eemcnt,
conioany,
gained from publicity.
Early Birds Get Editor
Ih the hope of concluding agreeTo answer this, transcription et>m- acceptance
they also kiiow that his failure
inents.
panies point to two pertinent facts: But
Cleveland," Dec. 30.
wouldn't aflect them adversely; if
frowns
Bopk
were
loud
men
here
Blue
Sound effect
SlKtaillAr AUUUUUtCI
AnnniinrAr
Following up his revelation that One, the FCC
iJUMdUICI
go over, they feel
doesn't
the
show
30-^;
lesser
two,
the
practice;
with
in their disagreement
this sort of
radio has early morning listeners, upon
realized that it won't
increase obtained for them. Though
bringing more imme- it's generally
Anderson, Cleveland Press quality, while
Stan
be the fault of e.t.'s,
Status Deadlocks Chi
New York and Chicago got only
profit, will hurt in the long
radio editor. ha.s consented to serve diate
heau
put the mailer
platter
One
especially
is
currently
25
here
listeners,
each, the scale
losing
as iudge in WHK's "What I Like To run by
when he said, "We're
lower than theirs, a situation anNegotiations Hear on the Radio Before .8 ajn." on the fringes of areas covered by succinctly
selling quality, programs at a, low
noying to them to. a great degree
powerful metropolitan stations. OutChicago, Dec. 30.
1 contest.
price. If listeners can hear * good
there
consideration.s
these
radio
has side ..of
Anderson . doubted
PcssibiJity
of an ^rrtA
AFRA suiKt
stWIre
r.„i„
urVih «itpvv
they don't give a damn how
are the obvious facts. Wttn evei7 show
loomed here again last week, when listeners before 9 a;m.
We've arrived
it's brought to them.
P'off"'" '''•^'^f Kl^'t^nfted'to and we Itfiow' it.".
the three-week negotiations between those listening to WHK's early show t.-l"^
<^«"=1'°°^^^
representatives of stations, agencies t 0 call him. His line was 'jammed
name
top.
his business and feature
and Ray .lones reached a stalemate for houre.
value
prestige
liilent, important in
Friday i27). Impa.sse restUted when]
to a local merchant,
station owners and operators reFor the local time salesman, the
fused point bla-'
to abolish su.sprograms are there for the listentainer announcers' status and Ray
ing. so that: anyone who's interested]
Jones. AF.RA. rep. walked out of the
Continued from page 31
can audition therti instead ot buying
meeting after giving the station operators an "or else" ultimat'Um.
month at CBS expense so they could
Some operators took the position relate their experiences on the air,
that there should be some appren- had a wide station acceptance in the
tice cla.ssification for young announ- year or .so it's beeii«nn. but the web
Continued from pn;e Zl
cers and further that in cases such has been di.sappointed in its audi- Huss Dunbar to sub.stitute for him.
as WENR which shares its wave ence pull.
That started the night of Dec, 23,
length with WLS, a sustainer anPo.ssible successor to "Cinderella"
Four nights later, Dunbar started
nouncer is peculiarly appropriate. may be the new .lohnny Faulk playing a recording of Gray's voice,
The general concensus of the opera- show, "Welcome Stranger," which a briei spot, in' which Mortimer was
jtors wa.s that it Was a minor point Will put chief emphasis on Faulk's
named. On this recording, Gray
"HIRES
YA'"
in the whole negotiations anyway, iiitl ol gab. although he'll no longer
apologisied to Mortimer. The spot
and that the union was taking an b. spotted as the rustic of the sumFOX SECOND YEAR
was played three times each night
autocratic and arbitrary position in mertime "Johnny's
HIRES SUNDAY ^ARTV
Front Porch" for three suco:essive nights. That,,]
attempting to force an issue.
su.stainer. Also auditioned last week
ARC. COAST-TOXOASl
lawyers lelt, ended
Gray and
udience participation the Mortimer suit threat.
All other points had been suecess- was a new
tuUy negotialecl with a general wage show by Bob Dixon (who etiiceed
decided to put
Meanwhile,
t a h b e d
"Change Gray on at a lime when he could
increase of 20
agreed upon for ac- "Cinderella"),
tors and commercial announcers and "Vonr Mind."
On Si^turday (28 snag listeners, giving him the Satura 30''; raise for the sound effects three sample recordings were made
day afternoon, a-Ji p.m. sloti On that
man. Unique angle to the deadlock of a CBS-built serial, "Counsellor- tune, beginning Saturday (4), Qray
h looks complex but if you know
was that actual money involved be- At-Large." with Johanna DeWitt as will play records, have guests but
twe'^n sustaining announcers and author. John Becker as director and
it will' be a planned show, with the
simple. Weed and
c(j imercials
announcers, even in- Bob Landry as producer.
On the station knowing approximately what the ropes itV
cluding the skedded raise, would Coa.st Cy Howard has auditioned a
lackgrouiid of CoHtinuity, PublicilYi
he's going to say, and with a ban Company men know f Ke ropes and
Newt and RmMrch in eammercial amount to $36.12 per man or $288.96 new situation comedy "My Friend against naming columnists. Gray
for
all eight sustaining announcers
Irma"
on
which
the
pinnetwork
is
braadeawting.
and public ntrvie*
had been getting .$200 a week for his know ihc people.
of all five stations per week.
ning high hopes.
Faur yaari' Mpariaiic* with leading
seven^nignt.s-a-week all-night itint.
Educational
t,vpe
quiz
"Watch He will get: the same coin for his
WENR- ABC now has" four sustainstariont. Availohl* Jamrary. WuMing^ announcers.
WBBM-CBS has Your Language" is also up for audi- two hours Saturday afternoon as
{•nr refercneot. Thit ad It ptoeod
tion.
IVs
proposal
Mortimer
a
of
and
one.
has
three
out
of
the
by his •niplaym in •cknowladq*'long as he's a su-stainer, and $400
Frankel,
an
a.ssociate'
script
editor
total
of
71
announcers
in
the
class
mailt of ills valaabi* poit lervie*.
when and if he goe^ commercial.
"A" group, with the
and in the program writing division.
tax 7821, Voriaty, 154 W. 4«th St..
also plans putting him on
men devoting 90";; of their WiM be auditioned within next fortMew Yark It.
place of
Monday night, 10-10:30,
time to FM programs.
night.
"Broadway, Talks Back," it that show
goes ofl the air. It's likely that prothe next three
gram will go on
weeks. F'or that, he would get $150
RAIIO Smi«N lEPRCSENTATinS
a week, and double if it goes comNnr Ytik • itttn • VUci» • Atau
mercial.
But CBS has entered the picture.;
Bitrait • Sm FrMcisci • IMdfiMil
The network wants Gray lor two
One would be in
possible shots.
"Cinderella" show
place
of
the
which is going off. at $500 a week
Hoopor Kattngs
sustaining and $1,250 commercial.
continuo to show
The other would b« for a Monday
that
has
night half-hour at $250 sustaining,
and $500 commercial,
moro listofiors
CBS has cut;, aa, audition platter
than all othi^r
for this possible new show, with
stations li*al'4
Patti Clayton as guestar, a small orin th« «r«a<:
Nationoliy prominent nam* IN
fprccchestra, and Goodman Ace supercemUnML
vising the show.
Decision on the
•ntly active) would ontortain |irepocition at
GBS plans will be made Friday (3).
JItk lochoy.
All roplitt litM in conMonco.
Whether Gray will go to CBS, or
exclusively, will be destick to
cided by the end of this week. He
may be permitted to do one shot lo-
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WOR

and stay on the CBS
net at the same time.
his
tribulations,
ai Isculminate:'
Koing into Loew's State>
y
N. Y., for a week, Jan. 28, at 4ll>750,
Pai^l Small ia now handling his
business affairs.
cally

on

-

Variety, 154

West

4ftth Street,

New

York 19
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The FAT MAN
Sets in

hits

a

10.8

use— 43.9

Shore of audience— 24,5

Now

carried in

30 Hooper

cities

WEIGHT CHART FOR THE FAT
.

Our baby
sho^

with

is
{

growinf up!

is

•

MAN

.

a whale of a

10.8

ixooperating that's getting bigger and bigger

and bigger. On the

had

The Fat Man

practically

air less

than a year, The Fat

Man

has

no advertising or promotion to hypo it—

yet today try to find a higher-rated sustainer on any

network. Broadcast
Jan. 10,

it will

move

.

ondays, 8:30 p.m. EST.
to Fridays at 8:00 p.

available at a weekly cost that
fat prize for

some smart

is

Starting

m. EST.

It's

surprisingly .ow: a really

1946

advertiser.
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American Broadcasting Company
A
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28

With Margaret Daum, TJiomas L. With Smith, Tex Antoine, announcer With Willie Bryant, Macro Birch,
Loumel Morgan Trio; Beulah
Xliomas, Evelyn MacGregor, Jean Producer: William Falteriion
Bryant, guest
Hannon, Remo sr> Mills.; Mon. thru Sun., 7:05-7;3O
Diclienson, Bob
Writers: Bill Bedford, Sam Levtne
a.m.; 8-8:30 a.m.
Bolagnini, Victory Young Orch
Producer: George Brensel
and chorus; Howard Clancy an- Participating
30 Mins.; Mon, through FrI., i;SO p.m.
WNBC, N. Y.
nouncer
Producer: Frank Hummcrt
Bub Smith's early morning gil-up- Sustaining
60 Mins.; 4 p.m.. Wednesday (25)
and-git gabbing and disk jockeying WNYC,' N. Y.
This is a fre.sh variation on the
BAYER'S ASPIRIN, DR. LYONS on NBC's N. Y. tlag.ship follows
TOOTH POWDER, PHILLIPS without much deviation the formula nuiltiludinoiis audience participation
MII.K OF MAGNESIA
standardized by Arthur Godfrey's show.-i, the twist being that sliow
WNBC-.NBC, N. Y,
pre-breal?l'ast chatter- on the rival comes from Harlem, N. Y., and is
the
iiucli .bigtime
all-Negro
jlr.st
Smith
Godfrey.
WCBS station. Like
Dn ref- Kit i pern Id-Sn inpte
tSho\v is a Mutual neteasy-lo-take program.
innocuous,
dispen.ses
Merger of three sponsors to el- talk with a piea.sant informality that, work presentation, but is heard in
evate the daytime, radio level to doesn't jar a sleep-befogged- 'bcain N. y. on WNYC because of previous
commercial commitments at that
evening standard.? came as a neat into a suddpn waking state.:
Miitual's N. Y. rtagship,
Major part of the show, which is hour on
Christmas Day package over NBC
Show, is also fresh in that
divided into two half-hours separat- WOR).
with the time consolidation of Dr. ed by an iiilerval :of hews and an- it has an uninhibited quality rare
uniting
Bayers,
Phillips
and
i.i such programs,
with a good deal
Lyoas,
other program,, is devoted to pop
of
and
stiificicnl variety to hold
fun.
in a co-sponsored, venture, "GJori- musical tunes.
Smith, who has a,
ou.s..C,hristmaii.''
singing voice that can pass muster one's attention.
Actually program was a collabora- in the pre-dawn haze, takes fretion of six separate.' programs, inas- quent turns at pattered vocals de- abandon pervades the vvhole thing,
much as the talent from '.'American livered in a quiet style with piano affecting enicee, supporting acts and
Album of Familiar Music," 'Man- accompaniment. Platter numbers are audience. Studio audience evidently
hattan Merry-Go-Round" and "Waltz also selected with an cur; for early is having a wonderful time, and the
Time" was used on this hour session,, morning ta-stes, being mo.stly on the mood commimicates itself in good
a^ time ca.,ie- from the commercial light, subdued, romantic ballad side. measure to the home listener, even
segments usually occupied by ''Stel- Plugs are given, straight treatment, though the latter is aware he is
la Dallas." "Young Widdor Brown"
with no over-emphasis or kidding, mi.ssing much of the fun. Program
and "Backstage Wife."
Herjii.
either.
is broken up cleverly, with a musiResult wa.s a restful, smooth-flow-:
cal trio and a gue.st singer intering/ hour that cfeated and sustained
polating numbers. Support they get
a holiday mood. Unmarred by corn- ABC CHRISTMAS PARTY
from all audience clapping hands in
merciai anhdpncements and a min- Writers: Welbonrtie :KBlley, others
time to their music also suggest the

Madeleine Lee,
Jackie Diamond, Aian Devitt, Ju^
Hernandez, Elliott Sullivan,
alio
Barclay, Hester Sonderl.ouisc
Kiiarde, Adelaide Kline, Mildred
Paul
Peterson,
Carol
CliiUon,
.

.

Polter

WrilorrVroduccr: Arnold Hartley
SO Mlns., Tues. (24), 9:30 p.m.

wov.

N. y,
Arnold Havlley, WOV'.s proHfam
directo!:. wlio-se contribution to radii'^s iHeraUire hJis b.feeiv t
quenl. diiKiiig ,the past year. m-^de a
nolalile re-enlry on Ghristmas Eve
when he nre-wnlcd as the station's
paiiicipatlon in thq i'liletide season
one of his finer creative efforts to
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Willoughby Machine & Tool Co.
WTAM, Cleveland
A pleasant quarter hour of supper
music delightfully framed around
the "June in January", theme is the
over
show
commercial
newest
WTAM, Although the; music of
Henry George's orchestra is a bit
thin,

the

ningham

vocal

trio

Sisters

,

of

,

the

makes

,

Cun-

listening

'

easy.

(j;.

For the
gift: of

stars

Car-^

Walter T/ionipsoii)
fifth annual lime, Elgin
its, Christmas Day
of variety and

to

two' hours

CBS

listeners

Wedr'icsday

There was a little bit of somefor everybody, m a potpourri
comedy, tirama, longhair and pop
music, carols and spirituais, : Tl-ie
(2,5).

,iijr,j,

,

,

but with most of its standbys
back.
A more imaginative foi-ni'at
might have Avoven ail these acts together into a central theme, appropriate to so special a holiday as
act,

i

Christmas— as

P&G

did, for' inslance,

with its soapers on Tiiunks[ilvliig
Day.. The Elginjtes passed up the
opportunity, however, giving its, 'listeners instead the usual fare.
But
it
was goOd fare, in typical choice

segments of Bob Hope or Edgar
Bergen humor, Benny Goodman or
Paul uninhibited: quality: of the occasion. Bob Crosby music, a Ginny Sinnns
But what really carries the show song, a Roy Rogers ballad, the
is
the emceeing of Willie Bryant, comedy of Amos 'n' Andy: or the
wlio is glib, gay, prying but never quips Of Alan Reed, tlio Wagnerian
ofTensive, and who carries the pro- soarings of Met tenor Set Svanholm,
gram through writh nary a sugges- or the piano toolings of Victor
The ABC Christmas Party, done tion of condescension or racial slant. Borge. There wasn't too much origifor an hour and a half on the holi- Show is constructed in the form of nality in the presentation, one act
day eve, could have been a shiny a "Harlem Hospitality Club," with seguing into another with only a
showcase of the web's wares, hav- Bryant as the Grand Mogul and bare introduction from emcee Don
ing on it as it did much of the net's High Potentate, and Maceo Birch aa .\meche. A dramatic bit on Handel
most touted talent. But loose script- the secretary,. The studio audience and his "Messiah," towards the
ing, wobbly direction and generally are the "members," with the lucky seventh furlong,
made amends in
creaky production made of it a dis- sisters or brothers who are called bringing some point to the otherjointed melange which, while it on getting handsome presents for wise free-for-all show.
contained some good spots, could tlieir appearance and participation.
Comniercials were frequent but
have kept very few listeners tied
Thursday's (26) program was a not too intrusive or annoying, and
While one scripter, good sample of program's appeal and a couple of them were worked
to the dials.
Klejley, did an overall Bryant's neat han(iling.
"Members"
and dabs were: done brought to the mike included a
by the regular writers of many of "sister" from Jamaica, B.W.I. with a
tlie
shows—with corresponding re- penchant for giggling, who found
sult.
West Indies men more "capable"
High point on the broadcast was than Harlemites; a 59-year-old, 230a short piece done in the name of pound woman from Florida who was
"Theatre Guild on the Air." in which going on a diet, hoping to snare a
Basil Rathbone and Geraldine Fitz- yoinig man around 23, and a 69gerald were starred in Stephen Vin- year-old North Carolinian who had
cent Benet's beautifully: meaningful been a Gold Star Mother on a trip
"A Child Is Born." Low point came to France in 1930. Bryant's kidding
when a pair of remotes were hoolted with the first two on their ages,
to mikes in the homes, respectively, romantic leanings, etc., and serious
ot Tom Breneman on the Coast and handling of the third woman, was
Don McNeil in Chi. These two eifective contrast. Gimmick of havmasters of breakfast airers were ing three middle-aged femme "memabout as fiinny as soggy bacon. In bers" walk around the 1.200-seated
between zenith and nadir came vari- Savoy ballroom to pick their "dream
ous doings ranging from the medi- man of the afternoon" and Bryant's
ocre to tile trite.
treatment of trio and man, was a
Waller Winchell delivered a plati- good stunt, lending itself to much
tudinous sermon, J. Scott Smart ribbing, Bryant's musical trio, and
("The Fat Man") cast his character his guest Beulah Bryant, also preBrov.
in a -boring burlesque, and Henry sented some smart music.
Morgan did imitations which were
supposed to rib various types of
THE WAYNE KING SHOW
radio shows but.. in the main, ribbed
With Nancy Evans, Billy Leach,
only Henry Morgan. Chuck Lauck
Franklyn Mac Cormach and John
and Norris,Goft ("Lum 'n' Abner")
McCormick, announcers
did okay with a special little XmasProducer-Director: Hal Miller
number.

Welbourne

clevely

I

continuity, bits

Both

Whiteman and Don

routine,

as

with

in telling

—

Louisville Ray Shannon, for: the
past two years program coordinator
of WHAS, has resigned,
effective
Jan. 1. He left for the Coast Sunday
(29) where he intends to locate and
engage in private business.

Writer: Mort Hall
30 Mins.; Sat., 9:45 p.m.

ELGIN-AMERICAN
WBBM-^CHICAGO

(Weiss & Gellef)
The same format used on the
summer replacement show for JimWilson hiy Durante and' again for the platter program for, Frederic
Ziv is
used here to the tune of a half-hour
of sweet and restful mu.sic in a vein
so typical of Wayne King that it has
long been a tonal signature for

i

|

identification.

Definitely not for the jive jumpthe mood is dominated by the
strmg: section and the .sax. Opening
theme, as always; "The Waltz You
Saved For Me,'; wa.s followed by 10
numbers. Included w^ere "Vienna

erSj

FOR THESE WE SPEAK
With Paul Ford, Elizabeth Morgan,
Ellen Dunlap, Abbey Lewis, Helen
Choate,

the

time, or Bob Hope's bit about payBron.,
ing up for a watch.

i

|

the best of their emcpeing
chores, but they had little worthy
Bing
themselves..
extending
of
Crosby closed the overlong program
with a reading from tlie Bible.
Cars.

made

STATION SAYS

into

Mortimer Snerd's troubles
|

|

-

.

'

Bob Denton, narrator

Writers: Jack Neher, Alex Sareyan
Director: Drexel Hines
15 Mins.; Mon., 9:15 p;m..
Sustaining
WINS, N. Y.
Presented under the auspices of
the New 'York committee of the National Mental Health Foundation,

Life."

"One Mornmg

"Pretty

Girl

May" and

In

Like

Is

a

Melody,"

which last included a solo by King
on his gold sax-— just like the old
Aragon days.
Evelyh Davis teatured- a lusty violin,, .with" "Dark
Eyes" and "Russian ,Lullaby" being
backed by the stroftg,string section.
this series of dramats is designed to,
The vocal contribs were a smooth
shed some light on psychiatric prob- and: smoky "./hat Is Thi.s Thing
lems and upset some of the popular Called Love" and "Buttermilk Sky"
prejudices towards mental cases that from Nancy Evans and
a regaling
have been a hangover from the
Derry Duin^' and "Let It SnoW'V
Middle Ages. A group, of 18 indies from Billy Eeach. In between gaa,
are, airing this laudable series of
commercial- and cbntinuity, went
transcriptions which are also being through with excellent timing.
plcked^up by the Canadian BroadThe aud respon.se gimmick is a
casting, System.
giveaway of compacts to the women
Show is severely ^handicapped by who wrjte the most interesting rea-

,,:,,,

,

,

.

,

'
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HEADS BETTER THAN

When

Cleveland's

:

.

.

,

:foF

you

WJW

.

,

sfati on carries

the ball

15-m:i'riute, time: limitation which- sons -a'^ to why they wi.sh to hear a
hardly enough to permit anything certain song played. So far these
beyond a few quick story brush reasons haven't been put on the
strokes.
Opening session, entitled air. '"Aunt Milly and the Family Skeleton," w&s: themed to the, idea that

the

every program packs a triple threiat'^

.

super

medium!

When

;^ain:'an'

potent

salesman,

WJW

calls

.

.',

,,;

advertising

your sales-signals

no disgrace. :Story,
which revolved around a small town
family which was forced, to commit
rtiental illness

:

viable position-f-an enviable

,

is

gives you three-way service as master en-

tertainer,

you

CHIEF

lis-

is:;

JOLLY BILL AND JANE
With

;

I

tener .Acceptance

in

a great

market

.

.

GleVeland
[

BAilC

ABC Network
c

REPRESENTE:-

sil

IMAM

! WW
Wf
WW
WW

IftAJf

ONflLLV

BY

its mcnbers ,to,a state institution for. the nientally illj pointed up
the irrationality of the, erhbarrass^
ment flowing from such a necessity.

one o£

Th,esping and scripting were high
calibre and show, despite its frank
public service pitch,, should garner
a considerable atnount of average
dialer interest.
In a brief intro to the story, Mrs.
Franklin D. Roosevelt also slres.sed
the falsity of the ancient notions
still currtiiit about insanity, Hcrru.
;

BSQ KC

5000 Waf«s
'

--ADlE'-BEED

COMPANY

:

.

llarreli,
Charles
Franklin. Larry Robertson
Producer: Ilarrell
90 Mins., Tucs. (25), 10 p,m.
Sustaining
WJZ-ABCf N., Y. -

Directors:

Company sponsors a gas-conversion
burner, and hence .the June irt January theme which is used to tie the
musical program together. Orchestra
could use additional, pieces to supplement 'its eight instruments and
lend more tone to their numbers.
All told, the 15-minutes, contains five
musical numbers, two by the or- in-the-tall-grass
chestra, two by the trio and one
Wherever there was rhusic. it was
Announcing and good, Paul Whiteman's orch, and
both.
utilizing
commercial by Dick Roll is treated chorus carrying their share well,
With professional clarity and nice and Harry Lubin's combo on the
Mark.
change of gab.
Coast coming in with expert licks.
Patrice Munsel's singing was tops.

CLEVELAND'S

orchestra-

Ken

Watch presented

.

'

Bring

Ameche, emcee;

ELGIN WATCH CO.
WCBS-CBS, N. y.

,

;

i

;

Don

,

;

Lou

Robinson,

pentcr, announcer
Writers: Ed^Helwick, .lean ilolloway
Co-pruducers: Earl Ebl, .lohn Christ
no Mins.; Wed. (2,5), 4 p.m.

)i

I

|

He called ..la new play "Noel,
Noel," aiid I',. is Noel rang out. truths:
that ra.sped becau.se .bt their very
..L,
truth, and lingered by, the urgency
As, Christmas
oC tlieir demands.
Eve fare goes,' Hartley's play was
not wrapped in tWe gura .of calm
Peace and .feopdwUl
and beauty.
were magiliftod by their absence,
In telling the simple story ,oI Joseph and, Mary and: the -Birtiv, the
beauty o£ the symbolism ;faded:
"Noel, Noel" turned into an analogy
whereby the: i>resent-day chaos in
the countries torn asUnder by po'
litical
plotting, monopolistic con:niving and hunger, misery and de,5pair threw inta sharp relief the
atter failure of the message that imum of idehtifving spiels, the Sesthe Bethlehem tale rings, forth on sion remained in a devotional groove
GhrLstmas Eve.!
during which, time a talent past, in-;,
First in China, then, in Greece, eluding Thomas L. Thomas, Donald
and again in Spain, Hartley's "Noel", Dame, Margaret Daum, Jean Dickcontrasted the turmoil of the deci- enson, Evelyn MacGregor, Bob. Hanmated countries with the promise of non and orchestra and chorus linBut it was der direction of Victor Young renthe clear starlit night.
in hi.s closing episode at Flushing dered a variety of religious tunes
Meadows in the empty chamber of ranging from the pop carols to the
the
UN sanctuary that Hartley weightier classics.
found the characters that' best spoke
Frank Hummort took the correct
Three line in conceiving a low-keyed
his message to Americans.
foreign -born charwomen and the tempo, inasmuch as the show was in
:American: grandchild of one of direct competition with the first half
them, ill a symbolic mock session, of the Elgin show which carried
made a plea for the hopes <Sf achiev- top-flight comies in its entourage.
ing the peace as envisioned by the
The program provided almost a
shepherds at the first Noel .and, n6\v continual flow of music, with sufbeing fought for so desperately.- at ficient variety to sustain interest,
the IJN assembly.,
and in keeping with the religious
Fortunately, "Noel" was "given a spirit of the holiday.
Jose.
full-bodied production, and the casting, directing and musical background were superior to that gen- .lUNE IN .lANUARY
production With
erally allowed by
Henry George's Orchestra,
outlays. Hartley cornered some of
Cunningham Sisters; Dick Roll,
the top acting talent around New
announcer
York and directed them to their Producer: Bob Spencer
top capacities.
Rose.
1.5 Mins.; Tburs., 6:30 p.m.
,

Sons of Pioneers, Benny Goodman

and Sextet, Charioteer!)/ Amos and
Andy, Alan Reed, Bob Crosby and
orchestrai Set Svanholm, Frances

'

i

-

1947

1,

ELGIN CHRISTMAS SHOW

With Bob Hope, Edgar Bergen,. Cass
Dalejv Ginny Simms, Boy Rogers

:

•

idatlS;:

HARLEM HOSPITALITY CLVH

BOB SMITH SHOW

GLORIOUS CHRISTMAS
Bell,

,

WcdneBday, January

REVIEWS

NOEL. NOEL
Willi Richard

]

.

13

Bill Steinke, Pat Pi chard,
Eloise Rowan, organist
Mins.; 5-5:15 p.m., Mon.-Thru..

Fri.

,

,.,,:•

Sustaining

KPO, San Francisco
Bill Steinke, former New York
Mirror cartoonist and an NBC network favorite way-baek-when, l,s
off^j-ing his "Jolly Bill and Jane"
show to a large audience of the pigtail-and-scooter set, if gauged by the
fan .mail which is pouring in from
kids and parents alike. Mail U hit(Continued on page 30)
,

ed cashman
HOLLYWOOD

,

-

RADIO

trcdnceday, Janwary 1, 1947

^SPR,

WMAS

NOVEL TRIO BIDS FOR
INDIE STATION OKAY

Defend

Operations Vs. Claim Of

Snafued
Indictment of

Springfield,

WSPR

overall charges
both stations lacked radio news
with
counter
"know-how," they
completely
a
claims of rendering

WMAS. Answering

plication for a new indie station has
been made to the
by a combination of local personalities that
is unique in the trade and certain
to cause some raised eyebrows here
if okayed. Request to the FCC comes

that

emergency news

FCC

from the innocently-named Beverly
Hills Broadcasting Co., representing
as its three major stockholders, A.

servicing

Lester Kelley,
Co.;

job.--;

-

In

Revamp on Mutual

Hobert Donahue, station manager
Springneld's CBS outlet,
for WMAS,
"We are not operating our
says'
striking renews service to suit the
group. On the
porters, nor any other
experience we're
basis of years of
can of putting
dbing the best job we
anything we thinl? will be
oft the air
value to any sizeable
of lntere.st or
portion of our audience. As we see it,
and some
that is our obligations
people—in fact, a lot of people, go
doing an exso far as to -say we're

Howard

of the

Kelley Kar

Tullis, of the Tullis Co,,

an advertising agency, and Harold
Anderson, partner in the toney Beverly Hills hotel.

Kelley outfit is one of the town's
heaviest air time spenders.
The
Tullis Co. handles a sizeable chunk
of the accounts now scattered among
the local indiei. .The hostelry, too,
is
an advertiser. The triumvirate
should be successful for obvious
reasons.
-

is changing the format of his
show, reducing his .shows to two
days a week, but adding 31 station.s

Points to Hopes for Decent Coin

tual,

Albany, Dec. 30.
only $35,000, and most of this goes
being held by some for salaries, although the salaries are
not at all what they might be. Heft number of radio
New berer gets, only $6,500 a year (plus a
York ;State Radio Bureau may get a 14% cost-of-living bonus), and he
decent budget from the State for the has a staff of five, including three
the Mutual news staff. Until now
next fiscal year, giving it an oppor- writers.
he has worked outside the Mutual
tunity to function as it should..
news room, using Associated -Press
Bureau, it's felt, should have a
For a while, the bureau, after it
material exclusively.
was set up more than a year ago, got staff of about 18 people and a total
With the same sponsor bankrolling
budget of about $440,000 for a year.
a skeptical reception, especially from
him, he will be on only Tuesdays
While
it's not expected that the Legoperators of stations in New York
and Thursdays. But through the use
islature will spring for quite that
City and in the other larger cities
of the news bureau's facilities, he
around the state. Most felt it was maximum program, it is hoped that'
will pick up remotes from any spot
the
solons
here may up the bureau's
intended to be some kind of a speararound the world where hot or
head for ballyhooing Gov. Thomas E. budget to at least $200,000 for the
interesting news- is 'happening.
next fiscal year, to give it a chance
Dewey's political aspirations.
to his coverage.

Change, going into effect tonight
(Tuesday) puts Hale virtually on

Hopes

politicos

are

and by

people around the state that the

Since last April, however, when
Miler Heberer, former prof of radio
and speech at Kansas State College,
Albany, Dec. 30.
appointed director of the bureau,
WOKO, which was to go off the was
much
of that skepticism has, been
air Feb. 1 in accordance with a US.
Opposing them, however, is es- Supreme Court decision of Doc. 9 dissolved. Feeling now seems to be
almost
universal among ops of the
tablished indie, KWKW, which seeks upholding an FCC edict to deny a
in the state that there is
69
stations
the same channel, 830, Now operat- license renewal because of concealed
cellent job."
the latter seeks a .switch ownership evidence, has, been grant- a real place for the bureau. Trouble
Howard S. Kcefe, promotion man- ing on 1430,
with
it now is that it operates on a.
-and a power change from 1,000 to ed another temporary extension—

ABC's outlet, WSPR,
for
ager
charges that a total misconception
exists concerning the function of

29

Shoestring Budget for N.Y. Bureau

Hollywood, Dec. 30.
Arthur Hale, gabber doing a threeHollywood hucksters have added a times-a-week, 15-minute, 7:30 p.m.
Mass., new gimmick to broadcasting. Ap- news show for Richfield over Mu-

News Coverage

for snafued news covlocSl stations
current three-months
«ra«e during
town's dailies, is rethe
of
strike
and
execs of
butted by

adequate

Arthur Hale News Show

WOKO GETS EXTENSION

5,000 watts. Believed to have ap- until Mar. 1.
plied previously,
may upFCC notice of extension was isnewspaper strike. set what promises to be a happy sued "pending action of the mandate
of the Supreme Court."
making no attempt picture for some.
to supersede the dailies, and only
has the avowed intention of providing emergency service in- giving

KWKW

radio during the
Radio, he says, is

to

do

its stuff.

•

Heberer's bureau sends out spot
announcements, packets mes.sages on

safety, health, etc., for state departments, and plans some transcriptions.
These are all placed on stations on- a
cuffo basis.
A plan is under wdy
also to siphon to the radio stations
around the state .some of the state's
folding money. The State Publicity
shoestring.
Bureau currently spends money for
advertising resorts, etc., in magazines
$6,500 for Chief
For the fiscal' year ending March and newspapers, but none of this
31, 194T, the bureau has a budget of coin goes to radio.
•

.

:

widest possible' di.s.semination of es-

news,
Keefe adds: "For many a long
day there has existed on the part of
newspapers in general an utter lack
of cordial regard for radio. That
feeling has not been reciprocated,
because it has been the conviction of
radio broadcasting that it is in no
to
replace the
wise predestined
newspaper,. It cannot, in our judgement; nor shall it ever; This local
emergency seems to have presented
to many holding membership in the
'Fourth Estate' what they consider
'See! What
an' opportunity to say:
did we tell you?' There must be
and
agreement on the obligation
the extent of it^placed upon radio
stations in this community by the
discontinuance of publication of its

sential

—

four daily and one Sunday newspapers; there must be such agreement
before the evaluation of radio's success in meeting that obligation may

be rightfully made,"

'Aldrich'Dttoto'GoUve"
For March Dimes Trek

.

Jackie Kelk and Ezra Stone, of
the "Aldrich Family" air show, will
"go live" when the two stars embark on a tour of the hospital circuit to put on a "Henry and Homer"
routine for wounded vets. Second
junket on March of Dimes will follow.

Tour tees off Jan, 3-4 in Lyons,
N. J.; 5-6 in Coatesville, Pa.; 7 in
Newcastle, Del.; 10-11 in Richmond,
Va.; 12 at Mount Alto Hospital,
Washington, and 13-14 at Newton
D. Baker Hospital, Salisbury, West
Va.
-

MOD

tour will start Jan, 17 at
Hartford, and follow with Boston;
Atlanta, Cleveland, Detroit, Louisville

OF BETTER SERVICE TO

AND

LISTENERS

WGN

ADVERTISERS

and Chicago.

An
Space for Sale
s: Continued from page

Zl

s

Sunday evening tim. opens up when
•Hires moves to CBS and the 7:30 to
8 Sunday niglit slot is also for sale.
The morning 0 to 12:30 time is sold
out solid. Station-time co-ops fill
12:30 to 2:30, and in
there's only one hour

the afternoon

program of expanded radio

re-

ception and facilities will be carried out

by

aggressive

WGN

in 1947.

Our new

WGNA, will be in operation. Our new building
will

move towards

open— 15 min-

utes of "Ladies Be Seated"
3:45 to 4:30 periods.
But
nights
has open 8:15

ABC

and the

Monday
to 8:30,

Tuesday
10:15 to 11.
8:30 and 9:30 to 11
Wednesday nights, 8:15 to 9:30.
Thursday nights, 8:30 to 11. Friday
nights, 8 (» 8:3?). Saturday nights, 8
to 8:30 and 13 to 11.
» to 10 and

television station,

studio

facilities.

furnish

FM

completion with additional

WGNB

listeners

will continue to

with top programming.

nights, 8:15 to

'^We look forward to a year of even greater
service to the middle west

and our advertisers.

Sunday afternoon is all
Sunday evening 8:45 to 9
sale.
Daytime commercial

lUutual:
sold out.

for
vacancies include 11

is

cently
11:45

made network

to

11:30

time);

(open Tuesdays

(reto

ll-,30

Thursdays); 2:15 to 2:30 in the afternoon
3 to 3:30, 3:3d to 4 and S to 5:15
Open nighttime slots (network time

and

starts at 8:30) include: Monday, 9:30
to 10; Tuesdays, 8 to 8:30 and 9:30
to 10:15 (latter an immovable sustainer); Wednesdays, 0 to- 8:30 and
9:30 to 10:30; Thursdays, a to 9 and
10 to 10:30; Fridays, 8 to 9 and 9:30
to 10; Saturdays, 8:30 to 10:30.

CHICAGO il

ji Clear Channel Station

ILLINOIS

Serving the Middle West

50.00dWttW

On Your

Dial

MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
3M
New
*

*

Kaetern S«Ic« Office:
East 42nd Street,
York 17, N. Y.
W«t CoutRcpreacntativea: Keenan and Eicbelberg
335Man««oiiicrySt., SanFniiKi(co4 • 411 W. Fifth St., Los Anftclca

U

.

—

,
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1,

30

10 ABC SUSTAINERS'

Radio Reviews
KPO

far north as
Washington state with obvious approval of this non^-blood and thunr
the
dCf five timos weelcly eiMC
tradition d£ llie kid shows which
prospered before the "Tennessee
Jed," "Tom Mix," "Superman" and

ting

from

as^

took over.

.

"

I

„

,

llsing: Frisco's famed "Cable Cars
as a device to, "transport" his to liis
lealm ot daily fantasy. Jolly Bill

weaves his

t

'

bi,

Each day top composers.
.
Acting was also on a high level
he also invites his young listeners
send jn drawings' on suggested: with Giiplanwalking off with the
Clifsubjects, mentioning the names of Honors as the husband.: Eileen;
vincing
con
most
are
ford as the wife was
the moppet-contributors as they,
The formula used by and. RObcTt Goodier, Gerald Rowan,
received.
Steinke is almost as old as radio Rudy Stoeckel and others maiii.lt!iel£''but.jt' is a welcome relief from
ta ined the' high -level of the producLa20,,
some -Of the gory goo that is handed tion.

stations for a

who

da\s, after Jan. 29.

Caplan was supeib. Not a
little of the .success was-due to score
b\ Alcxanrter Biolt, one of Canada's
tion

with his .expan-

jries

that respect, behind four of the town's independent local outlets.
These are among a mass o£ figures, embracing a 600-page report with
18,000 entries, made up for the New York market by Radio Reports, Inc.
This nionitoring outfit clocked and! counted the commercials on nine N. Y,

i

Iciller-dillers

IMidnight"

'-Gaptain

.

WOR

(Mutual) is tha
Among the four network flagships in New York,
only one that leads the city's principal Indies in the number ot commerThe NBC, ABC and CBS key stations in the city are all, ia
cials aired.

ABC

Ten

,

(

m

.

Inside Stuff-Radio

'SHUFFLE ALONG' TIME

shows, nearly all sus(ainers, are being "moved around in
hinting that he was not all there, etc
the next two weeks in a New Year's
Other gtty finally got conscienee- shufrie edict by veepee Adrian Samstruken and told the huhbaiid the
iMi, in charge of programming.
truth. Whcrovipori hubby did away
Paul Whiteman. Show, which has
with his wife.
Although familiar stuff, show was had the 8 p.m.,: Sunday time, goes
Ending to the 8 30-9 slot. Wednesdays, for a
a socko job commei'ciaJly/
fell
a
was slightly anti-eliriiadtiE and
couple of weeks, then will settle
tension
and
pace
little short of the
down into the 9-9-30 time, Wednesset through the w'hole play. ProducOther Sunday

Continued trom paKC 28

to

to

Wednesday

at 8:30.

bumped

'

:

to

,

:

night, "The O'Neills" going
into the 9:30 time, and Rex Maupin's
prcheslra into the 10 o'clock slot.

same

I

.

.

Commentj

Follow-up

,

Bert Lalir, Marlene Dietrich and
.sougsmith Arthur- Schwarti '(wotta
for his latest
"Time. Place, Girl"!)
Irailel-

POPULAR PLAYHOUSE
("Of Unsound Mind")
Rupert Caplan, Bob Goodier,
Gerald Rowan,
Eileen Clifford,
Rudv Stocckcl
Director-producer: Rupert Caplait
Writer: Harry Junkin
Music: Alexander Brott
30 Mins.; Xhurs., 8 p.m.

:Witli

•

,

Sustaining;

A

filrausical.

were

good

a

Lahr,

.hiis

"Gaslight

'

opus to the

in reverse describes
letter.

Harry Junkin

pertly written, flesh-creeping, piece
of work. Tension was held throughout for a compact and gripping 30min. .show.
What Junkin did here was to. take

a wife whose husband, a wounded
vet, had just been released from a
mental hospital, and make her the
villain of the piece. She'd been playing around with some other guy
While her mate was at war, and decided .to get 'him out of the way by
pointing out relapses in his memory,.

.
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WHIZ

production

IN ZANESVILLE

Toledo, Doc. 30.
Fort Industry Co., Toledo, has sold
WHIZ, Zanesville, to three Zanesville
men, subject to FCC approval. The
buyers are Orville B.' Littick, prosident of the Zanesville Publishing
Co.,
which publishes the Times
Recorder and the Signal; his brother
Clay Littick, secretary-treasuier and
busine.ss manager- of the firm, and
Ernest B. Graham,. Zanesville at-

,

It's true that not one officer of the
American Tobacco Co. writes Jack
Benny's program. Nor did Johnson
create Fibber McGeb and JJoUy

FORT INDUSTRY SELLS

'

pressing the Al JoLson albiims at $48.96 each—he has over 100
date— at World Broadcasting, as an independent proposition,
away from Barry Gray. Latter didn't want
to get complicated
(Decca was threatening suiti etc.) so turned everything over to Schy. The
Jolson album, is the result of an interview he did ad lib with the disk

Sig Schy
orders to

while waiting for a batch of wax to
boil.. It is highly improbable that
Lord 'Leverhulme has written, so
much as one usable ,gag. ..for, :,Bpb
Hope. -;
Producers Don't Write 'Em

I

I

^

.

.

,

,

,

jockey some months ago.

But how many plays have been
^ Charles B Dillingham or
rhcRive Guild" How many mo-

^^^^^^^^

,

.^.^^
]

Warnei

pictures have the

,

.

i

]

Whistler," mystery drama
that got its air audition on CBS during la.l summer's hiatus, has been
bought by Household Finance Co.
as replacement for "That's Finegan,"
.
Thursday's, 10:30-11 p.m.
Substitute goes in on CBS, except
in the Pacific area, March 20. On
the Coast, "Finegan" stays on for
another sponsor. Signal Oil Co.

Bro.s.

^ouis B. Mayer ever sweated out
They're
over a hot typewriter?
producers, angels, as U were, to .the
^^.g^jj^g
the theatre and

I

|

is

WOR

,

.

A service which is to specialize in public and private financing for the
radio industry has: been set up by Stark & Co., Inc., of New York. Outflt
will aLso handle negotiations for sale and purchase of radio properties,
Howard E. Stark, formerly with Lehman Bros., is prexy ot the firm; Stanley Rubin is veepee; Sonia Bram is secretary.

Pioneer Spirit

pictures. That's the role advertisers
•
play in radio.
•

How wisely they select the ptor
ductions they'll finance and how
wisely they cast them is the measure

!

many

there

ther,

their showmanship.
And this
measure is again measured by the
wisdom with which they choose the
t° "^^te and/or tarry on their
successes
Give radio back to the

'

Gontiuued from page 25
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tion into

of those shows.
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EFFECTIVE JINGLE SERVICE

YOUR Jingle Sung ^ or Written, Packaged, Produced:
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'LANNY & GINGER* GREY
545-5lh AVE., N. V. C.

-

AT. 9-4021

a

c
s

;

Fur-

there a personality, covering foreign
news' how?,'..;.

showmen? What showmen? The
""''^ who didnt have enough show-

Crystal Set Thinkingr
"Radio has hot taken the trouble
J^alize what they had to build a peace- world fraine, ql rWhad it? You don t have erence for its foreign
pick-ups.
'°
'"^^}' » stage-brace in
During the war. When Eel Murrovv
your mouth to be a .showman. It's came.
on with 'This Is London
* .'
a quality inherent in many men of
people knew, saw,; felt, sometimes
many calling.?. ' A doctor can be a •smelled and ta.sted London. Now
playwright.
MARKLE'S PLANS INDEF.
A sailor can be an guy comes on and says 'This Is Ber-a
Fletcher Markle passed through ^"^'lO'". A couple ot real estate op- lin,' but U isn't Berlin
it's a guy
New York enroute to Toronto for |^'"3t°rs can produce Broadway hits, reading sohiething frbtn some place,
Showmanship is merely the ability and that
holidays, sans mustache and not recplace could be New York or
ognized by some of his acquaintances to be successful in show business. Hollywood just as 'credibly.
The
If radio' is showbusiness, it is cerat' CBS where he directed a couple
novelty of li_slening to a man ju.st
of Workshops earlier in 1946.
He's tainly Successful showbusiness, or beoau.s'e he i.s in Berlin or Rio de
been with Orson Welles in Cali- hovi' is so much money, being made Janeiro, instead of New York or
it?
On this ba'sis the men who Washington, has long since worn off.
fornia and Mexico.
, ,
Future plans indef but director- make it successful are showmen and There were times when picking up
writer does not plan to slay in Can- thpse^men are, for the most part,. Cincinnati on a crystal set was also
either advertising men or men .seada where he made his rep.
exciting.. But both those excitements
lected and deputized by advertising
belong to a dead era. Only, in the
men to act for them, just as. all. cb- case
of foreign coverage, radio's imative people are selected and depuagination went dead with the era.
tized to work tor the capital behind
"Fdreign news can pay off, in pubany show.
lic service, and in sponsorship, if
Sonnetimes writers and producers
any one in radio tried to build it,
create independently and sell their
make it interesting, give it life and
creation to an advertiser.
Other showmanship.
The Hooporatings
advertisers prefer to employ skilled
might take six months Or so in reachwriters and producers to create
ing, reispectability.
But Fred Allen
specially for them. Whichever way
didn't land among the Top 15 overit works, it's working.
Just as it's night, either. The difference is that
always worked in the theatre and
111
mo.st typos ot service radio cares
in pictures. And if there's anything
about improvements. In the case of
wrong with radio under the present foreign hews,
radio has convenientSetup ..it's in direct, proportion to
ly folded up and died. But 'lilie blame
what's wrong in every other prois not the listener's; it's the broadfo.'^ional, artistic and business setup.
casting industry's."
..

i

i
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NEED MONEY?
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HM-M'M?
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'^ey
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Baltiviore,

Maryland

—

Ralph Powers, who wakes

!

m

up Maryland 6 days a
week, asked for contribu-

toward an airplane

tions

-

,

,

,

.,

.

i

j

•

DO YOU

there.

Elmer Davis because the personalitfes had been built up.
Where is

i

0.
lu

a RADIO'S MOST COMPLETE,

continuity

People listen to Gabriel Heatter or

of

"The

LOU CLAYTON

is attempting to build good will for
products by supplying cuffo live shows to newcomer radio stations in
The plattery sends shows comprised of its talent rosier and
staff to preeming-' stations for live inaugural programs.
In
return, it's presumed that Cap gets an edge m purchases of di-sks and
library .service.
Those .stations already benefiting are KLOK, San Jose,
and KIST, S.uila Barbara; KOAT Albuquerqe, and KTRC, Santa Fe. The
latter IS now being lined up, with Cap paying the freight.

its

.

,

!

'Whistler' Vice 'Finegan'
Ml).

Capitol Records and Transcriptions

i

.

.

,

H

sell.

|

v
lorney.
Littick said the station would be
operated independently of the PubApplication has
lishing concern.
been made for approval of the transfer Jan. 1

(0,

m

;

'.

glistens, isn't

m

.

:

'

necessarily a gold, mine, and:, the peculiar';
public loeling that millions are to be made in radio station operation can
the we-st. In a town not
be vividly disproved, as witness one example
too distantly north and east o'f Hollywood there's an indie station that' has
its year of existence dropped $40,000 tor its owners.
A locale that never
really rated its own outlet, it is one of the, many getting the flrst or an
additional station, thanks to the blind eagerness of veterans and others,
plus the large.sse of the FCC. Without thought to results so long as appUcants quality lindcr the regulations, the FCC is ladeling^out .stations at
«ii accelerated pace.
Green newcomers to the business and, in some cases,
those with a foot m-^and no business brains, Le.j announcers, engineers,
et al, are stepping in.
Foregoing is a prime example of an engineer gone
owner-manager— with serious regrets, and who would now just as eagerly

parlay on Hildogafde's show*.
t 6.
a fuimy iwan always, again came, into j.day at 8 to Sund
d'^n as a guester,;: and again j
brings up the question anew how.j
come he couldn't click as headman
.Phil Karrisof his owri .sh6w.
j
Alice Fay e .not only getting' -better
with their own: Fitch half -hour, but
Continued from page 23
almost makes, ths kade forget why
was NBG nervous about their they took :Over. The tact that so
Hooper.?... .WihCheU;. getting mel- calied showmen have not come up
:10w? But mellow or not, in print or with any showmanship powerful
oh the air, his stuff's punchier, than
enough to wrest audience interest
ever.,: Must-^ be the Florida climate.
from commercial programs, seem.s to
offer altthe proof necessary.
.

antenna that

.

took the familiar I'm-going-to-drivej'ou-niits theme used so successfully
for sock b.o. etTect in the flicker
"Gasligiit" and turned out an ex-

ic

An

.

CBS Trans-Canada
this

WB

WCBS, and WQXR.

night. "Fat Man" goes into the 88:30 p.m. time Fridays. "So You
Want to Lead a Band" also goes to
Monday night, sit 9:30, vacating its
old Thursd^iy night time. And "Court
Of Missing :Hcirs" moves from Fri-

,

'

WOR, WHN, WNEW, WMCA, WINS, WNBC, WJZ,

as follows:

stations

"The Fat Man" vacates the Monday night at 8:30 time lor "New
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes,"
which moves over from Saturday

•

.

U

competitive picture ot payola plugs in the market. II proves the contention of the flagships that they don't crowd so many commercials into their.,
schedules, since some of them take no spot business at all with the possible
exception of time signals.
In the order of the number of commercial.s, the log li.sts the nine leading

/

:

night shows are bean hour later the

Two Tuesday
ing

.

but bv super-dilper spine chillers.
Supporting Steinice is Pat Prichard
who, using a juvenile falsetto, simu.lates the role" o£ Jolly Billls "niece"
to good eftect. She handles the song
end and the femme chatter. Eloise
Bowen, organist, provides eompe'..Ted;
tent musical suppori.

week, Dec. 4-10, logging every commercial by type, length,
including every siirer frbm 7 a.ra, to
it, at what time,

shows being switched are: '"Stump
Warning that the log shows, primarily "the commercial traffic on tha
the Authors," :to Thursday at 9:30;
"The Clock,"/ into "Stump" place, stations and, to some extent, the nature ot that traflic," but not the dollar,
Sunday at '7:30, aivc" "Willie Piper,", volume of the commercial business on the stations, RR does indicate the

sive voice to good effect,

.

delivered

p.m., during the period.

fund during the war. The

,

river

of

money

poured

in

bought not a

,

;

.

assembly

—not

that
tail

motor

a

but two Martin Bombers!

For

WFBR

is

a

living,

breathing radio station not

j

:

just

spot

a

WFBR

on

diaL

a

offers all the gla-

!

I

,

I

mor

Radio

of

smaller

City

in

studio

replica

j

,

None

'

is

perfect.

If advertisers sometimes butt into
the jobs of the writers .and directors,, so,
too, does the money on
!;Broadway and in Hollywood dictate
to, the creative echelon. But
advertising men are attacked for doing
what bankers and other angels do.
Actually the only real difference is
that radio, with the deference it
owes to its elders and the selfcon.soiousncss ot youth, defends itself from attack by apologizing, It's
time radio stopped apologizing and
started blowing as hard as most big
successes blow,
,

audiences -— product dis-

plays—all the plusses that

]

[

I

I

|

was under option for soine time with
the Theatre Guild has'now passed
into hands ot Eddie Dowling for
prospective Broadway production,
Wylie,- radio
program supervisor

.

Champions! They ought to name
one of these games the Wheaties Bowl!"

'Say! Speaking of

Wylie Play to Dowling
Max Wylie's play on India which

at Young & Rubicam and
ot novelist Philip Wylie,
takes a .strong anti-imperialist Slaiit
in his play, it's said,

employed
brother

j

r

I

|

Wylie

is

emergency

just, out. of hOSjpital after

op.

smart

advertisers

and buy.

WFBR.
or

It

on

tise

want

to adver-

Station

Ask.the Blair

write

more.

pays

Radio

WFBR,

man

Balti-

.

,
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OKCHKSTRAS-MUSIC

MGM Records to RoO in Jan.; 20th-Foxl

81

Road, In-Town Salary Differences

Producer^Compeser

Arthur Schwartz

To Buy Jack Robbins' 26%
Sliortly after the new year Metro*
expects to have its decks cleared in
Records will
directions.

in

Pub

Cos.

January, utilising
start pressing in
as merchanthe Zenith radio stores
long negodising outlets, and the
Century-Pox
20th
f*""
dc«l
tiatinf!
Jaclc

fibbbins, interest for the same $675,bought
000 gross aroount for which it
Idea is to make a
oiit Robbins.
profit from 20th-Fox's more jistive

participation in the publishing adjunct.. 'While 20th has about 11 .more

years to go under a 20-year contract
with Robbins-Feist-Miller, it's been
an bpen secret that Jt couldn't control

Mack Gordon

songsaniths.

its

segued to Bregman-Vocco-Conn, for
When an Ira Gershwin
instance.
does n score (such as the upcoming
;"Mi:SS Pilgrim") that means he pubhis own Max Dreythrough
lishes it
fus connections.

Even Metro couldn't keep Harry
Warren happy and had to set up a

company

subsidiary

for

that song-

smith, after buying ofl E. H, (Buddy)
Morris' hold on Warren for around
$50,000.

.

Joe Moskowitz and Bill Michel for
20th-Fox, and Lep Friedman and
Charlie Moskowitz for Loew-Metro
are consummating the details whereby both film companies become partnered in the. music publishing firms
more actively.
However, they will not be linked
in MGM Records which outfit is
*under Moskowitz-Friedman's general
executive supervision, with Marvin
Schenek, Frank Walker, Henry Myerson and Jesse Kaye (Hollywood)

handling the taleni. Latter includes
Xauritz Melchior, Kate Smith, Jimmy
Dorsey and eventually is expected
to bring in many Metro film person^
alities of the calibre of Judy Garland,. Jose Iturbi, Gene Kelly, et al..
when contractual commitments permit.

Harriman, Aquarium Op,
Buys Mardi Gras, N.Y. Site
Ben Harriman, operator of the
Acjuarium Restaurant, New York,
has bought the building housing the
Mardi Gras and expects to occupy
the site in early February; Talent
policy and name for a cafe he expects to open on the Mardi CJras
site hasn't been selected yet. Harri-

Robbins' 20%
to
(Robbins,
irjlerest in the Big Three
and Miller Music Corps.)
'Feist
will be consummated. Robbins' slice
purchased
was
by
firms
three
the
of
Metro six months ago.
Metro will sell to 20th-Fox the

over

talte

Create Payoff Problem for Maestros

"The Dreyfus Case"
(an intimafe closeup of the one

'

MGM

two

presents

In

and only Max Dreyfus)
*

Various top name maestros
of the

41 St A nniversary

Number

Minneapolis, Dec,

i

Harry Finklestein, Mardi Gras" op,
been notified to move his operations early in January.
Meanwhile, reports have been current that the Aquarium had beeri
sold

to

a

Harriman

cafeteria firm.

and

;

30.

After hitting back at the; Sunday ment to musicians.
It's all caused by
Tribune for. running a letter over a the :fa,ct that, no matter
how " they
name which could not be identified look, at the, problem of getting .costs
in the city directory, which criticised
down to more reasonable levels, a
the musicians' union here for its d'emusician working .in town and one
mands for standby musicians at the I working the road are two different
municipal auditorium,. George, Murk,.| personalities,
and the twain just
Union president, declined the news- won't meet
at certain pay levels.
paper's invitation to use its columns
With rooms o^ the road that went
to eJiplain the union's position pubat one time for $l.!iO a night now
licly.',
calling for $3 and up, meals just
Letter, published in the paper's about doubled in price, and laundry
forum column, challenged the union and other necessities difficult and
to justify its demands. Murk's only
expensive, a road salary that looked
explanation to the Tribune was that mighty attractive prewar won't keep
"the musicians' union is democrati- musicians in smokes these days. A«

,.

,

Out Next Week

also owns the Metropole, nearby restaurant which iises. old-time
song and music talent.
lias

-

their managers, faced with, the problem of reducing operating .costs to
coincide with reduced b.6; takes, are
cudgeling their brains endeavoring
to work out trick methods' of pay-

Minn. AFM Local Refuses
Debate With Newspaper

man
|

Formula to Cut Operating Costs

*

*

on editorial feature

1

Years

After 35

..

BerlinsTopSong

.

;

.

I

|

emphatically

denies

it

saying that

the name band showcase will con-r
tinue. Gene Krupa and Louis Prima
have contracts to open there to toU
low the current Lionel Hampton.

Is 'White

Xmas

:.

cally-operated, that its declsioris are a result, maestros aro.having a diffiBy ABEL GREEN
made by a majority vote and that .it cult time making in-town and outsaga of a single, popular song, does not discuss questions or policies of-town
salaries coincide with the
in the newspapers, but on the union' sums they want to pay on an average
floor."
over a period.
One leader is trying to develop an
(Plus $16,000
idea whereby his men will get so
than a third-of-a-century as a songmucb' over scale for one. job, the
Shifts
Berlin finds that this song, Charlie
overage applying to another on
Mclntyre Orch smith
wiutten as part of a Paramount picwhich he won't be able to afford a
Though the Cosmopolitan Records ture score ("Holiday Inn") some five
Rep.,
In
high price. This figuring, however,
label has, during the past month: or years ago, is not only his all-time
is
constantly being interrupted by
so, been doing, some sliarp weaving bestseller, but, if he elected— or if
varying AFM scales and the risk of
Expansion
and bobbing to. avoid knockout any other music publisher had no
Charlie Ross, formerly general paying below the minimum, to
punches by creditors, never having other song in his catalog— it could
which a higher salary somewhere
reached the point of prestige in the make him a pretty good living indef. professional
manager of Barton else might apply to strike
an averecording field promised for it when "White Christmas" has hold 2,300,000 Music,
shifted
to
Republic and rage. This formula, the leader feels,
first set up, the firm has paid some
copies Of sheet music to date: 6,000,World Music firm.s yesterday (Mon- leaves him open to union retaliation
interesting monies to at least one 000 records, of which Bing Crosby
if any of his men become disgruntled
of the bands it records.
alone sold 2,000,000, and, according Iday). the move inaugurating plans for one reason
or another. He's still
Hal Mclntyre, since he entered to Decca prexy Jack Kapp, will hit to expand both companies. Ross left burning the candle trying to 'figure
into a Cosmo deal guaranteeing him another half-million this year, and Barton at least partially because he it ,out.
year against royalties, thus looms as the type of ballad wound up in the middle of the
a
.$50,000
which subsequently was broken and
(Continued on page 33)
months-old situation between Ben
a flat per-date deal substituted, has
Barton and Hank Sanicola on one:
collected approximately $41,500 in
side and Frank
Sinatra on the
cash in 11 months and is currently
other.
owed another $16,000 by the firm. As
Sinatra, owner of two-thirds of
a result, Mclntyre has drawn more
Barton
stock
along
with similar:
money from Cosmo in cash, plus
holdings by the other two, originally
what he's owed (for which he's
figured on getting out of the firm
placed a claim with the American
and
selling
'Long Island Airways, new local
'his
piece
back
to Barton
Federation of Musicians), than the
and Sanicola. Ross was to get a line operating out of New York,
majority of bandleaders tied to maPeter 'Hilton, president of Mu- portion of his returned holdings. which was inaugurated last summer
jor firms have been able to earn
sicraft
Sinatra,
however,
is
keeping
his
by
Records,
resigned
Guy and Carmen Lombardo in
that
post
during the past year.
sum he
has collected seems unbelievable to last week and expects to go back shares even though he's no longer conjunction with music publisher
He actively connected with the firm, Lester Santly, will be considerably
people familiar with Cosmo's career into the advertising business.
since
Barton
nor
Saniand
neither
enlarged
was
with
the
Maxon
next season when it reagency
before
since last Jan. 1, and it may even
Service has albe increased in the event the firm moving into the Musicraft picture Icola could give Ross a portion of sumes schedules.
without
becoming ready been granted a charter to
pieces
catches up to its royalty statements about a year ago. His duties will be their
didn't
mjnorority
stockholders,
Ross
operate
taken
for
present,
by
planes
over,
the
on regular runs beand Mclntyre is found to have more
have a chance. He therefore cut tween N. Y. and Albany, following
Irving M. Felt, president of
coming on the basis of sales.
the
out.,..
Hudson
river,/ and expects to.
Total he has received so far, how- sicraft Recording Corp,
Coincidental with Ross' move to secure added grants to operate on
ever, puts him among the betterr
There have been consistent repaid recording artists with the ex- ports during the past few weeks Republic and World, Allan Ross, his schedule up into New England's

The

Cosmo

in

41G Payoff

Owed)

which today looms as perhaps the
world's most valuable single copyright, revolves around Irving Berlin's "White Christmas."
In more

Ross

To

To

World

Move

.

I

•

:

„

Lme Hypo

Air

.

Hilton Quits

As

By

Loniliard(»

Musicraft Prez

Sepia Syndicate

The

MayBuyAvodon

I

'

Los Angeles, Dec. 30.
Syndicate
headed
Eddie
by
"ftochester'' Anderson is evincing
Interest in buying Avodon ballroom
and turning spot into a straightpolicy Negro nitery.
It is understood that Joe Louis will be invited
„into picture to share with Anderson
front billing. Three nights last week

Anderson prowled the ballroom, sizing up operations and talking with
Jack Rogers, owner.
Reportedly, Rogers waiits $400,000
for his investment in site, 'which
bowed last May and has had rather
rugged going since.
Rogers- holds
14-year lease on,property and pays
approximately $600 weekly rental.
He spent approximately $285,000 re'

decorating the spot.
When current Count Basic

I

Mw

•

•

'

names on
major labels.
Cosmo,
incidentally,
recorded
again recently, doing an album of
"Cluny, the Clown" with an orchestra of approximately 40 men. Date
cost somewhere: between $5,000 and
ception of the very best

$6,000.

summer

over changes in personnel at Mu- brother, moved from T. B. Harms to
sicraft.
These followed the entry be with him. Sherman Brande also
left Barton with him to join Frank
Abram.son and Jack SchifTman, who
have been with World and Republic
deal several weeks ago and another, for some time. A Chicago office and
said to amount to about $400,000, is representative are being added, and
a Goa.st branch will be opened,
due in mid-January.

After

-

41st Anniversary

running

Number

it

Lombard

Cap Records Nahs

Capitol Records, now looked upon
the fourth major record raanualong with,' :RCA -Victor,
Columbia and Deeea, turned up an
earnings statement here last week
which justifies the labelliftg;
For
the 10 months ended Oct. 31 last,
Capitol just about doubled its 194.5
.8s

:factiu-er,

the similar period, rak-

;

Out of this, the company realized
a net income of $736,263 after preicrred dividends, taxes, etc., to pay,
$1.60 per

ol

share on the 430,000 shares

pommoh

outstanding.

What caused the sales and suIj.scquent earnings jump was Capitol's
'3"yout

year of the Scranton
Record Manufacturing Cp. setup.
This gave the company a sizeable

lump

in

la,?t

production.

in

Yamp

From Wm. Morris

Douhle '45 Period

in $10,331,195 as comiJargd to the
$6,391,685
gross of the . entire 1-2
';%
.months of last year.

-

•

Two major booking agency

Over 10 Million To

mg

'be-

Thayer Quits MCA,

or

billings, for

summer

Pan-American for the use of larger
"Mallard" type ships and transferred
four smaller "Widgeon" types to
charter work between Miami and
Bimini,. fishing center off the Florida
coast,
All will be returned north
next spring to resume along with a
batch of new planes which will be
delivered to the line by then.

doing well.

,

all

used transferred to Florida.
Lombardo completed a deal with
planes

band

opened at Avodon three' weeks ago,
managemertt lowered color bar and
commenced admitting Negro customers along with white. Biz blossomed and during recent weeks site
has been only ballroom hereabouts

resorts.

tween N. Y. and Long Island shore
and fishing points, with a terminus
at Montauk Point, the line ceased
operation ioi the summer, and the

of the Atlas Corp. into the company's
financial picture. Atlas handed tMusicraft the first installment on a coin

j

j

I

I

OUT NEXT WEEK
JANtJARY 8

executives quit their posts last week,
immediately starting rumors that
they were dissatisfied with bonus
checks, etc. First was Lyle. Thayer,
co-head with Eames Bishop of th6
band department of Music Corp. of
America's Hollywood office. Other
IK
Pat Lombard, head of William
Morris agency's band division in
Chicago.
Thayer, with
12 years, interrupted by two and. a half years with
Kay Kyscr, during which time, how-

MCA

he was on MCA's payroll, re^
signed the day before Xmas, ef
fective immediately. His move was
not connected with bonus money; it
was simply a general di-ssatisfaction,
ever,

although the split was amicable. His
future is at the moment indefinite.

Lombard's

resignation

also

had

nothing to do with bonuses since
Morris agency Xmas checks haven't
yet been distributed. His Wove is
tomorrow (Wednesday)^
effective
His future is also indef,

'

.

Wednesday, January
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By George

ASCAP)
.

Frazier

ance, should do very well in Wur4tzer locations pati'onized by the

satisfaction than it' might
be in more prolific times. SCAVictor's set of songs from ^'Finian's

swoonatics.

,

kids.

greater

'

(General Manager of

a week as unenterprising as
tbis, the release o£ an album of fine
new show tunes is likely to be a

Me"

should appeal to
D. fans will want
for their collections,

"To

T,

"Sundown"

This, as we've already said, has
Kainbow." however, needs no such been a dreary week for disks and
backhanded compliment. It would it's extremely difficult to work up
sound good any week. Fact that much steam over mo.st o£ the re"Pinian's Rainbow" has yet to open leases. There are, however, a few
sound as if the.v'll pay
in New "York 'makes, this album a items" which
rather special undertaking. Record their freight. One is The Sons of
companies usually make it a point the Pioneers' "Tumbling Tumble(Deccal.
to "wait until a show has established weeds" and "Cool Water"
hillbilly
itself on Broadway before investing Both are highly proficient
cinches for the cactus
in its music. Victor, therefore, has .jobs and
shown unprecedented faith, If the corners, Freddy Martin's "Save Me
music is any indication of the show's a Dream" and "There's No Holding
all-round merity however, we don't Me'* (Victor), both will assail you
think Victor has a worry in the from the nickelodeons. "Holding,"
world. "Finian's Rainbow" has a an extract from the musical ."Park
Avenue," is. the face we personally
distinguished score.
there is reason to susWith admirable backing from Russ prefer, but
pect tiiat. its reverse will do the
Case aind his bandj Audrey Marsh
business. Both are extremely danceable. Clyde Rogers is the vocalist
in

Best Bets
Martin),
Hillbilly— "Cool Water" (Sons
of the Pioneers).
Ballad— "That's the Beginning
Daley),
(Cass
of
the End"
"When I'm Not Near the Girl I
Love" (Jimmy Blair), "Old Devil

each instance.

It seems likely that Tony Martin's
Mercury of "Years and Years Ago"
and "Sonata" will provide him with

No Holding

Dance^"There's

Me" (Freddy

another

follow

to

.Juke'roo

his

"Rumors Are Flying," Martin has a
|

boudoir voice and when he puts it
to work on pash items like these,

.

Moon" (Jimmy

j

"Look
(Audrey

Carroll),

the Rainbow"
Marsh), "Bless You" (The Ink

to

'

Spots).

;.

,

Hot^"At Sundown" (Tommy
Dor.se.v).

Morra?;"

Deep

the

''Necessity;'"

Jimmy

Glocca

in

River

Blair

Boys

"When

I'm

Not Near the Girl I Love:" Carroll
and the Guild Choristers "That

Come and Get

Great

It

Day;" Miss

Marsh and the

Choristers "Look to
the Rainbow;" Miss Marsh, Carroll,
and. the Choristers "If This Isn't
Love;" Miss Marsh and Blair "Something Sort of Grandish;'! and Carroll
"Old Devil Moon." Of these eight

Burton Lane-Yip Harburg numbers,
at least three— "When: I'm Not Near
the Girl I Love,' -"Look to the Rainbow," and "Old Devil Moon" sound
like Hit Parade stuff. Diskbox operators would be wise to stock up on
them. It goes without saying that
this is an album for both jocks and
home consumers. It is a collection
songs accorded better-than-average treatment. This set should do handsomely.
of

,

in.

.

Me"

is one of thfeir customary workouts and, as such, is guaranteed a
sizable play by both the pancake
turners and the jukoperators. Carmichael, Who would seem to be one
of the iiottest things in the music
business at the moment, does. nicely
with the novelty "Talking," It's in
his idiom. Backing is his own "Old
Buttermilk Sky.V Inasmuch as we
have unkind memories of "Canyon

bett?r-tlran-average

That Victor is going all out for
"Finian's Rainbow" is further proved
by Charlie Spivak's latest release,
which couples "I£ This Isn't Love"

Program Two

—

"Dodging a Divorcee" ^Reginald Forsythe (Columbia).
"Song of India"
Tommy
Dorsey (Victor).
"Sugarbush" and "The (Capetown Girls"
Josef
Marais

—

(Decca).

"Am

— Muggsy

Blue?"

I

'

Spanier (Disc),^
"I'll

Close

My Eyes"—Mildred

Bailey (Majestic).
"Don't Be That

'Goodman

•

Way"—Benny

(Victor).

"The

Sheik"
(Brunswick).

—

Passage," in which

'itreswf.

.

"

.

"The

Significance of
Music in International
Relations^'

Red

it

was

Nichols

-

-

Am

or
Dreaming?"
I
(Victor). Bud Freeman isi the
unidentified
vocalist
in
this

Playing

satiric classic:

"Davenport

Blues"

— Adrian

Rollini (Decca).
"I Gan't Miss That Ball
—Frank Luther (Decca).

"The Man

I

Love"

Game"

—Mary Lou

Williams (Disc).
"When I'm Not Near the Girl
I

Love"—Jimmy

Blair (Victor),

"Divorce Me C. O, D."—Marie
Travers (Capitol).
"What Is This Thing Called

Love?" -ri. Tommy Dorsey

named Dizzy Gillespie— Who

turns

out to be a real virtuoso wasting
his time and talent on something
pretty; silly. The album has one
virtue, however. It. is Pete Brown's
alto saxophone.

GOODMAN
WITH

RE-SIGNS

Isn't

still

home about. All
much of a record.

nothing to

in

all,

.

'

—

hotel,

near
hard the

-hit

Xmas by

a fire that

ELMAN'S NEW ORCH

DEBUT AT

.

:

have

remain the same.

lots of lift.

muted trumpet

Us^

Dorsey Bros,

to carry melody with; violins in
Gill feels that the same thing will
front, not as background.
occur with other dance spots which
Vocalists are Joan Mowery and
use name bands exclusively once the Bobby Beers, Miss Mowery, raven
latter's price quotations are whipped hair thrush, does well vocally. Male
into line, allowing promoters to post member, Bobby Beers, is strong on
production numbers, etc.
more acceptable admission taps.
Western tunes done in Dixie land
style comprise a good part of Welk's
library, Bob "Tex'- Comer doing
most of them, too. Most of the men
in the orch double on vocals with
STILL
IN
emphasLs on novelty and comedy
Whether Harry James* orchestra songs. This is Welk's ;17th return
to this ballroom. Band is set for
will be able to come east in Februfour-month run.
ary, as planned, is now uncertain.
Music Corp. of America, which has
Mel Tormee has been signed for
been endeavoring to get the leader to the Copacabana,
N. Y., starting in
forsake California during the win- April. He's a songwriter
as well as
ter for the first time in several years, a singer.
has had no definite answer one way
or the other, the possibility of a new
picture chore at 20th-Fox during that
month being responsible for the de-

Victor, which records T.D., is planning to market a 12-inch Red Seal
release of their "Concerto For Trom.
bone and Sax," written for and included in the "Fabulous Dorseys"
film they made last summer and
which will be released in February.
Piece, penned by Leo Schukin,
runs eight minutes and will cover
both faces of a 12-inch platter. It
was recorded with a 50-piece orchestrai solos-by both brothersi

THE AIR

.

on Coin-Machines

10 Best Sellers

Hollywood, Dec. 30.
Joe MacCaughtry, prez of the
Cardinal Co,, radio program packagers and transcription recorders,
has protested use of the label name
"Cardinal"
by new pop-plattery
headed by Harry Bank. Although
MacCaughtry's firm does not market
disks for pop consumption, claim
is that name Ls copyrighted and has

been registered in

11 states

and that

company someday may invade the
record biz and in that event would
use tag.
First beef to Bank has been via
mail, but MacCaughtry states he is
going to N. Y. on Jan. H, at which
time he will see Bank, if latter has
not switched label by that time.
Bank announced formation of his

RECORDS

1.

Old Lamplighter

2.

Ole Buttermilk (12) (Burke-VH)

3.

For Sentimental Reasons

4.

Zip-a-Dee-Doo-Oah

5.

Gal In Calico

(3)

(Leeds).

(6)

(Santly-Joy)

(Remick)

Rumors Are Flying

6.

Sammy Kaye.

. .

Kay Kyser
Kay Kyser,/.,

.

(7) (Shapiro-B)....vi.

(4)

(14)

RCA

for

Dorsey will
be coupled on one recording for the
split as cofirst time since they
bandleaders 10 years ago. RCA*

JAMES' EASTERN TRIP

UP

Disk Film

to

'Concerto'

Tommy and Jimmy

>.:

Sammy
.

.

.

,

.

.

,

Victor

Columbia
.Columbia
Decca
Connee Boswell.
Ella Fitzgerald.
. .Decca
Charlie Spivak. ..... .Victor

.

Kaye,

..

...... .Victor
..... Capitol

.

Johnny Mercer,
Tex BenSke

......

Victor

Decca

Blng Crosby
Frankie Carle.

(Oxford)......

.

.

.Columbia

.

Andrews Sisters. ... ..Decca
Les BroWn ...... .Columbia
.

7.

Whole World Singing Song

8.

Huggin' and Chalkin' (1) (Hudson).....

9.

Things Did Last

Summer

.

(i) (Robbins)

(9) (I^orris)

Jack Smith,

.....

.

. .

.Capitol

Hoagy Carmichael. .Decca
.Victor
Vaughn Monroe,
Frank Sinatra. ... .Columbia
Victor
Tex Beneke.
,

..

Passe (2) (Feist)

10.

.

,

.

.

. .

.

.

.

Margaret Whiting, .Capitol
i

Coming

Up

Sooner or Later (Santly-Joy) .............
Just Squeeze

Me

Guilty (Feist)

'

Winter Wonderland (BVC)

.

this

On

the Boardwalk (BVC)

Best

I

. . .

.'

.

|

(BVC)

You Keep Coming Back

.

Columbia
Lbs Brown
.Columbia
Dinah Shore
.Capitol
| Margaret Whiting,'..
Capitol
King Cole Trio
.V
/.Columbia
| Les Brown
Victor
Perry Como

(Berlin).....
|

Miserlou (Colonial),

.

Jimmy

,

;

,
I

Decca

Dorsey.

.Columbia

Harry James
Dick Haymes
Bine Crosby

,

|

Sonata (Oxford)

.

;..

I'm Lucky (BVC)

This Is Always

Victor

|

Do (Remick)

Christmas Song (Burke-'VH)
If

.

Capitol

King Cole Trio

Man (Vanguard)

Oh, -But

Sammy Kaye ........

Capitol
Paul Weston
Columbia
Dick Jurgens
Margaret Whiting. ...Capitol
Perry Como ...... . Victor
..Decca
| Andrews-Lonibardo
Decca
Dick Haymes.
Mercury
| Starlighters

(Bobbins),

Xmas

—

after

;

new firm earlier this month and alCOL.
Benny Goodman, whose Columbia ready has prepped two sides by
Charlie Bamet and inked Martha
Record contract expired recently, Raye for an album.
Cass Daley is out on Decca this was re-signod. by that company last
week with "That!s the Beginning of week.
Goodman elected to remain
the End" and "Ma-ma's Gone GoodBonuses Okay
bye." As things turn out, she is with Columbia after long talks -vvith
While business has been oif con(for US anyway) a far' more exciting rival disk manufacturers. M-G-M, in
siderably in recent months, which
vocalist than she is a wag. For one pai-ticular, was hot after the clardropped the income of the various
thing, she doesn't like most girl
inetist, offering a deal said to iVave booking agencies far below the
norm
singers
over-sentimentalize, and,
been far beyond his Columbia terms. of the past few years. Xmas bonuses
for another, she has a clear strong
to executives and other employees
voice which she employs with a And he's one of Columbia's highest
in most instances maintained last
xninimum of tricks. We like these, paid artists.
year's pace. Probable reason is the
faces and commend them to -jukes,
Goodman, currently on the Coast, lifting of excess profits taxes, which
jocks, and home buyers.
from where he originates his Lucky allowed more cream even though
Two extracts from ."The Fabulous Strike commercial with Victor billings were down overall.
,Dorseys"-^WaUeF Donaldson's age- Borge, will cut his first sides this
Among music publishers, the same
less ^'At Sundown" and "To Me" week; under the new agreement, condition
held. And sales of music
miike up Tommy Dorsey's newest Columbia is also issuing an album have been slow 'for a much
longer
Victor. "Sundown," a fine perform- of some of his past hits.
period.
more competent, but

write

morning

A

is

presumably supervised the recordings. Being nothing if not a businessman, he also managed to include
a composition of his own in the album. Chief exponent of be-bop
would seem to be a trumpet player

work on

the Concord
Ellenville, N. Y;, were

Low

lay.

(Vic-

tor).

Lecuona
playing

-

featured,

really incredible.
Emphasis is on a thing known variously as re-bop or be-bop. For further details, see the inside-the-cover
explanation, oflfered by the kid who
It

Fire at N. Y. Resort
Cuban Boys orchestra

Reese, Russel Drew
Kdison Hotel, N, Y.
Probably the only lawyer fronting
a band in these parts, George Towji,e
presents a clean cut crew for terpers
who like it smooth and soft. After

:

Tag

(V^ictor).

In

destroyed the resort's Casino. Band
a summer stay at the Pelham Heath lost all instruments and library
in
it'-. 'jit]
Iim, band is at the Green Room until the blaze, the latter assuming
the
aftor the first of the year,
proportions of a major catastrbphe
an editorial feature In the
Towne uses his 4 brass, 4 reed and since they had no copies of the parts
41st Anniversary Number
3 rhythm in exactly the style called stashed away against such
an ocfor by his surroimdings. Not f or curence.
ot
hipsters or the Broadway xrowd,
Band, which had opened at theband plays it straight and sweet,
sticking to pops and standards. With- hotel only three days before, conout much in the way of originality, tinued to play out its contract, howOut Next Week
band has the' usual muted brass rid- ever, with instruments Secured from
ing a light reed melody, keeping the neighboring towns by the Concord's
floor crowded but not disturbing owner.
They performed arrangeTotem Pole's
ringside conversation.
ments from memory. Library was
Maestro fronts well, taking an oc- assessed at $.35,000,
ca.sional chorus with chirper Mary
IV;.ist
bandleaders nowadays
Prices ($1.50 Couple)
Ann Reese,. Gal makes efficient use tect; themselves against; loss of.proii.
of a small voice. Out of the sax secFactor in Big Biz tion, Howard Reese is adequate, but Ijraries by having the individual
grooming for male vocalist is being pieces photographed on film, which
Boston, Dee. 30.
makes up onto a small spool.
Totem Pole Ballroom, near here, given Rus-scU Drew. Latter is good- the occasion, arises, almost When
looking youngster who ii'eeds only
any
has been doing a healthy business all
the poise that comes with experi- photography shop can project the
through the.fall and winter while all ence to become one of the better entire score or missing
parts and
other dance spots locally have been workmen around.
To7nm.
duplicate it quickly. This practice
as far otf their feed as the rest of the
is almost general among top maescountry. Roy Gill, Totem Pole opera- LAWRENCE WELK ORCH. (14)
tros since so many in recent years
tor, ascribes the condition to only With Joan Mowery and Bobby Beers
were hit the same way as the
one thing— "low prices." He has Trianon Ballroom, Chi,
While most bands have been cut- Lecuona outfit.
scaled his house at $1.50 per couple,
ting sidemen in the last few months
plus tax, for Wednesday night, Fri- Lawrence Welk has added two vioday and Saturday, the only days he's lins, which add punch to Welk's
IN
open during the winter, and doesn't style. Band was oi. the light side,
vary tfie tap.
but with 14 men now sounds fuller..
LOUISVILLE
This means, points out Gill, that Orchestra now has thriee violins and
patrons heading for his spot know a bass, two trombones, two rumpets,
Zigg,y Elman's now orchestra will
that am entire .evening at the Totem three saxes and three rhythm.
debut Jan. 10 at Club Madrid, LouisMaestro still takes a hand occa- ville, on a two-week run. Tlvereafter
can't cost them more than approximately $3 a couple, including re- sionally with the squeeze box, but it heads •out for three weeks of onefreshments. He doesn't dispense beer tends more to fronting than before. nighters. At the moment, there are
Once labeled the "Polka King," ho
or liquor, only soft drinks and: ice
has sv/ung a bit to the left and Will no plans to bring it into a metrocream, etc. And he u.ses locar bands do no. hop-skin numbers unless re- politan N. Y. spot,
most of the time which supply quested. Also stays away from slowBand has been in rehearsal in
straiglit dance music only. Occasion- ballads and torches while leaning N. Y. for the past few weeks.
heavily on the waltz book. Scores
ally, a name is bright in, but when
so that dance melodies
this happens prices almost always numbers

If James does come east, MCA is
with "Old Devil Moon." Former Is we cannot be objective about "But- trying to get him to
do theatre work,
chirped by The Stardreamers, the termilk Sky," but we must admit a line of effort he lias
not gone into
latter, by an unidentified gal. She that there are those who seem to
in several years. Location work is
is really bad, by the way, and Victor like it.
also planned.
If you are curious about hearing
is being very merciful in not naming ^er. The Stardreamers are much some of the worst music ever put
on records, you might look into Cardinal
Dispute
"New Fifty-Second Street Jazz"

Suggested Programs
"Are All My Favorite Bands

(U)

With Mary Anne Wnyne, Hawnrd

'

.

^

Lose 35G Library
GEOBGE TOWNE ORCH

.

Other hits of the week's releases
are The Ink Spots: "Bless You" and
"Address Unknown" (Decca) and
Hoagy Carmichael's "Talking Is a
Woman" (Decca). The Spots' "Bl^s
;

"How Are Things

sings

the nickels pour

^

1947

1,

Lecuona Cuban Boys

John G. Paine

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
In

|

....... .Decca

.....pecca
Capitol

Jo Stafford.

Jan August.
Perry Como

,'

.

Carmen CavallatO

Diamond
Victor

Decca

;

January

Wc»IiM!8»1ay,

1947

1,

ORCHESTRAS-MUSIC
British Best Sheet Sellers
(Week ending Dec. 20)

On The Upbeat

Five Minutes More.
We'll Never

Grow

.

.

.

.

Man/e

New, York

(Sonny)

You
Noel Gay
Yoii Hu rt One You Love.B. 'Wood
Someday You'll Want Me .Dash

Frank Dfliley, for
spots;
exanple. torcefl to sand Route 23
mile in each direction from his

Pretending
Too Marfy Irons

.

Meadowbrook, one. night last week
patron- aceidents.
prevent
to
Jimmie Lunceford orchestra signed

.

,

mmm

.

.

vacationing at home
over holidays in Douglas,- Ariz.,
heads back to N. Y. Thurs.: <2).
.

Dick Kerr crew starts eight-week

Commercial hotel, JJlko,
Nev. tomorrow (1)
Sam Lutz, personal frianager for Lawrence Welk
and other combos, to San Francisco
at

.

.

Wood

Fire..Connelly

in

.

.

,

Second 10
.

.

.

.

,

.

This Is Always
B. Wood
Voice in the Night
Southern
Mister Moon. .Lawrence Wright
Somewhere in the Night,-..N-W
My Heart Isn't In It .....Leeds
.

.

.

.

.

.

Goodnight Darling .Macmelodies
.

.

Butterfield.

.stint

.B.

.

Till

Hollywood
Skip Nelson quit as vocalist with
Vido Mus-so; orchestra
Jimmy
Mundy. now. doing Colmt Basie arrangements for records: Crew waxes
ftrst under new pact with RCA-Victpr
this week, with Eli Oberstein' ori,
from N>. Y. for the session .Billy

STANDARDS TODAY

,

Lamplighter... Shapirb-B.
at All.
.Macmelodies,
Then.
Chappell
Be Lost Without You. .Stirling

Anytime

$3,300 gro.ss

night at
Mercantile Hall,
Philadelphia.. George Towne orchestra, now at Edison hotel, N. Y.,
.signed to Sonora Records.

CHEAT POPULAR

.

Old

i

Xmas

TOP HITS OF

.

.

.

.

combo .racked up

.

.

•

Les Brown singer now solomg on
Artists last week .,.| National disks, worked with Brown
to General
on Columbia platter session last
General exodus of record, agency
week,
.. ."Illinois"
Jacquet
fiveexecs from New York after ;Xmas;|
piece

,

To Each His Own
,
Victoria
It's Ail Over Now
Connelly
Let It Be Soon.
F. D. Ik H.
All Through the Day Chappell
The Green Cockatoo. Cinephonic

:

Jor »

,

Disk Pacts Fails to Materialize

.

,

burban

.

Florida,
David
Florida, JEli

to

Oberstein to Coast, along with Joe
Glaser.
.McFarland Twins band
back in circulation temporarily;
their Narthport, L, I., spot closes tonight XWed.) for winter: ..Irene
Carroll renewed as singer at Iceland
Restaurant.
Jack Carroll, former

Sleet
past'

Sacks to
Werblin

Expected Wrangling by Pubs on New

.Morris

01d,Straus.s-M.

Ble.'Js

storms over N, Y. during
weeH playing havoc with su-

.

on prowl for bookings .Joe Glaser
in from east
Harold Stern inked
tor fortnight at Last Frontier hotel.
31.. .Allen
platters by
First disking sesBlack
"White.
sion, Ja,n. 7.., Jack Teagarden off
the pallet after three-week pneumonia siege and again in front of
sextet
Suzy
at
nitery
.Desi
Arnaz Latuners set for Aragon
17-18-19. .Alfredo
ballroom,
Jan.
Garmorfs' combo intermishing for

Las Vegas, starting Jan,
Schrader band inked for

&

Q

.

There has been none of the trouble during the past year, wherein cli.skwhich might have been anticipated ers have reissued recordings of rewhile the royalty lee
by music publishers in getting put vived songs
paid publishers remained at the same

into general use new di.sk licensing
contracts. The.se agreements are designed to cover, separately any individual disk released by record manufacturers, and the royalty terms they
call for can never be applied to the
same disk, if in. the future it nlay be
reis.sued;' or applied to other diskmgs
"
of the same song.

TO RECORD BUSINESS

I

Henry Reichhoid, Detroit moiieywho went for $75,000 in Go.srno

Records

in

BMl Pc^

theatres, etc.
,V./
J
Al present, Reichhold is concerned
with plan.s to launch a nitery atop
the Detroit Mu.sic Hall, which houses
;

•

the Detroit Symphony. Latter group
IS under his wing; to record it was
the spark that caused him to go into
Cosmo. Outfit also will broadcast on
the American Broadcasting Co. Sun-

Hit Tunes tor Janmurf

days. 8-9 p.m.

(On Records)

ANOTHER
NIGHT
mtt

'White Xmas'

,

good for a 250,000-300,000
steady annual sale.

BEST MAN, THE
U«
370M

af*«m-C*l.

•

KlAf

«r»i»t

copies

l>HIL

.

Standard Exploltdffon Dept.,
Th« Big 3, 1A19 Brofldwqy,
New York 19, Ctrcle 6-2939

AH Way*

Almray*

Sand

MILLS

PROGRAM SUGGESTIONS

PfitM-Mni, ;itl • King S<*Ura-Vk. 20.
PfiHM-Mai,
SO-ltM • hull
Andr«wi |ii(«ri-.D«. 33740 > IhHvth

...

Down

r«pulai

On

SIDEWALKS OF CUBA

ON

ALABAMA
MILLS MUSIC. INC.
U19 BroodwQy

New

l

Yofk 19

.

kicks," .Local 47's board of directors
ruled jnusikers can donate privately
and individually, but cannot permit place of employment to make
a deduction out of salary. Union
asked members to report any in.stiuice.s of pressure being applied.

n

itself.

life

love song of Ellin

owned by Mrs.

and Irving

Berlinr-^-a gift

from

When Sam Goldwyn

her husband.

wanted the usage of "Always" in
"Pride of the Yankee.s" several years
ago, because it was also the real-life
love song Of Lou Gehrig and his wife,
the .sync fee was $15,000. Universal
paid $18,000 for its use in a Deanna
Durbin picture, "Christmas Holiday";
and the Noel Coward filmization of
his "Blithe Spirit" (British) fetched
another $18,500 for its u.se. All this
took place within a period of one and
one-hall year.s. hence the 51G yield
from that one
Incidentally,

"Always"

crowds

(

as against today's 35c-40c
"God Bless America" (which
copyright Berlin doesn't own; he
ceded it to the Boy and Girl Scouts
of America Foundation) al.so sold
2,000,000 sheets' and has earned the
phenomenal sum ot $140,000 for the
Foundation. RunnerS-up in Berllniana bestsellers are "Blue Skie-s," "A
Pretty Girl Is liike a Melody." "Remember," "How Deep Is the Ocean"
and "All Alone."
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.ballad..,

"Alexander's Ragtime Band" for No.
2 honors with Berlin, although the
former -was a bigger money grosser,
since "Alexander," in 1911,: was in
the era of lOo Wool worth chainstore)

EXCLUSIVE

MY MIT
Kr«p«-.C«t .37071

„

(i

Berlin.
As a matter of fact, the copyright
is
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NEW
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new
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Continued from page 31

which

Considering that the life of this
copyright has 50 years yet to go, and
in its five years has already earned
more than what is the yield from
Tominy Carlyn band has had its the lifetime of any other smash spng,
option picked up at Bill Green's this pop assumes extraordinary EcothrouKh month of January. He'll be nomic proportions. The 250G figure
Jim- IS not out of line when its earnings
followed by Baron Elliott
my Spitalny orch opens Mondcy (6) are computed roughly to date.
at Vogue Terrace, replacing Freddy
Firstly, Berlin as a songsmith gets
Shaffer and his Victory Sweethesjrts 8c per copy, which means that the
Ralph Grove trio, with Dave more than 2,000,000 GOpies>^alone have
Gifford and Joe Ohlmer, into new earned him a -songwriter's royalty
lounge of Cafe Concord for an in- revenue of over $160)000, ' As the
Marian Berger, publisher thereof, with a minimum
indefinite run
harpist on KDKA, is playing inter- of exploitation expense, since the
mission music at Jackie Heller'.s song's values are now accumulative
Herb Conrad is new and seasonally given impetus, it figCarousel .
organist at Snaveley's Seahorse Bar, ures an easy 10c net revenue per
Tony Pastor band copy. Multiply that by 2,300,000, and
Oakland . .
booked for a one-nighter at Syria that's over $200,000 there alone.
Art Farrer, Figuring the average disk royalty of
Mosque Jan. 22
bandleader, in from Coast to spend lV6c for the 6,000,000 platters, that's
the holidays with family.
another $90,000.
Most important, of course, is the
value of the song's synchronization
Musikers Crack
rights. Berlin has certain sync privConsidering that one
ileges therein.
Charity Pay Hoists of his oldie ballads. "Always," earned
$51,000 in some 18 months from nonLos Angeles, Dec. 30.
exclusive synchronization usages in
again la.st
Musician.s' Local 47
three pictures, that gives an idea of
week reminded all members that the importance and value of a seathey must not submit to slices being sonal situation song, of the calibre
cut out of wages for Community of "White Christmas."
Chest or any other charity.
The saga of "Always" is unique in
This year, following numerous
Firstly. It's virtually the real.

^ SHEET

that firm's earlier, days,,

figuring on .getting back into the
record business on his own. Disking
of an overall setup that ali'eady includes his own
string of nightclubSi talent agency,

is

would be only part

Pittsburgh

.

of Ic per side, issued when the particular disk company was not In good

nnan

eight stanzas at $3,500 per, starting
Jan. 15.

.

the original licen.fe

was issued. Since most label piice.'s
have been increased lately, this was
considered by publishers as unfair.
One tune revived this year, tor example, was put back- on the market
under a license calling for a royalty

,

REICHHOLD RETURNING

.

Charlie Spivak, at Palladium...
Louis Jordan set for vaude week at
Lincoln, Los Angeles Negro house,
Jan. 7. Then combo is carded for
Billy Berg's Hollywood nitery for

when

as

level

Pubs half expected that there shape as against the l%c per sifle
might be some negative reaction to now called for by retail prices. This
the licensing plan when it was first is what the new contracts are debroached through Harry Fox, pub- signed t6 stop.
lisher agent arid trustee in mechanical and synchronization rights, but
Domino Music Corp. chartered to
none has developed.. New license's
were put ,;irito use a fortnight .ago. coriduirt a music publishing business
and there has been no objection to in New York, with a capital stock of
their terms from any of the major or 200 shares, no par value.
Directors
minor manufacturers.
are: Emil Coleman, Ruth and Harry
There have been many cases, even Coleman.

.
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BL£SS YOU
FOR BEING AN ANGEL
By Eddie Lane and Don Baker

—

.
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Songs Witii Latest Ra£o Anfiences

'
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20-26. 1946
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Witmark.

J.

Salabert, v.p. Of

performance

,

•

Me

.

Freddy Martin (Ambassador:

i

LOCAL 47 KEEPS UP

WORKING DEMANDS
Hollywood. Dec.

EXACTLY
LIKE

.

a.s

po-ssible.

Salabert was one of the mo.st influential music publishers .in the
business, abroad and in the U. S.
He was in the process of completing

900; $1:$1.50).

'.-..,

back Strongly, grab-

Roared right

back,: bountiful

Riiss

i

|

weekend

for

McHugh.

the

$2-$2.50 min.).

Carlyle fine

.

better at 3,500.

Lawrence Welk (Trianon:

Ninth Week swell

$0.S0-$1.15'!idm.).

13.000.

Ostfeld.

in

Ill

H'wood

Hollywood. Dec. 30.
jack Ostfeld, general manager of
Stevens Music Co., is resting com-

Mercury Cttl%
Chicago, Dec,

[

'

siWe.--..

Shapiro-Bernstein

fortabiy, but

hotel

here

[

incommunicado,
after

at

'

his,

severe

suffering

i

heart attack over weekend:

left

Last mid-week Ostfeld came here
from N. Y. for opening of Charlie
Spivak at Palladium' Thurs.' (26),
with whom he planned series of con
Spivak is financially inferences,
-j
tereated in Stevens firm.

MCA.

'

'

chiefs.

week'
Mercury
Records
last
dropped two orchestras aind signed
another,
Those out were Vincent
Lopez and. Buddy Rich and new one
is Caesar Petrillo. and 28-pieCe syrri,

'

,

phonic _group.
Caesar Petrillo, music director of
,

WBBM, here, and^
radip'.tStation
brother of James C,
headr
will record an album of scmi-cl.^ssical tunes.
.

AFM

wants

to

keep

have asked 47

The Ballad Hit for 1947

to

slash

but local

musicians,

of
refused.

scale of $25 per for casual date; cost,
$3,400. Parade promoters made plea
that they had only $2,600 allocated,
which was amount paid last year
when old scale Of $20 per man was
However, union resolutely
in force.

For January Rsleoic

Vidsr: CHARLII SPIVAK
Columbia: EUlOTT LAWRENCE
to folfow

.

stuck to gun.s and over weekend,
Tourtiathent of Roses' execs agreed
up the extra funds.

C'OHP,

COLUMBIA

Hits in

to get

.

-

-

ANNIVERSARY SONG
By AL

From Humphrey Bogart's

EITHER

OR

«

Terrific

IPO,

ALOHA

orid

RONALD

IT ISN'T
*

BOTH SONGS RECORDED BY ALL COMPANIES

MOOD MUSIC COMPANY,

Inc.

U19 Broadway, New York !
Tonmy Valands, Gen. Prof. Mgr.

inc.

Prci

A. BALL

SHAPIRO,

SANTLY-JOY.

LOVE

ALLAN ROBERTS and DORIS FISHER

DICK VOLTTER,

By DICK MclNTIRE

"DEAD RECKONING"

IT'S

*

(Goodbye^ Sweetheart,, Goodbye)

CHAPLIN

and SAUL

JOLSON
*

By

ALOHA, KUU

Pictures

The Sensational Song from "THE JOLSON STORY"

number

flatly

Pasadena Junior Chamber of Commerce ,iust lost a week-long pitch to
induce union to lower scale, for Rose
Bowl parade. G. of, C; was told that
prescribed as minimum were four
bands of 30 men each, at current

Let's Put Om
Dreams Together

Two Smash

,.,

More than a dozen of the bigger
spots hereabouts, headed by Earl
Carroll's and Florentine Gardens,

30.

,

'

members icmias long as pos^

maximuA jamming

17,000.

(Los Angeles')
Count Basic (Avodon. B. Los Angeles, 3d wk). Still building. As all
other spots staggered last week, new record .set here with 16,000 customer.s.
Ray Herbecb (Meadowbrook. B. Culver City, 1st wk). Opened Thurs.
(26) to scant attention, atter Vido Musso crew had brutal going. two previous days. Week didn't top 4.500, poor.
Will Osborne (Tiianon B. South Gale. 4th wk). Over three-day weekend
operation plus Spade. Gooley on Xmas (25j one-niter; dim 2,100.
Charlie Spivak (Palladium, B, Hollywood; 1st 'wk).
Opened rather
strongly Thurs: (26); plus two days of Tommy .Tucker ^rliery around

chief of the agency's
British operations, was here .over
the holidays for sessions with homeoffice

f>00:

Gay Claridre (Chez Paree: 650: S3^$3..^0 min ). Final week of Sophie
Tucker, Willie Shore, Bobby Breen great 5:800. Tony Martin; Jack Cole
Dancers and Pearl Bailey debut Jan. 3.
Dick Jurgiens (AragoW Ballroom: $0.90-$1:15 adm.). Bofio 19.000.
Buddy Shaw (Latin Quarter: 700:: $3.i50 min. second show). Slightly

over the
London head-

Jr..

Chicngo
(Blackhawk Restaurant:

Carlyle

4.700.

McHUGH BACK TO LONDON
jimmy McHugh.
quarters of

4.500 of its 13.000-odd
larly are employed,

JIMMY McHUOH

more

''

900: Sl-Sl.SOf. -^Surged
lull.

union will deny all petitions to reduce number of musikers employed.
Local, well aware that fewer than

Music by .

PH'II.PIONEIR Ml'31C

30.

Angele.s Local 47, o£ AFM,
has decided that as a general policy

YOU

— with

1,800
7.750

Location Jobs, Not Id Hotels

I

a deal whereby J. Albert & Sons.
Austfaliaii musie. publishers, would

of fact

spot.s, Lo.s
I

900

|

Hungarian society, and Eduardo
Marquina, head 6f the Spanish soNew York tolciety, succumbed'
lowing heart attacks.
While Salabert was v.p of SACE-M,
acfi^ially, he was the POW'sr, behind*
the organization. He was in N. Y.
tor the recent International Confed(M-ation of Music Societie.s at 'Washington, D. C, and, was returning to
It was while
France on business.
coming back to the U. S,. where he
had set up a music publishing company a short time ago. that he was

gone blowzy of 'late in most
and kindred after-sundown

Though lakinA cognizance
biz has
nilerics

875

1.150

rights

.

All-Time Favorite

1875

I,

i

3.450 coveivi.

met

An

prc-Yule

RnssrMorgan iBiltmore;

[

Aussie.
represeiit his catalog
Julian T. Abeles. who, 'wa.s to have
Salaberl's plane in N. Y., was
negotiating for Albert.

Musical.

Top Tunes for Your Books

Angeles

'Los,

'

SAEEM

rights, society,:! bing 3.300 tabs after
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France as soon

Advanced
MuU'al,
Bourne
Paramount

"

•
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..Robbins
Dorsey Bros.

•
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"ays top 3,000

killed.
Mme. Salabert, who had
come here with her two sons during
Confederation conclave, was
the
awaiting ;him.
She will return to

•

•

•

Ago

•

Stevens

,

•

•
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Song
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.

.

m

..Miller

.
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Santly-Joy

Time

Too Many Times

You Are Everything

.

.

'

.

Is

.

executive to die!
within the ,pa.st couple months^ P''^^
viously,. Pred Markush. head of the

Robbins

•

.

Glen Gray iPanther Room. Sherman hotel: 950; $1.50-$2.50 min.). Gray'*,
week up a bit to 4.200. but not as pood as should be.
Stephen Kilsey
Marine Room, EdScwater Beach hotel; 700: $2-¥2.50
min.). Holiday biz hypoed take to 4i500.
Clyde McCoy- (Boulevard Room. Stevens hotel; 550; $3-$3.50 min.). One
of the best in to.wn with hefty 4.800.
i,,:
Joseph Sudy (Walnut Room, Bismarck hotel; 465; $1.50-$2.50 min.).
Family parties built to very, warm 3,500.
Griff William.s Empire Room, Palmer House; 650: $3-$3.50 min.r.
N«i*
show which opened Thursday (26) with Dorothy Shay sellout. First three
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Anybody's Love Song
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September Song
Sooner Or Later— r'Song of South"
Things We Did I^&t Surnmcr
South"
Uncle Remus Said— t"S<jng of the
What More Could I Ask For
White Chrlslmns
Winter Wonderland
Whole World Is Singing My Song
You Keep Coming Back Like a Song— f"Blue Skies
Zip-a-De-Do-Dah— f'Song of South"
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It's Love Or It Isn't—
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Love YoiO For Sentimental
Me Forever— f "Shocking Miss Pilgrim"
the Papers and Go Home.
'guo':'' I'll Get
......
Haven't Got a Worry in the World. ........
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f'Time, Place, Girl"
A Givl In Calico Rain
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Ghristmas Tree
All Around the
Amoni,' My Souvenirs
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iWecfc-Eiidiiis Dfo. 28)

Old Lamplighter.

copi/righled Autiieiife CouerThe tPP 32 so)iss of the week, iMised «n the
Surrey of Popular Music Broadcast on Radio N«tu<oHcs. Pub
Research, Ziic.
bu the or/ice

And So TO Bed

•
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Wetlneetlay, January 1,

Blue Skies-;"BJue
Thristmas Song... v.
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:
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-
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CO.,
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York 20, N.
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Copyright Attorney

ZanzibarJJ., Will Have 15G Talent
Budget With Switch to Paleface

rtealli hli

dark

Karl iarroll'N, U'wood

law

Vnmlics,
wil/i
C(im)tr,s"K(irl
Beif/( Wnllfltf, Billy Rflt;es, Bodliy
Mains. Jean Ricliej/, Co,s«'llo Tiriiii,
.yiwiiri/ A'olaii, Riclcey Jordan. T/ie
Dnre' Bnrnj, ilfoiiiiu
Carroilici-s,
L\ iie ( 40 ) ; prodiiecd
S( rn lid Orch
Xni
iinti AWitivA hy CarroW;
•

Them

Blatkstoue in

their second show, can sit back and
say they're oltering one ot tlie top
show.s in town wJlb the edition if
the biz isn't there, then the rest
might well look to i'. as an' iiuWa;tiort of what's to come.

Dec, 27,

/-iQlll/icood.

days with a humoroui piarce

ist.

Y„ which

N;

The Zanzibav,

Night Club Reviews

Julian T. Abeles
hwmorouily

'

For in Harvey Stone, they've got
a yocing comic, new to the.se narls
;who' I'tttes with the; Ritz brothers'

.
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at
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wtfekly oh
chanKtovLM'. Spot so lar has bookfd
Gerlciide Nieson. Jan Murray. Ha!
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Waring Heads
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COMEDY

.

AlC/s 30G From

beim; signed. -for this shp\y. Others
ihclude Bea;triec
pre\'iouslv .pacted

otitUihders like flash and,
for a striking .display.

-

CAPPELLA

Ray.:;

-

is by far the best
dressed dancer we've seen

of the top

drawer

the
Herald,

-.

.

dept

Morris,
to other spots

Williaiti
,

.

cafe

Veloz-Yolanda Tour

they

Veloz and Yolanda will open their

."

brought down the house
LARY,

.

agency,

season's concert

. .

tour

in

Portland,

having
next Monday
(61.;
booked 53 appearances. Supporting

Ore.,

Variety.

the dancers in "Dansation of 1947,'
will
be Elizabeth Talbot-Martin,
Jerry Shelton, Robert Garretson and

HELD OVER 9TH WEEK
AT THE

Hughes, Betty
Amelia Gilmore.

Ernest

EMBASSY CLUB

Black

and

Attraction will again be under the

NEW YORK

management

of

George M.

Gatts.

Tliiiiiks to

,

nil

I

Mill

I

li

all

it

makes

For olhcr

For Costelio, Jr., Fund spectaculiir effect he has smoked inr
Bud Abbott and bou Costello's cense pouring frpin the lloor,;i-aih in
a

tii'st

ti,iic.

at Flamingo.; La;.-,, Vegas. .IVIareh
iiet Ihein .$30,000 plus per-

wUr

7,
j

a, l?-f''>y stand,
to the Lou Cost,elld.

for

c.entages

take to

.go

.

This

Foundation.

is'

ihii'.

fund

.

,

;

[

FATTER

'

I

from

sheet

the r(!of aiid
bulijbles billb.wihg over, the heads; of
]
th(? showgirls.
Entei-tainment con-

cafe date since hitting the .big-

..single

teiif

divci'^ied

i.s

.

.

tlie

emplia.sis

Jr

.Only trick "act
cycling ot Jean

comedy

en

,

:iiV

with
,

For All Brandies of Tiieatricols

and;

Nd«.

music,

date at the Ro;!{y theatre, N, .Y. at
$20,000 weekly, b.ut :deai;£eli.,t,h.rough

and

"BOOK OF PARODIES"
10 Sock Parodist for $10.00

"HOW TO MASTER
THE CEREMONIES

.

(llaw

vocals acceptably, the Costelio Twins
are fast and .supple in their twists
turns.'
solid albeit

Dave

Barry'ii

miini'er.V'-

not new' to these: parts,
and the vocal .groups handle the
last week.
tunes of Harry Revel and Carroll,
adequately.
Manny, Strand in, the
pit is ..another Carr'oll"career man,"
having been around practically since
Kelly Shines
the opening;
His music is. productionally adept and bri.skly tcinpoed
In
Circus for the danqe of the payee's on stage.
Carroll's, bif! problem is;,comedy and
London. Dec. .21.
once that phase of the revue is ImThe Bertram Mills Olympia. Cir- proved he'll
have, clear sailing imlil
cus, carried ori by ;his sons, iCyril year's end
unle.ss the current nitery
and Bernard, Opened for Ilr,st time deprcsh becomes aculelv critical.
sine 1938 on Dec, 20, and will stay
Helm,
aboutrSeVcn /w^tksi Shpw .has wsiial

I'.mr4*tv)

1111

PAULA SMITH
200 W. 54th

New

St..

York 19. N.Y.

,

Emmett

New London

I'li

AIDS RUNYON FUND

hs

of the
elephant.s,'
Fiv<« O'rfo4«k. >liaiiii
Old Roumanian. N, V., is holding a contingent .;i>f traiifed
lions, horses and dogs, but nothing
special night, Thursday (2) proceeds
Min?m Benrli. Dec. 2H.
outstanding, due to restriction placed
Dioan CosleHo. Mure Brillero, Pnpi
ot which will go to the Damon Runimporton
of
acts.
Cavipo and Orch, Howard- Mcyoii Memorial Fund, Cover and miniCrecry
OrWi; $2,50 iiilii,..:;,,_,
mum charges have been taken off Charles Rivels trio, with Rlvels
Still imitating Charlie Chaplin which
for that night.
C 0 n t n li li g th ei r i n t ifii 6 .show
Fund will be lised to aid cancer he ha.s been doing for many years,; pnlicy
the smartly decorcd Five
A'search.
is still
a novelty with the newer
O'clock club has a string lure for
generation. Outstanding ngvelty is the heavy rumba trade here, in the
Eleanor PowfcU, film dancer, has act piovidcd by Les Idalys linhich current setup;;,:.
Combo
of Diosa C jstollo and Pupi
cycling' upside
down
pL' 9-7470 been set for the Tcwn Casino, Buf- comprises
Campo makes for a xingy session
falo, starting Feb. 2, for two weeks.
80ft. -midair.

HELENE and

,

i

i

Dir.:

'

.

^^^^^

;.

For'

time,

first:

numerous
American among
-tire

clowns have an
them. Emmett I'.elly, a hobo, fr-im
Kansas Cil.y, ,-ho iirovides plenty

laughs.
Circus,, which holds (i.OOO,
is sold out "for first four weeks, both
afternoon and night shows,, and
should play to capacity lor rest of

Mr. Eddie Davis

"

.season.,.'

For having honored us by designating Sunday,
Dec. 22nd as the

Saranac Lake

;

LUCILLE and EDDIE ROBERTS
Pre-Xmos QelehtW^ Party Nife

aiis njteiy pkiyed Santa Claus to
the kiddies of the colony on Chri.stmas day. He invited all to Speeial
entertainment, clinner and gifted
them on the wa.y out,

Kay (RKO)

At Your V/orld-Famous

Lfftis.

who graduated

from here, ,,now, employed at St.
Anthony hospital, 'Warwi'ik, N. "y.
Bernard lUibn (Earl: Harti, who

NEW

START THE

of Afro-Cuban antics vyith the ringsiders finding themselves hivolved
in an iin in h biled rotmd of derriers
to.ssmg with the, duo.-.

WITH A

YEAR

BOFF!

i

Marc

BalU'i-o

toe.s-

nIT

'

.

.all

Ganipo

own

his

the,;. v\'ay.

Husband Pupl

PUNCH

for

I

in facile manner.
Tops stint with!
his Polish drunk takeofT, crediting
Stevij E\-ans with the origination.

I<a Costelio makes for -ii welcome
relief from the average Latin hipswing..singer.
That dynamic personality and ;2esty, purveying of the
south of the. .border. Chants gets

|

|
'

200

ORIGINAL,

written by o top radio gagman.
Perfect for comics, gagmen, columnists (attention press agents!).

LAUGHS UNLIMITED
i

27* W. 43rd

New

,

pajr join for

some

BRyant V-0774

St.

I

song-da nee spot on
tor good- returns, then the

,(i(oesi

Send only one dollar
LINES conlainlnci over
SUREFIRE qogs

JUST OUT!

with

tlvihys

soine neatly devised impreslie.s. clone

Ihem

Uy Happv licnway
Saianac Lake, N Y, Dec 30
Mosc J.,aFounlain„,ownci ot Duig-

M KKK

Francisco
Sl.XTTY ICOMHN

.

1

Antlt^H*

!!M>

-!kin

'

57th Sh. N. Y. C,

OVUH

GOLDEN GATE THEATRE

:

;

HOWARD

Dliiice

'CoiihmI-V

HHI.l)

.

E.

ho

lo

$3.00 Per Cop y
If en
r.O.O.'H on l«'.v iiihI^I'IhI!
route, iils'j srixl in>nmiiicul iiil<lri;!»i.

Xo

is

.

miif.

Jack. Silverman, .operator

139

,

3 Volt, l^ $20.00 Per Vol., or
$50.00 for 3 Volt,

,

proves an able riicontolir, enlerprohudr,, mimic and' :iu.ggter,
Jimmy
Nolan and Rickey .lordan handle- tlie

thru

"BOOK OF BLACK-OUTS"

A &

ago bcioked thorn
into their lirst nitery date after a
'continual round of burley houses.
Comedy duo were being sought for a

FILES

20 @) $1,00 each
25 Rsady Soon)

thru

1

(Nos, 21

the skating; and
Richey. a talented

is

of Costello's infant son who youngster.
As-; in past revues. Beryl 'Wall.acc
died two years ago of infantile- pa-,
.sparks the
foils for the
ralysis.
C previ(),usl.y played •/anics and en.semble.
othciwise cuoils with'
theatre dates to aid the Itind.
itrgpiuiisfovigor, Bill ,Ray(>s is makDate was booked by Paul Small in}; a career out of this staild and
,ycar.s'

GAG

FUN-MASTER

secondary

memory

the Mayfair
by Dick Hiinry of who some

;bcih.g.$hif.ted

out

is
.

;

contracts for

.Talent

are

season."

Their Ballfoonioloqy

„

.

operated by lUiekey Redstone, has
been in a; business slump for several
months, Red.stone''s other operation,
the Latin Quarter, will continue,

"Patricid

GEORGES BOURKS,

.

Ma.yfair club. Boston, one 6£ the
Hub's top nilerles, is sel to close indefinitely Ian, 6, Spot, which customarily uses harne talent, and is

PATRICIA
this

"..,>..;...>.'.:.'.: /'..';•.

c" U'-.
.Mayrair, Boston, rOiding,.

AND

York City

riimbahticS that

the pa.yees palm-whacky.
All
adds up to a breezv 40 minutes with
the ringsiders wanting more.

sots

Campo's ttnit brings the Latinminded on the. floor in heavy numbers. Howard- McCreery's band does
okay foi- the other terpers, Lary.

ALWAYS WORKING

'WHITEY' ROBERTS
NOW COMMERCIAL

HOTEL

-.NHV.VD.V

li;l-K«».

;

33

LEON

&

EDDIE'S

West 52nd

New

checked, out, of the Rogers. Continuing the cure in downtowii. colony,
0,iii\ (lATSEl Vandeiniatt, altei

Yorit

with

f oparaliaiia. ^liaini
Mill Kit Benc/i. Dee.

You are indeed

a grand hosf
all

and we want you
.

to.

know

Benny

Gratefully,

Rcsslor,

:

Pauline

,;

;

RnsselJ,

Helen O'Reilly and Marly Fisher.

Lew
dack

formel' WNBZ- anthe manager of AdironFawn CUib, Lake

,Pcl,lit,,

nouncer,

now

Room

mill.

«)i-<-licsli-ii

MOKKIM

COMEDY MATERIAL
FOR SALE

,

;

firhe.

Uiishw
W.VI.

'27.

\^ H(irvey Stoiie, Frances- Faye, Paul
Sjidell & Doijs. Punl Haaleov, Marvhmonth ot observation,, has. been Mviits. RaliiH Yming. BTcnlmies
(i).
upped 101 meals anc] pix privileges, Line (^),Da,^e Tyler Orc/i (10) iVoro
while Frank (RKO) Shecdcl given Morales- Orcli (10), Heiiriefin
Ciwusame privileges,
ci'Od,- prodiicfioii.
sUified by Benny
Among the downtown show folks Darii clioii'oqrapliy by June Taylor,
who holidayed in the Big Town are oridinal vmsic and tyries' bjj tiains:;'

had a wonderful

Hciir.v

Ml'.:

a

that our friends

I'Iiw'H ••l(>v<'r» ndimIiiI lii»t«rliil loii"-'!.'
mm
lu'vi-r iisfil
sfMifCN for, coiiHMUiin
HiiUt 111 rriii'lloii »( orlKlxiil <'<>Kl.

—

,$3-$,').

Writ* Box 775. Variety

The Copacabana

I'l

ops.

with

VVpmL

Ulh

SI

,

,N>W

I'l,

this.

ol the

Placid,

P.S.:

Thank you too

—'Miss

Dorothy GulnWin

Memories of the grand Yuletidc
banquet given the gang at the
Will Rogers will linger lor a long
The chef and hi.s staff deserve heaps of thanks for the spread.
Santa Claiis (Sam Schiilman) gifted
each patient with .a pre.sent,
-(Write io those who are ill.)

Curry, Byrd

time.

Harry Green

also thanks you

.

.

,

.

easy

his dea spontaneous leception
but that matched any reaction ever

.

NAPA

Puppets Set For

Salici

.s\\-aiik

fall,

-

._^^^,^s^,

'

likely to hit $15,000.

tlie current Zanzibar vvill, shutter
after New Year's, evc: for
shortl.N'
rofufljishiiig and will open': .w'itli a
policy and Jiame. . N^>\; l!i.-:l
ni.»u

the*

.

The

past.

moving laughmakei earned lumsclt

Fred Warms' was elected president ot the National Assn ot Pei
to succeed.' the late
.Timmy. Walkeri at a. recent meeting
Carnival
Eddie Duchin was
in New: York.
puppets, due in this eoun- named secretai\y and Bhig Crosby,
Salici puppets;
Cafe
:&,Cit
for
liasii't beeii selected a.Vyet,
i|.^> from Italy, hiive been, siftiied
Board members .ivre Duke
vecpee.
Broadway and Afahity.;;Fair .arc re- hjivy Carhiyal, ;N; Y..^on ihe.. Qlscn Ellington, Andre Kostalenot-', .and
vqonaidered
.bceh
jolinson show. Act has
beins' i^orioilsly
'.^^tX
portect
Fred Allen. IVlrturice X Spfeiser reby ,rbi> ttthvirjd arid Garl-Erbe. op- iTaving difficulty / getting back into mains general, cdunscl.'
':,'.
tliiS-touid.ry.beeiitise ot trax'cl condierator./
Organization seeks u) eslabli.sh
it's
cx-Italy. However,
in
2an7,lbar, 'Ivowcver, will cbntihuc tions
perfovmiiig and royalty rights ior
in
time,
here
operatidhs on the site previously pccled that thov'li be
artists
perform
Sepia for the robin's, i-eopening Jan. 9.
eiccup led by the jOle South:
fllish in the Carroll tradition .and
i.s
tor
fpi^a
weelc,
l
show policy \will ^i^Jroaits te efiect Carnival closes .Jatv. '
that means spectacle, ghunor, leggy
a returbishina job,.
gals and gay co.sluming. There's a
there, ; •.' '•
luu-e
also
Valdez
Corinne and Tito
Nitery
heavy (Vverla.N- of pho.spprcscehce but

U

the

in

been nine jeais smco Earl
C lir roll gazed at t he tliea tre-restaii-; garncied by an ait in Ihis looni
rant bearing his name and ekclainiea;
Coming on 111 the ne.\t to closim;
"it'll- make a good garage, dontcha
think','"
He was never more wrong spot, after Frances Faye had left
them pouhding\ for more, he walin life as his bank balance will
Billed, as Ariierica's loped dcioss a sc-sion ol yocks horn
hiutely attest.
The
Greatest Revue, this new issue ;of his first lines to the bowofT
"Tlie 'Van ities" doesn't .fall far shoi't' .special material he utilizes had him
of that distinction. That it'.s the best looking and sounding like the freshest Comedian to hit this convcdy$l,(ir! buy extant admits of no quaryear
All,
jaded
town,:in
of
it.
wa.s
ill
the
evening
a
full
rel, .That it's
theatre, with victuals atui potables purveyed with an easy unstiained
on the side, is also readily admitted. delncry that got eveiy siiggle out
There niay be sonie hesitancy, how- of the; jammed room. Opens wilh a
ever, on tlic part of some night lifers lyric on his dicker for the .job with
eiwner., lyiVirray; Wcingcr. then folUiat this' edition' is the best of his
lows With a 30 mnuite i.esh 01 Uulniiie-yefit' 'String,
;Il'j!,;lane liability
ored Stttff ;that ke,ebs the laughii
is the lack oC fitifilit.y.,comed.V; PirtUy
Toppers
is
missed, and ^Bobby Morris coming in .steady stream;
L,ei-y
misses calking the void.
His rou- are the sequence on his wife aiul
married life ,r t a piece with a soft
tines are blueish, blatant alid too
dunk as the theme Encoics with
often unfunny.
(Continued on page 38)
Prodttetion-^wlse,' live .oxlVaN'aganza

Robci-to'i

'^jj,,-|^,.j|,; pypput;^^y^^^^
,.

.

-Murray and

Jail

-

boite

ha.s

It

Vui.ni Rdo

Tiocks mnsaal combo and

licw^is,

other toppers who. played the

m

Number

Dunn. Wliitc,;!vhd, Stsiillo)^,.
Chustino WacldeiV Rav

Georf^e

\

Joe E,

;i

•

,

bu CarroU; ddncv

p.ev'vl. fi.mc.'t

en.ievibk's by Bdwiti Gd/c; cosfiaiicv
and seenery by Jcnii le Seynuv;

,

Miss Nioj^eh lias been, sighed. oil a
suaiiulce and percentage deal with
S7,ijO0 as the base and .Qveragcs.on
firosses. above $40,000, while iVUirra,.v
lias been
is getting $l.,750 ahd-LeRo.v
signed at about '$1,000. Witli niusu:
aiuf prodxicfion, entertainment nut

.

Mime

.'.','.'

ftaturt

tditorial
in

six-mpiith totii'cl cntevon
lainmpnt foi- CU's in the, Caribbean,
South AUaiitic and, Alaskaiv artjas.
Griuui incUicioM Miirijia lifhciik,,

loft

'

.*

*

,:

•BEDLAM
nir<>fi Ion

MAT'ry koskn

IN

Le Roy

THE S4LLROOM"

ON TOUR

^

^

:

S7

Wetlnesday, Jamiary. 1» J947

Unit Producers See Greater

Hazel Scott Breach Case
Set for Trial in N.Y. Jan. 10

Demand

For Packages as Bandshows Fade
enough to support expensive show.s.
Several shows have had to make
bandshows -.have outplayed iumps from southern territories to
that
themselves and there aren't sufficient come into Ne\y York and New Ertgbeen
to supply all Vaud- landj Wliile "Vanities" / ha.s
tap personalities
may be the answer. forced to play a cafe. in the absence
Yrs, unit vshows
of consecutive vaude lime.
Latter
So far, only two new layoilts have
Small has pack- imit, which is operated by Bobby
loecn formed, Paul
Jerry Rosen Vernon, is handicapped by the fadt
sKed "Showtime" and
a "Stars and Gripes" that Carroll; is. imvvilling to haye the
lia? formed
& Dale, Olsen &i>unit play nileries. Its date at the
ilnit with Smitlt
Doke. 400 club, St. Loiiis,; was played over
joy, Zifigy T-.-ane. and Moke &:
GUvVently on the road are Earl Car- Carroll's prote.sts., A deal for the
"Vanities" and Harry, .,Ho\y- Latin .Quarter, Chicago, had to' be
roll's
cancelled.
Garter."
ard's "Star and
The
producer."!,
however,
are
However, vaude bookers and house
operators are Kcnerally unwilling to counting on the fact that the bookers will bf forced to turn to units,
Irke chances on the package shows
inasmuch as general sellmg price e.speeially since there are no- new
nins around .$8,500 and overages. bands of interest, and necessity to
Protagonists oil the unit idea feel niaihtain big shows in maiiy houses.
They anticipate the unit; sliow UpVthat bookers will eventually be
forced to use more of this type show beat lo make itself evident: when
paucity of i)ew bands, further, dedurins tlie coming year.
Unit producers Snlicipale a return
entertainment
llie package type
Feeling
during the coming year.

of houses big

ct

,

her child.
In a pre-trial examination last
vi^eek, Miss Scott lost a motion lo
have Kutcher post a $250 bond to
secure costs of trial in the event he
lost the case.

:

Tliey're caught between
consecutive bookings
any given area and iasuIBcicncy

big way.

crease b.o. takes.

"

'

To Restrain A.

Thanks.

name

KEN HECHT

comedy medley

which you created for

me

...

ting

and which

me

is

get-

loads of laughs

at Loew's State,

cording to a ruling ni.ide. here la.st
week by Vice Chancellor Albert S.
Woodruff.,
The court held that when Bert
Roland named his eating establishment in Atlantic City Toots Shores
Cafe the "attempt to deceive the
Chancellor
is
obvious.''
public
Woodruff granted Shor an injunction
and ordered Roland to change the
.

and SID BASS, for the
terrific

Name

Camden, N. ,1., Dec. 30.
and fame of Toots
Shor's i-estuurant in Mow York be\cs\\%
.solely
to Bernard Shor, ac-

York City

New

York.

to

sulting her..

name

of his place.

Roland maintained he named the
restaurant after his wife nickname
"Toots." and added Shores because
it was located at the sea.shore.

Woodruffs

Chancellor

politan areas for

"Tourists visiteastern seaboard and looka good restaurant and good
Atlantic City today probably
will be in New York a day or two
hence, pur.suing the same purpose.
"The fame and good reputation of
the complainant and hi.s restaurant
has extended to and beyond Atlantic

opinion
ing our
ing for
food in

heavy

said, in part:

IN

BAD WITH BRIT. TOOTERS
London, Dec.

20.

.Tack Harris, now at the Bagatelle,
Paris, where he has bolstered up
trade, is here to arrange for his
reinstatement as an English resident and look into his former comr
pany"s— (Embassy Orchestras, Ltd.)
-

Cilj-."

Dec.

Montreal,

WANTED!
Floor

William

Shows, Variety

."sentenced to 10 years in prison

week

on

Labour that he
to work here.

Acorn, comedian,

"Bill"

was

tharge

a

of

refused

be

CLUB PLANTATION
Wcitwood

1

«S

LitHo Rock. Ark.

bing death of Lester Velez, 23-year'. :nit.
old U. S. boxer.
Acorn wa-S playing at the Samovar
la.st September wlien he became involved in a fight with Vclez, and the Fri.-Sun. Policy of Local
stabbing re.sulted.
Terrace
Judge Wilfred Lazure, of Cotn'l o£
Bands for
Kings Bench, who .sentenced Acorn
Terrace Room. Newark, which was
said in pa-st^ing" sentence that '"When: iiirned into a ballroom last fail when
from
murverdict
reduces
a
juiy
a
top bands were not available to the
der to man.slaughter, as in your case, previous ca£e-.style of. operation,
the sentence is: visually life in prison.
ptills in its horns 'next month.

New'k

But

I.

teel that

of killing
sentence."

him,

you

irad
I

-so

[

reducing
j

the Samovar. Acorn allegedly tried
to

>

crinvniit suicixie

knife that catiscd

Par

STEVE EVANS
ovuH.
JtO.SliN

'.

tiVe

sam^

death.;

Starlet's P.A.s

Perry

ballroom

full-week

policy

medium'priced name combos,

move

Sunday dance policy with

ganizational parties, etc.

Simon I'aFarge, who bought the
equipment, etc., from the
Rcsenhaus brottiers, owners of the
Jack
installing. the:
is
building,
Arnold Press orclie.stra, a local Out-

Terrace

,

jijimy : Dorsey's orclicstrj^ oompleles 'a cycle of .Broadway band^
houses, thf.'i springWhen he
Xow; into the Paramount theatre.
Dorscy last pla.vctl ihe Paramount
before, he
.•eveii or eiglU year.< ago.
.shot to, the top .of the band heap
with a .string ol hit record.'*. Me .fhen
switGhed to the i5trandi .fol.l'iwpd by ]
the Roxy, thfen the Capitol, where hc j
played iii-s last Brbadway <lat<! a year
\

;

„show

]

|

i

VPAGENEWVANGUARD
YORK
NOW
(Indoftnifcly)

spread of trade.

intervenes

this

is

aiming to do

summer

agpi this. .month. >
DaiG at the Paramo\mt
iil!)rch

IB,

26 or April

eonjun.el;(m

,

'w'jth

Dorothy I>amour

.'

2.

tiie

film.

,

i.s

for cither
be in

It'll

Bob. HopeFavorite

|
'

.

i

"My

j

Briinc'tlc." DorM-.v

i.s'

JPennvylvaiiia bold,

currciil

New

SONIACORTIS
INTERNATIONAL
SINGING STAR

tljea-

for the first

York.

at

tlie

6.

Negotiations are proceeding for a
run at the Oriental theatre, Chicago,
10 follow the Paramountj

Olga San .Tuan. Paramount starlet,
weekend work .starting in
been signed for a personal ap- fit, for
mid-January and will try lo hold
pearance .at .the Paramount theatrej
that lihe.-.r;
«. Y.. starting Jan. 1,'j.
Miss San 'Juan, will be on the bill
with Mills Bros., Elliot Lawrence
J.Dorsey'sB'way Cycle
orch, and Tim Herbert, Jr.

SULLIVAN

Como

work

June

into a Frid'aylocal
bands, the remainder ot the week
being tgiven over to catering to orto

fully

Savo,

Como is drawing $7,.5O0 weekly, a
price voluntarily set by the Paramount. Latter had an option, on" the
singer from his last date there years
ago, calling for a .salary of $4,000
the first week and $3.7.50 and $3,500
for ."succe.ssive weeks. Date follows
his final broadcast for Chesterfield,

.

Oireting

iini.n

with

u.sing

the Terrace will

yet

Como's $7,500 Date
At N. Y. Paramount

ha.<s

HAPpY TIMES & JOLLY MOMENTS
»ilt.: ,M.\T'l'i

,

Velci'.'s

From a

not

play date later upop recovery.
Savo, on the other hand, has been
getting better coin since Hub pact
was made and figured he was not
obligated to take the lesser deal. It's
undcr.stood nitery made some adjustment on that toov but salary figures
are not revealed.

further

no intention

am

Murder charge wa.s made after tlie
boxer's death af a rooming; hptise
run by Carol G.rauer. manager ..of

are

Currently Appearing at

BELLERIVE HOTEL

follow.

This despite fact no application
has been made by Harris or anyone
c» nected w'itli him for a working

man-

from the stab-

'i

Acts and Bands!
Brtak yoHr jump h«r«, no act te«
Igrq*. b«ii spot In Arkansqt, wa
hav« lopg* itatinf copodty. Will
book 1-2r3 weeks, writ*, wlro or
phono, TED COPE, manacier;

Htib Nitery Date

When AGVA

time since start of his rise into the
Immediately on his arrival here,
top brackets. Singer has been set for
agitation was launched against him
the Paramount theatre, N. ^Y., openby several musicians who made reping June 11. At the moment, it's the
of
the
Ministry
to
resentation
only booking for him. Others will
permit

30.

last

slaugliter whicli aros

On

Jimmy

ti-e

-—activities.

Acorn Draws 10-Yr. Term
In Mont'l Stabbing Match

hotels

Copacabana, Beachcomber and other
spots have been operating in the
red, SO far, but bonifaces are hoping
that a post-New Yc-ar.s surge ot..
vacationers will provide a greater

gates.

JACK HARRIS STILL

The

booked probably because of the absence of any protracted cold spell
in the north, and general unwilling:ness of the crowds to shell out.
As a result, Miami and Miami
Beach niteries have gotten meagre

Jimmy Savo Agrees

type entertainestablished in the

comedian,
has
ing to capacity houseSi and hoijse patched up differences with managemanagement is already; at work on ment of the Bradford Roof, Boston,
William Morris
another edition.
opening a three- week date there
agency has been signing skaters for
Jan. 9.
Amicable adjustment was
the new layout which will preem
brought about through intervention
sometime next year.
of American Guild of Variety ArtInterest in blades displays has
ists, vi'ho advised the comic be had a
South
also
evidenced
in.
been
moral, if not contractual obligation
America. Argentine and Brazilian
to play the date.
impresarios have been querying maControversy stemmed back to an opjor talent offices about the export of tion Boston nitery had held for servfrozen entertainment. .Jules Stein, ices of Savo at time he was hoschairman of the Music Cbrp. of pitalized for amputation of leg. Savo
America board, after his recent figured that such inability to play
South American trip, reported that date at that time abrogated contract.
ice-shows would clean up in those Nitery management on other hand
countries. The, displays could be put claimed differently, .stating it had
on in outdoor games in the metro- been given to understand he would

ZO-page

.

crowds.; .Pattern of the current 5ea»
son, so far, have been heavy open>^
ing night crowds, and light patron^
age thereafter^ The Latin Quarter,

AGVA

this

of

eatery.

ruled there iiad been no
breach on the sinptn's part ipince
there had been no contract.

proportions.

international

Popularity

Of Ankling Nitery Date

Indications that Florida bistro ops
are apprehensive of the forthcoming
season is seen' In the u'lthdrawal of
shows from the Jewel Box, Miami
Beach, which will operate as an

Monica Boyar, songstress,, was
Despite the fgct that the height
given the nod by American Guild of- Of tne season is still several weeks
Variety Artists la.^t week on charges off, club owners are starting to
prune
budgets, feeling that the total
brought by Bill Peterson, of ConMiami Beach revenue will not ap*:
solidated Radio Artists, that she proach last year's figures.

iccrs.

C, Spot

Infringing on

New

assume

Union Clears Songstress

This type show is also beginning to catch on in other countries.
England has a blades disiilay at
Stoll's theatre. Show has been playv

Toots Shor Wins Suit

The

150 W. 49th Street

shows are beginning

ment has been

^

Spenders to Take 'Em Out of Red

United States with the big touring
.••hov.s as well as the hotel and nitery

inability to get

To:HECHT&BASS

South America
Ice skaiing

Yearn for Seasonal

ankled an engagement he had set for
her at the Chateau, N. "if. nitery.
Hearing developed that Miss Boyar
had never signed contract to play
the spot but that her agent, .tack
Millerj had okayed date without con-

Prep leers For

.

In the meantime, units now on tlie
road are having comparatively tough
sledding- because ol! failure of major
in
iuHi.«e ijookers to take to the units

in

'

.

:

«

Florida Niteries

Breach of contract suit by Benjamin F. Kutcher, Trenton, N. J.,
concert
promoter,
against
Hazel
Scott lias been set for Jan. 10 in the
N, Y. supreme court. Miss Scott is
being sued for $25,000 damages by
Kutcher because of failure to fill a
concert date at the Memorial auditorium, Trenton, Dee. 3, 1945. Miss
Scott claims she was Unable to appear because of impending birth of

I

1

KANSAS

CITY,

MO.

Parodies! Special Songs! Bits!
Draw from onr lihrary, on<t of the

if

iJirvest,

A

i

moftt

oonipr«h«n»lve

1047 CiUftlog FHISI':!
Kxc'luslTC nia(erliil niir
J.

&

H.

In

specialty!

KLEINMAN

35-3)-K 30th Road, I. I. City 2, N. V.
Ahforia l}-4,l)(ir»
'kVl4>i>lioii«
:

s

.

:

,

.

..

.

.

Wt^aSaf^ Imiwrf

99

;

,

1947

1,

op night caught, Tljursday (S).
Remains to be seen however,
whether a shift from name cotnbos.

fair

which

prevailed

this* spot

al

for

some 10 yeajrs, to low-budgeted
comedy will click the cash registers

good results. Duo come
back later to bring the payees (?n

siint gets

Miiiini

f 'opn^niinna^

H

here when patronage
everywhere.

(ConUnued troHi page 36)
the floor for si samba lesson. Qimmick gets boffo response.
AiNtt.v i'Ouiirte; for a begoff flnish.
Al
Xine'is routines are average,
Earning as sock a reception as
much improved on
Stone, Frances Faye^ always a draw Grant's orch is
the tihowCutfing. .Ei/. okay. Lrtia.
in these parts, had them all the way
witli her pianoing arid singing. Has
jidme new material which is topCaiiiina, I hi
drawer stuff; and. her voice was
Chicago, Dec. 27,
never bcitler. Was oii for six nutn
Jerry Lester. Terry -tawldr, Berry
bers. and :fo,uW -nave staj-ed .tor kq^.^^ ,2), Nancy- -Doran, Don Btad-

diving

still

-

CAiiiiVetldii wllb bll<»' b«l«w lUdlcats oiMittnir dny nt ahow.
..-''.'.'-'.
:«rh<!lliei.' fitll" M..'fplU
vreek.
Letler* la piirenlliMis Imllc^te eicrali. (I) ladnpriHlrJit: (1.) LMar.
^
<r) IVriimuwqti (It) jRB«: (W) ll^rper
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Joeii Bishop, The Biiccttncer,'! Hi),
(61, Al Grout
it DiJio, Line
'Orvli fll'i; $1,50 ini-ji.

the kihd. (if ..eniertiiinnje'ht
socii currei-itiy at.tms spoti it's
wciiidei-: thr.t h..s.,ii', biz usually: ap-

Witii

:

,

belli;.;

no

Held
thinK's slow dp.
way aiid off to plenty

all the

out.

a: bit

more room.

NEW XOKK
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The

Y.

Wry

reads well but
enacted Vocally,

They make

P

are attwnpting Alya Kobi
VK:»:nle^*loniea
the male trio ;l(tan
.-^K-lit,!

lacltS

I

J

lleaiil Oro
Cafe Sotlely

'

of

the:

:

-:

:

Helen

Morsan

,

"Svany,*!

Oi'lina

Otifa

CHICAGO
itlackhun-h

l-alKeivftier

11

Oro

Riiaa Carlyla
(letievo Born

-Woo

U'oo

ICp'rh

.SIrvlien

Kul.^\

Oi'O

MurKail

rr.-,-r,

.

,Sen.sa1l0na Mala

IKieveTia.

farm

C'liea

Sharkey
.la

.^lew;irt

11

Rj-ealon

( 1

l.avibert

Hotel Shrrjimn
(jUen ilt\\\ Ore

>

Carl

Or»

tjuclo Clan-la

.

LitWi.H,^ .IJIee'i

Gay ClaridKO Oro
.vdorablea

'

S.onir S1>list»

1'ony .Martin
rearl Bailey
Jack Cole.lune Kdwanls

SlaJ5

^

(iin.l(,n«a}

IMill

Cnloslmo's

ColIeKO

Ryan --Brna
The Gaac.-ia

Mndeli

lliii

llolel ,S(even«

B't'la .Inlo Pn'cho :Clyde .Mel'Dv Oro
llehnia -Kell\^
Keith Models
lllllie nehneil
Marie 5lha\v

Ore

Sol Feoia

l'0|iH<ralMiiiii
l'arli<'r

Bo'ilevar-3»eara
l.nlia iloarler
.Mauri,',- Uoei-o

,

FranU
Frank

i.ilmso
tire
Arne Barn*>ll C're
("erney twhi.-i
Wens .* 1'Vye»
Chii.v

l.ninimeen

VVo,sie,\

:

:

(.o^eliea

l.alin

Reyes

llane Ra,vl(.^
'I'he Wilea ( .11
T',mil :Cftrlert^'n

-

'

:

Blulilv

.limmto Ituvrel'I
.Marianne

Sudy Oio

.losepli

.\a|!el:Or«

RoMy Rolls

(lay woods

Blaekbnrn

CJl

Abbott )-)'iir..ia (Itl.
Rio ('.'ibllllti:

r.ennt'p

Ol.Men

Montero & -V v'oiiiie
Eddie I'Vnn Orj'
1lot«l BlnrkKlonc
Hart mans

•

.lerry

.

l.e-i.i.i

:

iterr,\
Bi I.,.,.
Terr.v l.awlitr
lion Bradlleld
Tlio I.oveHe.> (lev
.

Raiiiua Oreli
llofel CoiiKreaa

Ha I'd Ins: *

:

mills*,..

K'ni^^lil-

(Vantu
.^niunio

Or*

Siia>-

raltliei-

l.:vehn
FreiUlie

Hotel Kiamnrrk

OovidKon Ore.
Vine llnrdena

Cae

Mi>!-;,k

»Illt

Jessie

Ocharl Oi-e
Hotel Cvatineiitftl
7m Haeh's (In-

.lill

Alat'lann*' T'"<-.'.-,le
.SheMou r,.-.l

.Toe Kisli
,M.H Ciie

Hcrtli Trio
Martflc 1''iol,ls

Itm

RtiMolla

,Mf.ni;li.-i

'raniara
'riioniaa
Fonl,'<in«
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MARRIAGES

Ann MeCormick
hos Angeles. Dec.

groom

actress;

i^

'

/

Jadde Coogah,

to

2i>.VBridi;

the

is

an

.1

::

:

-

'

•

.

.

,

:

.

.

screen

:.,

„.:

actress,

'

':

;

-':-

'..'-..

:

kid.

fbriMer

::

-''•'-;'

Peggy Gordon to Dick McCoriivick;'
hos Angeles, Dec,
Bride is a

,

;

:

:

:

'film-slar.-

SI iiii it Oro
LiillH Qua net
n*'iiity Xfiuniiniun

•

:

Charl<)tte
'jabions
to
Leonard
Sitomcr. New York, Dec. 24. Bride
is secretarr tO; Earl WlUson,
N, Y.
Post saloon eiditor; groom is in th«
Williaiti Morris Agency legit dcpi
Dean CoiiieU to Tom Meaii-s*
Kens!ngl<in, Md., :Dp(?. jj. Gi'dO.ni il
WOL-Cowles promolibn- dit-optbr ill:'

.

l:;niii;

.

(liilieilii
'J.
I'-M- ,ln}iMsl>.i..- -',

I

Linda Stirling^ to Sloan Nibley,:
Hollywood, Dec. 20.
Bride is *
Kcreeh:
actress;
grbdm a screen

I'lialer

.

:'-,;.

,

Burt Lancaster to Norhla .'\ndprson, 'Jfiima. Dec. 28. :C5roOi'h is film
actor; bride is fcjftmei' USCj enters
tainer.
Patricia Qulnn to Forrest Stand'
ley, Dallas, Dee. 24. Both ace iiiehi'
,

:"

-

hers
ot
Orchestra,

the

Syniphtiny

Dallas

,

:

.

'

I

-

:

.:.

,

1

CC

.

:

::

:

-

.;

Country" and "South America Take
It Away." Allegra. another Jenime
vocalist, though a hefty one, coiitribs a shrill "Co.sl Co.s'a."

'
.

:

Mary O.^bome

Ra«{time Band") and the inescapable
"White Ghristmas."
Ballroomologists RoSita & Dino

Trio, comprising
and piano, is a
group wliose chief value Ues in
Osborne's voice and firing
strumming. Sam Donahue's threepiece combo supplies okay dansapabass, electric ffuitar

so-so

.

are clicko in the ojiening spot feaplenty of tricks in the lift
and .spin deparfments. Short statiil'e
of the male partner is unusual but

7.1inmi)rmftir«.

I'aUl ArnoUl
Siiirlatr *i Alila

.jiuii,

.

six men on the .small floor in this
iiitimate boite is attention-better and
the slick harmonixing, ranfie of
voices and sinart Sellin.ij garner
hefty mitts. Also heard are various
ntiyelty arianBementK (''AlesaiKiei's
:

Sy Olivpr
.lancxl Maliula
Watifa'- l«e!»-.

Bmi) Coleman Or»
Miaclia Bovr Oro
Bunanas* Oro

Ore

.

I"lvil

.lane

.-

.Biiccaiii-ers:

.

..

.

Ciena -Kardoa

I>eerhi^ ^ .t.aiix
Jolin.^lolfuari

WashiiigtoiK'

:

I'uiM t.'iimim Ore
l4i Mnriliiliia*
liaiiMiue

Vic

(t'lilo^xnl
n^i,
ItfinUa rdt

liiiou'-iie .<,'oca

appearance and

&

M-i:el.iilo

C

11,1a

<:oiiKa:
r

li' lzii

II

:

.

:

.

'

.

I'Mdio Vinson Oro
ri,'9. Wee MnrCftiott*

Woldort-Astwla
Myrmi

:

Jaci.son

(Milt

'liil

"arlo.i
i.inda
trni.i
llenriiiueis

1

li*,^;era

Susan Reed

:

a hice

l.a

:

have good vocal equipiiioiit. but 'ack
of show, Sodle.y is aided and abetted
Jeitrjcebv Hal Hixon and Fats.o Marco, all thii (fxpcrience and material for the l'i.\-o iMartiii. i
'ra liita
Hrhniliid lliill
l»i<-«.
Bueliley
Jo.s-c,
of v hom keep up k running -eorai- cafe and: vaude circuit
I'MriiUai
.Krltaut
fSroi
iii(Mitury of ad libbing and customer
.Myrlll &
Vlllinn iSerle
I-icaud
Chic-li
IJIaiIKe
iMitifig which latter all lake good,
.l-illy-ArdeVly
PA-riMCIA-^MILBUItN. -v^'
J
K-Iiiuiii'.-J
,
Marion Colby
naturcdly. Posijite lii,s cornv mate?
Wander l.'ne
S(Mlg-S"
lion YosI KiiiKart
rial-^u.sing. such gems as ^'1-^ thatl.pou * :r.<lill*>«
10 .Mills.
.Miriam Clwinil:
Kddio l»ttvi!l.
your brother'?
No, my brother's Chateau,'- N,'
l.'hiiln IXill
Itlirke M'nlna
liymg!" varict.y^Sedlcv*^ humor is
OeOriiO WonK
VaiiJvlin 2
Patricia iviilbum. with additional -l''va iH>f>.i :Cluin
broad, clcaii: and inoffensive and
J.eblant-a * fiarcia
cafii experience, :Will b^ a worthy :riii. Sm(;«
.-^tieri^y J»,ritlon
easily mnke.s for a diverting hour.
item for intimerieis.
Voice need,'! MiniC Jiiilff
Art Waner Or«
Also conlributihn to the hilarities additional polisliius before' she'll get .Ipso <"m-l>e!lo Ore
Mnnir rilflo
ritiiiirabana
ai-e Marsha Kent, a
Olfk 'Inpl'ilTra- O.
cilte blondi*
the elTects she's striving for, but in Sid raes.u-'
Ki.lM-rl..
chirper. who warbles "It's « Great delivery and appearance .she
stacks Reno I'aul
.Slim..
.\nn llniinev
Day for the Irish," and bruuel Hilda up well,
OM Mam-.iitlaB
lOdilie 'l.-iNhi-r
Wilde, whose shapely cha.'-'sis is set
.la
•:
Mi.ss MilbUni has a nice ballad na.,ie ,v .Val.ll
^I'llfin
Sail--.,'
off to good advantage by a formi:.*iii.J,w „
style, but needs sharpehiiig in the (illia Snare:'.
jlliri r
.-:
.Vihi*
Mii liacl )>nv,io
fitting black gown. She fetchihgly
rhythm department;
-Jose.
:-,\rn-e: iciiij-.
l-'hinJi
.Marti 0rC
chants,
"Love Is Sweeping the
t!i.l.l..v
irari-ell
IliitinoiMI HorMeahoe
.

.('a i'lMvuter
JtriiJiJii

-VV'a(e?'a

:Sliota

Nyoha

:

.

.Maran;:

<.ie(ti-Ke

V

H(ii-ie(y.

IDownin'xa)
riTnniio

-Maveo

:

l)or<nJi,i .XfainierB:
:
lliil
IliMiii
.:

:

I'liTo

:

punch when

-

Kaian

.

Kl narl Itosa
lOiliii fjirldll
I
Golden Oil ic »
.-

VVb11,-nian Jr Or
Keliy-a .SlHbi*
Kn\ Scilley

lliicUniaf ler

.loliu

Gu,v,-i

ditl'creiit in

type of humor, but unfortunately
poor selectipn of material, spoil any
chances of showing oft to advantage
hi preeni at the Chateau.
The boys
attempt literate takeoffs on various
ty p# of acts and radio eomine rc ial
along with s))eciat material soiig.s.
but their humor: is the tvpe that

I

Kiliel

Hot

'

Ice Reyiie

Ktua Anicel
;

:

-

.riielivm
H(n)H,v

Oro

Oi-i>

writer.

Iceland

O

liaimtion

lilonfl

'N.

something,

CITt

Aquarium

'

jVXins.:

Chateau.

depending

Main,spriiig

Ci)

Joffe.''.-

-

muke.'i for riice balance of the parley;
the seKtet dtiihfi a bangap job in
socko airansemen-ts of tunes frona
current:
'musicals.
:"OhUihoma!"
medle.y iS:; clicko teeoll'er, with a
hiixtUre from "Aimie Get Your Gun"
al-* koing over bis. Appearance of

tui ins

spot

.

:

,

and

ih

on the size of their allowance.
Eiihiination of the bandstand in
favor of a miniature stage for black-'
outs in the rear of dance floor gives

-.^^

-

while when
applause,AfocaliJ'-iiii'

duck

ilsed: to

Bishop, back in a return entops the layout. It's obhe's a vastly improved
comic .since last here, though he did,,
register his everi then.
His timhig'
and delivcr.v are smdothev, and ho
doesn't \vaste tiine oyer a gas that
ijiies flat; a point tofi many comics
His malarial, con.sisiimr of bits
iiii,ss.
and quips rnlhcr than anything set,
has also perked up considerably
thpvigh he duos dig back once lii a
.Joe.v

g-a.i;eliient..

- vioiis that

.

10

to

the hOu.se's iond belief that the new
type of patron wiir tend to lioser
tijiiaer than the youthful set which

parent at this time of the year seems
to be missing. True, the roijos artin't
up. but there are fewer tableCloU-is
'
showinfi than in previous yearii,

them

polic.

^

WRY GUYS
Comedv

zany entertainment
with Roy Sedley carrying the pitch
to a
more adult trade than 'the
younscr element, which formerly
frequented this 52nd street bistro.
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Lillian Roth, who hcliicVcd emi- I'l'i-M tl.. H„|),.t
usual his: biz. with the monftrel and
Top nitery hews of the holiday
S.Mii On.V
Kantun
Itawl.vn t'lili'o,
the McK liSutt .garner him solid iseason is Jeri7 te.ster's sock :open .iience... in. musical coiticd.Nf and films,
I'lirMliKiunl tl'i 3
Hi-h-mnU'O
l-a,wi,ii'
Kil
palnv-whacks..
here, sans the blue stuff, with i-s currently essaying .a .comeback 'l'"ii,\
..| in e
,\ lUlrcw X
-.MIAMI-:
Sin
scx'crai years of Tetireniciit. \->-!>
after
for
a
Production vvise, Beni*iy: Davis haS'
floor
the
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(.Qj^ij.
I'liul
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Ob'iniiilt
Preeni night at liio Chateau indi- ;il<«-)i * l>,-s„u.iia
tlurlis
held .over the line work o£ Waul .jojid hour, and having to beg off.
Kvt'l.'' a
-Mart HI ,Un>s
Haakiin atui liis tlass- ballet interps,
His imitatioh .01 Harry Richman. cates that slie ha.sh't lo-vt lver .song.i.M:i-.lini'
IVfAVtHul
•solling skill in the intervening years.
iVIarvis Mlms;. the slim miss .w.dh Ihe
^.hif,},. .he hobbles to .the center of
IScrl Wlli'i'li'r. Co
l.t-a
(Uii-nziH
spiiiitafSs done in the better .vein:
the Ilo(5r\vith.s0mi cracfe, about the She .still has a robu.^t and :piinchy n<*l\ IMnnoii
Kmnia
NKIV.HIK
Ralph Youiig, the swoon^singer,
being from one Of Richitian's delivci'y. knows her way. around Tumjri.v Hifni
.Vilnni* (I) S
'rr'i-ul
an aiidien.cc and in genei'al adds up
who improves with each appear- j
pipj^reg^
SfMln (I,) •
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With the material she has on tap.
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©iii-ing this: time you get
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CIV Si's
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show
stinct
naturally.
one of the better
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prancing, then a routine fast hooiUoiil.v i.iiiia :
too.
accompanist.,
boards for a long time, starting out rill! <';i 111 ii.-iM-s
Stone's
fown.-jng to ^,in hefty applause,
lil a.'c
llril, H„wa.hl
Pilalc
heightened the comic's stint: with Ills
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,Mi>r,-,v
Kn Um
Tlli^ IttMltliUK'tons'
piano backing,- Noro Morales and Lg^riQi- :is ,,0 show stopper, but does she^graduated to a single and sub- 'rii(> Ki r|aii-«
: .•.<^ «-H--- :-•
his rumbaddicls add to the draw. j>ain attehtioh for her personality sequently to
usicals and films. En>i
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know-how which her hiatus of sev- IVlci' (>llU«
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e
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eral years hasn't dinVmed;
Afrb-Gubah rhythms. In the lounge; Kitty Blue Kyes" for nice returns,
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AVoiiJJ 'rnmitp
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Henrietta
Line 'seems to have added some
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'rKl-- (JJOhHarnfirifW (I) 'i-l
happy with some neatly devised and sparkle to their usual good terp
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routine.
Don Bradfield's baritoning
l-ii.nnfUy * »«b
'I'hi*
Ki"inn)>H
Bret Morrison, who's "The ShadVai: S.-1-.t
Liljiaii
Rolh; tlenmn ClrUH.soii ot production numbers also rates a ow"' on the air .show, seems to be !,<( .\"ahl<!
Trio., Bret Mo»Tiso«, Pdtrieifl Milnod.
igiilte a versatite citizen. His income
Iturii,
Wry Guys (3), Cliico; $3.50
Cee Davidson orch okay on show- frbni radio work precludes iieCessiiy
in in,
backing and customer dansapation.
Of taking on nig in work to augment
Loop.
...
it, but it's probably the fact that he
\
wants a wider: variety of experience
Eastside's latest contribution to the
Now Hi
circuit,
that ihip^ls hi.s cafe work,
entertainment
late-hour
fiiass
IV. ¥..
CASINO. lUFFALO
He's di-splaying a ciiltivated bafi- i
opened Sunday (27) in lime for the
(HOTEL
BBLMONT-PLAZA)
lush New Year's eve trade and has
Bob RHsseiC Btoir, ft Dertn; rr«fc- tone in his nitery preem— one that
ivf. .Mifi.: Bii.i.Y «'K»:>:no>r
has necessary .smoothness and proa chance ot staying around after the sOii, Eddie Stdnc'i Orch; $2,50'
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jeotion, But for intime Cafe chores.
holidays. Spot has been an eatery III II m.
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Itrmi|<lw:).v, .NVw l'9<rfc
he liuist yet acquire a warmne!is to
and cocktail lotinge of long-standing
get him completely across. As he
Moderne >, and embarked
( Chateau
This is a
etter bitl than mo.st now works, he's a newcomer's
on its cafe career with the addition
confor the Gla.ss Hat, and the budget ception of what
an ea.st-side emcee I'lia rl
of taignt and a refurbishing ,iob.
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Kathryn Grayson, Johnnie John
:

f "^'-'./''f'-''''"',
Z°"'-"il'frf,
Bob
.Hopktns;^ "The; Sho-w-O/f"
J?"-'

(3),

Mack

-well.

'

Triplets,

'

rhest:j;eturhs.
Boy Foy, has:

(M-G).

:

them

hand throughout
in "The.

in the

his

palm of

juggling feats

Red Skciton done on regulation and king-sized
Show-Off" on screen, makes unicycles. Lad juggles balls. ho9ps

Holiday show,

plus

I

other objects while balancing
for a solid' two weeks of heavy and
self on the one--wheelers with Surmoney. Bill nas double action pull prising dexterity to win a loud sendwith -Kathryn Grayson and her
Johnny Morgan, youthful radio
hubby-to-be, Johnnie" J oh nston
grabbing the' family
trade; and comic, clicks in the comedy slot with
i

:

I

j

I

-

j

,

I

jibes
radio
commercials,
at
parody on housing shortage and
ribbing of the boss opera formula
which-, sets
him solid with the
payees.
Some of his stuff could
stand punching up for better results,
but most of it is commercial.
Yvette, song stylist, gets over neatr

youngsters in the house. Rest of the his
i

bill is also

pleasing,

Kay Lang moves

Boston

,.

:

his

:
:

,:

.

I

oeqh from

the pit to galji holiday bedecked
stage to open the .show \vitH the
lead tune of "A Pretty Girl," bringing on the Fontaines, two men and
gal who do fancy handstand bits interspersed with Lallroorrt routines.
Fem, a looker, does the understanding in most numbers.

i

i

[

1

i

in her song stanza.
Coming on
a nice reception she holds them
throughout. Teeing off with a novelty number she follows with "I

ly
to

Rubber faced' Bob Hopkins does Know
a series of rapid fire impreshes beside handling m.c. chore. Doesn't use
the same old material that most of
inter /caves

|

them

do, and
one with
the other, which gives them more
than just a bit status. Really socks
them with his imitates of theatre
laijghers and then encores with a
drunk
laugh to
"Holiday
For
Strings," which set
house chuck-

.

I

You

It's

I

Love"

for

change

of

pace and then whams over "Doin'
What Comes Natur'Uy" for plenty
nalm-whacking.
They bring he'r
back for "I'll Be Yours," sung in

French ^nd English, for additional
salvos.

The Chocolateers, male trio of
dancers, also register high on
the decibels with their expert hoofing, interlarded with zany antics and
practically knocking themselves out
to please.
solid aet for any bill.
Bajiil and crew provide the usual
good backgroundiDj; for the acts.

.sepia

•

ling.

A
Hopkins brings on Johnnie Johnwho sells his bauitoning with
ease.
Blond crooner sets a last
Edba.
pace with "Route 66" and then
brings out the screams with "The
Things We
">id
Last Summer."
C.
Rounds out act with a Jferome Kern
Kansas City, Dec. 21.
medley ot the lesser sung numbers
Roscoe Ates with Nona Carver,
like "Yesterday," "Dearly Beloved," Jackie Jay, Howard & Wanda Bell,
"Fine
Romance," and "All the Carina Pena, Tower Orch (9) with
Things You Are," Does a- boffo job Jack Parfcs and Kenny Field; "Start
on encore, ''Old Mah River."
Over Texas" (PRC) and "A Scandal
Gene Sheldon, his guitar and vi- in Pttris" WA).
brato knees, has the, kids giggling
Talent lineup is a notable improveall through the act, Harry Langdon
type panto piece on "thank you" ment over past couple of weeks,
which gets yocks from the older There's a neat tie-in ia the personal
people in the aud and even from appearance of Roscoe Ates along
the kiddies that don't remember the" with film, "Stars Over Texas," in
which he has comic role. Stuttering
pace faced pantomimist.
Miss Gray.son, songstress from comic holds up his end of the vaude
Docs bill okay, and all around it's a betthe film.s, has plenty class.
"Sempre
Libra,'? ter week.
neat
job
on

.

;

ston

Tower, K.

:

Adams, Newark

'

VJealou.sy"

and "AH

of a

My

Sudden

Mu.sicai

applause. House sold out
show with the i"opes up.

Washingtonf Dec,^.

Murphy

Lflturie

Jwsliji

Sisters (3),

Pitchmen. (3),
Choir, Sam Jack
(3).

:

Kaufman House Orch; "Show-Off"
(M-G).

is

.

the

Wanda

Wash.

€apitol.
Gloria Gilbert,

show

for

wacky character to hold forth as
m.c. and brings on Howard and
Bell
in
the deuce -spot,
Couple's routine of adagio acrobatics, teeterboard spins and balancing are nifty and has the audience
with them all the way,
Jay does his own round of tricks
following.
Varies his turn with
music from pocketful of flute-like,
toys, imitation of Donald Duck, and
a clarinet windup, all on the ecccn'r

for first

:

Pansy the Horse

sendoff

Song" by Jack Parks and
band with Kenny Field on vocal.
Jackie Jay steps out of his standard
"Coffee

Heart Sings." Johnston returns 'tor
duo with her on "Down By. The
Sea," and "I Hear Music" to .solid

.

.
:

trie

.

comedy

side.

Capitol's bill is nicely tailored to
Ates is on in the closing spot
fit town's ta.ste and
holiday mood. beginning with a stuttering moAccent is on comed.y, with ChrLstmas nology. and giving way to Nona
theme confined to special choval-orch Carver's vocal of "Sympathy." Two
number and to hou.se organist Mill have a round of comic dialog, but
Slosser's community sing.
piiCe lags .somewhat on this.
Ates
Though top billing is given to clo.ses with some tomfoolery on
Chrlstma.s act, .standouts in shovi are musical instruments borrowed from
The Pitchmen, trio of zan.y .mu.sicians. the band and gagged throughout.
Quin,
Pivot of act is comedian, wiio handles gags, docs variet.y of instrument
Oiynipia. Miaiiil
imitations with mouth organ, and
clowns with-: as.sortment of trick ,in..Miami, Dec. 26.
.strumEnts.
Pianist sticks
to
aeGrade Barrie, Lou Saxon, JMoncompaniment and third guy fiUs in as (aim Kid & Campbell Sisters. Fiskie
.straight man. Troupe's "Flight of the & Tromitia, Wil/fed Mne. Trio. Les
Bumble Bpe" and, imitations of name Rhode House Orch: "Never Say
band leaders are side-splitting and Goodbye" (WB).
,

'

.

.:

-

.

I

:

;

sets

i'emme songsters, follow, and score
ill
their close harmony, stanza with
'Coffee Song'' and "Her Bathing
SuU'''Neve^"l3ot"rWet''"getti^F"the
:

'

.

m-G).

:;^

spirit

stanza

;

:•

.

Holiday

permeate.s current
at Loew's State via Louis'
alone, makm
eyeful stage appear- Basil: and pitcrew spotted in an at^
a"ee.
iractive setting on stage for medley
The Stapletons. dance team, have" °f nostalgic tunes topped by Basil
the holiday spirit and grace their [and 'two of the sldemen hammering
turn with neat routines out ofthe o.ut "Beer Barrel Polka" on .sub-:.
ordinary for:tJi-p worK. Show opener ponded whiskey bottles.
Novelty
sets things nicely for the slick lay-:
is acrobatic act of Emil and Evelyn.
There's
They are .slick balancers and teeter- lout of acts that follow.
board artists, laking difficult catches Plenty. diversity in the' latter, all
standards :v*fho've been around and
and lifts seem simple.
winning merited response from
Al Lyon's pit. bai.d gets program
Under way with Christmas fimes the outfronters
Peggy Taylor Trio paces show in
played .while giant-sized ."Xule card
[lively tempo with nifty adagio conis illurhihated on stage.
Broy:
trib, with male partner,^ tossing 'Miss
Taylor: around for artistic posturing

'

brilliant ivoryihg make it entirely
_pal:!tabl€ to the pewholders.
TD has already disbanded his regular crew, and current crop of mii.lickers represents a prize detach moiU
fi'om Local 802. It may not be his
riiashum opiis musically, but stafiowise it'.s as potent a collection as
he's evpr gathered. Trumpet soloist
Ch'irlie Shaver, who at one tijiie
did the arrangements for John Kirby,
contributes some lush horn embroidery along with Dorsey's t-mooth tromboning. Their hot pieces get a tremendous rise from the crowd as do
Although the
the subdued pieces.
Maids— "It's My Lazy Day" and
Icmnies are decorative, there's not
lIKO,
"Things We Did La.st Summer."
much that they com ribute outside of
Boston, Dec. 28^
Since both were good RCA record
some counter-pointing and a few
"Earl Corroll Vaiiitics," ujitli Mer- hits,
most bandleaders wouldn't
spots on their own. Altogether DorBros.,
Joe
cer
Joyce
Jimmy
Vey,
&
think
of inserting them anywhere
bandshow
that's
on
a
on
a
sey puts
Mole,:
Coley
Worihi Vernon. & but in a prominent midway spot.
level with anything he's done in local
vauders and there's no complaint, Draper, Ben yost's Vikings; "Wake For Monroe, they get his show off at
a fa,st pace, which never slackens.
from either boxoffice or entertain- Up and Dream" iRKO):
Too, there is only one musical
ment viewpoint. Stuart Foster, in the
Routine stuff of a familiar nature flagWaver used all the way through,
male solo spot, does "Beguine'' iind
"Old Man River" to hit hearty initts. but nicely produced, nice looking ari arrangement of "March Of the
gals, and okay standard specialties.
The rest of the show with Jack Pleases the holiday customers looking Toys'' near the close. That would be
Garter and Virginia Austin .siini- for cheesecake, jind should build to inconceivable to most maestros accustomed to doing things one way,
larly mea.sures up to standard. Car- a good New Year's Eve biz, what
minus any of the imagination a guy
ter, who i-sn't new to Stem stage
with a midnight show, though there able to^eai-n $10,000 a week might be
shows, hasn't lost his exuberance be- wasn't
much trade around on expected to have—or buy. Most of
tween Broadway appearances. He's opener.
was building fast by the remaining numbers are accomIt
th? type comedian that breaks up the second show, however.
panied by, five strings, muted brass,
musicians as well as the audiences
numbers include a
Production
and never does the same show twice couple of extra good South Ameri- saxes, plus a definite rhythmic unHis zan.y iniprcssions, can ditties, "Babalu" and "Sloppy dertone. Monroe's eight brass, five
in a row.
sax, four rhythm, and strings, inchoice line of small talk and throw- Joe's."
Botli have' suitably exotic cidentally, forms a better
band than
away gags set maximum respon.se.
ideas and offer the gals in suitable any he has ever had.
Virginia Austin's puppet act is on undercut costumes. Usual vocal rouLeader's vocals, of course, are the
the cute side, sometimes overly so. tine is there but with no particular
peg
on
which
the
whole
thing
hangs.
She endows the clown doll with a ^etTect. Another number brings the
fetching
and skillful gaTs out on bikes to do fairly tricky He doesn't do too many alone, conpersonality
fining himself to "Somewhere In the
manipulation, but talk is too sugary stunts, with Joe Mole highlighting it
Night" and "September Song" and
for adult consumption. Nonetheless, with tricks on bikes and unicycles,
working with the Moon Maids, an
she provides the novelty note on the some of them gagged up and all ot attractive
looking <iuintet who do a
Jose.
prografti for a good take.
them plenty skillful.
nice job, on others. Also in the
Supporting acts, mostly dancing, vocal division is Betty Norton and
are fine, with Mercer brothers in Ziggy Talent, latter from the sax
two spots getting .staunch kudos for grouping. Miss Norton tees off with
Vernon and a special arrangement titled, "WithNewark, Dec.- 26.:
their comedy hoofing.
Paul Small's "Show Time of 1947," Draper, in comedy adagio, likewise out a Man."' It's a cute piece, porwith SUile Bros.. Fay Carroll, Betty well-liked, and Joyce and Jimmy tions of which seem to lack taste,
Jane SmUh; Ladd L)/oii, LticieTiiie & Vey ditto in fast taperoos and xylo- and it doesn't seem to fit her too
specialty. These dancing actSi
phone
Ashottr, Dorothy. Byton Girls
well.
Nevertheless, the audience
tl2);
in fbct, rank at the top. any one of
Fabulous Suzanne (Rep.)
goes for it heavily; ditto for her
them being ordinarily sufficient to surcecding "Ole Buttermilk Sky."
carry the hoofery dept,
Talent pops in late with, "Josephine
A la.st, flashy extravaganza sets 'up
Coley Worth wows as usual in a Don't Lean On Bell' and a bit
a furibus 65 minutes for the holiday
couple of patter slots, one of them titled "Vitamins." He's also a solid
.session. Paul Small, agent and entrestandard breakaway fiddle, click.
with
preneur, has. shot the works in his and Ben Yost's Vikings, male chorus,
one slot. Monroe takes a poke
new package. The pace is rapid and click in the marclving and chowder at Indrum
.solos, which are bv now
the individual acts al-e smartly roii- song division. All in all very okay
passe in band shows, but still used
tinecl Plenty of cute Costumes for in the standard but solid pattern.
by some leaders. His drummer is
Elie.
the gnlie line as well as brightly
brought to the mike with all his
painted backdrops, sorne of them in
equipment.
He starts knocking
luminous paint, make this something
himself out until other musicians
riii«a{$o, €hi
of an eye feast.
lake his equipment away from him,
Cliicdfjo, Dec. 20.
In spirit, the revue is somelliijig
Lorraine piece by piece, and put it back in its
Starch,
Larry
Ires.
Biu-I
like clean burlesque. The slapstick
Whal- proper place. Finally, the guy is
and sketches are none too pointed Rof/iiflii & Pnf McCnffric. Bob
Orch (17); bereft of even his drum sticks and
and a good deal of the patter is tired iiKj & YiJc/.fe, Loit Brecse
'with the crai-lf. "I ain't going to.
"Blue Skies" (Par.}.
stuff.
quit now." he starts into a dance
Livelie.st of the performors— iind
Irving
Ber- It's a eomieal. satiricaL touch.
Midwest opening ot
ovi.'.lage most— are the Slate Brothers,
Frank Fontaine, a non-playing
draw
main
the
is
Skies"
three lively lads equipped to sing, lin's "Blue
member of the band, is a happy adwith' stage bill getting a fast
here
dance, tffll stories, do acrobatics and
dition nevertheless.
Guy's a devCr
run through between pictures. Bill
s'lng pies at each other.
They're secois a bit skimpy, but all the acts mimic. He's on quite a while with
lunny. So is Ladd Lyon, oquilibri.st.
vocal apings of the usual top stars
a good. job With the time allotted
Who has » fine time ribbing the ous- do
then does an impres.sion of a boiled
them.
who
"."toincr,s.
pea.sant
came
up
a sweepstakes
Headliner is BurMves. folk ballad
Fay Carroll, slim looker with singer. He .s'ets the holiday mopd winner. He's great,
.strong pipe.s, lead.s' a couple of shai
AH. in: all, this show is' one of the
p with his rendition of a hobo's dream.
best'
a name, band in a Bt-oadway
prccluction numbers, best, being "The
"Big rtock Candy Mountain." "Fog- houseby
in
recent months.
Coffee Song." Lucienne and A.fhour
Monroe
gy, Foggy Dew," and "Blue Tail deserves a lot
call a few new turns on slaiulard
of credit for applying
Ha.s the Old cracker barrel
Fly."
hiniself .toward staging something
.amrelie routine and lead into a nu.ij^
manner and plays, his guitar and different.
More maestros .should do
Bda,i;io involving the Slates and
a
as if. he .ju.st walked into, a
likewise.
Wood,
dummy di'es.scd like Lucienne for a sing.s
co:uatry stoi-e, and was jes,t settin' a
Wild finale.
bit before goinig on.
Betty Jane Smith
is
featured
Bobby Whaling and Yvette open
>rill ion Itollar^ L. A.
dancer and trips about wilh a slack with comic antics on a breakdown
Lo.'i Angeles, Dec. 27.
sort of tempo. It's: a good .show..
bicycle and get the gasps from the
Cecil
Ghiii.
3
Sheila
"Stooee,s',
Bran.
croWd with Whaling doing the finale Rogers, The Stapletons'
12),
Emil
on a 10-fool unicycle.
Evetyii; Al Lyons' Million Doland
Lan-y Stol-eh leads off hi.s impres- lar
orcli
i9)
"Missing
Lady"
Apollo,
V.
sions with Cary Grant and then runs iMonoK
JiiilJiiie Lun<:eford Orch (17) leiOi
gamut ijf .George- .Sanders,
the
and
JV'cfc
Humphrey Bogart, Peter Lone,
BrooJcv,
S»iit(i
Sisters
Cj),
Mighty smooth working vaude
Young .satirist
Mflson & Vifiinl. Leuii,s- & Wliife; Tip. Frank
Morgan.
i«P * Toe,' "House af Horrors iU).
builds up his skits with fre.sh mate- bill is pla.ving the house for Chri.stiTias Week. Variety turns add up to
rial and good physical characteristics,
laughs, songs and thrills. Hcadliners
Hai'iem's top liouse has come up of his subjects.
Rognan and her new arc the Three Stooges (Shemp and
Loi'i'aine
With a neat holiday package. With
Moe Howard, and Larr.v Fine), FOr
entcrtainmen' values oil a par with partner, Pat McCaftrie, do their
a low cohiedy trip, gag.s are:,.surmarquee lure, there were, plenty zany ballroom and hoke fooling prisingly
clean and they -wOrk hard
around. Miss Rognan has a flexible
standees at .session caught.
body which lands in most every to sell their fun. At show caught,
..The Jimmie L'unccford aggregatrio apparently was as knocked out
part
of the stage. Gal, Who is really
tion shows enough drive to satisfy
dancer, commits miayhein on b.v- material as' the audience, indulgfine
a
the tastes of a hep audience, but
man to bring robust ing in a weiid dramatic bit and a
enough flnes.se and discipline to keep her straight
McCaffrie does creditable light opera rendition of a tune titled
laughs.
li'om being unpleasant.
They open
the cornet while part- "I Have a Girl Named Nellie," plus
with a socko-rocko medley after .•olo on
ballroom other skits. It's a knock-about, broad
her
to
switches
ner
Lunceford ex lain.s what he's try- costume to waltz to the "Blue turn that i.s clicking at; this filming to do imisically, showing a light
Danube." Duo do a very good .iob vaude hou.se.
niclodic
pattern
behind
heavy of straight dancing for two minutes
In different vein is the SQcko piano
I'hythm and brass chords.
and then the bodies fly— male mem- work of Cecil Gant. He opens with
Three. Smith Sisters follow with
ber endinK'in the orch pit, Have to a boogie number then vocals .special
lyrics to "In a Lj.ttie Spanish Town"
« run-of-the-mine dance act. Bill, .beg. 0(1.

".Undercurrent"

:

-

,

I

'^""^

tlkeoffs'^or Jo^'Davis'' and
stylized imitatioiv of "Lauren Becool" that baits wolf calls from the
aud-ience. Gal does that on. form

89
V.

IV.

Per/7a,rT;io^'e<^ ^^il^

^

C

pitched tenor not unlike a certain puts on quite a stage show.
spot of Ink, Salesmanship lacking,
As a matter of fact, his current
and returns are only fair.
exhibition at this house should be
Tip, Tap and Toe, a sock dance
seen by a good many of his conare spotted, next to closing.
act,
These boys have plenty of terp sell- temporaries and if they drew some
ideas from it perhaps there would
ing ability and work well together
be less beefing from theatre bookers
in spite of the, fact that their inabout the entertainment value of
dividual styles are extremely difnarne orchestras at the prices they
ferent. While one does a novelty
ask. And that the process is not reslide dance, another toetaps for top
stricted to a band of the type Monreturns, and the last goes through
roe leads is easily proved by Lionel
a straight clickeroo terp step rouHampton,: whose outfit can curl
tine, Aud loves it.
your hair at 300 paces, yet is one of
Lunceford- brings out a quartet
crack stage groups in the busifrom the reed: and brass sections t6 the
ness,- with choral bits, etc.
do /Sit Back and Relfix" and"""]VfarMonroe does. his job with only one
gie," There's a nice balance between
comedy, and rhythm here, wilh accompanying, act, the remainder
Brooks showin'- better than he did stemming from the band, or people
he: carries v-w-ith
it—for example,
solo.'
o
Windup on the bill are Lewis Frank Fontaine; And there isn't a
and White, with fine comedy, chat- slow spot in the entire hour, including the getaway numbers.
ter, dance, and novelty layout. Act
slartS' with a plant in an upper box
Most bands, because somebody at
and sonie chatter that's corny, but the top of the heap started it, have
they put it over. Down on the stage beeii partial to a .fast, throwaWay
one of the boys does a fair dance jiUinber to launch a stage show.
bit While the other shows some new
That's been wi'ong for years. Montwists
to
baton twirling. Socfco roe does a brief, item introducing his
closer.
Toinm.
peopleV then pops right into two
recorded numbers with the Moon

Dorsey crew which

taih interest in vauders.
the terrific arrangement

So^of'-S^ikZl^'^ifei^a^S

'

1

be playinR bands of that size.

includes 20 femme-strin); section of a
harp, cellos* violas and fiddles, plus
an orthodox male crew of 17, is one
of the last of the super-sized bands.
An added fillip is the addition, of
Walter Gross for solo spot ih<"Rbapscdy in Blue." Uncut version of the
piece is generally too long to .sus-

State.

.

Tommy

Will

and "Mr. Ghost." Encores are an-

V.

IV.

without

4, '46.

Dorsey's oversize band
is playins it's
ciirr nt at the Capitol
present.
)ast theatre Uato for the
With the present downward trend
jconomics. few vauders
in theatrical

Strand,

VnKfiliii Mojiroe Orch (23)
witli
Bej(!/
WortoH, Moon Maids
their terpability fails to live up.
tS).,
No bill here would be complete Frniilf Fo)Ufij?)e, Zigyy Talent, Johna
blackout,
and Spider ny Mack, '-'The I'lrne, The Place ftnd
The Girl" <WB), retJietued in Variety
Bruce obliges nicely.
Band comes br.'k with " 'Tain't Dec. II, '46.
What You Do, It's the Way That
You Do It" and then has Nick
This guy Vaughn Monroe, whose
Brooks doing The Things We Did voice has had more brickbats: tossed
Last Summer." Brooks has high- at it than most current pop singers,

"The Secret
Heart" (Jtf-G), reviewed, «i Variety

Carter, Vlryinia Austin;

.

HOUSE REVIEWS

incidentally, is slightly topheavy in
two departments, terp and comedy.
Gals have entertaining routine but

with
Siuurt Foster, Charlie Shaver; Jack

Dec.

—

,

.

I

get big returns.

,

Murphy Sisters, songsters, go over
neatly. Offerings are 'standard, but
gals are animated, work hard, and
have
pleasant way with a song.
Are out of their element with such
serni-cla.ssics as "Summertime," but

.

-

'

,

,

Blend of .sophisticated, slapstick
in; this -weeks layout adds
tip. to a biz drawing holiday show.
Gracie' Barrie. sockoes with her
sm.poth song' stint.
The trim little
s'yli.st
garners solid velnrhs With
"Ddin'
What
Comes
Natur'ly,'*
and corn

:

"South America, Take It
Away" and a novelty ditty with among others.' Beg.pfid off.
Lou Saxon emcees in top manner':
character bits for each chantooiiey,
and in his own spot purveys some
A solid' hit;;
'fros-h gags and stories that click.
Pan.sy the Horse, with an eye-fillStuff is delivered in confident, easy
"trainer,"
babe
good
cliclc

in

.

'

.

I

I

,

:

i

ing
as
is still
for laughs. Everybody knows what
tp expect, but effect i,s x'iotous, and
gets plenty milting,
Gloria Gilbert, terp curtain raiser*
has a routine which amounts to
variations of a fast toe twirl. Gal is
a human top, and fills spot nicely.
The religious note is struck in the
lavish Christmas spectacle, which is
the standard "^ule carol number,
effectively .staged 'behind .scrim eurfain, and complete even to sngels in
the boxes,
Lowe.

manner for healthy reception..:
On the novelty side, '{he Wilfred
Mae trio offer up a hoop turn that
gets laughs and gasps in equal proportion,
Fiske and .Trama. with an
act femindful of Barto and Mann,
gathet a good portion of giggles.
Undiluted corn right from the
range marks th« stint of the Montana
Kid and the Campbell

sisters:

It's

all there, the drawling delivery, the
guitar strumming an.d for a tooper
a blaek mart- with a hooffuU of

tricks.
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Will Morris.sey relates an incident during a recent visit to Dallas,
when
he called on a prospective backer for "Texay,," a local musical due .soon
l..atter was reading a Billy Rose "Pitching Horseshoes" article
reprinted
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Sir l.fwift (ir«yshn)t

behind

hiiiv

a

rie,solate

,Lilie iVfariuS.
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I

the lo-

\

attempted. It proves tjie stage here
is^
not ready yet tor anvthinR re(juinDH as much mechanical and directorial skill. Despite loni; rehearsal
Orane .Demazis and adopted the hoy time and postponed preem, stage
mechanics were bad operiins nigllti
Cesafiol wlip is realb' Mantis': son
Tlie boy. ,who has To the American eye ,iit; was ait tbo'
is about, to die.
been, broiisiht up in Paris and Ijc- bad, even for yieuna;
dark for more than .(even years lieves himself Panisse's son, is told
Slolz, \\'ho can't do wrong in this
while the .secret operations of ENSA ,by his inotiiei', at her dead husband's part ot the wurld. orobably can sal
ti'»l'in

I'l'illHlii'.
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Reopening ol the Drury Lane
and production of a new
,sht>vv,, by .Noel Coward is a double
event of the ftr.st magnitude here
and brings I;>o,ndQn bacK to its old
tlieatrical form. Old Drury lias been

taltes

some

.iilace

:

20 years later, opens when Panisse.
a ship chandler who has married
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About Revivals

:

ani'e
i

It
nialiea for. siicee.s.'i,
is .well provery,
v.,.Mnn!i IVrilu: diiQed. b'ei^Utlfully .acted by a
east and 'providtss some
(.'Qinpact
Wi^ni^ri-iilr', fnulLiiu
Ei.w^i. Jlii;ll.-ll
deepl.y movins scenes aiid also plenty
,... ..Jtrll-U Uilt>-!>
Icind uf comedy typical,
of
that
..... .Tiidur Kvims
Pa.sriol'.s native fOv\'n Of Marseilles,
.Till Mi-drHlll
.C'trl .lni>i'
tt^li'er'e
people distort the. truth for
1).'MI.< .MuTlill
...
The
tiie, fyii of lelMnct White lies.
....liiiin ,\V!n\Tl<
play is a iiequel to' ''Mai'ius," in ,\vhicli
...„. .Mos;) Xut;.*iu
FieVre Fi-esnay, as llie .son of Raimu.
.Hcli v llii
.(.iwcn t^iiii'MKin
a ptib ,6\v'ner in Marseilles, rafi, oft to
.
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.

law

.51i<rV.;Mjirrin
,i.Vi il
v hiii
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Louis J. Singer is reported to have been coupled with J. J. Leventhat
in their abortive proposal to supply $5(V,000 additional coin needed
before
"Beggarts Holiday" could open at the Broadway, N. Y., la.it week.
Their
plan was claimed to be anything but altruistic, with the result that
the
musical's presenters, Perry Watkins and John R. Shepperd, Jr..
turned
down the loan because of the attendant conditions demanded'. Understood
tliat Leventhal and Singer wanted their coin back out of the first
money
earned by "I-fOliday," a 25''t and ViVi'",, of the profits. In addition
it
is
alleged that Singer sought a mortgage on Sheppard's home in Westchester
but later withdrew that demand. Sheppard raised the needed cash at
the
last minute, it being loaned to him by a wealthy physician,
"Holiday," which opened Thur.sday (26), got mixed notices but
drew
virtual capacity on Saturday (28 niglit.
It represents an investment nf
more than $300,000.

permit the stage

to

with, a substitute for
prodtfvtion
This^lias been settled by. castidg Honi'i Viibert as Cesar. He has
..same statcn'e and bulk as RaimUL.
Xivi^s an exem.pl*i-y pertorm-

Loudon,

1,

Inside Stuff-Legit

progre.'!.''.

reo.ue.-il,, w>lu>

his fatlu'r really is

,

and vage a.couple of hits from hi.s score.
The rest may welt be ai lence.
isi (i.

?ven now- the exterior still has
'honilied. especially since he bethe shabby look of a long-neglected lievcs him to be a .shady character
mansion. And inside the cream and Hy traces hinv to Toulon as a garage
sold and rich red plush, has not been owner, and is unwittingly the cause
toijched by a. single daub of new (,1 iji-jivging liis niotlier and his real

week and a half salary by the colored cast of "Lysistrata "•
Broadway flop, is -slated to be settled by arbitration. The
is on technical groiind-s, based on Equity's standard contracts,
which
stipulate that there must be two weeks played or paid for tfoiti
the date
Show was over-rehearsed, players receiving full pay tor one
in
Iwu pafta
scfiU'y).
,.SKtn4:lies
ami of opening.
Ui'ii-H li.r i-lyW M.'i.svluvili'.; innsil- l»v .\o.-mai)
week. It opened and closed the last half of the following week, full p.-»y
nai'llfitrlh;
l'^t»atur(»!4, tJeorKi' llt'itsoji. lEej'.vI
Management contends that because the cajit received two
;.MvaM»r, Y'W {.X'aW; l-tiMi.v Atuv tJitvM'M. Pam> .applying, too.
Sboniiuril, i>anal(l fli^K
ItiM
I'raacr. weeks' salary it complied will) the
minimum requirement. Amount indeeply emotional. The blend is of the (In
Kriv:- ilK'liti'wooii,' i'etsjsj'
Wiiluachlfj
tlorbest Pagnol. It is ditlcrent from the (loii l.lllJe,, WaUaH Katun,. VMi\ HluiKar-d. volved is approximately $7,000.
Robert 'Blum sta!<e adaptation pro- .teiiri- ,Kr(*<*mHiK :11il»r.v -\ll('n. ,l>ireVt,t»d^ Itj
Mfi,lley
,BriK}?s..
tlte
.IMaytnniKi",
lirtnUon.
At
duced in Germany in 19,3(3.
Dorothy Kirsten stepped into the part of Cho Cho San in the Met's
H!, -'H1. ,and
stage
Demazis,
who
on
Orane
"Madame Butterfly" Saturday (22) night when Licia Albanese became inscreen has aKvays impersonated the
Claude Soman's now revue from disposed. It was Miss Kirsten's first time in that assignment at the Met
character of Fanny, still does it in
Evidently needing moral support she asked Hiza Koyke, Japanese
pHiiia
ho play. She eives a magnificent the trisky pen of Eric Maschw,itz got
performance, Vibert., in the part a flying start from the headlines donna, to be with her during the performance. Miss Koyke. who has done
which would ha^'e been Raimu's, when the Lord Chamberlain banned "Butterfly." is with Fortune Gallo's San Carlo Opera Co., as was Miss
in a political .song, then let It go with a Kirsten. Miss Kir.sten, former stenographer, is a protege of Grace
considerable vci-satility
.shows
Moore.
tew
corrections.
But
the
song,
L<>t'l
switching without effort from comShe made her operatic debut with the Gallo troupe during an engagement
edy to deeply moving drama. Ray- Honorablos," mildly debunking cab- at the Center, N, Y., several seasons ago.
mond Pellegrin acquits himself well inet ministers, is no great shakes
as the 20-yeaf-nld boy. Alibert. as anyway, and it is left: to a few new
Opening night mishaps continue to plague producers on Broadway this
Marius, the bov's: father, has a com- faces and to Zoe Gail and Betty
season. There were two at last Wednesday's preem of "Wonderful
Jo'tlrparatively minor part, and is best Ann Davies, from the last Maschwitz
ney" at the Coronet, N. Y. In the second-act radio broadcast of the fight,
known for his appearances in South- revue, to put punch into the show.
As it happens, it is not too punchy, amplification went bad. so that broadcast wa.sn't heard, marring
ern revues. Balance of cast is strong,
a big
but it is a friendly and intimate show .scene in the play.
Mali.
A piece of wire holding a piano lid tor an important'
rising to a raucous belly-laugh now
"ghost" moment broke before the scene, to spoil that.
and then, and it's good to look at.
Mishaps follow closely on the two. at recent preem of "Christopher
Red-headed Zoe Gail has one of
$4*lii<'k«al
her best numbers in "From Plaid to Blake" at Music Box, when a piece ol scenery fell, and another accident
("Fate With IMlisic")
Worse," reproving the jazzing-up of happened backstage.
Vie.aia, Dec. 6.
Scottish ballads, in the first half, and
x-omniusic-iil
SmIz
Kfirl Fnrkws-K»fl"'rl
there is a merciless skit on the BritAs part of a rout irte check the U. S, Department of Immigration has
Wilh llertiiii Mviyen. Aleiic.>i.
(»(ly in six
ish habit of holiday camps which sl-artcd an investigation to see
wiiMher producer George White is legally
yrp(3 .IfrKcr. Atlilii HurUiKCr.. Hfryl Rol>ertp.
Karr I'Hrkas. .'<i-nta AVcliBrjt", tlie CiretR could be a rib-buster with less repe- in the U. S. He's currently serving a one-year term
at a California road
ja"»>ni'nthal balM iiiUI Auslriil (iusirtpt liiHik
tition.
camp on a hit-and-run auto charge.
anti Ivrii s Ij.v Karl l^'ai-kas; IttttaW, by ,Bol^ir
Second
halt
wnips
to
much
up
t*rt
SK'lx. Willi (oiiuiost'r conduKin»s: ('iTheatrical reference books list White's birthplace as Toronto, Canada.
.snappier entertainment and "In the
rp< t.f(i 1»- Fjirltus; wts. Altifil Ku,iiz: .vhoi'Prepresentative of the Immigration Dejuirlinent said although he probably
At iviwtio tlie- Lake Distiict," guying the ballet and
nKTfl piiy, Oivte Vvi^'seii lha 1,
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paint.

tather

Claim for a
a recent fast
claim

London, Dec.

again.,
The play is of strictly film cut.
^vliich exolains the 10 sccneti, some
cJevoted to light comedy and others

,

Govvard's new show is mainly
notable for the introductijn of Mary
Martin as star. She held her auaience from the moment of her first
entrance, and sailed through with
flying LH)lors.
Stor.v is set on the

'

in Vaiukiy and .said: "Well you picked a fine da.v.
This yarn stales tint
anybody who puts $250,000 into a musical show Should get his head e.xamined." The aclcrn-improsario was unabashed. He repli.«d that "Texas'^
need that miich coin.
-New shpw is slated to play auditoriums. Morrissey, too, has plan^ for
a musical to be produced in Mexico City,
"Texas" is being done by Morrissey and Percy Oakes, an agent
Claim
is that around $100,000 of Dallas backing his been
pledged, and another
$.'50,000 to complete the budget is in sight.
Principals are being chosen in
New York, with the ensemble recruited in Dallas.

didn't

I

I

to.iietliev

Soman

('la tide

;

prr.-^^(*nlalinn

t»C

17.
rev'ue

nt'w

I

.

'

island Of Samolo in the Pacilic. The
missionaries and the volcanoes are
an odd prelude to a boy-meet-girl
story whose deeor. music and spectacle, in the grand Old Drury manner, abolish the facts and grip with
make-believe.
Mi.ss Martin
is
a scarlet lady
v;ho3e love affairs and reputation as
a professional singer scandalize the
.starchy old fahiily whose birthday
celebrations she interrupts. An unhappy affair with the son ol the
house forces her to leave him and
Result is
return to her singing.
that her choice between love or a
career proves the key to the whole

I

'

.

I

]

;

:

-

,

story.

But Cow'ard is far too skillful to
Mii
be baffled by so olct a dramatic
cliche and handles it with easy resource and charm. He fills the stage
with exquisite groups of dancers,
singers and dramatic vignettes, he
dashes in with a cheeky little tune
strewn with the old naughtiness, he
rises on a melody that a)mebody can
sing and gives superb opportunities to both Miss Martin and Sylvia
Cecil, the scarlet lady's duenna. And
making geese of the swans, is upto his new leading .man, Graham alre. S*i«iuia.
roariously witty. It is by Alan MelPayn, he gives abundant scope in
bi'iginal title of this was "Murder ville, top revue writer in town; whose
songs, dancing, and acting.
changed tor the
Sweetest and Lowest"' revue at the
Among lilt;
rviiiiiiiK
tlie iiiiiiiy
many iiuiiiuc-is,
numbers, "This
misi with Mu-sic." It
v,„„„ murder
\
where
in a Vienna
Ambas.sadors goes on and on
Is « Chaneine WorM" and ''Pretty Premiere
fresh
song
is
too
Wessel
Horst
George Benson, one ot the senior
'he
Little Bridesnwids" are undoubtedly
But the piece comics ot the show, has some ot the
hit tunes. "The score is rich in ttine- a memory to be tunny.
little or no happiest
showing
murder,
material, particularly an
s*^'"
fulness
What the show seems to lack is promLse beyond some pleasant Stolz Old Boy's speech at School, and Betty
the musical strength of a comedy. tunes for a promrsed Broadway pro- Ann Davies continues an established
But Coward has called it a romance. duction. Vienna was stirred up more artistry in wild burlesque and genand it is musical and remantic. In by the return of Robert Stolz and uine pathos.
Bill Fraser, one of the most accomhis ertiphasis on these elements, he Karl Farkas after long exile than by
has showm a shrewd sense of what whatever their opus might contain. plished faces, shows remarkable gifts
the public wants. There is a dread- The composer, nearest thing to a as a revue star and it's hard to know
ful shortage ot both at the moment Johann Strauss the century has pro- what this show would do without
on the London stage. When he adds duced, has delivered pleasant but him. It' lacks the dazzle of a Bea
spectacle to this, he judges equally undistinguished tunes. His pit work Lillie or a Leslie Henson. but its
well of the resources of Drury Lane. also is strong. But Farkas, who is pace, charm and general bonhomie
An immense cast performs ad- all over the place as director, au- have the flash of cheerfulness so badmirably. some fine cliorus voices and thor and leading comic, has no more ly needed in this town. With some
6lad.ys Calthrop's decor are high than a few moment.s of nostalgia to lightening up, it should do well. Dipoiiits in the general artistry. Also recall his old davs as one end of rcclion of Hedley Brings, back from
'Ebet.
Mantovani'^ orchestra 'deserves men- Grunbaum and .Farkas of- pre-Nazi|t^ Navy, is first rate.
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the U. S, legally, such iiivcstigatioiis are routine procedure Vhcnever
any individual runs into the toils ot t"he law-.
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Norman Krasna's new comedy being

readied by Rodgcrs and Hammerstem, in association with Joshua Logan, is now called "John
Loves Mary "
It started rehearsals as "William Loves
Mary," but out of deference to
Lornelia Otis Skinner, whose radio program is similarly
named the play
was temporarily called '^ack Be Nimble," after a comic strip
character.
Miss_ Skinner is currently starred in the revival of
"Lady Winderitiere'a
Fan.
Reported she has a picture for the radio show.

;

:

^

;

'

Tailor shop on the campus of Notre Dame
at South Bond, Ind., W3S conducted by one Toplitzky, accounting for the title
of the musical, "Toplitzky
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general

criticism

Coward has given

nothing

that

new

|

to

over-weighted evening.
Even /considering the

K»in«»l»

appalling
paucity of bright, young people on
the European stage!^ the^asting job
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Thursday

(26).

WNBC

over

will "rest on his laurels for .several
month.s" following
'«f' "L'hristopher Blake," will next
write a plav for
^^"^ P'a-^^^'-'Kht revealed this during an inter-

°J,'^'-J.'f

1>7 t'.if'r^

W

^

-

:

?

fro,"
H "
Fi?n !•
J
..nH u,^'".

A

Lst

'

-

Y., last

.f\

'''^"^

Miss Carlisle on "Hi Jinx"

'""^

.loalmi»<<i»

pi*"
r>
in
the theatre except a Pacific Island
'
, i-a,..
»„;„„,rt n..«,7;,f,f
,
and an entrancing star but actually
fou.wlai,^?.!'^,'.?^ i:SZX: x.ir;.'non"a,;.'i
he, has composed a briUiant .picture on "Murder" is beyond comprehenAndre Karsar-it. starrina Maria ca•
ia the high romantic
manner.
,;>•' '^'.''''•'•'^
Kision. _
Leading
_
woman Hertha Mayea .I('arin**l(e
Maria Tazarfrv
looks as though Old Drury has found European''joan Crawrordr"ha7mU^^ .lulii
.yuzanne idtin
the show it wants for these erratic but exoiici.'..! ,t)' oiit.% /•iiiiOCt JCrper, I'^-rtlcri
.. ..lean Vllar
£bet.
times.
.Michi'l tvouoiiet
a State Opcr.a singer long past his
It(>l>e,rt ^'aUler
''
singing prime; is as lar out of place
iSS'*'"''"'"
'aul tjaurent
>
'
Farkas,
himself.
Attiila
as
Horbiger,
"'"ll'.L'ir
l'«>Nar.
until -recently :,verbpten, for: enthuThis looks very inauspicious deParis, Dec. 15.
siastio pro-Nazi ,aim work under .spite
Max Malire.v prf*<lq<*(inri
Arnbuilh's
iii
IXvo
reputation
<he
ar-l-si
(lit .si-cncs), !» Marcel PaKiioI.
Gocbbels, se_e_ms incongruous in the penned "Antigone" and Maria
Stars
CaHeim Viivn ami cirane ,Df?na>sis. :Dirt-i-,iwi finale lead. He Struggles hopelessly zares' arty fdllowina
Pla.y suffers
part. Story;
set from a stOry
that's n
..
not too credible
l^»n'i;;K '"At'Se^a Var"Sr'?«r^^ with an .overwritten
^
otel starts with a writer,
and slow, tempo made worse by
.Henri viHM>ri m a Pans
'()iiir>m:in
r.^iiiiiii.^, v.
.Biav.Htc depressed by marital reverses and
Wi-dng direction. This may explain
''*''''^
literary failure, wanting to kill him- why Jean Ct.evrier, who accepted
isl-aVi,'fclle''''''''''''''''''-'
-JJ;;''!;-:
the male lead of Frederic, quit on
Honarin'
.MafKUeritP Cliaborl self. Farkas appears as: a comedy
M. Bnju. ................
.jtii-erscadel burglar who is- talked oiit of robbery
the second day, being replaced, by
Nuoias Amain but refuses' to shoot the unhappy Jean Vilar after the theatre
had
Vl'ieii'
Ti'i';!
been dark, four day.s. Title eomes
a mysterious; magnate
wt,'Hi^^fev,^V.V;';^^
from the double suicide ending,
Mai,-* vsiii:isi:!,:.^-^:!,C;l}i^',^'.^''.:'^ivLs- makes a suicide pact under which
l-'ann.v.. j. ..:;..
iO'rane Dpmazis the scribe mufit cdnfess the murder
similar to Romeo and Juliet
(v^™i.,.....,,,.,..,..,«fl5Mond I'ei^^
ot "Bobby Lynn" in' return for $10,-First act.- the best shows Suzanne
;¥,.*,.',.;',
O"" to settle, hls Dbligatioos. "Lynn" Flon bringing her^ fiance, a^ respect;
I'-i.rnaiid
'.'.'..'.IV.
",',".'.V,VAr^^^
I>ri,r
.RcneCii.i tufn.s out to be the beautiful femme. ^''^e lawyer's clerk Jean Vilar,. and
A I'
>>%,;..
.;,..,,.,....;i>ij;i,ui
He has .just fallcii for in a bar. Last his mother. Odette Talazac, to the
- \j;seaside Jiome of her very Bohemian
"^.''^ '•-'
v'
^"^^ deals father frantically with, a
*or producer '.V'
Max Sdaurey, not yet badly botched "dream -ballet" in family. Latter consists ot Robert
sufiiciently recovered flora illness to which the writei: is
tortured by the Vattio-r, her lather, who takes life
attend the opening, this is money in thought of being tricked intb
'^<^'' brother, Michel
''^^
Bou'helpthe bank. The play .was written long ing knock off the woman he loves
l""^*- '^'^'^
^ grudge against the
ago. and iuis been alreadis-brojught to It develops into one of
becau.se his wife
deserted
those
the screen by Marcel Pafgnol himself comedy bedroom-drunk
^""^ ''^^ young sister, Maria
scenes with
as
pi-oducer-diriacfor,
the
smash the whole ca.st oopping in and out ''F^''^'''' temperamental youngster
|

.„'^^°"L"='jf'
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Century, N.
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^"^^

In the show, however, the fellow runs
a tavern in New York, supposed
when in the big town. There is.
't

to be patronized by the Fighting Irish
of cour.se, no such place.

n f-s
p.a.s,

•'^Vv^'f''^
^' ^

^°''' N- Y.) is in receipt of letter
that for the first time in the
subscribed 100% to the kitty. Not only
officc force.

nhinn^^ in with their $2 for
chipped
a $204

company manager and

total.
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bert a stage production contract be make .something
of such a routine.
fore the death of Raimu. who pop- But it's far
beyond Farkas, Happy
ularized the character of Cesar on ending is
unbelievable.
stage and screen in "Marius" and on
"Murder" is about as elaborate a
the sctieea in "Gesar." Pagnol was musical job as
postwar Vienna has

port her careless father and brother.
When Miss Flon, who apparently
seldom sees her family, brings in

her fiance and his mother both very
(Continued on page 41)
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Philadelphia,

30;

Ella Logan, featured in "Finian's
James .Elliott will preem
in Sacramento March 14 with BiJlie Rainbow," Lee Sabinsbn iiiusical tryBurke and Grant. Mitchell starred, ing out at the Erlanger for the past
call
for extensive touring before three weeks, was h()spitalized by
,

reaching New York. Show will play
Coast two months, and Chicago for
the summer, before hitting' Broadfall.
Lee Shubert, who has
a piece of the show, has offered El-

way next
liott

a

i

'

Elliott

for "Accidentally Yours,'*
.by Pauline Williams which

pi'odiJcer

Chi house,

Herbert

J.

Freezer, textile

manu-

laryngitis on Friday (27) after having had grave difficulties with her
voice all week. Connie Baxter, membCr of the singing ensemble, took
-

over with only one full rehearsal
and little preparation -Friday night.
Role is difficult one, calling for

facturer who has backed Elliott's plenty of acting as well as seven or
Miss Baxler
productions, is a.s.sociated in this one. eight song numbers.
Rosen will be business rnan- inade only one major .slip, and got,
ager and also have a piece ot the big audience reception.'
•.
,.•
show.
Management lannounced Saturday
afternoon that Miss Logan would resume role for show.'s fourth and final
Helen
Surgery week at the Erlanger.
Helen Menken, dramatic aoties.s
operated on for a mastoid condition
PITT PLAYHOUSE
in the fall; is slated for further surPitt.sburgh, Dec. 30.
gery ,to clear up a painful aftermath.
Pittsburgh Playhouse will try out
The secondary operation will not be
a new play next month for the first
serious.
lime in several years.
Star is expected to resume on taScript is. by Dana" Jonathan and is
dio, and possibly reappear on the now
called "The Lady ol Leiey
stage, in the spring.
Square."
Al. H.:

Menken

PREEM

,

'

' ..

.
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LEGITIMATE
Kiel Aud, St. Louis,
Into Black 1st

Scenk Ddgners, Stagdiands Doe

steaniing^.
are
designers
Scenic
the stageover a recent order of

hands union barring them from the
showdown over jurisstage, and a
Dedictional rights is soon due.
signers say they cannot complete
properly when retheir assignments
stricted to the other side o£ the
footlights. Arguments between de-

Remember Bobby"

"I

by

similar

builAng cost

$6,000,000.

editorial
.

of

41st Antdversary

Cincy Just Cool

Number

To

of

.

.

stopped until he walked off, crew
refusing to operate the scenery.
De.signers are unionized, so it's a
jurisdictional

CROUSE

Out Next Week

CO.

way

Wing's Victory Players

by

New Community
American

The
.

with teacher
Other rooms
"Alexander
Room," by Ruth Gordon
and Garson Kanin; "Antoinette Perry
Boom," by Brock Pemberton and
Mrs. Perry's two daughters; and
rooms by Irving Berlin, Richard
Rpdgers and Oscar Hammerstein,
Katharine
Cornell
and
Guthrie
McClintic,
and Howard Cullman.
Contributors get a bronze plaque in
their respective

rooms.

Theatre

..

groups

Victory Playersactors

who put

on

of

Wing's

Equity

sketches gratis

during wartime. to aid bond drives,,
Red Cross campaigns, etc.— are con-

i

tinuing as the

Community

Players,

presentation before proper
clubs and institutions.

Wing
,

I

I

IS

j

I

club or community theatres outside
the Wing's radius. First agencies to
use the new Wing service are the
National Conference of Christians
and Jews, NYU-Bellevue Medical
Center and N. Y. Tuberculosis
Health Assn.

&

'MICE'

EEVIVED

Los Angeles, Dec. 30.
Troupers' Club will revive "Of
Mice and Men," for six days, Jan.
^
'

10-15, inclusive.

equipped physics laboratory and

Demos.

Topping the

cast will

Clarence
•

Max

.$7.500.,,

theatre makes no sense, and
version of recent Broadway
successes (also .caught "The Late
George Apley") are packing the two
auditoriums nightly.

during
homa!."

be Robert

Muse and Nick

to Steve Alexander
manager of Eugene
O'Neill's "The Iceman Cometh" at
From Cleveland to Cincinnati— the Beck theatre, N. Y., was thefted
hold everything! As far as your re- of Christmas gifts and a 'brief case

stage

was

clearly proven

week.

"Okla-

,

in point, of gross, that tune show going up $13,000 for a count approaching $36,000. It's pointed towards the

two-year mark.
January is due: to get five musicals,
including a return six-week date of
"Bloomer Girl" at the City Center
and the revival of "Sweethearts."
New musicals due in arc "Finian's
Rainbow." "Street Scene" and "In
Gay New Orleans." Long-staying
"Read Mill" which jumped back to
around $32,000 will move to the
Shubert jiext Monday (6) replacing"Park Avenue" a big time disap-.
pointment.

:

-There are no other musicals in
sight this side of spring.
Brokers
discount Saturday's rash of business
for ^^e latest musicals by saying that
the holiday crowds dcmahded tune
shows and passed up the straight
shows.

I

-

.

.

porter goes, Cincinnati can revert to last week near the theatre's stage
the Indians. To make matters worse, entrance. Script of O'NeiU's "The
I was brought up in Cincinnati. You
Moon of the Misbegotten," which
can't blaine the town's decay on Ed Alexander was
taking home for
Radcliffe or Groverman Blake, two persual. was in the brief case. Youthcon.scicntious fact finders who seem ful thief was caught. "Moon" is the
to be worried as I am about the state second drama by O'Neill to be preof the theatre in Cincinnati. The play- sented this season by the Theatre
goers just don't seem to care-^maybe Guild, and is due in rehearsal in
they're all music-minded, for you about two weeks, James Dunn being
can't say that Cincinnati hasn't any slated for the lead, others including
culture of a sort. Mayor Jim Stew- James M. Kerrigan, Earl Larrimore
art is crazy about the theatre and is and Mary Welch. It was at O'Neill's
completely unaware of why the local suggestion that Eddife Dowling staged
citizens don't do their share. Went his "Iceman," but no director has
so far as honestly proposing, because been announced for "Moon."
of .<;entimental and family reasons,
Thief, who gave his name as James
to devote time and money to doing Woods, was held under $5^000 for

.

RICE WHIPPING 'SCENE'

INTO SHAPE IN PHILLY
in

Elmer Rice is currently occupied
whipping the musical version of
Scene" into shape, show

his "Street

out in Philadelphia prior to
its Broadway opening dated for the
Adelphi Jan; 9.
Last season his
click, /'Dream Street," was somewhat hampered by the illness of his
wife, Betty Field, starred in the
play, and the couple are expected
to go away for a rest after the mutrj ing

Rice recently warned

sical opens.

.

grand jury action.

(Continued on page 44)

plenty of pati-onage'

Christmas

which had dropped under
$20,000 for the first time since opening nearly four years ago, bounced
back towards capacity, with the gross
approximating $28^500. The betterment for "Carousel" was even higher

Balk Auto Theft
a.ssistant

is

for click musicals

Car belonging

I

..

:

.

That there

:

perceived that a town of
with only one legiti-

minimum booking mate
Com- their

asking

munity Players troupes, dependmg
and
^l^etch prepared
0" *^yPe
agency involved.- It's also making
arrangements to give such agencies
I'ights to the sketch for -a year, in
case the agency wants to distribute
it to amateur groups, in church or

It's

.

..leveland's size

of 25 to 50 dates for its various
.,
„,

Coogan,

wisely

(28).

;

Ir.

•":

groups,

drew excel-

on Saturday

Spectacle of two high-cost musicals
opening on the same night was unprecedented on Broadway, the opposed shows being "Beggar's Holiday" and "Toplitzky of Notre Dame."
Former proved the best at the boxoffice, with takings of $25,500 In half ?
a week. Its take -of $8,500 on Saturday was heartening to the. management, which had been faeset with
ti'oubles.
"Toplitzky" got con.sidernbly less in, its first fpur tinie.s but
the Saturday takings amoimted to

i

headed by Eugenie Chapel. Latter
was one of the 'Victory actresses.
Continuance of work came about
through requests of various agencies
that used the actors or sketches.
This
time however, actors and
writers on the project are being
paid a nominal fee, with agencies
involved also paying transportation
and other expenses. Wing is bearing
the administration costs. .Wing is
having sketches prepared on subjects

Goal for the campaign is $200,000,
to include a gymnasium and a wellli-

lent business

possible that one, or both,. .may pos-sibly be stayers.

Kurnitz to Dramatize

as far as interest in the theatre
local inhabitants was con-

A

Label

|

PRO CHILDREN'S SCHOOL

jiishing each, complete
for 20 students, is $989.
nlrealy
donated
are

divided opinion but both

**..

Iditoriol

But the situation began to
Train's
Tutt' Into
improve three or four seasons ago
when yoimg Milton Krantz took over
Play for
Gordon
the management of the Hanna. He
has built up a subscription list that
Harry Kurnitz, scenarist and playguarantees any show an advance of wright, on leave from Universal.$7,000 before the ticket sale .opens
International,
will
dramatize , the
officially, aiid this subscription list is "Mr. Tutt" stories by the late Arthur
growing all the time. By working Train, Kurnitz, east for that express
hard, boolcing the best shows he pos- purpose, closed with agent Harold
sibly can, and most important, by; Ober, representing Train's estate, for
having a real interest in the theatre a play version of the' veteran SatAlthough his deal
as such. Krantz hag in my opinion evepost series.
made Cleveland into a topnotch the- embraces some 200 short stories,
Kurnitz's idea i.s to utilize the charatrical town once .more.
The Cleveland Playhouse is an acter only, and fictionalize the rest.
interesting
place.
This nationally
Max Gordon will produce and
known theatre has a physical plant Martin Gabel direct. Walter Huston,
that might well be the envy of any wl%a. has long expressed- interest in
Broadway showman, and artistically ithe character, may create him on the
it does as well as Broadway and ocstage.
Jerry Wald-, Warner Bros,
casionally better. Saw the opening producer,' for. a long time fiirted
of "A Sound of Hunting" and liked with the film rights, but nothing
the production better than the one materialized.
Kurnitz has the pix
seen in New York; Frederick McCon- rights also.
He returns to Hollyr
neli and his partners and staff have wood Jan. 4.

Russel Crouse, "Life With' Father"
co-author, is currently heading up a
strong show biz campaign for refurbishing and overhauling of the Professional Children's School in New
York. Playwright wrote a story
for the N. Y. Times in connection pertaining
to
health, social and
with the PCS campaign an<lr'''with mental hygiene, tolerance, etc. for
Howard Lindsay, Oscar Serlin and'

WooIIcott

sided premiere "card got better than
in future

A nniversary ISutn her
Out Next Week

41st

booked on Broadway, but
expire before coming

town, according to observers.
Neither mu.sical on last week's lop-

to

:

PLUGGING

Mrs. Clarence Day, donated an enRoom
tire classroom to the school.
will be called "Life With Father
Room" becau.se, of 87 children who
have played in the show, over its
seven-ycar run 70 have befn pupils
of PCS.
Idea for package donations to the
school, such as an entire room, is
being promoted, with plenty of showfolk responding. There, are a total
>f 12 classrooms, and the cost of fur-

#

com*

on

arrived

week, and three a?*;

may

the third

Shows

the
cerned.

To Continue on Under

arap.

&

Legit

By JOHN WILDBEBG
Cleveland used to be a good show
town, they tell me, but that was a
long time ago. In recent years it
could hardly be compared to Broad-

for

logical

,

An

•
•

is

new shows

that it) will

musicals

last

definitely

Producers
(legit,

feature

:the-..'

to

Those Newcomer

The

'

an

them: to call out: inslruction.s fi-om
the front of the hou.se, nor are they
able to obtain efficient results. RecenW a leading designer refused
to leave the stage, .so rehearsals

period.

new

Broadway

trying out, a brace of the latter being

bo a nowtpapcrman
himself wdlidori from where

,

an expressipi. of unnecessary
ieal by the stagehands but the latdesigners or assistants
ter claim that
the crew by
in attempting to aid
handling any of the production commit a violation of the International
Alliance of Theatrical Stag? Employees rules. Designer.s usually at-

'

duriwg^ -any

Two

4-

who uiod

of boys ln"Lif« With Fothar"
*
*
*

Designers contend that the stance
arbitrary in
is
of the stagehands
forbidding anyone but those in the
crew from touching any scenic ef-r
props. They -say the
feet, lights or

tend to the lighting of
and contend it is not

Spotty Notices But Big Business

0 eurieut tidcliqbt cn: the pordde

signers and deckhands have cropped
one recent inup at tryouts, and in
were subjected to

stance rehearsals
interference.

ban

*

.*

Holiday/ Toplitzky' Get

Brock Pemberton

During the current year Boyer said
that $25,000 more was turned into
the citjf's general revenue fund than

Howard Lindsay
*.

Time 'Beggar's

St, Louis, Dec. 30.
The Henry W. Kiel municipal auditorium will end its current fiscal
year next April i.i the black for the
first time in its history.
Barry B.
Boyer, manager, announced that
bookings for the next four months
assure a profit.

For Jurisdictional S3iowdown

41

medicos to take

b

brary.

There will also be a Jean
Greer Robinson Room, named aftpr
one of the school's founders and
president of the board for 24 years.

"Scene''

it

easy.

produced

being

is

Dwight Deere Wiman

by

in association

with the Playwrights Co., of which
Rice is a member.

Authors League council, Inciden-J

British Ballet

tally, will probably
name RJce'S
successor, as president this week.
Illness and pressure of other business forced his rebigi^tion as its
prexy recently.

Mystery

Seen Unlikely for N.Y.
Likelihood of New York seeing
Bullet in the Ballet," musical based
cn a murder mystery, is now considered slim with failure of the .show
in the British provinces.
Show had

been mentioned for Broadway, with
^era Zorina and Anton Dolin in

41st Anniversary

Number

Berlin Trying to Cast

OF

Music Box Show on Goast

the leads.

^Dance background whodunit, authored by Caryl Bi'ahms and S. J.
Simon, opened in Edinburgh Oct. 1
with Irina Baronova and Leonide
Massine in the leads. Show played
Manchester,
Blackpool and elsewhere, closing in Liverpool Dee. 14.

Show was intended next

for

j

internationiil

Ijallet

company

lieadquartered in London, is staying
over to stage three new ballets for
Sadlers
Wells Ballet at Covent

Garden and

to dance with the group.
Report is that the Sadlers groiip
Was concerned about rivalry from
3

new dance

organization and offered Massine the spot, hoping he'd
<=nange his mind on his own ballet

company

plans.

Palm

Springs.

Prime: purpose of Berlin's trip is to
try and set a cast for his Music Box
theatre, with an eye to a '47 "Music

don, but poor reception in tryout
prevented its getting a London house.
Hence the fold. Miss Baronova,

returned to the U. S. last week (23).
_ Massine, who originally went to
Eitrope with the idea of building

Irving Berlin leaves for the Coast
Jan. .5 for two or three weeks as
house-guest with Joe Schenck. If he
stays longer, Mrs. Berlin and the
family may come west for a fortnight
or so in

Lon-

Ballet Russe ballerina last seen on
Broadway in "Follow The Girl.s,"

-

Box Revue" which has been on the
for the last two or three

agenda
years.

OUT NEXT WEEK
JANUARY

.

Kober-Basso's
His
over,

Warner

Bros,

Arthur Kober

is

New

Play

writing
in

stint

New York

polishing the play he and Hamil-^
ton Basso have been working on.

8

It's

titled

"Friends and Fellow Citi-

zens," a dramatic-comedy.

j

I

1

i

who

..

does book reviews for
Yorker, among other
things, is taking time out for a
New Orleans hegira on behalf of a
Holiday mag piece.
Basso,

The

New

-

:

Wednesday, January

LKGITIMATB

42

worldng in atniosplicre that

is natural to his formative years in .showbusiness. Kay Buclclcy, as the so\ibret; Ross Hertz, as the conipa'iy
manager; Miss Parlcer and Miss Blan-
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"Holiday isn't apt. to achieve more
than a moderate run at best, and it's
unUkely to get back its. production
.
;
costs,

S'M-''"9-^4"f.
vnd oiit of its

'

plant,

Bcnekendbrfl wants to get
running at full capacity to

his plaht
rohabilii!

late hiniself and family. An
Amorican business man wants. it going bel
cause of its value to liis^internati'onal
cartel
combine.
An
American
colonel, mvestigating the. plant
fo^

the
Allied
Military
Government
doesn'.t like the fact that the
plant
"Toplitzky of Notre Dame" is an ran hell-bent .for the
..Nazis, manuintriguing title, but a-s a musical, com- lacturing war parts;,
•oVr
edy that doesn't go. There are po.ssi- portant, that it is still. hi&re imstj((t-e(i :i)y
bilities here whicli go iiiidevoiop.cd, N&zis in key
"
spots.
result
that
the
portormance
with the
The colonel's refu.sal to o.k the
hiimorous.
There pliuit'iJ., resumption under
only; mildly
is
those cirwere not enough real laughs opening cumstanciiis—-though the
owner pres- .:'
.,;:,
>
night. ',
„.-a';
sures him because the coloner was
Book trouble is the bane .6t"Top;- once in love with
Benckendorfl's
litzky," in spades. The score is fairly
•

''

,

.

good

.

'

biit

.

The
not exceptional,
a couple of lioofei-s cop
.

tipplt is that

honor.s.
has a football background;
the chatter abotit the Notre Dame
and Army teams is interniinable. It.
nia.v be okay for pigskin bugs for a
lime, 'but it's even, tpo niuoUi for
them, particularly now that the season, is over. The finale has a Rambler
back kick a field goal from his Own
end zone, a more niatter of 105 yards,
-

tiyp appltrtise.

.'

;

.

,;

Story

,

"Wonderful 'Journey" suffers froni
if,.,;.' v„tnted
"«'\^'-« in
main stem spot, tltcn that' wor-st pi all oeeiipational- disr
indigenous to fantasit^s: it
eases
slipp.e.di into. stock showings aild was
thereby permitting Notre Damo to
doosn't quite c6iiie off. Nevertheless,
nietropoiia.
the
banned;-in
uUirSately
nose out Army. The fellow is sup'
the latter type o£ burley; it's generously enotlgh larded with posed to have come from, "Heaven."'
It was
.'"Holiday" too frequeiitly beconies;
using gals who over -stepped limit in laughs-^with more thanks to comic and the feat is intended to, send the
welter
of
narraamid
submerged
a
hiii' Hurry Sogall
stripping, that, brought about the cur- Phil. Loeb! than auf

is

town in Bavaria
is the BeiickenOpporUinisi
Hum'

chief support

dorfl

,

.

...

manufacturing

whose

.

.

.

1947

1,

so vital to everyone, and
because
is so eminently
a nlacp
for such discussion. But the
authors
here have tried to cover loo
u'l,
ground, bringing in every
possible
f''<;toi-'.
making for a dimi.se talkv
play. The play has too many
speeches and too much that is ie
relevant and contusing.
The action takes place in a small
is

the tlieatre

.
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well, for it has a laugh-wiriiViiig
roniedian in Bert I.ahr, while (ilii\ite
Parker takes care o£ the senfiniental end. ThO.se parts were eitacted by Hal Skelly and Barbara
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There are some show business
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daughter and was a close

fri'jnd

to

who was hanged

Benekondorff's son,

by the Nazis for democratic beliefs'—
precipitates a riot, the arrest of the:
owner, the ousting of the American
business man from town, and the
suggestion that the colonel himself
might get his marching order.s..

Where

might bo tremen-

all this
dranvatic,:

dously

more

is

it:

merely melodramatic:

;;

often

Figures

and

situations are often stock instead of
real. The play's best act is the first,
the business going sadly to pot in the
second, and, not coming back too

much

;

V
the third.
Tlie acting Is mixed. Thomas Beck
is efTecti\-e as, the ideah.stie colonel.
and Blanche Ytirka is imposing as
in

:

.

laughirig.
Instead
out
tive that helps dissipate .the warm
—to place it in that purgatory of customers
^'
they've been niousetrapped lor $9.G0.
welcome one is likely to give to the rent ukase.
plays which achieve limited rvins biit
Opening scene is heaven,, with tlie
S'Btirlesque" isn't that tyjje of shov,'
Duke Ellington music and the John
greonbaeked
their
return
Prussian-minded.
never
outspoken
some athletic angels pliis some Benekendorff
play about burley actors. wati
LaTouehe lyrics. The Ellington music but
spangles to the angels.
niatron. illcrbert Berg„
winged attractive dames deciding to hot projects
were. real troupers,. toflring as tar as
:.is unusiiai arid.' sprightly; there are
,

:

.

;

51

,

Kan.sas.; City,

at lea.st two number.s that... should
catch more than ordinary interest,
while practically all the others demand attention. One major fault is
that, outside of. Alfred Drake,, there's
hardly a voice capable of, carrying

season

.

Opening scene

is

:

after season.
backsta.ge -in the

room of' Skid, first comic in
and little
particular troupe,
Bonny, his redhead wife, show's ingenue. They've been wed for some
years, and although Skid likes his
the tunes.
Very little is recognijiable from the liquor more than she does; Bonn.v is
original iri the.LaTouche book transi- nuts about her: rnan, .a funi?ter.; with
tion to its nresent-day gansster sot- baggy pants, red schhoz. and long flat
ting. "Holiday" abounds with, cliar- shoes.
acters of seamy quality, and not the
Her ori'ly real worry about the
least of these is Drake, as the gang jomic is his propeni;it.y to take prntt
leader with a penchant to handle f,,],^ ^ g^t laugii.s. Bonnv is ambia song, a dame or a haul with an tjjms about her Skid, and wheii an
equal abandon
otTor comes for a new Shubert musi•Holiday'' does one thing for which leal 'on Broadway, she (ixes it so lie
it is to be commended; it has failed
can join pronto. Bonny sticks with
to "stereotype" its colored characters. the troupe but latej-, upon heaving
It is laudable that a police chief, for that Skid is carrying, on with, a dame
instance, is a Negro; a Negro girl fired from, their .show, she flirts with
loves a wlvite man with all tlie dig- a western rancher.
nity of a white woman. And elsf
That takes the play into the -sec
where, the colored players sift
act, with Bonny visiting New
th
through t ie performance with '» cas- {^rk. •When Skid comes to visit her.
circssii\g

this

•

..'

!

,

<

|

.

ualness

strongly

that

:

emphasize.s

he

.is a show in which no social distinction exists between black

that here

thi.s

m

The Original— 1927

the playing is no
the performers; it's just a
question of the libretto failing to
hold up.
,
Ellington has written two particularly fine tunes in "'Wrong Side Of
the Railroad Tracks" and '"Xooth and

Artllur liopkins pruducfion nl
OfinrKP
Mahki^r AVatters niiil

Claw," and LaTouehc's lyrics are

riinli^ilv .bv
Hiipklits.
ClPiin Thnii'UiTenninirs: ..lonu.sRiisc. -In
lie
tHiPned at Pll'moiith; N. Y.. Sept.
;
*.).40 lop.

by Utipkinsr

j^fiiKi'iI;

muTiiin:
iiy

1.

in-

iliini'i^s

Von

AliiPit

'I'rpnt.

"rt;

1!i,i"'y.

variably intelligent. However, "Lullaby for Junior,'' sung by Bernice
Parks, as madam of a brothel, is
much more dirty and obvious than

.

settlliffs.

Miiry

.by,

.Tllzpi-..^ .PelPi-

...

,.

.B:nrb,ir.i,

.

,l>miii.\'.

,.

I

.Jliil

ii'fiy

l''iiviniiil.

Avon Long

.

.

to share top honors, though the
book and specialties don'i permit
him enough of a chance. Once or
twice it appears as if he is about to
spring into the casual style of song
and dance that distinguished him as
Sportin' Life in.j"Porgy and Bess,
but he's invariably cut short fast.
Miss Parks, from the niteries, i-eplaced Libby Holman in the part a
week before the show opened on
Broadway, and she's certainly a
looker who is not the popular version of what one pays for in these

111)7.11..
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Drake there
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clever.
'With

btij; that's the spot when
into' his stride.
One of

situation doesn't

fault of
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stinko.
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Lahr goes
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and white. That
always come oft
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his pals plays piano while Skid sings
snatches of pop sOngS,: of which thereare a dozen used during the latter
part of the performance. Among the
numbers, publishers of which are
duly credited iff the program, is
"Peggv O'Neal." u.sed by Skid and
inflated times.
Bonny for a bit of .'Song and dance.
"Holiday": almost becomes burWhen Skid oflTs to Buffalo when the
lesque' in its wide distortions of the
western party comes to •visit, he's
original Gay opera, and it's here that
high but brokenhearted. That's an
Zero Mostel, the show's principal
eflective curtain.
comedian, achieves a considerable
Third act i,s much the topper, It's
measure of laUghs. Mostel, as Han.ithere that a burlesque show is similton Peacham; the crooked political
ulated, with a small orchestra enterboss, is aflecting many of the maning the pit for that part of the; pernerisms that, distinguish, his nightchorus .cbriies on, too,
club routines, .but some of this is formance.
much too broad and assumes a low- goinjg through a number in lackadaicomedy .stature.
Jet
MacDonald sical manner, then a tenor gives
plays the inge--ie, a blonde looker ''Sheik of Araby," leading to a modified .strip (she's billed as an "ecdysiwho wears her costumes beautifully
Ouf lacks the voice, Others who sist"), Lahr as a. sloppy cop argues
acquit themselves well in lesser with her, and it's there tliat' -some
roles, are
Mildred Smith, Rpllin of the business he used In burlesque
is in.serted.
Comic was with Blutoh
Smith and 1 'arie Bryant.
Oliver Smith has designed some Copper's CoUiinbia 'Wheel show beof the most exquisite settings of the fore he entered vaude, from whiel?
seiSon,"'hiS' b^rt)?s°beinr liartic^ lI? ^t^PPO'' into musical ecwedy^ an dv
ularly notable, and the -Walter Flo- S„.'^2 P' ^"F^"."^ subsequently
puUe.sque as depicted^ here was not
rell costtirnes, plus the dance-staging
,

.

'

,

.

,

,

A

,

.

^

Play has had a pretty ''wonderful scud one Angelo to earth, there to
journey" of iis Own— having; been join the Notre Dame eleven and
adapted into a highly successful pic- theio v ensure victory of the South
ture by Columbia somi; five years be- Benders over the West Pointers. He
fore it hit the Broadway boards last turns up in the tavern of Notre Dame
week. Film Was "Here Comes Mr, booster Toplitzky, in the shadow of
Jordan," which was screenplayed by St. Peter's Cathedral, anfl it's no
Sidney Buchman arid Seton Miller trick for him to make the Irish team.
from; Segall's playscript, originally How he does, it isn't explained,
Mean- though maybe an angel on a schqlartitled "Heaven Can 'Wait."
lime, 20th-Fox made: a film labeled sliip requires no explanation. Top"Heaven Can Wait" in 1943 which lilzky although hot for Notre Dame
has nothing to do with this case ex- never saw the team in action.
cept to explain the switch to the curThe dialectic saloon owner is rear'rent title.
ing one Bobby, a girl whom he beBecause of the film, the j>lay was hoved was a boy and for whom the
never done, on Broadway, although football-playing angel falls. So Angelo is adopted by Toplitzky. Fresh
it was staged in stock in Pasadena
and Indianapolis, And last summer, from Ireland comes McCormack,
Bamberger presented it at his Bucks who has a nephew named Leary, a
County tPa.) Playhouse with pretty strong lad working on a Jersey farm.
much the same east now being seen He is taken from the plough for:
But Leary wants
in New York. Jed Harris bought the Notre Dame. too.
play outright for $12,500, after hold- to go to the City College of New
ing the original option on it, and York, which cues into the show's
reaps such royalties as there are. comic ditty. "I Want to Go to City
When Angelo falls for
There are naturally no screen rights College."
involved without manifold compli- Bobby, and the bo.ss angels make him
mortal, it's n,g. for Notre Dame. But
cations.
a couple of charactens with wings
Story lines of the play and picture
reappear
when
the Ramblers ape beare closely parallel. It's the tale of
hind 6 to 7, and the final whistle
the pug snatched from earth before
his
time
by an overly-zealous about due. They suggest the kick,
heavenly messenger... To right the so the celestial boot cops for coach
Frank tieahy's boys (he is mentioned;
error, a celestial ofl'icer lets the
so is Blanehard of West Point).
lighter choose in whose earthly body
'

—

—

he'd like his soul to dwell. Choice
number of people about

Edward Bromberg,

J.

nnce as
rather

'Tonio

.superficial.,

some conviction

carries

as

Selwart
a Nazi

.:

and Vilma Kurer wins sympa-

zealot,

thy as the maladjusted Bencltendorft'
daughter.

Reginald

Denham's

,

direction

is

satisfactory; and Raytnoiid Sovisy's
sets, especially the ode of the BentikendorlT living room, arc ell'eclive,
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the road^

toured

Temporary Mrs. Smith" on

musical

Gus
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Wind
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niscience that is required. Donald
Murphy as. the pug, however. Works
just a bit too hard, while Wallace
Acton as the over-eager messenger is
plea.santly funny. Frances Waller, as
the gal who loves Joe's soul through
two different carcasses, makes an almost meaninglessly iwritlen part even
mcire So;
She- is entirely unbelievable.

On

i

'

.

,

.

first

Reinhold .Schunzol's perform.:
tlie German nianufactiu-er is
a little stilted, and Walter Grea'za's
part as the American businessman

lively.

'

the ether hand, for whatever
niea.sure of success the play achieves.
Bamberger and Segall; should bow
both low and often to Lobb,.; Gofnic
in the original presentation.
b,y .Valerie Bettis, are. riglit out of
Also, when. "Burlesque"' goes bur- here adds just another exciamatioh
the top drawer.
to his well-established repii-"Holiday" co.sts. in the neighbor- lesque, there's a .song and bit with R(5int
hood of $300,000, and itfs a pity that nightciubbor Jerri Blanehard, who tation. He brings to the show the
looks positively Amazonian, with second-act laughs and punch which
too. little of that cost is reflected
Bobby Barry, doiiig second comic. provide it With a considerable measin the overall production.
Kahn,
Finale: has Lahr and Mi.ss Parker ih ure of. entertainment. As the fighta song and dance with patter, whidi er's manager, not so completely cohI'used by the bodily transformations
IS to the. eflect that Skid and Bonny
Hits the
ar6 to team' forever after. Anyone as to mi.ss taking financial advantage
The John Wildberg<i hit for Okla- vifho ever siaw burlesque should be of it. he gets yaks fiporti a twist :ot the
homa City with "Anna Lupasta," and amused by the show, and that goes hand or the muttering of the rnost
for a generation unfamiliar With that mundane phrase.
istay with it until the show opens in
type of entertainment.
Rest of the cast are niere fiUerSan Francisco Jan. 21 and in Los
If "Burlesque" gets over it will bo inners of the excellent
settings bv
Angeles Feb. 17.
because ol Lahr. He dominates it. Raymond Sovey.
Herb.

Wildberg

his

sen.si-

twice
appearance, is Toplitzky. for about six weeks, closed it
fVan and Schenck. one time for repairs, then gave it up to David
and the pug first takes
As "Lovely Me" the Jacclick vaude duo) is McCormack. Lowe.
that of a malevolent playboy.'tycoon,
queline Susann-Beatrice Cole piece
The.se
vets
most
do
of
the
talking,
then another prizefighter.
and they certainty do plenty of it. finally came to Broadway Christmas
night.
Difficulty is that Se^all is never They reprise one of
But all the doctoring has
the better numable to get the audience across the. bers, "Let Us Gatlier at
the Goal done little for the patient; it's anyfootlights and into the, fantasy. Re
Line," and 'Van has a solo, "Mclner- thing but a welcome Yule gift.
suit is a detachment that makes the ney's Farm,"
This comedy focuses upon the
but he has plenty more
whole deal hard to swallow and efl'ective dittos in his own routine.
career of a much-married ex-film
makes one wonder how the pug's
Warde Donovan is Angelo and does dame who is a would-be nitenv
friends can be such dopes as not -to well with ''Love
difIs a Random Thing," chanteuse but, meanwhile, has
recognize him in his new body de- same number which
scores for Betty ficulties keeping her swank hotel
spite the fact he acts and talks eit
Jane Watson, who is the attractive apartment overlooking Central Park,
actly as he did when he was Joe Bobby,
Duo also does well enough into her living room (done in po.sh
Pendleton. Perhaps the fact that the with "'Vou Are My
Downfall," -"A but nonc-too-imaginative style by'
films mechanically can handle the Slight
Case of Ecstasy" hais Walter Donald Oenslager) are crowded a
medium of fantasy so much better
Long and Estelle Sloan together. composer eternally working at an
and have do'ne so in .so many pictures They are the dancers and score in unfinished symphony, an aunt who
istarting with "Jordan")
mitigates specialties.
Most of the ensemble has no business at all except to
againist
this
from the,, start and stepping is. of the tap variety. Gos- bo supported by the mater farniliaSf „
causes- it to -lack freshness and tunips are not
outstanding because a precocious "Junior Miss" type '<>'
sparkle.' ,
daughter (ingratiatingly played by
of rather drab coloring.
girlfriend,,
Frank Brown's direction is little
It all seems like a plot against both June Dayton), the lattor's
a couple of ex-husbands, a husbandhelp, being paced unevenly and fall- Noire Dame and Army.
Ibee.
to-be, and
ing to gel over the long, initial ex»
the effervescent Luba
Maliiia.
All this might have addetl
:x)sitory, material
quickly enough..
Noel
up
to
either
.sophisticated
Sidney Blackmei: brings to the part
T<>ni|»of Uie
CnWard or hilarious "'Vou Can't
pt the heavenly officer the qiifet
Riirliiiril 81i-ai>,3
Ruliiiiil KiiuB prMlijellon
dignity and slightly-conf Used om- or iliMiiiii 111 tlii-pe ai'lH fnye' al-enes) by Take It .With You." Instead, it be-

lies among a
to be killed,
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comes a cross between

slapstick :ana.
juvenile ambition to act grown up
through the use 6£ language that no

longer shocks even grandma.
Miss Malina storms, rages, cavorts,
and acts .cute and coy alternately
through the four; scenes, during
which .she must cop another husband; this: titiie vwith money enough:
to keep, her from bring evicted and
help send her daughter to collegeTo liven the proceedings, she ,sirig.s
a couple of numbers, "liife Can Be
and
act
Beatififul" in
the
first
."Lovely Me" in the third. lVIiis.io;il .yr
neither song is worth the trouble.
The lyrics would tickle the li.steners
Bui in
in a sophisticated nightclub.
the play's context, they were nieaningless? the second one particularl.y
obstructing rather than helping the
development o£ what little plot thci'e
was.
Mi.ss Malina, however, does tn.o
Auer and
Mi.sclia
best she cah,
Millard Mitchell were directed m
sheer Mack Sennett manner. ReyAnd
nolds Evans liiilks his pari.
the whole thing is rather a mii=.

.

'Temper the Wind" has an all-important, contemporary thenie that
tinfortunately isn't matched by its
in-esentation. The subject matter
the problem of regenerating Germany without building it into a po.ssiWe future menace again is sin-

—

cerely set forth ih a way to command
re.spect. But. neither in writing nor
acting is the problem made really
dramatic. Its Broadway chances are
.dmibtful.
It is a pity that the play disap
pointSj because the question involved

,

.
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take.
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Bounces Back After Christmas;

"My

'Norway' 40G, 'Apple' 15G, 'Harvey' 20G
GWcago, Dec. 30.
seme of the biz swinging
two new ones here last week,

LA. RAIN DAMPENS

shows came, in for lush ^gams.
started off prettr bad and
weren't busy until
sellers
when the climb began.

oil

'UNION'

ticket

Vrras night,

Adams
Libby Holman
Paul Whiteman

B.O.;

lUG ON RETURN

arrived at the
^^Flae Is Born"
and
Studebaker last Thursday (26)
ligiil from enx.
feceived the green
"Apple o£ Hi.s
TVlanger opened with
and took unFve" last Monday (23)
any
show
to
week
end of the

Los Angeles; Dec. 30.
Combination of rain and holiday
spending drop-off nicked tioxoff ices;
here during past week, although advances looked likely for the first
frame of 1947. Biltmore opened last
Thursday with a return of "State of

of Norway," at Shubert,
'''^•'lonE
nh« 'arivthine in town and from
looks as though
prelent appea'rances
the summer.
will be with us for

the Union'' but wa.s' held to $11,500.
El Patio was pretty poor with $2,4D0 for the four stanzas Of "Mac-

m

|

1

.

-

.

i

Coming in
(34th wk) (1,358; $4.20).
for its share of biz with good $16,000.

j

^Sweethearts' 16G,

*Big

Current Road Shows
(Period Gowriiio Dec. 30-fJan. 11)
"A Flag Is Born"—Sludebaker,

"A young Man's Fancy?'— Copley,
•

"Anna Xucasta" — Locu.st,

Philly

Hall, K. C.
(30-4); Aud., Okla. City (6); Mem.
Hall, Joplin (7); Cons. Hall, Tulsa
(8-9); Arcadia, Wichita (10-11).

taT4G,Phila.,

:

Plymouth, Bost. (6-11),
"Big Two"— Plymouth. Bost.

House

-

Philadelphia, Dec. 30.
Business, on the whole, was disappointing in Philly's legit houses
week's first half
last week with

(30-

weekend gains. "Bloomer
was the main exception. Reengagement of this musical

offsetting

sturdy $32,000 in its
second of three weeks at the Fora

rest.

the right side of the
was "Finian's Rainbow,''
which turned in a solid $25^000 last
week it's third at the 'Erlanger.
This musical tryout has gained
steadily since its opening and although overquoted last week, will
achieve a soundly profitable four
weeks run here. Sickness of Ella
Logan
which
hospitalized
star,
nearly caused management a panic
but didn't hurt biz.
"Anna Lucasta" started lightly at
the Locust but built and finally
got nearly $14,000 on the week. Negro drama is figured for six weeks

on

—

here but may be satisfied with four
or five. Notices were enthusiastic.
Same goes for those of "Dream Girl"

which was starting a three weeks'
stay at the Walnut.
Elmer Rice
play, however, ^only managed to get
$8,500 on the week which was well
under expectations. ALso figured to
pick up this week.
Most disastrous biz, however, was
that turned in by musical "Street
Scene" in second of three sessions
9t the Shubert.
Stymied by tepid
notices and not given much favorable word-of-mouth, this one got
around $5,00(1 again.
No openings this week, with two
set for next Monday— "Eagle Has
Two Heads" at the Forrest for two
weeks and "Sweethearts" revival at
the, Shubert for similar period.

.

(30-11).

;^

Christmas

for

comOpera
was

).

Philly

(30-4).

to

last

i

,

season's

REVIVALS

.

has yet appeared; this one
probably sell out until summer; $45,500.
"Another Part of the Forest," Ful.smash

will

I

"Beggar's Holiday," Broadway

(1st

week)

(C-1,077; $4.80), Another new attraction that bowed in Christmas evening;
second stringers favorable;
cjuoted $13,600 in first five times

ton (6th week) (D-968; $4.80). Exeept for first twp nights last week
business was. virtual capacity and
Ihe sturdy gross was around $21,000.

;

.

"Burlesque," Belasco

,

-

nromiqine

i

>^

" "What Every Wom"Henr-if'vill
'"
"Johj; Gabrie? Borkman," and "Androcles and the Lion,"

"S-s

I

Cist

:

Opened
(M-1,900;
week)
$4.80).
Christmas night; .some favorable notices by first stringers but generally

international
(8th
Latter play

i

,$4.20),

i

week) (1,172;
and "Henry"

played la.st week when only seven
performances were given; around

|

divided opinion; got strong $25,500 in
first four times.
"Born Yesterday," Lyceum 48 "i
week) (C-993; $4.80). Remains at
capacity; a few top shelf tickets unsold previous week but the gross

...

ary.

"Blossom Time"— Cass, Det. (30Opera House, .Bost. (6-11).
Yesterday"— Wilbur, Bost;

opposition

sical

eve,

,

Current week final.
"Call Me Mister," Shubert (1,590;
Remained sock, on fourth
$4.80),
week with capacity $35,500 estimated. May remain through Janu-

Shubert - Lafayette,
Det. (30-4); Town Hall, Toledo (5-8);

Girl"— Forrest,

of
i

Estimates for Last Week
"Born Yesterday," Wilbur (1,200;
$3.60), Thirteenth week at okay level
of
estimated $12,000,
remarkable
both for season and length of run.

"Blackoute of 19*6"— El Capitan,

"Bloomer

:

j

Blackstone

Park, Youngstown (9-11

as

well-liked.:

4)..

Hollywood

hokey

"Sweethearts," at the

fort.

(3-4);

'Bloomer 32G

%

Two' 14G, Hub

figured a little too

"Apple of His' Eye"—Erlanger,
Chi. (30-11).
•'Best of Spirils"-'-Aud., Hartford

'Rainbow'

in

:

Chi. (30-4).
Cost. (6-11).

:

:

'Orleans'

"Anna Lucaista"— Music

,

.

.

(30-11).

Also
ledger

.

:

six

"State of the Union," Blackstone

to

'

.

i

.

to $40,000.

cliifibed

,

|

]

beth."

"""Sonr of Norway," Shubert (4th
wk) (2,100; $4.80). This .one way up

Girl"

,

|

:

turn

Doubt; Tark' Off

in

.

•

.

.

.

:

Ken Murray's "Blackouts of 1946Estimates for Last Week
47" (it's currently in a changeover"Annie of His Eye," Erlanger itate) did smash holiday trafficking
Opened Monday (23) with $17,400 due to extra matinees.
33f-$3.60).
pre-Xmas dip
Three riew productions came to the
for $15,000 after
"A Flag Is Born." SUidebaker boards, "She Dood It in Dixie," at
Opened Thursday the Belasco; "Shared Wife," at the
$4 20).
(1 246pretty good Musart, and "Hamlet" at the Philin
(26) and brought
performances
Former
harmonic
Auditorium.
$9,500 for four
"Harvey," Harris (21st wk) (1,000; shows Were rapped by the press
over last but have that burley-type following
improvement
Lush
$4 20)
that turns out well. "Hamlet" has
week 'with $20,000.
Selwyn (4th wk) one "week at nifty advance rates.
"Pyitmalion,"
Closed for two days,
(1 000: $4.20).
Aperformfor

New Entrants

5;

'Burlesque W/i, 1st

•

(1

$16,500

4;

.Advent of Christmas was apcom- and last week's quoted gross -, appanied by an upsurge of patronage proached $25,000.
"Xoplitzky of .Notre Dame," Cenon Broadway for some of the favorites which had .sagged, but not all
tury (1st week)
(M-1,712; $4.80).
"in
of them.: Betterment over tlie pre- Drew second stringers, having opholiday week was. amaziiig in sev- posed "Beggar's Holiday"; several.
eral ihstcinCes.
Grosses should be favorable notices but rating not defisturdy during the present (New nite; around $15,500 in first four,
Year's) week, but managers look for times; big Saturday.
41st Anniversary Numhei
"The Fatal Weakness," Royale
more steady, patronage Starting the
second week of the new. year.
(6th week) (CD-1,025; ,¥4.80). One
Attendance to the six new shows Pf tile list's name draws; but slipped
that arrived mostly in bunehes- last to^^JS-SOOJast^^^eek
"™
The" Iceman Cometh,"
Beck (12th
week is hardly conclusive because
Holiday;
(D:-l,213;
,$u.40).
until week)
didn't start
the premieres
Wednesday (25) arid the grosses in- night was oft and takings on week
cluded the generally strong first approximated $22,000; drama is on
nights.
Critical opinion was divided six performance weekly basis.
"The Voice of the Turtle," MOin every instance, but three out of
IOC!
the six shows vvere Covered by ;sec- roKco (143d week) (C-939; .$.3.60).
ond stringers. Out of the sextette Picked up after dropping considr
and
grcss
approximated
"Beggar's Holiday" (musical) and erably
0,000.
"Burlesque" (revival) appear to be
"Temper the Wind," Playhouse
best but a clearer indicatior of all
was not forthcoming. Only a cou- (1st weeky {D-865; $4.80). Opened
ple of shows played ah extra rhati- Friday (27) with opinion distinctly
Boston, Dec. 30.
divided; clearer indication may be
Three openers here last week, two nee and Xmas night attendance was had this week.
off as u.sual.
TWo revivals, "Show
of them not faring well at all at the
Ycals
Apo,"
Mansfield
(4th
hands of the -terix, the other ^getting Boat" and "Playboy of the Western week) (C-1,001; $4.80). One of the
by on personal appeal of Bobby World." close this week. Unexpected plays that started out with flock of
closing this week will be "Park AveClark. 'Two lukewarmers were "The
theatre parties; excellent business
Big Two," off to a two-frame session nue."
so
far;
rated
over
$22,000.
Estimates for Last Week
at the Plymouth, and "In Gay New
"Wonderful Journey," Coronet (1st
Keys: C (eomedt/) ,15 (Drama), week) (C-;i,095; $4.20). Three plays
Orleans,'' off for the same at the
Colonial.
Latter
was plastered CD (Comedjy-Draina), R (RcOTe), opened Christmas night and this
harder than .any show to bow in AT (iWusical), O (Operetta).
one attracted first stringers; couple
here in j;ears and hard to see how
"Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial of good notices but the others negait'll survive the road.
."Big Two" (33d we^k) <M-1,427; $6.60). No mu- tive: around .$6,000 in first five times.

it

then did

'Holiday 25^20,

as recounted by

Franklin P.

SJU

Wk.;

tymposium of the

year's best Jough*

Tlp-^Dile

„vpr to

B way B.O. Surprise Upsurge Last

Favorite Story'*

Variety's annual

$17,000 quoted,
"Playboy of the

Western World,"
"In Gay New Orleans," Colonial
(liiiOO;
This one. opened
Booth (CD-712; $4.80). Final and
$4.20).
Christmas night and got socked, but
Uth week; will not tour; "The Big
hard, down, the line.
Two" follows next week,
Didn't open
"Lady Windermere's Fan," Cort
to too big a house as Christmas night wasdose to 21,000 again.
(30-11).
Picked
"Call Me Mister," National (37th 'Uth week) (C-1,064; $4.20).
"Come On Up" American. St. is traditionally bad here, and will
expect and _ with takings
Among the "P
Louis (30-5); And.. Des Moines (7); be lucky. to get an estimated $10,000 week) (R-1.104: $6).
Omaha, Omaha (8); Music Hall, K. C. on five performances peanuts for a musicals: virtually not aEEected and around $21,000 should play into.
show
spring.
reputed
to cost $300,000.
(9-11).
last week's takings close to $33,000,
Bergerac,"
Barrymore
"Cyrano
"Sweethearts,"
de
Opera
House
(2,900;
Wil.
"Countess 'Jfniia"— Playhouse,
"Carousel," Majestic (89th week)
Bobby Clark popular here
(12th week) (CD-1,096; $4.80). Until
$4.20).
Bounced aw^ay up
(M-1,667; $6).
Bridge- and Herbert melodies brought them after several -eeks of skidding and pre-holiday dip this revival very
Lyric,
Friend"
"Dear
in
despite poor week.
Resulting
profitable; jumped to over $22,500.
port (3-4); Opera House. Newark
estimated $16,000 on six perform- the gross was rated around $38,000.
"Show Boat," Ziegfeld (M-1,628;
(6-11).
,
"Christopher Blake," Music Box $6). Final and. 52d week; accom"Dear Ruth"— Erie. Schenectady ances all righti but should jump cur(4th week) (D-979; .$4.80). With par
rent week.
plished year's run but production
(30-1): Aud., Roch. (2-4); Drake. Oil
"The Big Two," Plymouth (1,200; ties petering out, staying chances cost not recaptured; no new attrac
City C6); Shea's, Bradford (7); Virbit
under
should
be
indicated
soon;
$3.60).
Film
star
name
draw
failed
tion
booked in
ginia, Wheeling (8); Aud., Charlesto keep this in the running after it $23,000,
"The Red Mill," 46th Street (61st
ton (10); Aud., Danville (11).
Broadhurst week) (M-1,319; $4.80). Came back
Birthday,"
-'Happy
Walnut, Philly got hit by most of the critics. Seven
"Dream Girl"
performances, however, got an esti- (9th week) (CD-I, 160; $4.80). One of in big way r.nd. takings .went to
(30-11).
,
extra- matinee
$32,000;
"Eagle Rampant"— Forrest, Philly mated $14,000, and it should pick up the fall .standouts that went back nearly
a little on second and final week now to capacity after only slight dip; helped.
.
(6-11).
;

4);

*'Born

(30-11).

"Call

Me

.
„ .
Mister"- Shubert, Bost.
,

|

i

!

I

—

'

—

j

—

.

;

i

.

I

-

—

i

.

Rainbow"
"Finian's
Philly (30-4).
"Gentle

Ghost"

—

—

Erlanger,

Geary,

Frisco

^^"iiamlet"— Curran, Frisco (6-11).

••Harvey"— Harris, Chi. (SOrll).
"In Gay New Orleans"— Colonial,

current.

—

'

-.

'Central Park'

$30..500.

Green 30G

In First of 3 D.C.

Weeks

"Harvey," 48th St. (113th week)
(C-920; $4.20). Played an extra matinee and sold out clean from Wednesday on; in nine times approximately

'

i

_

,

—

,

n

t

OOr>

armPIl
lirO<!S<»<»
U»^C^
'"CU UI

'I

i

.i.lli
OOU

I
III
Ml

;$20',000.

Washington, Dec. 30.
"Icetlme, Center (28th week) (RKansas City, Dec. 30.
Best. (30-11).
"Up in Central- Park" racked up 12,994; $2.40). Played two perform"Carmen Jpnes" road company,
"Little A"— Opera House. Newark a nice $30,000 last week for the first
ances some days last week;, in 11 per- playing a five-day stand here open(30-4): Ford'.s, Balto. (6-11).
semester of its three.-week stay at formances
were, quoted ing Christmas Day, ran into contakings
"Lute Song"— Curran. Frisco (30- the National theatre. Business was around $54,000.
seating of colored
over
troversy
4); Biltmore, L. A. (6-11).
off the first couple
of nights but
Show
"Joan of Lorraine," Alvin (6th patrons in the Music Hall.
Hanna, picked up, strongly hypoed by press
"Magnificent Yankee"
With the was picketed daily, Negro newsweek) (D-],33t: $4.80).
Cleve. (30-4); Ca.ss, Det. (6-11).
reviews.- "Park" is sold out for New
page stories
"Oklahoma!"— Nixon. Pitt. (30-1}). Year's Eve at a $6 top, highest the limit of standees this smash draw paper, The Call, in front boycott
the
Was quoted getting $32,700; not an a.sked its readers to
"PygmaHon"- Selwyn, Chi. (30- National has over charged. „
show.
empty seat since opening.
Elisabeth Bergner moves in Jan.
Picketing made no dent 'in the
"Life With Father," BijoU (369th
"Rope"—Town Hall, Toledo .(30- 13 for a one-week stand in a double
wjek) (e-613; $3.60). "Picketr'vip show's gross, one of the best, figures
4); Shubert-Lafayette, Det. (6-11).
bill. Strinaoerg's "Counfess Juliet"
in
five-day
here
a
rung
ever
up
somewhat as expected last week,
"Sign of the Archer"— Shubert, N. and Chekhov's "The Proposal."
when the fun leader coa.sted to stand, it being $33,000.
Haven (9-11).
around $8,500.
"Song of Norway"-^Shubert. Chi.
'
"Love Goes to Press," Biltmore *ni<^cicnm'
(30-11).
'Lute' IIG in 4, Frisco
„
0'"t>!>«"» oOKx, DMroit
"Springtime for Hewy''— English,
(C-920; $4.20). Presented by Warren
San Francisco, Dec, 30.
indpls. (30-4); American; St. Louis
P. Munsell and Herman Bernstein;
Blackstone $15,000
"Lute Song," closed for past week,
Written by Martha GpUhprn and
(6-11).
Detroit,
Christmas
day,
and
Dec.
reopened
30.
Cowles; only debut of
Virginia
"State ij»f the Union"— Biltmore,
cbilked up a four-day gross of a
The operetta "Blossom Time"
week: opens Wednesday (I)
L. a; (30-~4); Aud., Stockton (6);
"Story of Mary Sur- ^
fair $11,000.
'"to the Ca.,s to share in the
•iove^ Me," A fe ph il { week) F'oyf
Aud., Sacramento (7-8); Aud., San
holiday boom when it drew an estiratt" starring Dorothy Gish, opened
(10-11).
second
or
Oakland
ir-i
4-M«4fl0)
Drew
Aud.,
(9):
Jo.'se
"i^ted $33,000 for nine performances
the Curran tonight (Mon.).
"State of the Union"- Blackstone, at
st'ring reviewer^; among the
"Topical
Revue" concluded its ihird
at a $<i top.
Chi. (30-11).
incomer.'! in the uncertain class; uT!.^t the Shubei't-LafKyette, Black"Story of Mary Suratt"— Geary, second week at the 1,550-seat Geary ier $4,000 in fir.st four times,
.stone and his magic show di<l fair
with a sad $5,500.
Frisco (30-4).
''Made in IlScavcn," Miller (10th
business with a $15,000 for nine perScene"-^Shubert. Philly
"Street
week) (C.-940; $4.20). Should im- formances at a $2,40 too,
• •"
(30-4).
prove from now on; strong on lower
(30"Student rrlnoe"— Cox, Cincy
floor since opening; somewhat up:
T. Kettering
4): Hanna. Clrvc. (6-11).
approximately $10,000.
'Little A'
in 4, N. H.
"Sweethearts"— Opera House, Bost.
"O Mistress Mine," Empire (40th
Cht showman and boulevordier
New Haven, Dec. 30.
(30-4); Shubert. Philly (6-11).
week) (CD-1.082; $4.-80); (ilaimed to
reprises
Preem 'of "Little A at Shubert
"The Glass Menagerie"-^Lyccum,
have come back to capacity, and )asl 'a^t^. weekend (26-28) drew enthuMpls. (30-2V; Aud.. St. Paul (3-4):
wc? cV.rtakini.s"were'aroun"d $24,000.
sia.stic press and word-ol-mouth but
<n
TomAo
(onict
I Litce to
Temple, Saginaw (6); Palace, Flint
period
battle the holiday
,, «„b. v
.w^^no- $4.a()).
*4 Sfi
R^^^^^^ musical
Kun
.
(7); Michigan. Ann Arbor. (8); Michi(M-l„')0y,
week)
\ •'j.'
».o
^•t^?'J"?,^:^ '"P-.^
gan, Jackson (9); Keith's, Gr. Rapi<ls
which has si pped came .back, and s'un>P- ^.t
(10-11).
takings were estimated having bet- P'^",^"^^^^!!^. .?! !^'?"?, Ellis'!!;
full stanza of
Current
week
Is- a
"The Glass Menagerie"— Virgima,
U-"f-d $28,500.
'Ennle Rampant" (30-4),
an editorial feature
Wheeling i5): Hippodrome, Marietta
"I'a,rk Avenue," Shubert (C-),382;
(6); Weller, Zanesville i7); Victory,
Final and 9th week; around
$1)1.
of the
Dayton (8); Aud.. Lexington (9);
$22,500: not enougji for this musical;
'Prince' 12G in 5. Indpls.
Aud., Lbiiisville (10-11).
Indianapolis. Dec, 30.
Aiiniversury ilSuniber "The Red Mill" move.s here from'
'
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'Oklahoma!' Does $35,000

33G UeUUU,

,

,

In Return Visit to Pitt.

.

Pittsburgh, Dec. 30.
_
Even "Oklahoma!" couldn't break
the traditional holiday matinee jinx
nere, and less than half a hoii.se on
Anias afternoon, together with an
imder-capacity Xmas Eve, co.^t returning musical the house record for
season last week. Show did around
$35,000,

which

is still terrific

at $4.20

(mcluding tax) top, and better than
opening stanza first time around two
years ago.

'

!

I

:

-

.

Ralph

It'll do -much
Week and ,the

better, however., this
next, since house is
practically sold out for all remalnperformances eiccept the New

/

.

,

,;:>ng

wars

matinee.
"Born Ye.sterday"
lOUows the musical Jan. 13 for two
weeks,
and Tallulah Bankhead's
i^agle Rampant" has been scheduled
for Jan. 27.

4G

'

I

"Things

Remember"

i

i

,

,

,

.

1

\

1

'YANKEE'

m,

BALTO

!

;

-

\

Baltimore. Dec.

w

,

30.

The Magnificent Yankee," second

01 five plays promised under GuildAmerican Theatre Society subscription, reached out for
a glos,<y $20,000
at Ford's here last week, making up

way

a ^big
on weekend
lost in pre-holiday

what

-H.W"'"'^ is currently dark.

"Dream

.slowup

'Jirl

set to follow next

it

parlior.

week.

"Up

Wash.

in

Central

I'ark"

—

Nail,

1

(30-11).
"Voice of the

gomery

Turtle"— Aud., MontTemple, Birmingham

(C);
(7-8); Aud., Nas.hviile (10); Coli.seum,
Evansville 111).

"Voice of the Turtle"— His MajcsMont'I. i30-4); Royal Alex.. Toronto 16-11).
ly'.s,

41sl

of

46rn

;3t.

.

:

"Student Prince,"' opening Christnight ?fter a week's layoff in
town, grossed' a fine $]2;00ft in five
performances at the English, at a
$3 top, through Dec. 28.

;

"Present
Laughter,"
Plymouth
10th week) (C-],063; $4.80). Little
improvement but very good gros.s,

mas

:

,

Out Next Week

better than $19,!)00.
"State o( the Union," Hud.son (59th

week) (CD-l.C?; $4.80)
Longrun
click had been but slightly affected

Advance
i

I

-

is

heavy

.

for

Edward

Everett Hojrton in "Springtime for
Henry" starting tonight (316).

.

:

..

.

. .
,..

;

.

Wedtieadajr, Jwniuiry 1,

LKfiiniMATB

44

The second

tional.

more

place at the Spanish court,
and shows Don Juan's ability
is

ss continued from

U«»in4>o VA »loann4><io

pace 40

and

blinded,

tortured,

His friends avenge
about to die.
him by shooting Desailly and the
militiaman, getting killed themselves
in doing so.
Barrault does, the patriot iiv a
when her yourger Sister arrives and realistic way. Desailly gives a very
tells them off in an attempt to drive good impression of tlu; man who is
them away. Despite Vilar's love torn between his desire to help liis
for his fiancee, he falls at first sif,ht friend but keep him.sel£ and his
for- the yotjnger sister. Second act, family out of trouble.
Madeleine
the evening of the same day, is- a RenSiud.' as the egoistic woman who
long love seance between them. He cares for nothing but the protection
decides to ruti away with the young of h^i' home brands the b(iurgeois|o
sister and does so after nptitying with
characterization that is a
a
his fiancee, who takes it hard. Next class indictment.
CaUand. as the
act, later in the night, shows Vilat
lhady militiaman, plays ins part, hi
and the Cazares girl stopping at a a suitatily greasy .manner,. Marie
deserted buhgalpw in the woods on Helene Daste has only a minor pari;
their way to the. station where they Balance of cast, as the underground,
are to catch; a train in th morning. are all good, including Pierre Renoir
Joined there by the brother, he
starring parts
three re- who thougli used to

i-esncctable, no one is there to meet
them. First to arrive is the lather
and brother whose casual ways jar
with the visitors. It is wor.se still
'

ridicules their:

home when

turn

AH

afliair.

them

;

the postman tells
fiancee atjilted

that the
tepipted suicide.
Vilar makes up with his fiancee,
she apparently having forgiven his
infatuation for her sister. Latter is
getting married to' her squire. She
comes: ih and revives Vilar's interest" Miss Ca_ares instead of returning to her own wedding party goes
to the beach while the engaged
couple goes to the statiion. Payoff
is when father and brother describe
what they see from the window.

plays what

practically a bit.
No credit is given lor direction,
which is the cooperative work of
SimOne Volterra, Jean-Oouis Barr
rault and playwright SalacrOLi. Despite the undue length 0£ some of
the dialog, the unusual Eipproach is
likely to get the play a fair run.
All the more because, it :is ..not. to
be run straight, but. will still Oc-.
casionally give way to several performances Of "Hamlet" and "Fausses
Confidences," used as rep by tlie
is

tm

by

direction

^

Launching

:

Dec,

l-.OBtdn,
l^"l>pl

.

itself

in

the more or

less familiar vein of the henpecked
spouse who eventually switches from
^toanoy a milquetoast to a superman by de
V. ....... Pat
Ottenct} at Colonial.
tOD.

'4,01'
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daring

Maria (.iambarcUi

.

.

.

.

:

;

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

prior to the final
gets away from

Story is laid in a small California
town where Aaron Storm is head of
community's principal industry
a post he has inherited from his late'

tlie

.

.

A"

"Little

the stereotyped with a punch climax
that carries considerable jveight..

. . . . ;

.

hira.self just

curtain,

.

.

... .

.

He's a spineless character
primarily because of his upbringing'
to whom the cognomen. "Little A''
has been applied in contrast to his
force;ul, aggressive pere, "Big A.''
Kenv ^ile^'ord The younger, A. ha.s been duped; into
.Ttllehn Mnrdit a marriage with a household
servant
.CbnrleM Coinian
with whom his father had beeii un.AVhlte
;..;.. .1,'Hivlnia
.

,

father.

.

, . ,

.

,

.

.

the

Besides

Raymond

costumes.

Faure designed equally tasteful sets.
After two acts of costume display,
the play becomes a real triangle
tragedy in a situation which, even
not lised for a complete adaptation, can provide fihe stage or, screen,
material in a modernised version.

IM'Oiirit'toi';

.-.

.

lIlaiifetY.
llrori!|>;..

.t'harles
Jlart-'

l.nii.

.

.

,

. .

.

Ml.-lu'lle. . ;,.., ,...
,lnlie l.e lllano:
.

..Tftnie

. .

. ,

,

.;,;..

.

.Tatiyler

.

:

Ma.ri.

;

London, Dec.
h; M. Teniient,

pros(*nt.fiiion
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W-uy in throe ads By Wiin-i'ii Chelham
At
by .Thelt .Aliiister.
liirecipil
Strtnle.
Cilobe. lioiuliin. Dpo. 4. <*(!.
Ml-sV 'Hntll Clli-lwrixlU. . . : ;.;ii!lSBettl -March
.VVymlham tloUlie
Rail)' Cart wriKlil
itohifa Cni'tWi-li{ht.>.:..i .l1mior TO.!>ckmn,n
.Vriih?e'8 WiirinK
.
.
.
Htldii.
.Arlimr llaflihlinK
.
iliip Weld. ... . ;
.Harry Hoa.s
Fred; Holt.;. ,.;.,.,;. v....
.

,

.

.

,

.

.

Porn Hull.

.

,

.

.

Tlni CnrtiynBht. iv..
Df. Alftn BoMli. ........

,

:

19.

riivvoy Produclions, f.td.. pre.'ientat ion tin
association Avith Art.'*- OouP'-ili of new hisdrama in tliree tif'lR by Henr\ iMjir,

;

,

.

.

.HuHh Kelly

.lohn Ttohlllaon

Goorfrov Wehh
Mrs. Ijopraii.
.

.

AuiVroy Tcosd.ale

t.

.Tom .Mnofuilny
....

,

.roKisy

Fame

familiar.
Unaware that .thq
resultant otl'spring is not his own,
but gradually; suspecting this ^situation as the boy grows older, the
Couple's 19th aniiiversary brings confirriiation o£ .Little A'S suspicions.

duly

l'i?nnv Carroll

out which is the
of this stupendous Christmas turkey, the fact
It's liard to,,figure

more remarfcable aspect

;

Balance of play

Warren

Strode,

Ciietham

whose

is one of the Ifig hits
the Criterion theatr^ takes another crack at our changing social
conditions. His first dealt with Epgland's public schooLs. Now he paints
a picture of what will happen to our
tonsils and our doctors when the National-Health Bill is in full operation.
It is a grim prospect, with the
most intimate details of the. patient's
inside and private life exposed to
the gaze of giggling typists with card
indexes and bottles of medicine.
But Strode, who takes the matter
seriously, sees a greater doctor's dilemma than Bernard Shaw's. His Dr.

at

.

.

is

devoted

to his re-

that it wa.s possible to round up actions to this knowledge, and a final
the reputed 306,000 leavos' Of .cab- curtain brings on a surprise shooting.
Otto Kruger's fiicture Of the jellybage nece.s.sary to put it on oi" the
fact it was po.ssible to round up such fish cliaracter is developed tO: a high
In movement; voice and
a horde of undistinguished perform- polish.
ers.
Either aspect is sufficient to facial expression he gives a sincere
dismay the theatre-wisest, but the portrayal of the role. It's an arduladdest thing of all is the contem- ous chore which he carries through
plation—during the proceedings of in standout fashion. Jessie Royce
the awful fate of those 300,000 beau- Landis does exceedingly well by the
part of Lucindai his whip-cracking
tiful, hunks of cabbage.
Show has no quality worthy of en- wife, who has achieved -her girlhood
couragement save its costum'oSi sce- aiTibiiion "to live in the big house on
-

—

nery and,

in

a lesser degree, its riiu-

the

First is yvork of Mary Grant and:
handsome, fanciful and obviously
expensive. Second is work of Wat•son Barratt and is all of the abovemeiitioned,; and exceedingly ingenious to boot. Third is worit of Carl
Frederickson, and while sentimental,
reminiscent and overly llish, is distinctly melodious, though seldom if
ever catchy enough to iiit.' The rest
is— or should bje— silence.
Story, containing maddest assortment of dramatic* ;cliches ever assembled outside the Coxsaxie. Mi-ss.,
high .school strawberry festival play,
appears to have to do with a singer,
one Lucinda Bonnet, who wants to
sing in the New Orleans Opera Co.,
sic.

is

"Guinea Pig"

:

;

if

Drum

London, Dec.

and

lyrio.s

ll(»olt.

.M-ary tJrant,

.

:

Dr»k4»'s

arus.

tire play. Studded with stellar
act
ing, drama should meet with
better
than moderate success on both staci
and screen.

Kundiilph: music. t~'url iri-^derickjion danceji.
Keltoia .Sard: HeuinRs, .\yaUun .Bnt'i'wtt:
cu.'tlnmas.

.

the. first act.
if

lianiloltih prodtu'tioii of opfreltu In

'i''oi'liR3

two

25.

who SinK?. r)tvor ,fohiinl>v"i.v,C!lpnn Martin, Ki-ny
Jacqueline Brasseur.
ance.
^U't'ord; T;i?rnnrd Sloane, Al St^>^vart
does the teen-aged seduced Ana
;•;..
Uertha Powell
D'Uioa, shows considerable proniise .MMtlli
.Alonica t'oryeo
l.ut'indu Bonnet
a.s tlie infuriated woman whosie love
..Iidni Ch.erry
trj?e; i\U)nteu.K.
..loanne tlrant
survives frustration, earmarking her Annetie; .......
Itelly O'ltear
..
for a real career. Denise Cardi, who Qoeelile!.
.Katherine liarlo.w.
,;<.';. Vi
Dora,
also falls for Don Juan, is a looker. I'lnra
.Ituth Shor
;.
^.
Youthful Jacqueline. Brasseur wlio MiHiric.'. ...
Itic'hard On(»tO'
..Marek 'Wlndhelni.
does the elgiit-year-pld sister of Mni'stro.
.Helen Itavniond
IsnboUe, hiis a second -act scene with I.a Om'llos.He.
(lllberl HUkmMI
lloheiH Itaiidall,..
Don Juan in which she dispif>.vs the ItlaeUaniifrnv,.,., ..
l)a\-ia AVillianii'.i.
poise of a veteran actress. Balance
Iliflmrii Wllllaivis
..t'lW.iir* Jnekaoii
Spani.^lr .Sin^(»r.
Of cast gives excellent support;

,

A thorough rewriting is needed
a screen adaptation is made.VIa.i;i.

Boston, Dec,

.

•

.

his

Both Escande and Mary Morgan,
as Don Juan and his middlc-ased
mistress, give arv excellent perform-

Latter
Renaud-Barrault company.
daughter is making is creating considerable interest in
to
for the sea, and will be overtaken the Marigny as strong opposition
by tlie tide. Vilar is seen getting the Conriedie Francaise.
themes
underground
The fact that
out of the car, leaving his fiancee
and joining the wild girl in a double have been used freely; since the war
and now appear dated makes doubtsuicide.
At no time -is Vilar given a chance ful a screen adaptation bf the otherfhe
to play a he-man's role, and he can't wise likely screen material,
be blamed. Maria Cazares, as the vivid stage portrayal Of the way
.temperamental girl, is just fair. patriots have been betrayed by
Michel Bouquet, as the brother, friends 'who didn't want to be inoveracts at times. Suzanne Flon is volved in their activities is still
weak and .Odette Talazac, as her fresh enotjgh in the minds of Eurofuture mother-in-law, has a; minor peans to make the play likely for
part. Best t.ctiiig is done by Robert adaptation in. countries which have
Vattier, the Bohemian father, who beeii occupied by the Germans..
Maxi.
brings plenty of comedy relief to
:

and

after a fierce word battje, to
save their common love fvcnn
fate.-

The younger

:

Orle»n6

-In ii»y TSfw

,

jailed,

is

The real
to ensnare all women.
sock is in the third act, in IsabcUe's
bddi'oom, when the two women in
tlie case forget their mutual hatred

i

Town

Plays Out of

lively

Plays Abroad

I947

which takes

act,

.

Kruger and Mi.ss Laiidis
a fine team, in the leads.

hill."

make

Supporting cast is., equally, well;
chosen. Wallis Clark is effective as
a mcilico-orony, his worlc adding
considerably to the overall quality of
the production. Harry Mehaffey and
B'rances Bavier make an authentic
pair of family friends, former as
manager and
Little A's business
longtime :cQropanion of
latter
as
Lucinda. Ottilie Kruger, daughter of
Otto, plays a youthful orphan who
has been taken into the household.
It is through her that Little A at.

,

tempts to express^ stifled love o£;
Li'S MiiUs <tc la C'Olerc
music l^sy semiing her to a conservaDirectea by Robert .llliinii.; At Kio.«ball.
(Thn Nights of Anger)
liassy. London; J'>ec. 18. '40.
tory for training. She give,? a sensiParis, Dec. 18,
.... .John Croft
Sir KoKer AVUrrih.ijton
tive performance, her scei'ies with:
I-e(,n
VoUerra produclion of tr;(setly in l. n-il Burleigh.
....... Horace HetlueiKl.
Kruger being tender expositions,
Henry Oseai'
two arts by Arihand .Salacrnn; ^^tars Jeati- Hir Hugh Croft.
circa 1829.
I.ciuia Barrault and Jlildeleine Renaud,
.Miirjtn-ie Itawtrey
i^et
Queen Klizal)etb
Robert Willey plays the illegitimate
In view of the fact she can't even
tr^ne Worth
by Ijaliisae. At Theatre '.Mai-lnny. I'aris.
lionna Pascuala.
son capably and rounds out a good
Pierrette.
...
... .... Madeleine Ilenaud
Jet>frrey Trent ................. Meelor Ross
sing a naive operetta tune, she has
cast.
Louijie. ............... .Marie-tlelene Daste
.Philip Leaver Boyd loses interest in his customers",
Don Mendoza. ...........
difficulty convincing the audience
.ShelaKh (^arty they are merely ciphers in a national
Bernard
.Jean Tip.Kailiy Nora GroKan.
Writing is an intelligent contrishe ought to get the chance aside
Kivriire
.Tteauc'b.'imp
.....Charles Lloyd Pack
Nat Kparkes
operation
has
code.
When
an
urgent
Roy Piufywall
from the fact that a prodigious bution to current season's .script:
Pisancon. ................ .'..Gabriel (.'attand Con Antonio;..
Dialog oscillates between
library.
De.de.
.Thointis Gallagher to be performed by a London spe.I'ierre Kenolr Dickon
lorieal

.

. .

.

•

. .

.

.

. ,

;

.

.

.

. .

;

<

. . . .

_
.'

.

. ,

Leeotj

Jean.

Outin
Jeart-Loiila -BarrhuU

.

... .

.

.

very

.

.

production
Salacrou's play by Leon Volterra,
abjy aided by his wife Simone Volterra, who manages the Marigny
while he devotes most of his activity
to his Theatre de Paris, approaches
the theme of the underground during German occupation from a new
angle.
Like many current plays,
it
revives on the stage chai'acters
"fcer they have died their aatural
dcaih.
The two act cut is purely arbitrary, and the various scenes are all
iri flashback, taking place on one set
that permits suitable alterations in
full view of the audience. The story
differs from the iisual approach because instead of showing only one
side of the case when during occupation a patriot was' betrayed by an
old friend, it evidences how many
people, wiio meant only to avoid
the difficulties of the moment and
did not want to take sides openly
because they were terrorized, ended
.

This

of

fine

Colorful Elizabethan drama reminiscent of the old Lyceum days that
calls for its expanse of stage or that
Confined within a
of old Drury.
small space, it doesn't attempt overmuch of spectacle but deals with, the
exploits of Sir Francis Drake tind his

fellow Sea Hawks and the Spanish
plans to thwart them and overrun

England.
Marjorie Hawtrey makes a stately
and impressive Qufeen Bess^ho is
constantly fished out of her lied while
avisiting in the country to be warned
of the threat of the Spanish Armada and hear complaints against
her sailors triumphantly pillaging
Spain's ships and ports. Counterplots, of fifth column genre, provide
main theme, culminating in an attempt' on the Queen's life and some
gentlemanly swordplay.
Henry OScar handles the traitor's
role with his usual smooth villainy,
and Irene Worth is easy to look at
as the half-Spanish maid of honor
torn between two loyalties. Hector
Ross makes a manly lover, and Robb.v "becoming traitors.
Story shows Jean-Louis Barrault bert Atkins' production is wholly
and his wife Marie-Helene Daste commendable.
Good seasonal fare which should
visiting happily with Barrault's litelong friend Jean Desailly, a Chartres do well for its limited run.
Clem,
businessman, whose wife is Madeleine Renaud.
Later on, 'about the
time of the Normandy landing, Barrault,
who is a member of the
(The Deceiver)
arranges with
;

,

;

Le RnrladoF

some
Underground;
friends to blow up a German train
and is wounded in the attack.
His pals escape but the .Germans
are on his track; and he seeks shelter
in the house of Desailly

who

thinks

Paris, Dec. 18.

Mary Morgan and Mrs. R. Belm produciir>n
of; three-act play by Suzanne Tjilar.
Directed by liQUls Duereux.
Slar.'i
S*avy
.Morean and miiiioe Kscaiide,
Hets and
costumes by Haymond Faure.
ituaic by
.JaCQuea Ibert. At ;Theatre yaint Geovjfcs;

Barrault has had a motor accident. Paris,
laabeUe....
He feels very much worried when Duchess
Juan Tenorlo. ..
he hears through a militiaman that Don
Spanish Ambassador
there is danger in sheltering the ivinK of Xaples....

Egged on by his; wife, who
want to get rid
of Barrault, and end by arraneing
to have him arrested without, they

man.
is

terrorized, they

hope,

causing

his

de.ith.

Barrault

Duke Octavlo.
Dona Jacintft
Rosaline.
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duchess, who sweeps on and off at
regular intervals emitting
coarse

by the tough left-winger, Fred Holt, laughter, is more or loss intent on
forbids it. The patient can die be- frustrating the
plans. Just why. howfore he will break the rules and let ever, is
a secret that will undoubtdown Socialism.
edly be buried with the book very
This is the central situation in a shortly, although it has something to
talky play which tries to be impartial do with the duchess' infatuation -vyith
but in fact is an indictment of the a musical maestro who has a regretHealth scheme. It delivers many table penchant for twitting the
well-timed cracks at all. restrictions would-be opera singer on the brisket.
on personal liberty, has many witty
Meantime, the singer marries a fine
lines and is qonspicuously well acted old
southern gentleman whose stage
with Elspeth March as a worried deportment
creates the illusion he
mother and pronounced individuali.st, gets about on
John Robinson as a nationalized doc- duel between a pogo stick. After a
the southern gentletor, Hugh Kelly as his medico son,
man
and Wyiidham Goldie as a bewildered the and the maestro, which, for all
skill of the duellers, might just
owner.
factory
There is a good por- as well
be fought by holding the
trait of a visiting farmer from Kenya
.

(Tom Macaulay) who
decent

life

for

from the centre

represients the
a free Englishman
of the battle, and

thinks old England
to the dogs.

Play had a

is definitely;

warm

going

reception though

41

was considerably mauled ^'y the
critics.
But outside the West End
there is no doubting the keenest posAm
slaves— the only episodes with any
sible interest in Strode's theme, for
on good'au*
merit at all, incidentally^but when groaning for my play;
it involves not merely the aches and
other prothe slaves retire from the stage they thority I have it that no
pains of common humanity, but the
merely bow to the. whites and vice ducer has fared any too well there
question of freedom. It is; to the
versa. There is otherwise no con- recently.
credit of the author that he has taken
nection between the two groups. In
The English Theatre in Indianapa' human story and produced an init

telligent discussion of high political
interest. If the play overcomes the

present pre-Christmas slump, its
Ebet.
prospects should be good.

addition there are riumberless ballets,

all

and

dull

all

divorced from

the main action, if such there is.
Featured are -Maria Gambarelli,
Marek Windheim, Gilbert Russell.

looked as though it had
been brought over piece by piece
olis really

from the Bard's country. Ably presided over by Vincent Burke, a

Monica Coryeo and Helen Raymond,
but none of tlrese performers ap
pears capable of overcoming the
duplex apai-tment of hazards presented; by Forbes Rah
EUe.
Moss Hart and his bride, Kitty Car- dolph's book and' lyrics:
lisle, was ransackecl;Iast week while
they, were at their country home in
Little
Bucks County, Pa. Amount of loot,
New Haven, Dee. 26.
estimated around V2,5,000, included
Sam NaSfSer nroduotion of drama in three
act.i by HuKh White. Features Otto Kruger
two of Miss Carlisle's fur coats, all Jessie
Royce I.ondis, Wallls Clark. BtaKed
of his suits and prized silver articles. hy. Melville Burki; settinsr. Watson BarIt's
the second time the play- talt, Opened at Shubert, New Haven. Dec
a«, '+0.; |3: top.
wright's New York apartment has Aaron Storm
.. .blto Krufter
been thef ted. Loss was partly cov- I.,ucinda, Storm........ Jessie KOyco T^andls

canny Hoosier who has studied his
audiences and can tell you almost to
a split penny what you'll do on the

ered by insurance.

on

Moss Harts Robbed

New York

A

.

.

. . ; . , , .

Mary Howard. .............. .Ottllle Kruuer
Phoeho Palmer
.l?f4nce.s Bavier
, . .
Clyde Painter.
........Harry Mehaltey
Dr. Duncan Brown.
.Wallis Clark
Donald; Storm.
Robert Willev

Shutter Hot Springs House
Hot Springs, Ark., Dec. 30.
This product of last summer's
Resulting from a recent inspection
strawhat circuit still has a bit of
Sartre's
existentialist
of of the Auditorium theatre by civic hayseed under Its collar, but this
school
philo.sophy.
This is her stage ini- authorities, the city council has should be satisfactorily removed in
tialler
and attracted considerable passed a resolution ordering the the pre-Broadway threshing process
attention. A fair run is anticipated, liouse to shutter permanently as un- An acid interpretation of- marital
un
partly due to the beautiful produc- safe for public use.
happiness has dripped from author
tion of this Don Juan story in cosTheatre in the past, had housed Hugh White's typewriter in the case
tumes of the Elizabethan period.
many legit roadshows. More recently of "Little A." It's a script that's
The play starts slowly, "showing
punctuated
with
frustration,
bitterit had become an 'arena for boxing
Isabelle leaving her palace bedroom
ness and hatred, but despite these
with Don Juan on a patio balcony and wrestling.. Second and third negative elements, story is absorbing
dimly lit by candlelight, and the balconies previously had been con- and maintains an almost constant
first act dialog is rather conven- detnned>;
flow of tenseness throughout the en.
,

Cincy Cool
Continued from page

a season of stock in Cincinnati, but^
just couldn't raise any enthusiasm-in
Even Saturday night
quarter.
rapiers
wrong-side-to,
the
opera that
.opinsinger departs for Vienna in a huff. was bad! Have a few private
Unfortunately the huff is not big ions about how to make Cincinnati
enough to keep her in Vienna fori a considerably better theatre town,
good, as she returns to achieve a sen- but unless the people realize that
sation from the quite large company producers are going to start giving
on stage at the time.
them the go-by until support comes
Into this there is somehow iur a little easier, why bother with the
volved a series of episodes of Negro
not just moaning and
town.

. . ,

Playwright Suzanne Lilar, who is
the wife of the Belgian Minister for
Justice, is already known here as
having written an article in the mag
"Le Nef" attacking
Jean
Paul

tenderness, also scoring
well via in-between emotions. Story
unfolds interestingly and logically.
Good script has been given first-rate
staging, at a pace that maintains a
high level. Timing, a vital issue in
several instances, is given expert
treatment. Single setting of a Imng
Bone.
room is in good ta.ste.

venom and

;

.

week, he is the kind of house manager who ails you with confidence
In the engagement because of his;
careful study and analyst' of the
local situation.

Tried an experiment v.^ih "Lucasta" and played Indianapolis for a
week, instead of the usual half week,
and found the going exceptionally
good. Took about two days to really
get going, but went clean from there
in.

;

Shows

in Rehearsal

"Washington Square"—OsCar Serlin.

.
.

Takes Two"— George Abljott
and Richard Aldrich.
"John Loves Mary"— ("William and
Mary," "Jack Be Nimble"— Rodgers
al^id Hammerstein, 2d,
"AH My Sons"—Harold Clurman,
Elia Kazan, Walter Fried.
"Dear Ruth" (road)— Hy man and
"It

Hart.

v

1

yetln«wlay, January 1,

LITERATI
recent months, i< significant In
the fact that this'. may be the itart on
the part of indie ops to braneh out
into the publishing field, where there
isn't the danger of being continuously
subject to government control as in
the case of their radio stations.

;

45

in

Literati
Authors l,e»gu« Reparts Out ^
the
A severe jolt to the chaoees ofplaii
American Authors Authority
as the organizational
hcin'g adopted
«,liceman

was delivered

irtnyrights

last

week

its

AAA

compulsory membership
'•"nvriwht
ssignment of copyright
doubtful le,

I

similar to
basic aaroeDramati..ts Oui'^^ the

system

•Advocating

I
,

!

«^

•
.

^^c "p^^e'sT rate
I,

itient

within

own

its

raites

getting

on

'

.

$8 to $9.10 in Press.

I

,

1
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the paper. The; Record manage-
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since the strike began
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to sub.stantiale the

were comments by

denial
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Guild. Meanwhile, negotiations
between Guild and management re
mained at a standstill.
the
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Uegiin, Wood Combine
Deglin, press rep for
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the
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Wood
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two
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fields,

Among

the' auto,<

fii'aphed portraits destroyed by the
flames were those of Victor Herbert.
PrMideni Taft, Will Rogers, Irvin S.
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Since the death of publisher Richard Grozier some inoriths ago, paper
has been masterminded by an attor

Othei- H b
arc reported burning because
the Post wouldn't go to 5c, as they
are rumored planning to do in near
They've burned for years
future:
because Post wouldn't go to 3c; But
the paper'.s been a strange outfit, rea month or so ago to cut
{y;.i„g
its white paper margins, thus saving
thousands of ions Of paper a? well as
thousands of dollars yearly. .They ftg''
ured it wouldn't be nice.

V'P-

caiin'tl.

li.shiiig

n

circles.

.stir

<

ptib-r

Mpve, rumors of which werg heard

.

.

So he decided to thump for "Down With high prides." But when: he
looked at the 40 pages of display advertising he changed the editorial to

"Books Are Sold

"Down

in

I

Bookstores"

a hep approisol. of extraneoHS

editorial

feature

do

in his
.

more

burlesque of an average daytime serial about an average

:

..**.*
on

I

American burglar and .his fwmily. The burglar: returns home to find his
wife exhausted from the Christmas .shoplifting rush. They have two boy.s,'.
Jimmy and' Billy, and are giving Jimmy a bilVy, and Billy a jimmy, and'
for a bedtime story the burglar tells them about Santa Claus. "the greatest
housebreaker'in history whO' always beats the rap."
Well, Morgan too, .seems to be still beating>„the rap.
He says if his
mother doesn't like the program he doesn't give her tickets to the broadoa.st.
He doesn't give< them to her an.yway, because she lives in Hollywood
and he works out of New: York, but he gives people a lot of fun even if his:
gags are contrary to the teachings of Weslbrook P.egler, He can certainly:

Bennett Cerf
In

With- Russia."
don't think there's anything particularly second rate in thiS; any

than

observes

i

..

of the forthcoming
I

41sl Anniversary ISnmber

'

do nice iiarodies, though in going "from Walter Winchell to .Harry 5fruttian:
you can hardly call that a gamut.
As:for the few who belong in the category ol "You cm't. plea.se any ol
the people any of the time." there's no hope for them in or out of radio,
'But for the niiilions to "whoni Crpssley, Hooper and the sponsors ji.sten,
one of Mopgan'.s thoral.s anplie.s; "You can't set top mu(^.^f _a*£0o4it.iyiUfc>"
.

I
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,
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,
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in .Cahadiuri
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Can. Liberty to Radio Ops

announcement
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exploitation methods
.

Official
(26) that
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The club was founded
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Some producers were asking each other whether Bill could play Hamlets
"Yes," said one, "if you let him .juggle a copy of Variety.'
Indeed, there's a well-founded legend in legit. that Fields moved up from
to 5e during the war years.
the lower order of vaude to the Ziegfeld Follies simply becau.se he could
.show Ziegfeld how to put a Variety back together after once having read
the gros.ses of the week.
King Featiues .syndicating Damon
Ziegfeld was so grateful he said. "Mr. Dukenfield, you may call me
R^jnyo'i's Pipces
Zieggy."
March issue of This Month to
Bill replied he would gladly do this provided Zieggy dumped that Dukcarry article on Variety by Jules enfield stuff and called him Bill. Thus arose the billing on W. C. Fields
Archer.
and it's a known fact that whenever the pair got into a stage of calling
Irving Davis (N. Y.V ad agency each other names and sending insulting telegrams. Fields would win his
i.ssuing calendar for the year 2003-—
point by holding out to Wednesday when the helpless Zieggy would give in
which will be same as 1947'.s.
and beg Fields to put his cop.v of Variety back together again.
Everybody's Digest launching a
As it was something all the king's horses couldn't do for Humpt.y
new series of articles under heading Dumpty, you may be sure that Ziegfeld's gratitude held them together till
of "The Happiest Man I Know."
death did them part. Indeed, in Hollywood, Bill Fields held picture proBob Ca.sey, vet author and war ducers in his spell by the way he could Take a loused-up oopy of Variety
correspondent; married to Hazel and flip it back into perfect order^ always telling them the hand was
MacDonald. on staff of Chi. Times. quicker than the eye.
John Wilslach .sold novelette on
He was even known to ad lib while reading a copy of Variety. He
wagon show days. "Circus Pirate," would straighten out its English in a way that amazed even those who' had
to Ziff Davis for Mammoth Adven- written it.
ture.
The fact that the.se tricks cost him $200,000 in liquor bills and forced'
Hazel Flynn, onetime N. Y. Music him, in his latter years, to consume two quarts of hard stuff a day in order
Hall p. a., now editor and film critic to keep up his skill is proof of how inr a man will go to hold on to a
San Fernando Valley 'Cal.) talent which is unique.
of
Times.
Paper-Opener Upstairs
Edmund Wilson isn't bowing out
With Bill gone, joining in the last year alone such'distinouished comcompletely from New Yorker book pany
as Jimmy Walker, Damon Runyon. Miles Mander, Mae Busch, Raimu,
review!!, splitting them with HamilTrem Carr, Frank Vincent, Vincent Youmans, Jerome Kern, Channing
ton Basso. A. J. Liebling, E. B,
Pollock and Laurette Taylor, those left behind will simply have to struggle
White and, others.
as best they can getting their jacks back in their boxes,
Tunesmith Kay Swift working on
After all, we've had the benefit of his genius for many years and there
a novel about postwar parapalegics
must be many on the stairway to heaven which need it more. I feel quite
(permanently paralyzed soldiers), in certain that even Sime will be grateful to have a helping hand.
which she's interested her.self at the
For us, the living, remember this: When you break that band and Variety
Birmingham General hospital, Los springs out in all directions, it isn't given to us of the lower order to reAngeles.
assemble what God hath put asunder. Only an angel second class could
George Sessions 'Perry's piece on do that, and Bill Fields, in the field of magic, was strictly first cla.ss. He
"Backstage in (Fred) Allen's Alley" can hardly lose more than one rating for leaning so heavily on. double
in the Jan. 4 Satevepo.st and Dan Martinis when a.sked to do one of his old tricks.
Parker's piece on Nick Kenny^
I find too that they have moved over in radio from Bob Hope, Red
"Corn Doctor" in the same-dated Skelton, Cisco Kid, Lone Ranger and such standard brands to Henry.
Collier's are show biz items.
Morgan. What this does to the bedtime hour on the we.st Coast is terrible.
Arnold Gingrich writes friends Morgan is not piped into Los Angeles till 9:30 p.m; on Wednesdays and 9
that he has returned to Switzerland o'clock is the curfew hour in that town.
after a long tour that took him
As the parents seem to enjoy the program as much as the children, it's
through the Balkans. Rumored tliat going- to be pretty difficult to split up this combination. Writers of mahe's writing a book on his impres
terial for rival programs point out tba* much of what Morgan does is 1830
sions of postwar condition.s in hu- ^^^.^^
.^ j^.g^^^. g^g^^g ^^ j^^^
jj ^^^g
maybe that's where
Nothing in letters about trip ^^^^^ ^^^^ a wrong turn, for, obviously, people like" Morgan and as he
rope.
to this country, and avoidance of said last week, "Kids got rights just like people," When he asked the kids
any comment on Esquire.
in Washington if they were lo.st and they answered"No, we came to
Dictionary of U, S. slang by Washington
to get .something done," what's wrong with the cop's reply
C 0 p en.h a g e n mugg, "You're lo.st"?
Varikty's
coHaboratiori
in
Victor Skaarup,
Isn't it possible that back there in 1930 radio took the wrong road and
with Kris Winther and which has has been lost ever since,: and Morgan is the pied piper leading them back?
sold in several editions in Denmark When as editor recently in one of his programs Morgan planned an attack
and other Norse countries, is the on black markets, but found that put him up against brotherly love and
subject of a. 'ime mag piece this since he loves his brother and his brother made; his money in the black
week. A Jap dictionary of U. S. market he found that was out.
•*)!'
31.S0 part of the .same story.
Editorial Switch
i

Jack K. Cooke, and Roy H.;
Thomson, Canadian indie radio toppers,', had formed a partner.ship°"for
vjobb, George M. Cohan, Heywood
the purpose of acquiring publica'R''"un. Ed Wynn. William Jennings
tions'' ami had bought out the I..ibRi'.yan. Thurston the
Magician and t-rty Magaznie of Canada for $400,"f'zpns of other.s.

i.

this point nicely.

i

I

cents.

^^^^^ors^^oi'^l^'2ol--y
papers
estimated at $40,000.
From the days of the old Keith:.s
circuit until as recently as la.st -November, when Mae We-st appeared
as guest of honor at a parly in
tiibute
to Federal
Judge Harry
Knlodner, former reporter on the
Philly Record, the club had been
visited, by leading men and women

Running into much larger numbers are tho.se vvhb claim that ohpe they
open their copy of Variety they are lost pnen and women. In fact there's
an old story relating to the recently departed Bill Fields which .cavers

I

Evidently explaining its lack of
war news coverage (it had no war
correspondents and always put war
news in.s-ide if there was a local fire
or murder), the editorial said "Although cold logic of seif-intercst, and
insatiable public demand for dependable war news, might have argued
otherwise, tlie Post once more cho.se
to serve through to the end of the
war before readjusting to business as

downtown

being

/

I

—

—

for

Flames which roared through the
former mansion at 1523 Locust st.. usual."

loss

.Per-.

I

daily that has refused for years to go
along with other Hub sheets and lift
price to three cents, succumbis as. of
Jan. 1 and hikes it. In a special
fi'ont-page editorial, the paper said
that it was".proud to .earn the honorable distinction of being the la.st (to
raise its price to 3c).'' According to
until Jan. 1
the only
the Post, it is
big daily 1375.000 circ.) now selling

Chri.stmas

fire

so,

i

spectacular two-alarm

was wrecked,

him

I

served as a major.

Boston P4>sl'K Price Hike
Boston Post, the recalcitrant

Pen & Pencil Burns

their unofficial head
quarters in, Philadelphia. Clubs in-

tell
2.

on a Yacht?

•

the

service,

Vi(ood,

.

while

It

'

together with
former exec editor
for Fox Feature Syndicate, have
formed an advertising and publicity agency to be known as DcglinDeglin while in the
Wood, Inc.
Army attained the rank of colonel,
tering

Henry

blaze.

terior

;

Ever Try

I

Madison Square Garden before en-

The historic Pen and Pencil Club.
oldest newspapermen's organization
in the nation and during its 54-yearold history the scene of vi.'iits by the
great of the world of the theatre

made the dub

dirty.

[

democratic di.scussion in the various
guilds on the AAA proposal.

theirreplace-

never

We only wish we could catch that staff saboteur and
haps the way to do this would be to print this on Page

'

.

Assn..

and autographed po

I

'

.

visitors to the newsroom to tlie ef
feet tliat only executives and management officials were observed at

work in the n ws room. Guildsmen
maintained that the names of the
out-of-town "scabs" were known to

^

CHATTER

'

;

ing for early January to discuss
further steps in their campaign. Major immediate objective of the Committee for ActioHi according to its
spokesmen, is to promote a wide,

the heart of the

I

I

ment vigorously denied this charge.
claiming that only the executives
who are not members of the Guild
have been getting out the paper

|

Meanwhile, the Committee for Acrank and file group within the
Authors Guild pressing for adoption
of, the plan, has scheduled a meet-

able paintings

I

:

tion,

atrical district, de.stroyed

.

Per.sonaMy. I don't think the gags are very blue, but 'Variety is not a
family paper and so ha.s practically monastic standards of wliat constitutes
clean comedy. Rabelais would never approve of us. Why.; we coulon't
even get into the Hecate County Country cluh set. We rnay be vulgar but

=

.

"

basi.c.

a

~,
H-i
rnce
ups t,

;

AAA

morning in

N. y.

Under, pressure of ballonmg news
.print, and labor cost-s, the N. Y.
Herald Tribune upped'its price for
the daily edition to 5c, and for the

^

i

replacing Suzanne LaFollette, the threat represented to the
freedom of authors by the ideas and
forces behind the
propo.snl
must be combated on a permanent

in

•

,:

AWA,

wrecked

.

•

,

|

AAA

was

.

i

j

which was formed as a temporary
body to fight the alleged totalitarian
features of the
plan, is now in
process of organizing into a permanent setup.
According " to Edna
Lonigan, new exec secretary for

art,

Inside of 'Inside Stuff'

;

CREY

1

mittee.

Pliilly's

.:.

,

.

,

by the Authors League com-

Writers

this display of conviviality is

station
in To
also some time ago

'Scabs' Issue Raised in Fhilly
Charges and denials that "scabs" Sunday edition to 15c, effective Monwere being used in the news room day (SO"): Other N. Y. morning
01
the Philadelphia Record high- newspapers are planning to main
lighted last week's, development in ^^j^
the status qtio, with .the Times
American Newspaper Guild remaining at 3c and the tabloids
the
strike against the Record and Cam- j.jjj,j^j^g
2c
den: COurier.Post newspaper^.
Herald Trib's move in the morning
Guild officials charged Record paper field was preceded b.v a gcnmanagement bad imported out-of- j pra] increase of all afternoon papers

'.4etch

American

by

'

'

and

$7.70

to take place within a tew weeks
for further study of the plan pro-

The

in

I

dents of the Screen Wiitcr.s, Radio
Writers,
Dramatists and Authors
Guilds, four constituent bodies of
the Authors League, was scheduled

snd

.

$6.70^^nd
is

Press and SunTele (Post-Gazette only publishes six
days) went up, too— $7 to $7.70 and.

,

po.sed

>

.

'

to

structure of a
other

committee's interim report, the Au
League announced the rcsignatioh of Elmer Rice as proxy because
farewell
In his
of ooor health.
statement. Rice attacked the growth
of factionalism within the Lea.tjuc
which, he said, weakened the organistation in it-s objective to ipawriters.
ofprove the condition
Meanwhile, a meeting of the presi-

.

,

"As a present for 1947," she writes, "can you do something about my
copy of Variety?. It invariably arrives with the right hand corner ot Page
1 torn off and, by an odd coincidence, the left hand corner of Page 2 is torn
off too.
Each week I look forward to being let in on a stickful of inside
stuff that has worked out to Page. 1, only to have the darn thing torn out
as too much flor my excited ey&s. Can you give me the inside of why I'm
kept on the outside?"

I

$7 to ,$7.70 for filmers and $8
$8,40
on other classifications.

Sunday

thors

,

_

.

.

•
.

,

The only one not likely to be taken
Lynne Wiley of Sioux City.

'

.

Cooke heads
ronto and was

from

form, "would
only
state specifically the terms, and conditions under which rights are acunder
limitations
time
qiiircable.
which rights revert to authors, etc.,
and be utterly free of susceptibility"
pres,<!ures
-omic
eco
to political and
Simultaneously with relca.sc of the

the

.

l"^""
^*5"r^r,*''°.'^^
to .$7.70. PostrGazette

$7

licensing system which among
po.-isivirtues would preclude the
control of
bility of any editorial
dictator.ship by inwriter.';' work., or
exchisi\-e''ilividuals, confining: itself
busii'ie.ss limily to dearly specified
in
tations." Propo-scd .system, now

rough

,

.....

fofftlm" s

f?''
!

itself.

Report stated that "the charter: of
League- permits the establish-

the

wire.

This is done on purpose. There's a blue-gag, grerfilin oh the paper and
we cah't ftnd out who he is. In fact, like the underground rhovement in
Europe, the. paper suispects the gagster changes from week to,: week. Abel
changes
the oopy readers, but it does no good, because even editors; have
connected With CJA13 in Montreal.
Thomson operates stations in Xim- to ^o out to a nitery to get a cup of eawfee and when Varietys come back,
mins, Kirkland Lake, Peterborough, sure enough the blue gag is there :down in tlie left hand corner of Page 2.
in
'right hand corner; of Page l. straiigely, but the lejt hand cOrnei:.
Not
the
LNorth Bay
and dail;
and Kingston,
*
^
newspapers in Gait.
Kirkland, Sar- of Page 2. So all of us loyal hti.uggs proceed to teaf, off. the lower left;iian(J.
corner of Page 2. and being bunglers by nature we louse up the right
nia, Wellaiid, Timmins and Woodhand
corner
of Page. 1 too.
stock, Ont.
look."

lumps

^og-'h"

li
solution of the llonly bv finding a
prob
censing and subsidiary rights

League

will be en-

tirely

'

,:_^fial :da^^^
tion for films and another that

:

minimum

.]em within the

that,

mag

30.

one thing on which we are all agreed it's that 1947 promises
be better than 1946, since it couldn't possibly be worse. To my public,
scattered an over the world, and thus likely to confound A-bombers, I
starting
feel quite sure that our best wishes for a happy New Year will not go hay-

I

i

:

galityl

that of the
^ent of the

said

iiisue,

***

Remember, Me.. Dec.

II there's

j

o^ll 'other pl-OviiSionS of

.'m,,

Announcement
with Jan. 4

* *

Scully

to

,

the economic
,ere<t in
attacked his
status of authors,
^

telegrams,

By Frank
''

Canadian-owned and operated
by arrangement with Liberty U.S.A.
Canadian version will have access to
Pitt Ad Rates Vpped
Pittsburgh newspaper advertising any or all material in the erstwhile
rates for pix, legit, niteries and parent mag.
musical events will be up between
It was stated that articles by "lead5% and 15% with start of new year. ing Canadian men of letters will be
Two evening sheets, the Press and supplemented by the best American
Sun-Telegraph, raised theirs a month material. This union will make Libago but morning Post-Gazette's in jerty of Canada a truly Canadian
crease goes mto effect Jan. 1.
[magazine with an international out-

ing

Hian for
features

including

from Franklin
D. Roosevelt and Gen,
;'
MacArthur,

investigate the control of lii,D to
rights. Comcensing and secondary
commendmittee's report, although
James M. Cain for reviving in-

improving

world;

the

of

interim report of the Authors
in the
set
League of America's committee

SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK

I

Magazine was bought by Cooke
club marked its 50th anniversary in and Thomson from U, S. Liberty.
December, 1942, congratulatory mes^ Cooke will b^ prexy and publiishier
sages were received from all parts and Thomsfyi board chairman.

writer's

protectinig

'

for

merly "Biff" Beifel'a "1523" nitery,
less than two years ago.
When the

'Butthefe's.ni3thing:likc,tryinB.

.;

.

;,,.

;

;

;'

j

Wftdncsday, January
20th-Fox, Clark had
been in the fi' n industry since 1927
when he began his career as sales-

manager

(or

man

Paramount, He had been

for

W.
W.

.

comedian whoso

C>C,

"

Before ..going with 20th-Fox, he
had been managing director for
Australia-New
in
P a r a m o ii n t
Box Zealand
following the late John W,

Harrison r^;; Probably
a beauteous
the
bestfrom Britain, after a frtlse known star; of British screen in this
start in title role of same company's country, -among t.liose,\fho- had
never
"Forever Amber," finally got her made trans- Atlantic hop 'to Holly-:
break in "The Late George Apley" wood. He w.is known particularly
and "Moss Ro.se," England., during for lii.S; light comedy, such as his

.

:

Born

Philadelphia

in

f

radio, pla.ycd in radio l3l.nys

Claude

as

from

known about him

is

composed

after that aiilil

for-

'

Want

"The

iiiclude

..

was
Paramount

pt

accounts

it

was ah

CUKSTER
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Chester

Ogbnowcski,

(Jau^hteiii.;sjsler
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the

Y, .Post., in. 1936 as
cafe
and

N.

news

,

.'

and

films,'

.

films "in

which

he

vvas

either starred
or featiirod were
."Poppy" (which he had also done a.-;
a mu.sical on Broadway),"Man on
the Flying Trapeze," "David CopperCtiicadee,"

'iitlle

.fleld,"'

he co-Stan ed with

many

,

'

Among

\

Hollywood

to

,

,

three brothers

.'!urvi\-e.

|

Svyede in

.

FRANCIS

.1.

SAI.ABCRT

prominent
French music publisher and v.p, of
SACEMi. Freneh ;pei-tprmiiig rights
Francis

Salabert,

J.

Dec,

died

"'The- Kilier.s,";

on page

"Apley,"
She acquitted herself
well in this that the studiO there-;

in
si'

:,

!

upon east her in thc,;star fetrimerrbte,:;
";
V
i-n "Mens Rose."
rbnving UP the hard 'Way;- tln-ough
one role after another, is Robert,
'

'

-

'

Walli.>i,
Bogart to top prominence.
lakiivg .advantage of the success' he
scored in "The Killers," ca.st him to
He followed
star in "Desert Fury."

27 in :a plane
Ireland. Details

:

'

.

Milchun-i, who progressively is getting better \y:ith :oach .appearance

I

Kull,
pioneer film crash at Shannon,
60,
and ,,h is stock with the public is risdied Dec. 22 at his home, in Music section.
e.ven move rapidl.v,
Mitchiim,
.ih.n
Hollywood after a long, .illness.
loda.Y,:!'tands as one of the ti.ppers in
Starting as a Icnscr with the Selig.
.lOHN
tiie cream 'of nC'w ..sta'"- with every
Co, in 1907, Kull moved to Universal
John McManus, 5!i, legit theatre'^
studio in;tlio biisine.ss .driing for his
in 191-5 :and became one of the top
manager, di.c^d of pi.ieiirn6nia,.in ChiContinued Irom page 2 sss
services,; whiei-t; belong lo RKO.'
cameramen of that -period. He be-.-.;
-.-".;
cago Doc, 23,
Guy Madi.son, UhdOr contract to
can\e a director on that lot but re-;
He was formerly hianager of the more and Gene Fowler, both of 'David
Selzniek, clicked solidly.
turned to his tensing after throe
.0.
whom also liked the cup that cheers,
Black.stone: theatre, Chi.
witli
Dorothy Maguire in RKO's
years and later became affiliated
load;;
his
carry
couid
though Fields,
In later
the End of Time." He evinced
with Cecil B. DeMille.
"Tin
Clau.-^
Saiitn
played
Once they,
best.
VIRGINIA WAI.KEK lliVWKS
strength '."hich
a.n<l
years he was identified, with indevuggcdness
a
his.
of
la\vn
the
with each other on
Virginia Walker Hawk.-.. 30', ac
pendent production,
both studios and public, with
-house and sent the screwiest tele-,, pleased
borrowed him
Surviving are his widoiw-: fend .hjs tress, and former wife oi Ilovyard
friends on. Broadway, all Ihe result that
Hawks, died, Dec, 22, in KoHyvyood. grams to
son, Jake, also a cameraman.
Shirley TcmOpposite
to
aiiain.
star
iiv,
set
tor laughs;
When oh'.th??
Hollywood, the "tea wagon" would i pie in "H<ihcymoon," He definitely
Lou Pag-e, 40, sound' feehnician,
-upward.
on
his
way
is
JOSEPH
he
be rolled -to him for he insisted'
for 20 year.s,:died Dee. 23
Breaks
RriiiitUuI
Joseph Ward, 69, .retired actor, witli
having
couldn't be, at his -best unless
died at Englewood, N. J„ Dec. 26. in Hollywood following a long ill- quaffed a .;half dozen drinte.
Joan Caul field registered stron,gl.y
-;>-' '
Since his retireiiient 'in 1939, he had ness. -';
in both "Mnn.sieur. Beaucaire" and
Fields started in the "Follies" of
been a guest of the Actors Fund
:"Blue Skies,'' at Paramount, and will
1915 at $200 w-eeitly, just as a juggler,
Home there.
Warner I. Weil, attached to Gen.
Ah'
sailing henceforth.
and when he left tlvat show wa.s have ea,s,v
Ho had been in burlesque for. a MacArthur's Civil, Intprmatipn
unknown utitil. sine was cast opposite
getting $1,500, a figure which was
number of years and later appeared Education Section in Tokyo as pro*
costumer
more than doubled In .subsequent Bob Hope in the comedy
in vaude and some -legitimate pro- ducer of a motion picture "Japanese
on
caught
and
immediately
on Broadway. He was en- pic, she
ductions.
member of the vaude School of Tomorrow,", which was -to; .musicals
for"Watch Your Step,-' Irving she stepped into the Irving Berlin
team of Ward & Henair, later he did be made by Daiei studios in Kyoto, gaged
picture, oppo.sitc Crosby.
Berlin's first musical, produced by
an act with his wife, Mayme Scan- was killed Dec. .10 at Itami in an
An actress wtip had appeared for .
the late C. B. Dillingham in 1914, the
Ion, who survives him.
Latter is airplane crash. He was from Buffalo.
several year.s on the screen without
Castles heading the star names. Gene
also a guest of the Actors Fund
distinguishing her.ielt
particplai-ly
Buck,- who was scouting for Zieggy,
Home.
Max Goldsmith, father of Ethel .saw
until "The Jolson Story" is Evelyn,:
the opening in Syracuse and, in
Smith, screen, and radio swing orKeyes. who played the femme lead
the morning when Irene Castle, Said:
her
ganifit,
died
buried
PittsDec,
25;
in
BYRON, JR.
"We've got to get rid Of that jug- in that Columbia picture. Came
Mark Byron, Jr., 65, concert man- burgh,,
in this and Hollywood
gler," Buck engaged him. Fields had appearance
ager and
former newspaperman,
come from Australia and exclaimed: took new stock of her, discovering
Wife of Fred Hart, with Republic
died in New York last week from a
"Can you imagine me comin.g 12,000 she was both attractive and able.
heart ailment. Before branching into Pictures in Pittsburgh, died last
Catherine RlcLepd, who had done
miles to get fired out of a- show.''
concert management he had been week in that city following an opernothing under contract at Metro,
He was in a sanitarium at Pasa- was chosen
advertising manager of the Cincin- ation.
by Frank Borzage for
dena for about a year before he died.
nati Post and also had been in the
Always

Edward

,

.'

i;

-

,

McMANUS

2.

but; lifted her out of, that
linally for, Ronald: Colman's, daughter

-

Froni Ihe

ho

:clickca: instantly,;, ;iiaylng
that quality in his pcrspiiality which'
seasons past lifted Gable and
in

stage,;

Mae West and camTaman.
in

(fetalis

-

•

froih,

-

.;

Battle.,"

Lancaster— Hellih,ger bori-o wed him
Hal Wallis for the part

reporter

ColOnuiist."

society,

others.

Other

on'

:

Which'

in;

WSNY

and contUiued it
until his. illness 16 months ago.
His Widow, .4wo ctaughters and
grani

.

j

i

went

1926

ili

,

.|

'

and

'

2dth-Fox

.

^

cals

Spirit,"

Musical Break
Parks--Hit like a house afire as
having dubbed around
DIXIE TIOHE
Dura' Columbia for several years,
„
I
Dixie Tighe, 41, correspondent for ing that f. me lip appeared
mimthe N. Y. Post, died in Tokyo. Dee, ber of Bs^aiid a tair4Q-midclhn
^.^^
^^^^ Mmty:r-^r .::'%
u estern in Technicolor, "The: Rene30, of a brain- hemorrhage compliIII Wind Dcp't
;
He wasn't considered any
gade.s,"
catoci by pneumonia.
CummiiiSr^Here was :a child pf
Mi.ss Tighe. who at one time wit.-i great shakes;, having been ca.st mainly
niisfortune. but she hurdled, \\-hat
in heavy roles, until the JolsoU, yarn
a-'tiitory ephimnist and -appearect piv
the leeture circuits, spent most of came 'aldiig and he finally was set r'would Ivave spelled the deutli-knell
Following the first of n,itfny an.pthor actress, 20tli-Fox,;
her life in the newspaper business. for title role.
She worked on paiyers iii Philudcl- press preview of this picture, he w.as iitrer reinovin;; her from Aniber role,
cost her teinporai-ily in "Bob, Son- of'
phia, Washington, Palm Beacli and made, his star future a.sstired,

by

.

55,

,

|

:

'.'Blithe

-.

OGONOVVKSKl

S.

S.

in

having .tailed to hit upon a
HoU,vvvobd actor to take over the
tnale title; rote. in."Anna and the
KiiV",; \b£: Siani,"....imt)ortod him:; from
Englaiid; fd oiiee he was taken tip
by AniorU-an audieiiecs, For his see.^end Holly\vood appearance, he is COAvMh Geiw Tierhey in ,"T^

Jol.son, after

.

uphill

and

work

after

and brolHer,

'

founder-editor of the Polish Weekly
News, of Schenectady, and. conduoclimb for the comio iintil he \va.s tor of Polish-Slavic program via.
"discove;-ed" by the late Flo Zieg-': WSKY for several years, died iii
feld, who paeted him toi- hi.s '?FolAlbany, Dec. 23,
'-I
„Ues."\ Alter that he was with ZiegA native of Buffalo, 'lie had been
fetd for the next U) years and active, in local and ,;ata:te Polish
evohtualVy developed what has; beoii. ciVdes for years.
He also was, a
termed the greatest comedy juggling member, of the Citizeijs' Committee
aet.of all times. He had; .successively of the Schenectady USO, In: 1942, he joined
appeared in other -Broadway muiii- inaugurated the round-table prp- shi))S

From

Burma

India,

in

year, sent more top stars of
tlve
British screen to Hollywood than lii.
;any season of llie past,

'

Ceylon,
.Suryivod

"Japanese Garden," ."Bring
Back the Goldmen Days," "Ashes of
\
Di^eams" anid "Assuraiiee,"' ^
;'

general

;

that
for

Pripr to
mana.ger

chief,

sales

foreign

You,"

he. still in his youth, got a job. as a
jus.!Slcr in ari' amiisement park at $'>

8 week. Through ensuing years ho
had perfected his juggling stint and
with a natural gi£t:for pantocomedy
eventually landed in vaudoviH'e,:

and

merly Conducted an educational pro- Clark
gram on WNYG.: Other .songs, she

'Dukeftficld, :ho, ran awsi>;
homo when 11 years. oW; Little

Williairi

'

.

dam.scl

.

,

that with top spot in "Deadlock
'
currently before the cameras,-

And Miss Cummins,

ran the gamut o£
Greenwich Villa.iic.rs," "Band
amusomeni park Juggler to yauclc Follies" and "Bare Facts of 1927."
Hicks into that position. Hick.s later
lieadlincr, musieomedy and .screen
She had also W'ritton scripts for moved up to become Paramount
stari diod at Pasadena, Cal., Doe, 23.
eal'offur career

I947

;(ContiHu«d from i>ag« 1):

King of Siam," made him a .new
name to conjure with in Hollywood,

ager.

early member of ASCAP.. .She also
had written the, b.obk and lyrics? ior
,s'e\'eral
rRYUos. anrong them "The

FIELDS

C.

C. Pk'lds,

1,

.

'46 Pic Stars

New

with 2()th-Fox for the last 12 years,
nuwt of time as shorts .-^alos man-

;;

:

I

,

Tribute to Fields

;

CARRIE JACOBS-BOND

'

I

Jacobs-Bond, 84, composer
of America's classic sentimental ballads, died of a heart attack in Hollywood, Dec. 28, She had
Gari'ie

of

many

been living

semi-retii'ement for

in

;

'

:

'
:

:

,

,,

,

RKO

,

|

'

;

j

l

John Barton
.

In Loving

4 Dear

Memory
Friend

i

;

WARD

of

RKO

,

I
i

-;

—

!-

;

!
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I

We

Miss You

I

&

,

.

I

BONNIE
and BUSTER WEST
LUCILLE

A

I
':

'

'

,

more than

10 years although her last
song, "The Flying Flag," was published in 1940.

Mose than
such

hits' as

50 years ago she wrote
"I

Love You Truly"

and

."Just
A-Wearyin' for You,"
Turned. down by song publishers- at
first, Mrs. Bond arranged a series
of concerts, playing her own compositions on the piano. In 1910, she
achieved fame with the penning of
"The' End of a Perfect Day," one

of America's all-time hits which, sold
more than 5,000,000 copies, with the
sales still continuiiig.

;

,

real estate dept, of the N. Y. Times.
As concert manager, he had arranged tours for the late John Me-

Cormack,

Romanoff

Boris

Gcorse Clarke, 60, vet British
vaude comic, died Dec. 21 in London,

When

asked why he stayed in the
place his alibi -was that he couldn't

find an apartment in Hollywood but
the fact that he was. hospitalized
didn't stop him from drinking almost

after operation.

and

others.

his

Surviving are his

;

sons.

,

Cantor Recalls

,

half-brother.

GEORGE

BRIAN HOOKER

F.

Continued I'rom

CORNEBY

George F.. Cprneby, manager of
the Times theatre in Manila and

ikikc 2

star

"I've

in

to

8

British Belles
British contingent of new actresses

what he pleased.

widow and two

femme

Loved You," and she pleased him
the extent he cast her again in
star role, in ."Gallant Man,"

'
:

Survived by two granddaughters

and a

MARK

Not long ago a is
headed: by Lilli Palmer, Rex Harformer 'vaudevillian whom he never
rison's wife, Ann Todd and Phyllis
liked visited Fields with the idea of
Calvert, apart from the Cummiris
making a touch. Asked later whether
lass.
Mi.ss Palmer did all right by
he gave the caller any coin, the
herself with the public opposite.
comic replied; "No I couldn't; 1
Gary Cooper in United States Picchanged all my money into curr
tures' "Cloak and Dagger," revealing
rency."
and her
inloresting
probabilities,
H. Allen Smith's Claseup
popularity has been further augH; Allen Smith, in his nutty tome, mented by release 1n this country of,
"Lost In the. Horse Latitudes," lists .several British pictures in which .she
Fields as a "tank car." In the chap- starred,
Miss Todd, whom American auditer
headed "Notes on a Swan
Hunter," ^he tells of the time the ences recall as star of British-made;
Quiz Kids yi.sited..:the eomediap's "The Seventh Veil," was brought
home. One of tli6 juiiio.rs: timidly over from England by Selznick to,
asked Fields for a glass -of -Water, star opposite Gregory Peck in: "The
Paradine Case,'-' Miss Calvert; si^o
with the actor repiyin,g: "Water?,
Oh, I've h*;ard: of the stuff ,:. it fell was imported, by Universal-International, for star role in "Time Out of
0(1 the property here one night.
ran right off. No, I regret to sav I Mind." Both are well established in
p.iccannot gratify your desires
Now, England, and after these two
be
I,could--flx you up with a, nice scotch ttirosy it is expected they 'Will
and soda.": Disclaiming that he here, too.
newcomer
Another
interesting
was a drinking man. Fields said once
that sometimes he!d wait until 12 from foreign shores is Viveca Linp-,
o'clock noon before taking a drink tors, .from Sweden, who stars '"
and is;
it's;
time for lunch.
Always Warners "Night Unto Night,"
drink .my lunch. Immediately after to get terrific buildup by that studio,
Others to rise during year just
lunch 1 have a martini... Please
don't get the idea that I'm overtond past to prominent position in 'Hollywho
of liquor. I on}y drink the. stuff when wood include Audre,y Totter,
after scoring in "A Sailor: Takes a.
I have the desire

if. these .stocks; are so good, what do
Brian Hooker, 66, playwright, authe presidents of these companies
thor and composer, died in New Universal; Pictures' Philippines rep, want me in on it? They don't know
London, Conn,, Dee, 28. Hooker was died 'reccRtly in Manila after a lin- me, they don't give a damn about
responsible for the most popular gering illrjess,
me, what the hell do they want me
British version of Edmond Rostand's
Formerly manager- of the Lyric for; a partixer?" Tiy and explain
"CyiranO de Bergerac," played many theatre, Coriieby wa.s also -one-time that away.
times by Walter Hampden and cur- head of the RKO film exchange, A
KaSy to Work With, But
rently revived by Jose Ferrer.
British subject, he had resided; in
In one of the early "Follies", he
Hooker left the teaching profes- the Pliilippines for about 15 years.
did his well kno\vn pool table .scene:
sion in 1909 to turn novelist and
Another big comic sat under the
Later, he
mystery story writer.
CHAMBLISS H. COLLIER
table and shared some of the. laughs
collaborated with the late Dr. HoraCharnbliss .Hayden
Collier,
Fields. However,
41, with
one night
tio Parker on a $10,000 prize Whi
owner of the Globe; theatre. Drew, when Fields was about to do a
nirig opera, "Moha," which was pro- Miss.,
died Dec, 27 in Memphis from routine with the pool balls he heard
duced by the Metropolitan Opera injuries sustained in plane
a tremendous laugh and couldn't
crash.
Co.
Collier vvas piloting , the plane understand what was
happening.
Survived, by v/idOW and three when it
became stalled and cracked Looking under the table he soon
daughters.
Up as he was preparing to; land at found out. The corn ic was nluggirig
the Drew Airport,
in a place that hurt the' scene, Bill
;COLTON
JOHN
Survived by widow, mother, and warned the funny man; and promised
that if he did it again he'd let him
John Cotton, 60, playwright who two children.
have it with the thick end of the
had authored many Broadway hits,
pool cue. Sure enough the next perdied in Gainsville, .^Texas, Dec. 26,
CARRIE LOWE
He had gone there from N. Y. a
Carrie Lowe, 82, former actress, formance the guy did, and Fields
did, and the comic who was catching
month ago to recuperate from a long died in New York, Dec. 27.
Illness.
For many years she appeared in flies got a lump on his head way out
Among his best reinembered plays stock companies, and later appeared to here. In the dressing room folwere "Rain," "Shanghai Gesture" on Broadway in "The Land Of lowing the scene, the fly-catching
to drink it, Noand "The Widow and the Virgin," Promise," "'I'hree of Us" and with comic yelled, "YcW, killed me! You body ha.s
opposit?,
ever seen me stagger. After ^Afife" drew femme lead
He had been working on another the late William Hodge in '"Old killed me!" Fields said, "Let's keep all, I have
Robert Montgomery in "Lady in the
it in.
My banging you on the head servations my cane.";; Smitii's ob- Lake"; Jane Powell, 10-year-old
play, "Foreign Fancy Woman," at Rascal." Her last .stage
appearance
are
in the clipped stylo
time of death.
"Holi,
was some years ago in "Farewell is as big a laugh as we've got."
of speech that was Fields' ahcl rather singer who; starred in Metro's
W, C, Fields was unquestionably
day: in
Mexico"; Richard. Ilart,
To Arms,"
one of the greatest pantomimists the reportorially written.
»
brought to Hollywood by Metro and
MARIAN GILLESPIE
One' actor put if this- -way-'about
world has ever known. His laughter,
cast opposite Greer Garson in "A
Marian Gillespie, 57, composer and
WILLIAM J. CLARK
the
passing
of Fields: "He has- left
his philosophy will be missed. In
Woman of My Own" when .Robert
radio director, died in .New York,
William J. Clark, 54, 20th-Fox our generation there
will never be -for the forever land to join the "cast
Dorothy
Dec. 27.
-shorts and
Movietone News Sales another like him. In the last few of the big show where aisns^ood Montgomery ankled spot;
Patrick, who chalked Hp trio of star
Miss Gillespie was the 'composer manager, died in Lutheran Memor years he
suffered a great deal. I like troupers go, and the bilimfi!How appearances
during year, all at
of "When You Look in the Heart rial hospital, Newark, N. J., Dec. 21,
to think that maybe God' was a little reads:_
Metro, "Till the Clouds Roll B,y,;
of a Bose," which was popular in after a brief illnoss.t A brother of sad on Christmas
Day so He sent
'Playing at the Eternity ttlQatre, "Boy's Ranch" and "The Mighty Mcthe early 192D$ and had be$n an the late John Clark, 'former sales for Bill Fields to make
Him laugh. in the Garden of Paradise'."'b''!S.
Gurk,"- -„,
.
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Benny Gaines celeb parlied Harvey Stone, Frances Faye and Billy
DeWolte
Sunday (29th) at his
Blackamoor Room.
Hollywood Boi ch Hotel doubling
club lopper.s into swank bar-lounge
for weekend dates at top dough.
Bill Kent is booking.
J. Edgar Hoover in town and a

O

_

Jart O.-iirity. Ji'., in Jlrom Coast
,
.
on visit to parents.,
Nichols trained for. Coast
'

,

^ Anne
:

regular at Joe's Stone Crabs, south
attracts the

Beach eating spot which
toppers in town nightly.
Spotlight

.

preemed thus week with show featuring Peter Higgins and Andy Rice,
Jr., with Michael Selker's orch.
Beachcomber rackin ! up heaviest
grosses in town with Jjckic MilesGyp.sy Ro.se Lee ..combo. Martha
Raye and Willie Howard, follow
Jan. 9. ;^
Jackie
Miles
revealed
secret
marriage to Lee
(three month)
Dennis. Will spend delayed honeymoon here after closing at Beach-

/

:

lohn Wr.xley s latest drama, Carand Club," to be produced by
William Hcrz, Jr.
lu
rol

•

,

Anderson Will stafie his fath^
Forue" lor the Veterans

Alail

'Valley

fi's

Memorial

iatiifje.

Inc.

,

,

.

,

Hariv Dclmar talltmg to Martha
for a lead in
Eiiyc on the Coast
"Holiday For

Girl*:"

Dcl<e Av ICS worth and the Mrs. in
Mexico City for a week, t,hence to
Acnpuico for vacation.
Soiiny Werblin, MCA head in
y New Year s-particd the stall
J]
Friday (27).
St* his home,

Hal landale,

Club,

comber.
Damon Ruriyon Memorial fund
by Walter Winchell
and Junior Chamber of Commerce
the Lord
a lurnaway affair with
Tarleton grounds the .scone. ParticiLiivus Sobol's best Xmfi.s present pating werc Harvey Stone, Jan Murwas in spiadi'S— both his mother and ray, Jackie Miles, Billy DcWolfe,
of
the
out
lipsp.
came
town.
around
and other top acts
wil'o tee.,
Joe William.s, World-Telegram
Newly appointed police chief of
ho.spitalized for Miami cUimpins,' down on gambling,
spoits columnist,
hii»h blood pres.sure tre.itments,
though Broward couitty is in full
Alaii Collins, head of Curtis Brown' swing with Colonial Inn (with Jane
Borrahh Minevilch
agency, out of the hospital last week Froman
and
up
heading
Haiicals
after an attack of viru.>i pneumonia.
Harmonica
Sam Berns, former Film Daily show) Green Acres and several
a viijit until smaller spots running their chance
slalTer, in town lor
biz
importrexport
in
Now
11.
all
comers.
Jan.
rooms for
|

|

benefit sponsored

-,.

:

on the Coast.

'

.

John Yorke to be general manaJohn Paul stai^e manager, and
Wolfe Kaufman p. a. on Cheryl
Crawford's "Brigadoon."
Michael Arlen was all set to gO'
to the Hiviei'a this winter but for
his
mother-in-law,
of
the death

ger,

Gabber Blows Top
(Continued from: page Dss

,,

;

dp

French resistance, "Chanson

'Partisan.''

Rex O'Mallcy replaced Cecil Beain
"Lady Windermere's Fan,"
returning to England to deAlexander Korda's
sign sets for
"Salome.''

^

-

,

Monte~Troser escorting Louis Sobol, Earl Wilson and Abel Green,
his. three newspapermen-actors to
Hollywood lor that one-day acting
stint in 'Copacabana" (Sam CoslowUAi.
Hildegarde plans her own New

Song.smilh - p r o d u c e r
Arthur
Schwartz takes his family back to
Hollywood Jan. 2, arriving just in
tune to give S. J. Perelinan and Ted
P;itiick. editor of Holiday, a bon

I

j

!

.

early

Boris Morros

Dean
Nate Piatt back at the
alter short illness at home.

there.

screen

;

hunt for

acts, is retiring,

/

Has been

with the firm since 1904; for several
years a director ol; Stoll circuit,
which he is givui.t;- up.

citiicn.

.

By Larry SoHoway
Leeds a click at the Jewel
Avenue

.show.

cu.ss

Pittsburgh

tel

in

Dallas.

Of the

.lias

been

M-G-M Pep
^

Antonio.

WHHM

•

nier,

manager, in for a rest.
Earl Wilson and his B. W. at the
^om Tarleton for a short
.stay.
Joe Candullo orch may follow
Ueorgc Paxton at Beachcomber.
(.hito D'lzar,
the Gibson.s, Tito
g- Lucha in new lineup at Club

and

Memphis

now

(

Wiis
is

opened early

last.stim-

owned by Herbert

automo'ljile

man.

.

Herff,

in Indio. Calif.
Variety Post of American Legion
will install its new commander, Joe
Misrac-h. on Jan. 27,
Lew L'eftons are vacfilioning in.

Challis

s
,

goes

-spiel..

:

Capitol

pre-war

Vagabond

room

t>c)i-.

Uiivis in February. >
Billy DeWolfe in for

'

of

KFZM, government-operated

their books.

there

Previously,

to work for
the first time since his accident on
Friday the 13th.
William Boyd, with a 10-gallon
hat. driving a silver-trin?'med town
and coulitry ear.
Johnny Tringali returned to the
publicity
staff
after
four
'

RKO

months

,,

over a year ago Berle was
set to switch from the
office to Music Corp.
of America in order to be serviced.

Tournament
,

He needed
the loan.

for

$25,000 to put

,

I

|

|

i

j
I

I

Leon

&

Eddle-s

,

Palm

Beach

oianch a click with a dinc-danoe
P"lK.
Ernie Hoist band featured.
.

Brani.son
„
'"''I,
over

in

town

to

talk

Milton Bcrlc situash with Copa

Murray

Weingcr

and

Ben

Clash of rival i<-yndirates brouebt

I

Uni-

Harold L. Dans on succeeded
Arnold Stoltz as director of publicity and advertising for PRC.
Joe
Depew recuperating from
burns .sustained when he rescued his
daughter fronn a Christmas fire.

Washington, D. C.
By Florence
;

;

|

S.

Lowe

ent" show will compete " Sunday
nights at Club Cairo fot fling at nitery dates.
Screening of "Henry V" for meeting of Modern Language A.s.sn. group
of colTege profs, marks a first in
hmlier education.
Bob Knight, known locally as ma-'
Chlro of WOL,.'Mutuars "Behind (he
Band" airer, booked into Club 2400
for unlimited engagement starting
Jan. 4.

.

:

i

i

,

|

|

>

|

Oscar Doob and Dan T.crrell in
from N. 'Y'; for Carter Barron's an-,
Christmas party to Loew's

,

nual
D.

!

staff

C.

Eastern

and.

Division

.

managers.
,

,W(3(3W, ne'w' local station which,
goes on the air Jan. 5, began a

preview" week jiast Sunday
(2S)i. with short periods advertising
the station, interspersed with music,'
".siieak

However, Abe Lastfogel,
hedged.
Morris general manager, gave it
Berle etc.
to him without hesitation.
consequently remained with the!
:'
'
Morris' offices' .. ';':
i

.

.'

..:.,'.'

'.

,

.

"

Minneapolis

%

By Les Bees

Arizona and Rep salesmen may .settle out there permanently.
ConiiMticd from i)uge 1
Tony Verdi, who mainigod Mercin"
Music Bar couple of years ago. has
league, race,s dims slightly, and: then
rejoined spot's managerial staff.
Conlinntitl from itnge 1
WJAS announcer auditions for swing into the last 27 contestvS.
Newscaster Beckley Smith's standAlthough no sponso.rs have y.et
of putting, the Oldsmobile tag' in
in was won by Murray .Min.ster.
inked any contracts to bankroll .basefront of the people via radio, though
Evelyn McKclevey, 'ex-oi'gani.st at ball, it's considered likely 'that Ford"
certainly no manufacturer need pUsh Club Belvedere, has checked in at
and Shell Oil will co-sponsor the
Lc\-y didn't: even own" Duquesne's Twin Bars tor a run.
his product.
Dodgers' contests, to be
the CO (ly r gh l— ( t be.l d n g's to Harms,
Oscar Malanga. composer-arrang- Brooklyn
Inc.— but he set up the deal and er, came on ftom N. Y. to .spend televised by WCBS-TV (CBS, N. Y.).
has already
wired a long list of performers, from Xmas with hi^wife. Singer Kay Ballantine's, which
signed to co-sponsor with White Owl
Frank Sinatra on down, pi-cimising Vernon.
Katz, coun.sel for AMPTO, radio
broadcasts of the Yarikee
new ears at regular lates for a plug. hasNathan
been reelected president of the
And the .song's publishers still knew United Jewish Fund campaign here games over 'WllStS, N. Y. indie,: ha.s,
evidenced Considerable interest- in
nothing about it. alU Finally, they this year.
found out, and: the song Avas reFilm jiow moved practically en tele sports and will probably come
Later; the restriction was masse to DuBois, Pa., for party cele- in on the Yankee telecasts, to be
stricted.
WABD (DuMont,
brating A. P. Way's golden anni in picked up by
lifted, probably attei; Harms execs
N. Y.). Giant games, slated for telesaw the light-^plus a vision of a show biz.
Kay and Ken Rockeiollcr. foi-mer vising by WNBT (KBC, N. Y,), are
cbuplfe n.ew Old.*!' iMi' wovildfi't tost
Carnegie "Tech drama stuili'iit.s. now 'till going a-beggirig but NBC execs
them a grand over.
touring Europe in USO coTiipaiiy
are confident a .sponsor will come
'Now, everybody's on the baud- of "The Patsy."
wagon— or. rather, the Oldsmobile
Don Taylor, Metro contract play- through before the season officially
tecs oflE in April.
er, had 'to cut short his holiday iVymelody trail.
;

to his

versal-International desk after two
weeks in Palm Springs.

Induction of new officers of local
Variety Tent skcddcd for Jan. fi.
Jackie Heller, at Delmonicos, and
Jerry
Wayne, Club Cairo, lead
nitery bills for holiday week.
Winners of WTOP-CBS "Top Tal-

tlie

•

I

the top spot
float in the

luncheoned at Warners.
John Joseph returned

Benny FieldsFlame Room.

Baseball

into Hotel Radi.sson

Miissmah, Paramount sales-,
man. in Chicago for a week.
Sammy Walsh held over at Hotel
Dyckman Robin Hood Room..
Irving .4ill.s, 20th-Fox a.S'sistant
distriet manager, fleW to Nt'w York
to spend holidays with children.
Hotel Nicollet Minnesota Terrace
has Dr. Marcus.,and Pierre & Renee
Bill

'

C^harisc,

"Anna Lubasta" ;'laid tiff here
days .before Christmas,' re-,
.'....
opening in St; Paul,
Harold Wise, Paramount salesman
in Milwaukee, a. visitor at local ex'

:

three

.

I

won

.

.

by Marty Goodman, Who had just

his

''

of Roses.

Fradel iaarling

on Samuel Goldwyn's

William Morris

tone over to MCA from the Morris
Just one detail remained to
be ironed out.
Berle was in need of some ready
cash, as -his funds were tied up in

with

Pa.sadena Rose Parade.
Dr. Jose Vicente Trujillo. Minister,
of Foreign Relations for Ecuador,

!

virtually

Mexi,o City

to

Rt^' Rogers rides Trigger,
and
Dale Evans rides Triggei-, Jr., in the

<

,

Berle's engagement, incidentally,
A
recalls one agency's mistake.

Sicily.

family in Hollywood.

j

basis.

in

Henry Fonda aired

after spending Christmas

virtually a partnership

to

Lillia.
Burns
wedding anni-

fifth

Hebert j.eturned

Bill

400G

fe'w operator,s. who -would open
their ledgers to a performer, especially when times were good. Now
they'll take headliners in on what

while in England.

George Sidney and
celebrated their
versary.

statri-

were

amounts

in from New.
at 20th-Fox.
spending the hbli-.

work

to food shortages,

pine Air Lines' transport planes.

ing

to start

Arthur Lubin
on his ranch at Victorville:
Andrew Stone lo.st 10 pounds, due

Manila's

RKO

,

:..

destf

.

;

Margaret Wycherly

months of recon.struction.
held special screening of
"Notoriou.s". aloft in one of Philip-

•

a pCr.sonal
api^earance tour and vacash at the

^"I'd Tarleton hotel.

'.

Morelia'; Mexico.
.Sam. Katzman to Palm Spring.s to

York

after

.

I

his

a't

.

'da.ys

last

i

I

...

back
flu.

see the old year out.
James R. Graingei in from Mexico City for the hol)day.s.
Humphrey Bbgiirt tuning up his:,
yacht for the race to Honolulu.
Gloria Swanson suing William M.
Davie for $13,400. back alimony,

run houses, reopened

.

I

to

Alan Mowbray and Cesar Romero
to

'

mid-

in

month;;.
Lou Vogle, mimic, into new Rase
K.iom at Black-st'onc hotel with B.
o. Pulley to follow.
Myron Cohen, dialeclopper, pacted
lor
return
engagement at Kilty

-

Army

.

Allen 'Wilson
after a siege of

,

.

.

theatre,
fir-st

.

(jlover

into

'

on,

"iEfall
'

.

M. Gould n.w United Artists
manager in Philippines.

-

T

,

'

Lucille

resume film choi'es.
Dale Evans entertaining the old
.'' :.,
folks from Dallas.

.'

set for New Orleans
hotel
after
Mocamba
.

BctJi

.:

Spring's.

Arnaz and

Yosemite.
Dickie Jones- out of the

.

Bart

•'an
stint.

.

.

'

.Palm
De.si

Oldsmobile

Bali.

«iio'e\eIt

'

Sherrell

'

in

Boulevard theatre a new addition
to the ranks of the first-run h6u.ses,
William Winter, American radio
commentator, here on a lecture

Toppers there

,

,

Orleans for
'.'

Smith

divorced
l.i'.v
"
Sherrell.
Ca.ss Daley spending the holidays

eral

He approached

.

Florida for

to

New

Pete Dailey to
Adele..:

,'

MCA

has

.:

'

two' weeks.

Barbara Winslow of "Harvey"

annuities.

Abrams

;.'

a inontlr.

cast.

over another annuity.

changed the
name of the Villa Madrid to the
scientious announcer" prior to this Club Lu Marba.
outburst. He was svith;KEYvS'iit Gorhas
Accordibni.st Beverly Stull
pu.s. Chrlsti. ji)c»fore-- working, in San
gone west for engagements and is

LOu

;.:'..i

,.

:

fication contest.

J.

'^:..

William 'Hornbock

Bryant, former mana,i;er
of summer theatre in Marengo, 111,,
in fxom Germany on leave to visit

H. Lenhart was the local
winner in "Magniricent Doll" identiMrs.

.::. .

'.:'

.

.

vacation.

test,

office.

'

Booker Eddie Mackins
elected prexy
club for 1947.

Paso

in:

i:,.

siesta at

little

Bv Mai Coll en
Local dance team of Sinclair and
Alda booked into Terrace Room.
Herman Beiersdorls ha\e found
living quarters at the Adolphu.s ho-

,.y

.

Wallace Beery to Mexico City on

Girl" getting free Hollywood

wife,

'

Jan Kiepura became an American

Tom

Lt.

with

up'

laid

:

,

Robles.

Variety Club Ball set for .Tan. 20
at the Aragon Ballroom, -with "Variety

is expected to get
hearing someti le in February.
•Peter
Ustinov oli
Norway,
to
where one of his plays isv to be
produced at the International Theatre, Cslo.
Will also: visit Copenhagen to arrange about staging some
of his plays there.
Derek Farr and Glynis Jolins,
stars in Fortune theatre's "Fools
Rush In," are being replaced by
Nigel Patrick tin first West End
a oearance since discharge from the
forces) and Brenda Bruce.
Llewellyn
("Lew")
John.s,
for
many years head of vaudeville booking for Sir Oswald Stoll, having
visited America several times to

Chicago

.

Bandleader Harry Roy is suing
John Mills, Owner of Milroy club
and Les Ambassadeurs, for breach
of contract. Ca.se

vacationing in L-ti

Stockwell
:

Tay Garnett holidaying'

Victor Borge adopting two children from Evanston Cradle.
LcRoy Dister, of Balaban & Katz;
seriously hurt in auto accident.
Sidney Franklin, Metro director,
hospitalized here with severe cold.
Barbara Hale and Bill Williams
.spending Chri.stmas in Rockfoid, 111.,
with her family.
After Gertrude Lawrence closes
here in "Pygmalion" next stop is
Mexico City to open new tlicatie

cabaret singer, to play lead.

demanding that the Government
withdraw all unnecessary liceivsing,
Geza von Czifira Film Co. signed
Helene Thimig (Max Reirhardt's
five jobs before I started this. .Every
widow) to play leading part in
veteran in this city is behind me. .. "Unsterblichc Antlitz'' ("Immortal
Hey, it you cut me off everyb<xly will Face"), story ol the painter Feuerwonder why. .If I get so I can't say bach.
words, OK then.'
McDonald, already ill with flu,
firiHi Fike uliiiost immediately after
hearing tlic reports, then went back
to bed with b" rising temperature.
Fike .said, just before leaving town
to return to Texas, "I wanted to get
fired. I was fed up with the way the
veterans are being pushed around,
especially in the malter oli housing.
I didn't mean to use any profanity,
but I don t regret one word I said."
Station officials, including McDonald,
said Fike had always been
known previoii.sly as "a quiet, con-

Club 22.
Brook Club will open for short
-.season on Jan. 1,5.
Guy Palmerton, Shubert stage

op«

Hammond, Hammond,

by

next year. First issue
be about 10,000 copies.
nne Francine, now appearing at
the Monseigiieur club, Paris, flew
over here' specially to auditionL for
Jack Hylton, who want.<},to star her
in straight play in London.
Arthur Bli.ss and J. B. Priestley
have collaborated on a new opera.
Former has done the score to latter's libretto.
Derry Sari, Budapest
Ltdi,
will

.

SM.»on at

VHio

London

,"

Vc.ijas.

.

anything but

v^ Ted Lewis, and the
missus at the
.Honey Plaza.
Paddoclf stickin^o all-nitc dance
policy .sans actsT'
Josephine Delmar renewed for

.

grippe.

after a stag*

.

Ball to Yosemite on v«-

Lucille

..

a lot of trouble before; this day is
over. After I.-grt kicked off. will you
back me up? I assured myself of

Miami Beach

^-iiib

Chicago

47

Lena Home, in town
tour.

.

that city

,

for the troops.
J. Arthur Hank accepted post Of
prexy of the Music, Arts and Drama
Section of his Pinewood Studios.
At CheLsca Arts Ball, revived New
'Year's Eve at Albert Hall for first
time .since war, men dressed as
women to be refused, admission.
Sophie Tucker's book, "Some of
These Days," will be published in
ella''

cation.

,

me

Fcola Galli added to Park
'

"Gind'u--

,

i

Phil
Box..

Austria and

.

voj iige parly.
..
Kv-Col..i"Harvin Young, formerly in
Army Special Services, to the Coast
(IS
western representative for the
•Shuberts. Hes also partnered with
Jolni Shubert (.son of J. J.) in a legit
and jidio producing firm.
,
W. C. Gehring, central sales managci of 20th Century-Fox. entered

Millard Fillimore Ho-spital Buffor ulcer treatment, while in
on business. Expected to
remain there for one week
The Juke (WB) Wilks 'taking a
house on the Coast until April,
but
the eastern story-play head will only
.siayAvcst a couple of weeks, returninfi^lfie end of January,
when Jack
x^.
Warner returns from Europe.

to

.

,

falo,

off

pantomime

Berle's

.

Year's eve party for intimates in a
private room of the Plaza after the
chanteusc docs her stint for the cash
taistomcrs downstairs in the Persian

room.

.

,

•

,-

i

.

ton

latter
fllm,

Italy to star

cation- with the family in nearby
Freeport, Pa., last week at a hurryup call from Coast to report at studio immediately for role in "Song
of Thin Man." with William Powell
and Myrna Loy. It'll be his first
picture since "Winged Victory."

calls complaining, many Saying Fikc
tion,
15-minute
conducting
had become profane in his' running:
program
tagged
weekljfS Safety
verbal attack. Both newspapers also
"Talks on. Traffic."
rectived a flurry of telephone comDr. Gabriel Manalac, chairman of
Vienna
plaints and printed stories about
the National Council of Education,
"Octava"
:/Iiisic
Co.
has
taken
elected chairman of the Philippine
same, one (The Pre.ss-Scimitar) de- over offices
of the. Josef Weinberger
Board of Review for Motion Pictailing a portion of the Fike chatter ITu.sic Publishing Co.
tures.
at the mike thus:
City
administration
considering
the Herrach palace in the Herren•Are IToii Listening?'
"Here I am at the mike with no- gji.sse for a film house.
Geraldine Katt, Austrian filmstar
body to hear me but the engineer...
you'? before 1938. signed contract with
Crump, arc you listening
Lowenfilm Co. for production of a
(Continued from page l)i
As for the political gang, ohi well, series of films,
i
r won't go into that. They seem to
Paramount's "The Great Victor Zanzibar, .N. Y., on a deal .similar
be for just about the same thing Herbeirt," ballyed here as the "Lehar
to that given Berle at the Carnival.
we're fOr, .OK, I'li try to keep it of America." doing SRO biz at the
Blair is similarly .educated to
Gartenbau Kino.
I'll stay within the FCC...
clean.
Chic Young's cartoon "Blondie'' super-salaries for topliners. Olsen
If I can save five lives it's worth it.
i-egularly in a Vienna
and Johnson, who follow Berle at
You will never hear from me again. appearing
afternoon paper, first time for a the Carnival, are slated for $10,000
everything L want to U.
I am saying
S. cartoon strip here.
on 20- week guarantee.
say. There are four phontis ringin.!>
"Nook" Polka, by American comAnd so when a nitery can shell
riyht now. OK, listeners, let's see posers
Schai'au
and Robert H. out $400,000 to a single performer
who's listening. .You're pitching for Holmes, played by pianist Heinz
in a year, many picture players may
Well, Sandauer on radio recently.
me, eh'? You're a veteran"?
decide they're not above cafe dates.
Official organ of the Book and
this is a guy babbling his heart out.
The Zanzibar is reported to have
As'sn. complaining about
God bless you. We'ie getting away Publishers
leeway granted the three political offered dates along Berle lines to
with .something we will never get parties that print and sell books
Eleanor Powell, Gracie Fields and
away with again. I'm tired of seeing without government license.
Mae West.
ji,i.st
llH' VClcrans kicked around. I'm
Mystery what the 60 rcsistored
The Berle stand has al.so cau,sed
a tiny .uuy; they'll have a helluva Austrian film producing companies
bonifaces to be less fearful of showtime kicking me off at 7. .I'll have, are doin.g, .with Vienna newspapers

which necessitates estate legalistics.
Gerniaine Sablon, sister of Jeaft,due in the U. S. around the end of
She, authored the song
February.
of the

Monte Carlo for

to

week.>i,

Judy Shirley

.

^'At'tonicy L. Arnold Weis-sberger
faiewcll-partied for Cecil Beaton
,

Bobby Barnett
three
,

.

Wsdnesdsiy (25 ).
HclciV BiiyM to head, actors conlMarch of Dimes.
mitic^' -in llie
wed to Ruth
Bill White, who is
obMorris, lio.'ipitalized for cardiac
la.st

Saturday niKht.

London

tioing on.

three
jcic Piiiciis to Florida for
n<'eks vacation.
_
AiTumI benefit for the Actors Fund
at i\i;iicstic

.

CHATTER

ban on all possible gambling on the
Beach, with some sneak bookmaking

Broadway

t'liange
:bool'cing

where

he

fbrmei'ly

was

manager.
Jolinny Branton and Saul MaliSDw"2()th-Fox salesnien, in Chjca^gQ.
and Cincinnati, respectively,- for
Year's celebrations.
^Northwest Variety club raising

their
-

New

-

fund among own members to dedicate room to Art Anderson, retiring
ch ief barker,' in the heart hospital
which it wiU build and equip on the
Univ.e;csity/ of .Minnesota caippus.
.

'

,

,

,

.
WeiliicBtlay,

January

I,
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BIN& BERGMAN,
Scents,

Sweatshop

Buncombe

Size,

By H.
I

L.

eschew the theatre.
main reason is that the seats

My

In the sweat-shop theatres of today
figure, and
are too narrow for
I object to being pinched and compressed for
hours on end.
chief subreason
sidiary
is that the new

my

My

perfumes

Difference a Year

the

giants

of all

vertised so lasciviously
in

Vogue and the
New Yorker
are too heady

man

fov

a

my

years

and
and

me

with

H.

li.

Self-PoKcing

M«nckrn

always good cures for such notions,
but it is embarrassing to have to
turn and look: at them every time
I begin to feel myself slipping.
I lose

in

the

The shades of Denman Thompson,
Harriot Beecher Stowe and Lottie
Blair Parker must smile a bit tolerantly at all this talk about the long
runs of plays like "Tobacco Road,"
".\bie's
Irish
Rose," "Life
With

longr'un

modern era

York, are:
Performances
...

"Arsenic and Old Lace"

"Lightnin"'
"Voice of the Turtle"

.,

3,182
2,995
2,327
1.617
.. 1.444
1.404
1.295
.. 1,291
., 1,133
.

by keeping away

I do not know precisely, just as I
do not know how much 1 lose by
refraining from golf, gin rummy,
the radio and other such decere-

(Continued on page 73)

6(%art l^iefii^
Palestine Pity

strongly advocating the formulation of a code of standards for television broadcasting, J. R. Poppele.
president of the Television Broadcasters Assn., in his annual report
Tuesday <7), proposed the setting
up of a committee to study and design a guide for video broadcaster.^.
Poppele said that "if we do not keep
our house in order, self-appointed
outsiders may want to move in."
"This danger can be best avoided,"
he said, "by taking immediate action to assume, honestly and sincerely,
the responsibilities which
television programming thrusts upon
should and must adopt a
us.

We

rode or guide which each and eft'cry
broadcaster should pledge to JulMll."
averred, however,

The TBA prexy
that

Humphrey Bogart will plane to
Chicago next week to take over the
narrator's role in "A Flag Is Born,"
it's
reported. Actor just signed a
13-year contract with Warners, longest in film history, but will take time
out to do the Jewish pageant piav,
cunenlly touring.

it

was not the organization's

in-

tention to stifle healthy experimentation through Over-zoalousnesK,

has to be
.
adding "good taste
governed by public pressure."
Poppele said that the social retelevision
with
that
goes
sponsibility
is greater than in any other medium
because it reaches "intimately into
Bofiart will replace author Loni;; c\ery home and affects every indiBromlield, who has been with the vidual therein, whether he be a
show since it hit Chi. Narrator's youn.t>ster in knee-pants or an oldpart, which has been done ciitlo
ster w itli more discriminating tastes."
since -Flag" opened, has boon luMil
lie said that, although video broadby Qncntin Reynolds, Ruth Chattcruntil
experiment
casters
should
ton and radioite Alexander Scourby.
thoy liiid a .sound basis for a permaLead in the road company
beinn
(Continucd on page 73)
handled by Jacob Ben Ami, who
follows Paul Muni and Luther Adicr
.

.

Father" and "Oklahoma!"
Their plays
those wonderful
melodramas of the last century like
Thompson's "The Old Homestead,"
Miss Stowe's "Uncle 'Tom's Cabin"
and Miss Parker's ".Way Down
EaL»"—ran on and on. Thompson
played in his "Homestead" for 20
years after its presentation in 1896.,
"Tom" troupes roamed the country
for years after its dramatization in
1852. "East" was played in stock innumerable times after its 1898
premiere.

—

.

however, the year was
Miss Bergman's. Appearing in four

wayward thoughts. To be sure, the
women who radiate them are nearly

How much

(RKO),

Mary's"

leaders

New

"Life With Father"

indisputably
personality
boxofflce
time, while "Bells of

with its tremendous $8,000,000 in domestic gross,
lacked even a close runner-up in the
picture sweepstakes. Metro, meanwhile, waltzed off with No. 1 spot as
rental-garnerer among the Big 8.

St.

Above

of

learning,
fill

Map

Telecasters

in

themselves

placed

among

ad-

Ten

legit stakes, for the

honors in a top money year as filmdom closed its books last week on
1946.
Crosby and Mi.ss Bergman

tariff at a

ringside location was
answer was "So whati"
This year it was "For what!"

The Winnahi s!

It was Bing, Bergman, "Bells" and
Metro in a walk for top money

$20. the

Its 'Abie/ '30s Its 'Road';

B.O. Wows of '40s Are 'Father,' 'Okla.
By ARTHUR BRONSON

mi

By HERB GOLDEN

Makes

Difference in nitery spenHiUj;.
as seen by a maitre in one o£
the clubs that charged $20 for
New Vear's eve: Last year
when the custodian of the rope
told a customer the minimum

Had

'20s

TOP

Pflll

OlSTRIBS'

MENCKEN

!

all,

that drew aggregate rentals in
the U. S. and Canada of $21,750,000,
she thus accounted for more than
lO'^i of the income of all 60 of the
top money-grabbing pictures ot the
year.
filnri.s

Wliile

doubt

been

never

there'.s

Europe Expects

Buij

serenely

Big 1947 Tourism

any

among men who know

the

Manifold

b.o. best ot the historic proportions
of 1946, what a tremendous year for

the film industry

most

PAGES

'BE

METRO.

Keep Baltimore Sage From Theatre

292

1947

8,

easily

it

really

be

in

predictions

In

tl922-27),

from

circles that 300,000 U. S.
will visit Europe during
1947, in a tremendous renaissance
of the pre-war travel boom. According to a State Department report.
Americans will be spending $1,500,000,000 annually for foreign touring
within the next few years and a

St

grosses

its

the

of

''Abie's

Irish

of the twenties
about $2,500,000
York run and- about

grossed

New

more from the myriad
troupes that played the road, to
reach the colossal total of $20,000,000.
"Tobacco Road," the phenomenon

$17,300,000

(Continued on page 73)

whopping sum like that, it is agreed,
is
bound to be felt by U. S. show

Hollywood.
Van .lohnson, Mickey Rooney and
Marilyn Maxwell are atteiupting to
get Metro's permission to liead for
Bioadway legit work.
Johnson would like to do a miisiral. as would Miss Maxwell, while
Rooney 's stage appetite was whetted
l)y
his recent personal appearance

biz

in

lightened

amusement

Demand

at

for

expenditures

home.
American

CBS

for

acts in far-

of the

pitch

that

practically

'Award* Nix

Bums

and planes,
bands for hotels and aboard boals
and a myriad ot other manifestations

off boites. films for ships

Film Crix

of the New York
Circle were burned
last week at CBS becau.se the net,
purportedly, turned down an offer
to broadcast the Circle's ceremony
of
annual
award presentations.
According to CBS execs, however,
the "offer" of the show and its

Some members

every

Film

(Continued on page 73)
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FILMERS YEN STAGE CHORES

THINGS

enviously
boxoffice

modern- long-termers.

show Rose," the wonder

for

was can shipping
from citizens

grasped

published
V.muktt's
compilations,
herewith, of the coin garnered by
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ramificEitions

at the
same time, those
celestial shades must stir

a little
of the

Critics
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IIKE TO REMEiMBlR
KETTERING

turndown had been exaggerated
T.
beyond the actual facts in t!;C"'C?«p.
Later .she changed her name to Mary
The CBS people say that the
Pinkerton's Pickford.
Circle did not come with a ripe
u.sher
who
Those
days
a.s
a
boy
at
the
Cohan,
watch, gave it to George
proposal for a show, but offered on
the
old
Powers
theatre,
when
Nat
Goodit
to
had it in.'-cribcd, returned
a
maybe" basis a number ot names
silver
darbig
dolwho
win
would
give
me
a
world's greatest detective,
which it might have been unable to
ed not squawk, lar each evening for finding him in produce
for actual airing.
showed it some loop saloon in time for curbut
in that spot.
Additional gripe is that CBS.
proudly to every- tain.
which carries a numbei- ot shows
''Flag" heads back east
Olivier-Leigh's 'Hamlet'
one as his newest
sliorllv.
Those .same days, when I used to depending
oeni,?
on' top Hollywood talent
scheduled for a Fcbruai-v
gift from a pal. go to Wasncr & Mandel's tobacco
opening in Philadelphia.
The time a store to fjet a package tor the beau - and story material, refused to broadBecause of 'Henry' Click
cast the show on the grounds of
child a c t r e s, tiful Lilian Ru.s.sell. who opened it.
London.
Gladys plucked out a big fat cigar a d "why should we give time to
named
Due to the success of "Ilonry V."
pluMging a rival industry?"
One
her smoked it. to my utter amazement.
Smith, and
Two Cities Films, subsidiary of the
mother loudly Tho.se same day?, when "Diamond CBS exec, asked about that, simply
Artlun- Rank setup, has closed a
smiled and asked, "W,ell. why'.'"
,1.
b e 1 a b 0 r ed Al
.Jim Brady came on to see her show,
deal with Laurence Olivier to probecause
Woods
bought two seats, one for himself,
Beatrice Lillie may open cither ot duce and appear in "Hamlet" to be
Zena Keefe was
the :ithcr for a five-pound box of
made in Technicolor. Two Cities is
the Wedgwood Room
playing the little
o£ the Wal'UNCLE
R. T. Krttering
candy.
dorf-Astoria, N. Y., or the B.ciuk also dickering with David O. Sclzmother in "The
Those days, when Walter Winchell
Club. Miami Beach. English come- nick for Vivien Leigh to co-star Fatal Wedding" at my Bijou theatre,
KID
QUITS
dienne arrived on the Queen Eliza- witli Olivier, providing she is well w hile Gladys' great ambition- was to and Joe Laurie. .Jr., haunted the outrethrec-nionlh
after
a
side onice o£ the Frank Q. Doyle
beth Wednesday (1) with several en(niL;h
"Uncle Don," known by that monplay that part on Halstead Street,
agency looking for the last half of iclter to millions
nlher deals in mind, but all or tlicm cupoiation period.
of moppets wtio
next
week.
"1 the talking stage.
10
14
to
have
virtually
take
grown up on his kid
Film is expected"' to
Her first of
Wlien Capt. Ralph Emerson, whose radio shows on
siHcial radio appearances was on uecks to complete.
Follouinf; it.
'WOR, N. Y.. is foklshowboat, "Tlid Cotton Blos.som," ing his afternoon air strip late in
Early Deadline
ll<i' Camel
show Saturday (4). w hich Oli\icr and Miss Leigh leave for
provided an inspiration for Edna February or early in March.
slio'll follow
This edition of Varietv wont
with a guester on the Australia for a year's tour there and
Ferbcr, lived at the Clarendon hotel.
to press ahead of the normal
Bob llo|-^ program from Hollywood in New Zealand wUh the stars' own
Don Carney is the oldest of the
river
actor.s, pitchmen and gamwith
Tuesday
deadline.
deals
Originally,
all
current
14. a platter with Bing Crosby
radio "uncles" specialb-ing
legit company.
^"f^ a shot
Production problem.s. binding,
in children's shows, and took over
were olf becau.se of ML^s Leigh's
on "Duffy's Tavern" too.
The day Watt Rothacker sent me
etc.. and the size of this 41st
With Miss Lillie was Dorothy health but mountmg pressure bevvOR about 23 years ago after the
.
out to White City to get a job man- format had been started by '"The
i^ickson, former American dancer. cause
handed
Anniversary Number make it
acclaim
wide
of
aging
vaudeville
theatre,
on
the
the
}^ni,\ making her first return here •Henry
Olivier
make
the
necessary
omit
certain
standcaused
to
to
Man In the Moon" over WOR and
IS
ard departments this week.
(Continued on page 58)
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The Era of Wonderful Nonsense 11 is over, The past year was
and henceforth will go down as The Awakpnlng. The Nonsense

ie New

Unsatisfiei

November.

Decree iai Je?er Ct

•

of pre-Wall Street Lays an Egg was almost as nothing compared
to the p«5t-Pearl Harbor periodj.untU tbe G£)P landslide in

Aiti-TriisI

Ms

Show business saw all that manifested, pernaps, as no oihn:
industry. The furriers, the jewelers, the smart specialty sliops,
the resorts saw it in a large measure sure! as the blacketeers
peeled it off in folding money (never by check) , proving that
GI adage, "We never had it good like this."

Effect

—

By IRA WIT
.

The new antitrust decree which
changed very little in the original

Helea Walker Severely

court decision may, actually, never
go into effect at all, industry legalites believe. Its terms have left unsatisfied at least three of the cohorts

—the Government,' the

little

—

Three

ru'es.

Statutory court; on its own, has
gianted a 60-day stay plus 30 additional -days, provided there's an appeal. Legalites think it highly likely
that "the U. S. Supreme Court would
grant a further stay, pending its de'

since parties would suffer
real damages if the decree is carried out and later declared invalid.
Importance of the case, involving
a leading national industry,
it
makes a blatiket stay all the more
cision,

do^

severely and killing a soldier riding
with her, as well as injuring two

was found
of

J.

pelvis,

%

to

miles

Springs -and Hollywood. Actress is
scheduled to work on "Heaven Only
Knows," which will be shot around
her for time being.

Colin

m ms

Tidor

M®

Work

Charles Vidor

Lot

Hollywood.
understood to be

is

available for any and
deals from Columbia.

Eoadskw

spokesman for David O. questions, asked."
Sebnick.^ Deosree doesn't m^ti«»]
loadshovirs at aU, but very explicitly
prohibits fixing minimum admission
prices, prime point in setting roadshow engagements, with resultant
interpretation generally accepted
that such a policy is prohibited.
Selznick Releasing Organization
was not a party to the anti-trust suit

which brought on the .decree and
thus could not be held to contempt
,

court for violating it "Pie Dept.
«f Justice, nevertheless, could institute a separate suit to force compliance. However, that possibility has
be*n ruled out, Selznick spokesman
jpf

company

has had with the D. of J.
There remained the possibility of
(Continued on page 33)

SW

GOLDP ANmSARffiS
Two vet showmen* wiU celebrate
wedding anniWrsaries
within a few days of each Other next
their "SOth

week.

Adolph Zukor, founder of Paramount Pictures and chairman of the
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Albert Stillman.,.

part .of the Greek War Reliefs
drive for $12,000,000, Fabian
are, calling upon personnel
motion picture industry 1o
No
a year.
.solicitation
of theatre patron.<; is
planned."
Aid for orphaned children will be administered entirely
through Greek War Relief As.«n.,
whose campaign headquarters are
located in the Paramount Bldg., N.Y.
With a goal aimed at securing sup:.
port for at leaist 15,000 orphan.s, Fabian .said the plan is based on care.
Foster homes will be sought for children, and the Assn. estimates the
annual rehabilitation cost tor one
child to be $120, of which $80 will
corhe from the Ajsn! and the h^lance
from the Greek Goveirnmeht.

As
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179

Foreign
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John Byram.
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West 4titli St., New York 19, N. y.

The honeymoon's

L. A. to N.

Bisithoir
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(Critics' Circle)

.

Irving Brecher. .... .,.
Carl Briisson. ........ . ....

HIlvKriwan, President

.

CO

Whether biographical films and whodxmlts on the scieeij and
radio give way to psychological whodunits, or cafes give the stews
an even break, or television b<k)ms, or whateyer It way b6r-the
important thing is boxoiflce value. The return to showmanship
will be the answer to whether $5,000,000 productions can get it
back at the boxolfice; whether Rank will grab a commercially
successful share of the American (and worM> screen; whether
the influx of French canteurs vjill i)other the Milwaukee chantoosey—or even Menasha Skulnlk.
Main thing, henceforth, must be showmanship. That alone will
get show business to ."Heaven in /47."

follows:

UviilB Biiskln..........
Charles Cobuin. . ... . . ;

Paul Muni. ...........

of buckle-down Wijisocki, or
if they're to

a case

It's

'Iio.TilS
Arthur Kelly
John Corfleld
Cecil Beaton
1T4,.'^7.")
Sir Alexander Korda
Marlene Dietrich
Bertha Belmore
11<J,(;i]4I
Michael Powell
J.IO.OIIO
Lawrence Evans
Rod Cameron
Merle Oberon.
17(M0(IO
Paul
Sheriff
Grahame
Margot
Communications Commission.
E. T. Garr
Charles D. PruUnian
JM.192
Paul Soskin
Dame Myra Hess
Miss Martin, who is from Maine, is Georse Kamlero.. ........
»^.m
Madeleine Carroll
FranchdC Tone
,
.... 1 'M.iintt
stx'ongly
endorsed by the Con- Walter
Wiinffer.
3111.127
gressional delegation from her state, Olilt Worli
1(i:i ^Vi
THEATRES
15
led by Sen. Wallace White, Jr., new
U.$. Theatres Plan To
Upper
majority
leader
in
the.
Washington.
DIETRICH'S FRENCHIE
House and designated to heaid. ttie
Fifteen theatres were included in
'Adopt' 1S,000 Greek
Marlene Dietrich left for Paris the less than $22,000,000 of non-housSenate Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee which must deal Friday (3) on the Queen Elizabeth ing, construction authorized during
with radio legislation. Miss Martin's to make a French film after finishing the week ending Dec. 26 by the CivilOrphans; $120 a Year
appointment would bring to the comian Production Admini-stration.
Heading an "Orphans of Greece"
"Martin Rograenac." Picture, as yet
mission not only the first woman
The Christmas week made it the appeal iot the Greek War RclieC
member but also complete Republi- untitled, will be produced by Alcina. second lowest total ot any week of Assn. as co-chairmen are Si Fabian,
can control.
Star will return -in four months.
the CPA veterans housing program. of Fabian Theatres; Ned Depinet,
exec veepe bf RKO, and Jack Cohn,
veepee of Columbia, all of whom
accepted the posts last week.

Kay Campbell
Trade Mark Reslslcred

The supplemental list
Columbi*

,

Betram Bloch.

Kill

earners of the period with $46^,170

Universal Pictures
Miss Marion Martin, recently fired Joseph R. Soidciman
from her post as asst national Abbott iind Costello
nilimbcvK...
chairman ot the Republican Party Natl!
J. Clieover (\»V(iin.
and head of the GOP women's divi- Brian DolilcVT
Deanna Duvltin
siooi, is pretty certain of getting
Felix Ja<'kson
President Truman's appointnient to Cllarles r.<auf?liUin
the single vacancy on the Federal .Taok Oalde.,...,

Joey Adams.
Tallulah Bankhead. ...
Maurice A, Bergman
Ernest Betts.
Claude Binyon.

KOITNUED Br SIMB SII.VBRMAiNl

Washington.
A supplemental list of big salary
fiscal year
ending in 1945, made public this
~week by the Treasury, shows Bud
Abbott and Lou (CJostello among ,top

Washington.

,

Sun—^he's the vet yaude circuit
b5w'*<pt-*will celebrate their 50th
anni the following Thursday (16)
Country
at the Springfield
(6.)
Club.

I'DblMml

than

'44-'45 Salaries

Boyer

this is 1947.

Values ihust achieve stature and durability
And in all branches of show business.

Plays with dinner intermissions, or Mr. and Mrs. breakfast
shows, must fundamentally be worthwhile, whether Eugene
O'Neill cometh or the Fitzgeralds goeth. And that goeth also for
critics with ideas about 8 p.m. curtains in order to make deadlines. There's more concern right now about UN, GIQ and GOP

A&Csi9GTops

United Artists

(

AS 1ST FCC FEMME

Julian T. Abeles,

'

f

.

MISS MARTIN SLATED

board.' and Mrs. Zukor celebrate
their goldaSr— wedding annivfirsary_
(11) at the SavOy-Plara
Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Gus

"Saturday
hotelj N.

BING CROSBY.

Cllaiios

Gohn,

thoritative

AMD GUS

Anyway,
else.

..endure.

outs of 194-I3VER'!"

loanout Samuel

all

although winning
despite Decree Provisos contract suit and. thereby retaining
Vidor's services, is understood to be
"Duel in the Sun" definitely will
firmly against ever letting the direcbe roadshown, despite terras ot the tor handle a film on the home lot
court decree handed down in New again,
although he would farm him
York last weelc, according to an au-' out to any other studio "with no

Harry

ZffiORS'

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.
"I think you should dispense with
changing years. Just call It 'Black-

earners during 1944 and in

Would Lend Out

On Columbia Home

said, as result of talks the

"BLACKOUTS OF 1S4r

car, xegis-

to director Bruce Humberwas traveling "in excess of 80
an hour" at the time it overturned on highway between Palm

stone,

-

S® 'Duef

WEEK!

238th

KEN MURRAY'S

tered

is

Didi't

have suffered fractures
clavicle and four lyg^es.

to

Redlands police stated the

almost up-to-date in
its calendar and should the parties
.push printing of rtiiiord, appeal could
(Continued on page 33)

D. of

Miss Walker, x-rayed,

hitchhikers.

But show business, a natural lure for a free-speridhig, wartime-enriched public, saw Nonsense Era II at its peak. It's all
been said before—defense workers in shirtsleeves In front pews
at the top hits; gambling in Satrsitoga and Florida as if it was
with cigar coupons; profligate tipping and^ no regard for nitery
tabs—all that is nbw familiar. What's more, a. good deal of it being dispensed loosely in the form of IftrgesSe and pQurboire,
it's no gag that many a Waiter is now on his second apartment house, and quite a few maitres can retire to Lake Como
without worrying whether their Escoffler sheepskin is in jeopardy.

Spill

actress

the

injuring

times

six

liitely.

High court

Amo

in

Hollywood.
Helen Walker is recovering at
Redlands hospital from a traffic accident in which her car turned over

and large bodies ot exhibs and all
«t these have indicated intention to
appeal. There's little doubt, moreover, that the Big Five will counter
with their own appeal and that all
parties (possibly excepting the Government) will ask for a stay of enforcement until the Supreme Court

.
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.

—
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.

.

.

.
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183
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181
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268
110

218
113
184
245
18
18
58
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74
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Frank Sullivan..;,..,,..... 51
Senator Glen H. Taylor. .... 69
Niles Trammell
114
Sophie Tucker
245
Ernest Turnbull

20
218
265
ill
113

Harry M. Warner
Richard Watts, Jr.
267
Joseph Wechsb6rg. ....... .. 43
Jacob Wilk ........... .... 69

3
50
40
266

John WilstaCh.
Thyra Samter Win.slow
Harry Wismer,.
Maurice Zolotow,

180
.

.
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74
51
119

.
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"We

the

adopt a Greek child for

Margot 'Ambers' and Lams
Margot Grahame became the first
featured player to finish her a.'^.'^i.cnment in "Forever Amber," and' left
for England Ftiday (3> to begin
work on J. 'Arthur Rank's "It Al-

ways Rains on Sunday;"
Miss
Grahame played Bess Columhihe jn
which she said is only
a day behhid its March 1 finishing

"Arhber,"

schedule,
English star will remain in England six weeks on her first homeward trip in over a year. She will
return March 1 to begin work tor
Hal Roach studios where she has a
two {>ictui;es per year contract, in
cohjunotion With 'Walter Wangcr

and Alexander Korda.

—

—

FoHy-firMt

Top-Drawer

p^^g^f

,

—

—

'

Annhenary

,

IndiistrY Leaders

Accent Staggering
But Fear No E^.O. Dip
'

'

Film Fans May be Shopping Bui

if

Up-New Audiences Being Found But We

Have Yet to Hit That 110,000,000 Weekly Paid Admissions
production costs are the No. 1 headache
oJ" the U. S. film industry today. With picturetnaking
budgets continuing! to mount—and no means in sight of
bringing them down—the.problem is plainly giving industry
toppers qua''*'s about the future. On the other hand, they
are pi'ctty much agreed that b.o. returns will remain on aJiigh level if general conditions do not too unfavorably affect
the nation's ahd the world's economy.

SKYROCKETII'rG

next few-years will be the' prestige and revenue which
will accrue to our British cousins in the making and distribution of top product.
More and moi-e we note
Iceener appreciation of the
that in. the' near: future aU
wejcorae the opportunity of

.

'
,

—

topper N. Peter Rathvon talking and it succinctly sums up
the opinioiis of all the other trade leaders on the question:
"What type ol films do you think will sell well?"
On the matter ol cycles, Hal Wallis feels that a "danger
lies in concentration on any one style of production." He
sees a resurgence in the future of historical biographies, and
musical productions and adds: "Within the next five years I
believe the great pictures of World War II will be produced,"
Major Albert Warner, Rathvon, Selznick and others who
commented on a query concerning the etfect of the change
from Democratic to Republican control in Congress and
many states, all agree that it will have little bearing on the
industry. "I believe both the Democratic leaders and the
Republican leaders recognize the value of the American
motion picture industry in our foreign relations," Rathvon

;

income

our

and

up

national
achidVes full prpductiori and

stays

economy

distribution, we can look ahead with
hope and confidence.
Production -wise, the motion pictures
that will be made by Paramount are
those which have broad public appeal.

This does not mean we shall always
follow established dramatic patterns.
"The Lost Weekend" was far off the
beaten path but it attracted a largo
public. No postwar condition has altered the basic need of people of all couatries and all classes
fOr good entertainment. At the same time the rising cost
of production presents problems which must be reflected
more strongly than ever by new merchandising methods
which look toward larger audiences for each motion picture.

Barney Balaban

During 1947, we all shall maintain our interest in the
obligation of our medium to the people it serves. As we learn
to serve our audiences better, and their communities, we
shall prosper and increase our stature as well as that of
our industry in all parts of the world.

the b.o. questi6n,

makes

Margin

situation "alarming."
He sees the solution in increased
rentals, as do most of the other execs. Wallis thinks budgets
are now near their peak, but as Zanuck points out: "We
can't retrench in the scope of our production efforts.
can't cheapen our pictures or weaken our entertainment
values."
Most of those queried said that income is now commen-

Between

Good

Entertainment
Audiences

Will
ISate^

Always

Find

Big

Blumherg

Nate Blumbefg, president 0/ Universal Pictures, tees

off;

me

It is not news for
to say thai our business will be just
as good as our pictures.
The history of the motion picture business clearly shows
that trends follow our ingenuity, and
our ingenuity is the backbone of the
business.
It is not possible to make too many
predictions as to whaL will happen in
the motion picture business. The one
I always like to make is that good entertainment will always find big au-

diences.
The big problem Ls to consistently
make entertaining pictures.
opinion it is wrong to talk in
In
terms of trends or cycles because that
inevitably leads to the stereotype.
I thhik it is much better to think in

Getting

Sales

William Goe(2, president of Vniversal-Internalional, has
this to say:
I
is

should say that the "type of films that will

sell

well"

of its so-called type.

any good motion picture, regardless

Of course, type alone will not sell, any
more than any type made with showmanship wiU bar an audience from the
boxoffice.

We

surate with the higher costs, but are concerned because, as
Goetz points out: "The margin between costs and returns is
getting narrower every day."
FuU answers to Varietii's querying are presented iierewilh:

and

Costs

Narrower—BiH Goets

"We

this interesting observation;

Mahomet's coffin, suspended in midair, while the
receipts on some pictures are going up and those on others
are coming down."
Nate Blumberg, Universal prexy, calls the production cost

The discrepancies between dome.«!tic
and foreign markets seem to be nar-

Our experience to date in
rowing.
the marketing of J. Arthur Rank productions is indicating that good entertainment can sell anywhere, regardless
Certainly, most
of its point of origin,
of the top American hits are equally
successful abroad.
At the moment,
rather seriptjs problem films seem to
Bill Goetz
be better liked in the European markets than at home, and undoubtedly certain of our highly
colloquial American films might not do equally as well
abroad.
To me the boxoffice outlook seems to indicate that receipts
will hold at their high levels. There is no indication of any
domestic deflationary trend and certainly the foreign markets will continue to rise as conditions abroad improve.
The inflationary trend, I think, will keep the -boxoffice dollar
at a high level regardless of whatever downward trend there
might be in business generally.
Your questions about costs and sales returns can be answered simultaneously. Costs continue to increase at an
alarming rate— it is all up. The sales departments of all
companies are doing wonderful jobs in expanding markets
and increasing grosses, but if costs do not soon level oft we
are going to be in dangerous waters, because the margin
between costs and returns is getting narrower every day.

my

N.

J.

Blumberg

terms of our experience and realize that the basic formulae
ot diversified programs is as near to a general answer as
one can find.
'

It is

true that oiu: business naturally reflects the national

But it is also true tliat we sufl-'er less when. the
economy is impaired than do other businesses.
The cost of picture making seems alarming, and it is to be
hoped that vve can soon reach some type of stabilization.
economy.

.

In vi.ew of cost it is quite evident that producers will
to receive more money for their films.
Exhibitors definitely have a responsibility in helping producers develop new personalities by joining with them in
giving appreciable support to pictures sponsoring new per-

have

sonalities.

-.

.

be hoped that the world markets will continue to
expand so that the Joss of revenue we sufTored during the
"War may somewhat be regained;
If this develops, then of course; our position will be much
improved as far as the increasing overhead is concerned.
Universal feels itself in a very fortunate position due to its
affiliation with the J. Arthur Rank organization. We believe
our position is greatly improved in the world market. Certainly our position at home becomes more favoYable with
the product we are receiving from the J. Arthur Rank
It is to

studios.

I think one of the most significant developments

iii

the;

Goldwyn

Believes Som«?tbing Big Is
in Film-Going Habits

Samuel Goidu'i/n

Happening

"

that

is

.

.

,

.

is

frequently

thought of whether they are good or
People are shopping. "Another
bad.
It has to
picture" isn't the answer.
have something more an idea, an appeal, a new personality, something personal, exciting, stimulating. Hollywood
has to give them something to take

—

thfem,

to
in

change
view of

current
uncertainties
that
are
greater than at any time since 1 have
been associated with the industry.
On the matter of types oi flliiis tiiat
wiU sell well, I don't think that one
can ever generalize on thai, subject
Any good picture which is bright fresh,
new and entertaining: and whjcli docs
not concern a subject which for topical
reasons is timed wrohgly. will appeal.
It makes no difference whether such a
picture is a comedy, musical, drama,
N. Peter Rathvon suspense or mystery story, except as
there are too many of one nature at a
time.
This answer also is an answer to the subject as to
whether- there are any cycles that might be wearing themselves out. However, that gets into the subject of the Iresliness and newness and because there have been fewer of the
wholesome stories recently, I believe that their possibilities
are enhanced today. Nevertheless, I do not think tiiat the
possibilities on good pictures of any p.articular tyfDc will
ever become exhausted. That is illustrated by the 'continuous succe.ss of Westerns over the years. It is the individual picture, not the type, that counts,
Distribution of American films in territories cut off during
the war has been renewed in most territories. Because of
state monopolies it was necessary for the American companies to join forces for distribution in sucli territories. Production has increased and quality improved in England and
in other countries. Not only has the industry become more
international in distribution but in production also. Development of the 16m field augurs well -or greater distribution
in areas Which have not the necessary 35m equipment
ijevelopnient in that field will be one of the definite trends
over the next few years in the more remote foreign territories. There als5 will be continued experiments in devijjiliig
the best method of adopting English language picturesifor
foreign territories.
*
On boxoffice outlook 1 can express no opinion except that &
it is dependent on general business conditions, but if theVe
should be a recession the box office would lag behind general industry in feeling it.
However, I have no worthwhile opinion on the general business outlook.
Except as it may influence the general business conditions,
a subject about which I cannot prophesy, the results of
elections will have no particular special efl'ect on the motion
picture industry.
I believe both the Democratic leaders
and the Republican leaders recognize the value ot the
American motion picture industry in our foreign relations.
Nobody a few years ago would have dared to predict that
costs would be as high as they are today.
While current
attendance is supporting the high costs of production of the
period when current releases w'ero produced a year or so
ago, the current costs will require increased returns When
pictures now in production are released next year if results
are to be maintained. Moreover, one cannot predict that /
costs,, will not increase further.
To date the trend has beeii'
upward steadily and rapidly for many years. The danger 'm
the situation lies in the great difficulty of reducing costs
under our rigid contract system if revenues drop.
,

•
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They're 'Shopping'

ISick

Schenck

NlchoUs M. Schenck, Metro president, states:
Not being Nostradamus our own short "subjects can be
referred to I have no faith in prophecies and do not make
them. But I do not hesitate to say that I' believe that the
peak of the boom period in motion picture attendance has
been reached and is passing to a more cautious "shopping"
attitude on the part of the public. As far as the company is

—

—

is

to

produce the best possible pictures

can.

Sclznick Is Committed Entirely to Escapist
Film Enlertainraent
David O. Sehnick observ&s:

Any type of film will sell well that provides entertainment.
I disagree entirely with Goldwyn; and 1 definitely do not
think that the public wants its problems reflected oti.the
screens. I think it is sick of war, .and
sick cf postwar problems, and goes to
the theatres to get away from. them.
Ditto on foreign.
In fact, I think
that pictures that deal with American
postwar problems will do poor busiHe.*:s
abroad— and present costs, pl"s cdjn-

:

witii

and the ability
course which is necessary

lose flexibility

.

Something important is, happening to
the habit of picture-going. Maybe it is
Maybe people
just endifig as a habit.
are not going to pictures without

home

we

tlie

.

We
it

an accomplished and

is

'

'

'

,

positive lest

concerned our policy

opines:

The difficult thing about a trend
not recognizable iiBtil its meaning
accepted fact

Rathvon

Decline-

N. Peter Rathvon. president of RKO Radio Picture! thinks:
This is a period when we must beware of being too

.

,

"Boom period in motion picture attendance has been
reached and is passing" is the opinion of Nicholas M. Schenck
and is concurred in by his colleagues. Darryl F. Zanuck,
are, like

B.O. Rceession Always Lags Behind General Biz

Barney, Balaban, president of Paramount Pictures, declares:
I look forward to no tremendous swing in any direction
during 1947. It should be a good year. As a nation, we ai'e
completing our conversion to peacetime operation. Slowly
pui- manpower and equipment are being improved.,^ There is
;;
no new problem on the horizon ahead
with which we have not had some experience in the past If our national

stated.

on

•

'

'

way about what people abroad like, and is in disagreement
on the point with William Goetz, Universal-International
production chief, who points out: "Serious problem films
seem to be better liked in the European markets."
"Any good picture which is bright, fresh, new and entertaining and which does not concern a subject which lor
topical reasons is timed wrongly, will appeal." That's RKO

1930

A

that exhibitors, are developing a
British product. I am confident
theatres in America will gladly
playing the product from abroad.

No Tremendous Swing Either Way; It Should Be
a Good Year Barney Balaban Paramount Prexy

Samuel Goldwyn and David

O. Selzaick— traditional disagreers find themselves on oppo.'sitc sides of the fence regarding Goldwyn's recent statement that mdre serious and
Selznick declares: "I
called
for.
pictures
are
meaningful
definitely do not think that the public wants its problems reDOS .feels pretty much the same
flected on the screen.''

of

habit of "dropping in" is certain to die for everything but
the most ordinary pictures.
factor that will contribute enormously to encouraging
the production of better pictures is longer runs. When the
exhibition policy of motion picture theatres is geared to big
pictures, not I'outinc, run-of-the-mill production, the arbitrary policy of having one picture, good, bad or indifferent,
follow another, good, bad or indifferent, will end.
good
picture will get the playing. time it desei-vgs.

A

Those are salient conclusions drawn tioni a roundup by
of opinions on the present and future by leading
motion picture executives. The matter of production costs
virtual unanimity.
On some other
is one on which there's
of the queries, as might be expected, there's Ipss focalizatibn
Vaijiisti'

of viewpoint.

Be

Present Super-Quality Is Maintained (As Seems to

General Intent) Business Will Hold

something

to

talk

about, something to remember.
Habits, changing as they do. may
Sam Goldwyn
bring families to our theatres once a
week instead ot twice. That's the way habits are.
Picture-going can and should be an event as well as a
habit. It should be something that captures the imagination,
that you look forward to, that you anticipate.
One of the promises of the future is that motion picture
audiences will arrive at our theatres on time to see the beginning of a picture, just ar'^hey do to -see a play. The
.

petilion of locally-made Alms', raakos
the foreign field one that will have to

be catered

to,

oven more than

in

the

pa.«t.

Cycles occur and recur, but an outstanding pict-iu-e in any field will al-.
ways do well. But usually, the man
B, O. Selznick
wlio starts the cycle again does best.
^
Boxoffice outlooTc is difficult to predict, Of course, it depends upon general business and employment conditions,
.

,

—

—
Forty-first

(Continued' irom preceding, page)
strike conditions, et cetera. But I anl operating on the theory
that if a picture is big enough and good enough it will do
big business even in depressions, since during depressions
people shop for entertainment and flock to the ones they
would most want to^ee. I do think at present costs there

"

P^m^f'.

'

going to be a big shakeup of a lot of peopl^e who don't
have first-class pictures to offer, and who only thrive during,
extraordinary conditions.
Is

of many years standing, i et^ cmly bojpe
that my feeling that the country heeded a change desperately will prove to have been correct. I think we always
need changes, and that the whole American system is dependent upon no one group of people being in office too long.

to

Inilustry
Major Warw'r
Major Albert Worner, trfc«-president of Worrier

J^ro*.,

dollar.

The type
time,

is

of

good

films

films.

that will sell well, now or at any
There never is any change in public
taste for high grade entertainment,
whether 'musical, drama, biography or

To iron out all the inevitable difficulties in this transitional
period I would suggest that the industry formulate an American Motion Picture Congress, composed of key men in both
production and distribution ranks. l!h« men selected should
represent both the independent distributors and the circuits^
as well as independent and association producers. 'They
should be men who have made n careful study of their business so that they can bring intelligent ideas into any discussion, and above all, they should he empowered to present
honest facts both as to figures and policy.

western.

It is significant that tile ingeneral is showing greater
appreciation of this fact by cutting
quantity so as to increase

dustry- in

'

down on
quality.

Spvros P. Skouras, prcsidetrt of iOth Century^fox, has

The foreign situation is one that requires a lot of missionary work to convince all nations that tliey have much
to gain from a more receptive attitude
tpward American films
especially
since it is being demonstrated all the
Major Albert Warner time that our product a'hd stars are
the most popular throughout the world;
One unfortunate factor in the situation is that other countries cannot yet turn out pictures that are as popular here
as our films are abroad. Then there'are the political factors,
which have nothing to do with quality of entertainment and
which are even harder to contend with.

this

to sayt

The prosperity of the motion picture Industry in 1947
depends upon three propositions: first and most important,
is the solution of our labor problems; second, cost of production; and third, foreign business.
Experience has shown that the rise and decline of the
boxoffice
parallels
general business
conditions. Unless the labor problems
tbrtjughout the country are solved, and

duction. Anything that will curtail or
halt production endangers the security
of our business and all of us who are
dependent upon it for existence.
Costs have risen until they are at
Spigtas Skoums
meteoric levels and ordinary- common
indicates
sense
that these costs provide a perilous obstacle to
the prosperous continuance of our business^' It is imperatherefore
tive
that the industry concentrate its best business efforts tov/ards increasing its foreign business in order
to be able to absorb these extraordinary cost responsibilities.

Enconrage Foreign Films

I

In line with this, we should do everything to encourage
foreign producers and the importation and exhibition of the
films of other nations, which are playable here.
In doing so we will be only furthering the democratic
principles and ideals for which we fought in the last war
and help to bring about an even closer relL Jonship between
•U the peoples of the world and ourselves.
The foreign market resists the rigidly native American
dirams. Also, experience bas shown that pictures which distort the truth regardless of tlte motive behind thtir development have proved undesirablie in the domestie market as well
as overseas. When they are trutbfb) and sincere, thear arc
*
acclaimed everywhfere.
have seen an unusual surge in our business in the past
three years. The war has brought about a change in standardly indiividual thinking and pufalie thinking. Ohe of the
great evolutions wbaeh have taken place, affecting our industt? fundWientaUy, has been the intcreasing public sensitivi^ as regards film entertainment
In consequence, there has been a great change reftected in
production. There are fewer hut better pictures. Studios
today are concentrating in producing only worthwhile enter-

'

:

:

That's plain arithmetic. It means exhibitors 'must
customers' or charge ..higher admissions.
Ultimately the saturation points in both attendance and price
increases will be reached. Ttien well all be cauj^t high and
dry unless we start now to check costs at the source.^
stories, salaries, materials.
rentals.

draw more

either

Yates
Herbert

Sees
J.

From

tinue ta

evidence at hand, and from extensive discussions with leaders, I laelieve that 1947 is: going to present a
challenge such as film-makers have never faced before,
all the

have

to

Admissions of '30
Bal B.
ttMctions

Hal Wallh

Wollis, v.p. in charge of prodactiem,
Inc.. delaiis:

A

program constating entirely of escapist fare is as shortsighted as a line-

war

themes.

As

for discrepancies between domestic and foreign markets, there are none,

according to what I was able to observe
on my trip to England and the Continent last spring. People abroad are

hungry

Hill B.

Wants

for

film

and
.*are with American audiences a keen
interest in

:

new

entertaiiirhent

personalities.

It is this

desire for new faces that has prompted
my Continued .-iearch
for talent and. the signing of such people a;3 Lizabeth
Scott,
Burt l^ncaster, Kirk Douglas and Wendell Corey I
feel
that musleals wiir be particukrly in demand abroad,
as

good music ti^hscehds language limitations. To that end
I am pisnnmg a biography of Tschaikowsky
which will fea-

ture at least six of the great composer's works.
On the matter of cycles, 1 look for a resurgence of interest
In historical biographies and, as I have said, in liiusieal
productions.
Also, within the next five year: 1 believe the
great pictures of World War 11 will be produced
It took
almost eight years after the last Armistice for
-What Price
Glory" and "The Big Parade."
.

I am optimistic that boxofiice returns,
stij.,ulated by more
careful picture making, will maintain wartime
gains
We
have still to top the record, weekly attendance of 110,060,000
paid admissions established in 1930. Europe and Asia
1
b^eve, will offer greater revenue than before the war.
Costs should not soar too far beyond present levels.
Iii'

ereased efficiency in production is essential.
I feel great optiraiiffin about the future.
Begardle.ss of temlulls, I look for continued boom business.
This main-

porary
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at least $2,800,000.
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S. Yates
vocate of the entertainment value of
wholesome action and adventure picand Republic has pursued t his policy to e.xcellent advantage. Now, more than ever, I believe
the public will
clamor for this type of film. Eleven million men in
the armed
forces have been seeing action in the far comers
of the earth,
and they have developed an interest in action and
excitement.
U'he d^s of the effete drawing room drama,
with supercilious
conversation and false motivations, have ended.
Tliere always have been certain
discrepancies between
ctomestie and foreign markets in that
certain types of 'iliwm
which our domestic audiences enjoy and demand
would not
be appreciated or understood by foreign
audiences. But
the development of radio and television on
an international
scale, the extensive nation-to-nation
entertainment tcurs inaugurated during the war and continued now.
plus numerous
other factors, all will serve to create a common
denowiinatbr

ITS eOilRSE
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Harry M. Warner

tures,

to

Iflce

Herbert

Hal WoUis Pro-

On the question of what types of films will sell well, I
think the danger here lies in concentration on any one style
of production. All types of stories, if
prepared with thought, are salable to
the moviegoing public. The pitfall to
avoid is aii epidemic of similar types.
up exclusively devoted

HoUywood no longer holds
the undisputed position of film capital.
Great competitive motion picture producing organizations have sprung up in
England, India, Mexic<>, .South Xmericaj
dynamic vigor of a new movement. The
foreign movie-makers will have fresh
viewpoints which will appeal to the
public taste which is becoming more
and more international-minded.
Begarding type of films that will sell
well. I have always laecn a firpi ad-

Top 110,000,000 Weekly

loot

pictures like "Forever Amber*'

l?romt Castile, " Which cost not far from
$5,000,000 apiece, I am sure we will have to go on making
more pictures of that type.
The solution, if things get tough, will have to be through
showmanship in exhibition, extended playing time and other
devisements for expanding the drawing possibilities of ours"
pictures. Scrutiny of the past, to my mind, is more revealing than any searching of the future, and I think the pa.st
shows us that regardless of conditions, if we can provide
the entertainment at a cost not too exorbitant, the public
will reimburse us.

Spain, France, Italy and l^pt. Moreover, they are booniirig with all the

.

pictureij that'

and "Captain

to face the fact that

mmt

make

And since we are ato making

before.

We

in Cost

Qii«Iity-^-^«iristejb'

ago cost around $1,0(1CI,000 to film costs $2i00a.000. And forevermore we are committed by public responsibility to con-

tWy to

saw.

We are on the threshold of a new era in our industry
fihn mast stand upon its own merits. Every iilra.
be sold individually on the strength of its own quality,
production, story and cast. This importance in film production has resulted in added prestige and added b«iefits for all
engaged.
StUl

Foreign Production as Greatest

Challenge to U. S.
Yates, president, of R^iMblic Picttircj, has

CanH Cheapen Oar Films

Or

•

,

Just

Ttarryl F. Zanuck, v.p. in charge of produciUnt, 29th Century-FoXt sfotei:
I have never had much success in gazing Into the crystal
bal]^ tiossibly because my faith in prophecy isn't very strong
and more probably because in ray considerable years in the industry I haye
seei\ the prophets too often confounded.
However, that question about costs
does interest me,, as it should interest
everybody wh» has the future of the
industry at heart.
Repeatedly I have pointed out how
metorically the costs of production
have soared of late, with the end not
yet in sight. With the restivness of la-^
bor, and the imwillingness of ife leaders
to set a policy of pafieBtCe fiqr fb« sake
Danyl W. Zabuck of future stabili^. It would be
folly
speculate about future costs.
So today we are, like Mahomet's coffin, suspended in midair, while the receipts on some pictures are going, up and
those on others are coming down.
I can only interpret this as a sign of coming crisis. Yet
I can't, for the life of me, see bow we are going to bring the
coste down; how we can trim sail. If the economic .situation
crashes, economic laws will take care of that for usw
On the ofiier hand, we cant retrench in file scope of our
production efforts. WC can't cheapen our pictures or weaken
our entertainment values. Audiences. w91 not stand for it.
Regardless of the economic situation, producers will have
to spend on a picture whatever its inherent production
values call for. On this point I am sure all Hollywood is
resolved.
Today a picture that hardly more than a year

Tiie film industry, as an industry, does not take sides politiThe screen performs its functions of entertainment
and public service just as conscientiously under one administration as under another.
Production costs have reached the point where they are
the industry's No. 1 concern.. They have doubled in the
space of a few years and more than tripled since 1936.
Only the wartime prosperity has made it possible to absorb
these skyrocketing costs, and that kind of prosperily is
over now.
Tliere is. no way to meet rising costs except by increased

Where each

Have

:

We

cally.

tainment

We

Our whole salvation lies in presenting a united front
between producers and exhibitors, and above all things,. to
be frank and honest with isach other.

Unless the industrial economy of the country and the
world as a whole is' serionsljr impaired by new strife, the
outlook for motion picture business continues very good
both here and abroad. In times of such widespread, unrest,
no one can predict future conditions with any degree of
certainty, however. Unforeseen day-to-day happenings can
change the picture" completely, unless we all do our part to
keep the prosperity boat on an even keel.

.

We

Producers and distributors must be honest with each other,,
so than ever before, and such. a Congress would serve
to implement that faith.

more

"Cycles" have practically ceased to exist in our business.
They are more or less a coincidence, since all companies
strive for a diversified schedule of pictures each year.

thes hazards of strikes* slowdowns and
work stoppages are ended; vCtS. the employer can receive fltQ value fbr wages
paid, we will be facing a declining income.
The key to our prosperity is full pro-

3

Ptopoaea a U. S. Pie Congress

It is going to be a difflcult proposition to set up h ifl,ti9
of sales returns commensurate with costs of production.
In order for the structure of this motion picture industry to
remain sound, production costs and ih» boxofflc^ intake
will have to be balanced so that the producer amjt tbe exhibitor wai share eq,uitably in thejpublic's tifekef buying

states:

Labor, Costs and Foreign Will Determine Prosperity' of Pix Biz-r-Sfeouras

our peacetime economy.

L

Prmlm'tion Costs the No. 1 Concern for Entire

Costs are fantastic to the point of being fri^tening. The
percentage of increase is different with diffesent studios;
but I can only tell you that a picture which iVgould have
made for $2,000,000 two years ago, or for a million seven
or eight years ago, would cost me around $3,080,000.
Sales returns are fortunately commensurate with co.sts;
Itut unfortunately, are not commensurate with what returns
will he, on most pictures, if we have a serious depression.

1947

sonal sentiments. But I candidly, believe that with the Republicans in tonttol of Concrtsi^ certain drtrlmental Iaw»
and regulation* wfll b* cast out—regulattona that were
created ss wartime emergencies and thett falsely uppUed

,

As a Republican

%

Wednestfayi Jaiissasy,

Annicermry

.

tenance ofT^eveiiue can only be accomplished, however, by
close cooperation between the producer and the exhibitor.
The picture-maker cannot i^Iax on past laurels or records.
He must C9nstantly apply increased cate and efficiency to
his product.' The exhibitor, on the other hand, will have to
get out and hustle to keep the customers coming. Exploitation and showmanship, sadly neglected during the lusH war
years, must be revived if we are to maintain our gains.

of jnternatimiai interests^
Among the cycles that have run thomselves thin are the
psychological murder drama and spectaclcf miwicaJs
without
stones. The psychological drama has to be extremely
well
done,, and it has to be startling.
The novelty wore off
quickly, and cheap imitaUons dealt the death
blow.

Thirty years ago, or 10 years before they launched talking
pictures, the Warner brothers— Harry, Col. Jack L., Major
Albert and the late
were striving hard to establish
their small company as an important factor in the motion
picture industry.
In those days, raising ^pltal for film
ventures was difficult, and they sometimes had to pay as

Sam—

high as 40%

The

^

The

landslide will undoubtedly affect the picture
Motion pictures certainly shouldn't be in politic.'!,

speaking in this connection I will have to voice

my

per-

_

,

mieditating

fortunes;

"Well, Harry, you got what you wanted.
is your ambition now?"

'S'ou

owe

$1,000,000,

So what
:

By this time, Harry was aware that the size of a company's
importance often was measured by the amount of debt it
had, so he answered:
"To owe 10 million doUar.s."
_

It didn't take many years for the Warners to
pile up
new debt total, and again the father asked his son:
"Now you owe 10 million — what's next?"

the

Reflecting on the fact that several Warner competitors
were bigger Snd had a larger debt, Harry declared he would

>

GOP

business.

and

.

Benjamin Warner,

was "to Otoe a million dollars."
In a very few years, the enterprising Warner organization
had achieved its $1,000,000 indebtedness, whereupon old Bfn
Warner said to the eldest son and guiding spirit of the family

.

coal strike.

.

,

goal

Saiy Mnsicalg

This movement towa,rd realism becanie apparent in
the
field of literature some time ago, with
the popularity of
such down-to-earth writers as Hemingway, 'Cain and
others.
The picture industry has been late in following the trend
The foreign market will reflect our own domestic market
industrial strife here in America affects every country
with
Whom tve do business; this was demonstrated in the recent

interest.

boys' father, the late

on whether the struggle for expansion was worth all the
tribulation, asked Hari-y what was his aitttHtion.
Mindful
that branching out required money, .Harry replied that his

Spectacle musicals may come dangerously clase to
in.sulting the pubhc intelligence. We have been through a long,
grueling war, and the public is more serious, te!;.s. frivolous
The public fbas acquired depth, and golden bathtubs fillcdi
with champagne are no longer exciting to
a world that has

started to think.

likes to tell this as his favorite story;

'

not be satisfied until his company owed a 100 million doliiir."!.
In due course, there was $112,000,000 in red ink on the
Warner Bros, books, and once again Papa Warner consulted
with'Harry.
-.-v,;
"All right, son," said the father, by now 'apprehensive and
,

.

,

pleading, "so you finally owe mare than 100 Hiillion dollars.
And Tiou; what's your ambition?"
This time Harry replied Without hesitation:
"To pay it all back!"***,
***That was about 16 years ago. Today the story has an
even bigger punchline. The Warners have paid it all back.
'

—
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Fmty-fim

The Sunny

'

V

V

PI€TIJRB9

Anniv«r$ary

P^MsRHE^Pf"

THE PICTURES ON MY WALL

Side

On a visit to my uncle in, Copenhagen a few years
before the war, ttie old gentleman invited me on « sunny
Sunday to go with him to the cemetery, and there he
showed me the burial lot he had chosen for himself. The
headstone was in place and the carving was complete'
•except f6r a space to be filled in with the date of death.
For 10 years every Sunday, my uncle had gone there.
He would sit for hours contentadly. When X suggested
it was a strange thing to be doing, he replied, "Not at all;
here is where I am tt> sleep for eternity, I lilce it, it Is
pleasant and peaceful."
Every Sunday, too, there came to a neighboring cemei
tery lot two spinsters, who apparently felt the same as
my uncle. But one day they said that they envied my
uncle his lot, and were wondtering if he might npt consider trading it for theirs.
Uncle was disturbed and asked me what to do. I said,
"Why not invite them to your home some Sunday and
discuss it over a bottle of port?"
This he did* The ladies said they favored his lot because it was on .the sunny side of a small rise j© the land,
and they would enjoy their eternal rest better if they
knew they were to sleep in the sun.,
A few years later I returned to Copenhagen. They
were all gone—my uncle and the two spinsters and they
were sleeping there in the cemetery where they hadspent so many pleasant Sunday afternoons— my uncle,
"
gentleman even in death, on the shaded side.
~iCarl Brisson.

'

"

'

Ziegfeld,

Jolson,

Will

By eddie; cantor

has a pen in his hand and probably was sending a telegram
time the photograph was taken. He loved to send
wires on aiiy and eyery occasion, Ahd even when there was
no occasion; He Would watcli the performance from the
back oi the New Amsterdam theatre and if he had something
to say. Instead of sending his manager back to say it, he'd
go out and send one of the performers a wire.- I recall with
a smile the 12-page telegram he sent me to Boston one day,
with the last line reading, "Will write you in detail tomorat the

Hollywood,
SJvery one of us in Show Business, fortunate enough to
a home, has one room filled with pictures. Photographs

own

whom we

of friends with

with

,

whom

we've worked,
guys that bring back a lot of pleasant memories. I have
such a room in my home in Beverly
Hills.
The house Fanny Brlce decorated.
(She does these things as a
hobby, and heaven help you if you
should move a chair out of place. As
a matter of tact, I can't remember when
I have been abje to sit down in my
own hou.se because I'm worried about

.

pflayed,

what Fanny

Tow!'','

And

Man
Hollywood.

to him?"
"Certainly," I said. That's how easy
it is to ruin your life. Just a word.
Almost too quickly my office door
wa? opened, and there he stood. He had
sandy, cropped hair and disarming blue

talk:

My

work from a fellow

like

you

that's

been

racket a long time's' brain."
I lit a cigarette shakily. "For instance?" 1 asked.
"Well," said Murphy, "do you remember that
picture with Barbara Stanwyck's middle?"

in

Then

A

•

When

I

I

I

it

my

A-1 EXT.

,
,

MAN
wh6

Sells false

DOG(Smiling)
I'm not, sir. I'm the little girl who Is sweet
to her daddy's bitch,
fearfully I pushed my typewriter from me. Obviously
U^?'?^ had driven me crazy. My telephone rang.
.This is the story editor," came the voice. VWhat do you
wink of Murphy?"
"I think," I
said bitterly, 'lhat Murphy should be sent
JO that people who --were removed from its island where
«»ey dropped those scientists from New Mexico's bomb."

.

.

..^

singing 20 songs nightly

is

I

wish that

the right of Sophie,

girl

would take

Maxwell and Georgie

«

*

is

a strange combinatibn—Elsa
And I have a little anecdote

Jessel,

Elsa, who i.s probably the best known perfor, that team.
son in connection with parties and social events, was oh
radio program several years ago. I confided to her that I
wanted to give a party tor
company which consisted of
about 50 people. She said that she could, get me the Gold
Room at the Waldorf for $1,000. "Too much," I said. Then
she thought perhaps she- could Arrange the Harlequin
I said tiiat 1 would let her know. In
at Pierre's for $7!50.
talking to Jessel that night I asked his advice (for a change).

my

my

Room

be Jewish, he's such a
.

-

told him that r could get the Gold Room at the Waldorf
for a thousand or the Harlequin at the Pierre for $750.
I

He

Georgie said, "Save your money.
Men's Room at the- Astor!"

For

ji200 1

can get you

Jennie Grossinger Goes to Saipan

Again?

name was
from

'

(

.

do

it

again?"

;

;

^

Barney Ross, one of the fightingest fchampions of all times,
adorns a prominent place on my wall and a warm spot in my
Truly a great guy. When he returned from his heroic
venture In the Pacific, he spent a couple of days with me in
Palm Springs. You had to drag the story of his night-long
flght witli. the Japs, out of him.
"Barney, please tell me,"fil
begged him, "what were you thinking" about when you were,
surrounded by these Japs who kept firing at you?"
heart.

a territory in

—

the child's

oog that lives next door's head.
,

to

*

Morris: .He and his wife were taken by the
middle Europe known as Galicia
and this poor: Galitze was taken to a concentration camp
near Berlin as a slave laijorer and after a couple of years
of misery, suddenly through the grapevine, he found out that
the RAF and our own boys were starting to bomb Germany
and one night about 10 o'clock he said to his wife: "Kitty,
I feel the Allies are going to win the war and get us out of
this and I am so without fear I am going down to the main
street in Berlin, go into a big saloon, and I wlU order a drink
of schnapps."
"Morris," said his wife, "doii't do, that. They'll take a look
at your kisser and they'll kill ybii,"
He said, "No, I'm not afraid."
Lo and behold, the little fellow walked down the main
street of Berlin, Unter den Linden, walked into the big
barroom at the Hotel Adlon and said to the big Nazi bartender: "Give me a drink." The bartender looked at him and
said: "You little something I'll hit you over the head with
this bottle." And as the bartender reached to hit him over
the head with the bottle, suddenly out of the sky came Allied
planes and they boimbed Berlin to pieces. One bomb dropped
on the Adlon right into the bar. It .knocked everything
\heltei>skelter.
The bartender was under -the wreckage of
tJie^ar but the little Galitz was still standing and he said
to the bartender: "Well, do I get tlie schnapps or should I

His

IN:

,

«

love this photograph of Zieg£eld seated at his desk.

Nazlis

my

remiiid me of a lady
teeth in Ohio's dog.

To

:

in the

came back to my otfice Murphy was gone, but
permeated the room, Uke a nian who drinks corn

Y6u

*

This was September, 1912! At this
still reading?
have learned that the doctor has been dead for

:'*

—

"He's got

I

care of herself!

told her,

*

Whisky's breath. 1 sat down at
typewriter nervoysly,
feeling akin to the fellow who just got married's bfide.
t-ould I fight this thing? I started typing
script:

to

—

I

MAKY'S MOXHEE
IN CHICAGO'S HOUSE— (DAY)
enter the house, a man pauses to pat

Are you
writing

more than 20 years and Sophie
at thj Chez Paree in ChicagOi

|

down we have the wisest and most behave known la my lifetime Will Rogers.

Mrs. Cohen told me.
sweet man!"

secretary."

About

farther

She Insisted that he was.
"he's not."
"But, lady, look I work with^^him, I live with him, I knaw
he's not. What makes you so sure he is?"
"No,"

mean," I answered truthfully. "I
have a very bad headache and I'm going down the hall
to borrow some of that
writer who just got fired from
A^olumbia for bawling out Harry Cohn's aspirin."
Murphy was aU sympathy. "See you after lunch," he
said. "I got
a date >*rith the guy that draws Elsie The Cow's
"'^.spirit

'

H«

a half a year."

,

ish?"

"I don't know,".! said uneasily. "I'm afraid we couldn't
get by with it."
"yoti mean that fellow who took over when Hays left's

FADE

little

:,

know what

of mine," 1 told him.

girl's

I

loved performer 1
I can recall playing a benefit performance with Will one
Thanksgiving week in Pittsburgh. For more thaii 2d minutes
he spoke of what he had been reading in the newspapers
and his comments were gems of wisdom. After the performance I met a certain Mrs. Cohen, who asked me the question, "Haddie Cahtor, you villteU me.
Vill Rogers is Jew-

we need is a beginning."
about that one with Jane Russell's front?" I asked..
Nobody'd believe it," said Murphy. "But here's another
-Idea I got from reading about that rich woman that divorced
her husband's maid." Murphy chuckled. "By the way, that
was pretty juicy, wasn't It?"
"It must have been," 1 conceded.
"Here's what Tflgured," said Murphy. "Instead of if being
about the rich woman that divorced her husband's maid,
we could have, a story about a rich fellow who lost his
memory when he got hit over the head's, wife. When she
comes home from out of town she finds out her husband
thinks he's married to the fellow in the next apartment's
all

mow

©ffice?"
"I don't

ears."

'

;

;

said. Now I figure we .can take that and add
murder picture with Betty Grable's endi

cook."

•

a treatment and that poor
voice can't last six months. She doesn't know how *o
use it. She puts too much of a strain on her vocal chords
and she won't be able to work in her profession in less than

—

Mrs. Cohen and Will Rogers

•
I

I

my

"Why, sure, she's a good friend
became very serious.
"She was in here last week for

asked him, "Max, did, you see
the fight pictures?" I love his comeback. "What t'hell do
I want to see the pictures? I was there the night Louis wrote
the script!"

.

"That's what
that other

|

Well, look who's here— Sophie Tucker! Sophie takes me
back to KnoxvlUe, Tenn. I had a sore throat and went to a
specialist.
After the spraying and the painting and all the
other junk that goes with a visit to a throat man, the dootoir
said, "IVIr. Cantor, do you know Sophie Tucker?"

in the neigbljorhopd, here's a photograph of
in fighting togs. What a physique! Broad should-?
nothing like Jessel. Two days after he wp-

waist

knocked out by Joe Louis

fully.^.

on

in

While we're
ers, thin

•

Icnow. I never look upon the picture of dear old Bert without remembering that he. made me cry a little; It was New
Year's Eve, 191?, in Chicago. He was permitted to live at
the same hotel at which we stopped, but because of his
color,' had to use. the freight elevator.
We .walked home
from the theatre and were going to have a midnight bite in
my room. I had some sandwiches and a bottle of wine prepared for the occasion. As we got close to the hotel, Bert
said, without any rancor, "Son, I'll see you in the freight
elevator." I patted his hand. "Y'know, Eddie," he s&ld, still
without bitterness in his voice, 'Agoing; up the freight elevator
wouldn't be so bad; if I still didti't hear the a^laUse ringing

.

Max Baer

such a

yellM,^^"^^^

Right in the center I have a fine likeness Of Bert Williams.
hard to think about Bert Williams without smiling.

resses spied Chevalier, their eyes widened, they bumped into
each other, dropped dishes and acted perfectly natural.
Imagine then, the look on the faces of Mrs. Gosden, Mrs.
Correll, Ida and all the waitresses when Chevalier, a half
of a coffee ring in his hand, started dunlring—'but dunking
way up to his wrist watch!
,**

Barbara Stanwyck's middle?" I said dully.
"The part where she finally arranged to have her hu^hahd
bumped off with her boy friend."
'You
mean arranged with her boy friend," I said hope.

Sarn

Bert Williama and the Freight Elevator

I

(Amos 'n' Andy) and their wives came over one evening to
When I mentioned Chevalier to the women they did
a little pre-Sinatrs swoohing.
Being an obliging guy, 1
phoned Chevalier and asked him to come over to the house.
The women were in ecstasy. Later that night we went Out
to an ice cream emporium in Hollywood.
When the wait-

this

bed."

It's

visit.

murder

get out of

What a pantomimist he was! What timing! lA^hat subtletlesi
And yet he knew everj' trick of hokum that was possible to

males in

was out of town's car."
There was nothing to do but say, "Oh." Murphy leaned
back, completely at ease. "I always wanted to be a writer,"
he said. "My uncle that drank himself to death's third wife
used to Borrow a leUttw that lived next door's typewriter.
Then when she'd go out I'd sneak in to write poems with
a kid that wanted to be a burglar's pass key."
There was a pause while I tried to digest this. "The story
editor said you had some ideas for pictures," I said iipally.
Murphy smiled his wide smile again. "All you want," he
said. "Of course they're not all put together like pictures
you see in a theatre's stories. What I mean is they need
little

-

"Well,

A little farther to the left, right next to Max Baer, there
is a picture of that great international favorite, Maurice
Chevalier. In the early '30s he was one of the most popular
all the world. Freeman Gosden and Charlie Correll

eyes.must have widened, because

Murphy shook his head and smiled
reassuringly. "Not what you think," he said. "This girl and
I were together because she had the use of a fellow who

a

late Larry Hart was supposed to bring In a song
Sten, Ck)ldWyn called him at his home and discovered that he Was In bed, Sam- thought ho was feignihg
illness.
"Larry, whatsamatter with ybU?T Larry said, "Sam,
I'm sick. I'm in bed."

nymphomaniac!"

Vammy
RUNS JOLY OUT OF TOWN.

live in Pittsburgh's girl friend."

Binyon

Claude

when the
Anna

for
•

suffered this way tor several weeks and finally, one
^Saturday night, told Al that I was quitting the next day. I
could go on no longer. Jolson suggested that I go back to
New York and up to the .>nountains for a rest. He even
bought me a new windbi-eaker. We closed "Kid Boots" and
imagine my. surprise when I got back to New York to pick
up the paper and read: Cantor closes show because of illness
on Sundajr—Jolson closes his show on Monday. I didn't
learn until months later that Jolson was sicker than I was.
but was afraid of the story
might print: CANTOIi

He was short, and smiled widely
he oijered a hand.
"Mutphy," he said. That seemed fair
enough, I shook his hand and offered
his a cljpir. "Thanks for seeing me,"
he said. "I met your story editor last
night through my sister .that used to

to the

things he says that are laughable. I was a witness to this
one. When we Were contemplating transferring "Whoopee"
from the stage to the screen, Goldwyn, in his most persuasive
manner, was trying to convince Ziegfeld. '"iiiggle, let me
tell you. In Hollywood we can give you the things which
you cannot get anyplace else. For instance, in that big Indian scene I would get you the real things— regular Indians,
direct from the reservoir!"
And there was the occasion

I

eyes.

:

.

next

:

will say.)

TOWN.

as

'
,

Great Glorlfler, is Samuel Goldwyn, probably the greatest independent producer of. our time.
At
least 50% of the stories emanating from Hollywood concern
the fabulous Sam. Some of these are made up, but if the
truth were known you cannot possibly start to print all the

Well, back to the pictures. 00 you
want me to point out a few and reminisce a bit? The one on the left Is Al
Jolson, hero of "The Jolson Story."
I
recall that very severe winter of 1925Efldle CitntoT
26: when we both played in Chicago
Al, in a Shuberl show, and this pop-eyed comic under the
Ziegfeld banner. Al and I both lived in the same apartment hotel on the north side. Both o£ us were doing a
smash business. U mention this because it has something
to do with the story.) Came the day when I got a terrible
attack of pleurisy. It made playing on the stage almost impossible. However, I was afraid to quit; I could visualize
the stQry in Variety: JOLSON RUNS CANTOR OUT OF

I started going crazy a few minutes after our story editor
called me about this man. "I don't claim he can write a
script," said the story editor, "but he's up to his ears in

you

Life

to

.

/

By CLAUpE BINYON

Ideas. Will

Come

Al.,

,

Idea

Jimmy Walker,

Rogers,

Bert Williams, et

•

He told me in all seriousness, "Eddie, I said to myself this
can't be the end. Just once more I'd like to eat that chopped
liver at Grossinger's!"
\.

_

'',''*'*'*'*'

Here's a fine piiotograph' of another fighting charnpion who
lis but a while ago.
The immaculate, well mannered,
hearted Jimmy Walker. I have told this story before,
and I want to tell it again and again. It illustrates ihore fhati
any other line the sharp mind of our late, beloved friend.
It happened on my broadcast day at Mitchell Field in New
York several years ago. Jimmy went along to have dinner
with me and watch the broadcast. He asked me to come
along with him and visit an old friend in the Catholic chapel,
a short walk from the theatre where we Were to broadcast.
The priest was most entertaining ahd we spent a very
pleasant 15 minutes. Then someone invited us to walk over
to the Protestant chapel, which We did. And then; "having
paid the third visit to the Jewish synagogue, as we walked
out Jimmy affectionately put his arm around my shoulder
and uttered these memorable words,
"Eddie, We^ve just pla^
;
ftie b td."
left

warm

.

.

.

.. . .
.
.

.
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,.
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Worty-fhrsi

Top Grossers Also Demonstrate

„

Pi»teng of Bigtine Sales force
considerably more than in the position of being able to ask
In the tabulations, and .get good terms, with the represented herewith, of the industry's sults" likewise eyident in the "60
60 top-grossing films of 1946. Figures, Top-Grosscrs" table. All_ companies,
in keeping with the idiom of the as a matter of fact, are now emutrade in disciJsSing film striength, [latlng Mietro's practices Jtl trying
ebow rentals received by the dis- to get .more pericentage dates and
tributor.' And so, almost as much sliding s<»le deals.
as the statistics reveal the b.o. draw- I
With very strong b.o. fare, getting
ing povver of the films themselves, highest teirms lis no trick and Metro's
they reflect the policies and strength (results aren't much better thah any
pt the sales organizations behind 'other coinpany's. It's, in the class
them.
below the very top that It really
It thus b'eeomes clear why .Metro counts. The $3,750;000 tliat M-G' got
has Elmost one-third oi the film.s in rentals for, "Ziegfeli| .Follies" is
in the over -$4,000,000 category. Gom- a prime example, sales fxecs fpr the
pan.y has consistently fought lor company admitting tlje i>ic's, limited
'
per-entage dates right down . the b.o. pull, :
'

'

-

:

;

rentals arid
Colombia and Universal
pioneered in sliding scale deals, so
that, it gets a larger share of the
It's because distribs like Columbia
toxoffice dollar than^ most other
Universal haven't been able to
companies. It is freely admitted and
ambng sales execs that on a medi- establish such preferred terms that
they don't have films in "The Golden
ocre b.o. picture, Metro can, extract
Gircle"^those 19 pix that have
probably $1,000,000 more in rentals
$4,000,OOCf. Lesser
than scime of the lesser companies. earned more than
conipanies are forced to accept too
Exhibs accept Metro's terms be- many flat rental deals. Difference is
cau.se those terms have: beeo esseen in the $2,750,000 "Dark Mirror"
tabUsh^d over a number of years, got, as against $2,500,000 for "The
When .they were set, M-G was in Killers," although the latter was una unique position in the indu-stry
doubtedly a bigger b.o. draw. With
as a producer of a very steady' run
"Dark Mirror," an International plcol high quality pix. Exhibs, in need
turfe, X5 was' able to start breaking
of the product, were forced to acheavily into the percentage column,
cept the terms because they couldn't
and with improved results. Since the
get the films they needed anywhere
International, U, of
as

line

tigain^t

flat

.

.

el.=f:

Goldwyii's Mnlvey a la Met ro

I

merger

with

course,
bolster

will
its

seek

to

still

further

terms.

its

1ft

termS)

a year oi longer, The' result of that tough-^but ackno wledgedly fair— policy is being reaped
today, as It is made so clear in the
for'

Here's

how manv pictum

M

Most signiftcant- fact revealed in
the figures are that 19 pictures made
Circle"rt-that creme-dela-creme of picturedom, the $4,000,000 or over class.' The 19 compares
with tmly 25 films having reached
that category in the entire history
of picturedom 'preceding 1946.
The 60 top" films— all that eai-ned
$2,2^,000 or more domestically—returned an aggregate income to their

"

distributors of $208,450,000, Thf for.
eign niarket usually can be "COitnted
on to add about' 40% to a picture's

RKO

4.

,

.

"The Golden

................. ...v.

§ Top foti^rs of 1946

Warner Bros

....

6.

Universal

....

4.

7.

United Artists .......

....

2

Columlfia .......

.....

$.

...

.

Jane

$2,250,000 in 1946. List iTicludei some pictures released at
jthe tail-end of 1945 ond ca;cludes late 1946 releases (such as "Jolson
'Sfory'' and "Razor's Edge") which haven't played sufficient dates to
give adequate opportunitv ft'^ estimating tvhat total erpss wilt be at the

end of each Compottw's standnirdjismorttzotiw
.......
... '
ftKO
Bells of St. Mary's
1.
...
20th
Leave H6r <to Heaven . •
2.
Par
Blue Skies
3.
••
Par
4.
Road to Utopia

$8,000,000
5,750,000
8,000,000
5,000,000
5,000,000
4,750,000
4,500,000
4,500,000
4,500,000
4,«)0,000
4,300,000
4,250,000
4,250,000
4,000,000
4,000,000
4,000,000
4,000,000
4,000,000
4,000,000
3,750,000
3,750,000
3,750,000
3,600,000
3,500,000
3,500,000
3,500,000
3,350,000
3,250,000
3,250,000
3,250,000
3,250,000
3,200,000
3,000,000
3,000,000

•

.

.

. . . .

•
•

5.
6.

7.

8.

Spellbound ..............

,

.

,

.

.

——

.

.

Two

Years Before the Mast,

11,

Lost

Weekend

13.
14.

17.

WB
M-G

RKO
Margie
Night and Day

20th

WB
M-G
20th

19.

22.

Col

ilda

M-G
M-G

Ziegfeld Follies

Par

23.

of Siam

24.

Anna and King

25.

Kitty

26.

Monsieur Beaucaire

27.

The Virginian
Strange Love Martha Ivers
They Were Expendable .
Tomorrow Is Forever
:

28.

29,
30.

31.

20th

Pat
Par
par

,

.

.

;

iPar

.

.

M-G

,

BKO

.

M-G

Undercurrent
......
Stork Club .............. V
Bandit of Sherwood FoteU
Big Sleep . . .

32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

pragonwycit

38,

My

Par
Col

WB

.

Summer ....
Do You Love Me? ........

Centennial

Reputation

.

. . . .

.

,

.

. . ,

.

.

.

. . . ;

.

20th
20th
20th

42,
43.

Sentimental Jourpey
Stolen Life
Three Little .tiirls In Blue
Without Besiirvations

44.

OSS

45.

Blue Dahlia ..... .......
......
Dark Mirror
My Darling Clementine

41.

46,

47.
48.

51.'

S2.
53.
54.
55.

38.
89.

BKO

.

Par
Par

.

.

Spiral Staircase

....

.

tl

20th

.

RKO

.

M-G

—

WB

Cloak and Dagger

..........
Killers .......
.
Sailbt Takes a Wife . .
Scarlet Street ... . ....
...

U'

Two Guys From Milwaukee

WB
WB

.

.

.

.

.

.

Deception
....... ..
Caesar and Cleopatra
Canyon Passage ....... ...
Make Mine Music ......
.

m.

;

.

49.

50.

20th

'.

.

.

,

V

.

,

.

,

.

.

Stratjger ..............
What Next, Cpl. Hargrove .

li^ic

3,<l00,fi00

WB
WB
20th
WB

39,

40.

RKO
M-G

•18.
20.

.

M-G
M-G
M-G
Par
Par

........

Harvey Girls
Saratoga Trunk
Holiday in Mexico

15.

16.

UA

.

.

.

9.

10.
12.

.

..... .....
Green Years
Adventure .................
...
.
Easy to Wed .........

.

M-G

U

UA
U
RKO
RKO
MtG

/\;.',;:

3.000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
2,800,000
2,750,000
2,750,000
2,750,000
2,750,000
2,500,000
2,500,000
2,500,000
2,500,000
2,500,000
2,500,000
2,300.000
2,250,000
2,290,000
2,250.000
2,250,000
2.250.000

.

-

.

;

30,000,000
27,550,000
10,000,000
7,250,000
6,750,000

:.

9.:.

z
60

Total

$208,450,000

'

The Bard and G6S

Russell,

AlsoAfflon^

revenue.

Metro retained its Big 8 leadership with ^47,250,000 in rentals reIn addition to those films which
ceived from the top 60. films. It had
Paramount madie VAjaiET'if's 60i-top-pictHres-of13 pix in that class.
the-year list, published herewith,
wasn't far behind, however, with 12
there was an unusual number of
films turning in total rentals"* of
flicks released during 1946 which
$44,650,000.
made no great dent in terms of total
In "The Golden Circle" category
income garnered, but were interof $4,000,000 or over, Metro Wsb led
esting b.o,-Wise jEor one reason or
with six of the 19 pictures,' while
another. Perhaps the leaders,- in this,
Par followed with foui-. Then came
category were "The Outlaw"- -and
and 20th-Fox with three each,
"Henry V," both distributed by
Warner Bros, with two and United United Artists.
Artists with one.
"Outlaw" probably gathered a,?,
"Bells'! was followed in the money
picture classification by 20th-Fox's much newspaper space during .the
Heaven," which year as any picture in film history,

carefully

BaBfc'g

,

—

—

various battles with the Motion Picture Assn., a flock of lawsuits and
sundry censorship throughout the
country. "How would you like to
tussle with Russell?" key-line in a
much-disputed ad featuring a large
scale picture of star' Jane Russell
reclining in a haystack, became almost a national byword. And even
the sedate Reader's Digest, in its
January issue, tells the tale of the
guy on the quiz show who replied
to a question, "What are California's

($5,-

'

which wasn't counted

experiencing

getting

difficulty
in
sufficient dates for the film.

now has
about $1,750,000. From the way it draws, however, UA figures it would be good for
about $6,000,000 if it were played
off in the usual manner through the
circuits and -With the usual number
Result
returned

is

UA's

-

gram's "Suspense" and PRC's "Wife
of Monte Cristo," both of which got
respectably - long Broadway runs.
yMono likewise found playing time
on Broadway and in many houses
throughout the country for an ex-

.

($2,750,000),

Other b"-.o, stalwarts included Clark
Gable, Greer Garson, Judy Garland,
Cary Grant, Bob Hope, Danny Kaye,
Ray Milland, Gary Cooper, Olivia
DeHavilland, Claudette Colbert, Barbara Stanwyck, the Humphrey Bogart-Lauren Bacall team, and Bette
Davis.
A!s» Directors, Producers, Writers

Almost as diverse as names of the
players are directors, producers and
screenwriters responsible for the
year's 60 big pictures.
Directors
seem clcsest to fitting into the pattern ot repeat winners, with Mitchell
Leisen responsible for "Kitty" and
"Each His Own," Curtis Bernhardt
for "My Reputation" and "Stolen
Life," Irving Pichel for "OSS" and
"Tomorrow Is Forever," Hal Walker
for
"Stork Club" and "Road to
Utopia," John Ford for "ITiey Were
Expendable" and "Clementine," Robert Siodmak for "Spiral Staircase"
"Dark Miror" and

"Killers,"' Fritz

Lang for "Scarlet Street" and ''Cloak
and Dagger," and David Butler for
froni Milwaukee" and

"Two Guys

"San Antonio"
Arnong producers of repeat winners were Arthur Freed with "Ziegfeld Follies" and "Harvey Girls";
Charles Brackett with "Lost Weekend" and "Each His Own"; Paul
Jones with "'Virginian" and "Utopia,"
and Henry Blanke with "iJecejption"

and "My Reputation," Screenwriters
are even more infrequent repeaters
on the list, Brackett being one of
them, with the same two pix he produced, and Norman Panama and
Melvin
Frank duplicating with
"Utopia" and "Beaucaire."

gol'

-

till

the gross
compilations because of the lateness
of its release, but which on the basis
of Christmas d^y openings and the
engagement at the Rpxy, N. Y., was of indie contracts,
"Henry V" is a standout since it's
outstripping "Heaven."
Alan Ladd likewise again proved the first time Shakespeare has ever
himself an exhib's good luck charm proved a film b.o. power in the U.'S.
with three pix to his credit that gar- Not a little responsible for the great
nered a total just short of $10,000,- return the picture is getting is UA's
000 in rentals.
They were "Two
Years Before the Mast" ($4,400,000).
"OSS" ($2,800,000) and "Blue Dahlia"
in

tastes

result of the majors' cutting down
quantity of production and the accompanying product ^shortage. Outstanding In this respect were Mono-

that the picture

to'

in

Universal^ "Seventh 'Veil" proved
unusual ina^nuch as it seemed to be
the
British-made to really
first
crack open the American market,
the first foreign production to honestly break into the conseiou.sness of
the average U. S. filmgoer, doing so
without the extravagant publicity
cgimpaign of "Caesar" or the studied
handling' Of "Henry.'' It .went into
release in the manner of the standard American feature and came out
with around $2,(100,000— and a reputation for James Mason, its slar,
which promises to put him in the
upper strata of b.o. draws<
Two tst iiie minor companies succeeded in' their efforts to break into
the big time during the year, as a

1

750;000) and "Dragonwyck" ($3,000,000).
Even more important, however, was her appearance at the
year's end in "The Razor's Edge,"

$2,250,000

.

'

credit— "Leave Her to Heaven"

Mvitb

heavy ad campaign

American audience

'

.

'Gleo'

and, with Vivien Leigh starred, invariably teed-Off to nice biz, only to
slump rniserably within a few days
or a week as word-of-mouth got
around that the pic didn't live Up to
its advance billing as far as average

twin peaks?" with ""Jane Russell."
AH that and a five-year ad camtremendous grosses paign between the time the film was
piled up during the year. Aside from made and its release early in 1946
Crosby and Miss Bergman, tiiere resulted in a terrific b.o. swell. It
v^ere at least 30 other ;«tar« in the virtually never failed to set a hou.se
60 top pix. Most of thein WeJS in record In any opening (and right
now is getting sensational grosses in
one or two films.
London)-^but the openings haven't
Gene Tierney and Alan Ladd
In the case of well-established been numerous enough. With presstars. Gene Tierney moved forward sure from chur^es and local civic
with two b.o. powerhouses' to her and moral-minding groups, UA is
I

list

rentals. It got a

,

,

$5,800,000

"Caesar & Cleopatra," J, Arthur
Rank's $S,OQO,000 Technicolor production of the George Bernard Shaw
play, was Another Interesting UA
release. It just ihanaged to get on

what with producer Howard Hughes' the 60-best

"Selznick-UA).
Crosby did a bit better than Miss
Bergman on average rental per picture. He appeared in three with a
total
gross of $18,000,000, which
Would be an average of $6,00(),000,
against an average of $5,437,000 for
each of the femme star's four.
.Surprising
,and probably a
healthy sign for the industry is the
wide range of players with star billing who must have accounted for at

policy of road-

Theatre Guild, UA has rented all
houses on, a four-walls basis, giving
it a retur;a of about 51%. of the b:o,
gross. Result is $700,000 in the bank
with only 10 engagements.

RKO

"Leave Her to
amassed a tremendous $5,750,000.
That was followed by three $5,000,000
films—."Blue Skies" (Par), "Road to
(Par)
and "Spellbound"
Utopia"

worked out

showing it on the same basis as a
legiter and even tying up with the

.

FoUoujing arc dontcsftc rentais earned by ^iU pictures which grossed

«.

5.

least a bit of the

more than

'

anies;

each eomponw had among those top 60 of
much eoch teceived or will fecetoe in
the 60 top-grossers during the ,12- 1946 (all over 'fi,2$0,000) and hott)
month period. Film* are those which domestic rentals /rom them!
T«(al
got the heaviest portion of thfcir in?
In Tap
.
iMentitb:.'
come during- 1948 or at leasts played
13
a sufficient number of al^es to pro147,250,000
vide experience for estimating their
Paramount ........... ....12
44,«50,000
2.
potential.
10
20th-Fox
......... .....
35,000,000
3.

|

Columbia's "Bandit of Sherwood
order to force acceplancei Forest," with an acknowledgely exstayed out of s(!>me ceptional b.o. potential, is in exactly the same class as "The Killers;"
Sales heads think M-G could have
probably added another million
dollars to the $3,000,000 Col got— and
tables presented herewith.
that's no reflection on Col distrib
Paramount,
which
has
come chief Abe Montague or his sales orthrough, in the past five years of so ganization, since it is obvious that
with a heavy barrage of stronu it hasn't had the product over the
films, ha.s thus also placed it.self years to force preferred deals.

Metro,

of

towns

8, 1*>47.

Jjfaiiiliirf

% CoDf

lop-Grsssers
'

'Coktinued .from pare 3 as

There's

Wedneaday,

Annimrmfy

ioney Toppers

meets the eye

•

ploitation

picture,

income

Market

"Black

Babies," which rolled

up a

sizable

for this type product.

Tep-Grossing Slars of 1946
FoHoujinfl are the stars whose names predominated on the nation's
marquees, UJitli the number of pictures in ujhich thei; starred durinp
the year (from. among the 60 top-grossers), osprreoatc rentals their
films earned or will earn and the average per picture. These figures
tobviousl]/ do not reject o star's b.o. poujer, per se. since they make
no allowance for draw of eo-stors tor for story, director, production
values and the other intrredients-which make a film a top-grosser.

—

—

AKgregate

No. of
Pictures
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

Bing Crosby
Ingrld

.....
Fred Astaire ....... .
Dorothy Lamoui .....
Gregory Peck ......
Clark Gable ..........

8.

9.

Gene Tierney

7.

11.
12.

Jud* Garland

14.

CarKSiant
Bob Hope

15.

John

.16.

.,

20.

Cornel Wilde .
Paulette (joddard

23.
24.
25.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

32.

3
1

.......
.....

Hay Mlllahd

26.

2
2

2

iSarfield

Danny Kaye

19.

22.

'1

....

Fred MacMurray
Laha Turner

21.

1
1

,

18.

17.

.

.

. ,

.

. . . .

.

1

1

.

.

3
1

.

Gary Cooper
Alan Ladd

2
3

Olivia DeHavilland ..
Claudette Colbert ....

Barbara Stanwyck ..
Lauren Bacall
Humphrey Bbgart
Maureen O'Hara
Linda Darnell .......
Bette Davis ..........
Edward G. Robinson.

2
2
2

.

.

.

.

5,000,000
5,000,000
5,000,000
4,500,000
4,500,000
4,500,000
4,375,000
4,250,000
4,250,000
4,250,000
4,250,000
4,250,000
4,000,000
4,000,000
4,000,000
4,000,000
3,925,000
3,917,000
3,500,000
3,375,000
3,317,000
3,175,000
3,125,000
3,125,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
2,875,000

.

2

...

.

'

1

.........
.

5,O00,eO()

5,000,000
5,000,000
4,500,000
4.500,000
4,500,000
8,750,000
8,500,000
12,750.000
4,250,000
8,500,000
8,500,000
4,000,000
4,000,000.
4,000,000
4,000,000
7;85O,O00
11,750.000
3,500;000
6,750,000
9,950,000
6;350,000
6,250,000
6,250,000
3,000,000

1

...

. .

$6,000,000

.

1

Joan Jbaulfield .......
JeaniSe Crain ...... ,8

13.

$18,000,000
21,750,000

'1'

.

Greer Garson
Van Johnson .........

10.

4'

Bergman

l-

.

V

,

1-

2

3,000,000
-

,6,000,000

.

-

-2/:

'.
:

.

2
2>

Average
Per Pic.

Bentals

3

,

:

:

5;75O,0OO
8,300,000
4,750,000

5,437,.S00

.

2.650.,0OQ
2,375,()00

!

10

ow

setting

new all-time highs
in

hundreds of dates after

breaking

all

records in the

history of show busi-

ess at the

Roxy
CENTURY-FOX

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^

^^^^^^

WnlnriMlajr, Janaary 8,

1947

Forly-firat

^^fSljj^TV'

11

Anntmaraary

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Pulitzer Prize winner!

Long-run stage success!
Saturday Evening Post serial!
.

iO year best-seller!

Published in the
Home Journal!

Ladies'

Best-seller

from

coast-to-coast!

Greatest of best-sellers!

Destined to be the greatest,
of boxofiice attractions!

12

Foriy'fir$t

P^^SI^TT

Anniversary

WgfjncBday, Jannary-S,^ 1947

Published in dozens of editions!

An all-time best-seller!

The

greatest story by one of
today's most popular authors!

A Book-of-the-Month feature
in Reader's Digest!

A Book-of-the,Month
Club

selection!

CENTURY-FOX

y«5diie8djiy»

January 8, 194?

Forty-firat

P^jgiin^ff'

//

Annwerawry

Chosen by the Literary Guild
as

its

February selection!

CENTURY-FOX

^^^^^^^^^^^^^

!

J

Literary Guild selection!

Dollar

Book

Oub selection!

Best'Seller sensation

!

Wednesday, Jannary «,

1M7

A Literary Guild selection!
A solid year on ALL
best-seller lists!

Dial Press best-seller!
Garden City best-seller!
Dollar Book Club best-seller!
Literary Guild Dividend selection

1

Serialized in hundreds

of newspapers!
Published in Liberty Magazine!

^^^^^^
*

\

y the

"My

Friend Flieka"!

Thunderhead"! "Son of Fiicka"
Destined for the same
boxoffice greatness!

CENTURY-FOX

^^^^^^^

^^^^^

Wedoeaday, lannary 8, 1:947

C. S. Films.

A

World Target

Way,

None-the-Less Welcome Competition

194^ Bound

By

In the year, ahead,

Two years ago, iri the 39th Anniversary Number of Variety,
I posed' the question: "Will American distsfljattws get ah
opportunity in a free world- market to distribute their pi-oduct?" An examination of this question at this time is appropriate and timely. Events which have transpired in world
markets indicate that American film distributors will not
have the good fortune ot releasing their films freely without first having to meet nationalistic barriers imposed to help

Motion Picture Assn.)

we

Washington.
are certain to witness new and

more widespread demands lor barriers against the free flow
ot motion pictures irotn one country to another. The new
One may ask for an inbarriers will take various forms.
crease in quota restrictions; another
may ask certain films be banned be-

foster national industiy.

In this position, it is naturally vulnerable to the charge
that it invites competitioti because it has no reason to fear

competition in any form.

But the charge— emphatically— i.s not true. Informed producers—indeed, informed men in every walk of the motion
picture industry know that bigness Ls no artnor-of-proof
against weJI aimed arrows in any field which must, in flnalitr,
depend upon public favor for its support. There is only one
earthly deity in the mOtifin picture world— and that's the
motion picture-going public.

—

"X.

That public cares very little who makes piCtUres as Idng
likes them.
In our industry, we invite competitioh beit is the stimulus to stepped-up effort; monopoly could
us moribund. Keen competition inspires us to rise a
cut above our previous efforts.
We want a free screen a screen as free as the press, the
radio, the book; a screen free to explore and portray every
aspect of human activity "within the realm of good taste. We
want a screen which will serve at once as a medium of delightful entertainment and as a rich instrument of enlightenjnent and inlormation.
We think that kind of screen—if
universally accepted— would go a long way toward construction of an enduring world peace; we think it would go
a long way toward lifting living standards through satisfaction o£ roan's innate urge to be informed—to know.
And
lis it

cause

make

—

once man knows what is possible of attainment, man usually
endeavors to fulfill his new-found wants.
•A free screen means a screen free from governmental censorship; it means a screen which governs itself; which guides
itself by the dictates of good taste and thereafter suffers no
confining shackles against realistic portrayal of all that life
contains.

But the sacred right of freedom of expression for the
screen everywhere is violated whenever and wherever the
distribution of films is hedged in or circumscribed by insurmountable tariff barriers, exorbitant customs levies, unreasonable quota restrictions or any one of innumerable
other devices which might be applied.
A free screen and freer distribution of Alms, in my opinion,
are almost inseparable.
But what are we going to do about it? It is not enough to
preach, to plead or to exhort. It is not enough for us simply
to deny the charge that because we are big we don't mind
It is not enough to say "this too will pass away,

competition.

and after

all,

nobody can out-Hollywood Hollywood."

Too Much

at Stake

There's too much at stake for us to sit on our hands or let
our minds meander pleasantly away from a very real threat
to the future of the world screen— to the film industry everywhere. The potential world market— big enough for every
producing company to share is too big to permit it to be

—

threatened; the responsibility of the American screen industry to the world industry
and to the very institution of the
film Itself is too huge
to be neglected. With Our. bigness, that
responsibility is ipescapably ours.
We must accept Hie role
of leadership.
In accepting that role,
we must recognize whatever weaknesses we may have, honestly and completely, turn a friendly
ear to constructive criticism, exercise every patience with
thoughtless, heedless, pointless and picayune needling.

Sincere and honest criticism never hurt anything or anybody, certainly no one engaged in creative pursuit.
The
uses the ashes of the fire of criticism to scour his tools

artist

and begins

And

to

this is

carve anew.
"open season" on Hollywood.

Along with the innuendo that Hollywood is interested only
freedom for itself to sell abroad, come accusations from
that Hollywood has grown smug and slothHollywood is said to be thoroughly content to send inferior
pictures to other countries, cittnfldeht'
that it has no threatening
competition. It is supposed to be
in dire danger
of losing markets beeau'se its films have not
kept pace with the
times.
are told that world audiences
have been through bitter years and are thinking along serious lines. Such are the
stories we get, such is the criticism
_

in

home and abroad

ful in its attitude.
.

we

.

hear.

Let's concede that our American industry has made mistakes. Let's concede
that, in some instances, we have overloaded the.foreign market. Let's concede that we have sent
some pictjires abroad that never should have gone.

What we are saying

is that there are many
Of course, we do. What ihdus^
doesn't?
Uke all successful industries, we must constanOy strive to
turn out a better product if we arc to continue to doierve
the support nf Iho world pul)lic..

Which we need to improve.
"-v

respects in

.

li.

^

Durifag the last two years pf world reconstruction one
finds a tightening of legislation designed speciflcaHy to foster domestic mOTipn picture industries, Not one can rightfully find fault *ith such a program, providing thai
the

cause they are -alien to ideological views
of the country they" seek to enter; still
a third proposed barrier may be in the
form of increased import duties for
revenue purposes only— or, perhaps, in
anticipation of protecting a not-yetborn but prospective "home industry."
Whatever their form, singly or in
combination, or whatever their purpose, it is quite obvious the target of
them all at the moment is the American Sim because it alone reaches, around
Xirlc ,l»hBHton
fce wcarld and because, as of tbday, it
enjoys a majority of playing time on the world's screens.
The American film industry, on the other band, has ho
barriers to propose. It welcomes foreign productions. It is
one o£ the few large industries in the world which believes
in free trade for its product. It invites competition.

NATHAN

D.

GOLDEN

{Consultant for Motion Pictures, Office 'of Internationai
Trade, V. S. Department of Commerce')

By ERIC JOHNSTON
(Presiaent,

Yank Films

Nfationalistic Barriers to

New Demands For
From One Country
To Another

to See

Barriers of Fix

m

,

by the exporting countries, the only official restrictipn
(under an unotlicial trade agreemietnt between the Italian

films

•

distiiibutor ?jind exhibifaM' asSiiciation, that 60 days' screeii
time per year is to be reserved for the showing of Italian

on the distribution of foreign films in Italy is the
requirement that all such films be sold' againS^t unremittable
lire and deposited in a non-tfran'sferaWe account in an Italian
bank authorized to handle foreign exchange. The revenues
of the foreign countries can be us^d for certain specified
motion picture activities within Italy, or for other purposes
approved by the Ministry of Foreign Trade, foreign comi>ani]es whibh export Italian films are allowed free: use of
foreign exchange derived therefrom up to the amount ol
the expenses incurred in connection With the local prbducfilms)

process of suoh'aid it is not aimed at foreign competitors
'ion of the Italian films exported,
or intended to eventually force foreign product from the
screens of the c^mntry, Many foreign countries have instiI" September, 1948, the long Controversy in the Nethertuted varied legislation which will cut down the showing-—TUrnds between American motion picture distributors and
of our American films within their boriders, and an examinathe; Bioscbop Bond, a film trade association, was ended.
The
tion of some of these barriers which have come about in the
agreement reached provides for membership in the Bond of
last two years are now in-order.
the Motion Picture' Export Assn, and, if so desired, the various
American
major
companies,
increase
the
and
in
an
In Albania, not too important as a market, a State Film
number of picture theatres in the Netherlands and nonMonopoly has b€*n establi.shed and no American films other
discriminatory treatment of American
Companies in
than "pirated" films have been distributed since World War
connection
with
the
erection
an^
ownership of Dutch thestarted.' In Argentina, a projected bill has been prepared
atres. For the year 1946-47 the board is recoihmending to
for presentation in the Chamber of Deputies calling for a
the Netherlands government that approximately 6t)% in forquota which will permit imiwrting eomRanies to bring in
eign exchange in dollars be reserved for the importation of
but 20% of the qijahtity of films brought in at preseni AnAiherican
films
from
the
ainount
^btal
available for payrhent
other provision of this proposed legislation will force all
of '.all foreign, films.
--i/'':--^'
jr'./
importing companies to produce fiJms in Argentina so they
may secure import rights for additional films beyond the
quantity established under this proposed quota bill.
In Brazil a decree law of Jan, 24, 1946, contains certain
There are no major film trade barriers in Rumania lexcept
nationalistic articles covering distribution and exhibition of
those relating to the traihsfer of earnings out of the country.
motion pictures which, are as follows: (1) A national short
Filmul Popular, while fnctioning as a private enterpriser
(or feature film) must be included in every theatre program,
might, because of its political support, become the founda(2) A different Brazilian feature film must be shown in each
tion for a government monopoly. The MPEA is establishing
theatre every four months^ If no national feature film is
distribution in lUunania.
available, the theatre iis automatically exempted from this
Spain has probpbly the most elaborate- set of barriers
provision. (3) A censorship tax is imposed on each Imported
against foreign motion pictures than any country in Europe.
copy of a film where domestic produced copies are exempt.
Import licenses are required which go only to Spanish pro(4) Newsreel importers must purchase each year for export
ducers; the greater the cost of a Spanish film, the greater the
domestic produced newsreels in the amoiint of iO'% of the
number of rights granted to permit the Spanish producer to
total footage of imported newsreels.
recoup his production costs by the sale of the rights to' disIn Britsh Malaya, effective March 17, 1946, a British film
tributors of foreign films. A foreign film can be imported^
quota was established.
This legislation represents a 10%
only if a "compensation contract" has been made for the
British films screen quota applying to Singapore and the
exportation of the Spanish film from \vhich the rights are
Malayan Union. In Bulgaria, a government monopoly crederived.
In practice, the Spanish producer enters into a
ated by legislation in October, 1946, forces all American
fictitious form of contract to export the Spanish film at some
companies to turn oyer their films ti* the monopoly for- disstipulated price in foreign currency.
tribution under penalty of a fine and prison sentence for
Import rights are issued only to producers ot Spanish films;
failure to comply. In Czechoslovakia, too, American fiJms
they are not directly available to a third party. After the'
are distributed through a State Film Monopoly recently
Spanish producer has an import validated, he makes an arinstituted in September, ,1946.
Under this agreement, the
rangement with a foreign producer, or his agent, on whatAmerican film distributor representative in Chechoslovakia
ever terms agreed upon between them, whereby the Spanish
has the final say on bookings, and dollar remittances are made
prodticer transfers to the importer the "right of importation"
in New York for .our share of rentals.
by appropriate notification to the gpvernment. The amouht
be paid to thef Sl>aniEAi producer
to
the right to import a
Franfe
an«l
England
}
I
foreign film varies from 175,000 to 225,000 phi>er pesetas;
In France, on July 1, 1946, all restrictions oii imports of
depending upon its category. (C>ne pap^ peseta equals $0J)91
feature films ended- In its place, however, a screen quota
U. S. currency.)
providing for the showing of French films for four weeks
In addition, high import duties are imposed upon feature
out of 13 in all theatres was put into effect. If it is shown
film imports, which run from $3,000 to nearly $10,000. Also
during a two-year period that French films enjoy a greater
all dubbing must be done in Spain, for which a tax amountaverage of playing time (five weeks), provisions of this agreeing to 20,000 paper pesetas is charged, or nearly $2,000. All
ment automatically reduce the reserved playing time to three
in all, to bring into Spain a feature film of tlie first category
weeks in 13, and if this five-week average is maintained in ,for distribution American film distributors are obliged to
each quarter the entire screen quota Will be abolished efspend more than $35,000.
fective Jan. i; following the expiration of such two-year
Yugoslavia, too, has created a State Film Bnterprise (moperiod.
nopoly) with exclusive righ^ tO ittqwrt. films from abroad
The Quota law of Great Britain is operative until March
and to export domestic films.
This law has restrictive quotas which apply to
31, 1948.
It is very evident from the ab«v^ summary that American
distributors and exhibitors covering both short and feature
film distributors abroad have many hurdles to overcome.
films, minimum requirements on labor costs ot production
Whether they Will overcome these legislative barriers, time
for quota pictures, as well as provisions against blind and
and intelligence alone will supply the answeri The one big
blockbooking. It also contains a monetary quota, a system of
factor in our favor is that American film companies have a
multiple quota credits based on labor costs of production
large accumulation ot product, from which they can choose
which has assisted film distributors to ineet their quota retheir finest quality pictures for distribution in foreign marquirements under reduced production facilities resulting in
kets quality films that foreign film patrons are eaget to
loss of studio stages taken over by the government during
The next major question is
see and are clamoring for.
the war. On Oct. 8, 1946, the British Board of Trade inwhether artificial film legislation, designed to promote nastructed three large theatre circuits to reserve screen time
tionalistic film industries, can prevent quality films from
for six feature films from British independent producers for
Such barriers
reaching the screens ol foreign countries.
the next year. The result of this instruction will materially
afilcct and curtail American play dates in these three cirwould result in the loss of customs duties and taxes to those
cuits.
countries, A free world film market where ideas and ideals
After lengthy negotiations between representatives of the
may be exchanged through the medium' of motion pictures
principal produciing countries and the Qreek Ministry of
is the surest approach to an everlasting world pe.^ce.
National Kcbnomy, the latter issued a decision oh June 22,
X946, establishing revised regulations for the importation of
motion pictures and the payment of royalties during 1946.-47
These regulations
theatrical season, ending May 31, 1947.
to Jokesiisitlis
provided for the classification of feature motion pictures unTwenty years ago 1 sold this joke to the old Life
der two categorie.s, (a) those imported on a consignment
Magazine:
basis, and (bi 'tlic^e imported- on an outright royalty basis.
This regulation removed the restriction on the number of
DfNER: Hev, waiter, there's a hair in my soii)>.'
feature films (180), imported on a consignment basis for ex^AlTllW One moinent. ytr, while I refer to my cowic
hibition in Greece for an entire season. Today both itnportavia{iazives' Me for an appropriate rejoiTider.
tion and exhibition Of feature films on consignment are
For this I received $5. Four years later I sold the
completely free.
following joke to College Humor:
Films brought in on a royalty basis during 1946-47 have
WORLD'S StIORTEST MYSTERY STORY
been increased from 60 to 80 features. Additional licenses
A shot rang out. The great detectiue fell dead. The
may be issued to importers who can produce evidence that
end.
the pictures allotted to them have already been booked for
exhibition during the current season.
Film importer.S' are
For this I received $.5. So I talked^ings over with
required, under penalty of forfeiting their rights to exhibit
my wife and decided to get a job on the side. This
and remit funds abroad, to deposit with the Bank of Greece
necessitated leaving the comfortable home of my wife's
family, moving to Hollywood, getting a job in a motion
The full amount of the minimum guarantee in royalty paypicture studio and building a home with a swimming
ments mu-sl be deposited when the picture is released, not on
pool, The ordeal was so trying 1 have not be^ able to
importation, and the producers" share of the boxoffice receipts

Him
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will be applied against this amouht and remitted on application.
In June, 1946, a decision was reached by the Italian government, retroactive to Jan. l,4^%5that foreign films would
be .subject to no import control during the calendar year
Pr<"-i'4.'d reciprocity of treatment is accorded Italian
1946.
•,

sell .:a'](>ke' 'since.

'.

My advice to a young Joke iiniriter is tO: talk things over
with his wife. If yoii don't Iiave- a wife, talk things over
with some other joke; ^riterVwife. She'll be open to
any

propositioh.

—-Claude

Binyon.

.

'

'

.
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Defeat for the

Forty-fir$t

Vims

that happen only in the movies.
to choose the correct man, and
there are no bitter divorces. The correct man' is always the
hlytiantic hero, as against the solid, substantial guy who's
been loyal to the heroine while she's "been trying to decide
Thic hero
about the unreliable, charming leading man.
always winds up with the girl, while good old substantial
gets a pat on the cheek and a condescending, "You're awfully
sweet and I like you a lot, but I don't really love you."

By H. ALLEN SMITH

'43

the daffliness hit

Ne.xt talte the little matter of lighting a cigare't. It never
takes more than two matches to light any cigaret in the
movif-s, and it doesn't matter if the hero and heroine are
standing on a mountain top with a high wind blowing, or if
For that matter, you
they are out in tlie pouring rain.
never see a cigaret burn out in pictures. They always stay

my

nouse and all but ripped it asunder. My
daughter and her little group of girl
and
friends took down with the murrain
stayed semi-conscious for months. When
Frarikie's voice came over the radio
other members of the' family were not
permitted to speak, whisper, or use the
move around, scratch
sign language; no one was allowed to
of uttering a dishimself or belch. I made the error once
horparaging remark about- Frankie. I didn't say he WftS
h« was parrifying- 1 simply remarked that 1 didn't think
looking. Five girls, including my daughter,

Bogart

me

for

was enervating

to

time.'.

NOW LOOK AT the movies about the theatre. The movies
have their own version of show business. Fred- Astaire or
Judy Garland or Dick Haymes or Betty Grable are always
working in a four'th-rate joint, trying to get on the big time,
trying to make good. An agent catches their act, watches
them do a song or dance, and then mutters, "Sorry, kids, but
you're not ready for the Palace." It doesn't make any difference that Astaire has just done a terrific dance routine and
that Haymes has sung some songs that the audience loved.
No—the paying patrons are supposed to believe l^at Astaire,
Garland, Haymes and Grable are very bad.

In the midst of the pestilence we
my daughter in a school at
town, Azusa. She could spend week-

chance found a way out.

moved

to

Hollywood and put

iBuddy DeSylva's home
ends with us in Hollywood.
Sinatra was then .engaged in making a movie and broadOne day, with Mar« qonneUy,_l
casting from the Coast.
attended a broadcast rehearsal and after that we went to
the program itself; It was a weir^ experience and I made,
a ^ha'tly error. At the conclijsion of things I fought niy
way through the screaming kids and found' George Evans,
and got him to have Frankie autograph a picturfe. for my
.
daughter. 1 mailed the photograph to Azusa.
That picture sent her temI should have known better.
perature to a new high,, aggravating the malady to a point
and
chronic
appetite
where its chief symptoms were lob

^

Then take the audiences that are shown In the pictures,
They.»are always in evening clothes, and they applaud harder
and iTOger than any genuine audience that you have been
part of. And, as if this.wasn't enough, many members of
the audience stand up .to applaud, a few of them shouting
"Bravo! Bravo!" The Broadway theatrical producers would
certainly love It if their audiences, behaved in this niarinefc

W

trance.

,

Something had to be done about

A Ladd

•

1

0,

it.

to the Rescwe

1

my shoes shined on the Paramount lot one
when George Brown came along with a couple of
and introduced them. I was interested in one of tliem
more than the other, for she was Sue Carol, wife of Alan
Ladd. I knew that Alan Ladd was' the No. 2 man in the
He .had been top
affeetioh of my daughter and her friend?
Man befiiire FranWe. came along afld he was still up close in
secon4 place. I explained this state of sffairs to Mrs. Ladd
and made a deal with her.
The following weekend Nancy came in from Azusa and on
Saturday morning I took her on a tour of the studio. She
met a number of picture stars and was reasonably impressed,
and grateful to me, and we went home early in the afternoon. Then I told her that I had to make a business call
on a producer and she could go along; that she would get
to see a different phase of Hollywood life. Shie asked me
the tiame of the producer and I couldn't think of anything
I

was having

afternoon

,

.

ladies

he

didn't know what to say, what to talk about,
He got
into a chair opposite Nancy, keeping his eyes averted from
her, and finally said, "Let's have a drink.''
I asked Nancy

what she would like and she gurgled unintelligibly and I
ordered a coke for her. Mrs. Ladd went to get the drinks.
We sat there in silence for a while, then Mr. Ladd and I
started talking about motion pictures. Occasionally he would
steal a glance at the cataleptic creature opposite him, then
quickly look away. Mrs. Ladd and the drinks arrived. Mr.
Ladd picked a glass oflt the tray, stood up, walked over to
Miss Smith, held it out, and said:
"Here you are, Nancy."
She took it with a trembling hand. She looked into his
face and siunmoned her voice. She said:
"I've got friends back in New York who're just gonna DIE
when they hoar this!"
Mr. Ladd retreated to his chair. Mrs.- Ladd went upstairs
and got the. baby and Wrought it down. Nancy asked if she
might touch it. Permission granted. Considerable more
the way of talk and' then we decided to go. -As we moved
toward the door Mr. Ladd ducked into the dining room)
got a photograph of himself, and wrote abmething on it for
Nancy.
I led her by' the arm back to the street and driving
home
she sat with a blank, staring look in her eyes. I took her up
to the apartment. All she had to say to me. repeated over
and over as though addressing God, was, "Oh, thank you!
Thank vou! Thank you!"
Her mother had to take her shopping for some clothes
but it was an hour or so before her knees were steady
enough for routine walking. She just sat and quoted the
thing he had said to her.
•"Here you are Nancy.' 'Here you are Nancy.' That's
what he said. To me. Mother, he said. 'Here you are
Nancy.' He used my name. 'Here you are Nancy." Oh, you
don't realize^ what it means! You can't understand
what
has happened to me! Back home we always said the one
thing we always wanted to see most of all in this life was
Alan Ladd stripped' to the waist. And mother, there he wasi
Jfn the flesh 'Ijtere you are Nancy," 'Here you are Nancy.'"
thought of .calling Dr. Ilarry Cagney a»id )»viB|E him

m
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You know one time

ill \j \Ja
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NUGENT:

J.

I laid off in

Hollywood between

pic-

tures so long that borcdonjbecame a tragedy. One afternoon
I went to sleep on /he beafeOjetween two large, fat tatooed
women. I^was bepvecn pictures but neither of them would
give me a job.
So I jwrnped in the
ocean and looked at the ittountalhs beyond and tried to get some of their
Califoirpia enthusiasm. For there within
a few miles was the hot summer of the
springs, the snow on Mount Baldy, the
desert, the ocean, the city and the great
world of «iake--beUeve Which is Holly-

wood,

.

somehow beauty makes yoii
when you are idle. There is

But
lonely

-

.|

nothing but ennui in' waiting for a
telephone that never rings, or in being

up for a picture that is later called off.
The beautiful days come and go but
such is the ingratitude of the actor that he sees no beauty
anywhere. He has but one medium through which he can
enjoy existence and that is work; work in the studios, work
in radio, work on the stage, work in the stock companies or
tents or anywhere so long as he is going through what he
J. C.

Nugent

laughingly calls the practice of his art."
It is not for money and it is not for fame^it is just a cure
for idleness. It is ju.st to be busy. The yearning for it becomes a positive disease.
At this time I was suffering from it acutely. 1.would awalte
in the morning in my rather handsome hotel suite and look
with melancholy eyes at the squares of that infernal sunshine streaming relentlessly through the windows, For i-elief I vrould jump into the shower to dress, grab a taxi and
go to the Lakeside Golf Club. It also was a beautiful place
with a big mountain oh one side of it shaped like si Haig
Haig pinch-bottle. After playing a few holes during which
I sometimes hit the ball, I would return to the cool and shady
dining room which was banked by a provocative bar. There
the pinch-bottle was in more imniediate evidence. It gave
me an idea. In fact it gave me several of them. So I killed
quite a few days between it and the golit but still the agony of
idleness was so acute that there "was tio pleasure anywhere.
Then, as nlways, relief came most .unexpectedly. Positive
and joyful Telief. Suddenly oiit of a cliear sky I had an
attacic of gout.
foot swelled Up till it became the size
of my head when I was working. It nteant a trip to the hospital. I don't think I was ever so happy. At last I had something definite to take up liiy mind. To those who have not
enjoyed the gout, I may say that it Is akin to the pain of
drilling a nerve in a tooth magnified by a million. The noise
of a bird chiripping a mile away gives an added thrill of
pain. I didn't- care now whether I ever got another picture
or not,
whole' ambition was to keep from screaming
with ecslacy and trying to keep the foot in. a pan of hot
water, mingled with epsom salts. It also made me a very
kind-hearted person. I forgave everybody whoever forgot to
send for me for a part. I explained to the doctor that I had
seen everything and could he slip me something to end it all
while I was still very happy, and willing to call it a day.
He gave me a little capsule I think it is called, secanal— he
left a box of them by my bedside.
,

&

My

My

THE hero who never pays a restaurant tab or
and the heroine who can go shopping all day'
and never have to be concerned about the bill. But these
are all minor, compared to the tried and true standard movie
yarn about the bold and brazeri\movie hero who enters West
Point, Annapolis, Oxford, the Army, the Navy, or the
•Marines, and spends all but the last reel making himself
IS

They enabled

a taxi fare,

universally hated.

drove out to the damned land of Lost Felix, up Rufus
and stopped in front of a house. As we walked
up the sidewalk I saw Sue Carol open the front door. I took
a few steps ahead, winked at Mrs. Laddv and said, "Mrs.
Sistrom. this is Nancy."
"Mrs. Sistrom" welcomed us and led us into a nice livillg
room where we stood talking for a minute or two.
Then into the room came this guy. He had. on nothing but
a pair Of truhks and sneakers. Nancy tvirned abound and
looked at him and grabbed her face with her hands and
vfatarted making noises in her throat as though she had swal*
lowed 15c worth of bubble gum.
I led her Over to a chaiB-and eased her into it. She hadn't
taken her eyes otf Mr, Ladd. It turned but that he is a shy
sort of person, th^t he was as, embarra.ssed as Nancy, (hat
.

I'

By

Jattuiirf 8,

—
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We

Blair's street,

.

IN THE MOVIES the heroine is always bringing guests up
to her brownstone front flat.
A little apartment that is
larger and classier than anything on Park Ave. Then the
heroine, who is generally a poor but virtuous secretary, goes
into her: kitchen to preparie a snack, and the kitchen turns
oiit to be a sparkling gem of a thing, full of light and air and
goodies. And, of course, there's a great view df the entire
city from' the windows.
Then John Hodiak wanders into
this kitchen, finds Lana Turner cooking the meal herself
and he .is so delighted that he spends, the next reel there
making love to her while the others wait patiently for the
food in the other room. Then John Hodiak walks back to
join the crowd, without any telltale 'lipstick on him. Heroes
and heroines never get mussed up, and heroines always look
as pretty getting out of bed in the rtioming as they do at
the party the night before.

THERE

-

to say except Sistrom.

•

Look clo.sely and you'll find that Humphrey
always throwing away prac%;ally full-length
And you never saw Gary Grant smoking a butt.

No, you only see butts in pictures when a director can't
think of a more original method; of showing the passing of

two weeks.
me as it was to millions- of other
suffered
parents throughout the land. Yet of all tho.se who
who by
under this miasma. I believe 1 am the only one
It

is

cigarets.j

goad

quit speaking to

A

a nice length.

^

ticularly

Li
.

M^Y

things
^HEIBE ARE
The heroine always mans>ges

ReoogViizing Vnk cruelty of one child toward another and'
the general unhappiness of juveniles, I have refrained, up
to now, from writing much of anything aUout my, own chilToday, howeverjAiljey are all but grown, and "they
dren.
can punch pretty well and Icnow the
uses of insult and thus are prepared
tor social intercourse on an adult plane.
Moreover, the Sinatra plague has abated
somewhat and I feel that I can thinlc
back On it with a small degree of ob-

Back around

MOVIES
Hollywood.

Torso to the^Groaner

jectivity.

Wednesday,

Ainivermrjf

IT HAPPENS ONLY IN THE
By SIDNEY SKOLSKY

Sinatra

Or a Triple-Threat Parlay From the Voice
to the

p^fdU^T:

.

ir
This hero- is insulting to the superintendent's daugBter. the
ward, the admiral's daughter, or the fotniball
coach's niece— but the girls love hifii, because he's obnoxious.
It's only the sergeant who hates Wm.
Our hero has beeh
handed every penalty in the book.' He's about to be kicked
out of the Air Corps, or the Army, or-ltte Navy, or the
Marines, or not allowed to play in the "big game."
colonel's-

But then in the last reel Errol Flynn stops them at the
Johnson shoots down all the Zeros', IJpbert Cummings makes the touchdown and Fred MaoMurray realizes/
the Marines are the thing and is t^ot going to try to get out
The hero has changed overnight. He has learned his lessc
He becomes modest where he used to be a braggart, and
learns how to take orders from his sergeant or coach, and
the girl, who loved him all along, is proved right. All the
lousy deeds he has d6ne for reels are forgotten. One good
act and you are no longer a heel— in the movies. Oh, the
movies are really wonderful.

pass, 'Van

operate but after a while she seemed to improve. That evening she completely forgot to tune in Sinatra. She was gone,
gone into another world. Her report card for the following
month was a fright. Her letters contained nothing but Alan

Ladd

talk.

Something had to be done about it,
next weekend she was In town I, took her again to
Paramount. I escorted her to LUcey's and told her this was
the place where her father Sinned. Between Lucey's and the
studio we met Buddy DeSylva and' I introduced her to him.
When we left him she said, vacantly, "Who's he?"
Then We went on the set of "Going My Way." Bing was
there, garbed in ca.ssock and Roman collar, looking 25 years
old.
He was off on the sidelines talking to some Waves.
When he saw me he excused himself and came over and I

The

introduced him to my daughter. He talked to her for half
He sang a couple of little songs for Iicr—songs
but of the picture he was making. He a.sked her about her
school. He asked her what songs she hked best and he sang
another one for her. Then Leo McCarey called him back to
work and he all but kissed Nancy goodbye.
She was stumbling when I got her away froni that sound
stage. She had locomotor ataxia with chills.
Outside I found a bench and eased her onto it.
"Oh!" she sighed. "Ohh! Ohhhhhhhhh! Those blue eyes!
And that' Voice! Oh, thank you, thank you, thank you! Oh,
daddy, I love him!"
"What about Frankie?"
"Oh, pooh! Oil. Bing, Bing, Bing!"
"What about Alan Ladd?"
"Bing, Bing, Bing!" she repeated.
I had killed off Sinatra and in. the process 1 had given her
the Alan Ladd shakes. Now I had killed oft Ladd and she
had the Crosby tremble.* But that .was all right. Paw sorta
goes for Crosby hiiinself,
j

ah hour.

,

'
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me

to take

some very interesting journeys.

Flagh Back; 45 Years

I

j

At

their magic touch, I was suddenly ta a living -room of
a hotel suite in the Navarre Hotel, 37tlj arid 7th Avenue in
New York City. There were several of us around a large
library table. The proprietor Of the suite had invited us there

and I felt honored to be amongst the guests. His name was
Henry Lee», He wore a clerical collar and spoke in the grand
manner,

^ remembered him distinctly as saying to his audience: "I shall endeavor to give, you an impersonation of
great men past and present.. If you do not like them, the
fault is either theirs or yours." He never thought it could
be his. Anyhow he was at the same table and with him was
Yoimg.Jjm Corbett, Maurice Barrymore, Otis Harlin, Dave

/MonWnery, Lew

Fields, Paul Armstrong, Bert Coote,
GeorgeNFuUer Goldeil, who was referred to by the others as

"the bigl chief."
I got a glimpse of myself in a mirror over the mantelwas surprised to see that I was an apple-fa.ced boy
of somewhere in the twenties and had much curly hair.' Old
Joseph Murphy of "Kerry Gow" fame was also there. Also
•
Sam Bernard.

piece. I

Mr. Golden announced that Mr. Keith had sent word that
he would like to meet a committee of the Order which was
then known by the euphonius name of The White Rats. A
committee consisting of George Puller Golden, Henry Lee
and James J. Corbett was sent over to Mr. Keith's hotel 1o
confer with him. I -insisted that they write down a memorandum of what they weie going to ask for. It was for a
nieeting of a joint committee of the Managers and Vaudevillians organizations to agree on an equitable basic form of
contract. Also to eliminate the commissions, also to abolish
the black list. The committee left and after some hours returned. They were laughing and joking about having kidded
Mr. Keith. They had not settled anything. I was very angry
and indignant. Filled with the fire of the young patriot who
is going to save tlie world' and possibly
re-write it, I arose
and denounced them with sound eloquence. At first they
were all stunned at my impudence in declaring to
them that
they had missed a great opportunity. But
finally, be Wolf
Hopper took my part. I had threatened to: leave.
me and said: "You must not leave here—theire isHOa stopped
greater
future for you than that."
Som,ehow the scene changed again, There were several
during which I learned from the nurse's
ri!£S^?^v''f
talk
thati had .''fy^
taken m,<^re secanals- than had been prescribed.
I remember I refused to take
anything more in the way of
sleep-soothers, that it was two or three
days before Calisuri-oundings cjittie slowly back to tne
and ih?r
'

"^^^
''"^ "^ay I knock wood in saying thatX'u^
It has never returned, but the
mernory of that night
has often returned and what it led to. It
finally led to a con^"""^
1900. that no considcra^''^^^ °'
could be considered
=. K»?L
as
being within the jurisdiction of
the Order. That an actors'

"
«mni«v^°^'^^1^f
employer
and fejnp&yee.
/^"^ ^1

""^^y

relations

between

^^"^ far present organizations

hJ,L"!f!^*f
have
strayed from the principles of their
founders, because
Guild and even the
^''"'^^'i
League all sprang
from the outgrowth of that Uttl'e

A^&A^^'
S^Bg

Wotel -oa tiwt far night some

45.
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JBy W. A.

S.

Joseph, Mo., a few weeks ago and found
an idea has been cleaning up on it
still doing nice business showing folks
all summer and is
through an old framehouse where 64 years ago, one of the
nation's most infamous outlaws, Jesse
James, was murdered by a member of
his gang—for the $10,000 feward set on
Jesse's head.
short time ago, the house—maybe
shack is a better descriptive wordwas being reiUed for $8 a month. Then
along came George Miller, the man
with the idea.
Mr, Miller is in the
automobile business— as well as in the
grisly momento business and so many
tourists used to ask
where Jesse
James was murdereij that he came to
the conclusion it would be a good idea
W. A. S. Douglas
to find out.
He located the shack,
bought it, put in a caretaker-guide, did some advertising
along Highway 71, where he had set up the house after
hauling it out of a St. Joseph back street, and then sat back
About 600 people per
to enjoy" the fruits of his endeavor.
week have been taking a peek at the place at 25c a head
and Miller says business .will be much better this coming
summer when he plans. to put in a Jesse James service station, a Jesse James hot-dog stand and a Jesse James miniature golf course in the fteld back of the shack.
Indications of the treat in store for' the student of banditry
in the '80's are carried by road signs as you approach the
place of entertainment; right alongside is this legend:
f'Stop! This is Jesse James' Home! See the Bullet Hole!"
So you stop, pay your quarter atid go on in. The scene
great American murder is a iftuare, spai:sely furof>
nished room. The plaster walls aire covered with scrawled
jiames from eyery state in the union. The famous bullet
hole is about a foot and a half above the head of an average
man for Jesse was stemding on a chair straightening a picture when he was bumped off. The hole is encased in glass
to prevent souvenir-hunters from picking out adjacent pieces
of plaster; about everything is nailed down to prevent lis
tieing carried off by the Jesse James enthusiasts.
In November, 1881, the great ti"ain robber and bandit came
to the conclusion that further residence in Kansas City was
too dangerous. In a covered wagon he moved his wife, his
two children, a boy and a jgirl, his furniture and himself to
St. Joseph where he rented the framehouse in which he met
his death. He was accompanied by Charles Ford, for three
years a member of the James train-rbbbing gang.
In St.
Joseph Jesse called himself Thomas Howard, aiid Charles
FOrd wias known as Charles Johnson.
"Howard," during his five months residence in St. Joseph,
became a popular member of cigat-store society where he
4>osed as a man of fair means awaiting a chanee to take up
some land in the west. Nobody knew he was the soughtafter bandit except Ford, and Ford planned to kill his chief
and collect the reward. For this purpose he brought into
the James entourage his younger brother, Bob.
•The Fords' opportunity for murder came on the morning
of A&ril 3, 1882, when Jesse James came in from a walk,
took o& his coat and threw the belt containing his pistols
on a table and sat down in a rocking chair which is part of
the present exhibit. He noticed that a picture on the wall
hung awry and stepped up into another chair to straighten
it.
"This was the chance for which the Fords had waited
weeks; they, at last, were between the great desperado and
his guns; both drew their pistols but Bob Ford shot first. The
bullet went through the back of Jesse James' neck, emerged
through his forehead and was embedded in the wall. The
bandit fell backward, instantaneously killed. The murderers
rushed out to inform the law and to collect the $10,000. Mrs.
James and her two children, sensing what had come to pass,
huddled together in the little back bedroom; they did not
move until the sheriff and his nien arrived.
When and if you visit.the scene of the crime you can buy
the life of Jesse James in ballad form; the name Of the balladier has been lost but the lament is still with us; it begins:
Jesse James had a wife,
She's a mourner all her life,
And her little children, too, twere brave;
I I'ode

through

young

St.

man
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It

was a

dirty little

coward

Who shot poor Mr. Howard
And laid Jesse James in his

grave."

Ghost of (Lily ) Langlry, Texas
_Jesse James is a ghost who is still paying off at the boxolnce but Langtry, Texas, is
a sports ghost-town, which old
time scribblers, wracking their brains for copy in the dull

seasons seem to have forgotten; from here came the iSnale
of the first "Battle
of the Century"— that of Carpentier and
Oempsey was the second— when Judge Roy Bean, "Old
Vmegaroo," slipped something over on the governments of
nations, the
.

United States and Mexico.

Whenever a writing person sets down words about Langtry
tfte subject is
always Old Vinegaroo and his unrequited love

lor beautiful Lily
Langtry, internationally known actress and
the favorite of old
King Edward VII of England. Roy Bean,

a two-gun
cowhand, set himself up as chief jurist of the
Pecos Valley and for
a quarter of a century was known for
What he .said he was—and was: "The Law West of the Pecos."
He pasted Weekly magazine pictures of Lily all over his
courtroom, which was also his saloon, and built a wooden

ineatre for her when she
scores of fervent

wrote— only once, and in reply to
,love-letters—that she -would make an appearaHCe in the town he had named after her. But she
never did. come and Old Vinegaroo died without laying eyes
on the woman
he adored.
In the Winter of
1895 gangling "Ruby Robert" Fitzsimmons—aspirant to the heavyweight championship of the
world and later its holder
after defeating Jim Corbett—had
oeen matched by
promoter Dan Stuart to fight "The Irish
n i"'^'" ^^^^^ Maher, the winner to fight "Gentleman Jim."
'° ^ ^^^^ °* '^^"^ 'i^ws all over the country the fromiiT'^i
xime-to-time
scheduled bout had been jumping from state to
state until Stuart
arrived in Ei Paso shortly before Christmas
..'^"by Robert" and his pet lion in tow and announced
ti, *
fight would positively take place "in the vicinity."
Ji™«e
""t Pitz posed for photographs, drank deeply with the reporters, made
an all-round good fellow of hinhself, set 'up
="'-ng quarters in Juarez, ju,st across the Rio Grande in

It's

a dozep or

patroling the

Marbury manuscript again?"

..Bennett Cert

"It's one of those cafe society sagas,"
Richardson reminded him, "and boys,
it is God-awful.
The angle is that Marbui-y has been palsy-walsy with all the
big columnists for years, and he swears
they'll all go to town for him when the

book

is

published.

To make

sure, he's

one paragraph: about each of them in the book,
saying they are absolutely wonderful, and the greatest in.got at least

fluence in the country."

"Well, I don't suppose we can lose much on it, decided
Bump, anxious to get back to the Rose Bowl discussion.
"'Tell him we'll take it if we can have 10% of the pic rights."
"

And

so Marbury's little schnitzel, "The Tales of Cally pigous
Kate," was published in hook form. The columnists crashed

through nobly.
On his weekly broadcast, Mallory Modest exploded.
"Swellodramatiq! Stardustiefskish! Tolstoyriffic! Don't wait
for the bookstores to open tomorrovi?;:breiak into the windows!"
(Several people who had^ tuned in 'lat? askad
anxiously, "My God? Where's the earthquake? How many
thousands were killed?")
Godfrey Garble gave "Callypigous Kate" a full, paragraph
in boldface. Unfortunately, he got the names of the author
and the book wrong, but his heart was in the right place.
"As readers of this column knew last Wednesday," he concluded, "this book will not be on sale Dec. 25."
,

'

At a cocktail party for the critics. Randy Seagram devoted
several minutes to Marbury's wife, and duly noted in his
column, "Now 1 know where Marbury got his title. That
boy has given us something to sink our teeth in."

A

dut-ol-town bylineifs did their iJit, too.
syndicated
Hollywood gossip wrote:' "Seven editions of Charlie Marbury's sensational bestseller, "Callypigous Kate,' were sold
out before publication date. Five studios are -fighting^ for
the film rights. One of them wants to test Marbury himself
for the male lead. His agent is asking for two million down
against 95% of the .gross."
fashion expert declared: " 'Callypigous Kate' will revolutionize mHady's silhouet next season. We understand the
first edition of 800,000 copies was sold out in three hours.''
drartiis newshawk informed his readers, "O'Neill, Shaw
and Sherwood want to dramatize Charley Marbury's sensational new bestseller.
The author, however, probably will
decide to do it himself. The book is in its fourth million."
When "Callypigous Kate" had been mentioned " at least
twice in 114 different columns, Bump, the publisher, asked
for a detailed report. It read as follows:

A

.

A

.-'Advance sales; 9,319
S|ibseq.uent sales: 422

Returns: 14

.Review copies: 407
Advertising placed: $3,744.50
Cocktail party: $2,909.00
Inquiries from Broadway producers:
Inquiries from Hollywood: 0

Bump

shook

his

head

sadly.

0

"Maybe enough bopk-buyers

those columns," he hazarded.
"And maybe," said his partner, "the public isn't quite as
dumb as some of you boys think!"

don't read

all

Mexico, but paraded daily, through El Paso arrayed In high
silk hat, frock coat and accompanied by his lion.
"The Irish Adonis" came into town a few days later,
twitched his handle-bar moustache angrily at reporters and

photographers, refused to pose shaking hands with Bob or
Ihe lion and departed at once for his own training quarters
in Las Cruces, New Mexico, just over the Texas line.
The world was waiting for the fight; wires hummed from

London, Paris, Berlin, and particularly from Dublin where
Irishmen were already calling the AdoniS the next champion
and backing their conclusions with all the money they could
gather together. But the anti-sports groups and certain religious groups were working hard on Gov. Culberson Of
Texas and they succeeded. The Texas Rangers were mobilized in El Paso and'itrod on the heels of promoter Stuart,
Ruby Robert and the lion; in New Mexico a sheriff's posse
stood lynx-eyed' around Peter Maher's quarters and so irritated the saturnine fiishman that he offered to fight the
posse bare-fisted, two at a time.
Mexico followed the lead of Texas and barred the battle;
the governor of Chihuahua sent a regiment of cavalry to
Juarez to halt any assembly for the business of fisticuffs. It
looked like no fight, time was a-wasting and it was the first
days of February before Dan Stuart received a solution in
the form of a telegram from "Old Vinegaroo," dispensing
justice and bourbon In equally large doses at Langtry, Texas.

—

.

Said the judge—in substance:
"There's a large sandbar in the middle of the Rio Grande
Canyon near my place. According to my vieW of the law
Hold your fight there and tell
this is neutral territory.
Mexico and the United States to go to—."
Desperate Dan Stuart took up Roy Bean's suggestion but
the gate was a fearful disappointment; there had been too
much delay and too much shilly-shallying and people hadn't
too much faith in Old Vinegaroo's interpretation of the law.
Four hundred fans made the trip out of El Paso to Langtry
On a special train on Feb. 14, 1896. These .paying customers
descended' into the canyon, Old Vinegaroo collecting his
cotmsel's fees from the first 50 tickets. About 150 cowboys
rode over from the ranches and saw the fight free from the
heights above the Rio Grande.
Inside of the first two minutes of the first "Battle of the
Century" Bob Fitzsimmons-kayoed Peter Maher.

ga-ve

Broadway beat

refuge vanished

.

a private conference—
angrily debating the proper odds on the Rose Bowl
gamewhen Ricbardsop, the head editor, who didn't believe in
signs, barged into their room, and declared, "That fellow Marbury is here,
again.
We'll have to make up our'
minds once and for all on his novel."
"Oh dear," sighed Bump. "You know
our spring list has too much junk on
it already.
What's the angle on this

since the Ha-Ha Club folded its
up the ghost. Most of us who were
in those days felt that a friendly
the passing of this boistrous upstairs
firetrap saloons^ It was a place to sit
around in after 3 in the morning—to sit

more years

tawdry wings and

Aiitiiony Bump, the debonair book publisher,
and his partner, John Biddycumb, were locked in
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A SALOON REPORTER'S ODE
TO A MYSTIC SYMBOL
By LOUIS SOBOL

Columuistic Puffs Fan Authors' Vanity
But Leave Their Pockelhooks Becalmed

\yith

A

,

AnniverMry

BOOKS ARE SOLD

Jesse James
Still Packing

P^^UE^rf

Pttrty-firtt

vl^ith

••and

gab and

flirt

and grow melancholy

or gay until the faint glimmer of dawn
came creeping through the dirty back

windows.

The show was never very elaborate at
the Ha-Ha. Ther-fe was a blaok-l^aired
smoothie named Dan Sealy, who tossed
a wicked hoof (when he wasn't top
tired) and a wickeder set of eulogistic
adjectives; there was a thinnish, sadfaced glib-tongue named Jack White
with a roguish sense of comedy values;
Louis Sobol
there was a sawed-ofl, elfish-panned
genius of travesty named Jerry Bergen; and there was the
slim-legged, still pretty if not tea youthful pixie—rLillian
Fitzgerald.

There were, of course, others to embellish the show—^some
remained a few months others a few weeks— stiU others a
few days, and any nutnber who lasted only 3 few hours.
They all probably ttiattered in their OTyn way, but to the
columnist 6nly the Messrs. Healy, White, Bergen and Miss
Fitzgerald, the band and the waiters mattered. And even
they didn't matter so much as the guests.
You could expect almost anything and' anyone in the Ha-Ha
Club. Your table neighbors were the President's son or a

—

from a chain gang, a topflight public enemy or the
No. 1 G-man. For an idea of the diversified patronage get
a load of some of these folks whom I encountered in the
stuffy little upstairs saloon: Marlene bietrioh. Admiral Byrd,
Al Jolson, Owney Madden, George Raft, Ernst Lubttsch,
Mary Pickford, Lilyan Taishroan, Harry .Richmah, Janet Gaynor, Ted Husing, Jimmy Durante, Sime Silverman, Walter
Winchell, Russ-Columbo, Abel Green, Bill Hearst, Jr., Gracie
Allen, George Burns, Mark Hellinger, Sophie Tucker, Jack
Dempsey, James Barton, Dudley Field Malone, Joe Frisco,
Virginia Bruce, Norma Talmadge, Georgie Jessel, Heywood
BroUn, Sir Hubert Wllkins, Mack Sennett, Quentin Reynolds,
Lillian Gish,' Jack Pearl, Woolie Donahue and, Swifty Morgan.
Becaiise people WC: considered' interesting foregathered
the Ha-Ha, some of the best Stories that ever jiiroke in this
town came out of the elub.
The routines of Healy, White, Bergen and fitstgerald were
by no means sedate or constructive. They were the goofiest
patterings and banterings and carrying-ons that ever lifted
the roof of a night spot. Banks closed, ruined investors
jumped out of windows, neglected wives shot their husbands,
a crazy man ran amok and took over control in Germany,
the Japanese situation seemed threatening, the United States
recognized the Soviet, Byrd went off on another of his
vaguely, important Antarctic cruises, eminent national figures were indicted for alleged income tax frauds, J. P. Morgan sat a midget on his knee, gang chiefs were either shot
down or sent to the hoosegow, beer became legal, prohibition was swept out, NRA began to intrude into our daily
fugitive

—

Dolfuss was fired upon, Tammany was defeated, the
world became Mae West conscious and a thousand and one
events sizzled and buzzed around us—but came the early
lives,

—

morning hours and we drifted into the HarHa Club and all
was right with the world again as Mister Bergen ddivered
a senatorial address in doubles talk,' Mister White aSsiimed
the role of a tried and true successful songwriter. Mister
Healy danced a few steps and poured out golden words in a
fervent stream, introducing everybody present right down to
the bus boy.
Miss Fitzgerald might be bitten in Lindy's— Mister
B»gen drew a tattered American flag out of a iiat, Mister
White cut them to fit the kisser these- were the things that
mattered at 3. o'clock or 4 o'clock or 5 o'clock in the morning
and when dawn, came sneaking through the crevices Of the
heavily curtained little window in the rear, you would slink
out into the newborn daylight and wonder what it was all
:

—

about.

Thoae Scofflaw *Kaid8^

I

|

Occasionally there was the added thrill of a quiet raid.
The Ha-Ha Club— let us face the cold truth bravely, chin-up
—sold liquor brazenly and' openly in defiance of the law.
It was nice to stand up at the bar and drink the illicit booze
while you wondered whether you should feel guilty or not
for breaking the law. There would then enter on rare occasions two or three husky gentlemen who would confer with
various gentlemen connected with the place. The word would
go ai'ound. The Ha-Ha Club was being raided. This woidd
catt for considerable Indignation f roto the patrons.
But the
Ha-Ha Club would go on as usual the following night. For
that was the way in this town of ours and only a few clubs
ever suffered any serious effects from raids.
It may appear to you that I am devoting a great deal of
space to a defunct night club. I would feel very hurt if
j'ou did not understand that to me the Ha-Ha Club represented something far more important than a nightclub where
a few clowns carried on and an orchestra played dance
music until sunup. The Ha-Ha was during its comparatively
brief reign one of the genuinely few meeting places of this
muchitoo-large city. Here for Want of Something better. It
was our clubhouse. We could go up there and brood in a
corner or go gay on the floorsidie or wander into the baclcroom and steal an hour's nap. The Worlii passed by in review here so much of the world as We considered necessary to our scheme of things.
There were nights when we felt bitter at all mankind. We
could go into the Ha-Ha and sneer at the patrons, the waiters
and the performers^with no harm done. Sometimes the
cream of human kindness gurgled through our sluggish
veins. In the Ha-Ha Club we let out our beamings of good
nature, our goodwill to men and love for all—let the Checks
fall where they might, to be signed or paid. Came thne, too,
when a fellow wanted to be alone— craved' complete loneness.
What better place than the Ha-Ha at 10:30 of an evening
when not even all the waiters had arrived. For the Ha-Ha

—

come into life until midnight.
not regard this as a belated obituary of an old
Actually this is a tear being shed for the passing of

did not

You must
div!6.

what was almost a symbol—although now that I settle baefe
and think it over, I find much difficulty dearly defining just
what it was the Ha-Ha Club symbolized.

—
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Destry Rides Again ia a Brooks^ Uniform
T
Jackson was defending again. One of those Yankee outfits was suing an Arkansas company.
Plaintiff had a battery
of New York lawyers, accountants and witnesses, and cases
of exhibits. For three weeks plaintiff put in its air-tight
ca.se, and Rhotan never said a wOrd— jiist sat there, listless
and bored, and from time to time looking towards the door.
Was he waiting for a surprise witness for the defense? Then
one afternoon in wrlked a character with a packa,ae under
his arm. He put it on the counsel table in front of Rhotan
aod whispered in his ear. Evervtime plaintiff's counsel tried
to, score a point. Bhotan would move the packase up and
down the table with a knowing look at the jury—to the utter
disconcertion Of his opponent.
At last plaintiff's case was
finished.

Rhotan rose and faced the jury, with the package in his
hand.
Slowly he took off the wrappinc. and disolayed a
Confederate uniform, as he spoke in a faltering voice, with
tears rolling down his cheeks: "Men of the South, once before them Yankees came down here and our brave forefathers gave their life blood to send them back. Here I have
mv grrupanov's uriiiEorm that 1 found fc an old trunk in the
allic.
Sije this Yankee bullet hole in the coat right over my
gran'paopy's heart. He gave his life then, a* I am ready to
give mine now— to send them Yankees back across that
M.i.-;on & Dixon line.
Look up there and you'll see Robert
E. Lpe on his white charter ready to lead us to battle against
iho Ynnkee horde. What .^ay you sOldiers of the Confederacy?"
The jury rose, as the foreman spoke, "We find for the
defendant, and We further recommends that all them Yankees be tar-and-feathered and borne out of town On a rail."
Rhotan met the character outside the conntroom. "You
had me worried, what took vou so long to get that uniform?"
The charactci' frowned. "What took me so long, you try and
rake up a Confederate uniform. Had to get it from one of
them stage costume companies in New York, name of Brooks,
and I did just what you said, fired a bullet right through the
coat just Where the heatt woiold be."
"
Just then plaintiff's counsel walked out and tns»ie« to his
•sslstant.
"Yon know it's sti^nae that 1 shwiW sBsell gun

powder

01} ;that tttiiforyn.

"W-*.--
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Claudia: (To herseU) Now, where was I? Oh, yes .(reand so it is irom the bottom of my heart
citing speech>
of hearts that I thank SH Of you lovely people for this truly
lovely tribute, nofi only for me, but for the entire east of
*%ovely Lac^y." l am just—
Sound: (Door opens and closes just before end of speech)
Myra: (Fading in) I am just seething!
why, Myra dear, what's wrong?
Claudia:
Myra: It was that autograph houhd. Qf all the clumsy?
Claudia: What did he do?
y-Myra: He looked at Hedy LaMarr, stepped on Gary Coopback. You'd think;
er's foot and spilled popcorn down
they'd stop- selltaig that stuff in the lobby one night a year!
Claudia: (Cooing) How perfectt^ tetrilJle!
Myra: I'd call it sabotage, if the word wasn't so corny.
Claudia: Oh, dear, and your f&vorjte gown, too! It miist
be like losing an old friend.
Myra: (Coldl,y) -Take St easy, Claudia, I just bought this
dress
Claudia: So sorry my mistake.
Myra: You wouldn't make go many mi.stakes, darling, if
you'd only listen to your doctor and wear your glasses all
the time. .Oh, this dress! Whisre's the maid?
Claudia: She's out trying to get Rochester's autograph,
Myra: Tsk tsk does it show much?
Claudia: No, darling on you it looks good.
Myra: Let me look in that mirror. (Pause.) Oh, you can
hardly see it. Thank goodness it wasn't a Hershey bar .,
well, shall we go back in?
Claudia: Uh,. in just a moment.
What was happening
.

.

.

^

Uh—

'

.

:

mean,

my

—

.

— —

mean?

—Jtmrny Durante^

when you

—

left?

Myra: Mr. Goldwyn was talking.
Oh, this susClaudia: He was doing that when I left.
pense is killing me!
Myra: Just think what the disappointment will do.
Claudia: You're wearing your sharp set of teeth tonight,
aren't you. dear?
Myra: CLaughing it off) Did I tell you that Rose is sitting
there, simply drooling at the Oscars?
Claudia: After her last picture! They should give her an
O.-icar with a straitjacket!
Myra: Now. Claudia, you've got to admit her characterization was perfect. Playing a nasty little cat is right up her

By CHARLES O'BRIEN KENNEDY

'

Perhaps the most fascinating feature of experimentation is
unpredictjibTeness as to result. It takes courage to throw
one's lot into this arena of activity where tne onlv weapons
are brains and the prize is understanding.
Consider the
man in the laboratory peering through a .glass, searching
out a surer method for minimizing pain. He tries and fails
and tiies again until at last, perhaps, his goal is attained.
At all events he has contributed somethmg toward human
progress for, in the long run, employed mtelligence never
tails to turn the seemingly futile dreams of yesterday into
the certainties of tomorrow.
In a convention -bound theatre continuous experiment is

its

alley.

known

'

,

Another experiment which did major work in dispersing
the cobwebs of the past was the Provincetown Players located tn-an old stable on McDougal street, iNew York. Here
were brought to realization many visionis of the theatre as it
should be. AU sorts and conditions of plays were produced—
mostly American in authorship and theme. Many were successes, many were failures: but all were interesting.
The players were intelligent, educated, earnest people filled
with the spirit of adventure, and their audience was of the
highest order, including many Broadwayites who were beginning to doubt many of the accepted formulas. It is not
extravagant to assert that many of the finest plays done on
Broadway in recent years owe much to the influence of the
Provincetown theatre. Certainly it helped many of the wiseacres to get rid of their inhibitions against highbrowism arid
to enjoy theatrical caviar as well as oatmeal,

would seem that the time is ripe for another such theatre conducted, by young, fresh minds whose ejkthiusiasm is
coupled with willingness to learn, together with older Ones
whose experience has not hardened into fixation.
Imagine an experimental theatre today with George Cram
Cook, M. Eleanor Fitzgerald, Eugene O'Neill, Susan Glaspell,
Edna St. Vincent Millay, Edna Kenton, Henry O'Neill, Thomas
Mitchell, Margaret Wycherly, Harold McGee, Edgar Stehli,
Charles Gilpin, Mary Morris, Ann Hardihg, Paul Robeson,
Rose MeClehdon. Carlotta Monterey, Loiiis Wolheiih, Abbie
Mitchell, Jules Bledsoe, Frank Wilson, Janies Light, Tlieodore
Dreiser, Saxe Commins. George Tobias, Luther Adler, Paul
Greet), Paidric Colum, Robert Edmond Jones, Cleon Throckmorton, Mordecai Gorelick. Waiter Abel, Helen Gahagan,
Hutchins Hapgood, John Reed,

Claudia: Why, Rose, dear, Myra was just telling mo how
she enjoyed your last picture.
Rose: Was I as bad as all that?
Myra: Oh no—why I think your acting is gradually improving.
Rose: Will you two sweet children excuse me while I hone

my

only a partial list of those who contributed their
efforts to the Provincetown theatre. Here was a group of
strong individuals with enough self-abnegation to fuse their
efforts into collective results. Another such group is not impossiblci People are teeing born every day and so are pcw
ideas, All they need |« <i ri»ed5om to set them ft-efe
is

nails?

Myra: Do go ahead, darling,

think they're getting a

I

little

dull.

—name

Myra: You seem so confident

y&a expect

,

me

one reason why

to win.

Rose: Well, f seem to remember an eight-minute scene in
I played entirely with my
back to the audience.
Myra: I remember it, too. I thought then, "How clever of
Rose to present her best angle to the camera."
Claudia: Oh, dear, I can't bear it. I'd go out for a breath of
air now, only I know those fans and autograph hunters would

"Woman Against Woman" which

'

me to piece."!.
Myra: Oh, no, Claudia, they never bear a grtidge very long.
Rose: I don't know, Myra

tear

Sound: (Knock on door.)
Rose: (Fading off) Well, they must
the award.

.

be ready

to

announce

Sound: (Door opens.)
Billy;
(Off mike) Better hurry, dear, Mr. Goldwyn's
stopped talking.
Rose: (Off mike) Thanks, Billy, we'll be right there.
Sound; (Door slams.)
Claudia: Oh, dear, I'm so excited. Suppose thev ask me to
'
sing. I didn't bring any music.
Rose: You brought your piano player, didn't you?
Myra: Is. my makeup all right, girls?
Rose: Sure, Max Factor never did a better job. HOw's mv
dress in back?
Myra: Everything's rosy, Rosie.
Rose: (With a gulp) Well, here we go.
Myra: Come on. .
Claudia: Jjjsl one second, girls. Let's all promise that no
matter who wias, you two Will be good losets.
:

-

.

It

This

,

much

before.

For some years now the Universiify of tSrashirigton in
Seattle has sponsored' The Penthouse theatr^ undef the direction of Glenn Hughes. Here the plays are given in the nitiddle
of the room, encircled by the audience. A rare degree of
naturalness is achieved by the players, for they are never
conscious of a proscenium arch or an auditorium. The
venture has been highly profitable and time will decide its
influence on our theatre as a whole. At any rate it may rouse
the old guard from its smugness.

*

Sound: (Door latch.)
Rose: (OH mike) Now remember,- Billy, the moment they're
ready to announce the winners, come right back and knock
on the door. (Fading in) Oh, hello, darlings, whose reputation have you been shredding— as if I didn't know.

necessary to discover new ttiediiums that will stir the risibiliand the deeper 'emotions. What an exciting life for those
who engage in it and, to be pragmatical, what wonderful results have been reached!
Although a financial failuie,
James A. Heme's experimental theatre in Boston served to
revolutionize American play writing, direction and acting,
bringing a naturalism into our theatre that it had never

)

'

.

.

.

ties
f

moonshiner^
When we approached his cabin he opened fire and yelped:
"If yoi' want me, your gonna have to take the cabin with
me." We decided to return the next day with hel|>. That
night a twister took the cabin and set it smack down in the
jail yard.
Early next morning when I called at the jail to
pick up the sheriff, the old moonshiner opened the cabin
door, looked around }» surprise, and gulped out: "You polecats never coiHd a. done it if I wasn^t such a sound sleeper."
.

<

the hoste.ss and.
seat. ..but I couldn't stand

my

When

.

~\

The teain to Heber Springs had one car, divided in three
and. baggage. The farmers never had
any baggage, so they were permitted two hogs in the baggage part without extra fare. One day the conductor was
m& I took over. At a signal 1 stopped the train. A
farmer opened the baggage part, shoved in two bedraggled
looking kids, and took a seat iii the white part. When I
came to collect, he would only pay one fare, insisting that
the two he put in the ba«gage part were hogs. When we
arrived in Little Rock I had him pulled before the J. P.,
and told my story. When be persisted they were hogs, the
J, P, wanted to know liow I could be sure they were kids.
I told him thejf had clothes on, whereupon the oJldr-larKjer
took a big s*ew of t<)baeeo.
a bead pii the cu^idor, an^
between chaws Surjpied: "Yaji.: brought . them ub just like
they was metnljers Of the family."

The

;/ .\

v:

'

know I'm

longer.. I don't care what Myra and Rose'
I invited them, 1 never dreamed that all three
be nominated for the same Academy Award
dreamed that they would .\ what's that ... oh,
No to rehearse my
I'm phoning from the powder room
speech ..Just in case I am the winnfr, you know. Now, be
a dear, Roger, and the minute you find out who's won, phone
me here— the number's Richmond' 6131... what's going on
now? ..Oh, Mr. Goldwyn's talking. Well, how long do you
think it will be before you can find out?. ..In about five
weU, don't forget.
minutes?
Sound; (Receiver clicki)

"THEN CANZONERI COMES OUT OF HIS CORNEH."

parts, white, colored

I

rim away from

to

'

.'r

oi MS would
well; I never

:

Se6'

oj the Shrine

moment

a

it

think.

—

$4,

Make

the public telepltowe.

wrong

it's

I'm standing up at a snack bar the other night having
my nightly glass of hot milk (honest) when one of the
members of our party he must have crawled out from
under a rock—begins telling me what a powerful puncher
he is. ''Who did you ever fight," I ask this goon. "Well,"
he says, I battled. Tony Canzoneri Once." "And how
did you come out?'' I snaps back at him With both nbsttils quivering. "Fisrst <rfE,'' he says, "j»st as the bell rihg.s,
i come tearing out of my corner, let fly a hard overhand
right for the head, step b^ck a lew paces, and dig both
hands toward the stomach, step back again, and let loose
a terrific haymaker for the jaw." "And what did Canzoneri do?" 1 asks, astonishment written all over my face
which is considerable, when the outlying districts of my
nose are taken into considettition. "Why," says this guy.

summoned him

Clothes Don't

Powder Room

Mustc: In. Up and but.
Claudia: (Fading in),.. Yes, I

"

"

'}

the

me

is itsina

on

'

story to

he would only pay me
before the J. P„ he told
how he had really paid me the $4, of which four hits was in
currency and th-« balance: in experience. "You see," he told
the j. P., "I, dont travel round with a regular hawkster.
I woiild resdBy have to pay him $2 a day and he would knock
down about $2 a day more. Instead, when I comes to a town
I hires a little yokel like that one, promises to pay him $2 a
day, and only gives him four bits, and he's too dumb to
knock down anything. But the boy can't complain, the $3.50
I charged him for th^ experience is the best $3.50 he will
ever spend." The J. P.- raised his eyebrows. "Well, son,
what have you got to say to that; seems like you was paid
your $4." I rOplied, "Yes, Your Honor, I was, and the $3.50
I only
I spent for that encpetience was certainly worth it.
knocked down $18 on this yeas, but just wait till the next
carnival comes to town."

When

washtubs

I'm very bappyi I like California. I like a lot of.
people I've met. We've got some grand people on that
Metro lot, from Louis B. Mayer right down the line. Of
Coiirse we have some jerks out here jusi the same as
there are jerks in every city. WhicTi reminds me of a

|

asked the big boy for niy

our

ing still for a spnt' secbnd instead of thrashing' around,
I give him a knock on the head. Result i.s that on Mondays I'm so hoarse from shouting "Keep on moVln' " that
I can't rehearse my radio show.
But Jackson and Clayton keep on telling me that I'm
happy. I'm a member of the film colony. I'm in. I'm
also out 10 grand for the hole in my backyard that's
filled with Water and swimming guests. And believe me
they swim. No stopping. That's Durante's orders. But
I'm getting along alright,

'

I

in

is

.

Lost HIa BMe Skinning; a Yokel
A carnival came to town for two days. I was hired at $2
per to hawk souvenirs, etc. Youth and ambition, I sold out.
bits.

splashing

Hollywood.

"

Announ<ier: The scene,

Los AngAes, on the night of the annual Acad-*
Indies' lounge has.
erny AwQ.rd bmquei, At the
occupani~^a /omottS film star we'll ca» Claudia, who
only

So what happens. Instead of attending to my own"
business, all 1 do Saturday afternoons and all day Sunday is waUc around the pool ai)d if I siee any guest stand-

^

te^

four

'

'

'

So they keep twisting my arm until a liole is dug and'
with water and Durante has a swimming pool

for which plaintifT demanded judgment against Mordecai
Isaiah Brown, plus costs, etc. The J, P. looked down at me,
as I gulped out; "Jeff Davis says 'taint so." Plaintiff's attorney started bellowing that Kirby's Digest was the undisauthority in the State. Thereupon he yras fiped
puted
$20 *Bi- contempt of court in disputing the word oi Jeff
Davis and the case wa.s dismissed with $4 costs to Mordecai.

When

By LEONARD LOUIS, LEVINSON

,

Ati(ittoriuT)i,

filled

:

He

;

which I need about as much as I need a migraine headache. That Jackson and that Clayton tell me I am now in
the swim and a member of the film colony.

,

—

that 1 am a chartered
I'm in the swim., Whicli

means

In Little Rock. My first summer vacation from law school
in the North. Mordecai, one of dad's colored drivers: "My
Juliaurfl hears you been to law school. I'm in a terrible
mess of trouble. About a year ago I bought a Sunday turnout tcom one ol them walk-up-a-tlight-and-save credit clothing outfits. They told me it would only cost $31.60, at a
dollar a week. Well, they've collected a dollar for 53 straight
weeks and I owes $42.83. So now they sues me and the case
comes up before a J. P. tomorrow morning." I went to see
my cousin, who was secretary to that illustrious U. S. Senator, Jeff Davis, whose every word was the code of the hills.
He told me that regardless of what the plaintiff's attorney
said, I should answer ''Jell Davis says "taint so.^' The next
morning plaintiff's attorney read: pSge after page Iroril
Kirby's Arkansas Law Digest, the sura and sutetance of
which was, that interest compounded at 25% on $31.60, plus
sundry items of expense, less $53, left a balance of $42.83,

I

Powder Room

I
Hills.

me

Lou Clayton and Eddie Jackson talk mi
this.
into buying a new house in the heart- of Beverly Hills.
So I ups to the guy that owns the joint and I buys it.
Then they say I gotta have a swimming pool. -After 50
years Durante has to have a swimming pool. For what,
I asks them, I've been doing all right in a shower bath
ever since the Durante Club and before that I was doftig

Hills

(Special Copyright counsel to Loew's, 20£/i Cenutry
and Universal Pictures)

Swim
Beverly

All of a sudden they tell
of the !fllm colony.

member

'

Rose;

Well, ol

all

^

the—

Sound; (Telephone rings.)
Claudia: Oh, I'm sure that's Roger

Sound (Telephone receiver
•

thi.s

time.

off hook.">

^Claudia: Roger, is that you? Did you find out? You did!
Quick, tell me, who's the winner^ .Who?...,Who?
Oh .,
.

.

Thank you, Roger.
Sound: (Telephone receiver on hook.)
'
Myra; Who is it, Claudia?

(Tearfully)

Rose:

Me?

Myra: Me?
^ Claudia: None of u.s— this year's Academy Award for the
best female staf igoes to—La^e*
Orchestra: Mu.sifc up lull.'

'
'

'

I

..
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LOOK AHEAD
WITH

the industry's

leading independent

producers

WITH

their

lineup

.

,

product

geared

to

realize the highest

potential profit

.

.

J. ,

WITH

yv

^V^^-^

»^'J

X

m

mm.

4
111

*

"An

undertaking, especially one which

involves activity, courage, energy

•

An

important or daring project/*
WtbsUf

INGRIO BERGMAN

•

CHARLES BOYER

GINGER ROGERS

RAMROD

•

JOHN GARFIELD

NORMA SHEARER

•

ARCH OF TRiUMPH

BUR hf INC JOURNEY

DAVID LEWIS

•

•

•

BARBARA STANWYCK

•

•

THE OTHER LOVE

SHE WALKS IN BEAUTY

LEWIS MILESTONE

WOLFGANG REINHARDT

•

ROBERT ROSSEN

ANDRE
•

JOEL McCREA

•

•

HARRY SHERMAN

•

DE TOTH

ALFRED

WILD CALENDAR

E.

•

R. B.

GREEN

ROBERTS

Wednesday, Januavy 8, 1947

Forly-firtt

Anniversary

P%S$I]0Tr

Current:

mm UNARR

1

1*
co-starring

GEORGE SANDERS

LOUIS

•

HAYWARD

Soont

HEDYMMARR
ft
co-starring

DENNIS O'KEEFE

•

JOHN LODER

Filming:

$4

'PERSOMAL COZUJkTJV
co-siarrlng

GEORGE SANDERS
LUCILLE BALL

CHARLES COBURN

RELEASED THROUGH UNITED ARTISTS

f9

24
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Forly-fira

f^^S^IETT

35

Anniversary

Seymour Nebenzal
producer of

ROBERT CUMMINGS
in

with

MICHELE MORGAN STEVE COCHRAi
•

and

PETER LORRE
screenplay by Philip Yordan

ROBERT CUMMINGS
BRIAN DONLEVY

•

directed

by Arthur Ripley

ATLANTIS
Starring

JORJA CURTRIGHT

...

iARIE iONTEZ
and

HELEN WALKER

Nero Films are Released

JEAN PIERRE

AUMONT

tfgJwcBaay, JassBary S, 1947,,

'

,.

.

Forty-jirrt-

J"^^^

m

Anaimmry

HARRY SSfERMAN Pi§TURES,

iNC.

PRESENTS

"RAIVIROD"
.

'

-h

^

.

•

FROM THE

SATURDAY EVENING POST STORY
BY

LUKE SHORT

STARRING

JOEL McCREA

-

VERONICA LAKE

-

DONALD CRISP

,

DON DE FORE

WITH.

PRESTON FOSTER

-

ARLEEN

WHEUN

-

PIRECTED BY

ANDRE DE TOTH

PRODUCED BY

FOR

ENTERPRISE PRODUCTIONS, INC.

CHARLIE RUGGLES

29

Forty-first

EDWARD

A.

GOLDEN

p^MtETT

We^KsEB^ay,

Anmyermtf

ROBERT

S.

l&mtmj

S,

1947

GOLDEN

IN PREPARATION:

"EDDIE

AND

THE ARCHANGEL MIKE"

BARRY BENEFIELD

EDWARD

G.

ROBINSON

and

LON McCALLISTER
in

"THE RED HOUSE"
with

JUDITH

ANDERSON. RORY CALHOUNMLLENE ROBERTS . JULIE LONDON
Written for the Scraen ond DirtclMl

by

DELMER DAVES
From the Satiirday Evening Post and Best-Seller
By George Agnew Chamberlain. Author of "Home in
P«)ducecl

by

!

SOL LESSER

.

Wednesday^ Jttnmty 8, 1947

VEY
presents

II

NEW

AN

0

RELEASE FOR 134,
^

UNITED ARTISTS
5|

J

Starring

DOROTHY

IRTURO

ATR
MARJORIE LORD IREN RICH
JOHN ALEXANDER RICHARD HAGEMAN
•

with

•

JACK LAMBERT

•

BERT CONWAY

•

••A

LOUIS

•JOHN CANADY

-

ARMSTRONG

«w BILLIE

BLAIR

JOAN

aw^&w

HOLIDAY

WOODY HERMAN <>w<^ t'u&ei^
Original

New

Orleans Ragtime Band

LOUIS ARMSTRONG • ZUTTY SINGLETON • BARNEY BIGARD
BUD SaOTT • RED CALLENDAR • CHARLIE BEAL and MEADE
Screen Play by

Elliot

•

KID

LUX

ORY

LEWIS

Paul and Dick Irving Hyland • From on Original Story by
Paul and Herbert J. Biberman

Elliot

Associate Producer

HERBERT

J.

BiBERMAN

Produced by

Directed by

JULES LEVEY

ARTHUR LUBIN

IfWty-firat

P^joS^ff"

Anntpemay

Wednesday* January

PRODUCTIONS, INC.

NOW
through

COLUMBIA
PiCTURES

. .

:'THE

mwm of monte cristo"

through

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

..rTEMPTATION"

through

. .

UNITED
ARTISTS

:'THE LIFE

OF RODOIPH VAIENTINO"

1947

F&rty-first

/^^8H^nr

Anniversary

c

39
THE GREATEST ENTERTAINMENT OF ALL THE YEARS
JUST COMPLETED BY

BORIS MORROS and WILLIAM LeBARON
*
NOW

IN PREPARATION

VICTOR HERBERTS
"

"BABES IN TOYLAND

Foriy-firM

\'

V'

^

^

,

p^sm&T

Annimrsmy

Wotlnesday, January 8, 1947
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Industry Stales

Ikiittdfrofisoi

new

ants in the action. However, it was
noted, there was nothing to prevent
dewee
who the Government from stepping in
Stung
? „L„% second topmost considera- via a new proceeding agiainst the
provisions had been claimed offender.
What
was
tion
Also important was the court's
What the court didn't do
omittedbearing on refusal to outlaw exhib bookingwould have as much
Several of the
appeal as what it buying combos..
ihe inevitably
Govern- majors had filed briefs asking for
knew.
circles
trade
did
became clarification on the point and claimAent appeal, for instance,
judges ing that the restraining order should
Inevitable when the three
cross-licensing ban the defendants from dealing
refused to include a

the
While industryites studied
carefully to learn who
the judicial works and

w^e

with

Without theatre divorcement, D
J lawyers had told the <:ourt
would
that only other proviso Which
satisfied with
jrave th'e Government
injunction
the decree %ould be an
restraining any of the Big Five £rom
licensing product ot other theatredoming defendants in an aflilieited
Provision was meant to
theatre.
diminish the economic power of the
Big Five and pave the way fojr successful indie competition In areas
purrently under the majors' control,
pg Five fought the Governinent

Such

was

was

just as Improper for eihibs
to buy in combo. Court, apparently,
felt
that
exhibs were not the
monopolistic threat and that what
was sauce for the goose wasn't for
th^ gander. "
t
One other omission occurred. Purposely, of course. Shorts, serials and
newsreels were left out of the
decree entirely.
Sales regulatory
provisos are careful to say features.
That's one headache less for beit

'

leaguered sales forces.

Application bitterly, cJ^ng facts to
j^rove that their theatres could not
operate successfully on product of

company plus that of the
Three and the minors,
Roadshows?

the parent

'OueiVRcadsliow'
SB. Continued from page 4

any exemption in
price-fixing bans in favor of roadshows proved Surprising to the
Government had withdrawn
trade.
Objections to an exception in favor
roadshow, yearly for each
flf onis
iie^ridant and the court, during the
hearings, had indicated no serious
Indie
producers,
objection.
unnamed in the suit, might skirt the
restriction
by handling roadshow
.distribution
on their own, some
Omission

Claim

made that if it was illegal for distribs to coordinate selling pra«?tices

i(f

J,ittle

combines.

of

a triple

damage

suit

^

by .another

dis-

or exhib, he admitted, on basis
commercial' injury sustained.
However, he declared, that has been
eliminated by a formula which has
been worked but to cover it. He
refused to divulge this plan as yet.
Explaining his assurance that there
would' be no Justice prosecution,
Selznick rep said. th9.t. admission
price-fixing was not illegal per se,
legalites thought, since injunctive but had been ruled out because of
provisions only applied to defend- the historical tieup of the defendants
;
with price-fixing as an integral part
of clesirances.
Since SRO doesn't
own or operate theatres, has no
bonds with other distribs and is histrib

of

.

.

.

^

si' Continued from page 4

Chart of 1944^ 1945 and 1946 Amus..
Taxes Refleets State of Show Biz

be heard before recess for the summer. Then, and lawyers on all sides
agree on this, anything can happen
With: ah upset one way or the other
mose likely than not. Matter of fact,
canvass of many of the legal experts
indicate that few think the decisio
isound—though at that point divergence in views bfegin.
.

•

tprically free and clear of all illegal
actions in any such regard, it was
justifiably not bound to anti-priceflxing provisions of the decree.
Any -possibility of a rapproche-

slimmer $164,000,000 during the next August, Most sensational tiscf in both
years was during September when,
30 days.

The amusement industry held a
$25^000,000 to $50,000,000
national gain during 1946 over the
year before and lost that vital
cushion in an almost vertical dip
at the beginning of the fall. Telltale relationship between the years
'45
'46,
and '44 are charted by
Variety through compilation of Federal amusement tax returns, generally considered the most accurate
cardiograph of the industry's pulse.
Moreover, the index is the best
cross-sectiottal
representation
of
film theatres throughout the country
since exhibitors pay a fairly conmonthly

sistent

90%

apparently, .was the in each instance, b.o. takes mounted
area with the Broadway 35%. This gain is attributable to a
lor « October, number of factors, sales execs believe, most important of which is the
$1,100,000 under the same month of
'45.
Some small part of this is hot weather windup and the public's
accountable by the dizzy slump in r^urn to the four-wsdl life. Added
nitery business which started tobog- is the fact that, iilm eompanies tra*
ganing during the summer. But a ditionally release sonie of their
drop as substantial as that of the strongest prbduci at ttie buts^ of the
mazda belt would necessarily draw fall which acts as a booster to the

Hardest

hit,

New York
district

its

collections

main skid from dipping film

business.

Graph

of all admission taxes.

While the 20% bite on films, the
niteries, circuses, sports and
any other entertainment mounted to
an absolute record of *48,59'7,428 in

stage,

—

ment between Selznick and United September, '46 ind' .aiing that the
Artists, with which he split three American puUic planked out the
weeks ago, was seen totally elimi- grand total of $243,000,000 to be
nsited as a result of the decree's in- ami^ed during the month-'-G>ctober's
terpreted prohibition vs. roadshows, take was $86,393,291, representing
With UA a party to the anti-trust $1,'700 less than that of October,

is

valuable not only as an

absolute barometer of amusement
returns but also to chart the ebb
and flow of patronage. Definite
similar.Hy in pattern is noticeable
between 1945 and 1946,< while 1944,
at the height of the war, varies
largely frpm its two successors.
January tlirbugh April show a fairly
steady climb in palxOnage, and then
a sharp dip through May wh^n the
outdoors first beckon;—
;

normal

rise^

m

Vertical October break
business
in
1945,
Carried through
November has sales toppers puzzled.
Actually, they say, autumnal business until Thanksgiving should be
the best of the .year and fairly
steady. Some Nbcade circles believe
that the pa^llel sltmjps may have
arisen from general economic con-

which,

.

On this score, it's pointed
out that the fall of '45 featured the
slowdown of reconversion while
that of '46 saw the Lewis blitz and
other strikes hitting the 'nation's
ditions.

September Hps Mbrkedly
economy.
«^
suit, distribution by Selznick through 1945. In approximate figures, then,
June registered an appreciable
-Columbia's Copyright Aofle
Through March, 1944, the tax rate
Recommendation will be made fay that company would rule out all pos- film patrons paid $220,000,000 in gain in returns followed by a gradu& Louis D. ProMlch, sibility of his rpadshowing "Duel." September of this yeiur' buf a much al levelling off through July and was 10% on admissions and 5% on
nitery check& On April 1, iflWi the
Columbia Pictures, to
bite jumped to S!0% on admissions
Harry Cohn, prexy, for a company
and 30% on nitery tabs. Oh July 1,
appeal. Columbia will maintain be'44, the nitery nick dropped to 20%^
fore the nine judges that the decree
Since the graph is used primarily
.JS a pure and simple
violation of
to mark shifts in amusement busi.existing
'

^

.

.

(Schwartz)
counsel tor

.

Salient

copyright laws since

it

seeks

-;his

copyright

.

monopoly,

Columbia

.;said.

away

expects

FrohHch
bang

to

at this point because it feels
that to be the chink in the
decree's

,

armor.
Ajnerican Theatres Ass'n officials.
Obviously unhappy over the competitive bidding provisions,
indicate
that ATA, will file an appeal
from
the denial of its
application for
intervention. This would
be a necessary step to secure to
.
the theatre
.unit the right to be heard
when the
.case comes up for argument.
Feeling that auction-bidding
.

was

.hack in full force was
shared not
only by ATA but other
trade circles.
unofficial estimates place
some 8,000
'^*>"iPetitive areas subject
to the bid method
of selling. Since
only one exhib in
.

tfu^

'

lorce auction sales

any area can
by submitting a

for a film,

more than prob-

m

'

au

t^atle

Mms

it's

circles

say,

that almost
be sold

in those areas will

oy that method.

There's always one

disgruntled

exhib, it's noted, who
he has little to lose and much
sain by fishing in troubled waters.
Aleanwhile. Paramount

leels
.

^

seemed

.

hardest hit of the Big Five since
an
MtiWated tiOO out Of 1,500 of its
.theatres are partner-owned.
Par,
preparing for the evil day, has been
Purr.nasmg its own stock in the
market with the idea of buying off
partners with common stock rather
w^^^
Other of the Big Five

;

,

,

^

»ave pooh-poohed effect of partial
divorcement in stockholder state-

.

•nfenls which point
out that few important theatres are held that
way.

Nafl Theatres' Study
Hollywood.
._,
•Charles P. Skouras and John
have gone to New York to

-Bertero

>
'

study the effect of the
consent deon" circuit operations.
But
^^f,
comment until study
i!!^
"^^^^
court
findings.
w f-*^^" Theatres
National
division prexies
expected to assemble in
New York
^o huddle over
decision with two
Toppers.
.

Features

the

PROVISIONS AGAINS'r 'IHB EIGHT JHAjrOBS:
1.

Restraining the granting of a license in which
admission prices are fixed "either in writing

minimum

or through a committee,

or,

through arbitration" or in

any other manner whatsover.
2. From
agreeing with each other or any other
persons to maintain a system of clearance. Bight to
•

fix clearance is retained by defendants but not between theatres unless in substantial competition. More*
over, clearance must not b6 in excess of what is reasonably necessary to protect an exhibitor on a run grant-

ed.

When

the burden

a clearance provision is attacked as illegal,
is on the distributor to sustain its legality.

continuing or making new franchises, formula deals or m*ster agreements.
4. From block booking films.. This ban goes into
On any films not tradeshown, an
efl'ect July 1, 1947.
exhibitor has the right to cancel 20%, right being
exercisable within 10 days after an opportunity has
been afforded to view the film.
3.

From

5.

Laying down the new system for

lew

the

of

Regulating

'to limit a person in the
licensing of

selling films,

The distributor must offer a
effective July 1> 1947.
license on each feature released in any competitive
area to eveiry theatre operator who desires to play
by the operator. Howselected
the film on some run
ever, run must be other than that of a theatre owned
by the distributor.
Each license is to be granted sblely on the merits
and without discrimination in favor of afflliateSi old
customers or others.
When a run is desired, or is offered, upon terms excluding simultaneous playing by competing houses,

must follow thi.s procedure. Distrib must notify
exhibs in area not less thSn 30 days in advance of
date of bids, offering to license the films bn .one or
runs. The offer must state amount of flat rental
as minimum for the license for specified playing time;

distrib
all

more

time when pic wiU play; and availability and clearance, if any^ Which will be granted for each run.
Within IS days of receiving this notice, any exhib in
the competitive area may bid, for the films, andc his
bid will slate what run he desires and what he is
willing to pay. Terms may be flat rental, percentage
of gross, both, or any other form. Bid will also specify
clearance exhib is willing to accept; time and days
when exhib wants film; and any other offers exhib
may care to make.
Distrib may reiject all offers made, but in event of
acceptance of any, licepse must be granted on run
bid for to the highest responsible bidder, having a
theatre of a size, location and equipment adequate to
yield a reasonable return, Bid method need not be

Film

Decree

Federal

Industry

ness,

practiced in non-competitive areas or in competitive

ones

when no exhib makes an offer.
From arbitrarily refusing ^demand

6.
of exhib, who
operates a theatre in competition with another theatre not owned by defendant, from granting run selected by exhib instead of licensing it to his competitor.
Demand must be made by registered mail
to company h.o.

the necessary arithmetic has

been applied to keep the ch^rt at a
uniform 20% tax rate base. No compilation for the last two months of
the year has been made because
those figures are not yet available.

PROVISIONS AGAINST THE BIG FIVE
7. From continuing pooling agreements between two
or more exhibs normaly competitors. Ban extends to
agreements resstricting building of theatres and to
leases of defendants' theatres to another defendant or
to an operator in the same competitive area.
8. Partial divorcement clause: Requiring defendants
who own more than 5% of a theatre but less than
95% to either buy out their partners, sell to them or
dissolve through transfer to a third party. All relationships must be ended within two years.
A defendant may buy out its partner provided it first
secure judicial approval based on proof that such
acquisition will not unduly restrain competition.
Each of Big Five must submit statement within six
months detailing extent to which it has complied and
manner proposes to comply. Similar reports are to be
made quarterly, thereafter, until provisions have been
fully carried out.
9. Restraining five majors from any theatre expansion except that provided in the previous paragraph.
10. Restraining the five from operating, booking or
buying features for any of their theatres through any
agent who is acting in a similar capacity for another.

Pocket Indies
With the decree clamping on a
pooling ban, fiock of hot court battles between indie circuit operators
arid Big Five members are predicted
by industry legalites in which the
three- judge statutory court will be
asked to unscramble the omelet,
Foreshadowing fast legal footwork

is

the fact that parties to pooling pacts,
acting on the belief that such deals

were

have put themselves in
a position where one or the other
is bound to be financially hurt by
Further
severing of the bonds.
legal,

complicating the legal snarl are the
supplementary pacts restricting ther
atre acquisitions in the agreed area
unless first offered to the pool,
.

Such top

the Fabian,

chains' as

Rahd&rce and Skouras in the New
any way which York State area have a number of

GENERAL PROVISIONS

Decree is not to ,be ponstrued in
limit the def eiidants in their rights to play their
films in their own houses.
Film industry's arbitration system, currently administered by the American Arbitration Ass'n, is out.
11.

RKO and Loew's cirElsewhere through the counpractice is just as wideIn some instances, while
Existing awards and those made under pending pro- indie's house was allowed to deceedings will continue to be enforceable. Nix on sys- teriorate both in patronage, product
tem is not to preclude the parties or anyone else from and physical condition, newer affiliate theatre in which both parsetting up a reasonable system of arbitration.
ties shared profits, was built up as
13. Department of Justice may inspect companies'
boolts and records for purpose of determining whether prime house in the town.
Tougher yet are those instance.'; in
decree is b6ing complied with. Information so obtained
which indie shut down his house enis to be confidential except whein used in a legal
tirely
under agreement with afproceeding,
filiate.
With town's patronage won
14. Jurisdiction is retained to permit defendants or
would

deals with the

own

cuits;

try this
spread.

12.

others to apply
directions.

for

modifications,

constructions

over

or

15. Decree is stayed 60 days, and, if appealed, an
additional 30 days to permit appellant to move before
Supreme Court for further stay.

j

to

breakup
financial

affiliate,

of

theatre,

pooling

deal

compensation

is

simple
without
going to

j

|mean a
income.

sizable Hole in the indie's

1

.
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J;L. Warner RetnrDs 16di

My

Jack L, Warner is slated to return
from his holiday trip to France and

Hollywood
OS Bv

Switzerland Jan. 16. He'll Stay at
the homeofflce a week before heading back to the Coast.

MAURICE ZOLOTOW

Annual meet of Warners stockholders, meanwhile, has been set for

gnm

story. This is my HoUywood story, a
Zanuck,
It has nothing to do with the Cain plan, Darryl
It recounts
tlie strike of scenery painters, or the art of the motion picture.
weeks last April when I went to Los
for
two
adventures
dreary
profile on
magazine
for
a
material
of
search
in
visit,
first
on
Angeles
biography of
Fiuinie Brice and also for background data for a projected
technique of
Billy Rose to be phblished in the fall of 1947. Following the
from
great 18th century novelists, the tale is told by means of extracts

Evervbody has a Hollywood

unvarnished

Feb. 18 in Wilmington, Del. Members of the directorate whose terms
expire in 1947 include Samuel Carlisle. Stanleigh P. Friedman, Charles
B. Guggenheimer, Samuel Schneider

tale.

my

my

and Morris Wolf.,

tlie

letters, in this case letters to the victim's wife.
»'

•

.«

*.

*

•

The

Chief, Saturday, April

6,

KeenanKeyMan

1946.

Dearest Cliarlotte:
,
The tram is an opulent streatn1 am now about an hour out of Chicago.
Myrtle met rne
lined job. All the butter and sugar you want at meals.
lunch today 1
Chicago and we talked for two hours between trams. For
lettuce and
gratm,
a
ham
au
with
macaroni
had an excellent creamed
lunch,
tomato salad, and vanilla custard for desssrt. A few minutes after
pain on the right side of my mouth.
I had a disturbing sensation. A slight
that
considering
I have just
be,
couldn't
I hope it isn't a toothache. No, it
$200
over
spent
and
Gruber's
Dr.
at
had two months of dental work
caps. No it
and my mouth is reeking with inlays, iiilings, and two golden
can't bo that....
^
,
,

,

.

,

m

€ace

kisses,

Maurice.
*' ..*.,

Las Vegas, Nevada.
(Postcard)

H'wood Labor
^roposils

Hollywood.
Huddles aimed at bringing labor
peace to Hollywood are currently
being staged in the east between Jo^
scph
Keenan and International

.

,

Love ana

In

.

proxies of the Carpenters, iPeinters

•

and

.

Electrical

Workers.

^^^^

Refdifiiiglps
Production numbers in musical pictures are unfolding too many
tossina tor«oi, It'« no good. It'ii more than that. It means the stagers
of dancer* are coastintr. It'« also vulgar, reflecting credit on neither
tilt dance director, picture director, producer nor studio.
As far as a dance director is concerned any broad with a nervous
good rhythm number takes
br6adsid« is the easy way out for him,
thought, time and skill. There's another difference the dance directors are Ignoring. That is when a girl dances she stays a girl. When
sh*% told to heave those haunches she becomes a broad, a dame.
Whlat's pretty about revolving hips and walking bumps? And in
picture after picture. The studio spends a fortune on a set, costumes
and color—then the dance director parades a line of undulating dames
before the camera. Maybe he's fooling somebody but not himself. He
knows what he's doing. Another thing, taking the easy way can lead
to trouble because these choristers are doing a cooch no matter the
effort to disguise it. It's a throwback to the burlesque idea of a chorus
number and is being 'way overdone. A simple time-step is almost a
novelty.
Stagers of dances on the Coast come east to see the shows. They
see Astaire. They know what's going on. What can be done. But
good rhythm ^or ballet, or ..the combination of tap and ballet, means
work, lots of work— and id'eas. Nothing easy about that. Yet the
dance director adds to his own prestige as well as that of his picture,
its producer and studio when he whips an outstanding routine into
shape. Your modern picture audience understands and appreciates
the breaks, stops and syncopation of a rhythm number. It's too bad
the studios don't insist on more of 'em. But that's the hard way.
Dance directors can remember this— a break' in a dance routine
breaks clean, cleaner than the inference in revolving hips and walking
hijmps. Standing still or moving a cooch is a cooch. The nation's
screen is no place for it.

A

Keenan,

who has offer of post as arbitration
The "train is pausing at Las Vegas, the celebrated gambling town The chief for Hollywood labor, has been
unbearable. I
Sim is very hot. The toothache becomes more ?nd more
Regards to working to get International heads
think I shall bring suit against Dr. Gruber for malpractice.
together on an arbitration agreement
everyone.
ever since his return east last NoLove,
vember.'
Maurice.
Indications of a good chance for
*
peace being ejected within a short
By H. I.
April
8.
Western linioni Hollywood, Calif.,
time is fact that James Skelton, busi••
Charlotte Zolotow, New York City;
ness agent of the Carpenters' Holly- Variety,
getting
Arrived safely. Two publicity boys met me at station and am
Wood local, was called to IndianapoThe Voice of Amusement,
Ain\
right down to work. Shall have to see a dentist as soon as possible.
lis for huddles with William Hutche- Gents:
going quietly mad.
International
prexy of the
son,
You invited me to do a piece for
Love,'
Brotherhood of Carpenter Woi'kers, the Anniversary Number on the
Maurice.
last week. Believed sessions are re- theatre but I have not seen a show
sult of Kdenan's groundwork for in several years, due to the fact X
Holly wood-Kniclterbocker Hotel, April 9.
peace.
always attend the openings.
Others figuring in eastern discusDearest Love:
Now. and then I miss an opening
,
...so you can sed the trip out here was not too boring, except for the sions are Richard Walsh, head of the and go to the theatre on other nights,
pain boring into njy upper right m'olar (I think I have pretty well identified International Alliance of Theatrical but the audiences are just as bad, or
the villain). It was a sunny morning when I arrived in Los Angeles, and Stage Employees, and L. P. Lin- almost so, and the only way to see
If
the and enjoy a play in New York is
Milt Samuel and Chet Brouwer, who are connected with the Young & delof. Painters' chieftain.
Rubicara Agency, met me at the station and helped me carry my bags to Carpenters' Union and the lA agree from
and
helicopters,
individual
sxmny room. on the set erection award as made in wearing a new type of helmet which
IVIilt's car, and we drove to the hotel, where 1 have a nice;
Sun, sun, sun—that's all you get around here. It was hot and I vras sweat- the American Federation of Labor excludes most of the sound and shuts
ing all over. We went to the Brown Derby on Vine Street lor lUnch and directive of Dec' 26, 1945, and okay off the rview of everybody except the
•various notables, whose notability was highly dubious, at. least to me, Were arbitration plan for handling future actors.
pointed out. As we were leaving, I noticed a man and a woman at a jurisdictional disputes, a big step
As I was saying, I have not seen
nearby booth. They were drinking large glasses of some colorless fluid. I toward film labor peace will have a single play but I have been in a
said to IVIilt, "I never saw people smacking their lips over water like that been made.
position to review the queerest colPrincipal stumbling block still re- lection of hats, furs, hair arrangebefore." "That is not water," he said, "that is gin." "What a curious
beverage to- be drinking at this time of the day," 1 said, "and straight, too." maining would be disposition of out- ments, ears, makeups, necks, teeth,
"Oh." he said, looking at me in a penetrating way, "lots of folks around law officers of. the Film Technicians' heads and torsos in existence, and
here drink gin—and STRAIGHT too." The way he said it was as if I had union, which has ordered members to give a critical opinion on the manbeen casting an aspersion on somebody or something. I apologized. He to support the strike despite Inter- ners of people who must have at
national orders to the contrary. lA some time been either pickets, prosaid it was all right
Au revoir,
has been firm in stand, that it has fessional strike-breakers or both.
M.
right to discipline officers who defy
During my entire time in the
*
#
*
*
the International, and is not likely theatre the past few seasons someto back down from that position.
Darling:
body has either been standing in
Stand of the Conference of Studio front of .me or asking me to get up
...so, after that, 1 drove out to the Univer.sal "lot," where I had a nice
interview with Mark Hellinger, who recalled many funny anecdotes about Unions that its memtiers will not re- so they can do so. On a couple of
Billy Rose. Hellinget was drinking this colorless fluid. I'm not saying it turn to work unless arbitration ma- occasions I saw a little of the last
•wasn't water but everytime he imbibed some he stiffened slighter and chinery is set up and contracts are act and how's about giving serious
then shivered. Milt Samuel took me to the Farmer's Market for lunch. signed, could easily be met by stu- customers a break by staging the
The pain in my mouth was now excruciating and I begged him to find me dios if the Keenan peace moves in last act first on alternate nights or
a dentist. He stopped the car and went into a booth and came out smiling. the east are fruitful. Possible block something? During the 1945 season
"I got you an appointment at 2.30," he grinned, "but I had to lie and tell is CfSU's declaration that all work- I thought, as a critic, that there was
the dentist you were a writer on the Fannie Brice program because he is ers currently respecting picket lines some improvement in the way our
a great admirer of Miss Brice." The dentist took five X-rays and finally must be reinstated by studios with- best peepul barged into their seats
lA Film Tech- too late to get the hang of the main
told me that there were THREE teeth which were diseased. He wasn't out discrimination.
sure which one specifically was causing the pain and he only had time to nicians come under this stand, mak- event, but this year their barging
operate on one tooth as his anteroom was choked with patients and be- ing for not top ea^y a solution.
technique suffered a marked drop,
sides he was leaving for Palm Springs the following day for a week's
causing me to ask in wild exasperavacation. He remarked that he certainly liked the jokes on the Fannie
tion, "What is the theatre coming to,
Brice program and I must be an awfully clever guy to think of such jokes.
and if so, is it due to late eating,
Finally he decided to remove an old gold crown on the upper jaw. He
trouble getting taxicabs or a deterfound a decayed cavity there. He haclced away eroded bits of tooth and
mination to annoy anybody who
then he put in a temporary filling which be said might last a week, or
likes to see a pla'^ begin?"
When Sidney Buchman's coneven two, if I walked i^refuUy and didn't chew on that side. "It should
I have talked with many .cooks,
tract with Columbia end he will maids and butlers, thinking that perhold you till you get back to New York," he said, "but if it doesn't here's
the phone number of a dentist who's handling my patients while I'm in sign on as an indie producer with haps it was thfeir fault that so many
United Artists. Thus the four indie New Yorkers never get to the French
Pa'm.-Springs"
The sun was blazing fiercely as 1 took a taxi over to Warner Bros., outfits who had originally planned pastry before 8:30 p. m., but the
to join forces with UA under the unanimous reaction was a
horse•ivhore I was to meet Alex Gottlieb, the producer, and the fiance of Polly
Rose. Billy's sister. Leo Guild, of Warners' publicity department, took me "Quality. Pictures" banner will have laugh and a cry of "We could get
them screwballs to the theatre as
on a tour of the sets and I watched them setting up lights for a scene of gone over to that company.
Howard Hawks, Edward Small early as the people Who just eat
"Life With Father." Russel Grouse was looking things over and we
and
Story
Productions, the recently- plain food and take one slug of
greeted each other heartily. Qrouse showed me an empty space in his
mouth, he just had a topth extracted that morning. "Had quite a time find- created Hal Horne-Atmand Deutsch liquor with the pie, but they won't
ing me a dentist." he remarked proudly. The dentist, incidentally, had group, already are set to release think of letting us start serving dinner until they know the theati'e to
apparently picked the wrong tooth of my three possibilities, as my right through UA distribution channels.
which they are going to stage their
-jaw began Jhrobbing violently again after I left Warners and went to...
disturbance Is fairly full of people
,
-Paihfully,
Sets Budget
.
who are comfortably seated."
Maurice.

:A;CaIl for Helicopters

In the Theatre
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BUCHMAN SLATED FOR
OWN RELEASE VIA UA

•

Beverly Hills Hotel, Monday, April 15.
Dear Charlotte:
Chocked out of the Holiy-Knickerbocker Hotel, where they only allowed
me to stay five days, and 1 chocked in here. My I'oom wasn't ready so my
luggage was left sitting in the lobby and I went off to interview Polly'
.Rose, who was playing tennis at the hotel's tennis courts.
It was hot, midsummer heat... When I got back to the hotel at 5.30, I found I'd been
a.--signcd to a room. In the dressing room closet I noticed a rate card
tacked on a wall and to my horror I saw the rent was $14.50' a day and 1
wasn't on an expense account. I said nothing, just .feeling crushed. The,'
room was one of those fake "suites"—really a large single but furnished
as if it was a double, and one part of It had French windows giving out
on a small bit^x)f^ pavement with two deckchairs, fenced in by a small
paling fence. (I too, became like the fenco-pale-as the whole thing
took shape in my mind.) The "suite" was on the ground floor, convenient
to all the autos pulling in and chauffeurs arguing with doormen. Fortunately. I was too busy concentrating on the pain from my' three .teeth
to worry about the high rent. I then bathed and dressed. I have been
wearing the same pair of shorts since Thursday. On Thursday I had given
.

!

(Continued on pa!«e 711

Katzman
Of $4,000,000

"My lady," said one Park avenue
for 1947 cook,
"always phones to the theatre.
Hollywood.
She keeps a scout there. She won't
Budget of $4,000,000 has been set let even the
soup come on until she
by Sam' Katzman for his Esskay calls the scout and he tells
her that
Pictures unit releasing through Go- the curtain
is almost ready to go
lumbia for 1947.
up."
Ten films will be made, comprised
One of the best butlers in Beekof sis features and four serials.
man Place' declared, "I lost four
jobs in two years through the fact
I was 'instrtimental in getting Mr.
PuDpetOOns UnshuttCred and Mrs.
Thorntossle to a Broadway
HoUvwood
opening before 9:15. Now they leave
George Pal resumed Droduction 'of the apartment before 9:30 over my
for Smoi^^^^^^
lor
paramount leiease dead body;"
last
"I have a pretty good te.st for
After shuttering for eiaht Week's theatre time," he added. "If the
"Tubby the Tuba" "Date With master and the missus and their
Duke" and "Rhapsody" were re- guests haven't even started to burp
sumed in production stages, while much I know' theatre time is
far
special sequence for "Variety /Girl" away. When they begin
slipping out
went into work this week.
of chairs, guffawing at bum jokes

Pu^onf

PinLLIPS
and closing one eye to get a good
focus on the dessert I know tlie
curtain must be within 15 minutes
of going up. But I do not permit
them to start for the playhouse until they have become 100% boisterous,
inconsiderate and somewhat
;

stinko."

That, if you ask me, is what is
the matter with the American theatre. I look for no improvement until the doors are closed at curtain
time arid until it is made perfectly
proper for a serious theatre-goer to
stand on his hindlegs and shout,
"Aw, sit down ya big exhibitionist!"
at any male, female or intermediate
who regards the theatre as a place
in which to behave as if he or she
got his breeding under rockpiles,
his or her manners out of rodeo routines, and his or her love for the
theatre out of the bylaws of i%e International Association of Drama

Wreckers.
If

you run across anybody who

has attended a theatrical performance in New York lately and really
seen the show on the- stage instead
of the one in the audience let me

know. I would like to know what
the shows I have tried to attend are
all about.

Yours with an indorsement of the

tomahawks

free use of

at

opening

nights.

REX HARRISON, WIFE

BACK TO ENG.

IN

JUNE

Hollywood.

Rex Harrison and wife Lilli Palmer have notified their studios, 20thFox and United States Picts., respectively, that

land June

they will leave for Eng1, under aigreement in

their contracts.

Pair will be gone for six monlhs
during which time they will co-star
in the .Alexander Korda production
of the "Scarlet Pimpernel."
Both
have two more, films apiece here on
their schedules prior to leaving.
.

Bill

Holden's

Remakes

Of Old tally Reid Fix
Hollywood.
William Holden may be spotted iii
old Wallace Reid stafrers filmed .by
Paramount in early 1920s. Company
is considering two properties, "Hell
Diggers"

and "World's

made by Reid

Champion"

in 1921 for possible

remakes.'

Executives have idea
Holden is right for the hero in light
adventure yarns such as made Reid
a boxoffice winner of his time.

Holden's Contract held jointly by

Paramount and Columbia.

Raft, Bendix to 'Race'
Hollywood.

George Raft arid William Bendix
were inked last week to costar in
"Race Street" for» RKO.
Story of attempted pa.votf cl
fourth estate race dopester will have
Bendix in the heavy spot for
first appearance on the
lot.

RKO

W
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simple $tory of Betty dnd Bob

a

chiicken farm,

get married

and learned about how

The book was

In the

J. P.

It*s

o

and start life anew on

to raise

by

Orst published

3rd, 1945 and was immediately selected

its

by Beffy McDonald.

written

who

eggs the hard way.

Lippincott

on October

by the Book-of-the-Month Club.

twelve months following

its

publication,

it

has reached

twenty-first printing.

these

in

printed

was

in

ssme twelve months,

On December
fiction best-seller list in

31st,

1945,

both the

Herald Tribune and remained

November

3,

1946 when

One week
number one spot

in

it

loter,

the

it

was

New
in

dropped

in the

top spot of the non-

New

York

spot without a break

until

York limes and the

this

to second place.

November

New

the total copies of books

*

excess of 1,000,045.

,

10,

1946,

it

returned to the

York Herald Tribune and has remained

there ever since.
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Forty-firsl

HOWARD

=By
In hailing

tlie

Hollywood.
Nunnally Johnson is easting to
huddle with Charles MacArthur on
"The Senator Was Indiscreet," wiiich
Johnson will produce for Universal-

DIETZ=

41st Anniversary issue of

Variety one thing

at least

can

contradiction: nothing exactly like it will ever
t)e-sald 'without fear of
happen again. Anything else I niay say will be pretty sure to bring flat

On 19i

International.
Johnson leaves N. Y. end of the
week (11) to return to the Coast to

features, including product of both
majors and indie companies. Reason
ovjerall costs did not more nearly
parallel those of 1945, which were
estimated at $4QO,000,000, was due
to fact fewer Wnvs were made during the year, even though budgets
had to be upped considerably for
each picture, in line With general
rising expenditures.
Majors topped production costs ot.

^ Rise Seat

.

o£ age is a scoundrel.

Vamety

in the course^^o its ,41 years has been both useful
and ornamental—in other, wordis it has led a well-spent life. As to its usefulness there can be no dispute. It has been the weekly vade mecum
(I'm keeping this clean) of the world of entertainment. It has tried to
tell the truth, and to a surprising degree it has succeeded. It has a heart
o£ gold. Sometimes it holds grudges, but seldom for long. These grudges
have. sometimes been provoked, always regrettable, and now and then
amusing. I am thinking of one: of them which seems still to be current,
haying something to do With an artistic gent and his beaird. "The artistic
gent, beard arid all, Shall be nameless here (he' would be anyway, when
the blue pencil recognized him). On the whole. Variety has been: a
pretty good scout, as well as a good business man with a nose for news
and advertisements—not 'always such a contradiction as it might seem.
.

Here Com^g

Theatre

,

'^teithful subscriber;;ever.:since.^- /

think that

'41

.

.

I I

1

fe

Washington.
theatre construction in 1947
probably will be about 10% greater
than in 194(5, which was a Very pbor
year, according to Department of

New

AUTRY 50-50 WITII COL
OM 4 FILMS PER YEAR

Commerce

estimates.
Exact figures on show biz building
for 1946 are not yet available to the
Commerce specialists, who also figure it will be another week before
they get a proper breakdown' of next
year's estimates.
Commerce has figured overall that

Gene Autry's new Columbia deal
will have him heading an indie pro-

figured

%

W25

by Republic, with 52, Universal with
41 and Monogram had 47.

43 films.
UA, however, had combined expenditure of $42,200,000 for
its 43 pictures, With PRC spending

By MIKE

-

WEAR

market went
months later.
like nearly

'46

into a nose'dive a

RKO

.

_ Columbia Pictures, Paramount and
Farner Bros, showed an appreciatwn in value of $53,466,000, biggest
gam being Par with $39,211,300. Depreciation in value Was made by
Loew's,
20th-Fox,
Universal and
«KO. Last-named showed the small-

est loss, depreciation
UiSl,500,

while

greatest,

being only

$3,-

Loew's showed the

$42,344,000.

Republic was not figured in the
compilation because the common and
pr^erred did not start being traded
in on N. y. stock Exchange until
Just before the market began selling
off. Consequently,
both issues naturally were caught in the avalanche

Warner

frozen^^

For Pic Proi

Players and film tedhnicians aire
getting a pitch from the Bank, of
America tb junket to Italy for the

purpose of making films.

Bank has

Bros.,

wee

.

common

Paramount and Co-

Mayer on

MG's Golden Touch
In
breakdown
by companies,
the majors, Metro heads production costs with nearly a $50,000,000 annual program for 32 features.
Included in this budget, top, are nearly 50 short subjects,' Ineludihg car-

among

toons,

•

:

,

20th-Fox follows, with 25 features
costing $31,250,000, Universal Closely
trailing wiUl its slate of 48 pictures
amounting to $30,000,000.
Columbia's 56 films came to $29,Paramount, with annual
000,000;
program of 18 features, exclusive of
Hal Wallis and Pine-Thomas productions, which will be listed among
indie product, spent $28,000,000: and
Warners carried year's budget ot
$25,000,000 for its 19 features. Esti-

mate
both
i'aramount and
of
Warners includes short subject program at each studio. Republic's
costs approximatet". Warners, $25,000,000, for 52 pictures, both fear
tures, westerns and serials.

RKO's production costs for year,
for 30 features, are figured at $21,and Monogram's costs were

000,000.

$9,000,000.

Indie Budgets

Vp

prdSkction,

which

Indie

f

saw

includ-

ing Liberty, Robert Riskin ProducJesse L. Lasky-Walter MacEwen, Eagle-Lion and others, was
tions,

distinguished
by Unusually high
costs for year.
David O. Selznick, with his "Duel
in the Sun," hit a high of approximately $5,000,000 for this picture,

with Samuel Goldwyn shelling out

greenlighted

by

Garbo,

Miss

two productions, one,
"The Best Years of Our Lives,"
costing in excess of $3,000,000. Hal
V/allis'
four pictures turned out
during li946 cost $6(500,000 in round

$4,950,000 for

.

figures.

-By

BENJAMIN FIELDINGNew

(Commissioner of Licenses, City of

York)

Expert studies now predict a staggering volume of tourist travel to New
York during 1947. The expected over 88,000,000 visitors will spend over
a billion dollars in Our Town, the tourist mecca of the world.
Yes, our Town is the world headquarters for industry, trade and finance,
the world's greatest retail shopping center. And Broadway is our show-

UA's 21 production companies,
which spent $42,260,000 during year
on 43 features, are headed by Bene-

.

diet Bogeaus, who spent approximately $5,500,000 on four features.
Enterprise put out $5,000,000 for
three films, Hunt Stromberg $4,450,000 for four, Seymour llebenzal
$2,200,000 for two.
Others in UA group are Cali-

with $1,800,000 for its first
picture, and $1,500,000 spent already
during year on "Vendetta," still far
to go; Charles Rogers $2,300,000 for
two, Hal Roach $2,000,000 for Jour,
Andrew Stone and Sam Coslow each
$1,800,000, Stone for two, Coslow
for one; Federal (LeBaron-Morros)
fornia,

case.
statistical

machines grind out that 10.5% of every visitor's dollar is
Add the hometowner's normal budget percentage and

boom

days.
During the war-weary years, Broadway made millions of new friends
from all parts of the country. Travel became a way of life for the average American 8,000,000 service men and women went to the far corners
of the globe. And around the byways of the world popped the tumbling
question, "Well, how didja like Broadway?"
galaxy of adjectives can pour out in a magic torrent—spectacular
opera, brilliant theatre, magnificent music and thrilling films!
At no time in the history of this department have v;e approved more
new sites for picture theatres in the five boroughs. Licensed ticket agenMore and
cies are developing substantial out-of-town customer accounts.
more attention is being giv^n to the necessity of opening additional legitimate playhouses for stage attractions, particularly in view of the recent
expansion of radio program facilities. To add to customer convenience,
the need for municipally-operated parking lot areas near Broadway is
is

in for

—

ir!^

Hollywood.

Goast
shares Were split up
Gerald
.during the war, but despite this all
Hollywood.
showed actual gains in value.
Gerald M. Mayer, managing direcJ-onversion of RKQ^referrcd swelled
tor of the international division of
the number of that company's comthe Motion Picture Assn., is here
mon shares slightly during 1946.
for two weeks to confer with studio
Film shares generally began sell- chiefs on problems relative to foring off the last
few days in May. eign distribution.
actually preceding the big subseHe stated he will accompany Brie
quent decline" in other industrial Johnston on a Visit tO England in
stocks. However,
the drastic dip in April to further some advances made
picture issues came when the whole during November trip.
lumbia

If

BROAl)WAy~SHOWCASE OFTHE WORLD

The

several millions of Lira in that country which cannot be taken out. So
reported trying to set up film op
Players who speak
erations there.
Plan
of selling in WaU Stieet last fall. several languages are wanted.
films to be made in Spanish,
iJespite this, Republic common de- calls for
French.
clined only about 10 points from the English, Italian and
built by Mussolini are
Studios
year's high to the closing price last
rcEidylng for production on lease
iJee. 31, 1946.
Actual depreciation
worn the peak was around $19,000,000. by the batik.
^

unscripted.

Deutsch will go ahead with production plans, otherwise it'll be junked.

stein.

Broadway

llse

to outline to actress, although as yet

lead in "John Loves Mary."
Actress is on loanout from Columbia lot to Rodgers and Hammer-

spent on theatres.

* .^appreciation.

Windd

GARBO WABTTSA 60 TO WORK
Hollywood.
Greta Garbo and Columbia producer Helen Deutsch huddle this
week on proposed film for 1947.
Producer has screen story in mind

few

Picture company shares,
Following is the way film shares
all stocks that were caught in the
drastic tumble in Wall Street last acted in 1946:
fall,- wound up 1946 behind the eightJan.
De<!.
0epre31, '4*
ball. Only a few film stocks were Company Z •46
oiaticn
able to show net gains over the Col. Pix... 28
20% *$1,851,625
25% 42,344,000
same time a year ago. Despite this, Loew's .... 34
32% *39,211,500
actual depreciation for seven major Paramount. 54%
16%
15%
3,031,500
film company issues amounted to
only $17,645,125 net. Three companies 20th-Fox .. 41 ys
38
8,389,000
26%
17,346,625
showed actual appreciation, while Universal. 45y4
the other four showed losses on the Warners
32
17% •12,402,875
year.
17,645,125
Total depreciation..;..

$3,320,000.

number of new companies,

IOTA POX EAST FOR S-H

Stock Loss For

nearly

be

PRC led indie group, with 50
features, while United Artists, with
21 companies, was runner-up with

.

Hollywood.
Nina Fox heads east for femme

7's

to

Columbia had th . largest production schedule, with 56 films, includ'
i;
12 westerns. /This was followed

And

1kee% Fbw Down in

costs

In point of numbers, majors, including features, westerns and serials,
turned out 337 pictures. Indies were
responsible for 150.

:

Husband Back

their

$100,000,000.

duction unit with a 50-50 profit split
on four pictures a year. Pact, under
which Col will supply all filrn-making facilities, takes effect April 1,
and will have Gene Autry Producevery type of new construction next tions releasing through Col for two
year will amount to about $15,000,- years with openings for extehsion
'
000,000 with another $6,000,000,000 to at the end of that period.
$7,000,000,000 devoted to repairs and
With Autry in the new company
renovations.
will be Armand Schaefer, who proThere appears no basis for the re- duced some of the cowboy crooner
ports that there will be a theatre- films at Republic and will be presiconstruction boom in 1947,- according dent of GAP, Mitchell Hamilburg,
to one- CiOittmerce off icial, althotigh Autry's agent, who will be yeepee
he said he; preferred not ib iive a of the outfit, and Martin Gang, his
firm opinion until the new survey is attorney, who wilt be secretaryfully complete. He pointed out that treasurer. Autry will be chairman
10% above substandard does not of the board. Films will be budgeted
spell boom in any language.
at between $300,000 and $350,000
each by Col, which will also build
lot facilities on their Valley Ranch
Madeleine Carroll
property.
Cowboy's Rep contract expires
to France
time he will
Madeleine Carroll and husband March 31, by which
Henri Lavorel left for England Fri- have to ftllfill a Commitment to them
day (3) on the Queen Elizabeth for two more films. Film budgets
than at Rep,
after a holiday in New York and at Col will be higher
Canada.
They will return in the where cost was pegged at around
$200,000. Pact will conclude a long
spring,
Lavorel, who came here on a period of negotiation during which
French government assignment to Autry tried to sue out of his Rep
study American methods of educa- contract, and was negotiating with
tional film-making, said that the several other companies.

Part of its osefulneis is that it has been prEictical and dO^yn to earth.
Ihat is why I think it wduld be a fine thing if every, movie critic in the
United States read the paper regularly. Somebody with a little spare "cash
might well enter subscriptions for them all en masse. It might make them
realize what seems to be just a vague abstract notion with some of them
that show business is a business and that under our economic system a
business has to keep reasonably out of the red or stop breathing. Quite a
lot of the scribes; I am aware, do read Variety and profit accordingly in
a practical way. I write as one who is all for social consciousness and
exquisite artistry' and the othe" luxuries that mean so much to certain of
our daily and weekly commentators. So is Variety in favor of them. But
Variety knows that what the public wants is, first and foremost, entertainment. If yoii give the public entertainment you can work in, all the
rest, and very often the much-panned studios do exactly that. Social consciousness can be just as socko as sexiness— if it's done right.
So I think that Variety's most useful qualities have been its honesty
and its sanity. As to its being ornamental, I am most definitciy not thinking of its makeup, which may be in its own way a joy forever but is certainly no thing of beauty. I am thinking of its vocabulary, the heads and
subheads and boxes and stories in which ingenuity and imagination run
r&mpant and have lor these many years,
preliminary groundwork had been
Reading VAfeiETy is fun. K has been since I saw my first copy. Also it
laid
and that work will begin
is edUcationaL. I hate to think what show businesis would be without it.
shortly.
While here he conferred
Sometimes I hate to think what show business is with it.
with state Dept. exec William Tyler.
;

to 1

indies by a 3-1 average, while in
Hollywood.
Hollywood production costs for number of pictures made ratio was
Major lot costs were $250,1946 soared near $350,000,000 mark, 2y2-l.
for combined (Studio output of 487 000,000 in round figures, while indies

ably

'

Prodoctioii of Piclures;

Major irms Top Inles by 3

start production on "Mr. Peabody
from one quarter or another. Most ol these demurrers will prob-; and Mermaid."
come ironi soreheads/ because anything I would say about VARreiY
would be in terms of praise, especially consldeting that t was writing it
lor Variety. And there must have befen plenty of soreheads accumulated
during 41 years of reporting show business.

denials

Bernard Shaw said a long time ago that every man over 40 years
He may or m"ay not' believe that that applies to
papers. Anyway, I don't— either to papers or to people. Some of the most
scoundrelly people and papers I have ever known have been much younger
than 40. They started with original sin and went right on from there.
And' the papers died younger than the people.
Being- over 40 myself, I have a fellow feeling for Variety. We have
been friends far 'a long time. I can't remember its early years, not being
as much of a gaffer as all that; but as s6on as I made my first connection
with show business I began to realize that the business had- its Bible,
with chronicles, epistles, psalms and revelations all complete,- and 'that it
was required reading for true believers. So I learned the language (with
sbme trouble, becauscs my mother tongue was English) and have been a

39

$3iM Spent by Hollywood

*

SRIOEOFLIFE

PICTURES

Anniversary'

Johmon's Eastern
Huddle on Picture

A

being explored.
The operation ot amusement arcades in the Broadway area is under
continual observation to assure proper supervision and high standards.
The whole field of theatrical advertising from the standpoint of truthful
Special types of
pictorial representation of attractions is under inquiry.
wholesome entertainment for children ii getting attention and development,
Yes, we are justly ptoud of our New York and out Broad wayv and its
high standard of entertainmefit values. But Broadway must become increasingly aware' of its responsibility as New York's Showcase.
On the fringe of our great amusement industry, there unfortunately
stands a small group of operators, the men in headlong and irresponsible
pursuit of the "fast 'dollar." These parasite^, master of the quick and glib
phrase, scornful of decency or any standards of truth in advertising, create
bad will and reflect discredit on Our Town and Broadway.
Broadway and New York are big business established on the firm basis
of value received for value given. Broadway is always generous, contributing fantastic sums and talent to every worthy charitable enterprise;
The point is, it should always be careful to be made ^attractive and inviting. Too frequently has it let down.
'

"

,

:

:
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$1,750,000 for

One

Howard Hawks

film.

$1,600,000 for one,

Loew-Lewin $1,500,000 for one, and
for same number, Charles Chaplin
Jules Levey $1,300,000,
Harmon$1,200,000,
Edward Golden
$1,300,000,

$1,400,000,

Sol
ising

Lesser

Bing Crosby $900,000,
Arnold Pressburger $850,000, Comet
$600,000, Hopalohg Ciassidy $500,000.
Other indies are Liberty, $3,000,$1,000,000,

000 for Frank Capra's "It's a Wonderful Life"; Pine-Thomas, $4,800,000 for six pictures for Paramount
release; Eagle-Lion $2,300,000 for
three pictures; Screen Guild for its
six companies turning out 16 productions, $2,400,000. Jesse L. Lasky
put $i;650,000 on his flfst picture for
release, Robert Riskin spent
$1,500,000 for single picture, and
Walt Disney's costs exceed $4,000,000.
Roy del Ruth spent $1,300,000 for
his first indie, and Sol Wurtzel ex-

RKO

pended in neighborhood

of $1,200,-

000 for six pictures for 20th-Ppx release,

Various other small produce

tion companies turned out ,15 pic-tures at figure between
arid $5,000,000.

—

1

—

:

;
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My^ Secret, Life With
The Great Nese-Piece

proud that under Camp Shows' banner $50 top stars of stage and screen
,

.

Hmo Yuh

COr* *Awy Cee»!

Been?')

MOORE

By GARRY
I

I

t

'

j

j

Km
,
is
a talented kid
the kmd protec-

my

superior
tion of
dfly night over CBS

name every

of nice free

,
i

Frij

^^i^

1

j

how

deeply im-

was with' him
^ere on our

^j^^^

^^^^

ear to Santa Barbara to
For some
hospital show.

I

speech that wiU not aUow him to begin -any sentence with the letter j^^^j^
(This impediment, by the .
-M.")
way, is only a recent misfortune. It ^^^^
.
first manifested itself three years ago
1

realized
j^gbU

^^^^'^^

on the Durante(The only reason
Moore Show.
^^^jj
Durante gels top billing IS that our i^,gy
announcer has an impediment in his ^^i^j.^

g

exhibs lucky enough to book it should be able to bolster their b.o.
takings considerably with a little intelligent ballyhoo.
With some of the most world-shaking events in history occuring
between 1927 and the present post-World War 11 era, the 20th anni
short couldn't help but be interesting. Withal, it presents a well-earned
pat on the back to the entire newsreel industry, mirrored in a sequence
showing the late President Roosevelt citing the reels for their work on
both the home and fighting fronts during the war.
Teeing off with the roaring '208 and the flapper-Coolidge era, the
short segues neatly into the stock market crash and the resultant soup
lines and corner apple stands, all designed for absorbing, albeit sometimes bitter nostalgia. Comes then the Roosevelt inaugural, his New
ileal policies and then the first faint rumblings of war, climaxed by
Pearl Harbor and D-Day. Interspersed are clips of the fascinating
news events, such as the Hindenburg blimp disaster, the Lindbergh

every fighting front." Who can
"lift" it gave a fatigued
to exchange greetings with a
girl from home—or perhaps a star
who had been but a face on a flashing screen before?

reason

we

stopped and had

evaluate the

man

They are gratified, too, that 2,000
others have worked through the difficult months since V-E and V-J
Days, easing the transition of our
armed forces from combat to occupation duties.
Much of our work for the armed
forces is passed; the rest of it is
passing.

-

kidnaping case, etc.
Film winds up with a dramatic pledge of Par News for the future:
"In this we seek to serve. That the Eyes and Ears of the World sh'all
bring the truth. To let the people see., .to let the people know." And
the reels, with (heir visual reporting advantages designed' for truth,
Stal.
seem well equipped to carry out this pledge.

The continued entertainment of
disabled men in our hospitals soon
will be our major challenge, because,
as General Bradley says in speaking of that subject, "A job halfdone is no job at all!'- And we certainly shall not have discharged our
responsibility to them as long as
entertainment can aid the rehabilitation of any considerable number.

A

^ jj^^ f^^.^; .^^^ile stend^^^nt of the elephant enclo-

Mews 2li Ami §1 Antbl©gy

Paramount News, celebrating Its 20th anni, has rounded up clips of
some of the top news events of the last two decades, strung them together withr a highly-interesting and penetrating commentary and!
wrapped the package neatly together into a 25.minute two-rceler.
Novel documentary was released nationally last Saturday (4) and

to

I'd make a note, "Jug—long hitter,"
Hollywood.
The
I am certain that those o£ our From then on it was simple.
readers who are interested in esoteric next time I met him I'd just glance
information and trivial minutae will at this note and say "Hello^ Mr, Cuff
have heard o£ —still hitting the jugj"
agentleman Durante, howeveri, bas never
named Jimmy bothered with such complicated
Purante. But for systems. He fcnows he's not going to
those whose|j.g^g^j,gp so he doesn't even try.
know ledge is Whenever he sees anybody who
limited to only ^^^^ remotely looks like he might
the larger names speak, Durante beats him to the
in showbusiness punch
by throwing both arms
I should like to
around the party's neck and saying
explain that "Aw, geez! How yuh been?" This
Jimmy. Durante system not only gets him by, it also
"
uany Moor.
-

who works under

'ar

and S^OOO actors and entertainers
went overseas to pirovide momentary respite for our men in combat and did their ^ob so well that
Eisenhower noted that
General
"USO-Camp Shows have brought
American cheer and laughter close

'

Tremendous Job

Camp Shows

has

moved

into this

Schnoz began ruminating job so smoothly and so effortlessly
^.
the animals in that its magnitude can easily be lost
'
" "^j
as an indication
Billy Rose's "Jumbo." At this junc- sight of. But, just
ture a man came out of the trainer's of wiiat it means, let me tell you
that it requires 22 companies ceaseoffice and greeted Jimmy with loud
move throughout the
Shouts, Jim dropped his sandwich, lessly on the
threw his arms around the man's length and breadth of the country
neck and yelled "Aw geez! How yuh to make sure that each of 187 has,„
yif^u
man turned pitals ^however remote or difficult
the
^^^^

.

;

when

announcer inadvertantly
mentioned my name first and almost
immediately came down with a bad
case of "bludgeon de entrepeneur','
or as we say iri our set, "I<ou Claythe

ton's ball-lbat
T
ix.
stroke ^of midIn
any event, the
night this Dec. 31 marked the fifth
Year's Eve that I have ^pe"t
<.

.

!

shaking noses with Durante, "s,
been nothing but laughs since the
;

|

fme we

shook .J''"^^ «.nd
Durante said 'Lets get down to the
first

mudeous of

—

the trainer of Rosie the

,

New

this thing,

.

j.,ephant
P"'

in

"Jumbo."

to

reach— has a

And when once

.^^

t„ I^^^i^,, ^^ere.^^^^ to a nearby
..That's her." So
^^^^^t^
^.^^^
j^^^j^^^ reaction of true reflex, the Schnoz dashed to the ele
phant, threw his arms around her

"live"

show

at least

every two weeks.

The entertainment industry pays
tribute and expresses its deepest appreciation to the six member agencies of the USO: the Young Men's
Christian
National
Associations,
Catholic Community Service, The

It's no secret that I have derived
benefits from this association.
and said, "Aw geez! How yuh Salvation Army, Young Women's
For one thing Durante is the firstr been?"
Christian
Associations,
National
guy I've ever worked with who
Jewish Welfare Boardi National
I have alwajrs said since then that
makes me ^look tall and pug-nosed.
Travelers Aid Association, which
(Between us, I think he married me I've known lots of guys who run gave our work their full support,
work

many

'

Man

Ladles'

(SONGS>
Paramount release ot Uanl«l Dare pro-

"Ladiss'

atHra Bdale Bracken. Cass Daley.
vliKinla W'elleM; featuren SplKe .Tones' City
DiSliclcerH. .T(»lmny Coy, VirKinia Field.
rected by William D. TRuasell. Soreenolay,
ICcimund B'filain. -Tack Roue. Ijewia Meltxer
based on «tory by William Bowera. Robinson Holhert; eooKS. Jule Styne. Sammy
Cahn: camera. Htuart Thompson: editor,
Kverett DouKlan. Tradeahown N. Y. Dec,
RunnlHK time. 91 MINH.
'M. '40.
..Kddle Bracken
Henry Haskell..
.Ca»H Daley
Geraldine Ryan.
VlrKinla WellcH
.lean Mitchell
•
.lohnny Coy
.Tolinny O'Conner
Virginia Field
Gladys Hayden-,
duction.

David Harmon
Mr. Jones

Phone

Jk

drama,
French audiences.

GeorKej) Renevant

for the large backlog of nose jokes
that I'd originally written about
.well, no matter-*! bow to
myself.
a superior weapon!)
But greatest of all his gifts to me,
perhaps, is the knack for getting by
without remembering people's names.
I have always been bad at it, anyway, and it used to cause me untold
mental anguish. I even tried mr>ing -ftptes on my cuff when 1 met
people. For instance, let's say I'd be
introduced to Jug McSpaderi, the
longest btttfer jn golf. On my cuff

into old people they used to
with, but Durante's the only man I
know who runs into old elephants.

We

doesn't pack much
punch but will serve as a palatable
musical comedy creampuff for general situations. One of Paramount's

spiritually and financially.
invite
their continued active interest.
lower cost items, film depends wholly
.
Fortunately, five years of experi- upon the comic talents of Eddie
In any event, since the Schnoz and ence have indicated the pattern, the Bracken to hold together a random
I were mated some five years ago I techniques and the approaches re- assortment ol specialty acts. Formula
have stopped worrying about names quired for a continuing operation story of a rich yokel being taken for
But I wouldn't want to close these uh(ier new auspices. Camp Shows a ride in the big city is the peg for
brief recollections without thanking started to service Army and Navy the musical score and conriedy situations and is given a neat tongue-inthe editors of this paper for tlieir Hospitals in March 1944, and added
cheek treatment. But film is overkindness to our team. Believe me, facilities under the Veterans Ad- long for its purpose, and more dewe'll always be grateful to this great ministration in March 1946. This cisive editing could cut between 10
publication, the Weekly er, what's background enables us now both to and 15 minutes of running time for
that ftame again now? Oh, well
lay down a program of action and snappier results.
"AW, geezi How yuh been?"
draw up an estimate of costs early
With Cass Daley and Spike Jones
enough to insure no interruption of and His City Slickers acting as the
chief supporting battery for Brackthis work.
mugging and
double-takes,
•
For most of us, the victory is won en's
and life stretches out ahead. But plenty of raucous com is to be "expected. Miss Daley, in addition to a
not for the ill and the maimed in
straight comedy part, does a vocal
our hospitals. For them it's a long assault on "Mama ye quiere," while
road back— dreary months made Spike Jones' combo hash up two of
=By
harder by occasional fears that their best known numbers, "Holiday
(President, USO-CAMP Shows)
they're
forgotten,
now that the for Strings" and "Cocktails for Two."
Today, as you read this, 350 pro- Through them was made available parades are ended.
Johnny Coy registers solidly in two
fessional entertainers are touring the everything that we had to offer,
Entertainers and the entertainment standout dance specialties. Bracken,
United States under USO-Camp whether that offering were personal industry fortunately can ease that in his screen's initial singing stint,
Shows' banner to entertain disabled service, a royalty-free script or some road. They can provide what it takes does nicely On a couple of Jule
Styne-Sammy Cahn tunes, "I Gotta
men in Army and Navy hospitals needed skill.
to assure' them that they're remem
Gal I Love" and "What
I Gonna
and in institutions under the superAll of us feel that it was a priv- bered, and, though they cannot come
Do About You," and is backed up in
vision of the Veterans Administra- ilege to undertake this work of en- to US for it, we can take it to them.
a neat duet arrangement With Virtion.
tertaining servicemen and guide it
That's something I'm sure we all ginia Welles on the latter number.
Their work is little known and thrnugh its many phases.
are want to do,
Story concerns an Oklahoma oil
they foUow a rugged road, unking who comes to New York on a
heralded. But the job they are doing
sight-seeing/^our but gets tricked
Is so important that General Omar
into acting as Prince Charming on a
Bradley, Veterans Administrator, has
radio program contest. Bracken plays
sucker as a beau geste towards iWiss
expressed his deep gratification that
Fields, who lisads him to believe that
our service has been extended to
her job in an ad agency depends
hospitalized men and women under
upon his cooperation. But disilIu.^ionhis supervision.
ment soon sets in together with the
Caijip Shows, however, is a warusual round of romantic difficulties
time agency and is scheduled to
against a background of niteries
pass from the scene at the end of
and
behind-the-broadcast
scenes.
1947. But the war will not be finished
Throughout the proceedings, Virginia
Field moves irrelevantly in a female
then— nor entertainment's job done-^
Groucho Marx role of a phoney
for the men who must remain in our
southern
belle
who
sets
her
traps
for
hospitals
many, unhappily, for
Bracken.
years to come. (Over 200,000 are
.

LEST

in a

WE FORGE

We

—

Thesping by Bracken and supporting players is competent down the
line.
Direction is handled with an
appropriately light touch although
some of the specialty numbers are
stretched out excessively. Musical'
score is okay, but nothing special in
the way ot hit tunes, while productiqn
dress and camera work is
standard.
Herm.

its

—

contribution to victory of the
and resiliency that its or-

flexibility

ganization

showed

as

and

its

men and women

various phases

of the
effort imposed new obligations upon
us all— called for new approaches
to old jobs. The military recognized,
even in pre-war days, that whole-

:

Msiriin Itoumagnsie

some entertainment was ah es.sential
part of preparation and training.
Our industry provided the initiative, the insjiiration and the leadership required to meet the armed
forces' needs then and to keep pace
Witih them as they changed throughout every phase of the war and its
.aftermath^'

It

made

its

talents,

niakes

up

its

Pari.'!.

prddnclinii,
fcufures MariiO r.ioTi, .Marcel Ilerrand. Jean
il'Td, Daniel Oelin. .Michel, Ardan. .Marcellc

Ocniat,

ScreenpUry,

Running

directorates.

-WILLIAM

A.

Falvre, j.uclen Nat, Jej'I'JJ
Directed by Georges I.aconilic
In Parlf

T.acimibe.
Reviewed
time, 11.1 .WINS.

Excellent
casting
of
Marlene
Dietrich and Jean Gabin, who turn
in some top drawer thesping. rnakes
this film a sure grosser here and
likely b.o. wherever French pix are
played.
An adventuress. Miss

SEITER

Wllliaim A< S«lt«r has {hsI completed direction ol a Deonna Durbin starrer,
I'll 8e Y*«rs." for Universal-lnfemalionci! Kf:t.-rs. where he is imder ccniract;

(ialiin;

E'aul

Durcanle.

its

know-how, its vast experience and
its thousand and one gifts available
through one agency, C3amp Shows—
an agency so wholly our own that
every branch Of the entertainment
world

(FRENCH-MADE)
Oiiumont relf>a..ie of Alcina
Marlene Dietrich, .lean

S(ar.H

\

t?)wn 'con ™actor Jean

Gabi^n."^

Faffing

fit

of jealousy.

Gabin who

is his usual authentic
self in the part of the lough country
unable to understand the
sophisticated woman before it's too
late. Miss Dietrich gives an interesting
performance as the flighty
woman, but disappears from the
film three reels before the end.
Originally slated for leads in
Pathe's "Night Doors," Gabin and
Miss Dietrich turned it down, finding "Martin Roumagnac" more to
their liking. Films' foreign rights

Am

of

with

guy

—

under treatment now and more are
being admitted every day.)
The entertainment world is proud

Cabin,

surefire

Packing more punch than most
French-mades, pic Is a fine vehicle
for

ABE LASTFOGEL=

.

Jean

-

heavily at first, he later gets wise
to her true character and kills her

Hia City Slickers

Man"

Dietrich

romantic

•

"Ladies'

(Par).

"Martin BoumaKnac" (French).

Marlene

r.ewlH Ru.s,«ell

,

,

(Songs)

situations,

Opera.tor. .... ^ ....... . Roberta .Tonay

Spike Jones

.

Man"

Eddie Bracken holding up lightweight musical okay for general

have been acquired by Laudy Lawrenee, film exec, formerly associated
with Metro and. Alexander Korda.
.

New

Maxi.

Foreign Filins

"Det. Regnar Pa V'ar- Kul'Iek" ("Tf Ta
Raining on Our I^ove") (SH'KDISH).
Nordlak Tonefllm release of I.orf-ns Marinstedt production; ntara Barbio KollbcrK.
BIrRlr Malniaten; i!eatures Qoesla (kulerlund, Luflde Gehtisel, DouKlaa Ha«e, HJoeraifl Petteraon.
Directed by Initmar BevKman. Screenplay. Bergman and Herbert
Grevenlua, based on play by Oakar Braathen.
Camera, HIIdinR Bladh. Goeran .Strlnrtherg:
music. Krland von Koch.
Rcviewefl In
Stotikholm. Running time. IWr HINIS.

Perhaps one of the best films any
Swedish producer ever made, story's
theme based on the premise that a
man isn't a criminal ]Ust because he
has erred once, develops into excelentertainment chiefly due to

lent

scripting of Ingmar Bergman
Herbert
Grevenius.
Acting,
lensing and direction are in keeping
with other high production
values. Looming as a top grosser in
Sweden, picture should meet with
worldwide b.o. success.

fine

and

"KnineurH" ("Allegations") (FRISNC'H).
f'oaaiirtium
International
release
of
C.A.l'.A.C. production; stars Jacoues Dniiicaiiil. .lany Holt; directed l)v .iacques T>aroy; Kcrecnplay, ,S|mon GantUUin. ItevlewMl
In farKs.

Poorly directed and photographed
that's
very dreary.
Shows
Jacques Dumcsnil as a small town
garage proprietor who's wrongly .suspected of the slaying of a prostitute.
Preys on his mind and to relieve it
he plans to commit a similar killing.
Jany Holt is weak as the intended
victim and whole - oductinn is below par. Mild for America,
Maxi.
-story

"Om

KJurrHKhetrn RynKer De"

CThe

.Song of I.oye"l <N0»WIS<JIA>'). Apollo
Film releaKe of (),slo l.'Hni onMlu<.linn; stars
Hin-ald- Jlei.le-fJti.pn,
Rlisiilidh
(iiirdiilK;
feaHuci Allied Kolas, Kilvard Dvablii.s.
Winar Vaage. Kllg KKcde-.Ni.'i.wn.
Kcrit
Bi'sTne, Finn Bernhoft. Dagmar M^lirvclil
illrcctert by ()lav_ DiiTgaril; ..icrccnnl.-iv. Pal
nl. based on play by Nicnlav Hir^'Kcnvik;

.imcia.

Heldar l.nnd. Reviewed
limning time. SO MINS,

in

Oslo,

Dramatic Norwegian film about a
hotel worker wrongfully accused ot
arson develops into a domestic tragedy which may prove okay in Scandinavia. However, picture is too sentimental to offer much appeal to U. S,
audiences, despite good acliiia and
fair screenplay.
Wixis.
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A New Main Title...
•Li
that means the Hallmart

of Screen Entertainment.

Breaking All Records:.. Everywhere!
WALTER WANGER'S

CANYON PASSAGE"
The phenomenal
.

gross-getter

of the year...produ«d in

Ae

Walter Waneer tradition of
superlative

mm
m

e^^^^^^^^^^

Follow-up Sensation for 1947
WALTER WANGER'S

SMASH-UP
...scaled to the

same high

level of production

achievement and box-office magnitude!

ill

r

Screenplay by John Howard Lawson
Directed by Stuart Heisler

Additional Dialogue by Lionel

•
•

if^oduced by Walter

Wanger

Hh

Wiggam
•

•

Original Story by Dorothy Parker

and Frank Cavett

A UNIVERSAL- INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

*

3
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Bf

By lAMES
producer.

who

Director,

the

addresses

film
desk, he

HU

Seated at

J.

it

DIRECTOR:
You've given it to me!
on the Jack Benny routine

switch
wia the

musical

some

paper, we, must ci'eate

original routines tor, our specialtieK.

DIRECTOR:
God knows, the

4S

PRESS AGENTS STAR IN
MAKING STARS GLITTER
By JOSEPH WECHSBERG

PRODUCER:

PRODUCER:
Now that we have our

Yeah.

A

fiddle.

seated opposite.

down on

99

GEEJLER

a

office of

We'll get the music department to
While Bette Davis was working on location in the
dig up something that Benny has California desert, news services carried the story that
never used.
she had landed squarely in the middle of a cactus
plant.
Millions read in their papers that 49 cactus
DIRECTOR:
spines had to be extracted from her expensive
Of course.
silhouet, "soon to be seen in Warners' 'The Bride Came

PRODUCER:

writers

C.O.D.'

That reminds me of "100 Men and
When the late Carole Lombard told a director who
Do you remember how the was complaining about his income tax that for her
ended with "The Hungarian part she was happy to pay sky-high taxes to Uncle
All the more reamm we should in- Rhapsody"?
Sani, a publicity man overheard it. He simply quoted
corporate some good iiippy scenes
her answer to the United Press; the actress made the
DIRECTOR:
with plenty of sex, comedy and mupages everywhere.
We shouldn't use that composition front
sical numbers. Above all, lefs be
These are examples of two different' schools of
for our opus.
originalHollywood publicity. The Bette Davis story was an
PRODUCER:
out-and-out hoax: Miss Davis never sat on a cactus.
DIRECTOR:
I'm not thinking of that number. Miss Lombard's spontaneous remark, cleverly ballyYou're so right, Charlie, We'll set We'll use another rhapsody for the hooed, enhanced her prestige and that of the motion

no help

yaete

to us.

a Girl."

PRODUCER:

-

•film

.

the pace.

need a better opening to introduce our girl. The way it is in
the script, I iind

Through such experience, Hollywood's liigh -powered
publicity wizards have discovered that dramatized
truth is better than sensational hoaxes, such as those
for which Harry Rcichepbach is famous. Som&25 years
I heard a Roumanian Rhapsody on
ago this master of ballyhoo smuggled A lion inside a
last Sunday's broadcast 'from New piano box into an apartment at New York's BelleYork,
claire hotel, where a man had registered as "Professor
T. R. Zann" ^just before a new Tarzan picture apDIRECTOR:
Are you certain there's a "Rou- peared on Broadway. It was also Reichenbach who
once put up eight musical-comedy Turlcs in the Hotel
manian Rhapsody"?
Majestic. They had "jUst arrived from Stamboul lookPRODUCER:
week later, by an
ing for a virgin named Sari."
I
guess so.
All those Balkan odd coincidence, Priseilla Dean's picture "The Virgin
countries tigve rhapsodies..
of Stamboul" was released.

DIRECTOR:

from the beginning.

it

:

picture industry.

finale.

PRODUCER:
Let's take

We

it dull.

Fine.

PRODUCER:
:

DIRECTOR:

—

(With enthusiasm)

have

I

Remember

it!

the

first

shot of Stanwyck in "Double Indemnity" descending the staircase?

(Nods afftrmativelif)

.

'Amdvetitary

Be Original

*%et^s
SCENE: The spacious

,

A

dent in charge of advertising and publicity for Warner
Bros., and now president of Enterprise Productions;
Einfeld is credited by many with the invention of
the "junket."
In 1933 he sent the stars of "42nd
Street" on a coast-to-coast trip aboard the "42nd
Street Special," bringing the magic of Hollywood to
small towns which had never seen film stars in the
Special trains carried the press from New York
to the the world premieres of "Dodge
City," "Virginia City" and "Santa Fe Trail," held in

flesh.

and Hollywood

those cities.
"Knute Rockne, All-American" premiered in South Bend, Ind.; scene of Rockne's great
football-coaching triumphs at Notre Dame University.
"Destination Tokyo," a submarine picture, was pre^
viewed^on the bottom of San Francisco Bay, inside a
submarine which had been in action in Japanese
waters.
Einfeld has a knack for twisting an event to his
client's advantage.
When Harvard undergraduates
voted Ann Sheridan the actress least likely to succeed,
he showed Miss Sheridan in front of a mule, commenting on the comparative salaries of Harvard graduates and Hollywood actresses.
Since pretty girls are the staple of Hollywood publicity, press agents sit up nights trying to find new
stunts for them.
The display of female pulchritude
may range from tightly corseted ladies "picketing"
their studio in protest against the tight corsets which
they have to wear in "The Private Affairs of Bel Ami"
to Goldwyn girls in bathing suits taking "aptitude
tests" at the Institute of Human Relations.

The Burning

of Aslanta

7

;

..

Yeah.

DIRECTOR:

DIRECTOR;

;

Then no one can accuse

,

(Continuing)
Betnerober how Murray's eyes almost popped put of his head when
the cantera panned to her legs and
^en; upward to the rest of her body?

PRODUCER:
Uhhuhl

'

plagiarism.

The Poll and
us'

PRODUCER:
Look, as long as we're on our toes,
no one can say we're copying. Incidentally, the studio has a commitment with the. Two Inkwells.
We've gotta use 'em in our picture.
Let's get' 9' tiew dance specialty,
something that's never been done.
'

DIRECTOR:

°^eir then, weiniave~TJnr^girl
make her entrance coming down the
staircase in a bathing costume. The
boy

gets his first

td the pool.

DIRECTOR:

Tve just the routine laid out for
the dance director. As a matter of
eyeful as she goes fact, it's two
routines which can be
blended in one.

PRODUCER:
I

see

what you mean. You've got
Not bad!
on memo pad)

a good thought there.

PRODUCER:
You

don't say?

DIRECTOR:

(Scribbles

Vet's use a staircase similar to the

DIRECTOR:

one that the Nicholas Brothers had

(Smiling)
This is better than having a nude
ascending a grand staircase.

Fox picture a couple of years
work down half way, then

in a
ago,

'

make a flying leap on a large -brass
drum and finish the number the
way Astaire did in "Roberta." ReAs lor the night club owner who's member?
on the make for the ga]< Tve got a
'

PRODUCE^;;

v

.

•well idea for a belly laugh.

have two

capry

G.I.'s

him out

place, like,

guy from Montgomery Ward.

No rough

PRODUCER:

We'll
of his

own
that

what happened

Pretty good!

to

stuff.

DIRECTOR:
That'll take care of the
wells.

Two

the

Egg

Ink-

Today, in spit^ of occasional excursions^ into lunacy
(a doll reseinbling Ginger Rogers parachutes out of the
sky to publicize "The Magnificent Doll," a man sits for
weeks oh an ostrich egg to promote "The Egg and I")
the crazy publicity stunt is vanishing.
An example of the now-preferred "dramatized truth"
is the case of an actress from_ Dallas who insured her
southern accent at Lloyd's for a million dollars. The
insurance policy was perfectlji' authentic ^but the contract ran foi: only 24 hours. Then there was the press
agent who watched three actors being . tested before
the camera with Andrea Leeds to determine, her partner in a kissing sequence; the next day the story of
the actress who had been kissed 468 times in four
hours, establishing a jiew "osculatory record," was in
every newspaper.
When "The Prisoner of Zenda" opened on Broadway, a Hollywood press agent flew the 12 lone inhabitants of Zenda, Ontario, to New York in a chartered plane. The newspapers reported, with perfect
truth, that "the entire population of the town of
Zenda" had come to the premiere.
Simple stunts, but gooH press agentry. While SOnja
Henie and Tyrone Power were thriving on a studiosponsored roniance, the skating star one morning found
herself stranded in her suite on the 17th floor of
Detroit's Book-Cadillac hotel by a strike paralyzing
room service and elevators. Jack Cooper, a press
agent, called local reporters in to watch Power clamber up 17 floors with a loaded breakfast tray. The
papers gave a glowing account of "Sonja Henie's

—

rescue."

These "romance publicity tieups" are routine in
Hollywood. Claudette Colbert eloped with Dr. Joel
to Yuma one morning at 1:30; after duly
notifying Hollywood columnist Louella Parsons. The
*^
problem.
marriages of Deanna Durbin and Shirley Temple were
DIRECTOR:
PRODUCER:
covered by the press as if they were peace: confermaking
fine
progress
.
we're
.
But
Don't forget that we also gotta
ences.
When Victor Mature, "a beautiful hunk of
have something novel for our lead- What's our next move?
man," was photographed in public 'with 80 blondes in
ing comic.
one year, his fan mail shot up. And everyone knew
PRODUCER:
We require a few more sock spe- that James Stewart dated "263 glamour girls" before
DIRECTOR:
Before we coilie to him, let's estab- cialties to be interpolated into the he went into the Army. His publicity agent saw to

PRODUCER:

DiBpscrrott:

Very funny.

We could bttild

lish the girl as a
family like the
play, "You Can't
,

member

up

to

of a crazy

bunch In that old
Take It With You."

Pressman
We've only solved half of our

that. /

script.

DIRECTOR:
Sure.

We

Sure.

'

lack another big

routine, for our second comic lead
... Let's take a guy like Keenan

PRODUCER:

For a musical they must be a lit- Wynn.
crazier than they are in that old
And now for our singer.
,

tle'

play

.

We

PRODUCER:

.

DIRECTOR:
must have a solid reason for

a tenor.

(Interrupting)
Have you forgotten the
I got it.
marvelous drunk scene he did in a
lyfetro picture?

DIRECTOR:

PRODUCER:
Tenors are a dime a dozen. But
our man should be presented differently,

7(In

DIRECTOR:
'deep

thought

from

his chair.
strikes him.)

OS Re rise*
Suddenly a notion

Yeah.

Danny—

had

a

monopoly

their joint dance

care

of

shots,

the

to

fill

PRODUCER:
DIRECTOR:
You mean the one that
key?

fls

humming "Love

Director breofcs in.)

in

Bloom"

DIREfijTOR:

more

DIRECTOR:
Remember Gene Kelly
Girl"?

Here's a thiought.

boy and

in "Cover
His dance setiuence, I mean.

dance

in the background, we'll plant their alter egos
with a split screen effect.

DIRECTOR:
That's what I
the first place.

The mobbing of stars by frenzied fans and bobbysoxers seeking autographs used to be a convenient
means of getting free publicity. But it was overpromoted and now has become the press agents' biggest
headache. Mobs of bobby-soxers, acting to perfection
the part of lunatics, have torn actresses' expensive
gowhs, and loiocked down and half stripped screen
heroes. Things have become so bad that many stars
are honestly afraid of being mobbed and mauled at
railroad stations, notels and theatres; their dark glasses
and side-door escapes are not poses, but actual selfprotection.

Seldom have picture stars refused to perpetrate
publicity gags, however inane. Hollywood therefore
cherishes the memory of the arrival of Olsen and
Johnson to film "Hellzapoppin:"
ptfss agent had an
idea that can hardly be described as highly original:
the two slapstick comedians, on arrival, should throw
lemon pies at each other while newsreel cameras recorded the scene for posterity. But when Olsen and
Johnson got their cue to start pitching, they turned
and with the aim of everts hurled the pies into the
press agent's face.

still

A

DIRECTOR:

We Should slip in a minute or two
think up a couple more
something
dramatic.
What
we'd be Set.
Something of
novel in which we can use soft music Laughton did to "The Gettysburg
Address"
or the few words that
in the background.
Now

if

we

routines,

came from

was aiming for

in

that

old

guy in "The

Spectre of the Rose."

For example?

,,

PRODUCER:

PRODUCER:

Yeah, I see eye to eye with you
Nothing political; mind
I've been thinldng about the suc- On that.
you.

cessful wave of those phychological
pictures, "Lady in the Dark," "Spoil-

DIRECTOR:

Dark Mirror" and
We'll have research get us someought to select a scene thing significant. A paragraph out of
where a girl is consulting a psychi- Roosevelt which everybody will
atrist and do it with music.
recognize.
"The

bound,"

others.

We'll have our

girl do, say, a similar

number together and
We've

than a spot.
plays the gotta have something outstanding,
something unique.
It's

PRODUCER:
(Starts

cats.

All right. Lei's forget the Kelly
routine in "Cover Girl." That was
a solo number.

PRODUCER:
that spot?

publicity.

DIRECTOR:

'

(Rc/Iectit)elj/)

What can we do

.

:

That's it. Now -we don't want to
duplicate his dance. We're not copy

number.

Hollywood, where most screen immortals have left
their footprints. Finally he agreed to "play" the scene
for the newsreel cameras, provided the actual imprint
was made with a mask. But a smart press agent "forgot" to 'bring the mask along and pushed The Great
Profile into the wet cement while the cameras were
grinding.
One of the most colorful publicity wizards is Russell
Birdwell, who had an imitation Oriental rug painted
over six boulevard blocks in Culver City for the premiere of "The Garden of,, Allah." In San Franclscc^
Birdwell invited every one: named Young to the press
preview of a new Loretta Young picture. Thousands
came, including three Lin Youngs from Chinatown.
Birdvtrell sometimes thinks of himself as a humanitarian fighting for neglected causes. Not long ago, he
read that practically all the cats had disappeared frftiin
the Philippines during the war.
Sensing a worthwhile cause, he arranged for actrees Eve Arden to
sponsor sending a shipload of American cats to Manila.
The authorities couldn't quite see the value of the
cause but it got Birdwell (and his client) a lot of

.

PRODUCER:

DIRECTOR:

Now

around with

'

The Alter Ego.

drunk

Tliis

PRODUCER:

he did with himself

.

DIRECTOR:
on

That takes care of that. Now we
should devise a few more routines.
time I'd like something even
more original for our two leads in

DIRECTOR:

trick stuff

•

;

PRODUCER:

PRODUCER:
The
.s

PRODUCER:

That's a good approach;

eelio off

S.

guess you're right. Besides no

(Cutfiiifii

jor the girl who fools
the musical instrument.

"planters," fashion experts, art directors.
One of the masters of the dramatized news event is
Charles Einfeld, former $156,00O-a-year vicepresi-

recently.

DIRECTOR:
I

400 Prega Agents

Hollywood's 400 press agents range from $SO-a-week
"apprentices" to almost $100,QO()-a-year publicity direc-'
tors such as M-G-M's Howard Strickling and 20th
Century-Fox's Harry Brand, acknowledged masters in
shaping public opinion.
A major studio's publicity department is organized
like a metropolitan newspaper, with reporters, a copy
desk, photographers and contact people for national
magazines, newspapers, wire services, tradepapers, the
There are feature writers, gossip
foreign press.

By the
Don't worry about it.
time our picture is produced and
released, the public will have forgotten about Wynn's drunk spe-

scenes.

Kaye!

«nger for a couple of

it

PRODUCER:

one

PRQpUCJER:

That takes

saw

cialty.

I've got it. We'll get some special
lyrics and have him race through
like

OlEfty.

I

Rewards, lawsuits, "nation-wide searches," disthreatening letters—are all good for free advertising space.
The search for actresses to play
"Scarlett O'Hara," "Bernadette" and "Amber" became
world-wide stunts. The burning of Atlanta in "Gone
With the Wind" made front pages everywhere simply
because the Studio withheld advance announcement.
Reporters, ifoUbwing the screaming Are engines' to
Culver City, where the entire Selznick studio seemed
to be going up in flames, found mimeographed "news"
stories and telephones for their convenience.
Most stars, aware of the sweet uses of publicity,
gladly cooperate- with their press agents. But John
Barrymore for years refused to imprint his profile in
"the cemfent in front of Grauman's Chinese theatre in
asters,

of

.

We

PRODVCm-.

DIRECTOR:

.

(Continues scribbling on pad)

I'll accept that'.
It'll be a Clever
switch and it won't hurt our story

We've done it. We'll have one of the
most novel pictures ever produced.

line.

PRODUCER:

DIRECTOR:

(Acquiessingr)
And now if we can get one final
smash routine before the last fiideAnd original, too. Every producer
out, we'll be off to the races.
in Hollywood will copy it.
,

I

Forly-firat
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By GEORCE JESSEL

Shirley Mating a Tciineback; Beanna,

GEORGE JESSEL'S OFFICE AT 20TH CENTURY-FOX STUBEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA.
JESSEL ENTERS OUTER OFFICE.

SCENE:

Judy» Ma^^^^^^^^^^

DIO,

at il-14

MB

By HERMAN SCHOENFEtD

—

or vice versa.
He's playing
It started bacfc in the middle 1930s films
•when Shirley Temple, as a tot, won niteries and vaudeville.
For seven years, Mary Kornman
America's heart and climbed to the
Since was the "leading lady" of Hal
pinnacle of boxoffice fame.
an"Our
Gang,"
the comedy
Roach's
that time more than 50,000 Icids
As she
nually have been either carted di- shorts with kiddie, casts.
rectly to Hollywood's golden gate by grew up, Mary appeared in a few
or
pictures but stardom never gave her
hopeful and ambitious parents—
Dozens
renod.
of
other
kids
the parents: hired agents to repre- the
sent them and flood the studios with ceived thorough cinema schooling in
"^hot&'s,

and

descriptions

affidavits

swearing to the charms of the youngIt's become part
sters in question.
of the American dream that every
kid has the chance to become either
States or a
United
"President of the
prodigy of the silver screen.
The amount of faith that parents,

Chambers «f Commerce,
Mayors, and locil exhibitors have
placed in ttie talente of spungsters
1.- beyond estimate.
But the record with respect to the
friends,

•

lasting success of child actors is a
discouraging one. It holds bad news
for Margaret O'Brien, Butch Jenkins,

Peggy Ann Garner, Jo Ann Marlowe,
D^an StOckwell,*Bobby DriscoU and
the rest of .the current flock of subteenrage ciiienia players. All of them
wili do well to save their nigney
•while they are making, it
'

'

A

t

SHIIion Kids

.

'

another exceptional case of 'a kid star recapturing
as a grownup a large part of her
former stature. Other juve stars,
like Judy Garland and Deanna Durbin, who stayed in the big time as.
they maturied into young misses, are
different matters since they were
launched into, pictures sifter they
passed the crucial ages Of 11 tO 13

quee

attraiction,

years.

'

is

''.r

.-.

Failure of the very young set of
cinematic hopefuls to stand up under the vicissitudes of time is notwithstanding the brilliant sendoff
and followup campaigns that most
of the kids received.
Take
the
classic
case
of
Jackie Goo'gan, who goes back to
days before talkers, Coogan made
bis debut in the auspicious company
of no less than Charlie Chaplin. But
after scoring heavily in "The Kid"
and
several
subsequent
films,
Coogan's film career was finished by
the time he reached the age of 10.
After a three-year absence from the
screen, he returned and made some
sporadic appearances, but from a
boxoffice standpoint his days as a
;

see"that

it. is

you

raining;

know how

also

•

me

wanted' somebody to

I would have a relalie to
tive, as- my^ficstrsecretary, Miss McKee, j^Qt,you.i,,» '-'^

•

Jessel ex;its to his private office. Business o/ loofcing over desk. From under desk comes Lew Cooper,
Joe Cooper, Murray Ritter, and several visitors.
Jessel: Lew, I know that you have daily different
friends of yours 'to visit the studio but they must stop
getting in my desk.-

Georgie JesscI

Lew: Okay, but when you want things wholesale
promise everybody that gives you a dress for $14.95

'

in

•

The Coopers and

New York

thsit

,

out here they can kiss Betty Grable.

when

•

don't

they get

i

crowd leave hurriedly. One of the women is
heard to say, "Since he is a producer, it isn't the same Jessel."
Jessel (touched by this subtle remark, picks up telephone): Miss McKee,
be sure to send three dozien roses- to whoever it was that insulted me just
now. Cooper will have the address, I am sure. .And send Miss Murk, my
rest oi

.

private secretary, in.

•

.

.

'

,

—

Scliary s

RKO Deal Cwes Him One

Pic

A Year; Also Continues As 'Consultant'
Dore Schary

will receive total
after deduction of distribution -costs, from one film yearly

profits,

which

'

Mm

'

-

svill

this office umolicJ? is on my desk. So please don't
make me any, good morning, and remejmber, if I

PETE SMITH

the "Our Gang" comedies, also in
Whose "Specialties" were again
the "Mickey McGuire" series star- voted Nuniber One in live action
ring Mickey Rooney and the Vita- field of short subjects by exhibitor
graph kiddie shorts that starred readers of "Fame Ma!?azlne" and
Bobby Connelly. The only one to "Showmen's Trade Review."
get into marquee lights after growing up was Rooney. Jackie Cooper
annoying character. On the other
alsQ did well as a youngster and kept
hand, many kids who, show no thesworking steadily up to the time he
pic talents or inclinations as babes
went into the Army but he never
turn out to be oozing with personaltopped the performance he gave as
ity when slightly more developed.
in
small
"The.
Champ."
kid
a
Cora Sue Collins, one of the baby
Deanna and Judy
darlings of the screen some dozen
Policy of waiting worked out well
years "ago, and Edith Fellows, wlio
waSi popular around the same time, with Deanna DUrbin and Judy Gardid not follow thronigh as screen bets land who did not crash the films unwhen V they entered the bobbysox til they were about 14. Jane Powell,
period. Edith tu*ned to the stage a one of the current brood of young
few years ago. while Cora Sue players, also started in pictures
turned up in "Roughly Speaking" at the age of 14. Gloria Jean
last season after a long absence. had passed 11, the crucial age for
Freddie Bartholomew and Jackie girls, when she broke out as a singSearle also have nothing to their ing prodigy in "The Under Pup."
credit now compared to the successes Ro^y MacDowall also started his
Hollywood caifeer at the age of 14,
of their infancy,
Leon Jalmey flourished in films for tiiough he made his first appearance
a few seasons and eventually re- in British films when he was eight.
It took a million aspirants to proturned to the stage where he started
his career at the age of two. Patty duce a couple of lasting topngtchers
Hale called it quits after two pic- like Shirley Temple and Mickey
Even in the case of a
RooneyJ
tures.
And Jane Withers, after going exceptionally strong for eight or natural-born trouper like Miss Temnine" years, has slowed down con- ple, there was a tinje when it was
feared
She would hot be successful
siderably—at least she's been more,
publicized than empioycd. Even the in making the changeover from baby
:.;;::';.:,
versatile Mitzi Green hsid to turn to to: lady.
the stage ahd cafes.
In a few ,cases,. there was some
Naturally,
Hollywood has de- amusingly prophetic aspects in the
veloped theories with respect to title of pictures in which .iuveniles,
Mary Kornman's
child players.
One, amply proven have appeared.
by past events, is that a couple of last filjn, in 1940, was "On the Spot."
before his film fadeout.
hits doesn't make a permanent star Shortly
out of a youngster. Personalities of Tommy Bupp appeared in "The Way
Especially young
children can change radically with- of All Flesh."
in a space 6t months—from one pic- Hollywood flesh. Ahd the second and
ture to another and the change fre- last feature in which Patty Hale apquently transforms ah appealing peared was titled, "I Was" Framed."
youngster into a hegativie, and even Which is as good an alibi as any,

he'll personally produce, under terms of his new pact with RKO
malcing him exec veepee over the
studio's production activities. In addition, although the actual production contract runs only five years,
Schary has the option to continue at
film star were over.
the same salary with RKO as genJackie's brother, Robert, also made eral supervisor
PI
over production for
a orominent start in "Sooky" and an indefinite longer period.
"Skippy" but his career was even
Inking of the new pact, announced
ehorter.
Another sensational start
New
Year's Day (1) by RKO prexy
In pictures was given to Davy- Lee,
when he appeared at the age of four N. Peter Rathvon, confirmed reports
that Schary would take over the
with Al Jolson in "The Singing
post that's been vacant since the
Fool." This was one of the first picdeath last February of Charles W.
tures to have talking and singing,
Koerner.
Date oix Which Schary
and for that reason, as well as the
drawing power of Jolson, it shot i oins RKO is indefinite, depending
on how soon he can "break away
Da vey to overnight fame. But he from David
O. Selznick's Vanguard
was seen in only a few. more picFilms, to which he's under contures,Within five years he was
tract for another 11 months.
gone from the screen. Jolson reClause in the RKO pact giving
cently reported the interesting fact
that while overseas on a USD tour, Schary the option to stay on as
a six-foot GI tapped him on the consultant after his first five years
tack and said, "I'm the kid that sat of actual production are finished
on your knee while you sang 'Sonny points up a new theory recently
evolved by msiny top inside producBoy'." It was Davey Lee.
ers who've joined the major studios.
"The Gals'
]
]
In addition to the fact that they
As a three-year-old tot in "Moby can turn out their own pictures
Dick," back in 1930, Virginia Weid- without having to bear a large
studio's
overhead, the chief factor
ler stood out as prominently as Margaret O'Brien does today. But since in the theory is the spread in tax
1939, her
roles have been few payments.
and at last reports she was singing
Contracts give such production
for a disk company,
One of the chiefs a Chance to draw down a
most touted juvenile skyrockets of certain salary over a long period
the past two decades was Bobby of time but the weekly salary is
Breen, the lad with the freak sing- only half of what they would draw
ing voice.
Eddie Cantor featured if they stuck to the original shortBobby on his radio program for term contract. Instead of paying
months, and in 1936 the boy was income taxes for seven years, constarred in "Let's Sing Again" with sequently, on perhaps $5,000 weekly,
an .elaborate fanfare. Three years they pay taxes over a 15-year
later
Bobby was through with period on only $2,500 weekly. Henry

^

you

much I lost yesterday on the horses; you ^cnow that
there is a note from Zanuclc on my desk insulting
me. Let's look at these facts realistically: The day is
anything but good, it's raining to pieces outside; all

.

In the past 20 years, since the
^screen has talked, about 1,000,000
kidS' between the ages of four sCtid
10 have been looked over by talent
exeeutives with a considerable number actually launched on film careers. Of that number, only a handful survived their first two or three
and only one, Mickey
pictures
Eooney, developed into a top star
able to stand by himself as a solid
To 0. draw.
Shirley Temple, although not currently in Bo6ney's class as a mar-

.

Miss McKee, I hate to start making an after-dinner speech to
you so early in the morning, but I have gotten to an age where I face life
with facts. Now, if you will look out, Miss McKee,
Jessel:

for example, had such a
contract with Warners under those
terms and so takes advantage of
the spread in tax structure.
In
case of his death before the expiration of his pact, the salary is paid

Blanke,
.

to his estate.

Made Four
Although Schary

tor
is

RKO

under contract

to Vanguard, his last four productions were turned out on the
lot, which production activities have

RKO

been headed up by Rathvon since
Koerner's death. In a statement to
studio personnel last Thursday (2),
Schary declared be would readjust
production operations but assured
the workers and staff there would
be no general changes in personnel.

New exec producer began his 14year picture career as a writer and
in 1938 received an Oscar for his
screen treatiiient of "Boys Town"
for Metro. That studio later made
^ipi an exec producer and he stayed
there until joining Vanguard. He's
also the author of several plays,
including "One Every Minute" and

"Man

of Ideas."-

•Outlaw'

Booked For

22 Texas Theatres
Dallas.

Howard Hughes' "The

Outlaw"

has obtained local bookings at last
22 of them. It will open Tiere Jan.
10, at 22 nabe houses, none of them
associated with the Interstate Cirfar has refused to

which so
book the film.
cuit,

Artists, distributor of the film, "we
will control advertising here. "There

will be
is its

nothing objectional."

objectional posters.

Murk, and sings

softly ioff-

,

Miss Murk: G. J., there are five manuscripts Mr. Zanuck wants you to
read within the next hour. and give him a report om Mr. Brand of Publicity wants you to address the Exhibitors Luncheon this noon. You know
it's Moe Croveney week. The affair: is at the Ambassador Hotel and the
company will have a car here to drive you back and forth.
Fine.

Jessel:

.

.ril

Miss Murk: There

make
is

.it.

also a note

from Mr. Zanuck that you are not to

leave the studio.

Fine...

Jessel:

come here

to

my

I'll

make

it.

Cooper

office.

Tell Mr. Brand to let the 600 Exhibitors
will see that they get in and give them all

cigars.

Miss Murk: 1 hate to disturb you about this, but Miss Andrews says' you
are not to teach your daughter any such remarks as she came home with
yesterday after she left you. She also says she knows that Mr. Cooper is a
schm
but you are not to .teach that word to your child.
,

Jessel:
(Rises to his full heighth.) You will call Miss Andrews, my
lovely ex-wife, and tell her that despite m.y having no education I have
this last- week been the toastmaster for the President of the United States
and that
vocabulary is beyond reproach, and if my good friend, Mr.
Cooper, is a schmthere is no need for me to tell my child that he is
an Essex Street Santa Claus. What else is on the agenda?

my

,

Miss Murk:
there is

You have

several, tests to see for "Nightmare Alley,!' and
some more scoring to do for "I Wonder Who's Kissing Her: Now,"
wants you to hear this new music.

Newman

Al

Newman. always a Newman. Did you know. Miss Murk, that
show there ar^ more Newmans at 20th Century-Fox than there
are bufSalOes left in America? Well, let's get to work, and' incidentally,
I was rather rude to Miss McKee this mOrning. Call Jules Purthman and
get some orchids fOr lier to square the. IJow before 1 do anything else
I've got to write that Anniversary piece for the Variety.
Jessel:

.

statistics

Miss Murk: Yes. They should have had

it

last

month.

Jessel: They should have had it last month! For what they're paying'
to w.rite this article, they should be satisfied, if they don't get it at all.
let's reminisce. I guess that's what Abel wants. By the way,
Miss Murk, can I use some of that stuff I Wrote for that Northwestern
Magazine about the old days in vaudeville?
•

me

All right,

-

to

-

Miss Murk: I don't know, Mr. Jessel,
two magazines?
Jessel:

body

I don't know
getting stuck.

why

not.

.Is it

1 did--*

But wait a

ethical to giVe the

same

et paid for that either, so

Stuff

no-

-Joe Laurie, Jr., writes for
VARiEIy, and if I'm not absolutely accuri,.*! he will take me to task for it.
Smith & Dale were not in "Peter Pan" and Roger Imhof is not a hotel in
New England but a fine, high-class Irish comedian. ,but anyway, let's get
to work on this article for Variety.
is

I.

.

The

teletalfc buzzes.- Jessel

Voice:

Ben Hecht

is

answers

it.

on the phone and wants you

to

make

a speech

with Quentin Reynolds on the Palestine Resistance Movement.
Jessel:

Good... I'll do

Voice;

.Also,

it.

the group against the resistance wants you to

make

a talk

for them.

.Good... I'll speak at both occasions and make a note that I
commit myself as to whether I am for or against the, resistance
movement in Palestine. It's easy for me to do this as I'm plenty far away
from the scene, so I'll tell some jokes about Cantor. AH right, Miss Murk,
back to the article for Variety. It was mjf good fortune as a little boy, at
the age of nine, to have first come in contact ivith the Variety. I femember
that I was nine because I was walking along Broadway with my little
makeup box under my arm and stood outside Shanley's listening to the
party that was going on inside, when they were celebrating Al Jolson's 55th
birthday. And it was just about that time that I met Sime Silverman
about whom I could write page upon page hurling superlatives with every
sentence, and they would be deserved. And the same sincerity, the same
toward life, people, and the amusement business,
that Sime mvested m the Variety since Its inception
has not left this pub-^
lication even though Sime has left the scene.
I Spoke at his funeral and
in the first two rows of Temple Emanuel I
remember seeing the faces of
Jimmy Walker, George M. Cohan and Damon Runyon. They too have
Jessel:

don't

left the Laughing '20's. All are .sleeping under
the hill, all of therti Sam
Bernard, Hitchy, Foy, sleeping on, dreaming of the fun at the Friars
Club..,and^how proud Froman looked' as he walked into the Empire
theatre with Maude Adams oh his arm. It is impossible
at
stage of the
game not to become sentimental aS each year finds me more alone. Force
of habit through the years makes me look through
the pages of Variety,
not quite understanding why I don't find sohie: news
of the names that
were so important to hie as a kid arouhd Broadway.

my
'

According to Fred M. J'a^lc, southwestern divisional manager of United

main controversy around the

Jessel lights cigar lohile waiting for Miss

key).

The
film

(Buzzer
Voice:

.•iounds)

Mr. Zanuck wants to talk to you.

Jessel: Yes, Darryl, I'll be right over just as soon
as I finish this article
for Variety. Yes, Darryl. ..Yes, Darryl.
Yes, Darryl. . .Yes, Darryl., .Yes,
Darryl.
:.

:

'

4fi

'

.

Porty-firat
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Amivermty

.
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Janniivy 8,
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Forty-first

P^^^TT

He told tlie world's tallest stories
...and

made ikem

He stormed a
oir...and

all

come true!—

veiled teauty's Loud-

made ker

love it!— Patu-

lous romance, daring exploits... told

against the splendor of Arabian
ni|lits,

Persian palaces, perfumed

karems, uncliarted seas and exotic
lands!
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By FRANK FISKE

tion slates.

Almost every critic chose
"Best Years of Our Lives" as

So Argues Ex-G.M. of ASCAP, Veteran Expert

alone has this capacity. It is rightly
referred to as "genius."
Amongst the millions, whose abili
-."Xn/iViTc'Tn' genoial
;<'pn7rar 'are
^-^^
ties and c apacities
_
about equal, no single quality is .'So
rare as an ability to create an original thought in the form of a story,
musical composition, song, painting
or invention that will be accepted
by and become popular gene):ally
with great masses of the world's

which period the work shall become
the property of the public— in other
words, shall become part of the pub-

m

lic

You can charge any
domain.
you wish for the work— you
sell it outright, op license it,

price

can

or parcel but the various rightssuch as serial rights, motion picture rights, stage rights, broadcastI

'"IS

population.
beneficiary of such
is the public, the whole peoAll and each and every one
of us who is literate are the bene-

The primary

genius
ple.

ficiaries.

The publisher of literature does
not write the story; nor the' publisher or entrepreneur of a musical
Work' himself compose it. The actor
speiafcsi lines and interprets a character conceived by another; the producer of the show does not write

^i^i^j^-g^j.^

period you will own all the rights
for the entire world, because your
government has effected reciprocal
copyright protection treaties with
most other civilized countries, and

your work wiU be protected against
infringement abroad as well as at
home."
The publisher— in the commercial
sense, as a middle-man or broker
is not within the contemplation of
the taw. The law aims to encourage
the author for the benefits of the
public— so that the latter may have
the benefit of the author's geniusthrough holding out the hope of
financial reward to the author in

sums
to

the play. The dealer in art is
himself a painter.
But these brokers, these middle- outset of their careers as such.
men of culture and art, are an ab- this time they have no standing,
They are the
heoessity.
solute
(Continued on page 71)
channel through which the products
of the creators are conveyed to the

Only by a huge investment of his
or his banker's capital can the producer of a motion picture bring to

At
no

Hollywood

the millions of cinema addicts the
entertainment/ information and yes,
even culture (regardless of those

-^••By

these expenditures do so only
with a perfectly legitimate profit
motive; they are not, in their capacity as middle-men, brokers or entrepreneurs of entertainment for the
acting as philanthropists.
public,
They are business men.
Unless these men function, and
find profit in doing it, the public
will not receive the benefit of creative genixis. They, therefore, render
a great and valuable service to hoth
the creator and the ultimate con.

sumer. They have a proper and
honorable position in their relationship to the transaction.
It is fundamental that an tiiipublisfted story, song or play is a nulUty. No matter how good or worthy
—it has no merit or worth to the
public unless widely disseminated
through commercial media— publication, production on the stage and/or
in motion pictures, radio broadcastetc.

and foremost

beneficiary of the labor of author
and publisher, determines by the
measure of its acceptance or rejection of a work, the true value of
the contribution made to erudition,
education or entertainment.
The governments of the world
organize this situation by enacting
"copyright laws."
so-called
The
primary and fundamental pUrjiose
of these laws is to encourage those
who have the genius to create, to
labor at that genius and disclose the
resittt to the public. In other words,
the true purpose is to benefit the
public by encouraging the author to
create.

The government

in effect says

"Now you

are, or you want
an author: You want to create
iSal

or
ideas

stories

original

music,
that

or

to be
origiexpre.ss

you believe
and benefit

would be of iilterest
to the public. 'Very W.ell.

We know

adapt them to the screen and coming
almost invariably with some
variant of one of the above mentioned yarns. Sometimes they have
kept the title of the best-seller and
sometimes they haven't.

Writers

up

BERTKAM BLOCK

mind is
his
working with

Move

The men and the corporations who

his characters,
their dialog,
actions.
their
But y^hat is in
the back of his

mind? What
lurks

Book

ballyhoo,

is

being

there?

The hope and
desire that the
book will be_
No. 1 in a"
Bert Bloeh
series of novels
which will carry our hero Into the
ranks of the famous?

No—not if a number of earnest
allied to the
publishing business are to be be-

and angry men in and
lieved.

find

its

way

-

It's

the screen. But
do these sibylline

in-

avoid boycotts and suits is influencing writers
to turn to less searching studies and
disposition

to

characterizations in fiction, then, I
suppose, Hollywood's money is a

weight in the scale. But parE^doxically, ev'ery day adds,to the number
of the young writers turning to subjects
of
social
conflict,
subjects
which "hitherto Hollywood has con-

—

I

'

all

literary

first

"Bella
title,

glance

a System

|

knowledge of the picture

—

work, lacking

1900,

"Captain from
Castile" and "The Black Rose,"' both
on best seller lists and both due to

At

—

If

dustry's

—

period, of time, at the expiration of that this

in

time under the

this

"Temptation."

11;

sidered taboo. And, to make a montage of paradoxes, Hollywood is being
vehemence.
sufficiently ittipressed by the honBut boiled down, the picture comesty and passion of these daring ones
panies are accused mainly of this,
to begin reaching out for stories writbuying only the second rate, inten for the sole reason that the author
citing authors through their subthought that he had something worth
sidles to write the second rafei and
saying. And last paradox of all,
draining off the promising and conwhen, as has happened on occasion,
spicuous talents to fill highly gilded
authors and publishers have constudiO-wtiters' cells.
spired to create what they believed
These allegations are founded in
would be a "sure" seller to the pictruth, but they are not the whole
tures, in almost every case they have
truth nor even a substantial part
failed to make a sale.
of it and they most certainly do not
I am not suggesting that Hollyfurnish an adequate explanation of
wood is now making pictures in the
what is wrong with American writspirit of Evangelism, but
merely
ing.
pointing out that Hollywood is willPicture companies do buy the
ing and anxious to follow writers
second-rate the best of the secinto a more rarefied atmosphere and
ond-rate in large quantities.
So
has no d'esire to pull them down to
do the publishers and so does the
lo*er levels of writing.
public

—

turpitude

Donna,"

Publishers being

to

I

young
our
In
their
opinion
author's back-of-the-miud musings
to do only with sales to Hollywood. The prospect of motion pic
ture money, big money, money in
the tens and hundreds of thousands,
has muddied the stream of his artistic
consciousness and has perverted his ambition.
The charge tha.t Hollywood is the
weightiest of the many drags on
American writing comes in several
forms iand with varying degrees of
have

femme

come up from 20th-Fox, would seem
to be off the Hollywood tri-^cx
bean. But one can't help a suspicion
canny business that
Samuel Shellabarger and
men with something of a flair for Thomas Costain were at least conseldom indeed
utterances bear fruit. Gaudy plots showmanship themselves, it -was sidering how it would all look in
find few takers in Hollywood today. bound to happen, sooner or later. Technicolor as they wrote.
And it has now reached the point
.IS true that writers or pubIf
lishers are lowering their sights for where most of the best sellers seem
That Guy Again
Hollywood they are compromising to be tailored in advance to stand"The Hucksters" advances the
their ideals to little purpose and ard picture patterns. The book club
with little encouragement from the system has developed into a virtual rather novel idea of telling the truth
about
the
inner workings of the
moticT picture industry. Contrary
radio and advertising agency busito their alleged belief, Hollywood
They move back and forth from
does no't automatically reject a book coast to coast with the utmost ease nftsS, but iguickly^ diseloses a hero,
who
is
nothing
less than the irbecause it is well ^written. If a par- and with little obvious effect on their
resistible bedfello'w of the old picticular "well-written" book is replaywriting. The lot of the younger,
ture plot.
jected, it is likely to be for one of
newer play'wrights is not so happy.
the following reasons: it is too slight, Too many of thein have found the
in- short, Hollywood has bought
it deals with a subject that, might
Theatre trfday a place to starve in. books for picture making until it
bring a screen company into conhas reached the point where the
Little has been done by the Theatre
flict with an organized religious,
writers and publishers are making
to help these neophytes try their
political or social group, or it is a
wings or keep their feet. Under the books for Hollywood. Life imitates
subject too limited in appeal for
spur of necessity, most of them have art and art is imitating the imitathe mass motion picture audience.
been forced to turn to other trades tion.
And now the production pundit.s,
to make a living; More have gone
Tlut Sordid Detail -Lucre

merit but possessing a supcrabund
ance of lurid incident, will quickly

HoUywodd
American
first.
The Playwrights and Novelists i
also buys a fair percentage of the
The
few first-rate books, and some of the
charge
that
Hollywood
third-rate. But it buys veijy little periodically decimates the ranks of
of the last-^a very small percent- going novelists and playwrights can
public) and in Consideration of your age of what the publishers publish. more easily be substantiated by acTailing the play2oing so your government wili vest Again and again reviewers, con- cusing critics.
in "you tiie e.-ecltwit!e right to print, demning a book or a play— accuse wrights first, we find that the few
established,
regularly
sucreprint, publish and vend copies of the author of having had an eye well
your work. This right will be vested on Hollywood, or if they are not cessful playwrights can ajid do
in you- exclusively, for a limited so pointed they satisfy themselves pick their jobs in Hollywood and
nothing of your ability, but this is
the deal we are willing to make
with you. You just go ahead and
create, and then publish (which
meaiis to circulate copies to the

high-salaried script-writers to

ting

?i

Eastern Story Editor, 20th-Fox

maki

final

lists.

.

decry the "movies") which this
As I begin this, somewhere in the
mediiun affords.- The publisher of United States some young writer is
a book or a song must make a sub- sitting at his typewriter sweating
commitment 'in out the last pages of his first novel.
financial
stantial
order to bring a story effectively to
The front of

public,

seller

Storrs Theatres

who

The

guarantee that a book chosen by
one of the clubs will make the be.«t

perched

Acquisition 0f 15

public.

ing,

long

Too

,

to be measured in exact ratio
the extent of public acceptance
and approval of the work.
rarely
All authors are, without exception, amateurs or "beginners" at the

Legitimate FMilt

so

Pii,

ReadesliiaOi

mechanical reproduction
For the stated

rights,

i

since,

For^

smugly in the high altitudes of art increasingly tied up with picture
and looked down their noses at ballyhoo. The publisher judges the
Hollywood. The torchbearers scoffed manuscripts submitted to him with
at the cinema and the now .shop- an eye to the probable picture profworn gag "There's no use doing a its. He's on the lookout for the hestory for Hollywood; Hollywood has siren, the witch woman and tlie
Years" was named on many of
story" gained currency among the golden-hearted harloti There are una
selections.
the
authors who hoped to be credited doubtedly a great many conscientious authors who are writing on
with serious purpose.
other themes but their chance of
It now looks very much as though
hitting the big time in the book
this situation is being reversed. The
market is slim. If they're smart
rate,
any
the
or,
at
artists—
literary
they'll come to Hollywood and try
publishers who are their contact
to peddle their yarns as original
Hollyare
going
public—
with the
film material.
more
Hollywood
shows
wood, and
Just how many variants Of "Kitty"
of
signs
unmistakable
and more
and "Forever Amber" have been
in
a
no
use
going arty. There's
snatched
up by the publishers and
pubstory
for
the
writer doing a
with a view to selling
exploited
story!
lisher, the publishers have a
And the story the publishers have them to the film makers for big
money
is something the statisticians
Circuit of 15 theatres in New Jer- is nothing more nor less than the
would
have
to figure out, but there
sey and New York has been pur- story Hollywood has been using for
are plenty of them. It has been
chased by Walter Reade from the many years. It isn't of course, expointed out that they seem to be
Deal, actly one story. There are really
estate of Frank V. Storrs.
mostly
done
and done better by
which involved conversion of Reade's three ,'stories. The three may be
women and some, critics have rewas catalogued as follows:
theatres,
leaseholds on the
ferred to them as feminine success
financed by the First National Bank
1. The story of the man who is
stories. At that, they stick pretty
of Boston with the advance of $4>- irresistible to women and virtually
closely to the old Cinderella pattern,
000,000 for a period of 10 years.
has to employ a bodyguard to get except that it isn't by losing her
Beade had been operating the the- to bed alone.
slipper that Cinderella gets the
atres under lease for the' past 20
2. The story of the sexy, unscrupprince.
years. The loan, partially used in
ulous, intriguing female who may
Mostly the cinema sin for the seathe purchase, wiU also pay for deas. the witch woman,
be
referred
to
son is being done in costume, the
velopment of airconditioning and- reif you don't care how you use your
most modern variant of the witch
modeling on the houses and for new
consonants.
woman being 20th-Fox's "Leave Her
properties to be added to the circuit.
3. The story of the harlot with the
to Heaven,'? Hunt Stromberg^s "The
New corporation, Walter Reade's
Strange Woman" brought her as
Theatres, Inc., has been formed to heart of gold.
These have long been considered close to modernity as early day
take over the theatres and to ac
surefire boxoffice. For years Holly- Bangor, Me., and Universal-Interquire others throughout the tj. S.
wood producers have been buying national has just put out a new verbest sellers at fabulous prices, set- sion of Robert Hichens' story of

By EDWIN CLAUDE MILLS
Nothing contributes as much to
happiness and comfort, and
advancement of civilization,
the
JErora which all culture derives, as
man's ability to produce an original thought. Of all the animals man

Hollywood.
a time, not
the literati

was
when

Tliere

the top American film of 1946.
Metro's "The Yearling," which
has yet to be released nationally,
received plenty of encomiums
from reviewers who've thus far
published their opinions on it.
"Green
Metro's
addition,
In

in Copyright Matters

human

Januiwy 8, 1947

Becomes Basis

H wMfs,*St©ry

Results of the current "10.
Best" lists selected by film
critics throughout the country is
expected to result in a mad
scramble for titles with the word
"Year" for forthcoming produc-

AuthdrsShouldOwnCopyrigtits

Wetltieeidny,

Anntverstay

Hm It

tiieir

time and their compensation.

having more or less unconsciou.sly
been draWn to Hollywood. conditioned the literary market to
Some of the-se still manage to find their factory requirements, are going
time to work on plays, though the arty on the writers. They're commajority of them have turned away plainmg about the triteness and
from the Theatre with bitter dis- standardization of Hollywood prodapproval of its lack of interest in uct. Samuel Goldwyn is deploring
the fact that there is a dearth of
them.
As to the novelists: few beginning thought and ideas in the current
novelists* are "tapped" by Holly- Hollywood product. Walter Wanger
wood. As a matter of cold fact; is "jointing out the need for a sigHollywood today is probably offer- nificant message. 'Various producers
ing more novelists help in the are complaining of the lack of
nature of subsidies to write novels novelty in film material.
than it is' offering them jobs on
Seine Switeheroos
motion picture scripts. Many suc-

into radio or fiction writing than

have

'

cessful novelists do go to

Hollywood

on

individual assignments or on
long-term contracts. Whether such
a writer gives himself exclusively
to motion picture writing seems to
depend on the depth of his passion
for his art.
I
don't

mean

to

suggest

ture. With little obligation to society,
or to writing as an important part

American

culture. Miich too can
be said in criticism of the restrictions put on writers once they are
working in Hollywood. The motion
picture industry's attitude toward

writing

is still

too often undiscrim-

inatihg, fearful and even downright
stupid or cruel.
huge reservoir of
talent is being drained too often

A

it.

William

MacKinley
screen

has

Wyler, in putting the
story on the
pretty
well avoided

Kantor

Hollywood corn and has ignored the
three old standby characters comthat
pletely. Frank Capra has done as
The much in
^'It's a
Wonc(erful Lih"
still
and Sidney Franklin makes Metro's

Hollywood has gone altruistic.
motion picture business is
viewed by many of the people who
run it as a purely commercial ven-

of

In "The Best Years of Our Lives"
Goldwyn has done something about

picture of the year Without
adding a single one of the Filmland
sex trio to Marjorie Kinnan Rawbe.st

"The Yearling."
Several recent pictures are reaching for a novel touch by including
shots of Heaven or, at least, angels
in the story. Even Capra has gone
for a guardian angel in "It's a
Wonderful laf e" and it looks now an
though the angel might be going
to take the place of the sexy hero
as one of the industry's overworked
lins'

little purpose. But Hollywood
on the whole is moving in the right characters.
direction, and I am not at all sure
But,' anyway, don't hesitate to
that the same can be said of either submit a story to Hollywood—Hollythe publi.shing business or the wood doesn't have Ohe' at the
Theatre today.
moment.

to too

Forly-first
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Freelance Writers
Wt'bstei- defines freelance as: "a. Formerly a knight whoje
Keivices were purchasable by any state or commander; hence
« person who acts on hLs own responsibihty without regard
and b. GoUoquial. One who writes especially
to authority,
I^or newspapers or magazines, without
being regularly employed."

There you are— practically a hobo.
For the same Mr. Webster deflhes a
liobo as: "A migratory worker, a prb->
fe.ssional tramp."
And he never wrote

-By FRANK SL'LLIVANOne afternoon not long ago I was in my hotel room in
York, crocheting some prose, when plumbers started
to plumb in the next room. Eventually, as the boys worked
up to the fortissimo passage in the third movement of their
symphony for six wrenches, four hammei-s and a blow torch, I gave up and
went for a walk.
It was a chilly day but lounging along
the embankment that fences St, Bartholomew's Church on East 50th street,
across the street from the entrance to
the Waldorf-Astoria Towers, was a
group of 100 young ladies and young
gentlemen, averaging about 13 years Qf
age. They huddled there in vigil, blowing on their fingers and shifting from
one foot to another.

truer word.
I ought to Itnow.
I've
been a ho pardon me. I mean freelance
writer since I was 17 before that I
had quite a respectable newspaper job.
And that, as any of my friends will be
glad to tell you, is a long, long time.
Kxcept for fairly brief stretches in

Hollywood

—

made

I've

a

living—and

\yithout borrowing money, too, as a
jnigiatory worker, without being regularly employed. And
I love it!
Of course there are freelance writers who are not hobos
Somerset Maugham, Fannie Hurst, a whole lot of
fet all.
them sure of themselves, successful, even a bit smug.
Tliey laiow where their ne.^t
They've licked the game.
,

—

year's meals «,re

coming from.

The freelance writers
more adventurous crew.

I

like to

Not

liie

align myself with are a
failures who can't sell at

and shouldn't be writers, anyliow— and only think, tliey
are beeause they Stfe conceited enough to think some editor
But the thousands who are havis going to diseov^ thfim:
ing a great time saying what they want to say as well as
they can say it and managing to make a living at it, whether
they write for the slicks, the pulps or publish "bound books"

all

,

ever so often.
There are the editors. I'm rather fortunate in that the
same editors continue to buy my things. If they didn't I
could always go out and slit my throat, But eves my favorite
•editors never like the things I like feest-sand who can say
that they are wrong? Not I, for one! On the whole, editors
are wonderful—and that's NOT bootlicking. Some of my
iiest friends are editors, though, unless they send for me,
I consider
I never go to their offices during office hours.
.

Herbert-Mayes and Margaret Cousins of Good Housekeeping
about the best judges of short stories in America. When
they buy a story of mine I go around as if I'd been awarded
an Oscar— and it isn't just the money— they don't pay more
than other editors do. Bill Lengel, a brilliant writer himself, and young Geraldine Rhoads, of the Fawcett Publications, know stories, too. So does Kafhryn Bourne, of Liberty.

They

The New Yorker editorial staff is erratic, and brilliant.
aiay know y/hat they want— but they never make it very
«lear to me/>However, as long as they continue to accept
just the stories 1 thought they simply wouldn't be able to
stand I haven't anything to' complain about. It's when they
stop buying anything that I'll worry. Arthur G. Brest, of
Go is hard working, enthusiastic, a swell person, Tom
Eobertson, of King Features, is a lamb. The gimmick there
is that he'll accept everything you— that is, I—write for
months on end and then, suddenly, he'll grow cold— and not
accept anything, Just about the time I've measured out the

1

poison and am about to take a hearty draughti he'll telephone
ail assignment or two—and there I am, all set—for a while.
There are other edltore. tdo-^but what's the use? They'll
buy my things if they like them— without this free plug.
And here's a slight hint to the new freelance if he needs
hints: Editors keep their jobs NOT by turning down stories
but by' buying them. They actually are always looking for
eood stories. That's the way they make a living. Every
editor I know, even if he doesn't like me or know me or
care one bit about my personal life, will buy, anything I

—

send
that's

him—^if he

well epough.
a few million other stories.
likes

it

As

Frank Sullivan

—

with no outlet in print. Part of the press agent's job should
sizing up his customers, the freelance as well as those
with regular jobs. Some press agents are wonderful. There's
Ted Saucier, for one. Whenever I need information that
even touches on hotels I fly to him. He knows not only the
Waldorf-Astoria, which he publicizes so brilliantly, but practically everything about New York's night— and day— life
as well. If I had a dictaphone along when I talked with him
my story would be written. Richard Mariey is another
brilliant publicity man— as every reader of Varieiv well
knows. Not only does he write well, himself, but he'll tell
you just the things you are trying to find out. Bernard
Sobel, now buried under yards of Celanese, still carries the
theatre in his heart and is a great help to every writerfreelance or istaft.
AH of the wometi presis agents are as helpful as they are
good looking: Marian Byi-am, Jean Dali^ymple, Eleanor Lambert, Phyllis Petlman, Dorothy Ross. Some of the men press
agents could learn a lot from .them. The men I object to are
.(a.) those who send me old jokes that wouldn't be good if
they .toere new and blame tlreir clients for them; (b.) those
who invite me to their nightclubs—and then spend the entire
evening at my table—trying to be helpful, no doubt, but
ooring m^ to extinction— and spoiling what might have been
a pleasant on-tbe-cuffi evening; and Xe. ) the press agent who
"
has allowed the success of his clients to go to his head and
I do tnean
——well, you name him! Btit anyhow, I, and
.every other freelance writer 1 know, do heed and depend
en press agents. .Editors are no longer suspicious of them.
They have—or- should have— valuable background material
lor both fact and fiction stories. And as for those for -free
parties— I love 'em! Going to them and openings or secondnights at the theatre are, to me, part of the rewards of
freelancing.
There's
I always try to pay back in print.
honor—even among freelance writers, you knovv.
The writer suffering in his attic has goiie out. Most freeJanee writers I know do pretty well by themselves. Some

he

.

^

cf

them are even apt to get a bit too comfortable. For, it
seems to me, that part of the great fun of freelancing is
never to be quite sure. If you take away the gamble and
the surprise rewards— or failures— you spoil the game.
It
seems to me there should always be the pressure of those
Dills next month or at most, the month after-, and vistas of
say parties, and friends and pleasant things to do and see—:
al«nd long, solitary hours of work, too, and some place,_
ways just ahead, the hope of turning out a; really good piece
•of work.
'

"Who you

waiting for this time?",

A

The Grapevine

I

.

|

What was up'.*. What had happened? I found one damsel
who was just coherent, enough to tell me what was afoot.
The grapevine had brought the si-sterhood an ugly rumor
tliat Van was planning to elude them by leaving the Waldorf at the 49th street entrance. If true, this was ngt cricket
.

on Van's part. Protocol requires that the viCtim-idol face
the music and run the gauntlet, by departing from the entrance where the vestals are gathered.
After hearing this base rumor they could not afford to take
chances.
They had to surround the dump. One platoon
stationed itself at the 49th street entrance. A detachment of
50 or 60 sappers remained on the St. Bartholomew side,
screaming. They were not screaming, you must remember,
because tliey had actually seen Van, for they had not yet
been granted this ineffable deliglit. They were just practising their screamingj getting in trim to cut loose properly
when GOTjfeous flHaily did appear— if.
Every time the 49th street guards would let out a scream

the Park avenue squad would come scooting around the
corner, knocking over old ladies, and scream too, just for
the hell Of It, Same with the Lexington and Barthplpmew
squads.
I know history will castigate me for this, but I never did
And out which door Van used, or even if he came out at all,
or if he did, whether he saw his shadow and went back in
for six more weeks of winter. But if he outwitted the kiddies
he is a cad. Yes, I say so— and a bounder. He should play
ball with them. These wacky little people, the future fathers
and mothers of our race [God save the Republic), are the
very prop of his ^lopularity, and of the popularity of all the

movie

The Chybake
By

Awmd

for the bone.
The teeth of modern authors aren't
much good for crunching hard; dry
bones, and their ulcCr-ridden stomachs
decidedly can't cope with the unenviable fare. Also, they don't like living

"Clambake Films

is

gpihg

pointed out that Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer already had a
novel contest, awarding annually a vast sum in cash and
royalties. "Can you hope to tpp Metro?", I asked.
•'Our prize," murmured Orpheus, "is the City of Cleveland,
Ohio." He sneered in the general direction of Culver City.
"Furthermore, the winner may keep Cleveland, or, after
We of
six months, sell the whole thing as a capital gain.
Clambake Films," he read from a paper on his desk, "offer
this as 'our humble and sincere inducement to the authors
of America in the hope that our horizon of culture and
thought may be heightened and advanced." He looked up,
h!s shrewd, merry eyes twinkling across the desk. "That's a
son-cf-a-gun of a prize, ain't it, kid?"
•Sensational!", I cried, snatching at the phbne on his de.sk.
"Let me phone the Saturday Review of Literature. They'll,
have to tear out the front page to make room for this, but
I

worth

it."

"A few more details," said Orpheus. "The publisher of the
prize-winning novel will receive a special award consisting
of any other publishing company he chooses, which will be
presehted tP him, lock, stpckf barrei and authprs, The ageht
of the winning no veli.=t, io addliioii to the customary 10^^,
•will i-eceive a 99 -year lease pn the front booth in Romanoff's
restaurant, and all his clients will be equipped, at our expense, with a new photo-electric device which' cries 'Stop,
Thief!' if the client so much as pauses in the vicinity of the
building. Naturally, with .so much at stake, the judges
have been chosen with infinite care: they are Princess Zoraida, a spiritualist who is in constant touch with the late
Charles Dickens and who will read him all the entries; Storm
Signals, the Literary Editor of the Daily Running Horse,
No hovel Cart
with a modest smile yours truly.'
and
be submitted to the contest by phone and entries which are
If two or more
telegraphed collect will be disqualified.
writers submit identical novels, the entry bearing the earlier
postmark, will receive the award. Tliere' are no rules as to
length, except that no writer may .submit a manuscript,
weighing more than the writer himself."
"Eminently fair, but is the contest restricted? Can apyoiie
compete for the rich prize?"
"An excellent question," said Orpheus. "The cpttfest Is
open to every American except James M. Cain, hii employees, or members of his family.

MCA

—

'

in

any more.

attics

hemia.

It's

colorful,

To

hell with Bobut give me the

Regis; it's warmer and the beds are
more comfortable.
That has been more or less the theme song of this dcpmtment for the last two years. It could not be dLscerncd that
anyone paid much, or any, attention. Maybe the yearly
words weren't loud enough.
Meanwhile, however, a couple of things were happening
right in the same groove. Through more years than two,
writers began to be thrown bones with a few scraps of meat
attached.
In Hollywood, with the book clubs, and by the

Ted Pratt

St.

best-seller lists, the bones arrived with large, juicy steaks
built on. These were for a comparatively few authors. The
rest had, to be satisfied with a couple of fair chops at best.
But the back of the myopia, to coin a metaphor, had been
broken.
publisher had glasses, even though not very
Through these he peered at
efficient onds, forced on him.
the worm \vho approached him with a manuscript and to
his discomfort, often saw that the worm had taken nearly
human shape. The creature even looked as if it had rights,
al well as a wife and some kids to feed. It might even be
profitable, from the long view, to treat him better economically, particularly because rivals doVn the street might
get the same jdea.

The

Of course it wouldn't do to go overboard. Hang on tenaciously to the centuries old custom of taking half of the huge
book club payments, letting the author keep the other half,
or at least what he has left after paying his agent and straight
personal income tax instead of the lower rate the {publisher
as a corporation pays on his like amount. Take this coin,
often amounting to $50,000 as a first advance payment to
each, without even blushing for having done nothing whatsoever to have earned it, the book written by the author
solely and only earning it. at that point because the publisher ha.sn't even published it yet.

Holdover From Another Era 7

I

Hang on

|

to taking half of all subisidiary publication rights;

what the gentlemen publishers of the 90's,did arid what
was good enough for theFi is good enough for us. Chisel
out as much as possible of the pictiure and dramatic rights,
though we'll never have anything to do with the picture or
the play until we are sent free tickets for the opening. Dip
into handling the radio and foreign rights for a nice fat share
in .spite of the author or his agent being able to dp it for 10' i.
that's

together with other publishers in establisliing these

the 20th Century, In tlie trade, authors may not have as
artistic respect as they had in Elizabethan times, but
that's a commodity they've found they can do without better
than they once believed or were told. They'll now exchange it in inverse ratio to economic respect, and still do
the best work they can.
But the going was tough, Finally they reached a point
where they weren't going any farther forward. The pace
had stopped at 50
of the book club and subsidiary rights,
of picture companies almost always buying their work outright forever and forever, and making as many pictures out
of it as they pleased with no further payment.
That was where matters i^ood last July. They stand much
in the same place today. But last July a large and noisy
firecracker exploded in the middle of the genteel situation.

much

;Hpllyw6od.
Oliver Orpheus, the story genius pf Clambake Films, was
pacing the floor of his office with the eager air of a man
with big news to impart. He waved me tp a chair, Uieu

it's

For the past two years the above annual by-line has been
run over certain mutterings about authorsJ' eeonomic.s.
It
was pointed out that publi.shers, for one consumer of authors' goods, look upon writers vt'ith a pretty decp-scaled
myopia. Once, in the European Dark
•Agc-s, wi'itei-s were regarded artistically
with respect, but economically wore
thrown a bone in their attics upon the
rare occasions no one else had any use

and other customs as traditional, for without them we
couldn't do business. Or could we?
Middle Ages publishing viewpoints were making feeble and
unenthusiastic attempts to keep up with the fact that this is

HARRY KURNITZ

climbed nimbly into his own,
"Take a scoop," said Orpheus.
to have a novel contest.",

Cairi

Have Ecoiioinics
THEODORE PRATT

Hang

idols.

Some

By

I

faraway look of ecstasy came into the child's eyes. She
took a firm grip on her autograph album and .sighed: "'Van!"
Any time yon walk along that block you can see this
adolescent old guard hugging the St. Bartholomew wall,
waiting for some current honey buch to arrive or depart.
All the idols stay at the Waldorf. An idol would lose caste
if he didn't stay at the Waldorf.
On the day I made these researches Van- drew the crowd.
Frankie the Sin always blocks traffic. What would happen
if the Sin and the Van both stayed at the Waldorf together;
is a picture to cause shudders.
And once it did happen!
While I was cross-examining the vehement vestal of Van
a series of falsetto shrieks suddenly shattered the air, and
my little' friend ran away, giving out with a shrill
"E-e-e-e-e-e!" So I could not ask her what the rumpus was
about, but I did not need to. I recognized the cacophony.

1

Then there are the press agents. They look askance— and
rightly at the freelance. Too many of them are free loaders,

liaise

And Authors Become Aware They

asked one miss.

to his likes, well,

Aind the Dear, Dear, P.A.8

Cain Proves He's Able

To

New

a
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awakened all the Katzenjammer kids. The firecracker
was a little matter called the American Authors' Authority.
was cooked up by the screenwriters -in Hollywood and
mouthed, in their publication, through James M. Cain.

It
It

Cain rang the doorbell not twice this time, but when his
went on it, the bell stuck. It is still buzzing, loudly,
lots of pepple running to many doors trying to answer
Tp say that the AAA put everybedy connected with
authorship in the related fields of publishing and entertainment into a tizzy is to say that it put them into a TlZZ'Sf.
Here were no low-voiced murmurs once a year in s family
weekly. Here was a bellow. It announced a plan. It stattd
specific cases and what might be done.
It had a program.
finger

with
it.

It showf'd fangs.
It issued a clarion call.
It was heard, and produced turmoil that still needs no
SUcringt Some authors swallowed it whole, undiluted, and
as first and almost savagely presented. Others became so
frightened of it that they would have no part of it; they saw
the teeth that were proposed to be given to the
to put
the bite On users of written material as turning around and

AAA

perhaps biting them.
Still others, the moderates

said,
Let's questlc^ri

"Wait

minute.
Let's consider
a

Let's

look at this thing.
it.
it for
Let's maybe study it and' if it is worth
it is worth.
anything, tone it down to reason, and try to apply it.*'
That's where she stands today. The original plan is being
cpnsiderably altered, but kept is its basic premise of organiar
ing vvi'iters effectively.
Its greatest enemies probably are
writers themselves who, being such crasliing occupational
individuali.sts, can't get used to the idea of working as a

What

team

in their

own economic

interests.

Whatever may come

of the AAA-Cain plan it is generally felt that out of the
boiling controversy will come certain financial reforms in

the writer's affairs.
"The year'sawauthors' economics jump from a sihy column ia
the Anniversary VARiBiy to the front pages of ni^wspapers ill
over thi couiiti'y. Even authors became aware that they
had economies.
:

:

Says
Trade Revie

OZZ)
A boxoffice natural, filmed on the grand scale.'*
-M. F. Daily
"There'll be gold in them thar
'California' plays.

tills

wherever

A lusty, sprawling, beautifully

starring

tinted western destined to

RAY MILLAND
•

BARBARA STANWYCK
BARRY FITZGERALD
with

George Coulouris Albert Dekkei^"
Anthony Quinn
Frank Faylen
A
Production
Directed by John Farrow

•

•

mop

up."

Daily Variety

A

top western, solid boxoffice material. Enriched by luscious Technicolor, it's rough, it's
tough, it's got plenty of action.*'

-

•

The Independent

JOHN FARROW

Produced by Seton
Miller • Screen Play by
Frc/nk Butler and Theodore Sfrauss
I

DON'T SmPCOUNTIMG JTHIS

S3.

HGHT

\

lNfaNTII,E

Every

Be

wer. Will

World Premiere at N.

Y. Rivoli,

January 14th

"A super-western— strong contender for all types
of patronage.

Big league

. .

/Lushly budgeted/*
^Boxoffice

"Action-packed epic bound to be successful. Exciting entertainment for audiences everywhere.!**

— Showmen^s
"
'

•

•

it

rates the

Miami Charnber
can be said?**

of

business.

The

earnestness of

Wagon,* the glamour
and the music

*

The Covered

of Technicolor at

its

best

of the period in brilliant perform-

-Af. P. Herald

ance.**

Trade Review

"

'

"King-size epic for big
traction,

'«

*An extraordinary picture— to do extraordinary

hit.

As

a boxoffice at-

A decided

boxoffice parlay.

The big sprawling

endorsement of even the

western which Paramount used to turn out so

Commerce. What more
—Hollywood Reporter

artfully

has overtaken that

'California*,**

company again

in

--Variety

I

Paris UNESCO Council
Seeing Pix Wholesale

€oldwave(k'iChinClii;Tears'5IH;,
'Sides' DOG.
.

'Show-Or 77G, far' iiOG

~

Extreme cold wave

didn't

offer

Leggewie Upped at 20tli

competition to a Loop full of
heavy grossers, with large holdouts
not an unfamiliar scene, even during
the day in some cases.
"Best Years," at Woods, continues
{iS one of the top draws, with long
grind carrying run all night to tune
Top
record-brealcing $50,000.
of
money for week went to "Blue
Skies," at Chicago, with Burl Ives
on stage, for staggering $90,000.

Edward Leggewie, former assistant manager of 20th-Fox International's foreign version department,
has been named manager, succeeding
Boris Vermont.
Vermont left the post last week to
take over supervision of production
of a special series of shorts for Fox
Movietone^
Oriental's "Show-OfiE," with Kathryn Grayson and Johnny Johnston

"Jolson Story" (Col).
good for sock $32,000.

Initial

sesh

,

•

T

TZ'^^'^'^y
over last
little

(B&K)

Garrlck
tiiin of

smart

week with
(900;

Monte Cristo"

M9n^

$5,500.

i

65-95)— "ReOpener

'

(Col).

$25,000.

!

"Fame

RKO. "Best Year?
also big.

W

$1.80)—
Esquire
(M-P)
(1,200;
"Best Years Lives" (RKO). Second

Washington.
generally

Business

week

Estimates (or Last

staying

is

week

44-65)— prime along the 'F street midway,
"Song of South" (RKO) and "Fal- giving 1947 a nice kickoff in these
con's Adventure" (RKO) (2d wk). parts. Most of the houses are playKnocked off smash $20,000, with mid- ing nine-day runs, with "DarUng
Clementine" heading the parade
night show helping in first seven.
Carlton
(Fay-Loew) (1.400; 44- with $38,000 for that stretch. Cloise
65)— "Margie" (WB). Steady $8,000. behind "Time, Place, Girl" at $29,Fay's (Fay) (1,500; 44-65)— "Home 000 and "Clouds Roll By" at $30,000.
In Oklahoma" and vaude. Very nice are both in the big numbers.

(RKO)

SRO

(2,200;

:

,

•

—

1

.

j

|

'

•"Rage In Heaven" (M-G) (reissue),
First week of new policy for former
burlesque house was a firm $23,000.

i

j

\

Koosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 65-95)—
"Never Say Goodbye." (M^G). This
one bowed with neat $20,000.
State-Lttlte (B&K) 2',700; 65-95)—
"Razoris Edge" (20th). Can't be beat,
with no stage show, for mighty $60,-

I

000.,

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 65
95)—"Undercurrent" (M-G). Pretty

$17,000 in
circulation

nine

days.

Pic

out

of

two dayys "while
"Razor's
Edge" opened simulta'
neously at Harris and Senator, then
went into latter house while Harris
kept "Edge" alone.
«
P|nB (Loew's-UA) (3^00; 40-70)
—"Rage m Heaven" (M-G). Picked
up some down the stretch but still
house
nowhere
what
this
got
near
is accustomed to doing at this time
of the year. Did $19,500.
Ritz
(WB) (800; 40-70)— "Lady
Luck" (RKO) (m.o.). Bottom fell

21S, 'Time' 25iG,
nert
t n
/I -il. PCMVCl
llfflMiiPfflf
LI
2U,

'Skies'

for

,

»«.

\nAUr-llTf
wlMIW-WII

;

'

Denver

|

Even with
snow over

a severe cold snap and
the
weekend "Blue
skies" packed the Denham most of
the time to ring up a very near record, and of course held over. "The

.

{

|

;

Showoff" with "Cockeyed Miracle"
big $32,000 for first week.
took in what ordinarily would haVe
been an easy holdover figure, but
W^oSs (Esspness) M,200; 95-$1.20$1.40-$1.80)— "Best Years of Lives" right out of this one, despite fairly the house wanted to start with a new
preceding session at Stanley. bill New Years. "Time, Place, Girl,"
(RKO) (2dwk). Long grind yielded good
Just barely got $2,000, something however, took in the most money
a thumping $50,000.
by
awful.
reason of showing at three houses,
Senator (Harris)_(l,750; 40-70)— 1*^'= Denver, Esquire. Webber. Most
J
Film Truck
"White Tie and m -i ., ,YT^
house.-, were sold out New Year's
r^^H.-. ^V/
"Bamboo Blonde" (RKO)
Nothmg

DaHas
Robbed of 2 Comedies
Dallas.

A

truck load of film, on its Way. to
Gainsville and other cities, was
taken from its driver who had
parked the truck in front of building here to pick up some other merchandise.
Police recovered the truck three
days later with two comedy reels
and the truck's spare tire missing.
Extra prints were obtained and deliveries made. Truck was operated
by the News Films Agency.

six days

all.

and

in abbreviated session
over $3,000.
(WB) (3,800; 40-70)—
"Man I Love" (WB). Not up to holiday oar either; in fact, way belovi' it.
Just got $16,500. which isn't -as
much as house frequently does in a
regular session.
Warner (
40-70)—
(2,000;

got only a
Stanley

little

WB)

Opened

I

MAURICE

Denver (Fox)
35-74)—
(2,525;
"Time, Place, Girl" (WB). Day-date
with Esquire, Webber, fine $17,000.
Esquire (Pox) (742; 33-74)—"Time,
Place. Girl" (WB). Day-date with
Denver, Webber, fine $4,000

a mystery.

Orpheum (RKO)

(2,600;

many

35-74)—

Survey

(jallant

crazy;

Year's

Week
L. A.

New

Year's

nation's

key

somewhat

Biz Spotty—N. Y., Cki Hot;
Slump; 'Razor' Leads

week business

city first runs
spotty, with bad

in

the

Pitt,

"Edge" polled terrific $175,500 in
seven weeks, including New Year's

New York

Pittsburgh Showed no signs of recovering frohi its >re-holiday slump,
featuring generally poor biz all
around. Philly, hypoed by a group
of top new pictures, came out well.
Terrific

Year's

'

—

and

tall $38,000 in

of

the

statistician.

even go in for research and sur-

is more in the spirit
confirming our own hunches
rather than exploring new horizons.
The danger is that we may become a business and strangle our
lunacy to the degree that we become dull. Then nobody will love

of

us.

Perish Forbid!

We press agents know that showActually, the psyche of our en- manship
is doing the absurd thing
vironment bears no relation to the at the logical
time. We may well
mentality of any other business.
fear that we will end up doing the

RKOSWITCfflNGAD
CAMPAIGN

OMUFr

First of
stract.

Because speed with which RKO
was forced to send Frank Capra's
"It's a Wonderful Life" into release
prevented launching it, with an adeWash- quate campaign—
and results are be-

ing felt at the b.o.—distrib last week
"Time, Place, Girl" set precedentceased accepting dates until latter
shattering $95,000 mark in N, Y., folsnowstorm through New lowing through with husky $40,000 in part of January and early February.
pubUoity-ad
campaign
on
Eve cut into Boston grosses Philly, and smash $29,000 in Wash- New

"Best
Years''
continued
but the Hub boxolfices ington.
indicated they were on the upbeat. strong in N. Y. with solid $67,000,
In general, the pix that had al- roUed Up thumping $50,000 in secready proved their drawing power on7"ch7 week? and ^^.^^^^
in showcase runs remained in the similar Hub sesh. David O. Selznick's
week's charmed circle, with "jflazor's "Duel in Sun' 'showed hefty $40,000
Edge" (20th), "Blue Skies" (Par). in its roadshow world preem in L. A.
"My Darling Clementine" (20th), "Yearling" (M-G), also preeming via
"Till Clouds Roll By (M-G), and an L. A. roadshow, broke the house
"Best Years of Lives" <RKO) top- mark with smash $24,300.
ping the lists. "Time, Plaqe, Girl"
"It's
Wonderful Life"
(RKO)
(WB), teeing oft this week in New slumped to mildish $35,000 in secYork, irolled up record $95,000 and ond N. Y. week, with disaopointing
also showed considerable strength in grosses echoing jin l^ other runs
"Return o£ throughout the country. "Nocturne"
its
other test runs.
Monte Cristo" (Col) and "Showoft'; (RKO) hung up record $25,500 in
(M-G) broke in strongly in sev- Philly,, did average $30,000 iri Boseral spots and "Rage in Heaven" ton. "Man I iLove" (WBO- *ictded' to
(M-0> cfbniihnted pEfcing the reissue poor Pitt biz vJith dim $I«,S()0'in' ctnc
entries.
of first test engagonn'nts.

We

veys; but this

of enterprise.

tered to mildish $22,000 in its fifth
N. Y. stanza but pulled sturdy $25,000
in Boston
ington.

in

such propinquity to business that
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)— "Time, we actually are under the illusion
Place. Girl" (WB). Day-date with
that we are related to the tjaditions
Denver, Esquire, good $4,500.

in N. Y., and also showed smash
$112,500 in four L. A. houses, spectacular $50,000 in its Philly preem, and
hefty $60,000 in Chi. "Clouds" came

held to expectations,
challdng up a record $1,061,900 in its
IS top houses.
Chicago biz was through with record-breaking $176,good despite a severe cold wave oh 000 in eight days at the Music Hall,
the Loop but Los Angeles slumped N. Y., hung up sensational $25,000 in
badly, with some houses off as much Providence, and neat $40,000 in, two
as 50% from their hbliday biz of Boston theatres. "Clementine" fal1945,

he's

movie

business."

fair $5,000.

emerged
weather Eve,

takiiig its toll in several situations.

the

Journey" (Col) and "Lady
(PRC). Pair $9,000.

Chaser
Now we have
Bialto (Fox) (878; 35-74)
"I've
become sensiAlways Loved You" (Rep) and "Mv Manrlce A. ^ergmam tive
about our
Dog Shen" (SG). After week at
modified lunacy. We have been in
P?"^?/^,?^^"''^^' Webber, Aladdin,
'

New

"He's mumbo-jumbo

say:

'Showoff" (M-G) and "Cockeyed
Miracle" (M-G). Big $21,500.
Faramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)—
.

IMational Boxoffice

A. BERCMA]N:s:ii::;===

in it many different ways by conIt's
not so ventions we see attached to them.
years
Of course, we can't completely re*
ago that all of sist the pseudo-science that pops up
us felt a keen all around us. Now and
then you
delight
when hear us talking like Stuart Chase
people used to and once in a while w^ deal in the

holding,

Off" (M-G).
Red Skelton
a big winner,- soaring to
S15,000.
That's terrific and why it
didn't stay here instead of moving to Ritz, arid let "Man I Love" go
is

;s.By

Historically,
the answer is no. to do as a normal social thing, yet
Most of us can remember when the never do.
In other words we have a spirit.
conventions of normal commerce
We are a bit childish and immature
running poor $3,000.
were very 'much resented by every- and admit it; whereas other busiDenham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)—
one in the pic- nesses are just as immature but hide
"Blue Skies" (Par), Big $21,000 and
ture business.

starrer

the. latter site,

4()-80)—

Estimates tor Last Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)—"Nobody Lives Forever" (WB) and
"Wife Wanted" (Mono). After week
at Denver, Esquire, Webber, still

"Show

to

(1,373;

(WB) and "Dangerous

Business?

b Is This a
r'llllltrHHIIllltlUHMIKmilimilUllllllltlltllltll

eve.

Stayed only

(M-P)

Millions" (20th). M.O. from Met and
husky. About $11,000.
Majestic (Indie) (1,500; 40-80)—
"Johnny in CloUds" (Indie) and
(Indie).
Ground"
"Devil's
Play

Iflll 1 1 1 1 1 II II 1 1 n II IHIIItHlll If HI 1 1 11 1 1 ) 1 1

'

.

for this twin bill at

right in groove at $16,000 after
$16,500, first.

Fenway
"Deception"

fairly well, to around $6,000.
Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 40-80)—
"Song of South" (RKO) and "Dark
Horse" (U). "Finishing out third
week but died around $15,000.
Metropolitan (M-P) (4,367; 40-80)
—"Darling Clementine" (20th) and
Strongest
"Personality Kid" (Col).
bid for biz in town with very nice
take anticipated, around $25,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (3,200; 40-80)—
"Till the Clouds Roll By" (M-G).
Powerful product drawing very well
and promising fine take, over $26,000.
Paramount" (M-P) (1,700; 40-80)-^
for the first stanza.
"Deception" (WB) and "Dangerous
Little (Miller) (285: $1.20-fi2.40)— Millions" (20th), M.o. 'rom Met and
"Henry V" (UA) (9th wk). Continu- still Uvely. Around $17,000.
ing at $6,500 capacity, same as last
State (Loew) (3,200; 40-80)— "Till
week.
the Clouds Roll By" (M-G). Should
Metropolitan (WB) (1,513; 44-70) bounce this place back into running,
—"End of Time" (RKO) (m,o.). bettering last week's $16,000.
Fairish $9,000 for nine days.
Translux (Translux) (900; 30-74)—
Palace
(Loew) (2,370; 44-70)— "Notorious Gentleman" (U) and
"Till Clouds Roll By" (M-G) (2nd "Don't Gamble Strangers" (Mono).
wk). Hot $30,000 for nine days, after Second week looks good for $5,000
elegant $27,000 for first week.
after swell $7,000, first.

.

Ixjve."

j

$35000.
Oriental

i

h.o.,

berti, Sibyl Bowman, Tommy Dix,
others on stage. Got off to a good
start and. should put hojiss back to
its high average $30,000 level.

30G

,

Albee

Life,"

Week

Boston (RKO) (3,200; 50-$1.10)—
"Nocturne" (RKO) plus Prof. Lam-

$8,000.
Estimates for Last Week
Majestic
(Fay)
44-65)—
(2,200:
Capitol (Loew) (3,434); 44-80)—
Estimates for Last Week
40-70)— "Razor's Edge" (20th) (2d wk). First "My Darling Clementine" (20th)
(1,700;
CShea)
Fiilton
They just sesh was very happy $18,000.
with vaide. Tall $38,000 for nine
(Mono).
"Suspense"
Metropolitan
(Snider) (3,100; 65- days,
(Essaness) (3,400; 65-95) wouldn't go for this one, and what- 88)— "Below Dateline"
(Mono) and
Columbia (Loew) (1,263; 44-70)—
—"Show-Off" (M-G) plus Kathryn ever biz it got can be traced to eight act.s of vaude. Fair $5,500.
"Show-Off" (M-G)
Grayson -Johnny Johnston stage lay- turnaways in immediate neighborGood
(m.o.).
State (Locw) (3,200; 44-(i5)—"Till
out.
First stanza good for smash hood. Around $8,000, very weak for
Clouds Roll By" (M-G) (2d wk). $13,000 for nine days.
stanza.
holiday
*
„„„
$77,000.
Earic (WB) (2,154; 44-85)—"Time,
(Harris)
(2.200; 40-70)— F'rst week was sensash $25,000.
Harris
Palace
(RKO) (2,500; 65-95)
Strand (Silverman) (2,200: 44-65) Place, -Girl" (WB). Sizzling $29,000
"Return Monte Cristo" (Col). Man"Sonc; cf the South" (RICO), with
Blue Skies (Par) (2d wk). First for nine days.
agement smartly shoved this one in
"Falcon's Adventure" (RKO) (2nd.
Keith's
(RKO) (1,838; 44-80)couple of days ahead of .schedule week s take hit sock $20,000 and
Wk). Held its own with $22,000.
"Song of South" (RKO) (2nd week).
when "Bachelor's Daughter" (UA) st'" plenty .strong,
65-95)— flopped, and move paid off. Almost
(Indie)
Eiaito
(1,100:
Smash $25,000 after a terrif $32,000

65-95)—
Grana (RKO)
(1,500;
iExcep"Wonderful Life" (RKO).
week here With
good
tionally

of

.

Estimates for Last

tlenK^tine' 3SCi, leads;

Providence.

o^ted and lead -the town. In reality.
however, top money went to "The
Shov> Off" at Warner and "Return
^onte Cristo" at Harris, both
with much smaller capacities. "Susnensn" was way olf at Fulton, sinl
Stanley fared poorly with "Man I

'

trip

delays in his curceht but all houses did a 6ine New Year's
Is the Spur,'* Michael' biz and it seems fiiirly clear the postRedgratve leaves
for the
O, S/ holiday advance in grosses will de*
Jan. 6,.
On top here ire "Clemenvelop.
He'll star in a film opposite Joan tine'' at the Met. "Till the Clouds
Bennett. Fritz Lang will hw^le the Roll By" at the State and Orpheum,
and "Nocturne" plus stage show at
directorial chores.

Sock New Year bills all around
have most stands playing holdovers
for added coin. Among the biggies
are "Blue Skies" at Strand, "Song
of the South" at RKO Albee, "Razor's
Edge" at Majestic and "Till Clouds
Pittsburgh.
wind up here„ Roll By" at Loew's State.

,..

26.

Hollywood

his

like a general uptake

around got nipped by a
blizzarel opening daiys of last week
(0 keep takes on a moderate keel,

in biz; all

lazor ISftPrav.

'

,onn
(900; *, ,n

London, Dec.
Postponing

'Clouds Neat

Holiday week didn t
r.i.i«no.„
ixiXrK\
f^qnn- fi>;.q>iw
l^^^^^
"Blurides-^tp^'ar) with Burl Ives any
rHeavcn'-^pickfd

l^\
CWildberg)
Civic Mxr.^K

Boston.

Redgrave ill© In Jan.

:

Spotty;

,

Xlenffintine' 25C1
What looked

tm leads With $19,500,

1

Uptake;

twice due

i

^^X^^^Z'''''-

M>

loclnrne

:

starrer,

J

Piti Hofiday
rani*'"

Edge" at State-Lalce,

"Razor's

:

.seeni:.'/'

,

'^riTJTi%<^!' I'srweT^Tf

Bk

Boston in General

from the current

Paris session, is screening the international backlog of edticationals at
a fast pace.
Scientific pictures are shown at
the Palais de la Decouverte, films on
children at the MaisOn de la Chimie
and educationals at the Musee Pedagogique. Over 100 pictures can be

Chicago.

much

value

full

Wednesday, January 8, 1947-

Paris.
council, bent of get-

UNESCO

The
ting

'

Anniver$ary

P^ISRIE^

Forty'firat

S4

I

'

1

the

consid.eirablj'

Jimmy

launched

^

Stewart-starrer

in the

is

being

meantime.

RKO originally intended to pre"Life" with "Sinbad." but lal'Technicolor, and strike pref i" obtaimng
vented
prints.
Thu.s, in
need of a top picture for some 20 or
so Christmas week dates, "Life" Was
rushed in before campaign was
ready. Biz at the Globe, on Broadway, and in other spots is Said to be
"good," but not up to expectations.
'^"^

all,

we

are essentially abis primarily

Our commodity

'

In a sense we are ethereal and not
to earth. Whereas it is a great
virtue in other businesses to have
your two feet on the ground, it is
quite salutary in the movie game to

down

good

returns.

have our neuroses in the heavens.
I live in agony of the thought that

the tide of economics, which so few
of us understand, will enmesh us
and, before We know what happens,
we may all be talking about the laws
lion dollars that the ideas will be of marginal utility and diminishing
ones.

Every now and then I myself slip
and find a Latin phrase rolling off
my tongue. Just the other day in an
ad meeting a young colleague nonchalantly said he had no a priori
That is completely wrong. We are
view of the matiier.
not even a good gamble. Then, anyThese symptoms crop up now and
one, might ask, how is it that we get
then but we manage to keep them in
along so well. I will tell

You might say in view of all this
that ours is a gambling business and
therefore not much more of a gamble than any other business.

you.

The movies have done so well in
'MATIN&' the past 50 years because they have
not suffered the same inhibitions
Hollywood.
Lucille Bair and S. Sylvan Simon that their cuistomers have. In
the
are on
loanout from Metro to movies we make love on the screen.
Raphael Haldrh to star in and direct, Oui- herd and hei'oine discu.'jss getrespectively, "The M;iting Cail.*"
ting' married in the open. They do
Picture will be made at Columbia all the things everybody would"
like

BAU, SIMON rOK

rational thing at the illogical time.

an idea and there's no appraising
the value of an idea until it has
been reduced or processed into
something tangible which in this
case is a motion picture.
Now. no one ever knows what
kind of a Motion picture will come
out of a particular idea. Yet year
in and year but we (and our bankers, God bless them) bet a half bil-

line.

Some good leg art can neutralize
a lot of sophistication.

We

are told' that

the

public

is

growing up. So are we. Wait till you
see a picture called "Stairway to
"
Heaven."
This ma.r not 'be a 'Business but f
managed to get in one plug.

'

:

1947

ye«iMce<lay, JanTOffy lS,

P^MIETT

FoHY'firsl

K.C.;

'EAZOrS EDGE' |2O,O0O
Kansas

'Humoresque' 71G in 3

Duel' Fast

Dec. 31, looks for a

much as 50% under last year
concentrated acciand exhibs blame
Sent-prevention carhpaignmg over

.Sff as

a factor in the drop.
the holidays as
no records were
«f trade Although

houses had

set

generally

and in three Warner
ahead of last year.

Irosses
fiz was

good

spots,

"Duel in the Sun" teed off to a
Year's Eve on a roaflfine start New

.

«how policy in two situations
foXs like a fine $40,000 for
Sal frame. Other ne.w bills
ihe holiday were "Verdict"

m

Orpheum (RKO)
"It's"

6iG

good

got

pepped the

and

attention

grosses.

Week

Estimates for Last

Blue Mouse (H-E)
''Blue Skies"
$6,500.

(800;

45-80)-^

Okay around

(Par).

In opener,
swell $25,500; reaching out for top

Around

$14,-

.

Big

$25,000.

Orpheum

"Never

(H-E)

"Secrets

of

(2,600;

Sorority

45-80)—

(WB) and

Goodbye"

Say

(PRC)

Girl"

Downtown Music Hall (Blumen- (2d wk). Five days, $6,100; good.
55-$l)—"Strange Woman"
Palomar (Sterling) (1,3.50; 45-80)
(0A) (3d wk). Near $19,000.
"Fabulous Suzanne" (Rep) and
E^ptian (FWC) (1;538; $l-$2.40)— "Neath Canadian Skies" (Golden
"Duel in Sun" (RKO) (roadshow). Gate). Plus stage. Zorina on stage,

leld) (872;

—

•

—

.

(FWC) (861; 60-$l)
El Key
"Verdict" (WB). About $7,000.
four Star (UA'WC) (900; 60-851
i^"Verdict" (WB> and "Genius at
Worif" (RKO). About $6,000.
(FWC) (968; 60-$!)
Guild
"Temptation" (U) (2d wk). Pull
.

•

—

as "(Jueen of Nudists" the
reason for big $10,000 for "Fabulous

billed

Suzanne"

(Rep) and "'Neath Canadian Skies" (Golden Gate).
Paramount (H-E) (3.039: 45-80)—
"Nobody Lives Forever" (WB) and
"Great to Be Young" (Col). Not so
hot at $8,100.
Reosevelt (Sterling) (800: 45-80)—

"Wake Up and Dream"

$3,700.

(20th) and
In 2d

(956;' "Dangerous Millions" (20th).
Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld)
50-$l)— "Strange Woman" (UA) (3d wk. big $6,100.

1^

1^ lead

(2,349; 45-80)

(1,800;

"Humoresque" (WB) (2d wk).

'Razor' Sharp 50G,

Avenue (H-E)
—Fifth
"Razor's Edge" (20th).

Carthay Circle (FWC) (1,518;. $1Music Box (H-E) (850; .45-80)—
tl.80)—"Yearling" (M-G) (2(^ wk). "Show-OfE" IM-G ) and "Phantom
Record $24,300.
Thief" (Col). Big opening added to
Chinese (Graumatt-"WC) (2,04ft; 60- $15,300.
Music Box (H-E) (850: 45-80 )—
wk).
(2d
(20th)
Edge""Razor's
$1)—
I'Notorious'
(RKO)
wk).
(5th
Socko $29,000.
50-$l)— Around $5,800; good.

Sighting $25,000.

(2d
week's

Nifty $7,200.'

Hollywood (w:B) (2,756; 50-$!)—
Wk),
"Humoresque"
<WB)
(2d
Sharp $23,000.
Hollywood Music Hall (Bluinenfeld) (475; 50-85)—"Strange Woman" (UA) (3d wk). Good $6,400.
Iris (F#C) (828; 60-85)— "Temptation" (U) (2d wk). Light $5,100.

50)—"Casablanca" (UA

—

:

$18,200.

Million Dollar (D'town) (2,420; 55-

—

with

"Beauty and Bandit" (Mono)
Guizar on stage. Good

Tito

$21,000.

Orpheum (D'town-WC) (2,210; 60"Verdict" (WB) and "Genius
at Work" (RKO). Sighting $18,000.
$1)

—

Pantages (Pan)
"Wonderful Life"

'(2,812;

(RKO)

—

50-$l)
(2d wk).

Sturdy $32,300.

Paramount (F&M)
"Blue Skies" (Par)

.

•

(3.398;

50-Sl)—
Hand-

(3d wk).

Bome $35,900.
Paramount Hollywood (F&Ml d,45:1; 50-$l)
"Blue Skies" (Par)

—

m
.„RKO

wk). Hefty $22,400.

SO)

(RKO)

Billstreet

—

(2.890; SO-

"Wonderful Life" (RKO* (2d
wk). Clcsed initial stanza with $28,-

(FWC)

.3**

Temptation"

(1.370;

(U)

(2d

60-$!).—
wk).

Studio City (FWC) (880: 60-$n—
.J?™Ptation" (U) (2d wk).
Fair

.„1""ted Artists (UA-WC) (2,100:
60-$l)
"Temptation" ( U)
and
bJjghtly Scandalous" (U) (2d wk).
SJnw $14,900
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 60-$l>
Razors Edge" (20 th) (2d wk).
Great $20,300?
Vogue (FWC)
$1-1.80)—
(885;
S""'' <SBO).
Sighting

_

—

ti^nL

?15.000.

Wilshire (FWC) (2,296: 60-$l) —
AOye Laughs" (M-G) (2d wk). Slow

(WB)

Humoresque"
Bright $23,0()0.

(2.300;

(WB)

—

50-$l)
wk).
(2d

Hollywood.
Cantor's

"If
production,
Susie," started tensing at
«KO on his 28th anniversary in
snow business.
Cantor costars with Joan Davis in
)«vell

'

over Christmas week

EOi'nds,
Pa,Iace

with such

biz,

Astor,

Paliice

Earattiount,'
plcktrig up

(RKO)

60-$1,20)—

(1.700:

as .pr<>,ducing.

*
.

ahead of fb irth Week's mildish
figure is by far the highest ever rung
$2''.000.
up by pne theatre anytime and means
Paramount (Par) (3.664: 70-$1.20)
the Roxy has broken i|;s own liouse
"Cross My Heart" (Por), and on
record three times during the run of stafe, Andrews
Sisters. Tonv Pastor
the same picture. Roberto & Alicia orch,
Les Paul Trio, others (3d wk).
replaced Rosario & Antonio on the Third week .started
Now Year's Day
Roxy stage this week;
(1). Second holdover stanza, which
"Till the Clouds Roll By," in its included
New
Year's Eve, rang up
fourth week at the Mu.sic Hall, did a heftv .1il07.000. wav ahead of opening

—

week."HumDresdue,"

in

(Ppt) taker- over,

teeoff

its

(5.R86;
(20th);-

"Razor's Edge"

9fl-$1.20)

—

with Roberto

Alicia tooning new stage bill
(7th wk). Still breakinc records,
with .1;' 75,500 for seven days ending
Dec. 31 and including. New Years
f'

total of $50,000.
firitish pictures

CMh)

Koxy

session at the Hollywood, came near
the house record with a .solid $54,000,
while "Song of the South." at the
Palace, with kids lined up long- before noon, zoomed to a fifth week

Eve. Topped Only by current stanza
at Music Hall as ton weeklv grosser
of all time and holds indefinitely..

continued to hold

"Stairway to Heaven"
their own.
garnered near-capacity .$22,000 in its
first stanza on the hodse's two-a-day
reserved .seat policy, while "Henry

State

(Loew'.s

4.^-$1.10)

(3,4.50;

—

V."

,

—

%ughters'

Orpheum (RKO)

"It's

(1.900;

Wonderful Life-

wk). Fair

Tower

45-651—

(RKO)

'Song South' 13G, Gincy

(2nd

Cincinnati.

,$9,000.

(Fox-Jo.'iee)

—"Gentleman

(2,100: 45-65)

Strong array of

new

bills for fes-

Joe Palooka" (Mono)
and "Rolling Home" (SG) plus
vaude. Opened Friday (3).

tive ru.sh has five of the seven down,town houses in upper brackets. Revival of .stage shows at the Albee
after a fortnight's recess, with

'Show-Off Sock 18G,

Kay topping vaude

'MargieM7iG,

Indpls.

Indianapolis

Holiday week biz represented a
good advance over recent grosse.s, although only one house went to bat
with attraction expected to hold, on
account of desired New Year's
change. "Show-Off," at Loew's, was'
sock
$18,000.
with
powerhouse,
"Margie," at Indiana, canie through
"Magnificent
with Strong $17,500,
Doll," at Keith's, was sturdy enough
to stay second week.
Estimates for Last

Week

"Bachelors Daughters" and Beatrice
lineup, is topping
the town with a sensational figure.
"Time. Place, Girl" and "Secret
Heart" are neck and neck for sec-

ond

laurels.

Estimates for Last Week
(RKO) (3.100; 55-95)—
Albee
"Bachelors Daughters" (UA) plus
Modernaires, Paul
Beatrice Kay,
Sen.saWinchell. others on stage.

sessions.

—"Beast With Five Fin"''",s" (WB)
(2d wk). Ffi^st week ending Tue.sday (31) and including New Year's

Estimates for Last Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1.300: 70-$1.40>

—"Best Years of Lives" (RKO) (6th Eve. held to exoectation.s with fancy
wk). Ran in two extra shows New S21,000. Holds for at least one addiYear's Eve, which, with tilted holi-

day

prices,

included

tional stanza.

New

(3),

which

Year's Eve
to disaopointing
$28,000, after hefty $40;000 for the
opener. Holds.

_
j

•

'Sleep' Solid

'

$12,5,000.

60(1,700;
Gi'iterion A'J^e^'d)
"Temptation" (tt) (2d wk).
$1.25)
First session ended Monday (30).

—

with eight-day

total,

including

main

New

Fair $10,000.
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,300; 40=60)
(20th). Hefty $17,500.
40-60)—
(1,300;
(Indie)
"Magnificent Doll" (U). Dandy $13,000 and holds over.

to .$22,000. Holds.

Keith's (UP)
"Temptation"
ing to

plump

(U)

(1,542;

•
.

—

55-70)—
Giohc (Brandt) (1..500: 70-$1.20)
Hold- "Wonderful Life" (RKO) (3d wk).

Disapnointing $35 000 for seven days,
Hopes
includinig New Year's Eve,
for the secfand round, ending Fri-

Lyric (BKO) (l,400;-5S-75)—"Westerner" (FG) (reissue) (tia.o.). Socko
day (3), had been for at least $42,000
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 40-60)— $8,500.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-70)— but low holiday gross ,stvmied it,
(M-G) and "Devil's
"Show-Off"
"Time, Place, Girl" (WB). Swell
Gotham (Brandt) (900; 70-$1.40)—
Playground" <UA). Socko $18,000.
"Abie's Iri.sh Rose" (UA) (.Id wk).
Lyric (Katz-Dolle) (1,600; 40-60)— $17,000.
55-70)—
Shubert
(RKO)
(2,100;
(U)
Back"
Barrage of bad notices and outStrikes
"Spider Woman
and "Hpuse of Uorrors", (U)., Oke "Sonj?. .of, South". (RKO). Gjeat side criticism seem. J:o have taken
$10,006.
toll, with the -.film stumbling
theic
IV.COO.
,'
.

,

.

•

.

'

Week

(CT) (2,700; 35-63)— "Big
Hefty $14,500 and held

over.
.

(2d wk).

$8,060.

.stem houses.
Estimates for Last

Capitol

Sleep (WB).

.s

round.

$14,500

three

Luck" "Song of South" (RKO). Whammo Year's Eve, reaching $35,000. Sec(RKO) and "Criminal Court" (RKO). $13,000 and r e m a n for second ond week aonears likely to slump
i

7i|,
'Rlim Qlriflc'
MUlll 1,
IJiUe jnlCa 11 1 2U, MfHirl*

Montreal.
Holiday biz good all around with
holdovers among five chief

'

at $2.40 top.

(RKO) <2,000; 55-70)—
Capitol
"Secret Heart" (M-G )i Big $16,000.
Holds.
Grand (RKO) (1.4.10; 5.5-70)—

fiO-

New

and including both
and Day fell off.

In first session, ending pec.
orch.
31. and including New Year's Eve,
did record-breaking $111,000, topping previou.s house mark. by a Gnote. Befogged by bad weathcp New
tional $40,000. puffed by sellout of Year's Da.v. show .still rang up anmidnight performance New Year's other $14,000. for eight-day total of

Eve

(1,312:

iS1.20)— "Wicked Ladv" (U) (.3d wk).
Second session ending Friday (3)

Day. Film's
word-of-mouth- and

Year's

strong
continues indefinitely.
Capitol (Loew's) (4.820: 60-$1.10>
—"Secret, Heart" (M-G) plus stageshow headed by Tommy Dor.sey
getting

(UA)

Winter Garden

ran" up smash $67,000 for

week ending Thursday

Circle (Katz-Dolle)— "Lady

Keith's

i"" Knew

as

(769;

to optimistic expectations. Although V" (UA) (19th wk). Climbed nicely
grosses did not equal the $1,086,000 over the holiday season, with a
originally hoped for on the basis of he'ty $15,000 expected in till for
early estimates, the 18 fir.st-run the- 18th wk., ending last Saturday (4).
atres, bolstered by hefty New Year's Previous stanza Wa.s $12,500.
Hollywood (WB) ,(1.499; 70-$1.10)
Eve biz when almost all tilted their
(WB) (2d w'k).
prices, chalked up a hefty $1, 061,900. -^"Humoresque"
Four hew records. Were set during Started .second session Wednesday
First week, including New
the week, with grosses at the Music (1).
Year's
Eve, soared to near-house
Hall, Roxy, Capitol and Strand all
and
film looks .set
record
of
$54,000
toppling their, previous highs, Most
more good
for at least several
increase's
tlieatrfes
.sluiwed strong

—

—"Margie"

CANTOK SHOOTING
Eddie

third

(3) and includHolds one more

$1.20-,$2.40)— "Henry

"Undercurrent" (M-G) (2ri run) arid
now in its 18th week at the stage bill headed bv .Tohnnv MorJfi!?'-. 400
for
Golden, showed a solid $15,000. gan and Yvette. Mildish
Day (.1)
"Overlanders." stifled by its long wepk ending New Year's
including New Year's Kve. "Relength and the small capacity of the and
turn of Monte Cristo" (PRC) and
Rialto, still mana.ged a good $8,000.
sighting a great $23,000,
good $12,000.
"Showtime"
on
stage
Paul
Small's
of
"Wonderful Life" proved one
Estimates for Last Week
tooir over Thursday (2).
(WB) (2,950; 50-94)—
Stanley
Esquire-Uptown-Fairway
(Fox "Blue Skies" (Par) (6th wk). Fifth the most disappointing of the week,
Strand (WBl (2.'i.'ifi- 7,5-$l,20)
with holiday biz failing to bring it
Midwest) (820. 2,043, 700: 45-65)
"Time, Place. Girl" (WB). and stage
canto of Crosby starrer great $32,000.
$35,000 in its second
"Razor's Edge"
(2d wk).
(20th)
Stanton (WB) (1.475; 50-94)— "Noc- above an n.s.g.Olobe. "Abie's Irish show topped by Vaughn Monroe
round
at the
Sighting $20,000.
turne" (RKO) (2d wk). Opening sesh
orch. Most surprisine entrv of the
Rose" also sagged badly in its first week. Opened day after Christmas
Midland (Loew's) (3,500: 45-65)— broke house record with $25,500.
holdover .stanza to $8,000 and is bsing (26 > and soared to new house mark
"Till Clouds Roll By" (M-G). Opened
pulled after one more week at the of $95,000 for first session, including
Tuesday (31) for great $23,000.
Gotham. "My Darling Clf mentme
Newman (Paramount) (1,900: 45New Year's Eve and Day at tiltefl
40G;
65)— "Blue Skies" (Par). Okay $15,- Kay,
did a mildish $22,000 in it.s fifth week ho'iday scales.
at the Rivoli but holds for two more
000.
Victoria (Maurer) (720; 70-$1.20)

fS.BOO.

Wiltern

for

$8,000

Year's.

—

ximw

Fair

^tj.lOO.

'

New

;

MOr

—

85)

ing

week.
Golden

.

'

.

disappointing

to.,

which week, ending Friday

business,

film houses back
sharply from their seasonal slunip,
biz during New Year's week held up

Philadelphia,
Sloppy weather on New Year's terrific $176,000, but the figure in-, ses<5ion's big $80,000.
Park Avenue (U> (583; $l.a0-$2.40)
Day put a slight dent into the hefty eludes both New Year's Eve and Day,
holiday w^ek grosses, but red-hot maktig it ah eight-day roundup. —"Stairway to Heaven" (U) (2d
Eve biz hypoed prices, more than Total represented nbt pnly the great- wkl, Second stanza started New
making up for it. Most of the first- est amount of money ever passed Ye?r's Day (1). Teeoff session, not
runs are holding over with big league over the Hall's ticket sills but also including an extra New Year'.s Eve
greatest number of customers in screening, rose- to smash $22,O0O,
product- predominating.
For first the
virtual caoacit.v for this house on
time in history of Warners' 'Earle a a similar period.
Most surprising new entry of the its two-a-day policy.
stage show is being held over for
Girl," at
Radio City Bfusin Hall (Rockefelsecond week. Attraction is Louis week was"Time. Place and
the Strand, where, with Vaughn ler") (5.945: 70-$1.25)— "Till Clouds
Prima's band.
.stage bill, Roll
Monroe
orch
heading
the
By" (M-G) anr' Christmas
Estimates for Last Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-94)— "Song a smash $95,000 record was hung up, bapeant on stace (4th wk). C1iOTbe(J
this house, to new record of terrific $176,000
for
Mark,
near
capacity
of South"
(RKO) (2d wk). Last
was made possible by the utJped holi- fcir week endinff Wednesday (1),
week neat $21,000.
Arcadia (SabloskyV (700; 50-94)— day prices. "Secret Heart," doubling which included New Year's Eve and
Picture
holds
indefinitely.
"Meet John Doe" (Indie) (reissue). with a stage bill headed by Tommy Day.
Showing surprising strength. Last Dorsey orch at the Capitol, sciared Fourth week, broke all attendance
week, "Verdict" (WB) tepid $4,000 far above expectations to achieve a records at house.
topping previous
Rialto
35-85^—
hefty
$111,000,
(Mayer)
(504:
for second run.
"Overlanders" (U) (2d wkl. HoldBoyd (WB) (2,350; 50-94 )— "Under- house hiffh by $1,000.
"Best Years of Our Lives." at the inf un well, with strong $8,000 for
current" (M-G) (2d wk). Opener fine
Astor, aided by considerable word- this frame, same as in the teeoff
$31,000.
out spfcinn. "Murder in ^Reve'*''''" (Engbrought
has
Which
of-niouth
Earle (WB) (2,760; 60-99)— "Betty
pulled )ivh indie) '^nens Fn'"Vi' ()n>.
Co-Ed" (Col) with. Louis Prima"s many infrequent theatregoers,
Rivoli (UA-Par) (2.092- fi0-$1.25)
with biz hypoed
band being held .over for an un- in a smash $67,000, New Year's Eve
"Dairling Clementine" (2nth) (5th
precendented second week on stage. by two extra shows
-Para- wk). Seven days, including New
Last week combo of "Vacation Reno" and upped admish prices.
mount, with "Cross My Heart" and a Year'" Eve. did mild!"ii f-'xonn with
and Prima good for boff $45,000.
stage bill topped by the Andrews fourth week enriinr- Monday (30) up
F(»x (20th) (2.250; 50-94)— "Razors
tn
but
fairi.sh S27,000, Hokls cntil next
hopes
Edge" (20th) (2d wk). Opener last Sisters, fell slightly below
Tuesday (14). when "California"
.still did a neat $107,000 in its second

Winter Garden (Sterling) (800: 45and "Boy's week spectacular $50,000.
)
Ranch" (M-G). split with "Claudid
Goldman (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94)
and David" (20th) and "Faithful in —"Cross My Heart" (Par)
(2d wk).
My Fa.shion" (M-G) (3rd runs). Fir.st week's take great ,$26,500.
Very good, $4,800.
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-94)—
"Rage in Heaven" (M-G) (2d wk).
Last week neat $16,000.
Kx.
|23,§oor
Keith's (Goldman) (L.'iOO: 50-94)—
"Dark Mirror" (U) (2d run) (2d
Loew's State (Loew-WC) (2,404:
Last week okay $7,500.
CUTS $20,00® wk).
60-Sl)
"Razor's Edge" (20th) (2d
Mastbaum (WB) (4.350; 50-94)—
wk). Great $47,900.
Kansas City.
"Time, Place. Girl" (WB) (2d wk).
tos Angeles (D'town-WC» (2,097;
Biz. starting off .strong Christmas Last week husky $40,000 plus good
60-$l)— "Love Laughs" (M-G) (2d Day, continues brisk. "Razor's Edge"
$4,000 for Sabbath showing at Earle.
wk). Poor $22,100.
started second smash week Dec. 31.
Pix (Cummins) (500; $1.95-$2.60)—
Loyola (FWC) (1^48: 60-$l)
"Till Clouds Roll By," opening solo "Henry V" (UA) (2d Wk). Opener
"Razor's Edge" (20tB) t2d wk). Big Tuesday
(31)
at
the Midland is of 'roadshow (two-a-day) snagged

wW.

week
snapped Broadway

"Song of Sputh" (RKO-Dlsney) foth
wk). School holiday is boost big this
The new year appears
"Scandal in Paris" (UA), with Ros- strongly.
settled down with take healthy, but coe
Tops of the holiday session wai! one, with moppets still lined tip.
Afes heading, stage bill. Good
week ending Dec. 31, and innot sensational. Over the holiday it •week with $10,000.
the $175,500 raked in by "Razor's Fifth
cluding
New Year's Eve, eaualed exwas big. All night spots were sellEdge" for seven days, including New
pectations .With soiash 'l<50,0OQ. far
Midnight shows at most pix
outs.
Year's Eve, at the Roxy. Sixth week
Seattle.
to have

"Jolson Story" (20th).
Holding.
300; big.

Downtown (WB)

45-65)—

(RKO)

$9,000, against last

NX Records, Latter for 3d Time

Following the bofEo pattern set by
Christinas

Tower (Fox Joffee) (2,100; 45-65)— houses as the
"Stars
Over Texas" (PRC) and Hollywood and

e5^$l)— "Strange grossers at this house.
Liberty (J & VH) (1.650; 45-80)—
Smart
(3d wk).

46,600.

.

45-

$13,000.

(824;

(UA)

(1,900;

(1,900;

Wonderful Life"

wk). Fair

lOfEke Skies'

and will bold.

(Paramount)

Set

is

:

Weak $6,£00.
(FWC) (1,270; $1-$1.80)—

'enfeld-G&S)

Tower

65)—"Blue Skies" (Par) (2d wk).
Nifty $16,000 after last week's $23,000, house's top figure.

For 'Razor 25iG;Ta¥

houses

Week

(2d
"Best Years Our liives" (RKO)
wk). Nifty. $16,800.
Beverly Hills Miistc Hall (Blum-

Woman"

*

m

Belmont (FWC) (1,532; 60-$l)(M-G)
"Love Laughs Andy Hardy
wk).
Beverly

$23,000

Newman

and Mealtliy Seattle Sesli

ViOMS-

<2d

Bangup

for

liMe,Pla€e*eroe,^

runs have

only house to maintain a Fridayopening policy .through the holidays.
Blizzard last week-end no help.
Estimates for Last Week
Esquire - Uptown - Fairway
(FoxMidwest) (820, 2,043, 700; 4S-65)—
"The Razor's Edge" (20th) (2d wk).'
Keen $20,000. Last week film got
smash $28,000, setting house record.
Midland (Loew's) (3,500: 45-65)—
"Till the Clouds Roll By" (M-G).

re-

Xlmk Roll,' 'Secret iearC-I Dorsey,

great $23,000.

first

holdover.s, all doing well.

as

estiiriates,

the

"Genius at. Work"
for an okay $31,000.
It is pointing
"Hazor's Edge' pulled
four
„n with a smash $112,500
"Humoresque" was a great
the first
S71000 in three spots on
wound
frame. "Yearling" roadshow
with
UP first frame at the Carthay prethan the
$24,300, or $159 better
record holder, "Gone With the

Wind."
Estimates for Last

gross

and

houses.

;

Grosses Are Net
film

ported herewith from the various key cities, are not, i.e., without the 20% tax. Distributors
share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
figures are net income.
The parenthetic
admission
prices, however, as indicated, include the U.S. amusement tax.

three houses.

First stanza of
*

Three of the other

5S

City.

Films continue with grosses in the
heavy vein. "Till the Clouds Koll
By," at the Midland^ which opened

XjOS Angeles.

Year's Eve business proved
first tuns despite big
snotly in most
In some instances biz was
S?pti.res

Npw

FIC'fCRES

Anniversary

timw mil 23S,

USpotty;te' Keenll2^in4;

.

Palace

(CT)

(2,300:

35-63)—

"Margie" (20th). Solid $13,700, staying second stanzjv

Loew's (CT)
Skies"

(Par.).

repeating.

(2.800:

35-67)- "Blue

Socko $17,500, also

.

35-53)—
(2.300:
(CT)
on Shoulder" (UA) and
Nice
"Vacation in Reno" (RKO).
Princess

"Angel
$7,800.

Imiterial

(CT)

"White Tie

"Cuban Pete"

and
cU).

(1.950;

Tails"

Okay

30-50)—
<U)

and

$5,300.

<
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Through Variety we send
Happy 'New Year wishes
to ail our friends from

•

M"G'M Pictures, Loew's Theatres,
M-G«M International,
Station WHN and M-G-M Records.
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Forly-firsi

GREEK SARSON

CLARK GABLE

SrENCER TRACY

S7

Annipertary

P'^SSIETT

JDDY eARLAMD

KATHARINE HEPBURN

VAN JOHNSON

WALTER PiOGEON

HAPPY M-G-M NEW YEAR!
LANA TURKER

WILLIAM POWELL

"SUMMER HOLIDAY"

THi YEARLING

{Technicolor)
:;

Jane Wyma0^^'
Claude Jarmati, Jr.

'-;jGfegory Peck,

Mickey Rooney Gloria De Haven
Walter Huston Frank Morgan

^::

"Butch" Jenkins
i

"TILL THE

CLOUDS HOLL iY"

{Technkoiorj

MICKEY RODNEY

Van Heflin
Van Johnson
Tony Martin

"THIS TIME FOR KEEPS"

Stars Alphabetically

Bremer
Kathryn Grayson

June.AUyson
Judy Garland
•

.

Laiirite Melchior
Johnnie Johnston
Xavier Cugat

Esther Williams

Lena Home
Angela Lansbury

-

Jimmy Durante

Virginia O'Brien:

"THE U«^FINISHED DANCi"

Dinah Shore
KATHRYN GRAYSON
;

V

FRANK SINATRA

{Technicolor)

Lucille

Frank Sinatra
Robert Walker

{Technicolor)

Margaret O'Brien

"THE SECRiT.HIAiT"
Claudette Colbert

^^V :

::?^

"HIGH BARBAREE"

Walter Pidgeon

Van Johnson

June Allyson

"FIESTA"

"LADY IN THE LAKE"

ROBERT TAYLOR

Esther Williams Akim Tamiro^
Cyd Charisse
Ricardo Montalban

"THE SHOW-OFF"
Red Skelton

"IT

HAPPENED IN BROOKLYN"

Frank Sinatra

"THE SEA OF GRASS"
Spencer Tracy Katharine Hepburn

^

Melvyn Douglas

GREGORY PECK
/

:

{Technicolor)

Robert Montgomery

MARGARET O'BRIEN

June Allyson

Kathryn Grayson

IRENE DONNE

Jimmy Durante

Robert Walker

"TENTH AVENUE ANGEL"
Margaret O'Brien

"THE MIGHTY McGURIC
"TO, KISS AND TO KEEP"
Gene Kelly

Wallace Beery
GENE KELLY

"A WOMAN OF MY

,

ROBERT MONTGOMERY

OWN"

Greer Garson

"GREEN DOLPHIN STREET"
Van Heflin

Lana Turner

"LOVE LAUGHS AT ANDY HARDY"
Mickey Rocmey

Donna Reed

Richard Hart

Lewis Stone

"ALOViSTORY"

ESTHER WILLIAMS

"THE BEGINNING

OR THE END"

Brian Donlevy

Robert Walker

YEAR IN YEAR

MYRNALOY

Katharine Hepbuim Paul Henreid
Robert Walker

OUT-TBOCFMGM
(The Big Ones Come From M-G-M!)

ROBERT WALKER

1
WALLACE BEERY

ANN SOTNSRN

SKELTOK

BRIAN DONLEVY

LIONEL BARRYMQRE

GEORGE M08PBY

LUCILLE BALL

LASSIE

.Marcrt o/ Dimes;-- Jan. 24- 30

—
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Prerogative Is His

By ALBERT STOXMAIV

Here's a Beau Nash Stance on Impresarios' Sartorial Foibles

The world is daily growing littler.
The Goering gang is now <with Hitler.
When the news was flashed that they'd be
A certain senator was unstrung;
-

By BERNARD SOBEL
the man,
but also the theafare producer. Odd
though, this statement may sound, it
has held true along Broadway for
more than half
a century.
Clothes

make not only

During

this

time most of
the famous
producers have

cnltiv ated
an

eccentric or

distinctive

fashion

in

either

clothes,

for the purpose
of building

Bernard Solwl

themselves up
into a personal

add to the glamour
and mystery of the Stage and its

tradition or to

people.

This custom^ strangely enough, has
Influenced the history of the American theatre directly or indirectly.
Because of their clothes, producers
have been easy to identify without
introduction, on the street, in hotel
lobbies, on the elevator, and in
restaurants. Often as a result, actors who Codld not get by an arro-

^t
up

office

boy wmild ruSh

straight

to the producer <Mi the street and

say-'
'

9

"Oh, Mr. tJest, I riecognized you by
the tie you wear suod I just had to
speak to you. I'm terribly eager- to
get a. part in one of your productions."

This courageous, unconventional
procedure often had a happy outcome; and even if it did not; the
producer, imi^essed by the stage
aspirant, nioSbt itateri loUcm^i^ a
formal interviewt i«ree t6 an audition oir even sign « contract;
"
Thus, clothes- helped to break
down, barriers, encourage the timor,

_
'

ous composer, lyricist and director.
At the same time,' they gave the
celebrity-hunter a chance to say he
had, seen or met a theatre notable.
.

,

,

I
'

Certain producers, once famous
tor their sartorial hctbits, are no
longer part of tbe Broadway scene.
they have passed away or retired,
and In spite of the great influence
which they exerted in making stars,
putting on plays, and giving pleasure
to thousands, they are forgotten by
the general public, their names
mere memories, nostalgic symbols
that will eventually fade out forever.

knew, the producer went to a way to fame and fortune by exploitgreat deal of trouble buying this ing a form of entertainment now exwearing apparel; the hat coming di- tinct, 10-20-30C melodramas, elethe
rect from Italy and the tie from one mental thrillers like "Bertha,
of the oldest and smartest London Sewing Machine Girl" and "Nellie,
the Beautiful Cloak Model," with
shops.
bad men, erring young ladies,
Gest will be remembered for his bold
"Chu Chin and a big Scene showing a locomoelaborate spectacles,
to run over the heroine
Chow," "Mecca" and "Afgar." In tive about
or a sawmill ready to slit the hero
order to present "The Miracle," he
in half.
rebuilt the Century theatre, turnWhen, after some years Woods
ing the inside into a complete
cathedral with altar, choir lofts and made a fortune on plays of- this
Then, for good measure, he sort, he went Jiighbrow and brought
pulpit.
Broadway distinguished stars
started a feud between his two dl.s- to
tinguished stars, Princess Matcha- like Katharine Cornell, Leslie Howard and Ann Harding.
belli and Lady Diana Manners.
Far removed from foreign titles
'Man of Distinction'
were the interests^ of George M.
current crop of producers has
Cohan, remembered as the chief The
carry on sartorial traexecutive in ''I'd Rather Be Right'' done little to
and for his: flag-waving in ''Lijtle dition. Vinton Freedley, however,

Johnny Jones" and other typically
American musicals.
Cohan was conspicuous for the
fact that he never changed the cut of
his trousers from his teens until his
death. Cut narrow, they displayed
his prefectly modelled feet which
were never spoiled by dancing. And

"That's

To

The
But

The
Ran

•

'

collar style.

the

Belasco

Was

(He's prob'ly a pai of

'

atlire

'

—

Some, for headaches, took a Bromo,
While others listened to Perry Como.
Winter, summer, spring and fall,
The line was around the Music Hall.
M. G. M. and Bobbins parted,
And neither one was broken-hearted.
Kramer, slightly over twenty,
On the tennis ball had plenty;
Tatum Tilden, fifty and some.
Still can stroke 'em hard and handsome.

Xmas came and Xmas
And Mr. S. Claus was

He

went.
a stingy gent.

gave fewer presents. You wanna know why?

La
** I

Guardia's.

may be a cfook, but I'm not a faker:
copped that phrase from H. Brubaker.

hings

Like to

i

Remember

Continued from page J
the

wrong job

—

wound up

getting
assistant to the presI

ident.

The night Al Woods produced "The
of Mary Dugan" and Rose
Nell Kettering and yours

Trial

Woods,

truly walked out on it, pronouncing
it a flop, but hurried back in time
for those 10 final curtain calls.

;

Tinney filled in at the Majestic and
bowled 'em over and himself 'to fame.
When we press agents visited Jack
Lait, drama critic, and Tom BOurke,
vaudeville editor, of the Chicago
American,
The days when Marcus Heiman
and Asher Levy were treasurers of
the Garrick theatre, John Mears did
like duty at Powers, John J. Garrity
at the Grand, and I sold 'em at the

The time I argued with Guy Kibbee for an hour to get him to take a
weekly wage of $35 to play in my
Colonial.
"The Marriage Question."
The night ,Olga Nethersole kissed
How Hartley Manners and I acquired Irish brogues reading our two >me, and I was five, too young to apnew plays to ea.ch other. His was preciate it. But, it led to a friend"Peg o' My Heart." Mine, "Rose of ship with her brother, Louis, who
Killarney."
produced years later one of my plays
The night Laurette Taylor and I in London.
sat musing over the above in the
The night Jeanne Eagels attempted
Opera Bar right after she had, once to kill me.
-

was

again, soared, to the heights in

Morris Gest, producer son-in-law of

"The

Glass Menagerie."

That day when "Sport" Herrmann
said "the quickest
hospital is to kick

Dome

restaurant in Paris. And no
matter whether he was in the money
or broke, Gest always wore a velour
fedora hat, slouched, untidy and
seemingly rain-drenched. But as his

•

'Cause the cost of giving** was pretty high.
Well, I hate to end on a sour note,
But. somebody really rocked the boat;
I mean we got in a dreadful fix
In Nineteen Hundred and Forty-six.
And don't think everything will be heaven
In Nineteen Hundred and Forty-seven.

boardwalk, and

David Belasco. No matter where he
went, he always wore a Windsor tie,
the kind which artists used to sport
at that well-known Montparnasse
rendezvous for painters and models,
the

Yorker.

fine

Dewey was re-elected Gov.
When the G. O. P.^en masse got in.
The Gag* of the Year might well have been:
"Two headaches for ev'ry aspirin."

manner

Bank Look
his

New

Danton Walker.)

In Ut'rature, the current tide
Was somewhat on the sinful side.
"The Kgg and I" was a Grade A one,
It talked about eggs, but didn't lay one.
The Bards found no new rhyme for Love;

I

including knives, forks, salt
cellars, mustard pots and napkins.
He insisted, too, on the use of practical doors; that is, doors made of
real wood instead of painted canvas
substitutes.
In a further effort to
create the eftect of a real room with
four walls, he placed andirons and
chairs down by the footlights so that
the characters might sit there facing
the audience as if they were actually in front of the hearthstone.

in

it;

With the firm of Rodgers and Hammerstein;
And you wouldn't exactly call it tin,
What he extracted from L Berlin.
In tact, it was small, .but it really hurt.
What he took from Stillman, A. (Advert.)

same manner that

detail,

also

breakfast bit

so good, they repeated

The Tax, Collector made out

Todd's, rival, the diminutive Billy
Ro.se, is practically never .seen in
anything but a Navy blue suit,
double - breasted.
At rehearsals,
though, he wears an enormous white
sweater with a choker collar, a collar so deep that it almost engulfs
him. This seemingly freakish procedure is perhaps, a small man's
method of maintaining authority, because by making himself conspicuOddly enough, in spite of his atous, he compensates for lack of
tention- to formal dress, Ziegfeld was
height and' a commanding presence.
the only person in the audience at
Billy Rose's memorable contribuhis brilliant premieres who appeared
in street clothes.
Instead of full tion to the amusement world was
dress, he usually wore a brown suit the World Fair's extremely beautiand stood back of the last row ful "Aquacade," in which for the
watching the show like an innocent first time in the history of aquatics,
bystander whose interest was merely scores of swimmers worked out a
casual.
He insisted, however, that series of designs to musical accomhis stafl wear dinner jackets ai paniment, swimming every stroke in

important as the dialog, he startled
Broadway by presenting a Child's
restaurant scene, complete in every

Gest's Left.

^

it, because I eat
every night up on Dyckmann StreetJ

But Radio still was pretty bare
With Easy Aces off the air.
Ring Lardner, Jr., got quite a rise
Out of Walter Winchell, of all guys.
When he ribbed him gently in The

Florenz Ziegfeld, Jr. took first
place among producers as a fashion
expert, being credited with starting
the vogue for colored shirts. He
wore silk ones, made to measure and
popularized pointed, brown shoes.
He had a valet in continuous attendance, the famous Sidney, who saw
to it that- Ziegfeld never wore the
same suit, twice in succession.

which was violent and explosive.
His most important contribution to
the stage was the realistic setting.
Insisting that the background was as

Unique

fight was a match without spark
That should have been held in Belmont Park.
The Atkinson boys had winning ways,—
rode the hbrseSj the other rode plays.
"The State of the Union" had weight and wit.
"Annie Get Your Gun" was a bulls-eye hit;
But praise was not precisely showered
On "Present Laughter" by Noel Coward.
"The Iceman Cometh" got quite a chill
From some critical gentlemen of ill-will.

Home

unbroken white band seen on Episcopalian, and Catholic clergymen.
Clad in this solemn attire, he affected a -soft, sacerdotal manner, except of course, when he was caught,
off -guard, driving a hard bargain or
in

Ebbets Field.

One

The Freddie-Tallulah

years, dancers perform together on the
David Belasco, for instance, has a
stage.
Rose married his star, the
theatre nanied after him on JSroad- Ziegfeld is still called the peer of
famous swimming champion, Sleanor
Way at this niWtent, but most of the American musical comedy and revue. Holm, and together they keep
open
Al
Woods,
another
veteran,
people who go there have no idea
house and invest great sums in colwhatsoever of the man's personal- whose recent sporadic attempts to lecting
modern paintings.
ity and accomplishments.
Yet he return to Broadway, have been disMax Gordon who owes some of
was an exceedingly colorful char- astrous, was once an imposing
Smart clothes his distinction to having produced
acter, especially, from the standpoint figure on the radio.
of dress.
Though he belpnged to he eschewed, but he made a point plays by Claire Luce, is Broadway's
the pagan stage world, he liked to of wearing a big cigar constantly most unobtrusive manager. Fed up,
give
the Impression,
for soixte and further distinguished himself by doubtless, by having people asking
strange reason, that he was a calling anyone he liked, whether him constantly for intervievra, auditions and miscellaneous favors, he
clergyman.
He always wore a male or female, "Sweetheart."
Curiously enough, Woods won his
black suit and '8 Boman collar, the
(Continued on page 71>

directing

to

(I didn't see

Michael Todd

.

the

.

was ill-concealed

Series Scrap (can this be treason?)
right into the football season.

The Louis-Conn

-

whose clothes are casual and who;
Al Woods, wears a cigar conto insure their trim appearance,
Cohan always had about. 2$ pairs of tin uSously For some unknown reason
this
young producer has such a deshoes on hand which he shed as.
testation
for jewelry that he won't
soon as they Showed the slightest
sign of wear. On the stage, he al- even carry the functional key ring,
ways carried a cane, but never in with the result that he is always
in
trouble
about locked entrances
real life.
Though his plays are
largely forgotten, his personality is and intervening exits. His divernot, for, more lucky than Gest or sion is gambling, according to hearsay,
and
the
chances he takes on alBelasco, he became the hero of a
modern motion picture biography. most any proposition are perilous,

in

grief

When Tragedy came

,

unison,

knees
he went on the Blue for Blue Moon cheese,

The Redhead's

like

every performance.
Though gone almost 14

O. P. A. is dead and gone.
F. P. A. still carries on.
tinhorns to their

When

automatically outstanding for the
perfection of his dress. Hand.some,
former football hero and whilom
leading man, he stands out in any
crowd as the ideal American male.
is

another.

The Hat brought

a

Quite different

brother!"

all,

Said one ex-V.P,

is

Arrow

hung,'

"Oh, my! oh, my! oh, my! oh, my, oh!"
Exclaimed the Gentleman from Ohio.
The President advised Mr, Henry Wallace, he
Didn't like Henry's foreign policy.
"Get out of my teepee!
.

staflt

Season's Greetings

JOHN
Under Contract

JLU]^:©:;:;

.

to ParamDiini Pictnres

way

my

to get into a

The morning
President

I

got a citation

Woodrow

from

Wilson.

The day Gus

dog Rowdy." "McFadden's

Hill gave me $150 for
Row of Flats" script.

MGM

And the night he tossed a newspaThft day
gave him $150,000
per-covered package into a taxi, for the film rights.
carelessly picked it up and, in his
The time I -sent a script to Brock
hotel room, cast it into a waste- Pemberton as
a gag, urging him to
basket, and I toppled oyer When he produce it and
make a million. He
told me it contained $10,000.
did and it did. It was "Strictly DisThe Monday matinee that Frank honorable." Oh, well.

^cdneaJayr Jw'W^^y

iBi^
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Whm HoMywQod Was

S9

Woods

Still in the

Film Veteran Recalls the Saga of Col, Wm. Selig-- When Tyrone
Power, Sr., Called His Film/lVouping^^ '^^

The Old HVood Hotel Days,

S^^^
Hollywood.

By ALFKED COHN

a coaiJMon plaint of old Hollywooders that the town
be. The Boulevard, they say, might be
sin't what it used to
in any middle-sized city, in any
just another Main Strert
preferred. No more does one encounter a
state, Oklahoma
No more
familiar face in a stroll from Vine to Highland.
jjretty girls who came out to crash the movies and settled
for a job in the "five and dime" or behind the counter at
the Pig 'n' Whistle, Time was when the stores and lunchrooms were full of 'em, The sidewalks of the Boulevard
are more crowded now than eyet, but the casual stroller
TviU see nothing he can't see on the main drag of Tulsa or
Wichita or Altoona.
But to the pioneer of the movie lots there is hardly a
block that doesn't provide something that brings back memories iwhich, all put togfethfer, would make a fascinating bit
of reading. Some of the signs are mere geographical sites,
others human, for people still frequent the Boulevard who
once figured prominently in the activities of movieland's
F'rinstance, that handsomely gowned, statuesque
ateliers.
Wonde just entering the bank on the corner; you'd never
think she was the first heroine to face snarling lions in a
serial thriller— Kathlyn Williams, star of "The Adventures
iof Kathleen," which maiSe the youngsters of a generation
She's stiU
ligor cling, to their seats iii breath-takiiig suspense.
B IwaUtjfai wbmain.
And that handsome elderly gentleman emerging from the
same bank with a courtly bow to the lady— once he. Bill
Farnum, co-starred with her in the first version of "The
Spoilers." His fight with Tom Santschi in the Alaskan epic
Is still regarded by pioneer players and fans as the most
Bill was once the highest paid star
realistic ever screened.
in the business with a two-year contract with William Fox
at $10,000 each and every Saturday and little or no income
tax to pay.

keen -disappointment when she appeared immediately just as
they had last seen her— golden wig, eyelashes and all— in
the lobby. The farewell party to Maugham which sent him
bff to the Orient and sent them, to bed suffering from the
effects Of a puhch niade of corn lii^upr, vaiiilla extract, orange
juice and Lilac Vegetal. The Golden Wedding of William H.
Crane and his Ella, both of whom spent their last days in the
place; the way Myra Hershey, the octogenarian Owner, rode
herd on the dancers to prevent any unseemly familiarity or
hip-wiggling; and summarily stopped the orchestra when the
clock struck 11. Yep, those were great days.
Across the street, on the second floor, once flourished

'

Hollywood's

first night spot.
It didn't flourish long, though.
was called the Little Club and the backer was newly rich
Valentino. But Prohibition had started its reign and
things were very tight even if the customers couldn't be.
Besides, early-tp-bed Hollywpoders complained about the
dance music keeping themi awake. Anyhow it was highly
unexciting.

It

Rudy

And now let's turn down Highland. Here's Hollywood
High, where quite a few movie stars learned their algebra
and geometry, and elementary necking. There's the drugwhere Mervyn LeRoy discovered Lana Turner, who

sweater..,;/

That vine-draped bungalow over there on the corner was
once the famous Writers Club, first organization of professional folk with the exception of the Photoplayers Club.
The latter had quarters in downtown Los Angeles and was
skippered by Wally Reid, but that was way back around
1913.
The Writers occupied a unique place in the early

Farnum, whose brother, Dustin, was Cecil deMille's first
the only surviving principal of Hollywood's first
which the movie stars appeiared. It was
an open air performance of "Julius Caesar," staged May 19,
1916, in a natural amphitheater at the head of Beachwood
Canyon, now known as HoUywoodland. The town's civic
organizations combined on the venture, its first recognition
of the talent that was in its midst. And what a cast! Farnum
played Cassius, Theodore Roberts was Julius himself. Marc
Antony was played by Frank Keenan and Tyrone Power,

star; is

theatrical event' in

was Tyrone who loftily
referred to his movie endeavors as "apting on the sidewalk:"
Oh yes, there vfere some other notables in the cast. Douglas
Fakbanks in the role of Young Catd and DeWolf Hopper
(Hedda's famous hubby) was Casca.
There Were many
others in minor roles, such as Mae Murray Who did a wild
dance. This production was actually the forerunner of the
Hollywood Bowl, which came a half dozen years latto.

was Brutus.

Hollywood and Vine

I

|

&

their coifee.

This wasn't the first beanery frequented by the stars.
There was John's Chop House a few blotks up. Can't quite
figure put if it's that dress shop, that cocktail lounge, or the
jewelry store. John's was the first all-night joint in the
town. Nothing fancy about it; oilploth on the tables and a
long lunch counter.
great spot for the ex-Broadwayites
who couldn't get used to going to bed before dawn. On
Vernon fight nights it was always crowded from midnight
on and hardly a night but saw Charlie Chaplin come in for
his hot apple pie. Once in a while Jackie Coogan's parents
would leaVe "The Kid" in John's care while they took in a
Miovie, John has a spot now down near Vine but the Owl
Drug Store makes it pretty tough for the Greek. [Maybe
a reminder like this'U send some of the old guard down to
speed up his cash register.]

A

And here's the stairway to the once famous Montmartre.
all said Eddie Brandstetter was crazy to start
such a ritzy place in Hollywood but in a short time it became the most publicized cafe in the country. Tourists were
wont to crowd the thickly carpeted stairs so that the stars
had^tp go up the back way. I believe it was Ben Bernie's
band that opened it as a dinner spot. There was a bachelors'
table frequented regularly by Adolphe MenjoU and Tom
Mix. Tom was quite frankly jealous of 'bolph'S Fieri ch gab
With the waiters. When business got really heavy Eddie
started the Embassy Club next door for the movie gang that
didn't want an audience for their chop wrangling.
It was
short-lived.
It's now a brassiere foundry.
Maybe that's
significant, or something. Poor Eddie! He took the "Dutch"
way out, as the boys say, affer he flopped with his last venture, Sardi's; sat in his car and ended it all with a bullet.
The verdict was that Hollywood finally got him. Maybe so.
The wise guys

theatre which seated close to 400.
Writers, directors and, players came from the studios for
lunch on the veranda and brought their families for dinner
at ni^ht. Once a week pictures were screened and monthly
there were one-act plays, most of them written by members.:
The studios ganged up on us after the audience unmercifully kidded a new picture—:S0' the projection machines
.

started' rusfting.,

Memories of

J.

tjie

Hollywood Hotel

Well,

what d'ye know? I ,?ee they're painting the old
Hollywood hotel. That's good hfews because it means they
.

won't tear

it down soon, as reported, to make way for a destore. Any oldtimerg who have tears to shed would
certainly let fly with 'em if the grand old joint ever was
turned over to wreckers. For all. during the most exciting
era pf OtJOllywOod history it was the social center of the
Ah, those Thursday night dances in the
J^tlftic community.
Jo>by! Valentino, Nazimova, Swanson, Pickford, Fairbanks,
Shearer, Barbara LaMarr, Vi Dana, ;ZaSu Pitts, Bert Lytell,
Milton Sills and oodles of others who acted; writers like
Somerset Maugham, Sir Gilbert Parker, Elinor Glyn, Gertrude Atherton, Rupert Hughes. What memories! The poker
game in the cupola suite; the night the lads hollered "Fire"
outside Elinor's door to see what she really looked like; their

partment

little

.'

Sigh point in Club history Was reached when a musical
revue was produced for one night at the Philharmonic Auditorium downtown. It had the greatest cast ever assembled
on any stage including such stars as Mary Pickford, Douglas
Fairbanks playing a bearded extra, ancient Theodore Roberts
as Little Lord Fauntleroy—practically every star in the
"colony" was on stage some time that night. It was a suct
cession of satires on recent pictures with songs and dances,
including a chorus of leads boaisting such names as Conrad
Nagel, Milton Sills, B^rt Lytell and others.
There was a burlesque on Von Stroheim's "Foolish Wives"
with Alan Hale inipersoitatiiig yon .with much vocal gusto
and adlibbihg; a merciless travesty bb the "Great Director"
with the comic opera star, Edwin Stevens, ini the name role,
a name which will not be divulged here, and a version of
"The Three Musketeers" that had the British pantomime star
Lupino Lane portraying a Fairbanks even more agile than
the original; Adolphe Menjou, looking just as he did in the
picture, as the king; and tiny Snitz Edwards doing Richelieu.
The latter two played the opening scene identically as it was
done in the picture but the audience almost grew hysterical
as they started talking in Yiddish dialect. Sophye Bernard
just in from a starring engagement at the New York Hippodrome sang the role of the queen with Lila "Cuddles" Lee
Young Mervyn LeRoy who had helped us
as Constance.
with the staging was rewarded with a bit which he almost
stretched into a lead. There was a brief prologue and what
a cast! William H. Crane, Henrietta Crosnlan', May McAvoy
and Charlie Ray!
Writers' Revues were given the two succeeding years but
they never equaled the initial show. In the second, Charlie
Ray and Wally Beery played the principal roles. Honors in
the third and final show went to Ben Turpin, playing Fairbanks in "The Thief of Bagdad" and Betty Blythe as the
Arab princess. Ben was excruciatingly funny without ever
reading a line as written. He just couldn't remember.

•

Nearly 40 years have elapsed since a Strangely garfaed
figure waded through the surf at La Jolla (prphoimcedi $
believe, San Luis Obispo), ptiused dramatically in front of
a huge camera and declaimed at the top of his sonorous
voice "The World Is Mine!" It must have scared the La
Hoyans also it might have been the cinema's voice of
prophecy— Hollywood's first boast. It. was the first scene
made under the bieiieflcent rays pf a California .sun. To
many the speech is famiiiar as the great thrill of "The Count
of Monte Cristo." James O'Neill, actor-sire of the auther of
"The Iceman Cpmeth" and pther fpptlight charades had
shouted it thousands of times. It was a Selig Polyscope production and a company headed by Francis Boggs, director
and star, who had come all the way from Chicago to make
this climactic scene, there being no sunlight in the Windy
City at the time. Less than two years later Boggs came back
with sealed orders from "Colonel" Selig to make pictures
regularly in the land of perpetual sunshine, as guaranteed

—

by the Chamber of Commerce.

When H'wood

I

Blvd.

Was Trospect

Ave.^

~T

"Love Among the Roses" was the title of the first movie
ever shot in HollywoPd prpper. The locale was A rose
garden in the home Pf PaUl deLongpre, noted artist, at flie
corner of Prospect and Cahuenga. You don't recognize the
site?
Well, at that tiine-— early in 1909—Prospect avenue
was the name of Hollywood Boulevard. But getting back to
the picture. The director and producer was a young refugee
from the stage named David Wark Griffith (better known
as Larry); the star was a pretty lass of 15 with long curls
who had not yet been dubbed by Sid Grauman, Coast
entrepreneur, as ''America's Sweetheart." They, too, came
back to Hollywood and unprecedented ^ame.
There is. a tablet in front of tlie OMiate, Skyblue CoIUnd>ia
Broadcasting .establishment at the corner, of Sunset and
Gower on Which is chipped the legend ^Tbis is the site of
'

first motion picture Studio ih Hollywood ...
October
1911."
Slight recognition of an important historical
event. This was the site of the old Blondeau Roadhouse, put
out of commission by local option and rented by Al Christie,
Hollywood's real mOvie pioneer. Al had tossed a coin with
his financial backer, Dave Hor.sely, in their Staten Island
studio to determine whether Al was to make pictures in
Florida or California. Dave, of course, favored Florida because he could run: down overnight to see how things were
going. "Hiat's why Al wanted California. They called it the

the

.

27,

Nestor

Company and untU

it

was absorbed by "Uncle" Carl

Laemmie for Universal, they made three pictures a week;
and with one camera crew. Milt Farney did a western,
ancient Tom JRicketts a drama, and Christie himself a comedy.
At the time it was a series of "Mutt and Jeff" laugh-evokers
from the comic strip of the same name by Bud Fisher, This
was the initial venture in putting a comic on the screen.
The leading ladies, both In their early teens, vrere Dorothy
Davenport, who later became Mrs, Wally Beid, and Victoria
Forde who married Tom Mix. Christie never had but one
argument with his landlord, a Los Angeles Brewery. That
was when they wanted to raise his rent from $35 a month.
Extras recruited in downtown Los Angeles got $1 a day
net, meaning that they were also recipients of 20c carfare
and a lunch consisting of the best sandwich a dime could
buy and a bottle of milk. Some of our best directors and
most distinguished players of a later date got their start
right here and in that way.

And

I

in the

News Ever Since

|

The Los Angeles press paid little or no attention to the
movies then. About the first time they crashed the front
page was when- Francis Boggs of "Monte Gristo" fame was
shot down by a crazy Jap gardener at the Selig studio-in
Edendale in 1912. The reporters, including this writer, made
quite a story about it. Hobart Boswortb, who was a Los
Angeles stage star by night and a worker by day in the celluloid

—

vineyards incidentally the first footlight celebrity to
the lowly movies helped us dope Out a motivation

—

fall for

for the crime.

The Saga

I

of Col. Bill Selig

|

little man with the stubby grey moustache
came down the stairs alongside the furniture store
waiting for a Sunset bus? His alert air and snappy

See that chubby

'

,

They had a

1920s,

It

But let's get back to the Boulevard. See that "five and
dime" across the street? ^Part of that was Armstrong
earletpn's Blue Front. The gang from the Lasky studio on
Vine (now National Broadcasting's rococo home) used to
come up here for lunch in makeup and costum^^ Passersby
could rubber in and see Tommy Meighan and Gloria Swanson in their "Male and Female" getup and sometimes even
"C.B. himself" would drop in for his sandwich and milk;
perhaps just to be sure his starjs didn't dawdle too long over

~|

The Writers Clwb

I

—

the elder of course,

little old

store

had sneaked across the street for a chocolate malt. LeRoy's
attention was attracted when she spilled some of it on her

Etc.

The
of both adversity and" prosperity.
colonel bowed to neither. Nor has he ever uttered
a squawk. His cheerful wave to the busman belies the gloomy
threats Of a future that includes possible eviction from the
modest little rented horne,; because of a forthcopiing sale.
Here is poignant drama right Under the nose of a;^^H^
\that ho wte mournfully for great hiimatt^
and arrows

slings

[Veteran film writer-vrodwer, Al Cohn, is morkinff on a
Hollywood saga, "Gold, Fame and Tears."]

It is

who
and

just
is

step would indicate a man at most in late middle age, certainly not one in his '80s. You'd never pick him as the real
daddy of Hollywood, the boss of the first movie outfit to
invade the West Coast. A- great ihany people believe that
Cecil deMille invented Hollywood but it was niore than six
years after "Colonel" Bill Selig's camera first saw the magic
light Of the wonderful California sun that "C.B." set down
his camera and carpetbag in a barn at Vine and Selma and
ordered old Sol to give out with his best rays.

One could wax sentimental over the

colonel's

present

doughty little warrior of the earlier movie wars,
waiting for a bus instead of a shiny limousine manned by a
liveried chauffeur. He is Hollywood's "man nobody knows"
despite the fact that once upon a time he possessed millions
garnered from his movie pioneering, his adventure serials,
his many experiments including the first "boss opera," the
first movie more than a reel in length, and "The Spoilers,"
that epic multirreeler which antedated even "The Birth of a
status, the

Nation."

For several hours a day the chunky little man sits among
his books, plays and manuscripts which he bought more than
a third-of-a-century ago for conversion into celluloid
dramas paying as high as $300 for some of the rights. They
are all that remain of a huge fortune. Hollywood history is
well punctuated with stories of people who fell before the

—

As

printed from coast to coast, the Jap became obsessed
with the idea that the camera was a hangout for evil spirits
which could only be exorci.5ed by liquidation of the boss.
(Actually Boss Boggs had chided the Nipponese for ignoring

who didn't
was printed from
And Hollywood has been in the

the geraniums in favor of a lady of the studio

take to the 'make.)

As

Escondido to Penobscot.
.news ever ..since,

stated, the story

Paldng a Comic's Tempcratwre Rise
We spent over four yeairs at the Army bases and I
think this is the funniest episode of the entire tour. With
Ish Kabibble, after a regular auditorium show at the
hospital in Asheville, N. C, I started through some of the
wards. The first ward we hit was a big one and had
about 50 men in it. We tried one of our tried and' true
routines. .. .paused for the laugh
and there was none
.puzzled but still pitching we gave with another,..,
still no laughs, .'.not eVcin a snicker.
I was ready te
sneak out and Ish looked lilce he was going to cry. When
1 noticed a nurse at the far end of the ward doing something to the boys she was removing a thermometer
.

—

from each mouth. Seems we came in just after she had
placed the long thin glass in their mouths. Ever try to
laugh with a thermometer in yotir face?
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SINGING, OPERATIC AMBITIONS

PAPA DESERTED. NO MONEY—STARTED DANCING. MUSICAL COMEDY.
NEW YORK, LONDON, PARIS. SWITCHED STRAIGHT COMEDY: MADE PICTURES WITHOUT SOUND. BACK
AGAIN MUSICALS, MORE MONEY.
LOVE AND KISSES.

>
greatness.
With the aid of the treasury department of
old Chicago Herald-Examiner, I disir

own
the

patched prepaid invitations to carefully selected actors, authors, and managers, requestihg
comptete "^*^Wographies confined ' to ttie
dinienstons of a Western Union night letter,
which at that time ran 50 Woi*ds beifore the
extras began to count up.
I have saved the original telegrams for reown
production during some lull in
famous and ' yet unwrittea autobiogiraphy,
which Walter Winchell seems to ihinlc will be
eiitttled "When Cabs Wore Horses."
.following are truthful but not photo, The
Bead 'emi and try to tell me
static copies.
time hasn't marched!

—CLIFTON WEBB:

'

LAIT.

.LEFT

^

GREEN MILL IN CHICAGO
REVIVE HERBERT'S "RED MILL-

COULD READ AND WILL

ALL OVER UNITED STATES.

—TEXAS GUINAN.

AWAY AND GO ON THE
WAS NOTHBORN IN BED TO MY EMBARRASSTO RUN AWAY FROM. EVERY- MENT WITH A LADY. WANTED TO BE

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

PATRIOT LIVING IN

—

A

TEXAS GUINAN. BUT ENERGY FORBADE. INHERITED THE QUALITIES OF

HOWARD

—-WILLIE

:

NOT RUN

BODY HELPED ME TO LEAVE
AND
THAT HAS BEEN GOING ON EVER

25

GENE; TOGETHER EVER SINCE. WILL BIG-SHOT EDITOR WITH HORN-TIRED
PRODUCE MY OWN SHOW AS SOON GLASSES AND COPY -TIRED EYES. USED
AS TALKING PICTURES BLOW OVER. TO KNOW EVERY WAITRESS IN HEN-

STAGE BECAUSE THERE
ING

—

YEARS AGO A NEW YORK. WAS REPORTER, NOW
lool cm^ylr%m^%
OH, ^urA^f
ASHTON, SOPRANO SINGING WITH ANNA SHORT-STORY WRITER— ALWAYS
v^Pr^i'^r.IFAl^I'
IT WAS A STRUGGLE! OPENED FIRST
HELD; WOKE UP IN WASHINGTON A WROTE FICTION. LOVES HOME, BUT
NIGHT CLUB AND HAD EIGHT—CAN BASS. STARTED IMPERSONATIONS- SELDOM GETS THERE. STARTED ON
PROVE IT WITH WORLD'S LARGEST GOOD THING FOR ME JOLSON WENT CHICAGO AMERICAN YEAR OF BIG
COLLECTION OF PADLOCKS. IF EVER ON THE STAGE. JOINED MY BROTHER WIND AND BIG HEADLINES; ' NOW
CLOSE

WRITE, AND HAD GRADUATED FROM
EVERY CIRCUS THAT CAME TO TOWN.
DID

I

ARRIVED ON BROADWAY A GOOD
GIRL BUT KEPT IT SECRET. PLAYED FIVE

my

18

LIFE BEGAN AT 9 WHEN FATHER INEMERGED FROM CONVENT WTIH
TOP NOTES AND MEDALS. JOINED SISTED ON HORACE MANN SCHOOL
FARIN! dPERA COMPANY AS LILY AND MOTHER ON M ETROPOLITAN
RICE BALLET SCHOOL.
WEST. P Rl M A DO N N A.
MOTHER WON.
THOUGHT HAD TWO GOOD REA BECAME SOLO DANSEUSE; LEARNED
SONS FOR APPEARING IN "SURPRISE HOW TO SPELL IT. HAVE THRILLING
MEMORIES OF TIMID ASSOCIATION
PARTY" AND "EVANGELINE.
CREATED FIAMETTA IN "MASCOT" WITH CARUSO AND FARRAR; AND
AND MADE BROADWAY SENSATION MUSICAL COMEDY HAS BEEh! KIND.
MARRIED BUT HAVE ALWAYS HANKERED FOR A
KICKING OFF SLIPPER.
HARRY BROWN, ACTOR. WHEN SON CIRCUS. SOME. DAY I'M GOING TO
^
^
DIED,: LEFT STAGE. H. T. WHITE MADE TRYIT.^^:^
.^^
SMITH.
ME DRAMATIC CRITiC, KNOWN AS
AMY LESLIE
JACK LAIT. NEEJACQUIN LEONARD

DEFINITELY
BUSINESS. STUDIED
UPSET. SWITCHED TO

'^^''"ED

ART— PAPA

b«uses long-winded actortel autobiographies,
read.
Midst of tbem easier to review than to
In a vain effort to pause this consternating
consumption of ink, paper and cloth, I engaged In a one-man battle against the volunteer army ti I-witnesses in behalf of their

AT AGE OF

ASHtON STEVENS

GRAMMAR SCHOOL.

Chicago,

When "VABreiV" was some 16 years younger,
publishing
there began to be isajed from

:
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ABE LINCOLN

WAS WRONG WHEN

HE SAID "ALL THE

PEOPLE," ETC.

RICI'S PERSONALLY; NOW KNOWS
EVERY WAITER IN REUBEN'S IMPERSONALLY.
_JACK LAIT.

MY

WAS REPORTER. COULDN'T WRITE
DECEPTIONS STARTED 60 YEARS AGO.
MONTHS BEFORE WAS BORN MY OR SPELL AND HATED WORK, SO BESINCE. IT IS NOW 1930 AND DO NOT A GENTLEMAN, BUT LIVE THE LIFE OF
'CAME CIRCUS PRESS AGENT. QUIT
FEEL VERY WELL.
A BUM. LOVE TO WRITE AND WRITE NAME WAS CHARLOTTE, BUT
BECAUSE
ELEPHANT GOT MOST PUBMAGIC LICITY; BOUGHT—WILLIAM GILLETTE.
FOR LOVE. OCCASIONALLY EAT AT FOOLED MY MOTHER.
A JOE MILLER AND
THE BROWN DERBY, BUT SELDOM WORKS, ASHTON. I'VE FOOLED 40 BECAME COLUMNIST. OTHER CONMILLION
PEOPLE.
BUT
WOULDN'T
BORN 1878. DEBUT 1887. FAMILY WEAR ONE.
DUCTORS CLAIMED JOKES THEIRS, SO
FOOL YOU FOR THE WORLD.
—WILSON MIZNER.
SHOW 1890. STOCK 1891. VAUDERENOUNCED GREAT GOD GAG.
—HOWARD THURSTON AGAIN A PRESS AGENT, HNDING IT
VILLE WITH FAMILY TILL 1901. MUSICAL COMEDY WITH FAMILY TILL 1904.
EASIER TO STEAL SPACE THAN BRAINS.
BORN BACK OF FATHER'S BLACKINDIVIDUAL STAR PRODUCING PLAYS SMITH SHOP. STUDIED VIOLIN AT 6,
BORN BENNETT'S MILL, IND., AT SELAH!
WITH HARRIS TILL 1918. INDEPEND- PIANO AT 7, CORNET AT 8; FAILING EARLY AGE. CAME AWAY SOON AS
—NELLIE REVELL
ENT PRODUCER Thereafter, retired IN ALL THREE WAS DESTINED TO BE- REALIZED WHERE
WAS.
KNOW
1922. RETURNED 1923. RETIRED 1924.
COME A LEADER. STUDIED CIVIL EN- LOTS OF CLEVER PEOPLE WHO COME
GOT THE BREAKS. STARTING
RETURNED 1925. RETIRED 1926. RE-' GINEERING TILL MET DIFFERENTIAL FROM INDIANA. HAVE BEEN WAITER FROM NOWHERE IN THE CORN BELT.
TURNED 1927. SIDESTEPPED TALKIES CALCULUS, WHICH DROVE ME ON AND STEAMBOAT PORTER. IN MY HELPED EDIT A COUNTRY WEEKLY,
1930. 'STILL ANNOYING PUBLIC.
STAGE. TEAMED WITH PHIL BAKER TEENS SERVED 18 MONTHS IN PRO- THEN WAS JACK-OF-ALL DEPART—GEORGE M. COHAN.
AND WE STILL OWE EACH OTHER FESSIONAL PRIZE RING, .WHICH MAY MENTS ON AN OBSCUKE DAILY, SO
EXPLAIN MY AHITUDE TOWARD ASH- THAT WHEN ARRIVED IN A BIG CITY'
MONEY.
TON STEVENS.
—BEN BERNIE.
EVERYTHING TACKLED IN THE LINE
A 6RUSH APE FROM MISSOURI. BUT
—RICHARD BENNETT.
OF COLUMN CONDUCTING AND
HANDSOME, BRILLIANT AND DEBONAIR6
SYNDICATE PEDDLING AND PLAYTH A L OLDFASHIONED
RECOUNTING ONE'S LIFE IN 50
ENOUGH TO LOVE HIS WIFE DEVOT- WORDS IS LIKE SEEING IT IN THE FEW
NO WONDER AM WHAT AM.' WRITING HAD TO BRING PROMOEDLY. CONSTANT COMPANION IS A SECONDS'
HAD NO SOCIAL
VISION ATTRIBUTED TO IN MY GIRLHOOD WAS A WAITRESS TION, BECAUSE
DEAF BOSTON: TALKS TO HIMSELF IN DROWNING MEN. I'M OF NEW ENG- IN MY FATHER'S RESTAURANT. WHERE STANDING WHICH COULD BE ENTHE BATH. MISTAKES BUS BOYS FOR LAND AND CLERICAL ORIGIN. WHAT
SANG 25 SONGS- DAILY. SINCE MY DANGERED, NO REPUTATION TO TOSS
WAITERS. DRESSES LIKE A RAINBOW CAUSED ME TO BECOME AN ACTOR RECOGNITION AS THE ONLY SINGER AWAY AND NO PRIDE WHICH MIGHT.
AND IS FULL OF RED ANTS AND CA- CAN'T TELL, PROBABLY MY, MOTHER; WHO CAN TEACH THE TROMBONE SUFFER A SETBACK. EVERYTHING
NAL WATER.
AM STILL SINGING AT ACQUIRED HAD..TO BE VELVET. YOU
SHE WAS ARTISTIC. HAVE FOUGHT ITS PLAGE,
MY WAY THROU G H COUNTLESS BREAKFAST. LUNCHEON AND DINNER CANNOT LOSE YOUR SILVER SPOON
O. G. MclNTYRE
IF YOU ARE BROUGHT UP ON PEWTER.
AM AS PAPA SHOWS.
PARTS—AND HERE
STARTED
—GEORGE ADE.
OUT TO BE A GEORGE JUAN.
—SOPHIE TUCKER.
^
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SAND. IMAGINE EMBARRASSMENT

A MOVIE
CRITIC. WAS M.C. IN CHICAGO AS
LONG AS THEY COULD STAND ME.
THEN NEW YORK. WHEN THEY RAN
ME OUT
CAME TO HOLLYWOOD.
WHICH WILL HAVE TO LET ME STAY
OR

I'LL

GIVE ALL THE MOVIE STARSTO THE

SECRET TELEPHONE NUMBERS
'

—LOUELLA

BORN- APRIL 7, 1897, IN NEW YORK
BORN TIFLIS, CAUCASUS, 1897. AT
BORN PROMPT CORNER. BROUGHT SUNRISE, AND ASKED NOT TO BE DIS- CITY. DIED AT THE KEDZIE THEATRE,
9 6.
UP ON GREASEPAINT. SERIOUS ACCI- TURBED UNTIL NOON. BEGAN ACT- CHICAGO. NOVEMBER 23.
DENT SWALLOWING POWDER PUFF, ING CAREER 10; RETIRED 15. GRADU- BARRED OUT OF ALL SHUBERT
MIRACULOUS RECOVERY. SHAKE- ATED IN LAW MOSCOW UNIVERSITY; THEATRES JANUARY 1, 1927. AIIDREINSTATESPEAREAN STAR 4. DRAMATIC STAR 6. ON WAY TO COURTHOUSE FOUND RUINED ALL CHANCES OF
PANTOMIME STAR 8. ORDINARY MYSELF IN THEATRE. STAYED. DIRECT- MENT BY CRACKING. "I'M NOT ALCHILD FEW YEARS. FOURTEEN, CELE- ING. FOR BETTER OR WORSE. STEPPED LOWED TO THE SHUBERT OPENINGS
WAIT THREE NIGHTS AND GO
BRATED GAIETY GIRL. BALLET DANCER, ON CHEWING GUM ON BROADWAY SO
MODERN OLD WOMEN, "INGENUES." 1927 WHILE GOING TO REHEARSE TO THEIR CLOSINGS."
—WALTER WINCHELL
FROM 18 ACTED SPLENDIDLY IN- "PORGY." BEEN TRYING TO AVOID IT
NUMERABLE FAILURES. BAD IN ONLY EVER-SINCE. UNSUCCESSFULLY.
ROUBEN MAMOULIAN.
INVENTED 893; NO GOOD REASON;
SUCCESS; REMOVED FROM CAST.
COULDN'T MAKE CHORUS; MARRIED
—CONSTANCE COLLIER.
BORN IN MOSCOW YEAR NEVER ONTO STAGE 1911. HAD SOME SUCCOULD FIND OUT; DEBUT. IMPERIAL CESS AT DANCING EXCEPT IN OKLABORN HERMAN, BUT CHANGED TO THEATRE 1917. DIED YEAR LATER HOMA CITY. RETIRED BECAUSE OF
WOODS IN ADMIRATION OF N. S. FROM DISEASE KNOWN AS BOLSHE- INABILITY TO MASTER CHARLESTON.
WOODS, BEST 10-20-30 ACTOR OF HIS VISM, BORN AGAIN NEW YORK 1922: ONLY LIVING ACTRESS YOU CAN DEDAY. HE HAS SINCE WORKED FOR SHOWGIRL; NO. 4 PRIMA DONNA PEND ON AS RETIRED. NEVER MADE
ME AND IS STILL 10-20-30, WHILE I'M "BLOSSOM TIME." PLAYING- EVERY FAREWELL TOUR; NEVER LEARNED
NOW PRODUCE "NELLIE. ONE-NIGHTER IN AMERICA. IN- BRIDGE, BEEN VACCINATED NOR
IMPROVED.
THE BEAUTIFUL CLOAK MODEL," UN- VOLUNTARILY RETIRED, COOKING CANCELED RESERVATION ON TITANIC.
DER TITLES SUCH AS "WITHIN THE FOR HUSBAND ON DIET. "AND SO PREFER DOGS TO MOST PEOPLE AND
LAW," ONLY DIFFERENCE BEING IN TO BED" IN CHICAGO.
HAVE MY REASONS.
PRICE,
—IRENE CASTLE McLAUGHLIN.
—EUGENIE LEONTOVICH.
1

I

I

TOURISTS.

—OTIS SKINNER,

.

M/HEN TURNED OUT. TO BE

I

O. PARSONS.

:

,

i

HIGHLY REPUTABLE AMERICA N
NUMEROLOGIST DECLARES DATE OF
tlT.kPP'^

S

I

GN

1

F

I

C A N T MANY
.

HAVE HAPPENED: AND WILL
L
J^l*^^
HAPPEN
TO ME. SAYS NUMERbLOG'CAL SEER. THAT EXPLAINS WHY
I

PLAY FEMININE ROLES ON STAGE,
PAINT FOR PLEASURE, BOX FOR RECpf{^TlON, DABBLE IN MECHANICS FOR
FUNL BUT CAN'T MAKE AMERICANS
ADOPT CHINESE DRAMA.

—

—

•

1

I

I

MEI'

LAN-FANG.

BORN JULY 4TH. ALREADY A HOLIPAY, BIRTH ADDING NOTHING TO
H^T^RY. INHERITED INFERIORITY
COMPLEX; WISDOM TEETH NEVER APPEARED. STARTED IN SHOW BUSINESS
0 SEE WORLD, NOT LOOKING WELL
N SAILOR SUIT. DISLIKE PASTRY AND
WHALEMEATr LIKE RED VESTS AND
TROLLIES ON STRAWHATS. HEIGHT

_A,

WOODS

H.

I

WAS BORN

-IS

MARKED BY A TABLET OF FIVE GRAINS
OF ASPIRIN, A PINCH OF BICARBONATE AND JUST ENOUGH WATER TO
OF AMBITION, TO PLAY LEAPFROG ALLOW THE WHOLE THING TO DISWITH HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME. SOLVE PROPERLY. BEFORE REALIZED
IT
WAS A MAN, AND THEN IT WAS
FRED ALLEN.
TOO LATE TO DO ANYTHING ABOUT
BIRTHPLACE, INDIANA; WHISKED IT.
TO NEW YORK AT 3; EDUCATED
-GROUCHO MARX.

—

BELIEVE IT OR NOT. WAS BORN IN
NEW .YORK WHILE MY MOTHER WAS
WAITING FOR A STREET CAR. AT THE
AGE OF 10 WAS KISSED BY VISITING
AUNT AND IMMEDIATELY LEFT FOR
CHICAGO WITH HIRED .GIRL. WHILE
THERE MET THREE BOYS WHO SUBSEQUENTLY BECAME MY BROTHERS.
THEY SHALL NEVER WANT AS LONG
AS LIVE.
I

SPOT WHERE

I

I

I

:

:

CHICO MARX

.

BORN ON EAST

SIDE DURING A LULL
THE CONVERSATION. AS YOUNGCOULDN'T MAKE MY EYES BEHAVE. NOW THAT I'M AN AUTHOR
CAN'T MAKE MY I'S BEHAVE. WENT
ON STAGE AT 12 BECAUSE THEY
WOULDN'T ALLOW ME IN POOLROOMS. MARRIED; FIVE DAUGHTERS;
WAS R CH UNTIL
ALL GIRLS.
IN

STER

I

"CAUGHT SHORT."
-FDDIE CANTOR.
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KAY CAMPBELL
Hollywood.
— with all expenses
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An orgaedy fomal, very botiffeuat
Admiisiag thai SoPyweiod- tssday
sod heaviJy eacrastetS with .peatiS
and se(juin-£ was designed by How- may he stuai'oSiJig In the 'dark in
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wardrobe coffers tor the 20 in "High Bartjaree." .4nd the periesd
the ir.itiative by zss-§.v.m§ iis owq
Changes desigted by Michael Woulfe gowas worn by Lana TisrEer de- ner Br«». iHodsicer Jerry- WaJd csme icripters soi wcrk oas id;as. ."^is fer
'
lessjft"^ SyMa Sidney to wear ih_^-Mr
signed
by Walter Piaokea for Sg the defeuse of the .\meriea,n Sim the stage. Wold expressed, grea^.s-ora "modern"
prise that ..©nly 'two- .ciirteaf !«:-iiers
than I Ace" Since this was
outlays
"Greea
to
-eoacerted'
att«c{ts
Doiphio
Street"
mcBBted
isdsstry'
against
fashion
^
^
f^nfffr
picture, with a number of costumes Uj,
astrxwomical total
from ifee British pies and- '^Evefai —••Stats of ..the -UnMm"-. and -Borti.'
For. thanfes to exbefore.
suitable for commercial purjposes,
X white evening gown of Ate Jer- Hoslywood tcjipers by ppihting out Yesterday' —^eould "'fijU ia the" tKjf:tieups, wardrobe figures
mduding a grey crepe dmner gown j^y with irridescent paillettes em- that -the- British alsc«,':had produced ca; 'jaSiegary..
the
into
and
red
th^
"«rf
P|Sm«t
heavuly festooned with alver bugle bro^^
Holivss'ood. on the ot!t«r hand,
liie sleeves snd worn nothing 'hut ^capist-' pictures, siaee
i-iin'a- large-way--''
,* beads and rhinestones at the throat^
v>!^
BiSchele Morgan in The Chase'' the wars end.
has 'tskst! many steps in. the right
VI- -1,
wqw much puhtoty^ you set jj,,^^ ^^.^^^^ jj^^^ ^ ^^^^^^
dinner nicked Nero productiosis %l3ISS..AnS
Much-maSigned cycle ef
In 'New -York for a mostSi's cs?m- dlreetici!!,
oi a
the fashion dQJartment
Uuit. a double breasted coat dress of a bugle-beaded dress worn by Slar- blngd basiness-holiday juttket. Wald ?ar.g5t£r
isfctjres,
altc-juah
t-tey
of
until a couple
^^j. yeUow print wool, and a
Seture? Well,
SetoucK s sort oi bugle-beaded chifloh negligee, the guerite Cbapntan, and topped by a decJared that the greatest WSuble met '-xltt: sarcs-stic 'cr.ticisni troia
iairt flacks ftom
stole of white fox in "Mr. District .with Hollywood,, today is that titere fere^ga reviewers. preser»ted a; true
ggided this stj^ t»«»P '«ca m ^.jyjj^^,j^j^j(j jjj^g^.^
AttonJey,"* represented an e<|ual out- are- .only- aixnit. 25 go«id,.«r?.ters .siftd aieture of aa AmerieaB' -.prdiEeai
with "Duel
tures in tieups With fdbric. acces- lay at Columbia. Sean Louis crated it's .'these aiosrc who: detenmine the.: rttd. by briitgtag .that .prw&leaj' t&
fiPlBaection
the foresight mat « ^ory, fur, dress a«i negligee manu- this, as well
flobody had
ss the Rita Haywbrth top- pictures. "No director csr. ti'<,
fore, did mueh 'to «iE?ae'i tee
off to any great extent. f^^tu^
ffiight pay
costumes in ""Bowr. to Earth," which a bad script and esshaace it." he evii. In- the saiEe way. "XJrspes ef
everybody in
Tiend-setting? Sure,
said.
"Xtace such writers as Robert Wrath" presented its. prishJeRi. "How
Enterprise's ns^rebandisiiig
pro-- added up to a fancy Sgure.
that Paris stole
Trolly wood knew
Republic's expersc'.itures reached a Sherwoed, Norman SCrasns, Xas- Greer; Was My Valley" p*jrtraye«i'
gi-am for '-Arch of Triumph"
*«L?^P*^""„"^ one of the most outstanding. It in new high Avitfe Vera Ralston's ward- aally JohEson. Charles Brsckett.. the' •aboi'' . ST-^ESgearsent prabteaa of
screen designs
styles^ turned up
of these same,
righ^^ to make robe in "PlaiusmaD and the Laay." Billy Wilder. Bofeett RsskiE. Shake- the ccal mines ana a losg Hit -of
^^^^
with one period evening gown of speare- and G- B,- Sha-«r have beei> war pictures broa.^t tbs war home
Th^ prints were then released to white satin shot with gold costing taken into consideration, th.ere; ,'to.-the gahlsc,.. Esi^axsA, on- the .other
fftoem to 900 editors what more
$1,500.
arent maE*' labte ^irriters caEable ha«A 5»iiod»iced i».Iy -^e gejwi. -picFifty tfeoasand doSars was spent of tamiag sat gmS pictures."
ture^JSoel CftwaiTi's-' "la,- Wljicti "We
on Eddie Stevecson"s -costuin,es for
Rest of AJTsenCoti show basiaess "Strve."
RKO's "Sinbad." with $1JC0 goiag is also at a less fer top wrstijig
Ho-2yw<?od Es' going forafard ftj-BirdweH
into one East Indian dress worn by talent. WaEd said, and this aea-t?! tr.is direiKoa, Waldi said.
"Lost
newspaper. Maureen OUara. which had to be C"f scripters extends .scress the- A'- Weekend" greseated a serious ttor3.000 towns, with
made in duplicate. Renie desigEed Jaatie. Seed today is not fijr .pi.c-- trayivS of. sis'j a!cohe-2i»r"s pr£»a!eKts
•S
20 changes for Martha Scout's
ttires 'wjth "social sigBtfjcanee." as aitd several studios have sj'aesl-jled
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stunt of Placing,
Well Remembered.'"
smm .HaiHyw<K>d.--atj3ckers.'h5ive prtjsi
dOO.OOO.
SI 500000
costume on '^^d
platoedi v'faa; .:for ..pict«res' that re'Father's^
SCMt
The list of studio designers.partictaaaes .we 'live inr—pictures
in department store windows.
High budget pictMre at Warners :iEiect- the
ipating in such exploitations in56 years front
Warners' "Khapsody in Blue"
....tfiial 'will give people
Renie.
Eddie
Stevenson, was "Life .With .Father." Ctee exeitfabric manufacturer. eluded
idea' of what oar life is.
BOW
.ing.outfet worn.-by ,K^ie\D!i!SaEe and
.
^'nrt Qimnar Dublicity deals. Travis Ban ton, Howard Shoup,
l^ct'thst cissiomers today are s!5©3t
aeve^ Walter Plunkett. Rene Hubert. Orry- designed by Sfflo Aiig«rson. was inttressed in what's going on, heace
intMently
fashioned ^from a mu3E3aa_piece of
verr^ously by studio execs. KeUy. Edith Head, Adele Palmer, lace, purchased from z P?asadeEs so- that directly affects, them., ss atShareffi, Oleg Cassini. Leah
^„^,..,., Irene
t^ed to by the'- hti^ne^ being
1S45, Selznicks fiacks
matron who had paid S5,5SO for
chalked fipj -by S^mxiel 'Goldwyn's
"^^t
*!!^"«.^™i^^Lm bv Rhodes. MiiO Anderson. Jean Louis, ciety
took the period cost'im^^'^™^,^^ Eliwbe^
Montgomery, Charles Le- the yardage years ago 12 Bniseis. "Best. Yeats of Out lives":
Jennifer Jones
Maire. Dorothy OTlare and Bomiie This was originally intended for her
"The world today is going through
?l.*50.'
with
back
j,^'
market and came
daughter's wedding dress, but since
the greatest transformation since
..
the daughter eloped, was never u?ed.
000 worth of paid advertismg space,,
the
the beg!n,niiigs of history
Lnxnry Wardrobes
plus an eflual aimwmt of publicity !
In "A, Very Rich Man." Martha tr'JS^s't'o'^: •fro'n the ind't^tri-si age
If
by
created
designs
Vickers wears superb resort clothes
jpace
Luxury wardrobes are definitely ^^i^ bv Leah Rhodes which have into the atomic era." Wald said.
These styles, and
TSfaltet Plunkett
-.'
rv,..-icj_ the legitihave
got
them.
back,
the
movies
Butterick
and
"cracked"
already been adapted commercially,
adaptations
mate stage or '.the pubiishing busitied up For her role hi Universal-Intemagjith Head had two "super- pix
ftatterns, never previously
ness ^ecm to have .reeognia^ this
Love," Travis
Paramount, one period, one modwith film creations, high-style manu- Uonal's "Lessons in
Banton designed Lucille Ball an er- e^n. This designer puts her period by putting out properties dealing
fachirers, 2,000 window displays in
with •^e problems inhcrt-nt in the
wears
this
with
a
Sje
mine
blous^
and snagged
styles to novel use by adapting from
stores
department
transformation." Every great writer,
Suit
And
Merle
Obblack
taUored
tRem for modem pictures. "H they're
double trucks in slick and fash
Dickens, Shaw, Thackeray,
eron's costumes, alone, set that stu- good enough to talk about adapting, including
miss.
etc..
have reflected the times in
''^^fc $43,600 in "Temptation." An
do it yourself," is her theory.
wn™ thp lid'«! off Film fadiions
which they lived but writers today
embroidered gown, and a busAnd from her modern picture.
W« Biz
chintz-appliqued on crepe dress -perfect Marriage." Miss Head has "'seem to be on a vacation."
"cd
studio is amSCmtIS of space, paid
Ahead of Lc^it or Books
o„.y j^elly cost $1,050
^^^^^
several adaptations of the Mexadvertising i^ce, to be had for the
apiece.
Even ttiough Hollytvood might be
ican overskirt which Loretta Young
seeking.. Wfie industry is familiar
The ' highest budget on any one displays in pajamas, dresses and lackadaisical in facing the world"?
with ad tieups, and has used them
production was the $250,000, set negligees^ as: weU as a belt Which problems, it's still far ahead of the
in every conceivable manner exAmber," by 20th- is forined of a series of flat pockets legit stage or pu Wishing, WaM dewardrobe exploitations. aside for "Forever
cept for
clared. VerJ- few good novels dealFox. Linda Darnell flaunts 43 cos- Tsrhich make Up a peplum.
Paramount'S Sam Vorzimer, for example, garnered $7,000,000 ^orth of
laid advertising space in billt>oards,

CoA or Metro's
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Oatside forces ^Oso militate against
Holiywocd"s purpose, fee said, citing
the Production Code's baa agatiMt
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and displays on
We HaiL"
moola was i3>eht by
nmtdacturers plugging cosmetics,
mags, newspat>ers.

product

Paradoxically' enough, he pointed
the best pictures about Britain
have been turned out not by British

,

oas.'

•

producers but by AHierieans in
HoKywcod. "Cavalcade"' is siBl coasidered a cJassie and othe'r iilais,
'such is "3&S- Miniver." '"Random
Har^-est.'' "TLives -of.- a Bes^al I«m-'cerJ^: eSe„" have folioW-ed aloj^ ia.
^

one picture^ "So Proudly
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cig^refs, cola, cups, blankets, soap.
Silver and pearls, not one line was
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International Pfteb

Samuel Goldwyii, ever-conscious
market, spent $10,000
*e-furbish!ng the wardrobes for the
Goldwyn Girls to wear on their

•

ve.stmer.t

'

Dallyhoo trip to England, where the
would beat drums for "The Kid
From Brooklyn." Following a report
feom Dr. Gallup's poll-takers which
J
Snowed that the .•extet from Gold-]
wyn added $500,000 to the gro.^^s take
of a picture, commercial tieup.s were
hiade on various item.s of their
apparel,
including sports clothe.?,
bathing suits, cosmetics, gloves and

of

the

and

l^^al

charges
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ne-vv
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C.;e-.i

a iong-term .operaston,
as an dl^astratioB !s aa ait'c-i-'

t.c'ts

baslding

ssr.ee

that's

pro,5ram

is

Milan,

'

Itaiy. In v.-fe;ch local archisc-ets have
blaeprrr.teci 3 project '.vhi-ch mei'^ies

a theatre. 25 stores in ..arcaae. 'a.r.d
50 apartments ' in the. same-'

".'some

b-j.ldi.'ig.
"

show staged by a
gals;

;

'

Jcr a-jgrrsesting it -.vita"fer<tals
to aid amartiaation prsjcess is being
talked, up fey the industry. Coha said,

'

mnner dre^es—all adaptations from
their film garbs- The gals modeled

Hebert's office to sen^a lons'x on
•. tour of Selected stort
at h&ughout
">e country to/put on
jr shows

:

Wh.le Sim bus-iness abroad is sti'i
at a hrgh enough iev-el to meet i-a-

.

|als

si
^ing office filed a rc«iue{fne,ith
Bill

'-

,

'

oaT.ers.

of the foreign

costs,

fiSiEeries.

.

atre chief, said last we&k foitowing
a six-week iookste of the Coatieent.jal
scene.
.Theatre architects are
IpJaaniug a flock of thtee; houses becaiffie the nt»t on, -theatriss is so .high.-.
I
that foreign exhihs feel the aecessity.
I
sof. stspplementing -the b.o; take witli-:
resitals from flat dwellers auiS store

costumes before the producwas finished. Jean Louis "modernized" the Grecian duds worn by
Bita Hayworth in "Down To Earth"
as fast as he turned out originals.
tion

with the
including

the

-A-ith

-

and
Sea M.

apartmeats

residfisSia!

iCokn. Ua.H-ersai-iiitemat;oBars ^he-

tion''

store,

Stsres

'

both

estimate.
Orry Kelly started
sketching adaptations of "Tempta-

department
paying all

^tre

-tTRp-ecedenty higfe «>5ts of b'ujJding matKials in Etsroise are cBsag- a-.
new type theatre whites comb.'aes

'

this

in a fash

Rnropean

l%&la?e

cost of materials, to an estimated
total expenditure of $5,000,000, ad
tieups restated in space worth twice

Seattle
ietailer
salaries

'

that vein.

But, last year, 1046, marked the
beginning of a new era in fash ex-

wse

'

-

'

directly connected with the dtids
Worn by the three photogenic stars
—Colbert, Goddard and Lake. This
procedure was the rule, not the ex-

ploitation. Though wardrobe
costs had upped at least 6Ct
hoth' labor conditions and

.

.

ttis

ception, at

so

blandly.
Blajority of British Sins
since the war's end have beea purely
escapist and the En^ish have pro•duced nothing to ii^p lesplaia their
problems to U. $. audieiuses via she
screen and so help the two couhtri^
achieve mutusd D^deisitaBding.

;

'

American

criticize
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.43 for She British, Wald implied
they had no grounds on wiach to

'
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Tim&x
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that -jf a picture's imade
beiots, .let's mafc^' ft over-
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HdBywood

stilled ia tte mafia' .by.'a '1ec&
of !Ei!s,sii!saSioa, Wsid said. Tygiical
pSiEJosephy of most prodsicers is to
sti'U

'

!

Cohn eyed a aujc'ner of likely s;-tes
both in Europe and Nort'rj .Africa for
of V-1 into foreigin. exhibition &eld. long planed by the eOm.|tany. KO de^ have yet been'^Osed,..but It's uoefeir^ood
it titimibw of

f expansion
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Louis Sobol

Eennett Cerf

0£ course- the teacher was bombastic and the JBcholair
cynical or it wouldn't have happened.
"All £reat painting is simple, all great acting Is simnle, «U
the drama cl».ss.
creat men are simple," said the teacher at
"YoU must be very great," said the scholar, "beeause to my

'

A man

here.

I

When Hollywood's No, 1 hypochondriac, Carl Laemmle, Jr.,
new doctor recently, that smart medico, after
examining him carefully concluded it was all in the mind.
Nevertheless, he said nothing but told Junior he would send
him over some special pills— they were to be taken three

phoned aii und^rtalcer and said, "Please hurry over
want you to gapecvise tbe burial of my poor, de-

called in a

.

parted wife."

"Your wife!", gasped the undertaker. "Didn't 1 bury her
two years ago?"
"You don't understand," said the man. "You see, I married
,

jnind you're so simple you're idiotic."

I

The kid went into two
"Singi" you ever heard.
choruses of "Let It Snow" and segued into "Laughing on the
Outside, Crying on the Inside."
When she finished, her mama said just one word to me:
"This child, madam, ha.s no
I told her the truth.
-•'Well?"
Take her home, let her play with her dolls
talent at all.
I'm sure she'll be better ofl! living a normal
and skates
existence. She's just no good for this bu.siness, believe me."
Up Jumped mama, grabbed the little girl fiercely, went to
the door, opened it, looked bacfe, pointed her finger at me
loudest

Jack Carson

Jay Brenn&n

„

"Did you hear the dirt about Kate's boy friend Don?
Norma "Yes ... I wonder how she's taking it?"

—

just

left

She's

her.

scream and

is

acting like a

Victor Borge
He usually
Olaf was a, neighbor of mine .in Denmark.
evenings in town celebrating and early one
Sunday morning staggered home and crawled Under his

"Yumping yimittiny,'*
another wagon before 1

said Olaff, "It
freeze."

is

under the

^'You'll

cold.

catch

Throw on

Toirf' Howard
met on the street. One carried his arm
'

Two

friends

in a

tling.

"Have an accident Joe?"
"No thanks I just had one."
"Well, that's too bad."
"Oh, this ain't nothing;
a weasel."
'Killed by a weasel?"

"Yeah, he was walking
hear the weasel."

my

—

brother-in-law was killed by
»

down

a railroad track

and he didn't

Joe E. Lewis
I

Bud Abbott
Mrs. Cristillo's
mohtlts when she

servant had been in service for tfeKcs
came to her mistress and informed her she
would have to quit. Mrs. Cristillo asked the reason and
was informed by the seirvant, girl that she would soon have
a baby, and not, being married, she would have to leave.
Being kindhearted Mrs. Cristillo explained to the girl that she
and' Mr. CristoUa were childless and nothing would please
them better than to have a child. So the servant girl was
Riven the best guest room, catered to, and in the course of
time the baby was born and adopted by the Cristillos.
Almo.st a year went by and again the servant girl came to
Mrs. Cristillo sE^ying that she was again going to have a baby
and that she would have to leave. Although a bit surprised,
Mrs. Cristillo thought it over and once more explained that
they would give her the best of care and would adopt the
coming child, adding that it would be a playmate for the
other baby. Again time passed' as the servant again occupied
the guest room, was catered to and given the attention of
the best baby specialists in town. The child was born and
adopted by the CristUlos.
As another year came to its end, the servant girl, still unmarried, catoe to her mistress and informed her that another
baby was on its way and this time she must definitely quit
Mrs. Cristillo, although greatly shocked, otfered to adopt the
thu-d child, but the servant girl insisted that She must leave
the employ of the Cristillos. When asked the reason why she
must quit, the servant girl replied) "I refuse to work tor a
^family that has so many kids."
./
;

Jack Benny
My

favorite story is about two fellows playing Gin Rummy.
One man dealt the cards and the other picked up his bandit looked so good, he had a big smile on his face.
After
drawing four cards, he said, "I'm going down with three."
The other feUow said, ''I got two," The cards were dealt
again— the first guy picked up his hand and it was even
better than the one before. He drew three cards and said,
"I go down with two." The other fellow said, "I got one.".
So, of course, he lost this time, too.
The cards were dealt
again and this time the fellow picked up the best hand he
ever had. He only needed one card for "Gin." He drew

the

first

card and said,

''I've

got Gin.''

The other

.

was shopping

Amber."

telling

me!"

It

was awfully hot that

after-

•

Goldfarb, the movie exhibitor, was an inveterate card
One night while playiiig A particularly exciting
hand, he suffered a heart attack and died. His cronies decided'
it was necessary to advise the widow.
Buxbaum, the la'Wyer, was chosen to break the news to her as gently as possible. He rang the bell to the Goldfarb apartment and when
Mrs. Goldfarb opened the door he said, "Good evening, Mrs.
Goldfarb, your husband was playing gin for $1 a point and he
was on a triple blitz. He knocked with two, was undercut
and lost $1,800." "He should drop dead," shouted Mrs. Goldplayer."

farb.

"He

did,"

whispered Mr. Buxbaum, "Good night."

Louella O. Parsons
Years ago when Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks
were the reigning king and queen, they planned' a trip east.
to have an annoying little habit of tickling Sid
Grauman, and he hated it. So when the Fairbanks left
Pasadena on their way east, Sid hired a trained goose and
sent it to their stateroom. The goose earned $'750 a week,
and the man who owned it, gave all sorts of instructions.
When time went on and the goose wasn't returned, Sid
wired Doug, "Please return goose." The answer came back,
"We just ate him for dinner, and he's delicious."
The topper on the joke was that it cost Sid over $1,000 to

Doug used

pacify the irafe owner of the bird,

Pat C. Flick
During one of the vmny studip strikes an executive of a
major company was called fo the pFione. "Will you please
my husband, Fhil, to the phone?" pleaded a female
voice on the other end of the wire. "Phil? Phil?" asked the
call

executive, "does he work at this stiidio?" "Of course he
works there," she replied. ''But Tight now he's out ifralit
picketing the place."

Htldegarde
My

old Jewish gentlemen were seated on a park bench,
staring lugubriously into space. There was a profound
silence fof the longest time, broken at last by the grayer
member. He emitted a long-drawn sigh and said. "Oi!"
His companion looked at him dolefully and said, "You're

Lou Holtz
Lapidus was «omplaiiiiuK alraut the high expenses to run
He said, "It costs i»e $54 a, d»y before I open the
Just expenses."
Shapiro Mid, "Well, how do you
live?" Lapidus said, "I close the si^re 'Tuesday* and rridays

and on $100 a week

I ret alone."

Harry Hershiield
A wife wanted a fur coat and after much pleading the
husband opened his heart and gave her $100. After a lot
of shopping, she got herself a black sealskin coat. After he
$10,000 mink. The wifO turned to the husband and cried,
"Now, that's ia beautiful coat That's the one I should" be
wearing." And he repl^, "H you like brown so much, why
did you buy black?"

Gertrude Lawrence
Have a great affection for this debunking little limerick
of Mr. Shaw's (G£., not Artie)
There Was a young tuan from Saint Bee's
,

-W
Ue

^^^^

;

replied, ''No, it

But I'm glad that

doesn%

it

wasn't a

horiieff'}

Ed Wynn
The Indians are forming a

third palitieal party tOt the
to bee tfae Governittent not

1948 election. They're going
to give the country back to them.

H. L Pbaiips
iDear Jlr. Anthony: I am a aecond-story worker and I
have a cousin who is a Democrat. My father is in Atlanta
and my mother has just run away with a gangster. The
home is now dependent for support on two sisters who are
strip teasers. I have a brother, but he is in Alcatraz. I am
in love with a Zulu girl who is in a home for delinquency.
.Though She knows nothing Of my to^
she loves
me. We intend to get married as soon as she settles a
bigamy case which is now in court and I get the court
to drop a morals charge against me. When we are married
we intend to open a honky-tonk near, the Brooklyn Navy
Yard. Now Mr. -Anthony, this is my problem: In view of the
fact I intend to make this girl my wife and bring her into
my family, sliould I or should I not teU; her about my
cousin who is a- Democrat?

Georgie Price

said—"I got 14 cards."

Two

at Gimbels.-

noon. Suddenly a floorwalker sinks to the floor crying "Water, water," and he gets help iiot a second too soon, for in
another moment his carnation would have died.
P. S.— This is a big lie.
It's raining outside, and love is
everywhere, especially in the third chapter of "Forever

ifellow

Arthur Kober

,.

store.

'

jSpent Saturday-

wagon' in « heavy frost.
"Yiimp up out 0' there, Olaf," she called.
your death of cold."

:

saw the black sealskin coat on her, he walked her up Park
avenue. Right ahead of her was walking a woman with a

A certain chap woke up one morning, alarmed because
of a sudden throbbing in his throat and ringing in his ears.
He rushed to his doctor, who diagnosed it as appendicitis
and ordered immediate surgery. After weeks of recuperation
the poor guy was discharged from the hospital. The moment
lie hit the street, the throbbing in his throat and ringing in
his ears started all over a^in.
So he went tO a specialist
who said it was lung trouble and removed one lung. But the
throbbing in his throat and /ringing in his ears started all
over again the moment he left the second hospital. Tliree
specialists after consultation agreed' it was kidney condition
and that the offending kidney must go. After this operar
tioui the chap was so at his wits end to find the throbbing in
his throat and ringing in his ears still with him that he went
to the Mayo Clinic. "Here he was told he bad only two more
weeks to live.
Determined to enjoy his last two weeks on earth, the
fellow drew all his money out of the bank and decided he
would have the time of his almost-finished life, with the sky
the limit. Going to a very exclusive haberiiashery, he saw
some beaufif ul shirts at $60 each, and ordered 15 so he could
have a clean one for each of his remaining diays. He insists
he wears a 15% collar, the clerk argues 16 is his size. Our
hero is adamant and finally the clerk wearily says "OK
I'll give you 15%
but I'm warning you, you'll have a terrific
throbbing in the throat and ringing in the ears."

BILL."

waijon. to .'leep off the effects of his big evening.
Ill the morning his wife found him there, lying

'..^

his store.

Eddie Davis

Mad Woman.

yelli"

GAS

"'You must
the delighted woman.
time. I have trunks full of them."

My favorite story is the one about the fifth rate burlesque
that is touring 'the .south.
They have vory„ little
success and one of the ingenues dies of old age. They don't
have enough money between them to afford a proper burial
so they lay her to rest in Potter's Field. At the grave the
company manager says that he thinks they should have some
prayers for the Accasion. So the first and only comic says,
"what prayer?" And the manager replies, "Oh I don't know,
any prayer, the Lord's Prayer." The comedian says, "Do
you know the Lord's Prayer?" Then he asks another member of the company, and another, and the answer is always
no.
In frustration he says, "For Pete's sake, doesn't anybody know that Lord's Pray^if bit?"

Kathryn, film star, had a lover by the

Norma-r^"She's screaming now?"
Jay—"Yeh but wait'U she gefe the

Senator Ford
Screwball Jake went into his barn and saw his kid Xerxes
shaking a rabbit and yelling, "Come on, how much is five
.
and five?"
Jake said, "Xerxie, what's the idea of shaking the bunny
and askin' him how much is, five and five?"
Xerxes replied, "My teacher told me that rabbits multiply
rapidly—and this dumb kluck can't even add!"

company

the bee

jay_"l

the

visited

feel better.

';

spendthrift.

All she does

I

.

"You are," exclaimed
come to my home some

sttak, toOt"

her,

advised

self."

name of Don, a
Kathryn was tight listed. One day Don put
on Kathryn for $100. Kathryn said no, not a dime, and
went outl While she viras away from the apartment Don
stuck his head in the gas oven and committed suicide.
When I went to the Waldorf Towers to see Norma 1 told

'

woman who was

Laemmle

Junior

"They're wonderful, I sleep
I'm a new man."
"Those pills," said the doctor, dryly, "are made of bread.
Nothing more than little balls of bread."
"My Gddl", screamed- Junior, going ashen white, "An'hole
wheat or white?"
better.

always enjoy the one about the

later.

doctor— all smiles.
"Those pills," he exclaimed.

."Con-

to see a psychiatrist.
"Doctor, there's really nothing the matter with me, I just
happen to like potato pancakes."
"You're right," the doctor agreed, "there's nothing wrong
in that.
I happen to be very fond of potato pancakes my-

me

"You

the undertaker.

Jack Oakie

My

said,

that," said

gratulations!"

Because this happened so recently, and because 1 can't
think of it even now without laughing, I think you should
know that in Milwaukee, the latter part o£ July, I was seated
calmly at breakfast .when a knock came at the door.
"come in" brought a goodly-sfzed woman holding an emaciated looking child about nine. No hello, no greeting of any
with the
kind, the mother pushed her^ child in front of

and

know

"Gee, I didn't

A week

times a day.

again."

Eddie Cantor

tells it and I love this little
was drinking a glass of beer at a bar when
another man came in arid" ordered a coke. He drank the
coke, walked up one wall of the room, across the ceiling,
down the other wall— and then went right out the door.
The beer drinker was shocked, He turned to the bartender
and said: "What a peculiar fellow!" The barteftder nodded:
"Yes, isn't he? He never says goodnight!^^^

story.

Bobby Clark
I like the one about the baseball fan who went to the racetrack for the first time. He bet on a horse, and just as the
horses neared the finish, his nag was altoitt a yard behind
the first hofse. fie yelled at the top of Ms luiigs to his horse,
"Slide, you sn«ker, slide."

Gertrude Niesen

—

The brother-in-law came for a weekend and stayed for
a year and a half. His hosts decided to get rid of him so,
tbe wife said at dinner, "The soup is too cold!" The husband
said, "No it's too hot." Idea was that whichever one he
agreed with, the other would get mad and throw him out.
Comes dinner ^.soup arrives ^wife says, "It's too hot."
Husband says, "It's too cold." Turning to the brother-in4aw.
he says, "What do you think?"
America's guest replies, "I don't know- from; nothin'/ lte
staying two more weeks."

—

—

Paul WKitemaa
Twenty years ago, in the days when Morton Downey sang
with his band, it was not the fa.-5hion to have vocalists who
were only singers and not musicians as well. Downey was
a terrific singer but he couldn't play an instrument. Consequently, 1 gave him a French horn to hold in his lap and
told him not to blow it
Mort being a whimsical fellow, however, couldn't resist
putting the mouthpiece to his lips and tooting, usually, just
at a time when the sour note could be clearly heard.
I
plugged' the mouthpiece with a cork and that subdued Downey
for a while. But a little -later he pulled out the cork and
began blowing again.
The trouble wasn't ended until 1 had someone take the
horn to a blacksmith and welded, thereby forever silencing
the ihstrument. and ending Downey's brief, unmusical career
as

a French

hoirn player.

good friend, Gracie Fields,

A man

Earl Wilson
At the Banshees

Innclieori,

Milton Berle used o

jfuHiiliar

corned)/ routine, asking Hugh Herbert, "What are yott smofeiiifl- old rcficorsal clothes?" and "Don't you ever inhale?"
When he asked Herbert if he didn't inhale, Berhert said,
"Not with vou in the room.'' V
:

1

neaday, Jamiayy S,

1947

Get a Load of Wiilie Hammerstein

two Nutleys were born. Trie births were
Alrriost lialf a century ago,
stork collaborated with the cuckoo! One ot the
clearly a case where the
Ind., and was named John Siguard Olson; he
nutlets was born in Peru,
Olsen"
and then just Ole Olsen. The other
"Ole
Moses
called
was later
in Chicago and was christened Harold Ogden
nutlet was born and grazed
"Chic" for his own protection. The doctors
Jolmson, he was later called
be
normal,
grow
to
and they were right! They Were
never
flaured they'd
suckers they were.
bottle babies and what

Oscar n Is One of Today^s Outstanders, and His Grandpop, the First
Oscar Hammerstein, Was OK Too, But Willie's Exploits al
the Ohl Victoria Were Fabulous

Ole Olsen hung around Peru while slowly approaching adolescence,
very slowly. He did odd jobs while waiting for Johnson to grow up in
Chicago. He struggled through the best years of his life with a violin
just a fiddle. Playing a fiddle was the only
•which later turned out to be
napkin around' his neck. In winter time he would
"fe'ay he could get a
pump the church organ, teach Sunday School and hang around the local
women.
fallen
In Chicago, Chic was 12 years old
pick
up
and
icerink
when his parents packed him off to kindergarten, where he gave matches
B hot foot. He was also learning to play the piano. He grow up very
education
that
escaping
an
may have ruined his theatrical
fortunate,

By JOK LAURIE, JR.
The Hammersteins are legendary in show business.
Today's Oscar Hammerstein 2d is one ot the theatre's
shining lights. His^ uncle, Arthur Hammerstein. made

Broadway musicpmedy

.

/

•

to get to Chicago,

the train from
the middle door and landed in Chicago with a violin, bqw, resin and
ambition. He attended Northwestern Universiity to get a general musical
education paying for it by making up beds and wailing on table. It was
here he met Chic, in one of the beds. Using the bed as a piano stool
he played lor Ole.. Ole in turn took out his violin (from hock) and played
Then they both played together. The professors he'ard them,
tor Chic.
Johnson left Nortliwestern University to make
and that is how Olsen
the world a bitter place to live in.
Their first date was at the North American Restaurant. One patron
complained that the table he had obstructed his BOO!- Ole would lay
on the floor while Chic would play the piano—someojie had to pick up
the pennies. Ole was the comic of the act as he had experience singing
iilcerated songs, but it wasn't long before Chic became the comic. They
rehearsed day and night; in fact rehearsals made a wreck out of them
and the aildicnce noticed the improvement. It was no time when vaudeville called and the boys brayed back.
They played their first vaudeville
date (if you can call playing at the Mabel theatre on Lincoln Ave., Chicago, vaudeville). They had the audience in spasms of silent hysteria, so
they got booked for the Itopress wheire their names were in lights. The
manager ijsed the early radio bulbs, but the boys were young and their
eyesight good, so they kept looking at the sign all night. It was just a
short jump to McVicker's and then they went on the Pantages! Circuit.
They went so far west that sunset couldn't, find them!
oil

But

•

Only 3-Act With 50 People
Years went by> but bur heroes never did. They were nUttieif than a
'squirrel's hope chest.
Ole became a human word cornicopia while Chic
was laughing up is own gags. He was a regular he-he man. In 1926 they
picked up enough unused people on the road and made them stooges,
'^titUng on a unit called "Monkey Business." They did plenty of business
while monkeying, around the vaudeville houses of the nation. They were
now a standard act. It was the only two-man act in show business with
By now the boys were tired of success so they went to
50 people!
Austi-alia where they played in "Tip Toes" and "Tell Me More," People
Stayed away in big crowds.. So the bpys packed their belongings in a
Kangaroo's poucb and went back to the States and were starred in "Take
a Chance." They did pictures for Warner Bros, such as "50 Million Frenchmen," "Sailors Behave," "Golddust Gertie." They photographed like a
Kand-McNally map. Then they did 39 weeks for the Ritchfleld Oil Co.
on the radio and got enough oil out of it to go iback in vaudeville With a
bigger and better unit show. They now had 51 people!
While playing in Philadelphia, Earl Carroll saw them and told J. J.
Shubert about them. Lee and Harry Kaufman borrowed fares from J. J.
and^ent to see the boys show in iPhiladelphia. When they got back the
Shuberts Wired the boys, "How would you like to play on Broadway?"
The boys wired back, "What, in all that traffic?" J. J. finally made himself understood and the boys came to NeW York and made good—money!
"Hellzapoppin" is part of theatrical history. Opening night the critics,

Firefly,"

"Naughty

of Arthur Hammerbrother ^^the fatheir o£

it

stein's

is

—

2d—that we'll talk about,
the fantastic and fabulous Willie
Oscar

&

•

"The

as

Marietta," "High Jink.';," "RoseMarie," "Sometime," "Blue Kitten,"
"Song of the Flame,"
"Golden Dawn" and dozens of
others he produced.

.

By now Ole was Old enough to borrow enough money
so he combed his hair with a Notre Dame shilt, and got

history in the 1920s willi such

hits

°

career.

67

Anniversary

Joe Laurie,

Jr.

Hammerstein. It was through his
management and great showmanship that Hammerstein's Victoria
became the ^greatest and most

colorful
vaudeville theatre in
its 17 years on the world's busiest corner,
it grossed
over $20,000,000 and
a $5,000,000 profit for the Hammer-steins. But it
isn't the money, but the "fun" making it that I believe
you'll be interested in.

the world! In

42nd and Broadway,

made

Talent and showmanship were never rationed in
the Hammerstein family. A few highlights of Oscar
Hammerstein the 1st, who was the father of Arthur
and Willie, will give you an idea of Willie's background and also prove the old Persian adage, "The
apple does not fall far froni the tree,"
•

The first Oscar Hammerstein came to America from
when he was about 15, started as a cigar
maker and became one of the greatest Impressarios
of grand opera. In his day he discovered more musical
Berlin

and Operatic talent than any of his contemporaries.
Among the bid vaudeville fans and actors he will
always be remembered for building the famous
Hammerstein's Victoria Theatre and Musid Hall. On
the site of an old barn, on 42d Street and Broadway,
he built this "freak" house with old building materials,

.

because of his shortage of cash (one of the many
times). It was a combination theatre, music hall and
roof garden, playing the great dramas, mimical and
variety shows. Drinks were served during the performance, the bar was never closed during all the
time that Hammerstein's was opened. The last show
at this house was on April 26, 19lS, just beating
Prohibition by a couple of, years.

The Victoria was Hammerstein's fifth plunge in
theatre building. He first built the city's first theatre
north of Central Park, the Harlem Opera House in
1899. He then built the Columbia on East 125th street,
which was bought in 190O by F. F. Proctor for his
continuous vaudeville shows. It was in that year
that Hanimerstein built the Manhattan Opera House
oh the north side of 34th street, between Eighth
and Ninth avenue. It was in this house that he introduced the odd combination of Opera and Vaudeville. It was here that he first circused Grand Opera,
selling a ticket for $6, which entitled the holder to
see two operas in one day "Elecktra" at the matinee
and "Salome" in the evening. In 1901, at this same
Manhattan Opera House he inaugurated a 24-act vaudeville show, the first and only three-ring vaudeville
bill. There were three dumb acts performing at the
same time— a cycling act. a cartoonist and a wire
walking act. The show would start at 7:30 p.m. and last
until 11:50 when the picture would go on. It was a
.

outside of Walter Winchell, said it was a flop, but. it proved the noncensus of public opinion. The show ran 1,125 times, besides tom-ing three
companies. It just had to stop because they ran out of bulletins!
By now the boys were in the big dough. They made a picture of "Hellsapoppln,'^ they co-produced "Streets of Paris" with the Shuberts, they
invested in dozens ot ventures, restaurants, sporting goods, gag files, pushcarts, real estate, and ChiC bought all the cows and paraphernalia oiE Borden's at the World's Fair and becaine a gentleman farmer in Connecticut,
as nice a guy- as ever goosed a mule with a hoe handle. At sunset he
puts tuxedos on his scarecrows.
The Original Hotfoot Sids
Thi.s .shows you what two wisecrackers could do, especially when they
are 1% wise and 99% cracked'. Olsen & Johnson have a definite nuisance
value in show business. They used to play the Palace, now they live in
one. They have a special double-sized income tax form issued to them
by the Government for their tax returns. They have hobbies; they take
crackers to bed with them firecrackers! They sure get a bang out of
The boys suffer from an Inferiority complex; they think each other
life.
interior.
After the Shooting in their shows a lion's deu lot>ks like a
sanitarium to thein.
Here are two boys that made it the hard way. They started in a restaurant and are now back in one. This time at the Carnival, N. Y., nitery,
where they are elevating the stage as well as the price of admission. A
ticket for their show is a contract to make your face do some laughing.
I*or over 30 years it has been their fortunate lot to give belly* laughs to
a nation and a nation thanks them, in return with respect aiid affection.
Ole and Chic have played hundreds of benefits for all sorts ol causes, they
never say "N6" to a plea for help, They'll empty their last cartridge for
a pal. They are alwaiys rea(^y to Are a fusillade of fun for any charity.
They have the ability to win the hearts and confidence of all witb whom
they associate.
The Lambs are proud of them, so af^e the Saint.s & Sinners, the Legionfiaires. the Elks and dozens of other organizations.
They have joined
everything including a lending library, and they pay their dues, so Why
shouldn't they be proud of them?
I like Olsen & Johnson because they are loyal to each other, to their
families and their friends. They are really grand Son's of Fun! They
•re Nutty but Nice!
-^Joe Laurie, Jr.
,

.

^

—

—

financial failure.

Oscar's fourth venture was building the OJympia
theatre, which took up the entire block on Broadway
between 44th and 45th streets. It was the site of
the old 71st Regiment Armory, The Olympia was
later known as the New York theatre and also hdased
the Criterion theatre. It was on the N. Y. Boof that
,

Ziegfeld. first played the "Follies." The opening of
combination
the Olympia was the talk of the town.
theatre, music hall and roof garden. Oriental cafe,
smoking and billiard rooms besid.es large lounging
and cloakrooms, Admission was 50c. Oscar lost this

A

when the jN. Y. Life Insurance Co. foreclosed a
$900,000 mortgage: Again he was broke and it was
then he built the Victoria, and in 1900 he also built
the Belasco^ theatre on 42d street adjoining the Victoria. The Belasco was later known as the Republic
and played dramas, and years later it received
national publicity when Minskys took it over for
burlesque and stripteasers. It is now a grind picture
house. Besides these theatres, Oscar built opera houses
in New York. Philadelphia, Chicago. Boston and
London to buck the powerful Metropolitan Opera Co.
which finally bought him out for $2,000,000 wlrich he
promptly invested in putting on Comic Operas (his
contract only specified that he could never go into the
Grand Opera busines.s). He lost this money also and
smiled.
.

Handling Money a NuiBaiice

I

'

Inside StiiWidiffeS'^'^^

[

Making money was a pastime for the elder Hatnmerhandling it was a nuisance. Mahj? is the time

stein,

Willie had to shove a $5 bill in his Dad's pocket, so

Ad agencie.s are urged to get hep and start using films as a selling medium for their clients in a little book, "Is Abu Ben Adman Still Asleep,"
by Al Sherman, a Washington consultant, in visual media public relatlon.s.
Sherman contends that the agencies are ducking films the way they feared
to take a chance on radio years ago, and points out that Only six agencies
have picture departments. He contends that the advertising boys are
liable to miss the boat and have someone take the business from them.

Henry Wallace's leftish New Republic ha.<! joined the chorus in an attack
on Hollywood's production code along with a prediction that the "code
dam is certain to break." Hollywood correspondent for the mag pa.stcs
the code as a weapon "of even mildly liberal ideas" and airs the familiar
charge that a producer can follow the letter of regulations and still turn
out a

work

ol suggestive sexiness.

.

i

he wouldn't find himself without a penny when he
to pay for something. Truly a fantastic figure

went

was Oscar Hammerstein, who made

theatrical history
with a dfiskless office, a bookless bookkeeper, a reversible plug hat, a gold headed cane and a Van Dyck
beardi To win a $100 bet. he wrote a complete opera
"The KohinOor Piaraond," words and music, in 24
hours, and produced it. Just to prove that he could
do it. It was a failure, but he won the $100! He invented many work -saving devices for the cigar
busine?.'', which kept him in fresh money. The management of the Victoria was turned over to hi.', son
Willie to run as he liked, and he liked to run it.
This is the background of the fattier of Arthur and

Willie, and the grandfather of Oscar Hammerstein
2d! Truly a talented showman!
In the 20 years that Willie managed the Victoria,
he brought more new ideas and received more .space
for his attractions in the newspapers than any manager in our generation! He violated all mariafieriat
traditions by coming to work at 8 a.m. and quilting
at 9:30 p.m., when he would go right home. He was

known by everybody on Broadway, but ho never
went for the night life of the Big Street. His home
was entirely separate and distinct from his theatre life.
With the exceptio'n of a very few intimate frierids. he
never invited anyone to his home. In the 20 years
as a manager,' he never saw a play al any other
theatre, and only once did he drop in next door at
the Belasco. to see part of an act of "The Girl From
The Golden West." His only ofCice was the lobby
of his theatre, sitting in a crooked chair surrounded
by his cronies. Cronies that consisted ot actors, press
agents, playwrighters, managers, wine salc.<!men, vaudeville agents, bookers, gamblers and screwballs. He
loved these characters who would gather in the lobby
while the show was going on. From them he would
get the gossip and new stories of Broadway. The
admission to this "inner circle" was being "funnv"
or "interesting," WilHc possessed a grand sen.se of
humor and was one of the greatest of practical jokers.

Killing the Peiaple

Asa
the

headline hunter he had ho equal. He inaugurated
"freak act" in vaudeville. He played all the

prominent

fighters,

wrestlers, bicycle and running
champions. He played the killers and near killers.
couple of comely looking girls by the name of Lillian
Ethel Conrad shot at W. E. D. Stokes,
prominent socialite and real §stater. The bullet struck
the three-initialed gentleman in the leg and he
promptly had tlie girls arrested. The newspaper!}
Were filled with the accounts of the shooting. Wiilie
went bail for the girls, and booked them for Hammerstein's, billing them as "The Shooting Stars." They
couldn't sing, dance or act, but jammed the hou.*.
When James Thornton, the noted monologisf wa.s
asked what he thought of the girl's act? He said.
"They'll have to KILt someone, to get next week!"
Hammerstein also played Naii Patterson a:ladv W-ho
shot her gentleman friend but didn't kill him.'willie
paid her $500 a week. Blanche Molineaux, another Wdy
sharpshooter, also headlined in the early 1900's, A little
lady by the name of Bculah Binford, didn't kill, but
a man, killed his wife for her. Managers wouldn't
book her, and it was even too raw for Willie, so she
hired the Garden Theatre and played a maid in a
sketch. There were 49 people one night who showed
up to see her; that was the high attendance for the
week at 10. 20 and 30c. prices. She gave up. Florence
Carman, the wife of a Long Island M.D. accused
of shooting at a woman patient of her husband's
through a window in her Freeport, L. 1. home, also
got booked. She sang "Baby Shoes."
freak engagement is made with the deliberate
object of advertisement, the financial profit being
secondary. People come to the theatre who have
never been there, or have been there very seldom.
They see the rest of the show and like it and become
regular customers. Willie made Hammerstein's an
imititution, and as my friend the late Channing Pollock
once said, he took care it wasn't an institution for
the blind. He taught the public the danger of trifling
with a young girl's affections. He booked Mae Sullivan, who won fame by suing a certain, rich man for
breach of promise. Her talents seemed limited to
,

A

Graham and

A

love and litigation.

Hammerstein's had some of the greatest press agents;
Abe Le\'y, Ann Marble, Nellie Revell,

in the business.

John Pollack, Joe Flynn and Morris Gest. They were
the tops and could think up many novel ideas of
publicity, but Willie was the Coipmander-in-Chief.
Hammerstein's Roof Garden had many attractions.
Sober Sue, whom nobody could make laugh, was ju.st
an ignorant colored girl and even though the greatest
comedians would tell her jokes, she never would
laj^h. Man with a 17 ft. beard, cows and beautiful
mnkmaids, acts, music—all of it was just a great
hangout for the ones -who had to stay in the City

in the hot

summer

When

days.

Evelyn Nesbil Wowetl 'Em

The

biggest receipts at Hammerstein's ^ere from the
Evelyn Nesbit engagement. After the sensational testimony and notoriety she received in the White-Thaw
case, no manager would give Evelyn, Nesbit a job.
Willie sent her to London; from there the cables
came to Anserica about her tremendous success as a
dancer. Newspapers those days would accept news fi'Om
abroad and feature it, but wouldn't touch the same
story if coming from America. When Mi.ss Ne.sbit
arrived in New York she was an object of great
curiosity. The first week she played Hammerstein's,
luck was with Willie, from a piiblicity standpoint.
Harry Thaw escaped feotti Mattewan. Instantly Evelyn
became the center of attention by declarii).g in a
dramatic- manner that She feared for her life, nouthat Harry K. Thaw was free. Willie got a detail
of police (in uniform, of course) to guard her day
and night. Some people even accused Willie of
engineering Thaw's escape. Miss Thaw became the
most talked of woman in the world. Hammerstein's
made an $80,000 profit on her 8-week engagement
and he paid her $3,500 a week. She went bh tour
and became a terrific boxoffice sensation. Gest and
his as.sociates made over $100,000 on hpr tour, ahd
even the Keith Circuit played her!
Willie believed that one of the greatest attractions
he ever had was Gertrude Hofl'man m "Salome."
The "Salome" cr.-ize -was at its height. Willie read a
(Continued on page 74
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Movies Should Go to College
By EOBEMT GESSNER

/<^5g^^Y

69

Annivprsary

PaurHevere who has awakened this nationIt was the original foresight of Bur.

the

college interest.

terrible of the arts learned wher«
It is high time the enfant
come from. All its seven oMex brothers and sistersidrawa. literature, painting, sculpture; architecture, dance,
jjusio—kno w the facts of life. Talent— that elusive life-blood

babies

—must

be discovered,
encouraged and nurtured in the young.
The Seven Arts are being constantly
refreshed by a steady stream of trained
art
of a creative

ge.ss Meredith, wisely counseled
by Morris Ernst, which intlie Foundation, but in spite of Mi-. Meredith's initial
and courageous crusade the rank and file of Hollywood were
reluctant—foi- a variety of unrelated reasons— to broaden
the democratic base. This is regrettable, because a rare and
unusual rapport might be established with the best ot the
independent artists and craftsmen working in the industry

New

By
Every season

—

^

The Industry, as almost anybody so intimately

calls

it,

re-

telves the altemifing affectioh reserved for mother-in-iaws
Of all man's enterprises, known as induslyith a bankroll.

the Motion Picture is the most intensely adored,
Every self-respecting enteri)Ut iaken the most for granted.
prise, from the manufacturing of steel to ttie sewage-di.sposal
industry, has an apprenticed system sponsored by the indusEleventh in capital, 17th in turntries to be so beneflted.
th^ Industry has
over, first in the hearts of our countrymen
no long-range plan for improving its personnel or its product.
trial activity,

—

Hotels SmaPter

Than Show Biz?

With the exceptions of only two universities in the coun-

no training program or

talent discovery prosponsored by the Industry.
Steel, Oil, chemicals, banking, and even hotels, as well as the
ceramic industry, have long provided, collectively as trade
try, there is

gram—neither one of which

is

and unifrom Maine to Oregon, Galifornia to Florida. Are

associations, for instruction in acci'edited colleges
versities

the hotel operators wiser men? I don't think so, but they
have been in the business since the ceiling was taken ot^
the Garden of Eden.
Secondly, there is a question of prestige. The eighth art
of man lias been behind an academic eightb^ll.
Both the
^art and the industry have not received their just recognition
as business enterprises and as a cultural influence.
As an
art, the reluctance to recognize motion pictures as a contemporary art is in the tradition of academic con.<!eryatism.
To bolster the waning prestige of Hollywood films abroad,
the Industry should also consider a recent piroposai which
has come, curiously enough; from abroad. A year ago my
attention was brought to a proposal of the British' Film Institute, The Association of CinH-Technioians, Cinematheque
Francaise. Paris Institute of Cinema Techniques and The
French Film Union. The proposal is to send superior foreign students to Anderican Universities for study in Motion
Pictures, ?nd in turn a proportionate number of superior
American students are to study European techniques. The
aponsorship was first proposed to. the Motion Pictures Foundation for Colleges ind ITniversities, Inc. and is now On the
broader desk of UNESCO. The plan is stopped before it can
begin because of the limited number of Motion Picture
curricula available in this country.
This is curious indeed because the Biarritz Army Univers^ty for G. 1. scholars in France modeled its Motion Picture
Division on an American Plan— the four-year curriculum of
New York University. The instructor in charge used for
lecture notes his student notebook, for examinations and
required reading lists the same he had studied himself. Now
that many Veterans are in universities an added pressure is
present on every campus.
:

.

During this past year, while on leave of absence from New
York University, I was on a barnstorm tour of college towns,
attempting 'to convince college authorities that the motion

picture, like the horseless carriage,

here to stay. After a
New York Univeisity, a liberal institution in a liberal city, I was prepared for a variety of
academic objections. Instead almost universally there Was a
is

decade of pioneering at

welcoming mat, a handshake, and little sales resistance. The
use of training films during the war has taught educators
that the medium can be a powerful force for good as well
as a perpetuation of the low national I.Q.
This is one time, the first time in the history of education,
I believe, that professors are more hep than motion picture
people.
Eight' leading colleges scattered throughout the
country, representing the best of the drama departments in
America, ai-e willing to take on the responsibility of teach
Uig a workshop e-Jcperimental course in Motion Picture Production. A subsidiary group of 15 colleges and universities,
second only through administrative exigencies, are willing
to enter into a
consultive, teaclier-training period until they
could be launched on a similar program.
These colleges and universities are willing to take their
superior drama students, train them in motion picture writing, acting and
production. They were willing to earmai-k
their best drama instructors
for a teacher-training prog<'am
111 motion
pictures. .
cultural grassroots evoltttion is in the
*naking.
Through the best creative drama brains of the

A

*'°ii?ges

who knows what new forms

editing, lighting

of story-telling, acting,

might eVolVe?

Baker's famed 47

Workshop

at

Harvard and

later at Yale

aeflnitely affected the quality of the Broadway theatre,
through the works of Eugene O'Neill. Sidney Howard, S. N.
Behrman, Philip Barry, Hobert E. Sherwood, the stage designers Robert Edmond Jones, Lee Simonson. and Donald
Oenslagor.
some day there may be a comparable list of
""4iT®i'sity -trained motion picture creator.?.
The Motion Picture Foundation for Colleges and Univer.

TAYLOR

unicycleriding.

But is. talent really as scarce as the profesiiion bcardpluckers would have us believe'.'
Personally, I doubt it.
isn't that we're failing to grow a new crop of
playwrights and actors. It's that We have no system of discovering, developing and placing those we do grovv. Every
big business field in the country, with the sin'.;le e.xception
of the show business, has ways and means of fllling its ranks.
And it's about time the show business began to think of doing
something about it.

TRIBUTE

IN

In the legit field, for example, the howls of ihc tearspangled prophets are easily shown to be as phoney as the
golden curls of a Tom troupe's Little Ev;-. As the producers
bite their nails in synthetic agony, theatrical schools are
boasting banner enrollments and each youngster is potential

TO SHOW PEOPLE AS BIG

mWARK
:

—

new talent. The American Academy ot Dramatic Arts, whicn
limits its rolls, has 220 people in attendance. The theatre
division of the New School has 700. The Fengin School has
600. That hardly looks like a dearth of potential new talent.

DEMOCP^

TO

By GLEN H. TAYIX)R

/

iU.

/Senator

from

We face not only the problem of weeding out these hopefuls
who've had courage enough to attack the guarcicd ooo 's : nd
barred windows of the fields they want to enter—though
that, in itself is tough enough, Beyond that is the problem
of placing and helping and fo-stering those we've weeded.
Plus the additional problem of finding and fostering the
.tremendous wealth of new talent that doe.'^n't even attend

l^afio)

Washington.

,

In recent years, show people have become aware of the
fact that they are also citizens. We have fought for political

.

and candidates, and have run for office. Indeed, some
horror-ftiicken gt;ntry have even accused entertainers and
playwrights of trying to make their audiences think. We
have found out that politics is not a closed corporation, that
We can perform as well as the next. And our effectiveness
has been duly attested: W'B have' been honored by some of
the choicest epithets that Could get by the Chicago Tribune's
libel lawyers.

issues

theatrical schools or assault the portals of the networks.

But we are still less fully represented in Government than
men or even undertakers. When the
so-called anti-Petrillo bill recently came before Congress, I
was the sole alumnus of the show business on hand, and I
had the pleasure of standing up to a chamber-full of lawyers.
In general, show people tend to be liberals. Many show
people have demonstrated remarkable courage in speaking
up for civil liberties, for the rights Of the little guy
against racial discfimiriation.

I have often wondered why ^he actor in polities usually
turns out to be a progressive while the insurance broker
tends to be a conservative'. Perhaps it's because the actor,
in his daily life, is uniquely dependent upon his public and
uniquely independent of his boss. Our audiences make or
break us, and our employers follow the dictates of the audience whether they like it or not. We have thus developed
a sense of confidence in the people, and a comforting awareness that some of our best friends are individuals whom
we've never met.

What Makes a Xiberal?
Congressmen occasionally think of reelection. And they
Most
it in the terms in which they customarily think.
them think in terms of a small clique of business and

of

who dominate the scene in the State Capitol
rotunda. Afraid of the people, they ask the Witch doctor^ to
exorcise the evil spirits.
tends to look for support directly to the
the
actor
But
public, rather than to a small group of courthouse insiders.
He scoffs at their pretentions to intimacy with the jnass
that he needs no intermediary in his
satisfied
is
mind, and he
dealings with his constituent. So he feels free to be honest
and to follow the dictates of his conscience. And men who
liberals.
do that are usually
I have no fear that actors will continue to be predominantly
liberal. But I do have some fear that a few will lose some
of their interest in politics. For the era of the free ride in
political leaders

—

—

thei figuring

Figures That Don't Lie

|

But let's be conservative. Let's take actual figures from a
dissimilar but eijnally bidden field. Surveys made by large
pi big non-show business corporations have Shown,
with startling ifnanimlty, that from 2 to 3% of their employees display potential executive ability. Let's say that in
America, a predominantly commercial country, .potential
executives outnumber potential talent by four to one. Surely
that's not claiming too much for talent.
That would leave us a talent quotient among the general
population of just VsVo- The population of the country is
now approximately 140,000,OQQ.
quotient of
would
give us 700,000 potential talent finds.
Not even a small
fraction of this number is now enrolled in theatrical schools
or stoirming its way into Hollywood or Radio. City.
In the cases of those in the schools or at our doors, we
can make a stab at finding them. But even then, what do
we do with them after they're found?
In medicine, prize students are sure of winning intcrr.eships at top hospitals. Prize law school students get appointments in the offices of leading lawyerSi In the business worlds
big corporations send potential executives to schools of b\isiness. with key jobs waiting at the end of the seholastic Career.

numbers

get a lollypop from a gentleman in
he might be asked by the cop to keep

moving.

%%

A

hope all men of good will have the guts to stick it out.
We've learned enough to realize how important the stakes
are to the American people, which includes us. Democracy
I

cannot 'work if it is the exclusive game of professional poliand clubhoui-o hnngcrs-on. Every citizen .shares the
responsibility to keep it going, and I hope that actor.s, singers, musicians, prop men, writers, technicians, electricians,
scene desigiici-s. press agents, and ushers will never forget

ticians

that tliev liave

a

vital part in the. production.

Ethel Barrymore's

Hoke

.

any more,"

.

;

Well, the theatre fell in— the audience applauded for 15
minutes. She took bow after bow. Finally she swept to
her dres.'Jius room leaving the audience still clamoring
for more. One of the hoofers turned to the other and
said. "Mac, that's the kind of hoke we're going to give
them ne.Mt season,"
Bi/ifli CroRhy.

—

.

The show busine.«s is almost alone in having ho thorough
pro'ces.'^
and no way of taking care of young
talent, short of throwing it into the middle of topfli';ht competition, even after it's found. It's true that many producers
read or have their readers read at least a part of every
weeding out

Two hooi'ers after 30 years of hard work made the
Palace, and after opening day they just about fractured
themselves doing every kind of a wing and difficult step
in tlieiv repertoire in an endeavor to score a solid- hit.
They finally staggered off the stage exhati»ted,., sweaty;
they ji)st managed to make the wings before the applause
died away. Couldn't even milk 'em for one bow. As they
stood in the wings; Ethel Barrymore went on in a short
piece called "Tlie Five-Pound Look." They stood and
watched as the elegant Miss Barrymore cntoned in
sonorou.": accents the mellifluous measures of the piece
ending in the famoUs line, •"That's all there is, there
isn't

from that point yourself.

I

a
It may be a lot easier to escape into the artificial gaiety of
new Boheniianism. or cry into your beer on some foreign
strand, than to stand up and talk. The bOy who speaks out
Instead,

—

—

American progressive politics is now definitely over. Honesty
and integrity are growing less respectable. In the Restoration
period we are entering, the decadent morals of the HardingCoolidge-Hoover Era seem to be coming into vogue again.

no longer

|

.

plan

striped pantS;

Getting the Break

I

business.
The success stories they've heard represent a
minority so small it would make last' November's Democratic vote look like a landslide. And as for trlcnt, the way
things are set up now it has. nothing whatsoever to do with
getting a first break in the show: business.
jjetting that break today depends on po,sspSsing the salcs^
matiship of ia bucket-shop operator, the hide of an elephant
with chronic callouses, the push of a snow-plough, and the
general perseverance of a fly butting its head against a
windowpane for three days and figuring it will get through
if only it tries long enough.
Unfortunately, those qualities aren't invariably associated
With talent; and the result is that a good number of those
who get their first break have nowThere near the real talent
possessed by the blushing violets.
In one respect the wallers are right: it's rare that real
talent hits the top fast. But the scarcity of such cases isn't
caused by a dearth of talent. It's caused by a sh':>w business
setup that gives the initial palm to brass rather than ability.
Brass with a ladleful of luck thrown in.
Obviously, there's tfilent— real talent— among the kids trying to break into the business today.
Just as obviously,
there must be even more real talent hidden behind haystacks
and ribbon counters throughout the country. It stays whei-e
it is, undiscovered and unsuspected, because its possessbi's
like to earn enough money to allow them the luxury of eating.
The talent is there, if the boys only bothered to look.
Sometimes it's under their very feet— often in the process of
getting a swift boot in its posterior.
and mathematiIts presence can be proven numerically
cally and without going into the deeper labyrinths Of tn«
differential calculus to do it.
It wouldn't take any Indiarubber stretch of the imagination to believe that out of every
hundred people in the United States there are five who have
more of some one show business talent t'nan most ot their
contemporaries that they sing better, actr -better, dance
better, or even play "Rock of Ages" on the occarinn better.
If that's true, then 5% of the entire population of the United
States has incipient show business talent and you can do

lawyers or real estate

boldly will

Read, Wanier Bros,)

legit

The trouble

Robert Gessucr

SEN.

MCOB WILK

producers turn the Shubert Alley fence
into a wailing wall and shed hot tears over the scarcity of
new blood in the theatre. This is a phenomenon that is by
no means confined to what is laughingly called the legitimate
stage. The chorus of wails is swelled by e-Very show business
field— films, radio and, fpr all I know, tab shows and

awaits. The colleges and uni'versities await, a bit amazed
that so rich and so powerful an Industry, spending untold
sums for public relations and good will, is slow to recognize
the immediate and unique value of the eighth art blossoming forth from behind an eightball Of Its own making.

What's wriMig with this- still-life picture? The fault lie?
with both the Industry and Education.
The major charge against Motion Pictures is the lack of
breadth in story material. This seems to have been the case
or the rule since birth. On the site whej.-e R. H, Macy & Co.
now sell ready-made wearing apparel, sizes 2 to 42, the
Motion Picture Industry was appropriately born. That was
Since that time the width of the
60 years ago last April.
ready-made product has not changed—35 mm.— the length
has been stretched from a minute to 225 minutes, while the
depth has remained curiously static. On the night of April
23, 1896, "two precious blonde young persons" danced— (they
gtill do in "Ziegfeld's Follies")— "the angry surf amazed the
spectators"— (as in "Hurricane," etc.)- "a burlesque boxing
match"— (note "The Kid .From Brooklyn")— comics and
(glance at the ads)
farces "repeated over and ovgr ag.Tin"
an allegory, a farce, and "a skirt dance by a tall blonde."
Something is wrong with an art form— or an industry—
'

to Develop

Talent lor Fix, Air, Lefit

(.Eastern Pfoduetton

in Hollywood With the best of the teachers and superior
students throughout the country.
The governors of the
Academy o( Arts and Sciences voted to sponsor the Motion
Picture Foundation for Colleges and Universities provided
the Motion Picture Association of America would join in a
financial support. The logic of this step was inevitable when
the industry-wide benefits became evident to all.
And there it rests, in the minds and on the agend.T and
Conscience of Motion Picture executives.
An opportunity

.tioh,

that repeats itself.

No Organized System

^.

stigated

Motion Pictures; Chairman, Department of
Moiion Pictures, Neva York XJniversityl

(^professor of

aspirants— the- overwhelming majority
been university men and
of ^hoffl have
woiajen. You have to think double to
recall a novelist, playwright, short-story
writer, architect, composer, et at who
The ophasn't been college-trained.
posite is the case With Motion Pic^m-es^and yet Motion Pictures is the
dominant art form of this century, the
inpst powerful medium of communica-

wide

—

—

—

play submitted to them. Film companies regularly i?oarch
talent at every possible source. There ai e opera auditiblis,
play competitions, prize hovel cOhtests.
But these things, conscientiously as they may be planned
and carried Ot)t, mei'ely scratch the surface. It".'; safe to say
that infinitely more potential talent is turned away from the
door of opportunity than ever finds its way in.
At least, though, there are some o{ us who knew the
youngsters' problems wlio realize that it's difficult to tote »
spear year after year, while blatant blabbermouths, strictly
no-talent guys with a bit Of pull, hog" the spot. We hnovir
the problem, even if we haven't found an answer lo it.
The number of us is increasing.
Who knows? Maybe we'll come up with a practicabla
plan before VAKiETy publishes its next Anniversary Number,
Moral: Don't brush off that boy or girl who wants to talk
to you about pfottiv" f hrcak ii' yoiir-orfanizr.ticn.

fior

—

'

.

,

,

an agent) to any publisher who will
consider it, and accept or reject
such terms as the publisher' may

Zolotow's H'wood Story

Or the author may. himself puband copyright the work.
2. Haying determined upon, a career of authorship, he should have
the right and opportunity to join

lish

•

.

we know

it. ..

an organization of writers (under a
suitable designation or classification).
He should have the privilege
of agreeing at the outset of his career to abide by and conform to
trade practices and customs de% ised to protect his legitimate and
equitable intereists during the formative period of his career.
•

i

:

He should have tiie right to be
taught, from the very inception, of
his career, the fundamentals of an
intelligent business relationship with
publishers— and he should be
protected by his organization in the
right to require conformance by all
commercial users of his creation to
the sound business rules laid down
for his benefit and protection by the
organization.

his

,

i

,
,

Love,

,

,

Maurice.

'

'
,

HoUy-Commodore

Hotel, Wednesday, April

Two fundamental rules should be
brought into universal practice:
what1. Under no circumstances
ever should outright ownership of
the copyright be sold, assigned or
otherwise conveyed from the author
to another, in part or in whole.
2. Leases or licenses only should
be granted for the exercise of any
or all of the rights under the copyclearly specifying and limiting the use granted, both as to the
extent and the period.
'

Wednesday dawned bright and sunny. That is no novelty. Every day
dawns bright and sunny. This is the most monotonous climate in the world,
like a girl who is constantly giggling. Today, I was supposed to check out
of-this hotel, as my time has run out and return to the Hollywood-Knickerbocker. The tooth still aches, a dull constant pain, which suddenly flares
MP into an intense twinge. My gum is swelling slightly and my cheek is
puffing out. At the Knickerbocker there was no reservation. They said
it would be flxfed up by three. I went out for lunch with Eddie Cantor.
My room wasn't ready when I returned. Waiting, waiting. At seven, they
tbld me there was no room arid I better look elsewhere. At their suggestion I tried the Vine Hotel, the Eieanor Hotel, the McAdden Hotel) the
Biltmore, the Broadway-Hollywood, The HdllyWood-Pliza, the HollywoodDrake, and finally got a double room at a hotel I shall call the HollywoodCommodore. But for one night only. I must speak to a Mr. Winn, the room
clerk, the following morning. I have a lovely room, adjacent to the elevator
shaft, so I can hear the grindirig of the cables and' the luroberirig cars all
^
night, long..,
,

repeat, and for emphasis italicize the author should, under any
1

—

and
hold the copyright, in his own name,
for the entire world, and for the
and

all

circumstances

secure

'

entire term thereof.

An individual author, in the early
years of his career especially, is
helpless and hopeless to establish
proper trading conditions for 'himNor Can an organization of
self.
beginners hope tO accomplish much.
The organization iriust haive the
support and encouragement of the
veterans, the established, the "recognized" authors.
No

question but that the authors,
individually and as groups, are beThursday.
ginning to think about these matDarling:
ters—the "yeast is in the dough"^
..after breaktastf I went to see Mr. Winn, who was fitting at a desk. it is to be hoped that a fully baked
I decid^ to play it cagily. Instead of saying 1 hkd a room for one night and digestible loaf will finally come
only, 1 said that I was in room 308 and wondered if I could be changed
out of the oven.
to a QUIETER room for the balance of my stay. But Mr. Winn was no
fool. He was not to be taken in by my subterfuge. He replied that 308
was one of the nicest rooms in the hotel and furthermore wasn't I supposed
to be dut of the hotel by this afternoon? "By the way," he said, "what's
your name?" I told him. -He extended his hand and remarked, sombrely.
It's a pleasure to know you, Mr. Zolotow." We shook
hands. I then got
the hint and removed a $S bill from my wallet and tucked it into my
sweating palm. We shook hands again. Now I can stay here until Mon*
.

;

Continued trom page 58

dresses," declared a member
of his staff, "like an ordinary busi-

English-cut
for
admiration
trousers led to this incident:
"For a long time," says Mr. Miller,
trousers
my
"I had been getting

ness man."

made by a

goes out of his

way

His

to avoid indenti-

fication.

"He

Accurate certainly

is this

unnoticed.

Arthur Hammerstein, producer of
"Rose-Marie," and uncle of
Hammerstein 2d of "Show
"Oklahoma!" and "Carousel"
fame, was called a smart dresser
when he was active on Broadway.
But he always dressed quietly j„
what was called the "best taste."
.
...
One day however, while he was
taking a shower in his private bath
at the office, someone broke in and

hits like

Oscar.

Boat,''

stole his clothes. The dignified producer, as a result, was obliged to

walk several blocks down Broadway
chauffeur's
his
Negro
wearing
gaudy uniform lent for the emergency.

To Brock Pemberton goes the
tinction

being the best dressed

of

Broadway manager.
however, as

title,

dis-

He

carries his
casually as his

succession of hits: "Enter Madame,"
"Strictly Dishonorable," and ''HarHe has patronized the same
vey".
tailor

years;

and bootmaker for at least 20
Tony Williams for clothes and

Oliver Moore for shoes. And they.
appreciating his reticence, have sueceefled in making his apparel indicafive of the man.

On one

occasion, however, he recalls with amusement, that a highly
observani judfee of good dressing
awarded him a prize for wearing the
best looking brown suit with a chalk

pin stripe, the only award of this
sort in the history of

Own

lUiller's
I

The most

men's clothes.

Tailor—Literally

story in the
history of managers' dress concerns
Gilbert Miller. Doubly successful in
the presentation of plays here and
fantastic

certaiii cutter.

1

I

to assure myself,, at the same time,
that 1 would never have any worry
trousers, I took the man

ab nit
1

my

away from the firm he was with and
proceeded to set him up in business,
under
gq^j^.gg

name

the

'

"
'

Everything from clothing to hisis unusual about John Golden,
one of Miller's prominent contem*,:
poraries. This modern philanthropist
has an unusual story. He made his
original fortune on the song called
"Poor Butterfly" and another fortune on plays like "Lightnin', " one
of the longest run plays in the

tory

history of

Broadway.

years ago, Mrs. FrankAbout
_ „ two
„„i„j ,„ _
RooseveJLJvas interested m a
hand-weaving project which she
helped found in the backwoods of
West Virginia for the benefit of
.

.

•

poverty-stricken

farmers.

To celebrate this achievement,
Mrs. Roosevelt gave several yards ol
the material to John Golden. He
was so delighted with this gilt that
he had a special label designed which
mentioned the source of the material
and the. name of the donor which he

m

London, Miller for many years had placed inside his breast pocket.
his home in England. Socially Thus, every time that he opened his
prominent there and a great friend of coat. Golden flashed the fact that l\e
the Duke of Windsor, he was well- was wearing a suit given him by the
known for his fastidious dressing. wile ol the late President.

made

Adieu.

Monday.

Hotel,

Dearest:

From where I am sitting I can see the golden sun spilling on the pavements of Hollywood Boulevard. A block away are the fabled footprints outade Graumait's Chinese theatre. Mickey Bogart or was it Humphrey
Bergman just drove by in a Hispano-Suiza. Today I am very happy. 1

am

waiting for Milt Samuel to come by* in a few moments and pick me
up
to the station, I have just made a wonderful discovery. I
gin, straight gin, plain gin, undiluted with water,
lemons, sugar or
umes. I have just had my second gin, with a gin chaser. That was Ginger
Kogers sauntering by. She looked like a melody (May I remind you that
a
'®
^ melody?) and the sun spilling molten gold on her
tgUnting
hair, running riot with flecks of auburn. Ah, life. Ah, love. Ah.
youth. The .palm trees wave lazily, hardly stirring in the
limpid air. The
sun pours molten gold on the pavements. Waiter, another of the same
if
you don't mind. .
Love,
Maurice.

and drive me

mean

ONE-STOP, DAILY SERVICE TP LOS ANGELES

Authors'^

Own

Continued from page SO
reputation,

are

not

4- ENGINE FLAGSHIP

Copyrights
;

life of the copyright to the terms
original contract come to
possess substantial residual values.
There is no reason why an author
should not be held to the terms of
a contract which he has made. No
publisher is to be blamed for making good business deals, the best he
can under each set of circumstances.
But to pretend that there is anycides these matters, it is the pub- thing like equality in their respeclisher.
It
is for the
writer to tive bargaining positions is a resccept the conditions, or take his sort to hypocrisy.
Work elsewhere.
The beginner
The Issues
jarely, il ever, lakes the latter alternative.,'
My only purpose in writing this
If his first wotk Is sucoessful'*- article is to ask, and to answer, two

They must make a

"recognized."

start

—

somewhere, of the

make a beginning they must be
"published."
It is the publisher
who decides
when and in what lorm the work
will be published, whait and when
royalties will be paid, and just what
rights the respective parties will
have. It is not the author who deto

"

tnat

is

If

the publisher mak6s

a

satisfactory profit incident to its
publication, the author has less difin placing his next creation
and So he grows or diminishes in
stature in the field in which he
WWks in direct proportion to the

ficulty

Lv.

N«w York 9:00

Now

p.m. • Ar. L^s Angeles 7:50 ajn,

PST

American's famous Mercury

fUij^t is

operated exclusively for coast*

cO'Coast passengers.

No

extra fare.

.Phone HAvemeyer 6-5000
Tickef Off/ces: Airlines Terminal,
Rockefeller Center, 18

Hofe/

New

80

East

42nd

Street

West 49th Stnel

Vbrker— 120 Bmacfwdy

<luestions:
1.

2,

What
What

are
should be

)
J

the

rights

of

an individual author?

common practice his
1. Under
rights now are to invest his time
and talent (and genius, we hope)
in the creation Of an original literary or musical work; to produce a

public acceptance of his work.
Many of the works thus sold out"ght during the early years of an workmanlike manuscript, and sub•Uthor's career-^and subject for the mit it (either directly or through

Though

this was new work for them, they
succeeded in turning out a handsoine
and durable tweed.

*

Bar of the Hollywood-Commodore

.

["^ D.

Maurice.
•

&

convenience.

^

—

"Jolley

of

„

Thus \lhen Gilbert Miller says,
"I'm going to my tailor," he means
exactly what he says, being, perhaps,
the only man in existence who runs
a tailor shop for his own special

day.,;.

,

But he

was so popular that he'd moVe from
one shop to another and always with
an increase in salary. Every time
he made a change I followed him.
Finally, however, I grew too old to
go to one tailor for my waistcoat,
another for my top coat and still
another for my trousers.. So to
make things easier for myself arid

descrip-

for even on opening nights,,
when the audience is in full dress,
Goi'don
diambrids,
ermines
arid
drifts about in plain clothes, quite

tion

'

right,

17.

Dear:

.

Prodyeer's Prerogative

offer.

31

my laundry to the valet at the Knickerbocker on the assumption that 1
following morning. It turned out 1 wouldn't get the
wbuld get it back the
This is Monday. I still haven't got the laundry
laundry back till Monday.
laundry is at the lOiickerbocker/ I am at the Beverly Hills,
back. The
about four miles away...
,so after dinner I returned to my room to wait until eight when I'd get
Miss Brice's home, nearby— nearby according to Hollywood
a cab out to
$1.50 on the taximeter, normally it costs $2.50 to get anyideas, Ofily about
Wberk So I am sitting in my "suite," admiring the paling fence outside,
when there is a knock on the door, "Who is it?" I asked. "The bell capsaid. I admitted the bell captain, a dour shrivelled little
tain," a voice
man. He was followed by a blonde dish with firm hips. She was carrying
bell-captain looked about, in a puzzled fashion. I
a sheaf of cards. The
suspected he was going to. fix me up with the blonde thing. "PardOn me,"
he said, .''do you happen to know wher^ the irate-card is posted?" Looking
supericSr, I conducted him to a dodr in "the dressing room. He promptly
removed the old rate, card and tacked on a new, oiie. Wo language that I
Itriow of, including Attic Greek, can adequately portray my inJxed emotions as. I saw that according to the latest OPA ruling they were' now going
to charge me $18.50 a day for the room. I was about to hit the ceiling, but
hesistated lest they charge me $27.50 for damage to the ceiling, doubtlessly
made of alabaster or porphyry. So I went out and told the room clerk,
whose name, curiously enough, was Porphyry Rubinstein, jjU about it. He
curled his upper Up. "My good man," he said, "you have a patio." "What
patio?" I inquired naively. I learned that the affair of the deck chairs and
paling fence was a patio. I then informed him that I neither wanted nor
needed a patio end aJI I wanted was a little room to hang my teeth in.
I had just gotten back when Herb Stein called and asked me over to the
house for a drink. His wife was sitting in a hostess gown drinking gin,
Straight. We went to Chasen's for a sandwich and a glass of gin, but I am
still drinking scotch, probably my last connecting link with civilization as

n
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mums

is

pleased to announce that his

Technicolor production

has

now been completed with
*

the following

^

distinguished cast:

^^^^^^^^^^^^

^^^^^^^^^^^^

JENNIFER JONES
JOSEPH GOTTEN

LIONEL BARRYMORE

•

HERBERT MARSHALL
LILLIAN GISH

"Duel in the Sun"

is

•

GREGORY PECK

.

•

WALTER HUSTON

CHARLES BICKFORD

currently undergoing the process

of Technicolor printing and will soon be available
for exhibition in theatres

\

N A

throughout the United

J
ri^A^t?mN.^-'}i^^^iom

'.11

States.
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Mencken Esehews Theatre
Continued from page S
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Anniveraaty

expostulate upon the current playwrights of the republic.' But being
cribbed and confined I can only
refer you to Comrade Nathan's
volume on the New York season" of

Therein he tells of buncan they described his Message no one combe piled upon buncombe, of
close guess that it could understand it, so
ttialce a pretty
playgoers third-rate farce - writers disguised
I can still read the assumed that it must be
for
much,
idiotically
as Henry Wallace or
not
profound
is
Harold Ickes, of a vast emission of
feeWSpapess and magazines,, and am indeed.
reports of
thus familiar with the
Having sat through half a dozen of lofty-whim-'ivham about social jusringside. Moretice, international politics, and other
their agents at the
his plays, mainly put on by deconfidence of
over, 1 am in the
liquescent leading women making one such catnips of the unintelligentsia.
George Jean Nathan, the undisputed last desperate grab for immortality, What a steady diet of that sort of
dean of the fraternity, and I can al- I proceeded to examine the texts in garbage does even to dramatic
ways get from him, at a small ex- the privacy of my sacristy. What I critics, a notoriously enlightened and
well-informed class of men, is shown
penditure for food and drink, a de- found in them was simply
a vast
of any
tailed and reliable relation
mass of hollow platitudes—that a whenever a chance dramatist sets a
I
play <Jone on earth during the past woman of any. intelligence, treated real idea or two before them.
cite the case of Eugene O'Neill and
years.
SO
like a doll by her husband, does not
Nor am 1 one to whom the theatre like it; that a man suffering from "The Ice Man Cometh." The effect
of this play upon the brethren was
despite my cur- what was then called a social
is strange ground,
precisely as if an Indian in full warThere was a disease runs some risk of having paint had leaped up in the stalls
rent laying often it.
cuckoo children; that becoming a
time when I worked as a play re- mother, to a woman who hates her and bagun harangumg them in
viewer for the principal newspaper husband, is extremely unpleasant, Choctaw upon the theory of least
squares.
of a rich provincial city, and at- and so on and so on.
These platitended the local playhouses at least tudes, set forth with all the old
four times a week. That was before boy's skill as a theatrical mechanic,
the road went to pot, and the fare and conveyed to the audience by acPolicing
I tasted was the best of its time. tresses made up to look like Duse's
1 can think of ho star of the 1805- maid jind
actors
Wearing putty
: Continued Irom page 3 ;
1912 era whose operations I did not Adam's-apples and long-tailed coats,
nent code, there are certain precepts
observe and report, sometimes with drove the fans of
the time; crazy. of standards of good taste
which are
almost clairvoyant accuracy. 1 was Charm be damned!
Romance be esseiitiai arid to which television
probably the first dramatic critic damned! Humor be damned!
The should subscribe "at the earliest
•in America to note that Joseph Jef- idea in going to the theatre, it
ap- possible mpmtot
surely before
ferson's scenery was in rags, that peared,
was not to pass a pleasantCharles Klein was one of the worst and stimulating evening, becoming many more stations go on-the air;"
and that
dramatists
on earth,
Quotes Kobak
to a civilized man, but to be puzzled
-Bichard Mansfield, despite the most like
In the committee to set up the
a schoolboy wrestling with
beautiful voice of his sex and age,
Wentworth's Geometry and alarmed code Poppele maintained that there
was indistinguishable from a ham.
like a yokel at a crossroads revival. should be repjtesehted every organiIbsen for Esample
zation which witi have a hand in
Came (he 9oad Companies
television prpgramming, including
What happened to the theatre in
•the closing years of my service may
Worse, all the other dramatists of broadcasters, llim proaucers and ad
There the time took to imitating this frost- and talent agencies. He asked that
be described very simjply.
had appeared in Norway, in the late bitten heir of Snorri Sturluson and committee recommendations be suba dramatist in mutton-chop Bore Boreson.
70's,
Arthur W. Pinero, mitted to the association as a whole
whiskers named Hendrlk Ibsen, and abandoning such agreeable buffoon- within the next few months. Poppele
by the middle SO's he was all the eries as "The Magistrate" and such summarized his discussion with a
rage on the Continent. By the late tooilisonie after-dinner sugar-teats quote from Ed Kobak, Mutual
SO's he began to be heard of in Eng- as ."Sweet Lavender," took to writ- Broadcasting System prexy, in a
land, and at the turn of the century ing such highfalutin balderdash as speech made at the October TBA
he penetrated even America. This "The Notorious Mrs. Ebbsmith." Conference, where Kobak said: "We
Ibsen was a very Skillful playwright, Augustus Thomas, suddenly ashamed must not forget our responsibility
but that was not the reason for his of the innocent melodrama of as licensees or we may wind up not
vogue.
The thing that fetched the "Arizona," went Ibsen with a dish running this television business.
boobs was. the whisper that his plays of tripe called "The Witching Hour," Television is going to have a great
were full of deep and esoteric mean- and took to parading Broadway deal more to do than the movies or
ingsH;hat they not only provided a wearing the green gloves, tin sword radio in bringing understanding
thow for the evening but also taught and gold fez of the Ameriqan Acad- among people . * and with that resomething.
But what was it that emy of Arts and Letters. And all sponsibility we have to be very
they taught?
On this point there the rest went dovcn the same chute, careful IMt "We don't misuse it."
was much difference of opinion. Old including especially Shaw. Shaw, at
In the earlier part of his report,
William Winter insisted that it was the start, promised to become the Poppele summarized
the gains made
subversive and wicked stuff
for most adept British dramatist since
by the industry during the past year,
example, that women married to fat- Sheridan, but by , the middle 90's
using as an indication the number
heads should leave their" husbaiids. he was already converting his stage
of licenses granted by the FCC durThe younger critics saw his teach- into a soapbox, and evier since that
ing 1946. He said that, as a result,
ing as Something far more subtle unhappy time he has been battering
and at the same time far more in- his customers with "ideas" so banal, the total number of stations in
operation by 1949 should be at least
spiring.
Their reporfb oh him in- so dull and withal so false that you
dicated that he was a sort of cross will have to go back into history 78. He added that the most unfortunate factor in the firogress of the
between Immanuel
find their match.
brized

enchantments.

But

I

-

'

,

'

'
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grossed into the
$4,000,000 mark, last season figures
showing $1,820,000 for the New York
the

of

theatres,

run (1933-41) and $2,482,080 for

its

various tours, to total $4,302,080. A
touring company just laid off because of the death of its perennial

John Barton.;
The miracles of the

lead,

.

forties,

"Okla-

homa!" and "Life With Father,"
between them have grossed another
20 nnllions to date, "Oklahoma!"
far,
and
thus
with
$12,115,869

•

'

Wows

'FaUier,"Okla.r B.0

'

1945-46.

"Father" with another $9,908,000.
That's a lot of dough, even up in
Heaven. The figures dwarf, even as
the atom bomb the popgun, the
grosses Of the pldtimers.
Neither "Oklahoma!" nor "Father"
has established a longrun record for
this century—although if one can
wait until next June 14, "Father"
will oblige. On Jan. 1 "Father"
racked up a New York run of 2,995
performances.
has
"Oklahoma!"

up

challced

1,617.

Together with

its

musical

sister

and on two occasions walked 10
miles in rain and mud to give performances.
No slouch either, "Carousel" has

won itself an award by the New
York Drama Critics Circle, and has
run up a total of 716 performances
at the Majestic, N. "y. since bowing
April

in

1945,

18,

while grossing

$4,478,212.

As for the vigorous "Life With
Father," the N. Y. version opened
at the Empire Nov. 8, 1939 and.
played there five years and lO
months before switching to its present habitat, the Bijou. In addition
to its 2,995 performances, it's been
seen by 2,730,000 people and has
grossed $4,860,000. The various road
companies have done 2,898 performances before 3,640,000 people for
another $5,048,000 receipts, to make
the c 0
b i n e d take $9,908,000,
Figures don't include special beneflt
perfprmariCeS or the 'Notorized"
version of the play that's been but
since last September.
Talent Incubator
|
"Father" has been quite an incubator for legit and films. The various companies used a total of 207
players during th,e past seven years.
Of whom 83 were boys for the four
kid roles, plus understudies, Two
boys who began with "Father"
opened importantly recently on
Broadway, Richard Tyler in "Christopher Blake" and Richard Simon
in "Years Ago," Beatrice Pearson,
ex-maid in a second touring company is now the lead in "Voice of
the Turtle;" Teresa Wright, the first
N: Y, Mary, aijd Cathy p'Donnell,
a road company Mary, are important
adjuncts in the current Sam GoldWyn film, "Best Years of Our" Lives."
Andrea King, first road Mary, is
with Warner Bros. Ted Donaldson
and Raymond Roe, featured film
players, graduated from "Father."
Among ex-fathers, Carl Benton Reid

m

I

"Carousel," "Oklahoma!" has brought
into Theatre Guild coffers the astonishing total of $16,594,081—and

no where in sight.
The two present-flay earners—
"Oklahoma!" and "Father"— merit a

the.

end

is

closer view. Firmly established as
country's longest running and
most successful musical, "Oklahoma!" slipped unostentatiously into
the St. James theatre, Non
March 31, 1943, via New Haven and
Boston, and has been there ever

the

A

visit to the show has become as much the "must" of the
as a gander of the Statue
of Liberty, the Empire State Bldg.
or Radio City Music Hall. 'The show
has racked up a boxoffice total of

since.

tourist

$6,273,114.

Meantime, a road (or national)
company of "Oklahoma!" has been
roaming the hinterland, playing to
'

SRO houses, and grossing thus far
an additional $5,842,755 to make the
combined "Oldahoma!" take reach
$12,115,869. The road company broke
the all-time ,record for any touring
show with a gross of $119,000 at
Oklahoma City's Municipal Auditorium for a week's engagement recent^ befpre 46,144 people.
Not content *tth this sort of diswon the
tinction,
"Oklahoma!"
prize
Pulitzer
committee special
award in 1944, and covered itself
with glory when an overseas USO-

,

is
in "Icenian Cometh," Arthur
Margetspri in "Park Avenue," Pertgr
Waram in Another Part of the
Forest" and Louis Galhern in the
touring "Magnificent Yankee." And
Harry Bannister is set for "William
Loves Mary" and Wallis Clark for

"Little A."

Negro Film Studio
The

flve-slbry former Brooklyn
of the Elks has been taken
over by Federal Studios, subsidiary
played to of Herald Pictures, producers of
combat troops and hospitals in the Negro films, for conversion into a
South Pacific while the Japanese film studio. Plans call ifor three
fracas waS at its toughest. Company fully-e<iug)ped studios plus use of thfe
Kant the phi- 500 years to
infant industry was the constant flew 50,000 miles in eight transport top &oop for television productions.
losopher.
Nitsky the German inIf there were space enough I'd
Building is expected to be comfidel, and the mysterious John who like to describe in some detail the labor-management unrest, whieh cut planes, traveled an additional 20,000
wrote the Book of Revelation. As effect of this lust to expound and equipment manufacture consider- miles in trucks, jeejE>s atid carry-alls. pleted around June 30.

Camp Shows company

home
.

ably.

However, said Poppele, the future
success of video is up to the men
operate the stations.
"There is one absolute certainty," he
stated, "television programming will
make or break this great new industry."

who own and

PennisMORGAH
Jack CARSON
W SOMERSET

Europe Tourism
Continued from p»ge 3

MAUGHAM

Jonit Paige * Marches Viefeers
In Warner Bros, Hit

S

The Razors E(li(&

fh« ©iri"

.

other nation in the world is making
for U. S. dollar exchange are bound
to be turning up this year on the
greatest Scale since 1938, according
to seasoned shipping execs.
Europe is preparing for 300,000
visitors from the U. S. in 1947, declares Ralph T. Heed, prez of the
American Express Co., while
Britain's Labor Government admits
that it hopes to bring $500,000,000
worth of tourist trade to that country alone during the IS months. It
operated Strenuously at the recent
International Tourist Conference to
encourage traffic by rgducing the
red tape involved in aerpss-theborder travel,
Atlantic transits,

predicted,
will be the favorite, although there
is also certain to be heavy travel
to Bermuda, Hawaii, iLatiu America
and anywhere else an Alheilcan who
has been forced to remain close to
home for six war years can ""hope
find
something different and
to
exciting. ,For the transatlantic trade.
Reed states, there will be 200,000
berths aboard ships including the
it

In Technicolor
In Person

20th Century-Fox

Vaughn MONRQf
AjNB HIS OR0)BCBgKK&
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"@r@ti» as

drama,

-

A

lively and loVsly

at comtdy"-5iiM

Elizabeth

J 1 V/l V,

iiLt

451!. ST.

is

and

Slight easing of the situation since
the flock of recent Crashes.

^-^

^

With

Achievemsnt

,

OSCAK LEVANT

S. CARiSOI. NASH
Directed by Jtean Nesule^co
^rodncea by S^ns Weld
Sr@adwciy at
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BockefelJer Cebter
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"TILL
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officials.

Nevertheless, airlines have been booked from
three to six weeks ahead, with a
it is said.

New Warnsr

RAwo

Mary—and

according to shipping

STRAND

40HN
• GARFIELD

'HUMORESQUr
51»f Stratt

HBiUD OVXiB

Most of them on their vacations during the summer months will prefer
ships to planes,

CRAWFORD

PAL AC EH —

100,000 seats on planes.
U. S. will continue: to furnish
about 75% of all transatlantic travelers,
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Grub Street

NO iISS iOTEL
Profit^Hstes, Says Vet Operator -By BARNEY OLDFIEUD-i
manager will be a man of culture,
with some knowledge of letters, mu-

By JOSEPH R. SPRINGER
CGenerol Manager, Century

sic

Theatres)

and

art;

he will wear slacks and

returning a a sport jacket and will smoke a
We plan to' change the name
atisfactory gross don't set a match pipe.
and game
you leel like Hobinson of the theatre, add a music
to it.
large foyer will become
Crusoe every time you waUc into room; one
gallery in which we'll show
art
your theatre on a Saturday night, an
contemporary
in
finest
the
sell
and
don't not yet, anyway— offer it to
also going tp try some
grain and feed man for art. We're
It

your theatre

—

K

Isn't

—

your local
a warehouse.

new
knows, maybe
special

And
services.
it wiU wbrlc.

who

We

be-

the

is

word for

was here and saw
tieup was turned down.
I

Maybe

doesn't

that

it;

sound

in
it is a matter of record
convention city that almost no

much, but
this

organization, or industry, or group
of more than three of anything

It is my feeling, from experiences
Century theatres during the lieve it will.
bound together for any purpose
In general terms, as far as in25-odd years, that almost any
the Brown
creasing theatre grosses is concerned, other than a meal in
theatre can be. made to return a
these things should be said. We Derby, has been passed over as the
proiat. i hasten to say, however, that
business.
store
grocery
aren't
in
the
years went by witliput being urged
there is no single bit of showmanimporbusiness.
As
show
We're
in
ship alchemy that can transmute the
some p,a. to pick his client for
tant as good sound and projection by
baser metal of a theatre in a total
something.
is the showman-wilderness to the gold of one Of any and clean toilets,
I found myself in this historyship aura that surrounds a theatre
ef the powerhouses.
making affair through the recent
alive
personality.
giveS;
it
and
an
an
audiBut if your theatre has
During this conflict, I
fully -lamped great war.
ence potentiBl it is quite possible Bright lobbies, stunts,
we travelled
marquees; these are bones and sinew picked up a friend and
that, witJi investigation and the juabout quite a bit togethef iij a jeep
of a successful operation.
clicious expenditure of some rtjoney,
seeing Europe.
special
morning
kiddie
shows
Try,
a
turlcey
into
a
transform
you can
I did not heair from this friend
when
program
has
your
Saturday
dinners.
turlcey
lot of
few days ago, when he inSome of Century's 37 theatres only an adult draw. Use periodic, until a
forms me that his father has been
have been what one might call re- low-cost stage attractions. Add sluif
elected to the office of president of
luctant dragons. The customers were shows-, tiiese' are all possible hypothe United Motor Court Operators
*^relm:tant" to enter tbem, and the dermics for your boxoflice ills.
Better Btatts? That's another story. of these United, States.
these incipient garages was
nut
national president of anything
certainly "draggin"' the gross reis not to be sneezed at lightly in
ceipts for our circuit down.

admission prices, draw, competition,

run, ihodejs of transpOrtatiop, staff,
toilets, sound and proieclion, and
the general comfort and personality
«t the theatre: We knew everythihg
there was 16 know about any gfven
theatre.
Then we made our diagnosis, trying in general terms to .define what

Mexico

City.

Low

for

By JOHN WILSTACH
avoiding the hells bells before entering belles lettres. Sinclair
Lewis is going as strong as ever.
Grub street never lowered his vitality while he wrote for this and
thus

Major' A,rthur J, Burks, of the
Marines, must have grinned if he
read the obits of E, Phillips Oppen-

like

Who Make Up

Rates With Great Oiitputs

1946,

happen—

last

W

the Trials of Writers

Hollywood,

Momentus

publicity-wise.

with

So we did some investigating. We Pres. Aleman klior Stand
would study a bad house—thoroughly. The type of audience, grosses,
Pleased Mex. Producers

Or

heim

in

which that writer's

prolific

printed words as >had

Oppenheim

don.

a

lads

who

exquisitely;

it

in

time. Today there are
author novels fOr "bouse
characters" and 100,000 words a

half

LonJames Branch Cabell once put

that and peddled pl.ots to Jack

writing was wondered af, for in
five years Burks, while freelancing,
had turned out quite as many
life

"Unfortunately, most books are
less a question of art than of bread
fiction
butter, "the average
writer, at all events, cannot afford
to look down upon the public only,
as the acrobat looks down upon the
tight rope, to ascertain where it
leads-^and to make sure that it

and

is easy to them. That would
mean, if between covers, 16 big
supports him."
books a year.
Coming back to Grub street, and
That's Grub street for yoUi Gh,
years gone by, aihong word champs
yes, it still exists. In Dr. Samuel
were WiUiam Wallace CoOk—afid
Johnson's time there was a street you'd be surprised, maybe—Upton
with th« actual name in London. It Sinclair. In his youth Sinclair wrote
was renamed Milton street after millions of 10c. novels for Street
Then he entered belles
respectable folks moved in, hut make & Smith.
lettres with a book called "The
no mistake, Milton the poet Wasn't Journal of Peter Sterling." It was
in mind, but a prosperous British supposed to be the diary of a poet
merchant In his famous dictionary who drowned himself in the Hudson
Johnson Refined Grub street as the river. Sinclair made the announceA
place from whence come any mean ment, described Sterling to the
and then produced his
Hollywood, and lo, my wartime literary production. That was a bit newspapers,
The hoax went
friend tells me, he is waiipg to raw, from the Old bird, for he Jived supposed journal.
tot a while, and romantic
elect some gal With k fair frame: on Grub street tor. many a long over
ladies mourned the American Shelly.
oh which to hang as few clothes as year.
Nowadays Grub street is where Then the exposure, but Sterling
possible Who will be featured by
Jungle." And
having her photo hung in .state in writers make up for low rates by had gone on to "The
Hall, with a
great outputs. When certain blots thence to Helicon
every tourist court in the land.
Bed Lewi*
Being loyal to this friend, to turned literary they said it was socialistic group, and
the furnaee.
whom I am bound because we were better to starve than be meretic- supposedly stockiiig finally
burned
known Anyway, the place
because he

month

Sudden withdrawal without' explanation of the strike announced
against 27 film houses in Monterey,,
eastern Texas border industrial center, by the National Cinematographic in the waf together and
ulous. Well, there are well
Industry Workers Union (STIC), to knows enough of my secrets to get names that did literary streetwalk.enforce pay-hikes, is seen in pix cir- me in all kinds of trouble, I offered ing. Way bade, Edgar Allan Poe
was wrong with the patient. Once cles as a demonstration of vigorous this opportuui^ to every publicity hacked for The Southern Literary
Messenger at a few doUars a page.
we bad that set up in oVjr minds it action of Pres. Miguel Aleman, as agency I knew ih Hollywood,
My friend and my friend's father Lafcadio Hearn got a hundred bucks
was only a question Of doctoring shown in the oil labor trouble case.
Rightist
stand
demonstrated by waited in Hollywood for a week, for an English version of an Anatole
andi prescribing the proper Rx.
Pres. Aleman is pleasing employers, and finally went back to attend to France novel. Stephen Crane, before
K'neflsli Crnliber
sparing them possible grief from their sprawling business empire,
"The Red Badge of Courage," was
Before I go into a few case hisSTIC in 1947.
I am embarrassed, of course, but always in debt while writing newstDries, I'd like to disCUss the hiatter
Tile 10 American distributors ex- I had absolutely no cooperation.
paper botboilers.
in general terms. Without trying to
pect little if any labor trouble when
This,
1946, was the year HollyAt times a lad can avoid the
sound smug, or press-agenty, over
their two-year work contracts ex- wood said
street. Joseph Hergesheimer had a
to a tieup.
where I am we talk constantly about
pire in August. {>acts Were made in
Motel
this gilded chaise lounge for fourteen
no
Miss
There
will
he
giving a house the "Century op1945 to end a strike.
while no one took his stuff.
year.
years
those
the
eration." To
of you put of
melropolltan H. Y. area that may
tound, despite my slightly apologetie preface, blurby. But the "Century operation" is Itnown to a great
many .people very favorably and it's
kind of a proud thing with us. We'll
Continued from puge ST
match the operation of our theatres.
House to house, with any compa- description of a Salome dance that Maude Allan
dead for over six years, but Willie engineered a
rable thea^e in the countoy.
"farewell" appearance for Carmencita.
was doing in IjOndon at the Palace Music Hall. "We
Reduced to its essentials, the Cen- must have a Salome," said Willie. Seeing Gertrude
Next door at the Belasco "The Rose Of the Rancho"
tury operation means clean, safe, HofiinaH seated in a Box with her husband and musical
was playing, and in that show there was a former
comfortable houses; it also means director. Max, he convinced her that she would be
chorus girl who interpolated a Spanish Dance in
technical excellence in the exhibi- the one to do it, as she already had a big name in
the drama'. She became Hammerstein's Carmencita.
tion of sound motion pictures.
vaudeville. This would make her still bigger. It didn't
He signed her to a contract, sent her to Europe and
We believe that in that economic- take very long for Hammerstein to convince anybody, agents there cabled back about her success. She came
ally-worded paragraph lies the an- and in a few days she sailed for Europe with her
back to America, grabbed lots of newspaper space
swer to a great number of theatre husband under the name of Mr. and Mrs. Aclams.
and was interviewed by some of the biggest reporters,
failures that exist. If every theatre She had a letter of introduction to Alfred Butt (now
and her appearance at Hammerstein's was a riot!
adhered to that credo, many that Sir), manager of the London Palace. She told him
Billed as "Re-Appearance of the famous dancer,
now are financially moribund would she wished to rehearse her act, and after Butt made Carmencita, after an absence of 10 years," all the
come surprisingly alive. That's not her sign a contract for a week, she got the privilege
old timers and tired wolves came tO see her once
hearsay; it's from straight experi- of the stage for rehearsals ..mornings. It didn't take
more. Nobody discovered that she had been an
ence.
her long to see what Maud Allan was doing and she
obscure dancer next door to Hammerstein's only a few
But there are some theatres which returned to America without fulfilling the week for
months before.
we took over for which the general Sir Alfred. (He made her play that week years later).
One time Willie missed up. He sent Gest to sign
Century operation was no cure. In, When Gertrude Hoffman put the act in rehearsal
Dowie, the Apostle of a new religion at Zion City
other words, when you've got more here, Oscar the elder heard about it and objected.
and was getting terrific publicity. Gest got a wire
than a headache an aspirin won't "I have just engaged Mary Garden to Sing 'Salome'
when he was half way there, saying "Come back.
give relief. You've got to do some- at my Opera House, we cannot have two of them."
Father has engaged Melba and is afraid she will quit
thing more. All right Some case This tied the act up for a while, but soon he gave
if the house books Dowie." Gest wired back "Peace
histories.
his okay and "A Vision Of Salome" was put on and
Be With You" which was Dowie and his disciples'
A. simple one.
theatre in tbe became a terrific sensation, if ran for 22 weeks, which
password The same as Father Divine's. "jPeace,
heart of BrooMyn, subsequent run. was the longeist run for any attraction at Hammerstein's
Brother, Peace!" today. By the way, Melba was a
Considerable competition but enough up to that time.
fortune-getter for Hammerstein's.
audience potential so that the comWillie could make an attraction out of almost anyAl Jolson first played Hammerstein's as a single
petition wasn't the depressor. After body. With his genius for getting publicity and knowin New York. He was one of the biggest hits that
the customary investigation ruled ing what people wanted he could make a moneyever played the house. The aristocrats and the blue
other things out, we ripped out the maker out of an obscure person. There was a girl
bloods of vaudeville appeared at Hammerstein's.
seats and put in fewer but much by the name of Flossie Crane, who worked in Smith's

;
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Hammerstein's Showmanship
;
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more comfortable

ones.

We

told

prospective patrons how "every seat
was a comfort treat" and presto!
it worked. And business has held up.
We took over a tneaire that had a
hoodlum audience. That was its
main problem, as far as we could
see. By chance the house had an
auxiliary entrance.
closed the
one entrance. Started using the aux-

We

iliary,

jumped

prices

slightly,

,

and

the trick was done. The hoodlums
stayed away, the nicer people came
and we're in fine shape.
Right now we're instituting a
radical policy change as well as a
physical change in a theatre whose
lEtosses leave something to be ilefiired. The house is big, barn-like,
and has a late run. We're planning
te

make

it

an "arty" theatre, hoping

te- attract students of the motion pic'
ture and intellectuals from all over,
rather than from the area surrounding the theatre. We'll run class revivals, foreign films, and occasional
•lecumentaries. W^'U "warm," up the,
bouse by changing its name, the

known popular spots in Coney
Island. She was a raw looking, gawky gal, strictly
country-style. When she. sang, she seemed to have two
voices for she would change from baritone to soprano.
The crowd would laugh. Willie sent for her. It took a

Cafe, one of the best

long time for him to convince her that she wasn't
being kidded when he offered her a job at his
theatre. She reliearsed an act and Willie billed her
like a clreus-^''New Discovery, Flossie Crane, The
Girl FrOin Coiiey Island." "You know people like that,"
said Willie, "people like to discover talent, especially
a poor girl from a saloon; Cinderella stuff always
gets them." Flossie was still afraid it was a gag, that
they were going to throw things at her or that the
stagehands would let the scenery fall on her, or
poison her, or a hundred and one things to make
her the victim of a ghastly Joke. She went on and
did fairly well, and was a good drawing card while
she lasted. She never got any other engagements,
never went back to Smith'^, just passed out of the
theatrical pieturiB. Many like her came and went
and never were heard of again after Hammerstein's.
The biggest fake attraction at the Corner was Carmencita the dancer. Away back in 1894 when Koster
Bial's Music Hall was the center of gay life In New
York yiere bad been a famous dancer named Carmencita. She was the Idol of the wolves and a sensation In her day.. The original Camcneita had keen
.

&
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KingHsb Grubber

Then there was the king of the
old fiction factories, Gilbert Patten,
better known as Burt L. Standish.
He wrote for years about Frank
Merriwell, and then Dick, taking
each first through prep school and
then four years at Yale. Before he
died he confessed ruefully that he
was dated; he couldn't write stories
successfully without using the old
stuflE that would seem silly to the
unromantic lads of today.
In the old days of Grub street,
in the U. S. A., there was a clearly
defined line between the wood pulp
and the slick field, but that has
been done away with for some years.
In World War II, Frederick FauSt

was
as

killed

duifing

his

first

week

on

war correspondent

a

the

a
Italian front, the same week
serial of his started, using his real
name, in the Satevepost. For 25
years, as Max Brand, Faust wrote
millions of words, mostly westerns,
and millions under nom de plumes.
Readers still write letters to Zane
Grey, whose books are still coming

out— and more due—many not knowing he's dead. The publishers of Max
Brand have a backlog of at least
50 westetn novels, and they'll be
two a year, for 25 years.
The really top ex-Grub streeter

issued,

is Erie Stanley Gardner, once the
where he wrote
immensely. Though now in the big
money, with two crime series for
novels, Gardner has so much extra
energy that he still writes for pulps,
now and again, not minding the

favorite of the pulps,

rates.

Hammett the Grnb-Streete r
The one who proved that your
Grub street career needn't be
held against you is Dashiell
Hammett. An exception, he started
|

I

past

as a story master. His masterpiece,
You didn't need a contract with Willie, who just said, some say, "The Maltese Falcon,'' was
"Okay, yOu play here week of sb-ahd so." And it published in a wood pulp. The
better than i Coriiraet. When the Palace theatre Black Mask, edited by Joseph T.
openecj on 47th street and Broadway, Hammerstein ShaW.:,-',sued because he held the Keith franchise for vaudeToday fjrub street, with the reville for this particular district. E. F. Albee, head turn of so many veterans bursting
of the Keith Circuit settled with Willie Hammerstein with Great American novels, or
for $200,000. Latter said it was $200,000 more than he reasonable
facsimiles,
thickly
is

was

expected.
Willie was neutral. One week he would book an
act that, drew a lot of women that acted like men, and
the next week he'd book an act that drew in a lot
of men that acted like women. Anything for a laugh
especially if it could jam 'em in.
Between packing the house and joking, Willie found
recreation in playing horses, shooting craps, playing
poker and pinochle, with his own particular friends.
He did this to relieve the terrific strain of handling
the Victoria. He never spurned a "freak attraction"
that had been advertised. Fighters, runners, infamous
women, armless and legless freaks, bearded men^

they all meant to him one thing! Box Office! Actors
loved to play the Corner. It was the Palace of it's
day, plus more fun. Hammerstein's was billed as The
Stepping Stone to Broadway.
It was the fantastic Willie Hammerstein that helped
many an actor step on that magic-stone to Broadway
fame and fortune. Broadway misser him.

populated.

Many young

fellows will

—

be the country's future greats^ or
go to Hallywood. Others will just
make a living, and stay where they
are;

it is

all in

the cards.

Yeah, Grub street is still an
imaginary place but real enough

—

where some begin, and

leave,

and

some Jinger on-^never getting out
of hells bells to feach belles lettres.
Youth

is

there,

and

prorhisei

and

those whose promise never comes
true. And the gals are around, now,
crowding old Grub streeters in their
own neighborhood. Sometimes dispossessing 'em, other times marrying
into the ranks.
The more Grub street changes the
more it's just the same.
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VARIETY
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WYNN

>^EADS VARIETY

A rEw YEARS WE [DMOND KEENAN

WYNN

AND

TRACY KEENAN WYNN
WILL READ VARIETY

MUSIC HALL
Showplace of the Nation

institution

and

Rocl^e^Uer Center, N. Y.

known throughout

stage

shows notable

the world for

for their

gpod

its

taste,

presentation^of outstanding motion pictures

beauty and perfecition pf execution.

THROUGH

lOnnii THEATRES
!rles

P Skouras, President
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Elmer C. Rhoden, President
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Ricketson, President
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President
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From Th© Offices Of

GEORGE JESSEL
PRODUCIMG FOR TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX

NBXT RELEASE

1 WONDER WHO'S KISSING HER NOW"
Technicolor Musical With

JUNE HAVER

MARK STEVENS

-

IN PREPARATION

"NIGHTMARE ALLEY"
ALL STAR CAST

"THE BALLAD OF FURNACE CREEK"
0

"DANCING

IN

THE DARK"

Season's Greetings

Comerford - Publix Theatres Corp.

EDWARD
EVERETT

1947
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,

BUD

LOU

BBOTT
NOW IN

'N.

UOSTELLO

PRODUCTION

"BOCK PRIVATES COME HOME
A

Universal-International Picture

FUTURE PRODUCTION

"MEXICAN HAYRIDE"
From Broadway

A

iViusical— With Cole Porter

Universaynternoticmol Picture
In Technicolor

ON
For

TH£ AIR

OAiELS -

Thursday Evenings

Exclusive Managetnenf

EDWARD SHERMAN AGENCY
Beverly

Hills, Calif.

Music

Fonyfiru

80

P^^

.Annher«>^

_Wed«e«>!ay, January

i

'^EAVE HER TO HEA¥EN^^
PREPARING

^^^^^

OF' JERICHO'V:'

Seasons Greetings

LEO ROBIN
SEASON'S GREETINGS

AL BLOOMINGDALE
COLUMBIA STUDIOS

g,

19

H

81

Greetings

AMPNW

From

ami JOSE

BALDWIN PIANOS
VICTOR RECORDS
KdETRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

1

82

Gmetings

SOL M. WURTZEL
1417 N.

PRODUCTIONS, INC.
WESTERN AVENUE, HOLLYWOOD. CAUF.
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SHOW

^^
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A

IN
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BUSINESS

RENDEZVOUS 24"
U

DEADUNE FOR MURDER"

STRANGE JOURNEY"

Theatre Corporation
231 S*. LaSalle

CUeiigw, HI.

St.

S. J. Ciregory, Oeaeral

Mmun^er

"DANGEROUS MILLIONS"

-K

*

COMPLETED

Holiday

Greetings

BACKLASH"
1

JEWELS OF BRANDENBURG"

DOC MERMAN
Production Monogor

PREPARING

SIX

MORE TOP AnRACTIONS
for

DISTRIBUTION BY 20TH CENTURY-FOX

Pine-Thomas Productions
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PAT CASEY

NASSOUR STUDIOS,

Inc

/
EDWARD NASSOUR
PRODUCTIONS
sJ

$746

Sunset Bkd.

Holly wood! 7381

Hollywood 28, Californiq
Giadstone 8330

Season's Greetings

BOB HOPE

Season's Greetings

JONES. LINICK
CHICAGO,

& SCHAEFER
ILLINOIS

GREETINGS

ASTOR and VICTORIA THEATRES
HEW YORK
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US

Anniversary

The World's Greatest Western Attraction!

ROY ROGERS
#/

KING OF THE COWBOYS"
—RADIO—

-SCREENti

REPUBLIC PICTURES

-RICORDIMGS-

SATURDAY NITE ROUNDUP"

WICTOR RECORDS

OVER NBC COAST-TO-COAST & CANADA
FOR MILES LABORATORIES

ROY ROGERS' WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP RODEOS
UNDER DIRECTION OF ROHR COMPANY
PHILO

ART RUSH,

Inc.,

Exclusive

J.

•

BEVERLY

HILLS, CALIF.

HARVEY, General Manager

Management

•

Radio

Cit/,

Hollywood,

Calif.

r

GEORGE

INGRID BERGMAN

SELENA RO YLE
SEASON'S GREETINGS
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DONALD O'CONNOR
UNDER CONTRACT— PICTURES

^

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

Exclusive

G.

Managsmsnf

COLTON CRONIN

UNDER CONTRACT— RADIO
BORDEN SHOW
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Our Friends In
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.

WHITE WAY tLtCTRiC SIGN
AND

MAINTEMANCE COMPANY
;',V;::^:;^

--^-

^^^^^^^^^^^
:

315 .WEST

WAUON

STREET

.

;;:S/v:;v;v:0

CHICAGO, lU.
MICHSGAN 6580

THOMAS

Sdowlng

FLANNERY

Run Pictures Exclusively

First

Under

Its

New

Policy

AT CHICAGO'S BUSIEST CORNER
STATE

F.

AND VAN BUREN

IN THE MIDST OF ITS

^

STREETS

PARAMOUNT

MOST

IMPORTANT AND lARGEST STORES

-

Screening and Exploiting Leading Product

NEW YORK

of the Major Motion Picture Producers

NEW RIALTO THEATRE
STATE

AND VAN BUREN
CHICAGO. ILL

STS.

Greater 2-for-l Sfiews

^

FRANCES MARION WRITER & SUPERVISOR
.

WRITERS
,

[

JULES EPSTEIN

PHILIP EPSTEIN

ARTHUR KOBER

RANDY MadDOUGAU.

PRODUCER

GEORGE AMY

J«

In Preparation

Production

n-HB UNSUSPECTED"

"SERENADE"

•

"VICTORIA GRANDOLCr*

{To be released through Warner Bros.}
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Release
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HIGH CONQUEST
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In Production
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LEO Mc CAREY

Best Wishes for
The Holiday Season

JOHN GARFIELD

UOYi BACON

I

"I

WONDER WHO'S

KISSING HER

NOW

20lh Century-Fox

.

in Preparation.

"GLfTTERING HILL^

^

"BARNSTO^^^

We

salute

J^^Y

for

41 years of outstanding service
to the entertainment

Aani>s

world

LYONS inc.

ARTISTS'^MANASERS

LONDON

BEVERLY HILLS

W.

F.

BRASCH & COMPANY
135

SOUTH LA SALLE STREET

CHICAGO

3

NATIONWIDE REALTY
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GOUIDM

EDMUND

V

SAM SPIEGEL
,

CUmENTLY
COMPLETED

universal
INTERNATIOftlAL

PICTURES

IN PREPARATION

DELUSION

SONG OF NORWAY
AFTERMATH

THE STRANGER

JAMES

>:a.

BURKETT

S.

PRODUCER OF
66:

'BELLS

OF SAN FERNANDO''
A
SCREEN GUILD PRODUCTION
RELEASE

8,

1947
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ALLIED ARTISTS PRODUCTiONS. INC.

ROY DEL RUTH
PRODUCTIONS

"IT

HAPPENED ON FIFTH AVENUE"
Starring

•VICTOR
CHARLIE RUGGLES
*

•

MOORE,:;

GALE STORM

«

*

Produetr-E^iritetor

Associai* Producer

Musical {>ir«ef«r

ROY DEL RUTH

JOE KAUFMAN

EDOIg

Ccii»er@isiaia

Sesias

Art Dirscter

HENRY SHARPE

HARRY REVEL

LEWIS CRE3ER

WARD

roil ALLIED AiTISTS RELEASE

KING BROTHERS
MAURICE

FRANKLIN
PRODUCERS OF

'^SUSPENSE"
In Preparation

''THE

GANGSTEr^
MacKinlay Kantor's

''GUN CRA1Y#^^
FOR AUIED ARTISTS RELEASE

S, 19t7

Wca»e8iil«y, January 8»
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Forty-first

P^mETT

Anniversary

ALLIED ARTISTS PRODUCTIONS, INC.

BENJAMIN

NAT W.

GLAZER

FINSTON

•
SYMPHONY

FILMS

In Production

TRAGIC SYMPHONY"
"

Based on the

'

-a;

,

Life of

;

^

TSCHAIKOWSKY
FOR ALLIED ARTISTS RELEASE

f

SEASON'S CREETiNCS

Paramount Th^at^^^^
Se r V c e Co rp or a tip n
i

PARAMOUNT BUILDING
NEW YORK

Wedneedajr, Jwnnary

81,

1947

G WENN

EDMUND

CURRENT RELEASES

''UNDERCURRENT
M.G.M.

"OF

HUMAN BONDAGE"
W.B.

AWAUtNG

RELEASE

FOX

"LIFE

WITH FATHER"
W.B.

MAINE
AN N E^^^^
HAMPSHIRE
D

:'

:^^::,,'^^^^

DOLPHIN STREET"
M.G.M.

CURRENT ASSIGNMENT

"THE BIG HEART"
FOX
«

,

,

JNOEi C01iTMA€f fO METRO -gOLDWYN-MAYEB

THEATRES CO.
BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS
horn CANADA!
I:

John

J.

Ford

FIMOUS PLAfEiS
C^NADI/VN CORPORATION
operating

THE FINEST THEATRES

IN

CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND

Weiiitesdayt Jannaty

ft,

There

1947

is

Forly-firBt

only one

.

.

t^fHETY

Anniversary

•

T

I.

icolor

TECHNICOLOR MOTION PICTURE CORPORATION
HERBERT

T.

KAIMUS,

Prasideni

and General Manager

JamsMy

W««SBi4'8«lay,

Amueer$4ry

8,

1947
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nteh Preview
HoUywopd.
Republic will send capsulized versions of 1947 product overseas to

England for early display to exhibs
of what will arrive later in finished
prints.
Thousand-foot versions of

oliday greetings

features would help hypo exploitation angles and keep distribs posted
on studio activities far in advance of films.

Chief complaint of Britons in past
has been lag- of time between films

70 THE MANY PERFORMERS WHO HAVE CONTRIBUTED SO
MUCH TOWARD MAKING THIS A "GREAT"

announced and

prints' arrival.

Herbert J, Vatea; and Sir Arthur
Jarratt of Britlsh-Liion, Republic's
British distrib^ worked out plan sev>
eral months ago.

ENTERTAINMENT YEAR!

!

First films to go over on "dehybasis win be "Hit Parade

drated"

"Gallant Man"

1949,"

ef

and

"Wyoming."

Congratulations to

Sam

m

KELLY SEEKING STUDIO

SPACE TO

and

SteiffeS

ABROAD

Current shortage of studio faciliin the U. S. and England is
pointed up by the trip of Arthur W,
Kelly, president of General Motion
Picture Corp., who left for Europe
on the Queen Elizabeth Friday <3).
Kelly is heading for the continent to
make an investigation of studios

ties

MipiY RO0N|Y

available in France and Italy,-

where

he and partner Edward Small plan
to- produce five .films, if lot space
permits.

Kelly admitted that British and

American studios are too crowded
to accommodate GMP productions.
While they don't plan to build new

FOR HIS RECORD-BREAKING
PERFORMANCE

studios overseas, Kelly said the corporation would probably enlarge

Films will all
find.
be English versions with casts imported from the U. S. and England*
Native technicians will be used except in key spots^ such as sound
technicians and engineers. Kelly

any they could

said

French and

Italian

cameramen

are very good.
topper wouldn't divulge the
titles of any of the five films which
are already in working script form,
saying that three of them are in the

GMP

ORIENTAL

ESSANBS

public domain. None of thom will
release through United Artists, with
which Small has a release deal.

THEATRE

Tilms Can Break Russia's

CHICAGO

Iron Curtain

—GoWwyn
'

acceptance by at
picture topper ot
foreign films' place in the American market, Samuel Goldwyn. in
Wednesday (1) on the Queen Elizabeth, advocated internationalization
of the Academy Awards. Producer
said, "'The day has gone by when,
awards can be llmi1«d to hitiofialities. Motion- Picture Academy should
be broadened to Include films from
all over the world."
"Best Years" producer averred
that "if anything can break down
Russia's iron curtain, it'll be lllms,
because the Russians are great mo-

Marking

GREETINGS

FROM THE

WorM^s largest

S.

He added that
with problems
encountered in
being
every country which took part in
the war, and had been so hailed
in England where it was privately
tion picture fans."
"Best Years" deals

RUSSELL MARKERT

Most BeaHtlfui

anil

the

one U.

least

currently

screened*.

In an ofE-the-record meeting wilh
English film critics at the Savoy in
London, Goldwyn explained some
of the differences in British and

OF

.

DRIVE-IN

RADIO OiTY MUSIC HALL
NEW YORK

THEATRE

American film making.
He also
told them that they didn't devote
enough space to motion picture reviews, arguing that more people see
a film than read one of their papers
through.

CITY

Haskin's

Bway

Chore

Hollywood.

Byron
Broadway

AT

duce

.

for
leave
Ha.skin
will
in the late spring to proand direct Alexander Laings

With C.'^
^
Haskin goes on leave of absence
from Hal Wallis when he fini.shcs
play, "Sea

MR. BKHmiJOk

WAUKEGAN
(9500 NO.

& GOLF ROADS
WAUKEGAN)

CHICAGO.

ILL.

Investigate

Filmack's

Before Signing

NEW
Any

Prevue Trailer Service
Trailer Contracts

directing "I

Walk Alone."

MISIER XOANOTIT FOS

'BODY'

Hollywood.

WRITE

FT¥ Wf & f^tF
1327

Lilli

WIRE -- PHONE

S. WoltMli.

Palmer moves

to

Enterprise

on loanout from United States for

femme

star role in

"Body and

Soul,"

'

formerly tagged "Burning Journey."
She'll play opposite John Garfield.
Film will be actress' second in the
V. S., following "Cloak; and Dagger."

SKIBBUL-HAHNINi;

SKIBBALL-MANN!N£ PRODUCTIONS
I

UNIVERSAL CITY, CALIF.

'47 Cailions

^

:

THE;

v^:^

Spring

The night club patron will be a
more' discriminating shopper in 1847
if the New Year's eve trade is any
indication. Maiorify of the revelers

;

the cafes were minimum
spenders, and grosses, as a result,
were 25% below those of last year.
Most large spots were sold out, but

EIGHTH ANNUAL

hitting

patronage ordered with the
check in mind. There were comfew champagne parlies,
and most business was confined to
beer, bourbon and scotch.
Bulk of the patronage came from
Dinner
la.st minute transient trade.
business was comparatively lif;ht
and bulk of customers started com-

the

REDBOOK

paratively

AWARD

ing in at 11 p.m.

Minimums up

to $20

were

in effect

some spots such as the Embas.sy,
Carnival and Diamond Hor.seshoe,
but most cafes averaged $10 per person. Top hotel rooms such as the
Persian Room of the Plaza, the
Waldorf's Wedgwood, Glass Hat of
the Belmont Plaza, the Biltmore's
Bowman Room, Cotillion room of
the Pierre, charged a maximum of
$15. As a result, the hotels did comparatively better.
Only one fight because of charges
in

to

Sidney Franklin and Associates
fbr'"nie%arling"

reported. There was a tiff at
(he Mardi Gras. One spender vigorously protested the charges of $1..')0
per .shot at the bar.
So far, most cafe ops claim that
prices cannot be lowered while

was

.

Redbook Motion Picture Award

is

new winner.

presented,

A

cup

replica of the

is

given to

are

each winner as a permanent trophy.

each year by Redbook Magazine to "the indi-

The 1946 Redbook Award

vidual or organization which, in the editors'

goes to Sidney

music and operating costs
However, they concede
high.

talent."

that the general public is keeping
the rubber band around its wad for
the time being, and are studying
to lower overhead in order to entice

spenders with lower

tariffs.

Franklin and his associates for the making of

opinion, contributed most to the art of the

England No Threat to

motion picture." The large Redbook cup

is

"The Yearling," the

engraved with the name of the winner and

is

Kinnan RawHngs'

film version of Marjorie
films'

held by them for a year^

when it passes

Previous

duced by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

to the

REDBOOK Award

1939- BErTE BAVIS

portraytil in "Sergeant York".

1940- rO THE PEOPLE

''Mrs. Miniver"; to Metro'Goldwyn-Muyer stn.
dios; to Sidney FranlcUn, associate producer;
Willi-Hm Wyler, director; east including Greer

jor Iter perlornuutces in
''Dark Victvry'*^ "Juum"^ '^Tlie Old M«i<{" and
"Tlte Private Lives oj Elixiibeth and Essex". (All
Warner Bros.)

»/ "Our Tmmi"; Sol
Sum Wood^ director; Tltornton
Wilder, autji^r; William Me.nzies, set designer;
cast inctitMng Frank Craven, Fay Baiuter, Thenua
MittfteU, Mardia Seott and William Bolden.
(United Artists release)

1941

-TO GARY COOPER

new Rank

BeMe Davis. Paul Lukas,
G*j»rge Coutonm, fjUcile'Wntsoa, Grnldine Fitf
gerald, Beuiah Bondi and Eric Roberts.

this country.

adaptor ; east including

1944- TO

CROSBY

BARRY FITZGERALD. BING

and

LEO McCAREY Jir

directing of "Going

My

acting

and

Way". (iParanumnl)

1945- TO CHARLES BRACKETT and BILLY
1943 - TO
**Wiitch

on

THE MAKERS AND PLAYERS

WILDER

of

the Rhine*'; }f'arner Brothers stitdios;

REDBOOK

first in

hifs

efiterfoinmenf,

now

tion of

first

Ijost

publisher of top

playing: "The Razor's

und direC'
Weekend". (Paramount

for production, screenplay

"The

box

Edge" (Darryl

office pictures.

F.

Redboolc

Zanuck}, "Claudia <ind

David" (20tb Century^Fox), "The Green Years" (Meiro-Goldwyn-Mayer).

MADISON AVENUi. NEW YORK

22,

N.

Y.

of

PEGGY CUMMINS

VICTOR MATURE
and

ETHEL BARRYMORE
in

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

A

Gene Markey

Production for 20th Century-Fox

productions,

first

prints

which have already arrived in

are "Odd
James Mason;
Man Out,"
Daphne du Maurier's "Hungry Hill."
aTid
Lockwood;
starring Margaret

Among them

starring

Dickens' "Great Expectations," with Johnny Mills, Valerie
Hobson, and newcomer Jean Simmons, child actress for whom Car?

Charles

predicted a warm reception.
After his initial look at Hollywood's production, .line, Carr stated
that he .didn't think English filmmakers would ever approach the
mass output of the Coast studios, Ijut
that they would continue to concentrate on fewer and bigger films.
Also said that, for this reason, England would never be a serious threat
to the worldwide, ma.ss market appeal of American films.

GREGORY RATOFF
DirtcHnq

II.S.

World Mart-Carr

After a six week stay on thf Coa.<:t,
Teddy Carr, J, Arthur Rank general
manager, left for England Friday (3)
on the Queen Elizabeth. Carr set
up Rank relea.<;e deals through Universal-International and Eagle-Lion
while in America.
On his return to England, Rank
g.m. will set up release dates for

Jial B. Wallis. producer; Herman Shitmliu. direC'
tor; Lillian Hellman, antlwr; Dashiell Hanimett,

oj

Gursvn, Walter Pidgeon, Teresa Wright; Sun
Struther, attthor; James Hilton, Artliur Wimpetit, George Fmettkvl und Claudine Wetl,
screen writers.

jor his outstanding

4 4.4

Winners

(Warner Rrothers)

1942- rO THE MAKERS AND PLAYERS

Lesser t producer;

Pulitzer Prize novel pro-

_

^eAneeSay* lannwrjr'fi, 1947

105.

Holiday Greetings

milHOmS

PRODlTlOiS

for

Wm.

H. Pine

Wm.

C.

Thomas

r

4

Confidential Reports,

Inc.

—

•

:i-

WHAT DO YOU THINK
AUSSIE HOLIDAY B.O.

Canmoiif; Pathe Combine

€0£S INTO NOSEDIVE

'

'

French SindioS; Labs In

Sydney.

New

1800,0011 Setup
Paris.

With

New

the

Yuletide

poorest

Year.'s biz

and

memory

the

in

The Same Old

of

longtime Aussie's oldest showman, Aussie thecompetitors, are about to join forces, atres have been suffering due to re-

Gaumont

at

and

least so far

Pathe,

as studios and labs

laxation of wartime gasoline restricticjns which
sent patrons outdoors
after years of limited touring. Wellattended England vs. Aussie cricket

Greetings From

are concerned.
Early in 1947 they'll jointly promote a new $800,000 company with
each holding half the stock and to matches have also dented b.o.'s,
which they will turn over their with their take as high a.s $32,000
studios.

Maurice

Gaumont
(former

will offer the St.

Paramount)

J.

Aitkux Ranlz orenentg

James

MASON

Patricia

NOW

•

RoG in'TOE

PIAYING

LOCKWOOB

«^

Md^garel

LADY"

A UniWrwl.lntetnaBona! Release
continuous to 4iOO A. M.
IsROAOWAY

50*

®t

ST.

MilTON SCHWARTZWALO

Tending to cut grosses still further
have been the Davjs Cup tennis
matches
with
SRO attendance.
Houses, on what once were regarded

is

a losing game

until

French

•

R.

0<»se All
]^ifi^f^

:

'

"Mexico

Torrean is an important indn^rial
and agricultural town in lAguna

Muny
money

Mexico's No. 1 cotton belt.
fathers
claim they need
for urgent public works.

Wage Ipke

I

Mr. Exhibitor: invt Btig«t*(
Filmtick's NEW Prcvue Trailer Service before tigning

any

trailer eentractt. Write, wire
or phone Filmoek 1327 S.

Webosh, Chicago

$,

I

xstxiw

111*

mnd

]

]

(

full details.

FLORENCE

sponding month in 1§45.
While the hourly rate mounted,
the average hours per week dropped
to 4S.3, compared with 46.02 for the
previous month.

R0G6E
ASSOCIATE PRODUCER

M. SAVINI, President

'ARCH' TO

Vice-Fresidenf

JOS. ELICKER, Vice-President

Mayer,

;City.-^

National Exhibitors Assh. is pro'
testing vigorously to the munici
pality of Torreon against latter's
planned special tax of 10% on film
grosses, to be paid by exhibs. Assn,
claims it will close all of Mexico's
1,245 film houses and keep them
shut .indefinitely, as protest against
what they call totalitarian, unjust
taxation.

district,

.

Mex^ lli^^

Sacramento.
Film worHers drew average wages
week last month, compared with $85.38 for the corre-

FRED BELLIN, General Manager

JACQOES KOPFSTEIN,

Arthur

fommj

distri-

bution abr<)ad permits recovering at
least part of the cost from foreign
revenue, and that until then it
better to slow down production.
M. Vilmart has been appointed
new Pathe production head. He
isn't a picture man and comes from
the Renault automobile industry.
What the majors are most anxious
to promote is coipioduction with
Ainerican tieiu>s, including filming
French versions here providing for
Hollywood remake. This would
permit the majors to rent their
studios to indies willing to take
risks which is what the majors feel
they must now avoid. They are not
so much worried about their theared
tres, latter keeping ou^_tbe
^
despite the heavy taxes.

Film

City

as

of_ $96.05 per

ASTOR PICTURES DORP.

New York

ace playing time, are returning
record lows for U. S. distribs. Best
their joint labs.
This is a 'first step in centraliza- draw is Ealing Studio's "The Overlanders"
at the Tivoli. Aussie-made
tion of the bigger interests in an
attempt to place the industry on a film is garnering high take plug
buEiiiesslike footing, by dissociat- vaude with Tommy Trinder tfll a
twice-nightly
policy introduced by
ing the studios from production
proper which, up to date, remains a showman Dave Martin.
hazard and has, put them in the
red.
It's .felt here that attempting
to produce heavily-budgeted supers

Universcil-lnt«rnotion«il

Studios

the Rialto

daily.

and

Marseille studios, and Pathe the
Paris and Joinville plants. Another
new subsidiary, witii same capitalization and ownership, will handle

.

BE CHIPPED

Hollywood.
'Arch of Triumph" will be sliced
from its present length of over four
hours to two hours 45 minutes for
final release.
First sneak

preview will be three
and a half hours in length, with
trims to be determined by audience

afld

BALLET DIRECTOR

RADIO CITY MUSIC

HAU-NEW YORK

reaction.

A BRIGHT AMD
HAPPY NEW YEAR

TO OUR FRIENDS OVER HERE AND OVER THERE

AND

RICHARD LY

Wei>m^Tf Jmwwy

8,

1947

Worty-fira

4nnk>er$ary

PSasgie^.

lor

NOW .....

ON'T LOOK

BUT YOUR RADIO'S STATIC
fhe Ra4io Industry looks Into 1947,
Takes Stock and Senses Some of the
Problems

It's

Up

\'

to

cial .radiOj 1947 will pose, the question as to how much
radia "in the public interest" will get an airing. The net-

Against

By GEORGE ROSEN

The

In
Piiblic^^^^
With all evidence pointing to less and less Government interference in the operation of bigtime commer-

'

/_

a thing called thisiswherewecameinlastyear.
But listeners don't have to take static for long. Radio either
remedies the faulty situation or invites a switch-off. The
what course will radio follow in 1947.
is,
"question
'Static is

Unless there's a complete economic collapse, network billprobably continue to hug the $200,000,000 mark;
turnover in stations will probably fetch consicjerably more
coin than in the previous year. But in terms of the average
4ay-to-day listener, what will radio offer in '47 that wasn't
aroiind in '46? And by the same token, how many of the
evil? that circuited the kilocycles during 1946 and retarded
radio's growth, will l)e eradicated in the coming 12 months?
Look for the signposts, and what do you find? Less than
a handful of healthy inSuences that have projected themselves through an otherwise "static-qup" year just past in
Oddly enough, perhaps the nabst jiighificant sign as
radio.
radio moves into another year is the realization witiiin the
industry itself that much of the criticism hesiped oh radio-and the critics had a S^ld day in '46—has been justtfleij; thit
the time has arrived for a "l«t's-put-our-house-in-ocder'' reappraisal of the whole structure of radio as a public service
and entertainment medium for its multi-million listeners
ings will

,

daily.

When William S. Paley, chairman of the board of CBS,
stood before the convention of the National Association of
Broadcasters in Chicago last October ahd cautioned the industry that it was time: for radio io: take a good look at itself,
it was a milestbhe In progressive thiiikiiig within the ranks
They weren't accustomed
of the broadcasters themselves.
to that kind of self -censure.
But just what radio intends doing about it still remains
to be seen. The year 1947 cou^'' well be the most significant
year in radio annals. And again it could be a mere reprise

works aren't kidding anybody; until now they've dished
put public service programming <and an unusually high
percentage of it very good), but only so long as it did
not interfere with the balance sheet. Of course the war
years brought different pressures, and' the conscience of
the country and the network execs was alerted to emergency needs. Today, with restrictions off, both financial and Governmential. the lip service eri looks set to
ride high and wide.
V
True, there.is sonie lofty talk from th^ dtrectipn of
CBS aimed at exposing multi-millions of listeners to' vital
documentaries by knocking off on occasion cream time
commercial shows, but when a Norman Corwin series
growing out of his "One World" tour winds up "Behind
the Hope Ball" at 10 o'clock Tuesday night it obviously
raises the question of how serious is the intent of the network to assume its public obligation. A look at the
record shows all networks remiss in their obligations
towardi a full bodied
coverage, certainly the most
vital and historic programming on today's radio agenda.
Commercial radio is here to stay, and if there is a
more ideell setup, it is not in the immediate offing. That
it has its advantages is reflected in the night-tp-night
cycle of entertainment unmatched in the world. But the
fact remains that radio has failed to embrace seriously
any other role than that of an entertainment medium.
The networks have had their chance. There may still
be hope in the small individual stations throughout tlae
country and in the opening up of FM channels. If competition and the demands of the people force the broadcaster to pvtyvti the liaerit of his individual station (this
will be particularly true in tfcie case of FM) radio may
lose it static quo.

UN

Approaching the various facets of radio as both a show
medium and one for public enlightenment and understanding; wtiat flo the signs poi-tend? \

)>usiness

COWEDT FBOCBAMMING: There's an eyer*growihg
•awareness that something will have to be done in a hurry
about radio finding a correct formula for development of
fresh talent in the comedy Held. Time was when it was a
.subject only bandied about in the trade. Today the general
public is raising its voice above a whisper and asking, in
effect, "Why,_year after year, are we getting the same handful of comedians? Ten years ago we were listening to Fred
Allen and Jack Benny, and today they're still the top men
In radio. With the exception! of Henry Morgan there hasn't
been an important addition to the ranks in several years.
What's the answer?''
Perhaps the ainswer lies, in the whole faulty concept of
radio, which has made a practice in the past of looking to
Other fields for its talent; Let a singer hit the million, sales
jackpot via a recording and only then is radio ready to acJfiPt the personality.
Or why, for example, must radio wait
lor niteries, or the stage, or even pictures to incubate new
talent before it is willing to concede that that star belongs in
radio? It's felt that not until radio recognizes that in imitating it is not prolonging its life, and until radio initiates
a style of entertainment that is essentially its own and not
borrowed or transferred from another media, can it expect
to be firmly entrenched on the path of
a permanent art.
^^^"^0 moves into a new year, many are asking what has
t,
»*PPened
to the lofty intent of the networks to nurture its
own comedians and dtevelop comedy programming by farming out potentially promising
talent to the hinterlands until
such time when they have sufficiently developed for the
wgtime. During 1948 NBC, in particular, made much of
inaugurating such a project. But it seems to have been an
'

.

•

.

'

,

abortive move.
And what, others are asking, has happened to CBS' top
com investment in a comedy development division within
*n6 programming department,
which boasts no less a personality than Goodman
Ace at its helm? Jf any striking benefits
naye come out of the new setup certainly, it's felt,' it's time

Ii^ fail

Doesnl^

By

COMEDY

—

There appears to be a three-fold blame for the lack of an
open-door policy on new writers. The top, well-heeled comedian, being solidly entrenched', will dish it out to the triedand-true guys rather than risk a Hooper nosedive by experimenting. The agencies say, in effect, "Why should we
jeppardize a million-dollar account by playing arpund with
untried talent?", and as a result are always thrpwing up to
the job seeker: "What is yOur last Hooper?" And third, the
networks that are in a better position than the others to
encourage and develpp new writer talent seem inclined, it's
claimed, to let the status quo prevail.
Isolated cases crop up of comedians taking the bull by the
horns in a move to inject a freshness into script writing.
For example, Kdgar Bergen has just come forth with his
own open-door policy in a bid to invite new comedy scripters
into the field.
So, too, has Eddie Cantor, who is currently
But these
circling the collegiate route for writing talent.
are tPo few and far between, and a broad plan enlisting
support of comedians, agencies and networks would seem
to be the only solution.
FCC AND THE BLUE BOOK: There is general acknowledgment within the industry that up to now the nearly yearold "Blue Book" promulgated by the Federal Communications Commission has been a force Of good (despite wholesale condemnation by the industry), if only for the fact that
it has alerted network and station operators to an awareness

Casts loused

Up

Inept
By QUENTIN REYNOLDS

time that 20,000,000 people buy tickets to watch an act
pthat is Varibty's business. That is also the excuse fpr fiUmL this space with a discussion of baseball—the act that
20,000,000 people paid to see last summer. The act only lasted
154 days, but it grossed better than
$40,600,000, Which puts it (relatively
speaking) in the class With Oioving pictiires and above the legitimate theatre
as a revenue producer.
All summer long the faithful filed
into the ball parks of the nation. To
them baseball wasn't just another medium of entertainment; their feeling
toward baseball was something between
the fervor of the devout Holy Roller
toward his priest and the unquestioning allegiance of an alumnus (New York
subway variety) toward the Notre
Quentin «.eynows
Reynold,
p^^^ football team.
''^sebail is almost a religion.
They give not only
thPip
their moral and spiritual support to the
team P°*u
choice. It will be recalled that a clergyman in
RrA M
'^^I'J prayer meeUngs on the Borough Hall steps
d,,^tl
crucial St. liOuis-Brooklyn series, an example of
*
bari
t
«a taste
and misguided spiritual fervor which was laughed
;

Au

Service and the 'Blue Book' Credo?
how serious some of their indiscretions hav0 heen.
However, in the face of ominous rumblings Put of Washington, it can very well be that 1947 will not only negate whatever benefits have accrued from the Blue Book, but that the
champions of strictly commercialized radio will .be even morfe
firmly established in the saddle.

The boys who are laying 100 to 1 odds that William Randolph Hearst will wrap up a renewal pf his WBAL in Baltifirst major test of: the Blue Book dicta are conscious of the forces of reaction that are moving in on the
FCC, cued to the whole new GOP controlled pattern of the
D. C. political scene. The sighpostsi they say, are up: Commissioner Clifford J. Duer, who has fought the noble fight
of the "Great Dissenter," is running out his term ftith little or
no likelihood of reappointmenti and it appears obvious that
Chairman Charles i{. Denny, also a Itemocriat, 'won't be given

more in the

much

rope.

WBAL

It's conceded that a Hearst victory on the
case and
the inevitable letdown on standards that would follow do
hot bode too well for a radio "in the public interest."
t^BANSCBIPXlONS: Lodk f nr 1947, goes the thinking, to
set the pattern for bigtime transcription shows. NBC and
CBS aren't too happy about it, but overall industry sentiment is that there is no stopping it. There was considerable
rejoicing among the opponents of transcribed radio when the
Bing Crosby show for Philco took a sharp nosedive a While
back, a rejoicing only matched by their "we-told-you-sa"
pronouncements whenever periodic flaws crop up in the
transcriptions themselves. They're all set^tp officiate at thte

;;Wak^.

'
'

But

tlio^ technical difficulties ca
obviously wiU^
And 'when the big wax splash gains momenthe anti-transcription networks, faced with a decen-o
tralization of programming, must inevitably revise their
prejudices.
The transcription opponents are crying "It's
nothing short of mechanized' show business," but in rebuttal
the platter proponents point to the classic example of Crosby
in arguing ,that if a transcribed show is bad, it's because the
show itself .is had, not because it's transcribed. And with
the advent of FM, there is no arguing with the natural
affinity that transcription will bear tp this large new arena
pf stations.
THE NETWORKS: 1947 will bring the networks face t6
face with the problem of how they can set themselves up as
a going entity financially. The year-end statements have
suddenly projected into black and white (and maybe red)
the problem that confronts the major webs. Operating costs {
have risen to new highs but the incpme accruing to the net- |
works, under the pi:esent rate structure, cannot be upped.
It is no secret that the real margin of profit cemes iriwi the
pwned-and-pperated statipns and frpm the netwprks' other
vested interests.
In some quarters there is talk that the webs may initiate
a move during 1947 to hike their rates. Obviously, only the
fear that this may invite an exodus of clients from radio into
periodicals and other media is holding them back. The only
alternative left the nets would be to initiate economies which
in turn might invite lower-budgeted shows and curtailment
of public service programming and experimentation. It's a
decision that may have far reaching consequences.
FETBItiliO AND LABOR: Right now the netwprks are
suffering a case pf the' jitters.
Fpr this is Petrillp time.
They know that the AFM czar, having won his bout with
the Government on the Lea Act, will put his best foot forward. The prospects of Petrillo's demands frighten them.
Having averted a strike with the American Federation of
Radio Artists over the "unfair station issue" and havinir gone
through the most labor-consciPus year in all radio, the networks, from all indications, stand ready to fight Petrillo's
proposals tooth and nail. Don't be surprised, is the word
from authoritative quarters, i£ PetriUo sparks the first strike

be remedied.

.

that they were transferred to the kilocycles. Meanwhile one
thing remains crystal clear-^rthe radio comedian of '46 was
the radio comedian of '36, and he isn't getting any younger.
WRITING: It is an accepted' adage that a comedian is no better than his material. With but few exceptions,
like an Allen or Benny^ whose innate sense of showmanship
and timing can frequently convert a dud into a boff, it's the
guy behind the typewriter who provides the substance which
the comedian sparks. Yet the writer situation is up against
the same stalemate the same handful of select gagmen and
writers are churning out the week4o- week contribs, the ohly
difference being that this year the Hope scripter of five years
ago might now be working for Cantor. It's the reason why
the same gags', on the same night, are riding the comedy
circuit, and why the dialer responds with a nightly tune-out
protest.

W^^^

Any

Comedy Programming, Writing, Public
of just

tum

..

of 1946.

What Do the Signposts Portend on

But that's hpw
at by everypne except the Bropkljrft tens.
baseball is.
All right, s6 the Season ended. Only a handful of' fans
could attend the World Series. Millions had to attend by
remote contrpl. They had to depend upon the radib. By
virtue of the fact that they (the fans) had supported profeS«
sionar baseball; had rrtade it possible to bSseball pwhers tp
buy good players and pay them salaries commensurate with
their worth— they felt that these broadcasts were not merely
something tossed to them by the large commercial heart of
the Gillette Razor Co. They felt that they had the same
right to hear the World' Series broadcast as they had to listen
tp a speech by the President.

1 No

Nut8 to Logic
serene-minded

citizen, could' quarrel with that
baseball fans are not logical, sereneminded citizens. If we were, would 70,000 of us storm the
gates of. the Yankee Stadium to watch the Yankees play the
inept, last-place Philadelphia Athletics, as we did on one
occasion last year?
Then they sat back tp listen tP the World Series. Before
three games had .been played their cries pt anguish were
heard all over the land.
The vi^hole trouble with the World Series broadcasts Was

iPgical,

viewpoint,

but

we

'

,

in radio.

The networks. are of the opinion that they have been made,
much to labor during 1946. They realize what this
has already meant in increased operating costs as against a
And it all points to. a fight tp the finish.
to yield

static incoiiae.

the emphasis on commercials. The ordinary half -hour program is allowed three minutes of commercial. Commercials
by Messrs. Britt and MacDonald during the World Series
came with sickening rapidity. The plugs came at the end
of each time at bat. There being nine innings, this meant 18
commercials. Before ypu cbuld relax after hearing how
Terry Mppre ended the inning with a spectacular catch, yoti
were caught in the drool of the Gillette commercial. In a
nine-inning game (approximately one hour and 50 niinutes)
there were 18 commercials, plus a few before and after.
Gillette, which paid $175,000 for the broadcasting; rights
plus approximately that again for the network charges, certainly had the right to plug its product, but not to Such an
extent that the broadcast of the games themselves suffered.

The only answer, of course, is to have baseball itself
sponsor the broadcasting of future World' Series. We fans
dp not want our base hits mixed up with razpr blades, even
good razor blades.

One objection would be that the players* pension fund
(the $175,000 from Gillette went into that fund) would suffer.
that the organized
baseball could not afford the big netjwerk charges, Xh^e
objections can be met by the 20,000,000 of us 'Who i»aid to get
intp ball parks last year.
Stick a 5c tax pn all reserved
Seats for all games and divide that between the players*
pension fund and a fund to pay for World Series broadcasts.
That'll solve everything. I suppose the average fan see? 40
games a year, which means that he'd be paying $2 more than
he paid last year. A non-commercial World Series bi*oadcast would be worth $2 pf anybody's money.

The league bwners would undoubtedly say

If this sound's unreasonable, I wpuld like -tp submit in
tebuttal that I am a baseball fan and therefpre am not
amenable to reason.

.

;
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America Likes
on a Medium Catering

Reflections

,

^
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to the Masses

Hollywood.
of criticism levelled at commercial radio
carping but because
Is not insidious because it's consistently
radio's advertising
it's almost exolusi-irely in media that feel
eompetition and of!er no opportunity for rebuttal. Radios
are
80-called "public service" or non-commercial moments
sometimes praised, though generally ignored by ihe, public,
The
while its most .popular stuff is systematically panned.
alfact that the sock advertising programs are barbecued
most exclusively puts the sincerity of the criticism in
entire
jeopardy and opens to the suspicion of venality the
editorial policy of the publication t}iat carries it.
to
The sincerity of each individual critic of radio, his right
questioned.
criticize and the validity of his writing is not
The trouble, iti most cases, is that the critic, clothed in a
knight-in-armor complex, approaches his task as a defender
radio
of the people. He defends them by whacking away at
commercials and the way they're handled, yet there is no
truly
definite indication that most radio commercials are

resented by any great number of people, The few cranks
write letters and can, always get them PUbUsWed. But a
hundred or a thousand or eveft ten thousand letters can't
represent 20 million listeners. The average radio critic says
is
radio ik in a rut. He wants things changed, Yet there
every proof that change for the sake of change is the last
thing the radio audience will accept. And so it goes.
The truth is this. Almost anyone who cares to knock
radio can find editorial sanctuary soiAewhere. Congressmen
•who need a little publicity pick on Hollywood or radio or
both, Reformers who would like to be quoted take a poke
at radio. Radio has been accused of causing eyerythiijg from
juvenile delinquency to bad crops. Anybody who can write
convincingly can take a jab at radio and get it published in
some magazine or newspaper. Why? The magazines don't
sock the press and the press rarely criticizes the magazines.
But they'll all pile on to this Johnny-come-lately of advertising that has made itself felt.
Even this would be okay if there

were any forum in which
who publish letters and write articles
beginning—"Whenever I hear a cominereial announcement
i turn off the radio?" There is no available space in which
to answer detractors

to reply to those who curiously qualify their right to criticize
."
Then
to radio but.
fcy saying "Of course I never listen
follows a blast against material the writer presumably absorbed by osmosis. Where can FCC's frequent complaints
that commercial radio is not in the public interest be
.

.

answered?

A

mediutt'of radio's size and di^iij deserves a defense
area in whieK to point out to a lot 6f people that gll this
criticism consistently ignores the primary purpose of commercial radio. That purpose is to interest a huge audience.
Each program seeks the largest it can get. None hopes to
please only a certain few. There are some who could prove
that this is the essence of democracy. But its critics contend that commercial radio is something between intellectualsuicide and moral share-cropping.
The Federal Gommunications Commission, for instance, is
constantly objeettag to the quality of cOrmnereial radio. But
no government commission exists to police other forms of
No government agency objects because all
Intelligence.
books published are not of the highest type and the ones
that sell fastest are generally the hottest or the funniest.
Nor docs the government tell newspapers to play down sen-

Only the inteUectual element of the lunatic fringe wants
to censor books, all of which are commercial projects even
the Bible—^but everyone feels free to demand that "something be done about radio." Everyone ignores the fact that
he has the power to make the most devastating attack in the
the power to turn it off.
world on commercial radio
The fact is always ignored that commercial radio's catering to the masses has resulted in the most constant flow of
high grade entertainmentln the world, which boils down to
the greatest good to the greatest number. That commercial
radio makes pfeople happy by giving them a lot of entertainment, and makes advertisers happy by giving them a lot of
business, would seem to be sufficient grounds on which to
rest any defense of it. But no! Commercial radio is forced
to make an eifort to confound its critics by trying hopelessly
to prove that it's something it never set out to be. Ait.
In countries where radio attracts no very great or; faithful audiences, because no prograin is forced to compete with
another in catering to the national tastes, radio is dull as
entertainment and ineffective culturally for the simple reason
that it does not reach the people. Symphonic music played
all day offers little to listeners who don't like, nor understand, this music and what's more don't want to. Lectures,
even the besti are wonderful only to those who listen to
them. And such listening can't be forced^^
Ignoring this completely, Critics of commercial radio lash
out iat the shows and stars this nation loves and deplore the
fact that radio doesn't do more to educate and uplift. They
prefer to scream at what the people quite obviously prefer.
Thus the critics of commercial radio are critics not of art,
nor of intrinsic goodness, but of the national taste. As such
they are naturally entitled to criticize until their lifetime
pens expire. But why blame radio? Why blame advertisers?
Advertisers have actually improved the national taste in
many, many ways both in print and on the air.

There is no purpose in trying to defend commercial radio
as Art. But it can be defended as the greatest and most
loved form of entertainment in the world; great because it's
highly conipetitive and loved because it is carefully planned
to give people exactly what they long for
. quick, easy,
.

free, entertainment.

.

,

axiomatic that commercial radio in order to merit the
word commercial nlust present what vast throngs of people
like to hear most. Because when people don't listen in large
numbers to a commercial program, it cannot sell enough
product to jpay for itself. It immediately ceases to be commercial and very soon ceases to be. The public, therefore,
is th^ oritic,-3udge and jury on every sponsored radio show.
very large segment of the public—one or two million
people at the very least must like a commercial program
or it cannot afford to remain on any network.
Rarely, if ever, does the public dislike a radio show because it carries advertising, in spite of the fact that many
Of radio's critics live by fostering this belief. Actually I
It's

A

—

'

for the rest of the evening, conducting a -vague tour through

Broadway and Hollywood. It would leave me uncomfortable
and perspiring and my interrogators not only confysed, but
suspicious.

It does
it can be the babbling of its illiterates.
not pay commercial radio to cater to either of these peripheral groups. The mighty middle class is the big buying
public and the man who guesses best what that class wants
to hear is radio's Number One Genius for the semester.
In those parts of the world where radio is not in the hands
of the much malignad advertisers, anxious to please large
groups, there is very little incentive to give people really
high-calibre entertainment of a diversifled nature. Nobody
cares who listens when nobody benefits by increasing an

more than

people who used to give me third degree examinations,
don't ask anymore. They teU me! Overnight these erstwhile

show

audience.
Perhisips it is culturally deploraWe that more pfeople in the
United States Want to listen to Abbott" and Costello than to
Toscanini and 100 men, although analagous tastes are undoubtedly international. Nevertheless, much maligned radio
offers both Mr. .Toscanini and the Messrs. Abbott and Costello. While the critics snarl at the time Abbott and Costello
waste, and much of the public snarls at the time Toscanini

business innocerits act like they, swallo'wed whole
copies of Variety. Arid how they love to trap a victim e-ven
if he's only, like myself, an unimportant cog;
Paradojtically
enough, I |ind 'the new atmosphere even moire uhtenablei
I long now for the good old days.
Of course, you guessed what brought about this unwelcome
metamorphosis. It's difficult to go to a movie or a play. Or
pick up a book or a magazine article wihout finding the
characters or the locale of Broadway or Hollywood.
Today,: an octupus isn't a specie of TOarine- life, but a
description ^loined for the largest flesh-peddling institution
in the world. "A Stein isn't a beer mug, but this organization's
proxy.
huckster isn't a push-cart merchant, but a youknowwhat.
Honest Abe isn't the Great Emancipator, of our Lincoln
legend, but an undersized talent genius named Lastfo|el.

A

wastes.
The truth

is that radio's critics have adopted a set of false
values and refuse to associate cause and effect. They stand
the atidiehee that listens every Tuesday
aghast at the size
at 10 p.m. E.S.T. and wring their hands because so many
people can't be mentally improved 'at that time instead of
just amused by Bob Hope. But put in the mental improvement show, take out Hoipe, and try arid find that huge audi-

M

The Chief

Fibber's Cwltiire Vs. Allegories

People don't hum plaintive love songs, rhynaing June with
instead they chirp "There's No BuSiiess liike Show
Business."
Kids don't play witli hoops anymore. They ask about
Hoopers;
Flack isn't anti-aircraft barrage, but a PTess agent, Pyg-

malion-style.

George

even unconsciously, any three top network comics working
solidly together couM swing the country any way they
wished. People even elect hillbilly singers to high political
office.

When Jack Benny has Joseph Szigeti as a guest he's doing
a half-hour than many a whole season of
symphonic broadcasts, because men are
judged by the company they keep. And if Szigeti pleases
Jack Benny and Jack Benny pleases Joe Public, Joe Public
Is going to like and listen to Szigeti.
It's another proof that
things equal to the same thing are equal to each other.
No rush of critical torment is brought On because there
are only a few concert halls in New York City and over
three-score theatres.
(All commercial projects.)
No one
wails because most of the best remembered stage successes
are musical comedies and operettas. Yet, because radio con-,
sciously caters to this same general taste, radio is excoriated.
Nobody b'alks at buying a magazine for from 10 to 50 cents,
knowing it's perhaps 50% or more paid advertising. Yet
critics insist these same people have cause to scream when a
$15,000 radio program, which they get for nothing, is interrupted for 2% minutes of advertising during 291/4 minutes.
Make it three minutes out of 30, and it's only 10% advertis-

Jessel,

Sophie Tucker, Gertie Lawrence, Eddie

Cantor, Bob Hope, C. B. Cochran and Fred Stone are just a
few show business celebs who have told all in autobiographies that give Womrath attendants more trouble than John
Sumner. Now, with S. Hurok's behind-the-scenes saga of
twinkletoes industry, and the forthcoming musical
called "Look Ma, I'm Pancing!" even the terp crown will be
getting more lighting than a police lineup.
And certainly the tunesmiths are leading fish bowl existences, thanks largely to Messrs. Warner.
Gary Grant is Cole Porter; Robert Alda, George Gershwin;
John Giorfield fiddles whUe Joan Crawford burns; and Paul
Henried and Bette Davis say 'cello aigain in "Deception."
And soon to climax the whole show business expose is the
screen biog of Sime Silverman. They will probably use as a
sub-title "The Abel Green Pastures." As a matter of fact,
it's rare when a movie actor doesn't pick
up a copy of
Variety.
I say enough is enough. Let some other industry take the
rap for change. How about a campaign to expose the dress
business? Let the Saturd^iy Evening Post do a three-part
installment on the garment industry; let Simon and Schuster
publish the Memoirs of Sam Splotz, Boy Converter; and next;
time Bette Davis picks up a trade paper ia a film, let it

the

|

potentially greater sources of culture
to the masses than all the allegories, wonderful as they may
be, that Arch Oboler ever wrote. The fact that these commanders of public opinion don't exercise their power doesn't
lessen it. Though they hold their power casually, sometimes

Ulcers

an Indian tribesman, but a vehicle for

Moon,

the things the war proved was the social and educational value of commercial radio with its gigantic audiences, absolute]^ absorbent to the ideas of their Weekly-heaird
Bing Crosby in a few casually read words could
frieiids.
instill more patriotism and fire in more people for getting
on with the war than' all the best poetry of Stephen Vincent
Behet, Archibald MacLeish and Norman Corwin set to kettledrums and broadcast nightly over four joined networks.
During the war commercial radio with its selling knaw-how,
packed the big propaganda punch. Cultural and intellectual
radio sounded more inspiring sometimes to the cuHured and
intellectual few who listened. .But the technique oiE the commercial announcement waS the hard slogging dpughfoot the
propagandists turned to When there was a tough job that
had to be done. And it proved these hard slogging commercials were listened to on large audience commercial shows.

Jack Benny, Fred Allen and Fibber McGee, through their

isn't

ulcers.^

Among

immense audience, are

Tbe Cbief : Vehicle for

1

ence.

,

had never rated very high scholastically with

push button niodel and as for selling 'em, I always thought
the Atwater Kent was a pretty snappy job.
How I used to envy the more solid and substantial citizens,
who, when asked the nature of their livelihoods, could quickly reply doctor, lawyer or candlestick maker, and satisfy the
most curious.
But now all of this has changed. As if by a miracle, all the

Of a
of the nation in so far as it reflects its taste. The voice
people can't be the cultured tones of its intellectuals any-

I

I

them and their opinions about my educational limitations
were then confirmed. Sometimes I resOrted to what I thought
was the easy way out by replying that I not only fixed 'em,
but sold *em. But this was worse. 1 have trouble dialing a

and for no other, commercial radio in the
For
populaUnited States is most truly the voice of the whole
The people ask for what they want by rejecting what
tion
Radio entfertainment speaks the thoughts
want.
not
they do

.

be Women's Wear.

more

for music in
relatively unheard

.

—

"Radio,'' I replied.

v
"Fix 'em or sell 'em?"
This would inevitably pose a.dilemma for me, If 1 told
them 1 was specifically a radio press agent, I was doomed

this reason,

—

.

I can remember when I first broke into the radio phase of
business, how I used to dread explaining to relatives

and friends how and' why I earned my modest keep.
"What do you do for a living?" they would ask.

Jingles; The Voice of a People

stuff that gets circulation.

.

(^

comin<arci?l
never seen anyone get up to turn o« a
This is not because many cominerciBls don t

announcement.
educated to accept
deserve turning-off but because people are
minute and people are
them. People know they'll end fa a
person turn off the
lazv
I have, however, seen many a
he knew ,t
eritertainment portion of a radio show because
^When
it
would not end in a minute and he couldn't stand
are.
enough people do this the commercial announcements
automatically turned oif at the source.

But Wliat About tbe Masses?

I

lhp^^
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By tESTER GOTTLIEB
show
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By CARROIX CARROtli

and

and an Answer to

life
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The steady flow

sational stories

Commercials

Its

.
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ing for radio as against 50%, and Over, for periOdicalSi And
it's for free VS. for cash.
There is no way to deny that radio advertising, far from
impeccablg, sometimes tramples taste. But there is also no
denying that publication cOpiy is frequently just as ^'peccable."
Each msiditim does its best to police its advertisers, but
Natures spelled backwards is no different in print than on
the air. Radio critics say commercials come into your home,
your living and dining rooms.. So do magazines. Radio is
turned on with the knowledge that advertising makes it
possible.
And a 10-cent magazine buyer is aware that so
much desirable reading could, not be delivelfed as cheaply
without advertising.
True, children can hear radio and perhaps not read publication advertisiiig.
But most children who listen consciously to the radio can read.
And only the fewest of
radio's most violent critics complain for the sake of children.
Furthermore most of the people -vuhp worry about
children's tender ears either ignore or don't know how hardy

young minds can

be.

For every critic of commercial radio there must be a miniof 5,000,000 radio fans.
If they do not all actually
benefit cultural^ when they turn On their radios they benefit to the degree they expected to beiieflt.
If they don't, they

mum
turn

it

off

The FCC not long ago gave out a snort against "Soap
Operas" emphasizing all their weak points and adding the
charge that they contribute to imbalance on a station's program. Imbalance, a beautiful word, is apparently exactly
what radio listeners want most. At the time.s when station
and network programs are in most marked imbalance they

enjoy the largest audiences. There is Tuesday with the imbalance of four big consecutive comedy shows: Amos 'n'
Andy, Fibber McGee and Molly, Bob Hope and Red Skelton.
A similar imbalance is found in the Sunday comedy series.
Jack Benny, Phil Harris, Charlie McCarthy and Fred Allen
have a tremendous audience.
It is impossible to put anything important in competition
With one of these top programs because then the criticism
comes from quarters crying to know, for example, why an
outstanding show like Frank Sinatra is put in direct competition with Ed Gardner oi Duffy's Tavern.
People Who
want to hear one probably want to hear both. Whenever a
network or station has tried to combat or break-up the imbalance of big shows or soap-operas following one upon the
other the effort has been unsuccessful;
The FCC claims Soap Operas please advertisers because
they're cheap.: If they were only cheap, ad'irertiseirs wotild
not care for them. The fact that they're alsio eif eotive pro'ves
people listen to them. The fact that they've defied competition proves people prc/er to listen to them.
To argue against imbalance on the air, and urge that
educational material be sandwiched in with other stuff, has
•

,

as

much

logic as to

demand

that

newspaper

editorials

be

slapped between "comic" strips. Or "comics" put on the
editorial page.
There is every good reason of logic and
balance in favor of such a mpve. But the people have
proved their preference for imbalance. It's more convenient
for them. If you want to make them go out of their way,
you can make them turn to the editorial page to read a
comic. But you'll never make them read an editorial that

way.

Public Sets the Pattern

i

Another claim of the FCC is that radio favors the sponsor
before it favors the public. To fix this, FCC suggests more
non-sponsored programs and fewer shows built to a standard
pattern. This frames a nice question: Shall the public have
what sponsors have discovered the public likes or what the
FCC thinks it should have?
An examination of available surveys indicates that th«type of shows FCC suggests meet with considerable apathy.
The standard patterns FCC wants to eliminate are only
offered by sponsors, not dictated by them.
The patterns
u.sed are used because they are the ones the public chooses
to listen to.
And experiment on the part of sponsors has
proved it's useless to try to change these patterns to any
great extent.

RAIIIO

Daytime Needs Needle,
By LOUIS C.

show

Now is the season of the year for people itt and out of the
radio business to make forecasts about what the future holds
in store for broadcasting— and people.
AH the trade publications in the industry feel bound to
publish a statement of this kind, but I
think it is high time that som^ody
published a statement about the future
of trade publications and one in particular.
Who cares what I say about
Mutual? What I say al»out VARitTY is
a different matter.
I don't happen to have/with me any
copies of Variety 25 years ago, but I
recall the paper was very different in
those days.
It's necessary to get a little background before trying to ascertain what
future might hold, and I think it
Bdeat Kobak
is pretty clear that during these past
25 years Vakiety has broad«ined its appeal to include a great
many people who he ver read the paper betor<& the days of

boil

down

has done this

in

in

two ways

Part of

—

= FRC
F = Formula

,

—

who were surefire: Benny, Wynn, Allen, Pearl, Burns &
Allen, Cantor, et al. And going further, they even let The
Easy Aces, Amos 'n' Andy, and other newcomers get a hearing.
Big laughs, big audience, big sales.
Whether by plan or not, nightime radio—pick any night
you Want—today has a marked resemblance to a vaudeville
show. The format from 8 p-m. to 11 niay be different than

Variety's

-

,

at the old Palace, but the elements are the samei: songs,
comedy, music, "the personal appearance" of newsworthy
.personalities in sketches everything is there except the
acrobats.
Even they occasionally turn up, in a distorted
form, on audience participation shows; breaking their necks
for six Turkish towels.
If Radio has done so well, borrowing from Vaudeville, why
not go all the way and. borrow one more item that the thear
tre managers used So successfully at the: Palace—and in all
the bigitheatres all over the country? I mean watchdogging
the material every act used, so that each act was "diffetrent;"

—

'

K'=s. Ratingy C =: Cost
Entertainment = Formula, Rating, Cost

think there is room in the radio business for several
different kinds of 'publications and I look to Variety to continue as one of the foremost representatives of what I would
call the "show business" aspects of broadcasting.

Formula, Rating, Cost— the usual guide-posts tp programming. To 'have a chance of sale, a new show must resemble
an established formuls(. If it can't get rating, then conies
the proverbial cost per point computsitjon, usually followed
by cancellation by Station, or; network, or' client. This, I
know, is at the heart ftf the problem constantly facing the
creatiwe people in ibe hetv^otk^ agencies, and stations.

There are other good publications that cover the show
business part of radio too, and each has its own point of
view. For that reason I look for Variety in the future to
strengthen and develop what I might call its own special
editorial viewpoint and its own special brand of criticism.
I like Variety's program reviews
they are an important

I

.

Here's

Be
oiid

sure your reviewers are qudUfied
reniembcr ther^ is no perfect program.
You've been ptftling your punches

Jlfuiwl.)

ot

all

titnes

(Not even on
be TOrer

tatelv,

fut or you'll be coastingi oii yoiir reptitotion.
I look for Variety to continue to be a puncturer of balloons not to say a smasher of idols—because I think a
healthy spirit of constructive criticism very well expresses
Variety's place in our field— but you put too much personal
opinion in your news stories^ and headlines. How about more

—

limelight.

editorials for this purpose?

Exploring

New

Ideas

Until these last

serials.
But as resistance to these began to
grow, diifereivt Idea? were tried. For example, NBC brought
Fred Waring ta daytime radio at a large figure and made a
fight of it.
Here was a real try for something big, a real

meant daytime

daytime attraction.

ABC

backed Don McNeil's "Breakfast

Here was a showmanlike gamble that won daytime
fans.
Tom Breneman set the radio industry talking with
his new daytime show, "Corny," they say, but good enough
to bring farmers in from the fields to join in the nation's
laughs with a new name, CBS moved Arthur Godfrey's fine,
warm personality onto the national scene, ivtutual got Morton
Downey. These, and others, are among the attempts toward
improvement. But, they are not enough.
Club."

For a long time the daytinre serial, invented by Frank
to radio, seemed to be the onty
surefire formula that could work, and many were those to
follow in its path. The howls against soap operas have been
loud and articulate, but are all of them justified? I think
not. Some of the shows are sheer trivia and bear no resemblance to the realities of our unsettled times, but other.s are
plotted and written by some of our most talented writers,
whose skills give meaning and purpose and real entertainment to the listeners. In my mind, I can see no real story
telling difference between this original radio form and its
counterpart, the stories which appear regularly in the slick
magazines.

Hummert and indigenous

('omes the Commercial

So much for the general aspects of Varikty's future as I
(Here comes our commercial.) Perhaps I should also
few things about the Mutual Broadcasting. System's
probable influence on the paper! Needless to say, I expect
more and better headlines for Mutual in 1947 I expect them
not because I think Variisty has any special respect for
Mutual but because it is MutuaVs ambition to provide th,e
stuff the headlines are
'

In 1947

we hope

made

of.

Andy

to give Variety the opportunity to

—

flouted

ming and

in the

will also

mean

sonably

pae.'
?.

I

think not.

,^''*nce

All of us must recognize the current
between daytime and nighttime audience polei-

^'S''*'''"^ radio gets the larger

budgets for that reason,

lower daytime budgets restricting its devejppwith greater showmanship made possible by
"•creased appropriations,
the over-all daytime audiences can

W

rnsnh™"*^^

?"(^

^""^sed iar
All radio,

beyond their present
and certainly daytime

during 1947.
a very great pleasure to contemplate the
good turns for Varikty in the
mellow about the whple thing.

frftqijent itttervali

We may

say

it is

possibility bt doing all these
feel very

year to come;

We

radio,

Save to take up "too much personal opin(Editor'.? note
ion" in news stories and headlines ibitfi this guy. pqn't agree
on that one. Hey, Betty! Try for an aitpointrnent withKobdh.)
pioneering stages. The limitless imagination, the soaring
freedom for expression within the framework of radio awaits
those who will or can meet the challenge. Throughout the
nation are untried and unknown talents wbb should be
brought within radio's fold.
It's up to advertisers, the networks, and stations to search
more intensively for these new ideas and new people and
strive for finer quality in the shows that now exist, Freshness, brilliance, wisdom, with smart showmanship, can bring
radio to this great dignity and even greater service: to the
'

nation.

Thoreau, nearly a century before radio cainis to lifei pointed
he said:
.
man's bapacities have never been
way
we to judge what we can db by any
little has been tried."
This you can tag to radio, but good.

the

whw

measured; nbr are
precedent, so

size.
Is

still

in

its

memory when Fibber

shall hit all-time highs in better programnumber of Mutual affiliates and expect this
we'll be closer than ever to the hearts of

American listeners everywhere. The closer we get to the
listeners and the more of their attention we are able to demand, the better job we'll be abl? to.do for our advertisers
arid (we hope) the more business will qoitie our Wa
should give VARnsTT plenty 6f interesting news items at rea-

—

with

John

and jinxes broken.

We know we

:

tormed with FRC, with real emphasis on the C— Cost.
To meet the daytime formula, these have been the most
talked-of opposition to daytime serials. They have saturated
the country on network
and. loeal stations alike. And they
paid off. The formula
is proven;
Ratings were uStially good.
s>o With
costs very low, these are the shows that many now
Want to add to the already pverlong
They're in vogue.
list.
But do these programs satisfy our own standards of enterlaininent?
Are they the best that daytime radio can pro-

get there; lirst, and the others follow. But isn't their
L. Lewis gag, no matter how good, dulled in your
tells his a few minutes later? \And
doesn't Hope's suffer too, and Skelton's? On their own show,
none of these would tell the same joke twice. But on Tuesday night, in two hours, the subject may come up four times,
as far as the guy at home is concerned. When the evening
is Over, I wonder if the listener can remember who said

com-

ment on a few more sacred cows we have milked a few
more strands of red tape we have cut— a few more taboos

,

Those seeking other daytime shows that could adhere to
_
'he Formula, Hating,
Cost pattern became intrigued with
They clieted at night, so, reasoned broadcasters, why
not try variations for daytime? To be different, they wanted
to give them a plus prizes.
These were to be virtually
unobtainable gifts that wartime restrictions kept from the
markets. They gave nylons, refrigerators, stoves, radios, etc.
These gifts, coupled with laugh-provoking contestants, they
reasoned, should rock the country. They did, and have con-

—

—

Dishes Vs. Soap

these.

—

show could be better if it cast off some of its unoriginal ele*
ments, since its star is great in his own- right.
There are other examples: "The Aldrich Pamily" is being
mimicked flagrantly, on another show. The two leading
characters are so identical in voice and style with Henry
Aldrich and his pal Homer that even if the script were
absolutely original, it all sounds -like you've heard it before.
So a lot of people, hearing it just once, don't come back.
This hurts everybody: mainh; the imitator, but also it dulls
the glow of "Aldrich," and inevitably the blur that it creates
for the listener will result in his leaving the radio for something better.
But the main sore spot with programming is not the int€n|ional piracy it is the accidental duplication of subject
matter, especially the topical stuff. Does it help Amos 'n'
Andy, Fibber McGee, Hope and Skelton, a standout parlay
o£ prime funny men. if on the game night they each do a
"coal-miner" joke? True, from a time standpoint, Amos 'n'

sec it.
say a

To meet this one successful daytime radio formula, there
have been searches for something different^ The ""something
different" came with
a" deluge. I mean, of course, the audience participation—-giveaway, bank night; and dish night
shows. They hit with a bang. Motion picture theatres used
such devices to pull customers when they couldn't attract
them any other way. As used in the film industry, they
were a substitute for real showmanship, and for real quality
m entertainment. Now they're with us in radio.

.

I

I

dustry.

Now

Keith's Protected Itself

•

Allowing for the necessities of keeping up with the times,
look for Variety to be more like Vakikty than ever in 1947.
1 think I see in the development of the television section
a hew broadening of the scope of Variety's coverage of show
business. It brings back the visual appeal which has been
somewhat under wraps during the heyday of sound broadcasting. I don't think that there will be too many changes
during the year 1947 on account of television, but I think it
•is pretty clear that 194'? will be the beginning of a series of
years in which television will loom larger and larger on our
horizon and in the editorial makeup of Variety and other
trade papers of the industry.
Variety has for many years been acutely conscious of the
effect of showmanship on the boxoffice. It is a weelcly meeting place lor the two worlds of shpwpanship and advertising.
If it continues to do this job in 1947, VARiETY Will be,
making a real contribution to the entire broadcasting in1

lew years, adherence to fbrmula mostly

How

•

When Burns & Allen were headlining for Keith, there may
have been other man and girl teams on the same circuit.
But none of the other acts would ever dare to lift their
"Lamb.chops" bit.
Because if they did, Keith would not
book the thieves. And Keith wasn't worrying about Burns
& Allen When they exercised this watchdog attitude. They
were thinking of how to keep selling tickets, and they knew—
duplication of this sort would inevitably drive .away atidiences. .They were right.
Because When the vigilance was
relaxed, and every vaudeville show began to look and sound
like the one you saw last week, that was the end.
There is tremendous duplication on the networks today.
One prime example is a show on another net that apes NBC's
Jack Benny from start to finish. No one, least of all Benny,
would want to restrict another show from using a comedian,
jokes, songs, and commercials.
And Jack is probably unconcerned that this particular show borrows his characterization of a tightwad,, and his heckling butler. But certainly the networks involved should be concerned. Especially
the one on which Benny's road company operates. Because
part of Benny's tremendous audience may tune in this other
chap some night, get a feeling that all this is very familiar,
and run for the exits. That hurts the other shows on' the
network involved. And the funny thing is this particular-

—

'

feature.

With the flexibilities of radio as a niediuin, nliracles can
and have been worked on new shows once they Iiit the air.
This has been done by a new twist, the addition or deletion
of a personality, But, unfortunately, the screws usually are
set too tightly for great revision and change. The big exception to this, of course, is the "out-of-town break-in"— the
Hartfotds, the New Havens of radio— where programs are
smoothed and put into Worfcing form before hitting the net-

work

they have?
Right after radio was born, everybody wanted to see the
with the listeners. Just hearing
a commercial was intriguing enough to make many a burglar
stay home at night. Then, after the shiny newness faded,
and an element of competition crept in, the networks woke
to the fact that the surest way to jam 'em in was with comedy. That's Still true.
Sb they culled from the theatre, and came up with clowns

personality
I don't expect V.Vriety to become too research-minded for
instance— not that I am against research, but I feel that
other business papers are more naturally concerned With
those aspects of radio.

my

to this equation:

fabt that they're well over-

new baby—anything went

first by intriguing them and
own special idiom and interand secondly by adapting its contents to suit the needs
and interest of these new readers.
I expect this process to continue but I believe and hope
that through it aU Vabiety Wiir continue to maintain its own

them

by the

Assuming that most advertisers are mainly concerned with
getting the widest possible number of ears into which they
can bellow about "Phlugg Cigarettes— 'Made by the Mayo
Srothers-^Cfreat fot iohat aits you!' '' and "Varf, the plastld
cereal!", are there any hew angles the networks haven't explored in their efforts to build audienije?' Or to hold what

ests,

Entertainment
..

job, only slightly assuaged
paid for it.

'

It

business.

There are many answers.

Why?

Hollywood.

radio.

interesting

Rtlejy")

Nobody in his right mind is envious of the bigwigs in network radio whose function it is to keep Mr. Sponsor and Mr.
Public happy at the same time. It is a hectic and. thankless

—

How

greatness.

By IRVINO

(Producer-Owner, "rhe Li/e o/

COWAN

does daytime radio, in its showmanship role, manage
of joy, absorption, inspirato bring those priceless tnoments
mostly, it seems to lack
tion? It does well,'it does badly, but
the inventive entertainment genius and talent that aim at

own answers

OR COINCIDENCE?
BRECHER

EDGAR KOBAKi

Bjr

Today, more than ever, daytime radio needs its own LlndHammerstein s(nd Rodgers, its own Shersey and Ciouse,
woods and Shaws and Ziegfelds. It needs its own ne'w voices
and new talents U It is to climb to its potential heights of
brilliant showmanship.
Today, daytime radio is pretty much
in the doldrums. Thisf is iio secret tni
the profession, and not much of a
secret to the listeners. Otherwise, why
all the pressmus and defences? American radio is essentially show business
with clanging cash registers. Hooper
ratings, and Nielsen surveys as its boxHowever, all of this must be
office.
considered in the light of radio as a
"mass medium. Only it can give instant
communication of news and it is one of
the most powerful influences on the
I,ouls G. Cowan
American mores. For this it must and
are
does bear its re.sponsibility well, since the broadcasters
airwavps This
'licensed trustees for the people who own the
important underlying theme to any discussion of all
is an
radio's part in

S IT PLAGIARISM

iCOBAK BITES WARIET^

Dignity, Imagination

109

:

what?
Maybe it isn't important— these shows are all up on top
but isn't it just possible that it would be better if it didn't
happen? If xou will accept the premise that the absence 6f
one joke can never hurt a good show, how about trying this;
Tuesday morning when NBC's continuity department has
all the final scripts for that night, its editor phones Hope
and Skelton, for example, and informs them that they each
have a joke of similar nature. Skelton, who follows Hope,
should have the right to keep his in if he so desires (for
NBC is merely acting as a service, not a censor) but at least
he knows that Hope is going to beat him to the punch.
If the proper understanding could exist, fostered by the
network and accepted by all the individual- Comediartis, a
rotating system might pos.sibly be worked out where, if bh«
night Skelton cut a joke, the next time a conflict arose Hopi
would delete one, and after that. Fibber, or Amos 'n' Andy
It would all work out even in the end
their shows would

—

—

be good, with a greater air of freshness that miist inure
to everybody's benefit.
still

goes deeper than an individual topical joke. Occasionally an oldie; pops up twice in an evening— and. less frequently, biUt cohcei'/ably, two or three situation shows accidentally come tip with stories of the same nature, in a slngl*
week. Suppose "Gildersteeve" sweats out a parking ticket
rap on Wednesday, and Burns & Allen get a traffic summons
Thursday, and "Riley" has cop trouble Saturday? Wouldn't
it be better if scripts for all these shows, or at least story
lines, could be in NBC's hands .early enough so that all
three producers could be tipped off in advance? Personally,
I want to know when this condition exists so I could switch
and put in another show instead.
It

110
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Forty-first

Wednesday, January 8, 1947

Anniversary

A Joke Is Born

"THE aU£KSTERS
'Are Studio Audiences Necessary?

— Or How

By AL and

to

Hollywood.

By HAL KANTER
In

as

this,

show

biz's

other

in

senior

phases

nil

editions

class year

the

of

world arc subjected to a number o£
from the pens of alumni,
And although this macrobian magacontains

specific

field

probing

articles

of

radio from

the

most

.

the element of the audience has gone unrecognized, uniieralded and. alas, uninhibited since

engles,

plaud on signal from their clients.
(One agent we know lost a promising client for applauding an ad lib.)

anni edition conned a byliner from a headliner. It is time

the

first

•

Type No.

2 in this galley of galling

geese are the Moaners. Moaners are
usually
people of self-appointed
intellect who moan at puns. They
never laugh at anything; they never
applaud. All they do is moan. They
fortify themselves with great Hungarian meals before entering the
studio, thus assuring them of resonant, projected moans that can hit a
stage microphone from a gallery

that great! mass of gaping gabboons

who

populate broadcast studios from

'til
Breakfast Club until
had a
champion. Because most champions

a quarter

half-past-Coast-repeat-show

ate busy endorsing breakfast foods,
the mantle has been draped over
these shoulders by the Brillo-haircd

seat.

.

...

.

.

y

-

Boswell of 46th Street who edits his
type.
another
are
Shriekers
Usually fat women' with enormous
copy in a walk-up show-window.
But one who has waded through earlwilsons, they lumber into studios
the
moment doors are opened,
the noxious effluvium of a
studio knocking down the smaller page
Budience is no man to be champion- boys and plop into several seats near
ing the bird-faced gapers who form the front. The Shriekers cut loose
air" sign
festoons of flesh at the footlights. the moment an "on the
lights red and periodically during
It is no secret that the enthusiasm
the half hour emit high-pitched
of the. average comedy show audience noises not unlike a wounded fire
is greater than that oi a college siren. These women, research tells
they
cheerleader
Big us, are not shrieking because
auditioning for the

enjoy what they see or hear. They
are shrieking because they've found
a sudden exhilation acGompa.nied by
vocal gymnastics; relieves the tension on their gilt caused by tight,
cheap corsets. The only place they
can shriek without bestirring the
gendarmes is in a radio studio.
Need we say anything about type

CSame and a sampling of their inwould clearly show why:
the' norm, of an audience's intelligence quotient is doubtless lower
than a wellrdigger's ankle. There
are many types of putty faces who
make up the average audience, arid
Hooper have mercy on the comedian who gets all of them at one

tellects

,

broadcast! Let's look at some of
those types. But first, one man's
to the burning question "Is
the studio audience necessary?"

answer
It is

the fourth: the Pucker Pusses, or
Whistlers? Introduce anybody on a
radio show and. they edge forward
their studio seats and cut loose

on

shrill, windy noises. Let any
woman, be she Carole Landis in a

with

necessary to have an audience,
they make noises. The

Dame May Whitty in a
farthingale, come' within his range
and the 'Whistler will blow an
engineer's "V.U. needle up 15 decibles.
and burping provided by audiences He has also been known to whistle
blends into a 3Vi-minute cacophony for certain jokes when told with an
knowti in' production circles • as accompanying leer and 'to toss in a
"spread." When writers have to wtitt chorus or" two during the musical
a?i 18-minute script on a comedy number.
show, they immediately figure that
The Silent Sadies
3% minutes, talk the vocalist into
negligee or

because

w

laughter,
applause,his11 i n?
V/hispering, sneezing, coughing, hacking,
wheezing,
cellophane-rattling
,

doing an extra chorus, slip the announcer a fifth of bourbon for reading the commercial more sJowty and
thus have only 13 minutes of script
to compose.

.

If

were no audience, the

the^e

Bob McBenny paced nervously in
the NBC corridor^ He tried telling
himself that others had gone through
this same ordeal, but he couldn't

'

treatises

zine

'

there are deaf mute-s who attend
broadcasts and when they see others
in the audience laughing, they applaud to express their appreciation.
Then there are the common human
.sheep who see deaf mutes applauding and begin slapping their hands
themselves. There are also writers
who place themselves under the
audience mikes and applaud their
jokes; and writers' agents who ap-

of

boolf,

entertainment

show would end S% minutes eady
and cataclysmic penalties would renetwork' producer would be
divested of his stop-watch and studi'o
schedules;
the
agency producer
would be busted to vice-president;
the writers would be stripped to the
•waist and' lashed with comedians'
entrails; and the announcer Ort duty
at station KPEL, Denver, would
have to read a Shaner's Grill spot
announcement seven times before
the next show came through.

Eult: the

'

A fifth type is not so disconcerting
listeners. She's the ^lent
who sits in the front row,
wearing a hat she made for a visit
to
Brenneman's, staring at the
people onstage. Sadie doesn't make
any noise .becatise she doesn't hear
a word or a note. She is there to
stare and make mental notes on
what the .stars are wearing. She
usually has a runny nose, the result
of a cold contracted on the GreyTiound trip from Pontlac, Michigan,
and so stoic is her face and posture,
the performers are annoyed by her
very presence. She is the last to
leave the studio, because she sits
(Continued on page 120)
the
Sadie,

to

.

•

BETTYANN DAVIS

audience

fall

into

Does

Want

,

his aspirations; because t know him go after the next 13."
only too well, being a writer myself,
Another loud noise from the next
what it means to have someone not room brjDught an eager look to Bob
only believe in you but talk about McBenny's face.
you, too. Writers— and I suppose all
creative artists— are peculiarly senbeings, having very little Girl"; Howard Rodman, •who wrote
sitive
faith in themselves and, their own "Ride a Cock Horse"; Carolyn DarIt meant everything to me ling, who wrote "Enter Yquth"; Jane
ability.
at the beginning of my career to Speed, who wrote "My Dear Aunt
win a prize. And I think that boost Caroline"; and from a radio station
which was given to me so long ago in Hartford,, Ralph Klein with his
has always been in the back of my; unusual and clever mystery stories.
mind, and out ot it came The Play- And there were others equally as
'

and

.

house and

its

Award.

There
wrote
Wolfe,

Kenneth Greenherg, who
"The Sparrow"; Winifred

is

,

who wrote

"Portrait

of

a

,

The

true

—

—

marries

girl."

and

tried

"Just

give

us that

formula and never

mind about any new forms in radio.
Radio doesn't want anything new.
It

wDn't get a rating.

On

the contrary,

think The Play-

I

house would have
Perhaps what
time.

gotten a rating in

and why

radio,
vine,

is

open

it.s

it

wrong with

is

is

dying on the

refuses to
the fact that
doors to the young writer
it

who has something

to

say—some-

thing tender or brilliant or satirical,

something with social significance,
with stretigth and purpose.
I should love to have continued with The Playhouse indefinitely I should love to have built
it
into an institution from which
.something

anything after that, save

Gabriel Heatter.

—

The Milt Man

Of the other types, one of the
most annoying Cluck-sters is the Mitt

came the great radio writers
future.
I feel that the 33 week-s

Man, or Applauder. It the comic
ever utters a joke the Applauder
doesn't understand, he whacks his

'

all

the

"Who
a sigh of relief.
will the godf&ther be?"
"The sponsor. Same as with all
the others?'
"Must w'e? Everything is always
a matter of policy with him."
"Policy or no policy, he's the one
who's paying the hospital bills."
"Sponsor that's the racket.
No
breathed

was told over and over again
what the public wanted was
"boy meets girl boy loses girl boy

thing.

caliused paws together. If there is a
•topical" joke (any straight line
employing the name of a figure,
place or event that made the newspapers within the month), the claphappy chap beats his beefy palms.
He applauds at mention of the words
Brooklyn, the Dodgers, Crosby's
horses, Pasadena, or La Breatarpito,
"and here she is now." In addition.

—

I

Bight and you've been the best
audience we've ever had." They
never comeback to the studio. They
go home to Savannah, and never

1

do

all

"Stop sniveling."

"Boo hoo, boo hoo. I've given you
the best punchlines of my life. I'm
Many
going home to mother you can get
somebody else for your ad libs
whose
work
writer
every
Nearly
from now on."
appeared on the Carrington Play"Don't excite yourself, dear."
house has gone forth to conquer new
"I know what I'll dO;
I'll get a
fields, injecting the new blood into divorce.
And I'll win custody of
crying
business
is
which
the
radio
the Gruen plugs and the free cokes."
was
disPlayhouse
yet
the
aloud for,
"Okay, okay, calm down. I'll keep
couraged when it was discovered it"
that it was to be an experimental
"That's
writer
better."

•

to

I

get

credit."

Sprinxbaard lor

that

They applaud on
cue and laugh only when dialog
merits laughter. They leav,e immediately upon the announcer's "good

listen

the suffering and you

.

various

whole

a good one anyway.

if it is

prograni.

wife from Savannah who want to
see just one broadcast and who are
the

rauff & Rubicam what they think."
"Don't be silly. They haven't got
time to think anymore. They're too
busy becoming vice-presidents."
"You can't blame me for being a
little disappointed in this last one,
dear. Just look at it. I'm sure John
Crosby will say something nasty."
"Oh, you're always complaining.
What difference does it make to me

creative.

I am inordinately proud of many
of our productions and of the roster
of new writers who have been
launched on their careers as a result of Playhouse productions lender
the direction of Perry Lafllerty.

categories. The first can be immediately dispensed with, as it is definitely in, the minority. That would
be the bright, intelligent man and

disillusioned by
They are quiet.

—

Queen

Ask

is

studio

•

his fears.

of the

The Clucksters who compose a

•

"Well?"

The girl shook her head. "That's
He knew that in spite Dennis Young's."
"Hmmmmmm.
Beginner luck.
most modern methods and the
Unabridged Humor Thesaurus thing.<! Why can't mine turn them out like
sometimes went wrong. Worried that?"
"Nature has to take its course."
thoughts tumbled through his mind.
"Nature.
Why didn't the agency
"Would this new arrival be a boff
tell me that when they introduced
like the last one, or would it be a
me to him nine months ago. No,
mildie?" He silently prayed that it
ju.st said, 'I now pronounce
They
was
another
He
be^
wouldn't
egg.
KLZ CANARY
you comedian and writer until Wiltired of pinching the girr singer to
liam Morris do you part.'
A fine
get a laugh.
thing—
McBenny's thoughts were interEettyann's voice Is a favorite
The girl quieted him for a moment
throughout the Denver region and rupted when the script room door as she heard a familiar sound. She
cursevpral
is a resular feature on
opened and a girl tiptoed out.
beamed at McBenny. "You can go
rent KLK shows.
"Any news?" he inquired anx- in now."
KLZ, DENVER
iously.
The moment had come. Bob McBenny's anger melted. He opened
"Not yet, Mr. McBenny.
"He can't do this to me. I've got the door with a trembling hand.
There
It's in His heart was beating .fast.
it by seven o'clock.
have
to
of Soapers
at the other end of the room w;is
his contract."
The one who
"Be patient, Mr. McBenny. He's his little helpmate.
doing the best he can. He's cooperat- stood by him through high and low
ratings—the one who had sweated
Ratfi; / ing in every way."
"Well, couldn't I go in and offer and slaved in Los Angeles while he
played golf in Palm Springs.
a comforting word?"
The writer smiled up brav^ely.
"I dont think he'd care to have
Writers? you see him in his present condi- His ordeal was over. There at his
side was the results of all his effort.s.
tion."
By:- ELAiB^ CARRINGTON
grew angry. "What do you think of it?" he
Bob McBenny
"What's taking him so long? I told managed' hopefully.
Bob McBenny stared down at it
him specifically I wanted a topical
"Looks kinda faThere are new writers Clamoring one. By the time he gets through for a moment.
miliar.
Something like the one on
the
on
.beating
there won't be any topics left."
radio,
in
heard
to be
Joan Haley last week."
McMr.
be
long
now,
*^It
won't
closed doors with eager young fists.
The writer sobbed. "After all I've
just started n)oaning."
He
Benny.
in proI know, because my purpose
He wants to gone through. You know, all this
"He's just acting.
ducing the Carrington Playhouse was make it look bard. I could do bet- talk about painless delivery is a lot
"
McBenny paused. of bunk." Tears streamed do^wn his
mysto find just such writers. My search ter
"It took me three hours."
I just heard a face.
that?
was
"What
tor new writers brought forth at
"So what?
It always takes you
scream."
least 75 scripts a week— sometimes
That's Eddie a long time."
not yours.
"It's
"How can you say that. Last time
a hundred. It was usually out of a Sk«lto«'s."
I had one in the taxi on the way
here
got
He
script,
Skelton's?
"Eddie
one
that
batch
two weeks'
over here."
after me."
which was at all possible, was found. way
Bob McBenny couldn't hide the
"I know, but he's got a higher
"It
disappointment in his voice.
However, when that script was Hooper."
But
found, it was frequently a gem.
"Hoopers, bah. I haven't believed looks like a very small one'
young and old writers—because 1 in them for five years. Since I was maybe the old McBenny personality
v^ill put it across."
did not limit it to young ones— came No. 1."
"McBenny personality. Your perTake it
through with fresh and original ideas
"Relax, Mr. McBenny.
sonality is flatter than Doc Shurr.
and I thinlc, on this program for the easy."
This constant without his shoes on."
first time, the new writer was spot"Take it easy?
Bob McBenny wavered a bit.
lighted, his reasons for having writ- waiting and worrying is driving me
Maybe I should ask Foote, Ruthten the story given, his background, mad. I've got a good notion to let
calm

necessary to have an audience. Because they make noises.
It

SHERWOOD SCHWARTZ

1/ you think it's toxifih on on eapectsnf /other tcoitino for his boby to be
b'orn, let's joi»i any comedion outside any scrip! room ai he waits /or his
luritcr to deliuer o jofce.

kill 31/2 Minutes of 'Spread'

of the
of

The

|

I

|

—

He just sitfi there
his big fat product,"
glanced at his
g<it to be going
now, dear, and I'm so glad that we
made up,"

worry, no ulcers.

back

east

Bob

watch.

on

McBenny

"Well. I've

The writer smiled. Then he tenderly handed the precious little
laugh-provoker to McBenny.
Mc.B^nny lifted it carefullyv iiiln
arms. But just as he started toward
the door a hand suddenly grabbed
him. McBenny looked up fearfully.
There stood Clarence Menser with
his blue pencil.
"You're not going any place with

..'-

that."

Playhouse were of inestimable value
"Why not?"
to Jrie. I lijet a groiip of youngsters
"Sorry, old man.
who, I think, will make history in clean it up first."
the theatre if not in radio. And I
was able to open some doors to them
which could not otherwise have been
v
with PAlJLA ^KEtXY;, \
opened. But I see very little chance
I'rogram Manaifer.s and Record J6clieys of .fiver. 400 I.^ng-Worth affiliate
of new bloqd coming into radio
KiationR are aiiidouHly avvaitinK the first release ot a eo-tune pact just
signed with The Motonaires and Paula Kelly. With iSiU Stegmeyer the new blood which the industry
piloting the accompanying group, it's bound to be Radio Box office with claims is a necessity— until radio ita <'ni)ital "K".
s61f opebs wide its doors and lets
LANG-WORTH. INC.,
it in.

THE MODERNAIRES

You'll have to

McBeinnny realized from previous
experience that argument

was

use-

less.

:

.

NEW YORK

And

we leave our happy
the writer ha." gone
back into the labor room.- the
comedian has gone back to hi.*; pacing. And the Hooper? That's probably gone back, too.
little

so

as

couple

—

'

.
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E.T.'s eaiwing
By ANTON

„

M.^

p^^S^

F0rty.fir$i

FM Means BBsioess—

DvT/sT

LEADER

.'

And

c

;

;

(CliaimoTO,

most formidable controversy to come upon
transcription. This medium, in itself
the radio scene is the
vitality breathed (or should I say
nbt new, bas had a new
larid

"groaned") into

inai

is

it

by the Bing.

the controversy?

NBC

and

CBS have

maintained

the broadcast of transcriptions over the
a united front against
network. Why? I believe the objectors take root from the
early disfavor universally held of the transcription which
prompted the FCC to insist on opening and closing designa(the preceding) program is (was)
tions: "The following
This was originally designed to protect the
transcribed."
Then, as time went on, the
listener from fraud of a sort.
i).etworks, battling to maintain eminence through their individuality and exclusivity o^ prpgrairts, naturally shied away
are anything bwt exclusive,
frojia a medium :Whow overt^
availability cross networli; bounwliose very charM^^
daries without conscience.
relnfoiice their stand, particularly as the opposition

To

/

in-;

creased, the networks seized on "quality" as theit' standard.
They held that the average transcribed program was inWe must not forget' that all this time, even though
ferior.
their arguments were gradually being nullified, their position
remained impregnable because they had sold-out schedules
lists on their owii terms.
So, they could turn
waiting
with
down many a new, exciting program idea. When Roger
White and I sold General Motors on the Show of Shows, an
up
from
pf
memorable
bits
outstanding radio
hour made
shows of the week, recorded oh Aim (using the Fonda Film
Becordet) Paul Garrett s3id "But NBC (which at that time
and
CBS
won't
take
Blue)
it!".
They didn't and
vsrSis Bed and
I am sure there are; many other similar experences on file
throughout the industry.

Approach

Sales

By CHAIOLES R.:'DENNY:,

.

The newest

Annimnmy

By ALAN LIPSCOTT:

:-v^

FCC)

Hollywood.

The Goose was

Washington.
what is it?" That question is the springboard for
the mushrooming campaign to make America FM-conscious.

FM—

,

.

,

His golden egg had turned into an ulcer.
I remember when Joe Hale first propositioned the Goose
to join his writing staff.
It was aVwut three years before
RWG. We were having coffeo at the time at the counter
of the Thrifty Drug Store. Tlie Goose was washing dishes
behind the counter. I even remember the gag that started
the whole thing. A storm was blowing up outside when the
Goose ad libbed, "It's so windy in Hollywood, they'll have
to put a hat pin in the Brown Derby." Joe did a take, then
looked at me and i nodded. Joe started duelling with him
andj the Goose topped him every time. I gave up after exhausting the few stockolas I always carried around in my
mind for such occasions.
And then Joe started to woo the Goose. It was the usual-

Answermg that question is demanding the best showmanship, salesmanship, indoctrination and proselytizing
zeal that

the FM builders can muster. Answering that question means
eonditioning America's millions for a new radio voice. The
density of ignorance on this subject presents an inviting field
for the practitioner of modem advertising, publicity,
promotional techniques. Here are a few of the methods
being
used to introduce FM.
The general pattern of approach has as its first step the
winning over ot the distributors and dealers. Working on
the principle that to hear FM is to want FM, the enthusiasts
are circularizing the dealers, sending them monthly news
letters, conducting clinics for them, and arranging for
them
actually tij listep to FM operation.
Schools are held for
servicemen, both those employed by dealers and the independent ones. A Southern broadcaster persuaded two distributors to buy time on his FM station at $550 per month
each although there are only a half dozen receivers in the
town. Dealers and distributors are asked to write to the
manufacturers calling for early delivery of FM receivers.
Having won over the dealers, distributors and servicemen,
the FM prospective broadcaster moves on to the listener.
Cuiriosity is whetted by. placards over the area ireading "What
is FM?"
Billboards are used. Match packets, blotters and
similar gadgets are passed around.
One grantee having a
newspaper tieup had '75 news stories printed before his station went on the
throwaway.

These were

air.

lateir

.

routine.

In smooth, dulcet voice, he kept repeating such words as
"glory," "opportunity" and "fame." The Goose listened but
he wouldn't take his hands out of the sudsy water. Then
Joe started a new attack. He purred about the glamorous ^
gals, the many stars he would talk to, and then he threw
in the privileges of his swimming pool.
And all the time
Joe talked, the only time the Goose opened his mouth was
to breathe on a glass before he wiped it.
And then I remember how the Goose politely said, "That's fine, Mr. Hale,
but how much money does the job pay?" And when an
angry Joe Hale hissed "35 bucks," "report to work tomorrow," the Goose calmly said, "60." That's when I fell in
love with the Goose. And when Joe said, "50" and picked
Up the cbeck, the Goose took off his apron and handed it to
the chef.

assembled into a

Community Pitch

And now the Goose was dying.
The Goose made the llth writer

-

In one

city, the grantees

are studying a plan which

I

would

in the Joe Hale gag mill.
handled "insults" with Lionel; Sid and Al collaborated on
"He's so thin that "; Jack concentrated on ""^o Yo's," and
also helped Bernie on "He's so cheap that"; Floyd worked
from the neck up on "big nose." "big ears" and "bald head";
Elwood handled everything from the neck down; the Goose
was assigned to "He's so fat that" and Phyllis, the only gal
gagster in captivity, specialized in "girdles."

like to see become a trend. Plan is to combine forces to sell
to the community as a new seirvice—ignoring the competitive angle for the time being. There are already s<)me

FM

He was tired, so tired he was
fortunately, he was so sought after that he
could remain obdurately obstinate. Bing couldn't undterstand
why he should not record a few programs during, a lull in
his other activities and then relax a while far away from
Writer."; conferences, agency executives and radio studios,
tots of us joined Bing in his puzzlement, but NBC and CBS
However, the Blue had now ^^own up,
still said "Not"
liiarried a Life Saver and (Shanged its name to ABC-^and
ABC was willing, and so was iPhilco, and Bing Crosby won
the first rbund'. But only the first round!
came Bing!

Then, along

obstinate;

And

Only the

round

long bout for the championship. And suddenly, strangely, Crosby's opponent turns out
not to be NBC or CJBS but" Crosby himself. The standard
for quality he built during the past years is how his bitterest
opponent,
This is where I believe the real battle liesquality. If Crosby can maintain high quality he is bound to
win and even NBC and CBS must finally succumb. If the
Bing loses, the cause of transcriptions will be set back immeasurably.
first

in this

Among Sing's champions were those who pointed at films
said: "See, that's how to make a perfect show!
Do it
over and over until its perfect." That, incidentally, is when
liny Interest was whetted.
As a director, that thought excites me because then the production of transcribed shows
becomes, like films, a director's medium.
Unfortunately,
there are some real drawbacks we must face.

and

_To

form ol recording for transcriptions is too clumsy and awkward.
In order to benefit from
the process of dubbing together the best of a number of takes,
vvve must have the mechanics with Which to do this simply
and easily. Any of you who have cut and dubbed sound in
the two forms know that the film method is far superior
^rom every standpoint. Therefore, in order to benefit from
the prime advantage inherent in the transcription medium
the present archaic processes must be replaced
immediately.
begig..with, the present

It*8

All in the Editing

This mean's added costs and is likely to be frowned upon,
but I never was popular with the maintalners of the "status
quo," so I may as well continue consistently. For instance,

Bing Crosby should record an hour, or even more, and then
edit until he has the perfect half-hour.
If we approach the
Job with that attitude our writers, actors and directors, too,
will bring new vitality to the Transcription. Too long have
they (along with
and CBS) looked down their noses
at It. It has been just another source^of income to them,
but artisticaUy?—give them a live show; They
must not
forget that a transcription can be immortal, whereas the
hve show dies at 29:30.

NBC

.The public?

Don't worry about the public. They don't
a torn-oif boxtop whether, it's live or transcribed.
If
a good show they'll listen, it not that knob or button
works miraculously and turns off the live show as easily as
the transcribed.

Swe

It is

'

Eventually

we come

to the sponsor^

Ironically

and ag-

gravatingly,

no matter how high faliitin we get we have to
end up worrying (and I do mean worrying!) about the sponsor.
Don't kid yourself, he doesn't care what you call it or
now you do it as long as it pays off.
'

•

if i may touch briefly on another Industry Sore"uring a group discussion o£ the subject someone asked:
Will there be transcriptions
in Television?"
The answer
was: "Yes, the film
will be the transcribed show of Television
and will represent the major portion of production in quality
«s well as in quantity!"
^.'"^^lly.

f,P?:'

I

believe that, too.

^

outstanding individual instances where FM stations are
plugging each other on behalf of the art.
After a station goes on" the air, opportunities for showmanship skyrocket. A favorite stunt is to stage a demonstration in a theatre to determine how many of the custpmers- can tell the difference between the music coming
from the prciiestra on, the stage and the samte selection c6minfffrom a high fidelity BTVI receiver. The same stunt is put
on the road to make the county fair. Grange, Rotary Club
and church supper circuit. One canny opex-ator pitched his
county fair demonstration opposite a battery of milking
machines which played hob with
but never laid a glove
on FM. This told the farmers more about FM than a thousand words. Trailers carry
demonstrations to busy city
street corners and to village squares.
I am told that the more ardent FMers pray for frequent
thunderstorms to hypo their demonstrations. An special
play is made for music teachers.
.
>
Pioneer listener clubs have been formed, the members
getting handsome certificates in return for providing the
station with information concerning reception conditions and
program reactions. Aerial photographs of coverage areas
are placed in store windows.
The early prewar FM operators were as conscious as today^ operators of the need for getting sets around in the
community as quickly as possible. Some of them bought
sets outright atid spotted them in schbols, stores, restaurants
and roadhouses, Oiie oldtimer ireCalls hii success in inducing dealers to sell 2,000 sets in his area before the station
went on the air.

Gjonp

Set8

,>

Several stations distribute programs of their fine concerts
lists.
And everyone iii the business knows
which sells such a program service to 30,000
subscribers for one dollar a year.
,.

Sloganeers' Field-Day
mark

the inauguration of a

new

station

A
for

"I'M

Knows No

Seasons;"

:

number

of manufacturers have provided excelleht kits
customers-r-gtVing a virtual cradle-to-the-grave

their

promotional service.
It is this kind of concentrated effort that is needed to educate the American people on the advantage.s of what the
FCC has officially characterized as the ''finest aural broadcast
system attainable in the present state of the radio art,"
The commission hopes that every applicant and every
grantee will contribute bis fUll share toward preparing thepublic for the advent of this new service. This should be an
all-out effort on the part of all of us^the applicant, the
grantee, the dealers, distributors, servicemen, the manufacturers and the commission. The more intensively we tell
the story of FM. the sooner the listener and everyone else
concerned will benefit.

edy needs Only the laughter to hit fortunate clown lines that would ju.st
'as well suit any member of AFRA.
the mass audience. Anyway, there's
Of course, too many "comedian.s"
not much Wit in radio; mbst funnyaren't comedians at all. They haven't
men aren't wits, they're comedians the showmanship, tonal variety, act... another thing.
iiig ability or timing sense to be so.
depends on at least not oh radio, And if the
Anybody's Aumor
material should rise above the
ideas. Radio's depend on gags, chafall funnyman, the funnyman is doomed.
acterization or situation and
A word knocked around b.v the
'three depend on construction. Td-

fied

!

ART HOENLEY

^==-

t

Payoff for the Plug

.

-

One

heart and turned off the oxygen,
It was then that Joe came into the room.
His shoes, still
bad dust oh them from the golf course. He waved to the
waxen face oh the pillow and called cheerily, "Keep punchi.

.

Goose!"
And when I told Joe that the Goose was dead, tears came
to his eyes and I thought he was going to faint.
Joe was
sentimental that way. We gave the Goose a modest burial.
To the surprise of us all, Joe insisted on buying the stone.
And he ordered an expensive one. It cost about $1,000.
Phyllis called it a bonus. A month later, J'oe invited us all
tp the unveiling services. After Joe delivered a short eulogy
that was vtrritten by Sid and Elwood, the stone was unveiled.
Qh it was inscribed the only piece of material Joe ever wroter
ing,

Here Lies
Writer
:

straight-man.

were permitted

If

to

gag

artisans

concentrate

better comics realize that the
lorm of wit is
'manner nat'
a blend of tears and woi'ding of lines in a
^Ughtcr must have had a low \ural to the comic ia what really inFlop
personality.
a
dividualize.s
"ooper. Because
top kilocycle coni- comedy shows often offer the uu-

said

the

highest

day'.s

the comic's personality as the
gags and situation

mover,

on

prime
would

I

'

I

U

.

help. 2. Doiibie-entcndTC, clean Or
sugge.ftivc; the old mistaken-iden-

!

!

tity

aiid

Escape

is

J

Satire

by

always

ic's
I
;

1

'

:

I

3.

Smart writers understand acting
and production and their material

It

Vou can break down any humor;

is

good.

still

treated, smartly
or
broadly,
writer, actor and producer.

I

characterization!:

Try

chestnut,

I

come naturally from the consequent

bus show into these three basic for"situation." I prefer a mulas: I. Boy meets girl, boy loses
word I coined, "squatuation." a sit- girl, boy gct.s girl. Which is simply
uation which didn't quite ".sit." and "m'an gets involved in something,
sadly the most common kind, usu- man does wrong thing, man resolves
ally featuring the comic as a glori- 'difficulty with or without out.side
pucksters

.Yo.

On the Staff of
Joe HALE.

!

who

1

I

[

•

The guy

He had

And when the doctor remarked that he Was running short
of oxygen, the Goose sallied, "Don't worry. Doc, we'll mehtion the brapd on the air and get you a case for nothing."
And Phyllis sobbed louder.
And as the oxygen hissed, I remembered the time when
Joe first asked the Goose to sign a contract. To the surprise
of Joe, the Goose read it, the first of us who ever did. And
after he read it, it suddenly burst into flame on account of
it got too close to Joe's cigar.
Tbe Goose swo^e It was an
I
accident.
I personally didn't think it was Joe's cigar.
figured it was the fire in the Goose's eyes. And the Goose
was very apologetic as he swept up the ashes.
piebe of
ash that still glbWed, a moment ago was a 20-lifie clause
assigning all future radio rights to Joe, Anothef piece that
was slowly scarring Joe's mahogany desk was a 50-line
clause relinquishing all- rights to television, pictures and
recordings. And that piece, fluttering to the ceiling, was a
"no credit" clause. The clinker he was crushing between
his fingers forbade him ever to strike,
Joe never offered
the Goose another contract.
And now the Goose was dying.
And as" he lay there gasping, I remembered the time when
Joe asked the Goose to write a guest shot for a prominent
'Negro comic. And the spot that he turned in had no "He's
BO lazy that" gags, and no rel!orences to chicken-stealing,
crap-shooting or Pullman porter shenanigans. He Wrote hina
as he would a white comic. And I remember the slow burn
Joe did as he read the spot and how he tore it up mto little
pieces. And then I remember how the Goose reached into
his pocket and brought out a carboij copy and made Joe
And Joe did the spot and the yoks were frequent
listen.
and i^usty and the critics said nice things about Joe. And
when he gave the Goose a $10 raise, funny, but not one of
us was envious.
The Goose suddenly stopped gasping. We all suddenly
stopped breathing. The doctor felt his pulse, listened to his

]

'

n
By

have

Sloganeers have been busy; "FM
been found effective.
Means Finer Music," "FM Means Far More Listening Pleasure," ''FM^Broadcasting's: -Better Mousetrap,*' "FM Means

Folding Money

all

credits.

to large mailing
about the station

to

gathered in the Goose's hospital
AVe didn't do much talkihg. Phyllis

were,

:

I

Days

we

'

three holes to go. The doctor came in, felt the. Goose's
pulse and turned on the oxygen. The Goose with feeble
voice, introduced us to the -doctor.
"Doctor Green," he
murmured. -It was an effort, but the Goose believed in

In theje latter days, the FM broadcasters have been bombarding the manufacturers with demands for sets which are
only now starting to Come bii the market in appreciable
numbers. One grantee has told me that he plans to buy 300
Sets and donate them to schools, Granges, clubs and similar
organizations. He will buy them through the local dealers
for two reasons: first, because that's the only way he can get
them, and, second, because he would want to build good relations with the dealers anyway.
Another FM zealot has
purchased 1,000 antennas and presented them to dealers to
be placed in the hpmes of the first purchaser.s in his com
munity.

FM

here

for the blackout.
sobbing.

Joe had just telephoned from the golf course.

.

l

and Hoppers

And
room

was

.

:

Tears, Laugfiter

I

AM

FM

dying.

Poor Goose!

con.sistent with the com-'
established characterization. So'
uses
"Butch"

when Ed Gardner
Jenkins as a guest,

I'd

like to sell

him a
him

line which reads. "Just lookit"
,' he's
on'y a 7:id. Why, 'he'
.
'
don't even play the hotses yet!"
.

I

A

boff. a yok, a

bomboola!

"
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Foriy

P^^^^ ^Am^swi

first

Saga .of Lingo Outlets Sweet & Sad,

Wedn««<d«yf January 8, 1947

Actuality Broadcasts—
^Slice^of^Life'

But Profitable Period Lies Ahead
(Program Mreetor,

benejit of its fellows
mother tongue."

who

(CBS Producer)

N, Y.y
interests
to oper-

ate the stations at a loss, if need
to
effecting a switch
be, while
straight English time. There has
been some effort to work up a protest to the FCC against this practice.
But it has not made a great deal

cling to

Four

the

WOV,

program structure. These
usually have the resources

years

programs of headway, perhaps because any
foreign - language
were being broadcast in virtually FCC action in the matter ^ould
every urban center in America imply' direct ititervehtion in a
affairs,
and
program
Where aiiy sizable foceign-language station's
henee-^0 fatal syllables^ensorship.
community was to be found.
Ownership by foreign-born or forIn any event, the result has been

later,

eign-descended groups had very little to do with this development.

that there are now
tiiroughout
stations

less

the

than 150
country

dition of new stations to the sjpectrum in any given market may
possibly generate conditions similar
those that prevailed in the
to
early 30's, when many independents
were forced to adopt specialized
programming in order to stay
solvent. In the face of these conditions, it may be that some of the
'

•

future
of the

FM

stations,

and indeed some

AM

outlets now doing well
enough in English alone, will rediscover in forcing-language broadcasting the revenue of rescue. And

should we experience any widespread business slump, the movement will probably be accelerated.

Something else had happened: Radio which carry foreign-language prohad become a business. As a busi- grams. The drop has actually been
What about the market? Are the
,ness, it needed economic foundations. more drastic than this figure indi- shut gates of immigration and the

One

favored group of stations, usually those with the most desirable
frequencies, came to enjoy the competitive advantage of affiliation with

the

since

cates,

number

total

of

hours has fallen off far more sharply
than the numbej of outlets. Some
stations once active in the foreignthe newly-formed networks. Others, languaTge field now carry only an
forced to scratch for audience as occasional hour or two on Sunday
best they could, turned to specializa- mornings or at other odd times.
tion of one kind or another. Farm As a concrete instance there is
programis paid out, for some; cash- Boston, where not a single liour of
-

on-the-line religion for others; and
for still pthers^foreign languages.
Any initial diffidence: the broad-

local

broadcasting

Italian-language

any longer, to be heard from a
Boston station. Asidie fronn the 30caster may have felt about entering minute daily Italian network show
the field of non-English broadcasting fed from
to WMEX, the neardispelled by the
effectively
Purchasing power dived for
bottom at a speed equal to that of
the ex-millionaire plummeting from

was

crash.

.an ujiper stOry 6f his foreclosed

With

scraper.

WOV

est outlet

for Italian

ol ItaUanv-language

WESX

in

many hours

broadcastihg.

sky-

Cvmts

was discovered

it

is

Salem. Before the war, Boston sta-

sales resistance the

toughest in history,
that a sales

is

tions themselves carried

message would bring

enormously greater returns if delivered in the language the listener
spoke at home— and there were
countless homes where languages
other ^^an J&iglish were sptoken.
Fojeign-lariguage broadcasting became the Open Sesame to the nig-

FM

possible CDunter-acting: tenden^
cies, I Can see at least two. The
first lies in the numerous new
grants being made by the commis-

AM

New

Haven, Milwaukee, San

Antonio,
and' undoubtedly else-.,
where, the new stations are concentrating much of their time on
gard pocketbooks of hard times.
foreign-language programs. In MilI will never forget how one pioneer
waukee,
has inherited most
foreign-language client in Chicago
of the foreign-language revenue cast
built himself a fabulous business in
off by
when that station
thi? very depths of the depression by
went solidly English. In New Haven,
using Bohemian-language radio to
has benefited likewise from

WFOX

WEMP

sell

canaries.

The promise

of

a

WNHC

WELI's all-English policy. In San
chicken in every pot had gone aAntonio, KCOR's FCC application
glimmering, but so far as the Boemphasized the need for more exhemian community of Chicago was
tensive Spanish-language service in
concerned, we did put a canary in
that area, and the grant was inade
>s.
every cage.

r

largely

on

that basis.

The other factor that comes to
mind is the ultimate emergence of
foreign-lan- the new
stations in urban areas,
guage broadcasting opened up to the The intensified competition which
advertiser a great market whose full must inevitably result from the adpotential
had never been fully
Untapfieil

The

lUbirlcet

proliferation

FM

of

tapped

by the language press.
Throughout the 30's, foreignlanguage programs increased in
nuriiber,
and their billings rose
steadily. By the. end of the decade,
200 stations were carrying programs
in a total of about 30 different languages.
Some of the stations derived no substantial income from
any other form of broadcasting.
Born out of the broadcaster's need
to pay his bills, and growing up
Topsy-like without a great deal of
professional tutelage, some foreign-

language

I

broadcasting

may

Our program jargon needs over-

that though they present "real" peo^
(I sometimes
pie
wonder)
they

hauling; our techniques, too.

,

The

increasingly

indiscriminate

originate

use of the terms documentary, dramatic and actuality has produced
such confusion that even so highly
as
publication
word-conscious a
Variety can be found now and then
using one term when it seems to
that
suggest
mean another. I do not
the definitions given below should
be accepted as authoritative. I find
it necessary to formulate them because as a frequent, fervent practitioner and advocate of the actuality form, I insist that you know
just what I mean by itT-and what I
do not mean. A dramatic broadcast
presents actoirs i>ortraying contrived
characters enacting contrived situations, and may employ contrived
sound and music to heighten preA documentary
conceived effects.
broadcast is the presentation of facts
and reality. It may use any technique—dramatiei actuality or a combination of bbthJ Biit; ah actuality
nothing
but
presents
broadcast
soiuids that are real and the voices
of people speaking as themselves.
Now that you know exactly what
I am advocating— the actuality form
—first I should like to abolish a prevailing notion that it is necessarily
highbrow, educational or longhair.
Using the term in discussion with

from places—studios,

halls,

theatres—which necessarily produce
a synthetic" set of relationships, and
in the long run, by overemphasizing
themes of embarrassment, overwhelming largesse or so-called self,
improvement, their participants have
less

to

do with reality than char-

acters in a straight dramatic broadcast.

"Actuality" broadcasts in the
true sense icannot be produced in
studios.

The kind of actuality I am arguing for has been the subject of considerable experimentation
in
the
inexorable figures of the actuaries
past few years and has found its
causing it to, disappear? Here and
gf-eatest usefulness in the area of
there, it is possible that communities
public service. Brieflyj it is a 'Wiceof-life" technique.
have been reduced to a point below
It employs one
of radio's most treasured and negthe economic minimum necessary
to support a schedule of broadcastlected resources—the remote— —the
ing. But in the larger urban centers,
magic that can take a microphone
into a housewife's kitchen, onto a
the major language groups coijtinue
exert considerable purchasing
picket
to
line,
across
the
railroad
tracks, into the mines and plants—
power and to bring satisfactory rewards to the advertiser.
in short, the remarkable de\fiee that
can lift up and carry the voice of
As to programming, it is my perthe "common man" without ever ussonal belief that one of the prime
ing or establishing consciousness pf
functions of foreign-'language-broadthat overworn pseudo-poetic term.
casting must be to dissolve tha'hard
It
is
a technique that takes the
sociological knots which the foreignstuffed shirt out of public issues,
language communities, represent in
more "commercial col- and presents opinion from the area
the American body p'olitic. English some of my
apt to where issues are experienced by thfe
should be increasingly intermingled leagues, I find that they are
in their
with foreign languages, as' it is in disniiss it as ,to(> erudite or as "some- millions of Americans
thing BBC does very well, and you places of work and living, of amusethe actual day-to-day life of the
It ment and suffering, where for theiti
audience.
Music should not be know how dull they can be"..
narrowly restricted to that of the is of course true that the actuality the basic struggles are always felt
form is one the British pioneered and unfolded.
nationality served by the program.
To cite but one example, during
The broad concepts of democracy, and mastered with great ingenuity
But I am afraid that my the past year CBS employed this
of racial, religious, and inter-group and effect.
it away are like
technique in the programs it prounderstanding, should be attractively friends who shrug
the character of Moliere who was duced for organized labor
"Cross
expostulated.
suddenly so prbfundly impressed by
While the extinction of foreign- the fact, that what he had been Section— CIO" and "Cross Section—
In the midst of the great
language broadcasting, based on the speaking all his life was "prose". AFL."
automobile strikes, instead of predisfcippearance of the market, seems For, in the final analysis,
such
anything but imminent, I believe we sturdy commercials as "Vox Pop" senting labor's point of view through
should consider ourselves on the and, in a narrower sense, "We, The union officials delivering abstract
threshold of the transition period People" are actuality broadcasts, statistical arguments, we took our
leading to that result. Serious at- and it's high time their successful microphone to the picket line, to
a strike kitchen, where the downtention to the broad social problems producers knew It.
to-earth emotions of rank-and-file
attendant upon the absorption into
strikers articulated against the backthe American fabric of the foreignNo, Nffli That!
ground of slzzlhig doughnuts and the
born and their children will simulclinking of plates and cups captured
taneously keep us informed as to the
I am afraid I'll have to confess
the image 01 the hopes and militancy
exact state of the market. If we are that a great number of audienceof thousands of Americans convinced
thus forearmed, the
transitional participation and quiz programs also
of the justice of their cause.
On
process should be painless and falls under
definition of "acaijother occasion, where labor was
profitable, and the actual broad- tuality".
This doesn't mean I enseeking to express its concern with
casting wUl reflect an admirable dorse tllem. To me, they are a perthe housing shortage, our microconcept of service and responsibility. version of "actuality", in the sense
phone was set down on the kitchen
table in a smaU apartment occupied
by a veteran-worker and his large
family.
During that broadcast, the
occasional sounds of small children
playing in the corner of the same
room said more about the urgency
of the problem than any formal talk
aired last year.
I can cite more
than one hundred other scattered
examples on a great variety of issues
which were equal in their effective,

—
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sion. In

Technique

By ROBIGRT HELLER

By ARNOLD HARTLEY
In 1927, columnist John Wallace,
Of the radio fan magazine Radio
Broadcast, was curious to know
"why no station has ever come into
existence operated by a foreign-born
or foreign-descended group for the

'

—

my

ness.

Today there is more "story mamore drama, more exciting

terial",

have

listening in real people in real places

lacked the broadcaster's most solicitous parental attention and an adequate education in radio's amenities.
It required the war to bring a certain measure of repentance and reformation, and an improvement in
administration and program content.
Today, with the war well behind
us, there is probably less foreignlanguage radio than at any time in
the past 15 years. .Not that the market has evaporated. It continues to
exist and to show appreciable economic strength in the major centers.
But two factors have been operating
to reduce broadcast time devoted to
foreign languages.
;
One is the generally improved
competitive position of the urban independent station vis-a-vis the networks. A number of independents
have demon.strated forcibly that
high ratings are not necessarily an
exclusive attribute of network affiliates.
This has meant adequate revenues without recour.se to specialization.
The tendency has accordingly
been for many broadcasters to minimize foreign-language time or to
drop it altogether as an encumbrance
which deters the further development of the English-language audiences on which their increased spot
business has been built.
'The second factor has been the
acquisition
foreign
of
language
stations by |>iew interests which, for
one reason or another, do not want
to perpetuate the station's previous

than can be imagined by thousands
of
skilled
fabricators
of
radio
"di-eaming up" stories in their mo.st
dramatic fashion.
Our technicians
can place our mikes at the very
heart of reality. It is then our job
to sift out its essence in sound, to
arrange it and juxtapose It, to transform it into programs which are
not only true, but as full of art as
the best of our synthetic works. We
have become too soft, preferring the
.

'

insulation

and manufactured air of
our .studios: to the cold reality of the
world outside'. Today, with recording equipment and quick tran.sport
always available, we have no excuse.
The world is too full ot real
sounds and real voices that are
meaningless. In this outward direc-

;

tion lies greater public service,

and

perhaps the "something new" we in
our offices have air awaited too
long.

Ackerman's Canada 0.0.
I

SEASON'S GREETINGS

Harry Ackerman, Young and Ru-,
bicam radio exec, is making a swing
of Canada this week for a personal
0.0. of Y & R Canadian branch offices and agency activity in the
Dominion.
It's
Ackerman's first gander of
Y & R Canadian setup. Accompanied by his wife, he'll wind
for a few-day vacash at the
Chateau Frontenac in Quebec.
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Gab Casualties Mounting,
But Liberals Fight Baok

By

By FRANK SCIILI.Y

di<.:k

mack
Hollywood.

Come on

Troublesome Valley, Colo/
pass from Palm Springs and head for the Mojave
II you go over the
Desert you soon notice two things. You can hardly hear the Sons of the
hear
tlie
West
Coast commentators at
you
can't
longer
and
any
Pioneers
Though not 100 miles from Hollywood, you find it easier to tune in
all.
on' Dallas or even Denver. This is a peculiarity of the climate, but there
strictly
an
import,
and that is a sponwhich
seems
peculiarity
is another
sor trend toward tuning out dissenting opinions.
Whatever side of the Great Divide you should find yourself on these
days, you either get what the N. A. M., wants you to get in the matter of
gab— or you get practically nothing.
La.st spring there were 14 commentators who covild be cla.ssed as liberal,
and 2.^ who stuck pretty close to the old party line. Today there are 35
who talk so far to ihe right of Sen. Bilbo that he has to yell to hold his
On the other hand, the liberals have dropped
linos -of communications.
from 14 to 3, and only one of them is really giving everybody an old-

in, son.
Sit down, son, I want to have a heart-to-heart talk
I'm not going to waste any time telling you silly things about
birds and bees and pollen.
Somehow I have the feeling that time and
nature will have you carrying your own weight in pollen all too soon.
What I have to talk to you about is more important, much more important. I've heard an ugly rumor that you're thinking of going into the
radio busine.ss. Is that true?
It isl
Well, sit down, I want to have a
heart-to-heart talk with you, son.
I know you have no desire to take over my fur bu.siness, son.
You're
right, it is a smelly business, void of romance and excitement.
I know
also that you have no intention of accepting Uncle Morrie's offer ot working your way up in his plumbing business. Who wants to work .his way
drain-pipes,
through
sticky
sinks
and
up
cesspools, although you must
admit that in the latter you really start at the top. But what good is the
fur business and/or the plumbing business? After all, what di(} I or Unele
Moriie get out of them? Nothing but a stinkin' million dollars, that's all.
And of course there are so many complicated ways of charging off items
when income tax time rolls around. Why get complicated, huh son? For
instance, why bother about a silly item like "depreciation"?
In radio,
nothing depreciates but the body and the mind. Simple, isn't It?
I've known for a long time, son, that you love show business.
It's so
glamorous and so interesting and so exciting and so sweet and you meet
so many interesting people. I've known that you had a craving for show
business ever since the time that that actor on the staff of the Grossinger
Country Club took sick, and you jumped into his part and brought the
house down with your sterling performance as one of the pansies in "If
Men Played Cards As Women Do." That was the night you convinced
yourself you had talent and you darn near convinced me that you weren't

with you.

.

fashioned piece of his mind.
Now nobody could possibly maintain that the progres-sive viewpoint was
shellacked at the polls by a score of S.l to 1. Actually the score was 4 to 3.
Anywhere else 4 to 3 is a very close score. Nobody feels particularly
yeasty over winning by such a margin, and the losers hardly feel that
they'd better get out of town before it's too late. But sponsors have acted
as it the November elections were a complete repudiation of everything
the people showed they wanted since 193.?. What few have held on have,
in time, admitted that the pressure was too great and, while they personally stiH held to a progressive point of view, after all, business is busiSo in the. main they have shelved the
ness and they were in busine.ss.
commentators attd either taken on a hillbilly band or got ofi the air
altogetlier.

.

Then; Wa» a

A

substantial part of what follows
deals with the advertising business,
performer on a
in which every

sponsored program is working. The
talent contract marries the entertainer

like that?
all that.

advertising

the

business.

entertainers sometimes have diificulty understanding Hooperatings.

who are accustomed
having their olferings reviewed

Entertainers
to

have no diflliculty understanding annual awards based on the personal
opinions of editors of Variets-, radio

newspaper

editors,

editors, publicity

But in the mind of the
advertiser none of these is a substitute for the vote of the listening
The advertiser settles for
public.
the rating which is nobody's opinion,
but which is based solely on the
votes cast for or against the program
by .tlie listener when he tells the
radio survey he is listening or not
listening to the program.
agents, etc.

•

War

Doing advertising business
is

What causes things
war isn't as simple as

to

is because radio's measurements
for people in show
bu.siness but for the advertiser that

It

were not designed

many

'Now Look

in

Winning a zines or newspapers.
doing the fight- advertising there is one contract only.

ing go down Avith the very disease itself. Doctors and nur&es have gone
down in great numbers in infantile paralysis epidemics. So, too. have
many who fought fascism ended as victims of the dreaded political plague.
The Los Angeles area has taken a worse beating in this regard than
any other section of the country and to keep from being snuffed out completely it has organized the Western Council For Progressive Business,
Labor and Agriculture, designed to subsidize liberal comntentators who
taighl be other^yise temporarily off the air because they had run out of
sponsors, or had been dropped by them because the sponsors couldn't

In radio
It is for newspaper space.
advertising one signs two contracts.
One is for talent. The second is for
time.

The advertiser needs one set of
measurements to help him buy talent.
It takes an entirely different
type of measureii.ent involving radio
engineering, the U. S. Census, retail
sales figures- and a complicated discount scale to buy time. I am not
going into the subject of time-buying
here and now, beyond saying that
such contractual considerations determine which network is bought for
a program, the number of stations
carrying the program, whether the
program goes on day or evehing, etc.
The sum-total of the considerations
behind the time contract make the
program available to more or fewer
radio homes. But the tinie Contract
carries no assuirance that anyone will

stand the perpetual pressure.
In a short time, Jimmy Roosevelt, Peter de Lima, Sam Baiter, Bill
Pennell and Averill Berman found that they had talked themselves out
o£ jobs.
The Western Council, headed by such people as Bartley Crum,
Emil Corwin, Albert Dekkcr, Amerigo Bozzani, Jack Y. Bermari, Rollin
McNitt, E. Y. Harburg, Mary McCall, Mrs. Leo Spitz and Mrs. Elliott
Dexter viewed this wholesale decimation with well-sustained alarm.

advertiser

Tlie

,

uses

his

talent

negotiating for
in
The advertiser has
his attraction.
learned that the most trustworthy
gauge of what a .performer can do'
record o£ what he has done.
is a
The Hoopcrating has for twelve
years been radio's only continuous
comparative mea.sure o£ how one
program is pulling with the listeners
compared with another.
Because the talent and time contracts are negotiated separately, it is
not infrequent that the price of tal:.ent goes up during renegotiation of
contracts (because the hiflhcr Hooperating demonstrates greater listener
popularity) when the price of time
[for the program actually goes down
(due to purcha.se ot lower stations
on the same network, cheaper time
on the same network or a shift of the
program to a lower-priced network).
The failure of agency and advertising executives in radio (many of
whom have been raised in other
media) to discern the basic difference between radio's and other ad.

:
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i
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'Only

My

Ul<-ei-8

Are Happy''

Now what do you think made Irving a shaking shell of his former self?
Why do you think jjoctors' eyes and flubrpscopes light up with anticipation
see Irving coming? I'll tell it to you, like Irving told it to me,
between shakes.
"Unele Dick." he said, "Uncle Dick, I'm sick. I don't feel good half the
time and the other half the time, I don't feel good either. It's the pressure.

when they

I

!

The

'pre.ssure of writing and producing funny thing.s each
9 and 9:30, Eastern Standard Time.
and guest stars week after week.

day night between

!

satisfying the stars

j

(Continued on page 120)
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I

vertising
sliU the
{

!

media

measurements

is

cause of daily confusion
sellers of radio
time from the top posts down. Instead of using the two measurements
(one for talent, the other for time)

among buyers and

jointly, which radio's basic technology dictates, they attempt to use
the rating and projections based on
it as a substitute for the more arduou.s but more precise procedure.
.

'La7,y'

E\ccs

'

~Most

of these advertising agency,
executives
station
and
network
shroud their ignorance of the existence of information other than ratings, their laziness or their confusion
by hailing accusations of misuse,
abuse, overu.se or misrepresentation

THANKSGIVING DAY AT CHRISTMAS TIME

I
am so grateful to
nPKV ana far.

all

of you.

.

.

.

SMSon's. Greetings

to

my

fiK-nrt

BETTY GARDE.

of ratings on each other and on the
Mere reference by them tO
rater.
other information, all readily available, would relieve most of the emotional tension, prevent most of the
ulcers caused by ratings.

The
for

,

.

measurements

mentator.

t;

•

listen!

.

It began by putting Berman back on the air five nights a week and followed him in with De Lima one night a week. It worlc^d up a roundtable
of Catholic, Jewish anj} Protestant prelates tor a Sunda/program with Sam
Bailer as moderator.
The immediate hope was that Berman w&uld he yanked off the air, and
if he had had a conrimercial sponsor he would have.
But being supported
by the Western Council he has been kept on the air night after night and
li>,
It possible, going stronger than ever.
Forced to retreat to a small station out of Pasadena, the future of the
We.-,tern Council and its string of well rested larynxes does not look any
too bright.
But if the last ol them goes down we can always turn to
Spiick- Cooley
'•Shame, Shame On You!"

^

,

-

Gabbers on Hoax
They decided' that a foundation would have to be put under these comwentators, or one man's opinion wouldn't be as good as another'S-r-because
there would be only one man's opinion and We would have found that we
Avon the war by backing into a dictatorship of public opinion. The Western
TJouncil figured that for $5,000 a week it coilld keep a stable of liberal
commentators at least alive, and began selling Hollywood that for a $1,200a-year membership you could practically bity yourself a special com-

at Irving!"

But of all show business, why did you choose radio, son? And of all
occupations in radio, why did you choose to try to become a writer and
producer of comedy shows? You think it'll be lots of fun to make people
laugh, eh, son?
That's just what your cousin Irving thought when he
dropped his law practice and decided to trade his shingle for a pencil anda stopwatch. By the way, Irving once acted in "If Men Played Cards As
Women Do," too.
We're all oroud Of Irving. He's one of
I know you're proud of Irving.
the highest paid writer-producers of radio in Hollywood.
He gets more
than a thousand dollars a week for his work and he's written for and
pointed his directing finger (fourth finger, right hand) at almost all of the
biggest stars of the stage and screen. There's no use denying it; Irving is
a success, a big success.
But did you notice what Irving ate while you were happ-ily tearing your
way through your steak and potatoes last night? A red pill, a white pill,
and two glasses of milk. You think Irving likes milk? He hates it. Like
kids hate spinach, he hates it! And he loves steak and potatoes. Like
comedians love a cleaned-up dirty joke, he loves it! But he can't eat
Irving's
steak and potatoes and he's got to drink milk. Who says so?
doctors and Irving's ulcers.
,
And did you notice Irving's hands when he lifted the glass of milk? For
a minute; I was sure he was going to have a inilkshake before he got the
glAss to his lips. And did you notibe his head? All through the meal he
looked like a man watching a ping-pong game.
You remember what a calm boy Irving used to be before he became a
writer and a producer? Why, in both high-school and college Irving was
the best shot on the rifie team and the collegiate boolts show that his record
for making consecutive bull's-eyes has never even been tied. But that was
Today I wouldn't
in those happy carefree days, B. U. (Before Ulcers).
trust Irving with an unloaded cap-pistol. He might shake himself to death
trying to point it.

in radio

magaIn newspaper

more complicated thaa

Well, for one thing a war.

Like fighting polio,

ray son, son.

calls

the

which arc used as a base
discussed network

much

(Continued on page 120)
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^

read on. If them good and efficient service they
will not resent reasonable costs,
Each govern in ent would work

M

you can think

big,

you

can't, skip this

article—but be-

you do please note that

fore

it

is

through, and in close collaboration
with, the radio and movie organizations of its own country. Obviously
it would be folly not to integrate
to that good woman, so far, is- in a the impact of movies with that, of
news broapleast stating that there is radio, the effective service given by
terrible inflation in. Greece, Your the two together being out of all promake
reaction, and mine, to this piece, of portion to that of either. alOhe.
news probably wa.s, "Too bad, the
The only other thing required Is
world's in an awful mess. Pass me a centre for mutual planning. Such
to our listeners and also to our advertisers who have made our free system
another apple, will you, darling."
a centre would have to perform a
The competitive spirit of American business,
of briiadc^sting possible.
But it would be a different story creative function as well. Quite
nowhere more vigorous than it is in radio broadcasting, will insure that.
clearly the U.N. is potentially .'such
if, in addition to the news headline,
I am also confident that in 1947 there will still be a premium on new
radio had taken you and me out a centre, the only risk of wlilch is
ide;,s for radio. No other medium of expression consumes its raw material
The demand always outruns the supply; I
shopping with Mrs. Dracopoulos in a ri.sk of veto.
so rapidly and so endlessly.
So the key question is, "Are we,
•if we had
Piraeus that morning
am hopeful' that in the y«ar ahead we shall develop new ideas for our programs for special minority groups of listeners.
shared Mrs. D's distress at finding the people of this virprld, just quarWe know. Of course, that by and large we are pleasing the great mass
apples were priced at 100,000 drach- relsome sehool^klds or aren't we?
Management: M. C. LEVEE
or our listeners with comedy, drama, music and new.s. Despite huge exNew York and Hollywood Radio ma each—if we had gone home with Do we want to set the date of the
penditures in time, -talent and money we have not yet succeeded in raisher and figured out how to make an next war or don't we.?"
Ask Mrs. Dracopoulos, Mrs. Mcin,? progl^ams of discussion, uebate and pure intellectualism to the same
apple-pie out of potato peelings, and
high degree of public acceptance. The progress we have made in the first
had discussed the effect of this on Duffie and Mrs. Gale. And let'.<; act
two decades leads me to believe that we shall yet succeed in popularizing
the children's health and on tomor- accordingly. But if U.N. can't or
such programs so that we can make the fullest possible use of our valurow's breakfast and consequently on won't do it, let's do it ourselves—
able facilities.
how Mrs. D would vote Of she all of us in radio and movies the
There is a third and final prediction which I can make. That is that
world over. And let's do it before
could) at the next election.
the American people in 1947 will not be deluded into abandoning the
Add a headline to a woman who the grass starts growing in Times
And any
world's best system of broadcasting for any inferior system.
Square.
has no breakfast for her chUdren,
I am confident that our
other system yet devised is inferior to ours.
So far, radio has made a great big
handle the sum with professional
listeners will pay no heed to the siren calls ot super planners who would
bow towards "One Wprld," and thetv
shovtrmanshipi ahd you have got
impose tlieir own likes and dislikes on the great ma.ss of'our listeners and
something that will be up in the has d<inji practically nothing abput
It
the clamor of some of our critics who, in the final analysis, speak only for
it.
first 10 Hoopera tings as well tis somethemselves.
The biggest co-op package ever thing that will be doing a r^al serv^
wrapped up in radio, involving a full ice to this 1947 world.
'We Like It This Way^
hour of programming, was put down
By the same token Mrs. McDuffie
In the past year it seems to me that the public has matured into a beton the books of the ABC network of Glasgow and Mrs. Gale of- Kansas
ter awareness of our concept of advertising, and broadcasting in the public
last week when it decided to move City are alive and kicking and would
interest. It seems to me that the listening public understands more clearly
American Town IVIeeting" into the like to know more of each other as
novv that the broadcasting of any radio program which a substantial porr
co-op dept.
well as of Mrs. D. Radio, you see,
tion of the available audience wants to listen to at the time it goes on
First local sponsor for the show has made a polite gesture towards
the air is an example of broadcasting in the public interest. Our public
was slated immediately, witli the "one world" and has left it at that.
and our administrative agencies also understand now that this holds true
Rpbert Saudek, for the last year,
Whether the program is commercially sponsored or is supplied by the New York Herald Tribune buyihg Radio gives headlines but does not
the forum program from the N. Y, take you to meet the people who since his return from the
station or network,
Arrays puboutlet, WJZ. This part of the deal, make them. Radio tells you of con- lic service director for the
ABC netIn eoncliision, I would like to repeat s few. thoughts pn radio sdvertisincidentally, put the H-T into radio flicts between countries, forgetting wprlc, last week landed
on top pi the
ing 1 have expressed on prior occasions to our advertisers and to our
in a big way. Until now, the Herald that countries are only people and heap during a top-layer shakeitp inindustry:
"Advertising in our competitive economy is not only necessary to the Tribune has experimented with vari- that it is people who make conflicts stituted by the new exec veepee,
operation of modern industry, but it is the very keystone of the expression ous 15-minute stanzas on New York and that if you go and meet the peo- Robert E: Kintner.
stations, but has confined its major ple you can find out why they are
From his one responsibility for
.of the free competitive spirit which has made our standard of living.
There can be no freedom without competition and no competition with- radio pitch to; tbe hourly broadcasts making a conflict. That's why Mrs. the public service shows, Saudek
over the indie WMCA, whiere the D means you in this 1947 world in was upped to responsibility for the
out freedom.
"Therefptej not only is, advertising in the public interest, but it is the paper furnishes the news and the which distance has been abolished publicity operations, which remain
veiy expression of that interest-r-int^rest in air that is hew, all that is station the time.
so that everyone, is everyone else's under Earl MuUin, and for the con"Town Meeting," which, was spon- neighbor^ and in which the date of tinuity acceptance dept. Thus Saudek
better, all- that Itiispires, stimulates, and drives us to make this a world of
sored for a while by Reader's Digest, the next war is rapidly being set.
peace, of strength, of fteedoin, of equal oppbrttinity for all."
is from now on re&ppnsible for the
has been a sustainer, and one of
Radio is failing to tap a wonder- content in all ABC programming,
ABC's headache,s. Since the Digest
ful and unlimited source of program sastaining or commercial, including
dropped its short-lived sponsorship,
material. It is as though diamonds advertising plugs, as well as for all
CBS'
Kingdon
various efforts have been made to
.were lying around on the ground material aimed at the public directly
sell thet show. But George 'V, Denny,
or indirectly.
Jr.,
moderator and sparkplug of waiting for someone to come and
Sponsor;.
Saudek's new title is director of
"Town Meeting," as well as execs of collect them, but they are left lying public affairs. He will continue to
CBS' "Sfhool of the Air" costs
there because passers-by either do
Sunday Spot the network $2QO<000 a reason for the net, have been very particular no more than reverently raise their head up personally the public servKeeps
about the type of sponsorship they
ice
programming, which is one et his
talent
and
administrations,
and
uses
Frank Kingdon, whose dismissal
would accept, with the result that hats or else have decided that it is three divisiPns,
Mullln's office is
from
(N. y.) along with the up nearly $1,500,000 worth of time. the program has been a costly lux- too expensive to design a basket in
the second vision. And Miss Grace
That was one of the "inside radio"
which to collect them.
firing of Johaiines Steel by
ury for both.
Johnson
has been named manager of
disclosures
made
last
Sunday
(29)
(N. y.) aroused a stbrm^ of protests
And' so radio passes by the idea
ABC and Mutual have been batcontinuity
acceptance,
succeeding
Lyman
Bryson
on
his
"Time
for
by
against radio's alleged' preference
tling for co-op superiority for some (and the income) of orie-world, leavfor conservative or reactionary gab- Reason: About Radio" show on the time, with Mutual recently claiming ing its listeners unaware of their Miss Gertrude Hoffman, who resigned.
bers, has gone back to his bid love, net.
the lead in that field after signing neighbors' humanity.
^The
Saudek
appointment,
while it's
\yMCA m. Y.).
Alternatively, and to be construcup former Mayor F. H. LaGuardia of
coasidered recognition for the job
Ripley Clothes is Kingdon's new years before switching to
York.
Now, however, with tive, what could be done? The poslast New
"he's done as public service direclpr,
sponsor. He goes back into his old .summer, only to find himself with- ABC's co-op dept. under Murray .sibilities in terms of program conwas
part of a streamlining operation
spoti 10;30-10;45 p.m., Mon- jout a sponsor and later without an Grabhorn copping an entire hour's tent are obvious and unlimited. So
performed by Kintner to reduce the
days to Fridays, starting Jan. 13. outlet for his nightly spot. However, programming, the fight between the are the possibilities in terms of cost.
number of people who have to reContract, 'for 52 weeks, was placed he still keeps his
Sunday two nets in that area has been re- Therefore there are two a-spects of
by Ed Bobley lor Bobley Co. agency. n,orning, 15-minute commentary ses- newed. The majority of co-op ishows. the problem. One is the willingness port directly to him. From now on,
most of the executives will report to
on both nets, are 15-minute gab ses- to do the job, and the other is how
Kingdon was with
three slon for Inkograph.
Kintner through veepee.s. Saudek,
.sions, and tiiis is the first time that
to finance- it, As for the former, let
however, will report directly to
a full-hour has been placed on the us a.'j.sume that the majority are willKintner,

NBC)

(.President,

The year

15

of 1946

about Mrs. Dracopoulos of Piraeus.

was a memorable one for us at NBC because on Nov.
20th year of network service and began our 21.st.

And Mrs. Dracopoulos means you.
Maybe the nearest you have come

we concluded our

of those first 20 years make it foolhardy
for any one to attempt to predict with any degree of accuracy what another year 1947 will bring.
There are a few predictions, however, which I feel 1 can safely
in the light of our experiences in the first 20 years.
I am Confident that in 1947 radio will render still more effeptive service
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market cooperatively.

most countries have made
The promotion of vice proxy
bow or at least a curtsey towards
Adrian Samish last week, putting
idea.
And radio's Big Two, him
in charge of television as well
America and Britain, have really
as of radio programs, was part of
bent from the knee as well as from
the streamlining process.
Charles
the waisti But as regards cost there
("Bud") Barry becomes director of
is a very real problem, because it
programs, and Paul Mowrcy. who
docs not matter whether your radio
has headed up television until now,
financed on a commercial basis
reporting to president
ing, since

a

the

U. of Minn. Radio

Back to Prewar Level;
Doing 6 Shows Weekly

i.s

Minneapolis;.
a.s
in America, or on a license-fee
Jcrgen Nash was elected president basis as in Britain,
or on a combiof Minne.sota Radio Guild ,"ation
Qf the two as in Canada. The
r. -ij
J !<.
„u u'->^y^ouXa be an almost invisible
had again reached prewar level with fraction of the
billions now bein
return of .servicemen. Nash is him- j^pent
pn natipnal arniamfcnts, but
self a two-year veteran.
commercial radio wiir inevitably
Guild, devoted to training radio .say.
"We can't do' it because there
prospects, now has membership of
would be no return on our outlay."
40 active rtn«
,u
200
^vu
inactive
nmcuve
and
asSPand
asso- Li.stenor-flnanced
radio will .say "But
ciate momber.s. ,it produces six or

of Univ.

Z^tT^^^.,!!}^^
1

,

more dramatic programs

a

week

for

Univ. station KUOM, five of them
dramatizations for Minnesota School
of the Air, the sixth the Guihl'.s own
.show, Radio Guild Playhou.se, pre.sented weekly since 1939.

During the summer,

Guild

pro-

duced special series Of seven plays
of social significance, adapted, written, directed, produced and acted by

members. Production director is
Ruth Swan.son, one of Guild's "graduates."
Other graduates include

Gireefings
;

writer Phil Gelb, actor Ogden Miles
and Charles Harrell, production director for MBS.

From

MEL BLANC

C«1g<rtt Tm»Ii Powiier and Tb« Vcnic* HordWar*
F«r M«i Blanc

,hi„

us

more monev

n,n

ZnTJ^t^Z
L.
-^^ '^"'^"'"^

T

r
''^'.^"^'^s

P/^

°wn domcstic service." Both these an.swers
have a mca.sure of validity, and let's
not argue here as to whether or not
they are quaintly Unsophisticated.
So what is the way around the

'"°"'?^

problem?

Goy ernme nt

SjioiUiojrsliip

title

Wood."!,

of director of tele-

Both of them will report to

Sami.sh.

Murray P. Grabhorn, manager of'
net's owned-and-operated
.stahead .of the cooperative dept.,
and top man in national spot sales,
will now report to veepee Charles
E. Rynd.
Veepee" Robert D. Hinckley lakes
over the responsibility for various

the

tion,

engineering operations, with his No.
2
man- being Frank, Marx, and
George O. Milne next as director Of
technical engineering operation.s.

,

CBS"BREAKDOWF
CBS produced

a special "Accident
Prevention Week" show last night
(Tuesday), When it put oh "Break-

would seem to go something
Show originated 'in Hollywood,
The wliole idea
to the with William N. Robson dirccling.
Script was by Les Crutchfield.
i.s

Cleveland— WTAM's Tom Manning
was cited for "loyalty" and "faithful devoted service" to Ohio State
Walt Bichter, means under government spon.sor- University by Wayne Miller, local
Virginia Ho- shi|> and finiance. People, i.e. tax- head of OSU
here in connection with
lappia, Don Ander.son and Ros well payi'r.'!, fti way.s foot the
bills for Manning's 1,'5-year-hanclling of IheJ
Otto, committee chairmen,
everything Snyway, afij if you give Buckeye State's foptball games.
Holt, secretary;
public relaliphs #n4

line

C«

vision.

down."

It

like this.

advantage of everybody. People will
always support a thing that they believe to be to their own advantage.
Other officers: M. John Cole, v.p.; So the idea should be administered
Ray Christensen, treasurer; Made- by the countries themselves, which

W "rm MEL SLANC SHOW"
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Makes Gabber Tick?
Ask the Man WIio

is
By DR. FRANK KINGDON

115

s the

One

Man Behind the Typewriter

Who Gives Comics laughs Out Front
By

Somewhere out in the spaces you
is the mike! in front of you.
Your first thought is that
can't see are millions of people with radios.
every one of them can turn otf with a flick of the finger. And your first
click-cliCk-cUck
of thousands of receiving sets
hearing
the
is
nightmare
mount
The
clicks
to
a
thunder,
and you wake up in a
out.
you
tuning
shivering sweat. But the next night the mike will be there again, and the
whole day is spent trying to find something to say and how to say it so
t,urn
away
listen,
and
at
the
end
will
of the program say^
.somebody
that
"We've got to hear this guy again."
There

Bob Hope could go on

wonder

and come back for more.
But that only changes the nightmare. You begin to wonder whether you
can hold the <;rowd you've collected, and to dream about going to the mike
every night making the same talk until you hear the gathering storm of
failin'g

is

that

some do

Hollywood.
thanking the mil-

crux of this thesis. The mere fact that he has writers, who can dream up
more jokes and gags in one week than a vaude turn of years ago used up
booked-up route and invariably made to last for years is no mere
incident in his professional hie. It is the peg on which his whole career
hangs.
'

.

-

'

.

All of which is by way of saying that 1946-47 is a writers' year in radio
and don't let anyone tell you any different. It's an old bromide by now
that a comic is no better than his material and a. bad script can kill off a
good
clown. It's very old but it's also very true and holds as good today
SEASON'S GREETINGS
as when it was first phrased.
EtLEEN
Scan the Hooper table of shows that command the biggest audiences
and in the first 15 there can always be found from seven to 10. Now let's
get into some of the highest-rated exhibits of jest and drollery and see
how they got that way. At this writing it wast a standoff among Jack
Benny, Fred Allen, Edgar Bergen and the Jordans ("Fibber and Molly")
for the Hooper leadership, and that's ofticially the industry's yardstick.
Benny olfers an excellent example for the reason of his professional
By BILL
longevity— after 15 years on top. Granted that there's no better showman
on the air and he's not only the master of the quip but a near-perfectionist
Chicago.
in timing, that all-important factor which produces belly laughs or egg
The year 1946 proved once and for rolls. How many times have you heard a writer moan, "He ruined
my
all that Chicago radio must abandon best lines."
all claim to being a major network

BARTON

Along comes that self-confessed paragon of radio wi.sdom, your agent,
You may be interested in ideas
tells you: "Radio is show business.
or education or international peace, but that's not enough. You've got to
be a showman." Then you go home and ask yourself, what is show business? It is Fred Allen and Shakespeare, Irving Berlin and Bach, Charlie
McCarthy and Shaw. But it is also a drummer selling millinery with a
line of stories, Lincoln or JRodsevelt putting across an election with a
moving speech, a psychiatrist with a pointed beard looking impressive,
a preacher soaring to eloquence, or ah advertising man inventing a slogan.
Show business is getting attention and holding it Melville starting a book
with the sentence, "Call me Ishmael for the glory has departed," as well
as Ziegfeld parading his girls. It may be "The Iceman Cometh" or "Annie
Get Your Gun." The thing that makes it show business is that enough production center. Saloswise it is not
people want to see it So that it gets a run.
far behind New York and probably
Search for Corn
will stay there. In terms of local

who

will,

in a

listen

voices saying: i''He has nothing new to say— nothing new to say." You
remettiber how Richard Harding Davis once .said that the secret of writing
thing in the old way or an old thing in a new way, and
is to say a new
you get tied up in the double riddle of what and how* realizing that hovi/
you say .something is as decisive as what you say.

and probably

lions who listen to liim every Tuesday night for the memory. But who
he really should thank, and probably does, is his writers, Whether he
has a battery of 10 or two is merely incidental and unimportant to the

ing:

The never

JACK HELLMAN

for years,

CM

Radio
HUNT

—

-

.

Then you think you have the first question answered, but when you talk radio the town saw its greatest yei.r
it with your guide and philosopher, your agent, he looks at you
in gross billing since the inception of
and says: "That's true enough, but remember the one ingredient
commercial radio more thap.^ years
show business has to have is a touch of corn." That sends you home

about

quizzically
all

to think again. What is corn? It is sure Are sentimental appeal. It is the
Stars and Stripes under a sudden spotlight in a dark theatre. It is Eliza
to death. But it is also Mr.
cfossing the ice or Gaiiiiine coughing h^^
Pickwick addressing his club or Mrs. Malaprop tripping over an extra
It is stiU cprn even though Mr. Pickwick becomes Bob Benehley
Malaprop turns up as Jimmy Durante
$mashing pianos and the King's English with equal abandon. But there
are grades of corn too. So you make up your mind that you've got to
have some heart-throb, but you've got to be on yoLy: guard to make it good

syllable.

giving a treaswer's report and Mrs.

and not use too much of it.
With this formula neatly worked out, you go back triumphantly to your
guardian, your agent, to tell him about it. But he still has the fishy eye,
and comes up with his clincher: "You've also got to remember that when
you talk over the radio, you're not addressing ah audience, you're talking
to people sitting quietly in their homes. You've got to he conversational."
So back you go to your private meditation.
What is conversational? Walter 'Winchell is the pniy commentator who
can compete with the big variety shows. Is he conversational? You hear
the gatling gun delivery. It may be conversational in the Winchell home
or the Stork Club, but not in any drawing room you know. So you write

ago, but talent wise, the 'Windy City
has actually lived up to the prediction that it would become a ghost

town.

The

past 12

exodus of

months witnessed ihe
towns top

literally all the

writers and producers. Departure of the "Ma Perkins" show
for New York next week (Jan. 13)
marks finis to the .soap opera era that
made .Chicago a great networlc origination point 15 years; ago.
actors,

Actually the departure of talent
which began ill dead earnest two
years ago can be laid squairely at the
door of top agency and network
exec's utter unconcern over where

'Who Me? Thank My

S«'ripter'

Benny has always had the best scriveners from the days of Dave Freedman, Harry Conn, Bill Morrow, Eddie Beloin down to" his present staff
Nat Perrin, et al.
Tell Benny he had a great show and he's big enough to say, "Thank.s, but
the boys gave me a great script."
And any comic that doesn't is just
hogging the limelight for himself and not sharing the credit with those
who richly deserve it. If an exception is to be made it can rightfully be
directed at Fred Allen, who while he has some help, is the main cog in his
own writing machine. That statement can be made for. few of the others.
They may contribute a story line or polish up a gag or situation but in
the main they breathe into the mike what is written for them;
Gag writing for radio has become big business and iruns a close fiscal
.second to the star of the show. On some programs the writing budget tops
the payoff list. It wasn't .so many years ago that a $500 writer was eyed
with envy and it was a free prediction that the ceiling would never be
raised. The.se prophets must surely by now be without honor anywhere
for that figure is now where deliberations start. There are at least a dozen
comedy shows in Hollywood where anywhere from $2,500 to $3,500 is
charged against the program or package for the lads with dreams, files
and good memories. For $500 nowaadays all that is contracted for or
expected are three br four gag.s or a two-minute spot. Even if they're not
used the scribe is not penalized for, in radio, a good old try is not without
of Milt Josefsberg,

its

golden reward.

With the overoriginate.
Most comics readily will admit the "comedy eon.structionists" are worth
of thorn being every Ia.st dollar they get and it's not purely
a defense stance. They're
primarily salesmen rather than pro- paid well, to be sure, but where would the funny fellows be without thorn?
Winchell off as a natural phenomenon occurring once in a generation. duction experts, it's a question of get- Clowning is a highly specialized art and those who have survived can
Then yoa think of Drew Pearson, the breathless newsboy dropping his g's ting credit for billing regardless of credit their virtuosity to a measure of success that leaves a goodly shai-e
on all present participles. And' you can't think of any conversation you where the show origihatei!, thus ex- for the lads at the typing mills. The casualty list of jesters who dropped
ever heard being conducted in that tempo. You run through the list- hibiting very little concern for talent by the wayside is a long one and it admits of small argument that they
heads on the con- might still be around were their writers hep to the changing tide. Many
Gabriel Heatter, the eipoter about dogs and hair tonics; Hans Kaltenborn, here. Production
they a passe comic could be revived if given such a staff of writers as now toils |
the staccato chopper of words; Lowell Thomas, the elocutionist's prize trary put up the best fight that
|
could but ju.st could not fight the for Beany, Hope, "The MoGees'' and a half dozen others.
pupil; Raymond Swing, with the professorial monotone.
Of the new crop of comedy shows, the measure of sucee°ss or failure
None of them quite fits the conversational Style. Ray Swing comes near- power of their own chiefs in New
York and in many cases of the invariably falls to the writers. Those with good writing, such as Frank
est to it, but even your favorite professor occasionally changes pace at
sponsors themselves. It's a common Galen's Dennis Day show, Henry Morgan, Alan Young and not more than
a dinner table.
nearer
Roosevelt
came
Come to think about it. Franklin
the one or two others, have managed estimable progress
to the intimate, irelaxed informality of conversation than anybody else, sight to see Chi execs crowding
but those that flounand you make note of this, but your mind does not rest satisfied by it Brown' Derby or the Beverly Hills dered went down with the script. Peter Lind Hayes came out of the night
because the only contemporary of Roosevelt who rivaled him in the use hotel in Hollywood pr Toots Shor's clubs tp become a radio personality, but he knew he would be no better
Room in New York than what, was put on paper for him. So the agency went out and hired'
Of radio to sway his countrymen was Hitler, who was as far removed frohfi and the Barbary
since they take oflf for eitlier coast Abe Biirrows. one of the top craftsnien. It is still conjectural whether
a conversational style as a police siren is far from a lullaby.
at least once a month.
Burrows caught the fact of his versatility that could be maide radio-worth.
Each to His
Predicament of orte top actor who Two dozen writers tried it with Danny Kaye and failed. Few of the hitery
So you come to the conclusion that everybody has to do it his own way, decided to stick it out in Chicago is set have cut it on the kilocycles.
and that your only chance lies in your way being attractive enough to a perfect example of the new low
It's a writers' year, make no mistake there.
The fact that they keep
enough people so that you can edge into the ratings. So you go back to that radio has reached here. Rated comics going years on end more than justifies their fabulous fees. In mo.st
^.Your agent and' sadden him with the flat announcement that you are going as one of the town's top performers, cases it's the "packaged" comic who sets the price. Who knows better
to be yourself and he can keep his formulas for the next enquirer. The
the
their
labors?
than
they
true
value
of
(Continued on page 118)
only universal truth about radio appeal is that there is no universal truth.
The pcr.s6nal appeal is the beginning and the end of the matter.
But this still leaves you with the question: What is my personal style?
Tony larlin Into
One quick way to get attention is to be sensational, to hunt for tacts aiid
angles which will 'stab people to attention. The main trouble with this is
Vice Sinatra? Also
that, once you are a sensationalist, you've got to keep on being one. This
leads into the pitfall of striving for attention 'rather than for truth, twistlulled for lit Parade
ing a_ report for its effect rather than for an lione.st telling of it. It you
Hollywood.
practice this long enough, the partition between your memory and your
Although 'Tony Martin is out in
ithagination wears so thin that you can never be quite sure on which .side
front for race to take over spot vayou're operating. You would like to be sen.sational; who wouldn't? But a
caled by Frank Siiiatra on the Old
candid inner voice whisper.?, and you have to acknowledge that you
haven't, the stomach for it— or the knack either.
Gold show, the singer's agent, Nat
So you .say: "I will talk about what interests me, and hope that it will
Goldstone, is unoa.sy over terms
interest enough other people so that they will listen."
made by Lennen & Mitchell agency
This gives you a
point of view, an individual flavor, and you have to take your chance on it.
as well as being reluctant to start
But there always crops up the knotty question of liow far you can go
Martin on the final cycle of the
With your point of view and keep out of trouble with the .spon.sor or the
.show unless he's carried into the
Station, And that's where
fall.
Martin currently is in Chicago
the real struggle comes between your judgment
and your conscience— the fiercest struggle of all, and the one which really
grabbing $8,500 per week, then moves
cieoides whether
to the C^pacabana in New York.
you can look a mike in the eye.
The other thing you think about is what kind of audience you get at the
Sinatra's deal wasshup calls for
time you tallc. At 10:30 in the evening you've got people relaxed at the
'The "Voice" to .stay off the air until
'•nd of the day, and you can carry them along with a quieter and more
September, although he is permitted
thoughtful kind of script. But if you find yourself sub.stituting for Winchell
to take guest shots before that time.
you. know that you've got to give both script and delivery a .shot in the
Still in offing is deal for Sinatra to
arm. Then if you switch to 6 in the evening, you've "got.a lot of women
star in a revised "Hit Parade" fur
listening and the few men who have jiist got hom^ from work; you've
Luckies but not to become ell'eclive
wickled the job of capturing attention in the off-time when the day is
until next September. Joan Edvvartls
hardly done and the evening not quite begun. If you add to this a Sunmeantime drops oft' "Hit Parade'
day morning show at 10:15, you strike still another mood, the dressingJan. 18 with likelihood only top star
Rown and breakfast coffee time with a da.sh of Sunday litmo.sphere. You
distaff singers will bo used.
have to write and deliver with thought of time and the au'dience.
How do you know whether you're getting acro.ss? One sign is whether
Latimore Back Ivt Badio
your sponsor thinks you're a good' investment. Another is the rating, that
Karle Larimore, formerly on CBS'
pesky figure which is so reliable when it shows you have a good audience
and so questionable when it shows a falling off. Tlien. by no means least,
"This Life Is Mine" serial, is back
the^re is your
in radio in New York after .spending
mafl— the discordant echo of your li.stener.s' responses, the
a year at Saranac.
tutter-sweet mirror of the mike, the moving and hilarious fragment of
human reaction which is your very own, the applause and hiss of the
In addition, Larimore is going
audience you never see. But I dare not start on a radio man's mail, That,
STtiKi HIT PARADE"' into legit soon, being .scheduled for
'JACK
as Kipling used
a part in Eugene O'NeiU's next play,
to say, is another story. Some day, some quiet day -Without a script to write or
"The Moon for the Misbegotten."
Mjeaegcmcnt: FRANK HEALY
mail to answer, I'll tell you about it.
shows

whelming majority

,

Own
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Sbw

I

I

.
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United NalioBB Radio'sBig g e s t S a 1 e s J o b

Focus on Wax, or Snip
Shows With Seissors

By CHRISTOPHER CROSS

By ADRIAN SAMISH

Un Charge

(Programming Veepee,

ABC
The

greatest innovation in radio
recent years and what I think
well turn out to be the radio
the future— is the transcribed
program at the high calibre quality
ot the "Bing Crosby Show," Though
this subject is hardly unfamiliar to
readers of Variety, I'd like to take
this opportunity to bandy it about a

that a transcription with its
for retakes and removing
insures a more finished dramatic performance, eliminates such

ous

—

In

facilities

may

fluffs,

of

more.

bit

As a matter of

we

fact,

at

ABC

objections.
the
I

^i,at

this
witticisms,
their
for
usually just as timely three

tgpjai

source

would do

is

^.,yg jajgr as

;

it

is

at tlie

,
a soundtrack as they arc in pix.
question of actors' spontaneity. ''Will
This will undoubtedly bring forth
(hey respond and give their best
louder wails from the coviior of
performance, knowing that the show
the "nays'
who are. always„ ready
The
recut?" it is asked.
to pounce on any departure from
answer is: Definitely yes.
the usual at the drop of a hat— to
First of all, an actor responds, not
prove that the status should remain
to a listening audience,, but to his
quo. Ofthand, I can't think of any^"'^.<=t«'^
audience. By
thing that change, with any degree
a^-Jl^^^f-^^^
ot Ulity except women-s styles
'^e "Bmg Crosby Show," and
Therefore, for|d"
and the wcathei^v'^' '"^^"y o^^cr similar type propurposes of clarification. I'd like to
S™"-t''«P'-°^l'='"
alk about transcriptions -on the
I«P°"^« is dissolved.
side of the "ayes"-if course.
Secondly, of ho many live shows
The need for exceScnt transcribed ,
have directed. I know that, mno
programs has existed for ^any J.
dress rehearsal
years.
Critics of radio have been
better Zi^^',^"
than the air performance
jabbing at us for better quality probecause
the actors were more at
grams.
We in radio want quality
T'''^ same holds toue of
ranjust
and strive for it daily.
,

,

PROF. QUIZ
A. B. C.

Thursdays for Amoco
Exeltiisive

Management

FRANKLIN
Hotel Abbey,

H.

SMALL

i'Jew Vorit

City

1

i

Listening habits
certain continuity.
are the result of hearing the same

program

^''"T,.

'

As

feeble wheeze, the
other
alarmists
envision the eventual disintegration of
the networks. Letting all of the air
out of that one requires little effort.
First of all, let's look at the' networks and the vast complexities

"nays

I

a

'

final,

.

and

m

proper

!

1

I

,

j

|

I

i

i

i

is happening from day
to day in the various councils of the
United Nations and how it effects
them. Obviously this cannot be accomplished if coverii.,(> is limited to

sensational

.

appreciate their
Besides, the editors of
assistance.
Variety suggested: "Don't feel you
must butter anyone up; just tell us
what's on your mind, straight from
the shoulder,"

,

,

;

this greater sales job.
tlie

depressed if one has the good fortune not to be constipated; and a
Cigaret is made to sound lik.- God's
greatest gift to mankind. U, S. radio
f^^^ .^^^^^^ mastered the techniques
selling. Can we not make the
search for a just and durable peace,
intimately affects the lives
^^jig^
of all people vital, as exciting, as
important? We arc sure that American radio executives can find the
techniques with which to do this
greatest sales job o. all time.

i

|

,

Which brings mo lo our second
observation: Too many radio exreecutives seen, to look upon the
promotional
cam- when we sugest that thej- do some- United Nations as just another news
paigns, the lack of being able to thing .about the United Nations, beat.
The United Nations Ls not
Docs anypush the program and the product They frequently asl.
"
another news event to be covhave to be J"''^
special really
it sponsors on
a national basi.^, all '"^'"S
jered only by reporter, the comPOSS.'Wy.
inow easily handled by a network, "^O"*-'mentator. The United Nations is a
,,„
and it would take more than a few against peace,
concept that has come to us through
aspirins to cure the mass headaches
We believe that anyone is again.st bj^odshed and persecution. It is a
that would ensue for anyone who peace who does not work whole- ^oipp crying for peace and security
'decided
to
deal
with
stations heartedly for peace, it he has some f^i.
peoples everywhere,
separately.
means with which to do so. Every"it's A FuTrTimj Job
I
i

,

,

lations,

'

I

local

I

I

I

.

,

,

i

'

I

I

.

'

,

.

..

^

I

|

j

I

|

To make

wars

How

WLW

is

can

rathis

held a
R^scently
done?
contest to determine what its listeners thought the station could do to
help create a greater interest and
understanding o£ the United Na-*
tions.
One of the contest winnerii
told WLW: "Put one or more of

be

starts east to be heard in New
at 7 p. m.; and the second
broadcast is a transcribed version
of the first and repeated at 9:30
p. m. on the Coast, with substantially
the same or ihtire listeners out thei:e
than the earlier live show.
When daylight saving time began
last year, ABC inaugurated record
repeats on most of our programs.
Many important shows, including
"America's Town Meeting of the
Air" were aired on transcriptions
with no noticeable listening differ-

it

York

your most capable persons
full-time

to

work

to

programs
Na-

organize

which would

clarify the United
to the people and relate
activities to the community."

tions

There

»

station
fill

this

its

is no better advice for any
or network seeking to ful-

momentous

responsibility to

the public.

Find the best minds in your stanetwork and let them devote themselves to meeting radio's
greatest challenge. It is not an easy
It can't be done quickly.
job.
A
series of three or six programs
won't accomplish the task. It will
take time and it will require the
help of youth groups, the church,

tions or

"Tom Breneman's Breaki:ast
in Hollywood" has been transcribed
for some time with no effect whatence.

its

con-

this

crystal-clear

cept of a world without
dio's great challenge.

aired twice in California, the first
time at 4 in the afternoon when

r

It is able to
Pepsi-Cola until it really hits
spot; a variety of laxatives are
so appealing as to leave one

sell

—

ever on

bulletin.?.

made

liom live broadcasts.
And as to
Hoopers many important programs
have been recorded and repeated
for some time with bigger Hoopers
than their live coimterparts.
For
the Jack Benny show is
^ example,

I

news

United States radio needs no adfrom us on how it should do

.

vice

know how much we

m

them across the

sequence, with
^'^^^
desired continuity, give them
due promotion and publicity
buildup, could hardly be duplicated
^n individual or anything but
i:^y
organization equipped,
^
networks are, to do the job.
^'^
"Suppose"
gay the "nays," "a
networks.
"Request Performance"
was an Outstandmg recorded series, sponsor would, instead of buying
and the instantaneous and enthusi- several hundred stations on a netstic response of our troops abroad work for his transcribed show, buy
individually all over the
and other listeners to this program
spin platters." Yes. let's
gave impetus to transcription series '=°""t'"y
just "suppose" for a lew minutes.
on a large scale.
I" -.the first place, the time cost
It is how generally agreed that.!
as far as listenability goes, good
transcriptions are indistinguishable

know what

I

which make them work. The ability
""-int.fy

a

same time week United Nations

i

'

to build shows, spot

the

work, his show would reach potenIt
tial customers only in dribbles.
would certainly lack audience and
sales impact. Experience has shown
What we are going to say might
that single programming, with no be
better
des ibed a s coming
attention paid to preceding and fol- stiaight
„i.,„:„ut from
f,.^.v, the
ti,„ he,.it.
v,«.,..i
lowing programs, hardly: ev6r gets
We have lived amonjs you
Hoopers.
But block programming,
American radio for almost one year,
or a sequence of good programs, a
fi^jportunity to
an .,And wc have bad_
ni.£;ht oE good programs, is the surest
.,
,
wav of holding an audience.
Do ^^^^'^'^ 1°""'- ^njlef Nations Program^ ^"^
oway with that sequence, eliminate {^'"S '/'ff.
,
the buildup program and followup ""''f^ .?^"°"f, ^""^ J'"^
'"5
?° "^-^^^
show, as would happen- without a
°I in giving you
network, and that program loses P">' ^e feel justified
our observations.
half of its value to a sponsor.
First: Thcr(,
are altogether too
Add to these problems, those that
many in radio who seem puzzled
would be involved with station

ally prevents errors, and makes for
relaxed and easy performance
a
without first-night jitters.
1

at

Unless an advertiser
week.'
can cash in on large blocks of markets, as he can do only with a net-

after

f^'Pt^o"^- The knowledge that actors may correct their mistakes usu-

!

will

morale'.' And what will bring about
healthy peacetime morale?
The
people must have an understanding
of the United Nations Charter and.
what it means to them and their
communities.
The people, must

the center of

Ci^'r,

generously of their time and creative energy to help bring the
to the people already

-

'

undoubtedly

Radio's greatest contribution to
the war effort was that it- helped
build a strong wartimo morale. Can
we not decide that radio must be as
efl'ective
an instrument for the
building of a Jiealthy peacetime

|

i

quality radio. Thoy
producer the same
the film and theatrical producer of being able to cut.
edit and trim the whole info a
finished job before tt reaches an
audience.
When you think of the
reels of film that are shot before
a filrti director gets the exact sequence he wants, and the out-oftown tryouts given a play before
it ever hits Broadway, you realize
the odds against a radio producer.
who works under terrific pressure
to put together a live program without any of the advantages he would
have in the other two media.
As they have reached mechanical
perfection, transcriptions have been
used more and more on all of the

not the war?"

job, if

justiriable pride in

—in New York
j

'

much

good a

Needed: Peaectime Morale

is

would be much mwe than any net^ United States radiOi
work would qharge for an equal
A Yearbook should be filled with
It would be ea.sy
lineup, and it would be next to im- happy memories.
and pleasant to fill this space with
possible to clear any set block of
a review o£ the excellent cooperatime with all of the stations for such tion we have received from many
a prosram on a non-network bHsis. networks,
stations
and organiza
Most important, however, a radio tions. But there is no real need for
show is valuable only if it has a that. Those who havj given so

|

as

just as

United
Ftates radio whieli made a tremendous contrioution to the Victory alfcught
in
not
though the war was
North America, But, wliile the war
not fought here, the battle for peace
States
is taking place in the United
This

I

Transcriptions
piake for better
give the radio
opportunity' as

um

in command of radio had
similarly as.ked:
"Docs anything
specir,! really have to be done'/ Who
could, possibly be against winning

better."

moment—-

have peered further into the crystal
the po!--sible exception of Callball and think the day is not so far fornia weather
off when film will replace records
Perhaps the phoniest objection
and programs may be produced on
hurled at transcriptions has been the

•

at

those

If

the battles were taking place here
ill
the United States ouir radio

As

misfire.

who depend on

comics

!

'being fought in their backyard.

to delete
for those
topical ma^

God-given opportunity

jgi^g,,

|

V£. Radio

of

During the war, whenever any - one has some means. Certainly radio has extraordinary means at its
one said to an American: "Look command with which to
worlc for
what an excellent job the BB.C is lasting peace. We wonder if radio's
doing," the reply would invariably contribution to the victory over the
and correctly be: "Well, the war is Axis could have been as groat if

Netloork.)

rating.

Obvious Advantage

The advantage

to an advertiser
of being able to spot his show clear
across the country at one time* is
obvious. As it is now, a show heard
at 9 O'clock
the east Itlts a very
eartjr audience on the west coast
and has to be irepeated. Transcriptions allow an advertiser the privilege of cashing in on the same

organized labor, industry, wornen's
gBoups and other aammunity organizatibns.;
Aboye all, it necrds the
leadership of the National Associa-

m

tion of Broadcasters.

-

;

Judge Miller,

President of the.
U. S, radio deserve
for the resolution
passed at their first post-war convention .in Chicago which stated
that: "American broadcasters pledge
to the United Nations their full support and cooperation
We dedicate ourselves to the . . momenious
task of winning a lasting lieiico."

NAB, and

time block coast-to-coast.
From the standpoint of the broadcasters, transcriptions permit us to
tap heretofore unavailable talent.
Tliey afford top. tadio and screen
artists the ojiportunity to make radio
programs at their ctihvenierice, timewise.
For years this has been inipossible for motion picture stars,

because

of

studio

.

It

is

obvi-

.

,

commitments,

an unfamiliar meditim,

,

The

which usually leave them free for
broadcasts only on weekends. Also,
many of the stars feel that, by venturing into live radio* they ntight
lower tbeir boxoftice appeal by
turning; in interioi' lierfoirinances in

all

congratulations

;

,,

—

MiR£DfTH WILLSON
KN #AM

fAUUHA

CARTHI

dedications and resolutions
have been passed. It's iimr lo go
to work. It's time U. S, radio applied its best eft'orts to making the
United Nations an integral part of
the lives of all Americans.
What,
will be the profits? None
excej>t
liberty instead of en.slavement; peace
imt-^ad of war; in fact, life instead
of death.

IHI MNftERS

—

]

Jmmvy,

y9fe^eBd»yi
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Performance
Saga of the

Porty-fint

vs.

Promise--

FCC

Blue Book

promise," there was much consternathe industry, was
tion. This, cried
revolution. Everything was invoiced
against the FCC from brickbats to

Time Bomb

Amendment. Even Jimmy
never came in lor as much

Quehta Be

abose as the FCC did for daring to
suggest that applicants for radio
licenses should be asked to prove
whether the promises that accompanied their original applications
had been honored, even in the

breach thereof.

a

man

igoing: into

hand*,

or

stones

and glass

that the Covers' ot that Blue
Book are slightly bleached, it might
be relevant to look into the prac-

Now

tices

of that commission which itmade such wonderful promises.

Surprisingly

Crosley

days with a reference to the
atomic bomb. In everything from

tlicse

A law

a discussion of

Metaphysics

for purchase

dragged into the conver.sation
by its

HANNA

against

reluctant
tvopcs.

"Radio Writing

Yea

AVCO

Crosley's

WLW,

admitted

they

hadn't the slighest idea about what
broadcasting was all about— it was
obvious that the FCC would balk
agamst okaying that transfer. But
some of these same honest commissioners couldn't for the life of them
find reasonable legal grounds for
nixing that transfer. Besides, White

House intimate George Allen was
a director of AVCO and political

New York deals, for inThe Mester Bros, couldn't
from Arde Bulova because, allegedly, they had not been
adjudged quite angelic by other
Government agencies. But Generoso
Pope had no difficulty buying
from the Cowles interests
(although the transfer had to be
stanee.

WOV

WHOM

pushed through

fast

while Cliil Durr

of the country). Now it's
true there was never any charge of
irregularity by a Government agency
against Pope as there had been
against the Mesters, But it's also
true that in the New York Daily
News application for an
license,
the FCC had promulgated a very
high pi-inciple that it's relevant to
look into a new.spaper's past editorial
policy when that newspaper
wants to go into broadcasting. And
no one even tried to deny that, pre-

was out

FM

—

r

Atomic
Two,"

me

New

are in

Mexican

may

explosion)

appear to be just another attempt to add importance to the ordinary.

And yet, it is impossible to deny
that the thinking and the writing
of every mature writer has been
profoundly affected by man's release of atomic power. Doing what is
quaintly called "business" on the
Old typewriter stand has become increasingly difficult for those sensitive to the flow of events.

bomb

But, yet another

of another

sort recently went off in the Artradio
th^. business
of
writing, I refer, of course, to the

yes— and
Federal

Commis-

Communications

sion's action in pointing out to radio
responsibilities
their
broadcasters

as a public service.
result has been a reawakenon the part of radio networks

The
ing,

and

individual radio stations, to
the worth of thoughtful tadio writ;

—

Atfnviatively,

the

But 1 say to you, who write, that
loving one's world and wanting to
see people alive and moving closer
to tlie God that is in them
those

—

thi'igs,

too,

should be and must be

salable in a world that iias no
securities other than those that we,
this llviii^; generation, can bring to

"

ing.;

—

:

—

.

As

for

people—let them

the

Blue Book.

JOBS TO LANGHAM
Ray Langham, who resigned two
weeks ago from CBS, where he was
assi director of programming under
veepee Davidson Taylor, is reportedly being considered for an organ-"
izer's job by two radio unions.
Radio Writers Guild is reported
considering

Langham

for

of national exec secretary.
lias

been

officially

the

resignation

national

council

of

Dorothy

selects

ested in

LE.WIS

code,

is

Langham

SIGNATURE RECQRDS-^MUSfC CORP. OF AMERICA

j

'

!

;

j
'

also reported inter-

Langham.
had

technicians at
iKS'l")

!

a fulltime

Mrs, Bryant.

Meanwhile, American Federation
of Radio Artists, looking around for
staff enlargement seen as necessary
in the near future under the new

AFRA

i

vacant since the

recent
Bryant,

succe.s,sor to

j

job!

That job

with eastern veepee Peter
Lyon filling in only until the Guild's

MONICA

writer

not been easy to find in this Communication System of ours whicli
has become a business. It has been
easier, the writer knows, to air a
doleful taile of loVe-yearning or a
legend of creeping horror, for love
and terror and Life Can Be Beautiful, to the accompaniment of a soap
jingle, are salable things.

RADIO UNIONS DANGLE

•

radio

must look for oppoiiunitics to state
his own affirmation of the dignity
of all men. Those opportunities have

To write for tolerance and human
This means that when orie talks
about radio writing today, onCe more decency, now, is not an Act of
one is talking beyond the "Tortures Mercy; it is ah act of self -preservation.
"John's
Suzie"
and
of Soap SUdS
Y-}s, and to ask that radio, now,
Up-itairs Wife." Once again there
turn from its dollar spin to a peris a time and a place for the thoughtmanent fulfillment of its duties, is
ful, the provocative, the meaningful,
the experimental. Once again there not a statement of hope, it is a stateKONO and KMAC, San Antonio. is air time for the highest function ment of expectation.
Apparently these stations haven't of broadcasting the education of
For the time-bomb is ticking.
the same standing as William Ran- people to a world.
Listen to it, you radio writers
dolph Hearst and are to be measured
How long this condition will last, and fwmy men who crucify for a
by a different yardstick.
laugh.
I do not know. We Americans, with
These are only a few cases. But our un-bombed cities and our full
Listen to it', you businessinen who
illustrations.
taken
they may be
as
pantries, have the unfortunate habit give freely of the precious network
The FCC can blow hot. It can. be of forgetting quickly.
hours to the nian with the check*
redder than the rose. It can probook and a stomach-pill advertisepound very revolutionary ideology,
Dime For Decision
ment and who dole out so pethe
Blue
Book
and
as it did in
nuriously, Saturday afternoon and
crown that ideology with the^^halo
But the writer has the respon- half an hour before midnight, to
of unanimity, as it did in the Blue sibility of seeing to it that this way those
whd come with ideas for
Book. But when it comes to action
of forgetfulness does not lead to people!
that's somcthnig else again. Like the cat.a.slrophe. He, as well as the enListen to it!
Supreme Court in Mr. Dooley's tire radio industry, must choose beThe atoms of disintegration are
time, the FCC can read election re- tween what is business for busincss's straiififtg.
turns sometimes even before the ,sake and his own responsibility in a
Have the wisdom to listen.
The Republican
elections are held.
Party and Big Business have nothing
to worry about, as far as the FCC
is concerned. If the commission ever
mounts the barricades^ it will be on
the side oi: the guy with the frock
eat the

Adams Theatre, Newark, N. J., Jail. 9, 1947
Monica TiCwis Show, Mutual XetWork, Friday 8:16

He must

laughs derisively at his fellow-men
one day, burns him alive the next.

issues stick in the hearings currently
scheduled on WBAL. Is it fair to
say, then, that the FCC is no longer
matching performance against promise? Well, it so happens that the
FCC is doing just that very thing
in the cases of WTOL, Toledo, and

coat,

GKKTIMGS FROM

that;

Le; him ~huln the lun-poking porany of the races of man
as violently as he would react to
the incinerator or gaschambcr lot
human beings
for the steps of
hatred of man move downward with
decciJtively small treads, and ho who

—

SE>9SON'S

on a time-bomb.

simplify

trajajjs of

Arch Oboler
our second year since that epochal

we

lyes,

—

buy

the

in

—

Take two

Let

choo.se between the easy dollar and
stayi^ig alive. For it has come to that
issue,
my friends.. Radio ha.s to
choo.sc between the dollar-makin,i!i

Sitting on a time-bomb, then, let
the .'.-'dio writer play liis part, not
in weakening but in strengthening
our defenses against the terror that
lies beneath us,

iso-

To sub-

title this

WHOM

the radio emjpire then in the hands
of the Crosley people. Most of the
commissioners were hbhestly horrilled at the prospect of letting a big
corporation primarily interested in
electm: refrigerators buy such .vast
radio-Voperties as Crosley's. When
the big brass of
took the,
stand and admitted they had never
even heard of the Communications
Act, admitted that they didn't kijow
how much they were paying for

civilization that sits

is

the FCC's performance the
King-Ti'endle
properties
Pfearl Harbor,
the purchaser of
its own promises, that tlie
Michigan by the ABC network.
was one of the principal
not promises at all but Along came, too, the deal
between pals of Italian fascism on this side
empty threats. Even a cursory ex- WCAU, Philadelphia, and J. David
of the Atlantic. Another high and
amination of the FCC's record
Stern, of the Philadelphia Record mighty FCC
principle lias gone by
on the achievement side—indicates and Camden Courier-Post. In both
the board.
that the FCC talks a blue streak of cases,
the price tags were unIs it a case of whose ox it is that's
radicalism while it acts in the in- doubtedly inflationary. In the Philbeing gored? Pof-sibly. For instance,
terests of the most conservative side adelphia case, there
was some as- the FCC has been very tough against
of American big business. With the totindingly complex financing which,
lone exception of its perpetual dis- some people still insijt despite dis- WOKO, Albany tN, Y.) for hiding
certain stock ownership
over a
senter, Clifford J. Durr, the FCC is claimers, amounts
to a tail-waggingas consistent as any coffee pot that the-dog act in which it's hard to tell period of years. The commission
e*er pr6mis«d a lot of beautiful who bought what. Both deals went carried that case as far as the Supreme Court and Won. But in the
public service pfpgramming only to through in igreat haiite.
In the Phil- case
of WBAX, Wilkes-Barre, there
crowd its program with at least one
TranscriptionSi
offer
opniedians were also charges of misrepresentaspot or jingle every two minutes. adelphia case,
there wasn't even any
The only difference is that the FCC's pretense of a hearing. Clearly, the tion of financial ability. But this
case dragged on four years, until
jingles are not as funny as some FCC's
promise of lookinig into prices John Stenger of WBAX got clearon the air, since the sound is made was meaningless.
ance from the same FCC.
up chiefly of gold.
But, some say, the FCC is always
In the case of WBAL, the Hearst
The tip off came even while the careful about who buys a station if
Blue Book wap being written, back there is any doubt about the pur- station in Baltimore, the FCC has
in the summer of 1945. It was the chaser's past record. The answer is forgotten its own, explicit Blue Book
case of the Aviation- Corp. 's bid for likely to be a cynical Oh Yeah? charges and has not inade those

matching

atom bomb

t)ie

of
in

latter are

in

minority-degrading belly-laugh and
the disintegration which will also be
the lot of radio when that timebomo goes off.

of merchandise,

—

Book— applications

enough, one finds, in

to

the huckstering

—

;iM»«ses

self

the

Ticking

Responsibilities

By ARCH OBOLER
has become the dubious custo
begin every
discus-iion

It

tom

PHIL

ever so

need for

court havinig clean

about

licenses

117

,

To appease the disseritisrs on the
commission, the FCC niajority made
a gesture. They decided that, since
the commission had no authority to
look into the price paid for a radio
property, and since such authority
Jumping at Conclusions
should be had in the public interest
there oughta be a law. Tou'U have a Happy and a ProsperSolemnly, the FCC promised it oun New Year.
would ask Congress for such a law. This baritone of tpnnis fame Is curThat was in the summer of 1945. rently starring ou The Hire's Sunday
full Blue Network.
The FCC must be still wandering Just Party—
out ot picture^!, I'hil is now
down Washington's Pennsylvania drawing raves an recordings and
avenue looking for the Capitol. That television.
law was never introduced;
Managed by DORIS BROOKS, New
Along came
after the Blue York.

What no one thought

cf doing was to whisper,
gently, something about the

FM

Is

S€ripf@rs'

Are Needs, Not Luxuries,
Year 11 of Atomic Era

N. Y. in addition to WLW, Cincinnati
and the multifarious short-

wave, television and
already possessed by
crowd.
«

and

Radio's

executor of the jntere.sts of AVCO
board' chairman Victor Emanuel.
Was there politics concerned? Of
cource not. But AVCO got its approval and, later, acquired WINS,

the First
Petrillo

RADIO

Amdvermry

P^^SSnSTT

By SAUL CARSON
the Federal CommunicaCommission's Blue Book hit
between the eyes,
the radio industry
March, with its threat of
last
performance
against
"matching

When

tions

.

;

helped

organize

CBS some eight

year,s

ago and While known to the Union
people as an ardent unionist, is
also acceptable to various groujiihgs
inside the unions.

HAPY NU YEAR
FROM YOURS TROOLY

FAT.

BUTTRAM

W«dss®Bisy, JaausFy 8, 1947
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AFM Pact Means

RadbRefiews

A

Kiss for Sadie Hertz
HOLLTWOOB SXOBT

By HAPPY FELTON

With Jolui Larkin, otbers;
Dick Starfc
Writer: Nancy Moore

More and more every day, I read have yet to louse up a show by not
where so - called jpulse - fingering knowing what was what.
The only thing that sets Sadie
critics say that audience participation has heen bad for radio and has
no appeal outside the studio. It's
time somebody blew a Idss to the
quiz fans and I'm the boy who wants
to make the first overture.
The natural wit of the man on the
is slanted to his people and his
people are the population of this
country arid, it may surprise some
of you, not ail pi the population is
in shbw .business..'
"Guess Who?" is »» audience parIt is my current
ticipation show.
audience co-ed show and 1 have been

street

on two others which

qualifies

my

fun—likes

be where

to

the

at

their respective noses

down

looking

they'll

Sure,

audiences.

studio

admit yoU have to play to 'em so the
sponsor can hear those faofiEolas on
But they stop right
the record.
there— once the program is over they
belabor the audience and generally
feel

age of their

that the' average

HpUywood anecdota over

always have to coax Uncle George
funny song. And maybe
taffy pull, way back when,
it was "Jim

cousin WiUie's neck.

taffy around
That was the

is just the modern
Version.
1 predict that audience participation shows will continue for many
years
And will be even stronger
on television than they ever were
on radio. As long a$ people can
ftdgit in a chair at home while
someone else takes a mild beating
you'H have these' programs. Just as
.

we

all

love to laugh at the Chaplins

PAHY BOLTON
RodlM

Neiirtfi'

Singing

Sensation

"EOeiE (CAMTOr- SHOW
"MEET ME AT WkRKVSf"

.

is slightly

MaHag«meat:

M.C.A.

P&G,

Kellogg

Woo Kate

Simtli

,

MEMORIAL TO

.

I

The other

fallacy in this connecthat this type of program is
Let's look at the record.
participation shows
are right in there in Hooper ratings
and in consumer sales through com-

tion

is

finished.

The

audience

17. Show will air in New York over
the indie WEVD, and is expected to
be recorded for p o s s i b 1 e placement over other stations around the

country.
Titled

age deal.

km M

Oaims

Libel

"Freedom' House Forum,"
program will tee off with former
For Use of His Label
Economic Stabilization Director
An Iowa editor named Clifford
Chester Bowles and Thomas K. FinAs far as publicity is concerned letter, former special assistant to Niles thinks he's been injured,
the audience participation show is Sec. of State Cordeu Hull.
$2,000,000 worth, by a pre-election

mercials deHVered
foonery carnivals.

On

these

buf-

r

riding the crest of the wave biting
big .Chunks out of national publications with layouts demonstrating

what

goes.

And why?

who

people

listen

Because the

will

buy maga-

zines and write in whenever a show
gets featured.
Look at Mrs. Sadie Hertz. She's
been boomed in publicity to the extent of 'having a feature article in
the Saturday Evening Post, with a
reprint in Reader's Digest. And believe me Mrs. Hertz is more than
a publicity peg that the network
flacks have dreamed up.
She's a
shot in the arm to any m.c. who uses
her. Ask the Boys in the business.
She's funny she's a good sportshe's a sympathetic character to the
listening audience but more important she's just a lady who likes
to go to radio shows she's a typi-

—

—

•

—

cal fan.

broadcast of "Mr. District Attorney"

on which the

MBS

Preps fur Sales Hypo

villain,

nabbed by "Mr. D. A.f'
its program origi
moving westward to the
Villiah's. name on show Was Clifford Niles, Last name, says show's
director, Ed Byron, was chosen from
the name of Niles, Mich., and there
effect in the east.
Prexy Ed K6bak is on the Coast was a disclaimer aired on the show.
But the real Niles wants somebody
this week, and will gander the program operation in Hollywood dur- he doesn't care whether it's Byron,
is

Mutual was reported last
week about ready to put a new,
more aggressive sales policy into

ing

a

while
of

his

fast,

five-day

however,

he

Mean- NBC, sponsor

visit.

had

trouble-shooters,

—to

one whoeYer

put
E.

P.

tions.

can

fill

'

—

•

.

......

Charlie McCarthy.
Fred Allen........
Lux Radio Theatre. ......
Amos 'n' Andy..............
.

.

Walter Winchell

Red Skelton
Screen Guild Players.
Phil Harris
.Mr. D.
Take It-Leave It
Great Gildersleeve. .
Fannie Brice. ., ..

A

..

,.

of

slice

tiSf

salary

increase,

was responsible

companies on the one hand, and
AFRA on the other.
But the Chi situation was finally
ironed out Friday (3), with announcers there getting a minimum
basic

scale of $108.90.
of "sustaining

fication

The

classi-

announcer,"

libel insurance,
will be an in-

a bit of moralizing here.
clause starts operating Nov. 15.
Seems no hausf rau program can
Most of the bookkeeping showbe complete without a syrupy organ
background.
The gals couldn't ing the amounts due individual
differentiate between a radio, show AFRA members, whether they are
and real conversation otherwise.
staff employees or freelances on
shows, has been kept up to date
by both networks and transcription
companies, since inost of the fiscal
MOMENTS MAKE THE YEAK
Witii Don Hollenbeck, emcee; Bill points had been agreed upon :sev'
Downs, Betty Garrett. Jolinny eral weeks ago.
Fanlkr Herbert John, Dr, Xton
Goldeiison, Vincent Shaefder, Nick
Fetzka, Alfred Brissenden, Capt.
Philip Sarbacher, Jr., Eddie Dyer,
Helen Henderson, Aian Stewart,
Continued from page 115
lieon Dpstert; music, Alex Semmactor in question used to be on 25
ler
network shows a week plus another
Writers: Lane Blackwcll, Kuth AshIQ local programs whereas, starting
ton, Sylvia Bcrgeithe first of the year, he'll be lucky to
Director: Robert Lewis Shayon
have 20% of his former shows. It's a
60 Mins.; Tues. (31), 10 p.m.
vicious cycle that seems to .get worse
Sustaining
with each succeeding year..
WCBS-CBS, N. Y.
Paradoxical situation is that, while
Radio has not yet learned how to network radio was dying on the vine,
comport itself in times of stress un- production-wise, both network and'
accompanied by a shooting war. The local sales
reached an all-tims high
point was painfuUy apparent last
Tuesday night (31) when CBS put during the year just passed. It saw
on a full-hour documentary show the two highest budgeted local musiwhich, purportedly, highlighted the cals in the town's history, both aired
big things in 1946 that should stand over
tthe Wayne King, halfout as "moments" worthy of remem- hour show sponsored by Elgin Anaerbrance. It's not that what was done ican and "Melody
Lane" bankrolled
was done badly on the contrary, the by a local department store),
but in
execution ranked from competent to
top quality. But it's the choice, of spite of a $2,000 talent budget for
items that indicated what's the mat- each show, there was little if any
ter with radio of this type.
Every- employment opportunity for actors.
thing was "safe." Nothing remotely
Prime example of what can be
"controversial" was touched. Result: done with a Cliicago originated show
An intellectiial drabness, an out-of- was the 16,1 HoOper for "The "Whisfocus view of 1946 as the year when
tler" show scripted and aired on the
nothing happened
no President Coast but
produced here live with
Truman slipping, no OPA pains, no
Republican election turnover, no local talent. It's pretty indicative of
veterans' housing snafu, no growing the fact that good writing and good
pains in the United Nations, no fight- directing can still ring the bell reing in Greepe. Palestine and the gardless of where the show origEast Indies. These subjects, which inates, yet even this show
was sold
no
self-respecting
rural
weekly by CBS as network fare and moves
would leave out of its year-end sum- to
New York in the Spring,
mary, could find no place on the
Shelved for the time being or butyear-end looksee done by the network which has so often been rightly abandoned were the ainbikudosed as outstanding for its docu- tious plans of the four nets which
mentaries.
calle'd for a new building on North
So the show brought the listener Michigan avenue to house NBC, elabtwo brief meaningful moments; The orate new studios in the Civic Opera
A-bomb test at Bikini, and a psy- House for ABC, modernization of the,
chiatrist's view of the leading Nazis
CBS- Wrigley Building studios, and a
cowing and whining in their cells at
Nurnberg. For the rest: There was new television building that was to
a talking dog in Yorkshire, a miner handle Mutual Chicago originations!.
wlio narrowly escaped death in The advent of video is about the only
Pennsylvania, a tidbit from the thing in the foreseeable future that
World Series game, and other such might change the picture.
world-shaking events.
The lot of the actors, producers
And Betty
Garrett.
Because she had only 10 and writers here has been anythin.i?
minutes between calls in the legiter but a happy
one during the past two
"Call Me Mister." she was spotted
years, with literally everyone of
in the middle.
She was sock. But
she'd have fitted the^ closing cue, them now working for scale, having
to
fight
for
air
since
credits and producers
her
number was "South
being forced to take acting roles in
America, Take It Away."
Cars,
order to eke out a living while
watching one network show after another depart for New York or HollyBarry Gray Rides Agaio,
wood.
The year 1946 saw the departure

Ohi Radio

,

WBBM

—

—

Feuds Nolwitbstaiiding

27.5
27.4
26.2
26.2
25.9

23.8
23.0
22.9
22.3
... 21.8
21.2
19.2
18.2

larger

for the holdupJn the anal setOement of the teiins for the various
new contracts between the networks^,
agencies, stations, and transcriptions

of practically all the top talent in-

WOR,

Hooper Rates 'Em

Bob Hope

Radio Artists.
Chicago announcers held out tor
a

and that one

Barry Gray, all-night disk jock at cluding Joe Ainley. Betty Lou Gerson. Hugh Studebaker, Sara Jane
N. Y., who went on leave a
Wells, Barbara Luddy, Herb Futran,
couple of weeks ago after his latest Jane
Webb. Gil Stratton, Jr., Bill
tiff with a New York
Thompson,
Pat Buttram, Percy Faith
columnist—
and Buddy Clark, td name just a few.
this time, Lee Mortimer of the
MirAmong
the shows that movod
ror—is back in the

"Applause"—placard days and they

Jack Benny..
Fibber & Molly. ...........

or

pay him a couple of

—

the theatre with Mrs. Hertz duplicated three hundred times.
And
'don't anybody say she's bad for
radio—she's tid there pitchin' and
was long before the hinterlands "disN
covered" her. She and many other
constitute a measuring
I "regulars"
stick that can't be beat.
They are
avid letter writers good buyers of
products
and they get around
enough to keep the standards up
tnere because they won't laugh at
the same joke every night in the
Week.'
There are some who might say
that having to depend on Sadie
Hertz is a far cry frohi the days
wlien the audience- .was threatened
by signs insisting on absolute silence.
But these are the same audiences
wlio suflfored through the "Laugh"

How

Myers)

H. million.

P.S. Show carries
James to work in the
tighten up the sales opera- so if anyone pays it
surance company.

("Jimmie")
east to

(Bristol

—

my money you

For

running for the

Senate, turned out to be a murderer

While more of

nation
Coast,

sentimental sisters who comprise the
meat of daytime radio listening.
John Larkin is pseudonymed Chfis
Kenyon for his role as the Hollywood gossip-hawk. He works well
with a script that manages to inject
a couple of current items into a
quarter.-hour mostly filled with a
short, local-color Holly woddTlramat.
In the breetn show, Larkin told
everyone that Helmut Dantitie aflid
his wife are no longer one, arid described plans for the big "Duel in

At least $500,000 in back pay will
be due to radio actors, announcers,
singers and sound effects men in the
next two or three weeks, as a resuit of the expected ending of new
contract negotiations aflfecting members of the American Federation of

'

NEW

—

a musi-

fay

50(^ Id Badk

one of the main Issues in Chicago,
was wiped out, AFRA scoring: a vic'^
the Sun" opening at Grauman's
Egyptian.
Then the show segued tory in that respect.
Most of the contracts, nationally
into the drama, which is mostly ju?t
a conversation between Larkin and as well as in the regions, make the
ah old Irish peddler-gal who had increases retroactive to Oct. 31, alvisions of a former non-existent though in the case of some of the
glory as a vaudeville star. There's
Chi announcers the retroactivity

CARTOQlN REeOROS

below zero.
and the W. C. Fields of the profesNuts to that. They ought to step sion, we stiil chuckle when a skift is
down- off the studio stage and meet blown at Coney Island. Take away
With the 10-year association of
I've got more of a that 'American trait
the people.
of laughing ICate Smith and General Foods
Chance to meet the people who are when the other guy takes a prattfall scheduled for a windup at the end
loyal enough to me to fill the WOR and you've solved the problem of
of the current broadcasting season
playhouse every Saturday night getting rid of participatiori shoWs.
in June, there are reports that both
Most of us in show business worry
Procter & Gamble and Kellogg have
about audiences coming and going
been maldng feelers to the star and
they really mean the diiierence beher manager, Ted Collins, with an
SERIES SET AS
tween renewal or goodbye but in
eye toward '47-'48 sponsorship',
the very next breath most of us will
a deal would mean that
shout and holler that the low menWILLKIE P Such
& G or Kellogg would grab off
tality of the audience keeps the
Freedom House, N. Y., which is a
the noontime CBS "Kate Smith
standards of fadio down. Nuts to memorial to the late
Wendell Wilkie, Speaks" show, in addition to her
that^ too.
will air a weekly radio forum for
half-hour nighttime show. Both are
12 Friday evenings, beginning Jan.
Still Kicking, Tbanks
being offered by CoUins as a packaudience

a.m.

Ecklvoirdt)

cal backdrop is offered in this latest
of the Kellogg radio string, and it's
a neatly wrapped package for the

during a

ticipation—^radlo'

There have been too many people

(Kenyan &

to sing that

someone would think
Dandy" to wind some

Sat., 11:30

Ki:LLOGG CO.
WJZ-ABC, N. Y.

fringe of radio.
There's nothing wrong with that.
Years ago, Aunt Minnie used fo get
at the piano in our parlor and we'd

opinion when I say "Audiences are truth and consequeiices
of yesterday.
good people" and the type of audi- We've always had audience
parence I get at "Guess Who?" is a igreat
one.

Music: Chsrles Paul
15 Mins.; Monday thru

and

prizes
she iSr-pn

to Win

Gorman

Pro<lucer-Directar: Walter

Hertz and her pals apart from the
listening audience is a streak of
liking the spotUght which a lot of
people in our business have. Sadie
likes
likes

xnnotttioer,

saddle again.

SEASON S GREETINGS FROM
:

ED

HERLSHY

Voice of Universal Newsr**!, Kraff Music Hall

On* O'clock Sunday New* With Ed

17.8

M. C; Chitdren'i Hour

18.3

CarmM

Covalldro

Show^NBC

Hcrlihy.

He's going to continue riding the
milk route on WOR six nights a "week
Che's off Sunday), and in addition
started last Saturday (4) with a twohour afternoon show. In the next
few weeks, with specific date undetermined as yet, he will aiso ttrke the

WOR

Monday

niglit at 10 slot cur-

either

to

New York

or

California

were the "Carnation
Contented
Hour." "Those Websters," "ExplorUnknown." ^'Guiding Light,"
"Road to Life," "Backstage Wl'e,"
"Ma Perkins," and the four Cad Westor-Irna
Phillips
General
Mills
shows. The lata two years also saw
ing the

the

cancellation

o£

thi-(;c

WvifiU-y

rently occupied by the "Broadway .shows,
"America in the Air." "First
Talks Back," show which is folding. Line." and
''Meet Vour Navy." with
Giay had been auditiojied by CBS Gene Aiitry,
the sole Wrigley sh'>w
for a couple of possible shows, but
now
on
the air. emanating from the
'
the network dealis off.
Coast.

—

.

Weiwseday^ Jannai-y 8, 1947

forty-first

P'^g^S^fX

Keep Tek From Public

SuppGed S§ Far Througli Sp@rts
By

By BOB STAHL

HARRY WISMER

(Director of Sports, American* Broadcasting Co.)
Television's greatest contribution
thus far lias been through the'excit-^
of sports. Actually,
.b>e medium
-great shows such as a Fred Allen

Jack Benny, Bob
Hope or Bing
have
Crosby
been pronot
duced for video

—

What's holding back television from the public?
Answers to that question have been bandied back and forth by both the
public and tele execs since the war's end. Despite charges that competing
interests have been trying to stifle the jiew medium through fear of what
it's growth Would lineaii to them iri the way ot possible competition, video

Television Review

—

.

MUMMERS PARADE

execs themselves lay the snail's pace gi'Qwth of the

With John

factor

real

Unlike other miraculous

Producer-director: Clarence Thoman
Tech. directors: Ray Bowicy, John

has
the

team

man-

ager, the student

Ham' WIsmsr
ing.

Which brings to the forefront the
The tele
art of sports telecasting.
sports announcer of the future will
have to be 100% accurate, have a

,

BRENEMAN'S HAT IS NOT
RING
My hat ... or hats, I moan

the industry, immediately after V-J Day, began once more to
hold out hopes that tele would assume big busi^jess prppprtiohs before
the end Pf 1945. Garne recoiiverslon difflcultiesi in,9luding material short-

THE

IN

ages and labor .strifes, ^nd all their plans pf, expahsipii :Were again quashed.
Today tele exeCs haVe once more postppnecl their .timetable---this time to
:

are
with Philco's WPTZ broadcast of in smart millinery salons, coast to
the famous Mummers Parade, under coast. A complete line of beautiful,
sponsorship of the catalog telephone- wearable hats for women, styled by
leading Ifollywood designers, now
order service of Sears, Roebuck.
bears the Breneman name.
The first: television Droadcast of This is no joke, son
.
.
as you'll
this colorful event, historic New find out -vyhen your wife
makes you
Year's Day feature as far as thou- buy her one.
sands Of Philadelphians are conr
Hat-happlly
yours,
cerned, was; an experimental job
back in 1939, over W3XE,' and the
SRENEMAN.

teie-

yisiolj li^^

canieras and start grind-

its

is set

All

body.

.

.

'

.

the end of 1947.

Evidence that competing forms of entertainment and' communicationshave also played their part in delaying tele's advent can, of course, be
found. But, according to video execs who have most to lose through the
perennial ppstppriement ipf their industry, just as much proof can be
offered tP show that films, radip: and legit have given tele a helipful thrust
forward. If cooperation from these potehtial competitors that might have
teen forthcoming has not been demonstrated in too sti*aightforward a
manner, it's attributed to the fact that human nature, being what it is, has
always been fearful and skeptical of any new invention,
Tete, of course, can't become big business until there are enough sets
out. on the market to lure top-coin advertisers into sponsoring video shows.

.

thorough knowIe<Jge of the sport and
be quick enough, mentally, to stay
on top of the ball. The: folks will b? latest broadcast disclosed vividly
The how far television^ ha/^ come since
able to see as well as hear.
"color" reporter will give way to the the old days.
Clarence Thoman, special events
factual reporter.
The sports announcer who devel- director of the station, assisted by
cps the art of staying on top of the Ernest Walling, program manager,
and announcers "John Franklin and
play will have a terrific following
Peter Roberts coordinated their efand will make the television' screen forts in smooth style to bring this
live.
holiday feature to the sight of ownAs to the sports in which all this ers of television sets in this area.
.will be possible, football leads the
The parade showed up on the
parade. Now already exciting and screen remarkably well, considering
thrilling to America's sporting mil- weather conditions—the pdrade belions from a straight radio ba.sis, the gan passing in review at downtown
game will fairly live as.it finds its City Hall at 10:40 a:m., and snow,
accompanied by blustery winds,
way visually into the home.
started to fall at about 11 o'clock.
Baseball will progress along those
From that hour until the parade was
lines
.tennis will be adequate ,. over,
at 2:45 p.m.. weather condijgolf will Jje great... watching those
tions were far from ideal for tele-:
shots ..feeling
the hush of the vision broadcasting.
crowd around the greens .admiring
WPTZ u.sed two image Orthicons
the long, booming drives off the for the job, one mounted on a truck
tees,, catching the anxiety on the in which the control room was set
players' faces.
up and another camera on the fourth
One sport that will be tough is floor balcony of City Hall, looking
boxing. With two men at such close south on Broad street. Most closerange, in such a smill space, the up shots came from the truck at
street level, although a few were
camera Will be ahead of the broadmade from the tipper level. The
.-'.caster^
parade was radioed from City Hall
locations to the downtown studios
The Gate
three blocks away, and then reOf course, the really big problem layed to the transmitter at suburban'
from the standpoint of the fan will Wyndmoor.
com^- when ^television— if it ever
The broadcast was excellent, conThe
sho^lIdMlVlrtS the gate.
Then look sidering weather conditions.
show was perhaps too long for a
cut. The cost of the rights will be
sensationally high. The, bankroll for television event, but .that was intwo media of b.roadcasts might be herent in the feature itself, .and con-,
sequently no fault of the broadcastprohibitive to the client.
ers. Show began with interview with
Naturally tlje promoter, match- Mayor Bernard Samuel.
maker or athletic director is going
Sears* visual commercials were
/to protect his gate at .all
times. And superimposed over the Broad street
M «n bad days, when- the crowds
parade scene, ' believed to be the
-Me dpwn (which seems .some way first time that I.O.'s have heen used
off due to the overall
this purpose.
for
^hal.
lack of seatmg), the price tag for

lOM

.

,

First

'

,

rights will

skyrocket.

ROSE BOWL TELE POOL

As Best Tele

Carriers

get

television

together on

pictures of Rose

'football

game

economi-

means of television

cal

network

operation in the future
in a talk to
the 'Television

Broadcasters Assn.
meeting Tuesday
(7)
at
Which he was guest of honor.
Dr.
Forest was given a citation at
annual

ments

and

among video

DuMont's

pool

^Previous commit-

other

complications

cau.sed folderoo of plan to
cost

failed

Bowl parade and

v^hich Telefilms, Inc..

tried to set up.

Electronic pioneer Dr. Lee
De
Forest predicted that
films would
provide the be.st and most

_

stations

television

pro rate

outlets.

WABD

in

New York

alone got reels while WNBT carried
pictures lehsed by own crew here
for

shipment

east.

.

»

the meeting.

The
.

scientist

al.so

said

that

tele

networks would probably be foimed
Chiefly by radio'
linkage, and expressed -doubt that the telephone
company wlu find such use for its
e^axials economically profitable.
Lamer and wide band video frequencies will, in my opinion," he
"outspeed any economically
practical cable and relay improvement."
"This brings me to my favorite
said,

New NBC

Stations Group

Sets 1st Meeting in Jan.
Members of the new NBC Stations

mittee

Planning and Advisory Comwill elect a chairman and

secretary at their first meeting here

'

,.

FOLDEOO
Hollywood?

Ea.stern
to

j

1

;

'

\

,

tion

i

j

most

€o!or Cottiplex
communicamedium, television, using the
Television industry itself, of course, has had' its share in stymieing the
eomblned facilities of NBC, CBS and new medium, evidenced jJipstly by inter-industry color controversy. Reasons
for
the
both factions in the "color now" or "color in
sides
taken
by
DuMont, penetrated the nation's
legislative halls for the first time five years" arguments are many, with both accusing the other of trying to
last Friday (3) to televise the open- snarl the industry via vociferous arguments that would better have been
kept
from
an
already-confused
public.
ing session of the 80th Congress.
CBS, accused of trying to cloud the issue with demands for commercial
Whatever drawbacks the specific
program had from the viewpoint of color video now in an attempt td protect its radio interests, did upset the
spectator interest, it opened another applecart in the minds of rtlany applicants for conimerclal tele applicants.
vista into video's as yet uncharted Proof of this is seen in the number pf applicatidns withdrawn tp "Wait for
potential for public service through color.''
broad, democratic education.
There are several views oh this subject, however. Many of these sanic
Pooled btoadcast, which was trans- applicants reportedly became: alarmed when they discovered the tremeh''
mitted over the three New York sta- dously high cpst of constructing and operating a tele station. Regardless
of their beliefs about color, the CBS arguments provided them with a,
tion.'* as well as DuMont's WTTG in
Washington and Philco's WPTZ in smokescreen" behind which they could withdraw their applications and
Philadelphia, did a straight report- still save face. Several of these applicants, were radio broadcasters who
ing job on the session's inaugural had gone into radio on a shoestring and cleaned up. Today, they would
ceremonies. Using two Image Orthi- prefer to protect their radio interests from po-ssible tele competition and
cons which were stationed in the at the same time shut off their pursestrings from video experimentation,
rear of the House ol Representatives Hence, the "let George do it" sentiment.
directly opposite the Speaker's rosRecent demonstration by RCA of an all-electronic color system with a
trum, producer Burke Crotty was Converter that cputd be5,used to bring high-frequency transmissions .to
given full sweep of the auditorium low-freqliency- sets burst the CBS baUooii of 'obsolescence, its most pertiin covering the proceedings. Cam- nent argument. DuMont television followed through With another developeras regularly alternated between ment in all-electronic color and CBS is still pitching for its sequential
panning over the crowded floor and standards. FCC is expected to rule on whether to set commercial standards
closeup shots of the various Con- now for color video early this month. Regardless of the outcome, it's to
gressmen.
be hoped that iioth factions then settle down to work and get television
Although the reporting job at rolling forward.
hand was executed with good techFilmdom Vary
nique, it was apparent that nobody
was prepared for the long dull
Films have probably as much to lose as radio if television ever succeeds
stretches
during the proceedings in throwing
off its swaddling clothes, and are naturally wary of it. Both
when roll calls were being ta.ken. Metro and 20th-Fox have withdrawn their station applications, leaving
In the initial 70 minutes of the
Paramount the only major company with an active interest. Film combroadcast, one full hour was taken
panies refuse to lease their scripts to television and most of the top stars
up by two roll calls, an event of no haye refused to appear on video programs because of the low pay necesgreat excitement. In an effort to fill
sarily in effect today. Par is leading the Way, however, by conductihg a
the breach, announcer John Batchboff publicity campaign on television on the CPast and other film comparties
elder's voice came on sporadically
are expected to take some stand on the medium as soph as they find out
with incidental information about what
•
it's all about.
the traditions and lawmaking techLegit stars, too, have refused for the most part to do tele shows, and for
niques of the lower House. On the
the same rea.sons. Dramatists" Guild, however, is an enthusia.stic backer
whole, it was pallid stuff.

the most powerful mass

'

BeForesi Sees Films

strikes,

—a

another important milestone on the highway to. becoming

^

IN

way

Then John L. Lewis ^called his United Mine Workers out of the. coal pits,
the nation's transportation system was. tied up and RCA couldn't get
delivery on many of the component parts needed. Net result to television
further delay in their plans, leaving the 10,000 unfilled orders 'SUs»
''
peiided in midair.

HaHofCongress

•

FLANS

therein lies the war-effected rub. Illustrative of the

vision plans, is the case of RCA. After finally settling down to a "massproduction of its new tele modelSj RCA took jnpre than 10,000 orders for
sets fi-pm the general pttblic Within the first t*P pr three \*'eeks they were
on the market.

Passing

.

the bugs.

And

lelePool Enters

•

But all in all, the iuturie of sports
on the television screen
is
very
bright. Like any new idea
or industry w takes some time
to work but

But Flat

troublesome phase of the country's postwar economy, have cut- into tele-

•

i

chiefly to oiie

inventions that have been promised to an

Officials of

WPTK-Phiico, Philadelphia
(.Benjamin Eshleman)
That television has come a long
way in the past few years was well
demonstrated New Year's Day (1)

coach,

athletic

10:40 a.m.

(1)

SEARS-ROEBUCK

new

eagerly-awaiting public as part of its postwar dreamworld, elusive video
has been lurking around that mueh-cliched corner for more than 20 years.

Roth
245 Mins.; Wed.

producer
been
the

medium

—the war.

Franfclir, Fcter Roberts,

announcers

'

audiences. But
from the sportscene
the
ing
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Postwar Pains, Strikes

Telemion

'Greatest Ciitrikilipi t§

TELEVISION

Anniwrmry

.

j

i

,

!

of video's pcssibilities, as evidenced' by the pact- concluded last spring
between the
and NBC to .showcase new legit scripts via NBC television.

In a 15-minute pjeriod preceding
broadcast
from
within
the
the
House, announcers Bill Henry and
Bob Cora, working in an adjoining
room, brought severar House leadincluding
Republican leader
ers,
and Democratic
Charles Halleck
whip Sam Rayburn, before the cameras where they made the customary
ritualistic

all right

Jan. 22-23.

'

'

IS*'?

as television's

first

hig year.

Once the

out, it Will uniJoiibtedly t^^
place as one of the top forms of entertainment. Video is technically
near perfection and, because it's such a true reporter, holds great promises
tor the public, with its cultural, educational and spciarsighificance giving
promise of becoming even more important than its eiltertainment qualities.
its

what was

to come, this portion of
telecast likewi.'.e failed to contribute anything of value to an understanding of any of the issues before the new Congress.

j.the
'

without them.

All signs, therefore, ppitit to

comments. Foreshadowing programming techniques have been ironed

i

!

,

DO

Professional sports, including baseball, basketball, hockey and boxing,
have already thrpwn their arenas open to tele cameras. Labor unions
notably the American Federation of Musicians— are emulating the film
companies in sitting interestedly on the sidelines to see what this new
mediupi is all about before entering into it, hut tele so far has made out

Anything that can be picked up by a microphone and a camerp lens is
Niles Trammeli, NBC prexy, will
Instead of just setting up cameras a natural for television. People sitting in the comfort of their own living
welcome the hew committee, which and recording whatever passed be- rooms will be brought important news events as they happen, possibly
thesis " he added, "that the
economi- comprises Paul W. Morency, veepee fore them, this telecast could have re-enacted within Several moments after their occurrence by a group of
cal eight - hour - per day television and general manager, WTIS, Hart- achieved genuine .stature by editorial specially-trained actors. Important Government officials will be seen as
'

I
i

I

I

u^F' '"^'•^ere highest class of en- ford; Richard H. Mason, manager,
wrtainment
must he available when- WP'TF, Raleigh; Milton Greenebaum,
ever and wherever it is wanted, and
prez and general manager, WSAM.
at mfnimuffi
expense, must be b.y Sagiiiaw, Mich.; H; W. Slavick, diwe ever-reliable, time-honored, rector, WMC, Memphis; John J. Gilt

film-in-the-can carrier system."
Concerning color. Dr. De Forest
said

we

monochrome would dominate
art for the

npxt several years,

out the advent of color television
is awaited.
,

lin

Jr.,

president,

WOW, Omaha;

William B. Way. manager, KVOO,
Tulsa; Walter E. Wag.staff, general
manager. KlfiO. Boise and H.
Quenton Cox, manager, ROW, Portland, Ore.

preparation in advance for an onthe-spot docuraentary. For example^
newsreel clips of the Hou.se in
debate, or committees in operation,
might have served as fillers during
the roll call to illustrate the work
required on upcoming bills. In addition, .some of the crucial issues before this Congress could have been
detailed through the use of charts
and other visual devices.
Hem.

they deliver their me.<!sages to the people.
Television W'ill draw people closer to the Government and the Governcloser to its people. Most impPrtant of all, television will draw governments in all parts of the world Closer together, thereby playing its' part
in the establishment of the "One World" ideology, A.s DuMont's Commander Mortimer Loewi has repeatedly pointed out, television, because
it speaks in pictures as well as in words, can topple the Tower of Babel
and skirt the existing language barriers between peoples of different races
and different nationalities. Significant is the slogan adopted by the Television Broadcasters' Assn, for its amazing new medium—"Uniting' All

ment

i

Peoples,"

•.,:

..'
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popu- found not listening on the night of
program Hooperatings
larity ratings) are not made nation- October 21st; 1,360 not listening on
ally or over a cross-section o£ the the night of November 4th; and
poll. 1,360 not listening on the night of
Ga!lup
is
a
population as
Rather, the sampling is done deliber- November tath; Actually, this i$ a
ately in a group of 33 cities which quarter-ihour program with half that
sample. But is it stable? I'll leave
have
in
they
that
are exceptional
same season one
local service by all four networks. it to you. At this
Because we are seeking comparative year ago the program's rating
was 1.6.
ratings,
popularity
network talent
'46 broadcast
measurements
Oct.
the
During
the
16,
we have to make
where all network talent can be of Bing Crosby we used two difOne sample was
heard. That rather than any whim Uerent samples.
of
choice
rating
was 24,0.
our
Its
Crosby
determines
1,380.
o£ ours,
localities to sample and ke^s us out The second sample was three titties
of rural and isiriall town areas where as big as the first. Its Crosby rating
varied.
24.2.
was
extremely
is
the radio fare
During the Oct. 23, '46 broadcast
The cities poUed are well-scattered
used four difgetfgfaphlcaUy throughout the U. S.fof Bing Crosby we
The telephone home sample has been ferent samples. Three of the samtotalled approximately the same
Ples
demonstrated to produce listenership
Tenor
number
of
calls
each:
1,381, 1,382 and
records for most network programs
The fourth sample was the "SATURDAY KMGHT SERENADE"
closely approximating cross-section 1,406.
9:45-10:15 p.m, EST, CBS
the first three;, 4,169
samples in those same cities. It fol- combination of
Going on 10th Year With Pet Milk
produced
called.
Sample
A
homes
lows, therefore, that the Hooper
SEASON'S GREETIMGS
sample is representative of cohdi- j a ra. 'ng of 18.1; ^sample B.v 17 9;
(talent

.

1

•

.

!

'

i

BILL

,

PERRY

,

1

!

,

tions in lour-network-service cities
in the tr, S, and that network pro-

gram Hooperatings may be accepted

•

sample^ C,

j

19.1,

The

combmation of A,

a

taple^ sample.

P

and

C was

18.3.

1

networks.
gensral use

When
all

they come into
factors contributing

During the Oct. 30, '46 broadcast to create the total audience to a
Bing Crosby we again used four program will be reflected in one
The total ^^Ib measurement. They are:
di^r^nt samples.
time were: 1,357 1.386 1353.
1. National Hooperatings, designed
^he
combined sample totalled 4 096. to show the combined effect of
Kadio buyers and
on programs,
ratings were as foUows: 14.9, talent and network in
The
reaching all
sellers have made great progress
The, combined ifriple) U. S. radio homes. We will do this
;!14.8, 14.6.
since the advent of the ratings by
.
,
„
produced
a 14.8.
^^iPP'^
by
actually sampling all typeS of
using them to effect inereaslng efDoes the radio business want to U. S. radio homes. This measurein ti... ooi^Ai-inn
fiWMy ta
the selection of radio
of comparative
network program talent popularity,
No better device presents itself for
establishing this popularity measure

representative

as

of

who always feel that their sacred words are
being maliciously mutilated. The pressure of trying to make a 40-minu1e
script fit into a 30-minute time slot, without cutting. The pressure of proving to tfie censor that though the original joke may have been dirty, the
switch is clean, 'yhe pFessure of satisfying
soul that that is actually
true. The pressure, week after week, of seeing the hilariously funny ideas
satisfying the other authors

my

created on Sunday being cremated on Monday.' When X feel 1U(;b I'm
which isn't often, 1 feel like I'm living in a mental incinerator, My
wife is complaining that I don't come home nights any more .my secretary is complaining about the same thing... my friends aren't complaining because I liave no friends. My children are suggesting that my wife
get married. Only my agent and' iny ulcers are happy. Excuse ine, I gotta
take another red pill."
So Irving threw a red pill Into himself while I helped him get the glass
6t water to his mduth. Then he nervously pulled out a watch and said,
"Holy catfish, it's late! It's already 12 b'clock." "Twelve o'clock?'', I said.
"It's only 8:30.
Yow watch must be wrong." "Oh ex«use mis," he said.
"I was looking at my stopwatch.
That's another thing that drives riie"
crazy, my stopwatch.
Oh, that pressure of getting enough 'spread,' and
then when you get it, oh, that pressure of getting off the air on time, so
that the announcer can spend 45 seconds telling everybody to save used
fat
.the same used fat that the announcer before him and the announcer
after him told everybody to save.
That's what's killing me. .used lat!
Excuse me, I gotta take a white pill."
"To tqll you the truth, Ui\ele Dick," Irving continued, as he wiped the
beads of perspiration oft his fliashed face. "These 'days I'm only sure of
one thing, my obituary. And that's the one thing I've written that I Insist
must be engraved on my tombstone without changes, cuts or revisions. If
ever a son of yours should want to be a writer or producer of radio, for
God's sake show it to him before he .makes up his mind,"
And so, son, here's what Irving wrote, and if you still want to be a
writer and producer of Qomedy shows, you have my blessing and sympathy.
"Here lies the script for Solomon Grundy
I

living,

.

'

.

.

Born on Sunday

y^^,

^^^^^^ ^^^^^

'

A

.Hooperating' can, in short, be
interpreted as a measure of (1) program popularity, qualified by such
other -factors affecting its audience;
(2) the time of broadcast; C3) the
program preceding and following,
and (4) the pfogranM competing.
Now to size of sample. The large
number of periods of the day which
radio wants sanipled
(every 15

^^

^^^^

Halh those fractional changes in the
direction
ratings?

of
I

greater accurSlcy in
don't think so.
~~

'lifte^Way'Out

There

is

a

way

There

fusion.

is

out of the eona

way

to

treat

Hooperatings factually and unemotionally.
It involves treating radio
and radio measurements as they are
rather than as one might wish them
minute segment from 8 a.m. to 11 to be. It involves using Hooperatings
the
way
they, are designed to
p.ni.) combined with the frequency
with which that radio wants its be used;
A network program Hooiierating
measurements made (during two full
is a measure of comparative network
weeks each morith) eteates the big'
,

popularity,

gest 'sampiini operattori

and station in reaching

Revised on Tuesday
Cut on Wednesday
Previewed bn Thursday
Censored on Friday
Revised on Saturday
Broadcast on Sunday
Buried on Monday

homes

Here

reflecting also

ment is still in the proposal stage.
2. Area Hooperatings, designed to
show the combined effect of talent
ifl

ail radio
the station's listener cover-

We

age area*

do

this

,

:

'

such

Until

time

as

the

j

information

available to
the buyer of talent is more precise
and better engineered than: the information available to the buyer of
time. This is not an excuse for him
to use tjie popularity rating as a
substitute for all the other radio
records available to him.

'

;

W

Continuecl from page 110:

National

Hooperatings and Area Hooperatings
become generally available, it is true
that

-

'

there trying to arrange her mental
notes in order not to confuse her
report to the girls of the South
Pontiac Chevrolet Drivers
Widows
of Pedestrians Club back home.

&

cities in

—

snarling softly at the proceedings
they don't listen to even when
they're home. These men are, in
the main, desirable, because they
occupy a seat that jnight be taken
by the most horrendous of all Cluckster types— the dreaded, nauseating

Larnyx Freak.
When,' a baby
rician

people

But

fanny and the

their studios, many 5re still slipping
past the "private ears" and staking
out seats where they can do the
most harm. They wait until a laugh
from the audience is fizzling out,
thtn just before the comedian goes
on to his next ihot, the Larnyx
Freak bursts into action, atomizing
everything. It -is to be hoped that
some day all of these stomachturning zombies can be gathered in
one studio and given enough vocal
chords to hang themselves.

The Backgrounders

!

in the middle of a medical report
cigarettes; they are the sneezers
blast their nares during a soap
pitch; they are the
blers who mutter at the high-point
of a 10-minute adaptation of "War

on

can

who

listen to.)

I

his

born, the obstet-

The backgrounders are an assortment of nuisances. They are the
hackers who cough up their lUngs

talent popularity.
(That is, availability of programs in such cities

programs

spanks

is

His avocation becorhes the pursuit
of being heard. Despite detectives
hired by some agencies to prohibit
the human hyena from entering

our

network
program
Hooperatings
would create program ratingis which
would be completely without comparative significance as measures of
determines

—

infant cries. All too frequently, however, a child comes into the world
without that cry. Instead, his, first
sound is a laugh. Not an ordinary
laugh, but one which starts at a high
pitch, modulates into a whinny, descends to a deep rumble, then throbs
into a bombastic shrill vibrato. This
baby grows up to be a Larnyx Freak.
All through hj« school years he
disrupts classes and assemblies by
throwing back his head, pounding
his knees and piercing the eardrums
of people within a half mile radius.

Another group or sub-group, permight be the Glum Lums:
honest, hard-working men who are
dragged to the broadcast by their There are some people who
laugh
wives merely because the missus at the Freak's nerve-wracking noises
can't park the car. The Glum Lums
and he is encouraged to longer,
sit more or less quietly, occasionally
louder and more frequent outbursts.
haps

larity of network and local programs
city-by-city. Inclusion of any inter-

viewing from these 42

.
'

the script for Solwiiott Gruhdy.**

'Clucksters'

ings.

1

XI

lies

.

'

by sampling

types of radio homes in all counties claimed by the station.
We are
currently producing Area Hooperat-

all

popularity of such
ever .conducted anytime. any- if
factors as time of broadcast, prowhere. The samples are:
gram preceding and following, pro1
h
11 .J
Per fealf hour
i,sm
nomes
caiiea
grap^g competing but not of network
Per hour
2,760 homes called strength
Per day
Appraisals of radio's strength and
"^n^^i A cit; Hooperatwig ls a measure values, in addition to the HooperatPer week
called
of coj^pgytiyg progjani popularity
Per iBiHith
429.000 homes called .(Within a city reflecting also influ- ings, should be made with the folPer yew
5,155,200 homes called ence on that popularity of such fac- lowing records before one:
1. Listener coverage map.
tors as time of broadcast, program
Aadittonal Calls
I
2. Badio homes in claimed counpreceding and following, programs
That coveirs ftnly the sampling competing,
but
not
of
station ties.
done in 33 cities 'for the purpose strength.
3. Hetail sales
in claimed coiunpuiilishing
network program
There are two nieasurements In ties.
Hooperatings. In addition, 4,340,000 radio which
have been designed to
4. Population
and
employment
calls annually are made in 42 addimake complete audience compari- characteristics.
tional cities which typically have
sons between programs, statiohs or
5. Time rate-card.
none, one, two or three local netwpi-k outlets but which do not have
local four-network-service. The latter are used exclusively in the publication of city Hooperating reports
which show the comparative popu-

me

.:'

Polished on Moiiday

,

mum-

powder

we

start calling

get back to the 1,380
called per hajf hour.
When
we don't know if
everybody will be listening to a program or nobody.
Either result
would be significant. If 100 is the
rating. 1,380 homes would be called

and Peace;" they are the gaspers
who suck in air when a sound man
makes like Olsen & Johnson with

and

all 1,380

to put

let's

homes

would be found

the artillery; they are the titterers

who

would be called and nobody found
The sample is the same

listening.

in both cases.

In bur last three week-long surveys weekly average evening setin-use went from 29.7 to 31.9 to 32,3.
If you want to translate this into

homes

for

each

1,380

called,

would have been

1,368

glamour boy has

Finally, there are the

Screaming

little

loused-

up libidos that are usually found
where a young male singer or pop-

from 410 to 440 to 445. During the
same period the persons tabulated
as not listening went from 970 to

totals

a

ceedings.

average number of listeners went

Those

when

Meemies. These are the

the

940 and then to 935.
Is that Significant?
Well, the same sort of
thing has happened each year since
1934 during this particular season.
The sample looks stable.
How about low rating shows? In
the last three reports "Doctors Talk
It Over," a low rating program, received a 0.9, then 1.5, then 1.5.
If
this were a half -hour show, this
would meati-ihat the number of listeners went from 12 to 20 to 20.
But of equal stabilizing influence on
^he result is the total which would
)iav« been tabulated as not listening.

tit

on glasses to read his script;
they are the whisperers who whisp
about the movie queen's strawberry
hair; they are the snorters and in'ttfers and liose-blowers and belchers
who test their various, organs when
they are bored with onstage pro-

listen-

ing to the same program.
In the
ease of a O.O, 'rating, 1.380 honies

ular

screen

the Saturday
matinee mob is lending part of hi,s
all to the airwaves. At the age
where, 20-years ago, a girl would
be learning to tat and make
brownies, the Screamers of today
travel in cosmeticized wolf packs,
rushing through open studio doors
with shrill cries in their ostrich
throats, filling the air With the noises
of an upset aviary.
idol

of

So there you have the barnyard
animals of radio, the slag of the
studio audiences. It is unfortunate
that we cannot escape them without

ROBERT ARMBRUSTER
Exelusiv* Manci9cni«n«.

ART RUSH.

Ine.

escaping audiences altogether.
But we canqot escape audiences,
because they give to us writers that

3^

minutes of noise.

Vedpeflday, Jannaiy 8, 1947
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During the past year ABC is the ow?y network
to show an increase in share of night-time
audience. This is due, of course, to improved
programming, which accounts for many of the
awards won by ABC stars in the Motion
Pjcture Daily Annual Radio Poll.

Tom Breneman's
Breakfast

lit

Hollywood

Doyilmo Fregraim, third

American Broadcasting Company
A

NETWORK OF

238
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SOUND OFF-wM Mark Wwnow
6UYLOM6AR0O
WARRIORS OF PEACE
FQOTBAU BROADCASTS

HOUR OF CHARM
Mil Sjrifob/ omf

tfi*

WMrt ChoriM and OrehsXra

they're

ayer-borne!
THE
REXALl DRUG RADIO
ftorrihg

W

SHOW

Jimmy DuranI*

GOODYEAR FOOTMll

Gany Mmt*

TELECASTS

HIRES

SUNDAY PARTY

Phil

Hama, loaist Carlyh^

Pfiil

OoviY

Orclieslra.

it.

Donald

ATUNTIC FOOTBALL AND
BASEBAU BROADCASTS

tiia Belt

w. eyer & s®n, im.

fhiladalphh,

THE TELEPHONE HOUR

N»w

York, Chicago,

Salt Fmndico/ HoM/wood, Soston,

Voor/ieet,

Telaphom Orchestra,

Odd worid^omous

sofoids

AND TELECASTS

Greetings

Vox Pop
(SINCE '32)

RAY
Full

CBS Network Tuesdays

for

LIPTON'S

Address 83 Tuscan Court, Great Neck, N. Y.
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HonoMu, London
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from

JACK BENNY
AND FROM MY CAST

MARY LIVINGSTONE
PHIL HARRIS

ROCHESTER
DENNIS DAY
DON WILSON

'

FROM MY WRITERS

SAM PERRIN
MILT JOSEFSBERG
GEORGE BALZER

JOHN TACKABERRY

FROM MY PRODUCER

BOB BALLIN

AND FROM MY SPONSOR

LUCKY STRIKE
CIGARETTES

p^^jO^t'

Forty-fin*

AmOversiay
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WASEY
Comp0ny
Cornation Ccnfented Hour

Adventures of Sherlock Holmes

Lone Journey
Borbosol Midnite Matinees

Young People's Church of the AtY

... and

other programs

for KremI, Borbosol, Forhan's,

fiimrose House, House of Herbs,
Harvester

and Dutch Musters

Cigars,

Musterole, Pertussin^

Albers Cereals, Carnation, Friski^s,

Lorvex, and Zonile.

THE

DELTA BHYTHH
BOYS

TS OF

OWER
ON

I

THE AIR

JOAN DAVIS

AMOS AND ANDY

SHOW
CBS— MONDAYS

NBC—TUiSDAYS'

$0,^m WilTTS OF

RINSO

SEUmO POWEH

NOW,.
EXCLUSIVE

^'-'''r:

TOR RECORDING
ARTISTS
If H TlTi
PHITTJU ILiiFF
MADiSON

400

AVE., JtiEW

YORK

CITH

A MARSHALL FIELD STATION
£i:i'RESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY AVERY- K NOD El

^
year

Ihis

DANCER-FITZGERALD-SAMPLE

lems in the hands of show people by organizing

.

DUCTIONS,

Inc.,

a part of

concentrated

SHOW PRODUCTIONS,

DANCER-FITZGERALD-SAMPLE,

Inc.

its-

show prob-

SHOW PRO-

set out to accomplish

these objectives:

TO MAKE IT EASIER FOR CREATIVE PEOPLE TO DO THEIR
1 • FINEST WORK. SHOW PRODUCTIONS, Inc., understands
and appreciates the problems of

creative

work— and

is

able to

cooperate with these talents in ways that lighten the load of
details,

appointments and conferences. This conserves creative

time and frees

it for

the best creative results.

TO iMCOURAGE NEW SHOW IDEAS AND NEW TALENT.
it easier for tiie man with

2 * SHOW PRODUCTIONS, Inc., makes
an idea to'reach the people
pass judgment and

make

in our office

decisions.

who have

authority to

This helps anyone with a

good idea to receive prompt hearingj dear understanding

fast action

Avenue

in

New

IT'S

Show

productions,

York

managing the shows

is

aitd

aiCKING!

inc.

with
in

headquarters in our

its

New

York, Chicago,

offices at

247 Park

HoHywood and

WancerFitzgeraldS
AN C E R r ITZ G E RA§- i^^^^^^^
Advertising

847 Park Avenue,

New York

17,

N. Y.

*

Royal Bank Building, Tttfonto

221 N. LaSalle Street, Chicago 1, Illinois
1,

Ontario,

Canada
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'

'AnnimT&mff

BEGINNING SIXTH YEAR "TAKE

IT

Wciiseaiay,- Jwrnmrnf

•

% '194,7

OR LEAVE IT"

PHIL BAKER
AGENCY

Management: WILLIAM MORRIS

Blow ADVERTISING AGENCY

QUESTIONS COMPILED BY MISS EDITH OLIVER, FH.D.

WWSW

e<t^acme4

U

(ecidi

W, Ayer & Son <Mmnd

N.

CONGRATULATIONS
I'

WESTERN
UNION
S.^TION W

\

.vi'ii:

f.ciiTii tc\Ti;

'V.

SCHOLASTIC
,

.7-ji-.Pi<i

r<a

0,"

I.*,

i

FROM

\

ulc.-;

to

-.-fsit,!

ciifFr't*.

f'o..'„i.VAv;>-.

,

^;

t-i!i

w"

.

•K:Ci

,LUf-

ynn: ns-Leroi'i

.. ijK

.!f.,!ici!

ROTO

i.,t,-i.i-,iiCf:

i"'.|ii"ir<li

'

AND

ITS

MILLION
R

WWSW

For the past fen years,
W. Ayer & Son has used
in tports coverdge. In
their first year of competitive prizes, we accept and proudly add to our
coilectiort of
natipnal owards the N, W. Ayer & Sen Gold Cup for outstanding promotion
of feotboll'.br6adca$ts;^

Pittsburghers

-

know

>

WWSW

And

advertisers,

A4ore listeners Per Dolfar

WWSW &
<i6nt

FM

TEEN-AGE

WWSW

always carries the ball with extensive iports, fllosh
new* and special event coverage as well as showmanship. The award is more proof
of what We've been saying—
i$ Pittsburgh's magic carpet for both listeners
that

in

Pittsburgh

WMOT— Pitts b orgh's Only IndepenStation— Represented by Forjoe
€e*

Aif^ii cite

& 34^Hour

^

READERS

Acceptance

isn't easily

won.

That'-s

why

smart to direct your sales talks to

it*s

New

Englanders over their

own INDEPENDENT

WHDH

policy of better pro-

station.

The

gramming,

to suit

New England

tastes,

LEADS IN

guar-

NEW ENGLAND
WITH

antees enthusiastic acceptance for advertisers.

N£WS
EVERY HOUR
ON THE HALF-HOUR
news periods completely written and
edited by Station's independent news
All

staff.

Speeifil

BASEBALL
'MUSIC FOR BREAKFAST"

American League Champions
Boston Red Sox

Boston Braves

'CARNIVAL OP MUSIC

news commentary daily by Ray

Kierman. one of

news analysts.

New

England's foremost

FOOTBALL
Harvard and other
college

'BACK BAY MATINEE"

games

Boston Yanks professional

games

Three of Bosfon's
Leading Participation Shows

HOCKEY
Boston Bruins

Check

6

ST.

Now for /Ivalfabifff ies

JAMES

AVE.,

BOSTON, MASS.

5000 WATTS. ..850 ON THE
kepresented by John Blair

& Company

DIAL

12a

Forly-frst

ARX

B.

WW
WOULD

P^MlSrf'

Weineeday, January S, -1947

Aniiwer$ttry

LOEB

FREELANGIN6

TO TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO THANK C.B.S.. ITS
MANAGEMENT. AND ITS PERSONNEL, FOR 8 WONDERFUL YEARS.
LIKE

Current

"RADIO READERS DIGEST"
for.

Hallmark

Beginning January 2itli

•THE

GREATEST STORY EVER TOLD"
for

Goodyear

ABC

ELDRIDGE PACKHAM
Director

both, Rayshow, Inc, Productions

On*

Easf

N«w

S41'h

CHESTERFIELD SUPPER CLUB

Str*»t

York City

'

"S^^

•

FROM HOLLYWOOD

—

all

you great guys and gals of the

WINNER TAKE ALL'

Irving Mansfield

gang...
for making the 3:30-4:00 spot on

and

satisfying

one every day

Thanks to our great

MC—

in

Bill

CBS

such a

happy

the we©^

Culien

—^Johnny

Till-

man, our announcer; Mai West, our engineering

Chet Kingsbury, our organist; Frank Dodge,
our GBS production man; Jeannie McCarthy and

wizard;

Barbara Olsan, our merchandise slaves—-and

all

the

CBS folk who've helped so much to make
WINNER TAKE ALL a smooth running operation.
wonderful

(PS: Thanks, too, to the
in

many agency men who've indicated
such positive terms their active interest in seeing

the show

go commercial.)

Sincerely,

ILLIODm^^

M^^

WwlMw-sday, January S, 1947

Aimiver$ta?y

the-minu

man
FOR ALMOST a quarter-century WOR's reputation

for complete, unbiased,

objective newscasting has bee,n one of the bright stars in radio.

Creorge Carson Putnam, who have helped to
of

news and how

it

make

should be handled, would

it

make

glow.

It's

What

men tike

/le

thinks

a Greeley or a Pulitzer

beam and what listeners think of Putnam.makes Hooper history. For instance,
one of

his quarter-hours pulls half as

finds tuned to

Putnam's personality has a
distinctive as a Cartier

listeners as

lot to

do with

Hooper

his popularity.

wrapup and resonant as

once wrote, "George Putnam

And TIME

says,

listeners as

George Putnam."

WOR

many

ordinarily

Fred Allen!

is

has George Carson

is

as

the greatest male voice in American radio."

"No other newscaster

throughout the week. In

His voice

a bass viol. Walter Winqhell

Putnam

in

New

York has attracted as many

spotted 'at

fact, he's aired

some

of

its

best times

on Sunday at 11:00 A.M., when

97% of all New Yorkers, according to Crossley, are up and having breakfast.
time, by the way, is for sale — now. Why not call WOR today and find

That
out

how

make

PE
in

EDDY DUCHIN
KRAFT MUSIC HALL

NBC, Thursdoy. 9

P.M..

economically George Carson Putnam's up-to-the-minute news can

up-to-the-minute sales for your product or service?

6-8600; the address^

WOR — that power-full station at

The number

New York.

May You All Be
lONB

is

1440 Broadway,

FOR THIS WORLD

E.SX

MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA

AJAX CASSIDY
c/o THE WILLIAM O'MORRIS

AGENCY

p^^IETY
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BUTTE, CALIF.

iiE SiLI VERS

DON
.

HUMBOLDT, CAUF*
YUBA,

Wednesday, Jannary 8, 1947

Anniversary

2 TIMES

.

.

*

the audience of fretwork

CALIF.

MERCED,

CALIF.

MONTEREY,

CALIF.

¥2

TIMES 'fhe.;au^ieii€e.of Nefwiirk''B"

%

TIMES the'' audience of Network 'X"^

SHASTA, CALIF.

SAN

LUIS OBISPO, CALIF

LINN, ORE.
.CLATSOP, ORE.

COOS, ORE.
JOSEPHINE, ORE.

DOUGLAS, ORE.

GRAYS HARBOR, WASH,
LEWIS, WASH.

COW£ITZ, WASH.

IS AN 'EXAMPLE OF THE TERRIFIC COVERAGE OETAINABLl ONLY
WITH THE 41 STATIONS OF THE DON LEE BROADCASTING SYSTEM PROVED BY THE GREATEST REGIONAL SURVEY EVER MADE i^Y C. E. HOOPER

THIS

'

THURStON, WASH.

SHOSHONE, IDAHO.

The Nation's Greatest Regional Network

4

Sehwimmer

& Scott^ Inc.

ADVERTISING AGENCY

CHICAGO

RADIO
8th Year With

EDDIE

CANTOR

PICTURES
Comedy Short Series

COLUMBIA PICTURES

WctlncBclay, January 8,

1947

Forly»firtt
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finances a play, a motion picture, or a radio
wiU make money.
program, he does so with the expectation that it
attracting enough
The play and the motion picture have the objective of
people to the box office to return a profit.

Whenever anyone

The commerdsa radio program has the
enough pedjde to

stores to return

a

objective of attracting

profit.

that distinguishes the
It is this ability to attract customers

the flop in

all

\

HeyfYork

l^iit

from

three fields of entertainment.

:

VOU

Cfifeoflo

Detroit

&

BiC AM/ INC.

;

:

>

ADVERT/SING
Smftancisco HoHywood Alonfwf Twronto Mexico

Ci'fy

^m^^

Wi«*B«e4«y».

JWttwy

»,

1947

With 5,000 watt operation, K@¥ '^iiiJ»roaclceist d sure-fire signsl tO' 1,174,679 people

JWV/M contour C*n©t 0.5)
during the day, 0nd to 1,059,3©2 people-,
within the five M¥/M ar@@ (^not 0.S) during

within: the five

the evening hours. This clear, mnfalilng re*

:

ceptien will

'

add abiindantly f @ the en|®y-

-ment »nd popularity
that has

year because

"'If

KQV

i€@¥

— a popyiarify
in the past

is

you're mferesfed in 0.5
write us. We.

KQV

€»f

grown tremendously

MV/M

have the

coverage,

figures.

The Station that originated "Opinion-aire"
1410 ON YOUR DIAL
Basic Mutual

Network

National Representatives:

WEED & CO.

BREAK THE BANK
THE BIGGEST

7f

MONEY

PAYING SHOW ON THE AIR
and

THE SEASON'S

MOST EXCITING SHOW
E.S.T., A.B.C., NETWORK
A WOLF ASSOCIATES PRODUCTION

9:00 P.M.,

FOR SRISTOL-MYERS
(SAL

HEPATiCA-MUM)

Available "Try

'n'

Find

Me"- An

Exciting

5-a-Week Audience Show of Proven Merit

WOLF

ASSOCIATES, INC.

420 Madison Avenue

New

York,

New

York

Memo to: Miss

Irene Roche

of BBDO'S script
filing department

BBD

BATTEN. BARTON. DURSTiNE & osBORN. INC.

NEW YORK

•

PITTSBURGH

Advertising Age?icy

ivith Offices iti:

BOSTON • BUFFALO • CLEVELAND > DETROIT • LOS ANGEL]eS
•
MINNEAPOLIS • CHICAGO . SAN FRANCISCO • HOLLYWOQP
.

Wcdnewlay, Jomuiry 8, 1947

Greetmgt and continued success

P^f9IETY

-r-

to

America's No.

1

guide to show business a^d^radio,

TOM SHIRLEY
Th@ Teiephane ffour-liB@

@BS

Artnstrsng's 'Theatre of Tmlaf

AIR FEATURES
INC

"The Hallmark Prograiii"~aBS

Drew Pearson-ABC
mii good old Slan Lomax
Mariagiement: DELL PETERS

Comer

's

%WALTK^
(American troadeastiiiis Coiajpany and luiernatioiMil
^^^^

>A^en "Variety" was

born,

Roosevelt

was

president,

Deforest was fooling around with a thing called a "vacuum
tub*" and Jack Benny was playing violin with a bow made
from his own strawberry curls.

I

At that time Crosby didn't own a horse and Hope didn't
own a {oke. The Chcfry Sisters had a network but they
weren't on

they were behind

it

it.

A "sponsor" was a nervous godfather at a christening,
"commercrar' was the hotel opposite the railroad station
and "a rating" waS' a British sailor.

Sarah Bernhardt was starting another farewell tour and it
freely predicted that none would ever draw like Caruso

was

... especially any

And "Variety"

347 PARK AVENUE

little

guy

in a

bow

has been with us

Bunny to Bugs Bunny

.

all

tie.

the

way

. .

.

fro™

Joli"

from *Ttie 6T«iit

to that thing Mike Jacobi sfaged last turnmeN

NEW YOKK
And

it's

themselves

my
off

guess that
the

if

earth

men
with

finally

the

succeed

in

blowing

atom the plate on

"Variety's" press will read ''Sock Rniili for

WeHdr

Wednesday, Janwary

8,

1947
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You Better Learn the Ungo, Paddy, Because Even Your Old Man

135

Is in

Show Business

We know not many of you gel- up early enough Jo hear Hi Jinx on WNBC every morning at 8:30—so we'd
i« fhank you this way for all the ihings all the people
JINX FALKfNIUR©
PADDY FALKENBURG-HeCRAlY

M...

just lilce

III McCRAiY

ROBERT Q. LEWIS
SENDS BEST WISHES FOR

Record
Breaking

erman
ADVERTISING

CHICAGO

-

NEW YORK HOLLYWOOD
-

K5

Our

story

is

We

simple and to the point.

of our Station, the

are proud

work we have accomplished here

in the six years of our existence, the honors that have

EA S Y

been bestowed upon us by radio editors and others
for our

programming and public

service.

Consider-

ing this record, our know-how, and the fact that our

ACES

one of the largest in the country,- we are

market

is

certain

we can

serve you to your complete satisfac-

tion.

WPAT
7

Transcriptions

FREDRIC W. ZiV

COMPANY

Cincinnati, Ohio

ARMORY

Church

4-3400

Street, Paterson

J,

N.

J.

PENNSYLVANIA

6-2945

WeJnggJay^ J'"*"*'y ^*

''^^^'^

^^^rty first

p'^SSIETT'

MCA

Anniveraary

ARTISTS, LTD.

137
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138

R BORGE

VI

VICTOR BORGE
9:30 Monday

CONCERTS

SHOW
flight

WNBC—NBC

COLUMBIA RECORDS

($1

iliNNEN & MITCHELL,

Inc.

-

li

Advertising

»

17 E«st 45fh Sfreet.

New

York

17, N. Y.

•

308 N. Rodeo

Drive, Beverly Hills, California

Vdhcaaay, Janwary

1947

Forty-fir$i
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Ring Out, Wild Bells
by

ALFRED TENNYSON

^

R

.ing out, wild bells, to the wild sky.

The flying cloud, the frosty light:
The year is dying in the night;

Ring out, wild

bells,

and

let

him

die.

Ring out the old, ring in the new.
Ring, happy bells, across the snow:

The

year

is

going, let

him

go;

Ring out the

false, ring in

Ring out the

grief that saps the

the true.

mind.

For those that here we see no more;
Ring out the feud of rich and poor.

Ring in redress to

all

mankind.

Ring out a slowly dying cause.

And

ancient forms of party strife;
Ring in the nobler modes of life,
With sweeter manners, purer laws.
,1.

.

Ring out the want, the

The

faithless coldness of the times;

Ring out, ring out

But ring the
Ring out

The

care, the sin,

my mournful rhymes,

fuller minstrel in.

false pride in place

civic slander

and the

and blood,
spite;

Ring in the love of truth and right.
Ring in the common love of good.
Ring out old shapes of foul disease;
Ring out the narrowing lust of gold;
Ring out the thousand wars of old,
Ring in the thousand years of peace.
Ring in the valiant
GUARDIAN OF
AMERICAN FREEDOM

00-WATT CBS AFFILIATE
THE GOODWILL ST^
RICHARDS, PRES*

free.

,

OWEN

larger heart, the kindlier

R E

50,0

G. A.

man and

hand;
Ring out the darkness of the land,
Ring in the Christ that is to be.

The

INC,,^^^
F.

P

R E

S

E

NT ED BY

P E T R Y

;f

URIDGE, V I C E-P R E S

&^^^

GEN. MCiR,

Forty-first

14M>

p^^ASjlETY
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Anniversary

TILEVISION

RADIO
VARIETY

THE BILLBOARD says ... "Zip and
lany emsee, Johnny Olsen, was in
rare shape and with his fast patter
proved hirnself, as usual, a iopnotch

says .
. "Olsen's line of
gab is fast and funny, and as emcee
he manages to infuse the show with
a clambake spirit in which anything
goes."
.

video- entertainer."

THEATRE

RECORDS
THE BILLBOARD

THE EVENING TRIBUNE, LAW-

•"Let's
says . .
Play House,' with Johnny Olsen and
.

RENCE, MASS. sdys . . "The jampacked Warner Theatre, which has
echoed to the laughter provoked by
.

Bette Buckner going back vocally to
their

childhood

days,

make

the

dittying count." (Apollo

No. 1013)
in
Swedish Dialect, "The
Smorgasbord Song" Victor No. 25-

the best comics in vaudeville, never

Also,

had a more engaging entertainer
than Johnny Olsen, nor a more re^-

1055.

ceptive audience."

"LADIES BE SEATED"
Both on

-

-

"OLSEN RUMPUS ROOM

ABC CoasMo-Coast and TELEVISION

Thanks to."QUAKER OATS" (Aunt Jemima) Our Sponsor-and

My Gal PENNY

WARD

BERT

MARTY

WILSON

LEE

GLICKMAN

HEARD TOGETHER ON

66

Warm" Up. Time^^
^

^Sports Extra

e

WHN NEW

99

YORK'S STATION FOR SPORTS

.

CELEBRATING THEI.

AIKASEITZER
LOUIS

G.

im

IIP

250 WEST 57th STREET, NEW YORK, NEW YORK

JAMES
'333 N.

mi ms moRAM

JI/aoA

. . .

SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHIGAGOriLLINOIS

ILL.

•

12511 HORTENSE STREET, NORTH flOUYWOOD. CALIF

broadcast Sundays 4:m p.m.

(est)

coast-to coast

mc

SELLiirJ/i^^a^i^^^

6 NETWORK PROGRAMS

im

8

mil

MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHiaGO,
is

•

QUEEN FOR A DAY.... FIRST YEAR

AND ABNER....6 YEARS OLD

HISTORICAL ALMANAC

NEWS OF THE WOiLO .... 6 YEARS OLD
NEWSPAPER OF THE AIR... 11 YEARS OLD

OF THE AIR. ...4 YEARS OLD

/

roduced by ...

ViRTIilNGilEIC

CHICAGO

•

LOS

ANGELES

network

142
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"CAN YOU TOP THIS?"

SENATOR FORD • PETER DONALD • JOE LAURIE,

''PALMOLIVE"

ED.

J.

JR.

•

WARD WILSON • HARRY HERSHFIELD

"KIRKMAN"

WEBER

Gen'l Mgr.

156 W. 44th

St..

New

York

WOB

18. N.

Thanks Santa

For

Season's Greetings

A

Swell Year

OY BA

SEASON'S GREETINGS TO AIL

Musical Conductor and Arranger

SHRINER
.

for

JIMMY DURANTE
RADIO PROGRAM FOR

On CBS

Every Friday Evening

Management:

WM. McCAFFREY
SID

BAKAL

14$

Gontinued Success
to

DANNY THQMAS

lU

Party- fir at

f'^^IBTT

Annimrsmy

Wcdsieeday,

%

Smm^ry

1947

JIMMY

BLADE
of

AND

JOHN CART

HIS

MUSIC

c©iiip0$er-concfiicfor
I

WMAQ
6:00-6:15 P.M.

Monday Thru Friday
For

Ohieago Motor 6lub

146TH WEEK
WOR-MUTUAL,

JIMMY

WCBS

H

J

I

J;

J)),j

'HUoIumbia Workshop,^' "Richard Lawless'

BLADE

A

AND

"Playhouse of FavoriteSj" "The Howse in the Country'^

WORLD TRANSGRIPnONS

J

HIS

„

MUSIC
MGM, titoabiai RKO

Spots

RONDO REOORDi

AMERICA'S TOP HEADLINE SINGING GROUP

CAN ADf AN CAPERS

RCA VICTOR

THE DOLL DANCfi

FAVORITES

AFTER YOU'VE

GONE

--ANDALUCIA
12TH

ST.

RAG

WAITING FOR THE
ROBERT

BOYS

I.

LEE

i

Zanzibar, N. Y. C.
Bill

Robinson Rhythm Revue
R.C.A. Victor Records

Radio Guest Stars - Phiico Hall of Fame - Hobby
Lobby — Kate Smith Show — Jack Smith Show

~

Pertoiidl Direetion

ED KfRKEBY
2908 R.K.O.

New

Associated Program Service
Lang Worth
Feature Programs
N.B.C. Thesaurus and
Their Nation-Wide Associated Radio Stations

-

Bfdg.

York 20, N. Y.

All

Major Theatres

M
"HIRIS TO YA"'
FOR SECOND YEAR
HIRES SUNDAY PARTY
ABC, COAST-TO-COAST

1

Wednesday, Janaary 8, 1947

14S
T

BOB BURNS
Boy!

What a Hooper

I'd

Just Tear Themselves

Long Enough

COAST TO COAST

p.

S.:

If

to

Have,

You W&nt
I

io

Con Keep

Wish

My

Their Radios

Answer the Phone.

EVERY SUNDAY EVENING

N. B. C.

Pray That

People Couid

If

Away From

Ms

Swell

a Hssppy

New

Gang With Me an

Yesaf, iusf

the Shmur

Happy New Year! EverybodyJ

f

JERRY

GOLONNA

Wednesday, January

1947

8,

146

an

'American radio
belongs to the American people and

we

consider

it

a sacred trust/'

COLONEL ROBERT

R.

•

McCORMICK

It

looks complex but

the ropes

it's

simple.

Company men know
know

CHICAGO 11

you know

if

Weed and

th'e

ropes and

the people.

ILLINOIS
90,000 Watts

A

Char Channel Station

720

On Your

Serving the Middle West

WEED

Dial

MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Eastern Sales Office: 220 East 42nd Street, New York

17,

AND COiMPANY

N. Y,

WestCkMstReprcsentativcs: Keenanand Eickelbeirs
23S Montgomery St., San Francisco 4 . 4U W. Fifth St., Los Anftelea IS

RADiO
New

CBS, WED.

SmiOH

York

Detroit

•

•

REPRE;;;N;Mil'ES

Boston

•

Chicago

San Francisco

•

CONGRATULATIONS
.

HftiiiMiiHHiiiiiiiiiiiii'iiiiniiiHiUHHiiititmitiitiitiiiiiimiHiiiiitiiiiniinKiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiHi
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FOR

CAMPBELL SOUPS
8 P.M.,

E.S.T.

iiiKitmitiitiiiiMfMt

Management
STEMPEL-OLENICKAGCY.
Hollywood

ON

ITS 41ST

ANNIVERSARY

JACK CARSON

•

Atlanta

Hollywood

Wednesday, January

8,

1947

Forty, first

P^MIBTY

147

Anniversary

1

1i

Season

s Greetins^s

and
sequences

For ni %
Saturday

Kv<'i'y

U:4>«-»:;tO |i.in.

:sm',

(

VST

oaiKi-io-ioast

GREETINGS

f

Season 's Greetings

JACK MILLER
MUSJCAL DIRECTOR

#/

KATE SMITH SINGS

ALPRIGH FAMILY

MOL^ MYSTERY THEATRE
HALLMARK READER'S DIGEST

Wednesday) January 8,

1M7

tiiiiri'rmry

HIS

D

149

ROIIL CMl

Gurrently At The

OOSEVEIT HOIEl
NEW YOEK
ON THE AIR
DEGGA RECORDS

'

for

Exclusive

U. S. iriif RemitfEig

.

Monday, 9:30

p.in.,

EST, on Mutual

Ketwork

]

Management

CdHPORATION
OF AMERICA

IVIUSiC

I

Wftrty-first

I'm speaking for

For

For

Amkmmry

t^mB0t

hmmMy

KMiws4*f»

_— —

a—

:
.

^

.

S,

19*7

_..

JACK J^^^

HILDEGARDE -

CApBELUS SOUPS

anil

me,

ag^^^

Luck, VARIETY!"

THE JACK CARSON

SHOW -WEDNESDAY NIGHTS AT 8 EST (REPWBMMDCASrATSPCT)

THE CAMPBELL ROOM...STARRING KiLDEGARDE-SUNDAY NIGHTS AT 9 EST
ROBERT TROyi WITH THI NElfS TILL 10 W-MOH. THRU FiL--6-45.I:IIO

PM EST

Greetings

To

my many friends

AL GOODMAN

Kt

PRUDENTIAL FAMILY HOUi
FRED ALLEN

SHOW

IRNA PHILLIPS
RACoriling Exclusively For

RX,A. VICTOR

GARL WESTER

Wedneedayf January 8, 1947

Forty-firtt

hundreds of

sick

PI^RiEiTr

chHd •^en

151

Anniversary

think

i
Santa Claus

a blonde, witK up-swept hair

is

and a microphone

.

.

You've been taught
So have we

.

.

.

but no whiskers.

.

differently?

we know

but

whose young

dren's hospitals

patients you'll

To

find hard to convince otherwise.

Santa Claus

woman on

is

Ruth Lyons,

the radio

who

four chil-

visited

them,

wonderful

that

them again

this year.

We

toys

—heard the
were

to provide top entertainment for the thou-

lievin' ",

enough

and
to

thirty

thousand copies weren't

meet the demand. More than

sands of listeners

channel

$33,000 was received, and every cent above

9-5%

the cost of the books went to lighten the

live,

suffering and pain of patients of children's

ous and

hospitals in Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Louis-

we

and

New

York.

to

squeals as truck-

distributed

—watched

these tots, pain and suffering forgotten, sing-

ing and laughing

apparent

why

.

i

.

it

would Have been

they were confused.

We think

maybe you'd understand, too, why the doctors and nurses
and countless listeners at

—

—blinked back

home

The

joyful tears.

generosity of Ruth's loyal

Matinee"

listeners

ties possible.

made

"Morning

these Christmas par-

Each year they eagerly respond

but one of the

or more were sent a booklet, "Seein' Is Be-

ville

of

is

many WLW-originated programs designed

wish you could have seen the beauti-

ful, shining tree

loads

"Morning Matinee"

to the program's annual drive for children's

Christmas funds. Contributors of one dollar

WIW

facilities.

of

all

makes

who depend upon our clear
To serve an area in which

the people in the United States
satisfactory

programming a seri, one which

difficult responsibility

.

.

have dedicated our resources and
fulfill.

efforts

^
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STANDARD BRANDS,

Wednesday, Jannaiy 8, I$47

Annheirmrf

Tmrty-'firat

Inc.

TENDERLEAF TEA and
SI^EFFOiD CHEESE
THROUGH
J.

'

;

,

,

WALTER THOMPSON, CO.

Every Sunday Night at 8:30
Via

wmc
v.:

:f

THE FiEO ALLEN

SHOW

STARRING

FRED ALLEN

JOKES BY

NAT HIKEN

Feafuring

'

ROBERT MEISKOPF

PORTLAND HOFFA

HARRY BAILEY

MINERVA PIOUS

TERRY RYAN

•

PARKER FENNELY

and

*

KENNY DELMAR
PETER DONALD

Commercials by KENNY

FRED ALLEN

Yocak by

DELMAR

MARCO SISTERS
AL GOODMAN

the DE

Music by

Management^WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

IT'S

GREAT TO SING
WITH KATE!

^'He profits most

who

serves

besf -%nz\.mH

was on the night of March 22, 1^22, that
"The Volee of the South" first spoke . . .
It

"This

is

radiophone broadcasting station
to you from atop The Journal

WSB speaking
Building in

downtown

Atlanta, Georgia."

Informed in advance of the miracle, "radio bugs, of the area sat themselves

down

to

wtapped boxes, donned earphones
and commenced a ritual that was to
become a scctiohal hihlt^istening to WSB;
their wire
.

WSB

was the

first

.

.

radio station of the South. It

was Dixie's

broadcast a church service and an agricultural program,

Southeast to become

up

a

affiliated

Frequency Modulation

first

first in

to

the

with a national network, first to set
and has now been licensed for

station,

experimental Facsimile.
Service to

its

community

ence uninterrupted since

its

has earned for
original

WSB

a

listener-prefer-

broadcast of nearly twenty-

five years ago.

THE VOICE OF THE SOUTH

ATLANTA

rouR
750 K,

50,000 WATTS • CLEAR CHANNEL • AFFILIATED WITH HBC
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD RETRY & COi

L HICKS AND G
V^HUCK

G. •

Thanh You

Arrangements by

TED COLLINS

JACK ALLISON

Wcdneflclayy

Janttgyy 8» 1947'

FoHyTftrst

P^SrIETY

Anniversary

"."'153-.

Baltimore, Maryland

—

Each Thursday night on

WFBR's

Scholastic Scrap-

watch

book,* a
1;he

unsung s

c

is

given to

h o 1asti

c

sports hero of the previous

Donation

week.

by

is

made

McCormick,

Charles

em-

nationally famous for

ployee-management
and a

tions

rela-

civic leader in

Baltimore. Another timely idea

by WFBR's

for-

ward thinking Program
Scholastic Scrap-

Board.

book

is

open for smart

sponsorship.

It

advertise on

WFBR.

tion

Blair

man or

pays

to

Radio Sta-

Ask

the

write WFBR,

Baltimore.

ed cashman
[WIP FM

*

PH ILAD LPHIA'S PIONEER VOICE:

ii(£PR£SENT£0 NArfONALLir- GEO.

A

saiute to

talented

"When a

HOLLINGBERY

HOLLYWOOD

CO,;

Hi

p'^SiljETY and to the

members

"Pepper

P.

WGN

of the casts of

Young's

Family,"

Girl Marries /'

GREETINGS

and

CHICAGO RADIO COUNCIL
"Rosemary."

STATION

''•'^

"".c.

GEORGE JENNINGS

ELAINE CARRINGTON.

Director

c
A

G
O

LOLA AMECHE
JUNIOR

JUNCTION

,

Wwtoewlay, Jimuary 8, 1947

For|y./ir«t

p^lmT

ISS

National Concert and Artists Corporation
NEW YORK

•

CHICAGO

•

HOLLYWOOD

A FABIJLOVS OUTFIT

RMMOND

R.

6362

MORGAN COMPANY
HOLLYWOOD
HOLLYWOOD

BLVD.

.
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forty-first.

n/IEN

P^W^^V

Wednesday, lanMary

Anmversqry

OF DISTINCTION

8, 194II

. .

CLAYTON

«),' t-UU

ONITISB RKXAIX DKDO CO.
EVidny— C'BS^»:30 p.m., EST
jl-G-M— "Tills Time for Kecits''
"It Hitlipened In Brookly""

THE VOICES. OF MABLIN BtAPES

JINGLES-

®

:

that don't

JAN€iLE
RADIO'S MOST COMPLETE,
EFFECTIVE JINGLE SERVICE

YOVR Jingle Sung - or Written, Packaged, Produced:

LANMY a amGER' GREY
545-5tll

APPEAR ON

44

AVE., N. Y. C.

ADAM HATS,

FUNNY

®®T ISSUE'S
•

-

AT. 9-4021

ETC., ETC.

PlENTY.V;0F.

BUSINESS IN

NBC^FRIDAYS

i

,^^(^oN,owo

FOR

RALEIGH

aGAREHES
G

e

r Y

® u

r

Share By
Using...

A^^^

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

9

CChosen 2nd to Bing as best eineee on

tiie air in

recent poll of

all

Radio and Picture Editors)

JOHN GUEDEL RADIO PRODUCTIONS
HOLLYWOOD
WEED & CO,

Nalionol Represenlativet

DAVE BAGAL
HOLIDAY

GREETINGS

WBBM

CBS

OHIO-AG^^; ILL

SEASON'S GREETINGS

JACK BRICKHOUSE

BERNICE WINTERS
INGENUE

GREETINGS
;ralpm ginsburgh
AND HIS

PALMER HOUSE ENSEMBLE
WAN

ALDRICH FAMILY

PEPPER YOUNG'S FAMILY

OUIDING UGHt

TIEN AGE TIME
DOROTHY DIX

PERRY

MASOW
LExiiigton

24100

»- MIJTPAI,

GREETffJfGS

THE KING'S JESTERS
CiS

— CHICA©®

WedBes^s-y? Jassisary S, 1947

Ml

F«rly./b-n

p^^SSaOE/iT
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Annhmramry

t%(t/t//i'i,£.

I

GARRY MOORE
Sponsored by REXALL DRUGGISTS

Wet-Nursed by PHIL
Serenaded by

Announced by
Sung for by
Written for by

COHAN

ROY BARGY

HOWARD

PETRIE

SUZANNE ELLERS
ELON PACKARD
STANLEY DAVIS
LES

WHITE

BUD PEARSON
Bewildered by

JAMES DURANTE

1S8

Forty-firsl

Thanks

f^SSfE^T'

Wedneadajr, January 8, lSt47

Amnmrmry

to—

DON AMECHE DANNY THOMAS FRANCES LANGFORD
JERRY SEELEN

PHIL RAPP
For

Making

Me

Look Good as Producer of the

NEW DRENE SHOW
SUNDAY

Thanks to ABE LASTFOGEL,

N.B.C.

BOB BRAUN, GEORGE GRUSKIN and ANN ROSENTHAL

of the

William Morris Office for Their Helpful Cooperation

Carlton

Thanks

for

W. Alsop

Another Wonderful Year

JACK BENNY
MEL BLANC

JUDY CANOVA

P

JACK HALEY
PHIL HARRIS

GINNY SIMMS

THE SPORTSMEN

Management ART RUSH, INC.
JACK STEWART
Suite 116,

NBC

Bldg.,

Hollywood

Hillside

5161

Congratulatiom
to

J^0f

41st Anniversary

Foote,

Cone

&

Belding

Advertising
ttaw

Ystli

*

Chicago

*

In Angeln

* Son FrarKisco *

HellywsmI

.
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Forlyfir»t

p^-^j^^

Wedmesday, January 8,

Annivenary

Season''s Greetings

W47

• • • •

TO VARIETY
from

NICK CARTER

EDGAR BERGEN

RR.

JURY AMR

CHARLIE McCarthy

MORTIMER SNERD
TENTH SEASON

IN THEIR

.

;

JABTE

cijRTAiN TiMi!
and

NOW

I.

all

.:

olhcr Grant

Radio Productions

.

Qmnt AJweHisiiiaJns.
. DALLAS . NHW YORK . HOLLYWOOD . DETHOI
W HSI.ACO . MIAMI . HAVANA . MEXICO CITY . MONTEKRHV
CARACAS . RIO DE lANIIiaiO • S AO PAULO • BUENOS AXnES

(.mCA(;0

THE

.

I'

lANOON

.

TORONTO > SBANGIIAI

CHASE AND SANBQRN

HOUR
SUNDAYS... OVER NBC

&0OH

,

,

,

,

in

WALT

DISNEY'S

FUN AND FANCY-FREE

JOHN McCORMICK
Mi^TINEE AT MIDNIGHT
^:;;,:-v

-CHICAGO,:.:,:

16TH YEAR IN RADIO

i

w

SONGS

MARGARET

CAST

H^

WHmNG^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

MUSK

EDGAR "COOKIE" FAIRCHILD

THURSDAY NIGHTS,

10:30 EST,

DAVID SCHWARTZ

N

IRVING ELINSON

NORMAN

JOHN RAPP

PAUL

PftOOUCBt

A/VANNING OSTROFF

ADVeRTISING AGtNCY

SPONSOR

PABST BLUE RIBBON BEER

^^^^^^^^^^^^

W

RfPRISENTED BY

Wl LLI AM MORRIS AGENCY

LEGLER

162

Forty-first

YOUNG

p^SSIETT

Weaaeaday, January

Anniveraary

8,

1947

AMERICA'S FAVORITE RECORDING ARTIST

MARGARET WHITIN
APPEARING

ON

THE

EDDIE CANTOR SHO
FOR

PABST BLUE RIBBOH
EVERY THURSDAY

ON

N.B.C

RECORDING FOR CAPITOL RECORDS
9

AGENCY

PERSONAL MANAGEMENT

WILLIAM MORRIS

BILL

BURTON

CHEERS TO

LINDSAY MacHARRIE
DIRECTOR-PRODUCER

"WE, THE PEOPLE"
For Gulf Oil

Neighborhood

Companies and Your

Good

Gulf

Dealer

WetlncBday, Jamwary 8, 1.947

Woriyfiral

Anniversary

P^SsRtlS^Y

l'r>3

DINAH
Columbia Recording

THE FORD

Artist

SHOW

Starring

DINAH SHORE
CBS Wednesday Evenings

for the Ford,

9.30 P.M., EST-8.30 P.M.,

CST- 7.30

Mercury and Lincoln Dealers
P.M.,

MST-6.30

P.M.,

PCT

.Jeaitmry.

ft,

1947

GINNY SIMMS
2ND YEAK
rat

B0RDEN5
FRIDAY, CiS

Exelativ«

LYN

MaR«fcm«ii<v*M.C,A. ARf ISTS, LTO.

MURRAY
RADIO

• YOUR

HIT

PARADE

• SOUND OFF
• INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER

I
.'

-liCOiDS

,

^
.

^.V.

•

:

»

LONESOME TRAIN-DECCA
JO STAFFORD--CAPITOL

mark warn©w-m-g-m

'

•

.

,

.

.

V-

.

'

.

THE MAGiC VyORKSHOP-COSMO
DISC

OF THE MONTH

TRANSCRIPTION
REPUBLIC STEEL

BROADWAY
FINIAN'S

Management
]000(

RAINBOW
WAtLY JORDAN

SAMMY WEISBORD

foHy-firn

Aunivenmry

p^[fsij&jhr

16S

RADIO

pi

Fl^GCi Jlhll@il

Standard Brands

@fl

Standard Brands Incorporated

Breakfast Club

Dinah Shore

liicorporateoi

Swift

Ford, Mercury

and

il

Company

Lincoln Dealers

Infarmatieii Please
The Parker Pen Company

Kraft Music Hall

Lux Radio

Kraft foods

Company

Lever Brothers

Company

The_atre

My True Story

Ubby, McNeill

&

Libby

News with Ned Calmer
The Parker Pen

News with

Bill

One Man's

Family

Company

Henry
Johiis-Manville Corporation

^Standard Broods Incorporated

RCA Victor Show
Radio Corporation of America

William L«Shirer The

Tennessee Jed

i. B.

Williams Company

Ward

Baking

Company

TELEVISION

Hour SiaSi

standard Brands incorporated

Face to Face

Standard Brands Incorporated

Parade of Sports
Ei||in

Time

Ford Motor

,

Company

egln National watch company

,
. and successful radio programs and announcement
campaigns for 35 adverfisers over 450 stations from
.

coast to coast.

J.

WAIT! R TH OM P S ON COMPANIT

jiWdlferthbiripson Company mainiains

San

22 offices stfOtegfcally^

Francisco, Seattle, Los Angelei, Hollywood,

Mexico

Buenos Aires, Sao Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, Santiago,

i ; .

fi8

City, Montreal, Toronto, Latin-American Division in

hIewYorIc, Chicago, Detroili

New

York.

.

.

.

In

South Antmrkm

London, Antwerp, Johannesburg, Capetown, Bombay, Calcutta, Sydney, Melbournai;

W®^Me8«!say» January 8, 1947
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GEORGE AND GRACIE
'TAe People

Who Uyc

House

the Burns

in

CELEBRATING
THEIR I5TH ANNIVERSARY

ON

THE AIR

MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE
'

BILL

GOODWIN

OVER NIC

.,

TIME

WITH

WILLSON

and MEREDITH

. » .

THURSDAY NIGHTS

WRITTEN BY PAUL HENNINS

AND

FOWLER

KEITH

Besl wishes

*

WDSU
NEW ORLEANS

1280

On

Dial

• New
on 41 Great Years—*antl '46
a Great Year for Me, Too

Congratulations, Variety,
,

,

Thanks

Was

from ....

24 Hours

. .

Daily

.

Orleans' only 24-Hour Radio Station.

• 5,mO Watts

delivering 20,000 Wafts in the popu-,

iated areas of South Louisiana

and the'Gulf Coast.

to:

*'SONG

*

OF NORWAY"— 12dth WK.

•
•

"PASSPORT TO KOMA-NCE," 26 WEEKS,

Accents local programming!
Carries

BOTH

Associated

and United

Service, assuring listeners

Mutual Network, 6oast-tb-Coagt

age around the

REPUBLIC STEEL Presents

® ABC

"SONGS AMERICA LOVES"

*

9

F.

Press

News

complete news cover-

clock.

Affiliate,

M. Conditional Grant.

Larry Brooks
'New
Exdusivc Direction:

•k

.

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY,

INC.

Orleans' Most Interesting Radio Station"

-JOHN

BLAIR, Representative.

:

UHfiFtff

Fortyfirit

16S

Wednesday^ January

Anidvenary

SEWiUCi

How
F&r

1947

.

\m

measure the

to

TWO GREAT

8,

transcriptions

For high-speed processing
For

vinylite pressings

For phonograph records
I ; .

there are two reasons

rates tops with s<f
cies, transcribed

many

why Muzak

equipped to stipply both Vertical and'

leading agen-

Lateral

show producers and

Cut transcriptions

recordings

l,FqBtestserviceinthew0rld

.

.

.

.

..reference

line recordings for sujtr

Send us your "acetate" masters for
top-speed, top-qualily processing

2. Finett-qualUy obtainable
I

pressing.

Try Muzak... and see
ice

.

plemental radio coverage.

tudie stations:

if

any other

serv-

measures up to Muzak standards!

Unexcelled in modern

facilities

and

master craftsmanship, Muzak

is

We use

ly

and press exclusive-

from highest grade Vinylite
Next "time

for

AM,

a

.

.

ffiMit

.

and

only gold sputtering,

high-spfeed" plating,

make

for

it

Muzak.

LOS fikN6^L£S

resin.

National Representative

A phis

ADAM

FM!

YOUNG,

«i.

New

York

JR., INC.

Chicago

GREETINGS

%imm

TyiciupTioiii
Licensed under U. S. Patents of Al('e8tem Electric Co., Inc.

Reg.

I'M. Off.

CHICAGO DIRECTOH OF
STUDIO and RECORDING FACiLlTlES

JMEW
.

YORK

131 weszivtn DU
BByant 9-1247

PROCESSING and PRESSING PLANT

jljSl

THE WHISTLER

NEW YORK

CHICAGO
sane wacKer Diag.

;£av

west 34iu

COlumbue

Central 5275

91.

5-8552

1924

DEAN OF NBC DIRECTORS

PAUL DUMONT
AUTHOR - PRODUCER - DIRECTOR

DON BERNARD

"How

soon

fiofh time,

his

wine

my

the subtle thief of youth, slol'n on
thre& and twenti^h year."

PRODUCER-DIRECTOR
GREETINGS FROM CHICi4GO

1

HOLLYWOOD
•

HELEN MALONE

1
1

1

1

1

BRENDA RICE
"

IN

BACHELOR'S CHILDREN

DIANA BLANCHARD
/

.IN

WOMAN

'

IN

WHITE

WcaneBclay, lannary 8,

1947

Porty.firgt

f^SS^IIM^ff
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Anniversary

EASON S QREETINGS
FROM YOUR

TOASTMASTER

DON McNeill
7"
1

4th ^EAR

SWIFT& CO.-PHILCO CORP.-KAY DAUMIT
COAST TO COAST
MONDAY THROUGH

FlIDAY,

8:00

-

9:00 A. M., G.

S. T.

AUNT FANNY

HAPPY
NEW YEAR

FRAN ALLISON

SAM COWLING

Season's Greetings
From

From

BREAKFAST CLUB

1947

Wetlnestlay, January 8,

Anmvenmy

P^ilSit^

Foriy-first

170

Tails About Radio
By PAUL DENIS
'ya. Paul. Hear ya' doing a
radio-television column for the Post."

"HI

"Right Joe."

"What's the idea walkin" out

Not good enough

vaudeville?

AN OPEN LETTER

ya'

protested. ".Tust that there's
in radio."
'Raddio? Ya' kiddin'? It's through.

In 1926,

started operation in Toronto.

CFRB

eardrums. Gets on ya' noives. How
long ya' think housewives gonna'
listen" to that misery stuff? Now,

Those

And now, twenty

M

ti

"CFRB"

yeara later, the same call-letters

are familiar in almost every city

modernistic

and hamlet
'

and farm throughout Ontario.
During these years, the history of the station
has been the history of radio
look back on a record which

itself.

We

an

as

kitchens

evcrythin'

.-*-

done by push-buttons— then they'll
get fussy, and they'll want REAL
entertainment. Then, watch vaudeville come back ..."
"Maybe, then they'll want to watch
I suggested,
"Nah! Television ain't worth the
price of a set. It ain't as clear as
the newsreels, and it ain't as sharp
as a technicolor: movie. And it ain't
as exciting as a good live vaudeville
show. It just ain't tops in any-

television,"

are pleased to

showS^CFRB

•

when they're cleanin', they don't
mind listenin' to somethirj', ANYTHING. But, when they get them

were the pioneering days of radio!

The

I

Nothin' but sound. Gives ya" tired

Loolung

orward

for

any more?"

"No,"

more opportunities

independent, unsubsidized station in the lead at every
stage of broadcasting development ... in quality and

thing

.

..."
*

*

;

power of

programming

signal, in

policy, in service

Here's Barney, an aid vaudeville
pal. "Hear you wrote a book," he

to the whole community!

serve as well as to the people of this community. It lias

saysi
'Right," 1 admits. "And it's about
radio, movies. You know, all about
getting into show business."
"You kidding? The kind of book
somebody ought to write is 'How to
Get
of Show Business'."

prompted even greater vigilance in standards of

a

.

'

KnowleJige of this influence gives us a strong
sense of our responsibility to the advertisers

we

We look forward with confidence to the iui«t V
twenty years. We renew our pledge to carry on towards
the greatest good of the community as a whole.
We have plans which will protect our share
of audience and increase our contributions to the
.

first for

.

information^

first for

I'm

I says.

talking

"Maybe

radio station"

.

save that angle for

through my
noggin? Ever hear of 78-year-old
acrobats still waiting for that last
Or 55-year
in
Fall
River,
Mass.?
half
old dames still looking for ingenue
parts? Or movie stars who haven't
been in a movie in 20 years? Or
vaudeville producers who haven't
produced even a shadow on stage
since the White Rats? Listen, nobody
ever quits show business. They just

"Think

I ..insists,

We will keep CFRB "Ontario's favourite
enter*

inspiration!

first for

I'll

foUowup book,"

lay off."

public service.

tainment,

OUT

"Barney,

programming. It has fostered our recognition of the
varied interests among the different groups we serve.

You're

I ought to write a book,"
"on 'How to Know When
'Are
You
Through.' Or,

Laying Off, or Just Plain Retired?'
."
Maybe, Barney, I ought
"Listen, Paul," he interrupts. "Now
I'm one guy who knows the score.
Twenty years on the Fantages and
.

.

Orpheum

time. Long time. Listen,
for old time's sake, loan me a fiver.
Just for a week, and I'll leave it for
you at the
Club."

NVA

I gave him the fiver.
"Would you believe it?" he 'says,
turning gay. "I can whistle 'There's
No Business ]yke Show Business'
through closed teeth. I've been prac'

Harry Se<lgwick
President

FACTS FOR ADVERTISERS:
CFRB

consistently

CFRB

offers a

I

weekly

79%

of

broadc£ists the biggest

circulation of

share of top-rated
programmes to the largest

the radio hoines in Ontario
survey.
. . .

aucfience of Ontario

BBM

Popularity plus O/Overage
has kept CFRB the Numhor

One

advertising

C%aada^s
market!

buy

in

Number One

listeners over the widest

coverage area, of any
station operating
in Toronto.

it for months. With this fiver,
can hold on till Thursday. Then,
I'll
get that weekend at the Concord Hotel. I hear a lot of agents
cover the shows up there."

ticing

Wli@r@ y®ur fnvsiiritas ars!

it's Fat, a cafe comic for years.
he's standing with a bunch of
radio actors in Colbee's, looking very
dignified. "Pat!" I exclaimed, "What
are you doing here?"
"Ixnay," Ije says quietly, and adds
loudly, for all to hear, "How are
you, Mr. Denis? How did you like
that audition plotter?"

And

Away from the crowd, he lets
down. "Yep, I quit cafes.
Couldn't stand the late hours. Getting too old, I guess. And my two
kids are old enough to want to know
his hair

what kind
•

BEST WISHES, WISHES THAT

of

work

I do. It will

(Continued on page 174)
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Aussie Radio's Heavy

Coin Giveaway Due
For Folderoo in '47
By EKIC GOERICK
Sydney,
Past span was a grand one for the,
fans financially. Aussie radio— from
soapers to oilers, becarne the "Good
Fairy" to listeners via audience
shows, in the home quiz setups, and
other modes of giving coinage away
in bid to gainfaKi coverage from the
other fellow; It was alright for the
fans; costly to the sponsors, and
it looks right now that many major
commercial units will quit kidding,
coin
themselves
that
giveaways
makes for easy product selling.

,

—

'

,

Th*t idea went out right
give

early'

The fans

In 1946.

will take all and
takes a lot of cakes of

It

little.

soap or tins of oil to make up for
that giveaway dough, not to mention
air time and production costs, plus
the highly important fact which so
many sellers overjook, that the
spending power of this people is
lower in the postwar era now With
us. And it's going to be less in the
year ahead, according to many highranking financial exj^erts contacted
by Variet-» plus keen showmen, plus
the men who have been in radio
^ince it started away back in the

>

crystal set days.

many say, Aussie radio
a fool of itself in the past year.
Figuring is that the lesson has been
learned and there'll be no coin
kidding in the fiiture.
Frankly,

made

I

Exit The Golden Egs Goose

|

Commercial radio

laid loads of
of them were
looks as though
the old goose just can't Jay ariothfer

eggs

in

sterile.

Many

'46.

For

'47

it

Now the commercials have got to
over again, and this
time minus coin handouts.
Fanjg, and there'ff millions of 'em
to
here keen
cop free-flowing coin,
haye been doing a spot of figuring.
start selling all

to know how the big
give away so much
they're starting to ask
why the price of certain products
can't be reduced. And until they are
rediiced the fans won't buy. They'll
take coin for nix, but they won't
give it for product like they used to
do in the wartime span when coin
was so plentiful that a guy would
gladly pay $3 for a 30-cent bottle
of beer— and come back for more,
Those days are over. The gopse
has quit. The satne guy today pays
30 cents lor a bottle of beer—and
looks for change.

They want
sponsors
coin.

JACK OWENS
ONE AND ONLY CRUISING CROONER
AUTHOR OF "CYNTHIA S IN LOVP AND "THE MISTLETOE SONO

SiNGiNG STAR
DON

McNEILL'S BREAKFAST CLUB -

A.B.C.

can

Now

Cinemas Had

It

Radio will probably take a lesson
from the cinemas in '47. It isn't a
hard lesson. It cost cinema operators
plenty uhtil they Woke up.
Some years ago, as the film industry well remembers, giveaway
nights were featured in a few cinemas. Began with buttons for wear

(Continued on page 176)
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sb

good lor them to be able to

say,

Our

dad's a radio artist'."
"Well, radio's better," I aareed.
"Sure. And did you notice the

new rug? Cost me $300. Lilte the
gray hair? Makes tor dignity, doesn't
it? And notice my new, conservaTaking diction lesscins,
too, but don't let the guys at tindy's
find out. You know, when you meet
those agency guys and tho.se spon-

tive clothes?

sors,

you've

were
your

first

set

got to

talk

like

you.

born in ^carsdale and got
headache wearing cvy.vtal

earphones."

'•Radio's too dignified, eh?"

"Yeah.

No

belly laughs in

it.

Every,

one's on guard. Everyone's pretending they just came from a course at
the New School for Social Something, or they ju.st had a private
of Norman Corwin's new
drama in blank verse, or something.
Look at them! Don't they look as
they just drove in from Kye?
if
They got that suburban eager-

hearing

bearver-with-culture personality.

_

'Pat, you're exaggerating!" I said.

'Now what would they do, those
actors, if somebody grabbed
away their Scripts and yelled,
radio

Okay, HOW, entertain the guests!'"
iH

*

*

.

I'ni reading the trade papers. "It
says here that- NAB's own survey
indicates 21% of people interviewed
had serious objection to too many
commercials on the radio."

"Really?"

says

Helen,

my

wite,

as she watched our yeai--old .son
fumble around with the radio dials.
"Yes. And it says one third interviewed said they'd prefer radio
shows without advertising."
"Reallyf^ says the wife, busy
showing the baby how to turn the
radio dials on and off.
"There are so. many surveys," 1
says, "and it's really complicated
"Complicated?" she ask.s. "You
think so? Now watch me teach our
baby to turn the radio dials. Notice
that I'm showing him how to turn
the dials OFF as well as on. As
long as he learns a radio can be
.

turned olf as well as on, he'll never
have to grow up to be a frustrated
listener-in."
.
She's an old lady who's been

A

Good JHusic leads
Half a

million families

peoiple of taste
setters in

.

. .

leaders of thought

radio listening lime;

city

WQXR

38,000

These

.

for

families

62%

—

City

families are selective in the

<

improve

of

with

pay $1 a year

now

To
New York sales, spearhead your advertising
WQXR
'New York's Most Beloved Badts

sell this

news
its

until the next music.
"When is the man f.>f>inK t*.- com*
for the money?" she a.'^ks.
I assure her, as always, "In this
country, they don't a.sk for ivioiity
for the music. They just Krtl .vou the
radio box, and you repair it and
buy new tubes for inside. That's all."
"I'm older than you are," she

programs they

prefec, in the products they buy. Over 80 sponsors

w ithin

source ef entertainment,

relaxation. It tunes to

.

WQXR ... are pace-

New York. This vast aud mas - a

a city r- finds WQXR a
and

—

listeners to

important above-average income market.

.

Station".

.

.

.

famed

says. "I know!"
"Listen,"'! say, getting exasperated.
"Nobody came around for pay for

.

for

good music and the news bulletins

I

I

each

for

WQXR's

Monthly Program Guide.

of

in

this country for 30 years, but still
can't speak English. She enjoys the
radio, that is, the music. Everything else, for her, is a .stage wait

The New York Times.

your phonograph, did they?"
"Hah!" she explains triumphanily,
"But you have to pay for new

I

records!"
"Yes." I admit,

"but

radio's, dil-

ferent."

"Nobody

WQXR
AND FM STATION WQXO

%0tk^vm»

Radio Stations of

gives

for

anything

nothing," she insists.

"Those people who talk all Ihc
time are paid by companies to ask
you to buy something. Like soap,
food, perfume. When you buy their
product, they make profits and then
they're glad to pay for the mu.sicians
-"
to play for your radio box
"But I don't buy their goods. I
don't
understand English. When
they find that out, won't they want
."
me to pay a tax? In Europe
"No, they won't." I interrupt. But
she insi.sts, "I've lived longej' than
you. Nothing is free. I know. Wait
.

.

.

and

MINERVA PIOUS
(MRS.

NUSSBAUM)

AT HOME SUNDAY EVENINGS ''ALLEN'S ALLEY'

see!"

.
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radio shows* averasin
in

iM
^^^^

to spon;

$1^225

per Hooper
rating point

including

time and
talent

complete

better

than par for
e course
in

William H. Weintraub

&

Company,

Inc. Advertisi

radio

economy

30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York

and radio
efficiency
*rhe

ta

shows :

five

Crime Photographer'* for Anchor Hocking Glass Corp.
pm Thursdays
entire CBS network

9:SO'io

A Flash" for flelbros Watch Company
'
Sundays , . . .enim Mi^l nettoork

"Quick As
>:S9-$

pm

"Drew Pearson" for Frank H. Lcc Company
'^''

1^ pm Sundays ...

entire

ABO network

"Monday Morning Headlines" for Seeman Brothers (Air-Wick)
7:15-7.-so

pm

Sundays

.

.

.

entire

ABC

network

"Crime Cases of Warden Lawes"
'•i-'Spm Sundays.

.

for Triraount Clothing Co.
vlSO Mtauttt stations

Based Oh November-'0ecember,

me

Hooper Ratings

Spot radio, too, for Air* Wick, Multi-Facet Diamonds and
Pratt's Fresh Frozett Foods

Fortyfirtt

P^SME!^

We4needa.fi,

Amioertary

-Jmnmy'
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Tony Biddb; Jack

TrUidoad

Ke%

WIN

To Statmn Partnm^
.Philadelphia.
John B. (Jack) Kelly and Anthony
(Tony) J. Drexel Biddle, Jr. are
getting ready to unload their stock
holdings in WIBG, and are now negotiating on the sale with Paul Harron and Joseph Lang, their radio
tation business partners.

Biddle, wartime minister in

don

governments

to

iti

exile,

Kelly, former Democratiie city

Lonand
com-

;

chairman and now a Pairmount Park Commissioner, hold
mittee

arge blocks of stock in the property
<if the

.

.

and were among organizers
station.

No sale price was mentioned. Harron and Lang now control the staone of the most profitable in
Biddle recently returned to
this eountey from: Europe, and re»
portedly Hiade the trip to 'sign papers
in connection with the deal.
R&garding purchase price, reports
along Radio Row had the total in
tion,

Philly.

six figures. The amount,
as determined by the
cial

it was said,
same finan-

group which surveyed and

set

WGAU

to
the price for the sale of
the Philadelphia Becord six months
ago.
Reason for Kelly pulling out, it
was said, is to give him more time
to devote to his interests in the Atlantic City race track and his brick
business. Kelly ,,also has controlling
interest in a wired-music enterprise

KEN ROBERTS
Presiding Officer

in this city.

fiENE

ilY BLOOH
Musical Director

WANC

Writer

Aussie Radio

G¥ HARRIOE

by the kids of favorite western stars.
Buttons cost a few cents per
hundred.
Then one showman decided to give

;

GENE

CURK

112

;

bottle of perfume. The opshowman figured he could
away two bottles o£ perfume.
so it grew from. a button to a
suite of furniture, autos and houses,
costing a fortune that never came
back via the' boxofliice.
Commercial radio, meaning the
Big Shots playing the giveaway
stunts just to spite each other, can
take a real lesson from showmen
who woke to the menace before it
was too late.
Today, instead of giving away

away a

Announcer

Engineer

Contlnuea from page

]i)osition

give

And

THE HELBROS WATGH COMPANY

THE WILLIAM WEINTRAUB ADVERTISINC AGENCY

merchandise, showmen .are selling
It looks as though commercial
radio will be forced to set its own
house in order before 1947 is very,
far advanced. It's got to nix giver
aways or else.
Minor sponsors are .yelling right
now about being unable to pace with
the majors on coin giveaways. They
threaten to pull out of radio for good
afid all unless present tactics are

films:

—

RICHARD LEWIS

PROCKTER and LEWIS

Director

Producer

changed pronto. The
got

a

circles

lot

and

man has

little

of friends in political
he's going to play his
"

marbles rightly to see that nobody
figures faim for

a sucker.

IIn THE CENTER OF THE UTAH MARKEt!

BEST WISHES

MNAID

YOORHEES

BELL TELEPHONE

HOUR
JOHN

mm &

CO.,

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

...-.-.-it

M

WAS

THIS

This

is

tho

i7f

AIM".

. .

MR. JONES

of a series of messages t» put this type of trade advertising to fuller
for the advancement of the entertainment industry by bettering

first

constructive Use

the opportunities of

lesser-known but highjy talented members.

Its

Cyua Stone
NEW YOiK

NIC
to know more about.

Her* ore eight men you might 111(9
They are men of oHtstanding and varied! abillfies.
^
may not have eeeurred to you that they are back In show bust*
Some of them you undoubtedly knew but
offer pr@l©ii!^ed engogemenfs @t Gl business.
ncss
Some mtfy be enfireSy naw faees f& ysM but all possess talents for which you search «t various times.
bigger
All of them are not "M Liberty." litest ef them lost no farfl® in swinging bock into civilian actlen. let for
and better assignments all of them are deservingly available.
i^'

.

ISiCIIABD

S.

.

.

SsH

Here is a talented writer who's versatile.
(Too many writers are just mediocre in
marketed
SuccessftJlly
fields.)
various
nite-club
lowdown
from
everything
material, complete with special songs and
lyrics

upper

ca.se

radio

scripts

lor

COLUMBIA WORKSHOP.

.

BKO

II.

He •was then ordered to create dialogue
sequences for both the stage and screen
versions of "This Is The Army;" followed
in rapid .succession with "At Your Service,"
"Bonds

Away" and

Currenliy

KSFO

tion

"'i'ou

Bet Your Life."

Production Manager of stain San Francisco but does
work on the

plenty of national free-lance

Remember the name RICHARD S.
BURDICK. You'll see and hear it often.
side.

DAVID

(AFKA)

WCAU

the Navy. His rise from Midshipman

teclinlcat

director

show that traveled by

air.

Pas>t season he staged-managed at BratVermont, and also at Yardley, Pa.,
Where he became- Technical Director and
collaborated on the set designs.
^Currently
the
teaching
at
cx-GI's

tleboro,

Academy

of

the

Theatre.

good man,
Get hold 6f him.
,

transferred

to

Kamikaze

the
stuff.

He's

'MR.

.

song

KP

New York

basement

bistro
where business is worse than the liquor.
(Such a thing is possible!)
He calls the spot: "The well of loneli-

pictures.

It's

Love You Want Baby

Crosby. Andrews Sisters, Tommy Dorsey,
Woody Herman. Ella Mae Morse, etc.

After Pearl Harbor, he claims, his poor
vision got him iiJto » heU of a mess. He
walked into an Army Recruiting booth
enlisted.

:•

it

was a Nedick's Hot J5og

stand.

For the Army he wrote the title song
for a six-man entertainment unit called,
"Six Jerks In A Jeep." It was then bought
by Universal Pictures for an Andrews
Sisters picture and the title originally
suggested by Sara Seegar Stone was then

borrowed and paraphrased by everyone
from Carol Landis to (Major) Maurice
(Billing

priority

optional.)

Appeared as the more moronic selectee
both the stage- and screejj version ot
"This ts The Army.;'

JONES... THE

.

'

show

until they're,

stoppers.

.

the special

he wrote
"fight" songs for St. Mary's on a retainer
More than one sport writer estibasis.
mating the strength of St. Mary's team.s.
has scored a big "assist" for the moral
support of the Krinsky songs and cheers.
In the early days

all

In service the Army routine didn t interfere too much with his way of life; just
his

wardrobe.

,

,

A prolific writer, and good, he was invaluable in "Bonds Away" and as Musical
Director for "You Bet Your Life."
Currently working on a light operetta
set in the wonderful hills of Northern
celebrated for its Golden
California
Gate and other structures trom the Warner
Brothers pictures of the same names.
.

.

JOSEPH TOMES

eomeaton

York, N. Y.
7-.>9«2

(AE.'i.-AGMA)

That's Me" and 'No One To Cry To." Has
had recordings under every major label
and by every big timer including: Biiig

Evans.

currently emceeing and en-

is

comedian,,

Partial list of his song credits includes
"Undecided," "Flying Home," "Sorrento,"
"East of the Rockies," "My Baby Said Yes,"
"Button Shoes," "That's My Home," "Vout

He thought

"The Shy

In the Army he was engaged in "This
The Army," "At Your Service," "Flying
Varieties" and a number of Training Films
for the First Motion Picture Unit. Without prejudice to his talent, he also had
and guard
numerous tours of CQ,
duty.

KEsenl
musician,

writer,

and Monogram

and

.

Is

New

Calif.

"If

Sha'w's,

Aetor-Sitifer, Character
East 67th Street

character! While everybody elsj was trying
for "Gin!" he Slipped bis songs into scores
of several Universal, Columbia, Republic

Cowboy."

.

LEONARD S'fOCKER

^.

I^yiioist

.

.

Irwin

production of
and Lonely."

ness!"

N. Keystone

Thev "laughed when he sat down at
and they always will bethe piano"
cause here's a man with a sense of humor
that runs literally to his finger tips.
From hi.s self-imposed hermitage in the
San Francisco Bay area he has supplied
top nite club and variety entertainers with
topnotch special song material.
Also h;is .several foot lockers of tine
commercial tunes that he knocks out for
laughs. For a livelihood he takes routine
singing acts and writes, Arranges, orchestrates and rehearses their material
.

into the nearest aisle.
Appeared in several intimate revues:
"Tidbits of '46." 'fFun With Music," "Keyand will gladly fornotes of Unity"
give you for not remembering them.
Has had his share' of straight and comedy
roles in sundry stock ventures, particularly
outstanding in the Hollywood Actors Lah.

arranter

Calif.

(AFM)

young Bobby Clark, Groucho
Marx, Frank Morgan and Danny Kaye
rolled into one. But he rolls his own

assignment at WINS and hung out his
shingle for free lance woi'k.
Tills guy is so dynamic he even found
an apartn'Ont in Manhattan!

C'omiMiser,

Oakland,

said he's a

Jaroslow

Lyricist,

SGO 30th Street

verv funny fellow on a night club
musical or revue stage. Has been

tertaining in a

WCAU

in

.

A

tion ol U>cating permanently in Philadelphia. Instead of resuming his old
job (CBS key affiliate) he took a staff

A

Philippines, Okinawa, le Shima, Japan and
Korea, stage managing still another big

a

tlien

(ASCAP.ArWt>

not an act. The guy really prefers
stagftrmanaging to acting; the most thankless job in the theatre but he gets a boot
out of it. Performers salute him as a
buddy, not a cop.
His pre-war days found him acting and
Mage-managing for the Denver Federal
Theatre, Berkshire Playhouse and a subway circuit company of "Pal Joey."
Like all of us, he got caught in the
GI mill and Was sent to a photography
school and then to Buckley Field to learn
how to be an armorer. The Army finally
gave up. It was Leland's most successful
campaign.
It got him his chance to act and stage
manage two large Gt shows with casts of
about a hundred, "Bdnds Away'' and "Ybii
Bet Your Ldfe,"
They played one-nlght stands in both
gJ?f?ssional and GI houses. Then came a
William Morris kind of jump, and he was
playing
one-nighters
thru
the
again
It's

Alvtene

his

His executive efficiency, as a top signal
officer earned hiro a promotion as Flag
Secretary to the Admiral commanding
the 18th Cruiser iMvisioh.
His live distinguished voice has repeatedly spirUed the Paramount Newsreel
as a narrator. He's also been well received
in sundry free lance radio chores.
It took the Navy, a beautiful wife and
considerable^fortitUcle to resist the tempta-

(m\)

t»I

and

Composer.

(AE.\-AGVA)
floor,

.

Pacific in time for the hot

Bnrbank,

lort, N. ¥.
TRafdiCcr

of

He pit'jhed and tossed on the first Mur^
mansk convoy runs; got into the African

811

New

typical

is

to

drive and capabilities.

invasions

HEINY KRINSKY

Brooklyn 2, N. Y.
CVmberlaiid ti-XlU

He left a staff announcing job on
in Philadelphia in 1940 to swab decks for

SYDNEY ROBIN

LEI. AND

Stitee manscer, actor,
S! West SSth Street

,

Lieutenant-Commander

Has written over 1,000 broadcasts embracing every type; dramatics, variety,
documentary,' comedy, musical, produced
on all major networlti-.
Has equal punch with advertising copy,
musical jingles, short stories. Just finished
Ms tirst screen treatment of a yarn for
Producer-director.
TIM WHELAN,
Enlisted in the Army just about the
time Ml'. Stimson was scouring the War
Department attic for that gold fish bowl.
There he wrote and directed the first
original full-length musical comedy of

World War

35S East 57th Street
New yorh. N. Y.
ri,aaa 5-S849

JAROSLOW

Afltor (clMrMter jnvenile) variety entertainer
374 State Street

announcer

jtroduoer,

Itudio

Fruncisco 2S, Calif.

to

.TERRY

LEWIS FiSHGB

BUBDICK

Writer-director; radio, stare
27S« filbert Street

His character comedy singing and acting
talents were first displayed in New York,
as Mr. Bliht in "Rosalinda."
He's been spotlighted in operetta and
musical comedy repertoires of the Paper
Mill Playhouse, Robin Hood Dell, and The
Watergate in Washington.
Camouflage Branch of the Aviation
Engineers of AAF and the War Finance
Division of the Treasury Department bigdealed to get him for leading comedy
roles in "You Bet Your Life" and "Bonds
Away." He will be remembered by several
hundred thou.sand GI's who "caught" him
in "YBYL." as the Latrine Orderly, who
when asked by an /nspecting officer why
his PFC chevron was not seWed oh his
shirt replied. "You see Sir, when they
issued it to me. I told them what they
could do with it!"
Army made a skilled cryptographer of

sent him to Okinawa where he
found living and working conditions, a
cinch after one night Stands with large

him and

musical companies.
This season his services were simultaneously sought by "Pinnian's Rainbow,"
"Call Me Mister" (road company) the illfated and "Sweet Bye fc Bye."
Because he's a better actor than cutie
he chose the last mentioned. TKat'g the
(jmly rea ion he's now "at Liberty," pro tem.

MAM Ot WOMAN; WHO .BUYS

Actor, narrator, announcer
Ctt West ILMh Street
New York, N. Y.
LExlMf Ion 8.1100

(AEA-AFRA-SAG)

His outstanding features are W» laultcomedy sense, his superb resonant
6'3".
voice and his impressive height
New York as
in
appeared
First
less

"Gregory"

in

Laurence Olivier's then-un-

appreciated production of "Romeo and
Juliet" Several seasons of summer stock
and Los Angeles Federal Theatre, playing
leads and supporting roles, comedy and
dramatic, in modern and costume pieces.

Radio and television stations

KWID, KGFJ, KFI, have

all

WGXAO.
used

his

and narrating talents.
Columbia Pictures mugged him in
"Shadows in the iSight." Sft did two AAF

acting, announcing

training lilms.

Saw 37 mfmths military service, a good
hunk of it in the Philippines and Japan,
with the 5th Air Force. His efficiency and
won for him a Staff
depehdability
Sergeancyi For awhile Tomes was even
top kick of his outfit.
But don't hold that against him, for
even then he \yas only acting a jawbone
1st; Sergeant. -_r.';:
Curriehtly featured as regular narrator
and actor on NBC's "Voice ol the Army."
;

'
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complete promotion, sales
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CHICAGO

CIRCLING THE /.KILOCYCLES
„

11

ton's

Worcester's

lit

— 4,974,868

radius

.

— 4»<W1f726

75 mile
in Bos-

Spring'

In'

fleW's.

Ludlngton, Mich.— Joseph Mich- other local to get a nod from the
aels, formerly announcer, sportscas- Ayer outfit was Bill Sutherland, of
ter and special eventer at WOLS, KDKA, voted best of the betweenFlorence, S. C, now here with period announcers for Eastern college games,
WKLA.
:

iff

/

mf t4 MOIIRS

Y.—Albany's

Albany, N.

WROW,

FM

first

San Antonio^Louis

J.

Riklin, ac-

expected to go on count exec for WOAI, has been
the air next March, under a final named San Antonio's Outstanding
authorization granted by FCC to the Young Man o£ 1946 in the annual
Hudson Valley Broadcasting Co. Junior of Chamber of Commerce
The outlet will operate on 590 Ji:ilo- Competition.
cycles, one Icilowatt night power, and
Pittsburg-h— Al
five Itilowatt day, with unlimited
Rogers,
singing
cowboy recently v;ith the Roy Roghours.
ers Rodeo, has landed a commercial
St. Louis—The local Board of Po- on WJAS.
It's a 15-rainute program
lice Comissioners is negotiating with every Monday, Wednesday and Frithe Southwestern Bell Telephone day morning at 11:30.
Co., for conversion of the police
radio system to PM.
Conversion
Richmond WRVA is attracting
would be part of the department's lots of attention in the area with its
economy program. It is estimated "Virginia Sings" show, broadcast
that the switch to FM will cut the Tuesday at 9:30 p. m. Program origcost of operating the system which inates at WRVA theatre, and includes
included 206 radio-equipped cars, of contribs from glee clubs, choruses,
which 49 have two-way sets, from and
other
vocal
groups
from
$90,000 to $30,000. The cost of the churches, schools, colleges and other
FM equipment needed is- approxi- organizations.
mately $150,000.
station,

is

.

—

T

26

nalional

k i egioiiai advertisers

.:

48reta3adyertisers

other station inchiding
MHIkIiii •vwt

}^

g^mkt, tmf Hufm

milliti
th*l* 14

ffanvir, Atlinfm, Tt

all

Kansas Cily— Phil Evans, director
of farm service for KWBC, was' reelected president of the Farmers'
Club
recently.
Group
includes

WMT

who own farms

businessmen

or have

close interests in farming.

50,000 wattersl

Pittsburgh— Sumner Granby,
announcer,

is

Pittsburgh- WWSW,
indie station,

j

Ayer

&

town's

Toledo

— William

Myers, formerly

the announcing staff, has been
publicity director of WSPD,
Toledo, replacing Jimmy Cochran,
who has left the station.

only

named

Scattle-r-Delores VStice now handling publicity at.KOMO, local
outlet, was formerly with Seattle

KBC

last

GEORGE TABER

I

j

tHlCA^O

Cl^S

1

A

IN

Sl'EClAI.I.SX

WRITING
yews W'Uh a

Iluiimn Touch

week,

being

singled out by agency for No. 1 job
of football promotion during the last
seasion for all broadcasting outfits
operating under 5(000 wattsi
Ap-

COMMENTARIES
DRAMATIC NARRATION

It's

Easy

f®

Be

@

Radio
of

Comic— People Lough
the

Puiittient

things!

ART PAUL
Origiwal

Comedy

Material

Times.
Always Working, Bccaute He

was accoladcd by N. W.

Sons

IT

IS

i

Fort Woi'th—- James E. Rennie has
been named manager of KWBC here.
Station will operate, daytime with
250 watts on 870 kilocycles.

of

KOV

quitting radio to go
into business. He's heading for Los
Angeles this week to become a
manufacturers'
representative
for
jewelry covering the coast territory.

I

DO

THE WRITER TO

I

,

.

ie»* per ligtener—m mrtli Jersey—
Amerlm^M 4th Lnrg«Bt Market^ than any

A JOB TO 'DO?
i

Phocui.^.— KPHO here te^d off its
initial
local
riews program, with
Larry Jonas, upped from continuity
department, taking over as news
editor.

'

,

,

;

.

Writet

the

Thinsd

funniest

140 W*«»

46l1i
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A European

Tragedy

To Have Been Wiped Out
And Indications Are It
Take Years To Replace

Creative Talent Seems

Hitler's Legions,

Will

MMUMMM

t

M ti M

^^

*

Vienna,

sidered suitable for slave peoples
It is a mistake to
think that all. German propaganda
was poorly done or heavy-handed.
Much ,oI it was intelligently constructed, Subtly presented and, best
of all, from the Nazi viewpoint,
ladled into consumers who' did not
policies have then, and are only beginning

To an observer of the various
phases ol show biz, and of culture
and the creative arts in general in
coftti"*"*^* Europe since the end of
the war, it is increasingly apparent
that Hitler won his fight against
As in the eugenic' field,
culture.
where Nazi

extermination

filtered through.

have now, any basis for comjudgment of what they
told.
It must be remembered
Americans had some chance to
form their own conclusions through
a freer press and radio than has
operated anywhere in the Nazi lands
frohi 1934 to 1945.
If vire tell a
German of the middle or younger
Military Governnients had hoped
generation today (who remembers
and expected to find a new generalittle
or nothing o^ a pre-Hitler
tion of actors, writers, composers,
painters and other artists, perhaps
huried but ready to express themselves as soon as the paralyzing
hand of Nazi-thoug^it control -was
The fact is that in Middle
Jilted.
-won out in abasing the "inferior"
eastern and Semitic races for one
or more generations to come while
strengthening the Germans, creative
talent of all kinds seems to have
been wiped off the face of Europe,
including Germany,
Cultural olttcials in the Allied
,

to

parative

were
that

By JOSEF ISRAELS

H

world) what was wrong with Naziism and why we fought a war to

wipe

it

he

out,

is

inclined to say,

"Well, maybe it's true,
should 1 believe you any
1 believed G6(sbbels?"

i

self

and

m «*^

«

lives.

says:
ate, didn't

Therefore, he shrugs
"Well, under Hitler we
we? Under Hitler there

But why were no unemployed.

What Goeb-

more than

bels told us about the Russians was
true, wasn't it?
They did rape and
can point to the concentration pillage and kill ruthlessly."
camp pictures, the! Nuremburg
It's bard to answer these things.
trials (which first became a laugh- It's no use saying that the Russians
ing stock and then set Goering up had good cause for feeling as they
as an honored martyr) and a mil- did. That's no answer to a person
lion other pieces of what seem con- who has no believable evidence that
vincing evidence. The German had what we say about German atrocijust as convincing a batch of ev>i- ties is true.
His own house was
dence that all Jews should be ex- robbed, his own sister raped, his
terminated, that all Russians A^e own wristwatch stolen.
His own
savage beasts and that Poles are brother-in-law, a Sudet German,
inferior people.
What's more he was perhaps forcibly expelled from
forms a lot of judgments by .the Czechoslovakia after the war. Why
physical conditions in which he him- should be believe a lot of propa-

We

jSb'

mahy

i^ofk

brilliant

talents to

New

Mixed Feelmgs;

and Hollywood, not a single

By DOUGLAS
Mexico

men

must con.sider in- planning
EuDopean phases of amusement biz
Another,
for the next few years.
equally vital, is the state of mind
the Nazis left behind them in the

.

and middle generations who
must be the principal show-buying
for the next two decades,

'i'oung

.;'iinblic

the fact is. that pitifully little has
feeea aceeeEnplished in "reeducation"
,01 the middle jEttcopean people who
lived, willingly or not, under the
yoke for periods ranging from
seven years downward. Mental attitudes vary, from active and aggressive heritages of Naziism and a
promise to make Hitler's spirit
march again, to a simple disbelief
of everything and lack of confidence
NEfzi

.

in; all

forms of government and

in-

formation.

It is the latter conditioning, an ingrown cynicism that.
Will count the most against accept-

ance

of

ideas
and
-knowledge of what the world, outside the Hitler mental vacuum has
been doing throughout the Nazi
years.
In 'considering content and
possible acceptance of plays and
pictiire's in the coming years, when
continental income again begins to
assume importance in the world
amusement industry, Americans will

democratic

Selectivity

i_

~j

Already, in centers like Vienna,
Berlin and other large cities wliere
Army cultural authorities have
brought a fairly wide selection of
.

Yank plays and films, a growing
selectivity/ on the matter of theme
has become evident. The days of
1945,
when picture houses could
pack them in with anything from
Hollywood, have already passed.
Now they want to laugh and be
entertained, The customers are beginning to shun message pix from
tn^ U.S. iu.'?t as they passed
up the
heavier-handed versions from Berlin and Moscow befdre
Yank prodnet came into the situation in any
quantity.
For illustration think ' Of the
mental conditioning and background
of the great mass
of middle Europeans whose present age is about
"om 16 to 25." These are the generation who will make up the core
o£ Europe's business
and cultural
hie for the next decade or more,
But they have passed nearly all o£
tlieuintelligent life
(starting in
1934 in Germany; 1939 elsewhere)
iiiside

a

••"oebbels

^nat was
»

*is"J<l%

magniftciehtly organized
cultural vacuum.
Only
through the propa-

sifted

9iacliinsrx

Rule a Factor

in BerUn and con-

any

in

New

Year since

has high hopes and jittersi, the former entertained
mostly by leaders of the industry. iSoriie eVeh expect
1946 to be topped.

Legit impresarios aren't so sure. But longhair showmen, among others,- are more or less confident of
worthwhile b.o., at least, in 1947, Not so many pic
producers are agreed about 1947. Opinion in these
circles is that important recovery of their division
hinges upon large and sustained supplies of cash and
reasonable freedom from labor grief. Radio, though,
sees very big things in the new year, which, according
to the way it looks now, will witness the debut of

Mexico's

first

television station chain.

Most of the split opinions are based on the new government, which took over Dec. 1, when President
Miguel Aleman assumed office for his six-year term.
Amusement biz anticipated 1941 with about the same
jitters and sureness, only less intensely, than it is now
looking at 1947. Six years ago, the war was on, the
U. S. in it, and rather popular opinion was that Hitler
would really make it. There was much glumness about
the future for amusement biz. But It turned out that
divisions of it, particularly films, radio, niteries,
longhair and vaudevUle got far more benefits than they
expected. Boom, more money for fhore people and
the land's biggest spending spree, plus more U. S.
tourists and visitors tossing around jack on a grander"
scale than ever, perked things up. It also brought back
legit, so that the unprecedented top of $10 (.Mex.) ($2.50
U. S.), became common and' the hitherto unheard of
6ne ol $6 (Mex.) (.$1.50) became standard.

some

Apart from much hope and some doubt about what
the new president will do or not do, 1947 has a peculiar significance for the amasement biz, because, of
course, it is tied in with the life of Mexico. This new
year has, unavoidably, inherited ttibnetary inflation
that became so acute in 1946 that Miguel Navvaro, top
economist and chief of the Ministry of Finance's finanit "one of the worst calam.
ities that has befallen Mexico in the past 10 years
the general population is being suffocated by the sti-

cial studies division, called

.

fling

atmosphere of

monetary

this

.

inflation."

Pix Did Best in 1946
biz in their history in 1940.
(25c to the
$125,000i000 (Mex.)

Cinemas did the best

Estimated gross of
Mexican dollar) was done for the year by cinemas of
the Federal District, a 2,00b,000-population community.
Several frontline cinemas here, after making $4 (Mex.)
standard, got better than good trade at $5, toward the
end of 1946. Exhibitors generally figure 1947 being
kind to them. While some Mexican pix did very well,
most ot the record 1946 biz was carried by U. S. and
some British pix, especially "The Seventh Veil," "The
Wicked Lady" and "The Man in Grej.-.'" For soitie time,
Mex.) price,
all three commanded the new high $5
'Leave Her to Heaven'' (2Clth-Fox) was a shinihg example of an American pie comitianding that price for
some time.
The film trade is eagerly awaiting President Ale-man's action on tlie petition producers and exhibitors
presented to aid their divisions of the biz, in line with
his promise to Mexican pic leaders that he intends to
do all he can to help the Mexican film industry. Producers a.sk a government-backed bank, to the capitalization of which they will contribute, to adequately
finance arid control production geared to home and
foreign demand, and stressing quality. Exhibitors back
(he move the producers made in the tall for a law
i

demanding

that, all of

'Intellectuals Into

Crematori um
j

There are individuals who show
promise.
But it -will take living
and working and creating in a free
world

for a few years to make of
them anything the democratic show
World will want. The older people
On their own, the who knuckled
under and lived with
exhibitors ask a 50% tax slashj while they play Mex- a measure of success under
the
ican films, and federalization of the cineinia impost, now Nazis are harder to evaluate. They
still populate
the stages and the
high, thanks to municipal and state' levies* Suggestion
sttidios largely because there are
is that, this tax be national like those on mining and
ho others professionally experienced
gasoline production, with the national treasury giving enough to take leads. But the cream
of Europe's intellectual life went
municipalities and states a share in it.
Number of local cinemas will be hiked to nearly 100, into the crematoriums. First the
Jews, Who, though they held nq
with 17 new houses opening in 1947. Proportionate in- monopoly
on talent or enterprise,
cities.
provincial
key
expected
for
crease in cinemas is
numbered a heavy percentage of
Ten more cinemas should be about finished by the end the best in show biz, as in science
learning.
Many fortunately
of 1947. That depends on the supplies situation, par- and
made it to New York or Hollywood,
ticularly cement, of which there has beeri an acute
and their contributions to the U.S.
shortage for some time, though builders of the 17' and the world are too lengthy and
cinemas that are nearing completion have b(Een able well known to reevaluate here. Then
the better, thinking people of all
to surmount that difficulty thus far.
racial origins went to the coiieenr
Outlo.ok for Mexican picture- production is spotty.
tration camps fend the gas chamber."!.
Currently it is depi-essed because: (1) of the big pri- It must not be thought that Jews
vate banks cutting off. credits, due to slow repaying were Hitler's only mass victims;
of huge loans, result of some costly productions flop- It was likely that anyone of maping, and (2) the general restriction of credit as part ture intellectual achievement would
of the banks' co-iperation with the government pro- know enough to appreciate what
i
gram to curb inflation, over budg^tting in production, was wrong with the Nazis. At the 1
and too much random^^hooiting. Optimists are confi- same time- these people of genu^
dent that fewer and better pix will turn the trick. ine
achievement were being killed
Others are none too sure, pointing to 50 frozen films, off at the
top, thousands of punk
kept from exhibition, they say, by keener U. S., British Nazi stooges
were being shoved
and other foreign competition, plus plain poor quality ahead
in large and small spots.
and film labor strife. For 1946 production is figured They could sing the Horst Wessel
at about 60, only five less than 1945, despite the desong louder or lick more boots than
pression. However, it seems generally agreed that 30 their
competitors.
They succeeded
or'40 at most, will be the 1947 total due to the quaiitywithout I'eference to talent.
That
slressing policy.
generation of wardheelers, actors, '_
directors and writers has nothing to
Niteries

It

1941,

life.

26 weeks a year to Mexican pix,

"

it bias

today's show business.
They
unfortunate enough to foe
brought up -at a tinie when they
had to conform or pay penalties
ranging from loss of success to Ipss

in

,

GRAHAME

L.

City,

Mexico's amusement biz faces 1947 with more mixed
feelings than

and not especially to
be blamed on the younger people

this is tragic

of

New

newcomer of genuine world promise
has come to light in the year and
a half since the shooting stopped.
Maybe the talent's there. But over
here managers and pic producers
are looking toward what seems to
tie the world's richest talent reservoir in the tJ.S. to replenish Europe.
This is one vital factor which show-

This state of miiid ties closely to
the tact that in the former fountainheads of creative intellect like
Vienna, Budapest, Heidelberg or Prague new talent that possesses anything fit to electrify the
show world has yet to make its
appearance.
People who were so
thoroughly coixditioned to think as
Hitler wanted them 'to think Will
take a lot of reconditiohing before
they can produce anything in the
acting, writing or composing line
that will seriously interest the free
world without. The background of
Berlin,

Were

Memm Views the New Year With

Germany, Austria,
(i.e.,
Europe
YugoCzechoslovakia,
Hungary,
slavia, Poland and Rumania in partitular), which in the past exported

j

ganda from people he was conditioned to hate and fear?

Mexico's 1;245 cinemas devote

,

Niteries, which sliced a juicy melon in 1946. easily
runner up to the cinema gross, are confident that the
new year will be no lemon. They see a continuanceof many people with lots of money who are glad to
spend it, among tourists and natives. The town has
more cafes than it ever had, a striking fact when it
is considered that byt eight years ago there was only
one truly modern/ nitery. TThere are now rhore than
30 that, can make that claim, plus a flock of second
stringers. Spots below that rating are very numerous.
Radio went more places in 1946, and that trend is
counted upon to more than continue in the New Year.
Some radiomen see Mexico's- regular radio audience
enjoyed the best commercial biz in 1946 in their histoi-y. which began in 1930 with the opening here of

XEW, now

the republic's biggest station, as a

5,00()-

watter.

approaching 5,000,000 by the end of 1947.
Stations
Television looks like an established fact for Mexico
in the new year, with the start of a video station chain,
topped by a 50,000-wattei; here and with a station o£
lesser power in five key provincial cities. Television
was winnirifly introduced to Mexico by RGA's .shows
during the first inter-American radio broadcasting

meet here in early October.
Revue-vaude did .so well that cu.stomevs became accustomed to a $5 (Mex.) top, large lift from the standard of $2 of yesteryear. Another frontline theatre, the
Tivoli, was opened here, making three in this field.
In other times,, hot so long ago, the two frontline
houses had all they could do to exist. One, the Lirico,
at one time was putting on a show, eight acts, for 25
centavos (5o U. S.). Tone and presentation of this
branch, of Mexican .^how biz has mtich improved.
More U, S. performers are finding better employment
in these theatres.

offer today even if new regimes
could forgive their Naziism^ The
net result has been to set back the
stage, film and radio industries in

middle Europe by many years.
Thus it is that while theatre and
film activities are rushing and even
prosperous in Germany and Austria,
its
present basis cannot be
viewed as more than temporary. It
is existing on the inbred appetite
for good entertainment being fed by
imports from the Allied countries,
presentation of old favorites

plus

banned for

racial or political I'eaduring the Nazi times.
But
occupational impetus must of
necessity die out in not too long a
time.
'There will always be room
for good plays and good pix from
the States.
But Europe's amusenient industry needs most of all a
strong infusion of new native talent.
If it's even half as good as in the
past, it will be plenty good enough
to re.store a self respect in home
.sons
this

production and feed the Americanswith new ideas and new faces as
But if this talent exists in a
presently visible generation, this
writer hasn't detected it in a year
and a half of postwar living in the
big centers of arts and culture. It
looks fi'otti this viewpoint likiB a
long wait for a new generation to
come along with spixiethirig worthwhile to sell.

;well.

wmmMAtwmxiL
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Americaiii Film Bistribs Find Innumerable Difficulties

Of Psychological and Material Nature In France
Paris.
;

Amerlcah

agencies

6n,

film distribs here, though able to reopen their
the pre-war basis, find themselves confronted

Exchange Gontrol Board Is Big
Factor Along With Currency

with innumerable material and psychological difficulties. For
one thing, the country's economy has been disrupted, resulting in a policy of strict dirigism replacing that of free enterwith constant threat of nationalization. As would inevitably follow, the currency 'has beep so affected that foreign transactions are subject to the oltay of an exchange
control board, meaning that revenue from Americaii imports,
after a long freeze, can only be transferred back in dollars
at an official rate, which means accepting a loss if the proceeds are not to be kept here in francs.
About 40(J theatres had been destroyed, of which about 200
have been rehabilitated. There is a considerable shortage
of both equipment and raw stock, and exchange restrictions
make imports here scarce enough to. affect dubbing and printing. The adminlstrBtldn, whi«ih before the war was satisfied
with general supervision- of the iiidiistry's activity, is now so
intricately mixing in every phase that operations are endlessly complicated, while influence used- by local picture
financing interests and labor unions attempting to beep opposition out of the market make every American gesture a
target for open criticism or covert exploitation of the antiAmerican attitude which party politics are fostering on the
masses. This explains why American picture interesits here,
spearheaded by Harold L. Srhith, of the MoUon Picture
Assn.. and bacKed bf the State Dept. through the American
Smbassy, must wage a perpetual battle, at the same time
being eJrtremely tactful to avoid causing reactions that would
only miake matters worse in the effort to retain and rehabiliSmith himself has considerable
tate the French market.
French experience and has developed invaluable local contacts.
Alexander Stein, Columbia's French chieftain, as
prexy of the American distribs associition is in close contact with ajl Freftch official agencies, and Etienne Descombey, pni*eisi4's' he%d "tor Fi^artc'e;. is on; the Censor Board.
J)ris6,

Restrictions
By

'

All dubbing

"

raw
pay

.

companies.

ukases. On Oct, 1, 1946, they were tilted from an average 20c
to 32c and in the Pairis deluxers from a 50c top to SOe.
The Rank-Gaiimont distribution tieup facilitaled the introduction of British pictures on French screens but is
somewhat slowed by the return of American product,
though "Biief Encounter" got raves, A Franco-Italian
agieemeni lo facilitate reciprocal picture trade i.s skedded.
"Citfa Aperta" was well received, Swiss productions, "Last
Chance" and "Marie Louise," did lush business. Contrary
to what might be expected from the political ttend. Soviet
pictures are not getting big time, except in nabes, in red
locations. American pictures were badly needed, and despite
allegations from the opposition, are not.glutting the marltet.
The French, through lack of international information,
have a grossly exaggerated idea of the quality of their product.
This patriotic constriction of the hatband is fostered by
a pres.s whose international reporting does not far exceed
pilfering American mags, with an occasional dLstortion of
Variety. They are practically tinaware of the production
activities of such countries as Mexico, Centra! Europe and
the east. They commonly believe that, in fear of their obtaining world supremacy, Hollywood is constan tly on the
watch to snatch local scripts and talent, not so much to use
It as to snafu eventual French opposition.
Only a .strong
educational campaign could set them right with true perspective. Eric Johnston's gesture limiting American exports
of the majors, after the signing of the Washington agreement, to 120 pictures this year was both timely and tactful,
uct.
They, are .practically unaware of the production
Two things are charting (the course of the currently reshaping French industry; one. is purely political, the other
is the country's economic rehabilitation,
which will take
years and pending which no really free flow of trade or
currency can reasonably be expected. Until then, no heavy
money returns can be anticipated from this market, its real
value being that of, a strategic beach"head to keep Western
Europe open for better times to come. At that, American

Jacques Salberg runs his French exchange.

Th eatre

I

Acqgigition Hurdleg

[

No company

here runs theatres,, except Paramount, which
has showcases in Paris and Brussels, also in provincial Ulle
and Bheims. Besides l*gai difflculties, any currient' attempt
by an American organization to buy other theatres here
would be likely to result in an explosion of anti-American
publicity because theatre purchases would be considered is
a means for foreign propaganda.
Co-production here as a means of getting export returns
from local product in foreign exchange has been tried. Universal has Paul Graetz producing "Diable au Corps." RKO
has a tieup with local Pathe and is .malting "Silence Is
Ciolden," directed by Rene Clair and starring Maurice Chevalier.
Columbia is to get product from Gregor Rablnovltch.
But prodviction here Is abnormally hard due to disrupted
economy. Purchase of local product in lieu of co-production
is made difficult by .the exchange control board, which insists on payment in dollars, as instanced in the case of Metrft's
attempt to get a^reen light on the intended deal for "Bataille
du Rail." British interests, as instanced by Globe Productions, are also currently trying to produce here.
.

The local picture Industry is currently in the throes of a
period- of readjustment from which it wUl emerge in a shape
of which the only sure thing is that it will not be the former
system of free enterprise, Lilie the press, it is classified as
educational, and as such under close official supervision.
Nobody can open shop freely in any branch of the industry,
and a special license must be obtained.
10% interest in an
«iterprise related to pictures cannot be bought by a for:

A

powerful competitive enterprises-^some old adversaries temporarily driven undei-gFOund by war, others -brand new and
the more dangerous because we can't assess the strength of
their appeal to the public.

SPIRIT OF THE DEAl,

mmm amongien

cared little, about the relationships or the viaii busine.ss
was conducted between distributors and exhibitors in another
country.
it's different.
The news of a raw deal or a
tonglh sales tussle In one country is quickly flashed to the
four corners of the earth. Sometimes, even before a piece
of, or

Now

So, as I see jt, the producer, the distributor and the showa fuUtime task without having to fight over tlie
working-out of contracts. Once the deal is made, both parties should be free to give their entire attention to the marketing and presentation of the product on the most intensive

Of product

man have

By ERNEST TURNBULL

Australia)

Now

—

^N«.

That judgment lasts a lifetime, and beyond.
made up in part by persons overseas to whom you have
never spoken, and by persons Who in your view do not
you. But their judgment is formidable and unavoid-

It

.

i.<!

know
able.

That is why I say the deals negotiated for 1947 should be
fired by the ambition to cherish a decent respect for the
opinions of our contemporaries. As individuals we know
that is an indispensable foundation to the solid durable .satisfactions Of life.

Differenve
hope this doesn*t sotind too much like preaching, Frankly,
would have been far easier and more pleasant to di.sh up
a flock of platitudes about this industry entering its golden

^ I

Big, or little, it makes no diflterence.
Unless a contract
provides a fair and proper return for both parties, then the
signatories are only fooling themselves and wasting precious
time and property. The road to hell is paved with good
intentions, and if we look back along the road traveled by
our Industry we can see the wreckage of bad deals made
in a murky atmosphere of distrust. Almost before the ihk
dried, documents have been hisbed round to legal departments to find out how certain onerous clauses could be sidestepped
•

it's

contemporaries.

.

Jig or Little

shipped away, overseas trading interest.-? have
into an aggressive frame of mind.

true that personalities enter into this indiistry
more than most. From star to' house manager, it's tlie per.sonality that counts.
And as personalities, we men a&sociated with the film industry, are judged by a tribunal of our

There's only one satisfactory way to do this. Distributors
and theatremen must get their personal relationshipii back
onto the good old-fashioned basis of mutual trust. If that
sounds Utopian, then may I remind that in my experience,
the great majority of the deals that stayed fast were those
negotiated between people who trusted each other.
We've got to live with each Other in harmony, or get out
and make room tor those Who kno* how. Deals betweeti
.producer, distriljutor and exhibitor must be worked out,
lived' With, in good faith and mutual understanding.

^

to the fullest extent of its clauses.
One of the troubles of our industry in the somewhat distant past was that too many contracts fell apart and ended
up in a sticky legal mess. When that happens you can bet
somebody's reputation goes west with it. I've heard it said
that ours is the only industry where the toughest negotiations go on o/ter the deal has been signed.
Unfortlhiately, there's more than a grain of truth in this,
and as an Australian with some international experience, 1
think that the peace and' well-being as well as the progress
of the film industry in 1947 will largely depend on our facing this vital problem.
We've got a lot of hard work to do in 1947. Wartime leeway to make up, theatres to be facelifted, personnel to be
trained, public relations to be geared up— every phase of our
business that had to be neglected through war exigencies
How requires bur entire iph.ysical and mental enereies.
These thing* eSn'i vtoW. 'ijetelii'ise treading >on "Oa*" heels are

is

worked themselves

scale.

Sydney.

"Another iwiyortant film, deal Imm been fimlieed ..."
That introductory phrase has a familiar ring to producers,
distributors and theatre managements, contracts make up
the pattern of our industry.
It's safe to Say that mOre Australian contracts will
he negotiated in 1947 tlian in any previous year.
Distributors and
theatre men will spend a great deal of their time framing
terms and conditions governing the release of product in
metropolitan, suburban and country situations.
Writing the contract, however, is just the starting point
Every time a fcohtract
signed', at least two parties are
obligated to honor it-*to carry out the terms and conditions

;

reps here due to prevalent anti-American feeling, will have
to use considerable tact and caution.

The purge which followed

eigner without a special pennit.

•

likely entries for American distribution.
Grosses for France and French . North Atiica totaled
slightly over a lush $70,000,000 for the last year, with 4,800
theatres in the territory. Admission scales are regulated by

RKO

mum

Tlieotres,

compulsorily done here. Besides technical
hard-to-replace equipment, there

for it, means tlSat^ irrespective of whether or not provided
for in the contract, the parent company is inmost cases
called upon to supply and ship it.
The current personnel setup of the majors is as follows;
Lacy W. Kastner, with considerable European experience,
is continental jrep for Columbia, and Alexander Stein his
French territory chieftain. David L. Lewis supervises Metro,
with French territory under Henry Lartigne, who has extensive contacts with all phases o£ the local amusement i"dustry, John IS. Nathan arrived recently from South America to take oyer Paramount frorei Bobert Schless, who had
to resign on account of illness.
He is aided by Henri
Michaud, and has the French territdry under Henri Klarsfeld,
F. L. Harley, who already was in Paris, is bade as
head of 20th-Fox. aided by Bob Krier; the French territory
is handled by E. Balk and E. Lafon.
Vladimir Lissim runs
with Marcel Gentel as French manager. Harry Novak
reps Universal for the Continent, with Etienne Descombey
for Prance. United Artists is under William B. Levy, with
Georges Bbuvier for France; Joe Hununel,' for Warner Bros.,
is the only European rep who includes South Africa ih his
territory, normally including North Africa only in the other

;

Director, Hoj/ts

is

difficulties resulting li^om

Also, the difficulty to obtain
is a shortage of actors.
stock, without tlie possibility of transferring dollars to

;

(Itfawaffinjf

,

spring.

'

.
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;

in terms of
Ojperatini in' EVsmce cAphot 1^
•
dollftrs a»d cents with revenue contingent on ex<Aange.
Paris remains a convenient turntable for Continental distrilmtion, and even if it has lost some of its former glamor,
it is still the pivot of Western Europe. All American interests are benefiting by the; uphill fight which, in the face of
and politicpl opposition, has been successfully
; business
,wag«d by the'picture men' to bring back their pictures pn"
•French. screens; .despite material and technical difficalties
aOecting release Schedules. Also, there is a' natural tendency
yOf the piJMie to receive.- native product more easily than imports, even if -well-duhbed. especially when imports have
been stopped for a long time. New stars have to be publicized from the ground up, and audiences have to be reeducated. The sensation created at the Cannes Film Festival
by "liOst Weekend" has been exploited fully in aU phases
by Piraimotot, smd S/[etro has managed to play "Mrs,
MinivM at the same -tirne i the two biggest jParis theatres,
Rex and <iai:toont Palace, which formerly didn't play dayand<late. During the year starting, July 1. 1946, all majors,are releasing about 15 dubbed features each, besides playing swne original versions with French subtitles of pictures
not included in the dubbing schedules. This will happily
counteract the poor impression created here when imports
were not permitted and salvaged oldies had to be played to
cover expenses. The new crop of pictures have not been
played long enough yet to decide on probable total gross
under the new conditions, nor on type of pictures most suitable for the market. Technicolor and detective stories are
a sure bet; but pictures like Par's "Going My Way" and
20th-Fox's "How Green Was My Valley" got raves. American pictures are- back in a big way and getting a considerable diare «tf llie playing tline left open by the quota. '
It is also yet tpo eirly to decide on how the 16m will pay.
Metro and Universal were first in the field with about 10
features each. There are nearly 1,200 permanent theatres
equipped with 16m, and 12,000 spots giving one itinerant 16m
show weekly. Sale is mostly done by mail to cut overhead
distribution cost, and the law compels all contracts to be' on
percentage, but permits a minimum guarantee. The miniis all the distrib can expect to -receive.
American shOTts are doing very well, especially since the
local wueSf are w«afc, Exhibs woulcj be inclined to- try and
boost their bills by playing tb«n with a local feature, but

m

MAXIME OE

distribs naturally prefer to play them with their
French animated cartoons are poor, and
product,
American cartoons are in constant demand. March of Time
is distributed by 20th-Fox, but M. of T. local rep, Gilbert
Comte, has to clip them to one 'Ceel due to exhibs* desire to
'/
limit the bills footage. ^'
Fox Movietone Newsreel Is the best: one here, with the
local reels showing a lot of trivia. IVfefro has the sanction
to produce its own reel and will start releasin.g it in the

American

own

the war and considerably changed the personnel set up oy
the industry, as well as the action of lat^or unions, results
in practically unlimited interference of the administration
in all phases, with p^rty politics an important factor. However, wliich ever way th« poUtlcal weatbercoclc turns,
liationallzation of the whole Industry seems unlikely though
demanded by the more rabid element' which may be ap,
peased by keeping some sections under government operation, as, for instance, in the fight by the public domain to
retain the Siritzky chain of theatres.
Though some ambitious projects are blueprinted, such as
building large Riviera studios, all existing production facilities consist of a total 44 stages, all sorely in need of modern
equipment. On those, during the last year, 80 features and
40 shorts have been produced. Cost of production is rising
qMiekly, and a B feature now comes to about $200,000.
A
fair budget comes to about $390,000, top so far being about
$800,000 for Marcel Carne's "Doors of Night," to which
foreign rights have been bought by Sir Alexander Korda,
Postwar production has so far been scattered between numerous indies but the increase in cost and the tightening of
bank credits has concentrated production, with Pathe, Gaumont and Andre Paulve (Discina) topping both production
and distribution activities. French production is likely to
get considerable help from a group of powerful commercial
banks that have blueprii^ted an organization of the loan and
mortgage type for picturek They Would pool about $3i600,000
and advance money on local and fdreigtt distribution returns
of finished product, thus permitting producers a quiclter
turnover. Also help theatre owners to finance remodeling.
The French are very anxious to expand their export
business, especially in countries with appreciated currency,
which explains why the government is viewin.g favorably
such concentrations as Jean Sefert's South American organization.
But the requirements of the exchange control board
frequently restrict transactions. The quality of the product,
which was extremely low when there was no foreign opposition bh French screens, is improving, but still holds few

It

.

The customary thing

is to wish everybody the best of everything and to express the hope that all Wilt be well in the
new year. Just why New Year should produce miracles for
the convenience of our business merely by wishing and hoping, is something we prefer not to face up to.-

But it is for the very reason that I have supreme faith in
our industry, sincerely believing humanity needs what we

This gets us right back to the spirit of the deal. Can we
in 1947 resolve to nfegotiate only those deals which both sides
honestly believe themselves truly capable of carrying out,
without evasion or equivocation? And I mean carry out,
not merely to the strict letter of the contract, but to the full
generous spirit of the agreement.
This world is fast becoming, a small community. There
was a tui« when the showmen Of oneiCOHntey,l«ne.w nothinS

.

'«ge..

alone can olter, that
own house in order.

I say these things.
Let us first put our
Let us capture the spirit of "good will
it in our hearts for 365 days in the
Let that spirit be written into our business deals and
honored
the same open-hearted manner that we a.ssociate
with Xmas and New Year. Then wHl the partnership of
producer, distributor and exhibitor beicome a mighty Inspira-

among men" and keep

year.
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London's Last of the Boom Legit Years?
London.

have been the last of the bbom years. That
it may well
natch oi gold' known as the West End theatre has been
brightly shining for six years. It has been easy money tor
packed tlie theatres because there was
People
managers.
no iuh to be had anywhere else, nothing to buy and hot
iniioh to drink; the cupboard was bare.

Pointed Strongly to Fainter

of. 1846 that golden patch began to .^how
and the shrewdest showman Would think
twice before shaking hands on a boxoiSice certainty. It is

But at the end

Tinkling At the Till

tarnish,
a slight

shop for other things besides theatre tickets,
and tlie customers are doing so.
As the year went out to a fainter tinkling of ca.sh there
was a terrible slump quite recently— we can at least congratulate ourselves On some deeds of high enterprise in the
dramatic field. Culturally and commercially much has gone
brewing. Yet in the middle of it aU there's
on, and much is
Knowledgeable guys from New York's show
a paradox.
World will step off the Queen Elizabeth, do the round of
shows in London, and .say, "You're doing some marvelous
things here compared to the New York theatre.'' But knowledgeable guys from the patch of gold in London, returning
from America, unload the same set of phrases; "They're
doing some marvelous things over there compared to the

possible

to

By ERNEST BETTS

—

•

-IiondDn ^theatre."

:

The ail* of the London theatre may hot be sweet aS roses
neither does it smell to high heaveh. It has been as
good a year as any we have had since 1940, and in many ways
a great deal better.
Above all, it has shown that there is a vast public awaiting the best things the drama can give it. Where the th/aatre
has answered a spiritual or intellectual need, it has succeeded.
After the deep gashes of the war, customers are cultivating
their souls.. In music, ballet, plays and books there has been
•
a cultural renaissance.
Hesiding this movement has been the Old Vic, as giddy in
No team in London has
Its success here as in New York.
had so sensation a theatrical success as that headed by LauOlivier has undoubtrence. Olivier and Ralph Richardson.
edly increased his stature by his wonderful performance as
King Lear, by his Oedipus and Richard III, and Ralph Richardson's current production of "Cyrano de Bergerac" rounds
off a season as brilliant in artistry as anything seen in
London for a generation.
liut

'

'

•

at all but for their assistance, ind many a- classy commercial
management is giad fo say; "After you, gentlemen!" when
the Council bows in a doubtfiil proposition.
Twin theatres that have established a leadership in the
little theatre movement have been the Embassy at Swiss
Cottage and' the Lyric, Hammersmith, where the company
of Four operates. "The Embassy has shot into eminence with
plays of such excitement and character that four of them
have been transferred to the West End.. .This theatre is
run by an actor-manager born in the grease paint, Anthony
Hawtrey, son of the iUustrious Charles Ha wtrey. His sue*
ceSs there is a personal one, the reward of knowledge and
industry.
The Lyric, Hammei-smith, has jogged along with a .series
of good and so-so productions which i-ecently leaped to glory
and the discovery of a new star. This was in the brilliant
intellectual skirmish, "The Eagle With Two Heads," by Jean
Cocteau, which switched the headlines to a new actress of
high tragic qualities, Eileen Herlie. SMiss Herlle promptly
got a contract from Sir Alexander I^brda and a:n established
is
place in the theatre.

Old Vic's Danger

1

own company

with Vivien Leigh,

With Olivier forming his

beett started for
sta«! will have to

company will

the training of recruits, and though the
be found, it is not likely that the parent

fall.

Midget Theatres

:

•

,

In corners of the town where no thespian ever trod, a host
midget theatres has gamely fought— the 20th Century,
the Torch, the New Lindsey and others, di^amatie back parof

lors fired witli ideals and
ing on. The New Lindsey

unquenchable zeali somehOWi livfound a big hit In "Picfc-Up Girl,"
which was seen by Queen Mary, was censored and uncensored and eventually fetched up at the Prince of Wales' theatre under the banner of Moss Empires. While still doing a
roaring trade, it was transferred to the newly-opened' Casino,
but in the midst of its crackerjack trade it had to close down;
no other theatre could be found for it.

On the same lines of spiritual uplift and damnation to
commerce, the Arts Theatre club has proceeded, theatre of
a few hundred seats and 'unconquerable enterprise. It was
which celebrated the BOth. bhrthday «f George
Bernard Shaw and plans to put on a nine-hour prod'Uction
of his "Back to Methuselah" in the new year. How profitable
the longhair trade can be is proved by the success of Jean
Paul Sartre's "Vicious Circle," whose trio of lovers in Hell
could have drawn the town for many weeks longer than the
scheduled season.
In the West End proper, and sometimes improper, "Clutterbuck," "The Wihslow Boy," "But For the Grace of God,"
''Is Your Honeymoon ReaHy Necessary?''
(recently withdrawn after a ttm of two-and-a-half years), "Lady Windermere's Fan" and "Piccadilly Hayride" have been the longTopjpihg them all Is Ivor Novello's
distance champions.

Aniefkan Fdm Comedies, Musicals Aid

1

If there is any lessph to be learned from the past 12
months it is that we are deplorably lacking in new names
and in the stimulus they would give to the stage in its most
perilous transition time.
After we have named Eileen
Herlie, and' a newcomer of 17, Daphne Slater, who has been

I

this theatre

While the main dish has been the Old Vic, there has been
8 good deal of intellectual refreshment from smaller, almost
unheard-of theatres in and outside London. The rise of the
smaller theatres has been surprising and their influence considerable.
The risks undertaken with longhair plays and
dramatic experiments have not always been justified commercially, but they have produced a policy of enlightenment,
and in numbers of cases shows have be^n saved from extinction by the coffers of the Arts Council of Great Britain
(formerly the Council for the Encouragement of Music and
the Arts). While the Arts Council fosters a few flops as a
matter of course, som.s good plays would never get a hearing

•

New Names

JLackins

'i

.

his visit to Australia and film commitments, the future of the
Old Vic hangs in the balance. Meanwhile, a young Vic has

"Perchance to Dream," and' the surprise of them all, "No
Room at the Inn," which many thought was not in the mood
of the time but has proved to be the most stubborn success^
Except for the failure of "Can-Can" it has been a lucky
year for Jack Helton, whose "Follow the Girls" at His Majesty's has survived many changes of cast and Shows no sign
of withdrawal.
Among the failures we must chronicle "Our Town," which
quickly folded despite the presence of Marc Connolly in the
lead; he had the distinction of hearing his part described as
a bore by some of the critics. "The Kingmaker," a resplendent piece of history put on by John Clements, and followed
by Dryden's "Marriage a la Mode" aimect high but completely missed the bull's .eye. And in the saihe category oit
distinguished flops there was "Portrait in Black," with Diana
Wynyard, which failed to hold at the Piccadilly. Closure of
C. B. Cochran's "Big Ben" in December was a surpri.se.
Amid all these variations of the theatrical barometer, the
Hermione Gingold-Henry Kendall revue, "Sweetest and Lowest," continues its career of uninterrupted naughtinos.s with
uninterrupted success. It has been a phenomenon in town.
It is a reminder of how little new talent has been born
during the year. Its author, Alan Melville, is a wag; of the
highest class who brings a stinging wit and' a brilliant .sense
of burlesque to the theatre. He's X'egarded aS the only firstrate British revue writer since Noel Coward and the late
Herbert Farjeoh. In the legitimate field one has discovered,
after a good many years, that Ronald Chetham Strode is a
playwright. His "The Guinea Pig" and "The Gleam," plays
of social significance, are among the better things now
reaping the reward of brains and imagination,

'

As 1946 Faded, Indications

.

picked' to play Juliet at next year's Shakespeare Festival at
Stratford, we're stumped.
Of coiu'se, there is always Sid
Field, but he has been named so constantly during the past
year that he is practically a veterani and though Terry
Thomas and Robert Lainoutet, the ventriloquist, in the same
"Piccadilly Hayride" show have hit prominence, they have
not yet proved that they are in the top flight.
In variety this shortage is particularly noticeable, most
of the stars having topped the bill in London for the last
20 years or more. In writers, too, we are deficient, a state
of things put down by writers to the managements, and by
managenaents to the writers. It is clear, nevertheless, that
the theatre is waiting for the dramatist who will respond to

the current need foir thoughtful plays which reflect the appalling muddle of the time and indicate some way of confronting it. Criticism of Noel Coward's play which reopened
Theatre Royal Drury Lane concentrated mainly on the fact
that it gave us nothing new. But while there is nothing new
under the sun, the playwrights of 1947 must be told that
there are new ways of putting it, thaj there is a play in
Ernest Bevin, in a good topical murder, in a newspaper
headline. Someone has already complained that Laurence
Olivier has not been seen In an ordinary man's trousers for
10 years, and that we are sick of Shakespeare, Shaw.Chekhov
and' Wilde. This Is probably aS true of anything said about
the West End stage in the past year, and it shows which way
the wind is blowing.

M-G to Extend 16m Service
To Philippine

Airlines

World Markets

Oamor^^^^f^^^^

Manila.
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Metro's Philippiiie

Forget Its Current Misery

ing

conferences

Philippine
Berlin.

A

study of German reactions to
Hollywood pix reveals, contrary to
generally
accepted opinion, that
their popularity is strictly limited to
certain types of films. The study is
based on U. S. films presented as
mass fare for Reich consumption,
primary purpose of which is entertainment,
"reand
secondarily,

joy the greatest favor here in the
768 film theatres now in operation
in the U. S. zone.

with

airlines,

follow-

office,

officials

senger

transports

in

They appeal because they offer a turers in the U. S.
few hours of escape from the drabness and misery of life in presentday Germany.
Four out of the seven pix with
To appreciate reactions it must be the greatest drawing power, in the
remembered that pix were produced province of Wuerttemberg-Baden,
for Americans with different lanwere musicals or comedies such as
guage, customs, entertainment and
"Gold Rush," "You Were Never
cultural standards.
No doubt but Lovelier," "It Started with Eve" and
that the German, living under occu"Seven Sweethearts." On the other
Sydney.
pation by four great powers, has a
hand, certain comedies, such as "My
sharpened cultural sense. Mr. Aver- Sister Eileen" didn't click because
Present local production plans
age German is frustrated and disaim to make Sydney thei Second
of the involved action and dialog.
satisfied, hungry and cold. He looks
Biographicals such as "Abraham city of the Pacific wherein films are
for escapist entertainment. He finds
Lincoln," "Madame Curie," "Young concerned.
release in embittered criticism, but
Tom Edison" and "Dr. Ehrlieh"
couches it in an undertone because
Two pix made in 1946 are the keyshowed up as having terrific drawhe is afraid of reprisals.
ing power but would have been bet- notes to this plan.
Columbia's
Even the best Hollywood films are ter liked had synchronization been
"Smithy" and Ealing's f'The Overhandicapped by the language bar- on a higher scale. In a public-opinlanders,"
Their boxofllce success
rier and for this reason most Ger- ion survey "Curie" was named by
mans prefer second-rate German to anonymous ballot the most popular throughout Australia, especially the
superior U. S, film. For example, U. S. film seen since the occupation. latter, has been amazing Down Un•'Abe Iiincoln in Illinois,'' didn't go "Going My Way" was a double-bardown very virell because of lengthy reled hit, particularly in Catholic der showmen, who, presently, are
yelling for more Antipodes product.
dialog which most German audi- Bavaria, where actors and film diJ. Arthur Rank, 50-50 partner with
ences cannot follow.
rectors acclaimed it as being the
Norman B. R.vdge in Greater Union
Unfriendly reaction is also due to ideal American film.
War films, particularly "The Sul- Theatres, British Empire Films,
types and quality of the films shown.
Cinesound - Pagewood studios, plus
Certain types, popular in the U. S., livans," clicked fairly vyell but the
are completely alien to the German war aspects were not the thing kindred other setups here, will shoot
It was the works in 1947 to set Aussie pic
public. Though the quality Of Yank which made them click.
pix selected for showing iii Germany rather the various aspects of Ameri- production off at a fast tempo, with
the latest in technical equipment,
is
definitely
above average by can family life which made the
American standards, krauts believe adult audiences happy. As for the technicians, star power and writing
ing.

Aussie's Bkf

IFinPlans

.

Germany

is

Hollywood

a dumping groiiUd for

flops or films too old to

German

youth,

their

militaristic

background makes them take like
fish to water on war films. This type
of picture should be avoided and
(Continued on 'page 182)
•
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In Relation to All Types of
By NORMAN B, RYDGE

This

flight.

kind Of service has already been
successfully inaugurated by Metro
Regarding full-length features, all on flights between the U, S. and
England
and throughout France.
sources indicate that light comedies
Special equipment for these aerial
are the most popular with the Germans both from point of view of screenings is expected soon to be
boxoffice
and audience reaction. available from projector manufacFuli-Length Features

orisfitation"—much-abused word referring to current efforts to remove
heavy tinting of Nazism which permeates present-day German think-

be shown Stateswise.
Newsreels, produced here under
joint American-British auspices, en-

Goods;

of

considering

is

exhibiting 16m, pictures aboard pas-

Pk

(Cl^irw^in, Greater tTntow r/ieotres)
petition is springing up rapidly as
(Sydney.
What everyone would like to know a postwar feature, the industry has
is—what does the future hold for us? a prestige to maintain, and must
which
To gauge it correctly would be more have the right product with

than an art, a science or a
would be a

gift.

It

blessing to our

industry.

It

would enable
it to give the
public the pictures it wants.

Talking

about pictures
let
me say
this. Those en-

—

to

fight.

trifling.

new

That competition is not
Night spotts, day sports,
of entertainment are

styles

coming along increasingly and we
must have good fare with which to
keep on attracting patrons. Otherwise they will regard our industry
as inferior and desert us for other
things. Our prestige is built, aftef
aU like that of any other trading

—

—

on the type of material
and keep inducing a
market "^e must continue to
worthy product. Loss of
prestige means our dwindling into
have to face up
Norman B. Rydge
a second-rate business, and that kind
to a Stern reof enterprise doesn't keep on taking
ality. In the past, makmg films with
big money.
formula stories may have been a
trusted

with

production will

concern
sold.

To And

rich

present

You can start at home in Hollywood. Don't just say in reply that

satisfactory profit-making enterprise
in the lush peak war periods. But
with the world's return to normal
spending, a different outlook faces

it.

us.;

smart and resourceful. They know

"exploitation"

Australian

will get us out of
publicity men are

I would like to urge betterment the angles, put over all the stunts
in Hollywood. In the past we have they know. But that doesn't help
suffered some extraordinarily bad if the picture won't stand up to it.
pictures on our screens. Lack of im- After the first rush, the busine.<;s
agination has made some film prac- falls away if the picture won't hold
tically of "quickie" standard. Aus- the customers and give them the
tralia has the theatres, the man- fair return of entertainment they've
power, the organizations ready to been led to expect.
sell, and
present film; We have
No, the picture is the basis of our
Proved that Australia can gross top industry. Its basis is production.
money, with top features. Keep them Cut out the "corn"—throw away the
coming to US, we will maintain the stereotyped: formulas, Keep the
pressure,
material criip, interestiiig, entertalent,
But try as we do, we must confess taining.
Aussie boxofftces sang a merry our inability to get big money with
As foF" cycles the only one I
tune for British pix during the past little pictures. The public finds them
want to see is a cycle of good picyear.
Most popular British actor Out too quickly.
.
r
was James -Mason;
Besides, in a world where com(.Continued on pagft l84) ,
;

—

•

.

,

;

,
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Sbppiiig in Awisie Also
By SIR BENJAMIN
-

tional

Ray

Joseplis

|

;

fielfj,

with 1947 likely to pi« vide an
all time high.
Every aspect in the country as taxable, but has
has shown the been battling to subject everything
trend: p i x, regarding show biz under official
rule
radio, legit and control. Argentine courts did
And agaiii.;t the p.c. rule, but Peron now
concert.
while things has his Supreme Court on trial and
by
held
to
be
likely
isn't
therefore
are not as eo-

opinion, the Spanish-dialoged versions do as well in first runs in the
key situations as they do in subsequent runs. Dubbed versions, additionally, have much longer playing
time in the subsequents and first
runs in secondary cities, and can

I

;

any

lossal as some tit the hands-acrossthe-border optimists were predicting
of Pan-American
in the heyday
romancing, more important development has been the solid and steady
growth in both directions.

of

its

match the increasingly bettered ArMpvimn mados
gent'ne and Mexican-mades,
Another strong development in the
past year and one likely to show
even sharper increases during 1947
—has been the export of U.S. 16m
pix for minor locations. This correspondent visited many of the in-

decisions.

Additionally

;

Argentine

govern-

1

ment has cracked down on every

'

—

other aspect of the entertainment
industry, particularly anything that
smacks of pro-democratic or pro-

i

ideas.
There's no longer any doubt that U.S.
Chile which recently signed a new
the Good Neighbor countries will
return to Europ'e for their cues as trade pact bringing her closer than
is
the Argentine orbit
to
in the pre-war days. For while pro- ever
U. S. sentiment as this correspond- thought by laatin observers to have
ent observed it in Mexico and Cen- taken her lead from Peron. Argentral America during recent months tine boss is seeking to enlarge his
is definitely down from its wartira? influence throughout South America.
top, liBtinos aire certsdn their future Claim is that the freez^ on U. S. pix
lies .with tlncle Sam, not the Con- company coin is necessary to maintain currency exchange, an argutinent

terior cities of Argentitia, Uruguay
and Chile when such films were first

j

had rarely, if ever, seen U. S. or
any films previously. Number of
major producers who volunteered

.

i

|
'

that resulted from the feeling that

excess of dollar credits built up
hemisphere operations were one way (juring the war. Much of the cash—
—with the south-of-the-BJo Grande estimated at between four and five
countries on the short end.
billions— has been sitting in U. S.
Two major trends are emphasizing banks awaiting an opportunity to
the two-way aspect. liatins coming be used to buy vitally needed goods
to tlie U. Si since vO^r's end, especial- i and machines. But since little has
ly those in pix and concert fields, been available for export due to
have found the warmth of their slacked production caused by strikes
reception undiminished. Secondly, and the tremendous demands of the
the whole movement southward has home market, Latins have been able
taken more of a genuine cooperative lo buy only small quantities,
trend.
Latter has been especially
As a result inflation has been
noteworthy in the film field with
America.
Latin
skyrocketing
in
imore and matti U. S< majors actively About
the only thing the Latins can
interested to IteKlcaa and Argentine
pix,
j

'

!

,

;

]

j

|

;

|

get enough, of from the U.S. are
concert and theatre personalities. All

three have consequently done extremely- well, .Additionally in the
film field, the fliuality of Hollywood
product has been greaOy bettered so
far as Latins are concerned; Latins
were never very strong for wartime pix in any case, and many with
Latin backgraunds were so bad
that they drew howls Instead of
applause. In contrast, pix such as
BKO's "Cornered" and the Hitch-

.

S.

VS.

Doors

Still

Open

"We thought that when the war
ended we'd be forgotten" is a remark
many Latins have made. "Yet we

.

find that we're still dotog as well as
ever, despite new .developments in
other foreign fields. That's the best

isfactory.

The diminution in the number of A features among the Big Eight
its effects, but with British producers so active and becoming
increasingly prolific and improving product, along with American in-,
dependents increasing their output, much of the shortage will be made
up. In addition there's an occaslonid jbternatioiially attra^
featiire
from such countries as.dcnmark, FhtQC6,. |tussia, Italy,
etc,,
so that most theatres WtU not Ttin short of some sort of screehable
material.
Legit company of "Life With Father" has at long last struck these
shores and is doing turnaway business. It's expected' to run until at
least next May.
Vaudeville' is stronger than ever so all's right with
the world. Yes, it's a screwy business but 1 love it, and let a newcomer enter it and he's soon tarred with the same brush.
will have'

^

Argentine

Out li nctures

Season

in 1947

ah elfin charm and decided exuberBuenos Aires.
Argentina's films critics de- ance to recommend her, but not
cided to hand out Oscars for 1945, much acting experience as yet. The
prints for. the Go-Ordinator's office
the middle of the current year, latest coiner is Olga Zubarry, who
in the time also found that rather about
mushroomed to. stardom almost overthan serve as competition, showings they voted San Miguel Studios' "La

'

pix productiiin imd to theatre building and distributiott to almost every
country.

"

shown by the John Hay Whitney
office during the war and found
that many of those who viewed them

validity
Fact that the inter-American setup ment which has a certain
which obviously smaclcs ol a developed new trade.
has become a two-way street with but
the Latins coming here in increasing bold up.
Metro, Warners ,at(d others have
numbers as well as Yanquis heading
on the other hand most Latin set up foreign sales' networks for the
south has also bad a treniendous countries have had no' need for such narrow-gauge films in many Latin
effect in overcoming the touchiness action.
If anything, they have an situations. WB, which is concentrat-

I

has its compensations.
Time was, and not so long ago, when if one had advertised a screening of a set of magic lantern slides in a theatre heretofore accustomed
to super-duper features, there would have been a queue at 9 o'clock
to the morning, waiting to purchase tickets. And where customers,
when shopping for first run films to see, used to ask, "Who's iti it?",
now they say. "What, him again?" Not that business is not there for
the asking, but the asking has to be comprehensively 100%. In the
main, business is somewhat behind the war years but still most sat-

still

;

now

FULLER

J.

Theatre Circuit)

Melbourne.

examples of pix where the
In only one Latin country-Argen- citod as
was both authentic and
tina-have official headaches con- Laiin aspect
the stones and production
tinued to plague show biz, although vital and
grade. Metro's "Holiday in
Chile and "pTru' have threatened to also top
was strong in liatin
furnish new worries. Presidcjit Juan Mexico' also
D. Peron in Buenos Aires, operating America.
Question of dubbing, while still
through his wife, the former Evita
Duarte, a one-time radio actress who much debated, seems to indicate that
has the top say in everything regard- if done well it will be highly accepting film.s. radio and allied fields, has able. Metro, which has been a strong
renot only renewed the Old fight to defender of dubbed product, has
take a p.c. of all revenue collected ported that, contrary to general

situation
looms as one of
the healthiest
in the interna-

(FttUer's

To coin a much-used cliche, "The honeymoon is over," as far as
show business in Australia is concerned. Nevertheless, show business

By RAY JOSEPHS
With travel restrictions off, coin
•bunctant and Eut^pean competition
not yet apparent to any worthwhile
degree. Latino entertainment biz

W^edncsdaf, January 8, 1947

Amiwiierttiry

1947 Likely to Provide M-Time Peak
For U. S. Show Biz in Latin America

.

When

Dama Duende"

("The Ghost Lady")

the best picture of the year. The
rated four prizes:
for best direction, to Luis Saslavsky;
best adapta|tion pi a legit plot to the
screen, to Maria Teresa Leoii and
Rafael Alberti; best musical score,
to Julian Bautista, maestro; best
decoration and sets, to Gori Munoz.

production also

Le

a result of, Mirtha
refusing the lead in

night,

as

"The

grand's

Naked Angel." She has beeh given
unprecedented

ballyhoo, but frpni
the acting point of view she has only
her evident determination to suc-r
'

ceed to recommend her.
Local studios have been luckier
in discovering good male acting talent. Andres Mejuto came to the fore
in "La Dahia Diiende'' and did some
AAA
scene stealing
from t,uis Angel
Diosdado, another good - Iboktog
Spaniard. Marcial Manent, another
actor from Spain, via experience to
from France and Sweden, where it French films, gave an excellent perhAs recently been exhibited. Now formance as Schubert in "Inspirafrom Hollywood comes the an- cion." and is slated for stellar honors
nouncement that Metro has decided in his next picture.
to sign up Hugo Fregonese, young
Argentine director, vvho was respon-

ing on the Latin field, is using 18
features selected by a poll of foreigh
branch managers in addition to a
like number of shorts which will be
This year all the signs point to
combined in a one-feature-one-short
for its
package for distribution. In many the Oscars going to
cases these are shown in sheds, tents, production of "Donde Mueren las
Palabras" "(Where Words End"),
Or to al fresco audieiices.
which has been getting accolades

Aside from pix another major
Latin development has been the increasing Latin interest in U.S. legit,
concert and other entertainment
Typical has been the strong
fields.

biz done in B. A., Rio and Mexico
City, the three top Latin capitals by
local translation^ of Broadway and
classic U, S. hits^ Argentine version
of Norman Krasna's "My Dear Ruth"
ran more than eight months in
Buenos Aires, No. 1 hit of the past
season. In Rio half a dozen legit
productions were translations, running the range from O'Neill's "Desire
Under the Elms" to "Gaslight."

AAA

the
for
production.
received his first pic
training in Hollywood and told the
prifes that his agreement with Metro

sible

Fregonese

will allow

Aires

Gran

him

to return to Buenos
in 1947 to make "La-

early
Tentacion'' for

ALFAR,

a

new

production unit, but subsequently he

would

like

Hollywood.

to

settle

definitely

in

•

U.S.
,

Filni

Gomedi.es

Continued from p^ge
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probably will bp in the future so far
as this market is concerned.

Pix
coHsistehtly
which
have
drawn unfavorable comment are the
trick films such as "All That Money
Can Buy," "Tales of Manhattan,"

Closing of the Copacabana, Urea
Fregonese and Carlos Hugo Chris- "Here Comes Mr. Jordan," and
and Atlantico Casinos meant that top tensen are Argentina's two youngest "Flesh and Fantasy." The brilliant
bands, acts and similiar attractions directors, the "blue eyed boys" of imaginative
these
situations
in
proof Ibat wartime cooperation has
were no longer able to go to Brazil an industry which seems to lack films, so popular in the States, are
been built on a permattent and firm cock 'Notorious," former set in but it's expected these restrictions any promising young directorial utterly foreign to. the German menbasis,"
Buenos Aires and latter to Rio, are may be lifted shortly.
material. At any rate, in the last tality and they only stir up ridicule
couple of years the only newcomer and actual revulsion.
on the way up seems to be Daniel
About a third of the film theatres
Tinayre, a Franco-Argentine who re- in the U.. S. zone are showing old
Singapore Black Market
.

I

'

.

Goes Over,

*Art'

l(K)

B,0.

NG

in Italy

The year

Fills IN 1946

just

Loaded With

Rome.
ending was a very

of

view

of

finances,

however,

In

it

could hardly have been worse.

Many

12

months

Italian

studios

turned out over 100 films, topping all
prewar records. True, most of these
were lemons, but some hits, such as
"Open City," "Paisa" and "Eugenie
Grandet," were also turned out. And
the important fact was that the industry got on its feet through private financing, with none of the old
government subsidies, and gave
work to large masses of technicians and skilled laborers who
would otherwise haVe been an
added burden on the semi-bankrupt

important
new foreign
plays, banned or unavailable during the war, were staged with
considerable success. There was a
long spell of "existentialism" which
filled theatres in Rome and Milan
with followers and detractors of
Camus, Sartre and Anhouil. O'Neill
was represented throuj^hout the
year with great success.
Still,
most Italian stage companies are national ecbnoniiy,
'

]

r

[

\
'

j

i

,

^ P«

training

given as yet.
"^^W^"^

Po.stwar edition of the International
;Film F<istival at Venice, as well as
iviajn
reason
for
this
is
the several minor film festivals throughheavy amusement tax levied by the out the country.
Italian
films
government, about 30% of b o. take. were exported, and met with sueThen, the cost of living and trans-; cess. A new development in film.s
portation of personnel and equip- in Italy was also the beginning of
ment has risen oiit of proportion producing agreements between for'ncrease in ticket prices. eign and ItaUan interests. Sevcrar
T'j
Ana, finally, the government has British and French pictures were
withdrawn not only all subsidies to .shot in Italy, and Columbia also
theatre companies, but also the made an agreement to the same efnormal facilitations in traasporta- feet with an Italian company,
tion, taxes, etc., which companies
No new names have emerged
enjoyed before tht war. Unless a among actors or directors, but the
way to re-flnance stock companies number of new people in the inJs found, next season will see a dustry makes it quite likely that
jnackcd decrease in .the loive of there will be many.nw stars around

:

,

I

.

we

!
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;
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German

pix.
with
objectionable
angles carefully deleted. They outdraw the Hollywood pictures. How-

ever, of all

non-German

Ameri-

pix,

•

'

It otit
_ ;

20.

Ten thousand rolls of photographic
film have been smuggled into Singa(jbre during the last few months, ac-

industry, emerging from four years
of war with most of its eqiiipinent
and facilities destroyed.

From the viewpoint of "art", the
past year has been a good one for
the Italian stage.
From the point

Mirtha Lefirst

France, with Paramount.
According to present, estimates
Argentine studios will turn out 100
pix in 1947. San Miguel Studios has
anticipated Other studios by publishing a list of 20 forthcoming productions for 1947. Argentina Sono
Film is blueprinting another score

in

can are by far the most popular.
Recently in Berlin a public opinion
survey
was made on celluloid.
American product headed the list,
British foUov^ed, with relatively few
favoring Rus.sian and French.
cording to reports reaching Manila,
German-dubbed fltms are soon to
and a large quantity of film rolls of pix, Lumiton places its estimate
smuggled from Hongkong and Manila at 18- AAA, which has never made be provided in larger number.
more than two or three pix a year About 50 will be distributed annuis on the market,
These rolls are made in the Unit- before this, is planning on produc- ally, in the Yank zone. As soon as
ed States. The smugglers sell them tion of no less than, six, to be rolled contract is signed with Disney Stuto black marketeers for $2.50. They at the old Baires studios, until their dios, Walt Disney pix will be screenare resold to the public for |3:50, own studios at Florencio 'Varela are ed. Hollywood product will gain in
popularity as fast as the audiences
though the correct price is aboiit 90e. completed.
get accustomed to actors.
Meanwhile, after nearly a year's
New Producing Cos.
work in the jungle.s of North Malaya,
The White Hope
The new production companies,
shooting thousands of feet of film
But by and large, the white hope
for a 46-minute documentary record created in the last 18 months, are
of
the rehabilitation
of
Malaya Atica, Sur, PYAA, Oeste Films of of the film industry in present-day
Germany is .the German-made prod.since the Japanese surrender, the Chivilcoy and two units in formalast two members of the Crown Film tion, to which no name has been
uct.
The art is slowest to recover
Manila, Dec.

special year for the Italian picture

Rome.

cently married actress
grand. Tinayre got his

mn^

Malaya Documentary Set

,

i

I

Pbr the last five years practically
Ralph Elton, unit director of a hucleus: of four Englishmen and nine no front-line stars have emerged on
Malayans,
and Denny Densham, the Argentine pic horizon, and the
cameraman. Their departure closes public must be longing for some
Crown Film's operations in Malaya. new faces to supplement those of
While in London they will help in E'lisa Galve. Mirtha Legrand, Delia
the editing and cutting of their post- Garces, Maria Duval, ZuUy Moreno
war
„„. Malayan
„.„.„j„. saga, which Is
™„vc« and Silvana Roth, who revolve be„ woven
variously around the
Sultan of fore them in interminable succession. On the "heavier" side, they see
Perak; a force Of 13§ officers' w^
interpret the British attitude and Mecha Ortiz, Amelia Bence, Rosa
..
»
.^ ... - military
Rosen, Elsa O'Connor and. Tilde
who merge into
the
British
administration;
Danish rubber Thamar, with only an occasional
a
planter who watches the beginning picture
by their great favorite
of th? revival of industry; an ordi- Libertad Lamarque, and of course
nary Chinese citizen, a Malay peas- Nini Marshall for comic relief.
ant. and many other lesser characDuring 1946, two starlets have
ters, as well as Japanese prisoners of come up out of the depths of anonvvar and political 4g«r,^i
,,' ymity .ip, Sysjajiitfii f i•|xl•(^^,^whp|ilas
.

in s^ite of fact that this country, always excelled in 'the cinema. War-

damaged production facilities and
want of essential commodities such
as capital and actors have held up
recovery.
Germany's "Hollywood"
at Babelsberg, near Berlin, where
UFA'S chief studios are located, was
stripped almost clean by marauders,
and only a few of the production
units are in action, In the U. S. sector of Berlin, two UFA studios, rela,

undamaged, are still attempting at this late date to move into
production but here again recovery
is almost impossible due to shortages
in food for employees, coal for the
buildings and celluloid for the cameras ^ttie common affiction of all of
the country,,
^
tively

—

^
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.
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^
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London Legit Producers Well-Seared

StabiikedC^
Budapest,

to

like
after
"

i.

last

rniilfl .en
<!fll
couw

-„„,.i,.dn
/imeiican

I

dollars '"^
his
for
nis aouais

Europe's

into

"

""'''^

l"^"

I

Kertay

reg-

^^^^ intellectual hit in

"No War in Troy," an oldie from
Solidifying of! the French classics.
Despite fair to solid business in
made revival of show1^8^ houses, managers claim they
again
are
theatres
and
Wz
"""'^^y °° anything short of a
harriin of little new
-i,. '5i„v. th^ioh
thriving, though barren ol
gmasheroo. Taxes are heavy-up to
53% on so^e .lasses of admis.sions
'ideas or class productions.
Legit prices run to 20 forints (about
But the Magyar picture industry
$2> top and are fixed by law.
A
is thoroughly kaput. Studios which
as 100 features star with a draw can get 600 forints
out as many
.
turned
^„.„
a day. Average salary for a second
In a pi'ewar year (mostly quickies)
Jead runs around 200 forints (under
.are completely shut down. Rea.son
of

trillions

By
It's

who

-most expensive city.

|

!

j

!

,

j

|

Present-day

|

I

$20) a day. In the case of opera
and^ National theatre, state subsidies
help out

with only 20r of the counprewar houses still usable,
and these in 'hands of political,!
'
parties, mainly Communists (latter
have HiO film theatres), even quickies
is that

1

try's 700

.

•

i

_

Hungarian is one of
can't pay.
Europe's least exportable languages.
Markets, except for minor Hungarian colonies in the U. S. are
altogether within, the smair country
itself.

Managers also point out dangers
of being in showbiz at all these days.
Despite their ^lotual slight minority
government; the Red.s dominate
with the Russian occupation army
to back them up.
A criticism panning a show on idealistic grounds
a?ide from dramatic worth can cost

in

'

!

no longer the money kings Up
*?n Aiicust GIs and Yank dipjdmats
••were paid in dollars. Three bucks
uvo
,7mnU hiiv
p hi"
di„ evening for iwo
buy a
would
with champagne and lavish tips to

P"''*'*^^'

gypsy

musicians.

denunciations

.

and

i

i

]
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Hollywood

On

making

been

call.

Hylton has made .such a Jot of money m the last
lew years that he no longer needs any outside backers,
Most of his .support comes from the People's Enter-'
tamment Society, which is a play-producmg outfit
of the Co.operaUve Society, which has unrestricted
p^^r^.^^

many
-

The excep-

have

There's quite a list of big "outside" business men
who.se sideline is .show biz. Jack Hylton, one of the
foremost .of the British show producers, used to
have quite a miscellaneous collection of these backers.
His most intriguing was an elderly gent, said to be a
farmer, who invested in several Hylton ventures,
including
"The Merry Widow" and "Peter Pan."
which have proved annual revenue-yielding propo.sitions to him lor years. He is often to be seen around
the West End, with his small black bag, looking more
like a farmer than a person connected with this
glamo, ou.« bu.smess.

I

theatrical figure's are in jail or
Jot Nazi- collaboration or

'

promoters
,

and

i

m

^,
There

'

flte

the

i

b.o.
™«?=g".,,'"0'-<^ t*^^" «
std^
sizable traffic
s
a

Most noticeable fact in Budapest's;
lhrivfng nightlifei.sthatAmel^cans

show

muqh money that they no longer need any outside backing. But there are still some who still hanker
after a bankroll, with ready investors at their beck

so

'

j

London,
in promi-

it's

astrou.sly.

'

-

-And

In former years these were a great help to mushroom promoters. And though they usually finished
up on the wrong side of the ledger, they were still
ready to listen to the next promotion. But some of
these backers, having profiled in their first ventures,
hayfc been investing ever since, more often dis-

j

possible,

HARRY REGENSBERG

always anxious to crash show
invaribly the hard-boiled tycoons
are the easiest suckers.

business.

!

i

.currency has

phenomenal the way prominent men

nent industries are

|

^^^^j.^^, ^

,

pengoes,

Money Played an important Factor

"
Spanish Civil
War problems.
Trancisca Gaal, who had a brief
prewar Hollywood career opens this
week in "Claudia," unreviewed at
this
writing.
Recent version of
O'Neill's ''De.sirc Under the Elms"

today is the revolution in naeconomy brought about by

tional

August's stabilization of the
currency. This converted Budapest
from a fiscally crazy town where an

On Financing Where Formerly 'Outside'

Column." Papers and public don't
it much, particularly so long

l

Hungarian show-

Biggest fact in

Anniversary

p^^^gj^pf'

^^.^j.^^^

,

own

orgaiiize its

,^ ^

Most recent arrival to the industry is John McCormick, who used to promote show biz in the sticks.
He has now blossomed forth as a regular West Ender,
with enough backing to acquire -the Strand theatre
for .$(i00,000. His angels are Gordon Stewart, head of
Stewart & Arden, one of the biggest auto-di.stributing
companies in England, and Alfred Shipman, of Shipman & King, millionaire picture theatre owners.
Henry Sherek. who has carved himself a s;ery
important niche in the West End legit field since returning from the .services, gets most of his support
from Stewart Cruick-Shanfcs (head of Howard &
Wyndham theatres), and in a .smaller way from Jack
Bloom, local antique dealer, and Claude Langdon,

who operates the Hammersmith Palais de Danse.'
Sherek al.so has an arrangement with the Theatre.
Arts Council, a .semi-Government concern, whereby
he can produce plays which are immune from Iheatre
tax. This wayi he has a surplus of something like
.flOO.OOO with which' to play. Mo.st of his ven(tire.<!
have proven successful, with backers literally' lining
up on the door.step.
'

Tennent and

TAG

J

H. M. Tennent, Ltd., biggest legit purveyor in the
West End, is another company not in need of outside backing. In the olden days, its main support iused
to be .John McLean, a prominent Scottish bookmaking
firm.

But

the.'e

days

it

can well stand on

its

own.

One of its important sources of revenue is its a.ssociation with the TAG, having produced .several
plays ip conjunction with this body. It now enjoys
a surpUus .of ¥220,000. Tennent, however, lo.st $72,000
in operating the Lyric, Hammersmith, producing arty
plays in conjunction with TAC.

Fil th Shephard, with so many successes to his credit,
parties from its members all over the country, arranging American is inevitably asked ing- for visits fo the West End, providing transportahas little use for outside coin. But ^hen in need
screaming eaglesi
swarmed
of big money he can always call upon a city insurance
endless questions i bbut the many tion. meals, and, when necessary, hotel accommodations,
Then American wives and. families talented Hungarians .in New York
closely identified with Lloyd's,
man,
and Horace
Hylton is still loyal to his old backers, one especially
and the dough picture'
arrived
Fletcher, director of Hilbery, Chaplin & Co., big real,
Molnar, the xv«,ua
Korda being C. J. Lytle, American adverti.smg
Hollywood, xwouim,
and rioiiywoou
aim
advertising man.
man, who
Changed simultaneously. Now doi.
estaters.
Ladislas in the old day.s used to back Laddie Cliff and Stanley
.Jarg sell in black market only at a
Alexan
Bus-Fekete, .Erne.st Vajda,
Charles B, Cochran's latest bankroll to promote his
Lupino musical ventures. Although he has sworn off
,1 advantage over the
tr» V»/m
legal ex-;
,v
small
„ ow,,'' „ '^ .,„t. „
„
der Ince, S.
Sakall and lots of investing in .«how biz. it's understood he still puts up
present revue, "Big Ben," at the Adelphi, which is
ichatige rate. Lots of 'the Americans
others are the envy and hope of some" coin now and again.
reputed to have co-st $60,000, is a mystery in the bi2.
married lopal gals who wanted a
great majority of show
But actually his backers are outside the theatre.
^^'^ very
trip to the states or the protection
Arnold Self-SiiKiiiitiina
They are Sir Harold Boulton and Sir Louis Sterling,
P«°P>« "^^^
"
. of
U. S, passports.
•»
?rvt
who is retired firom the disk biz. Cochran has already
ception would
like l^'
to emigrate to
But the nightlife spenders of toTom Arnold is another show producer who no
gotten back his production cost.
have very little
u. S.-and
day are again Hungarians and an chance to do so.
logger needs outside support. But in former years his
Linnit & Dunfee is another concern that gets any
assortment of Balkan nationalities
most important backer used to be Cecil Moore, head
help it needs from in.side the biz, with most of its
Latter fact is particularly true of Littlewoods, football-pool promoters, arid chain
with wads of assorted currencies
shows being done in association with H, M. Tennent,
much stronger than the scrip dol- because so few car. work in Eng store owners.
New company, owning three West End theatres and Ltd.
lars to which the Yanks are now re- Hsh. Outside of a couple of opera
Show biz seems to have a big attraction for dress
ready to buy more, is Edmar Productions, which
atricted. A high-class dinner with a! singers who have been booked for
manufacturers. Most important one is Charles Glore,
string
American appear- hides identity of Eddie Horan and Marianne Davis,
cocktail, good wine and a brandy second
operator of Richards, string of gown shops, who re'
will set one back $6 to $10 a hqad. ances this winter, the only export both Americans, former musical comedy scorer and
cently disposed of the London Casino, to Emile Littler
meal tn a Jack andxCharlie style yet arranged is for Valeria Hidvegy, latter cabaret artist. AH the backing they need is
and Tom Arnold for $1,0*S,G00'. He is aliso freeholder
restaurant
might run $20.
The a young and rielatively inexperi- provided by Sir John Leigh, multi-millionaire real
of the Prince of Wales' theatre, the lessee of which
Americans stick pretty close to enced blonde from the local stage. estater. Company's present holdings comprise the
is General Theatres Corp. And he has recently achome or visit the bars where a She's been signed by Pascal for Saville, Dujzhess and Duke of York's theatres.
quired interest in the Piccadilly theatre.
'
Emile Littler has all the money he wants for his
slug of local cognac sells for 50c. Loridon arid Hollywood, despite liniAnother dress manufacturer who has fallen for
ventures, but for his big shows he's still backed by
sit alone
and .ogle the dolls ited English.
, GIs
show biz is Lou Cooper. He owns the' "Whitehall
while the latt^sr case the swarthy
Three studii i With total of seven Eagle Star Assurance Co.; Charles Gulliver, who
theatre, which he has leased to stripper Phyllis Dixey,
money men from Eumania and Ca.r- large and fully equipped sound formerly controlled the London Theatres of 'Variety,
Ostrer Bros.; his
and is on the lookout for more theatres. Freddy
patho-Russia.
stages are ready for work in the till he sold out some years ago to
Stark is still another in the satiae business gone
Budapest area.- However there's brother. Prince Littler, and S. H. Newsome, big
Riin-nown Lerlt
theatre-minded. He has just purchased the Small arty
operator.
'been only one production started theatre and provincial revue
Lindfiey theatre, off the beaten track, which' became
Bernard Delfont. who controls many- interests, has
Budapest legit hou.ses are about since the' war's end. That was a
famous overnight .due to its having staged the
as run-down (quite aside from -war dual language job for German and as his biggest backer Eddie Hall, formerly racing
phenomenal click, "Pick-Up Girl," now acquired
damage) as any in Europe. Produc- Magyar release with Francisca Gaal, motorist, and now garage proprietor. In his earlier
by Tom Arnold,
tions are, in general, equally sleazy Then Liingeri, Hans MoSer and other days, he was also backed by Mecca Cafes and Hyams
Also having acquired a yen for the biz Is G. T.
in
both
mounting; and creative Vienne.se imports. Shooting, under Bros., picture theatre operators. But latter have now
de.spite
Smith, chemist. His first venture was an interest in
worth. The opera is first-class and pro.ducer-director Akos Ratony, who s-witched to' Lew and Leslie Grade, who.
"Is Your Honeymoon Really Necessary?" which at
boasts sohie talent that would be at was a former assistant of Korda in their monicker, are Delfont's brothers. The Grades
this writing is in its third year in the West End. Play
home in La Scala of the Met. But London and on the Coast, was about mostly confine their activities to provincial re-vue
Hyams
is understood to have netted $800,000.
the dramatic thehtre is down at the a third finished when paak inflation producing and agency biz, in all of which the
Latest entry into the show biz field is Peter Dearing.
freres have an intere.st.
heels for both talent and ideas.
period plus poor income outlook
Finally there is Sol Harris, Glasgow .shirt manuLee Ephraim's backers are the Littlers and Alfred
Town's current hit is "Janika." made completion impossible. Back
facturer, always ready to dip his hand into his pocket
E. Bundy. head of United Kingdom AdverUsing Co.,
This is a low comedy of the "Abie's ers withdrew and players went
for any show biz<project.
provide 'hlm with all the money he needs.
In.sh Rose" genre by Istvan Bekeffi home to Vienna.
and Adorjan Stella, latter one of! Ratony. set for a London reunion
I,
4^.>m*n
J—l^i^
^
F e w Perkins
Hungarian.s
town's l^j^^
best-known playwrights
andJ with the Kordas in December,
hopes lywood-hungry
Fridolin Undecided
critics.
Sloppily set and costumed, to take the sets and completed nega- Hollywood pix that have filtered \n
to Ireland
It's about
an actress (Ida Turay) tive to Vienna studios and complete have met with big takes 2<)th-Fox s
in
(incidentally
NSG
Sulhvans
"The
Paris Offer;
First
London.
who swindles her errant husband by it. Ratony, who used to turn out as
Bene
here.
big
went
Germany)
playing her own 13-year-old .son and many
James E. Perkins, new managing
Hungarian
84 prewar
as
th^ old man for a sucker. Turay is quickies a year to resounding prof- Davis, Ginger Rogers and Jeanette director of Paramount Pictures in
Engiisli Revile in
M^^Do'^aJd
buxom and plays -thr role for plenty! its, explained that with present
Montreal.
tS-^°?t "^h Great Britain, accompanied by his
of sex appeal. But no U. S. audience small number of hou.ses available, here, as does the late Leslie Howard wife; F. E,
utchirson. Par's head
Gratien Gelinas (Fridolin), French
Hun,gary. But on^
would go for her in a kid's short pK,g political dangers and heavy who was born
of sales in Britain, and Tony RedPostwar U. S titles have hit Buda- din, director, oif to Ireland where Canada's leading legit figure, has
paiits and heavy eye makeup.
taxation, shootings are not likely to |16
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VJon Sardy, a local Sinatra with
broad shoulders and matinee idol
is a draw
at this one and
patronizingly tosses a couple of
r igs
to
the customers between
doses of heaviest sort of hack sitliation comedy.
It's a wow here dojng SRO biz. With .just the right

'

face,

ca-t, particularly -in the boy-actress
double bit, it could conceivably go

'on ISroadway, as did "Abie." But
would be a very long shot indeed.

are
:

|

i

'

;

'

it

Budapest's musical hit of the mois
"Three Girls." Veteran
comic Latabar makes this one palatwith business that wouldn't
go in any other language or milieu.
Rest of cast, sets and clothes look
like
something salvaged from
Kpster and Bial's. In a smaller vein
is a revival of "Who's My Poppa," a
sort of burlesque French farce with
music for which Stella dia the book
some years ago.

ment

be worth- While for a :long time to
cOme. After admission taxes (over
50%) and other government cuts

|

I

less

skimmed off pix grosses, there's
than 15% left for the producer,

Possibility is foreseen that Russjans through, their Sovexportfilm
distribution and production outfit
may try some Hungarian language
shooting or. at least do some .syn*
chronizing of German and Russian
sound tracks of Magyar consumption. Meanwhile only a very small
undreds of oldies in
part of the
Budapejit vaults are showable under
currently strict and narrow inter'
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FOR ARGENTINA
Buenos

.

;

received an offer to bring his en-

revue over to Paris but acceptance of the offer is being held
tire

'

j

atre

meet

officials.

sqlid

Aires.

Argentina
enjoyed
_
a sock concert
_
...
season during 1946, only snag topi-etations of political laws. Almost Qg^-gg ^^^^^ (Fejer's brother runs! wards the end being the musicians'
every pix i. sure tp have .some ^(,6 Mayflower hotel, N. Y.) are at strike.
player, director or writer a.ssociated piano and drums. These boys have
Lack of concert halls and suitable
on the CoUaboratipnist g seemingly limitless repertoire in theatres for concert series is a great
y}^^. jf y^'^^
to the
blacklist Or unacceptable
languages including practically drawback to development of the
;Red.s,
f
,
-everything standard as well as a country's concert biz, and it is hoped
Hardly any liew lII S. prpdiict has flock of feoff:' individual routines, that the government decision tO
yet reacheid Budapest though -pres- Their nine year.s Of a.s.^ocialion was build an auditorium with a sOating
the serious .side, National the- ent MPEA conferences in Paris are interrapted by stays in Dachaii, but eapacity of 20,000 or rtibre will go
put on Hemingway's "Fifth expected to setf soihe actiprl for Hol- they are gOoS.'Ja's-everi
far tbward.s easing this .«ifMat;on.

able, but

On

they'll

oJ

Junket is part of a tour which ha.s
taken Par's contingent to all parts
J^""
"'t^of the United Kingdom to enable
Budapest is, en.ioying a dizzy boom them to fneet exhibitors and trade
in night life. Famous "Arizona Bar" personalities for purpose of furtheri.s
the showiest .spot in town ing biz. v
still
"with a big band and glass dance
Casanova Packs
/floor, pi u.s ,shovv.
them in with a striptease by Deri
Sari, former legit actress.
''"j^

D'<^k

tip

due

to the fact that Fridolin

may

to do an all-EnglLsh revue
this side first. Whether he'll do

decide

on

the English show or go abroad will
be decided within the next few days.
All details of the French proposition haven't been finalized yet, but
according to Fridolin he'd go across
on some kind of a guarantee deal,
Fridolin is wary because the Frsnch
Government has' placed on embargo
on the exporting of frahc.s. He'd go
to France for a limited engagement
of a month or six weeks.
Fridolin's latest revue, "Pridolinons," which was a potpourri of the
best sketches of his previous revues,
recently concluded engagements in
Montreal and Quebec, to huge boxoffices. In Montreal, show garnered
an average of $20,000 per Week for
nine weeks at the i,400-.seater Mobumtfnt National at $55:40 fop,
'

.

IMTEKMATIIIWAI.
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Motion Picture Appetites Abroad
That $80,000,000 British Film Marlcet
Now Fully Satisfied
Studying
Is Worth Having it's Worth

If

And Not by

U.

COWAN

1948), our prophecy is that the new
Act will be less favorable to Hollywood than the pre::;nt. Hollywood
"Eternally Youi-s"— he asked producers, ii wise, will base their
ever to take place in England, I me to check a menu for a British future plans on this premise.
If they want to retain their hold
ventured to remark to an eminent restaurant scene. The items were
British producer that we expected typical Brown Derby or Lindy's. In o. the Sritisai market they should
concenthis would be an anriual event And answer to my agonized query he eliminate B pictures and
then proceeded to say "one yeiar a told me David Niven .had written it, trate on raising the mental level of
British film; one .year .^erican." and when I taxed the latter, he their product. Good entertainment
In
stupid
entertainment.
needn't
it a true
be
thought
with
he
producer
replied,
confessed
that
which
the
To
cynical laughter—"American! It will English bill of fare. A minor inci- addition to exchanging stars, an inup with dent, perhaps, but significant of terchange of producers would be
take them years to cat
much. The remedy is easy, and Hol- particularly beneficial to Hollyus."
wood; If a market is worth having,
know," 1 murmured lywood can afford it.
don't
."I
and we know $80,000,000 a yeaj^ls,
humbly, "they've got one or two
To return to our main problem—
then that markei -is worth' studying
fscir picture makers— Willie Wyler,
why British audiences prefer the i all its as|>ects^ especially from
GarFrank Capra, George Stevens,
average British to the average HolBut
son Kanin—they might get crack- lywood picture. They are tired of the customer's i>Dint of view. .
not by "experts'^ Who spend a forting any day now,"
the U. S. product. It is monotorious
night over here.
His; reply was loist in a welter of and unreal, It seems divorced from
congratulations showered on him by fact and fiction. Hollywood producsycophantic admirers for one of his ers are worried, rightly so, when
recent films that may well cost his they see dwindling returns from
UlSarkals
backers a small fortunt. And left tff this country, but what do they do
myself I mumbled the names of about jt? They -end experts over
S£ C<>ntlnnea (rem page ISI sss
John Ford, John Huston, Robert who make "exhaustive surveys" in
endless
chain of them
turf
s
an
Riskin, Burgess Sflereutb, Anatole a fortnight. 'Obey come to the con*
coming off the conveyor belts.
Litvak, Doug Fairbanks, Jr., and elusion that (1 quote), "England has
Imagination and enterprise will
Robert Montgomery, i wanted to tell suffered so much by way of damage
do
it.
have
stars,
the techYou
the
this omhiseieBt producer that sooner and pi-iyatibn durii.;, and since" the
nicians. Hollywood has a'flne reputhat to most English moviecr later 1 expect these men to lay
tation for good pictures when it
about them, and to bring Hollywood goers today, an. average American
Every
tries.
the
poor
ones.
Keep
out
picture is unbelievable." So far so
again in touch with reality.
now and then someone says there'll
Let's face facts frankly. For the good Then comes an elaboration;

quickly the British go native oiver
there. Visiting the Walter Wanger
set some years ago he was mak-

London.

Entering the Empire for the

Eoyal

Command
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time being man> of our producers
have acquired an outsize arrogance
born of. some of Hollywood's vaga
They have seen their pictures
rles.
fcyored' by British picturegoers.
Gone are the days vJhen a British
film would empty a cin6ma or cavise
a near riot. Today British films are
grossing as much, or more, than
Hollywood's product Whether some
rf the films' will earn their negative
cost is another matter but that Is
raainly a headache for
and Sir Alex Korda.

Arthur Rank

i

"whereas the average Englishman
^g^^^ t^^^gy
l,jjy ^
j^yj^g
very

small

worn-out garments,
see pictures of

^^^ppy
j^^^
f

t

jj

So when they

American actors

in

guitg^ actresses in beaut.of)ns, even children in
sportswear, they cannot acas being true."
•

;

But at the moment that can b&
consolation to a Hollywood
that sees its takings hrare shrinking.
The fact remains that the oncefarcical British motion picture industry is a force to be reckoned
with in the British Empire, and, if
Rank plays his cards well, it is destined to find its place on the screens
One temporary conq£ America.
soling factor for Hollywood: physical limitations and the unnatural

be.no more "B" pictures—iHoilyvifbod
is going to give us nothing but "A"
material. The problem isn't solved

American-made by retitling "B" features into "A's."
There does seem to me to be a
lack of contact between producers

car,

films show a luxurious crop of big
gas-eaters ... By the same token,
most Britishers today are going in
clothes that are little better than

:

.

There's only one reply to this—
boloney.

and patrons.

must

find

take,

what

That link
outfit

I feel

that production

Audiences
tinker's cuss

how

care a
don't
big the cars are,

or how
the hero of heroine is
dressed. They're amused when a
typist wears mink and has a penthouse' on her weekly salary, but
they don't give a rap. They pay
their money to see "Easy to Wed"
with all its millionaire luxury be-

entertainment They
queue for "Blue Skies" with its
night club finery because it is a good
picture.
They nix scores of t>ictures set in luxury or poverty because

our producers curtail
of pictures we turn out.
But reconditioning, reconstruction
ai.l re-equipping will give considerable additional studio space, and
Rank must be learning by now that
making a normal picture needn't take
six months or a year.' Eye-opener
the

here

of

number

it

is

cause they're bad pictures. It isn't
your opulence and ostentation, or
even (on the screen) your bad manners, that keeps folk out of the
has been "So Well Remembered," einema. We accept your way of life.
joint BKO-Bank venture with an It may in the long run be bad for
American director and producer America that We do so, but that is
which took 70 days at Denham. This a question for Washington and the
may well be the forerunner of the conscience of Hollywood, If it's good
right and most successful <7pe of entertainment,
according to
our
cooperation.
standards, we pay for it.

nationalistic and «nti-An>eri
can.
could fill this column with
British pictures the press slammed
and the public adored, and with
films the press praised and the public scorned.
The critics here are as
little loved by British companies as
they are by American. "We are not
boxofflce tipsters," say the scribes,
and their bouquets and brickbats

We

over-rates the

but

or origin. They have beer, more
chivalrous to sorae of Hollywood's

New York

than

efforts

Criticp

that's

have

been.

Q. of his audience,

I.

more

pardonable

than

.

True there is a small arty coterie
What Of the future? With all our
wl.o believes tl.e merit of a film to
boasting and boosting here is a sigin inverse ratio to its boxofflce
nificant
fact.
According to the
success. It's a noisy little clique who
latest report of the Films Council
ish adjectives on the obscure and
<year ended Sept. 30, 1945) exhi,
uncominercial,_^ but although they ^itors failed
in 1,014 cases to show
the percentage of British feature
^l?**!!!
little in the sum total.
fv
films demanded by the Quota Act.
In the previous year it was 977.
Keasona,1>l^ Beq[u«it
t
When one deducts the three big
Naturally wheh an American pro- circuits, approximately 1,200 theducer employs a British background atres, it is evident thtt a fair perwe, at least, der.iand accuracy, and centage of independent exhibitors
we are apt to see red when our in- were shy of British product. This
telligences are brutally insulted.
I means that Hollywood has been reargued this very point with Arthur ceiving more r oney than it should
Loew in New York 15 years ago. I have had according to British law.
maintained that a company spending But these conditions will not remain
a million dollars (a lot of money unaltered.
be

^

•

!

-

;

then) on a picture could weE afford
The quota situation is a thorny
an extra thousand or two for" expert problem, and even though Rank
He agreed. He said his may throw in all his weight and in^
that, but even fluence with the American coma clean sheet. panies against a new Quota Act
Hollywood, doesn't .realize, how (pcejseiU. .one exph-es_.March ..ai

4>dvice.

Company would do
Metro cannot claim
A

r.v

E

tt

B »

.«

1

'

ingly.',

Most American inotion picture companies are again operating in every
True, there are restrictions of one kind or another,
some serious and others purely of an nuisance type. These so-called.
Government restrictions are really the result of pressure groups composed
interests
and
local
producers. These local groups still believe that
of local
the opening of the doors to free enterprise and American pictures will
cause theon to lose the advantages which they usurped for themselves
during a period when Americans could not operate in the territories,
•jhese local interests are blind to the fact that open competition in motion
picture busiiiess is the healthiest basis upon which to .build an industry.
The more good pictures that are made aiid shown, the more eager are
motion pictuire audiences for new prdduct aiid new adventures on the
country of the world.

.

screen.

only those in this business who are short-sighted enough to believe
in monopolies and restricted markets, who will bring ruin to the markets
in which they operate.
The appetites for new and better entertainment
in most countries will never be completely filled, ahd the public will never
be satisfied. The American way of free enterprise for all, is the only
answer to a thriving motioii picture business in any part of the world.
It is

French Rekillng

And Prepping

If

Ralo

out ascertaining what are their sales
possibilities, or if they are acceptable or otherwise. We. stay in the

Sfructure

same stew.

fideo

for

picture

and economic setup. There is American audiences. Ruth Thomas,
sound staff, is
bottleneck in materials on the pro- formerly, on
duction end, but otherwise a general here working on scripts,' another
improvement is in sight, with en- American aide to Lange being
thusiasm for the future pretty high. Charles Lewyn, formerly with CBS.
litical

Mnhy British Fix Click
British
are achieving
pictures
great success in Atistralia, I think
the reason is obvious. They continue
to offer something
just
that which

different.

keeps

It

is

bringing

patrons along.

Every

executive in the picture
industry realizes that bad pictures
are bad advertisement, good pictures
lift us up. My plea is for a scientific
elimination of the weak ones, in a
serious attempt "to keep the entire
industry at top, all the time, no
matter where the pictures are made.
This is not to say that American
studios haven't tried. They have all
turned out magnificent hits, worthy
of the highest praise. They have
spent enormous sums, at other times,
on classic flopsi Other pictures have
shown lamentable lack of vision in
their conception; the over-use of
themes and stars is too painful a
story.

The

truth

is

who

that those

fail

Expansion

with American .radio, which would
considerably bolster the local schedlooks bright despite the confused po- ules and permit the French to reach
Paris.

The French radio-video

WNBG

French Radio is strictly non- It is hoped that arrangements now
will
materialize
commercial and entirely run from skedded
about
February.
American broadcasts here would
help considerably in the good work

Paris by a government agency under
Vladimir Porehe, son of the late
playwright Francois Porehe. Two
different programs are aired from
Paris, called Parisienne and Nationale, latter rel^Md by provincial
;

stations in

American picture^ are doing in making the French a little more receptive
to American ideas than they hava
shown themselves of late. ITiere is
no probability of French radio being

proce^^f

Technically

the

rehabilitation.
reclamation job,

carried out credlitataly, and against
heavy odds due to lack of equipment
and particularly tubes. The agency's
appropriation is about $16,000,000
yearly, the government getting some
revenue from the $2.50 yearly tax
paid by owners of radio sets, of

reopened to commercials. Stations
most easily reaching French audiences ftom the outside are Radio
Monaco, Radio Luxembourg and
Radio Andorra. Latter's wartime
operators
Jacques
and
owners,
Tremoulet and Etienne Lafont, have
lately been sentenced to death for
Nazi activities, but did not appear in

which

court.

after the Germans had left the country stripped of equipment, has been

.

4,500,000 are registered. It's
understood that there are a good
many tax evaders.
Though the agency is under government control, through the Ministry of Information, it is no pork
barrel, nor is it used to any considerable extent for propaganda purposes by any one political party.
Political patronage picks a few plums

Very Few Sets
Even

.

in the

programming

section

which

comparatively

if

unimpor-

tant in the international radio setup,
is making an effort to toe the
line f,or the time television will develop. There are very few sets here,

France

most of them within a 50-mile range
of the Paris Eiffel tower transsmitter.

The

reported 1,000 sets compare
poorly with the reported 12,000 in
America and the whopping 25,000 in
England.
But they evidence the
interest the French are taking in the
matter since a considerable proportion are homemade from material

is

the weakest point of the outfit. Since
no sponsor insists on booking exbusiness to retain those who are pensive talent, there is a tendency to
fill in with a lot of second raters, and
passe in it.
The world markets are clamouring accept poor scripts.
An effort is being made to give
for good goods. To supply anything
less is to fail to grasp the greatest good longhair music, and besides
opportunity ever afforded to us. transmitting concerts the outfit has
The masses are hungry for real en- its own orchestra of 90. Airing of
tertainment and if We can't give plays gives legit a boost. On audi
ence participation broadcasts, the
it to them, they'll go somewhere else.
'

treating them as hal£-witted children. What Hollywood needs most
is a gust of fresh air from the outside world and an infusion of new
yoang blood. It ?lso needs tc make
a few sensible rnistakes as it once
had the courage to da,

are bestowed as they think flii on
any work, irrespective of country

SEIDELMAN

,

a production
goes on making pictures with,
vital.

motion picture industry do it
But for some reason, doubtless due an injury.
They canpot be regarded
to many factors including the easyas permanent and must make way
going at the boxoffice, your average
for those who can assist us and take
export is not comparable with the us higher.
It is the law of business,
average British picture. True HoUyr and those
principles apply as much
wood turns out about 10 times the to our undertakings
as to anything
number we do, but almost every else. If ours is specialized
a
business,
British producer tries to take an then
specialists must continue to be
adult point of view. He sometimes found.
It is Unprofitable for
any

come

H.

what consumption can
needs, what it pays for.

is

the

Don't for one moment believe that
the British press or public has be-

J.

(Presiaent, Universal-lnt'l Fiinwy

The keen desire for American motion pictures iii countries deprived ol
such entertaituneht during the war years has been more or less filled.
Hungry appetites of motion picture audiences have been completely satisIn the first 12 to 18 months following liberatibn, no, questions were
fied.
asked, no story was tod poor, and no artist was too unknown; all that was
wanted was American motion pictures, and the industry provided that
from bulging film vaults that had been awaiting the day for doors to be
opened and screens to- be shining again.
The boom days are now over. The insatiable appetites for just American pictures no longer exist. Audiences are again restless, selective,
critical and full of knowledge of what is good and bad-in mdtioh picture
entertainment Through standard publicity channels, through old and
new magazines, through the re-birth of free newspapers and free pub*
licity, all audiences are now right up to date and up to the minute oh
Hollywood product, Hollywood personalities and so-called boxofflce winners. No longer will they accept nor queue up for just a motion picture
because it is American, or because it is Technicolor, or because it has not
been seen before. They know in advance, as our audiences here now
know the great atjd non-great, the good and the weak, and shop accord-

it

little

slowness

By

Spend aFa^ForliiighlSurveymgLondoii

S. 'Experts'

By MAURICE

f

W«4tte«day, January

AmAM-twrt

hard to find.
It's understood that* for fear of
having to pay a tax, some video set
owners do not report them. Evidence of the keenness of the French
for television is to be seen in their
At the dawn of 1947, as I write, perennial Saint-Granier is still the broadcasting
video programs for two
Australia is stepping into film pro- most popular emcee. Considerable
hours every afternoon and twice a
duction, too. It is not being done use is made of the disk library.
American
material is used an aver- week in the evening.
on just a national basis, but with
Russia
ahd
England, the only two
age
hour
a
with
day,
regular rea standard we feel will be compaother European countries with Video
rable with what is being done over- transmissions of "Voice of America."
American recorded music is also broadcasts, could do it more easily
seas.
used, suppleniented by live perform- than the French whose equipment
Recently Australia turned out
was raided by the Germans and who
some films "Smith" and "The Over- ers when some are available in
were left without any radar surplus.
landers" to mention two. They have France as in the case of Bernard
They are very short of tubes, and
really grossed big money in Aus- Hilda who gets on the air twice a
though they have good engineers, are
week.
tralia and are expected to do well
very short of skilled labor. Curoverseas. Neither of these could be
Badio for Propaeranda
rently they Work in one poorly re-<V
called formula stories, their themes
claimed studio, but it is hoped to
were certainly attractive to picture,
For political reasons the Algiers have five properly
equipped studios
goers. The boxoffice proved that.
station, which can reach Russia, has within
the year. Also provincial staLet's give better theatres, bettei^ discontinued relaying American
ma- tions are skedded, first to be opened
maintenance, smarter shoiymanship terial. However poor their variety
in Lyons.
and unexcelled management, and material may -be, the French are very
At present the hard working teleservice that will make our patrons anxious to use their radio
as a vision personnel numbers less than
happier. Let's cultivate more ex- means Of international
influence, 100 men, doubling in many jobs. To
hibitor-distributor friendship; let's with the accent on longhair
music interest others, film directors and
resolve to evolve with the times. and educational talks.
are frequently invited to
We can start by using 1947 as a
A North American department, technicians
visit the studio.
Current programs
stepping stone to that continued under Robert Lange. is
blueprinting include about one-half of televised
march fgiijiv.ard. .
an ^unbilioas. ^uojcct jof .cooperation film.
...
,
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ABRIEl PASCAL

PRODUCTIONS

PYGMALION

MAJOR BARBARA

CAESAR and CLEOPATRA

forthcoming productions

THE SHOWING UP OF BLANCO POSNET

SAINT JOAN
>

)

r,

,'

Wednesdajr, January 8, 1947
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presenting

ANDRE KOSTELANETZ

LILY

GRACE MOORE

PONS

JEANEHE MacDONALD

LIVERPOOL PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA

DR.

RINA GIGLI

BENIAMINO GIGLI

LARRY ADLER

MALCUZYNSKI

MALCOLM SARGENT

RICHARD TAUBER

AND OTHER LEADING CONCERT

ARTISTS

OF

THE WORLD

500
CONCERTS

HAROLD FIELDING
HYLTON.

acknowledges the courtesy

Ltd. for Beniamino

129
(in

England)

of

JACK

(in America) of COLUMBIA CONCERTS for Larry Adier and
DAVIDSON and The MORRIS OFFICE for Andre Kostelanelx, Lily

Maleusynski

JAMES

YEAR

lELOiNG

A.

Pons. Jeanette

HOUSE

Telephone:

WHITEHAtl 4041

&

(ten lines)

Throughout the

BRITISH ISLES

MacDondId and Grace Moore.

53

LOCATIONS

and Rina Gigli— HAROLD HOLT, Ltd. for

54 HAYMARKET

LONDON
Cables:

S.W.

CONCERTS— LONDON

1

WetlneBiaj, jBnnary 8, 1947

1 BRITISH

l BRITISH

ORCHESTRAL
SUCCESS

POP SONG HIT

CLIVE RICHARDSOM'S

"PRIMROSE

LONDON

HILL"

FANTASm

AMERICAN RIGHTS HANDED TO

BOURNE,

INC.,

AMERICAN RIGHTS HANDED TO
CHAPPELL & CO.. INC.,

NEW YORK

NEW YORK

g|eetin:gs
TO ALL MY FRIENDS
IN

AMERICA

LAWRENCE
WRIGHT
I

UWRENCE WneXT MUSIC CO,
WRIGHT HOUSE, DENMARK

STREET,

LONDON,

LTD.

CHARING CROSS ROAD

W.C.2.

ENGLAND

Mo. 1
MUSICAL SHOW:

OLD
CHELSEA
THS.

"DEAREST
OF ALL"

WORLD-FAMOUS

BALLAD

"MY HEART AND

RECORDED BY
I"

COMPOSED. RECORDED AND
BROADCAST BY

RICH ARB lAUBER

BALLAD
SUCCESS'

Ail

INCLUDING

BRITISH

^

_

RICHARD TAUBER

JOHN McHUGH
MURIEL BARRON
BILLY

THORBURU

188

from

Annh>er$ary

pjjgSiEtr

Forty-firat

Vg^esday, Jannary

YALE MUSIC CORPORATION,
133a Charing Cross Road, London,

W.

C. 2.

Presenfing the "YALE" Line-up of Song Hits!

"GO HOME"
Your Mother Wants You

WANT THE WORLD TO KNOW
"MISER -MISER"
YOU HAVEN'T CHANGED"
I

MORE

AND

Love You

MORE

and

MORE"

"Hove You Seen

CARL AND ROGER YALE SEND BEST WISHES
TO ALL THEIR FRIENDS IN THE U.S.A.

8,

1947

ltd.

VednesJay, Jannary 8, 1947

Forty-first

189

Antdvtrmry

P'^SreWTt

HIION
FILM CORPORATION LTD
have scheduled for disfribytion in fh©
United Kingdom in 1947, u large and
'

powerful' programnrie of big British pro-

ductions

.

.

.

productions which will be

greater in every ospect than: any
offered before by this

ever:;

Company.

These films are being made under the
banner of the new London Film Producorganisation,

tions'

some

which

includes

of the foremost independent pro-

ducers and directors

in

England.

They

alities

world-famous screen 'personand will be unequalled, in box-

office

power.

will star

fields

with

Managing

Director F. Del Giudice in charge of production

have produced 25
Olivier's

"HENRY

films

"BLITHE SPIRIT/' "THIS
wald's

from 1937-1946 iricluding Laurence

V"; Noel Coward's

"JOHNNY IN THE CLOUDS";

AHEAD"; W.

P.

?'IN

WHICH WE

HAPPY BREED";

Lipscomb's

Carol Reed's

"BEWARE OF

SECRETS"

Brown-Peter

wood, Dennis

Price, Cecil

"HUNGRY.

"ODD

MAN

Newton

in

OUT"; Margaret Lock-

,

HILL"; Michael Redgrave

and Rosamund John

"FAME

IS

THE SPUR";

John

Joan Greenwood, in Eric Ambler's production "THE OC-

TOBER MAN"
son's

"MEN OF TWO

Parker in William Sistrom's produc-

in the BoultingiBrothers production
Mills,

WAY

Compton

"SCHOOL FOR

* 1946 Productions. lames Mason, Robert

Carol Reed's production

tion

Ustinov's

"THE

PITY";

Mackenzie's "CARNIVAL"; Thorold Dickinson's

WORLDS"; George

SERVE."

Anatole de Grun-

* 1947 Productions will include Thorold Dickin-

production

"SECRET PEOPLE"; George Brown-Peter

Ustinov's production

"VICE VERSA"; Paul

"PRECIOUS BANE"; Margaret

MAGDALA";

Soskin's production

Lockwood

in

"MARY OF

Burgess Meredith in "CREWE."

TWO CITIES HLMS
Head

Office:

Production Office:

Honover Square
London, W. 1., England

Denham

15,

Studios

Denham, Middlesex, England

•

»ill^**^«r *-**-i»s«.i*4»-#,^|*» ^,wr»,-

W«ln«wl«y, J«a»ary 8, 1947
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CREETINGS
TO ALL MY FRIENDS

BRIAN DESMOND HURST

OmECTOR OF

"THEIRS

IS

THE GLORY'

AND DAPHNE DU

"HUNGRY

MAUfilER'S

HILL"

I

SEASON'S GRiETlNGS

HARRY ROY

F^^

» HIS

ORCHESTRA

APPEARING NIGHTLY AT THE

ASTOR
Always Extends Heariy Welcome

fo All His

American Friends

Exclusively Recording for

AMERICAN DECCA CO.

GREETINGS TO ALL MY FRIENDS IN AMERICA
NOT FORGCTTfNG THE WATER-RATS

DAVE APOUGN
CHARLES CHAPLIN

SAM DOWNING
CHARLES DUDLEY

BEN LYON

ADOLPHE MENJOU
CHIC

YORK

BUD FLANAGAN
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

LONDON, ENGLAND

THE

HOUSE OF FELDMAN
SENDS CORDIAL GREETINGS TO ALL

GOOD FRIENDS

IN U.S.A.

ITS

MANY

AND CANADA, WITH

THE SPECIAL WISH THAT 1947

MAY PROVE A

RECORD YEAR FOR ALL OF THEM.

•

•

•

OUR MR. JOHNNY FIRMAN WISHES TO EXTEND
SINCERE THANKS FOR

MANY

KINDNESSES

RECEIVED DURING HIS RECENT VISIT

•

6.

y.S.A.

•

FELDMAN &

CO., LTD.

I25-I27-I29 SHAFTESBURY

LONDON,

TO

W.C.2.

AVENUE

ENGLAND

Annheraary

p^^miETT

Forty-first
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HEARTY GREETINGS FOR THE

NEW YEAR

TO

ALL

OUR AMERICAN

FRIENDS

1941
TO

ESPECIALLY

SAM

FOX

PUBLISHING

SHAPIRO. BERNSTEIN & CO..

INC..

FORSTER MUSIC PUBLISHER.

KEITH raowsE

TELEGRAMS

NEW YORK
CHICAGO

INC..

&

m.„.inm*

CABLES

MUSIC puBUsmks

ACADEMY, RATH, LONDON

W

NEW YORK

CO..

STALLS.

42/43 Polond Street

LONDON. W.U

LONDON

Wmlern Union A Utter

COL.I-. I N

I I_ I_4

and ¥aud@vi9!e Exchange,

Theafrical

Directors:

(Code;

Ltd.

WILL COLLINS, REO. DAVIS

Triumph House, 189, Regent

Street,

London,

W.

1.

Regent 7328-7329-7320

Representatives

R.

KORALIK

GIO. HILLMAN;

LESLIE'

(Variety)

(Circus)

GREETINGS TO

AU OUR

FRIENDS IN AMERICA

AND

BOBBIE

RADIO'S RARE PAIR":
Happy New Year
Sole Representatives:—

CHARLES TUCKER'S ENTERPRISES,
17, Shaftesbury

LTD.

Avenue, London, W.

(

1.

fo All

BLOOM

(Productions)

(NAT

MILLS

Our

Edition)

.

Friends in America

1

'Wednesday, Jaaraary 8, 1947

Fmly-first

/^fe/JB"^

195

Anniversary

"THE COMPOSER and THE

11.

Britain 's Greatest Musical Attraction

"THE GIPSY

"IT S

A PITY TO
US

SAY

THREE BEAUTIFUL
"COMING HOME"

WORDS"

"MURDER"

TllClOSEM
;

-EYE
"SAFE IN

ARMS"

"MY MAN

1

DIDN'T

COMEBACIL"

BILLY REID and DOROTHY SOUIRE
Representatives:

LEW and

LESLIE

GRADE,

LTD.

'ASTORIA HOUSE," 62, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.

!.

GREETINGS TO ALL

MY AMERICAN

FRIENDS

m

COHElLf
CAMPBELL, CONNELLY & CO., LTD.
10

DENMARK

LONDON

STREET

ENGLAND

M.P.M. ENTERTAINMENTS CORP., LTD.
199 PICCADILLY,

LONDON,

1.

Sends

SEASONAL GREETINGS
To

Ali Their

AMERICAN FRIENDS

General Managers:

CHARLES

MUNYARD

ond FRED

MARLOW

/ediiesdiajr,

hmuoef

8,

1947

FoHjT'firm

P^^^'T

Anniveniary

GREAT

BRITAlBf'S

^IflJSIC

MAKERS'

OSCAR

HARRY

RABIN

;

^DAVIS

EXCLUSIVE

PRODUCTIONS, LTD.
GLOUCESTER MANSIONS
CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS. LONDON, W.C.Z
R.D.S.
28-30

ENGLAND

GEORGE
EVANS

TEDDY

RONNIE

FOSTER

MONRO

MANAGEMENT

Director:

BOOKING

-

BERNARD RABIN

MANAGEMENT

-

PUBLICITY

FOR
BRITAIN'S BEST

BANDS

it

W^mmiicf^ Jmi-«y

19S

8,

'1947

GREETINGS
TO ALL MY
FilENDS IN

AMERICA

JACK BUCHANAN

PcrmanGnt Address

GARRICK THEATRE
LONDON, W.

Maurice

J,

Wilson

Grand National Pictures Ltd
London

Extends greetings to all his
^^^^^^

A

friends

C.

2

WcJii«4tlay»

Jan«8^

8,

1947

iFoHy'first

p^iSSMEfFT

Anniversary

jjjPH

mm MM

j5

DAVID

TOFF

5

I.

SEASON'S
THE EXHIBITION OF
MOTION PICTURES...

1947
•

'^ocJay, more than ever before, the motion picture industry reolizes the
value of the presentation of the correct
angle in advertising campaigns.

FROM
ENGLAiSiD

TO
AMERICANS

Greater Union Theatres Pty. Ltd., everready to co-operate with distributors in
the marketing of their product, places at
their disposal the services of highly

^

and

qualified advertising

Every

programme on

company's

circuit

is

art staffs.

this progressive
given specialized

attention.

BY

NORMAN

B.

RYD&E.
'

Chairmen of Directerf
6f««t*r Union Theatre*

"

I

AN

49 Market
Sydney,

AMERICAN

Pty*.

Ltdi,

Street.

AUSTRALIA.

IN

LONDON
LEE EPHRAIM
CURRENT LONDON ATTRACTIONS
SAVILLE AND PHOENIX THEATRES

__

^

^

GREETINGS FROM

RITA CAVE
Personal Service for Producers and Artists

EAGLE HOUSE,

JERMYN

STREET,

LONDON,

S.

W.

1.

watch /^^

• • •

I

1

ONDO

1

N 0 LAN

1>

Forty-firsi

PSmMH^W

Wci&ieedajt J^^aaiy /fij 1947

Anniversmy

SEASON'S.
GREETINGS
FROM

WESLEY RUGGLES

Under Contract

Artistes

SID FIELD

A

SID FIELD

STORY

KAY KENDALL

PETULA CLARK

-rr

SONNY

ART

STRAUSS " MILLAR
ANNOUNCE WITH PRIDE
I

WHO

in their 1st

YEAR

liave liad tlie following

OUTSTANDING

HITS:

WHEN THE GANG MEET AGAIN
I'LL

AND

DANCE AT YOUR WEDDING
THERE'S A HARVEST MOON TONIGHT
No. 1

in ttie

SWEETHEART

COMPLIMENTS
STRAUSS-MILLER MUS. CO.

current HIT

We'll Never

^ SEASON

PARADE

Grow Old

^kr^
GREEK STREET, LONDON,

amcJ.°ca^^

8,

W.l.

WdlMMhy, hmuuey

9,

1947

203

ENCOUNTEH
•

cmpleted

EXPECTATIOHS
•

completed

ANTHONY RAVELICK-ULIN
RONALD NEAME
BAVIB lEAN

I

• TAKE

MY

LIFE
completed

• BLANCHE FURY
9

in

preparation

204

P^JETT

Forty.first

Wednesday, -JaMHary

AHhiver$ary

8,-

1947

FIRTH
Production Manager

General Manager

PRESENTS

STANLEr FRENCH

LAURENCE GREEN

London's Greatest Hits
"LADY FREDERKK"

"THE SHEPHARD SHOW^
.

Arthw

HARRY GREEN

^

IAN MACLEAN
CAMERON HALL
DAVID =LAN©TON
BERYL BAXTER
FRANK PETTiNGELL

\

Riehtml

'

;

'

RISCOE

HEARNE

Momewer

DouQlas

:

CORAL BROWNE
>

;

ANTHONY IRELAND

BYNG

GRAY

EDDIE

;

PHYLLIS

DARE

EVELYN ROIERTS

.

Retsald

BURICE
teyvt Si JMnm

EDWIN STYlpS
Ravel
^

J«liii

STRAND THEATRE

Bier*

md

His B.I.C Orchctire

.

SAVOY THEATRE

PRINCES THEATRE

3S9 Performances to Date

64 Performances to Date

147 Performances to Date

FORTHCOMING PRODUCTIONS
"LIFE

"PEACE COMES TO PECKHAM"
by k. F. Delderfield

WITH FATHER"

OFFICES
«

- GLOUCESTER

IS

"ANGEL ON HORSEBACK"

GONE"

W. Chetham

by Doris Langley-Moore

Strode

HOUSE, 19 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2.

TELEPHONES: ABBEY 6292*3

CABLES: SHEPSHOW.

Greetings

I

"THE DAY
by

from

SID FIELD
To His Friends

in the U. S.

Especially

To

MARY CHASE
HEDDA HOPPER
BOB HOPE
ADOLPHE MENJOU
'

"

miNG berun
O'BRIEN
Prince of

Wc^s Theatre,

London^ W,

1,

LONDON

Wedue8d«7, January 8, 1947

forfyfint

P^^O^T

205

Annivenary

CABLE ADDRESS:

SHOWBOX
WESTCENT

LONDON

TOM
AT

125,

SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, LONDON, ENGLAND
ASSOCtATEP WITH

LONDON

THE LONDON

THE LONDON

IflE

PALACE

CASINO- DUKE o^YOMS
THEATRE

THEATRE

THEATRE

CURRENTLY PRESENTING

TOM ARNOLD'S

IVOR NOVELLO'S

PERCHANCE

to

DREAM

ICE

REVUE

S10LL THEATRE LONDON

LONDON HIPPODROME
AND

TWENTY-FIVE PRODUCTIONS
PLAYING OVER

THE MAIN PROVINCIAL CIRCUITS

I

206

Forty-firtt

Wc«lncB<1ay, January 8, 1947

Anniversary

P^HIE'FJ'

STOLL THEATRES CORPORATION, LTD.

ASSOCIATED THEATRE PROPERTIES (London) LTD.
Chairman and Managing

Director

. . .

PRINCE LITTLER

STOLL OFFICES
TELEGRAMS: OSWASTOLL
LESQUARE,

TELEPHONE

LONDON COLISEUM

LONDON

TEMPLE BAR 1500

LONDON,' .W/.C

,2,
'v

NEW YEAR GREETINGS
TO ALL OUR AMERICAN FRIENDS
FROM
11 HE I
nUtiL

uiif^y
tlUbii

GAY

CHARLES

^*

WE CAKl SAY MORE THAN

BLESS YOU
THE RECORD-BREAkiNO n6.
Vide Press

(Variety):

SONG

1

20 Weeks Top of

Hit

OF 1946

British Best Sheet Sellers

NOT FORGETTING

ASHBY DE LAZOUCHE

I

FALL

YOU

CASTLE ABBEY

IN

LOVE WITH

Emy

COMING 'UP'

WHEN YOU

WE

PLAY WITH

TALK ABOUT

GAY

T

MOEI.

E

CL '^^Tn

YOU

EV'RY

FUZZY WUZZY

FIRE

I'M

NIGHT

MUSIC

I

DAY

W CQME

GONNA

LASSO A DREAM
SERENADE TO LOVE

WAS DANCING

IN

HEAVEN LAST NIGHT

LONELY SENORITA

f3©*9

24 Denmark

W
^ l
Jul/ll*

London,

Street

W,

C. 2
Englcmd

Cables
Noelgay,' Loitdon
Teleptton®
Tempi® Bar 3941

'

WedneeJayy IwiiMi^

Fnriy-firtt

Th© Season

s

8, 194i7

Greetings

FROAA

COVENT GARDEN

SAN CARLO OPERA CO.

"FOLLOW THE GIRLS"
:

coMcsRf

rows

HIS MAJESTY'S

V:,-:

"RED RIDING HOOD"

BENIAMINO GIGLI

ADELPHI THEATRE

MAURICE CHEVALIER

."NO

ROOM AT

THi INN"

WINTER GARDEN

CHAMPS

BALLET DES

HIS

lUJESm

ELYSEE

"PETER PAN"
SCALA THEATRE

THEATRE OFFKES

LONDON, S.W.

"ROMANY LOVE
OPERA HOUSE, MANCHESTER

I

GREETINGS
"SONG OF NORWAY"
&

(By Arrangement with Chappell

Co.,

& Edwin

Lester)

PALACE THEATRE, LONDON

-'"THE

NIGHT AND THi LAUGHTER"

Bud Flanagan

in

the World's Largest Musical

Show

AT THE LONDON COLISEUM

I
"RED MILL"
(By arrangement with Chappell & Co., & Edwin Letter)
Opened Christmas Season in Glasgow

TOUR WITH LONDON TO FOLLOW

RUTH DRAPER
London Season and Provincial Tours

FIVE RESIDENT
London

Birmingham

THE PALACE THEATRE
Two

PANTOMIMES

Coventry

cand

Plymouth

THE CASfMO THEATRE

of London's Largest Musical

controlled

Manchester

Comedy

Theatres, both

by Tom Arnold and Emile

Littler

EMILE LITTLER
31 ST.

MARTIN'S LA^

PANTOMIME HOUSE, BIRMINQHAM

1

Foriy^fint
^

m

P'^SIS^f

:

209

Annivemirf

9

1

mwrn THE noRLD's

mnm mumm
m

TERS'
AG ENCY
(Established 1888)

LESLIE A.

HARRY FOSTER
Piccadilly House, Piccadilly Circus,

Phones: Regent 5367/9

London

5.

W.

1,

MACDONNELL

England
Cables: "Confirmation London"
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GREETINGS
F

ROM

CHAPPELL & CO..

LTD.

IRVING BERLIN. LTD.

EDWIN

H.

MORRIS CO..

LTD.

VICTORIA MUSIC CO.. LTD.
STERLING MUSIC CO., LTD,

NEW WORLD

PUBLISHING CO.. LTD.

BRADBURY WOOD.

LTD.

ENGLAND'S
MUSIC CENTRE
AUSTRALIA

I

AND NEW ZEALAND

WILLIAMSON THEATRES. LTD.

0.

AND

J.

&

N.

TAIT

WORLD FAMOUS ORGANISATIONS ARE STILL THE PREDOMINANT THEATRICAL AND
CONCERT MANAGERS OF THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE ..
THESE

.

CURRENT SUCCESSES
• STASE:-.

NEW YORK
Mhi

OFFtCE:

"KISS

Dorothy Stowirt

New

York, N. Y.

Hill S-3300

atejii

l'

*aMMI

CONCERT:—
GRACIE |i|ELDS
New Zealand

TELL"

S2 W««kt at Comedy Theotre
Melbeumc, Victoria

Telephone

Murray

•

AND

R*e«rd Breaking Comedy

Strut

137 East 38tll

. .

Auitralian and

AUSTRALIAN ADDRESS!
J.

Tonr

C.

WIMitmmii Theatres, LIK.
Royal, Syilney, N.S.W.

Theatre

All Profit!

Hi*

($450,000 Dollars)
Given to War Charitic*

Cable

Melbourne,

Majesty's,

Address

All

II

mW

YEAR'S GREETINGS

TO AIL MY FRIENDS

- MUSICAL AND

PRESS

CARROLL GIBBON
COLUMBIA RECORDS

SAVOY HOTEL

LONDON

Vie.

Over World:

"8T0FEL"

BRITAINS BI€GEST
BAND BOX OFFICE

ATTRACflpN^
GREETINGS AHD

.

SALUTATIONS
TO ALL MY FRIENDS
ACROSS

mmmmpvm^

FOSTERS'

THE

AGEMCY.

WER

Piccadilly

House. London. Eng,

SiNCERE

GOOD

WISHES FOR

1947

TO ALL OUR FRIENDS

IN

AMERICA

FROM

Day

rancis,

OF

Hunter, Ltd

DAY—JOHN ABBOTT—EDDIE DAY

FREDERICK

PUBLISHERS

&

BRITISH

AND AMERICAN SONG SUCCESSES

T l v ol. I CIR€U IT A U JiT R A LI A
II

AV

1 11

M.

M AIITI

TIVOLl THEATRE,
Engicind's Foremost

featuring:

VCti^iNl^RD and MARION, Design^di^r Humour
C. RAY SMITH
AfPLEfONS

JAN

RUBINI,
;

Violinist,

SYDNEY

Comedian

I

TAIUIiyiV
IWI¥lmi

]

TKIE

Adagio Dancers

Limited

,
CURRENT ATTRACTIONS:

lWLrT|#|ATIIE,

SensatioR^ii

Pty.

,

Maiiagiug Bir e>etnr

Puppeteer

^

Conductor, Composer

All Cominanications-<-iox 3910, G.P.O<,

TDIMnE'D
I KinUEill

Australoslan Theatrical Record Broi

—Cablegrams "Celeb" Sydney or Melbourne

Sydney

MINERVA THEATRE, SYDNEY
Sub-lessees: Pan Australasian Theatres Pty., Lid.

WHITEHALL PRODUCTIONS
Present

"LIFE WITH FATHER''
By

HOWAaO

LIWDSAY * ttUSSEU. CRQUSE

A HAPPY NEW YEAR

HERMIONE GINGOLD
"SWEETEST and LOWEST"
(3rd Edition of

"SWEET and LOW")

AMBASSADORS' THEATRE
LONDON, W.

C.

2

'Wtiibm^t Jmsaarf

194,7

21S

.ONDON CONFIRMS THE VERDICT OF THE WORLD!

BERNARD DELFONT
PRiSiNTS
By Arrangement With
WILLIAM MORRIS OFFICE

FOSTERS AGENCY, LTD.

(Nat Kalcheim-Ben Hotzman-Se^m Sacks)

DANTE

(Harry Foster, London)

The
Magician

SIM SALA BIM"

LONDON WE3ST END

3rd

(THE

ALHAMBRA - WINTER GARDEN

SEIA.S01M

- DRURY LANE)

NOW-GARRICK THEATRE
THE SUNDAY

TliSES,

DECEMBER

ABANDON HOPE
;

:

.

15,
.

1946

.

By JAMES AGATE

"SIm-Sal»-Bim.'»

Garrick.

them." The art of the illusionist consists in the power to induce saltation
••
In realizing that whereas it might he difficult to deceive a chilfl' watching
with his nurse, there is nothing so collectively humbuggable as an audience of
grown-ups. One of the most pathetic hallucinations of the cftiiimoh man is his
belief in the evidence of his senses. I remember many years ago being on a jury
and listening to two of Manchester's most respected citizens giving evidence. One
swore that the hansom cab was being madly driven down Parker's, the confectioner's, side of St. Ann's Square; the other that it was proceeding at a leisurely
pace up Marks', the grocer's,- side of that Square. It was inconceivable that either
was consciously lying. The conjurer takes full advantage of the common man's
inability to describe accurately what he sees. "Watch me carefully," he say.s. "I
take up this glass of water and put down this match box." The audience watches
and assents not realizing that what the conjurer actually does is to take up the
match box and' put down the glass.
I once had the honor of dining with the president of a famous illusionists' c;lub
known as the Magic Circle. I asked him point-blank whether the essence of
magic was not this <hat the conjurer persuades the audience to believe that he
is performing a postulated thing whereas he is in fact doing something totally
different.
I said: "You pass one apparently solid metal ring through another
apparently equally solid. You then throw both rings to me sitting in the front
row, and after examination I am prepared to testify that the rings are as you
have described them. Wherefore one or two things roust be, Either there is in
one or both of the rings a device so cunningly contrived that I cannot find it or
them but whicil you can manipulate so quickly that ray eye cannot follow. Either
that, or you do not in fact pass one ring through the other but merely lead me
to suppose that you do. I don't ask you to tell me which of these two proceedings you adopt. What I want to know is:
I right in saying there can be no
third alternative?" The smiling great-nephew of Theophile Gautier, that magician in words said, "Try this port. I don't think it will spoil the cigar you have
been wearing behind your ear for the last hour."
"Oh, wbile I live," said Hazlitt, "let me not see how Cato painted or how Caesar
combed!
Let me not overlook the fellow who holds the candle; for the moon
in the scene between Lorenzo and Jessica! Sjpare me this insight into secrets I
am not bound to know." My attitude to the conjurer's art is quite un-Hazliitean.
Most small boys have wanted to be an engine driver, though ray ambition stopped
at being a fireman. Now that I approach second childhood 1 should like nothing
better than to be fireman at a theatre where Dante is perfoi'niing. I should consider leaning up against scenery and wearing a brass helmet a cheap price to pay
for knowing how the young woman who vanishes into tliin air is made to vanish,
and whether she is the same young woman who ten seconds later is lowered
from the gallery in a padlocked trunk. Let me be more precise. My inquest
into these deep and hidden things begins with the demand to know noi hoto they
are done, hui whether. And never, never shall X know. It Occurs to me that
this might be the place for an essay
the loyalty of conjurers' aissistants. But
this would be divagation, and as readers of this column know. Agate does not

—

Am

.

.

.

w

^divagate.
I do, however, permit myself to express
thanks for an evening of infinite
entertainment in the form of a story familiar in this country, but which may
possibly not have penetrated this great artist's native country of Denmark. The

my

yarn

about Queen Anne, who, having witnessed a conjuring entertainment,
sent for the magician and said, "We ourselves have some holding in your art."
And putting the royal hand in the royal bosom she produced two armchairs and
.a

is

sideboard..
serious, let that be said of Dante's conjuring which was said by
of dramatic critics of the Indian Jugglers. "It is the Utmost stretch of

To be more
the

first

human

ingenuity, which nothing but the bending the faculties of body and mind
from the tenderest infancy with incessant, ever-anxious application up to
manhood, can accomplish or make even a slight approach to, Man, thou art a
,"
wonderful animal,
Let me continue in the apostrophic vein Dante, thou
So much so that I present thee
art not only a wonderful but a witty animal!
with this suggestion, that the brilliancy of thy patter, worthy of the best in my
to

it

.

craft, entitles

.

thee to call thy great spectacle not "Sim-Sala-Bim" but Sim-George-,

Augustus-Sala-Bim."

•

NOTE: Brooklyn Readers and Variety Writers May Have
This Translated in Boston—Donte

NEW YEARS GREETINGS TO MY
lERNARD DELFONT LIMITED

MOI-YA-MiLLER-14 Years With "Sim-Saia-Biin"
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FRIENDS

AMERICA

IN

DUCHESS PRODUCTIONS, LTD
LONDON, ENG.
Directors:

Managing Agents:
DUCHESS THEATRE
DUKE OF YORK'S THEATRE
SAVILLE THEATRE

MARIANNE DAVIS
LEIGH STAFFORD

EDWARD HORAN
of police.
As the queen's
treacherous lady in waiting, Silvia
obnoxious.
is .suitably
Marny as the queen's
equerry, and George Aminel doing
a blackface as the queen's deaf and
dumb trusty servant, acquit themselves creditably in secondary parts.
This mixture of romantic love and
court intrigue is set first in the
queen's bedroom, and later in her
library.
Both sets are good. So is
the lighting. Though not primarily
a costume play, the period costumes
by Berard are very effective. Edwige Feuillere appearance in the
first ,act in a white full court costume with blue ribbon elicits gasps.
Music comes only at the close
when the queen, just about to be
killed, steps to a window overlooking her guard and an appropriate
royal march by Georges Auric is
heard olfstage.
Film- rights have been signed to
Paul Graetz, who produces here for
Universal. Director's chore will be
is ler

ABP Takes

•
.

from
'

I

K&P

PRODUCTIONS

Deal by Associated British Picture Corp. to acquire Anglo-American Film Co: from I^ou Jaclcson,
company's heaci, .with something
oyer $1,000,000 passing hands has
been, closed. Terms of pact call for
Jackson becoming chief producer
>
for ABPC among other things.
Transaction
insures
Assaciated
British Cinemas, ABPC theatre affiliate,
of the product of British
National with whom Jaclcson had
exclusive distribution deal in U. K.
ABC chain of 600 theatres, controlled by Warner Bros., usually
plays some 13 British Hlnis under
quota requirements and 42 American pix. British National is good
for nine films yearly and practically
solves ABC's quota problem.
Circuit plays no pix of J. Arthur
Rank, chief British film producer.
.

.

Good

Good Luck

Health and

LEON KIMBERLEY and HELIN PAGE
Chandos Place,
LOtNOON. W. C. 2.

Miss Page is in Americo now.
She can be eonkieied at the
"Variety" office, New Yorit.

45,

II.S.

Manila,

stations as
to air navigation will be built
in the Philippines at focal points of

the

Islands,

was

it

officially

Paris.
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Years as
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before Paris.
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YEAR'S GREETINGS

;

TO All 'OUR FRIENDS

HOPE T&SEE MORB OF YOU

THIS YEAR

35, Store Street

London,

W.C.

1.

first;

It

.

...

was produced

has

been

played

varia, altered

To Their

Friends

AU Over

the

World

Now Working

in

England

HOPE TO SEE YOU SOON
Still

TAILORING

to the Best People in the

75-77 Shaftesbury Avenue
London,

W.

1,

England

Show World

to a

femme

part.

Greetings to All

My

Americvn Frhnds

From

HARRY LOWE
AGENCY

It

introduces Edwige Feuillere as a
widowed queen deprived^of political
power by her motherTin-law and
leading a frustrated life ever since
her husband died, spending her time
building castles and patronizing art.
When a young anarchist, looking
like her late hu.sband. breaks into
her bedroom at night to kill her. she
shelters him from the police.
The
second act turns to a love duo.
Climax comes when the young man
thinks she has betrayed him. when
ht was ready to face arrest to permit her to regain her throne, resulting in a scene of reciorocal denunciation which cause.'? him to poison
himself before stabbitig tier, with
death slow enough to permit them to
realize that they never ceased to
love each other.
Edwige Feuillere is a natural in
the part of the queen.
She scores
ill the long first-act scene
in which
she has what amounts to a monolog
when trying to get the silent young
anarchist to say a word, and again
in the second act.
Versatility slie
displays in the third act is virtuoso
stuflf.

She is extremely well siinported
by Jean Marais as the obdurate
young peasant poet. .Tacqiies Vais excellent
tl"> "-i''- min-

rennes

Que$t

in
in

Brussels, Liege, and Lyons, France,
as well as U. S. (where Tallulah
Bankhead is now trying it out). As
to the American production, Cocteau
doesn't consider the queen's part as
really suitable for Tallulah Bankhead's tjTie.
He also strongly objects to the use of the English translation which comes from London,
when he had one specially prepared
for America.
Using the London
script, he claims, is a trick to get
royalties, and eventually a cut on a
screen version, and only distance
and legal difficulties prevent him

middle of la.st century,
and seems inspired by the case of the
unfortimate king Louis 11 of Ba-

Glad to Welcome Our Old CuAtomers

i

synchronization studios. Mage ex*
pressed the hope that by dubbing in
English dialog the resulting product
can be introduced as a second feature on American screens thereby
offering film fan an interesting balanced double bill, He pointed out
that such dual fare could prove a
greater b.o. draw than a double feature with low budget B pix.
Feeling there is a rising curiosity
in the U. S. for the outside world
and its ways of life. Mage declared,
"the war with millions of Americans in Europe and the fact that the
U. S. has become a permanent home
for the United Nations has created a

on

like sta^,

Send Greetings

release 10 of the "best" pix of Belgium, Sweden and France all of
which will be dubbed into English.
Dubbing the film in various Eureopen capitals where, he has set up

.

from doing something about it.
The play is set in some Bavarian-

MR. and MRS. SIDNEY FISHER

own distrib company in New York
known as Mage Films, he'll shortly

the civil aeronautics authority of the
U. S. government as authorized in new film market" and added that
his "ultimate aim is to make the forSets
by Andre Beaurcp.'iii-e: cosluiues. the Philippine Rehabilitation Act.
Christian Becgtrd: music. (JPoiKea Aui io. At
These stations will be located in eign and particularly the French film
Theatre Htberlot, Piiria.
Laoag (Ilocos Norte), Manila, Cebu as popular in the U. S, as the AmeriThe Queen
ICdwicf Pcuiilcni
and
Davao, more or less on a straight can is in Europe."
Stanislas
.lean llaraia
Bar) of Foelm
Juwiui's VniPBnp.H line from north to south
of the
Kdith ae Bers
Silvia Monfort
Philippine archipelago.
FeUx ae Wlllenstcin. .i
.Ooi-Kc Mm-nv
Tony
Meanwhile, it was leairnedi 'Pres.
ttcOTKca Aminol
In y.S.
Tstlent
RoXas. is considering the establishJerome Medrano, operator of the
The Paris production, directed by ment of a radio station and
an Cirque Medrano, jParis, arrived in
Jean Cocteau himself and acted by emergency
landing field on Itbayat New York Christmas Day on the S.S.
an ideal cast, is an anmistakable
island, off Batarvgs north of Luzon Wiscoitisin
after
a
trip.
smash. It is constantly sold out in
14-day
advance for a weeJs, the maximum island, to link Batanes with the Medrano will eye talent lor his spot
mainland by direct radio.
allowed here.
while in this country.
As is increasingly the case now,
the play has been done elsewhere
JacqucH Rebortot nrof3«i»t1on .of thr*>p-art
play by Jean Cocteau. Uirpi leU b.v Coclpnu.
Stars EMwiire Keuillera ami .Tcan Miirnis.

Famous

an-

nounced today. The project will cost
$2,500,000 and wiU be financed by

(The Oouble-Headed Easle)

Mage, owner of the Cinephone cir*
with houses throughout France,
Belgium and England. Forming his

cuit

Filipino Statioos

Four powerful radio

aid

Seaii In

Foreign Fiims

Via English Dubbings

Okays 12,500,00®
Fsr 4

m

Confined for the most part to
"art" houses in the larger cities,
foreign films may soon have virgin
distribution fields opened to them
through the medium of dubbed English versions, according to James J.

Max'i.

'

PI

U.S.

handled by Cocteau himselt

England

OLIVELU'S

Wider Disirib

Monfort
George

Angie-Amerkait

SEASON'S GREETINGS
•

Ov^r

Suite 26, Gloucester Mansions

Cambridge Circus, London, W. C. 2
Temple iar 037i
Cablegrams: "Lowe," London

JACK MARKS
Sends All Friends
i

And

Still
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YEAR'S GREETINGS

Meets All Boats Coming Into Southampti

Wednesday, January

8,

1947

,

Forfy./8rat

P^SmSff

Anniversary
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SYDNEY BOX
MURIEL

BOX

yNniing and Producing

Gainsborough

Pictures (1928) Ltd., London,

at

England
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Latin

Plugging Along

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF MUSIC

..:«»

j
I

MOSE GUMBLE

time
you about songpluggin'.

I'd like to take a little

IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

tell

By

G.

many chaases

place within ttie entertainment field

to

T rt^h^%rn^^fS'rec::
thai

ASCAP)

know

us,

we

are an unemotional

^^'^

destruction of their ancient cultures.

:Sn"^li^ou'r^Sovern^^^^^

i

American music is a powerful propay^e, of course, know this is not
ganda medium for democracy. This true. And it is, therefore, our oblirecognition was given by the for- gatjon to correct this misrepresentation of a cultural department un- tation of our people. We can only
der the supervision of Assistant Sec- hope to do this by demonstrating
1

,

'

retary of State William Benton; it
was also demonstrated by the readiness of our government to play an
active part in the United Nations
Educational, Scientific, and Cultural

Organization.
In October

through out art forms, as well as
our diplomatic channels, that we are
the same, kind of human beings that
are to be found throughout the

!

,

;

world, that

we have

I

ASCAP was host

we

are emotional, that
and that

spiritual values,

our tremendous productivity springs
Crom our emotional and spiritual life,
just as much as it does from our
productive genius.

tp the

des
Internationale
Confederation
Societes d'Auteurs et Compositeur.s.
This group, representing more than
100,000 intellectually creative people

Travel was

the scene shifted and the centre of
night life moved to the Bowery. It
was possible to take a cab (a hansom
cab, of course) downtown without it
being to great a .strain on the expense account. But a pair of comfortable shoes was still the best
method. There were no "20c the
first quarter of a mile and 5c each
quarter of a mile thereafter" cabs
to hop'in and out of. K you wanted
to get from Sans Souci on 13th street
down to the Atlantic Garden, on the
Bowery, you generally walked, but
Then, as now,
it wasn't too tough.
you tried to convince orchestra
leaders that your song had what the
public wanted and you enjoyed
every minute of it. Then, as now,
you had to sit and sit until the leaders got an opportunity to get around
It. was a little trying
j"^o your table.
at times, but that's part of the trials
and tribulations of the songplugger.
Then came vaudeville. That was
the golden era for songpluggers and
the honor roll of stars listed such

of the Latin-AnierJcan music performing rights
to enter into reciprocal agreements with- other countries
whereby the members are credited on actual performances.
There is no problem in regards to the question of balance of trade
as, due to phonograph records and the use of American music in
motion pictures, it is a matter of statidstics based on actual performances that American music represents a large percentage of music
played in Latin America.
However, in view of this condition, the Latin- American societies
feel that some steps should be taken to credit their members on actual
performances when and wherever possible. In their own countries
it is possible to tabulate credits on actual performances mainly due to
protective legislation and also plus the fact that, in accordance with
their respective populations, the number of uses of music is limited.Our good neighbors of the south, when visiting the U.S.A., invari*
ably select one of their own compositions on a jukettox and tliten raise
the question as to why' there are no credits- of payments for the use of
their music on these jukettoxes. TO date the only answer is in the
copyright act of the U. S. which does not permit the collection of
performance fees from that field of music.
societies

PAINE

Z^^^^^

'

'

is

first

time

.

at

countries, met for
the invitation of

the
the

By REG CONNELLY

I
'

•

j

!

ington,

:

ivf

1

—

I

;

i

no S^ns5oud n^^^^
discovered that "° 7«r^a.l^«^'
but rather the
Europe and South America thet°'^«^«
^^^f^'

ASCAP members

1

sentiment,
of
Copyright
govemmetit.
It
is
this
American sentiment
cdufse has » loager tradition in foreign countries.- 'TPtte -vmks created 'which permeates oiw musie in every
a 'man"!* mind a»e, eonsi^iered .a form. It is jiist as true ot out popreflection oE the 'aationai lite and ular music as it is of thei jnore scIt is Clearly expressed
are. *therefore given every possible rious form.
"
in our native folk music, and in the
'detection.

o*n

,

j

tty

|

'

.

For this reason, the delegates to
the special congress were unahl* to
United States
understand, our
copyright act, vyh'ich exempts from
payment of, fees any public performiinces taking place by means of coinopierjited mechanical instruments. In
passing resolutions regarding copyright-, the International Confederation called the attention of the

wh

tremendous repertoire of reliifious
music which has been written.
Through our State Uepartment,
through, our participation in the
United Rations Educational, Scientifie., and 'Cultural Organisation, we
are on the high road of understand^
.

ing

among the

,

nations of the world,

and American music is going to play
a major role in accomplishing this
understanding..

the

"sustaining"

shows

in

America, served as a medium for introducing popular dance tunes, and
sorting out the good from the not

1

!

I

American government to
sion and recommended ".

like

(

1

'

I

i

in.

Muz-B

British

'The Parly's Over,' As iu America, But Lack of
BB€ Program Cooperation Also Figures

While the delegates were in WashLondon.
we took them on a trip to
During my last trip to the States,
Mount Vernon. It was a perfect day
.
r.
,u
T
rr.,,or,...«
one of your top misi( men, whose
^ r ^T^L
th^ i" which to visit this ancestral home
and alusually
sage
opinions
are
the Father of oUr Country. The
'".^^',=*l^"?°:\^-pJ=„I^'L!f:,*:^
people of the American Society an
ways worth o-sntemplating, summed
delegates expressed keen apprecia
opportunity to learn at first hand
up the slide in
tion of this trip. Mile. Baugnidt, the
how distinguished r^resentatives general secretary of the Confederapopular sheet
from Europe and South America re- tion, remarked: "The delegates are names as Nora Bayes, Marie Cahill,
sal es
music
For the
Lottie Gilson who have since passed
gard the creative artist.
with the reamazed to find that one of America's on, and so many other wonderful
delegates, it was an opportunity to
mark "The
stars.
A .song sung by any of these
observe and lemg abo^^^
party's o v e r,"
personalities was an assured hit
and whether

some 30

in

-v
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The main object

The

—

tainment

WAULY DOWNEY

(ASCAP's Latin- American Consultant)

off to

boys in our profession today are
"contact men" but I am still a songMany is the time that I
plugger.
took the long trek to Coney Islandrestarting early in the morning so that
This year marks the 41st Anniver- in South America, and the only
a
sary of Variety and also the 32d sult of this activity was to instill
I could be there in time to catch the
Anniversary ol the American Society distrust and fear within the hearts artists and orchestras at rehearsal.
mechanical Today a quick trip to Philadelphia
of Composers, Authors and PuW'ish- of our neighbors of our
productive genius. To most takes less time (and is more comers. Both ASCAP and Variety have and
had fortable).
reached jnaturity, and in that at- South Americans who have not
have taken the Opportunity to visit us and get
less strenuous when

By JOHN

(.General Manager,

^iice M'P^winaitcis

1

s'

good.

I

It is a pity, at a time when we
can offer bouquets to the BBC for
their general treatment of serious
music,
dramatic plays, etc., one
must throw them a brickbat for the
handling, timing and presentation of
dance programs. Certainly, > o'clock
not only in New York but throughor .lot it ap- in the morning would not seem a
out, the CQUhtry, for their bookings
plies in Amer- suitable time to catch the listener
took them on nationwide tours.
the mood" to pay attention
ica, volume of "in
That was a break for the pluggCT
business in either to the merits of tile band ;0P
and his song, and it is also another
Britain ti e items played, yet this is typical
Great
of the reasons that the really good
six of the spots offered to top bands.
past
the
standards are the old time numbers.
months would Those few that had the good luck
Ket Connelly
The songs heard steadily as the top
seem to con- to become big attractions in the
tunes for almost a year became part firm this view. There have been da„-.i when broac'casting ofiEered betof the life of the people. They were "Best Sellers" of course— one song ter facilities, like Hairy- Halt, BiUy
not like the hits we have now which in fact has held the coveted No. 1 Cotton, Ivy Benson, etc., being in
are heard today and gone tomorrow. spot for Ave months but the totals demand for thfeatre engagements,
I

I

'

!

'

.

—

Then came the radio which would compare unfavorably with
brought in an entirely new approach those of last year in all but
two
and revolutionized the music busi- or three cases.
ness to such a great extent that the
Naturally this has given rise to
millions of listeners could decide
what was to be a song hit overnight. much speculation and conjecture a?
why and wherefore, and
It's been a great life and it has all to the
been beautifuV—from the time way whilst the reasons qootributing are
back when I started at Coniey Island many and varied-^alibis for poor
right up to now when I am classed music business have ever been pretwith "good old standai'ds." And 1 ty colorful the one factor that most
hope I'll be plugging along as a publishers and writers blame, is the
"standard" and loving it for many indifferent quality of radio dance
years to come.
band programs." These programs.
.

;

—

—

are rarely h^ard on the radio these
days and nights. And as th«i ne'wr
policy does Ht^Ie or nothing t» create new stair names, the Outlook is
indeed bleak.

Old time data'ce programs became
more popular than ever during this
year, with many publishers of Gajt
Nineties tu,nes cashing jp. on the
.

demand. This, has helped performances rather than sales, however. It
helped to fame one Harry
Davidson, bitherto
obscure,
but
built int» a national favorite through
the radio feature "Those Were the
also

this provi.

.

the aho-

FUmusical Impetus

of such exemption
which
grants «t.privelege to users to the
serious detrimexrt of legitimate rights
of authors and composers throughout
the world," We in this country have
always been somewhat behind the
times in the use of propaganda on
behalf of our own philosophy of government, and it is still a revelation
to many that our music truly represents us.
This was brought home to me quite
clearly at a luncheon I had with
the late Dr. Eduardo Marquina. Dr.
Marquina was one of the most famous Spanish poets and playwrights,
and had' one of the keenest insights'
into human beings that I have ever
encountered. He said to me: "Until
lition

With the decline of listener interest in radio dance programs, the assislanbe intelligent handling of good
songs in musical films has given is
shown by the quick response to
tunes
from films like "London

Town," "Holiday
While

this in itself

—

is

Mexico" and
a few.

insufficient to

can help them to
a flying start and records and radio
take it from there. At such a time
it's pardonable to indulge in a little
"wistful thinking," for to paraphrase an old Harry Woods sofag,
"Ooh, ooh, ooh- what a little jukel)ox could do, ooh, ooh"! With the
boxes sprinkled liberally all over
put songs over

I came to America I always thought
American music was imitative,
and not an expression of American
culture.
Because America to me
was what I learned of it through the
cinema, it seemed that life in the
tTnited States wa? grandios and exciting;>where{t$ the music was direct
and simple. HoWeverj when I came

it

the.se islands, publishers and writers
would be a degree freer from the
dependency on radio, for developing song popularity. For it
has been proved time: and again
that the interpretations of iuch top

that

utter

recording artists aS Crosby, Sinatra,
Como,
Bros.,
Ink Spots, Mills
Andrews Sisters, etc., have been the
means o£ starting songs to success.
Likewise, great songs have done
great service in establishing these
artists as favorites with the pub-

to these shores I saw that life here
Was- hot much different ihan it was
anywhere else in the world. It was
it simple,
cordial, free, social relationship that existed everywhere in

America, and your music—-like your

lic

legitimate theatre is a perfect delineation of this type of life.
It is
a full and coniplete expression of

Record"

—

Invariably
with the "Request
radio programs, the inquiries are for Perry Como singing

your

culture.
The cinema is not."
This, I believe, clearl^ indicates hqjv
important it is for us to promote the

widest possibly use of our American
music.
The Unite4 Nations is working
ailigently toward a goal of lasting
peace, but we can never hope to
attain thSt goal without first attaining a cpmmon understanding. This
understanding
will
only
come
through emotional, and not intellectual, media.
For many years the United States
practiced so-called dollar diplomacy

in

"Jolson Story," to mention

"Till the End of Time" or the Ink
Spots record of "Bless You." The
jukeboxes could aisO bring new

names and new fashions

to the pubCugat, for example, is
chiefly through the medium
of his films, but the success of local

lic attention.

known

Edmundo Ros with LatinAmerican rhythms, is evidence" o£
which op»
leader

SEASON'S GlliEETIN0S

TEX BENEKE
m4

the

eUENN MIUBt

pnBHBmA

an interest in this music,
*portunities of listening

to

crack

U. S. Latin outfits Would undoubtedly develop.
Significant in this
connection is the current popularity

(Continued On page 220)
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Newconier Teani and Vet Betlin
Highlights of 1946 Music Biz
To borrow ixom Metro's catchphrase, 1946 was the year

By ABEL

—

Benny Benjamin and George Weiss
of a couple <M yearlings
v-aH^i o"'^ perennial, Irving Berlin, who parlayed himself
Between the fertile scores
Into a ohe-inan music business.

Salabert.

from "Annie Get Your Gun"

(legit) an* "Blue Skies" (Paramount), not to meption "White Christinas,'' it Was Berlin

•

JQ-to-1.

V'

music business is being reminded, for the
Pearl Harbor, that it's no longer a case of
Sirst time since
"printing 'em and having it sell like nylons. For the simple
reason you can now get nylons and lots of other things. When
'they couldn't buy household goods, wearing apparel, normal
.luxury items, and the like, they bought sheet music by the
bale, Stodkrooms full of old orchestrations and' folios, which
had been gathering dust, suddenly became hot comiiiOdities.
'Jack Robbiris—before he ixited his longtime Metro lihk—
shipped one $2,300 order of this sort of stale music (old Savino
pianoforte folios, antiquated Rudy Wiedoeft saxophone solos,
arid the like) to a music house in Hawaii. That was the kind
which makes any business unusual.
;i»f found money
Biit since the spring, the music biz has fallen off to just
normally good. That's the keynote of almost everything else
"New Year's eve every night" no longer
In show business.

The

•

rest of the

MGM

Columbia

Crosby sales accounted for 28-30% of the Decca output.
"Annie Get Your Gun'' got 44 different recordings, and the
"Night and Day'Vscbre got 185 different waxings of
Cole Porter tunes in bne form or; another, symphonic
or swing, vocal or albumed. But Decca's "Oklahoma!" album
at $5, with more than 500,000 sales, is still the oustander to
date.

.

statutory royalty from .the phonograph platter mahufactuirers,
instead of the time-honored cutrate royalties of l%e. per 35o
disk, l%c if it sells at 50c and 2c if retailing at 75c. With
the disk companies upping mostly to 60c and 75c, the publishers held the line for a time in their demand for the full
2s, but when the Warner Bros, group gave in to RCA-Victor
it became status quo again.

Meantime jukeboxes found themselves 25-40%

Bob Stephens exited Decca and formed his own music
publishing company.
Miax Dreyfus continued setting up
publishing partnership subsids for his favorite tunesmiths,
including an outfit for Harold Arlen and Johnny Mercer and
another for Arthur Schwartz and Ira Gershwin, the latter
teeing of! with their "Park Avenue" score. Meantime Rodgers
Hammerstein's Williamson Music (also Dreyfus-afliliated)
boomed on its "Carousel" and "Oklahoma!" scores and is
constantly adding to the catalogi

,

Song Highlights

Top '46 Best Sheet Music Sellers

Robbins-Felst-

Miller, will commute at least four times yearly to the Metro
studio in order to coordinate
film-selling with songplugging. Berlin's "Blue Slcies" film (Par) is another vivid cur-

M-G

From

the then-I-wrote filmusical biogs the cycle shifted
to the then-I-sang, "The Jolson Story" tieing up a $130,000
synchronization package into a boxoflice boff. This still
doesn't compare with the $250,000 Berlin got for his "Blue
Skies" package against 12%% of the gross, Al Jolson, of
Course, also has a percentage deal, with Columbia for his
siopic, as has producer-cblumnist Sidney Skolsky, who long

nurtured the j:olson pic idea.

Jerome Kern lived to see "Till the Clouds Roll By" (Metro)
and Richard RodgerS will get to see "My Heart Stood Still"
(saga of Rodgers and the late Lorenz Hart; Gene Kelly
and Sinatra aire mentioned for the Rodgers & Hart roles.)
Cole Porter saw himself screen-glorified in "Night and Day";
and the passing ol Vincent Youmans, Harry Von Tilzer and
•Jimmy Walker this year— and Gus Edwards the year before
—revived ideas anew of scenarizing their careers. Metro is
also set to film the saga of Grace and (the late) Gus Kahn.
Other mortalities of the year were Tra Schuster, Carrie
,

T. B. Harms
All Through the Day
^
.Valiant
Coffee Song...................
Barton
Day By Day...............
Doctor, Lawyer, Indian Cliief ,
.
. Biirke-Van
Heusen
Doih' What Cbmes Naturally.. .....i I.Berlin
Five Minutes More,.... ............. ..Melrose
Barton
Full Moon, Empty Arms ...
Remick
Gal'ih'Kalico
....Leeds
Gypsy
I Don't Know Enough About You. ... Campbell-Porgie
Feist
I Don't Know Why
If You Were the Only Girl. ............ Mutual
Williamson
It Might As Well Be Spring. ... . i .
Duchess
For Sentimental Reasons:
...BMI
Laughing On the Outside
Morris
Let It Snow
Santly-Joy
Oh What It Seemed To Be.
Ol Buttermilk Sky. ................... Burke-Van Heusen
Shapiro-Bernstein
Old Lamplighter
.

rent example of hit song potency for important bbxoilice
values.

Biofilmusicals

flitting

over Europe and South America, cementing foreign telations anew on behalf of ASCAP. Several juicy plums were
snagged away from BMI and the first Confederation of International Composers & Authors, this fall, saw songsmiths
from all over the world going to Washington, thence New
York and Hollywood, for conclave and fetes.
This international amity didn't halt the Mexican Songwriters Society asking for a better publishers' payoff or the
all

Click Of "To Each His Own," by Ray Evans and Jay Liv^
ingston—Paramount's "comfort station composers," so-called
because only paper-thin walls separated their hot little oflfice
from the Paramount studio's men's room—focused the spotlight anew on the pre-selling values of a pop song in relation to a film. "To Each His Own," largely credited to Eddy
Howard's plugging assist, also hypoed the Par pic of the
same name.

Walter Huston, who created the stage role, is
largely credited for its hitdom because of an old Brunswick
recording he made. (Company is now owned' by Decca.)

in re.-

ASCAP

The war's end saw general manager- John G. Paine

&

an outstander.

oft

cent montiis and the 10c (three for 25c) idea to hypo income
cropped up. Next month's c5iH-machine manufacturers convention in Chicago will further spotlight the double-jitney,
one-arm niusical bandits.
Foreign disk Safes seem upbeating, with 20,000,000 nonYank platters sold. It's 7% of RCA Victor's business alone.
Accent is on Latin music plus sizeable sprinklings of French,
iRussian, Jewish.
Decca, incidentally, is aiming for 10,000,000 record production monthly, with albums to take a major slice thereof.
Prexy Jack Kapp also added a distinguished Southern Cali-'
fornia educator as advisor on the company's proposed extension of its educational records, fa keeping, with the potential upbeat of 16m film for classrooms.
Columbia, meantime, has its new Los Angeles plant geared
for 50,000,000 platter production per annum.

Jonie laps, still loyal tb Louis Bernstein, his old boss,
brought Columbia Pictures and Decca Records together with
Shapiro-Bernstein to form a subsidiary''Moo J"Music, for pix
songs, utilizing the Doris Fisher- Alan Roberts tunes as the
premiere publications.

And to prove you can't keep a good song down, playwright
Maxwell Anderson, who fashioned the "September Song"
Iwic when it was interpolated into "Knickerbocker Holiday" many Broadway seasons back, finds this Kurt Weill tune

'
,

Frankie Carle's 7,000,000 disks for Columbia may be the
No. 1 bandseller, but Perry Como still holds the laurels as
the best recording hit-maker, viz., "If You Were the Only
Girl In the World" and "Prisoner of Love," both oldies revived by him. He sold clo'se to 10,000,00 disks in '46, which
puts him in Crosby's class as a record salesman.
Other disk sidelights included a move to get the full 2c

•

for

.

tlie

but.

g.m.

added Dinah Shore

prolifie

Wcwb

.

why Abe Olman, new

MGM but

to

.

Robbins' split from Metro inspired a Robbins-Connelly
Music Co, with Reg Connelly of London, but that's still in
Leieds Music (Lou Levy) set ,up a Wholly
flie talk stage.
operated Zwndon cpinpahy With Peter Maurice. Irving Berlin, Ltd., was founded in England (via Louis Dreyfus of
Levy's
Chapjiell), With "Blue Skies" as the teeoif score.
Leeds Music also added Sprague-Coleman and other catalogs,
and after getting tilted to a 1,000-point availability rating in
ASCAP, got cut to 750. Irving Berlin's break with Saul H.
Bornstein (Bourne Music) caused him to ask for uppage
from 4,000 to 4,750 points. He finally got it, whereupon Max
Dreyfus asked ditto for his T. B. Harms firm. He got it.
agrroSn Starr, on behalf of his Warner Bros, group, also

That's

Kate Smith

'

&

still

lost

RCA

And

The big trade news was Jacte Robbins' bow-but from
Metro's music combine as g:jSi,;a)3jEl 28% partner in Robbins,
and Miller Music Corps., for which he got $500,000 net,
Th^ vet music man has since
$673i000, including taxes.
Sons, bought the Hamilton S. Gordon,
Jormed Robbins
•Inc., catalog; missed out in taking over the century-old B. F.
/Wood Music Co. of Boston (set for $75,000,"" the estate at the
last minute deciding not to sell to anybody), and is gradually
getting back into activity.
There were the usual amount of shifting music deals of
ene sort or another.

Jury

.

for five years, away from
Victor. Latter's Eli Oberstein, after first Snaring Betty Hutton ioc Victor, let her go
back to Capitol where she wanted tO be, because of affection for prex^ Buddy deSylva of the outfit, but P^rry Como
renewed with RCA for five years.

•Feist

arfced boosts.

.

;,

.v

Metro's invasion of the record field naturjilly has Decca
with its Judy Garland, Columbia witli Sinatra and Cugat,
and so on down the line, nervous. Already Jimmy Dorsey
exited Decca for
Records, and it's figured other realignments are inevitable.

likewise the clicks of the two yearlings with tlieir three big
"Oh,
.hits of l«46-i''B«»OfS Are flying," "Surrender" and
'what It Seemed io Bs'' (with Frankie Carle as collaborator ),
"That (Christmas Feelplw '"See VHiat a Kiss Can^ D^^
ing,'' in the, also-ran category.

I

.,.• ,>,

None the less the disk business is big business. Capitol
Records' expansion program through an $8,000,000 Wall St.
underwriting put that company to the fore. Jts progreissively good warnings also impressed.
Decca, of course, was an outstander with fancy net profits
of $1,346,227 for the first nine months of '46, or double the
previous year. Decca's 60c quarterly dividend is double the
30c paid in 1945.

pbtains. The follcs are saving for the deep-freeze, the new
car, refrigerator, new suits, etc. Besides which, the free-and'easy wartime-lush buck just ain't no more.

BiggeBt Trade

''..-:-.:

.

anticipated 400,000,000 annual disk turn over parred to 350,000,000 platters only.

'

Which ihakes the Berlin saga the more remarkable.

.\
;

'"Recoi'd- BusinesB
-'Vy'' V'/ 'Vt
The record business prophesied $10,000,000 inTin Pah Alley
gold, with a like amount seen from ASCAP annually.
It
may yet cOme to pass, but it didn't materialize in '46, since
the Society parred its 1945 $7,000,000 diwy, whereas aii

j:

'

-

GBEEN

Jacobs-Bond, Albert Gumble, Brian Hooker, Jack Rosenberg,.
Charles Wakefield Cadman, and the above-mentioned

.

.

'

.

. .

.

,

.

.

.

.

,

.

One-zy Two-zy

Martin

Burke-Van Heusen

Personality
Prisoner of

September Song
Sioux City Sue
South America Take

.Mayfair
..........

Oxford
Crawford
Morris

It

Away .......... Witmark

Santly-Joy
Surrender
;
,
They Say It's Wonderful
........... Berlin
Morris _
Things We Did Last Summer
.

.

To Each His Own. .,
You Won't Be Satisfied
Whole World Singing My Song .....
White Christmas ...................
Winter Wonderland.

.

long were deemed equitable by many publishers.
Irving
Berlin, as a publisher- writer, threw his lot with the tunesmiths which naturally gave them additional ammunition.
Future copyright deals will be so set up that none of the
wrangling over expired valuable oldies ("Sweet Rosie
O'Grady," "I'm Always Chasing Rainbows," "MelancholyBaby ," to name but a few Which have figured in the courts)
will be obviated.

A

Sample Of how valuable are certain copyright renewals
the $25,000 paid the George M. Cohan estate for his "Over
There" renewal. The great value of synchronization rights
evidenced by the $10,000 paid Mills Music by Metro for
Jimmy McHugh and' Dorothy Fields' "I Can't Give You Anything But Love" for "My Secret Heart." And Irving Caesar
is guaranteed $6,000 a year minimum for the next 28 years
from Herman Starr (Warner Bros.) on those of his copyis

is

rights in the

Harms-Remick- Witmark catalog as they become

renewable.

On the Coast, the Screen Compoisers Guild has been mulling joining the Screen Writers Guild because they supposedly
were getting chilled "Hn their ASCAP rating. Screen Composers, borrowing a thought from the American Authors
Authority, also seeks to control its scores after the pix coiUpanies have made use tiiereof in film releasing.
.

felevisiott

I

Television is starting to loom importantly for ASCAP but
the Metro group remains the lone big holdout on reserving
these rights unto itself. Santly-Joy just okayed its video
licensing to the Society, which now has about 80% representation of

its

members

for television.

ASCAP,

in turn,

asked Loew's for a larger seat tax on its chain of theatres
but the picture company rebuffed the Society.
Records also intrigue the picture companies.
Besides
there has been sporadic talk about David O. Selznick
founSing a Vanguard disk label; 20th-Fox has been mentioned as going into the field; also Paramount whose dicker
With Cosmo never materialized.
"

.

MGM

While 20th-Fox looks set to take over Jack Robbins' 26%
in the Big Three MuSic Corp. (Bobbins, Feist and Miller),
20th will not be partnered with Metro in the record business.

:

Hoagy Carmichael's "The Stardust Road," autobiog, spotlighted him anew, although "Buttermilk Sky," out of a Walter
Wanger (U) film, "Canyon Passage," has him rigiit up on top
again, especially in the jukes. Tune is so closely Identified
with Carmichael's style and' recording that even the trade
forgets Jack Brooks collaborated with him.
Just as few
know that two other fellers actually wrote the saucy "Huggin' -an* Chalkin'," because Carmichael's Capitol platter so
impressed his style. The songsmith-actor has become quite
a screen personality, too, of late, segueing from "Canyon"
to an important role in Sam 'Goldwyn's current film outstander, "The Best Years of Our Lives."
Novelty song vogue included "Chiquita Bananas"; and a
couple of pops which had a limited excitement, "Onezy
Twozy" and "Pickle In the Middle, Mustard -On Top," both
out of Jack Benny's radio program.
Longhair or "middle-brow" music, as Sigmund' Romberg
calls it— and proved it oh his concert tdurs— got new hypo.
Phil Spifalny's sensational $10,000 to $14,000 one-night grosses
in concert proved that. The Iturbi-Melchior specialties in
Metro pix and on the radio further helped; with result Hollywood is eyeing operatic scores more and more. In addition,
virtuosos like Yehudi Menuhin did film soundtracks like
"The Magic Bow" (Paganini saga, for a British film producer); Isaac Stern recorded the "Humoresque" (WB) violining; Artur Rubinstein pianoforted for Republic; Iturbi for
Columbia's "A Song to Remember"; Heifetz to come, etc.

Uore SiddigbtB

I

.Paramount
..Mutual
; , „, Robbins
Berlin
.

.BVc

4
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Love
Rumors Are Flying

Brazilian Performing Rights Society airing its gripe on the
poor payoff in Yanqui dollaires.
The Alien Property Custodian did a big wartime business
in rights to foreign music (also pix, plays, etc.) but with
war's end the Austrian, French and German performing
rights societies sued ASCAp for $392,958 in blocked (accumulated) rpyalties.
This Was finally alleviated when
ASCAP agreed to excliange eoin ISnig overdue.
With war's end too, the Italian publishers, always prolific, deluged U. S. firms with their scripts and, even more
so, fought for the Italian publication rights to American hits.
The Songwriters Protective Assn. meantime has been planning royalty and other income advancements. The songsmiths presented them to the publishers who, after going
through the motions of fainting, left themselves a backdoor
for future negotiation. That's on the agenda for 1947. As
a matter of fact some firms already are giving writers slid*
ing ioyaltjr scales of 3c, 4c and Sc on sheet music sales, as
the graph moves up. The idea of not freezing mss., or tieing
in songs in foreign package sales, synchronization rights, etc.,

What would a music year be without a suit by Ira Am*
stein who, strangely enough, scored' a curious legal point Jn
one of his manifold suits, this time against Cole Porter.
Mose Gumble hit his 70th birthday, and is still actively
"plugging along" for Remick.
Three Victor Herbert revivals— "Red Mill," "Sweethearts"
and "Gyp.sy Lady," latter taken to London by Jack Hylton-^
also hit the jackpot again.

Johnny Burke and

Jimmy Van Heusen now

collect $75,000

apiece from Paramount for seven scores they have to do
(chiefly for Bing Crosby).
Song-of-the-Month was another new 1946 idea.
Trucking strike and paper shortages were stymie.': to the
music business when it was in better shape to fulfill orders
than when labor peace came and business eased off. None
the less, business is good if the trade would forget that 1945
went 15%% higher than ever and, of course, the war years

were phenomenal.
The Music Publishers Contact Employees, fancy tag

for

the Eongpluggers' union, took exception to Nick Kenny's
songplugging activities, alleging the columnist-songsmilh's
N. Y. Mirror connections gave him undue advantage, but
"Uncle Nick" agreed to stick to his birthday greetings and
patty poems. Herman Starr, head of WB's music interests,
however, had his own gripe about the MPCE and resigned.
On the subject of pluggers, Lester Santly and Georgie Joy,
in setting up its subsidiary Oxford Music, gave Tommy
Valando, their prof, mgr., a piece of the new firm. Berlin's
Dave Dreyer is another slated to go Into lausiness for himself eventually.
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There has been much said during teet what they have or snag some
to menthe year about the business done from a rival company. Not
by recording manufacturers during tion constant^ riding herd on talent
the raiding attempts
J946. Whatever has been predicted lists against
new M-G-M outfit.
is tar short of »what actually has by the
Refusal of most of the majors to
occurred. During 1946 it is possible
production to
that the recording industry took a divert part of their
Because
position at the very top of the en- new talent is regrettable.
to
tertainment heap in total revenue. there is no other way for it
break through. Indies can't do it.
This is the opinion of responsible
Latter have been operating almost
people with a linger in several enartists
from the beginning with
tertainment pies.. It's their belief
formerly connected with the ma-

for Plain Songs of the Plainismen, or
Why Ives and Acuff Shine

By LLOYD LEWIS
Chicago.

.

Just in

cision, I
last

my
it

There
method

absolutely no simple
accurately determining
during the past

is

of

position.

accouhted for approximately 300,disM, not to mention the
hundreds of independents spread
throughout the country and led by

<MW,0(>9

IMercury, Majestic, Cosmo. National,
etc. There's no4ottbt that the combined production of these outfits

SONNY KENDIS
HIS ORCHESTRA
COLUMBIA RECORDS

AND

They must depend on what

they have to keep going, (Even then,
if one
of these names cfomes up
strongly there's always spme major
to grab him off. And the
of course, must take advantage
SCHWABTZS
sBy
of it— witness RCA-Victor's acquisiHe published his first song over
tion of Tony Martin from Mercury.)
All in all, the record business has 50 years ago, and that means he has
songwriters.
a
lot
of
The greats
met
become quite an industry since the
days in the '30s ^hen all. companies among them, and they include Viccouldn't manage a total combined tor Herbert, Rudolf Friml, Sigmuttd

Dr@yfys Cctse
ABTHUB

sale of 50,000,000 disks. And it'll be
add^d another 3ft to S0;000,000. From some time yet before sound on tape,
there on the>totat sales for ihe year wire, or other methods puts a halter
by all compsinies is anybody!s guess. on it: and backs it into a stall.
bigger,
even
And 1947 figures to be
lor- which the major companies areafteady girdfng themselves. Columbia's new plant in Hollywood is expected to get going this month, and

23p,0(M)In

the same ciHnpany's ICings Mill, O.,
plant still has quite a bit of idle
capacity. BCA is planning a new
plant at Cannonsburg, i»a., M-G-M,
Metro's subsid, is due to get started
this year, and sO <m. Couple this
with the fact that fiostwar record'
buying has not really b^gun as yet
since radio manufacturers still are
not, for various reasons, marketing
combination, radio, sets in very
great numbers.

Variety carried a prediction more
than a year ago that a postwar annual total of 300,000,009 to 600,000,000 records' was entirely possible.
At the moment, even that seems
slightly shortsighted. At the- time it

was made tradespeople laughed.
I

IMS

Saless

Realize,

M«ntWy By

too,

that the

giagers
1346 sales
.

were compaed mostly by ySingers,
albums of all types and the tremendous boom |n kiddie material, along
with longhair disks. Name bands
were a very poor last, with one or
two exceptions,! in the overall
scheme of things. Singers such as
Bing Crosby, Perry Como, Frank
•

Dinah Shore, Peggy Lee,
Tony Martin, Margaret Whiting and
Sinatra,

'

a long list of others still are in almost complete control of sales of
popular songs. Only One band broke
through that lineup, that led by
Frankie Carle, who disposed of approximately 7,000,000 Columbia
In pointing that out, it's
not to be inferred that other name
leaders didn't hit reasonable earnings statements, but those that did
did so on the basis of back catalogs,
not current material. And even then,
the major companies did not find
enough production room to fill such
back orders, Toiiany IJo^sey's "Opus
No. 1," for example^ is said to have
requests for approiKimately 750,000
platters.

\

I
!

.

disks piled

up

fit

Victor.

What was really tremendous, however, dtiring the year was the defor albums of all types. For
some time, Decca had a long headstart on rivals in this field, but, as
time went on,
and Columbia
began to catch Up. An idea of the
business avsnlable in tbis field is
the recent respoiise to Columbiai's

mand

HCA
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From Jukes

records.

And

thsit's only among the majors. There
are dozens of kiddie and other type
albums being marketed by firms
one never knew existed.
While fill this scrambling has
been going on for production, the
inajor companies, with the possible
exception of Capitol and RCA-Victor, have not seriously turned their
attention to the building Of new
talent. They obviously are content
with sales stemming from almost
the siin^e faces who were available
during' the past coiiple of years,
flghting airtottg themselves to pro-

hereby offering

it

de-

one

chance to stop me from taking
Zenith portable and dropping

my

door.

the point the other evening

where

an ambitious group, calling themThe King's Jesters, smothered

a beautiful old western song, "The
Bed River Valley," in so muffled yet
Romberg, Jerome Kern, Cole'Porter massive a series of fancy bellows
.
well, you tsike it from there . . . that ail meaning as well as melody
and dbn't leavfe out (Seorge Gersh- disappeared. That song is the quiet
win, Bichard RodgerS and VincCht and plaintive attempt of a cowhand
Youmans. They would all say, I am to persuade a girl from the east not
sure that Max Dreyfus was and is to forget him when she gets home
an anomoly in the show business a genuinely natural western verse
world. Why? Because he has pub- set to a singularly appropriate tune.
lished thousands of the. world's most The melody is a thin and haunting
famous songs without ever fueling line as all lonesome strains should
once that. any of them would post be, yet tiiis choral group gave it
tively b^ a hit. "The public makes all the ornate variations and ponderthe hits," he will say. "J caii only ous rumblings of a mob scene from
say what I like, but I'm one p^son. BomherSr
.

'

From

its humble beginning some
years ago, wheij Thomas A. Edison invented the phonograph, the
phonograph has gone through transitions which have made it a garish,
gaudy, mechanical monster wreaking its raucous music at the drop
of a jit. From 1906, the first recorded
date for the appearance of an automatic phonograph, the public's taste
successively
passed through the
period where its nickels were
clutched by the coin-operated piano
and , coin-operated organ. And early
in the last decade came the forerunner of the modern diskbox.
In AtJgust, 1940, VARnsiy in a
national survey, estimated the national annual return of the diskbox
at a conservative |150,000,000. Some
25,000 instruments were (reported lb
have been located in the New York
ipnetropolitan area alone. Now the
gross has rocketed to a point which
some authorities place in the neighborhood of $232,000,000 gleaned last
year from about 280,000 machines
in the U. S. alone.

69'

Yet when the show was opened and

I can be wrong."
This passion of the arranger to
In the supef-ballyhooed, hypoed, over-arrange, of the agencies to impressagented bedlam we think of as pose masses of artists, and of the
show business, that kind of fellow studios to gravitate ever toward
should get nowhere. Composers are grandeur is understandable busitemperamental
remember? -.- must nessmen in the arts usually tend to
be nursed, built up, flattered, in- confuse size with art and the prospired. Max Dreyfus has his own fessional in any line is apt to show
way of flattering. It's a little dis- off his technique at the expense of
concerting at first, but you get used common sense and taste.
to it. You play him a song you think
Anybody in show business is
will shake the world.' You sing it as familiar with the
musical Which is
if it were the Marseillaise or the
a smash success in rehearsal when

—

—

'

Liebestod.

He

listens

Compare that with Hammerstein
and Rodgers' "Oklahoma!" where the
band is always subordinate to the
tune and only cuts loose whett it
is supposed to-rih those songs where
massed cowhands and farm girls

whobp

tional antics.

Oscar Hammerstein,

iX's

"Knights

of Song" some years ago was a
surefire hit at rehearsal at the St.
Louis Municipal Opera. The Gilbert
Sullivan songs were limpid, clear
and commanding as sung on a bare
stage with a piano accompaniment.

&

—

I

I

,

Charges of Bribery Against IMniimed

BBC Offieiah By British Tin Pan Alley
London.
Charges of bribery leveled at unofficials in Parliament

ministration, and a replacement of crease in the output of the BBC as
its
key men in the chairborne opposed to dance music as a whole.
brigade by individuals with a better Dance band fans, they claim, are
two things. They understanding of radio and less con- seeking satisfaction elsewhere
in
brought to a head a long-nurtured cern for personal prestige. But jazz concerts,
one night stands' and,
irritation on the part of leading from the Wrong direction that the
most of all, in the programs of AFN,
dance band, musicians over the mal- affair seems likely to take, it is Munich-Stuttgart,
and Frankfurt.
administration of the BBC's popular only in the field of dance music that
These stations have a larger listenmusic airings, and they diverted at- there is much probability of changes, ership in Britain
than BBC officials
tention from the fundamental fail- and these will be trivial.
are willing to admit—especially the
ings of the corporation by drawing
two-hour disk stint, "Midnight in
Brnsheg T» Dance Bands
an overstuffed red herring across the
Munich."
tracks.
The fact is that the BBC hierarchy
Musicians get $12 per session for
The result has been that the really regards dance music as un- airings a possion consisting of three
much-kicked variety dept. once worthy of a place on the air and hours rehearsal plus the broadcast.
more takes the rap while the more is Completely disinterested in and Extra rehearsal time rates $3 per
blameworthy seniors dUcfc for cover. ignorant about its performance, man for a three-hour period.
Wing-Commander Cooper, M.P., the presentation and personnel. What
Nothing is laid OH the line in norself-appointed prosecutor
in
the goes out is included only as a half- mal dances and broadcasts for either

named BBC

—

recently achieved

|

of

fact the

BBC

is,

if

any-

thing, over-conscientious in its obligations to all and sundry who imagine themselves possessors of radio
talent, whereas too many put an
over-high i-atijig on their own abilities.;

The best hope of the outcome of
the shindy is some new and better
deal for dance bands. But with the
present disdainful attitude of the
planning executive and the general
direction to tjie question, it is. a forlorn hope.
What is really required is a major
shake-out of the overcrowded ad;

,up

ccrtrnmubity

in

Radio studios in their handling of
westerh songs have apparently not
yet learned the simple truth about
that kind of entertai,nment, namely
that a true cowboy ballad is conceived in loneliness and done in
solo while riding around a sleeping
herd. Burl Ives success is, at bottom,
due to bis' recognition of this fact.
His voice is a remarkable One, but
characterizaiion is the great thing
about him. He knows just as Carl
Sandhurg knows and .John A.

Lomax, the discoverer of the cowboy song, has always known, that
the ballad is not for choruses, "nor
for the artificially slickened voice>
nor. for Tin Pan Alley.

For Example

I

Ives has that hallmark of the
artist, the ability to make
listeners forget him and, more important, themselves. Audiences will

complete

always give the bottom of their
hearts to the i»erformer who ignores

them entirely and profoundly.
Comiwre Ives' and John McCor^
mack's singing of "The Foggy, Foggy
Dew'' on records and you will see
the difference between art and technique, the genuine and the superficial, the real and the unreal. For
that matter, compare Walter Huston's record of "September Song"
with that of Bing Crosby—Huston,
with no voice at all, make? it a
:

great, sad song, Bing with a fine
voice merely moons it without the

faintest conception of the ballad
story it tells. To Crosby it is just
another in an endless series of
profitable groanings.

voice of superlative ability that .can
become as authentic in ballads as
the naturalistic Ives, Sandburg and
Lomax is Paul Robeson's. I have
never heard so much honesty uttered
in one evening as once when he and
Ive; took turns singing ballads at
each other with not more than halt
a dozen listeners sitting by.
-

Boy Acuff on records and radio
one of the few mountaineer performers of ballads not to be touched
by Tin Pan Alley. Lomax, who
should know, rates him as simonpure authentic. If a chorus joins in,
Acuff has the unerring ability to
keep it down, hold it and the fiddles
is

below the solo voice Which sings
the story.
That, of course, is the basic fault
with the professionals who make
such a botch of performing ballads
on stage, screen and radio—they do
not understand that a ballad is one
man's story. They still think a ballad
is 75 Student Princes leaning over
the footlights to tell Kathie in glee
club style that they love her, Kathie
meanwhile standing 50 feet behind

them unnoticed.
Radio ought to send

—

point

things

style.'.^;,:'".

John A. Lomax, with as little
most atten- one lone piano is guiding the singers, voice as Huston, could do with
and a colossal flop on opening night "Home On the Range" what John
Charles
Thomas could never dorwhen an over-staffed band, eager
plains
M
to claim its share of the spotlight, take the listener out on the
tops the singers in noise and drowns and ihake him feel what the lone.,
felt. The one trained
rider
some
all melody in a fjlood of orchestra-

and if the song really strikes
him, he might give you a "very nice,
very nice.'' Hardly audible.
he
isn't bowled over completely, his reaction is likely to be "Nice."
Why did all the big boys gb to him,
seek his advice, come back to him
after he turned their first works
down? Can't say quite, except that
he is a thorough musician, a gentleman of culture, a patron of the theatre and he never raises his voice.
(Continued on page 220)
tively,

'

throngs of bandsmen took over, the
melodies were swamped, the speU
was gone— and so were the crowds.

.

announcement of a Harry James
album containing eight of the sides
Which helped boost him before the current mess, also further fogged hearted concession to a public deto the top of the band heap. his issues by adding allegations that mand.
Before this book hit the sales stalls, ex-service performers were not getIn defense of this attitude, it is
Columbia had orders for 300,000 ting their slice of radio cake. In. claimed that, in the past year, the
1,200,000

industry

know my

selves

war

Cppies^br

am

radio

It can at least save one drowning
and retain one listener if it will
begin slapping the hands of all arrangers, production geniuses, and
big thinkers who start putting High
Mass into simple, melodic numbers,
and who crowd great choruses in
on the sponsor to sinj. a simple song
that is meant for one voice alone.
This malpractice has been growing
in radio, year by year, and reached

SMfon'x GraHiitgi

The Big Four—^RGX-Victor. ready
Columbia, Decca and Capitol alone artist,

year.

the

into the prairie river that runs

past

'

total record s?des

case

should be aching to

that the 33 pressing plants at present
jors,
but who for various reacoasts
both
between
operating
sons were cast adrift. The indies
turned out enough production to
can do nothing else. To experiment
compile billitti^ that surpass the inwith new talent is to risk bankcome of the entire radio industry ruptcy. Most haven't the financial
from time sales. That's a large
backing to mark time imtil a perstatement, but they stand by it
former can be built into a good sales

adamantly.

With Pufie Ballads^

Especially

Bfr

1947

Those OverrArrangemente,

public interest in dance music has
declined and that evidence of this
is provided by the figures culled by
the BBC Listener Research Bureau.
Nevertheless,
the listenership to

dance music remains comparatively
higher than the listenership to classical music where reasonable comparisons are possible and there has
been a surfeit of longhair music on
the ether since the inauguration of
the so-called "bird Program.
Dance musicians argue contrariwise that, if there has been any
faUing off in the popularity of their
particular kind of stock, it is a de-

orchestrations or presentation. Tlie
leader must supply his own music.

sung as if it were not
to people, but to cattle.

Leaders with star sidemen in their
orchestras often have to pay

all its

ballad

all its arrangers, and all
charge of production, down to Dallas, Tejtas, and
learn from John Lomax, that 80year-old master-singer of ballads,
that a cowboy song must always be

singers,

its viceTpresidents in

being sung

them

out of their own pockets, as the
BBC fee does not cover the cost to
the leader of the broadcast. Moreover, Without financial aid for arrangements, be must frequently
turn to the publishers for subidized
scores of current plugs to help out.
The BBC is anxious to eliminate
this
practice
but unwilling
to
shoulder the cost of the musical arranging.
Again, the leader buying his own
orchestrations cannot afford to gear
them solely to radio. They must
serve a multiple purpose— radio,
(Continued on page 220)

Pity the

Poor

Biste

Springfield, Mass.

A

proposal that an annual fee of
$10 be levied against operators. Of
places using diskboxes was offered
night (6) to the city council.
City has never taxed its 500 juke
boxes, and the proposal was one
last

revenue producing
by a special aldermanic committee.
Group would also ask a $5 tap
from each distributor.

of a series of
levies drawn up

1

Wedim

January 8, 1947
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Worly-firsl

Time Seen Curer of Current Band Ills When Hub Goe$
AstheBusine5sSeeksltsOmeatB.O, For llliy Airs

Thar'sModHHT

LodeinTwangy

BERME WOODS

By

What's wrong with the band busi- affected by

Music Strains

it, which means virtually
the entire country, are therefore too
depressed mentally to look kindly
on jump music.

ness?

For the past several months that's
been the $64 question after a long
wartime and postwar period of spectacularly good business. And if any
group of people has evei: talked itself into a panic, those involved in
the merchandising and operation of
bands have certainly done so. The
downward curve of the boxoftice
graph has been too sudden, too
sharp. They've been scared silly.
There are a lot of reasons why
such a panic should have developed
in the band field. But none is strong
enough to Justify the sort of talk
kicking around lately
that the
name band business has.hit a slump
from which it will take a long 'time

Hollywood.
Xookee, podner, what's a-gallopin*
us again, felsky as a
tumW«weed, Yep, the westeVn song.
Not only back and bold as everj but
uBoi>

down

threatening to move right in among
the pops.
.
,
The prainc-plaint seemed to have
ducited down a gopher hole during
much of the war period. Pearl Harbor time found "Deep in the Heart
of almost
of Texas" pouring out
every tonsil, but thereafter, tor some
iit«Kplicable reason, the oatune did
a -fast fade. It was heard from once,
in a mighty roar when Al Dexter's
Xay That Pistol Down" spiraled into
consciousness, but
coast - to - coast
only lately has it really resurged,
.

Too Much

absorb
energy

—

to recover, if ever.

an economic condition

category of popularity.

nowadays

when

much

an

nationwide.

that's pretty

Actually,

there's

no more bothering the band business
than is upsetting any other field of

eatune becomes strong in its own
field, the pop singers and orchs grab
It for straight renditions! which not
the consideration
only attests to
given it on its own merit, but also
is a slant on strength of pop ditties

the public. The public
isn't buying; at current prices. But—
and this is the peculiar Condition for
the
business
selling

to

which

band

completely

currently

comes

Cowband Ballad

responsible

buying

to

—

itself

when

something

is

it

|

The

six othei'

pop purrers follow^

a great deal more
ever had in the past,

cover

ground than

it

Nc^ Names

By GEORGE GILBERT

Another thing that the band world
must await to be reawakened is
some new names. And right now,
due to the aforementioned reasons
for the slump of established names,
a new name hasn't a prayer of succeeding. However, since the start of
the war and the resultant freezing
in position of Tommy Dorsey, Harry

Blusie

for this type of public to
It takes real physical

easily.

ers,

Br^

,

'

i

full

And

stride.

new

the

Anhuai Sufvey of Song

And

it.

Hits with file Largest

Rodio Audiences

,

(Dec. 27, I9i5, through Dec. 26, 1946)
Tfie 35 Song hiU with the largest atidiences are listed below in order of the total Audience Coverage
hidex points received in the ACl Surveys dwWiq the year. (Songs in staee or film productions are indicated.
Songs currently active are tnorfced with on ^teri?fc. Soitfls whose activity began in the fall of 1945 are re.
ferred to in the joctnotes,)

Why Did I Ever Leave
Number ef
Wyoming" has been recorded by
Total weeks in
Kay Kyser and Jack Smith. Dacca
ACI
last month exalted "By the Old CorRank Points Survey
Sone title
ral" by having Dick Haymes give it
They Say It's Wonderful
31
1.
32,301
setiiitis treatment, backed by Victor
19
30,290
Symphony' ...........
2.
Young's big orch.
3.
25
29,023
Oh, What It Seemed to Be.
Spinrred Argamcnt
24
4.
Day By Day
27,596
And champions and addicts of the 5.
28
All Through the Day
25,703
Feist's _«0h.

most

all

9.

10.

11.
12.
13.
14.

18.

19.

corral

and

19,084
18,924
18,525
18.158
17,516
17^495
17,391

16.

17.

Old

the
stuff.

'

15.

are willing to

artists

about

snap up the

,

now

8.

Paint, assured that a big public will

en«rp

25,398
24,346
24,293
23,870
23,053
22,180
21,027
20,514
20,049

6.
7.

20.

Capital Records now has the Dinning Sisters back on an oatune ditt,
where trio started before aspiring
to ballads and
novelties. And as far
«s the popularity of the music generally is concerned, ballroom operators along the Pacific slope exPlain that by and large during the
past year, the sagebrush combos of
Bob Wills and Spade Cooley have
'^ed them mote velvet than any
*f
the lustre-lit name bands;

21.

22.
23.

24.
25.
26!

27.
28.

29
3o'

31.
32.

33
34,

SoBgwriliig Class

35.

Philadelphia, Jan.

7.

Gentle art of song writing, has invaded the American schoolroom;
Frank Cajjano, head of Tin Pan
AJley Music, Inc., has organized a
class in song-writing for the nearby
Woodbury (N. J.) Parent-Teachers
Assn.

.

.

:

18

24
16
16

26
27
47
30

2»
20
31
23
19
14
23

22

17,336
16,629
16,335

22
25
19

16,546
16,207

2S0

16,059
16.048
15,793
14,793
14,563
14,184
14,062
13,618
13,374

is
24
27
27
15
22
16
27
19

24

i>oy

Annie Get Your Gun

Berlin

Chappell

.

Santly-joy
Barton
Williamson
E.H.Morris

......

Centennial Summeir
Let It Snow, Let It Snow.'Let It Snow's
I'm Always Chasing Rainbows". ........... .Dolly Sisters
.Dol^ Sisters
I Can't Begin to Tell You*.
.Bells of St. Mary's
Aren't You Glad You're Yous. ..
.

—

,

.

Miller

Bregman-Vocco-Conn
Burke-Van HeuSen

.

The Gypsy.
To Each His Own..;

.

Leeds
.....

Blue Slrfes^..,...

....Blue

..

iGottheSun in the Morning. ...
..^
Some Sunday Morning...;.. :v. ............. Sah
Five Minutes More
I Don't Kn<iw Enough About You
Shoo Fly Pie and Apple Pan Dowdy.

SW

Paramount
Berlin

Melrose
Campbell-Eorgie

. .

—

.

.

•

.

:

.

.

.

^-

!

Eleuen

ACI points.
ACI points.
ACI poi)l*'

ujeefcs in 1945 U)ith 2,784
toecfcs in 1945 U)ith 17,014

weeks in 1945 with

to music.
collectors is Frank
eral manager of

hillbilly

song

Walker now gen-

M-G-M

records.

Years ago Walker dug up folk music
by journeying into the hills with an
oldtime recording outfit and got the
real stuff. The old folk melodies
stemmed from the men of the soil—
from hard-working, hard-drinking
frontiersmen
of
a bygone era.
They're part of Americana as evidenced by the lyrics, which glossed
over the seamy side of life in some
instances
others

Today
hillbilly

tributed

and called
xmiversal

its.

shots

acceptance

strains can partially
to the large-scale

be

in

of
at-

troop

movements during the war which

,

lueefcs in 1945 UJtt/i 10,092

Ten
Fiue

BiUbiliies love to make heroes
out of the oldtime deiH>eradoes, as
in the case of Jesse James. They
swear by the songs as historical
fact. Writers and composers express
tlie times for these people. Miller
set the late Huey Long to music and
earlier reflected the unrest through
the south and the larat belt by
writing his " 'Leven Cent Cotton,
Forty Cent Mfeat— (How in the hell
can a poor man eat?)" It sold; when
the farmer was "whipped," to the
tune of 3,600,000 disks. John Dillinger is another bad man who was set

.

.

'Also on Peatman Survey for 8 weeks in 1945 toitfi 8,132 ACI points.
Four weeks in 1M5 with iMi ACI points; also again currently i^^^
Eight weeks in 1945 with 3,686 ACI poijits,

«

the difference

song and a oowonly a ten-gallon

is

Pioneer among the

Capitol

.Road to Utopia
Burke- Van Heusen
Burke- Van Heusen
Ole Buttermilk Sky'...... .................. Canyon Passage
BroadcastMusic
Laughing On the Outside... .....................
You Won't Be Satisfied.......v...............,,.............,......,MufuW
.......
.Gail
......
.^e Mister
Witmark
South America; 'Take It Away
... E. H.Mor^
Sioux City Sue. .............. ... .v.......
Berlin
You Keep Coming Back Like a Song*.,..... Blue
Doctor, Lawyer, Indian Chief .^^
\ Melrose
.......
Feist
I Don't Know Why....... ..
..State Fair
Williamson ;
It Might As Well Be Spring*.,.^. ..
:-....,...,.....>... -vSantly-Joy
Surrender
.CentennialSummer
T.B.Harms
In Love in Vain
Mutual
If You Were the Only Girl.
Bobbins
The Whole World Is Singing My Song*
Feist
Seems Like Old Times.
.....^
Come to Baby, Do',,,.
C^^
Coine Rain or Come Shine...... ........ ....St.LouisWoman^
....Oxford
Rumors Are Flying*
Personality

.

And

hillbilly

.

Antori^^^

.k.

'„

1

0

tunes.

number

.hat"

Publisher

1

1

atomic age they seek an escape in
church music and plain, down to
earth melodies such as hillbilly and

between a
Frodnction

I

western song right today are quick
to remind the dubious that essentially many tunes high in popularity
we actually oatunes, merely masquerading as pops. What else, they
ask, is "Ole Buttermilk Sky"?
The recording companies are be«Mning more conscious of, sales posEibihties inherent in
iaimost
any
western ditty, and from the preeminent Bing Crosby on down, al-

Street to tinkle on the living room
piano. He (eskfy buys the simple
melodies. Most sbhgs have too m&ny
fancy chords for the average sheet
music buyer. "Peday a lot of people
sing because they're afraid. In this

cowboy

AC

—

song at," Miller observes.
the simple songs that sell. Most
pop tunes of today are written for
the top bands to play. The music
is apt to be hard for the man on Main
his

engagements.

stride

suit.

but further scored when Phil
The Charioteers and Johnny

Mercer went to work on

;

^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Miller Music found that the life
Kver Down in Texas"

Harris,

Some 15% of all major disk pressings today ar* devoted to folk tunes,
mountain ballads and cowboy laments. Evert staid New England has
begun to unbend and give homegrown, down-to-earth music the nod.
In 1946 Boston alone bought over
500,000 platters in this category.

:

of "If You're

was by no means exhausted when
given innings by the sagebrush sing-

I

to react to and enjoy a "beat"
band for those whose normal inclinations run in that direction. And,
Some of the bigger pubs have set
James, Jiminir Dorsey, aind all the
lulled by that mental slump, too
up branches to handle such music
other top outfits, a new generation
many just cannot develop that has grown
but few have met with success, acup that Will be ripe when
strength.
cording to Bob Miller, prexy of the
the time comes to select and boost
Therefore, a fair portion of the up the b.o. ladder a completely new publishing house that hears his naine
and which specializes in such music.
blame for the slump can be placed crop of stars.
But they go about it wrong, sajw
on a good- many jump band maesAnd when that happens It should Millei', They don't tinderstand the
tfosiThey have let Strangers run
be accomplished with a goodly
away with theni. They feature music amount of new musicians. At that market. Their sales technique is
built on the principle of creating
that even make those wince whose
moment, .virtually every top band artificial "hits" by means of drives
job it is to follow trends. Melody is
now in existence is staffed by faces
a thing of the past. It all has de- tiiat have long been familiar. They and high-pressure publicity campaigns. This won't sell a hillbilly
generated into a question of who can
move from one band to another.
produce the trickiest writing, which Many have been in service. "They number. In the first place a "hit
song" never reaches the true hit
often is coupled to brass passages are all pretty
tired (and you can
class until it sells on both Broadway
laid out in such a way that height- take
that any way you choose), their
ens the effiect of the latter and seems, playing is uninspired. There's no and Main Street. No "hit" ever became a Idi unless it did that. Miller
at least, to increase the noise decienthusiasm among them, and withpoints out.
bels. And the public isn't taking to
out it how can thex.hope to instill
it too kindly.
A publisher with high-poWefed
enthiisiasm for what they are doing
That this is so is proven by the in- listeners? Listen to any recording contactmen may push a song up to
trend toward the close of this year produced prewar by almost any "B" the 400,000 mark but it'll never exceed
that, and then, too, a tune of
toward sweet bands. Unexpectedly, or "C" class band, and compare them
the trade found that the bands doing with some of the current disks being that type has a_ short life. Take the
the best business in metropolitan turned out by "A" bands; iand you'll case of "There's a* Star Spangled
Banner
Waving Somewhere," Slilcenters, and many times on one- quickly understand.
ler's biggest hit, with sales topping
nighters, were the Guy Lombardos.
1,700,000 copies. Written in 1944 by
Sammy Kayes, Blue Barrons, et al.'
Miller
and Paul Roberts, it's a melIn some sp<}ts, such as the Totem
Hawaii Openhig Up As
ancholy saga of the past war and
Pole Ballroom, Auburndale, Mass.,
parlayed itself and Elton Britt who
the management found that a local
Bsmd Ihite, But
first
recorded it, into top-money
band dispensing plain, unembroibrackets because, Miller says, "the
dered dance music outdrew such
backbone of America is simplicity."
names as Harry James. The con"Banner" is a simple number with •
dition launched a hue and cry that
Hollywood.
mournful tyric. "Banner," incidentalthe bounce band had finally bounced
Hawaiian situation finally is openitself from public favor.
Nothing ing up for bands, with Music Corp. ly, won some sort of distinctfon for
being a number which the publisher
could be further from the truth.
of America having closed a deal for
There's no question but that sweet Royal Hawaiian hotel, Honolulu, to requested the "Hit Parade" not to
play. Irate because of the rapid
mu$i<! is enjoying a stronger b.o. take on series of orchestras as regtempo at which the tune was bei^g
beat. But it will never completely ular policy.
Joe Reichman crew,
played. Miller told Lucky Strike to
.smother or even feolf 'own for any current at St. Francis, San Franor not at all.
length of time the liveiier style of cisco, will open an eight-Week stand do the number slower
A fast, dance arrangement would
tlie jump band. As soon as conditions
Blair and Dean, ballroom
Jan. 28.
have killed the song. Miller said.
are righted and things again become, team, are on same bill.
in some measure, equal to what they
Since the war few Yank combos
intinw'e Feeiiag Needed
were prewar, the natural exuber- have appeared in the islands, due
"A write* milst have an intimate
ance of music followers will lift the to fact transportation costs usually
feeling for the people he's aiming
so-called jump band right back into did not warrant bands making brief
"It's
;

that

neither their pocketbooks nor their
Presently reigning as king of the spirit can afford at the moment, you
cactus chants is "Adobe Hacienda," have a partial answer to the slump.
Music
Co.
bought
which Southern
By the word "spirit" is meant that
from Louise Massey In 1942 and the 1945 and 194fi trend of performfinally dragged down off a shelf ance by too many name bands in
when firm noticed pulsating throb the so-called "swing" field are
done by oatunes. largely responsible for what has
of bis being
'Whether the ditty mellowed during been happening at the b.O.
As
its stretch on the shelf or not, it
VARiinPT pointed out last year, the
caught on almost immediately after band business, before it can shift
of
it into
recordings
two odd-label
the postwar high gear of sales
started selling; these waxings, Jack and
popularity, must await the
McLean for Coast Records, and Es- righting of economic and living conquire Trio on Rhapsody label, went ditions. There is too much, for too
like wildfire in the west^ so Southern many
wage-earners in the age
iriade tiie ditty its No. 1 plug. Ignor- brackets that produce band
following the pops on its roster, and now ers, to worry about
in so far as acthe piece is getting serious play in tually existing is concerned
for them
bands' books and from pop record- to be thinking about demonstrating
ing artists
allegiance to one band or another.
Rohblns' Outers
They need every ounce of energy
I
Bobbins Music also has seen what to find places to live and work. In
can be done with an oatune when the midwest, in Pennsylvania and
the spurs and boots are stripped off surrounding states, where lies the
and straight attention lent it. Firm's best band territory, strikes have
"I Tipped My Hat and Slowly Rode been rampant. Both those involved
Away" created a stir when Buddy in this condition and the jwpulation
Sagar diiiked it for Victor and Stu
Davis warbled it fer Sonora, so Robbins induced Perry COmo to give it
Ncititictii
another ride on Victor. Immediately
.

should

As a result, the average swing
band has been putting forth too

much music

What Is needed most is time, the
led off with "Sioux City Sue" starthealer of many ills. At the moment,
ing a* a sheer western ditty and.
the industry is caught in the web of
emerging finally into the general
Definitely
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aided in popularizing the music of
the soil. But it's a w.k. fact that hillbilly tunes have always sold well
no matter how bad the country's
economic conditions. During the bad
depression years hiU tunes saved a
number of disk labels from, bankruptcy.

—
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Fortyfirst

MPSIC':

820

Bines for Coast IncGe Diskers;

gigs, stage

litde Labels Waning Not Waxing

and recordings. Radio

[The 25 stondards with the largest radio audiences «re listed below iw
order^of the totol ACl poiwts, Dec. 27, 1945, thfougrh Dec. 26, 1946.]

is

inevitably the loser.

Total ACi
Points

Tyro Spielers

JR.

Presentation too often consists of
borrowing each others' contractees,
Hollywood,
the app.earance of a junior anThe new year dawned with none which probably would be helpful
However, nouncer without interest or knowltoo Mseate a hue .for the sprawling and is at least novel.
edge of the subject, a fev/ minutes
one
only
overtures,
many
despite
dot
which
independent disk labels
cooked up. ahead of air time, who scribbles out
this region. The small boys know deal actually has been
some mildly lACetious noles on the
the :chips are down and they are Four Star let its platter property,
list of items
to be played.' What
facing a real flght to survive. Last Ray Herbeck band, cut four sides for
under- eventuates can be readily imagined.
with
Itecords,
University
Variety
respring, a checkup by
Nor are these superior young men
choose
any
Four
Star
can
standing
different
125
vealed that more than
voicing their
for
similar
v»rom&n
beyond
label
under
U
talent
a
and
the
here
by
waxeries were licensed
cOht^mpt in their spiels. One such
American Federation of Musicians; stint.
even went so far as to add to an
today^ actually there are fewer thanThis, then, being the year of
announcement
T>f
a
jump number
50 left in the aeld.
decisioii for the odd-labelis finds
pefsonally "could not bear"
It is difficult to term many "out them perplexed and very concerned that he
of business," becaus'e they protest over fact that, though record sales sucu things. He remained uhfebuked
his
dept.
by
However,
alive.
much
they are very
continue to mount, by and large, the
when they have ceased recording indie sales lessen proportionately.
In defence of low fees, the BBC
and merely are trying to peddle old In past years the boys lulled them- points to the publicity value of
platters and what masters they may selves with idle chatter that as soon broadcasts. But unde. the present
fading.
are
least
at
possess, they
as they could improve the material conditions, it is doubtful whether a
Within the last six months, two of quality of their disks, the skies band gains any iMdOs as a result of
the indies which had been blasting would be the limit; now they find biidly presented short-term engageaway most energetically—ARA and that although they very readily can, meuts.
went bankrupt. Fran- if they wish, improve the quality of
Bel-Tone
The rumpus raised by the bribery
Tone frankly .folded; within recent their output, but that it reaEy allegation is really only the booster
weeks Musicians' Local 47 declared doesn't help.
charge to the rocket that the dance
unfair half a dozen labels, including
band industry can now send up if
Many
of
the
indies
here
have
Paragon,'
Paramount,
Pah-American,
it is sufficiently united and deterr
Preview and Bar, for defaulting on squawked that one or more of the
majors continually is trying to crowd mined. There exists at least an opmuSikers

-
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4,164
4,133
4,103
3,987
3,895
3;637
3,608
3,513
2,827
2,703
2,680
2,574
2,534
2,453
2,436
2,221

of retail stores, but no portunity to i'orce the BBC radically
charge ever' has been made to stick; to alter its attitude. But although
the complaints seem to have been musicians are agreed on the prinThough" the problems the indies merely expressions of discontent and ciples involved and the need for ac-

are'

Harms
Harms

Always
Embraceable You
Man I Love

Mills

Harms

"

Berlin

'

Make Believe
On the Sunny Side
Great Day
Where

15
13
17
13
13
11

Harms
Harms
Harms

T. B.
of the Street Shapiro-Bernstein
Miller

or 'When

Robbins
T. B.

Had To be You
Summertime
I Got Rhythm
Why Do I Love You?
Dancing In the Dark
Santa Claus Is Coming

9

Harms
Harms

^
.

Remick

It

9
10

7
9

3

Chappell

New World
T. B.

to

Town

Harms
Harms
Feist

;

Famous

Lover

11

Harms
Harms

Chas. K. Harris

•Hallelujah
Just One of Those Things

iff

Harms

T. B.

Temptation
Somebody Loves Me
Smoke Gets In Your Eyes
Tico Tico

It

Switch

to

many

father,

mountainous, a.' good dozen' have
made their presence felt across nation. When indies can pajr for materials they caifi get them' now, but
pressing facilities on the Coast go
beggings The big squeeze was three
years ago when the indies starting
popping hete; at that lime there
were only 28 press^ available, now
the total exceeds 306. However, production costs have risen 18% in that
time, even though it still is Ic per
platter cheaper to produce here than
in the east.

The indies are still stabbing, hoping to get that one big winner. But'
too many have, found their bankrolls
too Skimpy' and consequently can't
afford to wait- ituree months before
distribs start paying off. And because Of heated rivalries the oddlabels have never been able to form
a cooperative, which would cut costs.
Every effort made to organize them
;

has

Publisher

Chappell

them out

se^m

facing

SongTitle
Night and Day
Begin the Beguine
All the Things You Are
Star Dust
Tea For Two
,

14
13

.

.

No Matter How Thin Yon Slice

"

for disking.

Pressing;

.

4S3B

5,692

,

Survey
32
35
26
27
25
25
17
18

'5 447

;

money owed

No^Weeks
inACI

11,378
10,983
7,466
7,102
6 704

'

—
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Top Standards of 1946

BiC'liiulic
^Continued from page

By AL SCHARPER,

Wednesday, January

Anniversary

failed.

The smarter indies have learned
that their best bets are westerns.
After
efforts to do bii;ger
things. Four Star Records now admits that it has been kept in biz by
an oatuner, Tex Tyler, who has sold
more than 300,000 disks in the past
year. And it was with Just such fare
that the plattery entered the industty. However, the indies are viewing
with » alarm the covetous eyes the
Big Four have started- slanting toward their corner. Capitol has been
girding to make a real dent with
sagebrush songsters; quietly Cap has
lined up Jimmy Wakely, Wally
Fowler, Jack Guthrie, Tex Ritter,

alibis at their own inability to get
product on sales shelves. Dealers

tion,

MoppetIiy{ Trade Has Cbld^^^^

petty rivalry between leaders

may keep them

apart.

There

By MIKE CONNOLLY

is,

stock platters for moreover, a schism between the
which there is public demand; and band leaders of the old school, who
the majors assuredly aren't .stupid are entrepreneurs rather than acenough to violate Federal law by eomplished musicians, and the
muscling small-time riyals out of op- younger leaders who are mainly
instrumentalists of individual talent.
portunities.
\,
One of the real diffliculties to a
satisfactory solution is the BBC's
genuine shortage 'of funds for proBrit.
grams, due in part to the cost of the
new longhair Third Program. This
i Continued from page 21£:
development is the brainchild of Diof "The Green Cockatoo," a very rector General Haley. Despite a
catchy new samba, written by a vociferous welcome from press and
local composer, Harold Geller. In- critics, the Third remains a service
"dications are that composers are at- with a distinct minority appeal. In
tempting these Latin type tunes fact so low a rating is it clocking
that deliberate attempts appear to
with more and more enthusiasm
the beguine is already an established be being made to exaggerate the figrecent article in a London
popular rhythm—and with the Con- ures.
tinental countries once more ex- daily, dubbing the Third "a tritending a welcome, there is^lso the umph" stated that it was pulling in
opportunity of assimilating some of more listen 'rs than the major comethe languous rhythms of southern dy programs on the other services.
This is open to question.
lar ds.
aren't loathe

Hollywood.

to

Growth

Muz-Biz

make

listenerships

of

|

shows carry
between 6,000,000

Dreyfus Case

.

•

;

.

"

|

!

'

'

the

public

conscious

that

Signature has Victor Jory's
"Story of Celeste," Gold Seal has
the Quiz Kids in their radio routine
of questions and answers. National
has David ICurlan's ''Luke, the Singing Duck," Little Folks Favorites has
disks by Bebe Daniels, Gene Raymond, Virginia Payne ("Ma PerTales,

kins"),

Roberts,
Sylva's

and Betty Jaynes and Bill
Keynote has Howard Da
"Alice
in
Wonderland,"

I

Another welcome effect of juke- and 12,000,000 sets. The Third has
boxes would be increased sales of yet to offer an attraction that grosses
recordsi although general feeUng in 3,000,000. It averages about 1,000,000.
the record Indiistry Is, but for material and labor shortages, records
would be selling in tax greater numbers anyhow.
As it is, sales are
patchy
and often sharply con; Continued from page 218s
trasted. The emphasis in popularity
is definitely on the American record Besides, he loves to laugh. Loving to
favorites, both vocalists and bands, laugh brought him a series of laughbut this I am .ertaih, is mainly due makers over the years who profited
to the inability of new talent to much from his patronage. Oscar Leovercome the obstacles and develop vant wasn't exactly discovered by
Merle Travis, Wesley 'Tuttle, Tex
to stardom quickly through the ra- Dreyfus, but he was mightily encourWilliams and ClifiE Stone, and this
dio medium.
Potential stars are aged in the beginning days. Irving
coming year will really put on the
available jUst as surely as in the Caesar, who inherited the rich packpressure. Columbia is loading up
theatre or in films, but frankly it is age of his father's Yiddish stories,
here ailso.
unlikeliy they will become top- blossomed in Dreyfus' fold. But no
'Big One' Bides
liners with ineffective and irregular matter how loudly Irving bellowed
radio appearances.
What happens when he tried out bis songs on the
.Ever since Exclusive "made" itself
is they get popular to a degree, but Boss, he knew in advance he would
a year and a half ago with Joe Ligfail to make the top grade. Maybe get no super-colossals as response,
gins' "Honeydripper," which is still
in a little while, the films as a medi'When I first .played songs for Dreyselling after going far beyond the
um will offer deserving new musi- fus, I saved up my 10 best. He lis500,000 mark, each of the smallies
cal stars the chance radio at present tened
attentively and then said:
has sweated for "that big one." Jack
denies them. And it cannot be too "Schwartz, what
did you do before
Riley's Cadet label almost had it
.soon for publishers and writers, for you started songwriting?" I
told him
last
spring with Slim Gaillard's
their best and worthiest efforts I
practised law for over four years.
"Cement Mixer," but he lacked nawould certainly be in quicker and "Take my advice," he said, "go back
tional distribution, and when his
keener demand by the public if in- and practise law." I was
heartitem scored here, the majors swept
troduced to them by local favorites broken. But six months later
I
the couni;ry with versions of their
of calibre likely to develop interna- brought him the
score of "The little
own, none of which ever touched the
tional popularity, such as Anne Show." 'Wimari &
Weatherly had
original for qualtiy.
Shelton, Issy Bonn, Paula Green and asked me who the best
publisher of
Now another indie. Black & White, the Joe Loss and Ted Heath bands. show music was.
There could only
after several years of holding grimly Plans are already
afoot whereby be one answer.
on, has at long last coirie up with a recordings by
some of these artists
Rodgers and Hart played the score
gold-mine in Jack McVea's rendi- will shortly
be released in the of their first "Garrick Gaieties" for
tion of "Open the Door, Richard." American
market.
the Boss, He thought it a bit too
It will make the diskery, and probIt must be remembered that the sophisticated. They got it
published
ably also McVea.. Among the other
more active outfits here are Key- things the British music industry elsewhere. But they came back the
lacks are not lacking in America, following year and stayed back.
aote and Aladdin, which jog along
but nevertheless there, too, you have
Why this allegiance? You'd really
With their race-records; there also
had a drastic falling off in music have to know
is Jewel, operated by ex-bandleader
the man to tell why.
Ben Pollack, who kept himself going sales, Just whore are all the causes Honesty, integrity— siire he has them
contributing to this sales setback it
—but others have, too. I think the
last year by grabbing off some soUd
would be well nigh impossible to greatest songwriters of our
sales of Boyd RaebUm orch waxings.
generadetermine, but certainly if here in tion sought him
out because he reThough not headquartered on the England some of the eylls
are spected talent and taste above all
Coast, Mercury and Majestic are curbed—which bad
business may other qualities, and because he would
doing more and more recording here. accomplish to some extent—and
if
Former, faced with loss of its prime at the same time, in the interests move mountains to get opportunities
for the boye he' believed in. He's in
seller, Tony Martin, to RCA-Victor, of writers
and publishers alike, bet70s right now. Works as hard as
now is trying to build up its hillbilly ter treatment and co-operation in ra. his
ever, is looking as hard as ever for
and western departments, realizing Sii programs"" were"*'secitf^^^^
the new Gershwins and Cole Porters
the potentialities of those fields.
could be reasonably confident of the —and you can bet
that when they
There has been talk among the downward trend being definitely appear on the scene, the scene
will
Indies of Inaugurating a scheme of checked in 1947.
be Max Dreyfus' office.
'

platter biz,

Cosmo has Jory's "Tubby the Tuba,"
buy at any time.
Hundreds of them hit the stands Majestic has Lew Ayres' "Bible
during the past year, with everybody Stories for Children," and Belda has
from Ingrid Bergman to Spike Jones Marvin Miller's "Lonesome Octopus."
In the act. Decca, which believes in
Otiiers Ride Gravy Train
|
the star system, has the corner on

Top-rating comedy

Jnheboxesi

moppet

they're a good

A

mwy

of the

with an unprecedented flood of the
kiddie records on the market during
the past holiday season, has diskery
heads plotting public relations campaigns to make them best sellers
year 'round. Pickin's are particularly
good at Christmas, of course, but
the recording guys have plans to

names, with Miss Berginan's "Pled
Piper of Hamelin," Donald Crisp's
"The Children's Hour," the Bing
Crosby-Orson
Welles "Happy
Prince," Loretta Young's "The Littlest Angel," Fredric March's "The
Selfish Giant,'* Cliff Edwards' "Pinocchio," Frank Luther's "Peter and
the Wolf," "Mother Goose Songs"
and others, Kenny Baker's "Babes
in Toyland," Ginger Rogers' "Alice
in Wonderland," Thomas Mitchell's
"Treasure Island," Ronald Colman's
"Christmas Carol," Walter Huston's
"Rip 'Van Winkle," Charles Laughton's "Moby Dick" and "Mr. Pick-

Other companies on the moppet
are Black and White, BelTone, Sonora, Harmonia, Master
Phonostory,
Simmel - Messervey,
Graphic and Sacred. Artists include
Jerry Marlowe, Lon Clark, Eddie
Brown, Mary McConnell, Earle Ross,
Paul Creston, Keener Hays, Martha
Blair Fox, El Colmans and Christine
Harrison. Importance placed by recording execs in the kid stuff is
underlined by the fact that many
of the labels mentioned are. usually
associated with other musical fields.
Black and White, for example, is a
jazz outfit; still they have kid items
Best's

wick's
Christmas,"
Edna
"Cinderella," John Nesbitt's "Christ-

train

in their catalog.

mas Gift," Fred Waring's "Night
Odd angle proved by buyers durBefore Christmas," and more coming ing the past season is that platters
up.
don't necessarily have to have a
On 'Victor, there's Jones' "Kiddies' liame star to be best sellers. CapNutcracker Suite,"
Uncle Mac's itol's "Bozo" and "Rusty" albums
"Nursery Rhymes," Paul Wing's sold as well in many stores as those
"Five Hundred Hats of Bartholomew by names, with kids going for the
Cubbins" and "Unsuccessful Elf," bright colors and unusual sound
Gudrun
Thorne-Thomsen's
"The effects (calliope in "Bozo." etc.).
Farmer's Bride" and "Sheep and the
Records made from plastics are
Pig," John and Lucy Allison's "Songs big factors, too, with those platters
of the Zoo," Walt Disney's "Snow made of the non-breakable material
White" and "Three Little Pigs," enjoying big sales. Thing that surVaughn de Leath's "Rock-a-Bye prised most retailers this time, howParade," Madge Tucker's "Singing ever, was the intelligent approach to
Games," Sterling HoUoway'js "Peter child psychology evidence by platand the Wolf," Charles Coburn's teries in the scope of material fur"Fun with..Shakespeare," Dame May
Whitty's "Rapunzel," and others.
Columbia has Uncle Bill Adams'
and the Beanstalk," Gene
"Nursery Songs," "Peter
Rabbit" and "The King Who
Wouldn't Dance" (from "Anchors
Aweigh"), Basil Rathbone's "Treasure Island," "Robin Hood," <'Chrii3t-

"Jack

Kelly's

mas

Carol," etc.

nished.
Flatteries also surprised the storekeepers by handing out some nifty
sales promotion deals—a notable one
being one outfit's plug for its product
that stressed how modern parents
can escape the drudgery of reading
stories over and over again to kids,
who love to hear the same old yarns
time and again, even though they
know the endings by heart. Records
are the answer, according to the

Although the Big Three would
seem to have the corner on names,
Capitol, Musloraft and other indies
aren3; too short in that dept. Cap- broadsides from the recorder.
Phonograph sales people like the
itol's
offerings, for instance, are

because the more
Margaret O'Brien's "Goldilocks and records too
the Three Bears" and "Stories for machines are .broken by kids; the
Children," Tex Hitter's "Children's more new ones will have to be
Songs and Stories," Pinto Colvig's bought.
"Bozo at the Circus," Billy May's
The field, incidentally, if It keeps
"Busty in Orthestraville," Harold going like it is, is a wide open one
Peary's "Great Gildersleeve's Chil- for any writers with ideas. That
dren's Stories," Fibber McGee and there's a dearth of material is proven
Molly's "Night Before Christmas," by duplications on -various labels.
and others.
Keynote and Decca both have ''Alice
Musicraft
has Eddie Cantor's in
Wonderland,"
Columbia and
"Tweedle Dee and Tweedle Dum," Decca have "Treasure Island," ColEarl Rogers' "Hansel and Gretel," umbia and Musicraft have "Robin
"Mother Goose Songs," and "Happy Hood," Columbia and Decca have
Times Tunes," Crane Calder's "Robin "Christmas Carol," Columbia, Capitol
Hood," the Artie Shaw-Harry Von and Musicraft have "Hansel and
Zell "Pied Piper of Hamelin," and Gretel," Decca and Musicraft have
Milton Cross' "Peter and the 'Wolf,?' "Pied Piper Of Hamelin," Decca and
"Sorcerer's Apprentice," "Peer Gynt" Musicifaft have "Mother Goose," and
and "Nutcracker Suite."
Decca, lausicraft and Victor have
Manor has Lew Lehfs "Fairy "Peter and the Wolf."

•
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ALBERT

Chicogo-BENNY MILLER

Inc.

TOMMY VALANDO

Hollywood-DAVE BERNIE

Gen. Prof Mgr.

Boston-JACK FAY

Forty-first

P%KISTT

Anniversary

DECCA RECORDS,
WORLD BROADCASTING SYSTEM

I

Wednesday, January

INC
Inc.

8,

1947
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JOE GtASER
President

Associates

'

Chas. Yates

ORPORMnOI

Frances Church
Art Frew

Stewart Seymour

Bobby

Phillips

Jack Klotz
Bert Bioch

745 FIFTH AVENUE.
CHICAGO
S4 West iSan&teSs S?r*sS

NEW YORK 22. N. Y. PL S'-SS72
REViittY

HIIU

f20S Wfishire Matvmsi

V
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Holiday Greetings

ohnny Mercer

®«»gs from

AMERICA'S

FOREMOST
VOCAL
STYLIST

Ml mm

KING COLETRIO
ON
5:45

THE AIR

V--'-

WILDROOT CREAM OIL
P.M., EST -EVERY SATURDAY

"•ABAMOUNT'lfiS'iK:

Exclusive

CAPITOL RECORDS
Personcil t^Aanes^ement

CARLOS GASTEL
GENERAL ARTISTS CORP.

'

Seetns

Uke us astrmomers

see the stars

nmadays

m C(^^

RECGRDS'*

Fprfy-first

P^Rtg^j^

Annhertary

WeAAeadaft $musaey 8, 1947

DAVE DENNEY
MEL TORME and

HIS

MEL- TONES

^

C^Httcnllif

JUST CONCLUDED

«

MARK HOPKINS HOTEL

ON TOUR

SAN FRANC/SCO

HEADING EAST

oH

mm Mnimmfcm

^

^

-? /

.

/

BILTMORE HttTEL,

N.

SHEAFFER PEN
N.»,C.-COAST rO COAST SUNDArS

N. Y.
CURRENT WARNER BROS. RELEASE

"THE TIME, THE PLACE, AMD THE GIRL"

DECCA RECORDS

PARAMOtfMT

ea^on^ ©reetm
WITH SINCEREST WISHES

FOR

appp i^eto Hear

EREGMAN, VOCCO and CONN,
NEW YORK

TRIANGLE MUSIC CORP.

Inc.
'

CHICAGO.

*

HOLLYWOOD

MAKING MUSIC
HITS THE

MEL

TOP

ICENTON
AND

HIS

ORCHESTRA

WITH

JUNE CHRISTY

MEL TORME
Recording Exclusively
^

,

MAKING RECORDS FOR

C^PilOl RECORDS^

''ARTISTRY IN
ALBUM
Personal

MUSICRAFT

RHYTHM
Opening

COPACABANA, New

York,

Management

CARLOS GASTEL

Personal

Management

CARLOS GASTEL

GENERAL ARTISTS CORP.

8745 Sunset

Blvd..

Holiywo^u

May

5

Vcdne»d»y» JattWggy 8» 1947
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WtAiss&sj, JanMry

Anidvermry
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SMOOTH

IT'S

ITS

GEORGE OLSEN
and

ms.

^

Mumc

And

MAJESTIC RECORDS

of Course

em-

MCA

if

ftoitt

REMICK MUSIC CORP.
featured

Warner

THE

the

in

Bros.

TIME,

Picture-

THE PLACE

AND THE

GIRL'

A GAL IN CALICO
HARMS,

THROUGH A

The Captivating

THOUSAND DREAMS

LOVE

New

Song

A RANDOM

THING

JOHNNY WHITE
Prof.

IS

INC.

Mgr
JEN BORNSTEIN

from
M.

WITMARK & SONS
featured

in

the

Warner Bros. Picture
THE TIME, THE PLACE
ANJD THE GIRL
^

Prof

Mgr

OH, BUT

I

PO

•

from
A RAINY NIGHT

from

ADVANCED MUSIC CORP.
New Sunny Sky/or Ballad

IN RIO

NEW WORLD

L(^E

IS

The

MUSIC CORP.

SWEEPING THE COUNTRY

TOO MANY TIMES

NORMAN
Prof

FOLEY
Mgr

BEN BLOOM
Prof Mgr

Mik
MOSE GUMBLE,

Director of Standard

Exploitation

MUSIC PUBLISHERS HOLDING CORP.

fl€A Bidg.«»t€»ck«f«ll«r Center
V

-New Yerk 20g

ll«

T,

I

^edneadar* Jamwry 8, 1947
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Anniversary
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MUSIC PUBLISHING

^

MELODY LANE

PUBLICATIONS,

Inc.

CHARLES

HARRIS MUSIC
MUSIC PUBLISHERS,

14

Offices Located at

NEW YORK

TORONTO

LONDON

MADRID

RIO DE JANEIRO

CHICAGO

MONTREAL

PARIS

BARCELONA

BUENOS AIRES

HOLLYWOOD

MEXICO CITY

STOCKHOLM

MELBOURNE

SANTIAGO

DENVER

HAVANA

AMSTERDAM

SAO PAULO

BOGOTA

RALPH

S.

PEER

JOHN
SEBASTIAN
HARMONICA VIRTUOSO

FEBRUARY RELEASE
VICTOR ALBUM NO. P

^HARMONICA
With Russ Case and

Mttnaqmiwnf:

MCA ARTISTS

LTD.

166u,.

CLASSICS''
Hh

Orchestra

AGENCY

THE SINGING SENSATION OF 1946

DUKE
ELLINGTON
CUmBNJLY FEAimEB

BING CROSBY-PHILCO
HADIO SHOW

ABC— COAST TO COAST
Recording for

CAPITOL RECORDS

Personal

Manosement CARLOS GASTEL

Season's Greetings

JULIAN
745. :Filtii

ABELES

T.
Rvmrnm,

New York

WeilnesJay, January 8, 1^47

Forty-ftrtl

P^MIETT

Chappell

T.

B.

&

Anniversary

Co., Inc.

Harms Company

Crawford Music Corp.
Williamson Music,

Inc.

Gershwin Publishing Corporation
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GREAT STANDARD SONGS
To MILIS MUSIC
Featured on Ouistandlrii New Benei'ds
• Dick Haymes (Oecca No. 23750)

Top-Budgel Film Prodiciiois

fiwm PorKmounrs

'Tfte Perfect

Tex Beneke (Vicfor No. 20-2016)

Alawiaa*"

STAR DUST

STAR DUST
'20

From 20th Century-Fox's "Margie"

Recordings—^On All Labels and Transcriptions

MARGIE

MARGIE

from M'G-M's "The Secret Heart"

Woody Herman's Columbia Record No. 37197

Can't CSive You

I

New

But Love

Aisytliiiig

.Stars Fell

On Alabama

Backed With

from the Chas.

Vm

R.

Sidewalks of Cuba

Rogers Production—-United Artists Release
"The Fabulous Dorseys"

Gettuf Sentimental Over You

Bing Crosby and Russ Mcrgast on Deeca No. 23745

Does Your Heart Beat for Me?

from Columbia's "The Jolson Story"

Rock-a-B ye Your Baby

W ith a Dixie Melody

Bing Crosby (Deccq No. 23655)

From Columbia's "Singing

He'S' Making

Perry

National Record's

-To Menfion a Parfiol Lisfing from
Is

YOU BELONG TO ME

New

My Dreams
—Jack Carroll on No. 9022

Discovery

Oil Golly ^ l^m in.L®¥e

ffce=

By

Forever Singing

ffte

Counfry's Greatest Songwriters

HOME

^

I

AIN'T MiSBEHAVIN'
SOPHISTICATED LADY
HANDS ACROSS THE TABLE
IT MUST BE TRUE
tOn'.!in7

Songs the World

SURRENDER DC AR
WHEN YOU'RE SMILING
LET A SMILE BE YOUR UMBRELLA
CARRY ME BACK TO THE LONE PRAIRIE
WHO'S SORRY NOW?
NOBODY'S SWEETHEART
DON'T WORRY 'BOUT ME

ARABY
MARY LOU
or-

Frank Sinatra {Columbia)

Three Suns {lAajestic No. 1042)
No. 20-1917)

(Victor

Oh ©ee, Oh Gosh^

Eyes at Me!

CATALOG OF MILLS—Immortal

GSEilT
THE SHEIK

Como

Girl of

Corn"

in the

®

Bing Crosby (Decca No.

6oodby@; My Lady Love
What's the Use of Dreaming

Ma,

®

Sweet Lorraine

From 20th tentury^Fox's Forthcoming Picture
"I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now"

STORMY WEATHER

DINAH
JEALOUS
BUGLE CALL RAG
FOR ME AND MY GAL
PAVANNE

MOONGLOW

DIZZY FINGERS

KIHEN ON THE KEYS
VlfHEN ITS SLEEPY TIME

m

DOWN SOUTH

DIGA DIGA DOO
I'l^^^f-TS

LOVIN'

ARMS

=For All the Songs to Fit All ih@ Occasions^

JACK

MILLS

nniSIC, Inc.

a Jerf>me Kern tHbi#«

^"this,

IRVING MILLS,

.

Viee-Pr«s;

1619 Biwlwiiyr

t©

is

19, N. Y.

BING CROSBY AND WALTER GROSS LIAD
V
THE ALBUM list.

best effort

i$ ilhe

yet released by Musieroft. Outfit

MILLS. Pres.

be con-

;

grcjtulated

-

waxing,

for excellent quality of

Walter Gross' work and the timeliness oi

on

leases,

works,

.

"Walter Gross, the radio and recordling
pionist, with assistance from Bob Haggarf,
boss, and Bunny Shawker, drums, runs through

re-

vinolyte, of the late Kern's best

Gross,

an

that's^ possible, to

excellent pianist, adds,

8 of the great tunes of the recently
cent Youmaeis with pace and skill.

if

the beauty of the Kern coni-

positions with his clean-cut playing.

nostalgia from "^Showboat," ^'Very

It's

pure

Warm

for

May,""''Sunny," "Roberta," and "Sweet Adelii}e."'~Not

the harps

only Grdss, but the sidesmen, from

and

fiddles to the

"A collection well chosen and well played."
-DOU^LEDAY REVIEW OF RECORDED MUSIC

piano!"
5fh,

BARRY GRAY,

-

light."

rhythm and brass,

play beautifully! Highly recommended! Such

-June

dead Vin-

"More Than You Know," "Tea for Two," "I
Know That You Know," "Through the Years,"
"Sometimes- I'm Hoppy,"' "Without a Song,"
"Time on My Hands," "Orchards in the Moon-

'Variety'.

(Sept.)

WALTER GROSS
CURRENTLY APPEARING AT. THE
CAPITOL THEATRE- WITH TOMMYDORSEY AS SOLOIST PLAYING
"RHAPSODY IN BLUE"
Every Saturday

— "Piano

Playhouse"

'

FOR
MUSICRAFT RECORDS
N-6 Jerome Kern Album
N-8 Vincent Youman's Album
..MUSICAL DIRECTOR

ABC Network— 11.30 AjM.

Management-WILUAM MORRIS AGENCY

.

Vedaegdliy« January 8y

1947
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Farty-firtt,

Me Too

1927

(Ho-Ho-Ha-Ha)

Just Another Day Wasted

0" ^

1928

237

AnniverMary

•

Away

Dew Dewy Day
Moon

Oet Out and let Under the

Down Among the Sugar Dane
1929

vfenVour
Somewhere
1

93

1

1^22

Hair
in

Has Turned

Old

to Sliver

Wyoming

^^"

'^ ^®
^PP^® Biossbm Time
Making the Best of Each Day

Somebody Loves You
Sing a

Little

the Valley
jgg, Jn

low Down Tune
of the

Moon

Twe Tiekefci
jOg^
r

ja^nlght Little Girl of My Dreams
throw Another Log on the Fire

Tiny

CHARLES

Let's

TOBIAS

I'll

Is

Swing

Wake Up and Sing

Bet Youlell That to All the Girls

Lady Make Bedeve

That

thet

Way to

Treat a Sweetheart?

^^^^^

Little

Ourly Kair

in

a High Chair

Miss You
I

Came Here

We

Did

Wait for

1943

Joe

It

Before and

We Can Do

It

Again

Me Mary

You're Irish and You're Beautiful
I

Wish That

1

Could Hide Inside This Letter

Just a Prayer

1944

to Talk for

Don't Sit Under the Apple Tree

1942

Time Waits

Away
No One

for

Don't Sweetheart

Me

For the First Time

1945

As Long as

Tomorrow

I

Is

Live

Forever

No Can Do
1946

Ut

f947

THE NATION'S NO.

RoseO'Day
Trade Winds

194j

If

Comes Love

1939

,9.Q

Madame

Qee But You're Swell

1937

I93g

Finger Prints

The Broken Record

1936

Little

Little

Flowers for

1935

Coax Me a

Little Bit

1

SONG

.

238
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of the Year!

Jill Ivant

Wetlmesdlay, Jaontwy 8,

Annivertary
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SEASON'S
REETINGS

G

td4\mn£di s'^

'

1947

m

DAVIS

Boai

Meyer

Davis' 'Music

Orchestras

CAllOWAY

MEYER DAyiS
THEATRICAL
ATTRACTIONS

And His

Oi'ehesAra

O^ces:

NEW YORK
119 W»*t

^

Here are pages packed with the

beat of iazz

itself

as told by

hy your

Personal reminisceneej

gyiiii ecdotes and
for the

)aZz

first

life

and

CITRIIENTLY

•

PHILADELPHIA

favoritev An-

behindvthe-icenes color revealed

Belleviie Stratford

The

ANTHER ROOM

men who have lived with
Whether you're a 2-beat

time by

all their lives.

WASHINGTON

or a 4-beat fan, your copy will be a treasure

worth keeping under lock and key—^ not
o year book, but a book for all years!
fL

S7tli street

e

jazz immortals.

just

719.13th Street, N.

Iciiew It beft:

Nat "King" Cole

Ueis Armstrong

Ths Osrseys

Co«nt Bosie

Jock Bfand

leonord Bernstein

Max Kominsky

Frank Sinatra

Arnold. Gingrich

V

.CHICAGO'S:

.

VVdNDEfe

BALLROOMS

Rex Stewart

Gene Ktapa

Jimmy Durante

IPertonai

Art Hodes

.

Johnny Mercer

.

WM.

Johnny O'Connor

Lunceford

ifflfe

,

Sf fwester

Dave Toagh

Gilbert

Management

H.

MiniER

1619 Broadway

,'

,

.

Pool Dudley

Jess Stacy

HOTEL

SHKllMillV

kaek atevf itat wriltta bf tht men wht

B^nny Geodman

jimmy

W.

New

ANIi

York 19, N. Y.

McKean

* *
A

Extra features:

IIANON

complete original song written espe-:

the 1.947 Esquire Jazzboolc; music by .Joe Bushkin',-.
by Johnnie De Vries. (This is being reeord.ed by Bennyl'
Qoodtnan and B. G. talces the vocal himself.)

dally

for.

lyrics

SB

^

Announcement of 1947 Jssc|uire' Jazz Awards,

S

is

Where the S|sotlight of
Fame Always Shines on the

lilliiiltllllillliililllliilliliilliilllilliillilllilliilliUlliliiillii

ffiVOO
-

H

On

sofe at yevr

/

"

Ho*''

•

•

•

iesioning lamiary

Best Vilishes for

Greatest' Dance

Nation's
Bands^

Newssfand Voctsfore, Deparfmeirt

ffie

New

Year

10.

:iciniiiiBailiiiiia«iaiaiaiaikiHMBiaHaiiiBBPiBiMBiBiBaiBMi
Ot four d«a/«r If

ESQUIRE, Ine,
Please send

P.

enclose $.....

I

O.

solS out clip fhis ecupon
Esquir* direct)

BOX

1719

and order from

.

''Extend

It

CHICAGO

11,

a

ILLINOIS

Best Wishes

B

alaber

I

me^M..-..

.-copies of the 1947 Esquire Jozzbook at $1 each.
^..Infult poyinent. (No stomps, pkase.) For Canadian and

a
B

fo

Foreign orders, send 25c per book additional.

I
I

.1— ,

NAME--...

»..,.-.......-...„...———»

I

I

I

ADDRESS

,

—

-...*.--—'

The

B
B
B
B
(

.ZONE,,— JSTATE—

cnY-,

y

*

II

3

Origjinai Publishers of

Many European

Suc<esses, Inciuciing

H
>

iWManKiPiK.Kri'

On

4lst

Its

Anniversary

PHILIP

J.

|Bef-

LANG

MY MAN

VALENTINE

VALENCIA

ViOLETERA

SYMPHONY

SONATA

Material Writers ond

THERE'S

Arrangers

ORCHESTRATOR

150W.

New

49th

St.

York 19, N.Y.
LA 4-9457

BREEZE
Others

Acknowledges With Thanks the

"Annie Get Your Gun"
"Billion Dollar

NO

And Many

3

Baby"

Co-operation of Their American Friends

Great Songs

by CASE KUSBY
Each—A Winner

|§

NITE-CAP
'

M GLAD

TOOK THE OMNIBUS
GUST OF WIND ^

SALABERT,

I

Inc.

"Thfic Timfs

EducaUonalMasic

•

Radio

*

.4ir

Pictures

LiUcd In

TunC'Vcx'

1

Wt^

MUSIC CO

1536 No. Weii
Werfern Ave
Hellywoed 27.

Calif.

East 57th Street,

New

York

PL.

8-0957

tLe '^Ined'

muHc tLat man^ei^

The American Society of Composers, Authors and

Publishers, numbers

can

among

its

Itii^

membership

tha^

top writers, composers and publishers in all fields of music. For more than thirty-two years the
|

repertoire which the Society represents has grown. This catalog truly reflects a comprehensive musical
history of America.

Through

affiliation

with performing right societies throughout the world,

also provides music, both contemporary

The wise
perform

The wise
theatre

traditional,

advertiser recognizes this fact, and that
this

is

why

ASCAP

of leading creators of other nations.

the broadcaster wants

an

ASCAP license

to

tremendous catalog!

hotel

men of

the country, the leading

and tavern owners also recognize

ASCAP's

and

repertoire

is

American symphony

orchestras, the

motion picture

this!

a necessity in all fields of entertainment. It is the finest

music that money can buy!

American Society of Coinposers, Authors and
30

Roclcefel/er P/aza,

New

York 20, H. Y.

PiiMislieri
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tony-first

p^tmnrt

^Wetlnestlay, Jaiauisry 8,

^nmvermry

YOU'RE THE ONLY
FOR US!
V

ARE BEGINNING
ANOTH ER YEAR AT THE

COCOANUT GROVE
AMBASSADOR HOTEL, LOS ANGELES
(OUR SIXTH)

f^^^^WE

ARE BEGINNING

U ANOTHER YEAR ON THE
JACK CARSON SHOW
(OUR FOURTH)

AND

STILL

RECORDING FOR

VICTOR

FREDDY MARTIN
AND

HIS

ORCHESTRA

Sincere,

on

its

good wishes

to

41st Anniversary

I

COUN'
BASIE
,

and

his orchestra

r*rt»n«l H«iia9*mciit

MILTON EBBINS
Exclustv* DIractlon

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY, INC.

1947

WetlneAy,

Jaisisary 8,

1947

Forty-first

f/^^Emf

AnniverBory

FOR ALL THE NICE THINGS
THAT HAPPENED TO US

EDDY HOWARD
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

MAJESTIC RECORDS-OF COURSE!

1241

,

t>^^^f

Forly-firH
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^ SHEET

BMI

BMI Muscles

•

WB im

< Klai

THE
COEEEE SONG, SUM-Wl.
M-IMl
'in
»W
Mw-W
'Mimn ShMHM«.'>»«

• """t
>lla| $Irt««-Vk.

EmBODY
(I

•

MMqr Ctah*^

MY BABY,

LOVES

tm

MY

.«^)

—

FOR SENTIMENTAL REASONS
37189

•

Klne C«r. V\*~C*9. 304

ME, HOLD
HOLDM«M»-VU.
SMOn
OJa»y

VmbIhi

ME,

• Art

In addition to BMI and ASCAP
the networks are active in supplying talent for the shows. Formerly
NBC and CBS alternated in providing the show for the annual

KiiHcl--V«t«M 711

HOLD ME

White

(Shami)

imm HOME

Mn> «™*m-»« M43« • H.I i>«wln-C«ii IN • Ul »mwii-e«l. ffUt
• Ray «HliMk-rMff »w
H«U* rWib—Vk. t*>1tU Hal M(lnl|r»~CMms

•

NOW

Jfitimr

P«l(nw-AnrM

»

vjm M>.»ir--Hm«d

IW

Now

affairs.

all

music business. With
he has a term, contract.

Miller

Abe Olman

to Coast

^

four

Hollywood.

supply,

Morris Agency for succor. Agency
produced a bang-up show which
helped to make it on€ of the biggest
dinners the White House Correspondents had ever put on.

»»

'

70M

fit

Abe Olman arrives tomorrow (8)
Radio
one of from New York for a ftve-day stay
discuss tunes from Metro-producthe quartet handling arrangements. to
tions about to be released. RobbinsMeanwhjile, last year, the Wbite
Feist-Miller general manager will
House Correspondents, suddenly left discuss what properties will be inhigh and dry by the withdrawal
cluded in catalog of new Harry Warof the webs, turned to the William
ren Music Co. in which Metro subsid

OMI)

H»i

Onto ».d(«-«ta*trf;

•

professional manager of
catalog since 1939,

Witmark
the

in

talent for the
Correspondents party, with

nets

Pitwh Shsr«-»9ivl9f C«g«l-C«t. S70SB •
Ti» Guiwr—HtrtKiy 3004

ALl OVER

WB

din-

House' Correspondents

White House

AGAIN
riL NEVER LOVE
hniy KwimH

ih« »u^4h4. law

Foley,
the

has never worked for any other out-

After the Radio Correspondner.
ents Assn. launched its own dinner
to the President, a couple of years
ago, the webs pulled out of the

C»^-sra. ISOSi • »TO (W^^

T GUESS IlL GET THE PAPERS
(c^pwi v*,-)

IT'S

Norman

•

«M*ffr<4l. Wilt
^ rr«*
A

lOVE YOU}

Dliwli ShsT>-C«l.

rec-

;

THE (••^
BEST MAN.
tnu
CM*
Uula fffm IM-

Jimmy Dorsey and M-G-M

(Wednesner to President Truman Jan. 11, It New York either today
marks the first time that BMI has day) or tomorrow. Ziggy Elman's
made
entered the local good will circuit new band, incidentally, also
whereby big time organizations its first recordings for the same
supply shows for the various mid- company last week in New York at
Steinway
Harry Slhith's studio at
winter affairs to the President.
ASCAP has generally worked with Hall.
the Press Club and, it is understood,
will take care of next year's, show.
Press-Club ofEicials figure they will
Norinan Filey leavesbe sitting pretty on their entertainment problem if they can have BMI
Miller Music
and ASCAP supply the show on alternate years.
After 15 years with Warner Bros,'
Thus far M. E. (Tommy) Tomp- music publishing firms,
kins of BMI has signed Ed Gardner Foley leaves that grouping within
and Dorothy Kir.sten to headline the the next fortnight to take over as
Press Gliib entertainment with Ben general profefssional" manager of
Graiier as emcee. Ben Beri, juggler, Miller Music, part ol the Bobbins
three combine. He moves in Feb. 1> meani.? also on the bill and two or
more acts remain tu be closed as while taking a brief vacation in
does a name band. Col. Ed Kirby is Florida. He displaces Lon Mooney,
in charge of the entertainment -for whose future is at the moment not
the Press Club.
revealed.
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m% W

J.

week
ords finally got together last
and ironed out details of a contract
Washington.
Metro
that ties Dorsey's band to the
This year Broadcast Music, Inc., subsid, the newest recording commoved in under the nose of the
panyT for 18 months, with options.
American Society of Composers,
Deal was signed by Dorsey ThursAuthors and Publishers and arday (2).
ranged to produce the show for the
Dorsey will cut his first sides in
National Press Club's annual din-
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Big 5,

Brortclwoy,

spent at least $50,000 setting wp.
Reported seven Warren songs plus
Warren score for "Ah WUderness"
will be siirrendered to new oulftt.
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NO CAUSE FOR SUIT
From Punches to Punchlines MS
Murray
Weinger, operator of the
Copacabana, Fla., filed suit against
Milton Berle in the N. Y. federal
pened?" I would ask. "Well, er, »h,"
court Thursday (2) asking $250,000
hesitated the champ, "I forgot my
tights." I tried to explain that he claiming Wteach of contract. Weinger
should never hesitate. "As loon as filed shortly after the William Moryou hear 'what happened,' take one ris agencyj Berle's handlers, notified
breath and say 'I forgot my tights.' "
that the comic would be unable
We rehearsed that one gag for two him
to keep his date at the Florida bis-

Nitery

^

.

after
theatre
th;eir careers In
squared

thie

cir-

were over.
Jack Dempsey,

cle

'

Benny

lieonard,

Mickey

Walker,

Abe Attel, Tony
G:alento, Bob
Ojin and.' Jack
Jdhnsoa were

sbnje ol the
3otj

greats
of 'the
ring
who depeople with jokes

kivm*

to floor
they go
instead of their fists.
a few rounds of drinks at the bar
instead of the ring.

..cided

Now

Canada Lee became very successful as a legitimate actpr after hanging up his gloves. Carl Brisson liad
72 ring battles and was light-heavyweight-champ of Europe before he
decided he would rather take singing
lessons than give boxing lessops.

The

screen,

legitimate

radio,

theatre, night clubs and vaudeville
have be.en a lifesaver for many
'

greats of the ring wlio left the "ring
JkoWb after making a fortune in it.
When a fighter is on top he gets

inore phony propositions than a
chorine. Everybody wants a piece
of them. A ring champ is a body of
steel completely surrounded by relatives and hangers-on. The horses
take a few, the girls on the hipparade take some, a few bad inand they're through.
vestment;;
^M^hen the champ's brain becomes
pregnant ^and* he realizes what's happened, it's too late. His ring career

so is his money.
is finished and
Consequently, he takes to the stgge.

The Old Swift and Armour
The funny part is, they usually
become bigger hams than any of the
ictors they join.

Tony Canzoheri, for instance,
never kept a scrap book of any of the
370 fights and 6 titles he held. His
fame was spread on the front page
of every newspaper in the world.
No.w .he saves every line that's
written aiiout. his stage career.

weeks—a

.

1$

Year's Eve' Linger

By ABEL GREEN

tro, which was slated to start beSince Pearl Harbor, with tl^e free- boired their headwaiter and captains
tween Feb. 1 and 10. Berle's con- spending, wartime-enriched public like any other moujik, or else.
to open tract was for four weeks and options
Actually the nitery field parallels
at the theatre, we were sitting in at a $12,500 weekly guarantee plus ganging up on the niteries, just as the rest of show business. The niclcLindy's enjoying a lox and bagel a percentage of the gross over they (lueue up at the iiiusic Hall, it elodeon is something out of the
when two tables away a couple of $50,000.
looked as if thp salpohkeeper's mothballs-^you now pay $1.50 for a
agents were having a heated disHowever, William Morris agency Gehenna had com*? to pass. As a film. The nickel mag is a dime. The
cussion. "What happened?" asked
claims that there is no basis for a matter of fact it did. Those four 'war $1.25 table d'hote is at least $5,- And'
one of the 10%ers. "I forgot my
suit inasmuch as the original con- years were certainly Happy Days so it hais been through, the years.
tights," screamed Canzoneri to the
chiefly
tract has a four-week cancellation in Dixie for everybody, and
Evolution of Niie Life
strangers.
clause providing that Berle can step the waiters, There's no telling how
The next morning I asked Tony out in the event that a radio, film, many apartment houses some of the. The lobster palaces of reputed
to get to the theatre about two or 01 legit deal came along. Berle has waltering crew now own, Nor how Diamond Jim Brady days— and VAr
three hours earlier, so that we could been signed by the Milton Biow many bookies they made rich in the BiEiv's ads will show you what sort
rehearse our act before we went oh agency for an air show starting manner to wjhich they .were not ac- of a $3 de luxe dinner they used to
whip up for you at Mouquip's, Stanstage.
One last going-over. I was March as replacement for the cur- customed.
There are. fashions in everything, ley's, Reisenweber's and Rector's-—
there bright and early, but the rent Rudy Vallee airer.
with slogans to match. At, long last gave way to the cabarets. The cabchamp didn't arrive until five
Weinger claims that inasmuch as you now hear people who can af- arets were of the calibre of
Maxim's
minutes before the first act.
the show is to start in March, Berle ford it— say, "We almost wish for a (Percy Elkeles) and Healy's Golden
"Aren't you nervous?" I screamed, should play some part of his date.
so that things come back Glades and the elaborate floorshows
"We go on in a few seconds, and It's countered that the cafe date depression
to normal." Because even now, de- that Gus Edwards used to put on at
you stroll in nonchalantly, I'm so would interfere with the preparaspite the fuzz being, off the peach, the Shelburne, Atlantic City, or the
nervous, I could scream at you, tion of his radio show.
the infiatipnary spiral has sent din- Hotel Martinique, N. Y. With Pronothing seems to bother you."
Morris office spokesman stated ing-dancing-entertaining-out costs hibitioii came the speakeasies. The
"Nervous?" asked Tony quicltly. that Weinger was fully aware that so high that two evils loom. One is speaks evolved an intimate type of
"I fought a guy called Barney Ross there was the possibility, that he that the joints must suffer, perforce, sotto voce entertainment on the one
for the lightweight championship of would lose Berle to the airshow. As because there just isn't that kind of hand—Tommy Lyman, et al.—or the
the world. 20,000 people came to a result
dispatched Sam Bram- money around any more. The other raucous, blatant entertainment of
see us. Barney could knock your son, cafe department head to confer is that those who have the nocturnal the Clayton, Jackson & Durante,
head off with a right or a left. with Weinger in Florida. Bramson hahit (by choice or for business Texas Guinan, NTG school.
Friends bet millions on me to win, submitted several names including reasons) find it's just too tough to
Came repeal and the night cUiii
I was'gettihg |45,000 and I ielept for the Ritz Bros, and Eleanor Powell take.
was evolved. The niteries cashed in
four hours before the fight. Here as possible replacements. Weinger
"Was a time when a fin ($5) not oh a/ buildup during Volsteadism by
I'm getting $1.25 per show, there are tentatively bpiight -the Ritzes, The only bought anybody a deluxe Paris conning the public with
hidden
12 people in the audience and no- Ritz Bros, are .not
clients. Mor- style lunch but also was good for a charges. There was "no coiivert" but
body can hurt me. What do you ris office said that the entire proce- dinner, but try and get out under a delusion, for obvious reasons. It
want me to be nervous about?"
dure took place or. an anjlcable sawbuck ($10) now," as one Broad- cornered sundry hidden charges, inwayite puts it. That's the sum-and- flated prices for drinks food, favors,
basis.
and the like.
There is, however, the possibility substance of it.
Only Limited by Capacity
But all of it went out the window
RIVIERA NITIRY FOLDS that the suit may not reach court.
Morris office has already confered
When Uncle Sam tvas taking part circa 1942-46. The same peasants
with the American Guild of Variety
Who
spurned Gimbel's and Macy's
UNTIL
SPRING Artists on the matter, which ruled of the rap and war-enriched and and Iwmbarded
Saks-5th Ave., and
The Riviera, Ft. Lee, N. J., which that the cancellation clause was or blaclceteer dollars were on the the Wftr-enriched Saks-5th Ave,
loose, because you could charge it
regulars who suddenly discovered
recently filed a petition in bank- valid and there is no basis fbr the
off to the Government, the bistros
from
Bergdorf - Goodman, Bonwit's and
ruptcy, shuttered for the season suit. It may forbid Weinger
were handicapped only by capacities.
proceeding further,
Few discriminated. Even if they tried, Hattie Carnegie, were paralleled in
after New Year's eve. Spot is slated
'

.

—

'

WM

WM

NEXT

to

reopen
Riviera,

May

1 with a name show.
operated by Bill Miller,

after filing the bankruptcy petition,

eifected a settlement with the creditors allowing
of

his

him

to

Indebtedness

pay
each

off

10%

month.

of

$183,982

assets.

as

against

$27,900

in

the popular entertainments. They
staffis virtually coerced them
suddenly discovered money and
standards. As
didn't know what to do with it.
with the servant problem, the slogan
EVery Thursday-through-Sunday was
about "be kind to our waiters; cuslike New Year's eve on Broadway.
tomers we can always get" worked
Renniting as
War workers from Bridgeport and
both ways. The waitering crews
Jersey came by taxi to legit win^
Frankie
Harrington
and
Pat
seemed to sense they had their
dows and legit scalpers, paying
Hyers, who as a team made history bosses in a bit of a spot.
fabulous prices for theatre tickets
at the old Club 18 for their ability
Actually and literally this was for the privilege of sitting down
to heclcle the patronage, are retrue in Florida where, with afore- front in their shirtsleeves. It was
uniting after a separation of sevknowle'dge of an 8-12 weeks* season, a war world and a mad whirl.
eral years.
the boys were franWy on the take.
But, certainly, it all added up to
Hyers is currently working at the Any of the bosses who wanted to
Happy Days in Dixie. Turkeys did
Greenwich Village Inn, N. Y., in take care of personal pals at ringPulitzer prize business, If you opened
show with Nils T. Granlund.
side had to make sure they pouryour mail there
line waiting
their

mto compromise on

Pat Harrington, Hyers

Team

was

~

a

to get in.

Saloonatics

Rampant

And the saloonacy mounted. If you
didn't "see" the maitre d' at the tape
didn't get in, or they gave j^u
a ringside with the pro in the John.
The waiter-captains could buy out
their bosses in any one of those
years if the boss got fresli, ljut it
you

was

too soft a touch. There was no
that the waiters got

question but

Even Joe Louis, who was always
mum a.s the proverbial oyster, has
doctored his personality with doses
o£ showmanship and with a bit of
storing by, his friends, Hochester,
BUI
Robinson,
Duke Ellington,
Caiiada Lee and Count Basie, and
has become, a pretty good entertainer. Now, besides his prowess in
the ring, the Brown Bomber slays
em with
wisecracks.
,

more out of their jobs than did the
management.
This profligacy lingers. You almost
stake as much in a jOint as is the
size of your check. And it's something which, even when tliihgs rationalize themselves, must redound
to the benefit of the bistros.
For, as has been traced above,
what did come about through the
segue from the lobster palaces <o
the cabarets, to the speaks, to the
nite clubs, is that the level of the
public spending habits has beeii
raised. And that's all that is nec-

.

Of course, many fighters who
weren't at all capable on-stage have
done the next-best thing and opened
night clubs or bars. Tony Galento,
Kid Kaplan,. Peter Herman, Abe

essary.

;

Attel, Mickey Walker, Jack Sharkey,
Bob Olin, Lew Tendler and Jack
Bempsey are some of the ring imwho went from dishing out
hckmgs to dishing out drinks at the

No

lohger

is

the

cafe

habit

a

luxury proposition. With the base
of the potential market so widely

inoi-tals

enlarged, it is inevitable that the
cafe
business continues as a big.
business. ,
When regulations and legislation
started to gang up on the bistro"
bonifaces they wisely illustrated
that their dollar contribution eclipses

bar.

,

Canzy's t<esson

was a fighter

who gave me my

biggest

stage- lesson,

nervous,

Tony Canzoneri and

never to
I

be

many

another business. Money for.
food, liquor, entertainment; expenditures for taxes of all types put the
nitery biz into important brackets.
But the spiral must come down.
Every key city will continue, of
course, to have its Icey spots, be they,
the entertainment rooms attached to
the leading hotels, the smart niter-

were

break our act in at the Steinway
Theatre in AiJtoria. It's an 800-seat
Ki

We

house.
were to get $50 for the
four day billing.
wanted to get
the reaction of the
audience before

We

we used our names.
.

New

my

breath and "I forgot

as

It

NormaUy Good

But Meniories of Those Wartime 'Every Night

The day before we were

So many of the ring greats have
t^en to the screen. Freddie Steele,
Jackie Fields and Johnny Andrisano
are some who made good in Hollywood. Fidel La Barba, former flyweight champ, is a successful writer
on the Coast.

.

To

tights."

.Max Baer and Maxie Bosenbloom Spot was bought early this year by
are doinjr, a clever act, but they Miller from its former operator Ben
are always lighting off-stage about
Marden for a sum reported to be
who gets the best lines on-stage. If
Petition listed liabilities
one of them uses a funny line in the $750,000.
act that goes particularly well, the
other is bound to do it in the next
show. Sometimes they get so mad
at each other, they have to consult
B. S. Pully for words to use against
each other.

Falling Off

Biiz

Just

By JOEY ADAMS
Ever since John L; Sullivan and
James j. Corbett found that it was
punches to
^"^""^
easier <«
been
iieUv ta»8b*t fighters have
'
the
taking
to

843

Toiiy and I rehearsed for
but Tony had the iiabit

weeks

of stretching

a gag. The gag he had the most
U'ouble with was the one about the
urae he walked in the ring and

look off his robe. "Men
howled and
Cheered,
kids
screamed,
women
lainted,"

said

Tony.

"What hap-

ies,

or the somewliat out-of-the-way
which have attractions of one
it gambling or

spots

GEOROIE PRICE

nature or another, be
anything else.

The

spiral will effect talent.

(Continued on page 244)

The

fortyfira

Lo^. Honey

USmS^

Da^^ Very

Mwch,.

\

Z;-^

m

home proudly wearing a derby hat,
"Where did you get that teuriWe hat?'"
Xou know, like Walter
"It's ft derby,, dear.

Hme

(yro98,

V^€in€^

Was

frot^bition

in

B^e

0n

¥^

to wear?"
''Dear— Walter e. Kelly

you what

1?

next to

eloslog^^

'-George Burns,

1 love Honey Davis very mucii; that's why I
think I'm a big man. Honey is my tall and beautiful

fiirt

from Virginia—Reedville, to be exact, She conies
every once in a while and I show her the Wfndy
She lovfes to see the tall buildings, the many parks
and the wide boulevards. But most of all she likes to hear

friend

Well, things get around and pretty soon actors are atraid
cpme to Chicago. Somebody is shaking them down. I£
they don't contribute to the "Benefit and Bulldoze," then they
get a Mickey, or get chased out of town, or get beaten Up;
Georgie was let oif easy. He only got stuck up.
This is a good. Spot to pause and take a breathy but my
Virginia girl friend wants tne to go on. Personally I iNrefer.
continued stories. It assures you an audience next week.
But my honied Honey has different ides. Anyhow, my story
sounds pretty convincing even though ^he must, >y this tltiie,
'think I'm the village historian. So I go op.

City.

A

•

JfofenB^

Yep, Honey is a real folksy girl, as I've said before, and
she heard me say something about Al Capone, so she wanted
I told her she was at least 15 years too late
to meet him.
for that, because AI is living in Florida these days,^ w^^^
he is more or less ill.
^That's a shame," says my little sweetheart of the south.
'I sure would liked to have met him."
Tlial's when I go into my timestep^-when I can't deliver
for Honey, and I must do something to make her think I'm
a guy o£ substance. Yep, she's got to think I'm a big man,

man

I

am.

'

-

Frige

.

I

'

GeOrgiO got stuck up. They took bis week's pay from him
couple of Gs or something—and there's a good, story that

,

Tba^

By JOE COHEN
standard vaudeville name,
since the war worked theatres
only when a cafe date wasn't available, is now returning tp the loura-day houses. The vaude bookers
can now get as many standard acts
as he needs for any bill -r and at
fairly reasonable prices. TSiat wasn't
possible during the lush war years.

The

who

'

they're able to add eon.siderably to
their take. On « tour there is. considerable expense which comes off
their income taxes, such as writers,

the stars to

make

it

possible for

come out ahead. Many

Carroll,

ments.

Bookers are hopeful that 1947 will

,

iltery ifz

1

A house like Loew's State, N. Y., vaudeville, years ago, everybody in
has bought itself a bundle of standshow business knew he would have
ard names sufficient to last until
March. The pitband houses tied been smarter to have kept working
down to a bandshow policy because 40 weeks a year at $750 (which he
ol the stage architecture are now could have gottep regularly) than
able to buy cheaper bands and go the occasional
$1,500, which only
in

heavily for personalitie's, inasas the accent is off the orches-

happened when some act cancelled

much

(When

at the Palace,

this

event ac-

tually happened, and the zany Frisco
With return of standard turns,
stuttered, "You s-s-s-ee, th-th-lhey
quality of vaude bills has been
had to c-c-come to m-m-me," it was
steadily improving at no price ina good intra-trade laugh, but the
crease to bookers. The talent buyers
laugh was mostly on Joe.)
feel that
j

this condition will last for

Back to Biksic Values,
some time even if cafe business
makes a strong comeback. Enough
Certainly as things stand now the
new acts have come up in recent element
of basic values assert themyears to insure a steady supply for
vauderies.

Enlist

AGVA's

Benefits for

AM

In

Miami H@sp
Miami Beach.

selves stronger than ever. If you're
a Sinatra, Joe E. Lewis, Tucker,
Hildegarde, Berle, Thomas and the
like
you'll continue to get that top
coin, perhaps even more so on percentage, but the fuzz is off the peach
and things are normalizing.

A

than

who

waiter

tip that

The American Guild of 'Variety
Artists has. been asked 'to cooperate
in the founding of the proposed

cracks abiiut a

"maybe you need

this

10%
more

do" not only will get a punch
from the customer, but
fired— and deservedly. And without
Mt. Sinai hospital here, which will any of those
other hazard.s. When
have a ward available for AG'VA white-on-white
shirts, cabbies who
members. Campaign will open with don't grouse if
you want them to
a dinner at Lou Walters' Latin drive to Brooklyn,
steaks at under
Quarter, Palm Island, Jan. 13 plus a $,3,- managements
which revive those
series of cocktail parties at various oldie alibis "well,
it's always slow on

—

clubs and restaurants following,
benefit performance is also planned
during the campaign,
.
'Prospectus calls ^ for 50% of the
proposed hospital's capacity to be
devoted to charity and semi-charity

A

Nainc^ Bolster Vaude

names are concerned,

the vauder

is in the strongest posiThe decrease In film
production because of the jurisdictional strike has caused many filmsters to take to the delhxers. Not
only are they getting the beneSts of
a vaude tour by permitting the public to pet a gander at them. \iv.\

my

tras.

A

far as

.

Danny Kaye and

stratospheric
aren't
pressing for
takes, and once in a while a booker
can get a price decrease when offering an act a string of dates.
The factor mainly responsible for
the trek back to the flesh houses is
the decline in nltery trade. During
the boom years, when the boniface
had only to open his doors to entice
biz. performers were able to demand,
and get. as high as $3,500 even
though they weren't in the name
catosory. Today, many in that clMS
are having difficulty getting their
former salaries in cafes. Even if
some could, it's doubtful that many
would want to take important engaijements in niteries.
cafe during
a declme is one of the greatest mdicators of thej:xtent o£ an act's b.o.
draw. Playin*; to empty tiiblcs won't
help a performer's salary.
Consequently,
they're
seeking
vaude engagements while the heat's
on. In a vaudery they can blame
the picture, weather and other items
which won't apply in nitery.

As

—

see even more film personalities doing personals. Talk of a decrea.se in
income taxes will make it feasible
for many to make a round o£ the
-Continued from page ZM,
deluxers. Consequently, between the
return of the standard names plus
acts and their agents are the first
practically negligible.
the better outlook of personal apto concede it. It's better to work at
Others taking to the road on va^ pearances from film headliners, the
ried types ol deals include Kathryn vaude booker finds himself in a rosy »400 than lay off at $850. When Joe
Frisco held out for $1,500 a week in
Gray soil, Johnnie Johnston, John situation.
as

Not that prices have dropped to
any considerable degree, but acts

I

Well, Phil always could talk himself out of anything, and
he, had been sure who they did or did not connect with,
he'd of taken care of them himself. But he had heard of
this sort of thing in Chicago and didn't like it. So I told him
hot to v^orry^ hut to cotne with
after he Was fbrough
working. It was during the early hours ot the morning we
entered the famed Midnight Frolics Cafe on 22d street-^Iong
since burned to the ground. My friend Charlie was there.
For 20 years, whenever I've been in trouble or needed some
sage advice, I've gone to my fi-iend Charlie.
Chaflie- and the boys liked Phil. They wondered who was
using the 'doze racket on him, because the ringleader ol the
mob f hat. used to 40 it, Joe Fiore, hM: heeh killed in an
automobile accident just a short time before. So Charlie
called 'in Cherry Nose, and Safii and Ralph and Mike and a
few other fellows and told them to spread the gospel. The
gospel was that Phil Harris was related to the "Big Fellow"
(which he wasn't anymore than he's my kid brother) and
the guys who tried to take him had better leave town. The
big fellow, of course,, was A| Capone, who must of endorsed
Charlie's orders, because pretty soon every handbook, cigar
store, poolroom, restaurant and hOtel lobby in the Loop gels
'..
the word:
"The big fellow is plenty mad at those guys who pushed
Phil Harris around."
Every night when Phil got on the bandstand in the College
Inn he was covered by one of the boys from the south side.
Even Charlie came in and took his turn as a guard. Then
one night he told Phil that everything was alright that
they'd found the 'doze boys, and they had copped a plea.
They certainly coppOd a plea, alright. They v. ere seen
with bandaged heads and tattered clothing leaving town fast
•one day, .and they, never came back. Charlie set himself up
as the protector of actors in Chicago and if you ask any of
them from Harris to Sinatra they'll say: "God bless him."
That was. the end of that sort of stuff in Chicago.
Well, Honey thinks Ym a pretty big man after that long
story. But somehow I think I missed in telling it, somewhere
along the line, The guy she wants to mee now is my friend
Charlie, ^e handsome g«rey<.haired silver fox, who'll only
smile and tdl her she'd better manry me.
She's certainly wonderful, my girl Honey Davis, btrt ijt
Charlie tells her to marry me, she'd bettef do it, or sheH
And out who realty is the big man in
town.

Dick Haymes, were able to get $20,eoq against 50% of the gross.
No
star has lost money on that kind of
deal. Each had to pay off supporting
people, though Kaye's payoff was

Olga San Juan, Joan Leslie,
Mickey Rooney and others. Betty
Hutton was slated to do a personal
at the Golden Gate theatre, San
travel, 'living expenses, new clothes. Francisco, but it had to be called off
Again the herculean salaries being because of new picture commitpaid top stars

—SEE."

•

pluggers of ifcat day.
"I'm very busy rigiit now," says Phil, and he was, because
toppers, such

ia-0ay

much

for so

'

—

^t

to

'

;

Harris-Faye naunes, you know.)
Well, Phil is playing the College Inn with pretty Leah
Raye those days, and I still can't flgune out what used to
bring me down there sa often— Phil's very curly hair, or
Leah's very pretty" smile. Anyhow this night, Teddy Todray old sparring partner
and I are minding our own business, that is hoping Leah would smile our way at least once,
when Phil comes to the ta'ble kind of pale and shaking.
t5je " 'aoZeboys" bad tieen in, Phil was -walking across the
foyer whMi they grabbed him. He thought they we»e mnipluggers, which doesn't exactly speak very well of the song*

to catch « train,

^^^^^^^^

,'

.

-

Maybe Georgie Price made me think «f it when I introduced him to Honey. Years ago he -was appearing at the
Palace tljeatee. Some of the Jocal "B^tt aad BuHSoze"
boys came a' calUtt", l»ut ttiese weren't friandly &lk ISfce y«u'd
find In Reedville. No, these ge^eiiien were dightly on the
swarthy si«le, and th^r were putting the 'doze «n Georgie
to kick in a few lousy stoliar.'s for the benefit of a pal—their
pal— who was in j*fl. After all, what's money?
Georgie is a little guy, and he's got a lot of guts. He
they were
chased both «f them into the alley outside,
waiting thercf fee next nlsht when he elosed, and reaHy
didn't have time to talk to-them because he was io a hurry

'

.

.

1

1

Kerpjunli:

'

little girl

'

"

Banjo Goes

short stretch in the Ziegfeld Follies.
/
The boys had been in to see him. All they wanted was a
G or two. Nothing at all! After all, didli't he want to be a
big hit in Chicago?
"Whoops," says Brooke. "1 heard about this and 1 never
wanted to come to Chicago. I'm going to get out of here.
AND PL'EASE DON'T print anj of this in the paper."
Well,, that \vas his business. The story got into the' paper
anyway, and soon Brooke was, on his way somewhere. I
never heard of him again and it still wasn't any of my busiWell, he isn't
ness, until my "kid brother" got picked on.
exactly my kid brother, but' it's the same thing, when someone tries to harm him. His name is Phil Harris and he's
married to another friend of mine named Alice Faye, which
makes him a pretty big man. (That makes two of us. By
ho^ Boiiey; thinks I'm a pretty big man, too. Those magic

called Prohibition used: to blight this land.
I itell her sibout actors mrho have cOitte to my town, a'ndi
the little role I played in their lives. Honey just loves to
hear about actors. And you should see her smile, and see
her eyes get round and shiny when I tell her whiit a big
"

down

if

One day I go over to the Oriental theatre where i big giiy
—he's over « feet— is the leader of the band. He was one of
the crop of Paul Ash successors who came to that theatre
and never made it. The man's riame was Srooke Johtis, and
if I remember ri^tly he played the banjo and had done a

^nd a thing

•

You're

Charlie to the Resene

.

a mighty bright girl at- that. Maybe she s got
something there, because my Chicago is "Main Street" I
like to think of my big city as a little city, where I know
the mayor, the corner cop, the fellow who owns the bank,
the haberdasher, the tnanBger of the movie theatre, and the
celebrity who comes to town. This is my Chicago and I
Want Honey t« love Chicago because I love Honey.
is

'

collection.

to

stories about the people who live in Chicago and she wants
real folksy girl. Honey Davis,
to meet them.
"Chicago," she says, "isn't much different than Reedville.
It's just got more people."

you know.
So I tell her about the old days— when she was a

he was on his way to memorize 14 more verses of "That's
What I Like About the South."
"We're pretty, busy, too," they said, grabbing a handful of
hair or something and turning Philsie aroUnd. "Now we've
got a pal in the penitentiary and we're taking up a little

that-'nigftt.

a' callin

Honey

Tattler)

goes with this because Georgie chased them all the way
down the alley. He wanted them to give him a buck for
taxi fare so he could make the train. The '"doze" boys got
scared and' outran Georgie. Their footwork was wonderful

Chicago.
want her to

,
.

•

.

y

^

C. Kelly

.

"You're loo short to wear a derby. It makes yoa look
about three feet high!"
"But Walter C. Kelly always wears a derby."
"You look terrible!"
"Walter C. Kelly said I look good in it."
"Yeah—and where doe§ Wrtter C. Kelly get off telling
•

Toxa

(Chicago's

:

1947

•

'wears?""

Briefs His Beautiful Southern

Jjamnarjr 8,

\
«*VirginW Judge Kelly Rules
Back in 'the' old' days of vaudeville there was a moderately successful dance act, He was a little fellow about
five foot three; and' she was bis wife. One day he came

.

Capone Days

Or:

Wednesday*

4»»Smt$my

tion in years.

I

in the nosef

Mondays
night

.

—

,
.

.

.

the rain hurt us last
those college kids are
.

when some of these things
come back you'll know we're back to
fickle"

normal. We're on the way.
The optimistic note, of course, is
•
that having exposed so many thouCommittee working on the venture sands of people to the luxury items
has wired Matt Shelvey, AGVA na- as in the war years, and with their
tional administrator, for his ap- appetites whetted by a free-spending
Droval of Guild members' participa- buck of a lush period, it does create
patients.

SEASON'S GREETINGS FROM

NAN BLAKSTONE

tidii

in

the project.

a reservoir lor future spending.

^Cidneedaf« Jamaagy 8, 1947

Forly-firsa

Cam?ai bdtr, 11^
Peter Und Hayes

'

New

Top

large N. Y. niteries shuttered

New

temporarily after

Nitery

Mew Skws

Primpiig for
Two

closes for

week

a

Year's eve

The

refurbishing.

for

Carnival

and Johnson
show bowing Jan. 9, while the Zanzibar closed after Thursday (2) for
Peter Lind Hayes is the newest an elaborate overhauling, during
it will undergo a change
personality, although basically which time

Star of the Year

cale

new

suit; its

tag,

Vanity

<i«iber, liaving grown
(it vaudevUlo
•;
.Fair.
be
Latter spot will reopen around
BP with his motheip. For yeare
was associated with the nitery and Jan. 2S with « show including
Gertrude Niesen, Jan Murray and
vaudeville activities of his mother,
Hal Leroy, with Bonn Arden doing
vet performer Grace Hayes. He's the production.
Meanwhile, the
'

.

'

already set to follow in the footsteps

Negro shows policy

Danny Kaye and Danny Thomas,
who became stellar film and radio
of

comedians

following

nitery

their

in effect at the
Zanzibar will move to site formerly
occupied by the Ole .South. Spot
will be labeled the
Zanzibar.

New

Franklyn Hughes
in both

training.;-

spots,^^^

doing the decor

is

^

;

.

;

The 1947 upcomers look to be Sid

Caesar^ jsist opened at New York's
Cppacabana, and Vic Damone, new
crooner at La Martinique, N. Y.
These two spots have been particu-Jan
larly fruitful of new names,
Murray and Harvey Stone came to
attention at the latter, arid Hayes
at the Copa, which is otherwise the
capital ol Joe E. tewis' N. Y. activities.

^

:

Repeate

It§elf

By SOPHIE TUCKER
'

personality

highlight

for one of those
poignant evening^.

Chicago,

;:.'

After World War I, every cafe
and night club cried the blues, then

pbpped in
and the speak-

to top it off Prohibition

and that

Ol the
Silvers

killed

it all,

easies flourished.

Bosses, didn't real-

ize the parade was

war ended.
Here we are

all

Oyer when

Wat

n

is

memorable

The moxie-of Jimmy; Savo

is

an-

other 1946 outstander. He's making
a- signal comeback despite amputatiofl of his leg.

Berle's BoSf

1946-47— World

in

over—and the same

thing

happening again, only it's a new
Those of the first war
have forgotten the slump of that
time, and the new bosses dbii't know
how to take it now,
In the first war slump there
is

set of bosses.

weren't the high priced salaries paid
to performers. The new element of
bonifaces, in playirig the competition

game, themselves skyrdcketed prices
so high—nOvs!( they don't know how
to handle the situation. They boosted
salaries so high in clubs and made
i

so

Nicky Blair's spot and
«i»Hgging down $400,000 for his share
in a marathon 44-week engagement
which cSIled for $^,500 weekly guar-

have

B00,06ft ;fofc.

and overages above $4?,000,
With the spot hitting $50,000 weekly
and better, Berle's share was frequently over lOG a week. Olsen &
antee

•

much money

The Copa as the No. 1 spot for
comedians was challenged signally
by ibe extraordinary click of Milton
Berle at the Carnival, grossing $3,-

Johnson, making their nitery debut,
are incumbent at $10,000 weekly
guarantee.
On the subject of the Copa, 59
showgirls have gone from Monte
Proser's spot into liictures, including
Martha Stewart (Mrs. Joe E. Lewis),
who alternated away from a 20thFox contract into the ingenue lead
of the just-closed "Park Avenue,"
Broadway musical; Lucille Bremer,
Adele Jergens, Jane New, June Ally-

among

son,

others.

The Embassy Club, N.
tally

has

Charles

Y., inciden-

Trenet,

French

chanteur, returning after making
good impact. Trenet, with a songwriting and recording rep in his
native France, is the nearest rival
'

to Sablon in the Gallic sweepstakes,

although Chevalier, Lucienne Boyer
and Edith Piof are due over and the
Swiss-French Rene Paul and the
Parisian Daisy Daix are recent addedstarters.

;

Another personality highlight of
46 was Joe Louis emulating Jack
Dempsey and other pugilistic greats

by going into the cafe business, with
a big spot in Harlem that draws a
"ttixed

crowd.

Jack O'Boyle Quits

MCA;

Anderson Added to Staff
itetrenchment policy continues at
Music Corp. of America.
Jack

O'Boyle o| the

MCA

resigned

week.

named.

last

concert division

No

successor

the

shoe

too, that

pinches,

the

now

that

performers

will suffer.
First, many spots will
have to close. Second, salaries will
to

come down.

From my

point of view of conditions today, top names, and only
those who are a draw in clubs, will
still be able to command top salaFor
ries during this trying period.
can't say, but we all
top-salaried troupers will have to
cut salaries to keep clubs open.

how

long

I

There's no question that the continuous amount of strikes throughout the country is having the same
effect Prohibition did in post- World
War I as regards the Clubs,
Never in World War I was there
so much money made and spent as
in War II. Never have I seen such
a mixed crowd of people in night
clubs. But the reaction as of now
in the niteries is simple, Customers
henceforth will only go to the spots
where they get the best for their
money.
My recent Chez Paree
(Chicago) engagement is the best
Chicago has
proof I can offer.
some very very fine night clubs—
the Rio Cabana, Latin Quarter,
All
Colissimo's, and many others.
have fine shows, fine entertainers,
but the best buy is at the Chez
Paree. First, always the best food
in town.
top name invariably has
great performers surrounding him or
her. The same goes for New York,
at the Copa, Latin Quarter, Carnival.
Outside of those four spots in N. Y.
and Chicago everybody is crying
the blues. Business is off 35 to 457o.
The big spenders of black market
days are over. The free spenders
are all drawing in their reins,
waiting, hoping for big business to
come back again. It's going to be
the "survival of the fittest," with
clubs and cafes as iii life.
The few newcomers during the
war will have to spend money and
buy fresh material to prove their
value today, as a draw, and will
have to learn to make friends
Performers
wherever they play.
must learn anew in night clubs that

MCA

American Guild

Wt

and remained under its control. As this is written, the
Four A's is returning our autonomy because we have
grown big erioy|gh, stable /enough and successful
enough to take our place as' an independent member
of the system of shew business unions, able to run
our own affairs and contribute to the entertainment
industry and profession like other affiliates of the
Associated Actors and Artistes of America.
Witli the return of our autonomy comes the obligation to establish AGVA in the usual rhanner, with a
cdnstitution, by-laws and elected officers. The promulgation of all three will be the main business of the

Board may
naembers by

of

Vatiety

also call special conventions, as

AGVA

burgh) changed

to the,

any other

.

AGVA

members

anywhere in the country may come to the convention.
All members in good standing who Will be present at
the convention will be given convention credentials
and will have the right to vote on convention matters
on the basis of one vote per menaber on each matter.
I believe that in a union with a membership of which
the majority is migratory, it is impossible to hold a
convention on any other basis than the above, i.e.,
personal participation by members who happen to be
in or come to the convention city. Although the proposed constitution stipulates there must be at least 250
in attendance at the convention, the probability is that
manyjjmore will be present.

AGVA'b 4S-Man

Directorate

The adoption of the constitution, now being prepared, will be the first order of converition business.
The next one will be election oi a 45-man National
Board of Directors, to serve without compensation,
and the election of a nominating committee to name a
convention slate to run for the National offices; President, three Vice-Presidents, Recording Secretary and
Treasurer, aU non-salaried ijositions. The constitution
provides for the naming of other nominees by petition
of the membership-at-large, if the members so decide.
The voting will be by ballot, at the convention or by
mail referendum among the iriembership-at-large, if
it is so decided at the convention.
The position I now hold, by appointment of the
Four A's in 1943, will be eliminated. It will be replaced
by a National Directorship, the incumbent of which is
to be appointed by the Board of Directors. Between
conventions, the National Director, working out of the
National office, will be the day-to-day operating head
of the union, subject to the Board of Directors. The
Board must meet at least semi-annually, but may convene at special meeting as necessity requires. The

Scades

I

launch

will

its

program for the .start of 1947 indicated above. First
and foremost, will come a drive to raise basic minimum wages for all chorus and show girls, except those
working in Class A DeLuxe niteries (scale: $125 for

AGVA

also will make the
for principals in Class B spots (scale;
$45 for chorus) and Class G places

principals, $75 for chorus).
$75. for principals,

Sloi'eover,

role.

Following the convention,

same demands

AGVA

new

Up Minimnm
AGVA

Drive to

I

Chicago was chosen as the convention city because
only by the staging of the meeting there would it be
possible to obtain a democratic attendance. Chicago

membership.

the

AGVA

convention.

members from different
is the city where more
parts of the United States and different degrees of professional standing can be found at any one time thanencountered in any other city in the country. Thus, an
meeting in Chicago is bound to find at first
hand a: large and represeritatiye crossrsection of the

may

petition.

The third piece of major convention busing will b«
the formulation of a set of by-laws by the National
Board of Directors and its adoption by those in attendance. The by-laws, as in all tmions, will supplement the constitution.
One of the results of the convention will be the
final elimination of the local as an institution in
and its replacement by the branch. When I assumed
stiU had numerous
my present dWties in 194i3,
locals, Because this is a union of migratory members
and because one of the'raajor failings 6i AGVA up to
that time was the sectibriallsm snd 1iie;aatrow view-;
point existing in locals, we began to model ourselves
after the setup of the Actors' Equity Association,
where offices in given cities are branches of the
National office, not locals. We have successfully proved
that branches of the National office operate on a National basis, with a National viewpoint, and under
National regulations. Hence the branch system will
be established coBipletely; at the convention arid the
last remairi:irig ibcais (Chicago, Philadelphia and Pitts-

:

(scale: $60 for principals, $38.5u for chorus).

Though

regarded as principals, the leaders of chorus groups
wiU come in under wage drive where it applies. We
are considering, at present, whether we will broaden
the 20% demand to include principals in Class A clubs
(scale:- $85 for principals, $50 for chorus).
The scales shown above are. the lowest minimums
for each class Of establishment It should be tioted,
however, that in; 50% of the Class
spots the bhoriis
girls get a coritraotual ininimurii of $65, and in half the
Class B places. $50.
Our wage program also contemplates improvements
in the conditions of chorines in traveling shows, who
now receive $50 for a seven-day week. We propo.se
to drive for .$60 for a six-day week in all traveling
shows not under contract at present. "There are five
contract-carrying traveling shows about which we can
do nothing, of course, until the present contracts exThe scale for principals in such shows wiU
pire.

A

remain at $100 minimum and up.
While our wage program Will be motivated by the
present rise in the cost of livirig, as it is with other
unions in the country, I want to make one thing clear:
>ve will not press our demand for a 20% Increase in
those cases where investigation shows that application
of this

demand

will result in closings.

Next, we will go gunning after the detestable dressing-room situation prevailing in 60% of the night
clubs and 10% of the theatres (these most]^ the indie
houses).
recognize that the liinited space of night
clubs makes good facilities impossible in many instances, but we regard it as nothing more than gross
negligence and indifference toward the welfare of
their employees when night club owners permit filthy
latrines, dirty or useless washing facilities, rooms
where male and female meriibers of the cast both
have to change in dressing rooms in one part of the
house, and lavatories somewhgre else, and similar conditions.
ImproveriJerits can he made immediately in
fully half of the clubs arid theatres by doing nothing
more than simple cleaning, painting and repairing
In other cases more severe measures may be
jobs.
necessary. We do not intend to be unreasonable, hut
we will insist on at least a minimum of comfort and

We

(Continued oh page -246)
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iusidans^lfnion Pulls

BandatMardiGrasJ.Y.,

On Tardy Payoff Rap
Musicians were pulled out of the
Mardi Gras restaurant, N. Y.,
Wednesday (1) by Local 802 of the
American Federation of Masieians,
Union claiming tardy payments to
its members demanded that Harry
pay
operator,
spot's
Finklestein,

A

This is the second resignation in
durtog the last two weeks.
Lyle Thayer, co-head witth Eames you just can't do your act and run
Bishop of the MCA Beverly Hills out to see a picture or play gin.
office left two weeks ago.
You've got to cultivate the customer,
MCA, however, added one agent to so he'll come back and see you the
small band department.
Roy next time you play the town.
Anderson, a recent law-school grad- There's a certain personal intimacy
Uate, was hired to assist George a customer feels for the performer
Walker. This lis his first showbiz that you only find in a night club.
assignment.
And that must be CulUvated.
_

of

first

AGVA

the

,

year occurred when Phil
carried on at the Copa, sans Hags
Bagland, with Frank Sinatra as the
Eagland
foil on the preem night.
Was to have played the date with
Silvers. He died a few days before,
^inatra carrying on for Ragland

made

''

MATT SHELVEY

Director

Artists)

The

National convention of the American Guild
of Variety Artists, set for after the turn Of the year
in Chicago is, of course, the big event with which
AG VA will start the coming year. But it is not the
only one. Right after the convention we will undertake a fourfold program of advancement in the conditions of the variety profession, including a drive for
a general 20% increase in the minimums if night club
choruses and some classes of principals, establishment
of the six-day-week for choruses in traveling shows,
correction of the unpleasant dressing-room situation
in the majority of niteries and soine theatres, and the
franchising of club date bookers and line producerfi.
That is riot all We contemplate for the year 1947,
it is enough, I believe, to provide a pretty good picture
of where AGVA is going as the year comes to a close.
The forthcoming Chicago convention represents, for
AGVA, the boundary between struggle and achievement, between youth and maturity. We began life
on the basis of a grant of power from the Four A's

'r,"'

Jackie Miles, Georgie Price, Victor
Hussell
Hartmans,
The
Borge,
Swann, Dwight Fiske, the DeMarcos
among others. Sinatra arid Bergen
took, flyers into the niteries to fulflU
ilcl coinmitments.

A

Islor

Nitery

The boxoiJice names in the saloon
circuits continue to be Hildegarde,
Sophie Tucker, Jean Sablon, Tony
Charles
Frank Sinatra,
Martin,
Trenet, Edgar Bergen^ Jane Froman,

•

By
(National

in trim for the Olsen

of decor to

AGVA

Return of 'Full Autonomy to
Cues Busy Agenda For^ U

get the Spot

to

245

Anniversary

p^iMlMtY

salaries

in

As a

advarieei

result,

is running as a -strEiight eatery.
Mardi Gras is reported to have
been bought by Ben Hairriman who
claims he has given Finklestein notice to vacate early this month and
He
will occupy the spot himself.

club

decided the

hasn't

name

policy

or

new

of the spot.

Meanwhile,
it's
reported
that
Harriman, who also operates the
Aquarium and Metropole, will drop
the Aquarium, as lease has been
taken over by a cafeteria concern.

Harriman denied

Seoson's Greetings

JERRY O'LEARY and BOB EVANS
Exclusive Management: EZ KEOUQH
203 N. Wabash, Chicaao, III.

this,

declaring that

he still has Gene Krupa and Louis
Prima slated to play this *pot, a;nd
intends to remain open indiflriitely.
for two weeks
Casinoj Buffalo, start-

Lou Holti signed
at the
ij)g

Town

Jan. 30.

,

Londoa Niteries Yen Shows
To Aiigno^ Bandaaiid Booze
By HARRY REGENSBERG
night lite, which

week on its
hay in any coutitry's money.

is

not

This is espeeiaUr important considering that London no longer has
the number of visitors it had during
the wartime, when there were so
stationed here,
London's night life can he divided
into three classes. They are (1) the
hotels and restaurants (2) the night
clubs, and (3) the Bottle Party

many Americans

Clubs.

The

first is

sCnntinnea

headed by the Savoy,

More than

Atlantic City.
150 meetings or indus-

trial exhibits have be_en scheduled
for' Atlantic City's off-season period
of 1947, with 33 of them slated to
draw from 1,000 to 25,000 delegates

each. Meets will
aad hotel activity.

hypo amusement

Largest meeting heye so far will
be the Imperial Shrine convention
May 25-29, which will bring 25,000

to the city. Seconl largest is the
American Medical Assn. June 9-13,
with 15,000 delegates in attendance.
with film and show celebs. The
The 1947 season gets unde? way
Dorchester is next, with Grosvenor
officially
Monday (6) when the
House, Berkeley hotel, Hatchetts,
QuagUno's, Housewares show opens for six days
Mirabelle,
Bagatelle,
in the City auditorium with 7,000 on
H angaria, Potomac and Cafe Anglais hand;
Other, big meetings scheduled
in that order.
for January are the National Food
The night clubs are Giro's club Brokers Assn. (12th); the National
and Les Arobassadeurs, with the Canners Assn. for six days opening
former still the name spot.
the 19th, and the American Economic
the
headed
by
Bottle clubs are
Assn., Jan. 23-26.
"400," with the Orchid Sbbna a good
second. Next come the Embassy,
operGrove,
the Astor, Goeoa-Nnt
perAmerican
ated by a former
former Diana Ward, the Milroy, the
Cabaret Cluh, where the food and
drink is of the finest, with best floor
shows in town, and still the hangout

spot
stiU looked upon as the best
ih town, whiete th* socialites mingle

tee

LA.

of nobflity

wh»Uke Wenty

:

.

Hollywood.
Los Angeles area bistro owners
are crying blues after "biack-toYear's, which was
as. hefty as the war
business. Most spots had capacity but liquor buying ebbed due
all

normal" New
good but not

'

'

All these spots rely on drink and
dancing fot most of the fun. Only
ones providing some entertainment
the aforementioned
besides
are.
Cabaret Club, Quaglino'Sj.the Orchid
'

boom

to stiff warnings by both sheriff and
police chief who had extra patrols
iQokihg for drunkvdrivers.
Mostly business men and prcBose
Most important event in London Bowl collegers were out with spendnight life is the opening of the ing not as free as in recent year?.
Nightingale, a new .and very exclu- Crowds by and large were better
sive nitery, in Berkeley Square, dressed and better liehaved, howsometime in January, by Eustace ever, with less frantic hilarity obHoey, one of the "foremost night served.
Understood
pfactically
every
club operators, whose; knowledge of
London night life is practically un- nitery in tpwri is on block, at nifty
limited. Spot will hold 275 with in- prices, but there are no takers.
.vitatlon hoMers to .be .judiciously Bonifaces wowldi unload for gopd
serutinized.
Hoey expects to have sutn but are not shuttering as- yet.
two bands playing his. latest spot Report circulated that many hiteries
•
would blackout after New Year's
with regillat nightly cabaret.
but so far all staying open, despite
Nam« Bands
usual post holiday skid.
llestatitahtSr,-as weB as clubs, have
their regular bahds, most important
being Bert Ambrose at Giro's, CarNagib- Ankles
roll Gibbons at. the Savoy, Lew
Harold Nagle of the 'William MorStone at the Embassy, Harry Roy at
the Astor, Edmundo Eos at the ris agency cocktail department reBagatelle, Harry Parry at the Poto- signed last week, T5»is is -the secmac, and Chappie D'Amato, who was ond recent resignatlbnr in the Morris
with Jack Rylton to the days when .niusic sector, Aivin G,eiler left the
he was stlck-iflrfieMing, at Hatchette's. agency several weeks ago.'
Nagle, a former bandleader, has'
Biz is good everywhere, but customers are getting tired of continu- been with the Mqrris office for about
ous drmkmg and dancmg, and are a year. His plans are Indefinite.
complaming at the lack of floor
shows.
In the case of Bottle Parties, the
Government will not grant permits
for the importation of foreign talent,
Difficulty of hotels and clubs is they
are not allowed to use" talent
brought over for vaudeville. Which
means that the usual Vdoubhng" is
not permitted, with result that jt
would make it very expensive for
these to import acts for themselves

(very

occasionally)!,

Betkeley,

the

Nut Bouse;ana Stole's*

5. Set tipi a Death Benefit Fund; to provide minimum
buriaVcostsof inieiabers.^^
8. Negotiated a contract with the major vaudfllm
^

chains,

"

7.

in

.

WM Agcy

•

'

alone during the
date
The
years when we were establishing ourselves in other
divisions of the variety industry.
Now, we believe,
the time has come to bring stable conditions into this
related and lucrative field. A new "Rule B" covermg
the special conditions peculiar to the club date business will be drawn up, and agents and offices who are
in that business exclusively wiU be obliged to live
UP to it. We will provide for such matters as proper
rehearsal time, observance of bookings made, time of
going on and off at a club date show, etc.

lines
their
standards.
final stop to the so-called "mati-

Put a quick and

8.

nee" nitery show when this new wrinkle appeared.
9. Established, once and for all, the principle of play
or pay as far as variety performers are concerned.
10. Worked out a standard contract form establishing the rights and duties of agents, owners and'performers.
II. Proved that claims of performers, owhers and
agents could and would be collected.
12. Set up a franchise system requiring agents and
bookers to agree, in writing, to live up to their obli•

gations.
13.

"

Established a Welfare Fund, available to all pro«
whether or not they are mem-

fes^ionals in the field,
..;,bers-'of

Such is our planned program fbr 1947^ There will
be other events and circuninances which will demand

Thsit

We

.-AGVA.
is

hope

h Plane Cridb
Plane crashes' last week accoiinted
for two injuries in the vaude and
nitery field. John Calvert, magician,
broke a leg when his DC3 crashed
into a house in Nashville, Tenn.,

whUe

Mrs. LilUan McVann, operator
is expected to
survive the American Airlines crash
in Michigan City, Ind,, last week.
Calvert was t>n iiis way from
Richmond to Nashville where he
Was- slated to play a concert, when
he' crashed because of poor visibility; Calvert has been making all his
jumps in the plane "Mystic Lady"
which he owns and pilots.
of McVann's, Buffalo,

it

as 1946 ended.

in the

new

aies Yearn

In Juve Concert Series
Paul. Draper
whose regular

and Larry

l

year.

ax

at

the

for the past

New
few
,

—

Naturally,

•

abandon rendiBrahms, Debussy et

There are some precocious moppets able to grasp that type offering, but the majority are just out of
the nursery school stage come entertainment, consequently, the heaviest item
in Adler's repertoire is
Enesco's Roumanian Rhapsody and
a duo of Russe war tunes, "Meadowland" and "Tachanka." With unpatronizing verbal music notes, the
kids find them entirely palatable.
Draper displays his superior terp
studies doing a number- in which he
explains the basic tap steps, and a
series of taps to tunes which the
kids request.
.

Between them, they get the kids
an interested mood with an
amiable line of chatter. They "call
on stage. Draper attempts to waltz with them While
Adler tries his hand at harmonicisin:; with them. It's fetchingly done.
The Magical MmtalistB
They provide a full-sized show to
The Roberts, currently appearlnp in the Statler chain, teed oil January insure the juve's money's worth.
«tli With th,e Terrace Room inCleveland, O.
They concludeil a two-month Richard DuBois has a knowing way
(MigaKoment January 3st in the Cotillion lloom of the Hotel Pierre, New
'S oiJv,
and are scheduled to return for auotlter estonded engagement in with the kids in the line of magic,
while Gil Maison's dog and monkey
AiJril.
in

moppets up

LUCILLE AND EDDIE ROBERTS

mm HARRV

by

HARRY KILBY

GREEN,

of

GEN.

I>etaon.il Iteiirpsenlative.

,

•

tion to the public to keep off buying various products until the tax
bite is lower. As a result, they can
look forwarc' to difficulties
from the trades upon which cafe
patronage draws great numbers.
Among those in that category are
the fur. -clbthihg Industries and
•

Still

;

many luxury

lilies.

they

tions of Bach,
al.

lloth of these 1>ookinK« vffrf ai'ranffed

"

-

dren's concerts annually.

Future prospects of London
life IS that it's becoming a dull affair
until controlled prices, of meats and

Cut Mhtc^^^J^^

Adlerr

Cafe owners are hopeful ihat
Congress will pass iegislatiori ends'
ing emergency' wartime controls
years have almost become part of
prior to the date set by Pres. Truthe town's holiday tradition, have man in his proclamation of last
discovered the monetary wonder- week. According to the presidential
land of children's concerts this year. ukase, thfe emergency taxes levied
In addition to their regular adult during the war win pass but in July
fare for their evening audiences, when the current 20% cafe impost
they're giving a series of kiddie will drop to the pre-war 5%.
matinees with a $1.80 top which
According to the bonifa'ces, this
have been running an average gross is only a minor favor to the falling
of nearly $2,000.
nitery biss. Cafe trade Is currently
In doing this they're tapping the at its lowest ebb since 1940 and if
field which was hitherto reserved many are to survive, they'll need
for outfits like the Clare Tree Major tax relief prior to July- 1.
players which present juvenile legit
They point out- by ending wartime
plays, and the N. Y. Philharmonic controls
six
months hence, the
orch which gives a series of chil- proclamation constitutes an invitavisits

York City Centre

Although this is the first year
they've tried this type venture, it
looks like it will become an annual
institution for the harmonica player
and tapster. The audience is there
they've proved their pull with the
juves
and
adults
accompanying
them and offer excellent entertainment in the process.

night

ARTIS-TS CORP.

AGVA

l@ep Kiddies Happy

alone.

ER/>J.

'".•',.;,.-•"'."'

,.

the main story of
and better

to extend

Paul Draper, Aier,

•

extension hours are waived.
This must eventually aflect the
big tourist invasion which the Government IS fully expecting and trying to boost. Unless restriction.s are
removed, expectations are unlikely
Occasional extento be fulfilled.
sion nights, such as Christmas, Boxmg Night and Near Year's Eve. are
sufficient
to
induce managenot
ments to offer extra entertainment.
Hoey states that he has intimated
to the Government that unless better
night facilities are granted next
year, such as the permitting of importation of acts from America and
the Continent under pre-war conditions, and the consuming of liquor
after
p.m., American visitors will
pass up London next year, staymg
as long as is absolutely neceiisary
for their business and rush off to the
Continent where all amenities, such
as foodi drink and elaborate floor
shows are awaiting them.
Which means that the much
sought-after American dollars will
be spent on the Continent, not in
London as some Government ist^okps'
men seem to expect.

;

Brought about the six-day week for chorus
aU night plubs and simultaheOuSly raised

minimum wage

let

Calmthjured

\

in its final stages of discussion, to curtail
of shows required of perform-

ers without additional paynaeht.

W

we

noi'w?

maximum number

the

salaries of chorines hired, originally, by line-producers.
these jtnen and offices will have to put up their
addietisn tb cover the interim period
own borifls
between hiring of chorines and presentation of the

'

•

Stabilized working conditions thrpugh basic minimum agreeitients providing protection to members on
the job in regard to hours, rehearsals, wiges, commissions, nuniber of shows, rijfhts arid priVHefSes of all
',",';;.'^;':i:
concerned.'
4.

.

one

wages where

ers in niteties, to insure payment of
closings or other emergencies occur.

In the coming year we intend to bring both the
and the club date bookers into our
"Rule B" and franchise system. "Rule B" is the set
of regulations under which agents and bookers operate. We will 'put both of the new grbnps under
variations of "Rule B" and will require them to be
The line producers, moreover, will be
franchised.
required to post cash bonds with us. We have given
them protection for several years, without obligation
to theniselves, by obtaining large enough cash bonds
from night club and theatre operators to^cover the

•

H

20%.
2r Eliminated the free "celebrity night" appearances
established a system.of cash bonds in: advance \o
guarantee payment for such appearances.
3. Set up a cash security bond system for perform-

and

line producers

field is

cliib tax,

it to

AGVA

cliib

j

the sucgessfiil fight against the ruinous 30%
helped induce the Government to cut

Led

I.

failed to report' violations nntil it was
apply remedies. In 1947, however, we will
increase our staffs and they will be charged with
policing larger areas and obtaining greater observance
is ready
of the no-compulsory mixing rule.
to put an end to this undignified, unnecessary practice
once and for all. I ask our members to give us their
help in this by notifying the nearest office at once if
they are required to liiix.

Now

l4icky lS"^I.ooking Backwaidg

night

product.

M

Mutray's.

AGVA

too- late to

Ops

MJis

I

when members

t^tiiinor,

Blori^, the
Windermere,
Nut Housej reopened recently by
Burnett, and before the war a
and
Americans;
of
famous hangout
the

'Mixing' Question Again

Some time ago, AGVA changed the earlier rule forbidding "mixing"! Between' performers and custoniers.
It was found in practice that a voluntary basis was
better, that is, the performer could mix if it was his
or her own free choice. But AGVA has never relaxed its edict against compulsory mixing and ih spite
of this it is, a fact that many .Class A and Class B
clubs, and fully 80% of the Class C places, still force
their female performers to mix socially with patrons.
The Class C roadhouses, lying outside Cities and towns,'
are the most perslsteni; and vicious violators of this
rule, Hnfortuhateiy, there have been too many times,

,

my*

further activities by oiir union, and I trust that we
shall be able to Inmrove, our record of success. But,
in closing, I should like' to look baekwarda over the
roa?t we have traveled and single but" a few of the
accomplishments of ACrVA which have broulght us to
the point where we are now grown up eneugh io riin
oiirsetves, to have a constitution .and by-laws, a set
of .'officers, membersliip participation, stable finances
with' no unpaid obligations, conventions, and all the
other attributes of a mature union. Here are some'
.of the things
has done iu the last fey? years:

male .performers.

The

CONVENTIONS CONTINUE
TO HYPO BE IN AX.

frtfm.

decency, such as separate iacUities for male and fe-

"

London.
iondoil is spending $200,p00 per

A6VA

Return of Full Autonomy, to

,

.

1947'

« We-Jn@«ilsf, l»nHjiry 8,

Anniversary

act is rlaht there for the kids.
Jose.

Katlierim

Dunham

Unit

-

Seffw Vaudersal 4G,%.
Katherine Dunham is readying a'
at $4,0QP plus percentage.
Sepia dancer, who ha* previously
confined appearances to legit and
concert dates, will carry a company

vaude tour

:

of 10 terpers.
She's pacted for the Barle, Philadelphia, Jan. 24, and follows, into
the Adams, Newark, Feb, 6. Other
dates are being lined up by PaUl
Small.

Brand Wynne's Cap Date
Nat Brandwynne has been set for
the Capitol theatre, N. Y., oh show
topped by Johnnie Johnston and
Kathryh Grayson. Layout is slated
to start
around Feb. So! Perry
Franks and Janyce complete the
;

slate.

Cap booker, went
Chicago last week to gander

Sid Piermont.

out to
the Johnston-Grayson combo,
rently at the Chicago theatre.

cur-

:

1947

'HfeSneeday, jBaaary 8,

"Tfie

WoHy*-fir$t

Most Amazing Piano Virtuoso

247

Anmveramy

P^i^jB^nr

of the Present

Day."

'mm,.

LIBERACE
LIBER-AH-CHEE

(

)

AT THE WORLD'S MOST PRICELESS PIANO^
'H

toniparisons arc to be drawn.

LIHEHACE has the virtuosity ()f

Horowitz, the wit

()f

Ttnnpletoii,

the showmrtn>hip of Brisson, and the appeal of Sinatra.
F.

CLARENCE GOODWIN

WE8T COAST REfREBENTATlV^

EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT
M.

C A

2274 HOLLYRIDGE DRIVE

ARTISTS LTD

HOLLYWOOD
"The Concert Grand
Stradivorius of Plaiiai

-

wm created in

when
It ii

believed

to

Blitthner

Leipzifi,

Germnmj,

prior to

World War

II,

the Bltttfmer fnctonj was deitroyed.

he the onhj piano of

this tijpc in

America and

is

mined

at $25,000.

28, CALIF.

SARAANN

HAPPY FELTON
G>nied/ Star of

McCABE

POT OF GOLD

.

TUMS, ABC

For

Musical

and

For Sheffield-Farms,

Singing -Stor

WOR
Direction:

INGAUS

MILES

Direction:

Comedy

WHO?

GUESS

MiLES INGALLS

Joe Flaum, Associate
Joe Flaum, Associate

THREE CRADDOCKS
America's Newest Comedy
Importation
Comedy Pantomimists

GLORIA LeROY
High Cs

. . .

High Kicks

. •

Highly Eccentric
Currently

Currently

LATIN

LATIN QUARTER

QUARTER

PALM

ISLAND, FLORIDA

PALM ISLAND, MIAMI
Direction:

INGAUS

MiLES

JcM» Ficium,

Associate

Direction:

MILES INGALLS

Joe Flaum, Associate

:

JERKY

JEANNE

FRANCIS and GREY
The Snoke Dancers
Currently at

FOUR MOROCCANS
JUST COMPLETED SIX

MONTHS AT

LOU WALTERS'

LATIN QUARTER
NEW YORK

Carnival,

New York

CITY

25TH WEEK
Direction:

MILES INGALLS

Direction:

MILES INGALLS

Joe Flaurn, Associate

Joe Fiaum, Associate

MAZZONE and ABBOH

THE CHAOWICKS

World Famous Apache Dancers
Exquisite Dancers
Currently

LATIN QUARTER
PALM ISLAND, MIAMI, FLORIDA

Direction:

MILES INGALLS

Joe Flaum, Associate

Direction:

MILES INGALLS

Joe Flaum, Associate
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Anniversary.
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Anmmrsary

^ SEASON'S
^

GREETINGS
i.

A

M. RAPPAPORT

ARTISTS CREATE

GREETINGS

MONKEYS

1^^

THE'BEST IMlTATOi.OF

mm mu

CAR D I

IV

I

Wishes You

The Season's Greetings
JUST CLOSED
5Ti^

ANNUAL

VERSAILLES,

EmA&mmi

And

NEW YOUK
A Happy New

Year

RICHARD
Exclusive Maaagemeiff

MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA

V.

NTCHFORD

87-30 166»h Streer

Jamaica

3,

New

York

REpublic 9-2086

Itorfy^firH

2$2

^^E^Hg^

Wednes^y,' Jfannary .8, ..1947

Anniver$my

BETTY

RE ILLY
>

RADIO

NIGHT CLUB
and THEATRE

SENSATION

CONCLl/DED

Ji/ST

New York
MOUNDS CLUB, aevelqnd

CAPITOL THEATRE,

EL

RANCHO,

Las Vegas

EARLE THEATRE,

Phila.

CURRENTLY Ar>P£A!SUJ®

CLOVER CLUB, Miami
Followed by COPACABANA, Chicago
FEBRUARY 2STH
DE LUXE RECORDINe

Greetings

^ From

AltTIST

FOR AVAILABLE PATES CONTACT HARRY KiLBY
GENERAL ARTISTS CORPORATION

0i»« llroadway iRsti-

HOLIDA Y GREETINGS

I

,

3 SWIFTS
T{M£5 SOUARE

•

Direction-WILLIAM MORRIS

NEW YORK

AGENCY

"At THt CROSSPtOABS or THt

ONE OP AMERICA'S GREAT
ENTERTAINING BANDS

AL TRACE
and

His SILLY

SYMPHONISTS

HAPPY 1947 BY PROF. MARCO

NALINY
World'! most ouf^ndinO and unusual
No, SI720,

COMEDY SHADOWGRAPH ACT

pr6t«te4 and toay-

rIghtBd

"i< «vtr an actor
his shadowgraph.

ABOUT

STOLE A SHOW K wa<

IT LONCl

His shadowgraph

is

AFTER HE'S OfF,

Prof.

MALINY.

Ho STOPPED

so ontortalnlng that you
Eto." —Miami Horald.

hoar

tho sli«w with
people TALKING

Ropnsontativo— LAWRENCE fiOLDEN, 749 Filth Avo., Now York.
Southorn Roprotentatlve—SiD WHITE, 817 Washington Avo„ Miami Beaoh, Fla,
Winter residence— Mllany't Water Front Villa, 8250 Byron Ave,, ItllamI Beaoh, Fla.
Northol-it

BOOKED

IN FLORIDA UNTIL APRIL

1st

8,

1947

GREETINGS
Farewell to Lou Walters'

LATIN QUARTER
Hello to Ralph Berger's

LATIN QUARTER
In

Chicago

Direction

—

^M. C.

A,

.

PSw^W'

Forty-first
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Wednesday* January

Annivenary

8,
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YOUTHFUL
DANCE act
APPEARING IN
NIGHT CLUBS,
:

•

VAUDEVILLi „

A....

JANICE

BILLY

PIERSON - ELLIOn
Routined by

RAY DODGE, HENRY
ond

Ballet

Arrangement

Management

COMEDY
GAG

FILES

Nos; I' thru ^0 (g $)iOQ eaiili
(No$. 21 thru- 25- RjBddy Soon)

'BOOK OF BLACk.OUTS"
3 Vols.

BILLY

LANGE

La

NIP

—

HELEN BARRIE

JACKSON, Palace

and

Building

so on

thru, ttie^ yeur

For All Branches of Theat'ricals

FUN-MASTER

-

•

PATTER

TOM

@

$20.00 Per Vol, or
$50.00 for 3 Vols.

1946—1947

"BOOK OF PARODIES"
10 Sock Parodies for $10.00

"HOW TO MASTER
THE CEREMONIES"
(How

to ft« an Emcee)
$3.00 Per Copy

No

SEASON'S

FRANCES

It en
C.O^D.'s on any material!
route,
send permanent addretis.

PAULA SMITH
200 W. 54th

St..

New York

19. N.Y.

HOWARD

HELENE and

'Comedy Dunce Antics'

OVER

BKr^D

WKEK

SJtD

eOLDE(j ©ATE THEATRE
Sdii Francisco

MATTX KOSEN

Dir.!

FAYE

Parodies! Speciol Songs! Bits!
Drnv from our librnr}-, one ot the

ic

most

Iarf;;est.

eomprelienslve

In

LARBYSTORCH
"Rembrandt of Impressions^'

Showbiz!

k

lOil Cntaloar FREE!
Exclusive material our
J.

&

M.

specialty!

KLSINMAN

25^I.K 30lh Road,

L.

CSEO'S, Hollywcod (8 weeks)

COPACABANA, New York

Jan.-Feb., 1946

(5 weeks)....

EARL, Philadelphia

f1

week)

April

R.K.0. Besion (1 week)

"QUEEN OF THE SUPPER CLUBS"

—^Want Addresses

Estates

of:

FAANK: bom' 188S. clrcns
DEVIAN, HELEN: singe actress
DAVIS,
man.

(maiden name).

Currently

DE

BEAlTjroKTS or

w.

COPACABANA,

»E FOORS:

equestrtan famllr*

208

Miami beach

S.

La

c.

cox

Salle,

March

City 2, N. Y.

I.

Telephone: Aotoria 8^90S

CMeogo 4

FLpRIDA

STATLiR HOTEL, Cleveland

(2 weeks)

PARAMOUNT, New York (3 weeks)..
BOWN TOWN. Detroit 11 week)
PALMES HOUSi, Cisisfs^o (9 weeks)

May
May
...June
.June

July-August

STATLER, Detroit (4 weeks)...

September

STATLER, Boston (SVs weeks)
STATLER, Buffalo 13 weeks)...

....December

NOW OHICAG© THEATRE,

October

Chicago (3 weeks), opened
'

Pesember 25th

AimmiTic

Exclusive

Management

'

'

>

OPENING CLUB CAIRO. WASHINGTON.

MUSIC CORP. OF AMERICA
139

E. S7Hi St.,

N. Y. C.

PL

9-7470

Jan. 24th, 1947

WedncBdoy* Jnauairy 8,

1^7

Forty-first

P^niETT

255

Anniversary

Greetings to Our

Many

Friends

Throughout the World

BENNY FIELDS
BLOSSOM SEELEY
Exelnsiv*

Manogemcnf

WM. MORRIS AGENCY

41

Holiday Greetings

CONGRATULATIONS
iOLL ZEIN

MIT GLICK

With His EDUCATED DRUMSTICKS
Hey, Pop! Me, Too

HAL HUNTER
Season's Greetings to All Our Friends
Dir«etion: MARK J. LEDDY

RlIO

Wedaeaday, lannary

Annimr$ary

t^SSm^rf

Fortyfint

8S6

CAPPELLA
AND

THE BEST CHE

1947

,11.

OF OUR LIVE
1040

PATRICIA
EMBASSY,

8,

N.

1S41

"IF

Y.:-

POUNDIN@ AND
OF THE CHI-

PALM

TABLES FULL

CHI SET WHO ROLL UP Bi6
TABS MEAN ANYTHING.
THEN THE ADDITION OF
CAPPELLA AND PATRICIA,
DANCE TEAM, SHOULD

MEAN A HYPO

SUSI-

IN

NESS."
BILL SMITH, Billboar<l

LSULLIVANj
'

iiii..,„';,;-,ii,;;.;

".„

BALLROOMOL-

"THEIR

©©¥

IS
OUT OF THE
TOP DRAWER .... THEY
BROUGHT DOWN THE

HOUSE

.

."

..

LARY, Variety

HAD TO ENCORE AGAIN
AND AGAIN.... ALL THEIR

COPACABANA

DANCES ARE DARING."
EARL WILSON, N.

Y. Post

"PATRICIA IS BY FAR
THE BEST-DRESSED DANCER
WE VE SEEN THIS SEA-

Currently

VILLAGE

VAHGUARD
NEW YORK

SON . . ."
GEORGES BOURKE,

W

Herald

oJBlwt/ttkeiot...

'}^^A^.

AND

PA
DANCING

"CAPPELLA

ARE
AWAY AT BILL MILLER'S
EMBASSY CLUB .... PRE
SENTING highly INDIVID
UAL ROUTINES IN EVERY
TEMPO .... THEY EVEN
HAVE A 'HAPPY BIRTHDAY
TO YOU' NUMBER THAT
FOR SHEER JAUNTiNESS IS
UNSURPASSED .
AL>
WAYS APPEARING AS A

TRICIA

.

.

OF

VISION

BEAUTY

.

.

.

.

MOBILE

."

VIRGINIA FORBES, N.

THE
MAXINE
SULUVAN
ALBUM

Jwice 1940 tfviy

.

Y. Sun

CURTAIN CALLS: "TO
CAPPELA
PATRICIA
AT THE EMiASSY."
WALTER WINCHELL

Am

Jvst Closed a TO-WeeIr

Eagagsment at the

EMBASSYCLUB,N.Y.
or

INTERNATIONAL RECORDS

Thanks To
BILL MILLER

BILL PICKS

MUT

BRITTON

And Amerim % Craziest

Orchestra

STEVE EVANS
Offering

HAPPY TIMES & JOLLY MOMENTS
OVF4U
GOWEN G^m SAN K-BAMCISCO
DIB. MATQCX ROSEM
I

ROSS W. CHRISTENA AGENCY
Name
Inarleii

BepresentlnK
1innda»

name

cocbtail

acts, fops In

nnlts

6i& People) Bonk Bldg.

direction

MUSIC CORPORATION

of

AMERICA

In^icincipslis,

PhoDM:

tnd.

Bt. BSel .

WABASH BUILDING

203 N.

and out-

utondlns terrltoi? bands.

HU, 3520

>

.

CHICAGO

,

^

HAL COWAN
MANAeiR

W«'«1ne$<]ay,

Jnauarx 8, 1947
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Annivermry

artists representatives

48 west 4Sfh street
,

new york
lo.

CONGRA TULA TIONS

If, n. y.

3-0350

25ft

Forty-first

P^^ETW"
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'Amnimrmry

NEWEST DANCING STAR
JUST CONCLUDED

NICKY' BLAirS

WARNirS

•

TRAND:

CARNIVAL:
-

:

NEW

NEW YORK

YORK;.; -

CURRENTLY

COLONIAL INN
HOLLYWOOD
FLORIDA
INDEFINITELY

Managemsnf: V/ILLIAM MORRIS

AGENCY

in-

f

^

"

JExclusivi

Management

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY,

Inc.

W^liiesdajr, January 8,

1947

Forty'firtt

P^AHRIETY
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—
——

Anniversary

*

* *

*

*

Star of

REPUBLIC
PICTURES
^TAR OF

MERCURY
RECORDS
EXCLUSIVE

CORPORATION OF AMERICA

SIC
LONDON

»

NEW YORK

MANAGEMENT

•

CHiCA&O

«

BEVESILY HILLS

•

CLEVELAND

•

DALLAS

SAN PRAiNieiSCO

•

PBTRPIT

2«0

Foriy'firMl

P^niMlf^

VcJweaday, Janmary

Anniver$ary

Congratulations

8,

iMl

-[:'':/':^^^^^^^^^^

HOWARD

WILLIE
holiday greetings to all our friends

STAGE

-

SCREEN

-

RADIO ARTISTS

NEW YORK STUDIO
154 W«st 57th Sfreet

DELIGHTFULLY Am-CONOIIIONEO

doris huriig

PHONE CIRCLE

203
john

j.

n.

BOSTON STUDIO

wabash

-

7-3S0S

LENOX HOTEL

Phone for Ap|>«iiiim«nt: Kenmore 5-300

mullaney
Chicago

NEW YORK

I

B 0 S T O

J

IXIOit ml Infield

fra.

fhoinas b. martin
dcivid p. o'malley,

5070

jr.

Oliened Jiin. 5

CAYKTy, MOXXKBAt.
OllMlIliK

Season's Greetings

JOE

E.

Galloping Merrily with AUSTIN

LEWIS
MACK Up

at the

STEiNWAY

IIIIflRlfflBR

ROSARIO
and
•

4111

weturm engagemeni; Roscj,

New

ANTONIO
reeent Soutli Ameriean tour ami liooked
to i*etiim.iii

mid

19'17*

• itmnHug

on a

eoneert; tour of tlie Unltecl Statos eomntenieing

^annai^e* FintsWiig'at Caritegie Mall, New ¥©rk. • Appearing in MGM, Warner Bros,
anil Universal plctnres

m

daneing stars* • Appeared at Waldorf-Astoria, Persian

)Booim9 JPalmer*Hoas«^«Mark nop]£lns

and many others too numerous

to mention.

,
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Anmteramy

USimETT

TiMiters

lisi To

Gold Coast Ends

;

HollywootJ,

With scarcely a score of out-ot
town musicians requcstiiif; traiislevs
into Local 4T here during Deccmbei-,

college

it

believed

is

windjammers

the great w;ive of
flooding in here defi-

waned. Influx

nitely has

started at

war's end and for a long while hundreds migrated monthly.

Probably word has seeped out that
there are only about 4,500 steady
jobs here, although Local 47 now has
13,600 members. During the entire
past year fewer than 140 musicians

requested cards switched
elsewhere.

the greatest
'

parade

ill'

to

locals

At times some members of Local
47 have gritted their toeth a.s they
grew more and more cognizant of
arrival and acceptance here of outof - town
card - carriei s. but with
American Federation of Musicians
having a by-law which stales a re-,
quest for transfer must bo given any

name-band
the woVld

member
ing,

of Federation in good standLocal here can do nothing to

alleviate the situation.

cab callowoY
LA.TERPALACESDROP
EEMOTES, HYPO SPOTS

claude thornhill

Hollywood.

victor

lombardo

Sharp change has
garding

ballrooms'

set in here re-

evaluation

ot

remote radio wires. Scant six months
ago the spots fought over air slottings, but a combination of blitzed
b.o. and quiet reflection has changed
opinions.
Meadowbrook's contract
for six remotes weekly over Mutual
has expired and terpalace will not
renew, preferring to allocate the
$200 weekly formerly spent in wire
costs to spot plugs over local stations
Avodon has sliced in half its web

raymoiid scott

hotel

-

Sherman

remotes, and what it has saved has
been earmarked lor local dusk jockey
jogs. Biltmore Bowl has been cancelling off NBC of late and when

1450 rooms

web drops a Bowl remote, hotel
does no beefing.
Conversely, it is probable that
both Palladium and Cocoanut Grove
zealously will hold onto their remotes, since both spots believe the,
the country pays off when -touri-sts
trip to town, not to mention the

rates

1450 baths

from

$2.75

randolpb, dark. lake and la salle

desires

m

of

names

t:whicli

piay

the

Rival hoofing halls, innvcver,

spot.

have grown more and more conlocal listeners,
they are interested in radio at
at present with biz so blowzy.
.scious

of

pui-ely

if

all

Ballroom.s have
been furiously
beetling their brows because bandleaders habitually use same sets tor
their remote broadcasts night after
night; or else, the complaint reads,

GREETINGS

PAUL MARR
AND

a batoneer .who has an interest in
a music pub firm, primarily wants
to plug company's wares. There nl.so
has been vigorous griping becau.se
Don Lee net has forbidden cust;omer
applause, whistling or .shouting as
remote fades on and off ether. In-,
cidentally, the Western Ballroom
Operators' Assn. is now bu.sy drawing up a "model" contract, which
it hopes to interest booking agencies
in adopting as standard on Coast,
will
insert
a clause prohibiting
leaders from using same sets time
upon time on remotes.

ASSOCJATES

BEE SARGHE-EDWARD BAETZEL.
203 N.

WABASH

JERRY

BERiiN

CHICAGO

NOW APPEARING
Holiday Greetings

MACK

THE
Eileen

—

Lo Verne

AT eiWI

BOSTON

-> Charlotte

JUST CONCLUDED
WEEK LOEWS STATE, N.

NOW

LATiN QUARTER

TRIPLETS
Y.

Dirtcfion

CLMONICO

WASHINOTON,

». «.

PeresHsl MaRofitnwnt

MIL fAttmi

MriES INGAt.t$
JOI

fUUM.

AniicMhi

'

„;jirf
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bo

russell

An Appreciation Of A Full
"I

'Passing

I

Show

of

Year .

.

1946

Belmonf-Plaza Hotel, N. Y'
(Held Over 20 Weeks)

Statler Hotel,

Cleveland

Clover Club, Miami/'.

Peacock Club, Jacksonville
El

Morocco, Montreal

"Miss America" Pageant
(Director,

Producer and M.C. for

7th Straight Year)

"Mrs. America" Contest
(Producer, Director, M.C.)

... And Many Thanks to Johnny Greenhut
(MCA), Harry K'llby and Val Irving (General
Artists). Dick Heiiry

(Wm.

Morris)

CURRENTY RE-ENGAGED
BELMONT-PLAZA HOTEL. NEW YORK

WHAT

D'VA

KNOW

GREETINGS
TO ALL MY

HERE'S

Season's Greetings
. .

JOE!

From.

AN AD

COOKIE BOWERS

FRIENDS

BEN SHANIN
My Man
STILL

EllY ARDEITY

BOOKING

OLYMPIA THEATRE

'THE BEST' IN

THE BEST PUCES

February 5

MIAMI, FLA.
58 WEEKS AT

NICKY BLAIR'S CARNIVAL
Of ill §7; You'ri

NEW YORK

Still

Our Faforita

JOE HILLER
Centary

Bliig.

!•

Fiitsbttrgh, Pa.

Offic*:

Thanks to

Nationai Theofrieal Exehculg*

I

HANS LEDERER and WM. MORRIS AGENCY

LEON & EDDIE'S
TWO

THE TOAST OF
Have many Idea" for Itlms, Kadio,
Books, Hays, Musical Comedy. Kcvue,
Publishing, Sports, Krrordiug:,
vention, Advertising
niNl

"

JRVSNG CHANSKY-

55S Main

St.

NEW YORK
33

I«.

Television,

Stamford, (Co^n.

0
m

W.

CITY

52n(Er St<

IP

211,

Am

SI

CITIEf

BEACH. FLA *

Hoyal Poncianna Wfi.y

* ( For fbe UHimate in Food, Dance Music and AimospAere, yfsjf tb6 ne«r Palm Beacft ie^ii & Eddte'sil

I

:

'

Wcdncadi^, Jamiaury
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IgM Oub
Copacabana, N. \.
Monfe

Proser

ipresentation
of
Winter edition of the Copa Rewuc
with Sid Caesar, Mary Raye tc Naldi,
CtiVle Robbins, Bill Shirley, Sansteen & Dachau, Line (8), iPernnnoto

Alverez Samba Orch, Michael Dur«o
Orch; staged by Douglas Coudy; costumes by Billy LivingMon; music
and lyrics by Bob HUliatd Se Sammy
Ml/sels; $3.50 min.

The Copa's winter edition is one
of the most talent-laden layouts in
the saloon sector, presenting new
and refreshing faces along with recognized show values. It's a display
which should keep Monte Proser's
dungeon in the upper brackets for its
duration.
The layout could also be construed as a lesson to other bonifaces. While most operators are bemoaning the attraction shortage,
Proser lined up th3 bulk o£ his
show during his Coast visits. True,
Proser is also in the filtti business,
but between takes and retakes he

rounds out the dance department
with a series of well-executed taps
distinguished by fast spins and good

Refiews

WBEK OF JANUAKy

aero

bUi» festow laull«ftfis attmUnm Mmy sf •haw.
wliether tmja or nwSSS vrsak.
lettem la piir«ulh««i» Indiv&te «lMraU. <I) ImlciiiaitaC] 41^ I^mwi
<r) nur^miinnt; (K> KKOt OT) Wttnwr

Kwv^mla

NEW XOKK
MuHk

Boston.
Prof. Lamberti, Sibyl B'owan, Boy
Foy, Toimny Dix, Dorio Windsor
dancers; Larry Flint tiouse Orch;

Boston.

Quartet;

^

Wayne,

Ed

Harrington

min."

"Nocturne" (KKO).

Former Woody Herman warbler,
Frances Wayne making first boite
solo here, returning to native city
for the job. Stands up plenty well
on own, doing a smart job of entertaining with a nice assortment of
pop tunes.
Gal, figured Esquire's best for '46
on basis of the "Cabin in the Sky"
tune "Happiness Is a Thing Named
Joe," brings an intimate, personal
flavor to her warbling, being seductive without giving out with the
sloe eyes, and warm without wring-

to find enough time to
dSals with Sid Caesar, Bill
Shirley and Gayle Bobbins both of
whom will probably emerge as impprtant names after their Copa
stand.
Career ' of Caesar will probably
parallel that of Peter Lind Hayes,
Who 9t$ty broke, into the -upper ing out the mike. Doesn't do any
brackets after his Copa run. Caesar patter, either, .lust sings, doing anyhas genuine comedic talents that where from four to 10 songs dedepends on characterization rather pending on response.
than gags. Ifs the type of material
Did "Just One of Those Things,"
that will probably distinguish him
in

to a straight

from other funnymen because of the

fitct that this kind of antics isn't
easily lifted. Saloon society can get
something diilerent out of Caesar's
turn. He opens with film bit that he
did in Columbia's edition of "Tats
and Spars,", does a routine of a
.

Frenchmen dating a dame. Impression of a slot machine gone wrong
and, contrasts the English and Rus-

UoH Paul

Bill Shirley and Gayle Bobbins
(New Acts) give considerable lift
the production and hold up a
neat spot "n their own. Shirley displays one of the strongest legit

this

week

but anything with Prof. Lamberti
and Sibyl Bowan stacks up to a sock
and this one clicks.
Lamberti, improving on each visit,

layout,

pulls usual assortment of drolleries
with his trick xylophoneries, walkacrosses and so forth, -wowing from
start to. finish. Material doesn't
change too much, but it doesn't have
to. More or less ditto for Miss Bowman, back with an impresh of Hildegarde that panics the customers,

Alicia

J,lai'r

Otero

Xoininy

New

Jimmy Palmer Ore
Smt'Ok

>loy

StillIKl

VaiiRhn Jtonrde
Johnny Alack

O

11-12

<l>

&

Al

J'n .ToUnaton
(I)

11.1*>!

t

to

rtll

JumaU'ii <1)' 0-11
Bud Kwt^eney
Kobevt Field

.Sherman Bros

& T

.Uelinartins
Jael{.son»

Tlitt

The

Jose.

HSUSe K@¥1€WS
State, N. ¥.
"Show Time

PottI Stnall's

of 1947"

with state Bros. (3) loitfi Fay CarLadd Lyon, Lucicnne & Asfiour,
Betty Jon'e Smith, Dorothv Byton

roll,

(.12) ; "Return of Monte Crista"
(Col), reviewed in Vakieiy, Nov.
27, '46.
Miami.
Jack Marshall, Betty Reilly, CopPaul Small, who some years ago
seu * Ayres, Norman Lawrence,
Marilyn Hale, Line (6) Ken Delaney produced a series of two-a-day
and fony Lopez Ofcfw; mitt. |2-$Si.
vauders for legit houses, is tapping

Line

Clovei* Club, iMttanii

i

It might have been opening night
jitters, or perhaps following the un-

imaginative
production
numbers
Boots McKenna handed the groun,
but debut of this lineup was marred
by a reeurring flatness -which didn't
befit the obvious talents of the featured acts.
Jack Marshal], making his reentry
into local nitery cOmpetish, stiU has
that flair for character impreshes

which always marked his work. Guy
seemed nervous, though, and for no
reason, for the crowd was with him
all the way. Tops his original and
well-blended stint with his standard
Butchy McGiirk, the lovable jerk.
With a few shows under his belt he
should be hitting on all laugh
'cylinders. He's a refreshing comic
who wisely eschews gags to toncentrate on the takeoffs.
Petty Reilly, the Mexico-Irish
thrush, too, seemed a bit off at flr.st.
Got rolling in ^ood fashion though.
With hei' mixture of Irish; Latin and
•
-yiddish songs for solid- returns.
Standout are Copsey and A.yres
With their Balinese boogie, Costum-

'

,

Jose,

'

"Sho* Time*" which

for its $1,500
retailing price should make a good
splash in the deluxers.
Unit while shy in name values, B Mins:
Strand, N. Y.
isn't
failing in. its entertainment
Johnny Mack's excellent tap roustrenath. The acts offer sufficient
tines form the ooly outside accomvariety, production numbers are ampanim'ent at this house to a crack
ple and stage-filling, and there's
hour of entertainment by Vaughn
plenty scenery and care in produc- Monroe's orchestra.
Working up
tion to suit vaude demands.
near the opening, Mack clicks big
For N^w York consumption, there's with a pair of cleverly worked out
only one failing. The Slate Bros, routines that'
give him ' wide c^porbetween appearances at this house tunity to demonstrate a teirp ability
and the Capitol, are too familiar to far above average.
the State's regular trade.
Their
In the first bit, a fast tap. Mack
periny-areade bit arid some of their uses a gimmick that adds considerother routines have been seen here able lustre. He works with
.a walkf
too frequently and results are not as ing stick that seems to float
in midforte as they should be.- Ho weVer, air
while following through.i'his
theip asides- and kidding with Fay gyrations.
It has an unusui^l, effect
Gai-roll, still hit the cr.bwds and at on an audience. Since Mack
himself
times during their split-up turn, seems to be oblivious o{ it, pa,trons
they get sock response.
seem to think they're .seeing tilings.
Their new bits go big. Takeoff, on
tall, dark, nice-looking hoofer in
the Lucienne and Ashour apache dinner jacket* Mack makes a fine
number is a chuckle-provoking item, 9ppearance.
Combined with his
mayhem terjs give audience' work it. aiT adds up to an act tfialll
fatisfaetion while
etty Jane Smith fit anywhere.
W(»od.

johnny MACK
DANCE

.

•

A

L&A

Ta»

Hotel

Ziminerinun'fl
Gene Ka rdos
.

Kluekhawk
RusR Oarlyle Oro
Geneve £>orn

Woo

€b«iB

NOW AT
OLYMPIA THEATRE

MorKan D'cers

riire«

to

fill

l'.4WTUCKI0T
Cnnitol (I) 12

&

Rof^ers

Mareella

Tonimv Alvarado
PHII..4

Carman

Yoric & B Pearce
Ducat & Kaye
Arno Bennett

B

Karle (W) 1»
King Cole Trio
Hussell Ore
T.uis

Diisly

Fletcher
Edwarila Sis
SAN ITRANCI.SCO'
Golden Gate (B) 7
Titans
Helene & Howard
Herb Shriner
Merry Macs

SPRlNOFIEI,n
Court Sa (I) fl-ia
Coco Steve & Eddy
Roelyn Fas:e
Prilchard *c Lord
Cinn & Perron!

The Giro's

ChrlH Cross

WA8HINCTON
Capitol (It) »
Stan Kenton Ore

Blue Ansel

John BUckmaster
Alys Robl
Vicente Gomez
Joan Nickel
Stuart Ross

Larkin 1
Golden Gate 4
Cnte noelety
(DowntoivQ)
elllis

rimmie HoErera
Susan Reed
Olilt Jackson
]
C Heard Or«
Cnfe SocIetT
(Upfonrn>

Ejango Relnhardt
Imogene Coca
Roberta

Lee

Pete Johnson
Dave Martin 8
Edmund Hall
China Doll

George Wong Tr
Frances Chun
fal Sings
Minsr Ling
Jose Curbello Ore
Ckipucatoana
Sid Caesur
Bill Shirley

& Naldl
Ouylc Bobbins
Sonsteen & Dachau
Michael Durso Orr
Fernando Alverez O
Dlamaua norscMhoe
Raye

SIrl

Herman Hyde
Turner Twins
Rosebuds
Jackie GleasoD
Billy Banks
Hal Hunter

Tables Davis

Benald & Rudy
.Ia,ck Mathers
Noble Siaslo Ore
Syo Strange Oro
Kl Chico
Kortta Rios
Ml«uei & Albalcin
Ch^lo Vlllarcai
Iceland
Ice

Revue

P Whitcman

_

Jr Or
K«lly'» Stable

Roy

ijedley

Fatso Marco

Carl Marx

Phil Gordon
CollCf?e Inn Model*
Hotel Stevens
Fn'cho Clyde MoOoy Oro
DennlR Kelly
Keith Mo<lel«
Billie Dennett
Harle Shaw
Wesley r^uiulKreea *
Sol Feola Ore
Boulevar-Deara
CosKacaSimii*
Latia (ituarter
Frank Parker
Maurice Rocco
l^'rank I^ibuse
Xjatin Lovelies
Chuy Reye« Ore
Gene Baylos
Arne B^irnctt Oro
The "Wiles (S)
Cerney Twins
Paul
Carleton
WellK & FayeH
Buddy ShiiAv Or«
Jfmmie Burrell
Palniser II*>iiBe
Marianne
Evelyn Knight
Hotel BIsmflirck
Freddie Nagel 0W>
Joseph Su<ly Oro

Julo

Gantu
Gaywoods
Lenore
Annette Olsen
Montero & Tvonne
Eddie Fens Oro
Hotel Blacbstone
Hart mans
Hiiinos Orch
Hotel Oonirren
'

HartHnff

& MosB

MUt H^rth

RoUy Rolls
Blaclcburn (2)
Abbott D'ncers <14|
Bio Cubuna
Jerry X-eater
Berry Broa.
Torry Lawlor

Don
The

Bradfleld
I.^iveiles

(J0>

Ce* DavldStjn Ox#
Vine G9r«i«n« «
Jessie

Trio
Margie Fields

RQBellia

Kllci

Meaprher
Taniara & Ttiomaa:

Harianiio Fedelo.
SheMou Betid

Francisco
Joe Ki»h Ore
Mel Gole Ore

Bill

Oohart Ore
Hotel Continental
Za Bach's Ore

Jill

^''ontalne

-

ATLAMTK CITY WALK
STEL IJABS W. B.O.
.

Atlantic City.

Evans

Merlbeth Old

The amusement business has and
always will play a second fidclle here
the surf and sand and Atlantic
Old
City's
famous
boardwalk.
amusement men know this. Those

new

in show business try to compete with Mother .Nature, and lose

HEW tOSK &£X

Aqmrlom

Gene Kruna

Jan Stewiirt
Preston Lambert
Hotel Shrrmno
Glen Gray Ore

-

9

(I>

Montana Kid

Steve

Stylists
<ileen

£.rfiuh;4^

<12)
Luclo Garcia Oro
Colosimo'i

Geoi^e Freennn
& Con Fanlon
."mlly

Hennat lona lists

Sharkey
Song:

Adoi'ftbles

S't'la

Bnaamaf. New York

Anlhohy

Paul Arnold
Sinclair & Alda
Helen W.enzel
Olcn Orlova

Ryan JBros
The Gascaa

MIAMI
BDUIB RMITH

I

JancKl Mtiitula
Zslga Beta

Be'ch
Stephen Ktsley Or«

Storenn

Martin
Pearl Bailey
Jack Cole
June EdwardB
Gay GlaiMd^e Ore

THE LES ©HElZi'S

AI

Vivian Nlckoison
Uelm't#
K'

cmciLao
H SUlpewnier

Martin

Cl«m BitlinKs

7

.Alnslle

Francisco

Bruce Norma n

D'RWcro

A tang

(13-15)

ncea

.Tean
,
I

Emil Coleman Ore
^lischa Borr Oro
lUtgertt Corner
Bananas' Ore
At Morgan

Oohun Duo
Frii

Bob Lee
Gertrude Hlld

liotel KooBevelt

Guy Lonibardo Ore
Sinnch Light Oro
WnWorf-.lititorlB
Myru.s

I^remlee

Seeger

Pete

Bddle Gibbs
WIvel

Tony

nilipu(lroin« <1)
.lack JLeoiiai'd

the four-a-day field with a fast-moving and colorfully produced unit, siders.

Crane
Edwards Bros

3

Mascine Sullivan
JoHOPtiine

Don Frye

Hotel I'lDUi
Hlldegardc
Hal Kanner Oro

"Woo

,

had its genesis at the Copa) on the
Hit Parade. Michael Durso's band
and the Samba crew of Alverez amply fill the musical assignR)ents>

9-12

(1)

Sla

Tex Fletcher
VlilnKe Vnngnnrd

Ohas Reader Oro

.Tohn ^Molinarl

I'ATKKSON

Wallsic*

Jimmy Nola

Hotel I'ennBylranla
CUarlle Spivah Oro
Hotel Pierre

Deering

Co

Alviiradn

Jop Matttn

BAT.TI.UOKK

band vocalist, has
point where she can hold a spot of
her own in a cafe, and seems ripe
for vaude or films. She's a blonde
stunner, with a chassis that takes to
gowns nicely, and she imparts a
warm and sultry quality to.
There's still some things she has
to get, such as more savvy in the
In her
selection of her material.
present status. She should stick to.
proven hits or standards. But it
takes her little time to get started
and once she goes into ballads she
imparts melodic pash in her numWinds up with a migratory
bers.
mike stint to iJCoax Me a Little Bit"
which gives her ample opportunity
to impress her figure on the ring-
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number
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Anthony & Kogers
The Kayos
Germain©

Allda

Bert Stone
Patsy Lane

Farley

Monte Ore

Jlonica T.<ewis

MiiJentle

Noble
Burton & Janet

Tjpe

Esquire comes up with a pleasant
Raye & Nardo
he wows the erowd. Miss
Murlah Sin
Gayle suffered because of the fact enough layout featuring return of mix, SHIBLET
State <I) e-U
Steve & B Stevens
that she followed Baye and Naldi, Olsen & Joy, dancers, and Bob Shep- .Song^
Janet JLee
but was soon able to get the mob on pard in the comedy slot.
Gary AUen
locally, CopaeaboJia, N.
fave
always
Glsen
&
Joy,
a
her side. Starting, with more approDUO
been around DobasBOSTON
done
who's
they've
same
stuff
Shirley,
do
mtich
Bill
the
priate numbers would aid her conbefore but it's still socko. Only flaw Hollywood waiting for film assignKeith's (H) S
siderably, but she's strong here,
in the stint is that it could be ments until Monte Proser convinced Duke BUin|;ton Ore
nonetheless.
Fred Douglas
lengthened somewhat. Sailor rou- him he should attempt: a slice of Peck & Peck
„
^^..^'•SMy ^
?'.9^^"^
is again their ace-in-the-hole cafe income, is one of the most im- Howell & Bowser
apprehensive of the strength of his and garners hefty palming."
BOCNI) BUOOK
pressive vocal newcomers to hit New
Brook (I) 11-12
newcomers. For insurance he added
Bob Sheppard's comediantics click
some time. He has a studied,
Bios
Bay and Naldi, one of the top nicely, but delivery cotild be slowed York in voice which in its present Marten
Palmer Sis
ballroom teams extant. Their ethe- somewhat for better results. Guy cultural
Grace Dall
is ripe for legit shows.
development
2 to fill
real
slow
tern
to
"Moonlight emcees the layout in okay fashion
is strong and he has the
Delivery
CAMDEN
Sonata," a flamenco number; "Be- and in his own stint shows up with
Towers (I) lO-W
personality to put him in
and
looks
guine," short versions of "Violet- some new material. Routine of the
Holloway Sla
the top incomfe brackets. Proser is Jules & Tita:
tera," "Minute Waltz" and a paso
guy looking for a job- iS' good for sufficiently- impressed with the lad Andy Arcari
doble virtually stop the show. They solid yocks.
to have become his personal Harry Holly Co
provide added values to the dis3 Jan.<ileys
Doris Abbott makes nice impres- manager.
CHICAGO
,
play.
sion with a nifty pair of soprano
lending
from
aside
ChiraKo (P) 10
Sh i r 1 e y
Production terps are by Sansteen pipes with, coloratura effects. "Feel strength to the Copa's production Burl Ives
and Dachau, a winsome team whose a Song Coming On" is her so-so numbers, makes a strong dent on l4orralne Rognan
Pat McCaffrle
routines are limited by the produc- opener but she builds nicely to some
audience receptivity with rendi- Whallntr & Tvettetion demands.
They show ballet trick vocalizing in the higher tones. tions of "All theThlhgs You Are,' l«rry .Storeh
CINCINNATI
training and have a flair for inter- "All of a Sudden" registers and is
"Rose By Any Other Name" and
Albee (K) 9
pretation, and could work them- followed by clever arrangement of
Jose.
Kathryn Grayson
Granadas."
selves into a solo spot here, but for "Mocking Bird."
Gal's selling is
time limitations.
basically good but a little unsure.
Costuming and routining of an Beatrice Kay takeoff could well be gayle'bobbWs
Songs
eJght-girl
line
iscolorful
and eliminated.
sprightly. Doug Coudy's routines are
Line is the best in town, easy on 8 Mins.
up to par of previous Copa editions the eyes and nicely routined. Copacabana, N. Y.
Gayle Bobbins, who started as a
and Billy Livingston's garb designs Meerte's band cuts the show okay.
progressed to the
by

are topnotch. Score
Bob Hilliard
and Sammy Mysels is also excellent.
Their "One Brazilian in a Million"
as knocked off by Fernando Alverez
suggests that it could take the place
of the "Coffee Song" (which also
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Mwitreal.
be heard in a <»fe. Now
Bob Sheppard, Olsen & Jo», Dort*
he's so strong a dick, it would
Abbott, Line (10), Arnuind Meerte
•
improve, his value if he were dis- Orch
(12); $1 min.
missed from the assignment of
chanting the production
that
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Muriel Gaines
Gloria King
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Stone Oro
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Ballet

Tonl Palmer
Henry LaMarr

Blair

Ore

Liawrwnee
Bros

1<3

while the old nurse routine and
Audience
other oldies also score.
goes big for her monologs and gives
her a begoff as usual.
Dorio Windsor dancers, two boys
"You Go To My Head," "Gal
and a gal, do a .trick dance routine
Calico" and 'The Man I Love" when
phony arms ending up in a
caught Biz was offish, but custom- with
strip with East Indian costumes that
ers like it fine. She was accompabright and finish with good adagio
nied by Ed Harrington Quartet a is
stuff. Boy Foy, juggling on a uni;
combo consisting of piano, bass, and cycle, likewise fast and plenty skillvibraharp.' (The fourth, a warbler
Tommy Dix, diminutive
natned Doris Altier who has a nice ful, and
but with a big baritone, does "Bucstyle herself, and does a little driiinkle Down Winsocki," "Begin the
ming on a snare).
Beguinc," "Tain't Necessarily So"
nice show, well suited to the
River'' for. a good reMan
small lounge type bistro, ^«uid prop- and "Old
ception. He's backed up nicely by
JSIie.
erly intime.
.
LaRy Flint's house band.
£Ue.
Biz pretty good.

-

I

Mattio Sondl
Stevo Rlchurd»

On

Beimoat-Miua
ft Dean
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managed
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by Ladd Lyon whose

is

work with two audience plants
up to his usual par.
Production numbers by Dorothy
nifty music-background utilized. Had Byton are pretty diversified.
The
to beg off.
dozen femmes open with an aero
Norman Lawrence emcees nicely tumbling number that must have
and in own spot sings his musi- been inspired by Sam Abdullah, a
comedy standards for hearty returns. fan number, stilt routine and the inMarilyn Hale hoofs *ith the line, the evitable Latin terp chore. Costumgroup showing nothing. Perhaps it ing is okay.
was the uninspired McKenna staging.
The unit could have used another
None of their stuff came off.
skit or two inasmuch as the familiar
Ken Delaney and Tony Lopez split movie stand-in bit with the Slate
the showcutting chores, with both Bros, showed up extremely well.
Larm
doing a good job.
Jose.

make

sian styles of acting.

Novelty

1947

Variety' Bills

routines.

ing enhances the overall efifect, with
the routining showing careful and
imaginative staging, along with the

8,.

Dorothy ^annem
Hal Hixon
Oeorge Maran

their shirts.

Im Con^a

Henny YounKmau
Ueorge Tapps
Dick Buckley
Arnaut Bros
Myrtil & Picaud
Cliic <51aake
4
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l^eou ft EddleV
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Kurke Twins

Franklin
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Monte
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Roberto
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Old Bomnafan
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Ntna Dover
Alice King
liobby HaJrell

ta Port* dr«
Roi;;ers Ooi^«r
Kernels of Corn
Hal Aloma
Giiy Blades
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Don Baker
Don "De Ttfd Oro
Sleto

Trio

With such competition, for more
than

three quarters of a
business has done

century
its

best

to collect the greatest take possible

Sihf>npy

Sadio

lovers of sunshine.

show

Siierry Britton

Art

Only when Old Sol has set into
bay landward has show business,
with one or two exceptions, much of
The beach is then dea chance.
serted, and only the Boardwalk remains to draw the bulk of the
visitors. But even in the off sea.'ion
the walk and beach are competition,
tov
the
weather here is mild
throughout the year and the loiig
rows of beach chair's oii the sand
exposed to the sun and protected
from the wind prove a mecca for

the

Irma Henrlquea
Machito Oro
Fupt Campo Oro
JLa Martinique
Vic Dam one
Phil Foster
Jano Dulo
lii-nle Stuart Oro
Ijiitlu
Quarter

.

from tlie visitor and resident, whose
numbers have increased yearly. In
contrast, the larger the crowds have
grown, the smaller the per capita
spending.
Today the crowds as a
whole seem to spend less than at
any time in the resoirt's history.
A glimpse of the ups and down;; of
amusement attractions here is, interesting. In the early days the hotels
offered' their
own amusements.
These usually consisted of dancing

in their private ballrooms, often the
cleared dining room, with vaudeRalph Font Ore
ville acts, etc. Guests gradually got
Havel Ore
400 Club
away from the hotel entertainment,
Tftx IJeiicUe Ore
And so
GVk'li VlllAfce Inn to find their own outside.
M '1 G Revue
gradually the amu.sement bu.'iiness
Fritnkie Hyera
grew. Like any other business its
i'hiivoy. Ore
Ned irarvey Oro
attractions blossomed; and' then deHavnna-Maajrid
clined for othfer attracUons which
Paco Tti^yt^tt
dre'w the crowds;
tSlorlu I^ebtan Chil Ohu Martinez
Cape-lla & Patricia
/Vi'thur

'
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Greater Author Vitality

Lahr in 'Burlesque' an Argument for Not
Neglecting Big Talents
Theatre Guild's Langner Dwells on Craft Unions Dictatorships,

Critics,

Censorship
By

ARTHUR HOPKINS

fhese are the days of reconversion
revivals. Both are the putting
materials. Someto new use of old

«nd

better
times the old materials are
available.
than anything new that is
to think of a Jtew old
It is not hard
vitality
than
more
have
plays that

new

material that is bedead uning oilered. Plays are not
no longer be made to
til they can
more difficult
sometimes
Uve. It is
to life
manuscript
new
to bring a
than it is to set an old one ticking,
JO the test of a play's possibilities has
than
vigor.
Plays
age
less to do with
torn' with weak gland systems will
better
their
long before
tottet
^
equipped elders;;
There is a tendency to deplore the
use of theatres to the neglect of new
playwrights. What about the neglect
pi valuable acting talents that are
offered no present opportunity.
Bieirt liahr Is a case in point. One
6f the last of a great school of comedians, is It for the good of the the:
atre to have him wasted while there
are parts in the library that he can
bring to life to the delight of many
.who are still more interested in the
actor than his vehicle?
"If new playwrights are iimking tto
tise of tiahr, is he to turn to *adio or
pictures, or rit at home working out

much

of the

"

;

I

Not long ago I wrote an article for The New York
Times urging that the theatre be kept free for every
kind of play, so that we might continue to foster
In the program biographies of the kind of excitement in the theatre which produces
actors, there is beginning to creep in important plays and important
"He started his productions, in contrast to the
a recurrent note.
areer playing in 'Life With Father'." stereotyped and inhibited producMiss Stickney and I have many fond tions in countries such as Russia,
memories of the boys who played where the playwright is the serour children at the Empire theatre, vant of the state, and attempts
while we were pretending to be to harness his artistry to politics,
their Father and Mother.
But the as was recently set forth in an
one who lives in my memory most article by Simonov, the noted
Russian journalist-playwright. X
sharply is Bobby.
Bobby came to us just after he received an embittered letter
reader stating
reached seven years of age, which from an indignant
that the trouble with the Ameriis the minimum limit for children to
Lawrence XangineT
can theatre was that we were
begin acting in the theatre in New
would
York State. At his first rehearsal, dn need of violence, and ait dictator for five years who
do us all good to have
Bobby was asked: "Don't you think would tell us the kind of plays to put on. This letter
this is going to be fun?"
He an- has led me again to evaluate what we have in our
swered: "No, I would rather be
theatre without vidlence and without a dictator, and

•

cross-word puziles?

Happily for Lahr and theatregoers

.

there are old parts that he can make
live again. In playing "Burlesque"
I<ahr's talents are not only asa'n to
fee enjoyed, but in creating the part
of Skid he reveals talents that at
once make him available for new
pfeors for which he would ,not prenlousiy have been considered. Some
luture new play may well be saved
the tact that Lahr's potentialities
were first revealed in an old play.

'

•

There was a long search for an actor for the play "Harvey." One look
at Lahr in "Burlesque" reveals that
there need have been no problem at
if Lahr's gifts had been fully
known.
I can think of no better reason for
revivals than the chance they give to
expan^ the actor's universe.

all

\,vi^k theatre is the actor's medium
.4s well as the playwright's, and anything it does to fortify either is to
the benefit of both.
,

Barrymore and Sheldon

.

I

By LAWRENCE LANGNER

Remember Bobby

By

HOWARD

LINDSAY

,

playing in the park." It wasn't long
before Bobby discovered' that he
would rather be playing at the Empire theatre than in Central Park.

has resulted in certain conclusions.
On the subject of censorship, for instance, most
of the people of the stage have sufficient respect
for it to see that the theatre isn't used for the exI tried to establish cordial relapression of obseenity and lewdness. What constitutes
I woulcl greet
tions with Bobby.
this is si matter bf opinion. 'VSrhen a person sets hunhim each night and would ask how seU
up as a censor-dictator, the decent people of the
he was. His answers were monotheatre must necessarily attack him because, much
syllabic. After several weeks, I disas they may object to the play itself, still mOre must
covered that Bobby did not want they object to a dictatorship of the theatre. Thus
cordial relations with me. He didn't
a producer often finds himself in the position of dewant atqr relations itt all. I discov- fending the production of a play which he himself
ered that if I pretendied that offstage would under no circumstances produce. The laws of
Bobby didn't exist Bobby would this sta:te definitely require amendment at this time
similarly agree that I didn't exist.
to insure that the manager and author may have
There was no coolness between us. their day in court, and have the question of whether
We didn't snub each other. Bobby their play outrages public decency decided by a
was never ill-tempered or bad-man- jury instead of by a political appointee, such as the
nered. He wanted to be ignored by license commissioner, who, no matter how liberal he
me and he wanted the privilege of may be in his views, is subject to all kinds of presignoring me. On tiiat basis we got sures and criticisms.
along famously. We continued to be
But censorship is only one form of dictatorship
invisible to each other for over two to which our theatre can be subject. For instance, there
years.
is the dictatorship 6t the stagehands* Union, which
The first year he was with us, does not give the younger generation an opportunity
"Harplaying
enjoyed
Bobby really
to begin in the theatre in the same way that the
lan," who is the youngest of the Theatre Guild and its predecessor, the Washington
three boys.
Then he became old Square Players, broke into the theatre.
play
could
also
enough so that he
When the Washington Square Players started to
"Whitney," the next older boy. The work at the Bandbox theatre, thanks to the wisdom
way we Worked things in "Life With of the guiding heads of the stagehands union, they did
this:
had
very
Father" was
We
a
not then require the use of a crew of union men. Thus,
young boy play "Harlan." A much the Waishington Square Players were enabled to start
older boy played "Whitney," and a charging 50c admission, and after they got on their
third boy who could play either feet, they moved to the Comedy theatre in the Broad"Harlan" or "Whitney." This' boy way district, where they were able to pay full union
would play "Harlan" one week and rates, and did so. The group was reorganized as the
"Whitney" the following week and Theatre Guild, and since that time has employed more
act as understudy the third week. members of the stagehands and musicians unions than
This meant that each of the three any other theatrical organization in Atnerica. If the
(Continued on page 289)
International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees
.

'

,

John Barrymore found himself in
an old play, "Justice." Up to that
. time he had not
thought of himself
. as a serious
actor, or the theatre as
a serious pla^e.
There was one man who knew Jack
better than he knew himself, and that
;was Edward Seldon. But for Sheldon and a revival, John Barrymore
woUd never have discovered the
great gifts that were his and the
richest period of the theatre in our
time would not have come into be-

had

insisted
theatre, the
started.

full stagehand crews at the Bandbox
Theatre Guild could never have been

on

am

inclined to believe that the same great wisdom
which led the crafts unions to permit little experimental theatres, like the Bandbox theatre and the
Provincetown theatre, to flourish, and allowed the
young people to come into the theatie, still exists in
the unions, but that they have not given full weight to
the importance of allowing such experimentation in
relation to getting future jobs for union men.: It
seems to me that all the new young theatrical ventures in New York, of an experimental nature, such as
the proposed GI Veterans Theatre movement, which
is asking for a liouse in Brooklyn, should be given
special consideration by the unions instead of a dictatorial "no."
None of the remarks which have been made here
apply to Actors Equity .^sn., which has always been
most tolerant in assisting these movements/ as, for
I

'

example, the Equity Library Theatre movement, and
in keeping with the spirit of the times, I have every
reason to believe that the other unions will follow suit.

The

—-Again

Critic8

I

A third form of dictatorship to which the_ theatre
can be subject, but from which we may be thankful
that we do not suffer, is that of the dramatic critics.
In some countries the power of the critics was once
so great that they could entirely dictate the policies
of the theatres. Fortunately for the vitality of the
American tlieatre, our dramatic critics are broadminded and tolerant, and do not seek to force the
theatre into any one channel, as, for example,, into
the channel of ideological propaganda. The fact that
our critics give value to every kind of theatrical production, whether it be comedy, musical comedy, satire,
drama, plays with a message, or plays without a
message, means that aU the turbulent currents of our
life can find their expression in the theatre, comei
into competition with ohe another, and by a proceis;
of evolution, those that do-not have vitality are weeded
out, and' those that have are given living stature.
That our freedom in the theatre has contributed to
the vitality of our authors is certainly dempnstrated
by a comparison of what has happened in the United
States and Russia in the past 25 years. Russia produced some of the greatest theatre writers of the
early part of this century. Tolstoi, Chekhov, Andreyev
and Gorki are names to conjure with, and certainly
names as great as any -which existed contemporaneously in the world theatre. Since the advent of the
Soviet dictatorship, with its ideological artists, they
have produced nothing better than journalist writers
of the type of Simonov and Afinogenov (undoubtedly
the best of the lot), while during the same period
we have produced a galaxy of playwrights led by
Eugene O'Neill, and including S. N. Behrman, Robert
Sherwood, Maxwell Anderson, Philip Barry, Clifford"
Odets, Sidney Howard, Sidney Kingsley, Elmer Rice,
George Kelly, and a host of others who stand head
and shoulders above the mentally-shadded playwrights
of the Soviet Union.

.
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to Sad Tune of $300,000
Almost

Had Barrymore remained
his
talents
would

,

.

are

fortunes

into musical shows that
never reach Broadway and 1946-47
no exception. Added to the costly
Broadway boners last week was "In
Gay New Orleans" which expired
after one week in Boston on New
Year's eve (31), a musical said to
have represented more than $300,000. It was written, produced and
directed by Forbes Randolph, a viris

ing.

theatre

seasonally

dumped

in the

have

brought into rich being new plays.
One of the early plays on our schedule was the then unknown "Liliom."
Playwrights are constantly troubled
with the thought of writing parts
for whom there are no actors. They,
above all others, should Encourage
any theatre activity that reveals new
talents, whether they be shown by
newcomers or long established actors
^The news of the "Burlesque" revival is Bert Lahr. It is fitting that
on Christmas Night a star of new
magnitude should shine over the

tual

unknown

in

show

business.

Most of the backing came from
the owners Of the Eli Watson cotton
During the
mills in N. Carolina.
latter days of rehearsal there were
almost daily appeals to the backers,
and fresh coin up to $25,000 was
promptly telegraphed to .Randolph.
He is said to -.ave advised the angels
that "New Orleans" would close so
that they could earmark their investments as losses, deductable in
'

theatre.

income '^a:; returns.
Maria Gambarelli the operatic
ihow is said to have
been among the investors and the
of fices of her husband Edward Fenton were used by Randolph. JVIost
their

Ziegfeld

lead in the

To Stay Dark

Until 'Brigadoon' Arrival

costly items in the production

Next attraction at the Ziegfeld,
.Y., which went dark Saturday
(4)
"Show Boat" completed a
year's run, wfll be "Brigadoon," a
musical comedy to be presented by
>-neryi Crawford.
Book aad lyrics
""e by Alan Joy Lerner,
with music
by Frederick Loewe, show being due
to open on Broadway
about the third

—

When

WMk

around

is

rewritten.

He

WSts identified

with a colored musical isome years
ago and planned a 9"..ular show last
year but it did not materialize. The
southerners reputed to have been

new tuner

Managerial participants in %rig4-

$100,000.

Understood that Randolph plans to
put the show on again after the

book

in February.

House Will remain dark until the
arrives.
Crawford
M associated with EvaMiss
Le Gallienne
«nd Margaret Webster in directing
jne America
Repertory Theatre at
*ne International,
but they are not

were

the costumes, designed by Mary
Grant, and the scenery about the
only features in "New Orleans" that
were lauded. Bill for the duds was

N

were identified as Harley F. Shuford, Nancy C.
Shuford and E. L, Woodward who
with others from Carolina were estimated to have put in $194,000.

the' heaviest investors

ALFRiD LUNT

cinc!

LYNN FONTAHNI

"0 Misntm MiNi^ iM^^

^^HSB^
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MUNICIPAL CULTURAL CEN TERS URGED
AS MEMORIALS TO NATION'S WAR DEAD

an opportunity to witness programs of extraordinary inter,
est and variety at reductions from the already low pricei
charged at the Center- Some day we hope to be able to
exhibit other great motion pictures, lifce "Henry V," for
limited runt, to further supplement our varied entertainment.

By PAUL MOSS

A

In numerous cities across the country these days, many
local committees are thinking of putting up war memorials
to the hometown boys who died in battle. I recommend to
these committees, on the basis of my experience as director
of the New York City Center of Music
and Drama, that the most fitting tribute
to the hopes and sacrifices of those boys
ean be made in the form of similar
Statues
artistic and cultural centers.
have a place, but city centers would b«
a constant, living reminder to those who
Attend of the promise made to those
boys to keep this country a haven of
liberty and lauehter.
Vtoe N. V- Center is a municipally.

My father. Williain B. Bankhead, the late Speaker of
the House, was returning from Washington to his small
home town of Jasper, Alabama, for the first time since
his elevation to the Speakership. In the good old American tradition there was a great homecoming celebration
awaiting the favorite son. In the midst of all the fanfare, Daddy overheard an old farmer from "up in the
hills" who had come to town to bring his produce, say
to another, "What's Coin' oil down here? Why are the
bands playin' and the flags wavin'; faint the Fourth of
July." His friend replied, "Why ain't you heard. Will
Whereupon the first old farmer
Bankhead's home."
scratched his head and with a puzzled expression said,
•-•WeU where the heU^s Willie been?"
"—TalluIoH Bankhead.

—

owned

building, operated by a board
publicdirectors
selected from
spirited men and women who repre-.
jtent a cross-section of the business,
professional, labor and educational life of our fli^.
association with this venture dates back to a day in 1944,
when I received a characteristic note from then Mayor F. H.
LaCuardia while I was serving as N. Y. license commissioner,
in which he requested me to become assistant to the president oS the City Center of Music and Drama, a post lieW by
the Mayor. So I was in on a most fascinating experience to
help bring bo the people of N. Y. the finest entertainment in
epera, drama, ballet, symphony concerts, and operetta at
75c to $2, jplus tax, for the seating capacity of 2,700.
seats are sold by mail or at the boxofflce. No tickets are
fiandled by [brokers.

«f

My

a nwmber

of the

femak

in

is not a competitor to any of die thealraii
of tiue city, and we are sure that many peofirst stage presentations here because of the
This gives them an interest in artistic entertaininent that helps stimulate general theatregoing.

hialls

|)le

see their

low

prices.

fin Mariieipal Siibsidy

1

The City of N. Y. does not subsidize the City Center, nor
does it appropriate any funds for its operation. Tliis is in
the bands of its board of directors, who are anxious to assist

in maintaining this theatre, which I believe is unique within
the U. S. The success of the City Center is proving without
a low-price, high-quality, noh-oommercial thea'
tre is a vital part of community life.
Among its proud achievements is the establishment of its
own symphony orchestra under the direction of Leonard
Bernstein, the 28-year, old virtuoso, who dares to strike new
paths in music. He has welded together an orchestra of
young veterans and girls, together with other musicians,
which has met with glowing response from enthusiastic audir
ences ,and critics alike. In addition, our own splendid opera
company, under the able direction of tasziq Halasz, has
achieved the proud distinction of having critics say; "It can
stand On its bWn feet; as an' artistic enterprise, whatever the
price of admission. In fi>.ct, the
Center Opera dbmpaeiy
has come of age" All applicants are auditioned and many new
artists have been discovered in this way, including a young
Negro girl, Camilla Williams, who created a sensation since

CW

my

CiV Center

«r concert

i

her appearance in "Madame Butterfly" early this year.
Soon we hope to present our own dramatic company under
an able director and also under my supervision. This com-

pany will offer revivals, and possibly new plays, which will
round out the purposes of the City Center, and wherever
possible give singers, musicians, directors, scenic designers
and actors an opportunity to demonstrate their abilities.
This will complete our plan of creating a people's theatre for
all artists, and will give to high school and college students

R Y. PubKc Library^s Theatre
CoUection a Treasure Trove
By GEORGE FHEEDLEY

cal,

"Leave

It

than a managers, and summer theatre imhundred to one that if you're in presarios checli our clipping files
(you can walk from 42nd to iOth
ihe theatre (we're catholic and in- Street and still not finish the alphaeluie movies, radio, television, night bet). These wise ones bring in copies
of
notices, column-mentions, interdrcus,
clubs,
promaterial,
and even mag- views, publicity
ic) you'll pay grammes, and pictures to supplement
the
Library's facilities in this direca call sometion.
Then
when
Mr.
Manager
or
the
time
in
white marble Mrs. Casting Director checks up on
that Joe Adonis or Phoebe Venus their
building
folders
and
are
nice
fuUPerhaps
behind
lies
those haughty Katherine Ck>rneU, the Lunts, Kva
Joseph Schildkraut,
lions at Fifth LeCtallii^me,
Avehue and Angna Ebters, Harry Sllerbe oi: Paula
42nd Street, a Laurence have no ulterior motives
in
their
donations,
but it's nice to
shot
b-b
good
from Times know that the stars recognize the
George Freeflley
Since value of having as full record of
Square.
1931, when I was called from a their activities as possible available
stage-managing job with the llieatre for future students and historians
Guild to organize the vast accum" of the American stage.
tiladon of relC«:ence material which
I remember well the afternoon
chance;, are

1

IttBpjped

and pubUc oMdals of

citiasenci

other

the City Center they would see thousands
of people witnessing a succession of fine programs, and they
would be inspired to organize similar city centers in their
own localities. Perhaps in time a dream of mine will come
to fruition—that of a circuit of city centers which could produce plays, operettas, opera and ballet, with S2 weeks of
playing time guaranteed. This would be insurance against
loss, since at a top price of ^Z, these productions would surely
be successful. On the basis of this low-price policy, we, at
the City Center, have created a steady foUowing, with a
mailing list of 4fl,000 that's still growing. With many such
centers throughout the country, I can fo(«see the disdiovery
of new artists, new composers, new actors, new plays and
producers, all to the ultimate success of the nation's theatres
and concert halls.
Another phase is to interchange orchestras sponsored by
each city center, enabling musicians in large symphonic orchestras to be given yearly contracts. I even predict that a
production or an orchestra may be called by other countries
of the world with whom we could make reciprocal agreements for their outstanding dramatic and musical productions. This is one way toward tiut peai^ful unive^
all
hope will be ours for all time.
It may be Interestiiiig to note thkt a survey of the National
Mimical Council of state and munii^pal support of musical
activities reveals a growing tendency in the direction of local
govermnent sponsorship. The following stat^ have authorized expenditures for bands and syntph<mic concerts: North
Carolina, Utah, Vermont, California, Indiana, Kansas, low^,
Missouri, Nebraska,' Ohio, Pennsylvania, Soutii Dakota, Wis-

would

visit

'

.

consin,

Wyoming.

Although N. Y. does not make financial appropriations for
it rents the former Mecca Temple to the City Center
for a minimum amount and has repaired and re-conditioned
the building. St. Ijouis operates on the same basis with respect to the St. Louis Symphony Society. Reports received
this year from a whole series of other cities indicate the
widespread interest in local sponsorship of jg;^mphonic ormusic,

chestras..

to Me." In contrast,

the anonymous woman who had
written the book for a disastrously
unsuccessful musical. In reply to my
letter
requesting
a
scripf she
answered, "No one shall ever read
the 'wit' (sic) I perpetrated. Rather
than have that happen, Td bum the
book. In fact I have."

is.

Buck
sBy

better

Naturally

enough

Lond^.

you'd

expect

to use the librs'.x and
Lee
Simonson who gave us a fine collection of moimted photographs, not
only of his own work, comes in
whenever he has a problem which

does it feel to " ome back"
with a hit? Well, actually, I don't
feel that I've ever left the theatre.
It is true, I haven't been active

designers

in

certainly you'd not be wrong.

since 1941,

his

production

when
at the

and on, preparing the decor for
the production (director and
designer) of Walter Huston's "Othello,"
Which be staged first at Central
off

City, Colo.,

and

later in

New

York.

revue

entitled,
"Lights

own fine library can't solve. which
Edmond Jones spent months, Come up

Robert

Up!"
didn't

to the
standard I had
previously est a b 1 i s bed in

form of
entertainment.

this

Charles B. Cochran

The press was
generous and I offer no alibis;
couldn't get what I wanted.

Hagen

afraid I found it difficult to adapt
myself to wartime conditions.

revival, Bobby Jones was
back for another piece of intensive
research. Not content to rest on his

previous .laurels, he came up with
stored in ^e commodious
10 years ago that the then little a new series of settings designed to
Maiy MacArthur came in with her move quicUy, smoothly, and to be
nurse. She wanted to look at the light enough to tour easily, which
the theatre's great, nearscrapbooks devoted to her motlier, they definitely did by the way.
great, and also-rans who crowd the
Helen Hayes, before visiting a
This year, MUea Wfcdte, who
glass-enclosed reading room on the
matinee of "Victoria Regina." sprang to fame with "Oklahoma"
third floor. There a young actress
(Query: doesn't Miss Hayes keep has been delving into the
history of
asjpiiring to a job with the Ameri'
scrapbooks? Or was it merely that the circus, clowns and their fore«an Repertory "Kieatre «iay be ours are located in
so imposing an bears in commendia dell'arte (the
studyihg audition material right institution?)
great Italian comedy of the 16th
inext to Peggy Webster who is por
and 17th centiury). He is designing
ing over playbills, critiques, or
DlMnatista Danate
the new circus for Kingling Bros.,
prOmptbck>ks readying cmother of
Bamum
Bailey, and Madison
her famous Shalcespearean revivals.
In 1932 the Council of the Drama- Square Garden
has something to
Newspapef'^-^magazines, and book tists' Guild passed a resolution urg- look forward to.
publishers draw constantly on the ing all of its members to present
One
of
the most Important secTheatre Collection for identification promptbooks or typescripts of each
tions
of the reference Theatre Color illustrations (uncopyrighted pic- of their produced plays to the
lection is that which is devoted to
tures may be photo-reproduced as Library. These were to supplement
no material may leave the building) the 'ifiOO promptbo<^ of great stage several thousand deigns tor cos.
from the almost a million pictures presentations of the past left to the tumes and scenery as well as

was long

basements of the New York Public
Xiibrary, I've been hard at work
serving

,

.

&

COCHRANs

lives and careers violently diverted
with the same bnrial iatol^ance and
by the same brutal enemy,
But' the London ot AugiM, 1914.
and the London which met iitti«iiS
savage challenge were very differ-

by

When

the Theatre Guild asked him
to design the Paul Robeson-BJargaret
Webster - Jose Ferrer - Uta

B.

ent scenes, ilot in 1939 were the
streets thronged with wildly cheering crowds, making their way to
Buckingham Palace and the Houses
of Parliament as they did on that
night of Aug. 4, '14. In place of the
old excitement, an excitement bred

put on
Savoy a

I

slender

Slmnd

to the

CHARUES

How

(Curator of the Collection)

The

If public-spirited

,

AU

ren»i«|s

Would Be
I

cities

a doubt that

Although Mayor William F. 0T3wyer has succeeded Fior«l»
lo H. I:.aGuaidia «s president of ti^ Ciiy Center, tlie latter
still

Unknown

Great

I just

I

am

All my life I have been told, and
read, that war is inevitable and is
the only means of cleansing and
bringing progress to the world. In
my own sphere, the world of entertainment, the recent war has seen

a

plunge

tato

the

unknown,

there was every wh^e a grim acceptance and a fierce determination
to see this foul thing through. There
wag not, for many of us, any pretense of the old "business as usual!"
Bitter experience had taught us the
fatuity of that once popular slogan;
we knew that we were face to face
at once with a new world, and that
the old world, slowly and precariously put together anew after the
Armistice, had crumbled for good

and

all.

1 did hot desire to pick my job,
althoagh I felt that 1 might have
been of service in the organization
enormous activity and many new of entertainment for the troops. I
workers have come into it Efforts believe admirable entertainments
have been made to match the cir- were devised and well distributed.
cumstances, but nothing creative
Two of the entertainments I orhas been evoked. Have we learned
ganized for good causes gave me
all we might from these circumgreat pleasure, as well as a lot of
stances, and, when the handicaps
are removed, can the lessons be hard work.. At the large Royal Albert Hall, in aid of Toe
I put on
taken advantage of?
"70 Years of Song," described in the
However it may be with the London
Times as "an entertainment,
world of science, in the art of the
a cavalcade, a jamboree, an orgy of
theatre it seems to me ttiat the
musical reminiscence—the precise
years may as readily have been
word is lost in the array of perform'vrasted its any; beu'e.fit gained from
ers from the operatic, concert, musithe valuable experience of our
cal comedy and music hall stftges."
struggles.
Managers and players
The Hall was packed by an audience
alike have displayed great courage
which included the ambassadors and
and enterprise, but scarcely enough
representatives of all the governimagination. I am inclined to think
ments of the United Nations. This
that at the present stage we have
show was honored by a reference
lost more than we have gained, but
to it in one of Ixird Haw Haw's rathere exist potentialities greater
dio talks. The promoter. Haw Haw
than ever before in the history of
told his listeners, "calls himself
the theatre
(ShaU I alarm those
Charles B. Cochran but is, despite
with the best interests of the draina
his Scotch-Irish namoj a notorious
at heart if I extend the word theaHungarian Jew!"
tre to show business?)
My other wartime production
I speak of England only because,
except for the time I arrived in New which gave me a great kick was
York in 1891, 1 have not left Britain my Grand Circus, with Uons, tigers
.

H

Foundation in theatrical caricatures. Such artists
(if you include the mov^ and radio Astor-Lenox-Tilden
housed there. Interviewers 1905 by that great Shakespearean as Robert Fdmond Jones, Donald
have developed the habit of drop- actor, George' Becks. It wais his Oenslager, James Reynolds, Albertina 'Wheelan, Erta are repreping in before meeting an assign- brother who catalogued the great
ment to do "homework" on their theatrical collections of Harry Hou- sented. Ladislas Czettal (with "La
next subject. Lovely ladies of the dini now owned (and supplemented Gaiete Parisienne" and "The Masked Ball"), David Ffolkes (with "King
theatre have been known to get by additional purchases) by Mess
"Oh, but more Kendall, proprietor of the Hensy VIH," "MThat Every Woman
coy about their pasts
I was a mere child then! 1 couldn't Capitol Theatre and author of the Knows," and tiie touring GI "Hampublished
"Neveir
Let let") and Lucinda Ballard Cwith
have been in that show. You .saw a recently
"Show Boat," "Annie Get Your
playbill? Well, I guess t must have Weather Interfere."
Gun," "I Remember Mama," and
then. Of course, I always looked
Some authors are eittremely dilloUler than my real age, then." Some gent in collecting their scripts for Helen Hayes' beautiful blue gown
Hamp*
from this summer's "Alice Sit-By- and all that I know of show business 'n' everything, on the famous
nigilt an outraged star who tries our collection. Notable are Bella
stead Heath In aid of the Yugoslav
in other countries is from hearsay.
to conceal the inexorable passage and Samuel Spewack, who once con- the-Fire") have all been recent conTwice in their lives have men of Relief Fund.
fOi. time may be arreisted for arson. tributed
"Clear All Wires," as a tributors, to our collection with the my .;'generation seen this world
over
for
As a producer of plays
Some actors know that agents. play, as a film, and finally !"! a musi- sketches named.
plunged into war, and their own
(Continued on page 286)
stills)
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Those Newcomer Producers Sweetness and Light Twixt Crix
ou Zolotow Moves Impresario Into
And Playwrights Doesn ^t^ H^^
Deep Conuniseration

Soliloquy

^ttd 8:30 comes love of the theatre and the belief
occufation I that amateurs do it harm.
a pause in the day's
Bun down the list of proaueers
chiWren's hour.
call the
|a„,)l]r
who have been at it a number of
Theit I Me snugly in my old winepropped' up with the years and you
/ill find that the
colwed
morning papers around me. Below, great majority of them majored in
River, some branch of the theatre before
tugs are tootling on the East
trying to ,jut on plays. These were
Bulls are swooping the* surface lor
over from the party actors: George Abbott, Katharine
bits of cake left
in BUly Rose's Cornell, Howard Lindsay, Alfred de
tl.e night before
Eddie
Dowling,
Vinton
mansion hard by in Beejcman Place Liagre,
Cornell's. Freedley, John Golden, Guthrie MeKatharine
roni
f
niaybe
or
arises from south- Clintic and Gilbert Miller. Mr. Abwhirr
steady
A
bott
and
their
occuMr.
Lindsay
were
whisking
also
cars,
bound
pants along the East River Drive dramatists as were all of the memslaves, knoclced bers of the Flay Wrights' Company.
to worlc. They, poor
Oscar
and
HammerStein
before
and
afternoon
Russell
the
5
off at
librettists.
Artljur
jnust punch the clock at 9, while Crouse. were
lucky I, who quit at midnight, am Hopkins wrote and produced vaudeville
sketches arid Max Gordon
not due at my office till 9:30.
booked
whUe
them,
Richard
RodOne of the first columns 1 turn
composed scores and Mr.
Zglo- gers
to for sheer joy is Mr. Sam
Golden songs. Lawrence Langner
tow's in the K. Y. Times. Sam is a
and
Theresa
Helburn,
Theatre
Guild
I koow because I
great reporter.
directors, were among the founders
used to be a poor one myself. For
of the Washington Square Players
(3^ (Before CIO) I was
10 years,
from which the Guild sprang, while
a newspaperman. I knew quite a
Armina Marshall Langner, also of
few words but I liated to assemble
the Guild, was an actress. All three
the ideas and facts to put under
eventually wrote plays. Jed Harris
them. Not so, Sam, who is never
happier than when sitting across was a press representative, Herman
Shumlin was his general manager
the desk giving you this third dis^e. Sam has b^utitul blue eyes, and Kermit Bloomgarteh his. Stanley Gilkey filled the same berth for
i have pretty blue «^es too but they
Mr. MeCUntic and Brock Pemberton
leerii to get me nowhere. U memory
.

a

they used to get me into
but as a reporter they
power of Ireezing their

£.rve.s

trouble

lacked the

But Sam's blue eyes
adversaries.
pierce one's soul and pir. one to
one's chair. The exact gross of the
night before, the progress of picture negotiations, all of one's deepest secrets fly -in words across the
de*, like 'filings to the magnet of
those tanoceht blue eyes.

Sam is also ubiquitous. I never
conversation
confidential
a
without looking around the room
for him and at closed managerial
hieetings the first business of the
sergeant-at-arms is to look behind
all doors and under all tables and
deate. If no one is discovered the
doors and windows are locked and
the meeting proceeds.
•tart

-

,

r

DeligM

in Figures

Sam

I feel certain
light in figures than
•.

&

takes

more de-

Varbstt or

Bun

What one

project lost,
the profit of another, wlio owns
ftow much of what, seems to enchant
^iin as much as the odds on the
first at Hialeah.
I have a suspicion
Brad{!t'reet,

that losses

i

-terest

him more than

giins, though this may be unfair.
Once I made the mistake of holding
out on him<lhe names and amounts
Of participants in a production we
Will designate as Operation Zero.
After that the play was never mentioned in the Times and it failed,

was a manager for MacGowan

&

Reed and Gilbert Miller, after be
gave up acting, learned about producing from; his illustrious father,
Henry Miller. Oscar Serlin was a
talent scout. The Shuberts, Lee and
followed the proverbial pattern
of starting as boys in theatres they
were eventually to own. Jack Wildberg was a theatrical lawyer and
learned about producing in -summer
stock in association with Cheryl
Crawford of the American Repertory triumvirate. The oth^r two of
that distaff trio. Eve LeGallienne
and Margaret Webster, acted and

or,
we had been t?ans- so bad about it, and the job become*
most foolhardy men in this vicinity, formed from pygmies into giants more desirable than ever.
if you want to know it, are Brooks and to be told that we had been
Nevertheless, I am not sure that
Atkinson, John Klason Brown and marvels of perception, wit, grace I approve of the new radio idea of
the writer. There we were, with the and understanding, even though the having Critics arid playwrights go
most splendid and touching epitaphs cynical might have suspected that on the air and talk over the merits

at least,

written for us, extolling our greatness of soul, largeness of vision and
intellect, unparalleled keenness of
perceptioni and Solomon-like Sense

of

There were giants in our
we were among the mightthem all. Yet, instead of

justice.

day, and
iest

of

remaining comfortably in Valhalla
with Aristotle, Dryden and Percy
Hammond and reading our press
clippings, we gave it all up voluntarily to come back to earth and
be drama critics again.
This great and beautiful estimate
of our worth, which we cherished
so dearly and have now "given up so
blithely, was, I have to confess,
ervations.

various wartime pursuits, and we
found ourselves in the position of
the artists in the. Arnold Bennett
play who pretended to be dead and
read with relish the juicy obituaries
that were written about him.

Jti,

directed.

The moral of the record would
seem to be that experience in some
branch of the theatre, while not a
prerequisite for success, is a big
help to the individual and a good
thing for the theatre. Curiously, inexperienced tyros seem more able
to assenjble vast sums for worthless
projects than some of the old hands
can for some worthy undertakings.
It is not only the loss of this capital that is bad, -but the reputation
for tneptiiess its expenditure brings
the theatre.

Of course, we

remembered the
days of Hammond, Broun and WoUcott, when they were being blamed
for the collapse of the theatre and

in our lifetime

the enthusiasm arose less out of of a play that has just opened. I
admiration, for us than from' the haven't heard any of the programis,
chance it offered to smite the cur- but my great fear is, not that they
rent crop of reviewers. Our ad- .Will make the antagonists too bi^eir
mirers may have been telling us at each btiJer, but that there is the
that it wasn't we were so good danger of their being too )^Iite. I
as that, incompetent as we were, we am told on all sides that the recent
at least looked pretty fair com- discussion between Moss Hart and
pared to the veritable monsters of John Chapman over "Christopher
incompetence now holding forth in Blake" was the best of the series
our pulpits, but it was praise, and because Mr. Hart got after Mr. Chap^
man with what used to be known as
it was pretty bold to risk plunging
back into reviewing jigain. It gave "hammer-and-tbngs.''
That is fine, but look what hapour quondam fans too tempting an
pened to Chapman. From various
opportunity to take it all back.
accounts he kept his temper, was
Atkinson the Hero
very tolerant and understanding
Obviously that was what was and came out of the debate in a
bound to happen and, of course, it is manner that had even some playhappening already. I think it is wrights feeling he had been the winsate to say that, as dearly beloved ner. Ordinarily he is a man who
as Brown and I suddenly became, knows and relishes the pleasure of
we still remained mere groundlings a good ragei. Indeed, he is easily
compared to Atkinson as he was the Critics Circle, Angry Man, and
lifted up to the heavens by his ador- it is a role which becomes him. Yet
ing worshipers. Maybe you think it the radio program made him gentle
was Chungking and Moscow that and long suffering, and the next
Brooks went off to during his ab- playwright, learning from him, is
sence from ci;iticism. But .it was likely to be as gentle as Eddie
really Olympus to which he had I>owling IS said to have been when
been carried by legions pi doting he defended "The Iceman Cwueth"
admirers. Now he has eohie back, against the equally jdfablet HoWard
not only a nobler soul but a more Barnes, and the whole relatiohsliip
kindly critic than before, and yet will be threatened. In general, I
I note in one of the Hollywood am all for an era of good-feeling,
columns that Nunnally Johnson, but when one sets in in the theatre
usually among the most generous it is likely to imperil some of the
and forgiving of men, told one girl stages* vitality.
journalist that' he was "wishing a
Merry Christmas to every one in
the world except Brooks Atkinson."
Hies Charges
.

Shukrt

contrasted unfavorably with such
Nevertheless It is fun to be back
giants as William Winter. Even more
and, although it is pleasant to be
vividly we recalled how Hammond, a dead
and respected drama critic,
Broun and WoUcott became giants it is even better to be alive and a
when we, then of pygmy stature, despised member of the craft of
succeeded them, and how play- Nathan and AHstotle. In fact, I conwrights, producers and actors, who fess that I am almost
al^vays on the
were accustomed to shrink before side of the playwright who is atthe whip lash of these tyrants of the tacking a critic, and that is not out
theatre, began boasting even of the of any characteristic nobility
of soul.
liad notices they had received from Quite on the contrary, it is
out of
them. I believe that Humphrey sheer selfishness. 'She only- un
Bogart still carries about with him pleasant thing in the otherwise
the clipping of a Woollcott review agreeable business of pontificating
that spoke bitingly about the micro- about the drama is that you
ocscopic quality of his talent and casionally feel like a bully
when you
treasures it far more than the pick on helpless and unprotected
praise written about him by living plays. But when there is an emreviewers.
battled author about to defend it
It

was very pleasant

to learn that

and

fight back

you don't

that taught me.
lately a hew type of information
has crept into the column. It is not
Sam's fault i£ it startles more than
it delights me. Sam's not to reason

why

but to print all the news that's
this is news. I refer to the

and

fit,

new producing

firms.

The

paragraphs,
sometimes fiUmg a
column, with space out for asterisks,
read something like this: "A new
producing firm whose members are
I.

V. Hope, Lotta Faith

and Fuller

Charity have opened a suite of offices in Radio City.
They have three
plays scheduled for production, two

W

them musicals, the musicals budgeted at $250,000 each. Mr. Hope is
a Hollywood/ director. Miss Faith is
a_ cafe society
photographer, Mr.
football

When I got fired something over
a quarter of a
century ago and announced, to cover
shame, that
to become a producer myplay producing was virtually
•.Closed shop. Silent
movies had lost
jneir punch, it
was easy to satisfy

and nepotism ruled.

On Up," which has been
Mae West starred this

were filed wfith Equity by
Shubert last week.
Gibson
walked out while the show was in
Canada saying that he couldn't stand
cold weather and because of neuralgia would have to return to the
Coast where the show was produced.
Actor had a run of the play contract calling for |300 weekly, with
season,
J,

J.

'

provision for $200 additionsd when
the show reached Broadway.
Gibson, who failed to secure a doctor's
certificate indicating his alleged ailment, refused to appear for the
pernight
Saturday matinee and
formances of the engagement in
question and was said to have sereservation
Hollyplane
for
cured a
wood on that date. He had received
his week's pay the night before.
Gibson feared that "Up" would
not be sho\»wi on Broadway which
was his objective, since he is a
western night club entertainer and
aimed for a shot at the New York
cafes. If charges are sustained, and
he is suspended by Equity, it's possible that he will not be permitted
to make professional appearances
because of the agreement between
the several talent unions. If a member IS banned by one, he is automatically .barred by the others during the period of suspension.

in

f'

Chicago.
of tight

house set up in town is that the
Theatre will hiive no legit

quit

'

Civic

self,

the public,

on "Come

touring with

Unique situation

my

»

Charges which may result in prions consequences for Harry Gibson,
an actor who abruptly walked out

Wildberg To Shutter Chi
Civic Till Hit Rolls In

professional

vi*

feel nearly

Equity on Actor

ith

.
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listings of

Critic

By RICHARD WATTS, JR.
The three bravest

never bestow^, upon us Without resNo doubt because our admirers knew our essential modesty
and didn't want to embarrass us
with too much adulation, they would
always prefix their enthusiasm with
such a phrase as "Compared to Soand-So - - -" or, more likely, "Compared to those so-and-so's - - -."
was Pooh Bah for Arthur Hopkins The old axiom that the only good
drama critic was a dead drama
following six years as dramatic recritic had been broadened to inporter and critic. Richard Aldrich
clude critics who had gone off to

J.

One Drama

Tl^^

By BROCK PEMBERTON
Between the dawn

show
Jan.

5,

"Henry V" leaves
John Wildberg, lessee Of the
a hit and is keep-

after film

spot, is looking for

Why

ing the house dark until he

encourage greenhorns to
jnter such

cari^

find

one.

Consequently when some
t^^fu
^^^^
"lade good my threat
21*1" u
and by great good
luck produced a
S|W:cess 1 found
no welcome on the
managerial mat. I was looked upon

"Henry" opens at the Pabst TheaMilwaukee, Jan. 6 for two weeks
plus options under Theatre Guild
sponsorship and then goes to St.
Louis.
Picture had a five month
run at $2.40 top here.
tre,

as an intruder.

"° ^^'^^ feeling for beginsorry for them because
entering a business so commuch of the fun
gone out of it. I do resent
mild-

nol ''"t^^
ners,
i feel

X

Bercovici's Pasa

plicated today
that
jias

i.rK,?

.

of

n6vi.»
tasks

from"»a

,

^h"^

Bercovici's neW legit play,
is slated for an opening

"Penelope,"

the Pasadena Community Playhouse late in February.
Irving Jacobs hopes to produce the
piece on Broadway next fall, with

at

aptitude, preparation
t»o many of these
^''^^ self-appomted

reaction springs not
personal basis but from my

Bow

Pasadena.

Konrad

niuch resentment
mounting blood-pressure,

-^""^

oaa for
^
"« lack

KATHARINE

(MEU. and

Cl^^ McCLINTO:

Arthur Lubin

directing.
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(Producer-AutJair

By PHILIP DUNNING

reaction?
liked every minute of it.

I

I'd like to

fine play.

produce

It's

really

it.

we

SEASON'S GREETINGS

JEAN PARKER

,

CliHadBigB.0/46;
Sbrtag@

*

*

Town

:

,

A

,

.

•i«asohs.:

80% were

failures?

Right That surprise you?
Playwright: Well—yes—I—
Producer: One success out of every five

jProducer:

.

tries, at

|

CM

Burglar$ Trip

Up

50 thousand a try, kind

-*f slows a fellow up.
Playwright: Birt don't you think—
Producer: It slowed up the theatre owners too. Made them more cautious.
Playwright: But aren't they demanding guarantees? Then how can they

Ballet

Eusse Terpers

ing

.

lose money?
Producer: I'll tell you. A friend of mine owns one of the finest theatres
on the street. The last 10 atti:actions he booked in were all flops. Be.twefn the iBoggJiis house had to be dark from one to three weelts at a
time. He. canTbreak even unless he's lucky enough to book. a hit show
*very once in a While. Does that prove anything to you?
Playwright: It proves that your friend hasn't very good judgment in
selecting plays—
Producer: Well let's hope his Judgment has improved because he picked
your play to be a hit. I had hhn read rt with the idea of booking it and
he promised to give me a definite answer this afternoon. Do you mind
'

vraiting?

-

*

Chicago.

Mme
of

;

Playwright: Not at all. It's ajl very interesting.
Producer: Say, ever read thi^ rag?
Playwright: Not as regularly! as I used to. The legitimate news seems
to be crowded out lately by movie and radio news.
Producer: Yes, I know. I've; been saving these old/ Anniversary Numbers for years. They have soijne pretty interesting statistics. Let's turn
to this 1»27 numtoer-^flash back 20 years and see what was going on around
here then... Better letv me read it—the pages ate dried out and brittle
and I wouldn't want you to tear theiu.' Listen "to this—"The total number of new dramatic productions in New York City during the season
1926-1927 were 218, and 84% of them were failures, The numlser of theatres used was 76. 114 plays closed within four weeks of their openings."
Playwright: But don't you think
Producer: Look at this list of theatres that were available to legitimate
attractions then. ApoUo, Central, Republic, Wallack's, Klaw, Paly 's,' the
Selwim, the Lyric, Mayfair, Waldorf, the' old Garrick»-God, it's enough
to bring tearis to your eyes when you think of those days.
Playwright: I understand how you feel.
Producer: Here's some more theatres we lost since 1927 the Times
Square theatre, the Liberty, Gaiety, Eltinge, Globe, the Old Broadway,
the Frolic, the Princess, Maxine Elliot, Hampden, Greenwich Village,
Charles Hopkins, Cherry Lane, Proyincetown, Sam H. Harris and the
George M. Cohan, iSay, I Wondei: what Sam and Georgie would say if
they had a look at crummy old 42nd street today and here are some that
iised to play musicals— all torn do\sm hQW--Tthe Cehtury, the Knicker.bocker, the Casino and the Earl Carroll.
'
Playwright; That's 31 theatres gone.

-

.

"

—

—

played our traditional

rival,

a

Shows

in Ifehearsal

All

It

Himself rushes in and saves him, v.
That's the waiy the'Big Scene was
written.

Thes^ic Perspiration
I

act.

T

was doing fine in that second
I came all the way through to

with hardly a snicker
high school in New Hampshire, I the climax
was lucky enough to make a touch- from the audience. And those were
down "for old B. L. S, in the last from the balcony, where the foot-ball team iwas perched^
few minutes of play. We won 6-0.
Then, "There is nothing left
That summer a visionary young
man put together a stock company life for me. I shall end it all." I
lines
wildly— and
to tour the resdrts. He gdve it the declaimed the
inspirational title of the Harvard looked for the tube to attach to the
It was not on the lamp,
Players, and if asked what connec- gas jet.
I paced the stage, muttering over
tion his carroty troupe had with
the dignified university he would and over, "I am going to end it
Approaching the wings I let
I had passed all but aU.'i
point to me.
two exams for freshman entry and out in what was meant to be a stage
was going in that fall— on , condi- whisper, "WTiere's that tube?"
The fellow who played the Old
tions.
We acted a repertoire of popular Nfewsman (and ddubled as property
plays, setting up shop in hotel ball- boy) was standing there, waiting
rooms, school houses. Elks' halls, to stride on and rescue me from
and even firehouses. 1 am afraid gaseous death. He shrugged. "Get
we had more fun than our meager me a gun or something. I gotta
audiences. They were only laymen, Itill myself," I hissed.
Pacing to center ?tage agaiti X
while we were traveling hand in
I,
though, was could feel the whole audience oji
hand with Art
One
conscious of the shortcomings of our the slippery edge of a titter.
company; ybii see, there was a star last glance at the wings. The Old
in our midst who so far had only Journalist and half the acting comI sank
appeared as "Another Reporter," pany were frozen there.
down on the bed. "I must end it
<'A Neighbor," or "The Man With a
all," I repeated for the steenth time.
Package."
improvising glibly, 'jWhat
Finally the unweaned star de- Then,
manded a leading part from our shall I do? What shall I do?"
"Play football. SchWab!" a disimpressario. He put me off, promisboomed from the
ing airily to increase my lines in the gusted voice
next show and make' them two. I balcony.
Howls, screams, Homeric laughter,
threatened to leave in high dudgeon
I sat on
(I knew my Shakespeare) but the burst from the audience.
^« that -cursed bed and wept At long
So
v.»..
threat did not prostrate the oaf.
U pigyga my ace, pointing out that last somebody had the sense to ring
X wouW be taking the name of the down the curtain.
And that's the real reason John
troupe with JJie. Without a Harvard
man on 'tap he would no' longer be Sarrymore had a clear path to Fame.
able to take the name of the uni-

m

-

.

,

,

versity in vain.
Two weeks later I was making up
to play the leading part in "The
Country Boy"; the same fat part in
which Douglas Fairbanks had just

'

WINTER STOCI SERIES

,PfORA.tHOTE

delighted Broadway.
Atlantic City.
We're sold out There's a gang
A subscription series of eight
of kids asking if 5;ou're in the play
for sure.
And goggling at your plays by the George Spelvin Players
Will
be offered by the Letods anrf
picture outside.
Why should you
be a draw in this town? Were you Lippincott Co., operatorja of Had4on

born here or something?"

Hall, on the inld-city beachfront,
I grinned nervously.
We were in
the auditorium of the same high Jan. 16 through March 8. The plays
school my touchdown had licked will be staged in the "Theatre in the
the preceding fall. "I kill "eip,". Sky" atop the hotel. "Old AcquaintI boasted, knowing my boss Could
ance," by John Van Druten, will be
not see how pale I was under the
the first offering.
country boy, makeup.
"Make, it slow death.
Company is directed by Helen
Let me
get my hands on the cash receipts Morley with Allen Potter production
first."
manager. Others include Ann Arden,
He went out front
In such manner is Art treated by Pat Worthington, Walter Meserole,

"Brigadoon"—Cheryl Crawford.
Business.
"The First Hundred Years"—WilAfter the

James

McCormack, Wade Dent

J.

first
act everybody Arthur Cahn, Betty Egan, Ruth
backstage told me I was swell, and Phillips and Mark Wood.
anyway, not to worry, I'd get better
as I went along.
I spoke sharply
"Apartment B" ("It Takes Two")- to my knees and went on for the
ICC Miles S. Facific E.R.
George.Abbott and Richard Aldrich. second act
"lohn Loves ilI»ry''—I{odgers and
In that fateful stanza The CounHammerstein.
try Boy, living in a shabby theatri
lai to Jack
Rates
"All My Sons"— Clurman, Kazan cal boarding house, a failure and de
Under a ruling by the Interstate
and Fried.
sorted by his true love; is about to
Commerce Commission, the Southern
'

liam Cahn.

"Washington Square"— Oscar Ser

lin.

f

to play them in. Do you realize that last season there were only- 46 new
dramatic plays produced on Broadway with ohly 35 legit theatires available?
Playwright: That's quite a drop.
Producer: An alarming drop. What's the remedy, 1 wonder?
Playwright: Wouldn't cocktail bars connected with theatres help defray
expenses as it does in England?
Producer: The managers have been working all along the line on that

Pacific

Show

B.

B.

is

not permitted

eling shows.

Line planned to require the purchase of 150 tickets if a
baggage car was to be supplied. ICO
stipulated

that

the

could

railroad

scheme for years. But they've been stymied—Excuse mej toy watch must apply for a rehearing but not
be stopped—
to next Aug.^1.
Playwright I have five after four,

Producer: Thanks. I apparently forgot to wind mine.
Playwright: This has been a very, interesting afternoon and I've enjoyed
talking with you. But now we'd better get hack to fiic subject of
my pJay.
Some More Since 1927
You say you liked it
bothered
count
never
to
them.
makes
I
It
my
ulcers
kick
Producer:
up'
Producer: I do and I'd like to produce it.
easy
to
book
a
those
to
think
how
it
was
theatre
days.
in
And the
Just
Playwright: I'd like to have you. Providing you can do it this season.
show
peanuts
producing
a
was
of
compared
with
today.
Do you I feel it would be in excellent hands. You've always Shown good taite in
cost
know, we used to do a three or four set show, take it on the road for a the plays you've done.
few weelcs break-in and ring up on Broadway for around six or seven
Producer: Thanks. I tWnk we could get along together. You're a fine
ttiousand dollars.
writer. I'm surprised that Hollywood hasn't grabbed you
ott before now.
Playwright; Think of that—!
If I can book a theatre I'll pay your advance, sign
the production contract
Producer: And here's some more that have blacked out on us in the past and get busy casting my backers right away.
10 years since 1937— the Longacre, Guild, Ambassador, the Golden on-58th
Playwright; Oh, speaking of Hollywood, I wasn't going to mention
it
St., "the 44th Street, the Little, the Masque, Vanderbilt, 49th St, Ritz, the but Ive had an offer from a film company for
the play and they want my
Bayes, Belmont, Comedy, Winter Garden, the New Amsterdam. It makes services., I've been stalling them until I heard from
you.
me ill to think of that beautiful theatre being used for<ftl5p grind house.
Producer: Well, I'U tell you. Excuse me a minute while I answer this
Playwright: That's 14 more. Fourteen and 31-^that's 45 theatres gone. phone—Oh hello pal-^yes, I've been sitting here all
afternoon waiting for
„
And nothing has been built to replace them.
you to call. I've got the author of that play you liked right here
with me
Producer: Now tell me, do you honestly think that if the owners of What? No--ho you didn't How much? Geez,
what a price. No I can't
those 45 legitimate theatres made money playing regular attractions, they'd say I blame you but it shoots hell out of my plans.
Well—that's that Oh
dump them into the laps of the broadcasting coffipanies and grind movie sure sure. Bye now.
syndicates?
Playwright; Are you all right? Can I get you a glass of water''
Playwright; No, of course h6t But I still don't see>—
Producer: No thanks. I'll be all right. I just had a bit of a jolt
Product: The way it adds up to me Is that the higher the cost of pro''^^ ^'"^^ °^ the^map^ "My "friend '^unliadedli'is
hJI^Hn^wt^^^i^^J^f
duction; the fewer the, plays produced and the fewer theatres available headache
to a Television company.

to

raise the tickirt regulatlpns for trav-

It

was feared

that

if

SPRR

prior

raised

the ticket requirement no large road
shows would be able to travel to the
Coast and back. Present rule calls
for 100 tickets, and a bagagge car i«
provided without additional cost for
the production.

Report that other western

lines

would also raise the party ticket re^
quirement above the present limit oi
100 was stated to have been incorrect.
It had been figured that
SPRR's rule went through on Jan. 1.
plus a rate increase, it would jump
the

cost

Coast as

'

'

moments The Old Newspaper*

man Who Has Been Through

'

Chicago police are searching for
thieves who broke into hotel rooms
of Rosella Hightower and Roman
Jasinsky, stars of Original Ballet
Russe, currenty, playing at Civic
Opera House here.
Miss Hightower was principal
loser, having lost a quantity of
jewelry.
Jasinsky lost a small
amount of cash.
Room of
Natalie Tupine, mother
Gleg
Tupine, another ballet principal,
was also burglarized by hoodlums.

1947

turn on the gas above his haliroom
bedi
He attaches the rubber tube
from a lamp to the gas jet brings
it slowly up to his moiith and sinks
on the bed to expire from the escaping fumes. After a few palpitat-

I was second string quarterback
on Boston Latin School, and when

Playwright: It's wonderful to hear you say that.
Co-starring in "BURLESQUE"
Producer: It deserves a first-class production with Currently at the Belasco Theatre,
New Yorlc
a fine cast. .:
Playwright: That sounds good to ine; W^
did (Earlier 'X'his Season in the Title
Rolfi of "Loco")
you plan to— i.
Producer: I remember tht! time, not so many years
Fhil Donning;
ago, when I ran across a script I liked as much as I
like yours, I'd tie it up quickly—pick up the phone, hook just the right
New York theatre for it and have it in rehearsal in a week or two.
Playwright: That would be wonderfulTrof Theatres
Producer: But today it's altogether different Vou know how scarce
theatres are these days.
Stifl
Plagues
Playwright: Yes, I know—
Chicago,
Producer: And backers are- getting scarce too. It takes around $50,000
Chicago had a big legit b.o. year
to ring up the curtain on a show today.
Playwright: -Fifty? You mean for a musical?
in 1946. Grosses for the year hit
Producer: No.
musical would cost three or four times that much.
over $6,500,000, with practically
Playwright: Fifty^' thousand seems an awful lot. Why my play only calls every theatre in town booked conlor a single setting.
stantly.
Producer: I know. But that's what it takes to do a o"iie-setter now.
Situation in town is critical rC'
Playwright: Oh that includes the cash boi^ds required by various asso- garding theatre space, with only
ciations involved but it isn't m<M»ey spentseven theatres being available at
tied
remember
when
m^
up.
Why
I
1 present for legit bookings.
Producer: Cash bonds mean
the
bonds
alone
play
for
less
than
take
today.
While Chicago saw only three new
tould budget a
Playwright: Then you blame the Unions for
legit openers, "St. Lazare's PharProducer: No, I'm not blaming them. Who said I was blaming them? macy," "Windy City," and "Sweeti guess they're entitled to protection the same as everybody else. All hearts," a new high of 44 stage at
on
gamble
a
one-to-flve
shot.
that
grand
is
a
big
is
50
saying
tractions
were presented, with seven
I'm
plays holding forth as 1947 rolled
Playwright: One-to-five? How do you mean?
Producer: That's what it is. Figured on the arbitrary basis of 100 per- around. Average run of plays this
of the total number of new playis presented in y«ir .was twice as long as usual,
forjnahces for a hit. 80
'
New York are feilurtes,
°
^S^L^'i.i^^
^ ''"^^'"^
Playwnght.v Are you referring to last season?
with Ghi being passed up for smaller
Producer: luast seissoh and the season before that—and for the past 20 towns with av^able theatre space.
Playwright:

JfX-Actor)

himsell

What was your

you're husy.
Producer:

and

Flash! Not too bright a one after
upwards of 30 years, but stiU'Plash!—I was once an actor.
My thespian career ended with
such a rude jolt that up to now I
But
have preferred to forget it.
time, at last turns shame to amusement and what good is a guy who
Even if it is on
can't see a jolce?

playwright.
rast I
'^^^
\ Producer.
Saene: A theatrical producer's office.
Producer: Come in. Glad to see you, Let me take your hat and coat.
Playwright: Oh, thank you.
Producer: Sit over here in this armchair.
Playwright: That's very kindProducer: Well I Anally got around to reading your
script. Sorry I took so long.
Playwright: Oh that's quite all right
I luiow

JB,

It Safe For Barrymiri
By lAURENCE SCHWAB

Playing

a Legit House
Pars His Creative Pains—-45 BVay
Houses LjDst in Past 20 Years

^Playwright's Travail in Getting

a

Wcdneaday, Jannniy

Anniversary

—

I

of

transportation
a 230%.

^

I

to

the

much

Only large show on -road that
would have been affected is "Carmen
Jones,'' whose agent, Ned Alvord,
had protested the line's proposea
ticket increase. . League of New
York Theatres also complained to
ICC. However, "Carmen" i.s due to
close its tour next week, show now
playing Texas dates.
v
^

:

'

Wcdnemday*

Jssajaary 8,
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INDIGO

ByJOHNBYBAM
(Eostern Ploy Editor, Paramount Pictures)
Sid Skolsky, in VABiETy, was voicing— as many others have done of late
the decline of Broadway. Having been away from it all
Jiis lament over
those years when he was hanging .around that Hollywood drugstore he
had' an objective, attitude even though he finally did return with his exMy approach
cellent Broadway'rshow business saga, "The Jolson Story."
Js more subjective than Skolslty's. For 24 years my daily working hours
and a good many of my nocturnal ones, too-^have been spent mainly within
« segment of New York bounded on the north by 47th street (the old
Palace) on the east by bth avenue (the now obliterated Hippodrome) and
on tlie south and west by the Paramount Building and the N, Y. Times
Annex in 43d street. Familiarity may make it easy to overlook or gloss
'over some things, but in my circumstances even a blind man could not
jlail to notice th? deterioration ot what minor and curiously regional poets
and philosophers have rhapsodically referred to as the Great White Way,
the Grandest Canyon, Mazda Lane, the Main Stem, and by other soubrii^uets, both apt and labored.
When I first came to Broadway it was, to be sure, not one of Les Grands
boulevards. It was not a beautiful vista of architecturally perfect theatres
conveniently interspersed with fine restaurants and cafes and populated
^exclusively by Men of Distinction and elegant feminine companions who
looked as if they might have stepped bodily from the advertisements of
Bergdof-Goodmaii and the higher priced perfume firms. But Broadway
by which I mean the contiguous area including 42d street in those days
had the best. It had 60 to 65 legitimate theatres, the few top film cathedrals, the premier vaudeville theatre and even a burlesque house which
repre.sented that exuberant profession at its apex. Of shoddy, seconct-run
stuff, it certainly had its share, but nothing like at present when the best,
ihe tawdry ersatz and the unbelonging catchpenny gadgets are all scrami
iDled together.
Because of the depression, the rise of the talking picture, and the radio,

.

p^^^g0T

Broadway Running Ahead
Of iast Season In Quantity;
;

GranlOperals Also Show Business
By

—

Pturk lAyenue to Surf

Tm

.

.

very fact that opera in Europe is financed by the government and opera in America is supported by the
general public is proof enough that it is a living art
that attracts thousands of opera-goers and millions of
of which was made possible by the monetary contributions

Edward Johnson
listeners, all

of these early patrons.

;

Today, grand opera is in show bBSih^. -We receive our support from
the public and a few "backers." The trade "bible," Variety, reviews the
opera as well as the latest Siroadway play. We too are concerned with
b.o. rejeipts, Crossley% and ''hitting the stix.'' We have the same unions
of thenj.
ss any'(>ther theatre, e^

But the characteristics that account for the diflierences between the production of a Broadway play and a grand opera represent both our strength
and the: source of our problems. The Metropolitan is the only theatre
whei-e the shows given have been plajring regularly in some parts of the
world for more than 50 or 100 or 150 years. The presentation of these
classical masterpieces of the past is a phenomenon comparable only to the
occasional sorties into Shakespearean literature made by repertory companies and a few independent producers. Even the great genius, Shakespeare, ttiust take second place to such masters as Verdi, Wagner, Mozart,
in the total number of performances.
The Metropolitan is the only theatre where a devoted public is willing
to subscribe and pay in' advance will\Out knowing which shows will be
performed. Unlike the Broadway musical which has a tryout before
reaching New York and then is played night after night, and has a chorus
of say, 10 to 15, and an orchestra of perhaps 30, and charges $6.60, the
Metropolitan must present a different opera each night with a chorus of
78 and an orchestra of 94 at a $7.50 top, for only part of the year. Further,
it must have complete double casts in readiness for every performance
and the .sets required for each piroduction seldom number less than three.
As: a result, the leeonomic situation in opera is constantly a' serious and

City to

On

;

Lawrence and Boris
due to begin here Feb. 3
Iris, aCcor<Kng to MelVin Parks, N. Y. producer. He and
his assopiates, Sam Pearce and Martin S. Holman of Hollywood, have
contracted for the Iris, which after
a long, stag^ career was facelifted
and went filmer 12 years ago.
Parks hopes 'to open with Miss
Lawrence in "Pygmalion." Preswtations will be the first of the
kind ever seen here. Contingent
Upon clearance from pix obligations,
Gertrude

Karlpfl are

-

Parks,

around Labor Day, the bakep's
dozen 6f revivals' have been an
and six are still on

integral factory

(he boards, including four being
played by the American Bepertory,.
Theati-e. Five failed and one turned
out fairly well. None of the revivals
was musical, whereas last season
there were "Show Boat," which
played to big; mwiey although it
didn't recapture its investtnent; "The

Red
*

a mohey-mafcer still on
<Continued on page 289)

Mill,'*

'Heartless'

CM

Ciritic

inaeks Back at Heeht'

.

.

Chicago.

Opening of "A Flag
birth

to

Is

local

latest

wright feud after

an answer

Born" gave
eritlc-play-

Ben Hecht wired

Chicago Times'
Robert Pollak's review in
critic
which latter stated that the play
his p.a.

"failed- to

wring

to

my

heart."

Hechfs

whieh appeared in large
paid ads, expressed the author's sur-

retaliation,

do

—

at

Up to New Year's of 1946 tliere
revivals, four of which
consisted of the Old Vic bills early
in the sunmjer. This season, starting
were eight

PoUak had a heart.
the ink splattering.

Durham. Raleigh,
and several other

would

cer--

'Justice.' These all want to sell me
something and they do it very well.
But in a 'A Flag Is Born' you don't

Raleigh, N. C.

The Virginia State Theatre
the
Barter Theatre of
Abingdon-will
Barter Tlieatre of Abingdon—
is moving into North
Carolina and will stay
there for two
weeks, giving some
W the best known works on its
Hill,

leans."

"It can tie wnmg, too, that heart,
twisted and turned over even by
plays that have some kind of axe to
grind. Plays like Irwin Shaw's 'Bury
the
Dead,'
'The
Good Soldier
Schweik' or XiUian Hellman's 'Watch
On the Rhine,' that tell me why I
ought to hate fascism.
"Plays like Ibsen's 'Ghosts,' Hauptmann's 'The Weavers,' G, B. Shaw's
'Heartbreak House' or Galsworthy's

Va. State Theatre In
No. Carolina Tour

points.

"Yours Is My Htrart.** The out-o*-:
town baby, said to have cost more
than $300,000, is "In Gay New Or-

since that time somebody
tainly have noticed it.

Karloff has agreed to

the producer said.
Iris is currently exhibiting French
Pix, distributed by Filmex.

Chapel

and four have already come to
Broadway and are off the boards.
were "If the Shoe Pits,"
"Park Av«>ue,"* ''Gyp^ I.ady" and
in

Latter

tom among pressagents^ he quoted

play during the season in "On Borrowed Time." Dickers are on ^vlth
Edward Everett Horton for "Springtime for Henry," and Hedda Hopper
and Margo for unchosen vehicles,

repertoire

revivals..

Poltak of the Times as follows: 'Ben
Hecht does not wring my heart.' In
the same boxed portion of the ad,
Hecht answered: 'Sorry, old boy, but
are you sure you have one?'
"Ben, old boy, you had me worried
tor a minute. On Tuesday morning
I called up a friend of mine, a doctor, who had an old set of autographed X-ray pictures. He reported
that all was normal on the cardiac
side and that if I'd lost the thing

_

said

ai'e,

wood," wrote PoUak, the "pressagent for 'A Flag Is Born' took extra
space in all the papers to advertise
the play at the Studebaker as 'DraAfter picking
matic
Dynamite.'
juicy laudatory tidbits from five reviews, an ancient and honored cus-

City.

W the Teatrd
,

were, or

Thus
With
PoUak coming back with ^a feature
in the Sunday Times (5).
"Last Monday, on long distance
orders from Ben Hecht in Holly-

Eleven weeks of stock stage presentation featuring such U. S. stars
as

13

possible that one or both of

It's

began

S®@

Mexico

which

prise that

:L#Wii III Stars

,

•

baiiissing problem."*
the contrary, they
Deficits in opera,- however, do not mean failure.
frequently indicate more than the usual success. For the Metropolitan is
not in business to make money. It is a non-profit institution that is keeping alive the great masterpieces of the past and encouraging new works
and new audiences for the future. And from the attendance records of
the past five years and the increased demand for the Metropolitan to visit
cities all over the country, the Metropolitan Opera represents a healthy
and vital part of show business that is here to stay.

11-Week Smsoi 0f
-

v

:

y\.

Meuo

running

the Christmas week musical entrants
of the "golden eras."
Originally, of course, such descriptions were jus- will get across, but up until Xmas
only one clicked, "Icetime," a skating
tifiable because the opera, from its very beginning
early in the 17th century, was the "property" of the revue and technically not a legiten
wealthy and cultural Kuropean aristcKiracy. Even It's estimated that eight musicals
when this art came to America in the 18th century, it produced represent a total invest*
was taken over by the financial and social elitis of the ment of nearly $2,000,000, if not
day. But, boih in Europe and the United States, only more, and that includes one fast flop
the wealthy could aft'oid to support opera. Now, the out of town,, another on the way

Differences

Avenue

The answer? I don't Kn6w, but
afraid that, despite the optimists,
things donit loolc too bright fw a gettutne rehabilitation or hOusecleaning of
Tfimes Square. No matter how many grandiose building projects are announced- or actively undertaken, no matter how many new spectacular
signs rosily tint the bight sky, the' pristine glory and individuality of Broadway may be departing forever.
'
In some respects the area is a microcosm of many lesser American cities
whose peripheral business districts have declined and become shabby as
.« result of the community's growth and the increasing mechanization of
the times. Perhaps when construction starts again the legitimate theatre,
which gave Broadway its greatest name and reputation, eventually will
be able to move its $8 customers away from the hotdog stands, shooting
gsiileries, dancehalls and soap opera houses.
But whether there will be
much building of new and improved theatres in another section, or even
Shows to put in them, sometimes seems problematical. Every year more
and more theatres, where plays with living actors can be seen and on
occasion appreciated, will be torn down or drawn off the market. Before
long Broadway will represent, even to a greater degree than it does now,
tbe triumph of the mechanical agei and the decline of the pc^rsonnel.
While it ,i» not qtiite iaiir to say that the. choice was ever between Park
avenue and Surf avenue, manj^ factors oyer the years have tcireed what
is still the world's greatest entertainment center to veer definitely toward
Coney Island in atmosphere and appearance. Every year the amusement
district becomes a Coney Island with greater and gaudier gadgets instead
of what Broadway should be if it is to survive uniquely— a street whereon
actively participating personalities provide its character, its glamour, and
individuality and where the gimcracks and the things that Broadway has
in i^nunon with other cities and hamlets over the country are relegated
to a properly subordinate position.
'

EDWARD JOHNSON

(Generol Moita0er of the Metropolitan Opera)
opera, like politics and religion, has long been a controversial
Should it be sung in English? Is it "highsubject. Is it a living art?
brow"? On the first two questions, there may be some pro and con discussion. But on the latter—any such descriptive phrases as "highbrow"
or "snobbish" are merely tiresome/ bromidic epithets
hurled by fireside critics who live-in the clieheid past

Grand

.

,

is

last season, both in new
plays and revivals, while there have
been an equal number of musicals,
though that type of attraction has
been distinctly tlie weakest of the
three classifications.
From June, 1845, to the end of
December, 35 new shows entered
the list, plus four revivals, while in
the same period this season, first
nighters sat in on 47 premiers, of

ahead of

—

and because of other factors, economic and sociological, Broadway has
surrendered to cheapness, as we all know. Milling about on its littered,
gum-spotted pavements today are some of the crummiest-looking Individuals to be seen anywhere in the United States. I mean the people who are
drawn to its free r^io progtams, its grind movies, and its shooting galleries.
Those wtio earn their living on Broadway—and at the toi> they
are the most talented in the theatre and, as representatives of their pro/fession, in the world today do their jobs on the street but tbey spend
their spare time elsewhere, often as far away as possible from its pinchbeck purlieus. From de luxe night clubs to the oi?fices of solvent theatrical
managers and the larger film companies the drift, for yeans, has been aWay^
from the Broadway district.

Productively Broadway

-•

,

;

„
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SEASON'S GRmiN(i$

CORNELIA OTIS SKINNIER

it well at all, old boy.
"In the grand days of 'The Front
Page' and 'Twentieth Century' you
had a lot of stuff on the ball as far
as the theatre was concerned.- In
those still more remote days when
you wrote 'A Thousand and One Afternoons in Chicago' or bludgeoned
the sacred cows in the Chicago
Literary Times you were an Ameri'
(Continued on page 270)

;

'

^
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THE GABBING CIRCUIT STILL TALKS
BIG IN MOOLA:

v'-^
!fhe literati crowd with a touch of thesp blood, a hankering for footlights, a longing for one-night stands— or perhaps

just something to get off the chest— has found a

new way

to

satis^ the urge and pick up « nice piece of folding change.

The answer
hypoed

is lecturing the spiel circuit, revitalized

world affsirjs.
slightest letdown with peace.
interest in

It:

by war-'

has shown only the

during the current September-lo-May seaion and indicates that next season will show no appreciable
slump. There has been a tendency on the part of some
town halls, community round tables, public affairs forums,
and other groups which give, the lecture bureaus their
going

full blast

$5,000,000 a year gross, to seek less controversial fare or
|)ut on a few purely entertainment evenings in the course

of dishing up culture.

But in the main the boys who have the dope and who
know how to put it across fo hometown audiences are still
rustling in the cash. Hottest item of the current semester
has been the H. R. Knickerbocker- Walter -Duranty debate oh
"Can Russia Be Part of One 'World." Gabfest, booked by
"W. Colston Leigh for an average of $750 a thirow, was announced slowly and picked up so quickly that it Hancocked
S3 dates at the start of the season.
Buss interest draw was shown farther by Ijsigh's cooking
up two additional debates. John Goette and James R. Young,
the long-tim0 Far Eastern news service correspondent?, are

.

switching from the 'What About Japan th'emie' to "Are 'We
Losing Asia to Russia." Another pair of foreign affairs boys,
William Mandel and Hallett Abend, latter long-time N. Y.
Timesman in the Asiatic belt, are slugging each other 'ior
a fee on "Is Russia a Force for Peace?"

.

many

quitJ to

Take

Lawrence Fairhall on Australia and
writer, former 'Variety mugg in Buenos
ing on Latin America for Leigh.

By

D. C. Situation

brought Mme. Simon, the French
star, to Broadway. Also the Comedie
At Equity's quarterly meeting held
Francaise.
Those ventures were at the Hotel Astor Friday (3) a refrom 1922 to
hardly profitable but among the win- port upon the proposals to the,
1927 on Broadway and through the ners was "Seven Miles to Arden."
council made early in the fall was'
hinterland. It also recalls that Anne
read to the membership. Progress,
That Stock Market
has been made upon several of the
Nichols, its author, became the outcess as a stage play

era.

.money

in

show business

of

'that

lip,

as

much

as

Miss

Nichols, and she retired for a time

with millions. Then Wall Street Laid
An Egg; That crimped her bankroll
for more than $5,000,000. Still, she
never went broke.
Rarely seen around Broadway, except when she came to her offices
atop the Fulton theatre, where she

drawn from many

sources.

Factory and defense workers making
big money heard concert and opera
proposals designed for the welfare performances for the first time; men
Miss Nichols traded in the stock of legit actors, including clarificain uniform, introduced to so-called
market but never on margin. How tion of rules whereby junior memlonghair
music by USO Campshe came a-cropper in the Wall bers may be eligible to senior memShows, found they liked it; radio
Street collapse of 1929 has been bership. Cpmmittees are in charge
listeners discovered the three B's
hinted at but never actually revealed. of other movenients and indications
as entertaining
or almo-st
as
She was in semi-retirement in Cali- are that they have been industrious
boogie-woogie; ordinary folk whose
fornia at the time, and months pre- in working
out the accompanying businesses were doing well began to
vious to the panic had ordered that problems.
buy
concert
tickets
along
with
all s'ecurities be disposed of. A reppie rule requiring juniors to be theatre' and movie tickets.
resentative in New York had a members for
two years before they
This is the question the concert
power of attorney to act for her but may become eligible to become
manager must now face: can we
instead of following ihstructipns, he seniors
remains as is but it now in- hold this new public when money
hypothecated her certificates and cludes the
chorus.
If members of will no longer
be so plentiful? Can
bought more stock. The securities Chorus Equity join
the parent Equity we persuade people who bought out
she owned were principally those they
are automatically credited with of their surplus to buy
out of their
of National City Bank, quoted prior
the length of time With CE Junior budget? Can
we make ticket-buying
to the crash at more than $2,500 per
Equityites who went into the armed part of the
regular expenditure of
.share. It was a crusher and she
services from shows will be credited the average
man? Can we convince
remained out of show business until
the number of weeks those attrac- boom-time
patrons that music is
emerging to put "Abie" on radio.
tions played after they went into no luxury,
but part of the good life?
That wasn't the ohty time that the uniform.
Well, I think we can. At any rate,
author took it on the chin financially
Equity has moved in an effort to we are trying.
because of ill-advised procedure by clear up the theatre
patr(>nage situThere are many encouraging facothers. Films called "The Cohens ation in
Washington where Negroes tors. To begin with, there
is the
and Kellys" were produced by Uni- are denied admittance
to Jegit example of the last depres-sion
when
versal when Carl Laemmle, Sr., was shows.
Union will ionfer with the no important local
concert manager
then running that studio. Suit on the managers
at the League of New and no major
symphonic organizagrounds of plagiarism was prose- York Theatres
next board Jjneeting, tion went out of
business. That was
cuted, but she lost. Studio had ofsame going for a huddle with the almost
20 years ago. Since then
fered her $750,000 to settle the case Assn.
of Theatrical Agents and Man- music
has taken such a firm hold
but her attorney insisted on going agers
board.
in the life
the average American
to trial, a process that cost $150,000.
A request for a similar session community,ofthat
it is going to take
Few women in show business have With the Dramatists Guild was not
a great deal to dislodge or eliminbeen both author, director and man- acted upon by the latter as
yet but a ate it.
ager, as was Miss Nichols with her group of some
33 playwrights started
The
United
States
is
now the
"Abie." That explains the enormous the agitation against
segregation in masic centre of the entire world.
profits made with the play, since the capital.
Equity plans to partici- The war years
ccystallized
and
she collected operating profits as pate in a campaign
in Washington to solidified America's privileged
posiwell as royalties. She was one of correct the
alleged abuse but would tion and the postwar world is lookthe few managers who fought the do so in
collaboration with other ing to this country for support and
booking moguls, Klaw & Erlanger, theatre groups,
not singly.
guidance in solving its musical
and the Shuberts. "Abie" played inEquity had planned to join with problems.
dependent theatres on Broadway the League to
work for a reductioh
Columbia Concerts, as the largest
(Pulton and Republic) and on the in the
20% federal admission tax; managerial organization, sees its
road until its final seasons. Theatres But that is
no longer necessary be- •problem
twofold, first to the
were rented in any number of stands, cause the levy
on tickets will be re- artists themselves, then to the puband local Vhowmen were apprehen- duced to 10%
as of July 1, as an- lic at large.
sive because the house's weren't in nounced
by President Truman last
The healthy and lair distribution
proper condition, but the multitudes week
when a reduction in excise and of qrtists is one of the problems now
came to see the show. By renting the luxury levies
was also made public. being worked out. American artists,
theatres,
the
attraction's
profits
for the first time, are being given
soared further because the house
the Chance to appear before audinet went to the show and there was
ences ail over the world, and, in
no fee to the booking offices.
Legit Motes
turn artists from abroad again have
Oliver Morosco originally pi-oArthur Schwartz trained back to the opportunity
to develop and exduced "Abie" in Xos Angeles with the Coast. Has indie film producpand their careers in the United
tion
plans.
the backing of Miss Nichols^ who
States, We believe that sympathetic
Jerry
Wald
to
Boston
didn't get any royalties from that
next Monreciprocity and interchiange of artists
day
for
the
Norman
Krasna
"John
showing. Morosco also had a specmake for good-will, good business
aiid Mary" play preem which the
tacular career in New York, only
producer will fllmize.
and good music.
to go into a eclipse, but hi§ losses
Dudley Nichols arrived from the
The call for good music throughwere not attributed to show busi- Coast Monday (6) for
a six-day put the entire world is extraordinness nor the stock market.
stay 'in Gotham.
ary. The jBgures^re 90 impressive,
N. Y, Times did a little feature on
Miss Nichols, whose home is in
the territory involved so Widespread,
the
retirement
of 'Vincent Sardi. the
Hollywood on a hill back of the
that there is excellent reason to beStrip, is said to be financially secure 44th St. restaurateur who has served
nearly ail of showbusiness' notables lieve that the "boom" was not
though not the millionairess she was
since its founding, in 1920. Vincent, merely the result of geneiral proswhen "Abie" was a smash success.
Jr., takes over.
perity but represented in great

'

was the

gentle boss but

made the

meant mounting profwith "Abie" out of town, few in
show business seem aware' of the
fact that Miss Nichols was no lueky
tyro. She started writing plays at
the age of 16. And -she was an actress for a short period, being in one
of the Four Marx Bros.' vaudeville

decisions that
its

productions.

Born in a small Georgia town, the
creator of "A'bie" never gave a suggestion of her Cracker origin, having been brought up in Philadelphia.
"Abie," of course, was her bellringer but she was a prolific and
successful author long before that
laugh show emerged and established
run records not only on Broadway
but elsewheire. "Abie," for instance,
turned Erie,

Pa.,

from

a tank

town

to a week stand; it stayed there for
Six weeks, in fact, and then repeated.

r

The

Nicliols

Shows

The Nichols- written shows include
"Linger Longer, Letty" (score by Al
Goodrtian), which was the top stage

-

appearance for Charlotte Greenwood. Royalties on that musical
alone were 'as high as $6,000 per
week. Sh^ wrote the farce, "Just
Married," with Adelaide Matthews,

which Starred Lynne Overman, the
play running more thah a year on
Broadway, just as long in Chicago
and two years in London (latter stay
would have been longer but Overman's yen to return to New York
clipped the run).

From her

pen. too,

came "A

Little

Bit Old Fashioned," which starred
May; Kobson, and it had a long
Chicago run, but Augustus Pitou,
ntho produced it, just didn't have the
nerve to bring the show to Broadnvay,

specializing

then

in

out-of-

town attraction.s, 'There too, were
plays for Fiske O'Hafa, which Pitou
trouped through the sticks season
after season. The manager incidentally could havie gotten rich with
"Abie'' but tabled too long when
Offered a piece. Miss Nichols also

—

'

M
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:

This
*

Years

of Columbia Concerts)

The war brought about an extraordinary music boom in this country.
Audiences increased over 100%; the
amount of money spent on so-called
'*good music" doubled. A new public
gre\y

Zealand.

Aires, is now^ lectut-

AKTHUH JUDSON

,

femme producerNo woman ever made

standing

New

Musk Boomed
100% During War

(.President

ifabulous suc-

its

.

'

longhair

"Abie's Irish Rose" in

of^

Number of travel names now available .is growing daily.
Almost kiUed off during the war because of inability to get
around, a flock, of newcomers has been offering illustrated
talks with new approaches. In most towns, places, not speakers, rate tops, with managers selling World Cruise in an Armchair, or similiar come-on, for a group of 10 to 20 talks at
grosses which often double top the film house in town.
Burton Holnies is still tops in the division, but newcomer.<i
include Robert Friers, who concentrates on Mexico, Cuba and
the Caribbean, Clifford J. Kamen (Leigh and NCAC) on
Peru and Chile, Nichol Smith (Leigh) on Dutch Guiana, and

krp Steps On

By JACK PULASia
Remake

film -form recalls

'Cities.

It's

Comedy Smash

from

.

of the Washington correspondents an opportu-

the radio boys with a regular mike spot out ot the
capital who are able to command highest prices. Robert St.
John, Cecil Brown and Richard Harkness are among the top
airers on the Leigh list; Lyman Bryson, who directs CBS
^ducatioira^i^adtiv^^

,.

.

nity to do think-piece stuff from the platform at fees averaging $250 to $500. Jonathan Daniels, formerly with the White
House New Deal crowd, has caught on well for Leigh.
Dorothy Thompson (Peat), while, not the dtaw she was, is
still turjiing down any but the top-fee, big-turnout dates, and
former Secretary of Labor Frances Perkins has been going
strong on the collegiate circuit which, while it rates as a
prestige item, is not In the big-change market so far 9s top
name celebs are concerned.

Recalls
Profits

'

Aside from the top Russian interest,' biggest shift in attenr
tion .'has been the emphasis on national, affairs, which has
given

Lowell Thomas and Drew Pearson, both top draws on the
platform, have pretty well cut appearances to a minimum,
being held down by radio and other commitments.' So have
other recent sensational grossers like Brig. General Carlos
P. Romulo, aide td General MacArthur, who is now seryijig
with the Philip'pine delegation to the United Nations.
.
'trBureausihave .tound-4he entertfiinnient «ide of* the biz .conr
centrating on mentalists. Dunnlnger, now under manageme'nt of Daniel S. Tuthill, works, in a great many towns oii
a percentage basis. Polgar (L. P. Sherman) has an added
stunt, offering booking groups a chance to hide his check
anywhere in town, then promising that if. he can't find the
paper through mind reading, there's no fee. Tarbell (Lee
Keedick) is handling only concert show bookings in major
.

Soviet experts-^for, against or undecided-^are offered by
'almost every other bureau in the biz at fees from $150 up,
Reuben Markham, ejected from Roumania by Moscow for
his Christian Science Monitor dispatches, is being, handled by^
Margaret E. Richardson; Leland' Stowe,' Pulitzer 'Pfizemtin,'
just back fi'om four months in Europe, is concentrating on
the Sovvys for Harold R. Peat as are Harrison Forman ("Report from Red China") Henry J. Taylor and Ely Culbertson,
who uses the title "Must We Fight Russia?"

Remake @f ^Abie's Irish Rose^
Anne Nicliois^~Fcibul©ys

Pic

Hill are with Clairk H. Getts.

,

Fact that the globe is still far from settled has kept the
coi-respondents with right-from-the-feedbag lowdoWBi and
sundry other experts with opinions on what's necessary,

V

up in general for Peat, NCAC has a long list including Major
George Fielding Eliot, Edgar Ansel Mowrer and H. R. Bankhage, and the N. Y. Herald Trib. Washington chief, Bert
Andrews; CBS' Paul Schubert and Reader's Digest's Stanley

By RAY JOSEPHS

—

permanent expansion of pubinterest in good music.
The development of the LatinAmerican market, the new interest
of Australians in American artists
since the influx of American .soldiers
and ideas during the war, the reopening of Great Britain and most
of the European continent to musical commerce; has created a demand
sure' a

lic

so great that the supply of artists
is

equal to

hardly

it.

Our

artists

now have
"Seasons"
vanished.

all-year
round tours.
in the old sense have
Artists follow the ".sea-

from country to counltrs, from
continent
to
continent.
Concei t
booking covers the entire wbri3r~"*
Not only has concert-buying in^
creased but every fiield of mu.'sic
has expanded. The record business
has never been better. In radio more
and more commercial sponsors are
using longhair music to get longterm results. And Hollywood has
reawakened to the fact that good
music is also top entertainment.
soTi-!"

.

..

Records,
especially

radio,

the

movies

broadcasts

—

—

and
great

of

symphohic orchestras
all have
done their _ share towards building
up a permanent concert going.
American public.
Concert management by now is
built on the solid ground of public
demand. Good music has become
an essential part of the national
cultural diet. It seems unlikely that
there will_be musical "rationing."

'Heartleis' Critic
Continued from page 269

can

white

hope

in

the

;

field

of

letters.
'.'But

lotus-land has got you, old

and that swimming pool full of
money. Your return to Broadway
via 'To Quito and Back' and such
inferior dramas was met with deserved Bronx cheers from the critiboy,

cal gentry.

wrote

that

You

are the fellow
insufferable drool

who
for

Gary Grant and Ingrid Bergman lo
speak in the movie 'Notorious.' You
are also responsible for 'A Flag Is
Born' which, I repeat^ is windy,

bombastic

and

many who

stilj

"And, by

thie

rhetotical. even to
beheve in its thesis.
way^ although you

singled me but as a 'leartliess Joe,
there were three other critics in

town who failed to succumb to your
dramaturgy in spite of the fact that
your press-ragent did a neat job of
surgery on the various reviews.
"Quoting out of context is a game
that anybody can play.
At least
three other local scribes .suffered
only moderate cardiac twinge.? at
'Flag.'
your devotion to a tremendous cause does you high cre<lit
but -in this instanee you have don* a
mea- pretty bad job of selling it."

.
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FROM

PERRY WATKINS
and-

JOHN

R.
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producers of

"BEGGAR'S HOLIDAY"
BROADWAY THEATRE, NEW YORK
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p^G^HS^

Annwer^ary
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"The Original ^^c^

SHIPSTADS and JOHN^^^

"ICE

FO^^L^^^^^^^^^^^
2,800,000 ATTENDED "ICE FOLLIES"

PERFORMANCES LAST YEAR
1946-1947

ITINERARY

COAST TO COAST
Los Angeles, California
Chicago, Illinois.
New York, N. Y

.

New

Haven, CoLsnecticut
Hershey. P«nnsylvania,....
Christmas Vacation

..

...V...........

Philadelphief, PeRnsylvonia.
Cleveland, ©hi©

New

Btslfai©,

Torosts,

York

Canada
Canada

^rfessEtreal,

•

Boston, Massachusetts
Providence, R. I
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Vacation
Minneapolis. Minnesota
Seattle, Washington
Portland, OregsB
San Francisco, Calif......

THE GREATEST OF THE ICE

;

.

Sept. 19-Oct. 28
...Nov. 1-Nov. 17
Nov. 19-Dec, 1
2-Dec. 8
.Dec. 10-Dec. 21
Dec. 22-Dec. 24
Dec. 25-Jan. 18
Jan. 20-Jan. 27
«5«iEi. 29.Feb. 2
Fab. 3-Feb. 7
Fsfe.
16
Feb. IS-March 2

..

'^^^mt

.

J

-m^^^^K^M
:i^^^^^^m

f

.......March 3-March 9
...... .March 11-March 17
March 18-Aprii 14
April 15-May 5
May e-May 25
May 27-Mm 8
..June 11-Sept. 14
.

SHOWS

Season -s Greetings

GREETrNGS

RICHARD

BARSrOW
CHOREOGRAPHER
- FOR

Nicky

gTH

MOLLY

Blair's

"CARNIVAL"

New York

YEAR

MERRIEL ABBOTT

~

"EMPIRE

ROOM

EMPIRE ROOM, PALMIR HOUSE,

PICON

2na UNIT

L

^ HOTEL

REVIEWS"

CHICAGO

STATLER CHAIN

Wednesday, January 9, X947

Forty-first

p^S^a^^

litzer

Annivermry

275

prize
(NOW

3RD YEAR)

IN

BROCK PEMBERTON

prese nts

Harvey

4^

A New Comedy by MARY CHASE
with

JOSEPHINE HULL
Directed by

ANTOINETTE PERRY
by

Setting!

48TH

JOHN ROOT

THEATRE

ST.

East

Broadwoy

of

NEW YORK

tROCK PEMBERTON
prciMtt

"Harvey*
a naw comedy by

MARY CHASE
with

MARION LORNE
directed by

.

ANTOINETTE PERRY
Scttingi

(NOW

IN

by

JOHN ROOT

6TH MONTH)

HARRIS THEATRE
CHICAGO

(NOW

IN

PREPARATION)

COMPANY

CT
NTERTAINMENT TREATS
GQRDQN

producHons

.

"An uproarious

"Must be seen , . . a charming,
warming and chuckling comedy."
—Morehouse, Sun.

.

delight

.

,

.

a

solid

comedy."
—Barnes, Herald Tribune.

FLORENCE

FREDRIC

Midi

•

in the

mmi

new smash

Y ESTER PAY

hit

The Hilarious Comedy Smash

YEARS

AGO
by ROTH

garson' KANIN

GORDON

Staged by
Garson Kanin

LYCEUM THEATRE
New York

MANSFIELD THEATRE

NATIONAL COMPANY
NOW ON TOUR

SeasQtt^s Greetings,

Arthur

F.

riscol

Edward

C

Riftery

Paul D.

'Brien

T.

Newman

Law

W«dn«lda:r,. laitttaty 8,

1947

SIIIVJA

27T

UEMUB and ARTUIJII M. WIRTZ
;i

1.

Present the

SOiJiHElIf
^'HOLLYWOOD ICE REVUE
Xf

ow on Tour

Appearing aC MattltHon Square Garden

Ik'ginniiig

January

''ICE TIME"
CENTER THEATBE
;

Radio City

NEW YORK

Prodnetlon hy

SONART PR0PUCTIOMS

Kicecuiive Director,

Production Director,
Staged

l»y

ARTHUR
WILLIAM

>ff.

II.

WIRTX
Bl'RKE

CATHERI^tV: LITTLEFIELO

3'

Wednesday, January 8, 1947
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Compliments of the Season

f;

[.

MARCUS HEIMAN

jj'l

If

if

234 .West

TUe

U^Mm of ^ Season!
HOMER CURRAM, in

RUSSELL LEWIS and

We

association with

HOWARD YOUNG,

sincere//

as long as

presents

New, York

44tb. Street,

hope \ha\ when you have been going
fhat you are hale and hearty, too

we

if

DAZIANS, inc

by OSCAK WIIDE
'

WARD

with PENELOPE

JOHN BUCKMASTER

Costumts ond lighting

and ESTELLE

WINWOOD

Sciii

Commencing Our 105th Year

BEATON

E.

of

0>r*cf*(<

B'way

•

Francisco

r

e

BR 9-0046

. . •

•

b/ JACK MINSTER

Mats.

Wed. & Sat.

142

WEST 44TH

CHICAGO

J

e n

NEW YORK
LOS ANGELES

Enrduts t@ N« Y«

NOW ON

t

DOROTHY Gil and

STREET,

BOSTON

HOWARD YOUNG

RUSSELL LEWIS and

p

THEATRICAL FABRICS SINCE 1842

REX O'MALLEY

Evan Thomas

CECIL

Theatre^

•

•

CORT Theatre 48th sr.
GEARY

DAVID MANNERS

REX EVANS

•

Stanley Bell

Sccnar)r,

•

TOUR

MASJORIE a SHERMAN
EWING

MM SMITH

Best of SpMi

'

in

A N»w Comedy by MARTYN

COUMAN

The Story OF Mary Surratt
A New
Directed by

Play by

JOHN PATRICK

THE AUTHOR

Oirtcttd'

by ittam Corav
'

Settings

by

SAM

OPENING

URC

•

«««;»'"^""3

inRaymond Sovey

*>/

/§

LEVE

M

IN

NEW YORK

DIT

IN

FEBRUARY

{E^iiyi^Hgftfcl^ ^w|t#iiijL
M<ixweM Andcrfon • Elmer

Ric*

• Robert

E.

Sherwood • Kurt Weill • John

F.

Wharton •

Oirecfors

Pretent'

MGRID

MELVYN DOUGUS
-

^

BERGMM

and

HERMAN LEVIN

.jweseiil;;

"Broadway'sBiggest Revue Hitl-uFE magazine

IN

MAXWELL ANDERSON'S New

Play

Muiic aailyrici tr

SIctUhnby

HAROLD ROME

ARNOLD AUERDAGH

Prcjuetioit Dirm<ltd by

ROBERT

"One 0f the
funniest

Dirccfed by

Oonm by
JOHN WRAY

Best

HewJ/iusiccI

Show,"

~C01UER'S MAGAZINE

-GEORGE lEAN NATHAN

SAM WANAMAKER and ROMNEY BRENT
Setting*^ UghfjnjB

GORDON

*Tlie

Shwr

of ALL Time."
WITH

H.

D^ARGO JONES

and Costumes by lEE SIMONSPN

"A

NEW YORK

ALVIN THEATRE

-ON TOURkIN

JUNE HAVOC
in

ELMER

RICE'S

Comedy

DREAM

III

Success
II

GIRL'

Tip-Topical Musical Sparkler. Iwalter wincheu

NEW YORK- NATIONAL THEATRE
with

JANE KEAN

wTToSToSCsffl
will,

BETTY KEAN

Wmif-firal

HAYWARD

LELANP

(

presents

The

HOWARD

LINDSAY and RUSSEl CROUSE

1946 PULITZER PRIZE

COMEDY

UNION
HUDSON THEATKE — NEW YORK
*EDITH
RALPH BELLAMY
•
MINOR WATSON
MYRON MeCORMICK
KAY FRANCIS

CITY

*

STAHRINO

•

ATWATER
MARGALO GIUMORE

•

company Monday, Jon. 13

returns to the

NATIONAL COMPANY
"

STARRING

.

NEIL

HAMILTON

•

ERIN O'BRIEN-MOORE

•

JAMES RENNIE

COMI^NY

INTERNATIONAL
STARRING'

CONRAD NAGEL

•

IRENE HERVEY

HENRY aNEILL

•

ANOTHER CANDLE ON
VARIErrS BIRTHDAY

KE-^0NGRATULATiqt4S!

'SKATING

Best Wishes for a

Happy 1947

wnniiiiii.
RoUmi

Sttoting

Extravaganza

company

with

of 140

HOLIDAY
ON EE'
With

BROOKS

its

own

refrigeration
,

.

.

portobl*

aquipment

ELISABETH BERGNER

taking the thrilU
of ics

and magnificance

towni
>pe<tacla*
into
that nsvor bsforo havo

Costume Co.

boen priviloged to enjoy
this great,

new

ANB

cycle of

cntertainmenti

ICE'VOGUES
The "Baby" of the
family designed for
smaller townsi

PAULCZINNER
1150 Avenue of the Americas
Hevf York City
N«w York Heailquarteri
GENERAL MOTORS BLDG.
1

775 Broadway, Room 608

NEW YORK

It, N. Y,

Tel. Circle 7-1 348-49

CLAIRE aHd CARL COWL

THEATRICAL FABMCS

Authors' Represenfafivss

Biltmore Theatre

516

RM Ave.. New York 18, N. Y.
BOOKS

PLAYS

for

COSTUMES. DRAPERIES. STAGS CURTAINS

Maharam

lupplies every Fabflfi tiesd for leading
"Th«

Playing All Broadway's Important Attractions
PrrEil F.

ERMATINGER.

Hmm M

etrvIctT'

SAMUEL FRENCH
SINCB IKtO
Play, Brwkcra

Maiiaiier

Broadway productions

and Hollywood (tudiot.

at Weat 4Sth Stnet, Meir Xaifc

11

We<«

7111 fltnet.

130

an^

Authors' MepresentativeB

Mm luw»m

WMt

46»h

Hew

Vwrik
srit,

« B. I.nko St.

ms

So. h.A. St.

IMVIB
BW*-

»a7 CentniT

.

Reprinted from the

New

Republic, Dec. 23, 1946

Pitching Horse shoes
Mr. Henry A. Wallace
EdItor-ln-Chief, "The
Yorlc, N, Y.

New

New

Republic"

.

Dear Mr, Wallace:
I was f/attered the other afternoon when one of your
editors pMoned and asked me to write an article for the
year-end issue of your magazine. He suggested a
piece wlliich might have been titled, "Broadway
Swan Soing," a description of
the la&% gold-plated New
Year's Sve before we all faw
write
It becaufe I didn't believe it.
I told hiin I thought the next
decade vrould see a string of
New Y<jar's parties which
would make this one look like
a Camplire Girl social. I told
him I couldn't go along with
themisfortune-tellers andnet-

Work Nostradamuses who say
we're all going to Hell in a
hanging basket. You see, I don't think the bellyache
Is as bad as the bellyachers make it out to be.
Beforci you write me off as a pipsqueak Pollyanna,
may I tell you why I have no faith in these gloomy
Gabriel?.. I know some of them. In almost all cases
they're iiiour grape boys who are no longer "in." During
ten years of Roosevelt, these self -declared
econom'/sts had access to the throne, and performed
the flnancial abracadabra which has made Swiss
cheese out of the buck. I remember when these pipesmokini; masterminds had no time for a sound man
Jike Bernard Baruch. They didn't want to hear that
n and 1 was 2 when they had just announced it was 7.
Now that they're "out," these minor prophets are
trying to pick up some major profits by talking up
first

disaster for women's clubs, radio forums, and what are
vaguely called "discussion groups." I thought they
were fnll of prunes in '36. I feel the same way about

them

ill

'46.

Riglili now you're probably saying, "Where does
this jack-in-the-box showman get off making economic big talk? Why doesn't he tend to his baubles
and battles and leave stratosphere thinking to brains
like Leon Henderson?"
Well,, I'd rather not. Sounding -off on the state of
the Union is an old custom around barber shops,
grocer?)' store stoves and dinner tables.
X may oe
puttinji; myself out on a limb, talking about tomorrow,

my

barber can do it, why can't I?
I'll bet a shiny apple there won't be any crippling
strikes in 1947. I think our labor leaders have learned
it doesia't pay to stage a prolonged strike for raises that
are out the window before they're in the envelope.
They're asking for more money. I think business is
going to be smart enough to give them a good part of
what t;hey want.

but

if

,

*

•

down and go boom.
I told him I couldn't

the

I think both sides know the imp.Ditar.i t:/.:;;; is Jo
get back to work. A year's uninterrujjtcd tiiir. ;^.;{ C tliv.
same wheels that ground Hitler to bits wl'.l .
1
ii
flood of goods such as the world has never sau, Anrt
when there are goods to buy, the workman's t".2V: will
again rate like a buck instead of a lead qaartt r. ' Vhen
arai
his missus hands over a dollar for a bott'.c I jr:
a pound of butter, she'll get .some change for a rr_ in^f
bf a
I'm predicting that a year from now tiitrc
shortage of shortages.
As for the Big Bomb and the Gremlin in t-:.r I!.rt*mlin, I'm not saying we're out of the wtmds jet, tut at
least we've stopped choosing up .sidfs for aifltlier
brawl. The boys know the next one is f sr ktrjis. I'm
betting on peace for the simple r<>a.son t vcrv r.f icants
to stay alive.
The prophets of doom will say this Ss a » t:*.- ea'.y.
They'll continue shooting, "Take to the hMls«>tiIii! dam
is busted!"
Well, let's take a look at the professiesnal W«6
Blanket and his- record over the yeans.
During the panic of 1837, the Detroit l^tTe Press
wailed, "All is darkness and despair. As a nation we
•are at the bottom of the hill.*'
During the panic of 18S7. the PhUadeIpM«t C'azett«
moaned, "Nothing in this country is safe, iSoSvmt or
-

reliable."

In 1873, the New York World sobbed, "^flllijjse to
a grim reality.
The days of the Ret>iibl'^e are
numbered."
In 1893, the New Orleans Picayune epltftphcl; "On
every hand there is depression, wreck and ra4:i. We
can't go much farther."
In 1907, the Wall Street Journal solemnly «inn;!unc>ed,

"The old ship

of state

is

sinking."

Commerce said, "Even Morgan is using
They said it again in '29 and again

Tlie Jou'nal of

the £ubw.iiy."
in

'17.

the time they were counting Mr. Whiskers

KnA

ail

i:ut,

he

was

tossing railroad lines around this l Oiir.tiry like
spaghetti. He produced autos faster thaa ctlier nations produced shoes, and shoes faster thRa ttiey pro-

duced

matches.
He gave the average Taan a
and more stuff to put in il \\<m the
man has had in the history of plane':. Sarth.
Now, when the panic isn't even on, we're aga?n hearing from the Unhappiness Boys and the iubirle dope
from their usually unreliable sources. I'm afraid I'm
refrigerator,

average

not frightened.
Like every great fighter. Uncle Sam ta'<cs ; n occasional left to the jaw. But he has lcarne>J to roll with
the punches, and only a sucker would bet aea!l:ist him.
Today he's heavyweight champ of the world, nnd I'm
betting he keeps the title.
And that's why, Mr. Wallace, I can't v;rlte a swan
song piece for your magazine.

Happy New

me, mny ResO

AND

NEW YEAR
TO SHOW BUSINESS

THE SAME HAPPY

Yer,r.

•ilillj?

(GopvrigHe,

Hose'

WtSnuAff

C

%

1947

WIISON Pmdmlims
NEW VORK

10 «OCKEFELLER PIAZA,

(In

Ssaamef

associdtion with

CITY

•

CI 7-5282

NAT GOIOSTONE)

BLOOMEEGIEL
M.i;« kr

HAKHt

mm

FAiMY

mm

>

mm mmi
MAiEi

uun

hamu«o

<•

fECCY

•

tmm

• otivE xeeves.$miih

m\mm

ky SIO

kwtf •« Mm

tr>n

e«ei!

•

mht

TALLIHAir

miggs

BANKHEAD.

NKZIO mni ntO SAIOT

lltey

by

UWH

M VAM MMH
MlUE

Dances by ACNES Oi

Mwl<t*l ilir<crtr

USSeit ICMNCTI

ymom

•

irnic*

daiton
tm-KH

•

•

e.i»*«.t

unoen

Picduction

l^c^d by

JEtmY AfllEN

h(j(Q
E. Y.

HARUjRQ

NEW
HYMOItTH THMm V/. 4S

ST.

Y04UC CITY CENTER

1

hf

JEAN COeTEAU

HELMUT DANTINE

«»h

»» c*«ia»

CLMENCE DERWENT

•

COLIN KEITHIOHNSTON

ELEANOR WILSON

* WHk«, ess^ijnf ttwidoy, Imuary 6* 1947

«Mid*r Mr,

WlU»H

ITOUmMGI

THE THEATRE OIJIW and JOHN

LYNN

lOHN GIELGUD SEASON

LIJNTfONTANNi
^

mm mum,

C WILSON

'MnmiiCEOFBEIIiliW
'IDVE FOR

40th

st.

& rimy

LOVf

fCOMIN<»

JOHN WiLDBER@ Presents
HARRY WA0STAFF GRIBBLrS Production

ARTHUR HOPKINS

liGmA

A

Presents

By PHIUP YORDAN
EASTERN COMPANY

Louis Calhern

Wow Playing
LOCUST ST. THEATRE
PHIUDElfHIA

bi

WESTERN COMPANY
Now on Tour
OPINING ©lARY THEATRE
SAN mnCISCO. JAN.

EMMEn

21

LAVERY'S
If

CiViC THEATRE, Chicago,
JOHN WiLDBERG and JOSEPH

Hi.

"The Magnificent Yankee

CURTIS, Lessees

With

Affer Successive Runs of

n

WEEKS—GUSS MENAGERIE
44 WEEKS—ANNA LUCASTA
25 WEEKS— HENHY V

SYLVIA FIELDS

'

,^

.

:

H Now Open
Apply

to

for

Immediate Bookings

UNITED BOOKING OFFICE, 234 West 44th
Or NICK HOLDE, Edison HoteL N. Y. C.

IKE THEATRE

IS

&ECTUSES, ETC..

ON TOUR
St.,

AVAILABLE FOR CONCERTS. BROADCASTS,

ON OPEN AFTERNOONS OR EVENINGS

N. Y. C.

283

VlC

inniiiii

284

^^S^MtY

Fortyfint

$o-long

New

MGM

York for a While

Is

Wednesdayt January

Anniversary

My New

8,

1947

Boss

u AR
And, thanks to my many
possible:

friends,

MELVYN DOUGLAS

and especially to the following, for making everything
and

HERMAN

"CALL
HAROLD ROME,
director,

DECCA

and

ARNOLD AUERBACH,

sketch writer;

BOB GORDON,

THE ENTIRE CAST.

and RCA-VICTOR recording companies.

BOB FRAMM, my
teacher.",

composer:

LEVIN, producers of

ME MISTER''

vocal coach; and

in

loving menriory,

MME. LAZZARI, my

first

vocal

•

LOU MANDEL, my

,.

attorney-advisor,

and

.

ARTHUR

PINE,

my

press representative.

THE WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY.

THEATRICAL
INVESTMENTS

i

HE HEBD lUEATEAL CORPORATION
157 EASr 71St STRKIV

NEW %)lir^^2^

Y.

RHindandcr 4-175i

lepmssuM
SPIRITS,"

%

"ANOTHER PAUT OF THE FOREST/' *'BEST OF
"iA©Li RAMPAMl." "FINIAN'S RAlNSbW/"'JOAN OF
CHOCOLATE SOLDIER"

LORRAINE," "STREET SCENE," "THE

SEASON'S GREETINGS

WHO

FROM

OPEN AT

NICKY BLAIR'S

&4
M JM M A MA A Mlli
mnnci^viiivnT

WM. MORRIS AGENCY

uUday. Greetmgsl
£D

de LIAORE,;Jr.
Preserifs

NEW YORK

ON TOUR

ON TOUR

TORONTO

INDIANAPOLIS

ROYAL ALEXANDRA

ENGLISH THEATRE

MOROSCO THEATRE

Back to the Strand
Continued from page

11

26i

STANLEY ©ILKEY

off, I have never
enthusiasm as a playgoer.
My interest in the theatre has remained as keen as it ever was.
Every time I enter a theatre I anticipate hopefully a renewal of the

50 years, on and

RAY

my

lost

I

had

to

commenced to be restive.
get a show going, and so

BARBARA PAYNE
Present

BOLGER

Sometimes 1
old thrills of youth,
get them. Sometimes I don't, touring the war years I tried to see
everything, but when the war was
over

aiid

I
I

commissioned my favorite librettist,
A. P. Herbert (now Sir Alan) to
collaborate once more with Vivian
Ellis,

who

sult.

a

weeks.
a
\ti

Mttslfi

IJ

by

E. y.

BURTON

HUBUR6

UNE

•

and

FlU SMBT

Lyrin Ml

E. V.

'

HARIVM

ELLA LOGAN

'^ALBERT SHARPE

•

DONALD BICHARDS • DAVIDWAYHE
- UrN MURRAY SINBERS

ANITA ALVAREZ

Diruteil by

SNMry & llliiUw Hr M

IRETMGHE WINDUST

MRWa KHB

MIEUMEII
» OretMlntlMi kr MIEDT IIVSSaL KHMETt
CtttmiM ti ElEANOR
VmiI «nai«MiMtiy lYN MmUY

amm

• ClMrM|rap)W l»

all the war years
was the reManchester, it was
two-and-a-half

''Big Berl"

.Opening

sellout

don

served

Navy.

in the

in

"Three To

there for

Unable

theatre,
to

time

I

to

took

get into a Lonit two weteks at

Liverpool,

Edinburgh,

Glasgow and Newcastle. On tour I
had warnings of a condition which

Make

me

low. 1 puUed through
to lay
to the dres* rehearsal at the Adelphi, London, on the night before
production,^ but I was not to attend

was

staged by

premiere, which stopped the
in the Strand.
Of my 125
shows in London this was the second opening I was forbidden to attend. The first was "League o£ Notions" with the Dolly Sisters at the
New Oxford theatre. It was hard
lines, but many "happy returns"
from the boxoffice helped me to

JOHN

MilRiMOf

ANDERSQN

the

OPENING BLACKSTONE THEATRE, GiilCAGO

traffic

in

FEBRUAtY

,

make a quick

46th STREET THEATRE

recovery.

JAMES JOYAN

in the London Clinic I
asked my friends, Herbert and Ellis,
to write' me another. In very quick
time the libretto was delivered to

While

WHY

me and

the composer was quickly
on the job. Originally called "70
Summers," the title has been
changed to "Bless the Bride." The

"UNBOWED"

GOMINe
VINTON FREEDLEY
30 Rockefeller Plaza

NEW YORK

20, N. Y.

MR. LAWRENCE!

C9 Broqclway Cast— Now on the Uoud
SOON TO BE PRESENTED IN Km CITIES WITH A
HOLLYWOOD SCREEN PSIRSONALITY

Witii

story is a romantic fantasy laid in
1870.
The Outfit looks good to me.
It is timed for spring or summer of
1947. I have other plans, but I don't
intend to be a wholesaler.

SEASON'S GREETINGS

Summer Theatre Wanted

"TAILOR MAID"
"BACHELOR AT 40"
"BUYERS MARKET"
"PRICE OF VICTORY"

TWO HOURS OF
NEW YORK CITY

WITHIN

Itox 1%4, Variety, 151 IV. 40th St.

New

'KoKk 1»

Presents

ADVANCE PRODUCTIONS,
59

W. MONROE

ST.

INC.

CHICAGO

3, ILL.

.CRITICS

^SOGK'

CAPADES
OF 1947
^ke Qieateil
Sh ow on JFcei
BOSTON — DEC. 11
Provid«tnc«, R.

f®

JAU,

I.

12.

.

New

Haven, Conn.
Hershey, Pa.
St. Paul, Minn.
St. Louis,

Mo.

Chicftgo,

III.

City, Mo.
Ft. Woirtii, Tejsa*

Kansas

•

Los Angeles, California
Atlantic City, N. J.

To Completd 48 Weeks ...
. . .

COAST TO COAST

.

W€«a*6aay, January 8, 1947

3
"Bert Lahr puts

with laughs.

,

MICHAEL MYERBERG

BURLESQUE over with a bang! ... The play is loaded
The audience came out laughing and opplauding!"

,

.

:_0'CONNOR, iournaMnisrieon.

"The happiest thing that happened on
Broadway this winter ... A rare piece
of Americana

.

A

.

.

pleajant treat

which, along with the uproarious laughter,

will bring tears to

many an

eye.

It
The bnrleique shew it eleetrie.
roeks the house with gales of laughter .. . Lahr's performance is abso-i

"Shines with good humor

—MORTIMER,

Daily Mirror.

A

"Triple

Indorsement: The

oltogether up-

superb performance of Bert

The Be-

Lahr as 'Skid' In the mag-

lasco's

own burlesque show

nificent revival of 'Burlesque'

comes

complete

builds to an

roarious finish

.

.

•

with

hot

music, a dead-pan chorus, a
strip-tease, and Lahr himself

as a

comedy cop

. < . The rea climax of genuine

sult is

lutely delightful."

. .

PRESENTS

hilarity

.

.

.

Lahr never toils

to deliver the goods."

—and

a deep bow to o

portrayal

of

the

the

into

plete
i

•^UERNSEY

Hit

.

.

.

high

Parade—com-

sell-out

6

line

faithful

Bonny by Jean Parker
Burlesque has leaped
nightly

.

.

®

.

had a wonderful time."^

—S060L,

ON TOUR

Journal-American.

NOW
"Jtlltl.BSQT'K
viifniKtns

and

Is

uf ten

PLAYING

Rtni an
» pretty

liihii^M iilny. Kert Tjiltr
ia uiiaoubteilly n very fiiniiy,
.lean Parlcer in an
iiinn.
extrentclj' liiinilHoine
k<t\
.
H j^rcnt i»U'iiMure to
.
.
i>Userve."

—WOIiCOTT\«rker.
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MICHAEL MYERBERG, Manogement

GREETINGS
FROM

.WILLIAM

OAHN

Season^s Greetings

PRESENTING

'TOUTIl OF

NOTRE

from

DAMr

San Carlo
Opera Company

"THE FIRST HUNDRED YEARS"
Opening on

Broadway — Week

of Feb.

7

36th Year

GREETINGS

FROM

DWIGHT DEEBE WIMAN a
Dwighf Deere Wiman,

Forresf

Haring,

J.

CO.

H. Dei iondio, Lina Abqrbanell

.
.

. .. .

.

,

liwn

Plays Out §f
Sun fvancisco, Dec.
i.f

^Period Covering Jan. 6-18).
Erie,
"A Dangeroim Woman"

Mmilli;
MuMl;-"

li

I'iidu

JiiTHtuHl

wrilnKs.,

lvl

Tbomos.

SttiKWl

J'Pve.

OlM'ni'il
$3.tI0

Muliiiit'I

Ccaiy. .^itrl'Viinwwfr, De«i

.Anna

Slin-.itt..
.siirratt.. ......
ljiitll» «(il(hi)iliiv....

.

Mary

<!i.«ii;<i

A U» Hiiiu
Ilt'llllll..

J).IVlll

L'jiyni'

(li-n.

IliiJ.

.

*><"

.

. .
.

.

.

.

Wcniy l!!ilbb<MW

I.icuh Ilfiirv
Fallun- WiRrt
,TuIi,-il

\'<»n

.

Mrs.

U

•*

.

U'atllf. .
Uolaii't....

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

I.nciilo Jt('nK<in
RtiiiUKi i'ulvpr

Oaley

..... TlioniaM

.Tohn Tliilpy

Kent Smith

Iheatre— Aud.,

St.

3, exactly one month
.preem, the plav should
Dr. .'iiiinucl .Vliiilil
r.ydiin Uitbln.«m
Krlwnrd SimnKli'idebut with a new body and face,
..pUl Rpynnlds Low pulse of a n?ar corpse is kept
Wiihael <)'l,:mfibnn
............. I..iu-iy J(>hn.s
KinnuPl Amuld
beating by injection of good acting
and clever dialog.
While the "iSfory of Mary Sui-ratt"
Show opens with a dead first act.
reaches several high-points of dra- Second .stanza shows some signs of
matic intensity in its three acts (six life and in closing slot it has become
fully activated. But much rewriting
'scenes). eiJpecially in its eisjellently remains to be done.
jiortrayed military courtroom .scene,
Play deals with a romantic lady
tlie play as a whole lags behiiid the
characterizatfons by Dorothy Gish dealer of antiques, Kitty Thacker
(Dorothy Stickiiey). A widow, she
and Kent Smith,
has become so worried about the
This is probably inevitable in an future of her beautiful and intelhi.stoi ical drama the chief personalilectual daughter that she has taken
ties of which are the offstage Lincoln,
to drink.
From her many bottles
and a John Wilkes Booth, who ap- emerges a Genii tagged Captain
pears in jtist the first act, rather than Wattle (Roland Culver).
Like the
the pathetic wisp of an unfortunate mystic servant of Aladdin's lamp,
rvoman who is caught up by fate, vic- Culver aids in carrying out wishes.
tim of the hysteria of the times, and Here he helps in arranging a match
dragged to doom on the gallows. In- for the daughter.
evitably, too, the leading character,
In the meantime, the widow and
in the person of Dorothy Gisbt stirs
Genii fall in love, with the widow
t)ie audience to pity much as Joan
d'Arc and Mary of Scots have stirred losing out on her new love after
audiences time-out of mind, except sacrificing the Genii .so that her
that in "Mary Surratt" the figure is daughter's marriage might be culminated. However, he reappears as
of lesser stature. The play, too, is
been hir'ed to Haven (16-18).
of lessed stature than the classic suc- a psychiatrist who has
widow to go into his
"tlUle A"—Ford s, Balto. (6-11").
cesses which have dramatized Joan persuade the
"Lute Sons"- Biltmore, L. A. (6and Mary of Scots, though It is still asylum for a Cur^. The love vaccine
takes again.
18).
good showmanship.
"Magnificent Yankee" Cass. Det.
An infusion of new comic situaThe portrayal of Mary Surratt by
sevconsiderably,
(6-18).
would
help
tions
Dorothy Gish is sympathetic and
flat.
A
"Oklahoma!"—
falling
Nixon, Pitt. (6-11);
those
used
eral
of
trenchant, with emphasis on a welrevolve Hartman, Col. (13-18).
come underplaying of the character. few good comic stances that
are
"Pygmalion"— Selwyn, Chi. (6-11).
Miss Gish painstalcingly avoids the about the hectic situations
"Rope"
Shubert-Lafayette, Det.,
inany opportunities for cheap his- the. result of the Genii's machina(6-18).
.trionics and leave.s a mellow etohina tiohs.,,';
"Sign of the Archer"— Shubert, N.
Excelleftt perfoi-rhances ane turned
of a Eiifieiing mortal, completely
in by a, more than competent acting Haven (9-11); Colonial, Bost. (IS©verw hehMe<) by the tiele ot events.
Culver, -wTell known British IS).
cast.
Kaiit Smith does an ej^cellent job
"Song of Noo-way"— Shubert, Chi.
his
actor,
makes
here
stage
childhood sweetheart re- film and
lis- the
(6-18).
on
page
(Continued
290)
-t<«nea to defend her life. Firist rate
"Springtime for Henry"
American,, St. Louis
(6-11); Cox, Cincy

HuBh

Tom.

.T.

opening Feb.

Mo.shor

from

.A(v<}ivrt-n

its

I

.

.

.

.

,

terrant.

Louis

—
—

"Best of Spirits" needs extremely
skilled play doctoring if it is to survive.
Scheduled for a Broadway

.

General result was that around $58,000,
while some shows went up on the
Joan of Lorraine," Alvin (7th
week, most attractions approxiweek) (D-1,331; ;f4.80). Top on the
mated the grosses counted on holiday eve as high
as for, musicals
"Blackouts of 194*"—El Capitan, Chri.';tmas week,
and
gro.ss went over thS $37,000
Jammed Chfistmas week open- mark;the biggest
Hollywood (6-18).
figure for straight
Blackstone --- Town Hall, Toledo ings panned, out to be as indicated shows.
with
Holiday,"
"Bur"Beggar's
(6-8); Park. Youngstown (9-U); Co"Life With .Father," Bijou (370th
lesque''
"Toplitzky of Notre
anij
lonial, Akron (13-14); Shea's. Erie
Dame" the best draws. "Wonderful week) (C-613; $3.60). Used a moder(15-16); Shea's. Bradford (17); Shea's,
Journey" was withdrawn and the ate scale for the holiday performJamestown (18).
ance with takings
round $10,000;
"Blossom Time"
Opera House, sarne went for "Love Goes To Press," had 3,000th performance Sanday
only premiere last week. Newcomers
Bost. (6-18).
,(5).^
"Born Yesterday"
Wilbur, Bost. which got some benefit from the
holidays are. still of doubtful rating
"Love Goes to Press," Biltmore,
(6-11); Nixon, Pitt. (13-18).
and
may
join
"Made
In
in
Heaven"
Opened
Wednesday
last
week; adCall Me Mister"-^Shubert, Bost.
exiting Saturday til). Three new verse press; yanked Saturday (5);
(g-lg")
this
week: "Fihian's Rain- h()use dark.
"Come On Up"— .'Vud., Des Moines shows
bow," "Street Scene" (both musical)
"Lovely Me," Coronet (2d week)
(7); Omahn, Omaha (S); Music Hall.
and "The Big Two."
(C-1,095; $4.80). Moved here Sunday
K. C. (9-11); Aud., L.Rock (13); Aud..
Estimates for Last Week
(5) from Adclphi;
one of threeTexarkana (14); Aud., Shreveport
(15) Majestic, Ft. Worth (16); MelKeys.: C (Comedy), D {Drama), shows that opened the same night;
ba, Dallas (17): Con.: Hall. Tulsa (18). CD (Comedy-Drama). R (Revue), around $7,500 estimated: "All My
Sons" hooked hei'e late in month.
"Countess Jnlia"— Playhouse, Wil.
(Musical), Q iOpereita).
(9-11); McCarter, Princeton (17-18).
"Made in Heaven," Miller <C-940;
"Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial
f'Dear Friend"
Opera House, (34th week) (M-1.427; $6,60).
With $4.20). Final and 12th week;, did
Newark (6-11); Walnut, Philly (IS- the Eve performance
fairly well with average around
at $9.60 takings
IS).
went up to around $47,000 for front $10,000 of late aild goes to Chicago.
"Dear Ruth"—Drake, Oil City (6); ranking musical.
"Little
A" next show, due next
Bradford
Virginia,
Shea's,
(7);
week.
"Anotber Fart of the Forest,"
Wheeling (8); Aud,. Charleston (10);
"O Mistress Mine," Empire (41st
(D-968; $4.80). week) (CD-1,082;
Aud.,
Danville
Carolina, Fulton ;(7th week)
(11);
$4,801. Should be
New
Year's
Eve
balanced
any
easGreenville (13); State, W. Salem
cinch
into
warm weather; had
ing on the holiday: same for other eased
(14); Aud., Asheville (15); Carolina,
a bit then bael to approxiCharlotte (16); Carolina, Durham shows; around $21,000 again.
mate capacity; over $24,000 esti"Beggar's Holiday," Broadway (2d mated.
(17); State, Raleigh (18),
"Dream Girl"— Walnut, Philly (6- week) (M-1.900; $4.80). First full
"Oklahoma!" St. James (202nd
week indicates new musical's goodly week) (M-1,309; $4.80). Well up in
11); Ford's. Balto. (13-18).
"Eagle Bampant"—Forrest, Philly chances
when the holiday eve the going as it has been except for
6-18).
helped to approximately $40,000.
couple of pro-holiday weeks; around
"Gentle Ghost"
Gieary, J'risco
"Born Yesterday," Lyceum (49th $30,000.
(6-11).
"Present Laughter," Plymouth
week) (C-993; $4.80). With the .scale
"Hamlet"— Curran, Frisco (6-18).
up for the five perforrnttrice, long- (10th week) (C-1,063; $4.80), Did
"Harvey"— Harris, Chi. (6-18).
playing click went up to nearly $22,- very well and while not' selling out
"John and Mary"
Shubert, N. 500.
is rated good money maker; $18,000.
Ballet

"Best of Spii-its"-.^Plymouth, Bost.

(6-18).

.l.inda t'ai-bm Iteid
Daisy Jlclinore

. .
,

(C-920; $4.20). Holiday scale and
capacity through last week accounted
for gross aRproximately of $20,000
again.
(ienter
(29 th
"Icetime,"
week)
(R-2,994; $2.40). Biggest figure of
all, what with $4.20 on the Eve and
12 performances; the gros-! figuring

Hall,

(18-20).

ivv.

...lEabib CulUnan
....... ..Janet Tylfl..Dcirolby Sticknsy
,

Iliirrla...

DwiMbt

.Bill Hltfh
lUrbin, HvlKgs

JScVM-ily .liibnMin
\\\ K. I)iks(ci-

3.

Uadd..

CalMiiln

tionlon Banicn

.SKMinioliPi'.

llil-ct'

.

Wkllfu-p KttbfHs

Frank MfFarln nd

Itrnncy

in

Hartford, Jan.

rliil,

.Mr.

,( . ... . r*pe. Malbournc
...... Avlhiir HlpnniKK
,<_'nibun JJpntim
Wlllliiili Snillli.
Tmii Duly
.Miii-Wia)
I'lDViiKt

MiiJ.

!$|iif lis

Shfrnian Kwinjif ni'odm-tion
acus (f=i-\ f^tx-ne.s) by

;mi(1

cunuHly

fJurah Thack(-r. . .
ICItty ThacM-r.
Aunt <'ora , . , ....
(irdriny

'IViitUiti !».•*-. ......
Clinirte'nnin
..

('ii|H.

Con.

tit

..DmlKlMS McKaclUn
Kilwurd Tluvvey

.

.

Mem.

lilia/ lU;

Jim Mlm^^^^^i^

Philly

Lueasta''^Locust,

City
Broadway fared better than exJoplih <T); Cons. pected
on New Year's T^e despite
Hall, Tulsa (8-9); Arcadia, .Wichita
Che, high prices for that performance
(10-11); Aud., Denver (13-14); Aud.,
attractions didn't share in
Pueblo tl5); Aud., Boulder (16); but some
cleanup. Business on the holiday
Lincoln, Cheyenne (.17); Aud., Lar- the
was not so good but that was genamie (18).
"Apple of His Eye"—Erlanger, erally discounted with unforeseen inclement
weather
art attendance deChi. (6-18).

Fc.-it art's Dorutby StickMai'l>'n <'ob'inau.
ncy, lUfland t'alvrr. .Sliij4t-<l hy .Jerome t'or.'iy.
.SctliUKs. Itaynaind .Sovpy; roslnmes,
ICnieline li-jcho. t)in.'ni'd: at Jblhbliell AK*nlo-

ttobpit Ni'ff
.Tliimins Glynn
.........Dnlliis BoyU

.

.

Iliin-l.f..

Icetime 58G, in 12;

"Anna tucasta"—And., Qkla.

Hartford.
Marjoi'Ie

.\Ji(*hacl

.

Kiiufy.....

Hrlu. ficn. J'ljsliT.
J-riK. (ii'n. Hiildn

<'(il.

.

XtU'hary JlerKt'r

AVidliMf..

Mu.i.

.

Moiri.s
. .. . .llitUiinil
........ .1 umt's Monks
........ .Don Kbellon
lUi'hiurU S:ln(lfiis

(iiiicral llolikn
A\>i, »tiirn*-tt
"<•!' llnilU'i,.

t'.it.

.

,

of

B<>^8i

.

Hwiti.

"tVllkcs

Jolin
Jjani.s

"Anna
(6)-,

iBlteatteth Boss
..Dorotliy Utsh
ThoihJis
licl'illirit

.

.

.

......

John Kuniitt

Is

(6-18).

'w;

. .

.

.

3(>,

Flae

Host. (.6-18).

able opening night rovigh spots, is effective.
So are authentic sets by
Samuel Leve and lighting by Girvan
Higgins.
Ted,

K.

j!i)ll!iini--\l'>nlK.

Ki

"A

and the direction by the author, aside Chi. (6-18).
"A Young M«n'» F»Mcy"—Copley,
from a few momentary understand-

iii:iuiit

I'liu

Schen't'dy (17-18).

cast is completely equal to its job,

30.

!tTiil Hotviu'rt ^omiB pruducin llu'fe nets (nix Bi'cm>.s) by
.stius DoTOtKv Ulsh and KfiM
Kllxubeth IXnua, James
ri'iitun«
.^^iiii'lPis.
Havlim llilssn,
Jli<li!ir<l

t.cwis

Ilii^i.<n
(luii
Joliii

B way iii Sptty; hme Swprises;

Sbws
—
Born"—Studebaker,

^Current Read

Stagecraft is also displayed by Klizabeth Ross, as Anna Sunatt, young
daughter of Mary. The supporting

mmTmA'm

Aunieertary

IgjTF

:

:

;

M

'

—

,

~

—

"Call Me Mister," National (38th
week) (R-1,104; $6)i Capacity revue
bettered its gross by virtue Of the
holiday scale with the eounl around

—

"Carousel," Majeiitic (90th week)
(M-1,667; $6). Still up in the big
takings about the same

—

as Christmas

'Norway' SM],

'Flag 23G, 'Apple' 20G, 'Pygmalion' 24G
younger boy, he was playing it with
a sense of shame. He no longer enjoyed appearing in public wearing
kilts and rebelUng over eating his
oatmeal. So we had to call a rehearsal for Bobby. The day of the
rehearsal, some one of the company
told him to be careful to stand by
"Apple" and "Flag" saw no
$7.20.
that the rehearsal had
price boost, with all others going for his cues
been called especially for him.
to $6 per for the good ones.
Biz prior to holiday was unusually "What!" cried Bobby. "Called espegood, and price boosts along with cially for me? Don't they know I'm
that factor made for great week.
the one that doSsnt like to reChicago.

Legit situation couldn't be much
better than it was last week, with
some shows doing capacity even the
day before New Year's Eve, at
Which time everything in town went
SRO. Top price for Eve shows was
"Song of Norway," ducats going at

—

Estimates for Last

Week

hearse?"

"Apple of His Eye," Erlanger (2nd
week) (1,334;" $3.60). Fine $20,000

,

bad moment for Bobby. It had to
be explained to him very carefully
a

"Student

.

week..

Remember Bobby

18).

;

Continued from page 265

young man of 14
man-to-man talk.

;

boy.s played only two weeks
out of every three.
Bobby was very pleased with himKcir whew he reached the age when
he could alternato between these
two parfK, It wasn't long, however,
before
noticed that the weeks
when Bobby was playing "Whitney,"
the older boy, he played the part
with great gu.sto. but the weeks
when he played "Harlan." the
,

Continued from pa,ge 269

•

"The Iceman Cometh," Beck (13th
week) (D-1,213; $,5.40J. Ea.sed off
somewhat and although the eve performance scale was tilted, takings

;

approximated

—

drome, Marietta

(6): Weller. ZanesDayton (8): Aud.,
(9); .'Vud.. Louisville (1011); Coliseum. Evan.sville (13); Aud.,
Memphis (15): Aud.. Nashville (16);

ville (7): Victory.

Lexington

(6-18).

—

He Is now a monic Auditorium .snagged ."630,500
and we had a fine for one week run of Maurice Evans
Ken Murray's "Blackouts
He seemed very starrer.
of 1946-47" climbed to tremendous
He is planning to $24,600
in 237th week at El Capitan,

•

well during early weeks. with theatre
parties the factor; dipped to around

$21,000.

the list, and "Desert Song," which
"The Voice of the Turtle," Morosco
tarried briefly.
(144th week) (C:939; $3.60). Picked
QuaUty of the plays for 1946-47 up somewhat by \'irtue of the eve
has not been on a much higher plane performance with gross around
than the musicals. Observers on the $12,000.
"/Temper the Wind," Playhouse
skeptical side wondered when and
(2nd week) (D-865: $4,80). Extra
if there would be a real dramatic
space ads express management conor comedy click comparable to 1945fidence in drama's chances: first full
46, and it's now iiiaicated that the week around
$8,500.
shows rated as successes so far this
"Years Ago," Mansfield (5th week)
season do not measure up to the stand- (C-1,001; $4.80). Although not capacouts of last .season, which attractions ity, has been registering excellent
are still commanding, virtiutl capac- gros.ses and last week's takings apclear that the holdoVer proximated $22,500.
ity.
It's
Wonderful Journey." Was taken
standouts have a much better chance
off last Wednesday (1) at the Coronet
for continued popularity than most
after playing week and one night.

—

"The Glass Menagerie" Temple,
Saginaw (6): Palace. Flint (7); MichAnn Arbor (8); Michigan, Jack(9); Keith'i!, Gr, Rapids (10-11);
Hanna, Cleve. (13-18).
"The Glass Menagerie"
Hippo-

igan,

son

-

of

this

season'.s

productions.

Same

REVIVALS
appears to be true in London.
"Bloomer Girl," City Center (M10 Others Due
Return date of six2.693; $2.40).
In addition to this week's three weeks started Monday (b)-:
premieres there are approximately
"Burlesque," Bela.sco (2nd week)
10 other new shows due thisrmonth, (C-1077; $4.80). First lull week was
and during the late winter or early icstimatcd around $23,000 with aid of
spring rnore clickeris are possible holiday eve; very promising and stay
than those to date. 'The established expected
"Henry VIH," "What Lye'V Womhits are prospering more because
an Knows," "John Gabriel Borkof the paucity of real .sock successes.
man," and "Androcles and the Lion,"
For instance, it there actually were International i9th week) (1.172;
bets that "OkUihoma!" would enter $4.20 ). American Repertory Theatre
the fifth year ()n Broadway, those who doing fairly well .MUlfou'r rotating
.said it \yQuld are eerlaih to collect plays,
''f'It's a cinch that -thC! hew song and
arovipSHprgiooO la.st uoek.
ady Windermere's F.ui,'
dance .shows haven't got what
.

I

|

:

I
1

;

I

ing at the stage door.

younger

"The Big Two," Booth (C-712r
$4,80). Pi-esented by Elliott Numtl
and Robert Montgomery; written by
L. Bush-Fekete and Mary Helen Fay;
well regarded out of town: opens
Wednesaay_(8).
"The Fatal -Weakness," Rovale (7fh
week) (CD-1,025; $4.80). Did quite

'

,

I

$25,000 estimated.

b.y

ireadway Ahead

LA.

Eve..
"Stale of the Union," Blackstone
135th week) (1,358: $4.20). Took a
Sudden scoot to, $25,000 for hangup

ainbow," <46th Street
Presented by Lee
William R. Katzell;

Y.

$15,000:

—

Pirince" Hanna, Cleve.
Blackstone, Chi. (13-18).
"Sweeihearts"— Shubert. PhUly (6-

(6-11);

"Voice of the Turtle" Attd., Montwa.sn't because he wasn't gomery (6); Temple, Birmingham (7it
Nashville (10): Coliseum,
wanted. After his la.st performance, 8); Aud.i
Evansville (11): Aud.. Lexington (13);
he came into my dressing-room to Aud.. Louisville (14-15); English,
say goodbye to me. Now that our IncTol."!, (16-18).
association was over, he felt that he
"Voice of the Turtle"— Royal Alex.
could recognize my existence and I Toronto (6-18).
think that he was rather grateful to
me, for pretending that he didn't
Legit Is Lush, With
exist during his time in the company. He was sorry to go, and I
was sorry to see him go.
'Haralef aOiG, 'State' 18fi
Recently Russel Grouse and I apLos Angeles.'
peared on the radio program, "We
Tremendous upsurge in boxoffice
the People.'' When I turned up at take registered
here over New
theatre five Year's week when all houses went
the Maxine Elliott
o'clock on a Sunday afternoon for deep into black with extra perthe rehearsal, I tan into Bobby wait- formances.
"Hamlet'' at Philhar-

"Pygmalion," Selwyn (5th week)
(1.000: $4.20).
Up with the others
with $24,000.
"Sons of Norway," Shubert (5th
week) (2,100: $4.80). Highest groSs
yet is Sweeping $50,000, which included a $10,000 capacity New Year's

E.

—

Frisco (13-18).

that

(22nd week)
Harris
Just like opening
(1,000;
$4.20).
week again with $25,000.

"Harvey,"

T

$6").

and

Harburg and Fred
Burton Lane; lyrics
by Harburg; opens Friday (10).
Birthday,"
"Happy
Broadhurst
(10th week) (CD-I. 160; $4.80), Has
b^en virtually selling out since
opening antt takings last were es'
tnnated over .$30,000.
"Harvey," 48th St, (114th week)

Bobby grew up so fast that he Erlanger, Atlanta (17-18).
had to be supplanted. It Was
"Up In Central Park"— Nat'I, Wash.

in holiday price.
Is Born," Studebaker (2nd
week) (1.246; $4.20).
Stayed at
$4.20 but brought $23,000.

"A Flag

"TopUtzsky of Notre Danie," Century (2nd week) (M-l,7i2; $4.80)
Despite mostly doubtful pre.s.s drew
strong holiday business; around

"Finian's
(M-1,319;

—

I

(12th week) iC-1.0(H: S4 2(r>. Onfk
takes, and: that gcies for most
thu most Kuec<.-s.'-ful of the Seasoi?*
drama"."- -.„
revivals; la.st week moie ihdn $21,
become an actor. I a.sked him if he
li
Certain JAlsfthe interest ih
Biltmore (jni!.-hod second stroteh
COO indicated.
were on lh<.> pro.t!'ram with me and of "State of the Union" with«*l^,000, show business hasn't dimmed; in
"Cyrano de Bcigcrac," Bnirvmore
he said no. he had .itist come around giving total of .$29,500 fo^ fortnight. fact, it seems to be growing season- (13th week) iCD-1.09(i; .'?4.80
).
Came
there to get aiitbgraplis.
I never "Lute Song" bOK£,4i'in thi.s week ally. Last Summer it was feared back stronger tluiii
exported getting
with $22,000 ..dvance for two-week that backers from outside show busi- bi,g play from students
felt'iio flalterecl.
I was reaching ioi
S22,00Q
my fountain pen when he adde<l; stay, thanks to Guild .-subscriptions^ nesis would be hard to get. but in- estimated. .
"The Red Mill." Shubert <(;2nd
"I'm .iu.'^t waiting here for Larry "She Did It in Dixie" took in mighty dications are there, are as many
Parks." So we .'iaid goodbye to each $12,300 at' Bela.tco. surprising man- las before. Predictions are that there week) (M-1,,382: .$4.80). Gave an exagement plea.'^antlv. El Patio climbed
tra niatin(.'e at 46th Stictt last week
other. At lea.st I was no longer in- with
fifth frame"Macbeth" to $3,000 will be a long, prosperous era, and and Wf'nt to $35,000; best fifuie for
vi.sible.
for flhal week and $16,600 on run. that
good new.'! for show bitsiness. long time: moved here Monday 16),

glad to see me.

I

I

;

i.s-

I

:

'

i

\
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by

(9).

book by

(16) Lobero. S. Barbara (17-18).
"State of the Union" Blackstone,
Chi. (6-11): Davidson, Mil. (13-18).
"Storv of Mary Surratt"
Geary,

Weill; lyrics

Langston Hughes; opened Thursday

(5th

Sabiniion.

,

by Kurt

to

Saidy; music

finally

with up

Rice; score

$40,000.

Music Box
week) (D-979: $4.80). Slipped
around $18,000 as expected when
theatre parties were linished.

"State of the Union"— Aud., Stockton (6); Aud., Sacramento (7-8);
Aud., San Jose (9); Aud., Oakland
(10-11); Aud.. Fresno
(13); Aud.,
Pasadena (15); And.. Long Beach
;

Week:

"Christopher Blake,"

—

m Hi^ Gear;

Presented by Dwight
1,434;
$6).
Deere Wiman in association with the
Playwrights Co.; book by Elmei

money with

,

Chi Legit

Adelphi

$35,000.

,

(13-18).

"State of the Union," Hudson (60th
week) (CD-1,057; .$4.80), Holiday eve
to $9.60 (same as musicals) sent
gross to around $27,000.
"Street Scene,"
<Mtilt

).s

^^^r

Forty-first

CnABLKS/WAKKFIKL]) CABMAN

Anniversary^

atorney in film circles, died DffP. 30
in Philadelphia.
/.
Golder repre-sented the Paleman
interests in PhtUy in the^roous
"double feature" case liere several
years ago. He- was also a son-in-law
of the late Jules Mastbaum, Ph'illy

Plays Out-of^Town

-

Sky

Water."

associated with Collins
Survived by widow.

Among

a].<i0

Mrs. Fowler started as a child
his works in light opera wore
•'Shanewis," premiered by the Met- dancer and teamed with Addison
ropolitan, compan.v in 1918, ''Garden Fowler in 1922,
They played top
of Mystery" and "The Witch of vaudeville houses including the Pal-

ICnown as an authority on the history of the Anierican Indian, Cadman waxed numerous aboriginal
chants of the Omaha tribe and incorpoiated some of them into his
compositions. He was one of the
original members of tlie Anierican
Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers.

Vanguard

Films"

exploitation

in

de-

am
IN

LOVING MEMORY
of

HARRY VOH
July

WILLIAM

,1872^011.

TILZER
10.

1946

His Brothers

VViLL—JULES

HAEOLi—ALSiRT

'

iqcttl

earlier he had phoned Mrs. Ward
Morehouse, wife of the N. Y. Sun
drama critic and columnist, and said
that he was despondent.
Suspecting that he planned to take his life,
she notified the management who at
first found him sleeping
comfortably but upon investigating later
when he failed to answer his phone,
disoovered his body on the iBioor.
.

(BILLY)

Wc

SMYTHE

1946
Mill You

January

died Jan. 3 in BcUnville, N.

1

JR..

New York

Gay

i

j

I

Nineties.

and while abroad did
command performances for the royal
families of Spain, Denmark, Portugal and a Maharajah in India. Also
did command performances for
Edward, then the Prince of Wales,
and Princess Helena Victoria. She
married Fowler in 1930 and retired
from stage work in 1942. Lately
they managed the Arthur Murray
dance school in Providence.
They appeared in several shows
Y.,

tn

.)>y
Jhvn-y 'rlHir..'chWPU and Alic.
I'cm'.
stjiBi'il I'y Uolii'rt
At
UKhllliK .py niill'U ALswiuik.
WIHnlri(!U(n, Jim. a. 'ii: Sa.JO

m-tM

({uliii'ii,

Ki

('nci',\',

IMuyhoum',
Imp.

.^nu Sore,

Wlfaon..'

.Sylviii

t'a\ii! l>ur.~iton
.Uetn'K'O lOilen

HiU-oJtl (irceiiUw

sistei's.

Sprtv

In-.

Lehman,
tendent at Warners

who was permanently

F«ii«y

Wilmington.
pn^'Uu-ilon of comeny

'Mt-nvy. Af1i-lun
Uu-'t^e

nitery,
J.

Wicke, who had once been with
the Shanley triOi is survived by two

Aiigust

N.

Eck.

okay..

is

A Youns; Man''f>i

61, for 12

I

5,

OLADYS, WILLIAM.
ROBERT and PHILIP
ace,

partment for the past year, committed suicide Jan. 2 by taking an
overdose of sleeping tablets at his
New York hotel. Sevei'al hours

shop

years member of the quartet at Bill Hardey's

Gus Wicke.

HAS'XM.'VN
James Eastman. 34, employed

first

GUS WIC'KE

SiVleni."

JAMES

&

Continued fram pace 289;

;

American appearance with a sents his vi'lfe's attempts to "pass"
superior job, as does Miss Stickney. walks out in a burn, and during his
Linda Carlon Reid as the domi- absence young Manico and his emneering aunt, Daisy Belmore a.s the ployees get to understand each other
henpecked grandmother, Janet Tyler An accomplished 'cellist, Pat visits
as the daughter in need of romance, her home
and joins her young
Ralph Cullinan as the caretaker, brother, a dramatic actor who would
Thomas Coley as the romantic musi- be a sepia Hamlet in Georgia, and
cian, and Lucille Benson a.s the their friends in a session of instrua.stute busine.ss woman, all help in mental and vocal classics whicli is
rounding out a capable acting job. the enjoyment peak of the show.
Direction of Jerome Coray aids in Fi-eeman returns but the split with
keeping play from being mired. his wife-gets worse, especially after
Hart. Raymond Sovey setting of antique Pat received the news that his fiancee,

Ave years and while overseas
theatre magnate and philanthropi.'it.
Cbafl^ie .WakefleW eadman, 65, Was an aidfi to Maj. Gen. Terry
Survivors include his widow, the
wi4BiJs» ;lcno\VH as a composer died Allen'. Before his discharge he eyas
former Margery (Pegg;y) L, MastDec. 30 in ios Angeles following a a Captain handling public relations
baum.
hoai't attack. He was actively en- in New York.
gaged: in a composition when stricken
NAT, WHJTESTONE
by his Jttnal illnesfe.
FLORENZ TAMAKA FOWLER
Nat Whitestone, 72, former bit
A songwriter lor 4.5 years, Cad- Florenz Taraara Fowler, of the
mrfi's best known tunes, each of dance team Fowler and Tamara, player who frequently assisted Billy
which has sold more than 1,000,000 died in Providence, R. I., Dec. 31. B. Van and the Beaumont si.sters in
copies,
were "At Dawning" and She was stricken as .she visited lier vaudeville slcetches, died Dec. 21 of
a heart attack in New York. He wap
physician.
'Land oi the
Blue
for

62, mill superinfor 25 years, died
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Bern ice Stark to Howai'd (Buddy)
Robbins, Dec. 29. N. Y. He's the son
of music publisher Jaclc Robbins and
head of American Artists Bureau.

.
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Life in a summer youth camp is
one contUuious round ot horseplay
Isolde Illian; to Frank Mandel, Las
and romaiitic complications, accordVegas, Dec. 25. Bride is an actress; ing to "A Yuung Man's Fancy." The
groom a legit producer.
horse))lay and to?en-age cavortings
Arlene Jost to James Eddy, Las are good or chuckles -and occasional
including the Folies Bergere, Paris, Vegas. Nov. 30. Both are fllm pub- tull-scale laughter but after a merry
and Cochran's Revue in London. licists.
aiint play runs into difficulties with
complications towards end. It
plot
During the middle '30s they were
Betty Ecoff to Myron A. Nunes,
considered one -of the top ballroom Los Angeles, Jan. 1. Bride is daugh- still needs con.siderable fixing before
braving Broadway.
teams in vaude.
ter of Jack Ecoff. general Hales manPlay has a Hollywood-type plot
groom's
an
ager of Mills Music;
with a rich, precocious ybuth. findassistant film director and son of ing himself a misfit in a progressive
FRITS TAKIAUD
Frits Tartaud, S9, for many years producer Morris Nunes.
camp operated by an ex-GI and sisLorraine Neitzel to Bob Baired, ter. His four bunk-mates start givone of Holland's top actors, died in
ing
him the business and he's ready
is
assist26.
Groom
Chicago, Dec.
Rotterdam. Dec. 31.
Tartaud niade his stage debut at ant supervi.sor of engineering at sta- to return home when a girl counsellor in love with the GI encourages
18, in "The Two Orphans." During tion WGN, Chi.
him to fight back.
William
Snow,
Helen Claire to
his career he was noted for delineaLad is doing okay on that end
Chicago. Dec. 28. Bride is soprano when he gets everyone into hot
with Chicago Civic Opera; groom is water by trying to play Cunid when
In Memory of My
exec with Balaban & Katz circuit.
tlie girl and camp director break up
over
the former's practical jokes. He
Beiovad Huiband
steals a book on nervous diseases and

DICK

RYAN
MARY RYAN

l

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs.
ter,

Chicago,

news

editor
Chi..

Jimmy
Dec.

and

Dale, daugh-

Father is
announcer at

24.

chief

WIND,

introvert

of

to

regular

a

fellow.

Donald Hastings, Roy

White.

Paul

Sterling, Bart Roe and Joan Shepard
a.i irrepressible campers.
David Dur.ston, Ann Sorg and
Bromley are efCective as
Sheila
Ralph Alswang provided a
adults.
striking setting of a bunkhouse and
Robert E. Perry's direction keeps

Klep,

things moving' at top speed.
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Slai'8
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Siinins.
Vrfderif'k
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Donitnick

Diane

KEN NICHOLS

JOHN McMANUS
OTTO METZGER

. .

Ilii.hai'il

OF.

MILTON SCHMIDT

GEORGE SUGGS
PETER TOOHEY

JOHN

THEATRICAl PRESS
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O'.Xeal
.......IHIila SiiHitid
(lecrse I'"l3h<T
I'larlp H.vijmil
...... Basilc Speur,s
.

.Kl'eiiei-ick
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MANAGERS

direction

Gribble's

is

uncertain.

Frederick Fox's office and Harlem
living room sets are simple and' a ppi^rently not expensive.
Eleiii.

Play on Broadway
Warren

P. 3irun.sen and llpnomi B*.]-!!'produrtlon of thrco-wcl r-nDiedv (two
sconrs) by iViurUta (J<^llli(»ru and Virginia
Ciiwles.
KtaBCil liy Walliirs IXiuKlim; >t.>iMnR.i by Uayinoml Hovcv. i.tpencd Kill nun t*.
fltf^in

.N',

r.. .Tan.

I.

'47:

.$I,'J(I

bin.

. . . . ,

Joni>H. ........... ..lani* .MidiTtNim
.Ma.1i)r niclc Uawktna.
r>i>n (lil'snn
,
C'apl. Sir AInatali- l)iHki'......VlK(>l NvilM.ii

Authors

were

newspaperwomen

abroad during the war antf^ibciav
fore familiar with Allied press quarters in Italy used by correspondents
of both sexes. They know their slutt
their

but

comedy about romance

doesn't seem to have much of the
McCoy about it. Not enough diversion is offered by the play that was
originally done in London not so

long ago.
Probably, a pompou.s; little British
major, the press relations officer in
charge of the cori-espondents camp
at Poggibon.si, did fall in love with
an American girl correspondent,
and doubtless she didn't 'like the
idea of wedlock with the stuffy follow .out in some lonely Engli.sh
countryside, but that isn't so amusing.
The story is distinctly on the
distaff side because of which "Love
Goes to Press" should be much more
amusing.
The didoes of an entertainer at
the front, a. very blonde, very British, pretty girl seems to have been
better drawn than the other femme.'*.
She's a recognizable character even
to her mink coat amid the 'grime
and ruins of buildings overrun' by

combat troops.

'

Several American reporters ait
in -rightfully sloppy clothes,
playing cards and .sometimes aware
of the romantic interchanges, but
asually paying no attention to that
kind of stuff, The press room could

around

have been made exciting now and
then but there's iiothing like that
in this play. Standing out is a scene
in the niake.shift Sleeping quarters
of the two girl correspondents froin

pf "A Lady Passing
Fair" and, even more regrettably,
over here, especially when one
wastes the talents of the three Origscrambles into her clothes at dawn
inal cast-toppers of "Anna"— Hilda
to be driven somewhere in the comSimms, Frederick O'l^eal and Earle manding*
officer's car rather than a
Hyman.
jeep. But the play has too few inExcept for. a delightful display of terludes
that lift it out of what
musical and comic talent in the sec- seems to be
mediocre stat;e fare.
ond act. the Gribble opus is extremely
Warren P. Mun.scll and Herman
hard to .lake. It's a confusion Of Bernstein
brought .six players from
race problem .play, FBI melodrama, London, they
hEving been in tlie
magic, Shakespeare, VlHa-Lobos and original Rngli.sh .showing. Best are
upper-'class^ Harlem.
lobbywag Georgina Cookson, an E.N.S.A. ensuggested "Saroyan in Blackface," tertainer, whose Nordic beauty is albut that was during intermission, luring; Ralph Michael, who is the.
when there was still hope.
dapper little major, and Jpyce HerThree of the eight characters are on, who is supposed to represent a
oka.y. The sympathetic one of these
Y. daily. Jane Middleton, who is
w Pat Manico,. young ex-GI flier N.
on the scene for a San Francl.^ii'o
smarting in the-'New York headquar- paper, is
good. She quit "Made in
ters of the aeronautical company Heaven" to
appear in the new pla.v.
owned by his father. Before the lat- Others in a show that sliould have
ter's departure on a long trip he been better
include William Post. Jr.,
hires a new file clerk, Joan Freeman, back from the Coast: Gerald Anderwho claims she is Creole bat is a sen, and Nigel Neilson,
Ihee.
Nejro, the "Lady Passing Fair" of
fire
(Withdrau-n Saturday'
the title.
the
jor
verSormames;
printed
Joan's husband, a chemist wh& re- record.)

'

'

A

ASSOQATION

Hvids-e-

..K['n('.w|
S.irrnoino
....... .Inililh Allen

Write ofl' thi.'? one as a spurious byproduct of "Anna Lucasta." The
stager of that all-Negro hit, Harry
WagstalT Gribble, strikes out as author-director

MORGAN

WILLIAM BREjMNAN

Mi'firt'PtlitM*.

I)iiSlianf>,
ClilPH

I'lyfi-plt

ftii-liai-'l

Kf'itinK.'i.

Ijyrk',

$*.tlO

llii-iipi-

.fHlUf.').

I

LOW

,

with
iKlH

ARTHUR

Fair

Bridgeport.

AL

_

"Anna" and isn't as convincin,g.
Richard Augarola makes the wliite
youth likeable and credible. George
Fisher scores both as dancer aiid
singer, particularly in a musical setting by Heitor 'Villa-Lobos, South
American composer, to a voodoo
poem which is a second act novelty.
Basile Spears registers as a jive.v
comedienne and pianist. Judith AUeii
overacts as a bigoted white secror
tary,
and Ernest Sarracino does
magic and handles tlie heavy chore.

.

•are fine

LAWRENCE ANHALT

'

and Hj'man's sii|5erb over-emoting
are top flight trAiping. The lovely
Miss Simms' title role aiSsignment
does not pose a challenge to her

,

in winning a ball game.
Everyone in the large

1946

husband,

O'Neal ami Hyman exhibit again
their brilliant comedy talent
a.^
Joan's husband and brother, respectively.
O'Neafs delightful humor

I.eonaril I.lehttool
HeniM AmlMvnn
sends love notes to the girl written Tex Orowdt'r
..David Tyn-i'll
Warren I'arlit'f
in medical terms. Since all have sex Tlanlf 0'Rei]l>'
.Toe HoRer.u
Williani
.Ir.
implications there's trouble ahead. .Maj. JMiilip lirniilip-jprvaiix. IVdnliIVixl,
.Mlcliad
The ending finds everything solved Coriinra) (Vfniiii
TVI»r BpnlnHI:
.("n'Oreina. CriiiliKon
with the once .despised boy the camp llapline Kutlierfuril
Ma.Mon
..loyt-t* Hpro«
hero alter he's the deciding factor .'lane
An,*f,beno

Mr. and Mrs. Bob TuniBOn, daughtion of Ibsen roles. His last stage
cast acts
appearanace was in 1928 in "Hedda ter, Chicago, Bee. 17. Father is pub- with unbounded enthusiasm. The
Eastman, who had worked on pro- Gabler," the title role ojE which was licity man at WIND, Chi.
authors have provided some real
motion for "Duel in the Sun" while played by his actresS'-vVlfe, Alida
Mr. and Mrs. Bernie Green, son. laugh lines but the idea of teenwith Vanguard, visited the More- Klein-Tavtaud.
Dec. 26. Father is a press agers giving out with wisecrack.^ on
New York,
~
houses at their iiome the previous
agent.
love and sex wears a little thin after
evening but apparently was in good
.Mr.
BENJAMIN M. GOLBER
and .Mrs. Myron Healy, the first act. Youthful actors -take
spirits then.
Prior to joining VanBenjamin M. Golder, 54, former daughter, Santa Monica, Cal, Dec. top honors and manage lb ayoid irrimannerisms employed by
tating
guard he had served 'in the Army congressman and well-known, as an 25. Father is a screen actor.
many young thespians. Ronnie Jacobl is especially good as the boy
who changes from the studious type

Sn

injured dur-

ing the war, has committed suicide.
The third act goes out-and^-out
espionage meller, with Joan revealing herself definitely as FBI operative and the villain, an executive of
the aero firm, getting her in his
clutches (while the audience hisses).
Before the finish there is an outbreak of fencing, using weapons from
the Shakespearean actor's props. Pat
goes to Brazil, leaving Joan to forget and try to start anew with her

.
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DOUSE BIZ
Bway

Musical Setup in Sharp Uptuni

With 'Raidiow' and
«'
'

Since Christmas the musical

^p^

'Sc(»ie'

show +

on Broadway has taken a
iliarp upturn, four tuners having
Radioes 1st Drive-In
beeh added to the list, all with inPhoenix, Jan. 14.
There
dicated boxofflce strength.
Now it's the drive-in radio stawas some difference of opinion about
tioni
I'Beggar's Holiday" and "Toplitzky
KTYL— new 250-watter in Mesa,
''Beggar's Holiday" and "Toplitzsky
Ariz., 16 miles from here boasts of
of Notre Dame" but last week's arbeing only drive-in station in the
Rivals, "Street Scene" and Finian's
eountry by virtue of its imique
Rainbow," drew the kind of notices
physical setup.
that had most of the critics reachOutfit's main studio has showing lor laudatory adjectives,
ease front looking out on station's
Neitlier '.'Rainbow" nor "Scene"
free parking lot, where motorists
a musicomedy as such, tlie
Jls
are invited to check in and watcla
operatic
nature, based

mi Mmm^

'"

i

being
by
broadcasts
upon the melodrama of the same
cars.
while the former is a fantasy

latter

,

while

sitting

their

in

iitle,

play with music. I^either production is long on scenic investiture,
both being virtual one-setters, most
Vnusual on Broadway. There are
incidental scenes in "Rainbow"' but
inost OX the movement and enactnient are within a full, stage exterior.
„ *}Scene" also has an exterior setting,
'depicting the street fronii^and sideNew York nitery ops, for the first
» walk of a TSiew York tenement house.
time sinse the cafe recession started
: It is' set in "two," utilizing but a
Quarter of the stage depth. Credit in October, experienced an appreciable business pickup which indiJ. lor the performances therefore go to
cated that 1947 may b^ a good year
(Continued on page 44)
despite prophecies to the contrary.
. or

.Nitery^

On U^at Again

'

.

Business, last week,

J(mn Edwards Preps

m F-C-B Agency

Suit
In

lit Parade' Bounce

to
as

near wartime

much

as

50%

in

bounced back

levels,

some

picking up
spots.

Aver-

age rise, however, was around 25%,
with upped takes fairly evenly
spread around town.
Some bonilaces, however, weren't

optimistic that it would last. Some
Hollywood, Jan. 14.
Joan Edwards, who's set to go off attributed the hike to the fact that
two major west side boites were

Ithe.Lugky Strike "Hit Parade" Jan.
|8, is preparing to sue Foote, Cone
ft Belding
lor breach of contract.

temporarily shuttered. The Carnival,
which siphoned off considerable
trade from many cafes with Milton
•
ShiB's t^ing the oue from Tony MarBerle
as
the
headliner,
closed
•• tin's
victory over Bourjois on the
iSteength of an oral contract crooner after New Year's eve for refurbish(Continued on page 18)
had with the sponsor. Miss Edwards'
pact is similarly on the oral side,
and' she regards the Martin case as
k worthy precedent.
•
Sihgeir points out that she would
not have gone out to the Coast from
myf York for one option period.
She also cites the fact that she
nioved her family with her. Her
nusbaiid, a musician, is forced to
wait six months before he can work
While gossip of a tremendous reIn. order to conform to rules of the
cession currently at film boxoff:ices
tos Angeles Local of the American
is
being widely heard throughout
Federation of Musicians.
country, the men with the figAmerican Tobacco is not planning the
ures declare 'tain't so, Business at
« replacement for Miss Edwards, but
the moment. When averafeod out
\vill use different guests weekly,
over the nation, is just a few .percentage points, at racst, down from
and
the same period last year
that's still nothing short of terrific

•

Dim View

Street's

Wall Street continues to take
a dim» view of the film biz and
groovits profit prospects in
ing its slant to the Oov^mment's
general Industrial jitters.
As
such, the Street does not share
s»le8 toppers' bri«rht tore.
easts of luAintalned solid returns.

film,

Stock

quotes on the majors'
liquor
with
along
still
lead the parade

They have made Jennifer Jones and
James Stewart favorites for thesping honors in tlieir future book.
The sharpshooters can't make up
their minds about the production
honors, so they have placed three
pictures.at the top of the list.'
Here IS -the opening line:
Copy as received at many news
BEST mCTtHU!
desks reported that Carole Landi.s of
3 to 1
had been honored as the "Duel In the Siui"
the

shares,

downward

on

slipping

price

levels.

films

—

"Best Years of

woman who'd be "liveliest in. a nightgown." Few hours later a correc-

Ow

Uvea"

,',

"o."

;

GOP

3 to I

"The Jolson Story",....;....,.. 3 to
"The yearling"
4 to
"Its a Wonderful lJfe".,.t..... 4 to
"The Uazor's Edge"
to
"To Each His Own"....
6 to
"The Killers"
« to
"Dark Mirror"
x to
"Anna and the King of Siam"..lO to

tion came over the wires, That
in "liveliest" should have been

Stymies Cn

.

.

,

Jennifer Jones
;. S
Olivia de Havlllandi,
»
Rosalind KusseU . ,W.. .......... ?.
Irene Dimne
.10
ilngrid Bergman .....^ I,.
10

I

j

32% from a
high of 63; Columbia, 18% from
36; toew's, 23% from 41, etc.
show aOth-Fox

at

Industrial leaders are comparatively stronger, i.e., U. S. Steel,
now 69 from a high of 97, and
General Motors, 54 front its 89
peak.

I

Of201Anms.Bit

I
I
,

I

Washington, Jarr. 14.
Republican house leader.s have
ruled out any reduction o£ the 20";
federal admission tax bite, and the
wartime rate will definitely continue
until at least June 30, 1948. The decision to maintain all excise taxes,

I

i
1

I
1

1
l
l

l

BEST ACTRESS

I

.

Indicating the Street's bearish
streak on films are prices which
are now approximately one-half
those of last summer's peak.
Yestcrday/s (14) closing quotes

;

"

common,

Colbert

,'>

KMo

Gene TIerney
Teresa Wright
Joan Crawford
Dorothy McGulre
Claudctte

to 5
to
to 1
to i
to 1

l
10 to 1

13 to,

1

20 to 1
,

.

........

BEST ACTOR

. > ,

.20 to J

'

.lames Stewart
9 to 5
Larry Parks
2 to 1
Gregory peck ("Duel").. ...... 4 to 1
Gregory Peck ("Yearling'")
9 to 2
Cary Grant
.............
8 to t
Eex Harrison
S to 1
.

including the 10% boost on peacetime amusement taxes, was made at Fredrlc March
..10 to 1
10 to 1
a Republican Party cauctis and puts Tyrone Power
continue along the merry patti of the quietus on industry hopes of an
record-breaking grosses it estab- early tax Slash.
Powell Cleared
Republicans intend, concentrating
lished during 1946. Only word of
caution appended by the film toppers on a proportionate reduction in inBy Court of Spliciiig
come taxes. With President Truis that a premium will be placed on
better showmanship and quality of man, Sen. Robert Taft, Harold E.
pictures during 1947 if present box- Stassen and other potent figures all
Alimony With Tax Slash
office levels are to be maintained— definitely opposed to lifting of exNew method by yhich one could
(Continued on page 2)
(Continued on page 2)
escape both high income tnxe.s and
alimony payments in one foil swoop
was revealed in Now York Tax
Coin-t last week, 'though the case,
involving the U. S. Tax Commissioner and William Powell, found

Wm.

—

"Razor's Edge"
(20th)
available
"iSlue Skies" (Par) seem to hold
the lead at the moment— biz rises
But
to the sensational category.
there doesn't appear to be a suf-

and

ficient

number

there ever were

of

—

to

—

such clicks
if
keep b.o.'s con-

stantly soaring.

There's

general ^agreement

the

level

of

grosses.

The

ea.st

.

is

its own, while the midwest
good in agricultural and dairy

holding
is

areas, but naturally off in what were
inflated
wartime .industrial terri-

The west Ls down somewhat,
but that varies, too, according to
the nature of tlie area. Xjos Angeles
tories.

,

tha actor eleared of any charges.
Seems
that
20th-Fo.x
wanted;
Powell to star in "The Baroness and

the Butler," back in 19;i7. but Powell
refused unless Eileen Wilson, his
ex-wife, was hired as an aelress.
Company agreed and. in a separate
contract, signed with Mi.«.--- Wilson
to, pay her $150,000 for 10 picture.s.
died in 1942. she
had been paid $519.2.? weekly for
(Continued on page 18)

When Miss Wilson

that

the picnic is over and the .public is
compared with prewar standards. being considerably more choosey
The danger signal for the indus- than it was, which is also accounting
Washington, Jan, 14.
try, as most film men see it, how- for that spottiness. Another change
A* bill to force theatres, niteries, ever, is that attendance is off. While in, the general picture which indirestaurants and other public places dollar volume remains pretty much cates the country is slipping back
in the District of Columbia to open on a par with January, 1946, aver- into a more normal economic status
tlieir doors to Ifegroes was intro- age admission prices have inched up is the return of the midweek blues
duced last *re6k by Representative 4-5c, which indicates fewer patrons as b-o. emphasis swings to veekend
William L. Dawson (D., Ill;), one of are shoving their coin across the biz as againsft weekdays. Also the:
the two Negro members of Congress. boxofflce sill,
upturn in matinee patronage in
Bill,
which seeks to craete the.
Despite the strong nationwide many locations as the public finds
town's Jim Crow policy, would pro- average, there nevertheless appears itself with more time on its hands
vide flnes of $10 to $100 and 10 days "to be more than the usual spottiness and makes an effort to beat out the
as

—

.

Wall

game

and Oakland are off, for instance,
while Phoenix is even with last year
and "Denver is up.
The last quarter of 1946 was just
a little ahead ol the same period of
RADIO
1945, but December saw a slump
Ruth Etting, who's Jnaking a comeii.A was felt right through tiie holiback to show biLsincKS with a date
day period. Grosses generally were on the
Rudy Vallec show Jan. 21, is
disappointing
over
New Year's slated for a Bing Crcsby guest shot
throughout the oountry, with the two weeks later.
only really bright spot being ClaiSinger, who has been in retirecago—-and that again only because ment for
a number of years wa-'* reof a surfeit of good product. First cently signed by Joe Oiaser of the
post-holiday week and the current Associated Booking office, which is
week are on about a par with a asljing $3,500 for subsequent guest
to 100 days
year ago.
per offense. Violators about grosses. And that's appar- higher evening admission taps.
.
shots. There's the possibility Miss
.
would also be Uable for personal ently being
The comeback during the past Etting may do a series of vaude dates
- by a
„ prodRegionally, the south appears to
^.^^
„ accentuated
damages ranging from $100 to $500. uet shortage. When strong films are be below the rest of the nation in
(Continued on page 23)
should she establish herself in radio.

WASHrBILL WOULD
NIX NEGRO TABU

,-

Carole
Despite warnings from top Government officials and leading econMemphis, Jan. 14.
omists .on the general state of curNewspaper telegraph editors 'are
rent V. S. business conditions, sur- still chuckling over the teletyping
vey among Sales chiefs of the lead- mi.«cue that went out one day last
ing film companies ieveals extreme week in a United Press item regardoptimism that filni business will ing the selection by a certain fashion organization of the nation's "best
undressed women." V

Attendance 'Off At Film Boxoffices
But Dollar Volume Rimaim^^^

:

Hollywood. Jan. 14.
Hollywood's booljies, who will lay
odds on anything from s football
to a turtle race, have turned
their attention to the .Oscar berby»

By BOB STAHL

tiutlook

—

Bookies Set Jones,

UitiraB!

RUTH ETTIG
ALSO AFTER

MY Pi.

TRY

•

—

/

Wt^bamOayj Jtamtaj 15, 1947

Amus. Tax Estimate

Fw

'47-48

The Berl^^ng Pomt
-By Milton Berle..

Indkates Heavier B.O.

Washington,. Jan.

Well, here we are on our way out to the Coast by way of 20th Century
.Limited, that is. That's about as close as I'U get to 20th Century-Fox.
Intended to take the Southern Route but my baby Vicki can t say "YouEverybody's been so nice to me... why, the minute I got on the
all."
train the porter didn't know what to do for me. .so he didn't. Have my
own compartment. Remember during the war when I traveled by train.
train, I had to put a
I had baggage rack No. 6. So many wolves on the
sign on my baby's door. ."Please refrain from making nurse," My brother
Frank is coming out later... he's been signed to do additional dialog for
to the Coast just to
and
I
going
Joyce
are
true
that
It's
Aot
Harpq Maris.
to LA colump. Confidentially, Joyce has
get our names la Vabieiy's
been called o«t to complete the "Life Story" series. Like Jolson's, Cole
I." Felt so happy,
and
"The
called
Egg
to
be
It's
Kern's.
Porter's snd

14.

.

Very heavy business at the boxGovernment fiscal

>ix Stqiiii

office during the

ifgnals

.

year beginning July 1, 1947, is lore-1 Continued from pa.g« 1 aSSS
cast; on the basis of the President's
budget message to Congress last and most believe these two factors
towards good business witt be forthFriday (10),
coming.
rehas
While President Truman
President Truman himself warned
quested Congress to continue the
NY
wartime excise rates after their ex-„ last weefc that consumer savings had
June 30 aext— the dwindle**** P»«W# Mi6ls and were
piration date
were
no lorigei able to'toster the high
budget estimates of receipts
that
services
and
Here I Gome". ..until the wheels started
old
10%
goods
"California,
for
the
demands
singing
239thWEEK:i
i started
based on the return to
'
mean continued business
clicking "You better go back where you started from."
at the bbxoffice and 5% dn nitery would
report to
The Great Wit Way
check tabs. This was held to be an prosperity. In an economic
1947"
OP
out
"BLACKOUTS
pointed
President
the
wind there you'd think Bilbo was in
White
Congress,
so
much
the
Chicago...
in
Stopped off
indirect admission from
El Caipitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.
-on
most
prices
high
present
the
comthat
expect
town.
House that it "did not
"Wliy haven't the calendar people
had materially deUndierstand press agents may quit lianging around Hanson s. .the phone
pliance from the legislators, (Chances ^commodities
picked you up? You'll be bore for
calls are too rumorous to mention.
orihe'tax slish, skidded today (14) 'creased the purchasing price Of the years:"
£;03 S-iOPE,
Lew Parker says long before the fat shortage his girl Was saying, -No
when a GOP caucus nixed lifting of dollar, and that the public^ consesavings
into
its
digging
was
quently,
reduction
a
soap."
excise taxes in favor of
bolster its current income. "It is
Loved that scene in a recent English movie in which a seasick sailor,
in income tp rates. Further de- to
added,
Mr.Truman
assume,"
to
unsafe
when advised to head for the porthole, said, "Don't be silly. I only drink
tails on page I).
"that most American families stUl
sherry!"
The adpiissions tax estimate is have enough savings in hand to
Dining room dig: She's got a marvelous perso-nitl-ity.
i20,100i000 for the nitery nick at 5%;
supplemen' current income for any
When Stubby Kaye saw a hated enemy munching a frankfurter, he.
and $215,800,000 for the 10% levy on con.siderable length of time."
quipped, "Ah, another example of dog eat dog."
ticket sales, or a total of $235,000,000.
'47
No Truth tA tbe Biuaor
echoed
President's
words
With the
•fhe estimate for fiscal 1947, already
officials,
film
That Hoagy Carmichael's next song will be called "Old Pot Cheese
more than half as much in the next by other Govei:nraent
Moon"... That Nan Blakstone has just been signed for Jhe singing lead in
industry observers believe the sitWashington, Jan. 14.
fiscal year, despite reduced rates,
intb
That
for Christmas Tom Breneman got a gift cerconsiderably
Time",..
might
cut
Pictures and televisioa appear set "Blossom
indicates a belief that attendance in uation
film grosses. The public has not had for good year in 1947, according to tificate to ^ohn Frederics.'. .That every day at sundown all 20th-century
theatres and nightclubs will be even
Tfhat Maxie Rosenbloom «nd|
a chance yet to satisfy the pent-up industrial forecasts just issued by Fox employees must bow toward Zanuck
heavier than at present
demand for many consumer goods the Department of Commerce.
Carrie Finnell will have their own breakfast program.*
Other Highlights
Hangnail Descriptions
impossible to get all during "the war.
\
Theatre receipts are expected to
the
price
cuts
On
..James
Barton's drunk routine:
in
of
any
discomfort.
highlights
Southern
With
few
signs
plight:
Bilbo's
Some other
continue high, and the sale of video
such articles as automobile^ refrig- receivers will be terrific, says the Stew-p^ndous.,. Henry Morgan: Blunder-full. Haul Reyes; Bumba one
budget requests:
they
etc.,
iuachines,
"Angle"
worm.
washing
erators,
conniver:
boy...liowdown
Department's report on industrial
Mr. Truman upped the request of
Observation Departmeiit
believe sustained purchase of these trends.
the Federal Communications Comarticles will necessarily take ilii toll
Understand with the prices Florida is getting this year., even the birds
In pictures, report stated:
missien to $9,000,000. It is getting
of the nation's boxofifice.
"Therie is a: trend to higher-cost, can't afford to fly south.
about $7,000,000 for the current fisViews
Scully's
hate
I
you, I hate you,.
hate
you,
Girl:
I
longer-playing films in Hollywood.
year. However, there appears
Sales chiefs, however, decry this
Boy: Guess that breaks up a beautiful friendships
chance that the economyIt is expected theatre receipts will
little
contrary to the facts hold pretty well to the peak year
Sign over a mid town bar: SKO ... Stagger Boom Only.
minded Congress will allow addi- belief as being
experithrough
already
established
crying
over there."
girl
at
that
"Loofc
levels of 1946. A new wrinkle will
-yonal tunds, to FCC,, no matter what
ence. Prewar 4epression illustrated, be the development of 16m theatres
"Yes, she's a mimic doing Belle Baker."
Bong the agency sings.
they point out, that the film business
Eggs
A sharp increase in the budget is always among the last major in- built in communities where no regu- Understand eight prospectiveBeriedt
musical airers in New York were forced
©t the Library of Congress motion dustries to feel the effects of a de- lar theatres exist. Thousands of small
to cancel their plans. .Ray Block was unavailable.
picture project is also asked. Mr. pression. Indicative Of their general communities exist which are expectmistakes that producer makes, he
"With
the
conversation:
Room
Cub
fruroaiJ recommended $370,000 for optimism is the view of William J. ed to support such small theatres.
toupee."
"Visual leducation- will get a boost should wear an eraser on his head instead of a
the new year. The Library wUl Scully, Universal-International veeStranger: "Pardon me, but how will I find the city morgue?"
spea* about $106,000 on this work pee over sales, Who declared that in 1947, with many firms actively enright, and drop dead!"
second
Comic:
'"Take
your
gaged in the commercial film field.
In the current fiscal year.
"the public must hive entertainment;
Street
statis: "That kind of music sends me. .collect."
52d
"Television is not expected to beThe. State Department funds for if people can't find money for other
Sally JoUnSfcy inst wrote » John L. Lewis song. .can only be played In
come a threat to pictures in 1947,
toformation and cultural purposes things, they can always find it for
but many major television problems a minor key.
r« somewhat uncertain since they entertainment."
My brother (tbe one who uses a heating pad for warm-ups) has no talent
have been, solved, and competition
are concealed here and there in the
There is still "plenty of money in
.he wsia born on the wrong side Of Undy's.
can be expected in a few years."
, overall department requests. How- circulation." Scully said, "and every*'
The, .:section on radio predicted
ever, they substantially exceed the body is' spending it. It's still true
that 250,000 or more television re$20,000,000 which Congress allowed that good pictures will always do
ceivers will be manufactured and
STRIKE
Pays $1§,35@,O0O
for the current period, H6re again' good business and, with aU signs
put on the market tliis year, comflje Congressional budgeteers ate fig- pointing to all companies making
BIZ
ured to prune sharply. The general better pictures, it's unlikely any pared with only the handful now out.
To i'wood on Rentals
.

.

.
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NEWS

Army

DENTS

PARIS AMUS.

belief is that Assistant Secretary of
State William Benton will get far
less than he is currently spending.
The recently revived Office of

business recession will hit the film

liaison with the picture and radio
industries for the administration, is
asking $538,750 for the next year.
The Department of Agriculture,
which does considerable iilm and radio work, is asking $67,400 for the
production of Aims, an increase of
about $8,000 over the current year,
and $42,100 for the distribution of
agricultural informatlMi by radio.
The money is entifely for the salaries involved.

slice,

"Distribution of the sets," said the
Paris, Jan. 14.
forecast, "will be limited by the
For U. S., Overseas
Film and legit grosses are being
areas having television coverage
•Washington, Jan. 14.
presently only six cities. However,
dented badly this week as a resalt
38 additional stations have been auThe Army has become ohe of of lack of newspaper advertising
thorized through FCC licehses and Hollywood's best customers in the
since last- Thursday (9).
are expected to get into operation in domestic and foreign markets. DurPress employees went on strike at
the near future.
ing the Government fiscal year end"The radio industry expects to hit ing June 30 last, the Arrny Motion that time, shutting down all the maan all-time high in 1947. It is ex- Picture Service paid American dis- jar Pairis dailies.
pected that about one-third of all tributors
which
of
$10,350,000
sets manufactured during the last about
for films
$7,000,000- was
three months of 1947 wUl be equip- screened at Army posts in this coun175li Bid
ped to receive
broadcasts. Pro- try and the rest was for the various Cugat
duction of
radios will fall 'o£E to overseas Army theatres,
make way for sefe having both
Argentine Picture
The overall figure would have
and
reception."
been higher except that the studios
Hollywood, Jan. 14.
contributed free 16m films to the
Xavier Cugat has been offered
armed forces during the war, and
payments for screenings abroad did $175,000 to take his band to Buenos
not begin until October, 1945. In ad- Aires and make a picture for
dition, films shown at Army posts AttiUo Mentasi, owner of Argenin Paitamit and Hawaii are not in- tina Sono Films,; Bid came as reDeal is pending by which Metro cluded
The industry sult of recent South American junket
in the totals.
would do a film biog of McClelland makes a separate deal and collects
of Jules Stein, board chairman ol
Barclay, famed painter of femmes,
separately with the Canal Depart- Music Corp. of America, which
who was killed in the Pacific dur- ment Motion Picture Service and the
handles Cugat. In addition to the
ing thie war while recording battles Middle Pacific- Motion Picture
coin, Mentasi reportedly is -willing
on canvas on assignment from the Service.
to cede to the batoneer U. S. disU. S. Navy.
tribution rights.
A. Newton Plummer, New York
Script of projected pic, written
printing exec, has acquired rights
Pact
by Hugo Fregonese, already has
to the biog from Barclay's family,

Pk

industry, at least during 1947." With
mirroring
costs
film
production
'

upped prices on most commodities,
Government Heports, which includes Scully predicted there: would be no

Stfuies

20%

Continued from page

I

in admission prices during the

coming year.
Depinet Optimistic
Challenging directly the cautious
words of economists,>Ned E. Depinet,
vice chairman of the RKO board
also voiced extreme optimism on

—

1947 boxoffice potentialities. Speak
ing at a year-end luncheon of
administrative and ex^c staffs at the

RKO

AM

Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., last
week, Depinet declared:

Cut
i

1

AM

"There is talk afield of a possible
bu.'^iness recession. I do not agree
with such prophesies. Luckily, business doesn't operate automatically,
Human effort plays the major role.
It wasn't just the generaUy good

i-G

to

FM

MAY DO

FM

For

PIC BIOG ®F

McCLELLAND" BARCLAY

cise bite— cause of amusement in- conditions that built up last year's
dustry is lost for the year, anyway, record. Good conditions helped just
Maintenance of the 20% bite will as poor conditions would hinder.
mean that many localities that But good or bad, the determining
have been sharpening their knives factor rests with us."
Tom J. Connors, 20th-Fox veepee
with the idea of Cutting off added
theatre taxes will have to turn else- over sales, predicted that 1947 would
P^^''^*™^
where. These localities had ex^«
of $165 000.000,000pected to move into the void and fix
admission taxes which would have $1™,(^00,000.000, so that the i^oxoffice
but be high." Twen^'^'S. can t help
replaced those of the federal govern
covern- ,..
^.
,.
^
,„,„
production
Imeup
for 1947,
ment. Belief in the trade is that at- ''f.'V^
a .budget of $45,000,-tempts to fasten local taps on top of ""^''t '?nl"
2P toP Pictures, is Ijeing emuthe 20',„ federal nick would be un- fOf
other
companies,
feasible a.s close to confiscatory.
'^J,':! means
which
the year should see a
record oiitput of top quality pictures:
Such conditions mean the national
WaaiIv
TTormon 'fah-aa
TV VVUy Xierindn
ld.H.Cb
boxoffice figures should be "better
j

j

!

al*o

i

,

and has been doing the negotiating

;

Hedy Asks
Washup
Due to Impending Birth

been forwarded to Cugat.

Possibility
bright,

leader accepting offer is
Los Angeles, Jan. 14.
in view of fact for some time he has
asked Superior
tour
Court for immediate abrogation of been plotting South American
with his band.
Harold Lloyil Asks
her player contract with Arnold
Pressburger o» the plea that she exFor 'Stolen' Prattfal! pects to bear a child this spring and
wants to be free from business
Red-Ted latlier
San Francisco, Jan. 14.
worries.
Is a prattl'sll art, and if it is art, is,
Apparently Ted Husing and Red
Connors
>y ''^l',^}''"^, "\
Pressburger, according to hi.s^ ataverred. He also declared that pic- it worth $400,000? That's what Har- torney, is in Europe and will not re- Barber just .can't keep out of each
other's hair.
tures would not 'suffer from an on- old Lloyd is asking from Universal turn until late in Match,
Judge
siaught of coii.sumer goods on the in a suit before the Ninth U. S, cir- Caryl M. Sheldon
iN. Y.l
Barber folded his
set May I2 as the
market, claiming pictures are a ne- cuit court of appeals for using one date of the hearing.
Office to talce over Husings spot a*
cessity and do not compete with of bis copyrighted comedy sequences
CBS, with. Husing movmg into WHN
jin a 1942 film titled "So's Your
other articles.
as its marathon "Bandstand" di.*
Robert Mochrie, RKO veepee over Uncle.''
jockey.
But Barber's identification
Both Univcr.sal and Lloyd are apdomestic distribution, predicted the
-with
continues this summer
public would shop more for pictures pealing a lower court decision which
wifli his Old Gold-sponsored DoddLos Angeles. Jan. 14.
than it did in 1946 but believed it awarded the comedian $40,000 for
Superior Court issued a bench ers: ballcasts, from Ebbel.s Fieldwould spend just as much. Box- infringement of copyright. Lloyd's warrant for the arrest of Sally Rand, And if game time stretches beyond
office level should not vary more I attorney. Harold A. Fendler, asked fan
dancer, because of her failure the 5 p.m. period, when Husiiig lakes
than one or two percentage points in the court to "inove the decimal point to answer
a summons involving a over "Bandstand," latter inu.'^t foreither direction from the record- over one place'" to boost the award
judgment foi' iS,543.
feit the time in favor of Barber.
shattering 1946 standards, he said, jto $400,000.
Defendant's attorneys
Judgment was obtained in 1943 by .If game ^oes beyond 5:30. Barber
adding that busiiie.s.s in subsequent couritcred with claims that Lloyd's Mrs. Olive I.
Kephart, vflM* declai;^ gets a swilchoff, and Husing wm
years would follow the general ecos comedy was .slap.stiek atid-tljus pub- she banltroUed
the danser in a st^ge give the inning-by-inhing scores o"
nomic condition of the country.
lie domain, not gfenuine drama.
,,'
venture.
"Bandstand,"
I

,

of

with Metro.

,

1

Hedy

Lamarr

i
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|

;

.

.

j
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Disk. Jockey Chore

trkii,«..^:i^ -r™* M
Hollywood.
Jan. M.
woody Herman has turned to parttime disk jockeying.
Starts once
weekly stint on Sat. (18) vice Al Jarvis on KLAC.
Deal is for moola,
though admittedly his platter-spinning .stipend is not commensurate
with lu's bandstand-earning capaci-

;

;

WHN

!

!

WHN

,

i

tie*--.

t

The
.

clarinetist,

who broke up

his

orch in the east just before the Yule,
decided to take to disk jockeying
initead of reforming a crew here
this month after medicos advised

him

to lay off for at least eight

{

|

i

more

.weeks and pick up some of the
odd pounds be is under weight.

,

:
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INDUSTRY'
DOS

UA, in Ii$al Maneuver, Offers

Duel' INsbibution-But
In the midst of its bitter legal
battle with David O. SeUnick, United
Artiste is reliably reported to have
tendered' an offer to the producer
last week to handle bis "Duel la the
It was no Indication of a
Sun."

Is

HIOOD

IID NIX

Up

MM

Bndied

-t
'

li Rx Dne

to

on

MPFA

Board

:

lap

S7

Film buyers in the first quarter of
1947 will have sotne 98-100 newly released pix available to stock' their
screens. With
all
the companies
shaping plans to distribute that total,
releasing tempo of '46, in which
some 405 films hit the theatres, will
carry over for the initial three
months oi the new year. Of the number, the eight majors are currently
planning the rplease of 65-67 pix and
the three minors, plus Eagle-Lion,
the balance of 33 films.
Added to these pix are some .strong
or potentially strong b.o.
draws
currently in pre-rc-loase and firstrun situations but not included in,
the first-quarter total. Amohg these
are such top-drawer films as "Best
Years of Our Lives," "It's a Wonder,
ful Lil'c." "Till the Clouds Roll By,"
"Duel in the Sun," "Razor's Edge''
'

'

•

Selznick Plans

and "Blue Skies."
Pix

:

day (Tuesday).

1

in

the original resolution of partners
Mary Pickford and Charles Chaplin
to oust Selznick from his one-lhiid
partnership in the company. It was

Every 2 Years

Sharp retort of Joyce
MPA prexy Eric Johnston's
to

Assistant

Secretary

O'Hara,
assistant,

'

Follow Metro

State

of

David O. Selznicks plans are to William H, Benton's remarks re
picture himself every Hollywood,
keys
industry's
the
two years, but he will serve as exec official position in rejecting the
producer on six Or seven films eacli Dept.'s original distribution plea.
when legal action was decided on .season to be turned out by a stable O'Hara branded the Government's
to cancel DOS's releasing agreernent of producers at his Vanguard Stu:(Continaed on pkge 12)"
and cut him off from his stock own- dios, Paul MacNamara, Selznick
ership.;
Since that time thiB pro- pubi'ad chief, said in New york last
ducer has B»Seii setting
his own week.
MacNamara: disclosed; that
two more producers Sifill be added
(Gbntiniied on page 27^

'

Story":

make only one

later part of the board's resolution

:

:

to the present staff, Whicii ihcludes

Eyssell Gripe

David Hempstead, Alfred Hitchcock
and Allan Scott. One of the producer.? ma; come from RKO in the
deal by which Dore Schary was re-

Oe

Bleeding Pig Cues
^Yearling' Swilcli

duction.

Mason-Korda

by

Eyssell

in

"Yearling" and thereupon amputated
in the prints heading for the Music
Hall depicted a bear badly mauling
a pig on a farm. The MH's director
hewed to the showcase's policy o£

eschewing

gory details, and since
the pig is lensed bleeding a bright
Technicolor red, the
taboo was
applied
and accepted by; M-G

MH

toppei's.

axing

EysiicU's

"Clouds"

of

forth plenty .of squawks
from Metro's studio execs and for a
while cast doubt on whether the
film would open at the Music Hall.
His nix on the bleeding pig, however, convinced M-G toppers that
the scene was n.s.g. Consequently,
it was dropped on some 200 prints
being readied at the Technicolor
plant. On the 90 or so already in
the can, consideration of costs forestalled revamping and those will
be distributed—pig and all.

brought

mmm

to end aeii
RECOUPING NEXT WEEI

Washington, Jan. 14.
Eric Johnston is continuing his
stay in Phoenix, Ariz., until the end
o£ this week. It's uncertain as to
whether or not the. Motion Picture
Assn. proz will go to Hollywood
early next week, but he's, set to return to New York, with a stopover
in Chicago, by next Thursday (23)
or Friday.
Johnston has been recuperating in
Phoenix from the attack of pneumonia he suffered during his recent
trip to England. Gerald Mayer, in
charge

MPA.

of

foreign

will

awaiting
ston's

remain

the

for the
the Coast
of John-

affairs

on

possibility

meeting him there

neict

week

for joint discussions with studio toppers.."

Deal

Stiff

Curbs

Washington, Jan.
Deal to stave off the stiff

.

With Technicolor now said to be
Metro's Technicolor opus, "The
Yearling," is going to make the U. S. working at 60% of capacity, despite
theatre rounds in .two .different the strike, MacNamara said Selznick
versions as a riestilt of a last-minute is counting on receiving 75 prints of
renovation.
The change in' the '•Duel in the Sun" by Feb. 22. Thus,
finished work was wrought on the he stated, the new Selznick Rieleasinsistence of Gus Eyssell, managing
(Continued on page 21)
director of Radio City Music Hall,
who only recently stirred a tempest
at M-G by demanding and getting a
Pact
Sizeable cut in playing time of
Metro's musical^ "Till the Clouds
Roll By."
Gives Actor Profit
nixed

NiDs

company by Selznick
few weeks ago to head its pro-

Hollywood, Jan. 14.
First of the studios to clamp down
on
production
expenses.
Metro,
which lopped off an estimated $9,000,000 a year, has been followed by
other lots though with less publicity
about the axe Wielding.
,
At Paramount, 20th-Fox and Warners the loppage for 1947 will be
about $4,000,000 each.
RKO and

leased to that
a

Sequence

UMrendi

Share Pins Guarantee
Two-picture deal made by James
Ma.son last week with Sir Alexander
Korda gives the British star a profit
participation in the films plus a
guarantee and is said to be "in all

1

Universal-International
are
using
the scalpel for around $2,000,000
each, and Cc^umbia and United Artists are whittling approximately $1,-

14.

new

film regulations which were protested last week by Harold X. Smith,
Paris rep of Motion Picture A^n.,

500,000 apiece.

Sales

has been worked out by U. S. embassy there, the State Department
announced here last hight (13).

staffers;

.:

meanwhile,

Hollywood, Jan. 14,
Studio meetings will be held at

England

film

Another Retrenchment

uj)

is

be semi-anhual

tb

Metro prexy Nicholas M> Schenck
was slated to arrive on the Coast
yesterday

(Tuesday)

out from

the homeofftce

after training

Saturday

TmclG Mark Registered

FOrxDKD BY SIMB SILVERStAN
I'nblistieil

(11).

Weekly by VAR115TV, Inc.

Kid Kilvennan, President

Since Schenck returned from the
Coast le.ss than a month ago, his
current trip was considered unusual.
iWetro homeoflice execs declined ;to
comment oh reasOhs for his going,
but it's believed probable he'll huddle further witii Louis B. Mayer
and other studio execs, regarding

'

:

<

announced retrenchment in
production costs and the lineup for
M-G's

the 1947 production program.

through a series of per.sonal appearSchenck announced following .his
The Mason films may be made ances and press interviews.
return from his last Coast trip that
Conceding that the n.s.g. grosses Metro would slice its number of picHollywood or London,
either in
since the contract states they are on "Life'' in N, Y. were due to a tures to 24 from the 31 it turned out
publicity
campaign, the last year.
to be produced in the country "most stagnant
department
of
RKO,
convenient to the star and produc- flackery
er."
No stoi'y has been definitely through which the film is being redecided on yet for the initial film, leased, claims it was hampered in

I.";!

New York

VVe.st 4Ctli St.,

Coplea

.Sinjtlis

I

MacKenna, Vetlugin

its
plans through inability to get
Stewart and Capra to N. Y. in time
for the opening. Fact that both the
star and producer have been off the
.screen .so long during their Army
stints has alsp militated against the

Hollywood. Jan,
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Kenneth MacKenna, in association
On Video—Goldwyn film's early bbxofflice; success, since with Voldemar Vetlugin, move.s
into berth of story department head
a large part of the potential audiChicago, Jan. 14,
vacated by William Fadiman at
have
to
seems
apparently,
ence,
Stopping between trains in ChiMetro's story department.
cago,
Sam Goldwyii called: "im- more or less forgotten them.
MacKenna, who was stor,y head
possible" ^ny prosspect for having
for five year.s prior to going to war.
Hollywood-produced featureS-ahown
'WOLF'
just returned from London, where
TRAPS
PASTEKNAK
on television.
he
organized .story department for
Hollywood, Jan. 14.
He added that a producer would
Metro handed Joe Pastcrnalc pro- Metro's new Lcmdon studios,
have to get at least $2-3,000.000 for
FadimSin had been at Metro 13
the shigle airing to get his money ducer reins on "Daddy Is a Wolf,"
years, understood iE'adiman will reback since the pic would be vir- slated for an early starl;.
Picture, based on a script by turn .to Hollywood from New York
tually a dead item afterward, and
no sponsor could spend that kind of Franz Molnar, will be filmed in within the mbnlK to announce; a
new major studio afQliatibn.
money.
Technicolor.

N. Y.

$11
2S Cents

«^^^"

Vol, 165

Milton Berie,:.

.

Replace Fadiman at 1-G

19,

SL'rfKURU'TION'
Foreign
510

Annu.il

break-in tour.

Costs Too High for Pix

af-

called by Ginsberg. European
situation is to be thoroughly
as
well
as completed

threshed
product.

Huddle on the Coast

the regulation

CAPRA-STEWART DUE
TO PLUG LAGGING 'UFE'

but several are being negotiated for.

chief

for Great Britain; George Weltnor,
Paramount International prexy, and
Alan Jackson, N6»,f York story editor, are in contingent due here.
fair

Nick Schenck In

production

with

Meeting

'See

respects comparable financially to
the arrangements Korda has with
first-rank Hollywood player.s." British producer has pacts with Cary
Grant. Paulette Goddard and Orson
Welles.
Frank C!apra, producer-director of
Mason's services won't be required
by Korda before next fall, at the Liberty Fllins' "It's a Wonderful
earliest,
since pix in vyhich the Life," is, slated to arrive in New
the
Coast
today
from
American stars are scheduled to ap- York
Wednesday), to be followed next
pear are slated for production this
Meantime, Monday (20) by James Stewart, the
summer.
.spring
aiid
Ma.son and his wife. Pamela Kellino, pic's male lead. Duo will attempt
Broadway-legiter, to bolster the faltering biz being
a
will star in
•"Bathsheba," which is set to come done by the film during its current
Globe
into New York in mid-March, after N, Y. preem run at the
a

EASTERN, BRIT. EXECS^

Henry Ginsberg;
Adolph Zukor,
Frank Farley, London studio rep;
Barney Balaban, Russell Holman,
James E. Perkins, managing director

000,090.

S. backlog
and to withilraw
that the two min(Continued oii ftaige 21)

used

GINSBERG CALLS MEET OF

appeal

to rebuild the audience
to approximately the spot
it was in 1930, when the cash
customers .registered an all-time
high of 110,000,000. The nearest approach to that figure was in 1944,
when the attendance reached 97,-

regulation Until the U,

"Temptation'^

phenagUng

'

of pix is

Universal's

and "Song of Scheherazade"! 2(jth's
"13 Rue Madeleine"; Warners' "Humoresque"; Metro's "The Yearling";
RKO's "Sinbad the Sailor"; Parar
mount's "California" and United
Arti.sts' "Fabulous Dorseys."
Columbia tops the majors on number of films: to be released with 13
features plus fo(ir oaters oh the way.
(Continued on page 27)

Paramount starting week of Jan. 27
are for company he?ids from east and

where

Smith attacked new regulations
which would have forbidden the
dubbing of American pix more than
two years old, and which would
have required the French ministries
of finance and of national economy
to approve dubbing licenses.
Word received from the embassy
discloses
that the French
have
agreed to postpone the dubbing

set lor release also include a

cluster of double A films from almost all major studios. Promising
hvavy groSst's for both theatres and
distribs are Columbia's "The Jolson

light.

Refusal to distribute the $5,500,000

«pus was one of the key points

'

Releap,, Others Set for 33

Hollywood, Jan.

v*is elected to the

.

.

in 1st Quartff

Of 1947 fit Buyers; 8 Major firms:

Washington, Jan, 14.
Thumbs-down stance on a State
Dept. plea that the Motion Picture
14,
board Export Assn. throw its distribution
of Assn. of Motion Picture Pro- facilities in 13 countries in support
reapprochmeht, however, but a leCagney, Saroyan Huddle
ducers,' supplanting Cliff Work, who of the Government's cultural picgal maneuver dictated by John W.
resigned.
Letter of appreciation ture program is behind the hard
James Cagncy has been in New
Davis' law firm in its agreement to
was voted by the board to be sent words currently passing between York during the past week huddling
handle the case against Selzniclc for
U. S. officialdom and the Motion with William Saroyan on screen
Work for his services.
UA.
Picture
Assn,
As
ConSei^uence
of
a
treatment of "Time of Your Life,"
At the same time, board voted
Distrib, in making the offer, was
this impublicized rejection, made sev- Saroyan'S play to which Cagney and
$150,000 for start of a technological
virtually certain it would be turned
eral months ago and still in effect, his brother, Williani, recently purprograni
Which AMPP
down—as it was. Davis' outfit, Davis, research
the State Dept. has been Gompelled chased screen rights. Cagney spent
& head Byron/ Price stated would to operate on its own, using far less the weekend at Saroyan's home at
Sunderland
Wardwell,
Polk,
"provide means for blueprinting"
Kiendl, in recommending that UA
Millneck, L. I., discussing the treatprogram of industry-wide tecli- adequate embassy facilities.
"tender performance" of its contract
Government sentiments have boon ment and yesterday (Tuesday) went
nol'v'cal research with hopes that
with Selzniclc, followed earlier, irec-.
eVfeatually
independent producers rubbed raw by the outright nix, but to Maine to visit friends for a week.
ommendations along the same line by
Cagney will return to New York
will
participate fully.
Y. Frank the lid was clamped on hot words
Edwaf d C. Raftery, UA prexy. ConFreeman will be in charge of com- until last week while the State's and then to the Coast next week, actention was that the offer would
diplomats: sought unsuccessfully to cording to-present plans.
"Life"
As a mittee which administers fund.
greatly strengthen UA's case.
pry MPEA loosfe firorn its bejiritigs. will be the initial film to be made by
result, the board, at its meeting Jan.
Outburst of the tiff is the tipoffi the Cagney s at their new headadopted a resolution to inform
6,
that Government officials now con- quarters in
the General Service
Selznick U was ready to handle
They have pilshed back
sider their efforts as hopeless and Studios.
"Duel" and furtherr discussed the
are therefore determined to swing "Stray Lamb" and .''Libn in the
jsituation at a board meeting yestertheir punches in the public spot- Streets."
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Few

DOS Inks CoL McCarthy

(jrcmts Intent on Cdlections
Drive; Winchell's

For Pofio

Rap

Joimston

members taking audience

.

collections
Washington, Jan. 24.
for the various charity drives durWilliam Wells, former motion picing the year, only a few circuits ture specialist for UNRRA, has behave signified intentions of passing come film consultant for the Na-.
plates for the March of Dimes cam- tional Committee on Atomic Inforpaign, which te0s pft Jan. 24. Most mation. Committee already has one
of the major aJSliated clixiiits-have pic, "One World or None," ready to
ruled out audience collections, with distribute. I^ie picture was made
Paramount deciding to let its in- by Phil Ragen and distribution is
dividual circuit operators decide on being handled by Sherman-Price.
whether or not to pass the plates..
The committee will work on both
Pointing up the touchy aspects of the theatrical and non-theatrical
film levels.

FDR Fix

Before

Making Dninnent

were "phonies."

MOD

Seen Broken

Despite the paucity of theatres
that will take collections, almost
every theatre in the country is extrailer,
pected to run the
which is again being distributed this
year by National Screen Service.

MOD

feet.

mr

Joseph Hazen, Hal Wallis Producslated to leave for
the Coast Friday (17) to see a rough
cut of the latest Wallis film, "Desert
FUi:y." He'U stay on the Coast two
or three weeks before returning to
the homeoffice in preparation for a
trip to England April 9. where he'll
set final plans for the filming of the
first Wallis pic in London, "For Her
to See.
is

Even Russian films have been
making marked gains in the South-

ican Railroads, it charged that the
roads enter into- collusion to preWashington, Jan, 14,
vent any screenings of pix on trains.
HoUywood'a export business faces!
Obviously the boys are going to have
a possible threat from the desire of
to
meet the coinpetiUon of the
segments of the new Congress to
c & o.
ditch the New Deal's reciprocal
One interesting angle is just how trade treaties and restore the
old
far Hollywood will want to go along.
protective high tariffs. While these
Some companies are reported urg- high
tariffs would be for the benefit
ing caution. They fear possible exother industries than pictures, pix
hibitor complaints if pix are screened Of
would indtreetly suffer from the acaboard trains before being shown in
shift in U. S. commercial
many theatres in the territories tion.
policy toward higher tariffs may well
through which the trains will pass.
stampede the rest of the world simi-

A

Question of what this will

Clearances will have to be
,

ened

mean

to
straight-

out.

It is noteworthy that shortly after
the C & O put pictures on its Cincinnati run, the Baltimore and Ohio
R.R. came up with an all-new train
on the same run featuring radio.
Each car of the new streamliner,
"Cincinnatian,"
is
equipped with
loudspeakers hooked together by
wires running the length of the
train. Thus a radio receiver on the
tram will be cut into all the cars.
The radio programs may be cut
out and the equipment used to carry
announcements by the conductor.
.

20lli

hd hj Couple

For2@0G on

Basis Of

|

;

no need

DICKER EXOLUSiyE PACT
Hollywood, Jan.

14.

Talks are going on this week look"
toward renegotiation of composer David Rose's pact with 20thFox, He currently has a one-picture-a-year deal, with three years to
go on it.
If present negotiations
work out, Rose will shift over to an
exclusive 20th contract.
Attorney Arnold Grant, in from
New York, is repping Eose in the
talks. Grant is alio working on a
deal for Orson Welles, to follow his

efforts

will

certainly

the tariff situation.

UNITED APPEAL REPORTS

commitment to make "Salome" for
Sir Alexander Korda in England
this spring.
Welles has no deals
Hollywood, Jan. 14.
Annual United Appeal announced set beyond that. He wants a procontributions of $756,673 by 14,107 ducer-actor or direCtOr-actor pact.
donors in its fourth report. Of this

7506 IN CONTRIBUTIONS

amount,

studio

workmen

Joins 20th-Fox

donated

Pub-Ad

Ulric Bell,- former deputy direcwhile 20th-Pox led the mawith $129,419.
tor of OWI in Hollywood, has been
M. C. Levee, campaign chairman, named to head up a special 20th-Fox
declared the amount exceeded last publicity research unit.
year's fourth report by $161,067.
He'll headquarter in N. Y.

$316,558,
jor lots

L. A. to N. Y,
Spencer Austrian

Anne Baxter

Cedric Hardwicke
Edith Head
Mark Hellinger

Curtis Bernhardt

John Hodiak

Harry Burns
Mrs. Eddie Cantor
Frank Capra

Eric Johnston
Jesse ill. La.«ky

Gail Davis
Fred Finklehoffe
James A. FitzPatrick

William Less

Ted Baumfeld

'

v

Gerald, r layer

Prank Morgan
Jimmy Mulcay
Donald Nelson
Dudley Nichols

William Flannery
Victor Francen
Frances Gifford
Alan Gundelfinger
Steve Hannagan

O Shea

Michael

Erman

Vera Ralston
G. Robinson
Olga San Juan

Edward

Joe Schosnfeld
Steve Sekely
Arthur Sheekm an
George tevens

Lou Levy

i

Pesisis

Gloria Stuart

Franchot Tone
Lenore Ulric
Anthony Veiller

Murvyn Vye

Max Weinberg
Virginia Wellej
Herbert Yates

|

N. Y. to L. A.

'

studios May 12. Hazen claims Rank
has no financial interest in the picture, which is budgeted at $2,500,000,
though report.s from London declare

,

,

Rank

will share heavily in the film
for allowing Wallis the use of Miss
Todd, his studio and equipment.

credit in Massachusetts until

"Anna

and the King of Siam" came along.

Brulatour Head to Coast
"Desert Fury,'' according to Hazen
NOVELLO AIDE 'BETTEIf
scheduled as the next
Hollywood, Jan. 14.
Hollywood, Jan. 14.
Wallis film for Paramount release
William J.. German, new president
I.
-i
.1. u ,,
J,..,
but it may be held up because of the
^
Lloyd' Williams is reported in "a
J.
Brulatour,
Inc., arrived
Technicolor print shortage.
If..:so.
f^.
little better condition" at ^,„„„
Cedars of
Par may release "I Walk Alone," Hollywood for his first visit since Lebanon following stroke "FridtVy
another Wallis picture already com- he became chief of the organization. ijo) aboard the Superehi'ef enroute
pleted, before "Fury."
Hazen deWliile in town for two weeks Ger- to Hollywood,
Wallis
clared
that
Productions ^an will huddle with his local
Veteran-.secretary
companion to
.staff
planned no mcrea.se in its number of
1^'"'" Novello, British actor-producer„
,i,„.a.rp
.on,t-„.tirt„ of a
new stoiage
^'^^ construction
films for 1947. making only the three
^ ^ .^^
called for in its release contract with warehouse for film on Santa Monica taiiic aboard train from AVinsiow,
•
Bar*"
iblvd.
Arizona, until arrival here.

Neil

Agnew

Louis

Geraldine Fitzgerald

Hyman

Lee Kelson
Bob Ke.r
Harry Kosiner
Arthur .t. Krim

Jean Dalrymple
George Evans
Larry Finley
Maxwell H. Geffen
Samuel Goldwyn
Hal Home

Milton Kusell
Carole Landis
Paul Le .Pere

is tentatively
i.

Is

ing

is

along,

South Americaj there

COMPOSER ROSE, 20TH

be made to turn back the clock on

m

,

in

for the mass turnover of films characteristic of the U. S., and a few
pictures can readily load the market.
In this way, if British films continue
to increase in popularity, they can
virtually take over the South Ameri^
can theatres with a relatively few
quality films.

The same opinion has been expressed
within the past couple of weeks by

moves

'Anna-Siam' Incidents

;

large scale, will be an unknown
quantity. Exhibs point out that,
because there aren't a lot of theatres

Films, already hit by numerous
special restrictions, is seen being
hurt worse than ever. They would
be one of the things against which
Ihe barriers would be raised in other
sections of the world' with' little delay, aver opponents of the idea.
Rep. Harold Knutson (R., Minn.),
chairman of the new Ways and
Means Committee, which originates
tax and tariff legislation, is a strong
believer of the old ways and has
expressed the opinions that the nation should get back to high tariffs.

expected to be done
along these lines in the opening days
of
Congress but, as the session

'

Ray

'

larly.

Nothing

still

not generally popular, largely bocause of the blatant propaganda
pitch characteristic of all their product. "Girl 217" was well received in.
Chile and Argentina, but marked the
first Soviet production to show good
attendance.
C
Spanish fiili^ producers announced
ah ambitious production schedule for
1946-47, but have failed completely
to live up to their promises, according to the exhibs, so that their
pictures, when they do appear on a

other midwesterners.

that Ingrid Bergman-Cary Grant ^' °- leonowens died m Siam at a
age (being immarried).
drama would go into the Stanley in- T'''
9^
whereas in truth and in tact he lived
!st^d"on Jan
to become a very successful and
Editors were notified early last
London and
week that situation hadn't been reputable merchant
other countries. In fact, he died in
changed, so they went to town again
on art work and release blurbs, only 1919."
According to the plaintiffs, Louis
to be told short time before sched
was married to Isabelle Caroline
uled opening that picture was being
Knox and they had two children,
pushed back a week because of inone of whom was Mrs. Monahan.
sistcnce from N. Y. headquarters
She claims the implications are that
that a WB movie, "The Time, The
Louis was never married, hence
Place and The Girl," be held over at
l„„^x^,v,.,^„
"."^^ eiJ'ad legitimate children, hence
Stanley.
That brought some more she, Mrs.
Monahan, is illegitimate.
ridicule on Warners in the columns.
Mr; and Mrs. Monahan, still re
Now the gag is that the papers siding
in; Ireland, aver they were
P<^r«ons of good 'name
fame and
^'^\'^„::^'!^ZJ^''^j:''"
such
a picture as "Notorious,

Milland and Ann Todd and based on
an unpublished novel by Joseph
Shearing, is .slated to go before the
cameras at J. Arthur Rank's Denham

ern countries, although they are

Eiprt Ihrea

-

:

starring

Argentina, where anti-U.S. feeling
has been growing since the end of
the war, has been the leading country in the trend.

ex-

WB

film,

HAZEMDEiiSMflK

London production,

are

to be used also on other
trains of the line.
Thjs is expected' to break the "no
pix" de^l of the railroads. In the
anti-trust suit, which the government filed agamst the Assn. of Amer-

Pittsburgh Notoriety Monahan

lections.

1

cordingly.

scripted the picture.

French and British product offer
He's slated to leave New York for the greatest threat to American film
England at the •nd of February to supremacy, say the exhibs, with
British in particular grossing very
set the opening in London.
well. "Seventh Veil" has been running for almost siai months in Buenos
Aires at top b.o., whUe "Madonna'
o| the Seven Moons" and "Man in;
Grey" are doing equally as well.

Boston, Jan; 14.
Damages of $20^000 are being
sought in Federal court by Richard
and Anna Harriet Lebnowens Monahan, both Canadians livPittsburgh, Jan. 14.
Warner Bros, theatre execs here ing temporarily in Tipperary, Eire,
have been taking a drubbing lately in a civil suit brought against 20thon the drama pages as a result of the, Fox Film Corp. for what they claim
booking vagaries on "Notorious,", are damaging incJaenxs in "Anna and
which is still to be shown hero al- the King of Siam."
Each plaintiff seeks $100;bOO and
though 'it's played every other key
city in the country months ago. costs on the basis of being "wellThe suit
Month ago,
officials announced known in Massachusetts."
claims
that the picture, which made
picture would go into the Warner,
converting that house from move- a high place on the best pix of the.
over to a first-run site, on Christmas year lists, depicts "falsely" a portion
of
the
life
of
Anna
Harriette
Day. It got a big fanfare on the
Leonowens, grandmother of Mrs.
news.
Just a couple of days before sched- Monahan, and of her father, Louis
uled inaugural, and after film edi- T. G. Leonowens, during their resitors had gone, all-out on "Notorious," dence in Siam.
Papers read that "the picture
Warners admitted announcement had
maliciou.sly,
scandalou.sly
been premature, that Warner would falsely,
and defamingly depicts that Louis
keep its status for the present and „
,
r<
r-

interest in the drive, the motion picture division has announced
a list of exhib prizes for top col-

hypo

HAS MEiisT

and

&

and

Washington,

Latin-American film market, previously undisputed territory
for
\J.
product, is being invaded by
European producers, according to a

A

Gap

am

Belief in Washington is that motion pictures on railroad trains are
here to stay as a result of the recent
successful demonstration put on by
the Chesapeake
Ohio R.R. and
Universal pix, on a Washington to
Cincinnati run.
Films are now a
regular feature of the C
O's

the Kallet chain, an indie outfit in to be fired at FDR when the band
hit the 16th bar of "The Starupstate N. Y. In' addition, the Mc(Continued on page 27)
CoUum circuit in Hoopeston, HI.,
and the Community, circuit in Cleveland will also take collections. To 'Notorious' Achieves

Greer Garson stars in the
which runs approximately 300

UA

Albert Lewin, co-producei; with group of South American exhibs.
American films ar« losing ground to
David Loew of "Bel Ami," arrives
European pictures, they say, becau.se
VrvAmsAay (22) South American thought is
in myf i^Qtii
more
for tallM With ItfaW^^^
olpsely allied with European than
tributlon and publicity-advertising with North American, and their
plans for the film. Lewin directed tastes in imotlon pictures run ac-

RRloPix'Deal

George

In answer to the commentator's
With the late President Roosevelt
accusations, however, Robert Coyne,
ATA executive secretary, declared figuring in three feature films about
that Winchell had apparently been to be released, Elliott Roosevelt de"misinformed." ATA directorate re- clared Monday (13) that the family
solved last Nov: 19, he pointed out, was taking no general stance on the
to oiBfer wholehearted cooperation to question of depiction of PDR in ilmS,
all charity drives by providing free He'll "talk only about specific cases
use of their screens for trailers, as they come up," Roosevelt said.
FDR's son denied reports he had
their lobbies for displays, etc., hut
had not recommended audience col- made a protest concerning newsreel
lections in light of audience an- shots of the late President in "The
Moreover, 16th Bar" (nee "Teheran"). Film,
tipathy to the system.
Coyne declared, the ATA had de- shot in English in Italy- by British
cided plate-passing was unscien- producer Stephen Pallos, is being
distributed in this country by George
tific, since many individuals could
J. Sehaefer, former RKO and United
get away with dropping a dime or a
Ai'tists topper.
iquajrter into a plate, whereis they
FDR's son said he had never heard
would donate much inore throiigh
of the film and opined that reports
personal contact.
of family objections were invented
ATA recommended, Coyne re- for publicity purposes. Meantime,
cplled, that all member theatres con- two other films are being readied for
duct a single collection in 1947, release. One is Metro's~"The Beginwhich would serve jointly both the ning or the End," in wliich FDR is
Basil portrayed by vet actor Godfrey
and the Red Cross.
O'Connor, Red Cross national direc- Tearle; the other is a documentary,
tor, declined to participate in such "The Roosevelt Story," being coma setup, however, and nothing fur- piled from newsreel clips for genther has been decided on the sit- eral distribution.
uation.
"The 16th Bar" is^ a thriller built
Latest circuits to announce audi- around the attempt on the President's
ence collections for the MOD, mean- life at the Big Three huddle in Tewhile, include the .Comerford chain, heran. It takes its title from tlie ala Par partner in Pennsylvania, and leged fact that the crucial shot was

tions prexy,

f

Lewln's

Price last February,

pected

cuit operators, Winchell wound up
statement with the charge the opera-

tors

1.

under General Marshall during

&

Roosevelts Await

iMg Ground in South America

McCarthy served on the general

"

the negative ruling on audience collections, Walter Winchell accused
the affiliated chains in his broadcast
last Sunday (12) night of reneging
on a promise they'd made to the late
President Roosevelt of continuing
their whplehearted cooperation with
the National Poundation for Infantile Paralysis (MOD) drive. After a
lengthy harangue against the cir-

S.

To European Produc(»$, Say Exhibs

executive assist-

the war and moved to Hollywood as
public relations counsel under Byron

Joins Atomic Group

its

office, as

ant, starting Feb.
staff

Apparently following through on-*
the policy adopted last fall by the

American Theatres Assn. against

.

HoUywood, Jan. 14.
David O. Selznick signed Col,
Frank McCarthy, currently with the

I
'

'

...m

Paul MacNamara
Timmift Rogers
Alfredo Salmaggi

Edward

Schellliom
Nicholas Mi Schneck
Lionel Toll

N. Y. to Europe
Louis

Hyman

Sam

Siritzky

i

j

Europe

I

1

i

;

Jean Webster Brough
Francis Farley

'

;

I

I

Ian Fleming

Pamela Fitzgerald
John Oielgud
Grisdela Harvey

to N. Y.

Theresa Helburn

I

,

;

I

Pedcrico Liowe
Walter Lurie

,

,

Monckton Hoffe
Lawrence Langner
Claire Luce
J. W. McAlpine

Michael Redgrave
Trudi Schoop
Betty Sr.'itii
Maggie Tcy le
Richard Wright

'

'Oudaw In
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DaHas Day-Date Nabes

For Re(»rd Biz After Interstate s Nix
Dallas, Jan. 14.

Distribs and exhibs throughout
tha country were watching with
in light of
tremenflous interest
product shortages and the recent

Vet Forums

—

court decree—Howard Hughes' ex-

periment here in opening this muchdisputed "Outlaw" in 21 neighborhood houses simultaneously last Friday <10), rather than giving it a
downtown first-run. Results were

Series of open forums for film in-

dustry leaders, critics and educators
to air their differences of opinion
before the public is being initiated
by the Motion Picture Chapter,
American Veterans Committee. First
of the verbal fisticuffs is set for Jan.
22, with Bosley Growther, critic for
the New York Times;- Frank Quinn,
Daily Mirror critics; Father McCl'afferty of the Legion of Decency; and
a motion picture exec, to be an-

nothing short of phenomenal with
an aggregate gross of $54,764 for
Friday-Saturday-Sunday. Closest a
(minus stageshowr) v ever
picture
tame previously to hitting thtit iiiark,
nounced
was $24,000 garnered in seven days

later,

as

participants.

My Way" In its down- Initial forum on "The Motion Picture's Place in the Postwar World"
flrst-run.
Forced into the idea by refusal of will be staged at the Henry Hudson
hotel (N. Y.). Forums will accomInterstate Circuit, which controls'
modate some 850 persons, meinbers
the initial-runs here, to play the
Jane Kussell starrer. United Artists of the industry on invitation only
and Hughes determined to malce the according to Walter T. Brp^n, chapmost of the situation, which gave ter chairman.

by "Going
town

.

them a

total of 15,351 seats in the

subsequent-runners. They employed
a helicopter with a loudspeaker system, shot a trailer across the main
drag, used a streetcar with two 24Bheets, had gals qall most of the
names in, the local telephone book
and did the-usual sniping, car cards,
billboards,

Shelving

p

etc.

Result was 106,016 admissions in
the three days. City has an estimated population of abput 375,000.
Practically every onfe of the 21
houses had a queue Standing in a
misty drizzle during most of the

jams caused
by motorists cruising from one theweekend, with

traffic

New fix

Iheir Uraw^

€z Jesse Last
Most new pictures today are kept
too long on the shelves after completion of production, which* cuts
into their earning power, according

to producer Jesse Lasky, To obviate
hunting for the that, he plans to release "Miracle
of the Bells," his next film for RKO
Admission scale in all spots was distribution, as soon as possible to
jacked to standard first-run fee. take full advantage of book sales
(Continued on page 21)
publicity.
Working on a $2,000,000
,
budget Lasky plans to send the pic
before the cameras by April 15 and
hopes to have it ready for release
199G Net in 1946 For
He's ciirrently hudby: Christmas.
dling with RKO execs about the possibility of roadshowing it.
Speaking at a trade press interview in New York Monday (13),
Lasky said a nationwide search for
Walt Disney Productions racked up

atre to another
shortest line;

net proflts of $199,602 for fiscal 1946,
ending Sept. 28, against $350,532 in
1945.
Net was disclosed in a letter
to stockholders by prexy Roy O.
Disney which* stressed a $3,505,543,
Increase in inventories of pix and
stories in '46. Stockholders had been
previously told, letter notedy that
1946 would be a year of low earnings, since much of the cash would
be spent on development of stories
and production: of films for which

income would not be forthcoming
'48, and '49.
Disney stressed that two features,
"Make Mine Music," and "Song of
the South," were released last year
but that ho returns were obtained
until 1947,

during the year.

Additionally, Dis-

ney said, chief nut of "Fun and
Fancy Free" and "How Dear to My
was expended

Heart"
before Sept. 28
and are reflected in the year-end
inventory figures. Income on these
two pix will not start coming in
Jintil October '47.
Earnings are equivalent to 26c per
share on the 652,840 conimon out-

.

standing.

Company's gross income

was

$4,097,700 in the last fiscal year
against $4,550,921 in '45.
Working
capital climbed to $4,138,981, compared with $3,896,599 the year before.
Salaries for hundreds of talented artists cost the company 75%,
Of production nut lor pix* Disney
said, and he then predicted a profit-

able future lor the company.

GENE AUTRY-Ite CASE
MlJtlED
Supreme

IN^G^ COURT

Hollywood, Jan. 14.
c!ourt of California will

decide within 90 days whether"
;

Gene

Autry win continue to ride thataway
lor Republic or will shift to Gower
Gulch to gallop thisaway for Co-'
lumbia.

Currently Autry is doing the third
of four westerns for Republic, but
Herbert J. Yates declares the cowboy owes the studio eight "instead of
four, under a contract signed before
he entered the Army.

i

PICTUIIBS

Wtdneajafr IW>mnT 15, 1947

unknown actress to play the
femme lead opposite Fred MacMuran

ray would be conducted.
Poll of
readers conducted by Prentice-Hall,

mmmi

Govt

to Battle

Majors on flea

;
:

ICIUmilLlIBLE
New system of establishing flat
rental fees on pictures, based on
actuarial tables developed through
checking a theatre at various times
during th§ year, is currently being
scouted by several major distribs as
a further Step in the swing away
from percentage .deals to flat rentals
in subsequent-run and small town
situations. Trend towards flat rentals
in such situations, with 20th-Fox
and Warners in the forefront, has
been necessitated by the upped costs
of checking^ which have recently cut
heavily into the distribs' take from
small-grossing houses.

,:

:

,

'V

Tables would be Simittr to those
employed by insurance companies
and would be based on the theatre's

average gross potentialities. Distrib,
for example, might check a' house on
a weekday and then over a weekend
during various seasons of the year,
taking ilnto aiocouht, of course, the
fact that the theatre would gross
more during a holiday season than
during average playing time and also
such factors as the impact on a theatre's gross by competing attractions,
sueh as summer sports, etc. After
the house had been checked often
enough to determine its potential

^

had shovm

itself

Mercey

Belay^^ i^

UN

dCB

LegaiteiM
Loopholes

production and distribution.
Langer, who is seeking Information from indie exhibitors,
has announced that he will reintroduce his bi» and push for
early hearings at which inde-

In

Eoa^ow Deals

capable

Equitable
System, according to distrib sales
chiefs, should prove equitable for
both distributors and exhibitors. By

Witi fearV

Cbe Dept of Justice has decidea
to oppose the majors' application
for a delay in the start Of the comJoins
petitive bid sales method, and a
Washington, Jan. 14.
bitter court battle is now considered
Arch Mercey has resigned as mo- inevitable, Special Assistant Attortion picture chief of the Office of ney General Robert L. Wright will
Government Reports and liaison be- ask the three judges on Jan. t,2, tentween the government departments tative date for argument, to stand by
and industry_ to join the; staff of the the terms of the judgment and. to
United Nations.
deny arty added; delay iil iapplying
Mercey jitarted work in New the anti-trust decree to the industry.
York yesterday (13) as public in- The majors are seeking to stall bid
formation man for the World Health selling until 90 dayi after a final
Organization. He expects to remain decision by the Supreme Court on
at the post for six months and then appeal.
would leave to return to WashingShould the majors win oiit, it
ton and reenter private business. He
will be succeeded at
by Dallas
Halverstadt, his assistismt, who will
be acting chief.
Washington, Jan. 14.
Snafu condition of the New
york anti-trust decree may hypo
the proposed legislation of Senator William Langer (R., N. D.)
for complete diyqtcenient of exhibition ot iniotlbn pictures froin

gprossing ability,: tli* distrib would
set up his table of figures.
Pix
would then be sold to the exhlb at
flat rentals commensurate with -yvhat

the house
«t doing.

^

pendent theatre owners
be asked to testify.

Witli a flock of important product
suitable for roadshowing coming up,
film legalitas during tha past week

would

have been turning tha recent court would mean postponement of that
drastic selling method for at least
getting a variety of figures on which decree inside out seeking loopholes
one more sales season, industry
to base the tables, the distrib would for the two-a-day, upped-admission
A number of arguments circles believe. While the high fedbe assured, of getting his full share policy,
eral
court is almost up to the mark
of the theatre's gross under all situa- have been figured out by the attorneys in favor of tUt' roadshows and on its calendar, preparatibn Of the
(Continued on page 21)
it
appears likely that the two-a- voluminous record on appeal makes
(Continued on page 23)
dayers will continue to exist, in one
way or another.
Failed to Get Product
,

United Artists, currently roadshowing "Henry V" and proposing
to do the same with "Carnegie Hall,"
Suit thinks it has the easiest solution,

,For Indiana Theatre,

'Ex-Gl in Trist

Chicago, Jan. 14.
Suit filed In Federal Court here
last week by Louis B. Philon, owner
of Liberty theatre, .Michigan City,
Ind.,

through

attorney

Seymour

publishers of the Russell J'anney Simon, names virtually every disnovel on which the film is to be tributor and several exhibitors as
based, chose Ingrid Bergman for the violating the Sherman anti-trust
part but listed an unknown for law after attempts by Philon to get
second choice. With Miss Bergman product for his house for several
unobtainable, Lasky decided to fol- months -were unsuccessful.
Philon, upon release from mililow their suggestion. MacMurray
was third choice for the male star tary service, leased the theatre and
but Clark Gable, and Cary Grant, reportedly sank $50,000 into an exchosen Arst and second, were also tensive remodeling job.
Liberty
unavailable.
has been unable to open, the suit
Screenplay by Ben Hecht and charges, because the defendants
Quentin Reynolds will follow the have tied up the product with the
town's three other houses, the Lido,
(Continued on page 21)
Tivoli and Uptown.

being a non-theatre-owning
defendant in the anti-trust suit, it
not subject to the same regulations as the Big Five. It is leasing
theatres lor "Henry" oil a fourwalls basis and will do the same for
"Carnegie"' if the decision is made
to roadshow the Boris Morros-William LeBaron film.

Week

Converting

In

,

Excess

since,

is

UA

maintains it is legally justified
leasing theatres, since it is not
subject to the clause in the decree
in

(Continued on page 27)

Defendants File Appeal

In Goldman Trust Win
Philadelphia, Jan. 14.

Attorneys last week filed an apDefendants against whom Philon peal in United States district court
Dinner Huddle
is attempting to obtain an injunction
here against the decree which gave
are: Loew's Inc., RKO Corp., RKO William Goldman $375,000 damages,
Brotherhood
Radio Pictures, Inc., 20th-Fox Film plus $60,000 attorneys' lee, in the
Motion picture division o£ the Corp., Vitagraph, Inc., Warner Bros. Erlanger suit.
annual American Brotherhood Pictures, Inc., Paramount Pictures,
Defendants were Loew's, ParaWeek, sponsored by the National Paramount Film Distributing Corp., mount, RKO, 20th-Fox, Columbia,
Conference of Christians and Jews, Columbia Pictures Corp., Universal Warner Bros., Warner Bros, Circuit
Exchanges, United Artists Film Management, Vitagraph,
is slated to huddle on plans for con- Film
Stanley Co.
Pictures
Corp.,
Republic
Corp.,
ducting the 1947 campaign at a
of Artierica, Universal and United
dinner at the Hotel St, Moritz, N. Y., Monogram Pictures Corp., Mono- Artists.
gram Pictures, Inc., PRC Pictures of
tonight (Wednesday).
awarding
Goldman
Besides
damProductions,
Guild
Division is headed up by 20th-Fox Illinois, Screen
ages and attorneys* fees, the decree
prexy Spryos Skouras. Week this Inc., Film Classics of Illinois, Inc., ordered the defendants to break up
year Will be held from Feb. 16-24. Indiana-Illinois Theatres, Inc., Dune- alleged
"monopolistic
practices"
lake Corp., Lido Amus. Co., Uptown
which Goldman claimed discrimiTheatre Corp., Dunes Amus. Co.,
nated against tha Erlanger theatre,
Picker Picked For
and James E. Coston.
which he has under lease, and which
3«haefer's Rep. Pix Simon said in the suit that the de- he alleged prevented him from getfendant exhibitors have tied up all ting first-run product for
Hollywood, Jan. 14.
the house.
Shakeup of production alignment first runs in Michigan City until
at Republic, following announced de- March 1 and second run films until
parture of Atmand Schaefer, has June 1. thilon had hoped to open
Fields
Files Claim to
Sidney Picker taking all films for- the theatre for Christmas. It is also
merly assigned to Schaefer, who charged in the suit that Coston,
Estate as His 'Widow'
joins Gene Autry indie outfit Feb. 1. shareholder in the Indiana-Illinois
Chicago, Jan. 14.
Gordon. Kay and Mel Tucker were theatres and Warner theatres manClaiming she's the lawful widow
associate
producer ager, induced distributors not to sell
promoted to
of W. C. i'ieids, a 66-year-old blind
status, former taking up reins on films to the Liberty.
Chicagoan ordered Los Angeles and
series of westerns while latter will
lodal attorneys to file her claim to
produce Monte Hale musical westCoL's $1.06 Divvy
Field's $1,000,000 estate last Saturday
erns. Kay joined ..Republic in 1939
Columbia has declared a quarterly (1.6).
and acted as production assistant .to
Mrs. Edith Williams, who lost her,
severmal producers, while Tucker, dividend of $1.08 per share on the
who went with firm in 1937 in sound company's $4.25 cumulative pre- sight in an auto accident in 1939
charges that Fields deserted her and
effects
department, later became ferred stock.
Melon is payable Feb. 15 to stock- their seven children after 17 years of
as.sistant to producer - director Joe
holders of record Feb. 1.
marriage, in Galesburg, 111., in 1910.
Kane.

On

Par Pays $2,300,000

Common

Casli Into
Pushing

Stock

conversion o£ excess'
cash into re-acquired common stock.
Paramount has by now accumulated
some 73,000 shares of treasury stock
at an estimated cost of $2,300,000.

New

its

policy was first gunned
November, and the company

fiscal

late in

has continued to pick Up its own
common during the ensuing two
months with falling exchange prices
considered a spur to the movement.
Of the re-acquired common, 23,700 shares were bought during November within the range of 32-'34
points. Company continued it in De^
cember, when an additional 34,600
shares were garnered at a 30-32
range, while balance has been bought
in the current stanza, with the price
now close to the '46 low of 27 and
a fraction.

Chief reason for the fiscal re-acquisition policy is the effect of the
new anti-trust decree, which orders
divorcenjent on theatres held jointly
by majors with indies. Par is the
company most affected by the ban
since, of its 1,400 houses,

some

1,100

are co-owned. Understood that Par
expects to buy out a number of its
partners by exchanging the parent
organization's common for stock- of
theatre chains ield by partners.
Consequently, company is piling
up treasury stock los the exigencyl
,

STORY PRODS., UA
ONE-FILM

1

MSTEl OK

Releasing pact of Story Producwhich has
been
in
negotiation
over
four
months,
was finally inked last
Thursday (9). It calls for one film,
with UA getting 25% of the gross
rentals as its distribution fee for the
U. S., and higher fees, up to 50%,

tions with United Artists,

for various territories abroad.

Contract was okayed at an SP diweek for which
Home, board chairman, and
Armand Deutsch, prexy, came to

rectors meeting last

Hal

New

:

i

|

York. They returned to tha
Coast over the Weekend to continue
propping "This Side Of Innocencfe,'"
release,
which will be the

UA

i

r
1.
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PICTURES
Bow

Bresler's 'Velvet'

'Ground School' for Exploiteers

Hollywood, Jan. 14.
first producer chore

Jerry Bresler's

Universal-International lot
will be "Black Velvet," with Ella
Raines, Charles Korvin and Edmond
O'Brien in the top roles,

A llombose Sketch-Walter Vincent

on the

Suggested by RKO's Terry Turner
By XEBRT TURNER
'{Chief ^qf Easiilpilottojt,
pictutes)

Now

that

HKO

exploitstion

t'

Radio

Sorrell Conspiracy Trial

Feb.

for field or exploitation men for
future expansion and tO flU depleted

ranks?

No, I am not suggesting a school
or a course of any kind where some
hafebrain out of 'a job generally
spoUts about how to do something
he cannot do himself, but the formation of a staff of likely junior
field men, to work out six months
or a year with experienced field
men, first: to determine from the
©Id heads whether the juniors are
promotionally-mihded; secondly,
whether they can make good and
lasting contacts that help the entire
industry; and third, whether they
themselves feel that they like the
*
work and are fitted for it;
It has been my experience that
the field of good experienced field
men is strictly limited and it has
thought that the
always been
reason for tiuit limitation is the lack
Of adetttjate proiTing ground, space.
producer
What happeto?
.

my

A

finishes his liicture and ivires his
diiStributors that he desires a good
exploitation force. Now the field is
limited J&nd you can bet that every

worthy field man is already at work,
so what does the distributor do?
Well, in one case let me tell you
what happened to a pretty big profluceri The distributor hired the
fihest collection of 20 t)um$

Los Angeles, Jan. 14.
Trials of Herbert K. Sorrell and 13

1

met one of these gents

A

itfooting

Washington, Jan.

Blife.

aimed

jurisdictional

strikes,

etc.,

14.

Of the remaining chains, four toppers were reluctant to discuss any

.

possible expansion they had in mind
smashing while six others, who were apparclosed shoiJS, ently content to adopt a wait-andcontinues to pile up here, with see attitude^ had no current
plans

Legislation

at

strong indications that the continuing Hollywood strike is one factor
which will be responsible for new
laws to weaken labor unions.

at all. Among the latter, Sam Rinzhead of the Randforce circuit,
summed it up: "We're not
wasting our time; when theatres are
Several bills, but most particularly able to be built. We will fcuild
the new Case Bill, outlaw jurisdic- them,".;/:
More
optimistic was Joseph M.
tional strikes.
Result of trouble
such as HdBywood is sujBEering would Seider, president of Prudential Playbe loss of a anion's exclusive bar- houses, whose company is leading
gaining rights for up to two years, the pack with a 900-sealer in Islip,
L.I.,
and
a 600-seater in Bedford
plus civil suits for damages, which
Village, N.Y., Which are slated to
could drain a union's -treasury.
The new Ball Bill, which would open withiB two months. Both have
prevent nationwide bargaining by been under construction for the past
15
months.
He said Prudential
unions, would not affect the situa^
hoped to build six theatres," buf
tion in Hollywood, where all bargaining is done within a single mar- doubted they would all be unveiled

2

ler,

concisely

this year.

.

Also contemplating expansion is
the Walter Reade circuit, which
plans seven within the next 18
,

Pirn

nionths,

"depending

upon

condi-

tions," according to Walter Reade,
Jr. Raybond Theatres' prexy,

David

Philadelphia, Jan. 14.

Weinstock, said his company plans

three additional' units. One will
be
Stanley-Warner and the Goldman
in the Parkchester section
of the

Theatres are joining in a fight
against an ordinance passed in POttstown imposing additional takes on
their theatres in that Pennsylvania

Bronx and another, an 800-seater
be located in Jamaica,
Both
houses are designed by w.k, theatre
architect John Eberson.
community.
Near jRockefeUer Center, Leo
Both chains, through their local
Brecher, operator of seven Manhatmanagers, protested inclusion of tan
houses, recently acquired a plot
their theatres in the bill, which
on the
proposed tax of 5% of gross re- Avenue southwest comer of the
of the Americas and 53d
ceipts; payable monthly, on picture
Street, where he projects
a 20-story
theatres. It was said the measure
office building and a
street-level
will be fought in ciVU or equity
theatre. Major distribs are
reported
courts On grounds of discrimination
to be interested in taking
over the
and illegality*
house when completed. Few
blocks
away at Madison Avenue and
59th
10% Added D.C. Tax?
Street, Trans-Lux circuit
expects to
Will

.

A 10%

Washington, Jan. 14.

amusement tax

District of Columbia is
mmiber of proposed

for

the

one of the

new

levies

dent Steve Broidy, in New York following the company's first '47 sales

meet

in St. Louis.

budget

alone

Prexy said the ad

for

the

year

fiscal

would reach $1,600,000 for the
time in Mono's history.
Despite

move

first

build shortly after the first of
April
when present tenants are expected
to vacate the site it's
acquired.
Revealing his firm planned
two

RnS
Rugoff

^"Sofl, of the
circuit, reflected
the policy of most other
theatre tonpers when he stated:
"We are not

f^V'i
Becker
&

*e locations."
S''f1u°
S«nuel Rhonheimer, head of

jr.-

a small
Cham, said he had no
plans
*e 620-seat
Fll/fr.
^'-^fie section of
Brooklyn.
Irving Renner, of the
Endicott circuit in
Brooklyn, de-

&

treasurer of The Lambs.
His great love, the Actor's Fund (he has been
identified with it for
over 30 years) elected him trustee hi
1911, secretary in 1921, second vicepresiaent
1924, first vice-president in 1930 and president in 1940, a
position he still holds.
These are not just titles, he really attends all
meetings. He uses a gavel for a dinner bell.
a handsome guy, with a beautiful head of
pure ^vhile hair. But
cn„ "
^ ""^^^
eone out in the house. His
'^•"^
?r«I!.u°'^
favorite^^
recreation ^P^^
is playing cards. When you see
without cards
OLjm hand,^he looks nude. One look at him and Walter
he demands respect,
especially when he holds spades.

m

He has inexhaustible sources to
now that he puts his interest away
P"""P>«' Quality is never an accident an<I Walter has
J^r r^l""
^ personal independence in his every gesture, behind
iJ"a
that IS
kindness, gentleness, charity and all the
mUder virtues.
feels the same way about Walter
Vincent as Balzac did
„i!^®l^^i!'"^f
please
his friends. ^T?^'."**
He is so rich

Z

?w

=T,«„n7i„f

H"«° ^^^'i

said.

about hhn°'

"He

is

a great man,

let's

say no more

L.I.

Republic Divides Sales

rIIm

Setup Into 3 Districts

'

"8

af'^l?^!.'''^'
at
al are Cocalis

'^''"st^uction

plans

Enterprises. Rapf

^°/«nW«tt-Welt.

Harris
Theatri?!' Enterprises,
Theatrical
J. j. TRheatres, Inc., and
Kaybern Theatres.

Chi

MetroSiesM^t
Called Off by Rodgers

Meet

of

managers,

Metro divisional sales
tentatively
called
fZ

high budgeters,
^een called
nff\^i„"^^*'*'=^«*''
Broidy said Mono would continue B Off by M-G veepee over sales Wilproduction,
adding that they're liam F. Rodgers. With the motion
"proud of their bread and butter Med by the defendants in the antitrust
case for a stay in
films." He said that special emphasis
inaugurating
would be placed on series, such as new sales policies until 90 days
Bowery Boys and Palooka, and that after the Supreme Court rules on
if facilities were available they'd the decree. Rodgers reportedly
felt
increase B production. Mono, he there was no need for a meeting
at
added, has outgrown Its lot, having this time.
Metro sales chief, meanwhile
made "Violence" and "The Guilty"
rein outside studios after finishing its sumed his Florida
vacation last
fir.st Allied Artists release, "It
Hap- Thursday (9) after a four-day inpened on 5th Avenue" on the RKO, terruption to huddle at the
home20th-Fox and Roach lots, plus lo- office with M-G prexy Nicholas
M.
cations.
Schenck and Metro attorheys on
the
Broidy stated that Mono's foreign decree. He'll return to the
homebiz during the past 26 weeks had office for a week on Jan,
20 and then
increased 130 ';f and domestic 24% head for the annual
trip to the
over the previous year.
Coast.
to

:

"

.By joe: LAl^ttlE,

On Aug. 10, 1868, a man with a little black bag knocked on the front
door of the Vincent home at Lake Geneva, Wis. Pop Vincent came to the
dODft took one look at the man with the little black bag and said, "Come
in, and I do hope you're a piano tuner.'V But the matt wiasn't a piano tuner
and the little black bag contained What was later known as Walter
Vincent. The Doc said, "If you don't like him you can change him." And
they changed him 10 and 15 times a day. Walter was so happy he was
born that he cried' like a baby.
The first few years Walter kept saying, "Du DU Gu Bu Da." He was in
a rut. He went to kindergarden and majored in alphabet soup. It took
him 19 years to reach the age of 19. It was then his father read an advertisenient from Wheaton College. It read, "We guarantee satisfaction or
return your boy." Mr, Vincent sent Walter to Wheaton College and they
returned him before he graduated. To him Wheaton College was an institution of yearning. He kept yearning to be a newspaperman. So he
went to Denver and joined the staff bf the Denver Republican (Repub*
licaps in those days had a staff, now they have nothing to lean on). Walter
became a special writer. He had a great nose for news, in fact his stories
smelled up the paper. But the kid was smart. He was saving buttonholes
figuring there would be an opening for him some day in New York.
He landed in New York City in 1889 at two o'clock in the afternoon. He
came With three changes of underwear, leave on, take off or go without
For weeks Broadwajr was his stamping grounds, but he had no money for
postage. He wis atill yearning, now he was yearning to be an actor.
As
a kid he was an actor. There were seven kids in the family and when
they had cake he wanted to take their parts. He finally got a break, if you
can call being a Shakespearean actor a break. He played for two years with
Alexander Salvini in "Hamlet," He played the part of Horatio. In "The
Three Guardsmen," the part of Aramis. Played Pierre in "The Two
Orphafns," with Kate Claxton and Madame Janauscheck and appeared in
many important plays of the period. By now he was tired of being a good
actor so teamed up with a very talented one by the name of Sidney WiUner.
They, wrote a eouBle of sketches called Vlh iDurante Vile" and the other
"A Strange Baby" and took a Boastrto-Boast tour in vaudeville. During
their spare time they would write sketches for others and became writers
of considerable importance, they were great friends of George M. Cohan,
a friendship which lasted through the years. George Wag writing those
days, too, and when they'd meet him they would say, "Brother can you
spare s line?" In later years, Walter's brother Frank became head booker
of the Orpheum Circuit and Walter would say, "Brother can you spare
some time?"
The boys now branched out as playwrights. Ihey had great success with
their plays. They got them back ui good condition. Their first play
was
150 sheets of blank paper. They brought it to a producer 'and showed
him how cheap it would be to produce. They wrote plays for George
Monroe and Johnny Ray and two of their plays, "A Stranger in a Strange
Land" and "In New England," were very successful in New York City.
Birth of s. Chain
It was in 1901 when the boys acquired a little upstairs theatre in
Utica,
N, Y. It had to be an upstairs theatre because the town was in a basement. They named it the Orpheum, and! booked it through William Morris.
Acts would play for cut salaries but Walter would put iodine on their
pay
envelopes and the wounds soon healed. While Wihner
Vincent heeled
themselves with enough moola to buy another house which they called
the Majestic and still another one in Readhig, Pa., which they named
the
Orpheum. The boys were running out of names for their theatres. In a
short tune they owned a string of theatres that gave many actors
a lot of
work (four-a-day). "fiiey were knovm to vaudevilUans as square-shooters
and nice guys. Walter soon was sought for his advice and knowledge of
the show business and showfolks. They madte him treasurer
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, trustee
of the Percy Williams
i^^' P^f^i^ent of the Wilmer & Vincent Corp., chahrman of the board
of Repubhc Pictures (they made Westerns while he
sat hi the saddle),
Vice-president of ConsoUdated Pihn Industries, member
of Committee
War Board of Motion Picture Defense, member of Men's board of American pieatre Wing, treasurer of the Theatre Authority,
and for two years

W

7 Indie Chains In

Rc Strike ley Til

which have been laid before Conperienced men under whom he gress by the city government seekwould be taking factual instruction ing additional revenue to meet its
and the head ol the department, expenses. Despite the heavy fight
whom 1 presume must be almost waged a couple of months back by
continuously on the road if he really the theatre people to stave off any
such tax, it bobbed up with a flock
wants to know what is going on.
The distributors do the same with of other suggestions.
their salesmen, give them a good
break-in period and then hand them
a block of pictures to see what they Costs Force Mono
can do on their own, and I for one
have never thought that a salesman
To Triple Budget
was any better than a good field
Monogram's segue into highman.
budget production combined with
Here's How It Works
zooming production costs has forced
In these days where producers and the company to increase
film budgets
even distributors are reverting to by three times, according
to presi-

the old-fashioned "mittreading" or
crystal-grazing to find out just what
is going to happen to their picture
when it hits the screen, and Mr. and
Mrs, John Q. Public are asked to
Confirm or deny ttle crystal ball in
terms of cash, why not cast a few
dollars in a kitty to raise the level
Of exploitation to the highest possible
point in the business?
It is the field men who come the
closest to the public in the final
sale of the picture. It is the field
men who must carry on even if a
cool half million is thrown down the
drain of iiiagazine advertising. It is
the field men who must hypo any
exhibitor who already thinks Jes.se
James has slugged him when the
salesman bids
him adieu, and,
brother, he is in no mood for a
hypo at that moment. It is the' field
nien that must give that last minute
push to nudge the customers up to
the little window where the httle
girl chirps "How many please?"

3.

N. Y. Plan

in the

lobby of a hotel so crocked he had
forgotten the naine of the picture
be was supposed to be working on.
Anotiiisr had to be bailed out by a
local manaiger and the operator of
a large chain and a particularly
good friend of mine took a half hour
to bawl me out about the conduct
Of these men, not forgetting their
woeful lack of ability. Now you
might say I could have answered
"Well, they'rie not my men," and
shake it off with that, but that is
not so. It is my business and my
livelihood and the business and livelihood of every man in this business.
It is the business of the producer
and distributor for then: reputations
are at stake Mid it does not do the
industry in general any good.
proving ground would in tjme
cure that. The company would get
a pretty good Une on a junior man
after a year, first through their ex-

tr-I,

other film strike leaders, indicated
on criminal conspiracy counts by the
county grand jury, were continued
to Jan, 29 by Judge Thomas t. Ambrose in Superior Court.
Defendants, in addition to Sorrell,
are Janies Skelton, Carl ,Head, MatIndicating the New York metrothew Mattison, Edward Gilbert, Roy politan area is definitely not overTindaU, Andriew
Lawless, Louis seated and confident that future
Whitihari, Frank Drdliki Bay Kiigby, economic conditions will Warrant
Russell McKnight, Norval CrUtcher, such steps, some seven New York
John, B. Martin and Averill Herman, independent circuits are planning
a radio commentator.
construction of 34 theatres this year
or as soon as Federal controls on
commercial building are relaxed.
Topping 17 circuits queried on point
of quantity Was the Interboro circuit,
whose prexy, Samuel Strausberg, declared his firm is mapping construction of 14 Long Island houses within the next two years.

it has
ever been my good fortune to see.
What good they could do the producer or distributor I do not Imow, keting area.
but what harm they did do to the

entire industry it was my displeasure
to Watch.
Forgetful

job for

Continued to Jan. 29

generally

has ^ecoine to mean so much not
only to motion pictures, but to
radio and all other forms of amusement as well, would it be amiss to
propose to at least the major film
companies the establishment of a
"proving ground" or "ground school"

also doing his
will direct, starting

Michael Gordon,
first

In a

move

to

centralize

16M SCREEN TESTS
VIA

MW CO. IN N.

Y.

control

With a view towar.d placing screenover sales districts entire sales setup tests within the reach of every
at Republic was switched Monday aspiring film thespian, new firm has

been formed in New York known
as the American. Screen Test & Film
under super- Corp., which plans
to record the
histrionic abilities of neophytes and
others on I6m film. Headed by exgeneral sales manager, in the west; GI Sol L. Hoffman,
Warner Bros,
L. Walton, veepee and assistant homeoffice employe,
and cameraman
Walter L. Titus, former vice-prexy Jack L. Perrin, company
will shortly
of branch
operations,
over the lease a building in Manhattan where
southern division, and James V. they'll set up a
studio.
O'Gara, former assistant to exec
IhViBsting
$25,000
in
technical
veepee genwal saleS manager James equipment, American
Screen Test
R. Grainger, takes oVer in the east- will also engage
in the production
ern slot.
of commercial films as well as talent
Western territory includes mid- tests, according to
Hoffman. Small
western, prairie and Pacific Coast unit of the
firm, he said, is currently
districts, southern covers the south- shooting
a 15-minute documentary
western and southern sales districts, film at the City
College of New York
(13) to divide the country into three

general districts,

all

vision of homeoflice execs.
New
divisions will be headed by Edward

and

eastern division takes in New that will trace
the institution's 100eehtral and eastern dis- year history.
In addition to his new slot,
Financed by contributions from
will retain his
present alumni, short's narrative will be
duties.
recited by Edward G. Robinson,
Reason given by Grainger for the CCNY alumnus,
who arrives from
move was Reps determination to the Coagt this
week. Pic will be
break into the "A" bracket on film .screened
at an alumni dinner at
production. Company is girding it- the
Hotel Astor, N. Y., Feb. 12 and
self to break down exhibitor
oppo- is designed to spur interest in the
sition to higher prices of top prodschool's
Current $1,500,000 funduct after a long history of lesser
raising campaign to improve the

England,
tricts.

Walton

jaims.

college's educational facilities.

;
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Goldwyn Pomts to Wow "Best Yearslfe

To Refute &lziiick Nix irf TFobbn

^

Selzniqk's statement in-*
week, that he disagrees
with Samuel Goldwyn ia that he
feels the public "definitely does not
want its problems reflected on the
screen," brought a auiok retort from
•
HqUywood, Jahi 14.
Goldwyft and a fistful «f figures to
Raymond Massey was sighed to
show that grosses on his "Best Years
of Our Lives"—definitely a "prob- co-star with Rosalind Russell in the
film version of the Eugene
Jem" picture—ar« building, apparently on the basis of word-of-mouth. O'Neill play, "Mourning Becomes
Goldwyn maintains that's direct Electra."
refutation of the Selznick point of
Inked for a top featured role ts
last

llassey^RozRMD

Hied

Indianapolis, Jan. 14.
Film production at eastern studios
is "definitely one way out of the
Hollywood wastepots" if Coast outfits
fail to
provide multi-change
houses with necessary B product at
reasonable prices, Trueman T. Rem-

Situation

in^^

'

Opn

States Wiiild Break

Ight Induct

IRiHlOQD

ijayid O.

VABiEW

m

olii

I^

Ii^t^lide-Seale

Allied States Exhibitors' plan for
gunning indie production of films is
open to any producer who meets
the requisites of story and production Values, a spokesman for the
busch, president of the Associated
Set for 'Jenny' theatre group said this week.
No
Theatre Owners of ihdlaha and
Hollywood, Jan. 14.
fixed number of pix has been set
member of the board of Allied
States, declares.
David O. Selznick nominated Jen- and no contracts have yet been
Rembusch gave warning in letter nifer Jones and Joseph Gotten as co- awarded io producers, it was said,
Katina Paxlnou, recently working replying to Harry H. ThOmas, pres- stars in his forthcoming produc- but Allied is aiming to foster as
view.
In light of Goldwyn's repeated for J. Arthur Rank in England. ident of PRC, who had urged on tion, "Portrait of Jenny," based on many films as feasible to bust open
espousal during the past few months Filming of "Electra" starts here in Rembusch necessity of higher the Robert Nathan, novel, iof the the tight product situation curfenUy
dogging indiie cxhibs.
of pictures "with sbmething to say," March.
rentals due to increased production same name.
Selznick's remarks- last week placed
Chief inducing factor which Alcosts.
David Hempstead will produce,
the two leading Hollywood indies at
Recent survey has proven that his first job under the Selznick ban- lied has to promote production is
opposite poles as the protagonists of
the ability to guarantee a minimum
direct,
Dieterie
ner,
William
Will
and
"waste, incompetanoe, lack of forethe conflicting points Of view long
playdates for any film made unof
15.
sight and energy, with topheavy starting Feb.
argued in and out of the film inder the exhib .lit's plan, the Allied
homeofflce Overhead are the biggest
dustry: does the joe who plunks his
spokesman added. Committee, headfactors in the song and dance of
coin Oil the boxoffice sill want pix
ed
by Irvjng DoUinger, has canincreased production costs," Remwith "something to say" or does he
vassed Allied members and has
busch counters.
prefer pure entertainment?
bagged a sizable number of commit"As president of the Associated
Curiously, Goldwyn with his "Best
ments
to play films. These commitTheatre Owners of Indiana, 1 also
Years" and Selznick with "Duel in
ments, according to Allied, warrant
sit on the board of Allied States
the Sun" each has a film representproduction of pix, since the playAssn. That board has been making
in
the
ing Ms view currently
dates
would
insure to the producer
a survey of the whole production
supreme testing ground—the the
profitable dlstrihution of Allied-fosproblem, and I can teU yoii we have
Subjective camera technique em
atre. Inasmuch as both are doing
tered films.
definitely come to the conclusion
smash bir, the answer to most trade ployed
by director-star Robert that the making of pictures as now
Allied Meet Jan. 31
observers seems obvious any film, Montgomery
for Metro's "Lady in practiced in Hollywood must either
Latest developments in the proin no matter what category it falls, the Lake"
has briQught down upon be reformed or Hollywood will cease
duction promotion campaign will be
Hollywood, Jan. 14.
ivill do business if it's good.
Metro a raft Of court action threats to be the production center of the
outlined by Dollinger at AUied's
"Duel" is playing only the Los from disgruntled individuals claim- motion
far
strike
is
as
film
Peace in the
picture industry," Rembusch
Angeles area, with results there, ing to have been the
away as ever, according to Roy M, board of directors meet in Washoriginators of avers.
however, definitely pointing to top
Brewer, international rep of the In- ington, Jan. 31. Understood that his
the »teehnique.
Montgomery himStudio Available
grosses
throughout the
country
ternational Alliance of Theatrical Committee has been dickering with
self, however, claims he suggested
Studios are available in the east,
"Years" is at the Astor, N. Y.; the camera
Employees, after a long dis- a number of producers and there is
Stage
work to Metro studio
Woods. Chicago; Beverly, Los An- execs back in 1938, but his idea was Rembusch declares, and talent as tance phone talk with Joseph Kee- no idea of awarding an exclusive
well, "due to the lack of work for
contract to any one film-maker.
(Continued on page 27)
J
nixed at the time. In addition, M-G stars, directors, etc., in Hollywood, nan, secretary of the Chicago Federation
of Labor.
Plan, frequently aired at Allied
reports that at least 50 members of through, the artificial product ShortBrewer declared that Keenan had confabs, is an outgrowth of charges
the sneak preview audience who age."
He also states that trade
no immediate plans to shift to Hol- that Hollywood is consciously creatsaw the picture on the Coast wanted
(Continued on page 27>
ing
a product pinch. Theatre group
lywood to mediate in the studio
credit for the original idea.
labor troubles.
In fact. Brewer toppers argue that the Allied proNone of the inventor fringe, howFIX CHIEF
said, the strike problems are now gram will not only supply added
ever, has any» kickback coming, acproduct
but will also arm indie exharder
to
untangle
than
they
were
Barney Balaban,
Al Wilkie Quits Par
cording to ivietro attorneys, since it's
last September, when it started. In- hibs with means of wangling better
prexy, has beeii named national
impossible to copyright or patent
Al Wilkie, publicity manager for ter-Paith Council of Los Angeles, terms from the majors.
chairman of the motion picture such an Idea.
Moreover, according to Paramount, has resigned, leaving the which set out to arrange a treaty of
division in the nationwide United
Montgcfmery. the technique was used company Friday (17). Wilkie filled peace last month, has given up hope
Jewish Appeal campaign to raise originally in B
French piicture sev- the top flack spot for the past 20 of bringing the local leaders to^170,000,000 during 1947 to aid dis- eral years
ago. Latest claimant to years and prior to that was with
TIME,
er.
placed persons in Europe, according the camera method,
but one who several studios in Hollywood for a
Meanwhile, producers who had
to an announcement by Ex-Secre
hasn't threatened Metro with a law number of years.
He's currently
hoped to ease their Technicolor probtary of the Treasury Henry Morgensuit, is Charles T. Littleton, engimulling several film offers but will
lems by sending their fllit^ overseas
Ending a three-month wrangle
thau, Jr., general phairiiian of the
neer with the American Cyanimide make no immediate decision.
for processing in England have given over the use of amateur actors,
:-tWA.- -„
(Continued on page 27)
Wilkie heads for Florida and the up that idea.
George H. Elven, March of Time and the Screeii
In accepting the post, Balaban
Gulf sector for a two-month vaca- secretary of the Association of Cine- Actors Guild reached a compromise
said that key leaders on the east and
tion and then plans to return to New Technicians in Britain, cabled the last week in New York, with MOT
west coasts have been invited to
York.
Understood that he has an Conference of Studio Unions that signing a basic agreement with
serve with him on a divisional com- N.Y.
offer as public relations chief for the British members would not work on
SAG. Under the agreement, SAG
mittee to mobilize the film industry
Thoroughbred Racing Assn. but is color prints that ordinarily would recognizes MOT films as coming
behind the relief program.
1101.83 not inclined to accept it.
be processed in Hollywood.
within the definition of a newsreel
Receiving a second 15% salary
but the latter acknowledges that,
hike within the past year, projecbecause of certain techniques of
Albert
Cifes
tionists' local 306 signed a two-year
dramatic re-enactment employed on
pact in New York with a' dozen
occasion by MQT, its employment of
I® Charity companies last Friday (10). New
2,900
certain actors falls within the juris-*-

Jennifer Jones, Gotten

RKO

,

lady Lensing

.

Ugi

Brings

Chance for Early

Strike Feat^Dm^

.

—

British

Back CSU

BMBAM MAME

BARNEY

1 FUND DRIVE
Paramount

'

MARCH OF

SAG

REACH COMPROMISE

BOOTHMEN

•

UPPED TO

Warier

Briefs

Skres

Philadelphia, Jan. 14

scale

was

426,100 shares.

Herbert

J.

Yates reported the ac

Repub
common, bringing his

quisition of 6,100 shares of
lie

Pictures

total to 33,600 shares.

Onsrud, Inc,
a holding company, reported having
86,950 shares in its possession. The
Antonsen Realty Corp. reported 14,685 shares.

the Lots

diction of the SAG.
also signed

all

Frank

Faylen and Joe .Vitale,
checked into Paramount for their
Republic bought "Down Tahiti
Way," authored by Colbert Clark roles in "The Road to Rio"... Paramount
bought "The Sealed Verand Paul Ganglin, for production
and employers' rep, and Herman in Trucoior by William J. Sullivan dict," a novel by Lionel Shapiro,
Gelber, Local 806 pr'ez.
Bob Welch's first producer based on the war trials in Germany.
.
Barbara Britton inked by ParaCompanies signed included Co- chore for Paramount will be the
lumbia, Metrotone, News, Loew's, Bob Hope starrer, "Paleface," mount to co-star in "Albuquerque"
Movietone News, National Screen screenplayed by Edmund Hartmann with Randolph Scott.-.Lizabeth Scott
started her fifth starring role in the
Service, Paramount, Pathe, RKO- and Frank Tashlin and slated to
Buddy Rogers Hal vWaUis production, "I Walk
.
Pathe, RKO Radio, Republic, 20th- start March 3
Universal, and Ralph Cohn will film "Stork Alone," at Paramount. .Barton MacArtists,
United
Fox,
Bites Man" on the Hal -Roach lot, Lane signed by Columbia for "Three
Warners and Ace Film Labs.
Thoroughbreds,"
replacing
Lois Butler, Were
»
starting Jan. 15 .
highschool girl, draws the title role Forrest Tucker who was injured on
Wallace Fox
in "Clementine," her first film ven- location at Tucson.
'Street Scene* Legit
ture, to be produced by Eagle-Lion will direct "The Vigilante," a serial,
Click Brings Reissue
Lionel Houser turned in the to be produced by Sam Katzman at
Click of the legit musical version screenplay on "The Wind Is Blind," Columbia, starting Feb. 15... Jay
of "Street Scene," which opened to be produced by Skirball-Manning Norris di'ew a featured role in the
Eddie Gahtor production, "If You
last week at the Adelphi theatre, for Universal-International ... Vir.Paramount
N. Y., ha,s resulted in the 1931 film ginia Field draws a featured role Knew Susie," at RKO
version with Sylvia Sidney, Estelle in "Repeat Performance" at Eagle- boiight "Jed Blaine's Woman," a tale
of the gold rush days in San FranTaylor and Buster Collier, being Lion.
cisco, authored by Evelyn Wells...
reissued.
Sam Katzmati will make "The Ralph
Morgan returns to Metro for
Filmj released originally by United Prince of Thieves" as one of the
the first time in 10 years for a feaArtists, has since been acquired by seven films on his 1947 production
tured role in "Song of the Thin
Astor Pictures, which has assigned program for Columbia release...
Herman Hover, head of Giro's Man."
distribution to Bell PiitureS.
Mark Hellinger borrowed Hume
nitery, will function as technical advisor on "The Corpse Came C. O. D." Cronyn from Metro for one of the
Jonas Arnold to E-t
to be produced by Sam BischofI for top roles in his next production,
Jonais Arnold has beea tagged Columbia. .Robert Gordon will di- "Brute Force," for U-I release.
press book editor for Eagle-Lion rect "Major Denning's Trust Estate," MikV! FrankoviCh gave the gtddyap
Filths.-:a tale of the Virginia horseback set, sign to "Jesse James Rides Again,"
y,
Arnold who will also handle ex- at Columbia. . .Nancy S a u n d e r s a cliffhanger at Republic, with Fred
cothe femme lead opposite Brannon and Thomas Carr
hibitor relation;? and sales promo- draws
is
sending a
tion, has resigned a» an official of Warner Baxter in "The Crime Doc- directing,. .Republic
the March of Dimes campaign to ac* tor's Vacation": on the Columbia lot camera crew to Honolulu and the
(Continued Oil page 21)
; . ; Thre^ heavies, dsie: Sondergaatd,
cept his new job.

Hollywood, Jan.

of Warner Bros., has presented 2,900 increases retroactive to Sept. 1, 1946.
negotiations
were conshares of Warner common stock to Contract
Jewish_ charities, according to the summated by Major L. E. Thomptotest report of the Securities and son, RECO's labor relations consultant

Exchange Commission covering the
period from Nov. 11 to Dec. 10, 1946Warner gave 2,000 shares to the
United Jewish Appeal and made a
present of 900 shares to the Federa
tion of Jewish Philanthropies of
iNew York. The 2,900 shares at cur
rent market prices are worth about
$47,000.
Warner reported holdmg

From

established at $101.83 for

Major Albert Warner, vice prexy a 28-hour, four-day week with

14.

.

.

.

.

shares.

Schneider, New York,
disposed o£ 260 shares of Columbia
Pictures, holding 12,974.
Abraham
Montague, New York, reported presenting 188 shares of Columbia to

Abraham

S.

charity.

^ First
Screen

Directors' N. Y. iMeet
annual convention of the
Directors
eastern
Guild,

chapter, will be held Saturday (18)
at the Lotos Club, N. Y.

of commercial,
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Petition by the Associated Theatre Operating Managers for recognition as bargaining agent for
managers and assistants in the Fox
West Coast chain will be heard
Jan. 16 by the JJational Labbr Rela*
lions Board.
claims to represent a mamanagers and assistjority of
Petition
has been before
ants.
since last September,

ATOM

PWC

NLRB

Memphis

Ke-elects Binford

Memphis, Jan. 14.
Lloyd T. Binford, who distinguished himself the past year primarily;.'
by keeping Lena Horne and "The
Outlaw" off Memphis screens, has
reelected by the city
just been
commission for another one-year
term as chairman of the local board

I

•

'»•

NLRB

Los Angeles, Jan.

.

,

Petition

.

.

Stephen Callaghan, New York,
added 200 shares of Paramount common; Henry Ginsberg, Hollywood,
sold 500 shares, and William H. and
J'phn 0. Ginsberg, both of HoUy"wood. each reported holding 200

MOT

the standard
covering the production,
documentary or feature films. As a result of the agreement, SAG lifted its "unfair action"
and notified afban on the
filiated organizations in the parent
talent union, the Associated Actors
and Artistes of America, that they
may accept any engagements offered them by the producing out-

SAG form

of mbtioft picture eena.ors.

iteiiiii
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Picture Hefo/cf<

**Should account for hlgli grosses In ml\ ^hyotions! Exceptionally entertaining
• • «

superbly enacted by James Stewart

and Donna Reedl

Excelient^en{($yabre^

entertainment for tbe entire family. Appears destined for long and deserved
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popularityl"
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^'Outstanding!
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picture!
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Goodrfch, Albert Hockett.
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mass entertolnmentl Powerful, deeply appealing human-interetl
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"Sinbad the Sailor" (Color
Color fantasy of Orien-

(RKO).

comes a sensation when a newspaper publisher, not knowing the
mystery woman about whom' the men

^tiiliad the 5$ailor
(COLOR)

^

Hollywood, Jan.
Falvtonks,

DoiiBlns

Siars

Wiilli'r

iJ'IIura.

Sleaili;

Jr..

I'l'aturi's

CJuLnn, (ii-or^o Toljlns, .laiu'
Mir/.urkl. Hhdilim U'lmiivU.
J.ilin .Miljiin, Hiivry -VllU-h.'ll.
'

11.

are to duel
ters his

jViilluiny

"Madame X."
Meanwhile the couple have fallen
in love and climax comes when the
prospective father-in-law insults him
publicly and the boy has to challenge
him to a duel. Giving the father a
fencing lesson during what appears
to be a mortal combat, he txims the
fumbling publisher into a hero and
ends with the girl in his arms.
Arthur
of J.
Introducing one
Rank's promising starlets in a leading part, producer HoUmaa took a
big £!amble which doesn't quite come
off. Hazel Court has beauty, but to
play such important roles she needs
more training and experience. This
is most apparent in her scenes with
such seasoned troupers as Margaret
Rutherford and Stanley HoJloway.
Tliese two are scene-stealerg par excellence and dominate the screen at
Cane.
every opportunity.
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Tlie .sterling adventuros of Sinbad
man and as a romancer
have been garbed in brilliant color in
this ilKO production. -The Oriental
fantasy of "Sinbad the Sailor" should
prove an apt escape valve for ticlcetbuyer.':, particularly among the very

as a sailing

Ji-.;

Stii-Pktnres

Universal-International's leap with both leet into the narrow-gauge
film business, highliglited by its recent absorption of Castle B'iliHs, received
a journalistic salute from Time magazine in the Jan. 13 issue's Business
Finance section. Matty Fox, sparkplug in U-I's expansion moves, came

Doug

Fairbanks,
Maureen O'Hara insure b.o,

adventure;

tal

1947

&

"Meet M« at 0awn" (BritishMade). Romantic comedy provides good entertainment in this
Marcel Helman - 20th - Fox pic.

mention in the article, which described the U-I exec veepee
as "globular little Matty Fox," who started his pic career at eight as an
usher in Racine, Wis.
According to the Time script, United World Films, U's narrow-gauge
subsid, paid $2,000,000 for Castle Films and then nailed down owner EuHowell's
gene W. Castle on a long-term, $40,000 per year pact. Bell
Filmosound Library was picked up for 'a negligible |600,O0O to be paid
over a M-year period, Time says, Filmosound deal was so good that Foat
"gloated: 'We'll pay for "this cow eut of its milk'." Time has it after imply,
ing that
sold put because it feared it would be cut oifl from its supply;
of HoUyiii/Qod ftatpres. ,
in for specific

"Hungry Hill!' (British-Made).
Disappointing adaptation of
Daphne du Maurier's be:St-seller;
tough sled<Mng for the U. S.

&

thing she loves should have touched
one, but somewhere in the writing
and direction the sentiment has been
eliminated, and Miss Lockwood can

B&H

Seacon Pictures Corp., producer of "Copacabana" for UA release, is
do little with the puppet she pla.ys. split f}ve equal ways among Ben Hersh (Ideal Factoring), producer Sam
Instead of being a tragic' figure as Qoslow, Hollywood agent George Franlc, N. Y. agent Waiter Batcheior,
a gambler and drug addict, she is
and Monte Proser, boniface of the N, 'S'. riltery' of the film's name. In addiludicrous. Nor, for some unaccountable reason, has the camera been tion, Proser got $25,000 for use of the title and property, but invested it for
AU but Coslow put up money, latter contributing his
a 20% cut.
kind to her.
,
Cecil Parker is monumental as old services as producer, eiigineering, the UA release, writing the tunes, etc.,

man
less.

who

Brodrick but his grief is soulDennis Price is the only one
entirely credible. This is his

is

and he enhances
a reputation earned by fine performances. Running him close is Dermot
Walsh, product of the Gate Theatre,
linligry ilHI
with his playing of Wild Johnnie. He
(BEimSH-MADE)
shows much promise, and with his
London, Jan. 8.
long-term contract from Rank may
Film Dislrlbutor.'i' release o£ Two fill the gap left by James Mason.
be.st

work

to date,

youn.g and those who have passepl the
actively adventurous yeai-s. BpxoflCice
payoff should be handsome.
Cast values match production eleGeneral
Stars. Margaret r.oi'kwood.
A return to pictures foiv Cities Fllii).
gance.
Fi J. McCorhiick, father of the
Diro<'.tfd by
Ui'iinis Price. Oeeil Parker.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., after war Brian
by present Abbey players, and his Wife
Soreeniilay
Desmond Hurst.
service, fllrii has actor maitchihg do- Daphne du Maurier, Terence YgunK. ba.spa Eileen Crowe etch a couple of nice

as his shaire of the^eal.''..'

David O. Selznick's "Duel In the Sun" will have to gross about $10,000,000
in this country and abroad to break even. Negative cost was around $5,500,000 and another $1,500,000 is being spent in advertising and exploitation. To that must be added approximately another 25% for distribution
cost» arid Technicolor priiits.

•

and-dare antics of his late fatlier. He
measures up to the flamboyance reQuired to make Sinbad a dashing
fictionar hero. For the males. Maureen O'Hara lends shapely presence
as the heroine. Role has little histrionic value but Miss O'Hara's
comeliness graces period costumes
and, color to nth degree.
Story concerns Sinbad's mythical
eighth adventure wherein he seeks
a fabulously rich island and the Ipve
of an Arabian Nights beauty. Major
production fault is that dialog and

story points are obscure, making intelligent following of plot difPrincipal opponents to Sinficult.
bad's search are Walter Slezak and
Anthony Quinn. Former's character
is never clearly explained, and tatter's role also is obscured in the writing. These are critical faults' that are
not likely to be too closely examined
by theatregoers seeking pure escapism for film entertainment.
Bicbard Wallace's direction of the
Stephen Ames production treats the
adventuring with a light but actionful touch that pleases. Pageantry of
the Oriental background leiids itself
handily to tints, and George Barnes'
camera makes the mo.st of the glorified production trappings. Special effects also contribute a large share to
display as done by Vernon Ij. Walker

main
.

Oaniera, Doaniond Dickinson. At Wtudlo Xini', Jjondon,
Bunnlnti time, 109 AlfSIS.
.)an. 7, '47.
Marffaret r.ociUwood
Hose
Panny
- .
.Dpniiia Price

on Miss du Mfturler's

no.vel.'

Greyliound John.,...,.
John.,....,,
Wild Johnnie
Henry Broarlck. . .»

<''oppcr

.Morty Donovan...*.'.

Jane BroUrick. ., ..
Barbara Brodrick...
Harry Brodrick
.

Bridget...
leathering
Tuunj? Johnnie

•

Young .Tim.
Denny Donovan.....
Dr. Armstrong
Kate Donovan.,...

as

faithful

Simmons, Rank

:

starlet, is

Eileen Herlie

^

. . .

New

...

Sam Donovan..
Old Tim
.,.

Industry's U. S. 'Culture' Veto

Coutinuea from pag« 3
retainers. Jean
wasted, and
"synthetic stead of letting the newspapers have
as
(now under contract to cultural program
Korda and slated for "Salome"' with propaganda." When MPA nixed the it first.
Parker
..<::eoiI
....Udrinot Walsh Orson Welles) makes a brief appear- proposal, it was on the claim that
As a result of the Smith blast,
Cane.
..Michael Denison ance.
the industry would not tie itself to State Department Wired the U. S.
...Arthur Sinclair
any propaganda program no matter Embassy in France. to check into the
.Jean Simmons
..Barbara Warins
how salutary it purportedly Was,
charges- One State spokesman here
Diui O'llerlihy
Government oIHcials sizzled over pointed out that the required dubForeign
Hlleen ("rowe
studies

.

.Kileen

|ih^

V.

J. MeCormlck
Shamus I^ocke

'i'ony Quinn
Henry MolHson

.Hiobhun Mclvcnna

Sudden love for Irish backgrounds
has prompted a spate of British pro"

ductions set in Ireland, much to the
benefit of Dublin's Abbey and Gate
Theatres, which have been ransacked

much as the
itself. They charge the industry with attempting to sink the
entire program because of the fear
of competition from Governmental
agencies. Actually, officials claim,
there's a need for selling America's
better features to the world and
Hollywood has consistently muffed
its chances to do so. Now, when the
State Dept. has stepped into the
void created by Hollywood neglect,
it's charged, the film industry has
retaliated by attempting to scuttle
the entire program.

the reasons given as

ITerlie

..Anthony Wasier
Michael Golden

rejection

<rBI5N0H).
("Distress")
C.P.O. release of Moulins d'Or production:
stars Valentine Tessler. Jean Debucoui-t.
(iabrielle Dorziat. Jules Berry: directed by
Paul Robert Dagan: screenplay by I*aul
Achard based on play "Odette" by Victorian Sardou. Bevlowed In faris.. Sun"n««an-ol"

ning time. 9S JHHNS.

'

bing in France, and the order that
films more than two years old could
not be dubbed, were both old stuff.
He said the French had them before
the war to protect its home market
from dumping. Only thing that was
new, he explained, was that the
Ministries of Finance arid; National
Economy had to approve dubbii-ig

permits. Americans figured this, was
Despite names and Paul Achard's
to keep a check on doUar exchange^
expert streamlining of Sardou'.s old
(Details on French-U.S. deal on page
drama, poor direction and antiquated
Names of Lockwood, Price and du technique cue thiSi>tie strictly for the
3).rhere,
customers
Maurier should draw
local nabes. Story, a complicated robut.it WiU be hard going in America. mantic drama, wastes a capable cast.
'CuUural Iinperialisitt'
First illm of the series to reach the No dice for U. S.
Head- On Clash
screen is "Hungry Hill." Costing at
Benton
Cited
least $1,500,000, this adaptation of
Benton's head-on crasn with Hol"BevoB d'Amout" ("i;ove Dreams")
Daphne du Maurier's best-seller is (mtSNCH).
Chicago, Jan. 14.
Consortium rtilease d( lywood last week followed his scrap
Pathe
a sombre heavyweight cheated with PatUe produetios: stars Annte SutTsux and a few months earlier with the AssoFear among foreign politicians and
care, but falling with a sad crash Piei'j;e Klchard Wlllmj direcled by Cthrjacultural leaders of Hollywood-proPress
aiyi
United
Press,
which
ciated
tian
Sene
Stengel Dasedr on legit play by
through absence of humanity and
Fawbols. Previewed la Paris. Kunnlng he charged with refusal to sell him duced films creating an "American
real feeling. For painstaking thor
time. 100 MINS.
news for overseas broadcast. Most cultural imperialism" in their naoughness the film deserves commenand Harold WoHman.
of the radio people look askance at tions was cited here last week by
George Tobias, as Sinbad's boon dation, but with one or two excepThis filmization Of the legit deals the
compsinibn iii adventures, doesn't tions the characters have no red
shortwave radio program of William Benton, assistant secretary
have too much to do. Jahe Greer is blood in their veins and little inter- with the love affair a century ago of Benton's division,' feeling that the of state, when he spoke before the
Liszt and
a comely maid'in-waiting to Miss est is aroused in the fate of most 'of pianist composer Franz musical,
job should be done by private in- Chicago Cowicil on Foreign Relait
O'Hara.
Mike Muzarki, Sheldon the principals. Cardinal failing, as Comtesse d'Agoult. As a
tions.
dustry.
compare
the
Amei-ican
does
not
with
Leonard, good in a single scene as with so many British films, is lack
Benton said United States deleBenton, who up to now has been
an auctioneer; John Miljan and oth- of heart. Too many British producers product. Musical values are all in the
Brog,
and directors appear to frown on incidental synchronized music with a close personal friend of Johnston, gates at the first general conference
ers fit the action."
emotion, and are becoming expert in no siUging. Aided by good thesping brought the situation into the open of the United Nations Educational,
and marquee names of Annie Xhicaux with a speech in Chicago last Thurs- Scientific and Cultural organization
creating screen puppets.
and Richard Willm, should dp fairly
at
in Paris last month noted a definite
Story, beginning in 1840 and covweU in France, but has doubtful day (9) in which he made uncompli- concern among leaders of large for*
(BRITtSn-MADE)
ering a period of 40 years, tells of
mentary reroarkis about Hollywood's
values for America.
the bitter feud between the BrodLondon, Jan. 6.
influence abroad, and the fear of it eign countries fflf the effect the pix
aOlh-Filx prc.wnlallon oC -Mi'.ivi'l llcUniiin ricks and the Donovans over the
Europeans. Johnston is in Arizo- have on their subjects.
by
prodUi-Hon.
Stars William Kylllc. Hazel sinking of a copper mine on Hungry
"FarreWane" (VRENCH). Koran Fran- na, recuperating from
"The very technical genius of Hola recent at"Court: features -MarKiiret KuUwOf,n'tl. Hawil Hill by John Brodrick,
owner of caia release of Georges Rouquicr producDii-ccied
t»y
fjdiK-y. Stiinley tIi»Uuway,
Written and directed by Rouquler. tack of pneumonia, but O'Hara let lywood which makes its pictures
Centuries before tion.
Tlutrnlon FreelantT: uiusic liy Miscim .Spoli- Clonmere Castle.
Previewed in Paris.
Kunnlng time, OS go at Benton with both barrels. sought after and beloved by the
fin^ky. .Screenplay by IjcslfT rftorm, James the Donovans owned the Hill, and MINS.
'
Keyniour l)!ised on "I.e Tucnr." bv ^larcel inbred
masses everywhere terrifies scholar?
O'Hara declared:
the family is a hatred of
Achard. .\natoIo l.ifvak. Al Oileon Ihcatrc,
Brodrick. Cursing him, old Morty
"What the American people fear and politicians in these countries,"
T.onHoii. Jan. 0,
'47.
KutiTiinK time.
This picture, of a documentary
Donovan declares that no Donovan nature, was considered
M rxs.
sufficiently is the type of culture which Mr. Benton said.
Chnrlcs Morton
Willkini Kytlie will Work at the mine which will
good to get a showing at the Cannes Benton proposes to spread abroad.
"They hear their children speakKniile..
.SliuiU y Ilolliiwuy bring nothing
but bad luck to the
(rabricllc Vermol*eL
..........IliiKcl Court
Festival. But it is too arty in its de- It has been a universal experience ing English with an American acBrodricks. To make his prophecy
Peniilor Kenault
...... .Ci'oruo Thorpe
.scription
of the life of French that synthetic Government propa- cent, using our slang, and discussing
Aru,dame Jtenault. ... ....... .Irene Browne true, he invites the Irishman to riot,
peasants: Farmers in the poor French
MarKOt. ........
.Bciili-ice <^amiil)eU ihe mine is burnt to the ground,
and southern country are the sole actors. ganda, such as he favors, has always love, murder, and divorce in the
(icurRCa Verntofel... ......... l.asU Sydney
ended
failure
in
IBrodrick's
or
something
worse.
eldest
Hollywood
^on
epigrams," he continued.
is killed.
iladamo Verniorel,
.Ma rKarut Hutherford
Next in succession to the Brod- Lensing is good and film might be Perhaps Mr. Benton can do better.
("oncierse
........... .Ada Reeve
According to the U. S. diplomat
Improvisd by cutting into a two-reel
«''ount de Brlssac...
tSraome Aluir rick fortune is John, who has little
'Have a Right to Be Wary'
this fear does not result from Amerl*
documentary since the story itself is
News Kdllor...
.Wilfred llydP White interest in the mine, but
having
an
Doctor
..rohn Iludrtoek
of no importance.
As a feature
"But the American people have a can books, radio, art, or press asaffection for the Irish workers beAmbassador.
.O. B. ('larence
"Farrebique" has nO appeal for U, S. right to be wary of Mr. Benton's sociations but rests largely on what
rretccf ot Police.... .... .Aubrey •.\rnllaIlou lieves that mutual regard and underMdxi.
plan for the lavish use of Govern- he termed a "great worldwide im»
standing could banish hatred. After
It s a far cry from the psychopathic a hectic eotii-tship he marries Fanny
ment funds in the fields of press, pact of Hollywood motion pictures."
melodrama, "Wanted for Murder," to Rose, the much-courted and high"Hunio Ml log OJos^' f'SmoJce Ih the radio and motion pictures. The This "impact" is not noticed here
this airy romantic comedy, but pro- spirited local beauty, is a good hus- Eye.'!") (MRXIOAN). Fllmex release oil American
tradition of free expres- in the U. S., but seems to be cause
Rosas Prieffo production: stars
ducer Marcel Hellraan has provided band, raises a family of four and )'j*oducciones
Tona la Negi'a and Fernando Soto Eeatxiveu sion is based on the positive con- for great fear abroad.
a good entei-tainment. To have been dies.. Fanny spoils her eldest son, David Kilva. Maria l>uisa ^en. Mej-cedeH
In his opinion, Benton said, U. S,
more than this it would have needed who grows into a dissipated youth, tJariia and Kuben Rojo: direcled by An)erto viction that no Government bureau- films exert
a two-fold influence wheri
the finest romantic comedy couple, and on the death of his grandfather, (lout: camera. Alberto Carascn. At Cine crat, even ohe as wise as Mr. Benton,
Ovl'pon, Me.\.lco City.
liunninK. time, 16 is 'Wise enough to impose his own
exhibited in foreign countries. They
and William Eythe and Hazel eagerly awaited by himself and his MISS.
do
iiarm by conveying many false
Court are not yet in the Lunt-Fon- mother, he inherits the Brodrick fornotions of what constitutes Ameritanne class as artists. Eythe, lent by tune and the mine.
can culture on the great media of impressions of the American standModest pic shapes up as fair enter20th-Fox, gives a performance that
Realizing she is riot wanted at
ards
but do give some correct infree expression.
parallels his work in "A Royal Clonmere by her wild son, Fanny tainment largely because of music by
"Mr. Benton would do far better formation pn the way o* life here.
Scandal," but
director
Thornton goes to London where she becomes Agustin Lara, Mexico's big romantic
Benton observed' that AnjericanFreeland, conscientious as he is, a gambler and a drug addict, but songsmith and warbling of buxom if he followed the traditional policy produced
films have given a greais
lacks the one-time Lubitsch touch, Johnnie's hard heart is touched when Tona la Negra. Story's a slow mov- of his own State fiepartment in
ing drama studded with gunplay. opening up world channels of news many foreigners the impression that
and Eythe, competent actor, is he sees the lonely aging woman
.minus the Gallic effervescence the he is in London while the scandal of Okay acting, direction and lensing and information instead of trying to Chicago is a haven for machineshould
well
locally
gunning
help
it.
Film
do
gangsters.
He said he hoped
part cries out for.
his betraying a Donovan girl blows
remake the patterns of American
that Hollywood, in years to com*,
General level of acting is good, and over. Mother returns happily to Ire- and may do for foreign language culture."
Grah.
px'oduction has a nice quahty, par- land, but the mine soon takes its toll. spots in the U. is.
The statement is the last mani- would present in their product a
ticularly in the duelling scene.';, which In a brawl with the workers Johnnie
better balanced Impression of what
festation of impatience with the
also owe something to (he music of is killed and Fanny charges one of
the United States was really like.
(''The
Tirapeetor")
Spolianski. But absence of marquee the Donovans With murder. But her (I'Bl!.^(;H). Siriua release of Majestic State Department by MPA. At the
names—Bythe means more in Amer- philosophical old servant changes her production; stars Plem Fresnfiy! features beginning of the mouth, Harold L.
ica than here— may handicap box- mind. She withdraws the charge, and Holpelre. .Michel VlloM. Debui'ourt,Char- Smith, in charge of the MPA Paris
ANN VLTlLm BETUENS
ensol.
Beauchamp.
Kimohef
S.v1Ve«|i'e:
dioffice, and picture will have to rely the end comes with Fanny look in.!!
rected by Jean Drevllle; serwnplHv. Jean office, blew his top at a press conHollywood, Jan. 14.
mainly on word-bf-mouth.
out over Hungry Hill believing that lif rnarrt-r.uc. UcvieWed In PaHs. IluhuinK ference; against 'the French dubbing
Ann Miller, after a brief term in
Story is laid in Paris at the turn peace has come to the Brodricks and time, 90 MINS.
regulations which went into effect matrimony,
returns to pictures as
Of the century, with Eytlie as a pro- the Donovans.
Jan. 1, claiming they were a flagrant star in
Girl," to be pro"The
Pretty
fessional duellist ready to take up
It's a poor reward for Margaret
Despite- Pierre Fresnay's marquee violation
of last year's trade agreeat
anybody's quarrel for a financial Lockwood, England's most popular pull, this looms as
a doubtful draw ment, The Smith move was entirely duced by Alfred Bloomingdale
consideration.
Engaged by polili-' actres.s, to be given, a part that calls in any situation. Story deals with
Columbia.
a
cians to insult and wound a prom- for little more than posturing, acting .shyster lawyer who commits murder without advance hotioe to the State
Mu.sical will be filmed on a heavy
inent senator who is to be put out of as a clothes-horse, and adding some and hides in an orphanage. There's Department's commercial policy sec- budKct from an original by Devery
the way for a period, he uses Gabri- lines to her yQung face to denote age. little human interest and
Earlier,
MPA would have Freeman, who Is also doing the
film's tion.
elle as a pretext. The challenge be- Story of a woman who loses every- fcmme appeal is nil. 'No dice
for U. S. taken up such a: matter quietly in- screenplay.
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PICT1JBK GROSSES

Bway

-SKIES' 15G, 'CLOUDS' 126

Maintains Boffo Grosses

Despite Post-Holiday; 'Eige 109G
In Final, life' NSG32G,'Clcfuds'llIG
Broadway's first-run film theatres
appeared headed baclt to normal
this week after an ultra-lush holiday
season— but the normalcy, from all
indications, will continue to be that

opening today (Wednesday). Last
week, fourth frame of "Cross My
Heart" (Par), combined with An-

drews Sisters headlining stage bill,
mildish $60,000.
Park Avenue (U) (583; $1.2O-$2.40)
—"Stairway to Heaven" (U) (4th

of top "grosses. Indicative is the
wk). Holding steadily on modu$109,000 chalked up by "Razor's
with- strong
Edge" during its final week at the lated road-shciw; policy
for third week endRoxy. Figure pushes the film's $19,000 expected
night. Previous
eight-week total to almost $1,000,000, ing last (Tuesday)
probably an all-time high tor any week, solid $21,000.
iRadio City Music Hall (Rocketheatre anywhere for a single picfellers)

ture.

(5,945

;

70-$l,25)

—

Indianapolis, Jan. 14.,
With two holdovers on card, pix
grosses have levelled off from lofty
New Year week peaks but results
are still good. "Blue Skies." in second week at Indiana, is top stra^ht
fllmer again, "Till Clouds Roll By"
also holding up well at Loew's.
"Falcon's Adventure," paced by Connee Boswell, Freddie Slack orch, and

Freddie Bartholomew

okay at

stage,

Film

(2,800;

gross

as re.the vari-

estimates,

ported herewith from
ous key cities, are not, I.e., without the 20% tax. Distributors
share on net take, -whan playing
percentage, hence the estithated
figures are net income.
admission
The parenthetic
pricesi, howevef, as indicated, in*
elude the U.S. amusement tax.

is

48-74)

(RKO), with
Connee Boswell plus Freddie Slack
band, other acts on stage, Neat $18,000. Last week, "Never Say Goodbye" (WB) and "Little Miss Big"
Fair $10,000 at 40-60 scale.
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,300; 40-60)
—"Blue Skies" (Par). Strong $15,000 in second stanza after terrific
$27,000 New Year's week opener.
Keith's
40-60)—
(Indie)
(1,300;

"Till

(U).

Chicago, Jan. 14,
. ,.1\. \.>
Although
biz continues to hold u»
well, the honeymoon seems to hi
over for th« top grogging holdovers
which dominate the Loop scene. Th*
lush opening week crowds are gone

and signs of wear are starting to
show at the b.o.'s. Daytime b.o.'s seem
to

—

—

"fime. Place, Girl" (WB), plus
stageshow topped by. 'Vaugh;i Monroe orch (3d wk). Soaring ahead
with strong $53,000 for third frame
endmg tonight (.Wednesday) after
solid $65,000 previous week.
Con;

doing

o.k.

new

pix

week

this

are

\

"Time, Place, Girl," at Roosevelt,
isn't too much to shout about with
an estimated $20,000 in initial frame,
ditto for Rialto's

"Yank

in London''

"Wanted for Murder" with $15,"Temptation," steamed with "Joe
Palooka" at Palecci bows with around
plus

falcon/ Cole Hot

OOO.

$18,000.

'Gentleman' 8G,
'Skies'

Kfe"

Th):ee

topped by "Strange Woman" bowinu
at Oriental With MUt Herlh Trio ort
stage for swell $62,000.

"Temptation" (U). Modest $10,000.
Last week, "Magnificent Doll" (U).
Mild $5,000 in second stanza.
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 40-60)—
Philadelphia, Jan. 14.
"Till Clouds Roll By" (M-G).
ExKing Cole Trio is sparking "Falcellent $12,000 in second week, oH
con's Adventure" to one' of the hottop of sock $21,000 first stanza.
Lyric (Katz-Dolle) (1,600; 40-60)— test grosses in history of Warners'
"Somewhere in the Night" (20th) vaudefilmer Earle, and Ijringing
and "Dangerous Millions" (20th). house b.o. to top rank to monesy
Okay $7,000. Last week, '"Margie"
sweepstakes here this sesh. Bowl(20th) (m.o,).
Fine $8,000.
ing to- to nic» Wii! IS '"jSecret Heart"
the other deat Goldman. Mflist
luxers are fe&turing holdovers.
Kstlitiates lor T&fs Week
50-94)—
Aldlne
(WB)
(1,303;

—

(22).

on

Grosse* Ate Net
:

estimates fo^ This 'WeeK

;

Wednesday

Honepoon's Over;

Biz Holds, but

'Woman,' Berth 62G; 'Time, Place 206

Circle,

Circle (Katz-Dolle)
"Falcon's Adventure"

Clouds Roll By" (M-G) plus Stage
"Best Years of Our Lives" at the
Back to almost
Astor continued to ride the crest sho.w (6th wk).
but still high $117,000 for
o£ strong word-of-mouth and good normal
frame ending today (Wednessixth
unaiiimous
publicity based on almost
last
boffola
$134,000
after
day),
the
best
of
it
as
choice
critics'
film
week. Holds one more session, with
film of 1946, raking in a fancy
"Yearling" (M-G) opening Jan. 23.
$52,500 in its eighth week, it holds
35-85)
(594;
malto (Mayer)
MusiO Hall offered
indefinitely.
another solid frame ttr "TiU the "Murder in Reverse" (Indie) (1st
Clouds Roll By," which grossed a wk). Bolstered by strong word-ofhefty $117,000 during itis eighth mouth to about $10,800 for initial
stanza ending tomorrow (Thursday).
session.
with Holds for one more frame.
running
Heart."
'•Secret
Kivoll (UA-Par) (2,092; e0-$1.25)
stHgeshow topped by Tommy Dorsey
(Par) opens today
—'•California"
to
tumbled
a
Capitol,
the
qrch at
and
fairish $62,000 for its final stanza (Wednesday). Last week, sixth
and Will be replaced next week by final frame of "Darling Clementine"
"Lady in the take," plus a stage (20th) did mildish $15,000, as agamst
bill topped by Kathryn Grayson, and fair $20,000 ibr pjevious week.
Johnny Johnston. Knsuing week will
Eoxy (20th) (5,886; 90-$1.20)—"13
see a raft of new releases, with Rue Madeleine" (20th), plus Stage
"Dead Reckoning" replacing "Love show headlined by Grade ,Fiel<Js,
Laughs at Andy HSrdy": at the tees off today (Wcdneisday>. Last
Criterion, "Sinbad the Sailor" fol- week,
eighth frame of -"Razor's
lowing "Song of the South" into the Edge" (20th), continued amazing
Palace, and "Perfect 'Marriage" suc- pace with smash $109,000, meaning
ceeding "Cross My Heart" at tlie the film just missed clearing $1,060,Paramount.
000, for eight weeks, prptaably an
Metro will continue to hold the all-time high.
Music Hall, with "Yearling" slated
State (Loew's (3.450; 43-$1.10)
for its eastern preem Jan. 23. "Cali- "Return of Monte Cristo" (Col) plus
replaces
Darling vaudeville layout on stage; winds up
iornia"
"My
Clementine" after the I&tter's six- second week tonight (Wednesday)
week run at the RivQli and "13 Rue with good $26,000, "Jolson Story"
Madeleine" goes into the Roxy as (Col), with stage bill headed by
a part of 20th-Fox's efJort to ease Thelma Carpenter, opens tomorrow
its backlog jam, despite the apparent
(Thursday).
continued strong pull of "Edge."
Strand (WB) (2,756; 75-$1.20)

Another 20th newcomer, "Wake Up
and Dream," succeeds "Beast with
rive Fingers" at the Victoria next

)in

OKININDPLS.'HOLDOp

15G,Mpls.

Minneapolis, Jan. 14.
After br. aking all local boxoffice
records for a straight film by skyrocketing to a huge $38,000 its first
week, "Blue Skies" continues to be
the local pace-setter.
Newcomers
are unusually conspicuous by their
absence, the lone major entries being "Notorious Gentleman," which is
hitting a fast clip at the RKO-Pan,
and "Gallant Bess." The holdovers,
having another big inning, include
"It's a Wonderful Life," which takes
its place among the boxoffice champions here, "Time, Place and Girl"
and "Coutit of Monte Cristo," in
their third weeks, and "The Secret
Heart" in Ita second.
Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par) (900; 30-44)—"Falcon

:

,

Estittiates for This Week
Apolio (B&K) (1,200; 65-95)—",Iol.
son Story" (Col) .(3d -wk). Holding/
up particularly well with sweet $25,-

Ltist week, $32,0Cf0,
Ohlcaco <B&K) (3,900; 65-95)"Blue Skies" (Par) plus Burl Ives
heading stage layout (3d wk). Fine
$55,000. Last week, $00,000.
Garrlck (B&K) (900; 65-95)— "Return of Monte Cristo" (Gol) (3d Wk),
Fairish $l5,OO0. L^st week, $18;000.
Grand (RKO) (1,500; 65-95)—
Wonderful Life" (RKO). WV>rth
keeping -with brisk $20,000. Last
week, $25,000.
000.

Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 65-95)
-"Strange Woman" (UA) and Milt
Wicked Lady" CU), Okay $18,000 Herth Trio on stage, opened Thursplus $3,000 for Sabbath showing at day (9). Looks like lush $62,000. Last
Earle, Last week, "Song of South" week^"Show-'Of£" (M-G) with Kath(RKO) flnaled with lukewarm $12,- ryn (irayson- Johnny Johnston stage
500 for second sesh.
layout, good $45,000.
Arcadia (Sablosky) (700; 50-94)—
Palace
(RKO) (2,500; 65-95)—
'Return of Monte Cristo" (Col) (2d "Temptation" (U) plus "Gentleman
wk). Good $6i000> Last week, "Meet Joe Palooka" (Mono). Opened SatJohn Doe" (indie), mild $4,000 for urday (10) and looks for modest $18,oldies.
,
000.
Last week, "Song of South"
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 50-94)— "Un- (RKO) and "Falcon's Adventure"
dercm-rent" (MiG) (3d wk). Fair (RKO), so-so $17,000.
Last .week okay $21,500.
$17,500,
Rlaltff (Indie) (1,700; 65-95)-—"Yank
Earle CWB) (2,760; 60-99)—"Falin London" (20th) plus "Wanted for
con's Adventure" (RKO) with allMurder" (20th). Opened Tuesday
sepia stage show headed by King
(7).- Light $15,000 or better in first
Cole Trior
Torrid $44,000.
Last
sesh. Liast week, "Rage in Heaven"
wefek's gross was great $36,500 for
second week of Louis Prima's band, •(M-G) (reissue), sUm $17,000.
RMsevelt (B&K) (1,500; 65-95)-plus "Betty Co-Ed" (Col).
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-94)—"Razor's "Time, Place, Girl" (WB). Opened
Edge" (20th) (3d wk). Hefty $28,- Wednesday (8). Estimated small $20,000. Last week, "Never S-ay Good000. Last week, hot $38,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,000; 50-94) bye," thin $14,000.

.

.

'

Among the holcbvers, meanwhile,
"TUne, Place and Girl" continued its
Slate-Lakb (B&K) (2,700: 65-95)—"Secret Heart" (M-G), Great $29.'strong pace at {he Strand where, tinues.
000.
Last week, "Cross Sty Heart" "Razor's Edge" (20th) (Sd wk). Sock
backed by Vaughn Monroe's orch, it
Last week, $52,000,
Victoria (Maurer) (720; 70-$1.20) in Criminal Court"
(RKO) and (Par), fairlsli $19,000 for fourth $45,000.
checked off a sturdy $53,000 in its —"Beast 'With Five Fingers" (,'WB) "Singing
United* Artists (B&K) (1,700; 65in Corn" (Col), dual first- canto.
third frame. "Humoresque," in its
Karlton (Goldnian) (1,000; 50-94)— 95)—"Undercurrent" (M-G) (3d wk).
(4th wk). Okay $13,500 for third runs, reaching good $2,000 in five
fourth at the Hollywood, rolled in frame ending
"Rage in Heaven" (M-G) (4th wk) Smart $25,000. I«st week, $30,000.
last (Tuesday) night days. "Driftin' River"
(PRC)
and
with a nice $38,000 and also hold.s. after fair
Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 65-95)—
"Lady Chaser" (PRC), also dual (reissue). Fairish $8,500. Last week,
$18,000 previous 'week,
"It's a Wonderful Life"
continued "Wake Up and Dream" (20th) opens first-runs,
"Best Years of Lives" (RKO) (4th
opened today (14). Last nice $9,800.
its slow pace at the Globe with a
Keith's (Goldman) (1,500; 50-94)— wk). Continues standout biz for bolt
next Wednesday (22).
week, "Alias Mr. Twilight" (Col)
mildish fourth stanza take of $32,000,
and "Bohemian Girl" (FC) (reissue) "Strange Woman" (UA) (2d run) $47,000 with late grinds. Last week,
•Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60
while "Stairway to Heaven," play$50,000.
(2d
wk).
split
So-so
with
$7,500.
"Cuban Pete" (U) and
Last week,
Lady" (U)
(4th
ing: three and four shows daily on a $1.20)—"Wicked
"Mr. Hex" (Mono), first runs, duals, neat $9,000.
ntodijBed
oadshow policy at the wk). Fourth session ending Friday okay
Mastbaum (WB) (4,350; 50-94)—
$2,300 in eight days.
Park Avenue, held to a steady (17) should hold to mildish $2p,000
"Time, Place, Girl" (WB.) (3d wk).
after okay $24,000 previous week,
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)
$19,000.
for EX.;
Mild $18,000. Last week, good $24,Continues.
'Gallant Bess" (M-G).
Well-liked
Estimates for This Week
horse picture suffers from lack of
Pix (Cummins) (500: $l,95-$2.60)—
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 70-$2.40)
cast names. Mild $6,000 looks about
'Clouds' 206, 'Skies' 13G
"Henry V" (UA) (,M wk). Holding
—-•Best Years of Lives" (RKO) (8th
all.
Last week, •'Time, Place and up
Jan. 14.
Kansas
City,
well
with
U'fc).
Holding up solidly in post$11,500.
Last week,
Gin" (WB) (2d Wk), good $8,000 capacity
biz with $12,000
holiday session, with ultck-faney
Town has a bevy of holdovers, all
after fine $17,000 Radio City week.
Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-94)— "Blue
.$52,200 estimated for week ending
doing welh Surprise is "Ifs a WonGopher (Par) (1,000; 44)— "Child Skies'' (Par) (7th
tomorrow t Thursday). Last week
wk). Great $21,
of Divorce" (RKO). Mixed opinions 500. Last week,
derful Life" at the Orpheum which
trim $23,500.
was great $53,000. Contmues inon this one. Tepid $3,000 gait. Last
Stanton
(WB) (1,475; 50-94)— didn't look to hold for even a second
definitely.week, "Decoy" (Mono), fair $3,500.
Fair week. It pulled up strong and; the
Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 60-$1.10)
*^^'^^}f^'"1." 1"^°' '3* wk).
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-70)— "Time, $12,000.
Last week, fine $16,500.
—"Secret Heart" (M-G) plus stagecurrent (third) week will tie or pass
Place and Girl" (WB) (m.o.). Third
Detroit, Jan. 14.
show headed by Tommy Dorsey
downtown stand and week for this
the second.
"Till the Clouds Roll
oi-ch.
(4th wk).
Holdovers are dominating key elaborate musical. Winding
Tumbled during
up to
By" will play a long second week of
third week ending today (Wednes- houses with, "Jolson Story" in its good $5,000.
Last week, "Man I 'Skies'
Sets Balto
nine days in the Midland, also ari
day) to fairish $62,000 after hefty second stanza, garnering a solid $15,- Lo-ve" (WB) (2d wk),
light $4,000,
$79,000 last week. Holds one more 000 at the Adams and a good $13,000 makmg good-enough
unusual
"Blue Skies"
procedure.
$14,000 for loop
^
ses.'iion, with "Lady in Lake" (M-G), at the -Downtown. "Time, Place, Girl"
Eecori; leart'
fortnight,
winds up third Week today in the
plus Kathryn Grayson, Johnny John- and "It's a Wonderful Life" are also
Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 50-70)—
Newman, but is cinch ibr a fourth
ston on stage opening Jan. 23.
staying a second round at the Mich- „ Its a Wonderful Life"
(RKO)
'Clouds/
(3d
'Jolson' H.O.,
week. "Razor's Edge" likewise showCriterion (Loew S) (1,700; 60-$1.25) igan and Palms-State.
wk). Has come through in topnotch
ing staying power in the Es(3UireT
•'Love Laughs at Andy Hardy"
Baltimore, Jan. 14.
fashion, with critics and customer!
Estimates for This Week
Big holiday entries are still around Uptown-Fairway combo, and playing(2d wk). Chalked up fair $18,000
Adams (Balaban) (1,791; 70-95)— raving. Another big $13,000 in pros- and faring
for first week ending' ye.sterday
"The Jolson Story" (Col) (2d wk). pect after smash $16,000 last week the week well enough but news of out an eight-day third week.
here
(Tuesday). "Dead Reckoning" (Col) Solid
being
and
is
made
by
tremendous $20,000 first stanza,
Estimates for This Week
$15,000. Last week, $25,000.
follmvs next Wednesda'y (22).
latter figure- including New Year's 'Blue Skies" reaching out for a
(Fox
Esquire - Uptown - Fairway
Broadway-Capitol (United Detroit) Eve takings
house record at the Stanley. Also
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.20)—
at advanced admission.
45-65)—
"Wonderful Life" (RKO) (4th wk). (3,309: 70-95)— "Notorious" (RKO)
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)— in nice slot is "Cross -My Heart" at Wlidwest) (820, 2,043, 700;
(3d wk).
Continues slow pace on fourth and "Vacation in Reno" (RKO) (3d
Blue Skies" (Par) (2d wk). Alltime Keith's. 01 repeaters, "The Jolson "Razor's Edge" (20th)
Plays
through Wednesday, an eightstanza ending Friday
(17)
with wk). Big $16,000. Last week, a lusty high for this sensational boxoffice Story" is holding mightily at the
to
day'
week
bringing
back
house
$27,000.
combo
Hippodrome.
about $32,000; laist week .strong
performer. Very
$15,000 after
Smash
regular -Thursday openings.
Downtown (Balaban) (2,683; 70- Stupendous $38,000 big
$41,000 but still below expectations.
Estiinates for This Week
first week, new
$13,000. Last week (2d wk) film did
Gotham (Brandt) (900; 70-$l,40)— 95)—"The Jolson Story" (Col) (2d alltime fcigh (or 'straight film in
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 20- socko $20,000.
"Ladies Man" (Par) (1st week). Do- wk). Good $13,000; Last weekv $18,- Minneapolis, with figure, however 60)— "Till Clouds Roll By"
(M-G)
Midland (Loew's) (3.500: 45-65)-ing nicely with fairish $12,000 for 000.
including midnight
Year's Eve (2d wk). Holding steadily at $17,- "Till the Clouds Roll By" (M-G) (2d
Fox (Pox-llichigan) (5,100; 70-95), opening showing at New
initial .stanza ending Friday
(17).
$1.20 for entire 000 after a ban go starter at $26,000.
Wednesday
wk),
plays
through
(20th) (3d house and more than $3,000
Last week, third and final frame for —"The Razor's Edge"
copped.
tRaPPaport) (2,240; bringing house to Thursday opennn'i'^,'"'^?'';"*
"Abie's Irish pose" (UA), weak wk ). Still a good $20,000, iast week,
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)— 20-75)—
"Jolson Story" (Col)
days.
(2d
ings.
$28,000.
$7..500.
•Notorious Gentleman" (U-I)
wk) plus h.o. of vaude. Maintaining Last Splendid $20,000 for nine
week (2d wk) film did nifty
Madison (United Detroit) (l,9i08; well-liked picture helped b.y Very mighty pace
Go Wen ('769; $1.20-$2.40)— "Henry
at $21,000 after
Rex
$24,000 despite bad weather.
(UA) (20th wk). Holding .strong 50-60)— "Gallant Bess" (M-G) and Harrison's prestige and scarcity of withm a hair-breadth of a coming
house
Newman
(Paramount) (1.900; 45aft")' lush holiday season with hefty "Siispen.se" (Mono), Usual $2,400 for newcomer opposition.
Climbing to
which reached 65)— "Blue Skies" (Par) (3d wk),
P'"^*""
$10,000 in till for. 19th week ended three clnys. Last week. "Kid from good $8,000.
Last week, "Retur^i $30 W*0
nice $13,000 and will go fourth week.
Jast Saturday (11) night; 18th ses- Brooklyn" (RKO) and"Swamp Fire" M«mte Cristo" (Col) (:2d wk), good
(Schanberger) (2,460; 20- Last week (Sd wk) film hit solid
(Par), fair $2..'i00 for three days.
sjon wa.s strong $13,500.
60)— 'Cross My Heart" (Par).
Get- $17,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,049
Ifollywood (WB) (1,499; 70-$1.10)
State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)— "Secret ting nice response at
$11,000.
Last
Orpheum (RKO) (l;gQO; 4.5-65)-:
"riumore.sciue"
(WB) (4th wk). 70-95)— "nie Time, the Place, and Heart" (M-G) (2d wk). Has given week, second of "Magnificent Doll" "It's
a Wonderful Life" (RKO) '3<1
Soai^ing strongly with fine $38,000 the Girl" iWB) and "Criminal Court" (rood account of self. Good" $11,000
(U), iield pace at $10,400,
wk).
Unexpected holdover, but
for fourth frame ending; today CWed- (RKO) (2d wk), Lusty $18,000. Last
prospect after hefty $14,000 first
Mayjtair
(Hicks)
(980;
25-55)— seems to have caught on and may
Jie!5<!ay),
week.
La.st week, solid $40,000. week, $32,000,
Plainsman and Lady" (Rep) (2d do
$11,000, passing previous '2d wk)
Palms-State (United Detroit) (2,H()M«.
Uptown (Par) (1,000: 50-,55)
wk).
Dipping a bit below home $10,000.
Fourth week possible.
PHlate (RKO) (1,700; 60-$l,20)— 800; 70-95)— •Ifs a Wonderful Life" "Two Years Before Ma.sl" (Par),
Tower (Fox Joflfee) (2,100; 45-65)
"Son.!; of South'' (RKO-Disney). (7th (RKO) and "The Story of Kenneth First
neighborhood showing. Big Ifterl4.70a
'ILandrush" (Col) and "Lone Star
).
Sixth week ending yestordav Randall. M.D." (Liberty) (2d wk). *'',00_0 indicated. La.st week, "Rage
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)— Moonlight"
(Col) with Major Bowes
fTiiS.^day) looked to be fair $28,000, Neat $1'7,OO0: Last week, $28,000 for in Heaven" (M-G) (reissue)
Razors Edge" (20th) (3d wk). Go- Grads
satSon
stage, $10,500, good. LasJ
factory $3,500.
thnii«h kids had returned to school. nine da.y.<:.
ing strong at $13,000 after fine secweek, "Gentleman Joe Palooka.
World (Par-Slefl'e.s) (3,50; 50-99)— ond round to $15,600.
United Artists (United Detroit) (1,Hold.': one more session, with '•Sinand
"Rolling Home" 'SGJ.
(Mono)
biid the .Sailcjr" opening next Wcrt- 97;); 70-95 )— "Son,!? of the South" '^Return Monte Cristo" (Col) (mo.).
Stanley
(WB) (3.280; 25-75)— with vaude, .so-so $8,000.
^, „.
iRKO) and "The Falcon'.-; Adven Third week downtown for this one. •Blue^ Skies" (Par). „.v...>.i,...k
»v'~fRv (22).
Reaching <»iiall
Kimo (Dickinson) (533: $1-20''itrarooiini (Par) (.3.664: 70-,'?1.20) lure"
(RKO). Nii;e $23,000. Last Modorate $2,000 in pro.specf. La.st time house high with $29,000. Last $2.40)—
"Henry V" (UA). Rai'S
— "inntcct Marriage" (Par) nlus v,fek. "The Secret Hcai^t" (M-G) and week, 'Kin;!s Row" (WB) (reissue)
week, second week of "Time, Place $6,000 gross in first week despite
.sijij^c
.'-.how
headlined by Elliott '•Brin.sing Up Fatlicr" (Mono), okay (m.o. ), good $3,000, making fine Girl" tWB) was. okay in h.o. at $13,-^
resistance to price scale, double Wr
Lawrei.ce orch, OJg'a San Juan, ,$24,000 for -nine days.
for loop fortnight.
j $10,000
ari J film ever in town.
.
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THIS MAIN TITLE IS WINNING

TOP

OTIQN PICTURE HONORS FOR 19461

N. Y. Times* "Ten Best Pictures-of the Year" hails 'stairway to

*HENRY

v'

heaven/

and 'brief encounter' among the 1946 winners with Bosley

Crowther awarding 'stairway to heaven,* "the highest recommendation
of any film of the year!"

The

National Board of Review of Motion Pictures announces

*henry
on its

V* as the hest film of

list

1946—and

rates 'brief

its

choice of

encounter* high

of the year's ten best films!

The N. Y.

Critics Circle

honors Laurence Olivier as "the year's best male

performer" for his role in 'henry v'i and Celia Johnson

the "best

female performer" for 'brief encounter'!

Film Daily poll of motion picture

critics selects

'henry

v"^

as one of the

ten best pictures of the year!

Time Magazine

lauds 'henry v' and 'brief

encounter'

in

its

choice of

1946'& top motion pictures! The N. Y. Newspaper Guild awards Laurence
Olivier the

'henry

crown for the best motion picture performance of 1946 in

v'l

Rose Pelswick, N. Y. Journal - American, picks 'henry v' and 'brief

encounter'

in her list of the year's ten top films! Archer "Wins ten,

N. Y. Post, hails 'stairway to heaven,"brief encounter,' 'henry v*

and 'dead of night,' four out of ten in his choice of 1946's

„,and still more

jbest

ten

lo cmne-l

Wednes^af,
r

OK Holdovers Take L 4 limelight;

'Jolson'

OK 9G, Omaha;

'Heart' Throbbing
Omaha, Jan.

licked Lady,' New, Good 47i;iG in 5;
Duel' Leads

H.O.'s

Los Angeles, Jan.

in five situations

in two
(10) in third.

frame

of spots

#/2G
'

in 3

-_-

"...

.

\

;

Estimated Total Grass
.$696,000
This week
(Bosed on 18 theatres)

and

(Grauman-WC)

(2,048:

Boston,. Jan,

"Time,

Place,

Estimated 'Kotal Grosi
This Week
I?'**''''*''
(Based on. 23 cities, mO then?chteHv fini tutu, includinff
W. Y.)
Total Gnat Same Week
$3,186,000
last Tear
(Based (g>H 23 Cities, 182 theatres)
,

tres,

$1J.900;

Girl"

$13,000.

for

second

8G, Cleft

(3,000; 16-65)
$15,000, very

week. First week,

Allen (RKO) (3,000; 55-70)— "Razor's Edge" (20th) (3d wk). Bright
$19,000, f(jllowing exceUent $28,000
for last week.

Lake (Warners) (800; 55-70)—
"Time, Place and Girl" (WB) (m.o.).
Swinging into tuneful $3,500 and h.o.
Last week, "Westerner" (reissue)
(m.o.), phenomenal $4,400.
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 55-70)—
"Dark Mirror" (WB). Strong $26,500.
Last week, "Time, Place and Girl"

„

Downtown (WB)
"Humoresque" (WB)

(1,800;

.

tfouds' ZIC,

—

State (Goldberg) (865; 15-50)
"Killers" (U) and "If I'm Lucky"

..

"Humoresque"

Last week,

Iris

I
"

(FWC)
(UI).

50-85)— "Wicked

Good

$7,500.

Last

Week

(2,844; 60-95)

—"Wonderful Life" (RKO) (2d wk)
plus vaude headed by Merry IVlacs
and Herb Shriher. Strong $30,000,
Last week, a strong $46,000.

L

Is

.

'Guys lyzG'Pfftv.

^

Golden Gate (RKO)

St.

St. Louis, Jan. 14.

MNeatl?^

306

Estimates for This

(828;

<2d wk),
y^n"^.:. I^J^^P'^^'O""
dull
$4,600.
^.I-oew State (Loew-WC) (2,404; 50f20th) (3d wk).
$25,000.
Last week, stout $33,

stage last

.

Wave

Lady"

on

Esauire (M-P) (1,200; $1.801— "Best
Years" (RKO). Thiird Week at $11,600, a dip from last week; Can hold
out until it drops to about $6,000,

plenty weeks hence,
Exeter (1,000; 40t74)—"I Know
destined to grab' Where I'm Going" (XJ-I) and "Cocktop coin in a session that finds biz eyed Miracle" (M-G). This Back Bay
{20th). Estimated $4,000.
and
(VTBK
Forever"^
"Nobody Lives
off despite a break in .the weather. nabe house going In for firstrun Brit"Boys Ranch" (M-G), fair $3,800.
"Till the Clouds BoH 3^," a h.o.. Is ish pix now and wowing. Current
still strong.
bill in third week with huge estimated
Estinutes for This Week
$8,00 after better than $10,000, last,
Fenway (M-i») (1,373; 40-80)— "My
(20th)
and
Darling Clementine"
"JPersonality Kid" (Col). M.o. from
Met and very nice $11,000. Last
(2d wk), $17,000.
(WB) and "DanFo3i (F&M) (S,O00; 50-75)--"Sus- week, "Deception"
Dense" (Mono) and "Decoy" (Mono). gerous MiUions" (20th). $10,000.
Majestic (Indie) (1,200; 40-80)—
$16,000. Last week, "Plainsman and
(UA) and
the Lady" (Rep) and "Home in Okla- "Bachelor's Daughter"
"Don Ricardo Returns" (PRC). Nice
homa" (Rep). $18,000.
Providence, Jan, 14.
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)— "Till $7,000. Last week, "Johnny in the
Sock biz is the general rule around the Clouds Roll By" (M-G). H.o. Clouds" (Indie) and "Devil's Playhere with most stands milling hold- $21,000 after whammo $32,000.
ground" (Indie), $5,600,
sesh of
Majestic's third
overs.
Memorial (HKO) (2 9)0: 40-80)—
IVHssouri (F&M) (3,5O0; 50-75)—
"Razor's Edge" is hot. "Blue Skies" "Razor's
Edge" (20th) (4th wk). $12,- "Magnificent Doll" (U) and "Little
sailed into third week Monday.
000; good. Wst week, (third) did Miss Big" (U). Sizeable $24,000. a
Estimates for This Week
little less than expected, but all right,
$18,500.
44-65)—
(2,200;
Albee
(RKO)
Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 50-75)— tast week, "Song of South" (RKO)
"Magnificent Doll" (U) and "Dead
and. "Dark Horse" (U), third week
Very nice $17,000. "Captain Caution" (SG) and'^Cap- (eight days), $20,000.
of Night" (U).
witk tain Fury" (SG) (reissues). $11,000.
(14)
Wednesday
Opening
Metropolitan (M-P) (4,367; 40.80)
week, Last week, "The Show-Off" (M-G)
Last
(IP).
"Temptation"
"Time, Place, Girl'* (WB) and "The
"Song of South" (RKO) and "Fal- and "Secrets of the Whistler" (Col). Trap" (Indie), Reasonably strong
H.o.
$9,000.
con's Adventure" (RKO) (2d wk),
St. Xouls (F&M) (4,000; 50-60)— bill catching an okay $29,000. Last
good $12,000.
week, "Daring Clemeritine" (20th)
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-65) "*rime. Place, Girl" (WB). M.o. $8,"Personality Kid" (Col), $26,000.
—"Margie" {20th) (3d downtown 000. Last week, "Blue Skiets^* (Par). and
Orpheum (I^eW) (2,900; 40-80)—
wk). Very nice $5,000 after hitting M.o. (3d wk). $9,000.
'Clouds Roll By"' (M-G). Best in
snappy $6,500 in second sesh.
town with strong $30,000 on second
Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)—"Two
fine $11,000.

"

nice $5,100.

others

week.

'

iearl/ 'Liiy' 15

.

%'20|'yfe;

Bowan and

bil

(WB) (2d wk), nipe $17,000.
Lower lHall (Greenberger) (524;
$1.25-$2.50)—"Henry
V"
(Theatre
50-$!)— Guild). Spurting on third week, $9,{3d wk). Neat 000, with same for last week and
$14,000.
week,
Last
good $21,200.
$12,000 for first stanza.
Downtown Music Hall (Blumen55-70)—
Ohio
(Loew's)
(1,200;
feld ) (872; 55-$l )— "Strange- Woman"
"Show-Off" (M-G). Smart $7,500 on
(UA) (4th wk). Near $11,000. Last third downtown week. "Two Smart
week, good $12,300.
People" (M-G) good $11,900 for nine
Egyptian
(FWC) (1,538; $1.20- days.
$2.40)—"Duel in Sun" (SRO) {2d
Palace (RKO) (3,300; 55-70)— "Rewk). Solid $23,000. Last week, boff
turn of Monte Cristo" <U). Very of- Guys From Milwaukee" (WB) (re$29,200.
"Song of issue) and vaude on stage. Healthy
El Key (FWC) f 861; 50-$l )— "Ver- fish $16,000. Last week,
Last week, "Home in Okla$7,500.
diet" <WB) and "CJenius at Work" South" (RKO) (2d wk), satisfactory
homa" (Rep) and vaude, snappy
(RKO) (2d wk). Paint $2,500. 'Last $18,000.
State (Loew's) (3,450; 55-70)— "Till $8,000,
week, light $4,800.
44-65)—
(Fay)
(2,200;
Majestic
Clouds
Roll
By"
(M-G).
Second
Fairfax (FWC) (1,504; $1.20-$1.80)
{20th)
"Razor's Edge"
(3d wk).
stanza
hot
on
heels
of
terat
$18,500,
—"Duel in Sun" (SRO). Opened as
Heavy drawing power for great
roadshow house (10) after subse- rific $41,000 for nine days.
StlUman (Loew's) (2,700; 55»7a)— $15,000. Second week caught socko
quent runs. Bright $15,000.
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 50-$l)-^ "Scandal in Pajis" (UA). Pleasing $20,000.
Metropolitan (Snider-) (3,100; 65"Verdict"
(WB) and "Genius at $10,000. Last week, "ShowOffi" (M- 88)—
Circle" and eight acts of
Work (RKO) (2d wk). Fair $3,000. G) (m,6.), excellent $18,000; for nine \ aude"Inner
on stage. Two-day weekend
days.
Last week, light $4,600.
Last week,
run was fair $3,200.
Guild:
(FWC)
(968:
50-$l)—
"Below Deadline" (Mono) and eight
"Wicked Lady" (UI). Okay $6,000.
acts of vaude caught fairly good
Last week, "Temptation" (U) (2d
$5,500 in three-day weekend stand.
Frisco Biz Off in Cold
wk), faint $3,600.
44-65)—
State
(Loew)
(3,200;
Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld) (956;
'Secret Heart" (M-G) and "Boston
50-$l)— "Strange Woman" (UA) (4th
Slump; 'South' 30G; Blackie and the Law" m-G).
wk). Near $4,500. Last week, good
Opened Tuesday (14). Last week,
$5,300.
"Till Clouds Roll By" (M-G) (2d
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 50-$!)—
Stage
wk) rolled up wham $20,000, only
"Humoresque" (WB) (3d wk). Neat
$5,000 off first week's take.
San Francisco, Jan. 14.
$12,000. La.st week, nifty $19,400
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
Pix biz Ls off in slump with the
Hollywood iWusic Hall (Blumencold wave blamed as well as the post —"Blue Skies" (Pary (3d wk). Fly^tIII '^'^J 50.85)-"Strange Woman" New Year's dip.
ing high for $12,000. Second heavy
^V^^lii^ii^'^^- $*-000. Last week,
week was great $20,000.
S0-$1)— "Razor's Edge" (20th) (3d
wk). Nifty $15,000. Last week, hefty

•$21,600.

14,

Decided improvement registered
here since holidays with "Till the
Clouds Roll By" sparking a grand
take at th« State and Orpheum.
Film's been oh top for fortnight.
"Best YeSirs" remains an okay
roadshow at th« .l&quire; Duke El-,
lingtoh Is hypoing second week of
"Nocturne'^at the RKO, and Met and
Memorial ir(» oka;tr. I^ooking good
for a change ayound here.
Estiimtteai tor XMa Week
Boston (RKO) (8,200; 50-$1.10)-"Nocturne" (RKO) plus Duke Ellington band show on stage. Jumped to a
big $34,000, after doing a good $30,OOQ
last week with Prof. Lamberti, Sy-

City Grosses

terrific $23,000.

Cleveland, Jan. 14.
final week "Humoresque,"
three spots, neat $37,000.' "Strange
Majority of Main Stem stands are
Woman," fourth week, four spots,
shooting their way out of the rough,
nice $23,500.
January's figures.
surpassing
last
Estimates for ThisP Week
Belmont (FWC) (1,532; 50-$l)— Toppers are "Dark Mirror," "Till
"Love Lauglis Andy Hardy" (M-^G) Clouds Roll By" and"Bazor's Edge."
(3d wk). Scant $2,500. Last week,
Estimates for This Week

$18,600.

=week,

(WB),

Orpheum (Tristates)
—"Blue Skies" (Par),
big

Third and

Beverly (FWC) (1,270; $1-$1.80)—
"Best Years Our Lives" (RKO) (3d
Last
Very steady $16,000.
wk).
week, fine $16,300.
Beverly Hills Music Hall (BlUmen65-$l )— "Strange
feld-G&S)
(824;
Woman" (UA) (4th Wk). Crood
$4,000.
Last week, nifty $5,100.
Carthay Circle (FW(5) (1,518; $1$1.80)— "Yearling" (M-G) (3d wk).
Forte $15,000.
Last week, hefty

65)—"Secret Heart" (M-G),

Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 16-65)—
"Time, Place, Girl" (WB) (m.o.)
and "Mysterious Mr. Valentine'
(Rep) (1st run), good $10,500. Last
week, "Razor's Edge" (20th) (m.o.),

MlITI

houses, good $39,000 and holds.

faint $4,400.

Slows Decided Iiproveinent;

Key

"The Jolson Story" (Col), good $9,000 and holdover, Last week, "Song
of South" (HKO) and "Falcpn's AdventUife" (RKQ) (and Wk), v«ry toig
$7 400
IParkmount (Tristates) (3,000; 16Last

^IfSl.OOO
Last Year
(B(Mea on 17 theatres)

and opened

"Best Years of Our Lives" is very
steady at $16,000 in one house on
"Yearling" still forte
third week.
Third
at 4l5,000 on third frame.
frame, too, for "Razor's Edge" at
four spots, with solid $58,500. "Wonderful Life" holding up well to $41,000 or near for third week, two
houses. Fourth week "Blue Skies,"

Chinese

Burst of springlike weather gave
houses fair openings over weekset for
end. "The Jolson Story
holdover at Brandeis, "Time, Place,
Girl" doing well in moveover at
Omaha, "Blue Skies" in second week
good.
plenty
doing
Orpheum
at
Estimates for This Week
Br-mdeis (BKO) (1,500; 16-65)-

looks like good $47„500. "Duel" is
leading roadshows with possible Slo,500 in three houses, playing second

:

1947

%dmm! Me 34G; tWs 3iG (2d)

15.

'

Broadway Grosses

the current week, although holdovers generally are giving good account of themselves. Newcomer is

"Wicked Lady"

With

Hiib

IIG

all

"

14.

"With only one new bill, flrstnms
aren't shooting for skyhigh grosses

two

JaniiMtty 15,

PICFUHB CiROSSES

16

week after huge $35,000, first.
Paramount (M-P) (1,700; 40-80)-t

Ill

"Darling Clementine" (20th) and
Personality Kid" (Col). ,M-0. from
Met; sweet $17,000. I^st week, "Deception" (WB) and 'Tiangerous MllWith "Till the Clouds Roll By" at Uons" (20th), $15,000.
40-60)—
the Great Lakes snaring a stout $17,(3,200;
State
(Loew)
500 in its second week, biz is hold- "Clouds Ron By" (M-G). Biggest
ing up fairly well at other spots. "It's here in months with great $22,000
a Wonderful Life" looks okay at the on second week af tier $25,000 first.
20th Century with $12,000 after a
Translux (Translux) (900; 40^80)—
strong $15,060 foir the teeoft.
(U) and
"Notorious Gentleman"
"Don't Gamble Strangers" (Mono),
Estimates for This Week
Third week $5,000 after $6,200 second.
40-70)—
Buffalo
(Shea)
(3,500;
"Cross My Heart" (Par) and "Missing Lady" (Mono).
Okay $15,000.
Last week, "Undercurrent" (M-G), Fill, 01
fine $24,000 in nine days.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 40-70)
25fi, lazor'^
Willi
—"TiU the Clouds Roll By" (M-G)
(2d wk). Stout $17,500. Last week's
Whs.
Soaring in
opening stanza garnered sock $29,500.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)— "Un
Pittsburgh, Jan. 14.
dercurrent" (M-G) (m.o;). Fair $8,
Town's practically on a holdover
000. Last week, "Rage in Heaven" basis, with holiday attractions run(M-G) (reissue). Good $10,000 in ning into extra weeks, and biggest
nine days.
of them all are the two pix that were
Teck (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)—"Two also smashes on the getaway session,
Smart People" (M-G) and "Danger- "Blue Skies" at the Penn, and "Raous Money" (Mono). Around $8,500. zor's Edge" at Harris^ Only new film,
Last week, "Never Say Goodbye" and a last-minute entry,, is "Her Sis(WB) and "Wife Wanted" (Mono), ter's Secret" at Warner and doing
$4,000.
only fair. "My Darling Clementine'"
Lafayette (Basil) (3,300; 40-70)getting enough at Fulton to rate a
"Scandal in Paris" (UA*) and "Little third week, and reissue of "Su.spiMiss Big" (U). Sighting $11,500. cion," on a twin' bill with "Genius
Last week, "Magnificent Doll" (U) at Work," doing all right at the Sen-
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Washington Holds Up;

lazor' 3§G

'Beauty' 30G;
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 55-95)— "Song
of the South" (RKO). Healthy $30,Washington, Jan. 14.
000.
Last week, "Time, Place and
Post-holiday biz holding up sur(D'town-WC) (2,097; Girl" (WB). Neat $35,000.
prisingly well, with everything, inL""Shs Andy Hardy"
Warlield (FWC) (2,656; 55-85)— cluding holdovers, showing fine re/Sr^ w'£°^''',
(M-G)
(3d wk). Only $11,000. Last
"Razor's Edge" (20th) (3d wk). Okay turns. Two big Loew houses really
week, jioor $15,400.
(Col), ator.
"IVlysterious Intrudier"
hot, with Stan Kenton's orch on and
$18,500. Last week, fine $32,000.
Loyola (FWC)
(1,248:
50-$l)—
Paramount (FWC) (.2,646; 55-85)— stage packing them in at Capitol, $13,500.
Estimates (or This Week
"Razor's Edge"
(20th)
*(3d
wk).
aoth Century (20th Cent., Inc) (3,voliey of critical brickbats
Smooth $8,500. Last week* sharp $12,- "Secret Heart" (M-G) (2d wk). Fair despite
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 40-70)— "My
thrown at "Black Beauty," and 000; 40-70)—-"It's a Wonderful Life"
$13,000. Last week, good $25,000.
State (FWC) (2,133; 55-85)— "Time, steady queues outside Palace to see (RKO) (2d wk). Good $12,000. Last Darling Clementine" (20th) (2d wk).
siillioii Oollar <I>'tbwn) (2,420; 55and Girl" (WB) (2d wk). "Razor's Edge,"
week's opener reaped strong $15,000. Holding up nicely and should do betS5)—"Shadowed" (Col) with Carmen Place
ter than $11,000, which is more than
Weak $9,500. Last week, "Captain
Estimates for This Week
Cavallaro orch on stage. Good $21.enough to rate it anothei^ h.o. .I«»t
Fury" (UA). Tepid $10,500.
Capitol <Loew)
(3,434; 44-80)—
000. Last week, "Beauty and Bandit"
week, "Clementine" got around $17,Orpheum (Blumeiifeld) (2,448: 55- "Black Beauty" (20th) with Stan
(Mono) with Tito Guizar on stage, 85)—
last' Neat 14G, iont'l 000, excellent.
"Swell Guy" (U). $20,000. La.st Kenton's orch on stage. Accounted
fine $21,100.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 40-70)—
week,
"Return
for
hCi!ilty
Last
week,
"My
of Monte
$30,000,
Cristo"
Montreal, Jan. 14,
Orpheum (D'lown-WC) (2,210; 50- (Col)
Darling Clementine"
(20th)
with
wk).
'Razor's Edge" (20th) (2d wk). Sen(^d
$14,500,
third
)—
in
at
Loew's
"Blue Skie.s"
$1
"Verdict" (WB) and "Genius at
United Artists (Blumenfeld) (1,207; vaude, great $39,000 for nine-day week only h,o.
Biz looks sturdy sational biz this .one's doing elficWork" (RKO) (2d wk). Okay $10,- 55-85)—
"Strange
Woman"
(UA)
{3d stretch.
where
being duplicated here and
the
not
reaching
preenough
but
yet
000, Last week, good $19,400.
Columbia (Loew) (1,263; 44-70)— holiday figures.
wk),- Nice $11,000. Last week, very
should not have any trouble hanging
Pantagres
(Pan) (2,812; 50-$l)—
"My Darling Clementine'' (20th)
up month's run. Banging away for
"Mfonderful Life" VRKO) (3d wk). good $14,000.
Estimates for This Week
Stagedoor (Ackerman) (350; $1,80- (m,o.). Smart $10,000. Last week,
sock $23,000. Last Week, including
Pleasing $22,000.
Last week, fine $2,40)—
35-63)—
Capitol (Crr) (2,700;
"Two midnight shows and the two da.ys
"Henry V" (UA) (16th wk). "Show-Off" (IW-G) (m.o.), nice $13,$28,400.
Years Before Mast" (Par).
Boff picture ran simultaneously at sister000 for nine days.
Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 50-$l)— Good $6,500. Last week, capacity
Last week, "Big Sleep" house, the Senator, "Edge" stacked
Earle (WB) (2,154; 44-85 )-^"Time, $14,000.
"Blue Skies" (Par) (4th wk) and $7,500,
Place, Girl" (WB) (2d wk).
Fine (WB) okay $12,000 for repeat session. away sensational $33,500.
"'La-st Crooked Mile" (Rep). Sturdy,
Imperial
(CT> (1.850; 80-50)—
$20,000. Last week, sock $29,000 for
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 40-70")—
$22,000. Last week, bright $26,600.
nine days.
"Thrill of Brazil" (Col) and "Boston
"Blue Skies" (Par) (2d wk). PlayParamount Hollywood (F&M) (1,- $18,000. Last week. "Temptation"
Keith's
(RKO) (1,838; 44-80)— Blackie and the Law'' (Col). Good ing
a beautiful tune at the boxoltif;*.
45J: 50-$l)— "Blue Skies" (Par) (4th (U) and "Sliehtly Scandalous" (U) "Song of South" (RKO) (3d wk). $5,000.
Last week, "Stella Dallas"
"Will
run over $25,000 on the h.o,, and
wk ). Hefty $17,000. Last week, .stout (2d wk), fair $11,300,
Still
terrific
Last week, (Goldwyn) and "Down Missouri
$20,000.
that's terrific. Last week was even
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 50-$l)— smash $25,000.
$18,300.
Way" (PRC), okay $4,500.
RKO Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890; 50- "Razor's Edge" (20th) (3d wk). )Little (Miller) (285; $1.20-$2,40)— Loew's (CT) (2,800;
35-67)— "Blue more so, "Skies" just missing phe80)—"Wonderful Life" (RKO) (3d Smooth $10,000. Last week, stout "Henry V" (UA) {10th wk). Slightly Skies" (Par). Okay $13,000 for third nomenal $40,000.
mtz (WB) (800; 40-70)- "Man I
wk). Good $19,000. Last week, held $15,200.
under eapa('ity, but good $6,300, Last stanza after hefty $14,500 for .second
Love" (WB) (m.o.). Shifted he)-e for
VoffUe (FWC) (885: $l,2O-$1.80)— week, usual capacity .$6,500,
up to .smart $24,400.
session.
(SRO) (2d wk).
Ritz (FWC) (1,370; 50-$l)— "Wicked "Duel in Sim"
Metropolitan (WB) (1,513; 44-70')—
Palace (CT) (2.300; 35-63 )— "Cloak third week, following stays at Sln"Lady" (UI). Neat $10,000. Last week. Dipped to $8,500, Last week, cloiikcd "Mr. Di.-itrict Atlorney" (Col). Nice and Dagger" iWB). Fairish $12,500. ley and Warner, and d.ying a dog's
large
$14,400.
death.
Won't do $1,500, probably
"Temptation" (U) (2d wk), slight
SIS.OOO for nine-day nm. Last week. Lust week, "Margie" (20th) $11,500
Wilshire (FWC) ^2,296; 50-$!)— "End of Time" (RKO) (m,o,), okay for second week.
poorest small-seater has done in a
$6,800.
Studio City (FWC) (880; 50-$l)-. "Love Ijaughs Andy Hardy" (M-G) $8,000,
Princess (CT) (2,300; 35-53)— "If year. Last week, "The Show-Off,
Palace
"WickFd Lady",(Ul). Okay $6,000. (3d wk). Faint $6,500. Last wifck.
(Loew) (2„370; 44-70)-- I'm Lucky" (20th) and "Child of M-G), also on m.o., did oka.y at $3."Razor's Edge" i2nth). Sizzling $30.- Divorce" (RKO). Okay $7,800, Last 500.
lAst week, "Temptation" (U) (2d liylit $fi.70{).
Willern (WB) (2,300: 50-$l)-"Hu- 000, Last week. "Till Cloud,-; Roll week, "Two Smart People" (M-G)
Senator (Harris) (1,750: 40-70)•wK). bniy $4..30&.
United Artists (UA-WC) (2,100; 50- mcn-esque" (WB) (3d wk). Good By" iM-G) i2d wk), lerrif $30,000 and "Step by Step" (RKO), fairish "Suspicion" (RKO) and "Genius at
$1^—"Wicked Lady" (UI). Stout $11,000. Last week, excellent $19,000. for nine dUys.
(Continued on page 25)
$7,300.
700^
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Takes the edge off all past
:

..

box-office

marks by doing

the biggest week's business of any. theatre,,-aiiywhere
at any time! Also rolled up biggest 4-week total in

Music Hall history

NEW

RECO
Colbert.

has set a new all-time high, the biggest week's
business in the 27-yeaf history of the Capitol Theatre.

It
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for London's Legit

Workers' taesVPro^

Jerusalem, Jan.

Loob

Set by Argentine Solons

Like Lift in Public Taste

Buenos Aires, Jan.

By HERBEET SMITH
(.Mmaying Director, Keith Proiiise &
Co., biggest ticket agent in London.)

Ask English Quota Rise

London, Jan. 14.
T.ondon, Jan. 10,
Sir Henry French, director genAll posMWe boxoffice records vin
the annuls oi show business in Great eral of British' Film Producers Assn.,
(14) .that his
press
today
Britain were broken in 1945: But tola the
1946 reveals an even bigger record assn. intends to approach the Board
of Trade with proposal that present
by at least 10%.
expires
which
quota
The reason for this phenomenal English film
situation? The an.=;wer'may partly April, 1948, should be raised from
be coming of peace and demobili- 17 to 23-?;.
zation, but actually it goes somewhat
Assn. will also ask that exhibs'
deeper. There seems to be no doubt quota be abolished.
that during and since the war a new
The assn. Is also d^anding that
and very large public, both theatre- the Government de-Amerjcani?e the
to
going and music-loving, has come
Associated British Picture Corp.
stay. Several productions, which at
now partly owned by Warner Bros.
this time last year had already had a
Frenchi when questioned, refused to
long run, are still playing to capacity. divulge ttie de-Americanization paroNovello's
First and foremost, Ivor
cedure.
Really Necesssiiy" and Cicely
Courtneidge still starring in "Under
the Counter."
As far as new productions are
concerned, perhaps the outstanding
one is "Sweetest and Lowest," Jack
Pemberton's revue at the Ambassadors, which has been running for

'

.

"Perchance to Dream;" also "Lady
Windermere's Fan,^ "Is Yotir Honey-

moon

i

Argestiiie

Meg Offers To

Pap©!; Water's Wife' li

New

B. A. Lease

on Lie

Buenos Aires, Jan. 2.
Marcel Pagnol, who directed the
is still' essential to
French picture, "The Baker's Wife,"
book two or three weeks ahead to is dickering with two of Argentina's
mention
a
to
obtain a seat. And just
major studios to arect Argentine
few of the other outstanding suc- pix. San Miguel Studios and Argencesses—Charles B. Cochran's "Big
tina Sono Film are competing for
Ben;" "The Guinea Pig;" "The Winthe French megger's services, with
"Folof
Norway;"
slow Boy;" "Song
Jaime Prades, Argentine filni niog\il,
low the Girls;" "Clutterbuck" and acting as go-between.
Hayride."
"Piccadilly
"The Baker's Wife" had the' longThe failures, or comparative fail- _,est run of any film in Argentine
the
on
numbered
ures, could be
history. Recently new copies of the
fingers of one hand.
picture were reiaeived from France
for
noteworthy
been
The year has
and It is again being ..escljibited in
the opening of Covent Garden. nabe theatres, although subject to
Packed houses have, been the rule mutilating cuts due to the severe
for the Sadler's Wells Ballet,. and
moralistic censorsliip imposed by enhave
years
we
in
first
time
for the
tertainment czar Alfredo Bolognese.
had grand opera (the San Carlo
For some time there has been a
Opera Co., with a few special ap- move on foof to produce "The
pearances of Beniamino Gigli). And
Bakefs Wife" as a stage play, With
heavily
scored
has
Vie
Co.
Old
the
Luis' Sandrinl anxious to get the pro.with "King Lear" and "Cyrano de
now

many months and

duction rights.

Bergerac."
An important production

It is

thought

that Pagnol will direct t'he stage production, if a theatre is available.
Sandrini, however, is in Mexico on
Jihn chores and niight be replaced
by Pepe Arias.

is Noel
Coward's new "Pacific 1860." The
reopening of iiie Theatre Hoyal,
Drury Lane, which has been closed
since September,- 1939, is also an outstanding event, evidenced by the fact
that the seats have, been applied lor

Invasion
With the new year an invasion by
American plays is taking place.
"Red Mill," being produced by
Emile Littler, and Jack Hylton's
"The Gypsy Lady" are two. Also,

•

faces insecurity be-

form of entertainnijent to which all
workers are ^entitied to have their
share."

a request for
investigation through the Secretariat
of Industry and Commerce of all admission scales in force throughout
the cotmtry as compared to those
ruling in 1939, with a view to fixing

The Senate approved

may

exist.

Hollywood

distributors in

Ramatayim by a military patrol.
The passengers in the first two buses
were ordered to alight and show
It was when
their Identity cardfe.
the third bus pulled up that the gun
was accidentally discharged.
The driver was hit in the face and
head by splinters, and Mordechai
Reehtman, a bassoonist, was struck
in the face by a bullet. All the injured: were taken to the Beilinson

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

tbiA^^

Enliyens British Scene
LiOndon, Jan.

3.

There's been spirited bidding here
film rights of Baksi-Woodcock
champiQnship fight due at Harringay
Arena sometime in February. Films
for last scrap between Lesnevitch
and Woodcock, at the Arena last
September, were disposed of by
promoter Jack Solomons for $6,000,

for

saU^an.
Fish made new

offer Of $13,000,
Solonidns, after dallying for
Beginning with the hew year, a sbine time, finally disposed rights
cut of 5% on all prices was ordered to opposition producer who is underby the Blum cabinet in an attempt stood to be paying a bigger sum
to combat the spiraling cost of living. against releasing royalties. Meanwhile Fish is sore and claims he has
Cut affects admission prices.
Legit, where a week's advance sale been doublecrossed.
is permitted, will cut down their
scales from Jan. 8. Picture theatres
Swiss Dra'ws British
had to cut down their scales ImmeLondon, Jan. 3.
diately, and find it difficult to comply
Film making in Switzerland by
due to their having to use tickets
British filni: producers is becoming
priced iiigher than the new rate, and
a habit. First Is Sydney Box, who
to the lack of small currency to
is to film "Snowbound," based on
make change.
bestseller "The Lone Skier," with
Hotels for the present are standing
dir'ector David MacDonald now in
pat, claiming that their .current rates
the average in- Switzerland getting exterior shots.
don't

but

0own

The Jim Crow theme resulted

.

RKO

graphic Industry Workers Union
(STIC), have gone on record as
being opposed to any hikes in

XEW and XEQ here and is
skedded to go to Rio this winter ,.

Malu Gatica, Chilean singer, holi;(Contiaue<i from jpage nss:
theatre ticket prices.
daying here before going to HollyDeclaring that filins are by far ing. Carnival reopened last night wood to fill dates at the Copacabana.
Mexico's most popular form of night (Tuesday) with the Olsen and
Neguib Simon, impresario, and
diversion,
public
unionists demand Johnson show. Some of the Broad- Miguel Chaye^ operator Of the Sans
that municipal and federal govem- way spots are believed to have bene- Suici nttery, readying a |2>O0Q,i)00
inents call a ha}t to "the unbraked
upping of charges that is being indulged by film operators." They
urge a check on revenues and costs
of all theatres and say that examination wMl revear that theatres can
cut admittance charges by 40% and
still make "huge profits."
There is strong sentiment among

tion... Clasa

liams,

and

others.

The east side spots picked up appreciably.
In fact The VerisaiHes
with Jean Sablon as headliner,
claims spot is doing SRO business.
The Copa's new show which showed
signs of faltering picked up to near
capacity business, and La Martinique
showed a hefty gain.

to enact laws to force
to slash prices, now at
new high of $4 (Mox) regular
$5 Mex) for unusual events, in

exhibitors

and

tress-singer,

Bob Wil-

trude Niesen, Jan Murray,

legislators

the

by the Zanzibar's temporary
closing Jan. 3. Spot reopens around
Jan, 28 with a show headed by Ger-

fited

firstrun houses. Exhibs contend cur-

Out-of-town buyers accounted for

rent charges are definitely neither much of the increa.so, but most opnor profiteering, for costs, orators declare that the general pub-

'inflation

imiportant

,

among

are plenty high.

virhich

3s

labor,

;

'

was jtist tired of staying hpiWe
waiting for better conditions.
lie

(Max) cabaret. .Sofia Alvarea:, acback from Hollywood
where she underwent an eye opera.

Emilio

(13), was that "Emelco was
already: a stockholder in- Pampa aiid
we decidied to buy it outright and
go into production ourselves.'*

New York by plane last Monday
(6) after a week's stay in Europe
wliere he visited iPrance and Switzerland among other countries OW an
equipment junket, planed to the
Coast yesterday (Tues.) on a purchasing mission of new production
gear. He stays there a week, then
goes to Mexico and thence to Argentina,
in

Ui.

W

Lowe revealed. Company annually produces some 200 advertising shorts which vary in length
one to five minutes. Unlike
most U. S. advertising films, he said,
Emelco's ad pix have a plot.

froni

Currently Emelco has outlets for
ad pix with some 500 theatres in
Argentina, Chile and Uruguay. Com^
pany also produces newsreel shorts
and documentary films. These, however, are released through an organization known as Erapa, of which 400
leading Argentine exhibs are stockits

holders.

Discussing the projected Argentine
quota where the importation of U. S,
films would be fixed in proportion to
Argentine films _iised in America,
Lowe said the measure is still being
argued and for the present, unrestricted importation of U. S. product is permitted.

Documentary

Shown

.

Canada

On

.

UflstA^s
Theatre Admissions

Montreal, Jan. 14.
Ceilings on admissions to wioiion
pictures were lifted by the federal

government

Saturday

(11)

in

a

in Jerusalem sweeping order which included the
end of price control on many other
Jerusalem, Jan. 2.
the Hunted," a 16m articles.
Hard to say yet what the immedipic produced by the United Palestine
Appeal of America, is being Shown ate effect will be on general b.o.
in the Palestine Foundation Bldg. in figures, but it's no secret that for a
Jerusalem. Photographed by Laser long time exhibs have been lobbyDuenner in Technicolor, the pic rec- ing around Ottawa to try and get
ords the arrival in Palestine of refu- controls oH theatre admissions. Orgees, some still in concentration der lifting ceilings applies to all
camp clothes, some wearing the amusements.
Yellow Star of Judah and the parLifting of ceilings may also agtisan's cap, and theur welcome by gravate current tiffing Betweoi Catheir Wn.
nadian exhibs and distribs. The way
The picture is the first of a series, the matter stands now, exhibs are
of which the next will be called "The fighting a distrib attempt to cut in
Jewish Agency," and the third "Tel on profits not directly derived from
Aviv—From Refugee to Citizen." fiicker showings, e.g., candy concesThe commentary, vrritten by Meyer sions, etc. If the various indies and
Levin, was read by actor Ralph Bel- chains decide to boost ducat prices,
lamy. Musical background is from it's not unlikely that the distribs
Mendelssohn's "Fingal's Cave" and will ask a bigger percentage from
Smetana's "Moldau."
the gross.

"Home Are

;

FUms Mundiales inked
Gomez Miu'iel as exclusive

No Price Hikes for Canada.
Metro's Shangbai Bay
Toronto, Jan. 14.
Metro, adding to its string of new
Despite the fact that the Canadian
theatre acquisitions abroad, has purchased the Roxy theatre in Shang- government has announced the lifthai; which it will convert to a first ing of controls on theatre admission
run house under the supervision of prices, J. J. Mtzgibbons, president of
Tommy Farrell, liletro manager In famous Players Canadian Corp.,
has no intention of increasing prices
China.
Theatre seats 1,500 and is air- in the immediate future in the company's 338 houses across the Doconditioned.
minion. The same decision has been
.

announced by Odeon Theatres of
Canada (Arthur Bank) which has
,

Pswell Alimdiiy

director for 1947...5scar Dancingss(^nUnu«d troin page 1)bs
ers signed Libertad Lamarque, Argentinian actress/ to. play the lead five years but had neVer appeared in
version of "Madame X" he's ready- a picture. Powell, meanwhile, had
ing.
Lana Turner spent New Years ceased the $500 monthly payments
here. ."Divine Goddess'' is latest by he'd been voluntarily makhig to her.
Tax Court, however, overruled the
Agustin Lara, Mexico's No. 1 romantic song writer. It's dedicated to Commissioner's charge that Powell
Maria Felix, pix actress. ..Luis San- had merely assigned part of his indrini, Argentinian comic, now play- come to Miss Wilson to escape high
ing on the local stage and' in pix for taxes, declaring the actor hac'. never
Fihnexi planning to turn pix pro- directly or -indirectly received aOy
ducer here.
of the inconie paid her.
.

'

Studio, Lowe said, now has two
sound stages, and under an expahsion policy his company is embarkon a modernization program
ing
which calls for construction of two
additional stages. Lowe, who arrived

^

stations

Hitery Biz

in a

controversy about its offlehsiveness
Americans, causing the city
to
council to fear it might damage tourand culminated in alderi.st trade,
man Frederic Dupont moving that
the prefect of police be instructed
to have the run of the play stopped.
Latter had already had some cuts
made in the torture scenes of "Burial," which created disturbances in
the audience.
Campbell opined that since freedom of expression was held by
Americans as a basic principle, they
would far more deprecate being involved, even indirectly, in a curtailment of freedom of the stage than
having the play kept on, even if obThis killed Dupdnt's
jectionable.
motion.
Campbell, who first came to Paris
for Paramount and is regarded tfs
an authority on showbiz and copyrights, is a personal friend of Sartre
and received from him a copy of the
play autographed "from the grateful playwright—the corpus delicti."

Way

.

Monday

Aires,

with his "Deadi Without Burial."

Mex

VsO^

,

Teeing oft a program of some 10
for aie irst time in Paris histoiy
Buenos the city fathers have acted on an features this year with "El Retrato
de la Abuela" ("The Grandmother's
American lawyer's opinion. This Portrait") starring Mirtha Legrandi
was deUvered by Charles Campbell Emelco will alisb transfer its adverin reference to "Respectful Prostitising filha production from a smaller
tute," the Jean Paul Sartre play curfilm studio elsewhere in Buenos
rent at the Antoine on a double bill

Fight for Fight Films

Parfc, Jan, 3.

hmfm*$ lew Nixes
Bi to Ban Sartre

Paris

soon.
"the Christmas season was particularly interesting, as, in addition to
"Mother Goose," "Peter Pan," etc.,
there was the revival' of Bertram
Mills Circus at Olympia, a big hit as
it was eight years since there was a
circus in London. Of course, in that
corresiKmd' to
time a new generation of children
Two-Cities Films is now scheduled
crease
prices
during recent
in
arose which never saw a circus.
Taking a view of the prospects for montlis..,Except some of the cheaper to make "The Abyss," which will
star Luise Hainer and wiU be direstaui-ants which operate on a min194*7, it appears that the theatre is
rected
Brian Desmond Hurst.
well set for a very prosperous 12 imum scale, eateries are adopting a
months. In addition to the reasons tongue-in-check attitude. Niteries so
above, going to the theatre provides far are taking^ no notice and enforcea channel for spending while there ment there is wellnigh impossible.
Mexico
Besides the much heralded 5% imis still so little goods to be b6ughi
mediate cut, another one of same
Mexico City, Jan. 5.
importance is advertised as due
Una Merkel visiting herc.Gregwithin two months. Idea is to create
Pix Unionists Sooiid
in the public a psychology of resist- orio Wallerstein, Filmex-Film Trust
ance to continuous increase in prices, prez, lost his mother. .Max Gomez,
Off
manager, in Havana on busiand affects mostly stores and servMexico City, Jan. 5.
ness and vacation. Beatrix Bamos
ices sold for standard price.s.
Unionized film workers, mostly
has returned to radio singing after a
members of National Cinematotry at journalism, Site's current at
'

For Latin Prod.

,

Aires feel that this action is intended as a weapon to be held over
their heads for political purposes.
Nevertheless they can only anticipate
a period of tough fighting ahead,
while patrons are anxiously consulting their friends behiiid the bbxoffice wickets; as to how they >*rUl be
able to circumvent tl» new measures.

ffitbySXWpai

BAPampaPix

m

U5.

tended to smadi aiqr monoiwty

i

injured last week
slightly
when a Bren gun mounted on the
^ military convoy
j^^^.^^
was accidentally discharged shortly
Long a leader in the prbducllon of
after midnight.
advertising fUins in the Argentine,
was returning
group
opera
The
Emolco Co, recently invaded feaitire
a convoy of buses from a perform- production in Buenos Aires by acance of "Madame Butterfly" (star- quiring the Pampa Film Studio
ring Emiliea Vera, prima donna for- there. Reason why plant was purmerly with La Scala in Milan) at chased, Pederico W. Lowe, director
Hadera when it was stopped at general of the firm, said in New York

were

the maximum prices which should be
applied for all entertainment fields hospital.
throughout the country. The investigation is also to takfe in the system
of distribution and exhibition and'
ways and meaiis Of protecting na-

The Senator seems
tional picttoes.
to be under the impression flat distributors aind exhibitors ar^ to league
b|U isi^^
to operate a.trust imd

Emelco Buys Out

2.

A bus driver and a musician were
seriously wounded and eight other
members of the Palestine Folk Opera

considered a record then. Rights
were acquired by Dan Fish, indie
picture producer, and fornierly film

S.

Annie Get Your Gun," "Oklahoma!,"
'"Voice of the Turtle," "Deep Are the
Roots," "Harvey" and "Life With
Father," which Firth Shephard hopes
to produce in Marchj are here or due

home

worl^er's

cause the labor classes can no longer
entertainment or instruction
through the movies, due to the high
admission scalfes ruling." The Senator stated that films are "a cultural
get

10 times over.

The V.

5.

Argentine exhibs are worried over
biB introduced in Congress recently by Senator Gomez del Junco
4u
>^-—
calling for a reduction in the price
o£ admission scales in Argentine
theatres on the plea that "many a

WNOpN WnOB

MwrHa'ii vtfixe,,'en!»igut thpuam

STRAY BULLETS WOUND
JEWISH OPERA TROUPE

High B.O. Prices 'Upset

btsa Moola

St.

106 houses here.

"Although our operathig costs
have gone up considerably," said
Fitzgibbons, "we believe this is "ot
the proper time to make increases
in admission prices. If they

become

necessary later, they will be very
slight; we Intend to maintain the
present admission prices as long as
our volume of business remains at
the present level.
He pointed out that admissions
are much lower than those pj'evailIng in the United States or Britain,

,

-Call

Ckir, Chevalier

CrimpiMg

Fix lentali

1st Frenck

1^^

Eihibs by Iktraciig B.0.
Montreal, Jan. 14. t
Claim that film r.entaU in Ci^nada
hava increa$ed disproportionately

New

Producingf Unit Set

W

ArgeHtine
Dae

ty here while rolling, "Silence est
d'Or" ("Sil'?nce Is Gold"), currently
under production here at the Pathe
studio,
constitutes an experiment
which if successful will open a new
era to the iPrench picture industry
by perniitting it to break into the
American market in a big way and
thus get out of its' present rut.
,

Isles

Os

;

M^^^

For

'47

fii Cok Matdal on Hanil

India Producer Homing
After Setting Pix Deals
Indian producer C. Shantaram and
his wife, Jayashree^ Indian film star,
leave the United States Saturday
(18) on the first leg of their return
trip to Bombay. They'll take the
Queen Elizabeth to England and fly
from there.
Shantaram, while in this country,
set a deal with

Mayer

& Burstyn

for

release of two of his films, "Shakuntula" and "Journey Of Dr. Kotnis."
Distribs are understood to receive
50% of the proceeds. First pic will
be released this -.spring.
Producer has hariied Al MargpUes
to represfeht him here.

FflmBk Booms
IilraM€e;Prod.
.Costs

Up

Washington, Jan. 14.
Film business is starting to boom
again in France, according to flgure.s
received from our Embassy by the
motion pictut _ office of the Depart-

ment

of

BUenos Aires, Jan. 5.
Argentine film studios are look*
ing forward to a prosperous year in
1947 and especially to renewal of
buildings and
equipment.
studio
Plenty of coin is available and San
Miguel, Sono Film and Emelco (recently merged with Pampa Film)
are all building apace, while studio
technicians ate clippering to the
U. S. in search of cameras, tech*nioians and material of all kinds.
The supply of raw stock from
Europe is coming in without hitch
and the days of raw stock shortage are a thing o£ the past.
In the meantime, obstacles directoris have to bvercdme in antiquated
studios wpuld- be enough to drive
any Holjywbbd director nuts. At
one of the major studios recehtly^
production was held up for a whole
day while authorities were contacted
to get an injunction against operation of a motor in a nearby factory,
vibration from which was so deafening that sound cameras in the studio
a block away were thrown completely put of gear. On another occasion, it Was found that the studio
roofing was so full of gaps that birds
had nested .under the rafters and
their chirping cut into the sound,
ruining miles of footage. It took
three' days to find the offending

Tommerce.

A new

survey discloses that 4,650
co imercial motion picture
are now operating in the
of which 340 are in Pari.s
In
in the nearby suburbs.
addition, there are 1,100 permanent
16m theatres and 1,700 touring 16m
theatres serving some 10,000' localities in France. During the fiscal year
1945-'46, the gross biz of the 35m
theatres totaled 8,000,000,000 francs,'
representing .a weekly attendance of
about 8,000,000 persons.
The report adc's that another 349
theatres are set up in French North
Africa-^224 in Algeria, 72 in Tunisia
regular
theatres
country,
and 450

James Mason, Margaret Loekwood
Picture, which will have taken
and "The Way to the Stars." Prob- about 16 weeks to make, is almost
lem w^S then complicated by neces- completed. It will permit Pathe to
FILM STUDIOS
sity of cHosing from film output of own on the Frenbh market, which and 53 in Morocco.
six war years. Silver Star statuets" is the mai.i source of revenue of
Interesting figure is the average
IRELAND are the British form of Oscars, with local production, a picture of which cost
SLATED
of producing a feature, showing
one apifece going to actor, actress they pay only half the cost, which a tremendous jump over prewar
Dublin, Jan. 9.
and
film
producer.
is
a
huge
advantage
considering
that
days.
Average cost in 1946 was 25,reporters
With curtain drawn and
Obbligato
to
the
month
of
polling
up-to-date
French
only
product
has
883,000 francs, contrasted with 2,so far on the outside that nobody
yet knows who's who, film interests will be some typical Yank tub- derived paltry returns from the 610,000 in 1938. The cost has jumped
thumping.
series
of
exhibitions
A
American
market.
almost 1000 7o in the nine-year pein Dublin are reportedly working
riod.
on plan to establish film studios in are to be staged in leading stores in
There are noW 14 studios operatIreland. Project is said to have the many British and Scottish cities
while
a
mammoth
filna
festival
is
blessing ol the De Valera gpvernTax Closes
Houses ing in France, of which 11 are in
the Paris area, one at Bordeaux, one
Rient^ but official sources have no planned for London. British stars
Mexico City, Jan. 5.
now
in
Hollywood
linked
are
to
be
inlorination on the subject.
AH five theatres of Torreon, in in Marseilles and one in Nice, In
up via radio to stars still at home
heart of Mexico's cotton- belt, have addition, there are 11 laboratories.
The n«meo( J. Arthur 'Bank was in a nationwide
broadcast set for
that
closed as a result of the special tax The government report shows
rumored in connection with the
Feb. 2.
the liberation, France has
of 10% of gross enacted by the local since
project but a spokesman of Metroturned out 141 features by 93 procivic fathers;
pole & Allied Cingmas—representa-

REPORT

H)R

^

Mex

,

'

.

the Rank organization
of
here—said that they had no informasimilar denial has
tion about it.
tives

A

come from Korda
Only
ating

interests.

Irish producing
the present
at

U.S.™D0CT64PFPIX
SHOWN SWEDEN

unit oper-

—and
shorts —

time

IN 1946

Stockholm, Jan.

With 265

films released in

3.

Sweden

is
mainly on advertising
last
year, American product acHibernia Films, headed by Desmond counted for 170 features or 64% of
Egan, /With George Fleischman as the total. Leading the XJ. S. impor-

tations in point of b.o. success were
such pictures as the Ingrid Bergman
starrers "Saratoga Trunk," "Bells of

chief technician.

Mary's" and "Spellbound," while
"House on 92nd Street," which featured Swedish actress Signe Hasso,

St.

Rank Acpires EigMs

To More

Irisli

Stories

Dublin, Jan.

•'

9.

drew strong biz.
Runnerup to the U.

also

S.

were Swed-

Arthur Rank producing units ish producers with 35 pix exhibited.
have acquired rights of three more British pix followed with 23. Others
J.

Irish story properties, "according to
:

director Brian Desmortd Hurst, now
here on vacation. Properties are
James Stephens's "Crock of Gold,"
Liam O'Flaherty's "Famine" and
Sean O'Casey's "The Shadow of a

Gunman."
Directors of the J. Arthur Rank
organization have shown considerable interest in Irish stories over the
past 18 month."), starting with the
prank Launder-Sidney Gilliat production of "I See a Dark Stranger,"
starring Deborah Kerr, now in
Hollywobd. This was followed by
Hurst's "Hungry Hill" (tradeshown
in London last week). Carol Reed's

"Odd

Man

Out"

(James

Mason

starring), with Launder-Gilliat

now

working on "Captain Boycott" at
Pinewood Studios. All four pix have
employed a high percentage of Irish
talent,

hiuch of

it

hew

to

screen

work.

The Aiichorage, Little Theatre,
only incorporated little theatre group
in Alaska, organized last fall with
$10,000' subscriptions, recently comPleted lts first season, having given
lour productions.

included France, 19; Russia, 6; Denmark, 5 and iJorway, Italy, Belgium,
Mexico, Switzerland, Germany and
Hungary with one apiece. Topping
Britain's pictures were "The Seventh
Veil" and "Henry V." However,
much British product failed to do
better due to lack olC proper exploitation.

;

Itiiprovemeht was seen in the
quality of Swedish films, observers
noted, and it was evident that local
producers are pointing toward the
international market. Much Swedish
product saw distribution abroad last
year and it is anticipated that 1947
will find additional outlets. It is recalled that Swedish films were well
rated in other countries in silent
screen days.

VS. DOUBLE TAX
Washington, Jan. 14.
Treaty with Denmark for elimination of double taxation, similar to
those with Great Britain and sev-

DANES

eral

other,

nations^

is

now

in

the

making.
Danish tax delegation is due
here shortly to work on the details
with the State Departroent

A

Biisl

Paris, Jan. 8.

in U. S.
Sile'^ce Is Gold" is bankrolled
lication Jan. 23, by Beechhurst Press
Report said that in three years of his first non-fiction work, "Lib- half by RKO and half by French
before 1945, rentals went up 25.6% eration From Yesterday."
Paths under a co-production deal,
where b.o. receipts have gone up
Arkadia has two films on its sched- with RKO's Jack Votion producing
only 19.3%/ Salamis claimed that ule for '47 and '48, both based on the picture here. French rights go
even if it's assumed that flicker ren- scripts written by Glass. Initial film, to Pathe, and American rights to
same an historical romance entitled "Na- RKO,
tals should increase In the
who plan to give it the first
ratio as b.o. receipts, then the dis- poleon IV," will be lensed in France general release a B'rench picture
tribs governed by the 19.3% figure, this summer. The second, scheduled will have had in the U. S. since sishould have received $17,076,487 in for '48 for production in England, lent days.
1945 instead of $17,976,467, a dif- is titled "Suicide Altitude, 12,000"
To eflfect this, both subtitling and
ference of about $900,000 since the with story based ott yeterans' pbst^ dubbing have been given up. The
beginning of price controls.
war problems.
picture is shot in the one French
Release of these figures is talten
version, the dialog fading out in
in some quarters to be a straw in
some of the scenes, to be replaced
the wind, released by exhibs, to see
By a translation in English, and in
what reaction would be toward atothers by a commentary explaining
tempt to raise admissioa prices
the action. The script has been preVhieii have beien frozea^^^^f^^ years.
pared to permit tiie picture to retain
pointed
up
its interest, and some scenes are
Ssflainis report also
Cabetween
spefcially
prepared to facilitate the
the increasing tiflihg
processing of the American version.
nadian distribs and eWiibs recently
protests
For the latter the technical work
manifested by the exhib
cut
in
will be done in Hollywood, where
^^^^^
against attempt of distribs to
translations and commentary will be
on profits of items not directly convoiced by Maurice Chevalier, who
nected with film showing, such as
will go there as soon as the picture
candy concessions, etc.
London, Jan. 5.
is completed.
Contention on part of Salamis is
The National Film Award, BritDirected by Rene Clair, the picthat U. S. exhibs rentals come to ain's approximation to the U. S.
about 30% whereas in Canada cost Academy Awards, is set for all- ture stars Maurice Chevalier in the
on every dollar. It's island polling during February, with part of a middle-aged picture prois 32.416
pointed oiit that since most ejcpenses the London Daily Mail behind can- ducer of pioneer days, Francois Peare constant and cannoj be cut, vassing of the publiCi British are to rier and Marcelle Derrien. Latter,
profit in theatre operation will nose- vote their preference as to the top a 20-year-old brunet, is a Clair disdive if film costs increase and at- native film released since Sept. 4, covery. Photo work is by Armand
tendahces decline,
'45, and the outstanding actor and Thirard, crack French cameraman.
Salamis claimed that French pix actress playing in any of the 44 An- Originally budgeted at $560,000, the
out of Hollywood should be rented glo pix which hit British screens picture, which includes some big
mob scenes and extensive sets, will
at very little increase over regular during the period.
Half million votes were recorded be turned out for a total cost of
films, since it takes little extra coin
in '46 when Britishers plunked for about $720,000.
to dub in the French tallc;

Set for

Production

getting very little publici-

bPA

British

fk
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Hc Aimed For

General U.S. Market,
Though

witti boxQfEice receipt* hM been
For France, U.K. by Glass
made in a report to the Quebec AlMax Glass, French pix producer beC.
lied Theatrical Industries by B.
fore the war, is launching a new proSalamis, QATI's rep on the advisory ducing outfit, Aricadia Films, with
council of the Federal Wartime units being set
up in France and EngfuncPrices Sc Trade Board. WPTB
land.!0Ias3, who Is ialso an author, is
tion is similar to the now defunct currently in New York awaiting pub-

IIVTBBNATIOHAI.

Closure is the first of its kind
Mexico. National Exhibitors Assn.,
howevej-, isn't going through with
its threat to close all of Mexico's
1,245 houses in sympathy. But Assn.
and other filmers are trying to induce the Torreon municipality to
rescind the tax, which became effective Jan, 1.

ducers,

in

TO FRANCE
TO RECOVER 63 HOUSES

SIRITZKY
Sam

Siritzky,

veepee of Siritzky

International Pictures, sails to
Europe on the America tomorrow
(Thursday) to complete legal action
in the company's suit against ttie
French government for return of its
Current
theatre chain. The 63 houses were
London, Jan. 14,
originally expropriated by the government- following the liberation,
"And No Birds Sing," Aldwych.
on the basis of their having been
"Anthony-Cleopatra;," Piccadilly.
held by the Germans, making them
"Bertram Mills Circus," Olympia.
Eighteen
enemy alien property.
"Between Ourselves," Playhouse. houses have already been returned.
"Clutterbuck," Wyndham.
Justin Godard, former cabinet min"Dante," Garrick.
ister under Herriot, is representing
"Fifty-Flfty," Strand.
the plaintiffs.
"Fools Kush In," Fortune.
Siritzky will return in February,
"Grace of God," St. James.
bringing with him Marcel Pagnol,
"Grand National Nijfht," Apollo.
French producer, who will begin
"Guinea Kg," Criterion.
on a Technicolor feature in
woik
"Here COmes the Boys," Savllle,
Hollywood shortly aifter his arrival.
"High Time," Palladium.
Film, called "Birth of Love" and
"Honeymoon," York's.
Written by Pagnol -will be made in
"Lady Frederick," Savoy.
two versions, French and English.
"Men From Ministry," Comedy.
owns U. S. rights to dis"Message for Margaret," Duchess. Conipany
tribution of all of Pagnol's 11 films,
"Mother Goose," Casino.
with one, "Well-Digger's Daughter,"
"Night and Laaghter,'^ Coliseum.
"No Boom at IhM;" 'WinteiF Garden. entering its fifth month at the Avenue. N. Y., arty theatre. Film was
"Pacific 1860," Drury Lane.
picked as one of the 10 best of 1946
"Perchance to DreaHtj" Hipp.
by, N. Y. critics.
"Peter Pan," Scala.
"Piccadilly Hayride," Wales.
"Poltergeist," Vaudeville.
Dolores Del Rio to 6.A.
"Red Riding Hood," Adelphi..
Hollywood, Jan. 14.
"Shephard Show." Princes.
"Shop Sly Corner," St. Martins.
Dolores Del Rio, currently work"Sonjg of Norway," Palace.
Argosy production,
the
ing
in
"Sweetheart Mine/' Vic Palace.
"The Fugitive," in Mexico City,
"Sweetest and Lowest." Ambass, will hop to BUenos Aires on com"The Gleam," Globe.
pletion of that picture to star in an

London Shows

"Under tlie Counter," Phoenix.
"Windermere's Fan," Haymarket.
"Winslow Boy," Lyric.
"Worm's View." Whitehall.

;

nests.

In yet another studio a constant
sound of hammering upiset shooting
schedule for two days, because
studio hands off duty were usiiig
surplus lumber to build themselves
shelves for their own homes.
San Miguel has begun shooting on
"La Cumparsita" at the Bella Vi.sta
studios,

with Hugo del

Cari-il in

'

the

lead and Antonio Momplet directing.
Lumitoh has everything set at its
Muhro studios to start work on
"Con el Diablo en el Cuerpo." with
Juan Carlos Thorry and Susanita
;

Freyre teamed. Carlos Hugo Christensen will meg.
Marshall Pic
Argentina Sono Film has put forward production of its next Nini
Marshall pic, as the star has a contract with the CUCi network itt
Havana for radio and theatre performances early in the year.
Lumiton's much 'discussed picture,
"The Naked Angel" ("El Angel
Desnudo"), which rocketed Olga
Zubarry to stardom, has run for
/'
five weeks at the Gran Cine Ideal,
and encouraged by this success Car- yj

Hugo Christensen is to malcaH
another picture with the actress itt^
los

the lead.

Sono Film

is

blue-printing

a
production to start in March,
teaming ZuUy Moreno with Arturo
de Cordova, directed by Luis Cesar
An\3dori. Story will be an adaptation from the Joracy Camargo stage
play "Que Dios se 10 pague" ("GodBless You").
AAA (Artistas Argentinos Aspciados) has signed director Luis Sas-

who was responsible for "La
Dama Duende" ("The Ghost Lady").
In this way this major production
lavsky,

unit, which has turned out such
pix as "La Guerra
Gaucha" and "Su Mejor Alumno,"

outstanding

adds to

its roster of directing talent.
Saslavsky's first picture for
is

AAA

to be "Uh Tal Servandd
Gomez," adapted by Homero Manzi
from Samuel Eichelbaum's play.
slated

Saslavsky has some chores to finish
up for Sono Film before going to

AAA.

A
starts

newly-formed studio, Alfar,
work this month. Its first pic-

ture is to be directed by Fregonese.
Just after the latter had signed up
with Alfar he received a Metro offer
to direct pix in Hollywood and
Alfar granted him leave of absence
to accept. However, Fregonese will
plane down to Buenps Aires early in
the year for a three-month diore at
Alfar.

'NigM, LaifMer/ Costing

im, Lagging at B.O.
London, Jan. 7.
Emile Littler's mammoth revue,
"The Night and the Laughter," at
the London Coliseum, which is reputed to have cost over -$250,000 to
produce, and the most expensive

sl.ow ever staged at this house, is
up at the boxoffice.
Show has not proved hit expected,
primarily attributed to too much
glamor and not enough comedy,
with Robert Nesbitt, London ace
show producer, .having given Bud
Argentine film.
Flanagan, one of the best local
Mexican actress is due in the U.S. comics, not enough to do. Show ii
late in spring for personal appear- in its 13th week, having played sev»
eral weeks to a loss.
ances with "The Fugitive."
failing to hold'
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Friei Retires As Min. Aoius. Co. Prez

Dallas 'Outlaw'

Alniost

1^

Co. Seen

Ready

Continueil from puge 5
^

After IS Years;

Oier Excki^e .Briefs

Minneapolis:
prez Xit Dixie. Auslet, who owns 50%
After 15 years in post, John J. of the stock, will continue, as prez
Friedl has resigned as president and and general manager.
Dixie Film simultaneously angeneral manager pf Minnesota Amus.
Co. (Paramount circuit ol 97 Minne- nounced that a contract has been
sota, Wisconsin and North Balcota closed with Madison Picture Corp.
theatres). He's retiring from show of New Yorlc to release in the New
business to fulftU lifetime ambition Orleans territory a large number of
and become Texas citrus grower, features and westerns.
having acquired two groves, Leon^BC'g Frisco Takeover
ard Goldehson, Pacranwimt Theatres
PRC has closed a deal to acquire
head, announcel.
Replacing Friell, Harry B. French, the company's San Francisco franfrom Sam Sobel, original
his assistant who pinch-hit for him chise
recent
franchise
long
illness,
has
his
holder in the Bay area.
(luring
been promoted. French has been in Company steps in immediately under
ifllm business in territory since 1912 an arrangement which hoists Sobel
Ruben cir- to the post of PRC's district manand joined Finlcelsteln
cuit in 1923. When Publix acquired ager for the Coast, Ralph Clark, forF. & R. chain he went with former merly of United Artists, has been
company and has been with Para- named branch manager of the San
Francisco exchange.
mount Theatres ever since.
Before coming he*e, Friedl was
publix division director in the south.
WB's Stephens to Coast
During the war he was cited by the
Richard Stephens, formerly field
government for untiring public relations rep for Warners in
federal
efforts as northwest chairman of been assigned to handle the Coast
Wai:
Activities
Committee
and upstate and western New York, has
through his ^orts the, industry de- territory. New headquarters will be
veloped national plans resulting in in San Francisco. Art Moger, New
theatres selling more than 15% of England
field
rep,
takes
over
all E bonds.
Stephen' eastern territory.
Kane Allied Counsel
Don Woods, formerly
branch
North Central Allied has ap- manager in Milwaukee, has been
pointed Stanley D. Kane executive promoted to manager of the Dallas
counsel, a newly created post, re- office, working under supervision of
placing executive secretary Donald Norman Ayers, southeri) division
Guttman, recently resigned.
For sales manager. He succeeds J. W.
past three years he has been em- Loewe, resigned. Successor in the
ployed by National Labor Relations Milwaukee branch managership is
Board here, tout in 1935-'37 was Nat Marcus, former salesman.
executive secretary of the Independent Etxhibitors organization here,
Mark Silver Upped
resigning to become executive manShifting
to
the
Pennsylvaniaaging editor of Dental Laboratory

&

WB

'

Washington

Review.
Directors set April 21-22 -as date
for annual convention here.
Steffes

Twin City Mystery

New York
burgh

and

according to

having been the basis of contention
wherein ita naiaon-wlde sanctions
have been concerned.
Beauford

named
'

J.

district

—

Liquidation of the Steifes' estate ton theatres from C. B. Hukle who
was necessitated when the widow came here 14 years ago and reopetted
decided to take her property rights the closed Roxy,
under the law, instead of abiding by
the will's provisions.

Selznlak Plan^
Continued iTom Page 3

first

ing Organization, which will distribute Vanguard product, will be
well along in operation by May 1
and going fuU blast by July. Reissue of "Intermezzo" will follow

:

RKO'PATHE MAKES

EXECUIIVEim

of them calling for 50% of the gross
to the distrib. Many of the theatres

Swing, into full production of the

playing the pic are in considerable

but that didn't seem to new BKb-Pathe New York studios
them over the weekend from brought about a switch in the comdoing in the first two days double pany's top brass, giving prexy Frederick UuUman, Jr., a free rein to set
what they usually do in a week.
corporation policy while detail work
Following are the day-and-date
is assumed by new appointees. Studisrepair,

stop

Airway, Arcadia, Beckley,
Beverly Hills, Capitan, Casa Linda,
Clifl' Queen, Ervay, Gay, Granada,
Grove, Haskell, Hill, Kessler, Maple
Peak, Rita, Sunset, Urban, Grand
Prairie and Garland.
houses:

Ikjuranee Sales

"Duel" into release, with "Paradine

Continued from page 5
tions,
Exhib, on his part, should
have no kick, and should even be
able to benefit by the arrangements,
since, if a sleeper came along, he

could materially increase his liusiness with added publicity. He would
then have all the benefit! of the
upped take which, distribs concede,

dios will have their formal opening

Friday

(17).

Topping the changes is the move
Walton C. Ament, former veepee
and editor of Pathe News, into the
spot as veepee and general manager^:
where he'll supervise newsreel,
documentary and commercial pic-

of

Alfred Butterfleld,
former news editor, will take over
Ament's old duties In addition to
his own current spot as promotion
head for RKO Pathe. Meanwhile,
William K.; McClure has been named
assistant publicity manager.
In the "This Is America" division,
Phil Reisman, Jr., is in the newly
created post of editorial manager,
ture operations.

overseeing scripts and writers for
the shorts series. Ament was wardue him through his showmanship time chairman of the U. S. newsreel
pool, and was named veepee and a
Opponents of the plan among both director of the corporation in 1942.
distribution and exhibition personButterfteid vms with the radio
nel, however, predict it will run into
March (if -Time and an associate edimany snags that might preclude its, tor of Life mag- before going with

is

abilities.

ever operating smootlily. Some stars,
for example, might ihean more in
certaih territories than they would
in others.
Wallace Beery*plctures,
for example, are heavy grossers in
the southwest but fall flat in other
situations.
For exhibs In the other
situations, to get a break on such
pix it would be necessary for the
distrib to check practically every
picture with a different star, setting
UP his. tables on each. This would
mean, it's pointed out, merely constant checking of each theatre and a
reversion to the same Old system.
Cheating
With the proclivity for cheating
on percentage pictures already evi-

denced by many
distribs

are also

the

company

in 1942,

Company is planning Increased
emphasis on commercial and indusfilms for advertising sponsors
in the future, with probable resultant de-emphasis on attempts at featrial

ture pix.

Mayer Puts

W!@

Qa

'

Auction Biock

fiCollywoodi Jan. 14.

Louis B. Mayer, Metro production
chief, is reported negotiating for the
sale of his racing stables and breeding farm to eastern interests. Mayer
is said to have declared that run-

exhibitors, some
afraid the exhib

ning the bangtail project leaves him

1947,

Bolstered by predictions from various foreign sales managers that
distribution of 16m prints overseas^
will add at least 10% annually to
foi^elgn grosses, almost every coBapany in the industry will probably
be well-started on narrow-gauga
distribution abroad before the end
of 1947.
,

Paced by Loew's International,
which launched the industry's newest offspring on its foreign career,
and RKO, which followed soon
ajEter wards, both Warners and Universal have already begun distribu-

16m prints of their Tegular
product to foreign exhibitors. Paramount and 2()th-Fox, currently engaged in an intensive survey of situations in which they plan to begin
narrow-gauge operations, rounds out
the Big 5 picture. Smaller companies, such as Republic and Columbia, have indicated an early decision
to enter the program, with every
probability that they'll also be actively engaged in 16m distribution
before the end of the year.
Inclusion of all companies in the
program scuttles the chief stumbling
block in the path of an all-embracing 16m venture—that of a lack of
sufficient narrowrgauge product to
keep 16m theatres In operation for
a full 52-week year. Indication^' of
such fear on the part of fpreign exhibs were brought back to this country by Seymour Mayer, sales manager of Loew's 18m division, from a
recent survey of Metro operations in
Europe and the Near East, Pointing
out that Metro was carrying.the ball
alone in many countries, Mayer
noted his Company was prepared to
offer only 20 or 25 pictures a year
on narrow-gauge stock. Because of
the small audiences from which they
can draw, exhibs would probably
need at least two ohanges of program Weekly. Without that, they
couldn't hope to operate throughput
tion of

the year.
Chief reason for the optimistic predictions of high grosses to be earned
by 16m distribution is that American
distribs can reach a new and as yet
untapped public with the narrowgauge pix. Utilizing mobile units of
installing specially-built 16m theatres, the majors believe they can
expand their foreign markets to
millions of customers who have
never before seen a' motion picture
of any kind. The Philippines, which
has served as the guinea pig for all
company operations, has offered the
most lucrative market to date, but
the industry is looking ahead to the
time when conditions Will perinit
them to truck the flhns into 'the
farthest hinterlands of China, India
and other such densely-populated
lands. Metro, for orie, has already
teed off its program in India.
Companies will not permit exhibition oil narrow-gauge prints in foreign cities in order to protect 35m
accounts. System is a certain assuager for the the fears of 35m exhilM, iinost of whom have welcomed
the idea after their first gripes had
been overcome. Exhibitor associations in such countries as England

.

I

a

would have too good a chance to insufficient time to' devote to his
lower his potential flat rental fees Metro interests. Reported offer is
by cheating, especially during the $5,000,00(» for his properties at Perris
time his house is being checked. Valley. Calif.
Blind checking, of course, would be
Syndicate comprising the prospecthe answer to these fears.
tive purchasers include Mrs. Eliza- and Sweden, moreover, have even
beth Arden Graham, cosmetic manu- gone so far as to help campaign for
facturer;
Warren Wright, indus- the industry's newcomer and have
Ed Moore, raciiig stock set up special regulations to insure
trialist;
owner, and BrowneU and Leslie there will be no competitioij.
Deal
Combs, Kentucky horse owners.
Program has opened up aveuues of
Continued trbm

Case," "Portrait of Jenny" and "Little Women" cdming: later. Product
Kaiser's engineers.
Crest is fashioned with gypsum of outside producers may be sandpanels id steel frames based on a wiched
between these releases,
ss
page 3
Concrete foundation, soundproof and MacNamara said.
fireproof to meet he most "strinSelznick aide admitted that deal- istries would have to okay the dubgent safety laws. More such houses
ings were in progress with National bing licenses.
will be prefabricated in California
The' American embassy in France,
lor small towns throughout the U. S. Screen Service as a possible agency
and wartorn Cities in Europe and the for physical handling of SRO pix. on directions from U. S. State
Far East,
Couple other deals are. also cooking, Department went into huddles with
he said, with a decision possibly to the French authorities last Friday
liuSt Increases D. C. Chain
be made later this week, since Neil and strongly supported the comWashington.
Agnew, distribution chief for Selz- plaint of MPA. The French agreed
Ground is soon to be broken here
for the newest of the Sidney Lust nick, and Milt Kusell, sales man- to maintain the status quo all along
theatre chain. House will be a 900- agerj, left for th^ Coast over the the line but this does n^t settle the
seater in nearby Kensington, Md., de- weekend for hiiddiies to jell the SRO ultimate issue of whether imposing
setup.
signed by John Eberson, of N. Y.
the regulations would be in violation
Project, which should be ready In
MacNamara also left for Holly- of the Byrnes-Blum trade protocol
the spring, will include three stores wood over the weekend, after of last May.
as part of a shopping area. Building spending several days in New York
Officials here say it will take
will be air-cohditioned and include a
interviewing candidates for the or- about 18 months to use up the backprivate parking lot for theatre paeastern
advertising- log of product more than two years
trons. It will be the first new the- ganization's
except for Technicolor, for
atre to be started in this vicinity in publicity post, from Which Sid Alex- old,
ander recently resigned, No final which the period will have to be
several months,
decision was made, with MacNaniara longer. After that, the French would
Syracuse Gets Foreigrn Language
their
due back late next week to finally install
regulation
against
Syracuse.
Some 15 to 20 dubbing import films mbre than
set his appointee.
.
Alfred DiBella, who long operated candidates were inte.-viewed.
two years old.
the Palace Theatre in Eastwood, is
admitted that after all
MacNamara
French also agreed that only
The
starting foreign film policy at the
Happy Hour, North Side grind house the battling between Selznick and the Film Commission of the MinSamuel Goldwyn over occupancy of istry of Information wf)uld be rewhich he took over this year.
.the Astor, N. Y., it still might be- quired to approve dubbing licenses,
come the Broadway home of "Duel". as in the past. The embassy telegram
Dixie Film Sells 80%,
New CMaans.
That will depend on how long Gold- explained another point in the hew
Sale of 50% of the stock of the wyn's "Best Years of Our Lives" regulations, namely that in the past,
Dixie Film Corp. to John Jenkins
and O. K. Bourgeois of the Astor continues to do substantial biz. If on a few occasions, after films were
Pictures Co. of Texas. Oklahoma the film doesn't run much beyond dubbed in France, the French cenCity, Memphis and Atlanta was an- April or May, he indicated, "Duel" sors then rejected them. Now they
nounced Sat. (11) by Jack Auslet. may well go into the house.
will be censored first.

Henry

Jester.

Following the oEening here, film
las experiment, jPred M. Jack, south- will tww: in Sah Antishlo at the
ern division manager of UA, and Aztec on Jan. 22; at the Metropoli'
Harry Gold, Hughes' sales chief, are tan, Houston, Jan. 23, and at Dallas'
planning to duplicate it in other Majestic, Jan. 24.
Texas towns and may extend the
Kenny ("Senator Claghorn") Delscheme to other cities throughout mar, featured in the film as weU as
the country where they can't get cir- other stars and executives Of Eaglecuit time. Only other Texas key to Lion, are expected to be here for
play the film was Houston, test July, the inauguration and premiere.
although 532 small towns in the state
have completed runs.
Deals were made independently
with each of the Dallas houses, all

mana-

Philadelphia, Pittsbranches,
J. Unger, general
Post was previously

for Texas

Because of the success of the Dal-

Washington

NW

.

*MeVBow

Austin, Texas, Jan. 14.
Eagle-Lion's "It't; r. Joke, Son" will
its world premiere here at the
Paramount on Jan. 21. Date is also
inauguration day for Goverfior-elect

have

United Artists'
branch manager, Mark

Minneapolis.
sales manager.
A local mystery is the identity of vacant. He'll headquarter in Philly.
the associates of George Granstroro,
owner of two St. Paul de luxe,
2 Tbeatreis Open in
Area
neighborhood houses, in the pur(
Minneapolis.
chase here Of the late W. A. Steffes'
Despite building restrictions and
World and Alvin theatres at a re- shortages, two new theatres in this
ported $225,000 price. The only as- territory have been completed and
sociate so far divulged is Ted Mann, will open shortly. They are the inowner of several Twin City theatres dependent Village (W. J. Glaser), a
MPihd Interested in
an t>utr.of-town 622-seater, at Fairbault, Minn., and
circuit.
It's stated that there are
the Minnesota Amus. 600-seat Cameo
other associates, but their names are at Eau Claire, Wis. Each cost apbeing kept secret for the present.
proximately $100,000. Another MinSale of the World and Alvin nesota Amus. Co. 1,000-seat house
liquidates the Sjteffes' theatre hold- planned for this area is partially
ings, another loop theatre here, the finished. Ihdie theatre that Sheldon
Bijou, previously having been sold Grengs has under construction at
to Harry Dryer, its longtime opera- Eau Claire, Wis., has been delayed
tor, for $65,000.
The 1,400-seat Al- because of trouble in getting mavin is under lease to the Minnesota terial.
Amusement Co. (Paramount circuit)
for 21 months longer and now Is
Sbafer Expanding Chain
sublet for burlesque. The Minnesota
Huntington, W. Va.
Amusement Co. has a booking deal
W. R. Shafer, of Morehead, Ky.,
for the 300-seat flrstrun and move- took over the Roxy and Westmore
over World which also will not ex- theatres Jan. 1 to add thein to his
pire for 21 months. New owners an- chain two houses at Morehead, one
nounce no change is contemplated at Olive Hill and one at Flemingin the World policy.
burg, Ky. He brought the Hunting-

First Prefab House
Los Angeles.
National Theatres will open the
of its proposed string of prefabricated houses, the Crest, in Long
Beach, Jan. 23, with a preview, guest
.stars and other ballyhoo.
Theatre
will serve as a pattern for mass production
of
prefashioned
houses
throughout the country. Idea, conceived by Charles P. Skouras, was
worked out in cooperation with

$15,126. No squawk developed from
ecclesiastic or civic circles on the
moral qualities of the film, latter

territory.

N. Silver, was
ger of UA's

.

For Ifai iisrt by End of

That's 60c evenings, SOd matinees
and 12c for kids at all times. Initial
day's combined take was $19,870,
with second day $19,768 (a drop because of number of kid admissions,
it being Saturday)
and third day

Franeh

,

entertainnieht fOr the

first

tiirie

to

sEam

millions Of people, and so far has
been welcomed by these new cusHollywood, Jan. 14.
tomers with open arms.
Comet, headed by Buddy Rogers
make
a
sequel
will
Cohn,
and Ralph
to "Susie Steps Out," with Nita
Hunter continuing in the title role.
Briefs
Picture will be the sixth on
Comet's program for United Artists
Contimied frotn i^ge 9

COMET'S 'SUSIE'

From Lets

release this season.

Marquesas islands to shoot backgrounds for "Wake of the Red
Witch". -Janet Martin draws the
top role in "The Finger Woman" at
Republic. .Metro added Ava Gardner to the "Hucksters" cast, which
includes Clark Gable, Deborah Kerr,
Sydney Greenstreet, Adolphe Menjou and Edward Arnold. .Sam Coslow is iprepplng another musical for
Andy Russell, to follow "Copaca*
.

Jesse Lasky

.

Continued from page S

;

story as closely as possible, and
Janney leaves for the Coast next
month to huddle with the duo on the
final draft. Lasky said that a number of stars might do spot appear-

;

ances in the picture in the final
sequence where the heroine is buried, adding that Eddie Cantor had
already proffered his services.
Lasky declared he'd postponed
production of "Intermission," orig'
inally slated as his next picture, in
order to get "Miracle" started. In-

_

terrhlssioh" now is slated to roll in
July, to be followed by a filmization

John Galsworthy's "Apple Tree"
and "Caruso Sings Tonight," latter
of

a
1

biopic

of

opera tenor..

the

late

Metropolitan

,

production...
Richard Ney draws the romantic
role opposite Gene Tierney in "The
Ghost and Mrs. Muir" at 20th-Fox.
P. J. Wolf son draws production
chores on "Dream Girl," Paramount's forthcoming film version of
the Elmer Rice legit play... Arturo
de Cordova will star in another film
this year for Jules Levey. ,FlorenC»
Bates inked for a character role in
the Alexander Knox-Ann Sothera
co-starrer, "Indian Summer," starting this weejc at RKO,
bana,"

currently

in

.

!
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to
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SIOUX CITY SUE
with

CHiMMHOH Wonder Il6»^ of th^

Directed by

FRANK McDonald

•

Original Screen Play by Olive Cooper

ROBERTS

•

STERUNS HDllOWAlf

•

CASS COUNTY BOYS
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with a bang. His "Lonesome Road,"
"Don't Take Your Love From Me,'*
and "The Very Thought of You"

Hmise Reyiew^
but missing the mellcfwness of sev^
/immi/ Pfllwer Orch
'Sk--

(
'

Jeoti

(13),

Joy; "fhe tteturn of

Monte

(Col).

trumpet men.
Crawford couple dance out their
inning, upping the pace of the show
with a trio of snappy precision roueral

much

tines,

Harmonica
Current State

show represents one

minor lapses In

»f the

fhfe

string of

one layouts the house has been
Theatre seems to display a
Jihg.
ihg in presentation of toandshowsy
jroliably because of lack of equipa»nt to properly show-off a musical
It's been evident dur)tag» layout.
ng the past few times, when the pitiand moved to the higher level.
The podium occupant this week. Is
J'imroy Palmer, whose crew of 13
^eoms sparse both in musical calibre
numbers.
Arrangements
in
tid
ren't properly tailored for this comaratively sparse detachment as the
vand tries to emulate the effects of
doesn't
quite hit it
and
arger bands
Palmer is a likable lad, although
iff.
displayed nervousness during
,ow caught, and baritone fluttered
frequently.

added

For

entertain-

ment, three bandsmen in fright wigs
jlo "I'mi a Big Boy Now" 'but effort is
Ibo borscht-beltish to be Effective

The

rest of the divertissement

moments,

although

there

has
are

occasional lapses. The acts do comparatively well, but routiwing doesn't
Olsen and Joy, a
nuite hit it off.
-

personable dance team (New Acts)
provide a good opener, while Ben
pova's standard drunk turn hits the

trowd

nicely.

Roy Smeck gives the crowd a
limpse of what the banjo looks like.
k,bout the only place they're seen
;hesa days is in pawnshop windows

nd when Gene Sheldon and Smeck
ra working. Smeck's opening num«r on that instrument gives an idea
if why the banjo has passed into
Fortunately he discards it
gniho.
Mter the opening to work the elecxlc steel guitar and a uke.
He's
Irtuoso on these strings, but act

patrons' liking.
Chet Clark,
on boogie; swings it

follows. Long
solid on trio of pop songs and plays
a more difficult Hungarian dance
Straight,

more popular recordings.
Edwards Sisters, a fast-stepping
tap
team,
and Dusty Fletcher,
comic, round out the bill.
Ernie
Williams steps down from the bandstand to do a solo.

Go¥L-iapri' Desree
it unlikely that the case could be
heard before the summer recess, the

now

legalities

say.

machine.

.

the spring of '48

into

before the

While
Luis
Richardson's
runs system could be ajpplied.
band
through "1280 Jive," "Tea for Two," many company lawyers are fairly
winds by beating out rap-tap and "Boogie in the Basement," with confident that the nfew method will
performing at the piano. be upset on appeal, it's still more
with his feet and crutches.
Two Richardson
Russell
announced
the
feature
acts.
Okies pull the stops On hillbilly
than probable, it is said, that some,
musical instruments, and inject some Show should play to fine biz lor if not all, of the majors will pre-test
any indicamuch -needed comedy Into the show. run, if opening crowd's
..
the bid method of selling in selected
;-vShal.v
They run the gamut of musical saws, tion.;;
situations before final word comes
jugs, rubber gloves, inner tubes and
down from the nine judges. Sales
guitar tunes for comedy effect,
ItiUl, Boi^on
toppers want to avoid being caught
Raymond has the closing spot lor
Boston, Jan. 10.
session of impersonating established
Dulce ElliTifftoTi Orch, Pecic & flatfobted, and 90 days is hardly connames such as Bert Lahr, Clem Mc- Peck, Marion Cox, Freddie
Douglas,
Carthy,
Raymond Gram Swing. Howell & Bowser; Kau Davis,
"NocFacial resemblance helps him in turne" (KKO).
Jesse James, Negro lad, does his
on crutches; comes on whist-

.

copying Edward G. Robinson, but
on Cantor and
QwiWi

As
a

:

:

Capitol,

Wmsb*

Washington, Jan. il.
(19) with June

Stan Kenton Orch

usual,

wow

ard
'

Duke

ton's

Mew AcM

Ellington puts on
is the stand-

band show—his

used

judging

in

band wagon,

too.

JULES MUNSHIN
Comedy
35 Mins.

Cafe Society Uptown, N. Y.
The new crop of GI comics is now
outset with "Just You," and musical
numbers from then on include beginning to assert itself. The N. Y.
scene has already been given a
cafe
"Happy Go Lucky Local," "Mood
Capitol rarely shells out for top Indigo," "Sophisticated Lady" and lift by appearances of Peter Lirid
name bands, but when; it does, ante others, all in rich, individual and Hayes, Harvey Stone and Sid Caesar,
pays off. This week, Stan Kenton inventive idioms, with the jjuke and numerous funnymen have been
aided considerably by the added exhas the hookey gang, plus hep fans taking off from the piano.
from miles around and a surprising
Plenty of soloists, too. Kay Davis perience of working before servicenumber of oldsters beating a path to warbles "Minnehaha," Ray Nance audiences. Latest cafe entrant who's
in the servfind out what makes the outfit gets
"Just Squeeze Me," Albert made somewhat of a rep
click.
Sears does a sax solo on "Hia- ice is Jules Munshin, a minor nitery
Smooth rhythms, novel arrange- watha," Marion Cox sings "St. Louis and -vaude performer before inducments, hot jazz, and appealing baton- Blues," and Albert Hibbler, blind tion, and who showed potentialities
ing seem to be the answer. To this singer, gets an ovation lor his stint. during his' run in the Army-projected
reviewer, band seems heavy on the Thus musical part has plenty of "Army Play by Play."
He's completed his conversion to
brasses, but roof-raising returns in- contrast and Interest ahd registers
peacetime comedy with his long run
dicate payees think otherwise.
very big.
Standouts in an unusually long
Howell and Bowser, song and in the current "Call Me Mister" and
program were drummer and trom- patter team, click the best of the his postwar boite preem at the BarChristy & The Postels (5); Meribeth Olds, Steve Evtms: ''Black
(20fW.

Band

gets off the

mark from the

Beauty"

ows insufficient modernization, and
must go into an undue bonist individual stints, plus a flashy- vaude offerings, but Freddie Douglas,
jazz "Concerto to End all Concertos." with sleight-of-hand novelty added
.ount of hoke to get across.
Carroll, the Ray Wetzel's trombone and vocal- to his dancing routine, and the slowgets a good ising of "B£st Man" and a comic motion pantomiming ol Peck & Peckimount of laughs with her charac- version of "Trees" make Solid fare. are equally solid with the customers.
terization ol a not-too-hep dame, Drummer Shelly Mann does some It's a top ranking show with pace
And takeoff of a racetrack announcer. dazzling work in "Artistry in Per- and variety,
Arthur Fiedler, conductor of the
cussion," if the ear drums can take
Jose.
it.
Kenton's solo of "St. James' In- Boston Pops orchestra, made prefirmary," with heckling from the sentation of Esquire's Gold award
Oriental, Chi
bandstand, pays off with plenty to Ellington on the stage of the
house Friday night, with kudos also
.laughs.
Chicooo, Jan. 9.
June Christy, sultry blonde blues for Harry Carney, baritone sax, and
Milt Herth Trio, fred Lowery &
porothy Rae; Piiul Remos & Toy singer, with a husky voice to match Al Hibbler, vocalist.
Elie.
Btfjis
(3), Terry & Ralph Rio, 3 her looks, does neatly with "It's a
Wiles, Ray Lang Orch (15); "Strange Pity to Say Good-Night," "She's
Circle, Endpls.
Funny that Way" and a fast scat
Woman" (UA).
Indianapolis,
Jan.
H.
number.
Connee Boswell, Freddie Slack
The Pastels, recent addition to
Bedy Lamarr in "Strange Woman"
Orch, Freddie Bartholomew, Leonard
With an "Adults Only" tag is the the Kenton troupe, seem to be just
quintet
of
harmonizers. Barr & Helen Estes; "Falcon's Adfaagnet that will attract them here another
venture" (RKO).
fot the next three weeks. However, Group four men and gal—do okay
customers will also see a vaude with a trio of songs.
Freddie Slack plays subordinate
FiUers-in on bill are emceed by
show that's a pleaser.
role to other headliners in this show
Bill opens with the Three' Wiles, Kenton, who works to get them
Meribeth at Circle, providing only background
two men and gal who do a tap rou- share of appreciation.
music for more than half the runtine while llashing magic tricks. Do Olds is tops in her field, and does aU
ning
time, and that in one big
sorts
of
twists with her body. Gets
some Hollywood impreshes which
lump. Result is rather one-sided afare weak but finish strong with rousing returns for her contortioning. Steve Evans, in the comic spot, fair in which Connee Boswell is a
"Parade of the Wooden Soldiers."
brilliant standout. The husky-voiced
Fred Lowery and Dorothy Rae impresses better in a trimmed down
thrush offers 10 or 12 songs without
follow and register ngatly. Lowery's routine than he did when he apa break and has customers still
Whistling of "By The Waters of peared at local nitery some weeks
ago. Customers indicate impatience asking for more when she finally
Minetonka,"
aijd
"Holiday
for
calls it quits. Her solid repertoire
Strings" gets solid returns. Miss llae to get back to the business of the
includes
"Five Minutes More,"
$ings several numbers to nice re- day, except for Evans' laughing im"Stormy Weather," a lengthy "Show
sponse and closes with Lowery in itations, which get warm reception.
Boat"
medley,
"Die Buttermilk
Lowe.
a duet.
Sky," "South America, Take It
Paul Remos and" his midgets are
Away" and a flttie Version of "Dinah"
elways a crowd pleaser with their
BalAo
in which Slack provides a snappy
mart acrobatics and clever comedy,
Baltimore, Jan. 12.
boogie accompaniment at the piano.
fteavy applause is given flash finish
Murtah Sisters (3), Ray & Nardo, These, and more.
9f two small guys atop 13 foot pole
Jack
Felice lula House
Freddie Bartholomew impresses
one pounding on xylophone while Orch Lttnard,
"The Jolson Story" as a likeable chap with versatile
(12);
pther does aero stunts. Terry and
(Col),
talent in better than average perRalph Rio clown around with femme
sonal appearance turn. He has a
^lulling a got-to-go routine a la FanAbbreviated stage layout employs clever routine ^jSUited to his needs
nie Brice, which while old Stuff, gets only three entries
but they are well as an ex-child star, a pleasingly
heavy yocks.
selected. A bit top heavy on vocal- rich singing voice and a clever way
Closer is the Milt Herth Trio, with
izing, combined talents nevertheless of telling
a character or dialect
fees Wavrinek on piano, and Loring provide sufficient variety
story. Much of his gab is devoted to
UUmore on drums coming up from brief time allotment count. to make telling how he came
to be making
the pit to put on last 15 minutes of
Ray and Nardo, male mimics, share the tour, but It's well done. His
|wmg. Herth at the Hammond orimpressions of Cagniey, Barry Fitz- song, a special, is "Growing Up."
gan kicks the pedals around for fine
gerald, Vaughn Monroe and other Leonard Barr and Helen Estes get
effects on "Dark Eyes" and "St. Louis
okay starter after which a few laughs with their comedy
Woman." Finishes with "Shine," familiars for
singing comic, takes dance routines and pantomime.
Which features sustained drumming Jack Leonard,
Show was handicapped at start
hold for a portion. Whacks out paroy Gilmore, for plenty applause.
odies and comedy songs along with when illness of Ella Mae Morse
made last minute changes necessary,
gags good for laughs.
Murtah Sisters, trio of smart-work- but soon settled down to smooth
Tower,
f^.
ing
personality vo- running order. Slack, who has his
femmes,
lean
on
Kansas City, Jan. 10.
Major Bowes All-Star Graduates cals and travesty treatments of "Chl- inning first, impresses most with his
piano style. Band gets
ynm Sid Raymond, Crandall Sisters quita Banana" and "The Hawaiian boogie-woogie
response to "Play, Fiddle, Play,"
W, Jack Murray, Jesse James, The War ©hant." Make for bill's high- fairHad
to Be You," "This Is Always"
Qrawfords (2), Chet Clarfc, The light and a pertect clincher. Biz big. "It
and "Stardust." Biz was moderate
Burro.
Vfctes
(2)
and Tower Orch (9)
Corb.
when caught Sat. p.m.
^iin jocfc Parks; "Land Rttsh" (Col)
«ntl "Lone Stor Moonlight" (Col).
Earle,,
Hollar, t» A*
PWladelphio, Jan, 10.
Los Angeles, Jan. 10.
King Cole Trio, Luis Richardson
over the Tower stage
., Pnit takes
Tnls week in place of the usual & Orch, Srnie Williams, Edwards
Carmen Cavallaro Orch (13),
variety bill.
Dusty Gloria Stewart; Doodles Weaver,
Lee
Richardson,
Major Bowes label listers,
neips out considerably at the. box- Fletcher; "The Falcon'* Adventure" Babs and Bobby; "Shadowed" (Col)
eitice, but troupe otherwise has no
(RKO).
came value. Leans fieavUy toward
Piano work of Carmen Cavallaro
jne novelty side, but scores neatly
The Earla is in for heavy bu.siness is solid pleaser on this week's offeron entertainment.
this week with the King Cole Trio ing. He participates in all of the« 10
Sid Raymond doubles as m.c„ giv- Show, an all-sepia bill that packed numbers allotted orch and snagged
.
mg the Crandall Sisters trio the nod the customers to standing room on sock reception at show caught.
lor the opening spot. Hadn't worked opening day (10).
Opener is the oldie, "Lullaby of
out all the details of registering
Cavallaro then goes
The audience was reminiscent of Broadway."
through the house mike, at the Fri- a Frank Sinatra show, as plenty of into medley from film, "Time, Place
w^. night show, but not enough to squeals, screams, giggles and com- and the Girl," in which he appeared.
POinar the customers.
Threesome ments from the audience interpo- Numbers showcased in top fashion
are lookers, but are so-so in a duo of lated the routine of the King Cole are "Through a Thousand Dreams,"
:«>ng.s.
Jack Murray in the deuce has Trio, and a vocalist with the band, "Oh, Put I Do" and "Gal in Calico."
Midway, leader does special work? try at vocally imitating name name of Lee Richardson.
Richardson is a youthful crooner out on "Dizzy Fingers" that was
msrumentalisfs, rating pretty
lair on Tommy
"Warsaw Concerto,"
Dor^ey's trombone Who knows how to put over a song well-lik€d.
Iraeck

Closing is by Jean
femme monologist, who

—

Hippodrome,

'

.

W»

.

PMll^

MilUon

delay in operation

is

being sought.

Those are 8(b). which provides that
granted "solely
upon the merits and without dis^

eaclv license is to be

crimination in favor of

attiliates, Old.

customers or others" and 6 (d) ,
which compels theatce-by-theatrel
and ptcture-iby'-f^icture licensing.
Prize Legail VutMer

:

Clarification on the prize legal
puzzler— whether the statutory court
intended, an absolute theatre expansion freeze against the Big Five except in the breakup of partnership

—

holdings; is also sought in the application.
Petition asks a decree
amendment so that Big Five members may acquire houses to protect
inye.stments or, to enter a competitive field. This would be in addition

others— and

takes the current big houses at the
RKO right into camp. Supporting
numbers gain in value oh Elling-

sidered sufhcient thne to iron out
wrinkles in a highly complex sales

Postponement of tliree months afBig Five petition points out that
ter an early winter decision by the exhibs will be protected by two
Supreme Court brings the Industry other decree provisions on which no

ling,

also risgisters strongly
Jolson.

Battle

Continued from page S

Stint

here.
its

to the

specialist,

garners plenty applause.
King Cole Trio pleases with
presentation of "Route 66," "For
Sentimental Reasons," "Best Man,"
"Beginning of the End," and a medley of excerpts from some of their

to buying put current partners Under partial divorcement proviso.

Two-year deadline on pooling
agreements and lea.ses in which
is
turned over to another
defendant or indie on profit-sharing
basis is also sought in the Big Five
petition.
Situation in which majors
in some instances have operaled
indie houses for many years is "involved and complicated," petition
notes,
petormination of rights following dissolution of pools and shaping of other arrangements for theatre O&eratiOns will require the full
two-yeSr period, it is claimed.
Separate Moves
theatre

Separate Clarification moves by
United Artists, Universal and Columbia were not as all-inclusive as
UA joined
a clever and person- the Big Five petition.
able chap whose comedic efforts are with the (|heatre-owning defendants
fresh and literate.
He has a hep in seeking delay in initiating comline of routines with satiric viewpetitive bidding until the Supreme
points.
His material strikes a fresh
note opening with a bit calculated to Court has ruled. Columbia is seeksatirize performers who make a ing postponement not only of bid
fetish of their lingual ahilities.
He selling but also imposition pi the
also
satirizes
psychological films, blockbpoking ban pending appeal
cowboy songs, opera and does an ex- determination.
tremely funny flamenco number.
Envisioriftig that Its program for
His work is polished and he shows
a highly developed sense of comedy. acquiring showcases will be hamCurrently, he's doing the late show strung by the ban on long-terra
at the cafe as during the early hours franchises, Universal has asked the
he's working in the legiter.
Jose.
court to redefine its terras.
Spe-

ney Josephson bistro indicates that
do extremely well before class

he'll

audiences.

Munshin

is

Novelty
10 Mins.
Latin Quarter,

Miami Beach

Delayed by customs restrictions on
Mons. Choppy, one of
Walters French, importations
show at opening night nor for
a week afterward.
Which was too
bad for the show, for here is one

his costumes,

Lou

didn't

of

the

better

brought over in

novelty

many a

acts to
year.

U would like perraission to
grant franchises to non-affiliate theatres in chosen spots where such
deals will not mean restraint ol
points out that the decree
trade.
preserves rights of defendants to
cifically,

& MODELS

MONS. CHOPPY

be

U

showcase their pix in their, own
houses, arid that a ban on all fran-

compel the company to
buy houses rather th?in arrange for
chises will'

exhibs.

Containing, aU the Gallic sauciness associated with Parisian tradition, the artist utilizes the nifty
Lighbnatt,S
show-gals backs on which to paint
his caricatures for what he calls a
Separate
"Marriage In Brittany." When all
the cnaracters from the Mayor and
in-laws down to the bride are drawn
and costumed (to the waist), he
Memphis, Jan. 14.
brings on the zest with the groom,
full front and breastily funny.
It
M. A. Lightman, his associates ol
must be seen to be appreciated.
There is no offensiveness and all the Malco circuit, and the eight maadds up to top novelty.
jor distributors moved in federal
Though not for vaude - family
court this week for separate trials
houses, the act looks a bet for any
nitery using production gals, or for of the joint suit for $3,000,000
a Broadway musical which needs an brought against them by six local
extra filip.
Aud reaction to the
indies under the Clayton and Sherhary.
stint was terrific.
-

Major

Seek

Fi^

M

in Memphis T

man

OLSEN & JOY
State, N.

Acts.

Motions for separate

Dance

filed

10 Mins.

trials

werei

by Warner Brothers, Universal,

T.

United Artists, 20th Century -Fox,
Olsen and Joy are a pert pair of RKO, Loew's (Metro) Columbia and
terpers who apparently have been
around, but weren't caught for Paraniount; the L. & L. Theatres,
The duo are ener- doing business as the Capitol Realty
Variety's file.
getic and personable and display
Company, M. S, McCord, Edwin
likable routines interspei-sed with a
Sapinsley, Herbert Kohn and Lightgood amount of aero work.
O&J do a jitterbug version oj man.
apache dance with the lad in gob's
The motions ask that the indie film
garb and gal in a sexy midriff outThere are some soiig interludes, houses suing under charges of confit.
but it's virtually a stage-wait, as spiracy to monopolize should sepatheir real forte is their dancework. rate their claims into separate comThey're okay for vauders and cafes. plaints or in separate counts of the
Jose.

"Carioca,"

"Toselli

Serenade"

and

joint suit.

The

suit

was brought by Chalmers

"Sorrento" were others that clicked. CuUins, Nate Evans and E. O, CulCavallaro brings curtain down on lins, oiE the IdlewUd theatre; Kem"Polonaise" to great palm-pounding. mons Wilson, Mrs. Ruby L. Wilson
Gloria Stewart, orch canary, does and Louie
A- Weaver, of the Airpleasing selling job on "Temptation"
ways theatre; Augustine J. and
and "For Sentimental Reasons" but
Cianciolo. Luciann theatre;
doesn't shine as well on "The Coffee Agnes
James
West,
Hollywood theatije; E.
Song." Doodles Weaver takes care
of comedy on bill with zaney im- R. Gillette, Bristol theatre; Mrs. Lepression.s.
clicking
with baseball bora Cianciolo, Rosemary theatre;
pantomine, an auto race, and his and Chalmers CuUins and Evans as
version of "The Flying Trapeze." individuals formerly operating the
Babs and Bobby, young terp team, Orpheum theatre, now Lightman'a
display good taps. Male needs bet- first-run Malco.
ter costuming, making appearance at
Judge Boyd is taking the motion*
show caught in outsize sports jacket
arid slacks that distracted.

Brosf.

under advisement
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Film B. 0. Continues Strong
:

fortnight

irhal

'Sides' Sets

a drop in in "Razor's Edge" for New Year's
pric« levels. week and reaped Walloping grosses,

conunocWijr
general
With the end of the Oflice of Price
Administration, sending living costs
soaring in late Kovember, public was
seen as frightened and retrenching
by cutting down on theatre attendance, among other ways. As nor-

including record $3,800 for a single

Matinee trade continues to lag in
although -eveninjg biz
is
brisk, With. hesi-Vy accents on
weekends,

all situations,

economic bralces began to slow

(1

the inflation, the panic was off
and re-by the beginning of January
sults started to be favorably felt at
the b.o.. as showmen see it.

•

Strong Pix Give'Chi
Great Holiday B.O.

;

a roundup of film
b.o. status in typical spots-throughout the country.

Following

is

L. A. Slips

10-15%

Matinees Worst Hit
It's

Los Angeles,: Jan, 14.
generally admitted by repreexhibs

sentative

down

slightly.

grosses are
Percentage guesses
that

run from 10-15%, but any slaclc is
fastened on type of product availFor example, Pantages-Hillable.
street hit a very big $192,900 for
December, 1946, as compared with
$133,800 for
vious year.

same month

of the pre-

Difference results from the fact
that this past December "Jolson
Story" was screening to big grosses.
January, 1947, will be under the
previous year for these two houses,
as a year ago "Bells of St. Mary"

was dragging them in. January,
tiit a big $313,300, but the two

1946,

spots
expected to approach that

are not

month.

figure this

The two first-run Paramounts are
about the same story, "BIge Skies"
fiving them a big December, 1946,
dth a total for the month of $231,600
as compared to $177,000 for the
previous December. January, 1946,
accounted for $167,000 in the two
houses and about the same is expected this month.
The three Warner theatres, with
"Humoresque," hit a fine $262,200 in
December, 1946, as compared to
$197,800 for the year previous. Current January outltioli is bright to
equal last January's $216,100.
A
representative Fox>-West Coast unit,
playing 20th-Fox pix, came through
with a hefty $264,000 in December,
'46. as compared with $173,900 in '45.
In January, '46, because of "Leave
Her to Heaven," it clocked a socko
$232,800 and "Razor's Edge" run is
flgiired to keep this month's total up.
Latter film is playing four houses
compared to three by "Heaven" and
take is not quite so great.
'Weekends all over town are still
l?ig, but weekday trade, particularly
in the downtown sector, is about
10%. under a year ago. Matinees
are most affected by the slight slump.
Post -New Year's trade augurs well
for the year if product keeps coming
In strong. Los Angeles has always
been known as a town of discriminating fllmgoers, so it's less affected
than other spots where war years
saw public buying of most any type
of Him.

Chicago,

Jan. 14.
Christmas and New Year's Day
showed a fantastic all-time high for
the city due to a record breaking
aggregate of first run pictures.
Lush take for the week was approximately 470 grand, an increase of
30% over the take for the holiday
week a year ago. Post-holiday period
showed a drop to approximately
36,'5Gs, which is still far ahead of
the figure for the same period of
the year before, topping it by 22%.
Nine new film releases pulled the
crowds in so that most of the 11
houses grossed improved figures.
Four of the houses, Chicago with
"Blue Slcies," Oriental with "Show
Off," State with "Razor's Edge" and
Woods with "Best Years" did close
to sensational business during the
holiday week for both matinee and
evening .shows and actually had a
return of the sidewalk queues which
had disappeared during the preholiday slump.
A' couple of the houses, the Palace
with "Song of South" -and "Falcon's
Adventure" and the Roosevelt with
"Never Say Goodbye." saw a drop
in their take as against that of a
year ago. Fall was 47% for the
Palace and 26% for the Roosevelt.
Increase 'in gross of the Chicago
over that of last year's Christmas
period was 30%, Oriental 40%,,
State-Lake 20%. and the Woods. 25%.
Nevertheless great as these increases are, they still are not as
much as expected from such a
strong array of top productions.

.

Continued from page 16

New Mark

Minneapolis,. Jan. 14.
Brisk start to which 1947 got off
is generating optimism here.
Film
grosses have been running ahead of
the corresponding period in 1946, a
record-breaking year. One picture,
•'Blue Skies," already has set a hew
all-time local high for straight film,
roadshow or otherwise, $38,000, iat
Radio City. This mark, in fact, was
only exceeded on two occasions in
the theatre'* early days, the 1928-29
boom period, with vaudfllm at much
higher admissions. One of-such occasions was the theatre's opening

day.

down

Picturo Grosses

Minn. Topping Year Ago;

(Continued from pa(e t)fs

attrfljuted to

is

consistently «troiiger

Work

'

Detroit Off 15-25%;
Dec. Particularly

the
pix.

wa.s bad..

There has been no general change
status of »matlnee, tvsning and
weekend business. Subsequent runs
have not been doing so well as the
in

keys.

Madison

NSH,

Shop

Studes

for Cheapies

Madison, Wis., Jan. 14.
Fox-affiliated Ashley the-

Four

atres report

port treuiendoiis

bill

among

Girl" (Rep).
the firstruns,

Only
and

Won't set $12,000 this week and getting strong play at the Wicket;
only did $22,000 last, on a holiday at likely big $7,000. Liist week, "Sister
that and with a New Year's Eve mid- Kenny" (RKO ), mild $5,500 on eight
days,
nitor at $1 top tossed in.
.

Warner (WB) (2,000; 40-70)— "Her
Sister's Secret" (PRC), Brought in
at la.st minute when Stanley decided
to hold over "Time, Place, Girl" and
"Notorious" (RKO ) back a
we'ik. Only new pic in town and getting some biz as a result. Pu.sliin.£!
in direction of $8,500. Last week,
"Man I Love" (WB), on m.o., pretty
weak for a holiday at barely $6,000.

'Rage' Fine 12G, Seattle;

push

TLAINSMAN; STAGE 38G,

Time, Place (2d) $10,200
Seattle, Jan, 14.

"Blue Skies"

Bad

TILGRIM' 16iG, CINCY
Cincinnati, Jan. 14.

two new

bills

week

is

rolling into seventh

Music Box, after
starting with record-smashing stanzas at the Paramount. Libert.y is go-

|

Clicks of

and

final

at

ing okay with "Jolson Story" in third
week.
Fifth is
holding "Razor's
Edge," following great opening week
over New Year's, "Time, Place and

and above

par returns on holdovers have downtown houses in velvet for third consecutive week. Albee is fronting the
pack currently with "Plainsman and
Lady" and Kathryn Grayson. Johnnie Johnston and others on stage.
Other newcomer is "Shocking Miss
Pilgrim." "Razor's Edge" and "Song
of South" are strongest holdovers,
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO)
55-95)
(3,100;
"Plainsman and Lady" (Rep) plus
Kathryn Grayson, Johnnie Johnston,

Girl

is

at

Elsewhere

Orpheum
it's now

for .second week.
fare.

Estimates for This Weelt
Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)—
"Blue Skies" (Par) (7th week). Eight
days, steady .$5,500. Last week, swell
$5,600.

—

7G

15G

^

Up 10%;

Nabess Below Average
Bo,ston,

weekend

business,

14.

but oplimi.sm among theatre operators is generally high.
Chief problem in the film houses
has been product, rather than busine.ss.
Tlie Metropolitan is off a.?
asainsf lasl year, but did great biz

"

j

when

it

went

well

inevitable letdown diiinng December, but drop wasn't as bad as ex-

as Ifear Ago
Cincinnati, Jan. 14.
In
city of diversified manuof downtown and
grosses
facturing,
suburban motion picture theatres for
early January are practically diiplicaling those of a year ago. In Deceniber the volume of business
,slightly boiler than for the same
month in 194.">.

Skies," which
$50,000 the first

had "Bhie
over

RKO-Boston has been doing
better than last year.
State and
Orpheum, both Loew's houses, are
keeping up to average. Paramoimt,
Fenway and other houses are a little
above average, -while "Henry V" did

prompts
tence,

Jan.

Film gi'osses here are running
about 10'"; ahead of last year in key
spots, with no indications thus far
of either film or legit biz dropping
off. It's too early to tell about 1947,

University scale at high of 30c
many a GI, on $63 subsisto seek out these campus

houses.,,,-;

(UA) (reissues). who wanted to see film tried to
"Captain Fury"
drop.
Oldies going to town for swell $7,- in first week sO second took biK
Estimates for This Week
000.
Last week, "Song of South"
(RKO) (m,o,), neat $6,500.
35-74)—
(1,400;
Alladin
(Fox)
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200: 30-40) "Margie" (20th) and "Decoy" (Mono).
—"Martha Iver.s" (Par) and "Black Good $5,000. Last week. "Time.
Beauty" (20th), Satisfactory $3,200. Place, Girl" (WB) (m.o.), big $6,000.
week, "Make Mine Music"
La.st
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)—
(EKO) and "Time of Tlieir Lives" "Blue Skies" (Par) (3d wk). Fine
(U) split with "Rimaround" (U) and $15,000 and holding; Lasl week, big
"Black Angel" (U), about same.
$20,000.
Mary Anderson (People's) (1,100;
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)— "Ra40-()0)~"Time, Place, Girl" (WB) (3d zor's Edge" (20th) (2d wX). day-date
wk). Holding up for good $6,000. with Esquire. Webber. Poor $9,000.
T>aKt week (2d) okay $7,500.
Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)— "RaNational (Standard) (2,400; 40-60) zor's Edse" (20th), day-date with,
and Denver, Webber, 2d week. Poor $3,Doll"
(Rep)
"IVlagnificent
Rolling Hom<>" (Screen Guild) (2d 000, La.st week, big $6,000,
wk). Fair $7,000 after first week's
Orpheum (EKO) (2,600; 35-74)—
sturdy $10,000.
"Undercurrent" (M-G) and "Great
Bialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 40- Day" (RKO), Big $20,000. Last week.
"Secret Ho^rl" (M-G) and "Dick
Tracy vs. Cueball" (RKO>. Sne $17.get

—

bad weather and lethargic celebration put a crimp in b.o. gro.sses

of

;

,

Cincy

.solid business in 36 weeks at the
Esquire. "Best Years of Our Lives,"
ciu'rent at the Esquire, is doing fine
but is off slightly at matinees.
Biggest surprise is the Exeter, an
indie house specializing in British

Same

,

re-

thi.s

couped during first half of January.
Orphouni had bonanza Christmas
week with "Blue Skies," clipping
previous houvse record by 23^; Film
shlfli'd to Palirus the following week,
.

pix.

lliere
;

was

Year's Eve.

houses

is

a

geiioval

fallofl'

Attendance

at

New

fir.sti iin

normal weekday matinees

is

clicking.

Outlyhis

Philiy Holiday Biz Blooey
Philadelphia. Jan. 14.
Philly holiday biz got a body blow

Christmas week was bullish, but

.<e,sh

which

i

New

Year's

Eve when combinatioD

j

500,

Paramount

35-74)--

(Fox)
"White Tie and Tails" (U) and "Dead
Okay $9,000, La.st
of Night" (U).
week, "Scandul in Paris" lUA) and
"Spook Bu.sters" (Mono), fine $11,000.
Rlalto (F03l) (878; 35-74)— "Time,
on.
Christmas biz and post-Christmas Place, Girl" (WB I, after week at each
Denver, Esquire, Webber, Okay $5.biz was okay, however, about on par
000. Last week, "Nobody Lives Forwith Christmas and post-Christmas
ever"
(WB) and "Wife Wanted"
General week-end grosses (Mono) im.o.). fair $4,500.
of 1915.
Week-day
here have boen good.
Webber (Fox) (7!>0; 35-74)—"Ramatinees, especially during Christ- zor's Edge" (20th) (2d wk), day-date
mas sliopping period, were down with Denver. Esquire. Fair $3,000.
compared with 1945.
Last week, big $5,300.
all over town.
Deluxers in midtown as well as
nabes got the brush-off from celeMidnight shows were way
bfuits.

hoti.ses.
nabes, etc., however, rare
well below average this season.

was

up new standenjoyed banner Yuletide

al.'^o.clialked

"

new

—

midweek and matinees very week,

with "time. Place, Girl." while
Visia and
Palms did okay with
''L;ul.\
I.uck" and "Nobody Lives
Forever, respectively. Fox checked

"That Brennan

—

alow.

it

Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,200; 40Citv Sue" (Rep) and

60)—"Sioux

•

Sioux City Doing: Nicely
Sioux City, la., Jan. 14.
Grosses in l<ey theatres- for December and January were very satisfactory. Christmas,, New Year's EVe
and New Year's Day were better
than last year, though the weather

witli

F(ix

$26,000.

:

Phoenix Sees New B.O. Marks
Phoenix, Jan. 14.
Phoenix biz continues generally
staunch, with overall picture auguring well for 1947. Grosses buffered

vvliere

).

indicates

—

,

ard.;,

Poorest of the big holiday

State

"Till

wk

—

Extremely bad weather, with snow
storms, was a vital factor in keeping
them down.

the situation.

more than

chill.

week's big $21;000.
40-60)—
(Loew's)
(3,300;
Clouds Roll By" (M-G) (2d
This is a big one, and currently
solid $16,000. Last week
same film came through for smash

tial

—

.

firstruns

Reissue of Grantthe main pull here,

Fiflli Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 45-80)
Detroit, Jan. 14.
—"Razor's Edge" (20th) (3d Wk).
Great $12,000. In second week got
Grosses for December and Janugreat $18,900.
ary are generally off from 15 to 25%
Liberty (J&vH) (1,650; 45-80)—
fiom the corresponding period last
"Jolson Story" (20th) (3d wk). Good
year.
Especially disappointing was
$11,000. La.s-t week, swell $13,000.
the December business, which took
IWusic Box (H-E) (850; 45.80)-^
an even sharper pre-Christmas nose- others on stage. Smash $38,000. 'Last
week, "Two Smart People" (M-G) "Bedlam" (RKO) and "'Wanted fOr
dive than expected.
Murder" (20th). Okay $4,000. Last
The post-Christmas comeback was plus Alvino Rey orch, others on week, "Nobody Lives Forever" (WB
stage, fairish $22,000.
practically wiped out when a twoand
"Great to Be Young" (Col) (2d
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 55-70)
day ice storm paralyzed the city's "Secret Heart" (M-G) (3d wk). Al- wk). Pair $4,900.
streets;
Ofte exhibitor called the right $6,500 following fine $10,000 ^ Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; :45-80)—
"Rage in Heaven" (M-G) (reis.sue).
two days the worst for business since second round.
Swell $1,2.000. Last *eek, "ShowGrand (RKO) (1,430; 55-70)
the race riots of 1943.
Pilgrim"
(20th). Off" (M-G) and "Phantom Thief"
Detroit exhibs are agreed that "Shocking Miss
Holds.
Last Week, (Col) (2d wk), $8,000, okay.
the "easy money" days are over and Socko $16,500.
Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)—
"Song of South'' (RKOy (2d wk),
hencefoi-jkh they will have to dig
"Time, Place and Girl" (WB) (2d
sensational $14,000.
with the digging becoming increaswk). Excellent $10,200 in eight days.
Keith's
55-70)
(UP)
(1,542;
ingly difficult as the year progresses. "Wicked Lady" (U) (2d wk). Okay Last week, landed great .$17,900.
Pox theatre topped the Deceinber- $8,000 after swell $10,000 teeoff. durPalomar (Sterling) (1,350; 45-80)—
.Tanuary
business
with
"Razor's ing Which Ann Blyth did a p.a. at "Accomplice" (PRC) and "Singing
Edge" although; the film failed to one night screening linked with oh the Trail" (Col), plus vaude.
Good $7,000. Last week, "Roll on
reach the high figures predicted for sneak preview of "Swell Guy."
Lyric
Texas Moon" (Rep) and "Lady
(RKO) (1,400; 55-70)
it. Its best week was $52,000,
"Kings Row" (WB) and "Wild Bill Chaser" (PRC), plus stage. Good
A rush to beat the change ia prices Hickok
Rides" (WB) (reissues), so- $7,500.
from matinees to nights retiu-ned in SO $5,000. Last week, "Time, Place,
Paramount (H-E) (3.039; 4f>-80)—
December and has been more evi- Girl" (WB) (m.o.), $6,000.
"Undercurrent"
(M-G) (2d wk).
dent since. A year ago the average
55-70)
Palace (RKO)
(2,000;
Okay $10,000 after getting immense
patron didn't give the price tag a "Razor's Edge" (20th) (2d wk). Ex- $16,800 in opener,
second thought, one manager said.
cellent $16,000 on heels of enormous
Roosevelt (Sterling) (BOO; 45-80)—
"Banjo On My Knee" (20th) (reisChristmas and New Year's business $29,500 opening sesh.
Shuhcrt (RKO) (2,100; 55-70)
sue) and "In Old California" (Rep).
was slightly below a year ago, but
Moveover Slow $2,200 in five days, L«ist week.
these days were the only ones that "Song of South" (RKO).
Con- "Never Say Goodbye" (WB) (3d
for third downtown week.
came near meeting expectations.
tinues to rock 'em, whammo $9,000. wk). Bad $2,500.
Last week, "Time, Place, Girl"
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; 35fltt: Skids From Tear Ago
(WB) (ra.o.), nifty $7,000.
50)— "Step by Step" (RKO) and
Pittsburgh, Jan. 14.
"Holiday in Mexico" (M-G) (3d run).
December and January so far are
Slow $2,800 in five days. Last week,
"If I'm Lucky" (20th) and "Gallant
,iust fair. Busines. is being concenHoldovers All OK, Uvilie;
Journey" ICol), split with "Monsieur
trated on weekends. Matinees are
and "Rebecca"
(Par)
Beaucaire"
up. but evenings declining.
'Sue/ 'Brennan' Big
(UA) (all third runs). Mild .$3,100.
Overall picture, is a substantial
Louisville, Jan. 14.
decrease over the same time last
H.o,'s are holding down the overall
year, although managers don't seem
take this week, with Strand only 'Undercurrent,' 'Day' 20G,
to feel that's a reflection of national firstrun in' town showing new prodDenver; 'Skies' (3d)
conditions so much as local ones, uct. "Sioux City Sue" and "That
pointing out that the town still Brennan Girl" are big. Couple reDenver, Jan. 14.
"Undercurrent" with "Great Day"
hasn't really recovered from devas- issues at the Brown are making surshowing, "Captain packed Orpheimi to be.st gross here.
tating power and hotel strikes of prisinglv good
Caution" and "Captain Fury" pulling "Blue Skies" Still fine at Denham and
three montlts ago.
"em in, H,o,'s are healthy.
holding for fourth week. Policy to
run films one week only at Denver,
Estimates for This Week
Boston. Keys
Brown (4th Ave.-Loew's) (1,000; Esquire, Webber reacted against sec40-60)— "Captain Caution" (UA) and ond week for "Razor's Edge." Folks

'

and

tiiriller

—

December business approximately 10% below that of a
year ago. Christmas biz was slow
and year-end take not peppy, due
largely to vacation absence of 18.000
War Plant Closing's Hit Oakland
University of Wisconsin students.
Oakland, Cal.. Jan. 14,
Current].y the Orpheum is doing
Business here has fallen off consid- peak business with "Razor's Edge,"
erably, but it's figured to be due to hold for two weeks, a long run
principally to closing down of many for the hinterland capital. "Razor's"
wartime industries. Weekdays are two-week gross, it is estimated, will
spotty, with the average down 20% be between $22.000-$25,000.
Early
or hiore from a year ago, depending fall business was brisk d'-ie to record
mainly on the attraction at the mo- university enroUmetit, but January
ment,
is not promising, say Ashle.v interChri.stmas biz was about even with ests.
1945,, but New Year's Eve and Day
Warner's Capitol business for Dewere 7 to 10% off,
<
cember was up^B' shade over that of
December. 1945, and .January is holding at level of year ago. Majestic.
Everything's Nllty In Denver
Warner's second-run house, was off
Denver, Jan, 14,
in December and is down a mite this
Film biz is holding excellently
moiith.
here. Grosses for December and
Wisconsin Union Play Circle, operJanuary are up from 15 to 20"? over
ated by University of Wisconsin,
the .same period a year ago,
along with two other student neighGood product has contributed to borhood residential show houses, re-

pected,

(RKO>.

of course, and looks like it'll lift
house into nice dough at $3,500. Lasl
week, in 6 days. m.O. of "Return of
Monte Cristo" (Col) wa.s over $2,500.
Stanley
(WB) (3,800; 40-70)—
"Time, Place and Girl" (WB) (2d
wk). Picture liked well enough but
too much compefish and taking it on

week when, with Paul Whiteman as
the stage attraction, $45,000 was
chalked up.
Contrary to expectations, Minneapolis supper and night clubs, with
few exceptions, had-the biggest New
Year's Eve business in their history.
"The Glass Menagerie," legiter at
the Lyceum here, pulled a hefty
$14,000 for four nights and a matinee
New Year's week. Wrestling, boxing, basketball and hockey are also
gettiny a big play this month.
For the ensuing year a high level
of eiriployment in the territory is
foreseen by the Minneapolis Federal
Reserve bank, with expansion in
construction work expected to offset a decline in manufacturing.

"

Fontaine

;

60)— "Blue Skies" (Par) (2d wk).
Looking for healthy $14,000 after ini-

PITTSBURGH

(2,200;

,

Jmaaiy

Wc«lMi«;«ilay,

15, 194.7

MA
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Under contract
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no individual or Film Company
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;
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Directors

LONDON
.

AL PARKER {U.S.A.)

HOIJSE

V
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Representation in

WOMEN
AKED

Muriel

(Freneti)

LEGG An

Allison

BENNETT
BENNETT

Eileen

LEHMANN
MARION

Caria
'

Vivienne

Joan

Barbers BLAIR

Mariorie MARS
Frances MERCER

Roscifyn

BOULTER

Peggy BRYAN.

Esmo

CHURCHILL
CHURCHILL

Mary

CURE

Eileen

CROWE

Peggy

CUMMINS

(in U. S.

Nova PILiEAM

Peter

RHODES
FrOncoise ROSAY

Cliff

MEASOR

Jeanne RAVEL
Elizabeth

,

A.)

Maureen CUSACK
Maureen DELANEY
Sonia ORESDEL

Olgo EDWARDES
Peggy EVANS

SELLARS

GLEHVILLE

GORDON

DemisGORDON
Cameron HALL
Wnfiom (Billy) HARTNELL

Moedonald FARKI
Esme PERCY

md Radio only)

THATCHER

David

HEARNE

Lyonel

Kay

YOUNG

Hermione

HOWARD

JEAYES

Normon WILLIAMS
Norman WOOLAND

ZiCHY

LAWTON

RADIO ONLY

Frank

LEIGHTON

Sir Cedrie

Glynis

RADIO ONLY

Frank

LIMG

Frank

Helen HAYE
Joan MILLER

Williams

(

Films

Joseph

and Rodio)

ALMAS

Edward ASHLEY. M.SJk.
Richard

ATTENBOROUGH

Claude BAILEY
Barry K.

BARNES

Patrick

BARR

MATTHEWS
McCORMICK

Hugh

McDERMOn

John

McLaren

Martin MILLER
Douglass MONTGOMERY
Tenry MORGAN

Robert BEATTY
Ronnie BOYER
Ivan

BRANDT

Jack

BUCHANAN

.

(Films only)

Campbell COPELIN

Barry

MORSE

Graeme MUIR
John
l^red

PARKER

Charles

DANCE PRODUCER

HARDWICKE

NICHOLSON
O'DONOVAN

^

CHIEF MAINTENANCE
E N©IN||R
•

John

BUCHEL

COMPOSER
Allan GRAY

,-

COX

ARTJi^RECTOR
Peter

Phillip

PEHINGELL

LLOYD

A. E.

MEN
ALLENBY

VALENTINE

Si;P§RVISIN © gIgEC TOR

tiESTER

Margaret

Fronk

(Films only)
Vol

WATTS

Frank

F. J.

David EVANS
Max KESTER

WARD

Theodore

COOPER

WRitEitS

TREVOR
Tom WALLS
Oliver WAKEFIELD
Austin

HAWTREY

CAMERAMEN
Wilkie

Roy ELTON

Frank TICKLE
Geoffrey TOONE

Richard

KENWAY find
YOUNG

Douglas

SULLIVAN

Frcmeis L.
I Films

Torin

Charles

Max

Nan

Gerald SIM

SIM

Michael

FOR FILMS ONLY

JohnSALEW

SHEARER

Allan

TRAVERS

PRODUCER
Leslie LANDAU
FILM

Harry ROSS
John RUDDOCK

Moira

Margaret VINES

LAMAC

Alfred

RICHTER

Frederick

Sheila

Gerard HEINl

•

Denis O'Dea

Antheny HAWTREY-

STUART
Nora SWINBURNE

Karel

(Films only)
'

SHAW

Jeanne

Hollywoodi

OSCAR

Henry

Betty

B«ny FLEETWOOD

HANNEN
JOHNS
JOHNSTON
Lilly KANN

DAWSON

Anthony

Eileen

Marjorie

June CLYDE
Fay COMPTON

DALLAS

Mark DALY
Clifford

PEEL
Doreen PERCHERON
Ambrosine PHILLPOTTS

CANNON

Diana
Sarah

Julion

EVANS
Anthony FOR WOOD. Leslie FRENCH
DlRoGALVANl

Beryl

CAMPBELL

Helen

CREAN
Welter CRISHAM
Cyril CUSACK
Peter CUSHING
P«3trick

Pamela KELLINO
Jean KENT

AN DUE

Yvonne

New York and

PROUD

FILM DIRE CTORS

CpSTUME DESIGNER
Charles BfelNOA

STAGE PEC3UCERS
Peter

BROOK
HAWTREY

Anthony

Dr. Stefan

Reginald BECK
Michael CHORLTON

John

HARLOW

Douglas

HOCK

,

ROBINSON

Stmmj
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Roadshow Ooals
Continued ftom page 5
that defendants are
"enjoined and restrained from exnanding present theatre holduigs in

;

that a distrib couldn't force a minion an exhib. There was nothing, however, be said, tb stop the
Fixing exhib from volunteering, and in%ty xmm&c whatsoever."
minimum admish prices thus does serting in the licensing agreement,
is that he'd charge no dess than
sonot become a problem, since
exhibitor -end has no agree- and-so.
its own
states

which

mum

UA

nients to

make on

this score.

prohibition against fixing minimum
admission prieie$ in contracts, since

Theatre A with 2,000 seats
and Theatre B with 2,000 seats were
both offering 35'i of the gross, ob-

office.

an upped b;0, tap is Wrtually funroadshow.
damcntal to
in addition to XJA's jplans, David
O; Selznick rep last week stated
would roadflatiy that his outfit
show "Duel in the Sun." He said
since the company was an indie and
of
any o£ the
guilty
not historically
acts which the decree aimed to correct, DOS felt free to go ahead with
Likewi.se,
he
the two-a-day policy.
$aicl that in consultations With the
indicated
pet)t. of Jiistiee it was
there would be no opposition.

If

viously the admission- price would
be an important factor, they pointed

on

Situation
i

Big Five via

j
'

road.shows for the
process of leasing

clarified

by their re-

quest last week for modification of
the clause in the decree prohibiting
expansion of theatre holdings.
In
aiiy case, whether through greater
leniency in this clause on theatre
acquisitions or in interpretation of
the
mihimufti
adriniiSsion
clause,
to

competing location.
Problem of minimum b.o. levies
was getting most attention from the

legalites, with a couple explanations
prevalent of what coiild be done in
One attorney suggested
this regard.
that nothing in the decree prohibited a distrib from stating the
minimum bid he'd accept for licensing his film while knowing full well
that the price be was asking would
force an exliib to up his admish.
Another Biaclcstone declared the
court "didn't mean" that the minimum admission fee couldn't be
placed in the contract, but meant

Contintieii froul

company,

:

Esquire
pay well.
Goidwyii sees his argument proved gives two sh6'v.<! every Ai\y. includ-,
primarily by the manner in which ing Sunday, at $1.40 and Sl.80 evenings
and $1.20-$1.40 matinees. Pic
opened
Nov.
the picture has built. It
22 at the Astor, for instance, and Iikewi.se had a Christmas night opendid a first week's gross of $52,236, ing there and did $12,216 for the
first
week
week, $12,394 for the second
'Last week, its seventh, the
following the holiday.s, it did $,52,976. and is hitting the .same mark, which
That was only $5,000 less than the is capacity, for the current third
week
$57,634 it did the previous week,
Next opening is tomorrow (Thurswhich included the New Year's holl'Here's the complete day) at: the Cplpny, IWiami.
iday period.
lineup of Astor grbs-ses, showing
what "Years" did each week and on
opening days (Friday) and SaturIn
idays of the respective weeks.
:

page J

Prod. lEscape'

'

I

Continued from page 9

unions in the east are less demanding than in the west.
"I do not cry depression, but I
do say be prepared for business to
return to its nprriial level. That
mean.i' that film rentals must also
return to norhial levels." ^

!

I

i

.

,

;

i

Openiing;
Continued from page 3
Scoff at Exhib Threat Week Total
Saturday
Day
M-G is next, since 9-10 nro lined up
Threats of Trueman T. Rembusch,
$9.8'29
$6,799
1
$52,236
for first quarter release. Other major
board member of Allied States, that
7.464
9,716
49.436
2
plans are as follows: UA. seven or
unless Hollywood reforms its film
9,180
5.888
43,697
3
eight; Paramount ^hd RKQ, sereh
production
methods,
production
8.799
5,322
40,753
4
each; Warners, 20th and Universal,
would ;<ndve to the east coast, were
6,691
4.537
44,229
5
;six each.\
scoffed ai by" industry homeptfice
9,2!)5
7.657
57,634
6
executives. Moves to shift produc10.'256
Eagle-Lion has definitely set three
7..8,059
52,976
tion ea.stwards have always fallen
Astoi- suffered at the teeoff by a pix for first-quarter release. PRC
through, they- point out, for the $2.40 top for evenings midweek, plans 11 film?, three of which are
simple reason that no eastern studio That was cut down to $1.80. with the westerners, Monogram is due for 10
oft'ers equal facilities for film-mak$2.40 reserved for Saturday even- releases and Republic for five I'eaing that can be found in Hollywood. ings only, improved results being lure-, and four westerns,
Newest
most - completely seen almo.st immediately at the b.o.
a n d
Newly launched industry decree
equipped New York studio
the Pic's length, liniiting it to six shows will not affect the releasing pace,
,

—

RKO-Pathe

studio

Harlem

a day, of course, severely cuts down
is only large enough for "average"
the maxihium potential of the 1,300pictures by admission of Pathe exec; jseat Astor.
themselves, and several Hollywood
Pic opened at the Woods. Chicago,
producers who've glimpsed the new Dec. 18 (Wednesday) and the story
setup have expressed doubt that it's
has been pretty much the same.
big enough for any major film.
Here's the tabulation:
Attempts to produce feature-length
Opening:
pix in Other N. Y. studios have never Week
Saturday
Total
Day
succeeded,
with
the
Paramount
$7,011
1
$44,819
$5,305
in

I

'

stages in Astoria the only ones probably large enough for large-scale
production, still in the hands of the

Army.
Rebutting Rembusch's accusations

"Hollywood

2

50,896

3

50.0.S1

4

«46,000

MIAMI ISACH
OCEAN FRONT

• 40th to 4l<t SK.

Rewnntfans UaUti

*

("Estimated.)
Year's Day.)

HOWARD
HOBBS

the Coast. Selznick's suits
in Los Angeles and UA's likely also
As a rewill be instituted there.
sult, a Coast outfit likely will be
.

chosen Vaiss week or next to actively
represent UA in the courts. Just as
in N. y., -it very prpbably will be
a firm that hasn't before been close

Executive Acfministrator

USO-Gamp Shows

MTO-—now
rope

— ETO—

en route from

estinvate.

:

ifi

Temporary

W.

Eu-'

many

business.

headquarters,

8

Available
Motion

Singl*

Picture

;

Exporionc*

and Roody to Trovol

W«t

mh

St.

Hnw

4

—

in the

Roosevelts

i

;

i

i

Mr. Exhibitor: Invest'ig9l'e|
NEW Frevue Trail-

\

Filmock's
\

er Service before sisning oity

|

]

I

or phone FilMack t327 S.|
Wobosh, Chicago 5, ill. and

j

i

{

receive full
I

Dennis MORGAN
Jock CARSON

GARFIELD

Janis Paige « Martha Vicher*

he
lit

OSCAR LEVANT
C.\RKOI, K.\SH

I)ircrt«'<l

•>«•"'"

li.v

Vrodliceci

WaM

HAU—
.I.lL.llUS

THE CLOUDS
ROLL BY"

^

BIG StARS

told Vaijihtv he'd suggested
technique to producers

and

Thesis outlines

in

Wesley

detail

York 1»
;

1,5

variations of the method, witli a
note that ,"in view o£ the fact that
the public has to be reeducated to
an 'appreciation of the; final forms to
which STF '.subjective filming tech-

tained."

ill

Century-Fnx PU'Lnn;
on Stage-GRACIE FIEIDS

ZOth

^

.VICTIII

E.vlni:

ROXY

It

IH,.AIvK

'•i^'5i/__^

"Great at drama, lively an^4ov«|y
at comedy" -sun

..HALWALLIS,..'

"The BEST Years
.,

:

of Q-ur

Li\es"'

Okay "Beginning"

the

MacGtwan

('.\ONICV

3 RUE MliPELEIIIE'
Plu»

>

•nVkn

Jijiven-

i

A

•
An M-S-M Pictur«
in Tsclinicolor
Spectacular Stag* fraientntioa

young

MONROE

I'liis

A BIG STAGE REVUE
Broadway of 47^ Street
STRAND

Udckcrcllfr Cental'

"TILL

compara-

aiid

ANII HIS OIUrilKSTK.*

HOLLYWOOD

.RADIO CITY MUSIC

UroH. Hit

Girl"

Tediiiu'olor

Vaughn

NfK»l<>«<'0

by Jerrj

51 St Street

'

""

Wuruer

in

"The Time, the Place

with

Broadway at

(le^Biis..

j

Adiievemen*

''HUMORESQUr
3.

Write, wire]

trailer contracts.

|

JOHN
•

New Worner

Witli 13

gave Metro

Beginning
tively little headache on
or the Etid," atom bomb .story, butthe White House requested that thescene in Which President Truman is
reptcted be reslipt with a difterent
actor.
Roman Bohnen played Mr.
Ti-uman in the initial version and

'

decree form:

in

expre.s.sion

final

its

New gimmick, bid sales method in
competitive areas, doesn't go into effeet until July 1, 1947— i£ then— and
therefore won't slow down first-quartar releases. Pace may bog considerably, however, sales toppers say, if
untried sales iriethbd does become
effective at the summer's outset.

Yorfe Tfi^dfres

JOAN

CRAWFORD

Allen for the fihn.

jss

nique) can be developed, it is imperative .that a definite di'der of presenting the various types ;bei main-

Bex 2327, Varwty
1S4

of

1944.

,

ExUntiv*

who

use

page 9

I

1

imi PUBLICIST
^

Co.,

f torn

Ruggles as far back as 1933. but
both scofted at the idea.
Going: a step further than the
other uiventoi-s, Littleton developed
a 24-page thesis titled the ''subjective filming technique." which he
liled with his attorneys in Ausu.-^t,

;

EXflOl'TEEi

Continued

Kenneth

40th Street, Future plans

indefinite.

TOP-WTCH

PIX

Continued from page

lure w;is given hist week.

'Lady' Lensiitg
S

show

Fi«
SS

;

:

,

New

;.

.

;

sales toppers say. Impact of single
pic selling has been absorbed during
the long period between the court's
decision and the bonding down of

was replaced by Art Baker, a radio
announcer. Final okay on the pic-

three years Jibfoad

aft<»r

sends greetings to his
friends

to the film busines.s.

'

(tXmas Day.) (JNew

-

Spangled Barineiv" Big Three arc
pictured via newsreel shots.
"Roosevelt Story," which will run
80 minutes, is now being edited for
release in late February. As with
"Beginning or End," it has the RoosioSelznick has already filed suits velt family's okay. Elliott Roosevelt
against the company, Chaplin and was an editorial consultant. It's beMiss Pickford. asking lor a total of ing produced b'y Martin Lcvine and
Oliver Unger in association with
$1.3,500,000 in damages.
Harry Brandt. Major release is beDavis'
law firm, alter finally ing sought.
agreeing 1o represent UA, appears
Negro actor Canada Lee will be
destined for no more than a conamong the narrators. Theme song,
sultant's role, since the battleground
"Toward the Sun." has been comhas since moved from New York to
posed by Earl Robinson and Lewis
were filed

Walter Jacob*

7.963
7,664

t7,200
t9,137
6.303

wastepots," homeoffice execs cited the fact that most
While b.o. results have been
major studios had already embarked
and Los Anon latge-scale retrenchment pro- equally good in Boston
grams, with Metro in particular geles. situation is different ina.smuch
in both
leading the way with attempts to as pic is being roadshown
significant
factor is the
slice production costs all along the cities. Most
advance sale
line. Rembusch apparently failed to manner in which the
take into consideration, they declar- has built up, latter increasing right
ed,
that
costs
have practically along.
Beverly, L. A., has! 850 seats -and
doubled during the last several years
and not even the mo.st economically- gives two shows each day, except
minded producer today can predict Sundays, When there are three.
with
any
degree
of
certainty
whether he'll be able to bring his
picture in 'under the original budget

of

original reso-

lution to withhold di.stribution from"Duel" was okay legally and did not
leave it open to a suit by Selznick—
say the lawyers—in that the company under its distribution contract
has 30 days in which to "rectify violations and comply with this agreement" after notice of alleged, breach
es has been served on it.

ONE

,

I

"Duel") was called "rash."
30-Day Clause

mVi

'47

too Pix

Homeoffice Execs

.

,

.

i

'

handle his pictures, so' it
was known that last week's tender
would be meaningless in everything
but a legal way.
Who Walked Out?
Point on which Davis' firm concurred with Raftery's opinion is that
UA's whole dispute with Selznick
revolves around the critical point of
who walked out on the contract first.
Chaplin and Miss Pickford maintain, Of course, that Selznitk did, but
by refuiiing to handle "Duel," in the
view of the attorneys, -UA would
give the producer a great chance to
maintain the reverse.
Acknowledging that UA might
have a case in its claim that Selznick breached his contract in selling
package deals to RKO, the attorneys pointed put, nevertheless,, that
under the law a breach or several
breaches are not, per se, reason for
abandoning a contract.
Whether
they are of proportifjns important
enough for abandonment, is for a
court to decide in a declaratory
judgment, the lawyers asserted, and
UA's decision to abandon the pact
not'
(which
included
accepting
.

THERE'S

:

:

;

:

i

I

Seilzhick. Heleaslng; Drgain-

its

;

1

'

Izatlon, to

UA's reversal o£

9

.

'

a:

Continued from page

and Esquire, Bo-ston, Each of Evenings are $1.80, matinees $1 and
houses is getting a top of ,$1.2,5. Fihn opened evenin,^ of Dec,
i$1.80, which in Goldwyn's viewpoint 25 and first week did $10,782, secproves that the public is not only |ond week $16,159 and third week
willing to pay for "signifleanee," but (current) an estimated $16,000.
the

UA'.-s

may be

hou.ses

.

ta

'Years' Refutes Treblem' Fix
goles,

;

out.

Attitude and Vigilance
roadshows appeared to te^^^^
It was agreed by all attorneys, as
stay,
a matter of fact, that the whole
busihess of roadshows hinged on the
attitude and resultant vigilance of
thri D. of J., and it might well be
111-01101
the Government had no objection
wliatsoevcr to the special runs if
On
Indies weren't harmed thSreby.
the other hand, there will always
remain the danger of an indie suiu^
tar triple damages on the basis that
lie Is being injured by such a policy

Hollywood, Jan, 14.
Groucho Marx, currently playing
in "Copacabana," goes to New "STork
on completion of the picture to
huddle with the Shuberts on an offer to star in their forthcoming
'Ziegfeld Follies" on Broadway.
While in New York, Marx will
confer with Norman Krasna about
his new play, "The Middle Ages.'!

How, the attorneys were asking,
could a distrib know which was the
highest
percentage
bid
without
Imowing what the various bidders
were going to charge at the box-

Decree makes no mention of roadshows at all, thus impliedly forbidding them. A second brake is the

27

Groucho's liegfelf Offer

Hollywood, Jan.

14,

Metro drew the oflicial nod troin
White House and the War and
Navy departments for relca.se of tlic
revamped version of ^he Beginning
or the End." which deals with the
Fir.st
vei'sion
was
atom bomb.
turned down because President Truthe

man'.';

I

Ofwknt COIBJRT
Walttr

PALACE.:*^

©0RSE¥
HIS

im AUYSOM

approval of the dropping Of

A-bombs on Japan was not

PID6E0H

*OGMENI£0

OHCH.

ol

40

i

SONfi-SOOTH

The Secret Heart

treated

seriously enough.
In the ren\ake. Art Baker replaced
Roman Bohnen in the Presidential
role, and Edward Earle subbed for
Harry Carey in the part of Charles
Ross. Presidential secretary. Bohnen
was unable to resume his role becau.s'e of another eommitpient, and
Carey was ill at the time Of the reshooting.

I
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NAB Board Nixes Net-AFRA^ian,

i Move

Mis K^^di m ynstry

situation.

board meeting
It anything, the
served to point up anew the widening breach within NAB ranks between the netwbrlts and the local
stations. But beyond that, the fact
that the directorate slapped down
presty Miller in nixing his proposal
for a committee of network, local
and national AFRA, as well as local

gotiations with

AFRA

'

KLZ's Tripfe-Threat AhnounQer

BILL JONES

Sherman Lawton, radio

direc-

tor of the University of Okla-

homa, told the group: "Radio
has been overglamorized. There
are-not as many jobs in radio as
students think, and the Jobs in
radio are not as well paid as
most students think."
The conference agreed that a
student entering the field of
radio needed to study history,
government, journalism, speech,
drama, psychology, advertising
and the arts and sciences.

NABNodsioBMa
Wkre'sCwi

But

BUI Is one of KI^Z's ace newseasters and, in addition, emcee's two

NAB

New Siffvey?

14.

NAB

and

the new FM Assn. are already
being drawn. Not to be outdone
by NAB, PM'ers started out by
electing a former judge as their
prexy. He is Roy Hofheinz, a
Texas broadcaster, who at 21
was the country's youngest
judge—a obunty Judge in the

Lone Star

W

standiflg liaison

Like

State.

NAB,

FMA

Pot Boils

Washington, Jan. 14.
Several signis point to a speedy
White House appointment to flfl. the
vacancy created by Paul Porter's
resignation from the fCc.
For one thhig, powerful CtOP
Senators Wallace White and Owen
Brewster of Maine, saw President

Truman

last

—

week

to

committee with
has aii invitation from
commission chairman Charles
R. Denny, Jr. to lunch with FC(3
members on a regular basis.
A similar agreement was reached
with NAB last Obtbber Iti Chicago.

What's more, NAB is showing
cowillingness to
signs
of
operate with f
to proinote
the new radio se*vice. 4fti« week
NAB coincident with the first

MA

meeting ot VMA, distributed to
its
aiembers a brochure oii
•'How to JProi^

boost their

Marion Martin, of Banformer head of the women's

diyision of the Republican National

Committee. White is chairman, and
Brewster a member of the Senate
San Francisco, Jan. 14.
Commerce Committee,
Interstate
The Broadcast Measurement Bu- several of whose members have proreau got a vote of confidence from posed an FCC investigation and for

Conmisswn Spurs

,

NAB

Board of Directors in
session here last week, and before
adjournment the directors started
the ball rolling toward a second station measurement survey. But apparently there's a little ftuestibn of
money that'll have to be solved before a new yardstick is undertaken,
not to mention finding new techniques.
It appears that
has practically exhausted its $1,250,000 on the
the

whether it meant a sixike or not but
that the local stations didn't want
my truck with AFRA and Its proposals wound up by naming a committee of its own. This was interpreted to mean that the whole thing
would get the brushoff treatment;
that nothing further would come of

—

new radio legislation.
On the same day, FCC Chairman
Charles R. Denny, Jr., was ^called
over to see Mr. Truman, presumably
to talk over potential candidates for
the vacancy and the fate of S'GC on
Capitol Hill this session.
Denny
turned off all queries on his visit
with a terse "no comment" but did

say that Mr. Trujnan could appoint
a man or woman of any political
complexipn be chose under the
present FCC membership, The commission is made up of three Democrats, two GOP'ers and one independent.
The law merely limits
membership to no more than four
of one party, which means the President may appoint either a Demofill the cash till, and since the Board
crat,
Republican,
Independent, or
a
isn't scheduled to meet again until
May, by which time the new survey what have you.

BMB

nationwide survey, and it's
reported that th^re are only sufflcient funds to carry %e BMB
through to April. The NAB board
adjourned without approving an
okay on going to the stations to re-

initial

FM broadcasting;

meeting.
Foiu-

FM

won

boo.'iters

Feb. 1.
"Promotion from within the industry is all that is needed to put^
FM out in front in 1947" wa.'; key-'
note of tl4,e FMA meeting. The sessions were sparked by attendance of
commissioner.s with
all six FCC
ahairman delivering the keyjiote addresSi Also on hand were Rop. Glar»
ence Lea (D., Calif.), former head of
the House Interstate and Foreign

Commerce Committee, and Son.
Edwin Johnson (D,, Colo.), member
of the Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee. Senator Charles Tobey
(R., N. H.) author of a rfeolution to
probe FCC's FM allocation, was
scheduled to attend but was detained
by a last minute committee meet-

service areas

lap.

FM

Commission said the rule which monthly

one licensee from owning
more than one standard broadcast
station in any one community is
forbids

station grants
lists of
to set-makers to aid tliem in sending their receivers into FM-rich
marljets.
"Don't turn
over to the advertisers," jpeniiy urged his lun>

FM

Clears Fear

Foggy FBture
Washington, Jan. 14.
FCC's high hopes for FM as re,

proposal for clear
its
broadcasting on the
band of the future may dynamite
ambitions of the bigtime, big city
AM'ers to continue raking in the
dough.
.
The FC3C is expected shortly tti^.rer
lease its own plan for clear channel
operation and, with its avowed
in
reliance on
to replace
the big cities, the clear channel mei>
are fearing the worst. The FCC
blueprint will be released in time
for the final round of hearings due
to open the latter part of February.
flected

in

AM

channel

AM

FM

Some industry prophets sajr vFCJCT*
plan may center entirely around the
use of
stations to cover the
populous east. Including the radiopoor South Atlantic states. In the

FM

^

Rocky Mountain

area,

on the olher

hand, the commission is supposed to
stations
favor use of superpower
to coyer the wideopen areas. FCC
is rumored ready to go along with
a Clear Chaiinel Broadcasting Service proposar for 750kw power in this
section of the country. But fe;u is
that use of superpower .stations i"
the Mountain states may rrquirc
surrender of favored- channels by
networks and big city operHtors in

AM

;

"

.

ffKeefe'sOiliz Spot

Fred

New York

FCC

1941.

AM

(Contintied on page 38)

:

Fridays, 12:15 p. m., is going off at ble, particularly in the big cities.
Waller O'Keefe makes his come- the end of this month. Reason for
back in radio via the CBS daytime the exit, saj* the sponsor, is the
audience participation show, "Win- sugar shortage, which has affected
James Quits
ner Take All."
Coca-Cola sales.
Wa.shington. Jan. 14.
He moves into the quizma.ster
Downey'.s .show has been on MuH. Irvin (Red) James, assistant to
JOBDiE McLean back
spot next Monday (20) succeeding tual two years, ami before tliat wa.s
FCC's general counsel and former
Jordie McLean, radio and legit Bill Cull(f'/i.^"Winuei-" is heard cross- on the former Blue iABC) net.
iiiisistant to Commissioners C. J. Durr
ftctressj is back in New York *]! the-board in the 3:30-4 o'clock slot.
Downey will do personal appear- and Paul Porter, leaves
Feb. 1
cured aftei; a bout in Saranac.
CBS &ad originally auditioned ances, going into the Wedgwood to set up a private law FCC
practice in
She's, tesumed her ridio Contacts O'kcefe jfor a nighttime show, but Roon», N. y., this week (17) for a Montgomery.
it didn't -pan out.
jnterrupted couple
years back.
XoUr- week stretch;
James came to FCC in

audience, reminding them
stood by ite Blue Book charges
radio Is over-corn mercial-

cheon

FCC
that

Cap and Gown

i

pioiieei?

offices
in. the
new organization.
Roy Hofheinz, KTHT-KOPY FM),
Houston, was
elected
president;
Everett Dillard, consulting engineer
With FM stations KOZY, Kan.sas
City, and WASH, Washington, D. C,
vice-president; Arthur Freed, executive vice-president of Freed Radio
Corp., treasurer; and Frank Gunther^
Radio
Engineering
Laboiatories,
Secretary. J. N. (Bill) Bailey be^
comes executive" director of FMA on

Ge

State Dept.; Christopher Cross, UN;
Bate, NBC; Lyman Bryson,
Douglai} Ritchie, British
Inforwiation Service,

and

Chkrles R, Denny,

acting as godfathers at the
christening. Over 100 new members
paid out their $100 yearly dues in
the course of the Hotel Statler

-

CBS; and

Friday (10) with 30Q

Edwin Armstrong and

ing on Capitol Hill. Highlights of
the FSI sessions were:
700 by Xmas
Washington, Jan, 14.
Denny reaffirmed FCC's support of
FCC moved on three fronts last
as the finest aural broadca.-^t
FM
week to speed up the process of getservice,
predicted
700 station.? on
ting FM stations On the ai,r, an.d to
clarify the duopoly picture in both the air by next Christmas, and told
FM broadcasters their toughest and
FM and television.
.m.ost important job of the moment is
The commission first named Feb. 7
selling dealers on the advantages of
as date of oral argument to decide
when FM and television applicants FM. Denny acted on a suggestion of
may or may not own two or more Arthur Freed, manufacturer, and
said the commission would distribute
stations whose
over-

.'

.

last

Jr.,

it

Inti Radio

here

enthusiasts in attendance,

inventor

FCC Chairman

Mul]$ 'Duopoly'

con\paratively clear. However, some
Another Martin rumor Was re- 21 FM bidders are held up on grants
At
m^ant that AFRA, on would have to get rolling, the budget
until FCC decides whether they may
the "bad faith" premise, could de- problem seems to be in a state of vived again later In the week with
have two FM st^ations close by, with
a report that she met Friday (10)
cide to open up again the whole flux.
matter of negotiations. At best,
with FCC Chairman Denny. Her service areas that partially overlap.
It could well be that 10 or 15 of
Only similar situation in television
appointment
AFRA could take the position that the larger stations
would
aid
FCC
in
stavwill agree to adis Crosley Broadcasting Corp.'s bid
it isn't particularly vital what the vance their share
the Coin, which ing off an investigation, and probfor stations in both.Dayton and CinNAB board does since the four net- would be enoughof to
carry BMB ably \vould help the agency in sloping a (30P cut in its budget, already cinnati, O. The FCC hopes, Chairworks-have agreed to the terms. The along.
below what is needed to staff FCC man Charles. R. Denny, Jr., said in
iwiddle course could well be that
Despite the NAB voicing of comeach of the four webs, appreciating mendation for
with enough lawyers and engineers an address last Friday (10), to fashthe work already acthe problems, will make committee
to process the record flow of appli- ion a "consistent and intelligent"
complished, it's apparent that new
appointments from their affiliate
cations.
duopoly rule'to iflpply to all radio
techniques will be applied to a secadvisory boards and so undertake
Meanwhile, it was speculated, that services.
ond survey, to satisfy BMB critics.
the study.
Mr. Truman may hold out for a
On another front, FCC opened the
Frank Stanton, CBS prexy; Frank
Democratic appointment.
In
this
door to requests for metropolitan
"Scoop" Russell, of NBC; and J. O.
case, a Democrat "lame duck" Sen- type
FM stations in towns not asMaland, of WHI, Des Moines, reator is the most probable bet For-, signed
Class B channels under
signed from the board, latter bemer Sen. James Mead (D, N.Y.) tentative allocation plan released ina
cause of illness.
Succeeding them leads the
candidates here, and is Dec.,. 1945.
Commission said it has
are J. H. B. (Jimmy) James, Of Muconceded a good chance of winning no intention
of rearranging its 1945
tual; Hugh Terry, of KLZ, Denver;
two-thirds vote necessary for conallocation plan, .but will entertain
and H. M- Seville. Jr., of NBC, latfirmation in the GOP-controUed Senrequests for a shift in channels
ter filling Maland's unexpired term.
ate. Former Sen. Etugh Mitchell (D.,
wherever there appears to be a need
Wash.), was reported offered the job
Increase of interest in internafor FM service.
but refused.
tional radio as result of the United
-Another Democratic
Syrup Sweetens Ride
FCC's final move was to encourage
name in the picture is that of exNations, postwar problems, etc., has
Congresswoman Chase Going Wood- holders of FM construction permits
brought about the scheduling of a
For 'Hop' on Mstual house (D., Conn,), -who refuses to to go on the air with temporary,
series of 15 lectures on international
broadcasting this winter at the,New
"Hop Harrigan," last sponsored on comment on the source of her sup- makeshift equipment pending construction of their stations and deSchool for Social Research in New ABC network by General Foods and port.
livery of their high-powered transSenator Homer Capehart
York. Believed to be the first ex- more recently a sustainer on Mutual,
(R.,
periment in this field, series will be will be bankrolled over the latter Ind.), has acknowledged endorsing mitters. Commission said that such
conducted by Arho Huth, consultant web by Taylor Rieed on behalf of Thad Brown, Jr., a radio attorney, interim operation "is important in
and author of several books On inter- its Koko Marsh syrup. Sponsorship whose father ser-ved oh the FCC in the interests of providing FM program service at the earliest possible
the early '3D's.
national radio.
gets under way Feb. 3 with ah apdate." Authorizations for such temSeries will be given weekly for proximate 40-station hookup.
porary operation will be issued for
two hours, Tuesday evenings, startTaylor Reed will pick up the tab
90 days, and FCC will check the
ing Feb. 4, and will cover political, three days a week (Monday, Wednes- Coca-Cola Retrenches
progress of the regular construction
social and economic aspects of broad- day and Friday) with a contract
before reissuing them.
casting, structure of broadcasting in proviso that .show remain on susFurther, Downey Of§
Denny warned FM'ers, however,
yariovis countries, international net^ taining the other two days without
Mutual has lost another Coca-Cola not to try to make the public believe
works and programming, radio and benefit of local co-op sponsor-ship
.''how,
following on coke's recent they were getting the best there was
propaganda, etc. Guest speakers will deals.
bow-out with "Spotlight Bands."
in FM with this temporary equipalso be used for part of the evening;
Morton Downey's "Coke Club," on ment. He urged applicants to go on
guests lined up already including
Miitual five days a week, Mondays- the air with as much power as po.ssiBenjamin Cohen, UN; Kenneth Fry, Waiter
worst,

FM
FM

i

win have a

FCC and

With FCC Hop(

gor, Me.,

For

'

between

KLi shows and does character parts
in KL2 dramatic productions.
KLZ, DENVER.

candidate

had promised

the industry-wide study, with Miller
giving the go-ahead to the plan. The
webs were anicious to avert a stirike
and succeeded, obtaining a year's
grace on the "secondary boycott" issue pending a full study. Nor were
the networks oblivious of the fact
that, during the 12 months of grace.
Congressional legislation (such as
Sen. Ball's proposal last week which
would reduce such negotiations to a
purely local level) might automatic^
ally nullify the validity of any such
"secondary boycott" issue.
That's why the web representation
on the NAB board did a burn last
week when the board—in language
that implied that it dida't care

and

Washington, Jan.
Parallels

•

education.

AFRA

AFRA's problems and AFHA with
.the Station problems, has put the
iietworks in a position where AFRA
•can throw a "bad faith" tag back at
them.
The networks in drawing up ne-

FMA

14.

sis

Now Seen

Washington. Jan. 14.
get-together of the brand
new, FBd Assn, got off to a rousing
First

•start

Austin, Jan,

an occupation has
been overglamorized, a group of
educators were told here as they
were discussing the future of
radio at a Univ. oi Texas conference On radio and audio visual
Radio

Justin Miller and the networks in refusing to go along on
tlie proposal for a 16-man industrywide committee to study the AFBA

Jirejty

station representation, left a decidedly sour note. It was the
impasse that consumed most of the
emotion and time at the three-day
parlay.
The networks, whose chieftains
Struggled for weeks to effect a wording compromise with AFRA, feel
that the NA-B, in refusing to go along
with the proposal for a committee
so as to acquaint the stations with

Is If Stride

Real Production, Shows

About Raaio?

Wfc^at

at its three-day session
last' week
repudiated- both

Directors

here

lis

With Washington Confab of Assn.r

Local Oudefs Tangling Miller;

San Francisco, Jan. 14.
Tempers are still flaring over the
manner in which the NAB Board of

Fast

City, Philadelphia, eic.

Although no final bluepi-inl has
been drawn up at FCC. clear channel
representatives are already preparing an attack on the alleged coverage
of
stations. They will marshal
facts to show that FMnervice artas
are overestimated and
cannot be
counted on to reach rural arcits now
served by
east of the Rockies.

FM

FM

I

AM

'

RADIO

Status of HeHer Seen Next

With a half dozen loose ends still +
dangling— most ot them in the West
»-the networks and American Federation oi Radio Artists are, nevertheless, practically ready to sign a
series of contracts to replace
those that expired last Oct, 31. And,

new

ABC Net

SEis

AFRA

leadership.
inquiries

are going to

what

JntO

happened

that he is too dicand above all he will be
on why he built the
negotiations on a basis
of strike threat when, it's said, the
other side was quickly convinced
AFRA wouldn't strike at any cost.
allegations

with a

Skelton,

another

Strike's:

challenged

of Seattle stations to go
along with the networks' acceptance
of the proposed new national codes;
slowness on the part of Earle C,
Anthony of KFI, Hollywood, in
discussing the new terms with the
10 ca 1
AFRA people; and the
threatened iwithdrawal from AFRA
xefusal

of sound men,

'Operation ContT

finally

decided to save itself a cool $100,000
a year by switching its five-man
"Operation Commercial'' from New

York to the Coast. The lOOG has
been the tab for the N.Y.-to-L. A.
on the three Ajnerlcan

Tobacco shows. Jack Benny and "Hit
Parade," both plugging Lucky Strike,

Sound men have been unhappy and the Frank Morgan program "wi
weeks about the deal they are behalf of Pall Mall.
Decision to move the auctioneering'
(eojitinued ott page 38 >
F. E. Boone-Speed Riggs & Co. west
stems, of course, from the fact that
all American Tobacco shows now
originate from the Coast. Originally
it was intended to keep the conunercial origination in New York because
Foote, Cone & Belding, agency on
the tobacco account, wanted to rein
tain complete control of the commercial copy in the New York office.
An effort to e.stablish a common The tri-hammered plugs have been
apprpach to a strip of flve shows, subjected to the same painstaking
each handled by ^i diflferent agency production as the shows themselves,
for a different sponsor, will be made with pre-broadcast recordings, playby Mutual at a meeting, to be held backs, etc.
in Chicago tomorrow (Thursday) to
Even with the commercials going
for

Mutuai's

Moppe

Mob

CBS

has hit a censorship snag.
Parr yesterday (Tuesday) a.sked
Luckenbill, of the Wm. Esty
agency, which prdduces the show to
release
him from the program,
Which he joined as a regular only
last week after a. couple of previous
Parr claims that the
guest shots.
agency's censorship of his scripts is
"impossible." Esty agreed to a parting of the ways.

affiliate,

signs off
like many
station takes

affiliate,

Tom

And
the

Chi Meet

that way.
The station has

Is.

Radio

News Famine

Indianapolis, Jan. 14.
.some cities are getting
their newspapers,
to only one radio
column, the one by Martha McHatton on the News.
The Times had no columni.st of
its own, but ran a paid ad in the
form of a column sponsored by
WFBIW. Latter has now cancelled
that ad.

show on

a

six-station

cooperatives
farmer.s'
rolling air time.

While

'

more coverage in
this town is down

splurge
into

:—

of

bank-

i

'

.

f

Story

Headache to NB£

of the net's o; & o. stations,
sales, chief of the co-op
head of station .sales.
aLso bowed out as
publicity director of WJZ, which
now operates out of Earl Mullin's

manager

head of spot

sales dept.,*'and

Don Rich has

office,

.

and several other resigna-

tions are reported pending.

11:30 p. m., "Pacific Story."
One reason, reportedly, for thehesitancy is that hObody in high
quarters at NBC i? anxious to .start
another "Words at War" squabble
from wh|ch, it is still felt, the net
came' out second best through public reaction against closing out that

,

show.
"Pacific

Let

Out of
Mercedes

:

one

ot

New

York, whose income in
has .spiraled into the
annual bracket, has
decided to chuck it all to live in the
West Indies with her huSband, William Fifleld, and their five-year-bId
son. John.
Mi.ss McCaitibridge, who has been
acting in radio for the past nine
years, has also made a number of
excursioiis into ihe legit theatre, all
with di.scouraging results. While she
herself, has been singled out by th<ers in

quickie last week, with the vi.sit cued
reports that American Tobacco
Co. may wa.sh up Morgan's Wednesday night NBC show. Both Morgan
and the sponsor have been reported
for some time as. unhappy over the
show's audience, pull. >

wliich handles the Colgate accoupt,
is .said to be wre.stling with the prob-

lem of keeping Kyser happy,

.

!

emanating out of

'

I

(

One high NBC exec feels definiteover" and that the
slot should be devoted to
other matters. The net, it's Understood, will not make the mi.stakc it
did with the "Words at War" lime
wliicb was Switched to music. This
time, plans are under way to I'evive
a solid public service stanza, perhaps putting on the air again the
old "Unlimited Horizon.s" show. Latter was a .sock sustainer done prewar with the, help of six We.slern
Sunday

McCambridge

is

New

York.

She quits N. "if. the end of January
and heads for San Juan, where her
husband jwiil writ(6 a book.

it

contributes to the peace.
ly that "the war's

identified with the
lead role of "Big Stster," daytime
.serial, and is also acting in "Inner
Sanctum," "Thin Man," "Gangbii.sters" and' "The Falcon." At one time
or another she's circuited alt the
air faves, daytime and nighttime,

that

impora time
looked

toward the European w"ar front.
Since V-J Day, the show has continued, being kudosed as one that

recent years

Currently Miss
most prominently

on the
Harbor,

the net was convinced
should help dramatize the
tance of the Pacific frmit at
when most American eyes

$Z5,QO0-$3,OjOO()

crix for slaitdout performan.ces, all
the legiters wound Up as fiop.s.

I

has been

when

Att^ This

TcCambridgo,

Story"

air .since shortly after Pearl

Me Take You

the mo.st-in-demand radio perform-

to

Situation is.believed in some quarLaGuardia bowed in on Mutual
The Star has dropped the Molly
Star column, and uses no radio news 'Saturday. Jan.. 4, with a check cur- ters to steiii fl'Oin Ky.<!er's anxiety to
»t all now. Irony i.s that the Star rently being made to determine how get his campaign .started for the Govis owner of the local
afCiliatP, many affiliates aire picking up the ernorship of North Carolina, which
has been in his craw for a lohg iimei
program,
i

NBC

dept. undergoes a dra.stic
upheaval soon,
with
veepee
Adrian Sami.sh bowing out.
Several
weeks back ABG
execs chimed in with a vigorotis
'faint so and announced appointment of Samtsh to also head up

_

There was a deal cooking for the
Amalgamated Bank in Chicago to
The Morgan-lPall Rtall program is
buy the LaG. stanza on the McCor- bracketed with the Kay Ky.ser-Golmick WON station in Chi, but the gate show; From all indications, not
deal looked cold as of last week, all's serene on the Ky.':er front,
Nevertheless, labor groups around either, and the Ted Bate.s agency,
the country are reported a.s setting
their sighi.s on the commentary program aimed at co-op sponsorship.

Status

•

"

:

j

SamishV

Despite denials from the ABC
hierarchy,, don't be surprised, is
the
word from authoritative
quarters, if the web's program-

Of Key Stations

To Labw, Co-ops

North and South Dakota buying the LaGuai-dia 15-minute weekly

It's regarded as one of the chief
factors in bringing WJZ, ABC's key
.station in New York, back into the

Reverses Trend

Edgar Kobak, ancj Ade Hult, net's Fiorello H. LaGuardia last week in Prof. Morgan, Kyser's
veepeein charge t>i the midwest^
his new co-op Mutual network deal.
This is believed to be the first
emergence of laborKoliege Run Into Rating,
time that those responsible for a The anticipated
strip of shows similar in audience cooperative groups into the radio
Gubernatorial Jams
.penetration, although differing as to spoiisdrship picture on a large scale
bankrolling and agency handling.
Frank Morgan hopped into New
has already started to take definite
Avill have got together to discuss
York from the Coast for a one-day
shape, with the Farmers' Cp-operative of

offing.

television, but the Sami.sh di'
wrapped up deals
vorcc i.s said to be on the upcomwith the sp_onsors of half a dozen
ing agenda.
nighttime CBS shows and has sold
them daytime space on WHCU,
Three of these, "Sparkle Time,"
web fold and dis.solving its autono(Canada Dry), Ginny Simms (Bormous operation. But the tightening
Exit of John H. McNeil as manden)
and Durante and Moore
up is embracing even wider areas.
(Rexall) are slotted on Saturday ager of WJZ, the N. Y. flagship of The re.signation of Keith
Kiggiji.s,
afternoons, with the result that the ABC network, with the web decid- who was veepee
in charge of station
station has managed to put together ing to merge the station's operation operations
uiitil a year ago, when
a 90-minute afternoon segment of with ABC departmental activities, John Norton
stepped into the .spot,
top nighttime radio.
In addition has occasioned considerable surprise is also viewed
as part of the new
the station has sold Friday after- not only in New 'i'ork but in indus- modus operandi pattern.
Kiggins'
noon time to Hallmark for "Radio try circles in general. For ABC'S duties in the past year involved
that
Reader's Digest," and Tuesday after- decision comes at a ti(ne when the of a general
troubleshooter for the
noon time to Frigidaire for "Holly- entire trend of key station opera- web. His future plans appear 'to
be
tion is toward autonomy and away
wood Star Time."
from too close identiflcatibn with indefinite but he may open his own
New Daytime Appeal
agency in the near future."
the network.
To the sponsor it means that nightMeanwhile there's considerable
On the other hand, WJZ reverts
time shows can be played daytime, to the status of a station completely speculation as to ABC's role in the
providing there are enough of them dependent on the network for pro- television picture. The web exocs
to set a program pattern, which is gramming, etc., much in the manner say they are switching the emphasis
what WHCU has effected on Satur- that WNBC (then WEAF ) was be- in 1947 away from programming and
day afternoons. And it'saves money ing fed" NBCJ programming right into exptoring the engiriccriug pofor the sponsor on billings. But of
down the line.
iContinued on page 38)
top importance to the trade is the
In the five years that McNeil
fact that such programming appeals headed
up the station's operation
to daytime listeners.
since the web's divorcement from
The segue-to-daytime on major NBC, WJZ's autonomy in terms of
acific
l
league programming was inaugu- local sales (distinct fi'om share of
rated by the statioti when daylight network income) paid off in billings
saving faded out (station is on until that spiraled'from $600,000 to more
9 in the summer). The sponsors ap- than $2,560,000 a year.
parently are satisfied that it's payMcNeil is taking a vacation, then
ing off.
In the case- of Borden's, plans entering the FM-tele field.
NBC is thinking hard these days
the
commercial copy has been Murray B. Grabhorn steps in as about folding one of its top, wartime
adapted to the new audiences, with manager of WJZ, increasing the public service .shows, but execs can't
the local announcement plugging number of specific as.signments held agree on whether the war is over or
chicken feed that's right down the by Grabhorn to five. He i.s also not. Show concerned is the Sunday,

LaG.Lo(J(8Good

cSmmon problems.

.

"

ming

consider the web's late afternoon kid West, plan is to continue putting
shows.
them through a platter rehearsal
With "Hop Harrigan" now sold on sufficiently in advance so that the
Mutual for Koko Marsh, the net- recordings can get a final New York
work's moppet parade will be con- okay. Boone-Riggs Co. shove West
tinuous from 4:45 to 6 p.m., the on Feb. 1 under present plans.
shows in order being ".Buck Rogers,"
Meanwhile, F-C-B agency confor
"Harrigan"; tinues in the process of overhauling farmer's alley.
General Foods;
"Superman," for Kellogg; "Captain the Saturday night ."Hit Parade"
Station also airs the Bing Crosby
Midnight," for Ovaltine; and Tom format, with a rotating guest vocalPhilco show on Sunday afternoon;
Mix, for Ralston-Farina.
ist policy getting the final nod. Dinah
the Arthur Godfrey "Talent Scout"
The agencies handling these shows, Shore has been set, with Betty Hut- show
on Thursday afternoon; and
respectively, are Benton & Bowles, ton, Dick Haymes and Judy Garland
has reserved a Wednesday daytime
fluthrauff & Ryan, Kenyon & Fck- also being lined up.
for the new Norman Corwin
.slot
hatdt, Hill Blackett, and Gardner.
"One World Flight" series.
Dorothy Kemble, director of the
That more and more attention is
net's continuity acceptance, has arbeing paid to evolving a nighttime
ranged the Chi meeting at which
pattern of radio for the daytime has
reps of all the agencies will toss
been
i-eflected of late in the holiday
around the content 6f their shows,
programming on the networks, with
commercials, contests and offers,
•sponsors now joining in the parade
promotion, etc.
of top flight talent spotlighting beIn addition to Miss Kemble and
fore dark.
the agency reps, those attending the
Things began looking up for
meeting will include Mutual prexy

their

Curtailments

The ABC network appears to be
going through a general tightrnin.g
up process---financiaUy and otherwise-^cued to an overall ':'watch and
see attitude on the part of Ed Noble
& Co. as to what 1947 has in the

WJZXapture

—

i^ns Coast Trek

line charges

a

stuff off the line and transcribes
and plays it back later. But going
a step further, WHCtl has evolved
a progranitning pattern of sponsored
shows that virtually transfers nighttime listening appeal to daytime audiences. In place of the usual afternoon soap sagas and audience participation shows, the station has
punctuated Its daytime -skeds with
the big-league, after-dark top goin
production
and -with increasing
evidence that audiences prefer it

'Theatre,

American Tobacco Co, has

Sqnawk

•

WHCU,

AFRA-net

These matters, however, are being
held in abeyance, for the sake of
union unity, until the new codes are
inked and the other loose strands
gathered together.
Trouble spots on the West include

Parr's Ceosorsliq)

State listeners.
daily at sundown.

23.8.'

Licly

Shifts, Cuts,

Looks like the Jack parr comedy
and the commercial daytime operabuildup via the Vaughn Monroe,
that's been promulgated
by
WHCU for the upper New York Saturday night, CBS, Camel show

Fred

25.4;

tux Radio

Allen, 24.9;

With

Belt

Exjperbnent Faces 1947

tion

?9.05.

mf Red

Hellet's

promise to divorce himself from his
doubling in brass as executive chief
ol both the national and New Yorlc
chapter offices; gripes will be voiced
tatorial;

Bob Hope and "Fibber and

Other advance
Hoops include Charlie McCarthy,

be made

to

Just Like Old Times
have moved back into
1-2 position on the Rooperatings
on the basis of advance tallies,
both shows copping a 30.2. That's
a new listening high for the
season.
Jack Benny, who led the Top
15 on the previous (Jan. 1) tally
with a 27.5 rating, is in the No. 3
Molly"

slot

.

.

talk being
bandied about in the trade as to
where the future pattern lies for
daytime radio and what will take
it out of its present day doldrums,
sponsors .are cocking an attentive
ear in the vicinity of Ithaca, N. Y.,

Money

Tightening

As Noble
With more and more

.

AFEA

national
with that done, the
council as well as leading members
jn various key chapters are reportedly ready to turn to the next
jnajor point on the agenda, which is
the status of national exec secretary
George Heller and his type Of

on

icy

AFRA Agenda; btsa Crips on Tap

:

;

On

29

univereities,

dramatizing

scientl.fte

advances.

As of this week, the tentative
.schedule is to drop "Pacific Story"'
as of the end of this month. But
word

has

got

around,

emanating

chiefly from the Coast, that this .ihow.
is
threate^fet, and the network is
moving cautiously.

As one exec phrased

it;

"We may

it anyway, but we're not going
get caught In any charges that
we're not interested as much in the
peace as we were in tbe war»".

drop
to

.

.

.

Vednegday, laiiwary 15, 194,7
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FCC Freezes Appications

N. Y. Inles See Thackrey Technique

\A Bittleneck m AM Bids

As Applied ta WLi a Potential 1^^^
New York

Hires Title Switch
Because a number of CBS

GOiette's Hialeah Deal

might make a real run for its
This
in the next year or so.
would be true, especially, if the
station gets the FCC's green light for

tions plan doing
cast later in the

Hoping

D'ARTEGA
In

to Bait Coin
who owns the "House

which WLIB
been chopping heads of late has

The manner

in

has
ir-

ritated many among New York's inSome feer that
die radio people.
the station had used some experienced radio brains as long as it
needed them to work up FCC pres-

when Monday

sult that

(13)

"Variety"

(Dec.

11th)

Morsel

.

.

W YORK

KSTP Pot Boils,

rolled

around "House Party" stayed intact,:
on 'a sustaining basis, with stations
hanging out the co-op! shingle to woo

FM,

Pro&ConAVCO

Ipcal bankroUers.
General Electric

Advocates Tif

etc.,

CLEYLiaTlGPOT

.

-GETSWGARSUSTAlffi

—

'

,

^

m

_

;

j

'

;
i

.

May fne

.

AM

New

ed

.

represents a neat coin turnover for
the web, which gets a fat chunk on
both time and talent in view .of the
fact that the Dashiel Hammett show
is an ABC package.
Deal involves an approximate
$9,000 weekly talent-time nUt, with
the web caishing in on both ends,
and gral>bittg Itself a reported 10%
take on the package in view Of the
fact that it developed the diow as
auatainer over many months. Hammett reputedly was getting somewhere around $3,000 for the show
under non-eomraercial auspiC|es, but
hi* fee, too, moves into fancier digits.
.

Monday

nights at

•RADIO EXECS CLUB JOINS
IN

HUNT FOR TALENT

An effort jto improve live programming and, especially, to help develop
new, young talent, will be made by
the Radio Executives Club of New
York through a new contest to be

Fll'»t

.

Coue

—

^

Commission said

it will Continue
periodically On applications
filed prior to Feb. 7 during the freeze
period.
Procedure on complicated
engineering applications will probably call for channel surveys, with
oldest applications taken up first,
and studies made
all conflicting
bids oil the saint channel.

act

#

The freeze policy

expected to

is

impact on FM, Denny

have

little

said,

since

FM

and

television

requests will continue to be filed.
week's (16) Baeetannounced
Commission has always kept abreast
ing by prexy Robert 0. Swezey.
of these applications, through it Ijgg
At this meeting, tomorrow (Thiirs- taken several months to decide
FM
day), the National Laugh Week
contests in the big cities.
Foundation will present an award to
The Commission also released with
postwar
comedian
developed
best
the
during the last year. Harry Hersh- its freeze announcement a list showing status of all standard broadcast
field will emcee these proceedings.
applications on file. -It showed 820
cases still to be decided, a figure
slightly under earlier lists put out
The contest, in July and October,
to actors.
open only to local New York stations (with network flagships eligible only for talent used on non-net St.
for
airers) will allow each station to
make a maximum of six submissions.
Deadline will be April 30.
Submissions will have to be platNixes Dizzy as
ters, and judging will be done Ijy a
jury of radio editors. The winner
St. Louis, Jan. 14.
will, receive the club!s official award,
Ruthrauff
Ryan, through Oscar
plus a cash prize of $250.
Zahner, local v.p. for 25 years, la.st
Hope is that if the contest indi- week tie'd up the Cardinals baseball
cates there's a possibility o£ hypo- club for the exclusive broadca-sting
ing new talent development, it will of the 154-game 1947 schedule, both
become an annual event.
at home and on the road. Falstaff

Swezey's idea, however, is to go
beyond comedians, to embrace various types of talent, from singers ;anc[
riiusicians

Row

Lo0 Looks

As New 50G Cards Deal

Gahher

&

Doughten Into

Brewing

will sponsor. Pact removes
Dizzy Dean as a baseball gabber
during the forthcoming season.

IM N^.

Managership, Vice Mullen
Reshuffle in
radio dept. puts
in as manager

Harry Caray and "Gabby"

Street,

former big league player and manLennen & Mitchell ager, have drawn the gabjjing asThomas P. Doughten signment for the third consecutive

of the liew Yttrk year for Grisedieck. It is reported
He succeeds Bill MuUen, re- that the Cards will receive approxiDoughten takes over the mately $50,000 from the suds maker
business end, with Mann Holiner for the exclusive cohtrael.
continuing to head up production
Zahner, who arranged an eight
on the Coast and John Loveton in station web in Missouri and Illinois
the ea.st. However, it's strictly an for airing the local ball games last
all-Coast L &
setup today with year, said the number would be inthe two Old Gold shows, now that creased for the forthcoming season.

office.

signed.

M

:

.

Mesa

I

(

'

'

j

"

AM

'

'

.'

—

j

'

;

I

j

'

.

at this

.

.

In the Feb.-May freeze period,
accept only ippHcatlons to
modify permits which it has ispeciftcally requested, or those which do
not involve change of power, frequency, lOr hours of operation.

.

:

'

plained.

M

j

,

'

has managed to keep

FCC wlU

to

9.

opposition would do
of them
Only 19.2% Brand
Meanwhile, other critics of the
any good.
Washington, Jan. 14.
Now the 9 o'clock Wednesday spot businessmen's bid were pointhig to
Standard broadcasters and news- on
the ABC net is becoming vacant, a pos.-iible 6nger-in-the-pie on the
papers still loom as majority groups
the current incumbent, "Ann of part of the" Ri'dder faraify, which
ill
FM. FCC revealed in the latest
"Mr. and Mrs. North" is off in New
Scotland." bowing out next week owns a number of newspapers, in.
of a series of statflS reports on FM
York,
(22).
That would leave the time cluding the St. P -,il Pioneer Press
released here.
Doughten has been with L &
open for Crosby and Philco, if Sina- and Dispatch, and an interest in staCommission said that, as of yearsince 1944 as asst. to exec veepee
tion WTCN.
tra vacates.
end, there were 901 bids for FM
One of the group o» bidders, it Ray Vir Den on the Old Gold acoperation on file. ()03 condiliona!
was pointed out, is W. F; Johns, count. He'll continue with that, too.
grants and con.striietion permits outChicago, former general manager
'Triamph' Triumphs
standing, and 136 FM statiohis actuoi the St. Paul Ridder newspapers
seven weeks of new show-idea
Mess of
allv on the air.
Stations
and former president of WTCN. He
aired br Mutual, Saturdays,
Continuirig
a
trend
reported t^'yowjs
is now reported to be partner with
Phoenix, Jan. 14.
"
'
'
p.m.,
on
the "For Your Ap
"
"earlier,
standard brnadca.s-ters acr 5-5:30
^
the Ridders in a Chicago advertising
The small desert town of Mesacounted for fiff.7'; of all FM bid.'?. proval" program, one show has agency,
IB miles east of here— was on the
19.2".. of tlie applications were from worked, UD cnougli interest so that it
Still another bidder is William P. receiving end of a radio windfall
persons with no radio or newspaper will be given regular network time. Johns. Jr. The group has asked the last week when two stations popped
The -sliow is "Will Justice Tri- Hubbard bid oE
affiliation,
and .S.'i.l', were from
$825,000 be denied up where none had been before.
newspapers, many of whicli were mnph'?" which will be .spotted by b: FCC on the gvoimd of the AVCO
First to take to the air was KARV,
itself on a Wednesday night, 10:30
radio.
al.so in
tie-up. and has itself bid $740,000, which began operating Jan. 6 as 2?0
Of the non-AM-new.spaper bid f'ot late this month.
of which Johns and his wife are waiter on 1400 kilocycles.
Station
Next Saturday's (18) "Approval" listed as 'jliying $111,000 in stock, is owned and operated by Arizona
ders. FCC said, most common type
of applioation came from corpora- tryout will be given over to a jazz and Johns. Jr., $14,000.
Radip and Television, Inc.
tiolis
composed of pei-sOns with session. Following week (25 will
KTYL bowed Friday (10), offerdiverse bu.siiie.s,<! intere.s-ts. Engineers, preem "I Hate Divorce,"" by Robert
ing immediate competition in burg
St.
Mollis
WIL ha.s applied to which is geared to population of
made up next Jenning.s, producer of "Married for
lawyeis.
doctors
largest group of FM bidders. Six Lite.'' The week after that (1) will FCC for permission to change its only 9,000. KTYL is also S.-iO waiter,
labor unions are represented in FM, try out H new quiz show based on broadcasting frequency from 1230 to operating on 1490 kilocycles. Outfit
but only one bidder is found in .the the Richard Pack-Joo Hanson book, 1430 kc and increase its power from belongs to Sun Valley Br<Midcasting
i "The
Seven Arts Quiz."
Jtlie present 250 watts to 5,000 watts. Co.
((futertainnient field.
,

it

abreast of - the simple station ire^
quests,
but has 188 applications
involving complicated engineering
which, in the normal course of
things, stand no hope of decision for
another nine months or a year. Many
of them have been on file for a year.
Bottleneck is lack of staff, FCC ex»

'

"Fat Man" moves into the Friday
It was formerly heard
slot.

at S

on ABC

New

AM

bids of
will continue to accept
kinds until Feb. 7, but any receivafter that date will be placed in a
aind not acted Upon vntil

all

%

Overall Nut pending file
ABC's sale of its "fat Man" sus- May.
fCC said
tainer to the Norwich Pharmacal Co.

.

said to have originated'

is

with FCC Chairman Charles R.
Denny, Jr„ and met with approval of
most industry engineers at a preliminary conference last week. FCC

ABC Net

to

Via

during the past
year sponsored the sho\y three days
a week, and on the other two days it
was being sold on a co-op basis.
Minneapolis, Jan. 14,
Guedel figures that, since the show
Twp bids for 76% of Stoek in
firing them when they were no
has a wide station acceptance and
KSIT? appeared here to be stirring
longer needed for such purposes.
has built up a sizable audience, it
After a
up a civic controversy.
Thackrey Teefaniqne Pays Off
would be the better part of wisdom
group of Minneapolis and St. Paul
Fact is, however, that, regardless
to retain that audience sans the GE
businessmen had made a bid counof the justice or injustice of these
commereials tinUl a new cpast-totering that of Stanley Hubbard,
feelings, Mrs. Thackrey has shown
coast client comes along, rather tham
president and founder of the station,
in the past that she knows how to
yank it.
who owns the remaining 25% of
pyramid losses into neat profits.
stock, arguments began to pile up.
And the trade was watching carefully to see just what she would do
A. G. Bush, vice-president of
with WLIB.
Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing
An interview with Mrs. Thackrey
Co., revealed in a letter printed by
in her penthouse office atop the N.Y.
St. Paul Pioneer Press tbat another
Post Building showed her to be a
Cleveland, Jan. 14.
group of industrialists had approved
woman with plenty of business savvy
A new public service program, deal by which Hubbard planned to
Who, at the same time, is deeply in- "Inside Story," designed to crack purchase the stock, previously held
terested in the theatre and looks on the problems of racial difficulties,
by two estates.
radio, as she says, "primarily as is
making its appearance over
Hubbard's hid would be financed
showmanship."
WGAR. Scheduled to run for eight by Aviation Corp.. owner of the
Mrs. Thackrey has angeled two .sustaining weeks, the show dramaCrpsley B-oadcasting Corp., AVCO
piolitable Broadway productions in tizes problems in the city's racial
retaining option to purchase the
her time "Dead End" and the cur- and religious backgrounds without
stock from Jflubbard at an increased
rent "Call Me Mister." She is also pulling punches.
figure.
a heavy investor in the Playwrights
Dave Baylor, program manager,
H^ush said his group, assembled to
Co.
At the same time, she knows and Frank W. Baldau, director of
discuss financing of Hubbard's bid,
radio, not only as an operator, but, the
Community Relations
city's
had voted he accept the AVCO deal
she insists, A% a listener.
Board, thought up the idea. Sidney
because
it provided, in event of exOne of the few people to come out Vincent is the author, and John
openly
defense of the much- Saunders producer. Supporting the ercise of option, that Hubbard be
criticized soap opera, Mrs. Thackrey project are the Jewish Community retained as chief station executive
of at least 10 years
for
a
period
insisted there was nothing wrong council;
Urban League, National
with the serial format but only with council of Christians and Jews; and thereafter.
Bush letter said, "Only the pecuthe manner iii which it's being the National Assn. for the Advanceliar regulations of FCC prevented
handled.
ment of Colored People..
closing of the deal at that time.
"The soap operas," she said, "were
swell during the war. -It's since
Hubbard ha.s been responsible for
then that they've gone down hill, Sinatra Exit
development and growth o£ the sta.
becoming mystery stories and dealtion and has done rinuch for the
ing in forms of life that's unrealcommunity. . . ."
Crosby Slot
istic.
Soap opera could be imBush implied that had his group
proved, and I hope -it will be. Let
Possibility
of
an early Prank disapproved the AVCO deal, it would
the kids on the serials be brats— Sinatra bow from his CBS Wednes- have made an effort to. supplj* finanday night show for Old Gold last cing itself. Subsequently, he said,
(Continued on page 38)
week cued speculation on whether he was asked to join anoUier group
Bing Crosby'.s ABC show will move opposing the Hubbard application,
down to 9 o'clock if Sinatra goes out. but refused in view of his faith in
Licensees, Papers
When Crosby was signed up by Hubbard and his belief that purPhilco, dope was that he refused to chase by llie group would mean
Still Domiiate in FM;
let the sponsor or network ?pot him Hubbard's leSving the station.
Opposite Sinatra, feeling that such
Hand of Ridders
neither
entations for higher power,

final

•flies.'.

The Idea

this

of
praise
its
In
enthusiastic
D'Artega's new composition "Dream
Jack (BVC) Bregman
Concerto."
read the announcement, telephoned
heard the concerto and
D'Artega
sisned contracts same day. Gonoert
orchestras throughout the world will
feature it.
LANG-WOHTH, INC., ME

'

FM

an

for
City.

lineup

the

New York

to

Tat Man' Nets Fat

that
Langannounced
column
Worth's 400 station platter-net was

John Guedel,
Party" package on CBS, has changed
his mind about piiUing the show off
As owner of the New York Post, the network until a new bahkroUer
Mrs. Thackrey took that paper out is found. General Electric bowed out
The of the sponsorship picture last Friof the red a few years ago.
paper lost $1,250,000 in 1940, and is day (10), and originally Guedel said
Since then, "no dice" to efforts by CBS to keep
a money-maker now.
she has extended both her news- the show running in the 4-4:25 afterpaper and radio ioroperties, bping noon slot on a co-op basis. But, at the
owner of KLAC, Los Angeles, and last minute, Guedel gave the goKYA, San FranciscOj and being ahead sign to the web, with the restrong in
license in

a

AM

AM

On CBS Despite G£ Bow,

present daytime op-.
eration into the night hours, and for
upping its power to 5,000 watts daytime arid lO.OOOw nights.

standard

in

sta-

delayed broadweek of the Hires
a

been changed to "Here's

It's

,

its

of

filing

applicatioms

broadcast

'YV

coin.'

money

oh

freezft

effort to catch up with its heavy
station bids. Combacklog of
mission announced It would consider
"Sunday Party" show after it moves no requests for standard stations
over from AB(3 later, this month, filed between Feb. 7 and May 1, but
N. W. Ayer HiresrCBS execs went by May hopes to have acted one way
into a hiiddle this week on switch- or another lipoa sH of the applica*
operation now in its
tions for:
ing title of the program.

Gillette Razor Co. is going to
further complicated last week when
race
Mrs. Dorothy S. Thackrey took over sponsor two Hialeah ?ark
personal
managership of WLIB, broadcasts on the Mutual network,
whieh she owns. She's the third both to be voiced by Bryan Field.
Widener Cup Race,
general the station has had in a year, Event's are the
Stakes
Jackson Leighter, latest incumbent Feb. 22, and the Flamingo
March- 1.
as WLIB prexy and g.m., resigns of- Race,
Both shows will air on those dates,
ficially as of Feb. 1.
4:30-4;45 p.m, Deal
Mrs. Thackrey's assumption of the both Saturdays,
general managership (plus the presi- placed by Maxon agency.
dency) of WLIB was seen by the
trade as opening the possibility that
that station, which had been losing Guedel Keeps Tarty'

extending

Washington, Jan, 14.
has clamped a three-month
the

FCC

City's indie picture, al-^*
ready splotchy with a multiplicity of
which range from dead
stations
losses to veritable gold mines, was

Try

.in

It also was announced that KSD,
owned and operated by the St. Louis

Fost-Dispatch,

(Pulitzer) will televise some of the local games. The
station expects to start televisihg in

March,

'

Under Zahner's deal

WKW

will
daylight gahies White
in East St. Louis, wilt carry
the night Contests. The games will
be aired over both
freand
quency. Both stations are making
intensive improvements that will
be eorhpleted by the time the sea?
son gets under way.

carry

the

WfMV,

AM

FM

The Browns, who sold their broadcasting to the Falstaft Brewing last
and^ hired Dizzy Dean and
Johnny O'Hara of K)VK to do the
mike work, have not annoutved any
season

broadcastinst

plains

ifor

the

forth-

coming season.
It's expected that the absence of
Dean, with his continuous sl.Tii.c;htering of the King's English, will raise
a row among local baseball fans.

We«lneBday» Jawiary 15,
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WELCOME HOME, WWVA!

You make the 19th CBS 50,000-watt station
With Wheeling as your home base you blanket the

and

steel belt of

in the U.S.

rich coal, ironi

Ohio, West Virginia, and Pennsylvania.

For, starting

June

15,

over their favorite radio station,

they will enjoy radio's top entertainment and information programs

o

carried

by the Columbia network.

4

Who
and

have long been aware of the professional quality

technical skill typical of Fort Industry radio stations. They

the tremendous glus that top-notch

•4

offers to their

network shows. And

know

WWVA local programming

they'll relish

boost that will come from this basic CBS

the big audience

affiliate.
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—

—
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ONCE UPON A TUNE

"Tugboat Danny"

is

offered

f<>r

adult

You Pit 'Em Oi;

With Dort Clark, Richard Leone, consumption.
ItlQward Smith, Billy tinn, Art
The first in the series left doubts
Carney, Hedley Kainnie, Lee as to its maturity as adult fare. In
announcer; "Danny" there were tes.^ins moXice,
Olin
Brody";
ments, particularly in the deliantful musical sequences and bridges.
But they tended to exasperate, because of their lack of luKiUment.
30 Mins., Sun., 2:30 p.m.
The format, new to radio, gives eviSustaining:
dence of affording delightful, relaxWCBS-CBS, N. t.
ing moments and as such /'Danny s
Canadian
chief merit lies in the potentialiticb
'Out o£ Canada and the
Broadcasting Corp. has come some- that fantasy promises;
thing new for radio, a serie^s of _muQne of the principal shortcomings
sical narratives written and coni- in the initial presentation was its
posed by Ray Darby and Morris lack of imagination. The idea was
They've been delighting there; but, in treating of it, Darby
SiU'din.
Canadian audiences for the past and Surdin were fettered by too
couple of year.s, and now CBS has much reserve. The finished job was
lined up th6 Darby -Surdin. duo and earthbound. Its fantasy remained a
their unique presentations for a promise; its thoughts didn't soar and
once-weekly network airing of a weren't sufficiently intriguing. But
13-week series. After a four-week if "Once Upon a Tune" should enSunday afternoon showcasing, the courage its writers to cut loose and
programs will be switched over to really improvise, and if Qther-comthe Columbia Workshop Saturday poser-lyricists throw but their inperiod.
hibitions and let their ideas take
"Once Upon A, Tune" preemed excursions into this new realm,
Jan. 5 with the tuneful saga of "Tug- there are limitless possibilities for
boat Danny," therein the gifted imaginative radio fare without necand
prose
in
essarily resorting to the oversimpliCanadians presented
Rose.
music the innermost soul of a tug- fication of childhood.
boat that yearned to be an ocean
linw', its frustrations (all that the
Navy could hold out for it was the MTJRDEB AND MR. iMAtONE
life of ia minesweeper) and its bliss- With Frank Lovejoy, f raneis Robin>
son, Tom Collins, BUI Conrad, Pete
ful satisfaction (when the tug finally
In technique.
Leeds, Betty Lou Gerson, Frank
emerges a hero).
Graham; Dick Aurandt and orch;
Darby and Surdin have hued to the
Art Gilmore, announcer
pattern of Prokofiefl's "Peter and the
Wolf" sind the more recent "Tubby Producer: Bill Bonsseau
the Tuba." But whereas "Tubby" is Writer: Crals Bice
geared strictly for juvenile anneal, 30 Mins.; Sat., 9:30 p,m.

Wi tmm 1m

invites staIn a desire to spotlight local live programming, Vamehy
or reeprdings
tions throughout the country to send in transcriptions
One sampling of each series, preferably the
of their new shows.

Joseph DeSantis, narrator.
Music: Morris Surdin
Lyrics and Script: Kay Darhy

SO THIS

MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE

premiere, would be sufficient.
We'll review them.
In this way Variety can let everybody know of the contributions
being made by stations toward improving programming on a community level; of tackling problems peculiarly native to their locale, and
of the attempts being made to foster new talent for radio..
You send them in. We'll review them.

,

,

|

j

.

ONE WORLD OB NONE

narrator;

Rice,

It will

iritrigtiing.

do.

Miss Craig employs too many glib
wisecracks, while her characters, too,
are stock. Such as the, smooth private investigator, the smoother gangster chief, the dick's loyal secretary,
the
gangster's
dumb henchmen.
Some of the gang's voices are too
soft and gentlemanly for their vocation, too.
But in the main these
faults are hidden in a sqript that is
written tightly, that moves fast, mixing up various factors intriguingly,
and working Up to a trick finish. It's
what the customers want.
Saturday's session (each episode,
presumably, will be complete in itself) dealt with a double or triple
cross among gangsters and horse-

two commercials,
dovetailed into the yarn instead of
at either end.
First, commercial
breaking in just at the first murder
was a little unexpected, thereby
making a definite impression. Effect was dissipated by spiel being a
There

little

were

Bron.

overlong.

"MEL VENTER'S PICTORIAL*
'
15 Mins.; Mom.-Wed.-pri.
S & W FOODS

;

'

KFBC, San

Francisco
Using an adroit choice of stories
of the i.'reat and aeai'-treat, which
lend themselves tO' treatment in
profile-dramatic form, Mel Venter is
an engaging yarn-spinner, using
usually three stories of approximately four minutes each to regale
his listeners. Approach is in serious
vein and his easy style and good
diction make them good listening.

ed cashman

Some of his stories are slightly
needled to achieve a super-dramatac
or eery appeal, but the sum total is

,

,

COLUMBIA BECOBD SHOP
With Fred Bobfeins
Writer: William Redman
Producer-directors Clifl Lubkert
30 Mins., Sat, 10 a. m.

COLUMBIA BfiCORDS
-WCBS-CBS, N. Y.
(Kenyon & Echhardt)
A watered-down version of Fred
Bobbins' evening jive session, this
Saturday ayemer puts a disk jock
show to its most obvious use, and for
aficionados of indiscriminately chosen
pop records listening is okay. It's
seldom that a platter spinner is as(Continued on page 34)

aRaioA^eiiey

Own a

ShoiiW

'

tive intelligence

beyond a few

plati-

tudes about the necessity for world
cooperation. The new, fourth dimension of horror now running amok
has been unshakably established in
the public consciousness by the

"bomb

itself.

And

if

anything

is cal-

culated to paralyze the general will
hi face of this Frankenstein, then
it's these endlessly reiterated proph
ecies of doom which never get
around to defining a practical way
out. Perhaps the question of atomic^
power just can't be discussed in
dramat form.
was
Productionwise, the show
handled flawlessly.
group of export radio thespfers, headed by Mercedes McCambridge, in a particularly el6q,uent piece of hysteria, and
Paul MlcGrath as narrator, squeezed
the last ounce of violence out of the
script.
Special music by John Gart
also added effectively as did the

A

Writer; Aqn Fitzgerald
Producer-Director: Ken Heady
30 Mins.; Sunday, 6:30 p.m.

STEVENS HAT CO.
KCMO, KANSAS CITY

A

is

variation on platter shows, this
one frequently used ^in other

but new to listeners here.
a combination of live vocals
over some of the more established
transcribed and
recorded tunes.
With Jimmy Bunn, who rates a good
baritone along ballad lines, as the
vocal regular and a femme guest
singer, half hour comes off as a neat
local entry and even lair competition against the Sunday eve net proareas,

Idea

is

gramming.
Ken Heady,

station's production
director, doubles to produce the
show and spin the platters. Instrumental music is carefully chosen for
backgrounds, with Bunn and guest
as- carefully rehearsing to time their
sound effects, which played one of vocal entrees over the tunes. Show
the prominent parts in the show.
thus gets considerably more prepaAs an epilog, Dr. Philip Morrison, ration than the average disk session,
one Of the atomic physicists who and extra w"Drk shows up on listen-

culling a good
listening audience in the network
area.
Yarns include hardy perennials such as Mata Hari's apprenticeship as^ a vamp. Neil McDonald's

HOLLYWOOD

whom

still

helped assay the damage at Hiro- ing end,
As the only straight music show
shima, came on to testify to the
accuracy of the broadcast, and at- available here at this time of day,
tacked the narrow nationalist bias it's one of the' few with which a
with which some politicians and sponsor could hope to get a commerscientists approach the problem of cial in edgewise against the heavy
atomic control.
is offering
competition of the Sunday nets.
bank robbing and Jean Laiilto's pri- tills series, in platter form, to other That
it's having some success is evi
vateering.
Ted.
indies on a cost-share basis.
dent from fact show has already
stood the gaff JEor four month.s.
Herm.
Qui™.

okay and Venter

—

brother.

WMCA

is
Wonderful Crime"),
stuff, patterned on a by-now
well-used radio formula.
But the
writing is breezy, and incidents
dramatic, so that the program
j udged by Saturday's (11) premiere-

still

witty, ofl'-the-cuff spieler who dislies
out the queries to the visiting haiisfraus and their ever -loving hubbies
all of
are subjected to a
prying search into some of the most
mtirnate details of their love life.

T

sented

N. Y.
(Honio-Co'oper)
radio series of the wellwriter of whodunits, Craig
("Home Sweet Homicide,''

and

N. Y.
(Benton & BoiDles)'Another aud participation show
based on the deflated standards for
early afternoon airers, this program's sole capital is in its emcee
Eddie Dunn. Dunn is a snappy*

Sample question to a married
N.
man: "Why did you piclt your wife
Last year, CBS put on a "Cross- to marry as against your other girl
Section" show which, for varying friends?" Typical answer: "I duncycles, was devoted to presentation no." Another question to a middleof viewpoints on important prob- aged housewife: "Do your husband's
lems by reps of the National Assn. of kisses still tlirill you?" etc., etc.
Manufacturers, AFL people, CIO Four long commerciaLs for Maxwell
members, etc; This year, the net re- House during the quarter-hour sesshuffled its "Cross-Section," append- sion deflnitely did not thrill.
ing "USA" to the tag and making it
Herm.

popping with imabated sound aU-inclusive. AS heard on its preem
Saturday (11), the show covered
and fury, I-atest in the cycle much too much ground geographinew series bf dramats pre- cally and not enough ideologically^
by public service-minded turning the title into something preas its contribution to the
tentious and unfulfilling.
solution of the world's most complex
Using its facilities for remotes as
and dangerous problem. Prepared
with the aid of an imposing advisory if the mere fact of switching from
board of physicists and staged with New York to Washington to Clevethe panoply of a topnotch network land to Denver was in itself a fasfeature, the series was launched last cinating feat, the net failed to pay
Friday (10) with a documentary- attention on this debut to the
style fantasy entitled "The Death of quality of the material being brought
with each successive switchover.
Manhattan,
intenThe subject for discussion. was the
expressed
the
Despite
tion "in the program's preamble to labor situation and Washington plans
tlie
preem
for
tightening labor legislation. But
opinion,
inform public
dramat failed to make a point, or, at instead of hearing from a letter
least, a point not already familiar to carrier, one heard from the prexy
Re- of the mailmen's union; the general
any primary sphool student.
duced to its simple meaning, it was manager of the U. S. Chamber of
the story of Hiroshima and Naga- Commerce was interviewed, rather
saki transplanted to New York City than the owner of a haberdashery
at the outbreak of a hypothetical on some Main Street; no machinethird World War about four years shop owner really worried about
hence. In his attempt to bring the day-to-day problems, but the presimeaning of atomic warfare closer to dent. of the National Assn. of Manhome, scripter Dexter Masters in- ufactures was heard. Aiid so on.
dulged in a lot of morbid rhetoric
This was not a cross-section of
full of hysterical sobbing, tumbled American opinion, but a dossier of
landmarks, the dead, the dying and the publicity releases handed out by
the rest, the non-dead.
the organizational: publicity guys
It was florid, but routine stuff even though the boss in each case
done many times before. Scripters voiced the release.
Cors.
ought to declare a moratorium on
describing the effects of the atomic
bomb, especially, as in this ease, HATS OFF TO MUSIC
where it becomes a pretext for pure With Jimmy Bunn, -Ken Heady;
Marie Green, guest vocalist
indignation untemp6red by any posi-

is

familiar

fast

3

Sustaining

WCBS-CBS,

effects
is this

"Having

is

Hugh James, announcer

Writer: Dexter Masters
Producer-Director: Mitchell- Grayson
Music: John Gart
30 Mins.; Frl., 9:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WMCA, N. Y.
The. chain reaction of radio shows
touched off by the A-bomb that fell
on Hiroshima a year-and-a-half ago

WJZ-ABC,
First

CROSS-SECTION—-USA

WOR,

Dwight Cooke, Bill Downs. Joe As a. result, this program probably
With Mercedes McCambridce. Joe With
McCaffrey, Boh Lewis, Mac Swit- packs more embarrassing moments
Julian, Ralph Bell, Leon Janney,
(for dialers as well as participants)
zer, Douglas Edwards; announcer'
Teresa Keane, Joseph DeSantis,
per rating point than any other
Olin Tice; others
Joseph Boland; Paul McGrath,
show extant. That's program value,
30 Mins., Sat.,
p.m.

GUILD WINES

known

194,7

LOVE

IS

With Eddie Dwun. emcee
Tom MvDermoit
15 Mins., Mon. thru Fri., 18:45 bin
Producer;

is

WMCA

Radio

Stete

1.
Test programs and campaigns under conteoUed con-

ditions.
2.

Help

sell

know

that you

your

clients

radio from the

ground up.

Gain valuable experi3.
ence for your personnel,
4.

Make money.

Hers is a station in a key
wholesaling city, isolated irom
outside innuences. It delivers
a whale of a signal over a
compact, populous, primary
market }yst a short plane hop
from New York. It is a basic
Although
network affiliate.
fairly new, the station's first
approximates
year's
billing
$100,000.

The present owner is willing
to sell his controlling interest
for what it cost him provided
the buyer is acceptable to the

management

station
will

continue and will

maining

You

which

own

often get a
chance to buy at cost. Drop a
note to Advertiser, Room 258,
Park Square Building, Boston,
Mass., and our management
will give

you the whole story

confidentially.

.

,

^

Jim^

YOUNG AMERICA SINGS

by most ...

P^M'^eMed by most
in

the

BUYING

Write

Ark-La-Tex

For Availabiiitie*

With Jerry Keed
Producer-Writer: Jerry Reed
15 Mins.; Sat., 1:45 pan.
Sustaining
WLIB, N. Y.
A batch of singers seem to be
latching onto the ballad bandwagon
since such notables as Burl Ives and
Pichard Dyer - Bennett discovered
that they're potent boxoffiee, L.itcst
entrant is. Jerry Reed, whose sister
Susan has already established hersolf
in that field. However. Rped has far
to go to get the true feeling of the
ballad.

On his preem program, accent
seemed to be on voice rather than
interpretation.
He has yet to get
the ease and rhythm that topnotchers get into their renditions.
He's also too self-conscious, a fault
which may be corrected on subse'

quent airings,

On the plus side, he seems to be a
serious student of this song form.
Hia spoken backgrounds to the various numbers are concise and autlien-

74e

tic.
"Vocally, he's okay albeit a bit
too precise to get that folksy feeling
into his work.
He varies bis tunes
with an eye to tempo and origin
and thus creates sufficient variety.

With

further

experience.

should work out nicely.

Reed
Jose.

re-

Interest.

don't

"Hie bull does the dticking-Wheaties.you know!"
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stumping the experts bringing a pair
of ducats for the next Hanna performance to the sender, The show

Contintied from |mK» 32

Bociated with sponsors other than
the ragtag and bobtail peddlers of
deodorants, laxatives, special shoes,
etc., and yet the "Columbia Record
Shop" format would seem to be the
jnostiobvious connection with record
programs. What better way lor a
company to sell its records than byplaying them?
Robbins, who is better known for
his generous use of abstruse jazz terminology during an evening session
:

the jazz

j

under Bernard Herrmann,
Wednesdays, and Juilliard School,
chestra

with a chamber music program,
Thursdays. Lineup is an impressive
segment of ISte-evening longhair
fare, and a worthy rival for such
as
established purveyors

Finally, the
stations at that hour.
experts so far have fluffed few questions, thus presenting more of a
challenge to listeners submitting
VfldTKt
queries.

PREVIEW
WQXR WQQW
(One Shot)

(N.Y.) etc.

a 45-musician
core of the Rochester Philharmonic,
has established its own eiitity and
Rochester

Civic,

reputation in the past 25 years as a
superior symphonic ensemble. Evi-

on WOV's "1280 Club," made like a
normal citizen for his morning net- dence was ample

In Tuesday's (7)
when conductor Guy
ivork audience; so normal, in fact, premiere,
the organizathat at times the patter sounded like- Fraser Harrison led
But tion in attractive presentations of
it came straight from a script.
"Lie Tombeau de Couperin,"
then, this jock is an ex-lawyer, as Ravel's
Caprice" and a
good an explanation as any for the Rubinstein's "Valse
Gluck-Mottl.
March
by
Minuet and
fast gab.

Bro«i

Records played were mostly pash

by Dinah' Shore. Frank
Sinatra, Frankie Carle, Les Brown MAXINE SULLIVAN
and other Columbia artists, with With Joe Bolton, annodncer
each acting, in effect, as a commer- Frodttcer-Director: Bob LaBour
cial. Robbins gilds the lily with ad- Writer; Bobby Cone
Other Music: Claude Morgan
jectives after each record.
than the fact that only Columbia 15 Mins.; Sunday, 3 p-w;
platters are spun, this is pretty much Sustaining:
a standard record program. Engi- WNEW, N. Y.
neering on preem snow was bad in
Here's an indication of either some
lomm.
fast footwork' on the part of
a couple of spots.
or surprising laxity oh the part of
the
networks and their N. Y. flagBOCHESTEB. CIVIC OBCHESXBA
material

Producer

rrbducer: Xowell B. MacMUlan
50 Mins., Tues., 11^30 p.lll.
Sustaining

WCBS-CBS,

N. y.
CBS completes a continuous Sunaay-through-Thursday schedule of
serious music in the 11.30 p.m. to
midnight slot with this program.
Lineup now has Columbia Concert

.

/

and Commentator:

_

,

Ps^ul

Martin.
180 Mins.,

Sunday B p.»-

WQQW, Washington, ». C.
WQQW, D.C's latest

MELODY BAB RANCH

idle chatter along with some nifty
With Hal Horton, E:sa Miranda, Ed- bits of magic. Guests were com*
die Manson, Rosalie Allen, Nick prised by WBKB staffers who didn't
Dave have anything else to do when show
Persoff,
Jan Sherwood,
went on. One exception to this was
Denny
Producer-DirLctor: Harvey Marlowe Jimmy Savage, Balaban & Kat«
theatre publicity staffer, who domiWriter: Malcolm McGlasson
nated most of AUerton's time.
Set: Budy Lnoheck

30 Mins.; Thurs., 8 pjn.
Sustaining

N, Y.
"Melody Bar Ranch," one of the

With the program all the
way, but format was such that the
thread could be picked up ,at any
point and dropped at will.
has announced it will use
no more than four commercials per
hour and the purpose of the initial
airer to give an idea of the kind of
fare the station would offer— was
well achieved by the program. Any
-hour would give a concrete idea
For slotted into her first half
ships.
of the type of show the station will
radio show in Six years on the local
put on display.
indie is Maxine Sullivan, a singer
Paul Martin, station manager, who
who has been, for some time, rather
produced
and announced, wisely
wheel.
large potatoes on the hitery
Recognized as one of the outstand- spotted the samples, giving a taste
ing exponents of jazz and blues of early ayem programs, moppets'
stayed

WQQW

—

oatuners to hit the videowaves, represents ABC's attempt to
snare part of the Thursday night
attuned to
tele audience usually
NBC's "Hour Glass" show. An ambitious and high-budgeted productiph,
it doubtless would liave succeeded,
given a few more sessions to iron
out the wrinkles.
With WABD, ABC's only available
N. Y. video outlet, shutting down
first live

for a month on Jan. 27 to install its
transmitter,
has decided to
sever all relationships with the Du
Mont welj, Last Thursday (9) night,
consequently,
constituted
ABC's
swan song in N. Y. television until it
gets its own Manhattan station.
"Ranch," therefore, will have to be
judged on its merits to date.

chanteusing. Miss Sullivan swung hour, symphonic offerings, etc. Most
out in her characteristic free and of tlie programs in the early stage of
easy style in the opening show of the this small watter wiE be recorded,
series
Little of her nitery so the debut was an accurate preOrch in "Music You Know," Sun- warmth(12).
was lost in the airing and view.
aays; Eileen Farrell, or substitute
the tunes, from the "Loch Lomond"
Opening show format avoided
singers, Mondays; Rochester Civic
recordings,
Musical
To theme through "Come Rain or Gome monotony.
"Invitation
Qrch,
Tuesdays;
Shine"
right in the Sullivan mostly longhair, which station will
were
Music" with CBS Symphony Or- vein. Announcer
Joe Bolton acted feature, but with a sample of its
as narrator, interspersing Miss Sulweekly "hot jazz hour," were interlivan's biography between sOngs, tell- spersed with reproduced greetings
ing mostly how she wowed 'em from such Hollywood figures as
wherever she sang. This probably Gregory Peck and Margo, plus .live
will stand as the listeners' intro to a well wishes from locals, and plenty
new radio chirp.
plug wds stuck of house advertising by Martin.
in for her current appearance at the Also worked in were selected dramVillage Vanguard nitery.
atic and narrative features, such as
Claude Morgan, Miss Sullivan's Jimmy Stewart's rendition of Norregular accompanist, backed her on
man Corwln's "We Hold These
the piano and Hammond organ in
"
plattered performTruths,
fine style.
Would probably be a ance of a 1941 ascript.
good idea for Morgan to have one
Music included some folk singing
tune to himself to break the vocalistic's..
Beside the thejne and "Rain plus platters of Hans Kindler conthe National Symphony
or Shine," she tuned "I Want a Sun- ducting
day Kind of Love," "Surprise Party,' Orch.
and "Molly Malone."
This is a
Station is making its bid with the
topper On the local listening list.
slogan, "free speech, good music, unTomm.
biased news and limited commercIf it keeps this stance, it has a
ials."
chance to click. It sets an experiFOOTLIGHTS
With Sid Andorn,
Sol
Heller, mental pattern which other, more
Anthony Blair, Ted Gbldsmith; commercially - minded outlets will
I'watch with interest.
Louie.
Tom Armstrong, announcer
'

A

FOBCM

Show was packaged by Hal Hor-

who also starred in the producFormat, "Sonsisting of songs and
dances pegged to an innocuous story
theme, resembled u variety show
more than anything else, and thereHorton rein lay the wrinkles.
portedly wants to bring true western music to video but he certainly
overdid it on this show. Cast gave
out with at least 10 different songs
during the half-hour, which is too
much to take no matter how well
they're presented. More stress on the

ton,

tion.

how insipid that
was, would have aided considerably.
Young cast did much to perk up
the proceedings, with Horton making
out okay as ihe romantic cowhand.
Elsa Miranda, radio's "Chlquita Banana" girl, shone in her songs and
Eddie Manson provided excellent
story, regardless of

accompaniment with his harmonica
virtuosity, ABC's method of Skirting
the ban on live musicians. Rest of
the actors were competent, although
Nick Persoff, as the bearded and
rustic .old ranchhand, caricatured His
role 'too much.
Producer-director

Harvey -Marlowe made good use of WABD's four
camera setup for the most part. He
still has a tendency, though, to overaccentuate his camera work to the
detriment of the show, and his method of panning in for a closeup of
one character white cutting" out another one is n.s.g. Direct cut to the
closeup would be much better, Rudy
I^ucheck's indoor-outdoor set was a
faithful reproduction of a Hollywood

15 Mins.; Sat., 11:15 p.m.

ZCCKER'S
This lad iis really

Cleveland
This is another phase of the stump
the experts quiz, bringing key stage
and drama persons to the mike to
answer questions submitted by listeners. What makes this a bit different, Is that it is staged in a room
just off the main stem of the Hanna
theatre and is held after the final
curtain comes down on the Saturday

the

oil

one.

Weed men

ways "on the
they hit

are

al-

and

ball"

all prostpects

often.

WEED

Anthony Blair,
Time," Ted Gold-

of
"Blossom
smith, advance p.a. for "Magnificent
Yankee," were two of the three,
while the third was a Clevelander,
Sol Heller, who promotes many owtstanding features and shows.
The questions are adroitly handled
by Sid Andorn who keeps the 15minute stanza moving. The quesMucotions
are
sticklers,
with those

RADIO STATtOM REPRESENTATIVES
New York • Itstn • Cklciio • AUata
DMfsit

•

Sars Frsncisco

—

I

the night reviewed,

AM) COMPANY
HgUjwsid

1

'

The
A

tevfiad

by

mail.

BiiHiday Club

show with plenty of

High response

indlvidualily.

Famous biographies

Complete format.

for

I

each
j

day.

We

Orlginol transcribed songs.

can handle

all

following jtqtionsv^^v

necessary

your own show.

Build

Sponsored on^

serviceis.

I

WWSW

Pittsburgh, Pa.

WOV

New

Portsmouth, Ohio

Baltimore. K4d.

WPAY

WIOD

Miami,

WAi^IM Prcsquo

kPAC

Port Arthur, Texas

KLO

Ogdan, Utah

KALL

Salt take City, Utah

WFOY

St.

WITH

Fl«.

of the fireside listener.

York City, N, Y.

lita,

CEOCKETT SUICIDE

Maine

Augustine, Pla,
I

WrSta lot

THE W.

E.

iiilails

LONG

155 N. Clark

St..

and sample

script

CO., Radio Division
Chicago

1. Illinois

m CHI

Chicago, Jan. 14.
A coroner's jury last week returned a verdict of suicide in the
death of Alan Crockett, member of
Prairie Ramblers, Barndance hillbilly group, who shot himself in his
Chicago home.

I

I

I

Crockett, 30, was formerly a mem-r
ber of Htilly wood's Grocfcett Family,
heard for several years frottt 3KNX.
Surviving is his widow, Ktattie.

Dorm,

JOE DOOI^Y'S TOIL POST.
Philadelphia, Jan.

supervise preparation and broadcasting of all news programs.
fits was employed in the station's
publicity department since his release from the Army a year ago.

WANTED:
Televisioft

Personality

:

FarAdliSh#
Soni@fiiing
in

Hsw

Mareii

Sfarfiisf

Ovor Key

N«w York

Stafion

PltOH* -for Ajppdinlnmiit

JOHN WILDBERi
TELEVISION

PRODUCTIONS
LO. 3-5S78

Chicago

entertainment but it does show, for
experimentalists,
that
the video
screen is no place to prove the
hand quicker than the eye.
uses as prop

14.

Joseph E. Dooley has been named
news editor of WFIL and WFIL-FM,
effiective^yesterday (13). Dooley will

This
Th: iJttempt to bring more variety
to WBEB's programming by aiming
their cameras at a polished magician
falls short of really good television

Strictly a low budget affair, set
a few tables with
lamps borrowed from the Hotel
Ambassador East's Pump Room, in
business didn't jell.
The miisic is an attempt to create the atmosphere
pedestrian, written on one, monot- of the lush ni^tery. No mention is
onous level; the libretto is persua- made of the Pump Boom and the
sive rhetoric rather than poetry, and only way the listener would be able
the combination is dreary, unin- to get the point is it he were a
spired stuff. Opera sounded static frequenter of the place and was able
and wordy throughout, with only a to recognize head waiter George
few moments—such as the shearing Sotos, also borrowed to wait on
of Samson's hair scene; the closing "guests" who were to be amazed by
^^^^^ of Mind Samson pushing the Allerton, who performs nightly in
room.
pillars down—being dramatic.
A theFormat
has Allertoii pausing at
slow operatic bout, this.
tables,
with camera taking one
table at a time, and dispensing some
Reed
John
King's ebullience provides the mainspring of the "Give
and Take" CBS show now being
bankrolled by the Tonl Co., but
which shares commercials with the
firms which contribute a multitude
of prizes.
Show is no better (nor
worse) than the flock of similar programs which attract big studio audiences consisting mainly of housewives hoping to get in on the valuable loot being distributed. Most dependable feature is King, who knows
how to handle the quizees to get the
most out of each contestant. Questions are fairly simple, and method

of distribution isn't too involved. The
studio audiences seem to have a gay
time, which is more than can be said

-

y

ALLEBTON, MAGICIAN

With Bert AUerton, Jiminy Savftge
Producer-pirector: B^uiah Zac^ry
IS Mins.; Thurs. (9), 8:30 p.m. (CST)
Sustaining

WBKB,

'

-

hard and

Comment

"The Warrior," on?-act opera with
music by Bernard Rogers and book
by Norman Corwin, which the Metropolitan Opera gave in its world
preem Sat. (11) over ABC, proved a
d'estime
and little else,
Book (a modern treatment of the
night performance
A live audience Is assured as. Samson-Delilah story) was written
theatre-goers stop to watch the act. originally as a radio drama, although
The experts change each Saturday *® inusic was subsequently comnight, depending on what show is PO^ed for th_e operatic stage, not for
purposes.
Either way, the
in t&wn or who is avaUable.
On

and it looks as if he
going to drive a long

ball
is

iFollow-up

Stol.

ranch.

mwe

Producer: Sid Andorn

WGAR,

ABC

new

Magician unfolds to Savage's apamazement, several card
tricks which are lost to the teleyision camera in that the viewer canhot distinguish the numerals on the
cards, It is practically impossible to
tell an ace from a jack, even thou.?h
the camera comes in for extreme
close-ups, cutting,
everything but
the cards .from the picture.
Other gimmicks include placing a
sponge in a girl's hand to have it
multiply into several smaller sponge?
when she opens her paw, several
variations Of cutting a piece of
rope, and the disappearing bird
cage.
Although the magic ,is tops the
effect isn't too startling as it is difficult for the listener to realize that
the stooges weren't prompted or the
props weren't planted prior to the
show's airing. This, in itself, keeps
the show from coming through with
better quality. Surprise is the performance of head waiter, who lends
a professional touch to the scene.
parent

WABD-ABC,
eandiflate

for a share of radio's audience and
advertisers, and. heralded as the (irst
station patterned along lines of the
Blue Book, made its debut in a
three-hour pot pourri of plugs,
and dramatics.
music,
greetings,
General effect was good, and interest
surprisingly well sustained throughout such an oversized stretch. It is
doubtful whether many listeners

WNEW

Writer; VIneent MCoConnor

Television. Reviews

cater* to a select clientele—which it
must do in order to compete with
demands and disks on other

Radio Riviiws

1^

'

'

RAIIIO

Wedaeeday, January 15, 1947

i^Mis Papeits

to

Shim

Henry Morgan Vs. Hockey

Execs

35

Cant Abdicate hogram

Station

In Cleve. Sweepstake

0rair

Critic

contracts which, provide for payment
of station and/or program managers
on a percentage of gross or net earnSuch an arrangement,
ings basis.

WTOL Heariiig

at

Washington, Jan. 14. -t'
clamp down, on radio

FCC may

Cleveland, Jan.

14.

The battle of comedy versus sporting event lor popular appeal con-

WCAU

was announced

last weelc. Henry Morgan show.
Sharlcey, treasSo far, the hockey fans are ahead,
commission apparently feels, urer; Boyd Lawler, of the program according to News radio editor El•the
:tends to overcommercialize a sta- department, and Al Taylor, news- more Bacon, who says since the
tion's program format and disregard caster and staff
announcer. The station broadcasts the hockey gam^s,
public interest.
resignations are effective this month. apparently more hockey fans are
This, at any rate, was indicated by
Taylor will become station man- writing letters favoring the move
FCC Confmissioner Paul Wallter last ager of studios in Haverhill, Mass. than Morgan fans. Bacon, however,
Friday (10) in a hearing on the
also announced Joan Myers seems inclined toward Morgan. Both
license renewal of WTOL, Toledo. has joined the program department. shows are commercial.
WTOIj was one of seven stations
placed old temporary license foUowjng citation in FCC's Blue Book last
epring.
Counsel for WTOL, J. Theodore
Pierson, agreed that- bonus arrangements for station supervisors were
not in the public interest. ..WTOL's
results
principals were away from the station during the war, which accounted
Let's
at
for a percentage-contract made with

They

are' Philip

J.

WCAU

Here are the

WfishlngtOni Jan, 14.
The V. S. Circuit court of appeals
for the 10th circuit ruled in Denver
last Saturday
(11) that a "radio
station may not by private contract
limit its right or duty to select programs that are in the interest of
the listening Tpublic." The decision

look

manager Arch Shawd.
manager Thomas Bretherton,
is now paid on salary

Sez Coint

court has ruled on the validity of
may impair a staprogram time.

coritracte which
tion's control over its

As

such,

pending

by A.

and

of

importance

appeals

Tabernacle

WGR

against

is

it

court

Churchill

KOB, Albuquerque, from up- owner

spared

in;

by

of

the
Buffalo

and WKBW, Buffalo,
former
J. Felman, a

against

WJOL,

Joliet.

NBC

In both cases, the FCC questioned
talent shows to
the Univ. of New the license renewals of the stations
Mexico, which under a 1935 contract
because of contracts which turned
has an option for an hour a day on
over control of program time to
the station.
setting choice
clear time for

This

of independent block

April 15, 1946.

by^te

Control

:

tinues to sparlc the local scene.
Latest are the Cleveland Hockey
Philadelphia, Jan. 14.
Club broadcasts by WJW. The pickResignation of three men from ups come the same time as the

WCAU EXIT PAKADE

is

the

iir.st

time

a

programming

the record-r-the

Hooper

federal

outsiders.

initiated

on

WCKY,

record.

temporary
iStation

Pierson said,

basis only"
Station, which

was on the mat for
and failure
program promises made

In December, 1946

^

over-commercialization
to live

up

to

in various renewal applications, now
has no more than four spots in a 15minute period. When Shawd got a
cut on the amount of time sold,
WTOL had as many as 10 in a quarSome form of
ter-hour segment.

bonus-payment

common
:

to

practice

managers
radio,

in

12 Noon

2

in Cincinnati,

12 Noon, Monday-Friday*

to

6 P.M., Monday-Friday.

to

6 P.M. to 8 P.M., Monday-Friday,

Status

September, 1945.

-

July, August,

Here

Dec,

Let's look at Oct., Nov.,

months with

is

the

'46.

Let's

Statioiis

Now

Hooper record:

In

Hartford, Jan. 14.
policy of radio relations has

C. i.

been inaugurated by the Governor's
office here, meaning that the -WTIC
stranglehold on. utterances of Governor lias been snapped. During the
tenure of Gov.

^

HOOPER SPECIAL RETABULATION
OF CINCINMATI FINDINGS

Raymond Baldwin,

WTIC to the exclusion
of remainder of stations in the state,

he favored

bum

but
liatter toolc a terrific
unable to do anything about it.

Now

with

ernor's voice.

However, according to Keats, stations will get same treatment as
a station approaches with
an exclusive idea, it will be that
Etation's privilege to carry it out in
the form of a scoop. Keats is interested in the goodwill and grace
cf all radio stations.
Understood that WTIC had approached the Governor's office for
exclusive airing of his voice, and
told that it will be given cooperation on any ideas for coverage but
cannot, as in past, have Governor as
property.
Plans are being laid for a weekly
fireside chat by tlie Governor. This
press.

8 A.M. to 8 P.M. MONDAY-FRIDAY

were

Gov. James McConnaughy in office, the new policy of
radio press relations has been laid
down by Charles Keats, press secretary.
All stations of the state will
have opportunity to carry the Gov-

If

July, August, September, 1945

Sets'inUse

WCKY

Sfa

A

35.9

17.5

Sta B

Sta

C

0th ers

18.6*

19.8

18.3*

15.0

15.6

0.7

12.9

16.4

15.4

0.5

.0

i

July, August, September, 1946

16.4

17.2

33.2

October, November, December, 1946
20.0

21.6

33.2

(INCLUDES BASEBALL BROADCASTS.) (NOTE: THE ABOVE MEASUREMENTS ARE BASED
ON SAMPLES EXCEEDING 6O0 HOMES GALLED AND THEREFORE ARE ACCEPTABLE AS
CONCLUSIVE.)

will be carried by any and all stations interested in it.
Plans are
still in formative stage, however.

WCPO's Mew

On

Exclusive

Cincy Eeds

Cincinnati, Jan. 14.
As for the past two seasons,
will do exclusive airings of
the .Cincy Red's baseball games this
year and in 1948, with the Burger
Brewing CO. continuing as sole
sponsor. Waite Hoy t, former big
league pitcher, is to do the play-byplay accounting, which he started
here in 1941 with WKRC, switching

WCPO
New

deliviered 45% more Cincinnati audience in October,
November, December 1946, than Stations B, C, and D averaged.

iWCKY

Games

WCPO

.to

compare

September, 1946, and July, August,

Conn. €oy. Office,
All

New

8 A.M.

in Cincinnati,

One month not enough?
these three

h

in Cincinnati,

2

was

station' directors.

WTIC Loses Lone

2

a

is

it

pointed out, since otherwise salesmen would often get more money

ihan

WCKY teas No.
WCKY was No.
WCKY was No.

INVEST YOUR AD DOLLAR
THE

by Mortimer C. Walters,
manager of WCPO, and

Warren 6. Giles, president of the
Cincinnati Baseball ClUb. It permits
to continue linltings with
several Ohio and Kentuclty stations
on the baseballcasts.

CINCINNATI

WCPO

No. 16 for Red Barber
Red Barber's

FIFTY

THOUSAND WATTS OF

Ask Fre« & Peters

foi>

Details

SELLING

About the Greatest of

cross-the-board co-

op sports program on CBS l*as been
bought on WCBS, key outlet in New
York, by Reid's Ice Cream, through
Doherty, Clifford, Shenfield agency.

Deal brings to 16 number of coop sponsorships of Barber stanza.

WCKY

WilSON STATION

WCKY

in 1945.

two-year contract was signed

last weei:

general

t B

THE WCKY JAMBOREE

POWER

All Mailpuil

Programs
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RAHIO

.Mother o* Bessie Mack,
Federation of Jewish Women's Organizations.
Lee Refused Peek
who handles auditions for Arthur Godfrey's "Talent Scouts," died last
week (7) . .Mother of Jim Miller, assistant trade and television publicity
jock whirl two hours
disk
a
doing
Havrilla
Alois
Clifirges, Mat
man at NBC, died..,.
author
Caldwell,
.Taylor
Paterson.
.
on
WPAT,
every afternoon, Mon.-Sat.,
EggartsviUe,
of best-selling "This Side of Innocence," is coming down from
Spread Out on Coast
over
WHN,
Trial,'
"Books
On
Jan.
20,
on
N. Y., to be defense attorney
Washington, Jan. 14.
when Jan Westcott's "The Borderland" is placed on docket. .. .Nancy
FCC last Friday (10) turned down
publicity director, captured the most
Hanson, wife ,of Jo Ranson,
.
.
.
f/V
Central flat a petition of the Don
Lee NetVermont popular painting prize at recent Critics' Choice exWbition at Grand
Alma Marks of Wm. Morris office got in four days of skung a fortnight Art Galleries.
work for a declaratory ruling spell,
....Mary Hunter of American Theatre Wing GI scljools copped
CBS' Bob Shayon making a week's production out of real jury duty.^ . . ing out the specific violations
radio acting chores Earle Lanthe
of sun in Nassau.... Beside resuming his
from media research to spot time buying for Benton
more is pro tern with Theatre Guild, understudying "Iceman Cometh^.,.. Mary McKe&na shifted
alleged
to
is
liet
have
made
of the
Gamble biz, which will be handled
Bowles accounts except Procter
CBS bad special signs painted to identify the "reabsm; sub-r^ate^^^
ColumWa by Ruth E. Jones.. ..Mutual news director Milton Burgh married to Anna commission's chain broadcasting
"surrealism" microphone groupings used for Saturdays (11)
pulling regulations.
...
As a result hearing
B. Lindsey of NBC newsroom. .. .Joe Bigelow sporting a cane after
Workshop presentation, "The Surreal Marriage," by Elwdod Hoffman
Texas a couple of leg tendons while tobogganing in the hills of Pennsylvania
fortnight
on renewal licenses of the net's
Radio writer James Hart enroute home from hohday
ptomaine .;. PrisciUa Kent giving a series of lectures on radio writing at New York four 0. o. stations was due to go
was taken oft train in wheelchair after all-night vigil with
oa
has Profile of Univ.
.Wildroot may sponsor "What's the Name of That SOng?" on Pon as scheduled today iw Los Angeles,
Contact, which is the British equivalent of Fortune mag,
Frederick tewis, Lee net, and may buy it for full MBS net soon.
with Don Lee on the mat for violaa Monopoly" in current edition. It's a story of BBC, by
.Don Hirst. now doing the scriptArt Henley addressing Carl GUck's class in Foundations of Playwriting tion of five chain regulations rather
radio editor of London News Chronicle.
ing on "You Are An Artist," televised on WNBT Thursday nights.
at NYU next Monday (20) night. .. .Nadine Miller, director of information than the two originally cited by
'
Century Circuit putting on a half -hour "Show Business", stanza on for the Kansas City public school system, joining C. B. HQoper organiza- FCC.
Marty Goodman recuper- tion Feb. 1 as director of press and public relations... Haila Stoddard,
WNEW, Sundays, beginning Jan. 26, at 5 p.m
Commission's first charge against
engineer at CBS
ating from appendectomy, i. ,Dr. Kurt Schlesinger, senior
Scott McKay and Patsy O'Shea added, to "Our Gal Sunday".... Jeanne
American Cagney, Elaine Rost, Ken Daigneau and Kermit Murdock new quartet on Don Lee was for infraction of the
dept. of engineering reseairch, reading paper on tint video before
chain rule which forbids nets to op.
.Wylie Adams of ABC
.Owen -Tordan joins "Stella Dallas" players. tion time witliout SB days' notice,
Institute ,of Electrical Enginesers in N. Y., Jan. 28.
'Front Page Farrell" series.
Frank Behrens and Amzie Strickland ...Rosalie Allen, of WOV, inked for a series of television shots by
in bed with ptomaine poisoning
and for optioning more time than
Submission deadline for this ... .As a trailer for the fund raising drive of American Women's Voluntary
parents of a boy, named Timothy Frank
the rules prescribe.
After examin<
year's national radio awards of CCNY's annual radio confab is Jan. 31
Services. Mrs. Bernard F. Gimbel threw a cocktail party last week for ing some 416 documents in the web's
John Witten upped from research dept. manager to newly-created post of femmes radioites
J. Barton Loeb's- federal court suit against CBS, Mil- files, the FCC enlarged its charges
Witten's research
assistant to the prexy at Young & Rubicam agency.
ton Berle, et al re "Court of. Petty Grievances" and "Kiss and Make Up" to include alleged violation of the
job taken over by Dr. Peter Langhoff, formerly chief statistician of Army settled out of court. .. .Dwight Cooke now occupying Dick Sanville's for- chain rules forbidding exclusive afJean
Service Forces and research director for Veterans Administration.
mer 18th floor office at CBS. .Jeanne Meyer leaving CBS program writ- filiation contracts, territorial excluMeegan succeeded Willa Martin as theatre reviewer and columnist for ing division geb. l:...Hobe Morrison this week convening members of sivity, and giving a station the right
William J. Breen,
Aissociated Press, continuing also to report on radio
radio committee of former Writers War Board to mull possible continu- to reject network shows.
Jr., has shifted from Young & Rubicam to Sherman & Marquette agency, ance of work through other organizations
Bob Stuart, former assistant
FCC said it was turning down the
acting for latter as account exec on Colgate-Palmolive-Peet billings
producer at WOR, quit to join the advertising staff of U. S. Rubber, workDon Lee request for a declaratory
Jill Warren now
Scripter Paul Milton has quit Gabriel Heatter show
ing with Campbell-Ewald staffers on radio and television shows. .. .Gene
with Newell-Emmett agency as director of promotion for "Chesterfield Shefrin, planter at Dave Alber's flackery, expecting family addition in ruling since it would present its
Supper Club".. i. Tom Carr has quit Carr & Stark, Inc., which now be- summer. .1 .Florida Citrus Commission signed' Johnny Olsen and ABC's case first at today's hearing and, in
comes Charles Stark, Inc.... Dorothy Lewis participating in a panel dis- "Ladies Be Seated" to air from Winterhaven for a week beginning Feb. 17 any event, the net had been given
cussion tod^ (Wednesday)' at the annual confab and luncbeoa of the ....Michael Carr, associated with Larry Hammond's radio production "a very complete opportunity" to
know in advance the basis of FCC's
setup, recovering nicely after appendectomy at Manhattan General Hoscharges against it.
pital. . , (Benson Inge, of Ted Bates agency, doing jury duty.
Co-@ps Looking
Disk jock Fred Robbins, of WOV's "1280 Club" and CBS' Columbia
Richard Kollmar
Network placement of web option Recbrd Shop, profiled in this week's (16) Time Mag
in U. S. by Mayfair Fashion Gui]4.
dressed
one
of
the
10
best
men
chosen
time on a local co-operative basis,
given a, hypo last week when ABC
turned over "Town Meeting" to its
Larry Herns recovered from his heart attack and back steering the Jack
co-op dept., received further impetus
Carson show
Don Stanley replaced Don Forbes on the Richfield Rethis week when Mutual lets its co-op
Sam Fuller shopping around for a
porter, oldest of the Coast newscasts
division start selling "Fishing and show but he insists it isn't as a replacement for any of the going Colgate
Hunting Club of the Air'* to local shows of Sherman & Marquette:. .Raymond R. Morgan heading east to
Tom Breneman started his seventh
talk over a deal for "Heart's Desire"
sponsorship.
"Town Meeting," which is on the year of "Breakfast in Hollywood" (and Sardi's) and his p.a. has it all
ABC net at 8:30 p.m. Thursdays, figured out that during the time- he gave away 25,000 orchids and pecked
snagged 17 local sponsors in one at the cheeks of 10,000 fine old ladies. ., .Dick Uhl has been dropped by
Ryan for reasons of economy and Sam Pierce, production
week. Mtttual's "Club" is on Mon- Ruthraufl
days at 10. p.m., and is sponsored on supervisor for RuthraufI & Ryan, flips the cues for Dick Haymes & Co
KFI's Bill Ryan
4S stations by Mail Pouch tobacco. Bob Swan, veteran announcer, taken on staff at ABC
ordered aU commercial station breaks for a 20-hour period new year's eve
Further significance in these' coIt cost
to keep up a constant tatoo of traffic warnings to tipsy drivers.
op deals is seen in fact that the co
'•HIRIS
YA'"
the NBC affiliate around $2,500 in station break biz
Ed Gardner and his
operatives are getting away from the
House
15-minute stanzas to which they had tavern help may do' a show for President Truman at the White
ttlRIS fUilDAY PAitn
been largely confined imtil now. while broadcasting from the east. It's his favorite program, it says here
"Meeting" is an hour show, while ..j^. Richard SanyiUe, staff producer with CBS in N^w York, trained to tor
his nuptials with D. J. ITiompson, stage and radio actress. "They'll make
"Club" is 30-minutes.
their home in Pasadena
W. B. Lewis called off his Coast trek for reasons that must have stemmed from talks with Borden. . .Rotation of
comics will be used on the Joan Davis show to arrive at a permanent zany
to fill the spot vacated by Wally Brown, Jack Oakie led off the trial horses
Art Moore, producer of "County Fair," to town for talks with Bill Gernannt, owner of the package.
Jack Benny and Mary Livingstone turned 20 years of wedded life Tuesday and observed the event quietly on the desert. .. .Robert E. Lee and
Jerry Lawrence back from their N. Y. stage venture to lend their personal
writing and production touch to "Favorite Story" for one of the big department stores
Victor Bay of the baton tribe making his home here....
Betty. Rhodes' guest shot with Bob Hope may develop into a regular berth
Expresses his appreciation to the following
.'.
.Meredith Willson is the only star of his own program who writes the
integiated commercials for Canada Dry and most of the leadin-ins and
artists who contributed their talents so
monolog.
generously to
Public
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JACKSON LEIGHTER

.

the
broadcast via wLIB,

Service Programs

New York,

during 1946:

LARRY ABLER
"

—

"Aldrich Family" airs from Chi on Jan.

CHARLES BOYER
JOSEPH GOTTEN
MELVYN DOUGLAS
nitEN GAHAGAN DOUGLAS
PAUL DRAPER
BETTY GARRETT

RUTHHUSSEY
GERTRUDE LAWRENCE
FRANCIS LEDERER
CANADA LEE
BERT LYTELL

MARGO

CHICAGO ...

IN

New

30,

marking

first

time show

ABC

York mikes
El Henry,
Central Division jpublicity topper, minus tonsils after recent deal with surgeon
Four out of five local
dailies now carry
video listings. .. .Les Atlass, CBS Western Division veepee, set for summer after purchase of 104-ft. yacht.... Rosemary
leaves

EDDIE ALBERT

Wayne finding herself pretty busy with increase in time for "Tonight In
Chicago," and new every day disk jockeying, both via WJJD.... Murray
Forbes, Chicago actor and writer, has sold film rights of new book, "Hollow Triumph," to Charles R. Rogers for 25 Gs. .. .Jack Hartley joins NBC
"Stella Dallas" soaper .in role of Vince Judson
Paul Neilson joined
newsstaff, replacing William Needham, who now manages WTBP,
Troy, N. Y
Marshall Kent in unique spot giving tips from a male on
how to be too-too with his new WJJD "Feminine Angle". .Don Brinkley
contnuity staffer, new papa to daughter, ditto for ABC Central Divi-

WGN

WGN

.

sion staff pianist William

Moss with

'

,

.

.

. .

MARTHA SCOTT
FRANK SINATRA
ORSON WELLES

(Available)

® Mofh-Eaten Ideas
* Trife Situations
® 1802 Gag File
• Buttons Sewed on Free
Box 414. Variafy. 1S4 W. 4&th

son.

Kirby Hawkes new producer of Mutual's "Captain Midnight". .. .ABC
hosted party at Drake hotel for winners in Beaulah Karney's heirloom
holiday recipe contest at which guests were served samples of prize nabb.ers
Jack Owens, Breakfast Club crooner, off to Des Maines for vaude
stint on Jan. 19 per KRNT Radio theatre.
.Geraldine Kay on New York
vacation.... Jack Ryan, NBC Central Division publicity
head, ill with
bronchial pneumonia.
.Schutter Candy Co., through Schwimmer & Scott
renew "David Harding-Counterspy" for 52 weeks bn.-<ull ABC net....
BUI Ray, NBC Central Division news top, elected prez of Chicago Headline
club. .. .Curly Bradley, Mutual's Tom Mix, to New Y'ork
for March of
Dimes show. ...WIND set for move into new quarters in Wrigley building

BILL MAULDIN

COMEDY WRITER

WBKB

Naw

A

St.

York 19. N. Y.

TO DO?

JOB-

THE WRITER TO DO

IT

CBS CHICAGO

wLlB,

New York, DOROTHY S. THACKREY
Chairman

THEODORE

O.

THACKREY
Vice-Chairmdn

JACKSON LEIGHTER
President

Now

WINS Revamps Program

broadcasting from Manhattan's

most Modern Studios

Setup;

35 New Shows

Jerry Danzig, progrjun director, with
help all the way up and down the

A SPEC1AM8T tN

organization.
Personalities and groups tied in
with the various shows include disk
jock "Red" Benson, Ruth Moss Tay-

yievra Wttli

ting into effect this week (13) an
entire new show setup, with 35 new
stanzas ranging from 15-minute slots
to two hours across the board.
It

is

one of the

program reshuffles
one time in a long
schedule has been

^'Three

Beaux

& A

BESID aOKBS AKK
THOSE PEOPLE QUOTE

»n find ovtr SM ol thusn sur"'!'';
traih
In "PUNCH ..l-INE*.
wrlttan by • top radit iMmiui. Sult•lli^
Send
romlt; MC. nilto itatlM. itnt, *tt.
•il< dollw fw 'PUNCH LINES" tt
And jou

Louis—Al Chance

KMOX

of
is
most ambitious conducting a talent hunt for children
undertaken at in ^t. Louis. Station is mulling, the
time. The new idea of putting a children's
theatre
worked out by on the air.

Hnmnn Toncb

THK

Peep" quartet,

and Thomas Sugrue.
St.

a

CDMMgNTARIES
DRAMATIC NARRATION

WINS, N. Y., which Was taken
over a few months ago by the Cros- lor,
Jack Lacy, Archdale Jones, Doley Broadcasting Corp., has reshuf- lores Craeg, Bert Shefter and orch,
fled its entire program content, put- Jeff Davis, Prti Devon,
Lucille Ryan,

orloliul,

m

'

lit,

m*

t.AIT0B8 BNtrairaBD
BByant S-OSti
4Sd St.

New York
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Stuff-RadiD

Hollywood, Jan.

contrib at an all-night charity stint for Sydenham hospital,
Maxine Sullivan being iniced for her weekly nhow

was

Jt

yoke's Vox Pop

if.

Y., that resulted in

on

WNEW, New York

Program preemed under her own name Sun-

indie.

rfay (12).

week Miss

Sullivan appeared on the Art Ford "Milknan's Matinee" at midnight and sang until 6 a.m. with hardly a break, on
a special program for Sydenham hospital, currently conducting a fund
drive to 'remain in operation. While she sang various members of the station's music staflf moved in and out of the studio as accompanists, one
-taking his turn when the other tired.
Earlier in the

Following the show Miss Sullivan and station flack Will Yolen huddled
coif ee, and the sepia chanteuse favored
at the letter's home over a cup of
the idea of her bwil radio show. Now she has a 15-minute stanza every
been
gjindayi her first in six years; Also as a'^esult of the progrto
niade chairman of the Maxine Sullivan Oonihiittee for Sycjeiihani hospital.

KECA

In Hollywood, hit upon
Bill Davidson, program man&get of ABG's
a stunt to help along the March of Ditnes drive tha was snapped up
speedily by the network and Hollywood Citizen-News. Idea is to collect
a mile of dimes— 87,960-— by stringirig a tape up and down the film capital's
strip
by passersby and stunt given a
Vine st. Coins will be pasted on the
touch of glamor by having him and radio stars contribute their thin ones
while microphones pick up their comments. ABC will make a special
event of the stunt with various exploitation devices. Ribbon goes up at 6
8;m. Jan; 23, and won't be taken down until the tape is filled. Boy Scouts
and other youth organizations will police the strip to see that no stickyfingered gent puts one and takes two/
,

:

'

:

The proxy of a Florida station wishes he hadn't heard certain gossip
about tUs chief competitor. The prexy was told that Mr. Competitor had
put on a gabber who read racing predictions taken right out of the columns of a certain paper without credit to the paper. "By all means,
notify that paper and let 'em sue," yelled the prexy in glee, without
further checking. The paper was notified and got ready to sue. When it
called for recordings of the plagiarizing spieler, and listened carefully ^it
turned out that the call letters were of that very prexy's own outlet. The
prexy had advised some one too fast, and was just as fast trying to pull

—

"

,

—

strings to kill that suit.

:

MCA

America

with Ted Husing because Of his failure
commissions on his disk-jockey job' at WHN, N.
Husing

Mtisic Corp. of

is tiftihg

%

to pai^
claims that he was bound only verbally to the talent a^eiicy and doesn't
feel obligated to them inasmuch as he IfOt the
job himself.

WHM

—

'-f-^

Loiidoii-to-M.Y..SIittIe

Coast

14.

Frank Sinatra has put the
bobby soxers on probation and
if tbey behave at Wednesday's
broadcast he'll let them conie

I^a,

to his other shows.
On his return from the east he ordered
the age minimum at 18 and the
kids practically picketed him
outside the theatre.
Smarting
under the criticism of columnists
and feature writers, he relented
and gave Uieni one more chance^

Musicitfns'

A

on

irifisi!

-iisl

Series f®r II.S. Market
new British-U.S.A. radio tiein

has been worked out, whereby shows
will be written ill London^ edited in
New York, transcribed in London for
the American market by an American producer, then sold on platters

If they whinny and scream
while he sings the bars go up
again and they will again be excluded from his broadcasts
w*hat few remain before he
powders the Old Gold account.

5

47 prexy,
who respectfully
gratefully declined.

r
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Program
and hold ca audience

subulilul* for
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there
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Columbus,
It is

expected that a tentative in-

be completed
before Tyler reports to Germany,
stitute

Feb.

progi'ara .will

I.

sometime

He

930

Kc.

-

HBd

Affiliate

OWNED AND OPERATED BY
OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING CO.

was really interested, it's felt, it
would have, a.s others did, su,t;gested
However, since this was
not done it's thought that the AFM

revisions.

tion won't be announced.
First two subjects have

never; serious

AFM

the

If

about

the

al-

remains adamant, in

attitude the others, including
the Office Employees International
Union, the American Federation of

Radio

Artists,

BrotherhoocI

of

the

International

Electrical Workers,

Screen Publicists Guild and possible
others will go ahead. All now hold
copies of the agreement and are
studying thenl
before
returning
them to RDG. Overall program includes mutual discussion of related

problems,

and

support

possible

tackling of television.

Carried Monday, Wednesday and

already
been announced, "Will Taft-Ellender
Bill solve the housing crisis?" and
"Should the steel-workers get a
raise?" University Soapbox will be
broadcast, 8 to 9 every Tuesday
evening, from ballroom of University Club, which will seat 400. Format Is to follow generally that of
Town Meeting of Air with presentation of both sides of subject, some
rebuttal and then questions from
audience.
'

WAnAGE

was

liance.

its

Show

WTAM

1

HOOKUP

paign in the South.

Friday, at 6:30 p.m., the story features an outstanding yarii of Ohio
events, either dealing witll history,
people or institutions.
.

Narrator is Robert Waldrop, formerly with "Treasury Salute," and
one-time NBC announcer. Producer
is StUart Bucharian, whb had, served
as guest director of "Lux Radio
Theater," and "Hollywood Hotel."
Scripts are prepared by Frank Seidel
of Cleveland.
Music is under the

WTAM's music director,
Walberg Brown, and cast members
are from the station staff.
Other Ohio stations carrying the
direction of

show include WBNS, WSTV, WSPD,
WFMJ, and WHIZ. McCann Erickson

is

the agency.

:

Crosiey Salea

Powwow

Cincinnati, Jan.

14.

More than

30 officials and Gaffers
Cincy,
New York, Chicago and Atlanta,
will attend the Crosiey Broadcasting
of

'WLW apd WINS, from

annual sales meeting here
Jan. 17-19, with James D. Shouse,
president, in the chair. Only guest
speaker will be Frank Haas, representative of "American Homes,"
In the absence of Hatry Mason
Smith, veepee in charge of sales,
Corp.

Shows air Tuesdays and araiurs- who is undergoing treatment in Chidays, 11:15 to 11:30 a^m. Deal is cago for a circulatory ailment, visihandled by .Steele advertising agency tors will be welcomed by Neal
here.
Srhith, assistant sales manager.

is

expected to return

Pittsburgh, Jan, 14.
Corey,
assistant
Mrs.
Victoria
supervisor of public service programs at KDKA, has been appointed
educational director of the Westinghouse station here, succeeding Robert
E. White, who was recently made
in Philgeneral manager of

Columbia Workshop

Portrait" Series •

CBS "American

MBS "Crimes 6f Carelessness" (National Board of

Fire

Underwriters)
THE NEW YORk tiMES.

Saiiday. A««|. Tl. r94«.

Guest bf

REOARDING MR. BIEVER

CBS'

»y JRVINK SPIBCKt

Bill

Leonard
•

CBS
V-J

Day

Anniversary

in April.

KDKA's Femme Appointment

THE

,

.

New

Shdw

CITY

The AFM was lukewarm on the
matter from the start, offering only
token participation of a representative at the first meeting and failing
thereafter to show any interest. *The
reply was, therefore, it concluded, a
foregone conclusion.
If the AFM

IE

Dr. L Keith Tyler, head of the
radio education department at Ohio
State Univ. and director of the Infor Education for Radio,
stitute
leaves for Germany at the end of
the month as a member of the educational mission which is to draft
an instructional-materials program
for German schools.
Tyler, a leader in educational radio circles, will have the status of
special expert adviser to the United
States Military 'Governnient on educational matters.
Dr. Harrison B. Summers, formerly public service manager for
ABC, and now professor: of speech
at OSU, has been named director of
the 1947 Institute to be held May 2-5
in

OKLAHOMA

and

all for revisions and.'or recommendations, specifically stated that no privileges,
bargaining rights or other infringements on individual aetiyities would"
be included.

A

WWSW

prepared by

constitution,

but submitted to

Columbus, Jan. H.

to hare maiorHy

audlencM 93,3% ei
WBY loc<d programs ponen
thU |)ower almost equally with WKY's
NBC network prognmu, the overage
tooidty produced quarter>hour atlrac»Ib« Oh orerage 38.9% (hore-of oudk
«nce oonpsnsd with a 42.7'/. average

Clive

TO GERMANY,

SUMMERS HEADS

WKY csegionu wwe lound

(he Haw.

starring

RDG

—

Deal is between British radio
package producer and consultant
Harry Alan Towers, and Oliver W.
NicpU, of Radio Features of America.
HOUSE'
NlooU is reportedly dickering with
Houston, Jan. 14.
Bob Novak, recently resigned from
Three 50-000-watt stations—
Mutual net as director of talent and
program development, to do the KHLD, Dallas, KTRH, Houston, and
shuttle job of editing the London KABCy Saa Antonio—are being used
scripts in New York, then producing
by the South Texas Cotton Oil Co.
them and directing them for tranPurpose will for a hew show, "Crustiene Melody
scription in London.
be to wrap up London shows with House."
genuine British flavor but angled
The special network ties in three
speeiflcally for the American market powerful outlets located within a
First of the "Towers shows being radius of 200 miles, believed to be
handled by NicoU for the American one of the largest concentrations of
transcription market is "Secrets of higher power for such a radio camScotland
Brook.

WEY's powtr |0 otttoct and hold
on oudioac* )». tha kind ol |)««er an
advMtfMi' mtdi motk In 30 counUu
•i
OMohonKi ia wUicb Audience
£ni*iry«, fas., conducted a IHffy Study

AFM

tentative

Soapbox ofijr

mODY

PROGRAMS

that assumed by the San Francisco
musicians' group, which refused to
join.
Feeling here is that the attitude is typical of the
and its
lone wolf game, particularly since

fitttolleges'

LOTSA

in Its

Ireetors leep Wooing

Bebuif, howewr,, will not be taken
lying down; OlDG and others eager
to set up" an all-embracing labor
group in radio will make another
stab at Local 47, probably asking
for particulars which were hot defined in replying letter. The reply
stated only that the union was not in
agreement with several phases and
could not ' therefore join in with
Pittsburgh, Jan. 14.
others Which had aliready tentatively
program to include five local approved it and agreed on signing
universities in a college forum kicks up. Among the latter
are the RDG,
off next Tuesday (21) and every X
Radio Writers Guild, the Naweek thereafter over
when tional As.sociation of Broadcast Encollege students will participate in gineers and Technicians,
a University Soapbox of the Air>
of
Stand
Local ;47 is the Same as
Designed to give undergraduates a
chance to blow ofE steam on controversial subjects
the news,
in
forums will be handled on a rota- 7-Statioii Ohio Net
tion system, with only one student
Airs
'Phone
participating from each school. Two
students will be assigned to each
Cleveland, Jan. 14.
side of the problem to be presented
"The Ohio Story" a new 15-niinute
by a fifth. Station figures there program sponsored by the Ohio Bell
might be some kickback to school Telephone Co., is being carried from
over opinions of its tindergrads on a
and relayed to six other stahot pot«(to so the- student's affilia-' tions in this state.

in this country.

I

Biit

Hollywood, Jan, 14.
union here apparently

wants no part of its fellows a«d—
perhaps with homeoffice instrucUon
—has refused to ally with nowforming Council of Radio Arts and
Crafts. A letter so stating has been
received by the shepherding Radio
Directors Guild here over the signature of J. K. "Spike" Wallace, Local

,

.M

iiskim Tirn Dowii CoimciI

CurJis Biever's all motivatingirig occupation these

days

is

for
CBS's
music
"American Portrait"— a proevery Saturday night

creating

gram

(6:15), devoted to the ideals
and deeds of the nation's his-

torical figures
who molded
American democracy.
It is a chore which Biever
particularly relishes erd rv'lh
ju.'ti.'if"''e

COLUMBIA RECOilDS

Guest of

NBC's

The "American

Portrait prb-

a fine musical challenge. This nation is
rich with its illustrious pioneers and achievements, and
the incidental music mu.st at
all times blend with these nar-

gtam," he

ratives

— music

seriou.s,

Maggi McNellis

isaid, "is

that,

dramatic and

is

•

CBS
"Your House

light,

jocular."'

On

Is

Fire"

He might have mentioned ihat
the Kuiding fathers of the profirt'fim are more than; satisfled
with the Biever creations.

sdon^

W

released

KYW

adelphia.
In addition to her broadcasting
work, Mrs. Corey conducts the Uni-

versity of Pittsburgh's class in radio
writing.

BIElERf

Coipostr-CiiiiduGtflr

—
Weclneisdaf, laaaary 15, I947

THREATEiS

ST. lOUIS

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES
Denver—"Mile High Farmer"

from

will tee off here

pro-

KXYZ

STRIKE AS KMOXiALIS

and be

aired for a quarter-hour each Monday, Wednesday and Friday over
.stations ot the Lona Star Chain.
Programs will be sponsored by the

KOA

sustainer for two and
igram,
a half years, has been, taken on by
Co., on a year's
Sears Roebuck
Agricultural Director
contract.

&

•

KOA

Hal KenoUet conducts the program Gulf Brewing Co.
six days a week at 6-6:30 a.m

—

Topeka Joe Farreil is new announcer tor WIBW-FM, the new
Arthur Capper FM outlet here. Fer-

RADIO

0.0. SERIES

DOWN FOR

8 WEEKS

recent

m AFUlgenda

A

RWa

a long vacation after his
discharge from the Army
Success of the "Radio and You"
before joining lecture series at Town Hall, N, Y.
at Ft. Benning, Ga.,
He had earlier been this fall, has prompted expansion of
WIBW.
at
up
With WEW, St. Louis, WSPA and the course for the new eight-week
Course
aeries starting toniglit (15).
WORD, Spartanburg, S. C.
titled "Behind The Scenes Of Radio."
one-half hours,
Kansas City—Dave Bain, head of and running one and
half-hour
well-known
include
will
a
the broadcast equipment division for
RCA, has moved his headquarters show as done on the air, with audishow. Producer,
here from Chi. Bain handles terri- ence then discussing
actors on show, as well
tory including Missouri, Kan.sas, writer and'
Continued from page 28
of tMfe agency or
Colorado, Wyoming, Nebraska and as a representative
will be grilled by audience
Sponsor,
section of Illinois.
ized. "Let's not use FM's high-fidel
on any topic pertaining to the show
ity just to sell soap," he said. Denny
or to radio in general.
said FCC stood pat on its allocation
Miami—FCC this week granted liBob Hawk's quiz show will open of the 88-108mc band to FM.
^cense to Biscayne Broadcasting Co.,
"20 Questions"
Hofheinz pointed to FCC's longnewly organized Miami outfit, to op- series tonight, with
Jinx time support of FM, and pledged the
(22).
following next week
erate on an COO kilocycle, one kilowill
McCrary
Falkenburg and Tex
new organization to "cooperate" with
watt powered band in this area.
Jan. 29; "Juvenile Jury," Feb. the commission all up and down the
New outlet will broadcast on a sun- follow
Boulton;
5, and House Jameson, Milo
line.
He pointed to a half-dozen
rise to sunset schedule.
Charles Collingwood and others on
stations that have been in the
subsequent sessions. Director of the
Houston "De.sign for Grand Liv- course is Gretta Baker, scripter and black since they first went on the
air, and urged members." to follow
ing," a listener participation show, lecturer on radio at N. Y. U,
their example in promoting
as a
"better mousetrap."
"Despite the 15 times as many
receivers delivered each month, and
ijfrs. Tliafikrey
all the other advantages FM enjoys
- Contlnurd from page 30
are
advertteers
television,
over
scrambling t6 get into television
the way they often are— and the and overlooking
altogether,"
woman listener shown dramatically Hugh Lavery, of MoCann-Erickson
probhow to cope with children's
agency, told the audience. Urging
lems. Let the husband be occasionpromotion all along the way, Lavery
ally a drunk, a ne'er-do-well or a
said agencies definitely need to be
guy who roams and the drama help
sold on fact that choice time availIn other
solve those problems.
able on FM represents better adverwords, let's bring the serials back
tising
investments than marginal
to the type of realism they had durSome
time on weak
outlets.
ing the war.
"FM stations' jumping with jive for
"I hope radio will be able to put
the bobby-sox brigade" were urged
more, real cultural and educational
by Lavery Who said tod often FM
programs without those horrible
has becotne assoqiatied in the jninds
tags."
of time-buyers with long-hair music.
A hint of some of the programs
Five Advantages
mulled by Mrs. Thackrey was seen
Lavery listed five advantaiges of
in her recent FCC presentation for
over AJI for advertisers: Better
hiked power and nighttime operation.
There, while much of the time' to sell, less competitioni audihoped-for night prograniihing ifor ences generally of higher income and
rel took

Hellir Statis

Continued from page 21
St. Louis, Jan. 14.
Should KMOX, local CBS outlet, getting under the new codes. In wood chapter action against
KPI,
continue to refuse to sign a new Hollywood, last waek, 14 CSS sound must take precedence.
contract, members of AFRA. will effects men took k vote on whether
vote of 54-14 to use to withdraw from AFRA and join,
call a strike.
Tackles NBC
this means to obtain the new con- instead, the International Brother*
Hollywood, Jan. 14.
tract was voted Sunday (12) at a hood of Electrical Workers. The
Radio Writers Guild will meet
meeting called by Sterling Harkins, vote was 10-4 in favor of IBKW.
with NBC biggies on new wage
president of the local.
That move is expected to spread demands' for news room staif on
.KMOX's contract with the union to other sound men In the principal or immediately after Jan. 20, de«
expires Jan. 31. The chief demand production centers. There was a pending on return and availability
is the fixing of a $90 a week minifeeling among some AFRA people of Sam Moore, national president
mum to replace the present $55, and that the thing to do is go through and local resident, who will be oa
standard fees for all newscasts, in- the motions of challenging IBEW's negotiating committee.
merely
for
those
made
out
o£
stead
Guild board met with writers conjurisdiction over these men, but that
of schedule, as provided in the it might be best to let them go. The cerned last week to determine terms
present contract/ New contracts be- sound men griped over AFRA's to be asked; of the net, which has
tween the union and stations KWK, failure to wipe out their wage agreed to negotiate, according to
begin
within
KSD and
will
differentials, which make them low- permitting clause in the existing
the next 60 days, Harkins stated.
paid by comparison with other two-year contract.
•

KXOK

FMA

.

FM

—

FM

FM

FM

—

AM

—

AFRA

members.

One other bit of trouble faced by
the nets as well as AFRA concerns
the labor-management committee in
which the NAB was supposed to
join. The NAB board's refusal to
sanction such a committee, at its
San Francisco meeting, last week,
doesn't bother AFRA. It was the
nets, at the negotiations, who had
insisted on such a committee. But
the failure of
to go along is
just another indication, it's said, of

NAB

the general idea that's got around
that AFRA bluffed in tlie first place
when it rattled its strike sword.

—

threatenIt's that kind of policy
ing strike, building the idea of strike
among the members, and getting
them steamed up merely as a tactic,
without intending to go through
with it—that bothers some national

want to remind him also that
a year ago he promised to decide
whether he wants to be national
chief or New York head ^but that

.

WWSW

h^s set a
with the subjects—
weekly broadcasts by Rev.
Thomas J. Quigley, superintendent
of Catholic schools here.
Quarter-hour airers every Thursday evening at 8:13 have been sched.
uled for balance of school year.

series of

PAPER
BLIZZARD

—

he agreed
burdens.

he

can't"

carry

botli

AFRA

national board met in
N. Y. last night (Tuesday), hut taone
of those inner unibii matters was
scheduled, the feeling being that
settling the code
problems, and
culture levels;
cin be used to perhaps sanctioning local Hollytest new types of advertising and
its technical advantages can be used
:

The

paltimore, Maryland—

FM

little that was new,
FM
some fresh ideas were noted. There
was emphasis on radio drama experimentation through two projected to experiment with new program
shows, and some special plans for techniques. He urged local promoshows {^imed at young people of tion ot FM with dealers, agencies
high school and college level.
and the public, and warned FM
But Mrs. Thackrey was frank in broadcasters to set fair ad rates and
saying that those shows will hot go to stick to them. Above all, he said,

WLIB showed

on unless the station gets

its

night-

time permit.
When Mrs. T. gets going. Indie
people feel, she may give some real
opposition in the N.Y. market.

BECIN THE BIG GAIN mtii

FM'ers
efforts

should

not

by competitive

Maxon

agency. Pumphrey
without good promotion,
a lot of FM broadcasters would go
broke before they were on the air
a year.
Armstrong declared that FM is a
potential $100,000,000 a year business,
but warned against production of interior receivers which rob FM of its
high-adelity and harm it with the
public.
W. R. David, of General
of

that,

That Stock Issue

immediate signs of. action? Again
web execs say they're waiting
to see what the market does.
Within the web itself, there's a

the

:

WWVA

STATION

.

.

WFBR

plug FM heavily in counts
that put great store in the
its "Radio-in-every-room" drive, Edvital Pittsburgh-W, Va. steel-coal
ward Taylor, sales manager ot Zenmarket. Noble, for one, kicked up
ith Radio Corp., told FMA. He said
quite a fuss over the web losing the
20,000,000 prewar jets were in need
powerful outlet.
ot replacement, and bulk of these
The network's elimination of web
would be AM-FM sets.
Directors of FMA were elected at feeds in th« east from midnight to
conclusion of the sessions. They are: 1 a.ra., beginning Sunday (12), and
the
cut of eastern-originated net
C. M. Jansky, Jr.; W. R. David,
General Electric: Hofheinz; Dillard; feeds between 6 and 7 p.m. effected
Leonard Asch, WBZA, Schenectady; a week earlier (6) are other steps
regarded
by some as economy meaR.
F.
Kohn, WFMZ, Allentown;
sures. In each case, net execs have
Frank
Gunther;
Gordon
Gray,
WMIT, Winston-Salem; Ira Hirsch- explanations. They say that only six
mann, WABF. New York; Wayne or seven stations were taking net
shows
anyway
between 6-7 p.m. in
Coy, WINX-FM, Washington; and E.
J. Hodel, WCFC, Beckley.
An execu- the east, while Central Division and
tive
committee tor liaison with Mountain-Pacific affiliates were devoting that hour to kid show repeats.
FCC is yet to be named.
As for the midnight-l a.m. curtailment, the blame Is laid on the claim
Denver—Francis A. Nelson, who that Hitery and hotel spots
won't
has carried a commercial license share in the cost
of remotes,, due
Since 1912. and was an operator with to bad
business and the break-up
Marconi Wireles.s, is retiring after of some prominent bands.
22 years with KOA. Nelson helped
Nevertheless, when all the cuts,
install the initial KOA station and curtailments,
resignations and shifts
transmittef in 1924 and has since are added up,
the feeling is that the
been with the station as transmitter ABC is currently playing
its ecoengineer.
nomic cards very close to the cufiE.
will

a living,

is

spot

a

just

WFBR

on a

dial.

all

the

ojffers

glamor Of Radio Gity in
smaller

replica

— product

audiences

—

plays

all

smart

on

begin the big gain when fhey gei
step with Cleveland's CH/fF Station— for

in

long'-term advertisers and large listener acceptartce prove WJW's programming does a
consistently solid {ob or selling and enter*
taining'.
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ABC Network
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company

dis-

the plusses that

advertisers

and buy.
tise

— studio
want

pays

to adver-

Radio

Station

It

WFBR. Ask the Blair man
or writ&WFBRy Baltinipre.

:

Ad verHsers

A

totalling

.

breathing radio station not

consciousness of the general tight

ening up condition, with some stirrings of uneasiness and anxiety.
and Ray Manson, president Business-wise, the network more
of
Stromberg- Carlson, estimated than held its own last year over
that between
150.000-180,000
sets '46, with a slight increase in billings.
were turned out in 1946, a little over
However, there
1% of the total set production. Be- some speculation appears to be
as to what the
tween 3,000,000 and 4,500,000 FM
switchover of the 50,000-watt
units— around 30% of the total— will
in Wheeling from ABC back to CBS
be produced in 1947, they estimated.
will do to Important network ac-

CLEVELAND'S

day. Result?

9,218 pieces of mail.

For

Similarly, some are asking what
about that stock issue ABC was pre
paring to float last year and which
has yet 'to com* o^, but with no

Electric,

RMA

on his Club

$5

paper blizzard

coming year.

Other specific promotion schemes
were headlined by Preston Pumphrey.
said

calmly and unobtrusively

show one

tentialities

WFBR

Henry Hickman,

stellar attraction for years,

offered

ABC
Continued (roni'^age 29

of the web's future stake
in video. But thMe's talk that ABC
dissipate their may pull out of television in the
selling.

in Pitt

Pittsburgh, Jan. 14,
effort to describe the phi.
and methods of teaching
in the Catholic schools and their re^
lation to the public schools—prin.
cipally to acquaint non-Catholics
In an
lo.sophy

to fight.

others,

WWSW

Sdliy

board members of AFRA. They feel
that AFRA had, perhaps with good
intentions on the part of leaders,
shown itself as a union that blusters,
instead of one tiiat speaks softly
but uses its fist when It rbally means

At least two members of the national board are ready to toss these
queries at Heller, as soon as the
contracts are signed.
These, and

Fornm

Catholic Scli®@l

;€<»ntin^ to show
that WTJ^S has

'more

iistli^ers

than all otlisr
stations hear<i|
'in th® mr@&%^
Icombineii.

^edmrndaff January 15, 1947
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CBS-iCA Colw Spabble

Tal

Stage

Par Goes

ii Plain

All

Oat For

Tele in One Big Swoop
Hollywood, Jan.

As Mifply

Hits Rival

Paramount Pictures
definitely

—in

Teles Arts-Science Acarfeiiy laws,

14,

now—but

is

the television busine,ss.

Embracing Wide

Fields;

It's wholly-owned subsidiary, TeleCBS television veepee Adrian ent black and white sets of com- vision Productions, Inc, operating
parable tube size.
W6XYZ— and soon to be KTLA—
Murphy, challenging directly KCA
Murphy also took issue with RCA was commercially licensed Jan. 9, SPOSA,
recentlytetter's
the
that
claims
claims that the letter's set converter marking the first commercial tele
unveiled all-electronic color method had punctured CBS' biggest talking station in the
West. Klaus LandsRESHUFFLE
IN
oilered a solution to th«s teletint point for color now that all sets berg,
director of Teleprod,
was
controversy, pointed out last week manufactured now for low frequen- simultaneous!' handed a, new fiveLouis A, Sposa, former program
BCA's simultaneous system cy black and white reception would year contract, while a request was operations manager of WABD (Duthat
would make even the lowest-pricec". become obsolete when the FCC ulti- made for FCC-release of the desired Mont, N. Y.), has been named direccall letters.
commercial
get a three-tube projection model. mately moves to the ultra-high fretor
of
the station's
The day was a veritable windfall operations. Sposa, in his new post,
Pointing to the high cost of black quencies. Combination low-and-UHF
for Par. It included the receipt also
and white projection sets, Murphy set devised by CBS can be built for
will consult with ad agency repreof two more Image Orthicon campredicted that any set incorporating only slightly less than the straight
sentatives on all phases of tele proeras
from
Radio
Corp.
America,
of
the BCA system v^ould be compara- color set, he declared. In addition, giving it a total
gramming.
of four I.O.'s, plus
ble in price to a Cadillac in the he said, the combo set is even better eight others, making for
Bob Emery succeeds Sposa as proa total of
automobile price scale.
than RCA's converter, since it picks 12, which is believed to be a na- gram" department chief, with a new
Prepping for the resumption in up all three colors for conversion tional high.
department established over which
N Y., Jan. 27, of FCC hearings on to low frequency monochrome, givImmediately taken preparations he will rule.
ing a truer picture than RCA's con- was to set up a fitting kickoff proverter, which picks up only the gram with which to celebrate the
event. The giant show, not necesFight Just Begun
green from a color camera.
sarily a commercial, will undoubtIf tlie FCC comes through with
Jan.
14,
Washington,
edly include many of Par's top film
the
CBS request, '/iurphy said, the names. And there are a group
marshal*
are
RCA and DiiMont
of
will
start
with'
web
limited
fight-to-the»finish
commercial
ing for a
sponsors reportedly waiting now to
transmission in color immediately. sign
CBS on the question of color
up to establish themselves

EMORY UPPED

WABD

—

Nen-^B casters. Into

versus

black-and-white

tele-

vision now, according to reports

CBS

plans to convert as rapidly as
possible and will have a "substan-

amount"

of programming
color within a year.

reaching Washington.
FCC's decision to incorporate

tial

actual CBS color demonstration into the hearirig record on
television is rumored behind the
new tJo-or-die attitude.

Rates to sponsors will not necessarily increase :'ir color transmission, he declared, adding that color

Meanwhile the commission
announced that it will resume
its hearing on a CBS request to

As an

commercialize color tele Jan. 27
in New York, where Columbia
will conduct a demonstration
ior the record. Hearing will
continue Jan. 2d in N. Y., where
BuMont may put on a show and
switch to RCA-Princeton, Jan.
2S for another demonstration.
Final days of testimony will then
be resumed Feb. 10 in Washington, with CBS director of research Peter Goldmark, RCA
and DuMont witnesses on the

to televise a singer during the entire
three minutes of her song.
Fact
that audience interest was held to a

an

may even lower programming
cent
in

illustration,

CBS

in

costs.

AETekd

high pitch without any of the cutting and trick camera effects necessary in black and white indicates, he
said, that programmers may be able
to operate with less studio equipment when they begin working in
color, which would materially lower
their operating costs.

'Advisors'

kicking

oft

with a highly representa-

tive group which installed Edgar
Bergen as first president for a term

The conclave was
highlighted by the serio-comic address-performances of prexy Bergen,
paper read by Giyle Gitterman.
"Talent Looks at Television." and
the summation talk of Patrick M.
Cunning, Bergen's indie studio as*
SQciate, which followed a night's disof

six

months.

tlie

cussion and pitch for greater cooperation for the mutual benefit of
medium and all in the industry
here.
Gist of the: talks was that the
existing spirit of non-cooperation,
jealoitfics and outright enmities be
dropped and replaced by a greater
general will for mutual aid and di.s-

the

cussion, with each operator learning
from the other and thvis helping de-

the baby industry into a
healthily
competitive,
instead
of
polsonously conflicting and contradictory, field.
Remainder was a
members, designed to act as an ad- question and answer .session in
visory body to the TBA board on which film industry reps, cartoonists,
problems of the affiliates, was es- radioites and prospective televisor.s,
tablished at the annual
mem- educators, technicians, ad agency
and folk from virtually every branch
bership meet last week. Affiliates
of show bix— to the tune of approxicomprise those
members who mately 90 attendees— participated.
Bergen was elected by virtue of
are in any business allied with tele-

Special

velop

exec committee of Tele-

Broadcasters

Assn,

affiliate

TBA

demonstration

which only one camera was used

As FCC

TBA As
vision

than immediate return.

he cited the re-

live color

locally as with National Broadcasting Co.'s and others in New York
seeking institutional prestige rather

Bergen Prez

Hollywood, Jan. 14.
newly formed Academy of
Television Arts and Sciences held
its' first formal meeting here Jan, 7,
Tlie

TBA

Fiddles

ABC television, following through
on the plans of Adrian Samish, recently-appointed video veepee, to
concentrate its budget in 1947 on
construction instead of programming,
has decided to go off the air in N, Y.
until such time as it is able to transmit over its own station. Production
last Thursday (9) night of "M^ody

vision but are not actual broadcasters.

New

committee

Ernest Marx,

is

DuMont

headed

by

sales

teleset

~

chief,

First

problem

to

be taken into con-

sideration by the committee

is

that

unanimous and unoppo.sed nomination. Others nominated, and who
voted upon at the next meeting, Feb. 4. were: First v.-p„ Ronald

w.ill-be

Oxford,
NBC; Patrick Cunning,
Charles Brown, KPI; and Earl Ebi,

NBC: second

Mark

v.-p„

Finley,

Lee;

Don

R, A. Monfort-, Times-Mirror
of
apartment house installation.
Committee members plan to study Co.; Syd Cas.syd, Film World; Armethods of acquainting realty men thur Babbitt, Screen Caitoonisls
(DuMont), with installation problems in light Guild; Gayle Gitterman, Metro, and
the
Y.
web's
N.
outlet,
consequently,
of new apartment house building, S. R. Rabinoff, American Television
stand.
represented the last ABC show in as well as to devise means of over- Laboratories; secretary,
VIDEO,
arcia
Manhattan for at: least the next six coming the antagonism of many Drake, Bergen-Cunning; recording
months.
CBS' request for the immediate esapartment house landlords against secretary, James Vandeveer, KFI,
With the FCC still holding back installation of tele sets. Committee and O. A. Ingstrom, Glendale
tablishment of commercial standards
Omaha, Jan. 14.
on announcing station application win also study the talent situation, Schools; treasurer, J. Clinton Stanon its sequential system of color
video, Murphy declared that the
'First practical demonstration of grants for H, Y., ABC for the last ad agencies and television, and all ley, Tele ways, Inc.; Joseph Burke,
mass market in tele receivers lay television ever given in this area year has been producing shows over manufacturing problems.
Film Research; Harmon Stevens,
in medium-size tube sets and small was disclosed last Friday night (10) WABD, buying time on the DuMont
Modern Arts Theatres, and R. A.
J. R. Poppele was reelected TBA
table models, not in large-screen at Creighton Univ. auditorium under outlet at the rate of $625 per half- prexy at the meeting,
with G. Emer- Monfort, T-M; corresponding secreprojection sets. Small and medium- sponsorship of the university's radio- hour, DuMont execs last week anson Markham, station manager of tary, Don McNamara, Telefilmis,' Inc.
nounced a month's shutdown of
department - and
sized sets would not be possible un- television
WRGB (General laectric, SchenecWABD operations, beginning Jan, 27, tady)
der the RCA method, he claimed, (.NBC).
as veepee, suceeding F. J.
Lyle DeMoss of
was present to permit the installation of a new Bingley of Philco. Will B'altih was
whereas CBS' sequential system
would allow the manufacture of a in the capacity of lecturer. There and more powerful transmitter. That re-elected secretary-treasurer, and
direct-view set ranging in price only Vlfere four home sets placed in front gave ABC an opportunity to close its Paul Raibourn assistant secretarySubject televised contract. Possibility exists that ABC treasurer. New directors elected at
about $50-$100 higher than the pres- '^i. the audience.
was the Creighton - Wichita basket- may still produce one OF; two public tlie meet for a three-year term inball game, played in the gymnasium relations films over the station, but
clude Raibourn, John F. Royal, NBC
a block away.
The game was re- there will be no more live program- exec veepee over •television, and
THC VOICES OF MABLIN BLADES
ceived by co-axial cable.
Images ming, according to Paul B. Mowrey, Frank P. Schreiber, general manthe web's national tele director,
came in clearly.
ager of WGNf (Mutual, Chicago).
Mowrey expressed confidence that
The audience asked many questhat don't
TBA membership approved the
tions.
Chief matters of public con- the FCC would come through with
cern were: "Is television coming the N. Y. grants in the near future, suggestion of Poppele to set up a
special committee to devise a code
soon?'' "Will there be color?" ano and that ABC would be among the
«lgt.
LOU CLAYTON
applicant^,
adding he of standards for video programming.
"Will there be, an announcer?" An sanctioned
Poppele is expected to announce the
ONITED BBSALL I>KUG CO
RADIO'S MOST COMPLETE.
atidience' check revealed
that it hoped to have ABtli's own N. Y. staFrlilny— fc'BS— 9:30 p.m., EST
EFFECTIVE JINGLE SERVICE
wanted television soon, wanted color, tion in operation by June 1. Web, names of members of the policyW-<il-M "This Time for Kemis"
"It HappcBcd In Brooklyn"
and liked the idea of an announcer meanwhile, will conduct closed cir- forming committee within the nejit
YOVR Jingle Sung - or week.
cuit experiments with its two new
in addition to

Bar Ranch" over

WABD

OMAHA VIEWS
BUT WANTS COLOR TOO

M

WOW

;

WOW

,

JANGLE

Written, Packaged, Produced:

'LANNY & GINGER' GREY
MS-Sth AVE., N. y. 0.

ADAM HATS,

-

AT.

II-402I

the televised subject.

WOW

University
and
officials
called the test a success.
Station
will ultimately go into television.

ETC., ETC.

WNBT

Preeming

New

Emlyn Williams Play
becomes

Television

"WfisreJOun ami
"BvisdAttmt'meet

tm

VOIGE OF THE

f>A|.M

Vastly Experieiieed

BEACHES

M

Lib

DISC
JOCKEY
PwHelpotion
or

What Have Yoa

(N«w York

or yicinliyl
Write BoK 463, Variety.
154 Wast 46Sh Str««f, fJew York 19

ond time next Sunday

(M^^^^^^^

Two

large

roomi,

liotcl

isitclicii,

wite.
|>iaiN>,

nald torvlco Included.
IRyant
tSO, Rattlu 802,

M

medium
when

the

Williams
dramat,
Aloud,"
preems over

"Thinking
WNBT, N. Y. NBC outlet, Williams,
who also wrote "Night Must Fall"
and "The Corn Is Green," has never
presented this one-acter to a civilian
audience before, although he acted
himself in Englahd for service
it
audiences during the war.
First legit preem on video was
"Mr, Mergenthwirker's Lobblies,"
which played to an audience that included several motion picture and
stage execs, and was finally purchased by S. Sylvan Simon for Hollywood production for his Radio
Cinema Theatresi Corp. "Mergenthwirker" was spoiisored by the
Dramatist's Guild for producers to
audition the show.

Washington

WRITER

(19)

Emlyn

latest

let toy

Will iliar* hit mi(|.fttwii

the

for a legit play tryout for the sec-

— Contract

has

been

Bamberger Broadcasting Co.

for construction of a foundation and
tower base for its new television
station to be erected here. The work
will start shortly at the site in the
northwest section of the city, one
of the highest locations in Washington.
Station's call letters will be

WWBa

Image Orthicon cameras, which were
delivered last week by RCA. I.O.'s
will be used for a variety of remote
pickups so that ABC directors, so
far unaccustomed to doing remotes,
will know how to handle the cameras when they get on the air again.
Until it has its own stations in
operation, ABC will also continue
live programming over its other outlets on which it currently buys time,
including
(PhilcO, Philadelphia),
(General Electric,

WPTZ

WRGB

Schenectady) and
Katz, Chicago)

&

WBKB
.

FCC

(Balaban
last

»

—

t»»»»»»»«»»*«»»**«**»

The Distlnguhhed Song

»»

RUTH ETTING

week

.On The

awarded ABC its station grant in
San Francisco, meaning the web is
now set to build there Los Angeles,
Chi and Detroit—with N. Y., which
will undoubtedly become the flag-

RUDY VALLEE PR06RAII

ship in the five-station network, the
only one still in doubt.

Tuesday, Jan 21st, Eight P.M., EST

—

12

Calif.

in U.S,

Washington, Jan.
•

California

station last

NBC

Permits Now,

49 AHlbrized
won

its

14,

12th television

week when FCC awarded

building permits to ABC in San
Francisco, and E, P. Peffer, licensee
for Stockton.
of
The grant in Frisco gave ABC it's
fourth television permit, since the
net was recently licensed in L. A.
and has franchises for Detroit and
Chicago. ABC was given the No. 7
channel in Frisco, and Peffer will
use the No. 8 position in Stockton.
The grants brought to 49 the number of video stations authorized for
commercial operation throughout the

KGDM

X5.

S.

.

Stylist

Exclusive Direction

Associated Booking Corp.

JOE GLASER,
745

»

President

»»

Fifth Ave.,

New

York 22, N. Y.
*

»

40
British Best Sheet Sellers

AlU Threat of Suit induces RCA

(Week-Endlng Jan,

To Withdraw Phil Harris^^^l^
Bollywood, Jan.

^

14.

.

;

, .

RCA- Victor has been warned by

I

I

-

Memphis, Jan. 14.
to market recordings by Phil Harris
Johnny Long, a local danceband
of the tunes, "Darktown Poker Club"
"That's What I Like About the leader, not the name maestro, had a
South" that legal action will result. narrow escape trom death by freezABA bases its threat on the theory ijng last week in a boating accident
that it has prior right to the record- that killed a cbmpanion, W. C, Crising of these two tunes, both of which well, of Yazoo City, Miss.
were made by Harris for ARA some ] Long, Criswell and Colin Andertime ago, and apparently feels that son, also of Mississippi, were duck-

Too Many Irons in Fire..Connelly
The Old Lamplighter. ... Da.sh
...
v. Wright
Primrose Hill.
Lot It Be Soon...,. F. 0. & H,

:

|

.

i

'

.

:

|

.Chappell
,

j

.

.

Vwce

V.Sputhern
in the Night
Sun
Sooner or Later. .... ,
Three Beautiful Words
,
W-W

\

|

.

.

,

,

;

;

.

pretending...
Getting Nowhere.

i

.

.

.

.

.

Wood

B.

Berlin

musician, flew over the Scene in
of -the missing party early
next morning, spotted his brother
exhausted and nearly frozen, some
.distance from Long. Rescue parties
finally got the two out and into the

against further production.

t

Yazoo City

|

Can't Catcl' ie.

hospital.

.

thought Long's feet would have to
amputated, but he began to reBefore signtag Harris, Victor queried go^gj, quickly and is back in front
PetrUlo and assertedly was told that j^^j j^ij, b^n^ j,ere this week.
anything for that label.
Long was tmmerly leader of the
Which Victor assmned to mean alf
staff orThestra and his band
items he previously made for ARA. i,^„ v„.„„ f„„+„-o>i .+ r'luK r'loupnnni
Whether the union's interest in the j
^^^ ^^^^^^
» «
.„!. ii,„i „i
„.:ii „,.„„j
case a
through
that clause will
stand (..-.gig
here
".
..'
up in a court fight is problematical.
|

WMC

;

I

|

•

.

Both Victor and Harris, incidentally,' feel

that

ARA's move

noth-

is

»

1

.

«v *

.

m

.

;

.

,

.n snnAiiri

ANf

'

i

|

',

all

Bed" (which

sides.

tiff

—

—

largely a showcase for Bushkin's
keyboard work. It comes under the
,

I

i

ing more than an attempt to hara.s.<i;
(a), Harris into making a deacon
pRVliI
F J4<1U»
SFTIIP
riVUiLmiVlj
the $35,000 or so he's owed in royalties by ARA, or (b) his purchase of
Tuttie Camarata, who before going
15 unreleased masters by him listed to England last year to score J, Aramong the company's assets, or (e) Ithur Bank's "London Town" film,
Victor's purchase of these masters. was a recording director for Decca,
Harris had offered the receivers is now a freelance director, working
$1,000 tox them. Victor was. also of
under terms that make him perhaps
fered them, but turned dowii a deal. unique in the field. He'll hook up
Meanwhile, disposal ol: ARA as- lor individual disk dates With any
sets andwsettling up with creditors company meeting his demands, from
continues. Trustee has paid off the $1,000 a session up. With the disker
Union Bank and Trivst Co., which paying musician's salaries and guar- kin granted a further extension for little men mentioned Sinatra's name.
Within a few moments he had conheld a lien of some $60,000 against anteeing his name on each finished service.
ceived a brilliant idea. The mag
shellac supplies on hand. Some $50,- di.*.
would assign John Dewey ,or some
Camarata has handled dates for
000 has been paid off on tax liabiliOther prominent philosopher to write
various indie manufacturers in reties..
SUIT
6,000^)00
vs.
an article about Sinatra's degenerate
cent week's 'under similar terms.
influ«ice on the youth of America.
His ability as an arranger, conducTed Garden has resigned as thea- tor, etc., is invaluable to these in<The piece,, as far as we know, never
DISM^
tire booker for the Lawrence Golden
came off.) Not so very long ago,
dies since too often there is no one
Perry Bradford. $6,cio0,O06 suit
office to join in the production of connected with them who has the
Sinatra delivered a speech on equalagainst Southern Miisic was tossed
legit shows with JeiTy Cargill.
ity to the pupils at a mid-Western
required' experience.
out yesterday (Tuesday) by Suhigh school where there had been
premo
Court
Judge
Kenneth racial tension.
This same sheet covO'Brien,
after
four
day.s'
trial.
ered^ the story from an angle deASCAP, originally included in the signed
to make Sinatra look like a
action, was cleared Friday (10).
fool. It wasTdlisgraceful exam'pte of
Bradford
claimed
that
39
songs
he
journalism,
..
but it served only to
,,. ^
Sammy Kaye
Victor wrote and gave to Southern as col- make Sinatra a bigger man
I
1. Old Lamplighter (9) (Shapiro-B)....,
Kyser.,
Columbia; lateral for a $100 loan were conginatra's recording of "SoliloquV
Ella Fitzgerald
Decca verted and that he was squeezed out j., the uerformahce of a ereat triiv
2. For Sentimental Reasons (8) (Leeds).
of
the
profits
Charlie
by
Spivak
both^ASCAP
Victor
andj^'^tlfer thanTgreat sbiger.Tis
1
When ASCAP showed of the most editing disks ever tre-e
|Kay Kyser.,
...Columbia Southern.
3. Ole Buttermilk
(14)
(Burke-VH)
Decca that none of the tunes was. ever nga.,ed. "Soliloquy." in case you may
( Connee Boswell
given
public
performance,
suit Lot have seen
4. Huggin' and Chalkin' (2)
"Carousel," is the
(Hudson).
Hoagy Carmichael. .. .Decca agamst it
was dismissed.
.speculation of a man who is about
( Sammy Kaye
.Victor
5. Zip-a-Dee-Doo-Dah (6) (Santly-Joy )
^^'^sterday
Southern'.s
attorneys to become a . father. He wonders
)(Johnny
Johnnv Mercer
Canitol
JMercei
Capitol
,^^4^^ ^hat the songs were worth- what his child will be like. As a
J^enelce
victor
less,
and that Southern had never piece of writing, there is little in the
4?^
6. Gal ln Cailco (5) (Bemick) ....... .
\
Bing Crosby
.Decca received F.ny income or enhance- repertoire of the musical
j
stage to
.Columbia ment of prestige from owning rights compare with Oscar Hammerstein
7. Wliole World Singing Song (B» :(Robbins)
Capitol to them for five years. They showed H's lyric. It is magnificent, but in the
| jac/smTth
!

to

Benny Goodman's "Man Hefe
Plays Fine Piano" and "Hora Staccato" (Columbia) are two of the
most effective things he's done in a
long tirrie. but their appeal is probably limited. "Man," a tune by Joe
Bushkin and Johnny DeVries, is

:

CAMARATA S UNIOUE
^^^^~^
Jl, .^.^^^^L^.^

1

"And So

is

Miss Shore is using as a sign-off
theme for her radio show.) It should
hardly be necessary to add that the
jockeys will give a big play to both

—

of course, but they were conspicuously in the minority. The general
their, in 1943.
feeling was that Sinatra was a passarose over tune,- "Taking ing fancyTlWe know now how much
a Chance on Love," composed by in error it was.
Fetter and LaTouche for the Metro
Obviously, Sinatra is a firie singer
film, "Cabin in'the Sky." Song was
certainly one of the best male
originally published by Miller Mu- vocalists around at the moment
sic, then assigned to Leo Feist. Fet
when you' view him from all angle-s
ter is charging Loew's. Feist. Miller showmanship, selection of material,
LaTouche With a conspiracy to etc. That, though, seems relatively
defraud him and destroy his quarter unimportant to us. What is is that
interest. In the song. Included in the he. had the ability and the guts to
Charges against Loew's is failure to mature when the press was sniping
give Fetter screen credit for use of at him from all sides.
"Takiftg a Chance" in another proOne riiagazine in pairticular -took
duction, "I Dood It." He's asking vast delight in view'iHg Sinatra with
$87,500 damages.
alarm. There was, for example, a
Chase to serve LaTouche began story written by a staffer who likes
to think of himself as a member of
in July, 1944, and was then suspended by court consent while La- the eye-witness school of reporting.
Touche was in the service. Follow- It was a scathing account of a Suiaing his discharge, lawyers started tra performance at Lewisohn Staafter the composer and jilaywright dium—which the staffer did not atagain, and as of 7ast' week had yet tend. One day, at one of this same
to: catch hiin With
summons. Fi-i- magazine's editorial luncheons the
day (10) Federal Judge Simon Rif- big boss frowned when onff of his

Legal

Coupling, which will do

nicely.

right too,

—

,

;

i

.

hewing a lot of Dinah
"Sooner Or Later" (Columon the nickelodeons. The tiine
a hit arid Miss Shore does it with
all
her' commercial flair. Morrjs
StolofT's
orchestra backs her. up
Ypti will be

is

by

suit filed

!

,

bia)

ca)

John LaTouche is still playing
hfre and hounds with Ted Fetter's
lawyers, as the latter obtained another court extension to serve notice
,
^.
,
,
„
La'Touche on a
Doctors Orst ol legal action on
"

1

Meanwhile, the American Federation of Musiciars may be dragged
into the case and if it is things may
pop. Harris worked for ARA under
a clause that evei-ything between
them is subject to union regulations.

-

Shoi'ei's

Mil-

"Cocktails
for
Two"—Spike
Jones (Victor).
"Sweethearts
On Parade"
Louis Armstrong (Okeh).
"If 1 Didn't Care"—The Ink
Spots (Decca).
Frank Sinatra
"Soliloquy
(Columbia)

%aa^NyaaYou

I

whether it will sue for profits Victor
earned on tlie disks or a injunction

Jug"—Glen

"Stardust"—Kdgar Hayes (Dec-

'

I

'

Told Me,"

Suggested P^grain
"Little Brown
ler (Bluebird).

'

!

like thp

.

.

h°*S. Lo^g clung to a log,
company within a certain period of .^yhile Anderson tried to make his
in
time, as some companies, includin!? ^,ay
out of the swampland
Victor, insert in their contracts. This ...Qgrch of help.
Sometime during
is what caused Victor to immediately fl,e niglit Criswell slipped oft the
Stem production on the disks on re- jgg
drowned while Long, too
cept of ARA's advice of action. At- j.^;^.
move, was- helpless to save
torneys for ARA do not know, they jjjjj,
j.^y
Anderson, brother oC
say. what direction this Will take. (^^j^'j,
a former Memphis band
30-

Frazier

on "Morena," which sounds

top,

hit side. As is always the case
with
Latin- American stuff, these face^
from "Caro«ser (two la in. Colum- Will have limited Wurlitzer appeal
They are fine bets, however, for
«lse,
all
represents,
above
bia faces)
the
pancake
turners
as
adverse
over
well
triumph
as anyone
a notable
criticism. No performer (and we are who fancies the paso doble.
Two sentimental ballads "My
not unmindful of Rudy Vallee) has
Number
One
Dream
as
vituperative
Came
press
as
Ivad
ever
a
True" and
Sinatra's. Practically from the start "You Should Have Told Me"—are
it has been fashionable to ridicule provided with appropriately languorhim. On occasion the ridicule turned ous interpretations by Les Brown and
his
band
on
Columbia.
sheer
Boris
viciousness.
to
Day
Everything eoasidei'ed, it is almost who,, incidentally, improves with
miraculous that Sinatra has pros- every new release (she's no longer
pered in the face of such snideness. with Brown), sings on both faces
There were some Javorable opinions, The coin machines will go for this
disk, especially "You Should Have

Sun
Zip-a-Dee-Boo-Dah ...
If I'm Lucky. ........ .Chappell
Fuzzy-Wuzzy
.....Gay
Leeds
My Heart Isn't In It

brush.

By George
Frank Sinatra has made the

—

One Night in Old.Se villa. FD&H.
.Macmelodies
Anytime at All

be covered with sub-zero bacliwater waistdeep in the thick under.

^

.

Then..?.

Till
i

to

Ternjs of Harris* invalid contract

with AHA stipulated that he could
not make the same tunes for another

:

.

Second 12

'

3ets,

.

|

[

Victor's sale of them will in some hunting in Mississippi when their
way interfere with whatever record- ityo^i struck a snag, overturned and
ings of them the receivers have on g^nk. They swam to "shore" in tlio
bsmd for ?ale as. part Qf ABA's as- chilly waters, but "shore" turned out

If

Ju^es and Disks

he's made it the hard way. His mag"Soliloquy"
of
rendition
nificent

.

i

it

i£

,

Jocirs,
«

Someday You'll Want Me Dash
Connelly
It's All Over Now
Leeds
Down in the Valley

I

,

Memphis Maestaro Barely
|-w„„j.i, i„ A/«/»iflofit
the receivers for the bankrupt ARA
T.yr.^„
MlSSftS Death Ml ACCiaeflt
continues
record company that
-

2)

London, Jan. 3.
Five Minutes More...... Morris
We'll Never Grow 01d,Strauss-M.
Victoria
To Bach His Own
Noel Gay
Bless You..
You Hurt One You Love.B. Wood

hot classification and, as such, will
not be heard too much on the jukbs,
I'Hora Staccato" is a virtuosic pcrformance by Goodman. His fans will
love it, but here again, it is probably too specialized to become a

prodigious seller. Both sides, by the
way, provide jocks with what should
be a welcome, ehang^ of pace.
Cactus combos are still waxing
"Divorce ^e C.O.D.," which promises to be one of the big hillbilly
wows. Tlie newest version is on Go-

Best Bets
Hot— "Man Here Plays Fine
Piano" (Benny Goodman).
Hillbilly— "Divorce Me CO-D."
(Johnny Bond).
Ballad
"Sooner Or Later"
(Dinah Shore) and ''You Should
Have Told Me" (Les Brown),
Latin - American
"Morena"
(Xavier Cugat).
Dance
-My Number One
Dream Came True" (Les Brown),
Special
"Soliloquy" (Prank

i

—

—

—
—

SOUTHERN

'

Sinatra).

I

'

1

lumbla by Johnny Bond and His
Red River Valley Boys. It's a cihch

-

m Coin-Machines

li Best Sellers

for

inclined

We

,

[
I

think

ommend

thi.s

is

often

a

mistake.

it.

Louis Armstrong's "Do You Kno^
What It Means to Miss New Orand "Eddie" (Victor) are
simply not in a class with the memorable Armstrong faces. Both tunes
are from. "New Orleans," Louis'
forthcoming movie and neither is
very distinguished. The chief inleans?"

[

;

I

j

.

w'^y- ^""^
items.

overlook hillbilly

-to

"Divorce Me C.O.D.," for example,
should have a wide appeal. We rec-

'

.

Coupling,
is pretty

bucolic boxes.
at Midiiight,"

f°"y'*"*''*"ai'

\

1^7

the

"Rainbow

|

i

terest

.

j

)

8.

9.

Summer

Things Did Last

Rumors Are Flying

(

Vaughn Monroe.
..Victor
Frank Sinatra
.Columbia

(16) <<5xford).,.

,

Prankie Carle.

;i.

Sooner or -Later

.

.Columbic.

.

.

Sisters.

.

Kaye.. ,....;Victor

•

•

•

I

Do (Remick )...,.......

(

(

.......

.

Best

1

.

.

.

.

.

..

....

.

.

.'.
.

.

(

On

the Boardwalk

Just Squeeze

This

Is

Me

Always (BVC)
....

.....

(

..

.....

{

..

(

..

'(

You Keep Coming Back

Canilo!

Les Brown

(Berlin)

.

Anniversary Song (Mood) .ii,...

.

it

Arm.strong's

singiiigv

'

was

"

,

.

.

.

Canned

in a

Florentine Gardens
Hollywood, Jan.

bia

14,

is

Slim Gaillard Trio :SvimmqriIy was
the show at FlorcDtino Gar-

."'"'f

.

.

.

.

,

-I"'"'
•Decca
.

*'S

iff*u'i!^?
had shown

P^'^t'^dly

tL"C^^

who

but

we would

802. which still hasn't caught up
with tooters who have coin coming,
There have been innumerable ac-

1

\

tions against name leaders for extra
coin on the ba.sis of the delayed
boost, the latest being against Chuck

;

it. Its obviou.sly a must
.locks and hpme-sphiners.
(Its
format precludes its use on jukes, of

I

tor

.

Morrir
Moms aegl

one,,

not count on

i

Foster for a run at the New Yorker
hotel during the summer of 1944.

course:)

Of the slight number of disks ve-'
leased thi.s- week there are &t least

l^J^,,
example, ^vill

-

jjlaycd

However,, bis man, confused a bit
by the (luick Changes in scale rates,
applied for extra coin on the basis
of the current scale, raised again
l*t summer,-instead of the previous

^J^S
two
like

j

:

:

Capitol

|

I

. .

m FOSTER

ono-stops
,J^V^i:j^<y^i^'
"Tourades En Madrid" rate.
This took a bit of stiaightbais
tfee.'ibiiit'.
in
has and "Morena"— which make
up his ening out before his claim became
formed owia trio, autl wsis. booked by latest Columbia.
They are both valid. Jerry Wald and Leo BeisGeneral Artists Corp. into Bonanza played. with Cugat's customary
swirl. man are also the object (?f siWlar
.Decca Club, Reno.
La Vahcnte does a pleasant vocal suits.

.Decca

.

word, terrific, this is a ColumMasterworks recording— which

part of what we meant when we
that Sinatra made it the hard
may produce a better

way. This year

,

Carmen CavallarO

SLAPPED

Effects of the scale jump musicians who are members of New
York local 802 of the American Federation of lilusicians got in Sept.,
1945. retroactive to Feb., '44, are stm
being felt by maestros as well aS

said

''"'"I off

,

,

-(Birig Crosby......
I Jo Stafford

Al Jolson

'

SCALE JUMP ACTION

peri;ormance, but they arc technical
matters. Important is his interpretation. He is young, tough, indignant, and proud. If he lacks power
ill certain spots, he more than makes
up for it with sincerity. Sihiitra is,

,

''^'^ 'GalHaircl-rcup late for perlormances. William Morris agency.
„
Capitol ^.y^h spotted turn
into niterv at
Columbia ,,,, goo per week, did not
challenge
.Columbia dismissal. Act had two weeks to go
..Decca !(in a month's booking.
Almost immediately after boini
..Victor.
.Dccca cai^ellcd out, act broke up and Gail.

Dick Jurgens
Harry James
Dick Haymes .
Perry Como.
Jimmy Dorsey
Perry Como.

By
!

Columbia
Decca
Mercury

Starlighters

(

Sonata (Oxford*

.

,

;_,,„,
(Paul Weston

(Robbins).....

f m Lucky <BVC)

Dinah Shore. ...
Margaret Whiting ., .Capitol
Margaret Whiting. ...Capitol
Jan August
Diamond

(Dlck Haymes...

(BVC)

\

If

.Columbia Gaillard Trio

(King Cole Trio

Man (Vanguard)

in

in the old days. If this disk
.,,
race
,,„dmibtpdlv be in ra«
will undoubtedly
locations.

as

11

'

Bradford's attorneys.

Oh, But

an inept singer

I

.Decca

.

Coming Up

Guilty (Feist).
Miserlou (Colonial

of

might,
sound maudlin. Anyone who would
sing the words convincingly must
Suit had already been dismisiscd '^^'^'^ ^ special talent. Sinatra has
once for failure to prosecute but ^^^^ talent. There are unqucstionwas reinstated- at the behest of ably faults to be found with his

.

Andrews

Sammy

(Santly-Joy),. .....

CI)

mouth

!

to

^

j

10.

1

fvidence, that .the pub had offered
return the tunes for repayment
of the $100 plus interest.

.

(11) (Morris).

lies

which remains almost as marvelous

,

,

Wednesday,

;
^

OBCHEiiTlUIS-llfrSIC

IS, 1947

loyal^ layments

Delayed
;

Jmmry

lile U$hn Irk Major Musk tubs

PRE-li

Many major music publishers in t
Vortc, who have been rolling

Pick Galbe to

Romm

Agcy. With the fold last week of the 400
Dick Gabbe, former manager of Club, New York, and the Intended
Jimmy D o r » e y and currently withdrawal two weeks hence of the
handler of Jerry Wald's orchestra,
Aquarium Restaurant, N.Y., from
joins Harry ftomm's agency in New
York, Monday (20). Oabbe is cur- the list of wartime users of name
rently on his way in from the Coast, bands, plus other events, it seems
Wher» he has been for the past year that the band business is headed
bt titoii. Atitv leaving Dorsey, he
back to the pre-war basis on which
took ov^r management of the DorAnd a good many
sey's Casino Gardens, Ocean Park, it was built.
subsequently leaving that spot to bandsmen feel that, it's all for the
handla Wald.
better,
Vfeether in joining Romm as the
spots
400 and the

cerning monies due and others hava
been developing ideas of examining
Indie books via commissioned aciom« of the
It; seems
countants.
pubs feel that their Uuiency^ on
royalties due has been taken advantage of by some diskers and they
don't intend to allow It to go too far.
Since last fall, most of the bettet.- letter's assistant Gabbe will give up
Jooking indies such as Majestic, Mer- all other connections, Isn't known.
cury, Cosmo, et al., have been discharging publisher royalty indebtness plece-meal, fighting to clean up
ipne quarter in this way before another quarter payment tame due.
And, according to Harry Fox, agent

M^MPlant

virtually all puband
lishers in such matters, they have
been doing a good job. Apparently,

BepK Rdlmg

for

trustee

some publishers do iiot agiree.
Pressing plant which will turn out
Reason the majority of pubs disks for the new M-Q label, Metro
originally agreed to accept delayed subsld, went into action at Bloomjoyalty statements from various in- field, N. J., during the past" week,
dies was based on thoughts that their with 12 girls operating
preiBsing mapotion might result in some of the chines.
However, though the facbeleaguered companies lighting their tory has already begun •titrnlng out
Way through to solid ground, which platters- none of its output will see
Iti the end eould only benefit the
the light of circulation until at least
niuilo business ias a who};. They did March
1.
Purpose is to create a
vie same thing with jjima in the backlog large enough
by that date
4«l*»'s WFljr days and have never to make
a national impression on
regretted thelie
action.

dealers' counters.

MW^Yai^
As

(mm Proxy;

frniRewgaims
Oosmo Records underwent another
xaiJUtlve

BASIS

By BERNIE WOODS

New

with the failure of soin« indie disk
manufacturers to pay mechanical
royalties on time, appear to be get'
ting a bit Impatient with the delayed
payments. Ijast week, Leads Music,
for one, went after some 28 independents with registered letters con-

Whittemore Again Scrams^

iiSIiifiO

Froiii

personnel

sl^akeup last
Wells out
of the presidency only a few weeks
after he assumed ^e position. As of
fee moment the spot Is being left
open until a reorganization of the
firm is completed. At the same time
there have been rumors of another
foin transfusion into the indie, which
has had more rough going the past
few months than a derailed locomotive, Involving some $600,000.
It's
neither confirmed nor denied by
Cosmo, but it's well known that it
would require a sum similar to that
to put the company into ahythihg
resembling a sound financial condi-

week which pushed Nlok

.

tion.

,

Such
Aquarium,

as

the

and

temporary

their

paid ab-

cities,

normally high prices for top names
but served a purpose during the war

when because

was

of conditions it

Impossible to build

new

bands.

Now

they have no place in the normal
Not when they go so far
picture.
a* to leave the so-eaUed
cations"

completely

"name

lo-

devoid of the
those

best band talent i)***'^**
high; prices.

The Gamble
Like the one-night booker who IS
able to- afford a gamble with two
or three iipcoming orchestras on the
strength of whatever profits might
be made from top names, the location spots that have been for years
playing the Dorseys, James, et al.,
with lighter names in between, need
the prestige and financial returns of
those No. 1 names to continue to do
their job for the overall good of the
business.
During, the war, they
were unable to do so. And they do
occupy a most important place in the

ISfleanwhile, the new company's, reoording plans are going into full
swing.
Jimmy Dorsey makes his
first disks this Friday (17) in New
York and will be followed immediately by Blue Barron, who's also doing his initial session.
Raymond scheme of things.
Soott is due soon, too, along with
Money, while it's or obvious imvocalist Helen Forrest. Other bands
hpve and
signed to Metro, those of Ziggy El- portance to the bands that
man, Sy Oliver and Buddy Weed, will play such spots, is not everyThere's prestige
thing,
it's stressed.
have already turhei in their initial
attached
to worl^ing Frank Dailey's
sessions.
the
Pennsylvania
While it seems to have a consid- Meadowbrook,
Palladium Ballroom,
N.Y.,
erable amount of talent already on hotel,
hand, between the bands and singers Hollywood, and a dozen other spots
other cities.
in
New
and
various
York
not connected to Metro film conThese are the locations that hClp
tracts, and those tliat are, the company Is going ahead after talent, build the bands, hand in hand with
been for
which
have
recordings,
Negotiations have been going on
during the past week for Hal Mc- years now the most important medium, and without them the band
Intyre's orchestra.
business would be in a fine fix.
Kate Smith cuts her first sides for
That business conditions and other
M-G-M records next month backed
reasons are pushing the top names
by Jack Miller's Orch.
back to such locations hag been evident in some measure for some time
and It Increases day by day. Before
Label Gets Detroit
the band business can reach back for
its pre-war importance such a trend
Sympli as Reiclilioid
must become national, most important bandsmen feel.

when he

left

to

set up his own
in N. Y. Wells'

Cardinal Records
heave-ho was accomplished while he
himself was away iii Florida on
vacation.

try

the

into

recording

field,

last

week took a
the board

York

outfit

position as chairman of
of Vox Records, a New

classical

and moppet

disks, brings to

company the Detroit Symphony,
Which Reichhold is spii-itually and

that

Meanwhile, it seems Cosmo has financially backing.
Been stripped of two of its band
Vox will cut the Detroit Symph
Tony Pastor's' contract and via the connection with Polydor,
was up last week and he's negotiT the orchestra's disks will go Into
ating with Mercury Records; Sal Various European countries and, in
Molntyre is dickering with the new exchange, works by the Viennese
M-^G-M Records.
Philharmonic will be marketed here
by Vox, Whether the company will
eventually go Into the pop field' in
LUCILLE
the U. S._is undisclosed.
George
Mendelssohn is prez of Vox.

properties.

BALL DROPS

:

SUIT AGAINST VICTOR
Following
Oberstein,

Hollywood, Jan. 11
conferences with Eli

when

the

RCA-Victor

veepee was op Coast recently, Lucille Ball has agreed quietly to drop
the ilOO.OOO suit she last month filed
in Superior Court here to force
plattery

cease circulating a recording
"Carnival in Rio," on
which she vocalized .afront band of
her husband, De.si Arnaz.
Victor
will continue to produce the disk.
.In her original complaint, Lucille
Ball stated that she had made the
Waxing as a gag and with clear understanding that it would not be released for public consumption.
to
of

Neal Hefti Forming Own
Band, Backi^d by Hub Coin
Botiton, Jan. 14,

Hetti, former Woody Herarranger, i.s skedded to start
own band in matter o£ weeks.
figures to begin i-eheavsing when
wife, France.s Wayne',' former

Neal

man
his

He

New

C§pa, Cli,

connected with Polydor,

a French label. Reiohhold's connection with Vox, which has concerned
itself with the marketing of only

,

Eyes Band Pdicy
Copacobana, Chicago, which
opened its doors two weeks ago, is
aiming at a name band policy.
Operators of the spot are currently
for
Elliott
Lawrence's
dickering
orchestra, or at lea.st have made an
offer for him to General Artists
Corp. They want the band for eight
0
weeks with options,
At the moment the spot, which
seats around 600 people. Is using an
all-act
show headed by singer
Frankie Parker; How this policy
would be affected by the use of
name bands isn't known. And i£

Low^ost

SiHMia's

Isl

a bit of

comment-

talked out

UplsUtbgraph

is an endeavor to strengthen
Whether or not it could ever
have any effect on the retail market
with a 39c disk is looked upon as

remote, but, it's felt, anything can
happen. On the 39c label will be

Strike^Ohreatens

George Towne's orchestra, Snub
Moseley orchestra, Roberta Lee, Roy
Smeck, Jerry & Sky, hillbilly team.

Music .publishers in New York
during the past week have been
deeply concerned about the possibility of a strike by the Amalgamated Lithographers of America,
Local No. 1, halting the printing of
music and some have gone to«great
lengths to protect themselves against
such a possibility. They have placed
orders In vast lots with printers, a
dangerous procedure with some publishers since the songs involved are
not yet definite hits and others,
which are riding high, can come
down suddenly enough to catch
pubs with overloaded inventories.

Sonora, incidentally,

clalriis it

will

be making a profit on the lower price
platters. Experienced- recording men
say they cannot see how It's possible
unle.ss the compound is of exceedingly cheap materials.

Berfe ieidler

Raiikw

Forms Own

Disk Eesiiess,

With Fromkes Backing
Herb Hendler, who

Cosmo

left as

Lithographers have named Jan, 23
as the date on which they will walk
out if increased salary demands, etc,
During
are
-, - not met.
,
„ the latter part
.
of last week, negotiations between
the union and the Music Printers'
Assn. reached the point wherein the
possibility of a strike halting pi-inting plants wa.s deemed "unlikely.'*
but the threat, nevertheless, i.s .mill

head of

Records' srtist and repertoire

division last month and is now suing
that company for more than .$20,000
due him on an unexpired contract,
has gone into the disk business on
his own.
He's in association with
Harry Fromkes, former owner of the
Playhouse legit theatre in N, Y. and
for years a devotee of jazz.

—

,

!

,

'

i

formed a company
Rainbow
Records,
with
Fromkes' backing, and with the lat-

there.

ter as president, Hendler as v.p. in
charge of recording aind Eddie
Heller, Who also left Cosmo last
week, as v.p. in charge of sales. They
will make no pop disks toi some
time, launching the venture on cer
tain album ideas, etc.,' developed by
Hendler. Disks will be pressed by
indie plants with whom arrange-

'HIT

They

have

called

—

:

j

!

jniRlit

series

formances.

PARADE' TARGET ON

lAiPLIGHTER' SONG
Mo.st
la.«t

music

fall,

pub)i.shers
thought
Bros.' suit

when Warner

Lucky Strike Hit Parade
was deemed a just cause of action
by the N. Y. State Court of Appeals,
'^^a* the program wouldvbe
more
against the

j

i

:

!

careful in its rating of tunes. Apparently that's not so, according to
iy.tion taken by Shapiro-Semstein.
I

r.lrtfhino* OCramDie
f^rramhlp iViarS
IVTnrc
V^lOinmgf

orchestras Fel). 27.

.

.

ments have already been completed.

GAKFIELD EASTS

,

He was

Music Pubs Stock

sales.

Lynchburg, Jan, 14,
Forty hats and coats, worth hundreds of dollars, vanished from City
Armory during the Sammy Kaye
dance here Jan. 8, Promoter Darrin
O'Brien spent next day assuring angry patrons he was not responsible
-since conoes.sion had been lea.sed.
Police said in the mad scramble to
leave after the hop, the crowd apparontly exchanged hats and coats-^
and .some took a few too many,
Over 5,000 packed the dance floor
with Kaye inaugurating his Monday

Hollywood. Jan. 14.
hi.s
Harry Garfield, vet Coast contact
Herman vocalist, fin.islies current en- for Harms, Inc., left over weekend
gagement at the Satire Robrn of the for .New York to become professionar manager of Wilmai'k. Both
Fensgate.
Hefti is recruiting his band from pubs are Warner Bros, .subsids.
No, one yet tabbed Ho replace Garformer members of Herman's and
Les Brown's bands, and is going in field, moving into spot vacated when
for sweet and .swing. Hub angel is Norman Foley joined Rpbbihs-FeistMiUer combine.
bankrolling the deal.

New

;

field

least partially make up for the
loss of the Panther Room of the
Sherman hotel as a band spot. It

name

its

of his move, however, by Werblin,
head of the agency's N.Y. office and
appeared to have settled back into
his spotv

a dozen indies fighting to keep alive
and it's move into the ilpwer-priced

at

drops

late last sim^raer.

in the trade last week and there has
been some conversation concerniag
the remote possibility that the company's disks may have some elfect
on the market just as Decca's shift
into the 35c field years ago influenced downward price trends by
Victor and Columbia.
At the moment, Sonora is one of

Sammy Kaye One-Mghter

is

at

York headquarters, 'Whittemore was

,

signed the spot would

Lawrence

and for the past eight

Trade

Stirs

one of the mainstays of the band diRecording and music people are vision, first under Sonny Werblin
eyeing with some disbelief the move and for the past six months ov so
by Sonora Records in marketing a under Larry Bamet. His exit folnew Black label series at 39c retail lows by weeks the resignation of
Thayer from the agency's
(85c, plus tax).
Witli counter prices Lyle
Last summer, Rus.s
of disks produced by majgr com- Coast branch.
psihles being forced upward by in- Facchine quit the band department
creased production costs and the on the Coast. About this time last
margin of profit on even a 50c disk year, Russ Lyon walked out of MCA
being figured in fractions, Sonora's to set ut> his own agency.
Whittemore quit MCA once before,
move created quite

exit

lander, currently in control of the
firm by reason of the amount of
«om he poured into It during the
reign of Harry Banks, founder and
prez of the firm until last month,

.

*Jack Whittemore resigned from
Mu.sic Corp. of America's band department again last week, the fourth
key member of that branch of the
Louis Armstrong and his orchestra agency to depart within the past
will do a concert at Carnegie Hall, year.
His resignation will be effecNew York, again Feb. 8, Affair is tive by the end of this week. po.-;sinot connected with any magazine; bly sooner if he gets his afl'airs in
it is being promoted by Greer Johnorder before then. It has nothing to
son and Bob Snyder, who stage jazz do with MCA's bonus allotments,
concerts at Town Hall, ahd Leonard which,, at least as far as Whittemore
Feather.-:;-':
is Concerned, was equal to the preArmstrdng will, foe accompsihied by vious year's payoff.
Ed Hall's small combo, with wiiich
What whittemore intends to do, is
he'll work in the first part of the so far unknown, even to himself.
performance. Later his full band He has several things in mind, any
will take the stage. Earl Hines will one of whicli he may decide to go
into between now and the end of
also be on the bill.
this week, or later.
One is an idea
of joining forces with several other
men in the personal management
field.
However, nothing is definite.
With MCA approximately 10 yoarii,
first as head of its Atlanta ofiice

Armstrong's Concert Date

Vox

surprising in
he's

Band Dept., ThisTioie Makes It Stick

,

counterparts in other

Moves In as Bd. Chm.
from Cosmo is more
view of the fact that
Henry Reichhold, Detroit moneya brother-in-law of Rubin Us- man, who has been planning an en-

Wells'

41

of

"lead-a-band"

per-

i

&

s-b forewarded to Foote, cone
Holding, agency on the Luckies aceoimt,
a
rather sharply worded
loiter re the program's handling of
'ts "Old Lamplighter" song. For the
Past 10 weeks or so, the publisher,
pointed out, "Lamplighter" has been
{No. 1 in sheet sales and record .sales
anil has yet to get any closer to the
WP slot 6rt the program than No. 2.
La.<it week (11), the tune was dropped one .slot to third, followinj!
which S-B got off its blast.

;

,

,

i

i

,

'

!

.Tiibileers

M,i, i;uals

cut 12 sides of Negro
for Feb, 7 release on

Bibietone label.

.

.
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Aquariinn, N.

s

.,.

10 Best Sheet

Y. Joins With 4i Oub

Sellers

(Week Ending, Jan.

On

Slaps Infringement Suit

11)

Pub.

.Shapiro-B
Old Lamplighter,
Sentimental Reasons...... Leeds

n Exiting From Name Band

Field

Ole Buttermilk Sky. .Burke-VH
Zip-a-Dee-Doo-Dah .Santly-Joy
.

Aquarium Restaurant, New

York,"t-

which with the nearby 400 Club has

among N. "ST. hotels and
using name bands, dUe to high

years

Hollywood, Jan. 14.
Concert tour of Mexico and South
America is being mapped by Jose

cafes

price

quotations, is foUb*ing the 400 out
Due to a tremendous
of the field.
drop In business, the Aquarium
attempted to cancel entirely the
scheduled opening Friday (10) of
Gene Krupa's, orchestpa, but Anally
settled for slicing his four-week run
to two weeks. Louis Prima, set to
has been cancelled out.
follow,

Iturbi following current fetiht in
"The Birds and the Bees" at Metro.
Pianist's projected itinerary would
include Mexico City, Havana, .Caracas.
Bio de Janeiro and Buenos

Sooner Or Later

Oh

Bilt I

Do

,

.

;

,

,

Santly-Joy

,

,

.

V.

.

.Remifek

Second to
Chappell
For You For Me.
You Keep Comin' Back. .Berlin
',
.Crawford
September Song
.Maurice
I'll Close My Eyes
Humors Are Flying. .... .Oxford
.

Spot's future isn't definite, but its
use as a cafeteria is likely.
Attempt to drop Krupa on such
short notice provided quite a to-do.
Krupa went to the musician's union

Gap Nixes Tex ieiske

.

Girl That I Marry, ,... .Berlin
Oxford
,
.
><v, . .
Sonata
, ,
Anniversary Song,
v.MPPd
.

;

Show From Stage

Air

Except for the

minute objee--

last

to determine his position and was tions by the Capitol theatre, Tex
told not to worry, that Music Corp. Beneke's orchestra might have done
rules, would a regular Weekly radio broadcast
of America, by
be responsible, This probably re- from the stage of a Broadway theasulted in the tiyo^weefc run,
tr§ during his run at that house
Nat Sloss' 400 Club iave up top next month, Beneke had perniisnames, perhaps temporarily, -last sion from j£)mes C. Petrillo, head of
week when it replaced Tex Beneke- the American Federation of Musi-

It's

AH

This

.•

.

.

.

.

.

Pick Suceessm^

New York

and okays from

Lo-

monthly

Next

AFM

ilfflPPAPact

nieeting

the

of

board of directors of the American
Society of Composers, Authors and
publishers in New York, Jan; 30,
will have the tasli of electing'' and
seating a new rnember to replace
Richard Rodgers, who went off in
December. Rodgers' exit from the
body occurred in a manner that was
tantamount to a resignation, though

Glenn Miller combo with Billy Maxted and installed a two-night a week

cians,

Maxted will work dinner
policy.
only Sunday to Thursday and a supper session on Friday and Saturday.
He will have no broadcast wires.
His band is limited to 10 men, including himself.
Aquarium and 400, by their high
coin bids for names, threw the
placid hotel booking situation into
an uproar when they first went into
the use of top name bands. They
offered such prices that the majo?
hotels, the mainstays of the band
biz. in N. Y. for years, flatly refused
to try to competey This, brought on
a situation wherein, most of the
N. Y. hostelries for almost. two years
have not been getting, except in cer^
tain isolated eas^s, the better names.

it followed the Society's by-laws.
ury Bandstand" show for the GovNew scale pay contract between
ernment from the Cap each SaturASCAP's rules state that when a
New York Local 802 of the American member of tht board is absent four
day afternoon (3:80-4 p.m., CBS).
Federation of Musicians and Music
Cap officials, however, nixed the
consecutive meetingshe ia automaticProtective
which
Publishers
Assn.,
But,
idea on the premise that it might
ally expelled from th« body.
in preparation since last

AFM

cal 802 of the

to do a "Treas-

SetforSipature

has been
too much with business,
September, may be signatured by the
even though they would have liked
end of this week. Covering arrangto do the show for the publicity
ers, proofreadei's, copyists and pianvalue to the theatre. Instead, it will
ists working for music publishers,
be done from a CBS studio.
the new agreement calls for boosts
Beneke, incidentally, is negotiat- as .high as 46% in some categories
ing for. a radio commercial to and as low as reduced scales in
emanate irom the Coast during the others. There" are over 100 divisions
summer^ v H It goes through, it's for which rales had to be developed
probable that while doing the com- covering various combinations of
mercial he works the Palladium overlapping chores in the four fields.
Ballroom then instead Of next Xmas,
Pinal form of the pact was agreed
the period he originally wanted. For
Beneke's
Don upon during the past fortnight and
weeks,
manager,
ratified, by 802 and MPPA boards. It
Haynes, has been dickering with
Is now being submitted to publishPalladium's operators on price, in
ers for flkay after which it will be
Nlek Brewster toch, after 18 the face 61 the spot's recent guar^
signed by both parties.
»
months at the St. Anthony hotel, a'ntee and Split deals. Hayaes has
i;he
iSan Antonio, moved into Hotel rejected
Palladium's bid of
Cleveland's Bronze Room Wednes- $4,500 guarantee plus 50% over
day (15) for three-mpnth run .with .$13,500. His payroll is so high that
optiohs. Replaces Aft ^Tarrett band. a higher guarantee is required.
interfere

.

,

TOir MLLAi
EEM AGENDA

FIST
ON

Soti^s With Largest Radio
The top

31 songs of the week, based

age Indea:
Itsfied

A,Gal

Swaey

Aufees

on the copyrighted Audience CoverPub-

of Popiilor IWusic Broodcost on Radio JVettoorlcs,

the O/Jice ,0/ Rescarc/i, Inc.
(Survey V/eek of Jan. 3-9, 1947)
In Calico—f'Thne, Place, Girl"......... ............Remick
Souvenirs . v.
4. .. ......
.1?. B. Harms

1)1/

Among My

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Anniversary Song— fjolson Story" .
.... .Mood Music
Anybody's Love Song
.... ........ .Miller
Best Man
..
.... .'Vanguard'
Blue Skies— t",Blue Skies"
..
, .. .Berlin
Coffee Song ""Copacabana Revue"
....'Valiant
Either It's Love Or It Isn't— f'Dead Reckoning"
Mood Music
For Sentimental Reasons.
...... .Duchess
For You For Me Forever— t"ShQckiBg Miss Pilgrim''
Chappell
Girl That I Marry, The— *"Annie CJet Your Gun"'..... ....Berlin
Gotta Get Me Somebody To Love--t"Duel- In the Sun" ... .Morris
I'll Close My EyeSC...
....P. Maurice
,

.

,

.

.

—

.

.

.

,

.

.

,

.

,

i

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

;

.

.

.

.

i

.

It's

a^ Good

Day

....t .........

..

Capitol

Mana,gua Nicaragua
Oh, But I Do— f'Time, Place, Girl"...,
.

Feist
...

.

,

—

,

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Bollowing songs are t/iosg that aid not have enough performance credits
to be included in the top group.
They mostly are tunes

.

on the week

rising in popularity.

A

Rainy Night In

Rio— f'Time,

Place, Girl"

....Witmark
....Famous

And So To Bed
Guilty

I

.

Fei.«t

How
I

Are Things In Glocca Morra— "^''.Finian's Rainbow".
Guess I'll Get the Papers and Go Homo. ,Vi
Haven't Got a Worry in the World

...

.

.

Crawford

C-P

.

.

.

.

.William.son

If. 'You Were the Only Gin
Mutual
In My Merry Oldsmobile
Witmark
It's All Over Now.
Broadcast
Pretending
Criterion
Serenade To Love
.i.
,Stept
South America. Take It Away— {"Call Me Mister". ....... .Witmark
That's the Beginning of the End. ......
.aBG
There Is No Breeze
....... .Robbins
This Is the Night
...... ...v"...
.Jefferson
Through a Thousand Dreams
.Remick
Winter Wonderland
BVC
You Are Everything to Me
Paramount
You Keep Coming Back Like a Song— t"Blue Skies"
Berlin
.

.

^

i

.

AH

Buddy Moreno has been

leader.

Ballroom. Chicago, April

6,

a band-

Aragon
for an

indefinite run.
Current plans call
for a combo of 12 men plus Moreno
and a girl singer.

Moreiw, former vOcaUst with Dick
Jurgens, Tommy Dorsey, and several other bands, has been working
in j'adio in New York and occasional
club job.s since his discharge frotji
the Army last year. He's being man-

*

Lesit Musiciil.

St.

L

Diskbox Op Shot;

War Over

See Gang

Biz

1

.it
by flying glass.
probable that the writer faction
of the board has made its ehoicer
Cops said a group that controls
In st4ch cases it's traditional that the the diskbox business in East St.
replacement be the' same sort of Louis and other sections of Southern

workman

as his predecessor,

a

i.e.,

recently

Illinois

demanded

that St.

composer, author or publisher. Rod- L* operators pay $5 per month on
gers is a composer.
Edgar Leslie each of the 7,000 coin operated mu,sio
has been proposed for the spot, but boxes In the city as a "protection'*
fee.
he's an autlior.

"

Indicates Floor

at

Hotel
.

.

.

Show

.

fi.O.Covers

Weeks
3Flu.ve<l

J."ust

2

2.200
2,375

37,525
7,400

10

1,375
2,100

3,825
27,9,W

900
97S

9,725

.

. .

,

.

.-,

€'ov«rH

Week On IMte

..13

...3
..

9

3,600

at Waldorf

Chicago
Cab Calloway (Panther Room, Sherman hotel; 9f)0; $1.50-$2..50 min.).
Conventioneers missed this spot and take was only 4,200.
Stephen Kiisey (Marine Room, Edgewater Beach hotel; 700; $2-$2.50
min.). Final week of mild 4,200. Next week Henry Brandon orch returns.
Clyde McCoy (Boulevard Room, Stevens hotel; 550; $3-$3.50 min.).
4,800.

Ramon Ramos
Brutal

(Mayfair Room, Blackstone hotel; 350; $1.50-$2.50 min.).

2,500.

Joseph Sudy (Walnut Room, Bismarck hotel; 465: $1.50-$2.50 min.).
Hefty 3,700.
Griff Williams (Empire Room; Pahner House; 650; $3-$3.60 min.). Terrif
5,300 from convention crowd.

Los Angeles
Ficfldy Marlin (Ambas.sador; 900; $1-$1.50),
Rolls On and on; strong
3,400 covers.
Russ. Morgan (Biltmore; 900; $1-$1.50). Bountif ul 3,200 tabs.

Location Jobs, ^ot in Hotels

aged by Arthur Michaud and booked
by Music Corp, of America.

Chicago
Russ Carlyle (Blackhawk; 500: $2-$2.50 min.). Punchv 4.300.
Gay Claridgre (Chez Paree; 650; $3-,$3.50 min.). New show with Tony
Diskbox
Martin, Pearl Bailey and Jack Cole Dancers keeping pace witli top 6,300.
pick Jurgens (Aragon; $0.90-$1.15 adm.). Almost capacity, 19,000.
Omaha, Jan. 14.
Julto boxes
are in process of ^ BiKldy Shaw (Latin Quarter; 700; $3.50 min. for second show),
Ted
.swinging from'' jitney to a dime all Lewis big 4,800.
over town. So far, there are but a
Lawrence Welk (Trianon; $0.90-$1.15 adm.). Fancy 17,000.
few squawks and these do not come

Omaha Up*

frniTi

from

Tap

and
Seems

taverns

tlie

tlic eateries.

clubs,

but

that people

who come

in to eat, would rather
pay a nickel tlian a dime, but Owners
say no .serious opposition has been
met and that receipts arii so far
sati,sfaotory.

In

the .taverns, they
are tin-owing in as many dimes' as

they

(lid

Rea.-jor)

here

h

nickels.

given by the jukoljox boys
eo.st of records ha.s Kone
in the old

tli.it

up so sharply that music
t FilmusicaK

In addition to Capitol, Decca,
Columbia, Bing Crosby and Kate
Smith, along with the writers, have
been named as co-defendants, Action
was instituted in Superior: Court,
Los Angeles.

his ef-

in this direction Will in the
future be devoted to material for
picture or show scores.

his first date as
He goes into the

Symes

it's

forts

booked on

for

it

with lyrics. Pub intends
it
fighting the action and Is endeavoring to see to it that Mario gets stuck
with costs if and when he loses the
action.
fitted

.

writing "pop" ballads.

in

St. Louis, Jan. 14.
.Attempted assassination of John H,
reseated immediately, but Rodgers
let it be known that he hadn't the Westbrook, owner of a dlskbOx comtime and would prefer that he be pany here 'White he and a womaneliminated. Max Dreyfus, who was companion -were riding in an automobile near Waterloo, 111., Friday
ill last year; missed; four meetings
and 'was dropped from the board for (10) leads cops on both, sides of the
the first time since the Society's in- Mississippi in this area to believe
ception, only to be immediately pro- that a^gang war over the business is
posed and reelected by fellovf board cooking. Westbrook was hit in the
back of the neck by one of the
members.
Who will be nominated .in bullets that was fired through the
Rodgers' place is not known, although tesx window of the car. 'Woman was

Creamy

1

.

simply adapted
consumption and

popular

.

Singer

.

Sherman

Hammerstein II, and both
were .dropped. Hammerstein was

Bandleader in Chi April 6

Oxford
....Crawford
.Oxford

.-.
Sonata
Sooner Or Later f'Soiig of South".
Santly-Jo'y
Things We Did Last Summer
.Morris
Uncle Remus Said— f'Song of the South".......... ., ., .Santly-Joy
What More Could I Ask For.
..... .. .London
Whole World Is Singing My Song
,
.Robbins
Years and Years Ago
................ ..... ... Bourne
You'll Always Be the One I Love.
,
...
.... .....
.Sinatra Songs
Zip-a-De-Do-Dah— f'Song of South"
........ .Santly-Joy
'.

he Wrote

.

that Berlin himself does not intend
in the future to devote himself to

on

1930.

Oscar

.

•.

,

the usual procedure is to immediately renominate him and he is reinstated on his promise to attend.
Rodgers missed four, along with

B and s

Buddy Moreno Ereems As

Shapiro-B.
.Burke-'VH
/.Beverly

.

September Song

,

'

tune

week

Capitol admits to plagiarism, but
not of Mario's song. From the day it
"Pretending"
from writers
took
Marty Symes and Al Sherman it has
pointed out that the melody was
waltz
from
a
taken
by DeUeb's called
"Coppella," -written in 1867 and
which is used constantly as background music in the ballet field.

Symes, Dick Robertson and Frank
Wetdon on, which it will begin work
later this, month.
Song is the first
non-Berlin ballad the current Berlin
firm has bought, although the old
Bund
Hiitrl
Company in which Berlin was partEmil Colemati'» . . Waldorf (400; $2) . .. .........
nered with Saul Bornstein did inJimmy Dorsey. . Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50)
sert non-Berlin tunes of that Calibre
Chuck Foster
Yorker (400; $1-$1.50)
New
between the latter's own works.
Guy Lombardo... Roosevelt (400; $1.50-$2)
Reason for the publication of the Ray McKinley
Commodore (4O0; $1-$1.50)
Symes - Robertson - Weldon piece is Johnny Pineapple. Lexington (300; $1-$1.50).

Witmark

Oh Why, Oh Why, Did I Ever Leave Wyoming?.
Old Lamp-Lighter .... ............
Ole Buttermilk Sky— fCanyon Passage"
...
the Other End of a Kiss. ....
Rumors Are Flying .......

.

.

Encore

On

.

Irving Berlin's music company
doesn't often publish ballads not
written by Berlin himself, but it
has taken a tune titled, "'Why Did
It Have to End So Soon," by Marty

$250,000
last

,

From ASCAP Board,

Self

Jefferson

the Night

Is

written over a thousand

Dick Rodgers Eliminates

.

:

a

suit

&

He has

songs, miwic find lyrics.

Now, ........ ,BM1

dveif

hung

infringement

'John W. Bratton, the oldest active Capitol Songs and some of the
most
living songwriter, is celebrating his important record companies
and
80th tirthday Jan. 2i, For owr half artists. His action hag flabbergasted
a cetitUry he. has been Ih the song- the publisher, to say the least. Ma,
smith business, having been succes- rio's suit alleges that Capitol's tune
sively, choir singer, amateur actor, "Preteiiding," 'was Swiped
by iti
singer in a Broadway show and the- •writers frohi a tune, presumably
by
Bratton). the same title, which
atrical producer (Leffler

.

Aires.

Hollywood, Jan. 14
bandleader and

Mario,

songwriter,

Brattoo's 80th Anni

,

.

A.

.X>on

. .

Swing

Iturbi's Chili

two

created quite a stir for almost

..Remick
Gaf in Calico
World Singing Song. .Robbins
Things' We Did Summer. .Morris
Huggin' and Chalkin' , Hudson

price

ran(i<;

is

now

impossible.

^

(Los Anjjelcs)
Al Donahue (Avodoii. B, Los Angeles, 1st wk).
Opened Tues. (7). First
stanza's 6,400 customers. n..s.g., after recent record
run of Count Basie.

Art Kassel (Aragon. B, Ocean Park, 5th
smart ballyhooing.

Ray Herbeck (Meadowbrook, B,
3,500 admissions, with spot heavily

wkh Fewer

than

4,000, despite

Culver City, 3d wk). Not more than
papering town.
Bobby Sherwood (Casino Gardens, B, Ocean Park, 1st wk). Opened
with newly regrouped combo Sat. (11) to good
response. Previously, in
five day.s. Earle Spencer's scale crew didn't
lure more than 2,000 pa.vees.
Charlie .Splvak (Palladium, B, Hollywood,
3d wk). Tapered somewhat
after flrsi fortniglit pulled Site out 61
three months Of doldrums; 16,000
stub-buyers.

..
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Decca~r€l«ntlcss searchei:

after

new

talent— scores again! The amazingly
popular Joe

Mooney

Quartet signed to

an exclusive recording contract!

The
are

facts

of Joe's zoom to stardom

by this time known to all music fans.

From
his
fast

Paterson, N.J. to 52ndStreet"and

own

radio

work even

show

in nine

months

His unique arrangements are the
the town.

Now

millions ...

His

is

for a likeable Irishman.

talk

they will be heard

of

by

on Decca Records.

first release,

out Jan.

6— "Sep-

tember Song" and 'Just a Gigolo."

Decca Record No. 23790.

.
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Musical Upturn
(Continued from page 1);

no IMe at the moment iirthe situaUon Ihvol^^^
,u are mixett
-a
the Music g^jent than usual. „
Both
a new contract between the Songwriters Protective Assn. and
the
Publishers Protective Assn. Meetings between the two factions over
shows, there, being colored
"
terms ol a new deal ended for the holiday period around the middle
also.
MHoiiday"
wmm^^^
in
aotor.
mamly because
last month and no date has yet been set to resume talks,
o
exoected to
was expected
While Ra.^bo^^ w-,.
publisher's side choose this time of year for
There

is

,

^

.

,

•

i

:

.

nianv of the principals on the
and pub- ^^^i-e on tho; strength of its out-olFlorida vacations. Meanwhile, the old pact between the writers
30, jJays, or
lishe'rs. which expired Jan. 31, had been extended another.
^^^^^ g,^^^,)^^, ;,,,^ ^^^^
which doesnt
until Jan. 31, and i£ the new deal isn't cleaned up by then,
was a complete Broadway surprise,
seem likely, another extension will probably be agreed upon.
In fact, another show was reported
to have been earmarked to follow
Although Los Angeles Musicians Local 47 boasts of more than 13,000 it in at the Adelphi. In Philadelmembers the union seems unable to whistle up a quorum at any o£ its phia, where it tried out, "Scene"
monthly general membership meetings. Sometime ago the local shilted the authors and actors to a greater
to Hollywoocl
site ot get-togethers from downtown L. A. headquarters
the
couldn't top $5,000 gross
Masonic Temple in effort to induce greater attendance, but interest pellced week, an incredibly low mark. In
only fractionally and in the main the card-rarriers who do show at the response to the enthusiastic press,
meetings are officeholders and a hatfuj of political axe-grinders. At least show's management evinced little
150 must be on hand. to constitute a quorum to handle routine business, surprise, the rasponse being that it
and 300 for legislative. As result of too few always turning up, local has felt "Scene" to be a New York show.
had matters on agenda since 1943, which have yet to be acted upon,
At least one showman interested in
_i
"Scene" maintained that attitude
,
\« J,
nt
tr
A
Resumption of ice shows at the Terrace Room of the New Yorker hotel, .jji-ou-'hout the trvout when ticket
„
New York, seems to have proven once and for all that the room Is definitely ''^"^'^'^
^^'^^ hidinc their timo
shows,
the
period
not
"band"
,

j

i

,

'

|

m

~

i

]

hotel dropped ice
°J^"'"f
Form Keversai
"Big Two
was being installed, basiness fell
Another form reversal was infar off normal and could not.be brought back even by Sammy Kaye's orchestra, judged to be one of the few guaranteed b.o. draws in biz, Kaye stanced by the negative first-night
couldn't do better than 1,400 covers any 'week during his run, although it reception of "The Big Two," a
must be said tliat his stay, during pre-Xmas weeks wasn't at a good time. straight play that also entered the
Now. with ice shows back and Chuck Foster's orchestra, the room isn't too list last week. Reports were that it
far off normal.
was a sure thing, evidently on the
spot.

a

While a

During the

that

new tank ^nd new dance

[

floor

.

Bing Crosby cuts a new album, of four sides, for Decca this- week on
Ditties will be from Paramount's forthcoming "The Emperor
Coast.
Joe Alexander, sepia baritone, jotted by Capitol Records....
Waltz"
"The Anniversary Song," ditty intro'd in Columbia's "The Jolson Story,"
will be reprised in studio's forthcoming "Broadway Baby," with Jeny
Ken Curtis etches four new sides for M<!rWald orchestra rendering it
cury label Sat. (18). .,Jofe Beichraan's band waxing 10 tunes for Standard
Transcriptions this week, ,. .Capitol Records has signed Alan Living.ston
to head up a new, special department io prep albums aimed at the tot trade
Berle Adams, Mercury Records' artist-and-rep chief, in Hollywood
from Chi to cut eight sides with Frankie Laine and several with Hurry
When Harry Garfield left Coast over weekend to tfssuir.t' Kcn.
Babbitt
professional managership oj M. Witmark in N, Y., the Coast conlitiHont ut
songpluggers tossed him a surprise cocktail caper and gifted' him with a
timepiece. ..'.Los Angeles' Musicians' Local 47 will sponsor its tiist animal
.Delta Rhythm Boys. wiU out first tour .-^ides
golf tourney on Jan. 27.
under new RCA-Victor pact .Tan. 27. .. .Hollywood office ot Robbin.s-Feist-.
.'.

worth of equipment and fUrnishinH:^,
Del Courtney band etches four new sides for Enterprise label this week
lack Kapp,
Emma Lou Welch pacted for platters by Exclusive
Capitol RecDecca prexy, in Hollywood on semi-annual Coast junket
ords is prepping its first album of a film score, Miklo.s Rozsa's- music for
Sol Lesser Productions' "The Red Hou.se". .. .Murray I^azar has left Rudy
Mimi Merrill,
Vallee Music Co. to handle Coast chores for T. B. Harms
formerly with Crystal-Renown music cojnpanies', joined staft ot Peer International's Hollywood office. .. .Dick Kane Trio pacted for combo's first
Black & White prepping an eight-,s-idcd' album
platters by Mercury
by Jeannle MoKeon for release next month.

Miller, rifled recently of ,$3,000

.

,

,

,

strength of the show's business in.
PhiUy, but insiders were aware that
attendance was aided by subscribers,
same not applying to "Scene" or
"Rainbow," which also tried out in
the same stand. There was a difference of opinion in Boston for
"Two" but the business was fairly
promising.

Another 20,000 shares of common stock put up for sale by Capitol
Records in New York two weeks -ago at $15.50 per, was not a new issue;
but part of the original bundle set up by the company when it floated the
original issue last year. Tlie 20,000 had simply been kept in reserve and
released, it's said, to partially, at least, repay a loan from the Bank of
America in California, This loan, may or may not have gone to finance
the company's entry into: the fieild ot record reprodteing machines now
being marketed under Capitol's name.

'

In an ad run in last week's Variety is.sue by Benny Fields, veteran
singer, the copy inadvertently referred to the William Morris Agency as
his agent. Chai'les Yates, with the Associated Booking Corp., 745 5th avenue, N. Y., has Fields under exclusive contract. The Morris office had
previously booked Fields.
.

•

Dailey
Sets Brooks,
^

hpp^s*"""-

When

i

YOU

1

mmm

the dance

band

b.o.

:

'

,

Jailed

On Bum Check Charges
Hollywood, Jan.

14.

Jimmy Campbell, erstwhile Britand a onetime partner of Reg Connelly in the London
pub firm of Campbell, Connelly &
Co., Ltd., last week was arrested in
ish songwriter

began major midtown hostelries jammed.
There are a fairly large number of Redwood

November, Dailey had a
long string of bands set up to copie
into his spot. He subsequently cancelled all and took Les Elgart for an
indefinite period. With the current
Barron and the above bookings he
resumes buying.
sliding last

;

Campkll

jiminy

t

Reliable
in visitor volume.
following the current Blue Barron, decline
reports, however, are that hotel ocand Long follows Feb. 11 to the 24th.
cupancy is high, with most of the

LIKE

Shapir<S-Berffistei«.

Buddy Rich broke up his orchesweek, a move claimed to be
temporary while the leader himself

occupies the spotlight as a featured
artist with Norman Granz' "Jazz at
which
Philharmonic"
unit,
the
launches a long string of jazz conHow word-of-mouth can benefit a cert dates at the Academy of Music,
show in advance was shown by Brooklyn, N. Y., Feb. 6. Rich figpatronage at the boxoffice for "Rain- ures to reorganize sometime in May
bow." Prior to its debut' the sale and resume regular band work.

"^"rt^fr''
^» jl may be reflected
-incipally in the
pnncii
Randy Brooks' and Johimy Long's 'asencies.
Frank
There has been a drop in agency
Dailey's Meadowbrook. Brooks goes business
which was apparently
in for nine days, Jan. 29 to Feb. 9, wrongly attributed to a supposed
.

iAY|

to the

Feb. 5 or 12 show at the Roxy t1\eatre, N. Y. Others on bill include
Gil Lamb and Evelyn Knight.

tra last

orchestras have been set for

EXACTLY

jiMMir

Long

BAiD;SEIIim

Peter Lorre has been added
I

amounted to approximately $125,000.
However, the spot with Granz is
That was exclusive of theatre parties; not Rich's main reason for breaksuch package deals amounting to as ing up. Bookings for his band in
much, if not mote. Following the the current market, which still isn't
notices, long lines appeared for both
good, were nothing to cheer about
The new and he figured that the hiatus, at
that show and "Scene."
musicals are likely to slow the pace least until May, would be wise.
of longrun tuners, most of which
stood up because there was no new

who had completed an arrangement with ApoUo Records*
which the Garwood Industries are now interested, for* a term contract,
did not sign and isn't likely to. Garwood dropped negotiations with the
band after a deal involving a $5,000 bonus and exceptionally good terms
had been agreed upon and not .immediately accepted by the leader.
Vic Lombardo,

in

Top Tones for Your Books
An All'Time Favorite

BUDDY MCHBREAISUr

conventionites registered but they
are not patronizing the ticket booths
in the lobbies.

bum
la.st

Calif.,
City,
on several
check raps. Pleadhig guilty to
.summer bouncing two eljecks

totaling $90 at a

San Mateo

hotel,

who is 43, is currently being held in. Redwood City jail, unable to raise $5,000 bail.
Further,
according to the sheriff's ofnce in
Redwood, the ex-publisher is wanted

Campbell,

Batpb Slater, hypnotist,
Sarle, Pbiladelpfaia, Jan. 31.

to

the

on other worthless check charges in
Sacramento and Oakland.- His total
indebtedness is about $dOO.

For last several years Campbell
has been living along the Cbast. Six
months ago, at request of Rudy
Vallee who put up the $109 initiation fee, Campbell was admitted as
member of songpluggers' union, but
did not actively go to work. At one
time Campbell was one of the biggest figures in the British music publishing business, and at about the
same time he wrote a number of international hit tunes, such as "If I
Had You," "Show Me the Way to Go
Home," "Goodnight, Sweetheart" and
"When the Organ Plays at Twi

ANNOUNCE THE APPOINTMENT OF

I

CHARLES ROSS

AS
GENERAL PROFESSIONAL iANAQER

For new artist copies ond
arronciemen*?, write or phorie
PH|i.

KORNhclSER,
:

•|h.

sj-jpi.,

'^.oCicV.-jy,

I

Nv-

-OUR

/Aunci.pei,

£/{i-tloit.iiC'i

^:>ci,i"£-.c

light."
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Nev/ Mills Personnel

No.

\

SONG-

Mills

Academy

Music and
of Music

the American
are increasing

staffs, taking on two new
men and upping another from its

contact
I

THERE

IS

NO GREATER LOVE

By \%HAU JONES and

#

MARTY SYMSS

0

607

Fifth

Av».

iiiisic
•

New

CHARLES ROSS, Gen.

HOLLYWOOD
ALLAN ROSS

,

I

lie.

.York 17. N. Y.

Prof.

NEW YORK
SHERMAN BRANDE, JACK SCHIFFMAN
fiRANK ABRAMSON

S

CdSPV

MfSSAGE SERVICE
ACTORS, MUSICIANS, PROFESSIONAL MODELS, JOURNALISTS

Another Diskbox Tax

wo^iP

RESTAURAIMt

.

j

MANY THANKS TO ALL THE RECORDING
COMPANIES AND PERFORMING ARTISTS
FOR THEIR SPLENDID COOPERATION

force in New York. Paul Mills,
currentjy on the Coast, continues as
American Academy's p.m.
,ew personnel includes Irving
Deutsch, with Leeds Music in prewar days and more recently a member of the Blue Flames quartet; Jack
Hooke, formerly with Barton Music,
and Buddy Friedlander, from the
Mills sales force.
sale.s

.

j

Mgr.

CHICAGO
VIC AN&Li

Oakland, Jan. 14.
Concerted action on the part ot
the
California
Mu.sic
Operators'
Assn. brought a momentary halt to
the City Council's plan to impose a
tax of $5 annually per juke box.
Ordinance was halted before final
pa.ssage on plea of George A. Miller,
president of the Assn., that the tax
would be unfair. He propoised instead a business tax.,ba.sed on gross

Mdks

City had hoped to realize $375,000
tVie

new

tax.

KING

&

RESTAURANT

your pornianont addreit.

We

will

pag* you Night and Day. Simply registsr
with Nat Wainttein, your ho»t, and all
phona calls, m«i>ag*i ond mail will !>•
held for you or forwordod qt your «q»<«''

—'obsolutvly

freol

OPEN NIGHT AND DAY
Sarfing the Finasf Foocf

PAT
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ICING'S
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receipts.
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Band Reviews

|}^^^^

Donohue's Jersey Spot

got new Music HaU,
Washington, D. C. spot off with bang
Sunday (12), playing a 5,000 admissions afternoons and evening . . .

Armstrong

New York
in
Masters orchestra,
Prankie
stays anTexas since last November,
renewal of two
other 13 weeks with

Boyd Raeburn band gets in today
(Wednesday) to open new Vanity
shows weekly sponsored by In- Fair Jan, 28
,
Guy Lombafdo
Wright,
Arthur
Theatres
named to Gulf Marine Bacing Hall
terstate
Kaye,
Sammy
of Fame for speedboat accomplishformer vocalist with
ments last summer
Dardanelle
died in New York last week (details
doubling
between
Hotel MadiMcFarland Trio
.
in .Obit Section)
son (5-9 p. m.) and Club Dixon
Twins into Post Lodge last night
(10-2
Mike Nidorf and
.
a. m,)
Ziggy Elman's new
(Tuesday)
Lou Miiidliiig to Coast .
First
band doing Langworth Transcrip- KCA-yictor release of
Count Basie
tions; debuted Friday (10) at Club
Buddy SohiX' occurs Fieb. 1 and secoitid week later.
LouisvUle

radio

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Butterfield
will
replace Glenn
Garr at Donohue's and the booking
marks the first time the roadside
cafe has used a serai-swing band

since before the war, It has used
sweet combos ihost of the time.

.

.

.

. .
Madrid,
son bouS^* ^^"P^^"®'*^^'-'
Todd Duncan doing Gershband
win album for Musicraft ... Carmen
Cavallaro into Biltmore hotel, Feb. 8,
ditto Paramount theatre April 9, a
switch from former Strand stand
Bobby Weiss, Musicraft exec, on
>

Kenton Orch

Jimmy

irier,

pneumonia

up

not re-form

song\yritihg.

,

.

Larry Barnet, MCA national bandand promotion swing booking coordinator, back in N. Y.
around country . . New nylon phono after whirlwind western checkup,
needle on market by Webster-Chi- ...Tommy Rock vv ell lazing at his
GoddardjLeiberson,
cago Corp.
Columbia Records v. p., has written ranch at Monrovia. ., Spike Jones,
currently laying off here, will hit
novel titled "Three for Bedroom C"
the one-nite circuit again next midMusicraft releasing album of
J ,
Louis month.. Anita O'Day, chirp who
Lltaliah tunes by Phil Brito
broke with Gene Krupa crew one
year ago, forming sextet here, which
she will front 5i liiteries.
.Pinky
Hif f©r If47
Tomlin Orchestra will play the anIkm
nual Police Ball at Las Vegas, Feb.
.Jan Garber opens month-long
12.
.

.

;

exploitation,

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

let'sPutOur
Dreams Wether
Virfor:

CHAme

SPIVAK

Mumbiai EUIOTT lAWRENCE
•- with

mora to fellow

Sung—^All Ways

Always

—

Popular

MILLS l>ROGIIAM SUG&ESTIONS

THAT'S

MY

DESIRE

Sensational Mercurjr Record S007

By

.

here.

Chicago
Stuff Smith and Una Mae Carlisle
the Frolics Show Bar, Detroit,
Jan. 15 .
George Olsen at the
Elks Club, Muscatine, Iowa, Jan. 15
.Bill Bardo into the Hotel Muehlebach, Kansas City, Feb. 26 . , . George
Winslow replacing Arvin Dale at the
Joe Sanders
Melody Mill, Feb. 9 .
in for a month at the La Martinique
starting, Jan. 20
to

WHEN YOUR OLD
WEDDING RING WAS
tmi

.

,

MILLS MUStO. INC.
Ulf Broadway

The

.

.

.

Maw ¥erk If

Sung

Distlngnisheil

.

Styli

New

much

trouble.

PL.

ToniTii,

Carlos Gastel and GAC
agency that although Kenton had NICK BREWSTER
been contracted for at $6,500 flat per With Art Tate

week,

hoofing-hall

felt

it

couldn't

meet the nut and hence requested
an out.

Two weeks

of

maneuvering

fol-

lowed, during which Palladium made
room on its lineup, arranging to
bring in Kenton for a stand at reported $5,000 plus percentage, starting

MercuiT^Chi Indie OM^^
Chicago, Jan.

March

18.

Palladium arranged

ORCH.

>

one-year de$l with options last
week, after severing with Decca

(9)

Records,-.,

Anthony Hotel, San Antonio
Currelitly at the Anaoacho room
Niclc Brewster and his "Million
Airs," pleasing local dance goers
St.

is

Mercury had previously dropped
two bands— Buddy Rich, who is nttw
temporarily out of biz as a maestro,

and Vincent Lopez.

with pleasing dansapation. Band is
well balanced and easy on the ears
for those who dine.
It plays current numbers and light classics with
equal ease with some swell arrangements for those who dance.

Band

composed of three

is

violins,

three saxophones, bass, drum and
trumpet, with Brewster at the piano.

inducing in east,
Kenton has
decided to hold crew to letter of

to

There

an

over-abundance of
music, but patrons don't
MCA rhumba
seem to mind it. Now and then, for
GAC
extra measure there is a "Put Your
cost to re-route Kenton all over Little Foot" or another old-fashioned
country so combo would lose no dance which keeps the floor crowdplaying time. AH matters had been ed. On vocals there is Brewster, who
smoothed out, save that Avodon still lias a nice personality and voice, and
had the original four-week contract Art Tate, who doubles from sax.
There is also a trio of others from
in its safe and last week, on heels of
the band, which, give but with a few
making some coin on recent month's vocals
now and then.
stand of Count Basie and noting the
Band could use a female vocalist
been
add

biz

is

a bit of pep
the bandstand.

an*

*

Vitality to

Andy.

pact.

Gastel hit the ceiling, as did GAC.
grimly took matters in hiand
and has conjraenced all over again
shifting the dates at Palladium.
Maury Cohen, operator of the Pal,
appears coolest in the imbroglio, as
he merely says he will still take on
Kenton, if he can, late next autumn.
Gastel further flared when, pointing
out that, with recent addition of the
Pastels, vocal quintet, Kenton payroll now is $7,100 and aggregation
would lose coin at straight $6,500 for
Avodon date, got only one offer from
terpalace— that it adjust matter by
giving Kenton a guarantee of $4,500
agains;t 60% ,of gate per stanza.
Gastel and GAC thumbed down such
a deal with vehemence. Kenton now

PHIL LEVANT ORCH

5-5572

hmiself,

for

becommg

(IS)

With Shirley White, Lee Sharin
Mueblebach Hotel, Kansas City
Phil Levant orchestra is perennial
in the Terrace Grill of the Muehlebach. This year it was brought in to
carry over the holiday trade. Music
put out by this crew is emphatically
on the smooth side and held down
in volume to the requirements of
such an ^intimate room. This sort of

understanding performance is what
makes Levant popular here.
Instrumentation of three trumpets,
trombone, three tenors, three rhythm
and Levant's fiddle directs all its effort toward dansapation.
Keepmg

BOURNE,
?99

SANTLY.JOY

SEVENTH AVE

Inc

HEW YORK

I

GOHA

JUST
On

His

(WiiTOF THE MOON)
By BROOKS

BOWMAN

a

ON INTRODUCING SONG

HITS

"SURE-FIRE''

TALK ABOUT YOU

"SUNDAY SERENADr^ AB^

Jonuary 19th, 1:30 P.M.,

E.S.T.

ALL MATERIAL AVAILABLE

120 West SSth Street

">

EAST OF THE SUN

SAMMY KAYE
KEEPS RIGHT

!S

standi

party to the under scale arrangement,^was fined $1,000 by the local
and given a certam time in: which
to pay the levy.

HEAR HIM INTRbDUCE THIS BRAND NEW 1947

SMGS,

life.

14.

Mercury Records, Chi indie disk
headed by Berle Adams,,
snagged Glen Gray's Caia Loma orchestra last week and is dickering
to further enlarge, its band list with
Tony Pastor, currently at the Paramount theatrej N. Y. Gray signed a
outfit

to get Music Corp.' of America to
shift its bands which already had
been booked. Although this was accommodating a rival agency,
went to trouble and
did so and

Cross

Pres.

York 22

Glen fii^^^^^^^

off.

Restricted ruling means that the
spot can play nothing but local
bands until the penalty is lifted.

MANAGEMENT

JOE GLASER,
Ave=,

or-

bass

Jr.)

manager

Log Cabin, Armonk,- N. Y., which
one time played name bands, has
been placed on the "restricted territory" list by the White Plains local
of the American Federation of Musicians, after being snagged paying
under scale to Chris Cross' band.

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.
Fifth

Shirley White, contralto, and Le*
Sharin, youthful ballad singer, wh<>
joined the crew about six monthf
a.'jo.
Both singers register capably
solo and work with. Tony Moreno
(trumpeter) in iipecial trio arrangements.
Quin.

'

month, when terpalace notified orch

at

MBC

Hammond

(Whiteman

.

Levant himself works hard on the
bandstand and it's reflected In the
output. He also stresses vocals with

Emphasis on the Whiteman name
is a bit too strong for good taste,

AFM HITS N. Y. SPOT
ON UNDER SCALE RAP

TUESDAY, JAN. 21, EISHT P.M.,

745

drums

.should polish that

probably will have to cut crew when
he comes here to make the date.

RUTH ETTIN
mm lALLEE PROGRA
EXCLUSIVE

On

MCA

FRANKIE LAINE

SIDEWALKS OP CUBA

grpms.

Hollywood, Jan. 14.
especially the business of tising the
Fireworks flared late last week, "Rhapsody" theme. Perhaps it was
and sparks still are snapping, after just for "Pops," who dropped in with
the Avodon ballroom decided that it his ABC band and Paul Ash to see
did not, want to cancel out month's the offspring operate. In any case, it
stand of Stan Kenton starting Feb. 5. should r>e toned down a bit. Group's
To all intents and purposes the band dancea;ble styling should bring a
booking had been called off last mid- booking in a classier spot without

.

skein of one-niters, chiefly in Pacific
Northwest, with stand at SacramenRoy Eldridge combo,
to Sat. (18)
•which closes current stand at Billy
Berg's tonight <15), imtti^iately
noses north on stretch oi 17 oneniters .... Del Courtney crew, current at Palace hotel, San Francisco,
set for four weeks at Roosevelt hotel, New Orleans, Feb., 19. ,. .Xavier
Cugat set for three-day weekend at
Aragon terpalace, Jan. 24-26 .... Dick
Gabbe en route to N. Y.... Jerry
Wald's reorganized combo inked for
Columbia's forthcoming pic, "Broadway Baby". .. .Don Reed, who form'erly batoned a midwest band, in
for huddles with his agency, Frederick Bros., on idea of re-grouping

solidly with customers, and
biz as a result is holding up okay.
sessions. Without dancing,
are turned into semi-eoncert pro-

crew in

Luncheon

thro'sigh nicely.

Small group, with

Bookini^ Deal

off pallet after

siege, will

resume

but

band,

tunes fullbodied -and sweet sets thf

(6)

trumpet and two reed, cuts the show
okay and then switches to easy society rhythms for terpsters. Whiteman still seems, a little abashed by
the whole thing, but experience

Sitetfus

Hollywood

.

comes

gan,

Avodon

JR.

Iceland, N. Y.
With the help of the Roxy's peren»
nial maestro Paul Ash and his own
famous dad, young Paul Whiteman,
Jr., has thrown together a nice little
combo for his first date as a front
man. The wisdom of coming into k
show spot for a preem booking
might be questioned, since the intricagies of baclting a show could
easily pose too difficult problems
for a first-time maestro, but the outfit

.

.

.

PAUL WHITEMAN,

.

,•

.

.

Billy iutterfield's comparatively
new orchestra is set for its first location stay in the New York area. It
opens Jan. 30 at Donohue's, Mountain View, N. J., a spot not far from
Prank Dailey's Meadowbrook.

.Ntw Y«rk

If. H, Y.
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Eva Tanguay- 1

MILLION

Grl-

Dili t Care

mm i

Off
A.€.€RAI©I1YHITS.
WiPS AGVA Pays Cast
In L.A. Show Fold©

UP VAUDEmLE

LA.

Los Angeles, Jan.

Slipi

By ED BABBX

would attempt

to flatter her

Hollywood, Jan.
liocal office of

14,

on her

She'd laugh it off with
beea lucky."
Aiid there was more truth than
poetry in that remark. Vaude historians still around have a faint
recollection of seeing her in her strong boxoffice potentialities
youth at Tony Pastor's or Keith's come available.
which
prompting
prime
Union Square with a male partner
The
in a double act that rated about $125 caused erasure of live talent from
weekly for the pair. On this en- Million Dollar, according to Corwin,
an
by
of
grabbed
up
hereabouts
gagement she was
was growing dearth
agent and sent on tour with a pop- attractions with marquee value. Due
priced ciircuit musical, "The Sambo to most big-name bands reorkahiishearer
t&
Girl," wjiieh never got
ing, none presently are available,
Broadway than Blaney's, Newark.
and film stars just won't play L. A.
because of proximity to Hollywood.
She had made and lost fordidn't.
MilSiiii HaUS;'
And, adds Corwin, "Any nameless
tunes before—not forgetting the coin
later tried hto mettle in mu-sic
She
stakes she had given many a con- halls in New York and Chicago but layout of acts today isn't worth a
temporary on the way up and ad- didn't hit her stride until years later quarter."
ditional lifts after they went down
when she decided Barnum was right,
the chute again.
both ways, and came into HammerThough lacking in outstanding stein's Music Hall with one of the Maliie Aliliiff Ankling
usually the requisite for most terrific advertising and publictalent,
molding a headliner in any branch ity buildups of' that era, which is
to
of the theatre. Miss Tanguay capital- reputed to have cost her nearly
Hattie Althofi is set to leave the
ized on her personality, shapely fig- twice as much as her salary. This
Consolidated
determination to get to
oksgr with her. She set out to theatre department of

Eva Tanguay, personality songstress
ol yesteryear, succumbed to a stroke
after being bedridden lor years with
various Blhessei, in her obscure but
comfortable cotfege iii Hollywood,
Jan; 11, iiged 68. Death came as a
climax to one of the most fabulous,
colorful careers in vaudeville. Until Ulness forced her into retirement
in the '20's and she dropped over
$2,000,000 in the stock-market crash
of 1929, she had remained the ebullient lass who had catapulted hetself from obscurity to fame with the
And she
song, "I Don't Care."
.

artistry.

'I've just

ot

Atlantic City, Jan.

HOTEL BIZ LAGS 25%
Boston, Jan. 14.
In contrast to film and legit business, which boomed during 1946,
night clubs, taverns, ballroomis, ho-

last

year and iftdicaUons ol further

drops.

The Mayfair closed

for change of

policy, while the Latin

almost 30%

Quarter was

Ohly- nitery doing
Nineties. But even
here it's no bargain. Ballrooms, barring the Totem Pole, are also way
off,
the cats just not forking' up
prices for name bands with sider
man's salaries blamed for high
real biz

is

off.

Gay

The investigation was launched
after cafe and saloon operators had
protested the: way jukebox distribu»
tors operated here. They pointed out
that if they failed to pay a $5 sejpv*
ice fee /weekly and used other than
the "right" distributors' machines
their places were picketed, with uniott drivers refusing to cross th«i
lines to deliver food and liquor.

The panel said the succeeding
grand jury should be informed ol
these flndings "so that they may be
alert to a development of these danare off, too. Customers gers to the public and be prepared
figure they are taking a rooking and to take preventive measures sinc9
so-called jukebox wal; in at least
stay away. Little ',-y little a buyer's a
strike is bringing down prices but one other New Jersey conrtnninityV
resulted in property damage atid
joints that have ihade it a habit of has
clipping by cutting portions are tak- even bloodshed."
ing It in the neck. It seems customers don't forget.

was
make 'em Tanguay-conscious and

Artists to open her owa
it Radio
handsome dividends agency. Miss Althoff, whose conwill
and kept her a high-salaried draw- tract with CRA expires in May,
of February.
ing card for better than a decade leave around the end
Resignation climaxes a stormy, assoand a half.
ciation between Miss Althoff and
catapulted
During the interim she
Charlie Greene, CRA president.
her earning power from $250, wliich
A little more than a year ago
she had gotten with the musical, to
AlthoS threatened to wailk out in a
$2,500 and $3,500 weekly, an unquarrel
over
commission splil^.
heard of salary for a vaude headGreene
subsequently threatened to
liner of that era. She still continued
sue Miss Althoff for contract breach
heavy ad campaigns, lavish outlays
and exit never materialized.
for costuines and material, and these
There's the possibility that Charlie
She Wias also smart
too paid oft.
enough to build her songs into a Busch and Bill Peterson, of the CRA
Alproduction, don the most daring of cocktail sector, may join Miss
thoff
once she sets up her office.
costumes and give them that perIf these plans materialize, CRA's
sonality and dynamic salesmanship
which made her unique, albeit a revenue will be hard hit inasmuch

later paid off in

prices.
Eiateries

COMEDY

Coonea Bosweil Swilcks

PATTER

]

To iarrsLRomm Ag«cy
Harry

Her first big-salary break came
from the la|e Percy G. Williams, partments.
who, stymie* by control of most
headliners and standard acts by the
Miss Davis* Paris
then powerful United Booking Of-

Dates

(Keith, Albee, Proctor et al.),
Virginia Davis, chanteuse daugh'
decided to build arid import his own ter of maestro Meyer Davis, has
talent to channel into his N. Y. signed for several nitery appear^
circuit of five theatres. After bring; ances in Paris in the spring, at the
ing over a flock of acts from" Constellation,
Scheherazade
Club'
England, such as Vesta Victoria, and Cinq a Neuf.

Albert

and

.

COCO

TE

Chevalier

and Marie

and

Currently

Frank Betrbaro's

I>srlng Spnga

.

B<>w^ry, Detroit
MAN WHAT'A SUCCESS
THANKS TO SEYMOUR SHAPIRO and
P, J.

(ODICE

appeared

legiter "Call

Me

the
Mister"

in

.

There's the possibility that the Mills
Bros., who'll be appearing at the

Paramount

Maurice Rocco

and flashing okay reports.
Harry Lefko shot in from Philadelphia to visit his c'ad

Sam (RKO)

Lefko who's doing nicely.
Bill (Warner Bros.) Lalis cheered

up plenty by surprise

visit

is

James

Kirkwood,

Jr.,

"HOW T© MASTER

rhumba
N. Y.

.

contests at his
nitery,

Em-

because

of

demands from the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees
to put on two projectionists. Union
demanded that Miller hire tWo operators to show the 16m shots of the
contest, which were run off at the
club one hour after shooting.

Rhumba

contest,

however, will be

continued without the film showings
afterward.
/

of his

back

to

Sherman Staying on Coaet

after a holiday vacash
Eddie Sherman, head of the Sherwith his mother, Lila Leo, who is
man vaude booking agency who was
re.sting at the Owen's cottage and
slated to return to New York this
showing nice improvement.
to personally operate the
First postwar vaudeville show at month
LaFoUntains' nitery is doing nightly booking office, has -delayed his N.Y
turnaway biz, Bill includes Jack trip indefinitely.
Adams, emcee; Daphne Carroll,
Pressure of his personal managc?songstress; Jack Braden, comic; An- ment
business is preventing his N. Y.
son Sisters, dance team and Joe
trip at this time. Sherman is manBolands orch.
Will Larner, Jr.. who recently got ager of Abbott amd Costello among
the greenlight here, now program others.
director
of
local
radio
station

Bo an Mmcee)

to

Par Copy

i3.(H)

TXa O.O.D.'a on any material!
It en
rdute, also oeua permanent amitm.

PAUtA SMITH
tm

W.

H«w

54tli Sf.,

Ifarfc

If. M.?.

THEATRICAL

PHOTOGRAPHIC

1

ARTISTS

HAMAI
MAN

S

S

comnm
t'oi>.v

has been forced to susshowings of the Monday

film

'

THE CEREMONIES"

photographic and

mVICC FOR

SkvU'lies

Bill Miller

pend
bassy,

$20.00 Par Vol., «r

$50.00^r 3 Vob.
10 Sock Parodies for $10.00

also being conbiU.

Irau last week.

Broadway

@

3 Veil.

ARTIST

night

FILiS

$1.00 each

Raady Soon)

"BOOK OF PARODIES"

preem

Drops Ehumba Films

GAG
@

theatre, N. Y., in Febru-

sidered to top the

''

Edith Garzke, who spent holidays
with her folks.
Kitty Bernard, vaude performer
and wife of the late Mike Bernard,
and Margie Regan are doing nicely

Irmclies of Thealrieait

"BOOK OF BLACK'OUTS"

ary, will double junto the cafe.

By Happy Benway

Saranac lalce, N. Y., Jan. 1,4.
Walter Hoban has licked the second stage
the "Rib" operation
Her daring songs, such as "I Want and makingofnice
comeback at the
Soineone To Go Wild With Me" and Rogers.
"It's' AU Been Done Before But Not
Arthur Rodzinski, director N. Y.
the Way I Do It,'' were trademarks Philharmonic orchestra, vacashing
of 4 sort but it was *i Don't Care'' at Lake Placid for the winter.
Helen Grupp, Republic Pix secre(Cdntinued on page 48>
tary, back at the lodge after a 10
day furlough to N.Y. C. Ditto for

Mi

I thru 20
(Not, 21 thru 23

No>.

<Hmv

Scarcity of Sepia Acts
Sets Back Zanzibar Preem

last year, just

SaraiacLik

Per

PUN-MASTER

Circle theatre, IndianapoUs, goes to
the Palace theatres Akron-Youngstown next week, and on. Jan. 23
opens a week at the Adams, Newark.

Difficulties
getting
in
suitable
returned from Paris,
where she sang at Le Corsair e. She Negro headliners is caiising Joe
also did a series of broadcasts of Howard and Carl Erbe to postpone
French folksongs for Radiodiifusjion opening of the New Zanzibar, N. Y.,
located on the former site of the Ole
by other standard circuits through- Francaise.
South, to sometime in February.
out the country which played her

season after season at ,top coin. On
percentage dates. where houses were
wary of her draw ability she had
often taken down greater sums as
her share of ttie take.

THOSE RRECRACKER MNCINS KIDS
AUTHENTIC, and^ORlOINAl CALYPSO,
RUMIA, iintfSAMik DANCERS

who

Singer,

Broadway

booking

grabbed off Connee Boswell for its
growing list last week. Singer had
been with Music Corp. of America,
but just before Xmas a.sked for and
received a release in order tb swing
over to Romm:
"Miss Boswell currentli'
the
at

fices

Alice llloydi he took cognizance
of Miss Taaguay's b.o. potentialities,
upping her salary to $2,500 and giving her $3,SD0 on repeat dates. Her
drawing power was later recognized

new

Romra's

agency, which he set up last year,

as a good deal of its coin is now de
rived from the act and cocktail de

freak, through the years.

its In.

vestigatlon at the request of to*
Atlantic
City Licensed Beverage
Men's Association. It said that pos«
sibla conspiracy by the jukebox op,
erators to control the machines was
"in disregard to free eonterprise and
the rights and privileges of other
citizens.'*

and cafes have been way off
in Boston area, with fall and winter
biz running 25% behind same period

tels

Opes Own Agency

CRA

CALYPSO JOE

14.

.

The grand jury conducted

'

the top" in her profession-^ vaudeville—which she did. Despite it all
she never took herself seriously,
preferring to attribute her meteoric
nerve and salesmanship
to
rise
rather than any especially endowed
talent. Even at her peak she often
who
performers
fellow
chided

JUKEBOX RACKETEEES

14.

<jrulld

HUB CAFE, BALLBOOil

'

ure and a

American

Variety Artist* has paid off salary
After hearing oafe owners and
For the first time in more than 60
claims, totaUng $662, against 1.. A. manager*, jukebox
operators, mem..
years, Los Angeles will be without
Thorns by wembew of oast of b?r« oi the electrical
union and
a regular vaude fare when the Mil"Varieties oi 1947" which lasted two others, the retiring Atlantic
policy
drops
her*
theatre
County
lion Dollar
performances at Beaux Arts theatre. grand Jury banded down a
to
revert
will
Hotjse
on Feb, 8.
present,
took funds out of cash ment In which It declared
AGVA
that it
duals.
bond exacted of producer Thorns had found "Indications ol conspiracy
Operator Shertill Corwin says thebefore first curtain rose. Cast of 11 on the part of certain Jukebox
ring
up
its
oecasiorially
opeA
atre may
in the revue was headed by Max ators to control these machinis
curtain on acts in future If any
in
MaCk. .
and about Atlantic City (li)),
be- Terhuhe and Billy

Away, Talingli Era Will ier

THE THEATRE

Mtiral Decorntluiw
Sketch Portraits

.

Photos

JJiilargements

I'lioto Betouchliisr

Pastel Shetclics

£ol>lfy lilHplu.rg

Studio Portraitt— $30 & up (3 poses)
Reproductiein—$3.50 per 100 (in qvan.)

34f W«»t 48th

FXam »-imS

.

St.

Neir Xortc

1», M, T.

Parodies! Special Songs! Bits!
Draw from our Hhrary, one of the

VIr

most

largest)

SliowWa:
Clitalos

k mi

MxelmUe
J.

&

comprehensive

Id

JTSEE!

materlul oor siMsela»r>

H.

KLEfNMAN

25-31-K 30>h lioad, L. f. City 2, M. V
Mejilione: Astoria 8-0985

,

139

U.

WNBZ.

Charlie Golden elated over news

from his medico that he'll get his
all-clear papers next month.
Helen LeClaire Carlson, songstress, planed in from Minneapolis
after 10-day furlough with her folks.
Herman LeVine (Will Rogers
Fund) in for a general o.o. of the
lodge, mitted the gang and shot
back to the Big Town.
Mrs. Frank Schwartz and son, Mel
Schwartz, planed in from. Miami to
visit sister,

Dorothy Martin, who

is

improving nicely.
Peter Hagan
planed in from
N.Y.C. to celebrate the birthday of
his
daughter, Edna Hagan, last
,

t

week.
(Write to those Wlio are

111.)

SULLIVAN
ViiLAai

VANGUAUD

-mew; rb^K.

NOW:""."
(Indefinitelyl

9-7470
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Danny Kaye Contracted

fmr

Miawi, Jan.

Per We(^ at Jiann Copacabana
Miami, Jan.

+

14.

at $20,000 weekly, highest straight
guisrantee ever given a single nifery
Kaye, who starts Jaii,
entertainer,
19 tot two weeks, will make the trip
fyoxn California for the occasion and
the coast immediately
to
will return
afterwards to keep a date at the
Golden Gate theatre, San Francisco,
a 50% of the gate.
in
for
he's
where
Kaye pays for the outside talent

Myron Cohen Heads

NX Latin Quarter Show
Myon

Cohen comedy dialectician, has been booked for his first
N. Y. cafe date, starting Sunday (19)
at the Latin Quarter, N. Y. Comic
has been seen at various times on
cafe

celebrity nights, but hasn't
played a regular engagement in
N. Y. niteries.
XiQ gets an entire change of head'liners , with Moro and Yaconelli,
Morris agency, which felt itself ob- Frances and Gray, Chandra - Kaly
ligated to Murray Weinger, Copa's dancers. Three Craddocks and Anoperator, who was sans a headliner thony Varone moving in.
since Milton Berle, a Morris client,
cancelled out of the Copa because of
The agency
a radio commitment.

.-there.

'

',

,

The Kaye deal for the Copa was
completed last week by the William

,

lined up the Hitz Bros, to follow
Kaye, though the agency will draw
no commissions for the Bitz deal.
Berle's run was to have spanned the
dates of both Kaye and the Ritzes,
Weinger, who last week filed a
1250,000 breach of contract suit
against Berle,, has thus dropped the

Berle's contract, incldentajjyi stipulated a four- week cancellation clause in the event he lined
up a radio, film or legit show, and
Berle had
this was complied with.
been set at $12,500 per.
clainii,

Phil Baker,
:Phil

MCA

Baker has asked

Part

for his re-

from Music Corp. of America
because of MCA's failure to obtain
work for him In fields other than
radio. Baker late last year left the
William Morris agency for that reaifon, and: signed with
in order
to be serviced by Marty Goodman,
who subsequently left that office to
go in business for himself.
Release was handed the comic last
week. He has not yet afliliated with
another agency.
lease

MCA

&

Coddle Roberis, magical
mentallsts currently at the Terrace
jRoom,
Hotel Statler, Cleveland,
rtucllle

open a

Room,

four-weeker in the
Hotel R o o s e y e It i

Blue

New

Orleans, Jan. 21.

Iil47

fighting

out for

it

Contract

$20,000 weekly, the Melody club
here gets the advertising values
of headliners froj.i a little more
than scale musical trio.
The bistro in heavy ads is
billing in big type such names

Kaskel Reported

Guy Lombardo, Tonun^ Dorsiey.
Cab Galloway, Ink Spots
and Ted tewis. In small type

Switch to Ice Shows;

New York

bars

and

eateries,

Dot Lewis Unit Preems
Roomi

Sherman

Ming

Bradford hotel, Boston, containing
the Bi?adford 'roof, one of the top
niteries in the Hub, is slated to be
sold during the week to Alfred Kaskel, chain hotel operator who now
owns the Belmont Plaza hotel, N. Y.
Deal has been in the works for some

Panther Room, Chi, In

Paritlier

14.

hotel,

Chicago, which drops its years-old
band policy Feb. 27, is going in for
ice shows along with Ted Weems'
orchestra. Spot iS installing an ice
tank and will pick up its new entertainment phase Feb. 28, Its initial
bill will be a unit headed by Dorothy Lewis.

time and is likely to be consum- summer, made a trip to Brazil and
mated during ,tlie week. Ralph then to France.
Snyder currently beads the corpoThe suit climaxes a turbul<?nt asration dwhing the iiiii.
sociation between Trenet and Miller.
Effect of sale upon talent booking
During Trenet's incumbency at the
policy of the hostel isn't known as
Embassy
last year, the singer sevyet. Spot is now booked by Arthur
Fisher out of New York, who has eral times: walked off the floor and
shows set until Feb. 1. Any change threatened to walk out of his ctintract, but was restrained by the
won't be effective until after that
American Guild of Variety Artists.
date.
.

'

which installed large-screen television sets atop their bars as added
Sherman's dropping of •name bands
inducements to their liquor trade, o(;curred following weeks of poor
are facing unforeseen difflc\jjties. biz with the names it could buy.
Seems that eVerytime there's a top Brnie ByfleW, buyer of talent for
Los Angeles, Jan. 14.
sports event televised, the custon)'- the hotel, decided on the switch
The FoHies, burlesque barn, over
ers all crowd around the single tele away from name music about a
screen to such an extent that the month ago, but decided only a week weekend ceased advertising and billrest of the bar remains dry, with or so ago to substitute an; ice shbw ing a peeler as "Ingrid Vergman,"
after Ingrid Bergman's legal reps,
liquor sales falling off.
idea.
firm
of
Mitchell, ' iSilberberg
&
Some owners have sought to get
Knupp, requested it.
around this by replacing the single
large-screen sets, as produced by
Stating" that use of such a label
DuMont and U. S. Television, with
Joan Edwards, who leaves the "obviously is to deceive and conseven or eight table models. Latter Lucky Strike "Hit: Psirade"; a^show, fuse the public," Miss Bergman's
are scattered around the room, giv- Jan,
lawyers pleaded that continuance of
18, will do a series of personals
ing the barkeeps and waiters a starting
at the Golden Gate theatre, such billing would "bring injury
chance to serve drtlks in comparar San Francisco, Feb. 22. Other dates upon Miss Bergman by this use of
tive peace.
are being lined up for the singer by a name of such similarity to hers in
Another solution has been found Jack Bertell, with whom she signed a connection such as this."
by boniface Nicky Quattriocicci of a personal management contract
Anna Biggs, operator of the
the swank El BMraccho. Finding early this week.
She's getting $3,- Follies, said no studio which rethat people had come to eat at his 500 on these stands.
leased past pictures of the star
place only as a sideline during a
Miss Edwards' booking contract squawked pyer the stunt.
television show, Quattriocicci In- with Music Corp.
of America expires
stituted the system of reserving a Feb.
7. it's doubtful that she'll reMorris
Exits
certain number of bar stools in sign with that
office.
front of his single large-screen set.
Thea Dispeker has left the William
Customers without reservanons, conMorris Agency to open her own
sequently, are expected to circulate
Martha Raye Is pacted for the talent outfit in New York.
and the boniface expects the usual Latin Quarteri Boston, starting Feb.
The split is entirely amicable. Miss
amount of food and liquor to be 9 following her stand at the Beach- Dispeker will maintain business reconsumed.
comber, Miami Beach.
lations with the Moiris Agency.

StXtM AVilNUI.

STRIPPER STRIPPED OF

1NI1ID

wimkw

m

Despite the difficulties. Miller resigned Trenet at $2,500 weekly before the chanteur left the country.

Other performers are also finding
difliicult to make their way back
this country. The Salici puppet
to open at
the Carnival, N. Y., last night (Tuesday) had not yet obtained passage
from Eire. Group was bumped for

it

to

group who were slated

.

,

Joan Edwards' Vauders

passengers
diiring
their
from Italy and have now been
that country for several weeks.

priority

'

^

N.Y.

Gharles Trenet, who was slated to
at the Embassy, N. Y., Jan. >
but couldn't get passage into thla
country in time for the preem; la
being sued by Bill Miller, Embassy's
operator, for $5,000, claiming breach
of contract.
Miller claims that
Trehet was cognizant of the diflticUlobtaining passage Irojn
ties
in
France and consequently should not
have gone to Paris.
Trenet after winding up fiira and
nitery work on the Coafit during (he

Oyer Bradford^ Boston

sez impersonations.

Chicago, Jan.

i^achM
open

as

it

trip
in

They were able to get a low priority
by intercession of N. Y. License
Commissioner Benjamin Fielding.

,

Femme

lar

S. run.

XJ.

Wm.

.

NIW YORK

Some apprehension is also felt for
Lueienne Boyer* who is, slated to
open at Cafe" Society Uptown, N. Y.*
next month. She's 'stilr In prance
and has been urged to apply for immediate plane reservations.
Difficulty in getting out of France
has increased since the French line
took the lie de France off the regu-

DITSOK WITH ROSEN
Lenny Ditson has joined the Jerry
Rosen office as an ^gent. Ditson was
formerly
Starr,

the vaude act
Ditson, othfer two
also become

part of

RoUo and

members of which have
agents.

19« N.V, • CllietE •-9900

Deceniber lh$ 19lt6

'tat^an Sisters

.

pfi'.'toheMSt..

AND VICE VERSA

Vekr Fannie and Kiitvi
$hi& is to thank you for. the fourteen months you put in
%t the Diainond Horse?hoe» You were great gals to know
liiid ©nsy to tfbrlc with.
behalf Of myself and the customers, let me thank you
for th«j gayety yoii contributed to our little show during,
your stay* You're funny women in the grand tradition.

.On

from

Fanny and

Kitty

Affectionate^ regardsj

BILLY ROSE
.BRiS

.

names

with performer salaries up to

•

TElESSMpiiNfi

:

reiet Stranded in Paris, Tagged In

14.

While majority of the cafes
are

Danny Kay« has been signed for
the Copacabana, Miami Beach nitery,

4?

'Tain't Fair

WATSON
MILTON FRANCIS
Managemmt JACK CURTIS

Mttfrial by

ISil Ifdradwe^

—

CI.

i-MM

WeimnAaj, lanuaiy

48

tmtm

Igit Oeb
Rnban

Mjff

at the show caught. They re
a nice turn for class spots of this
Muriel Gaines, next, is
calibre.
socko with "I'm Evil," "Give Me
New York" (a more than a slight
poke at Hollywood), a neat calypso
15
turn with saucy lyrics, and
Years Serving Time."
., ,
Headliner is Leonard Elliott, aided

minimum.

this

a dead

and

1947,

is

Monday
all

—don't

Indian" which

number

,

On

Company comes back

kindred folksongs.
They got their rep on the African
veldt stuff but did only one such

and

Afrikaans

Vticn, N. Y.

Wally Blacker, Gloria King, Josef
Mafais & Miranda, Mwiel Gaines,
Leonard Elliott (Irma Jurist at
Cedric Wallace 3; $3 and
piano)
$3,75

with dead pan actions, leaving the
emphasis on fast foot and arm aa.

forget,

the oldie alibis,

"Wooden

for

neatly done and

is

registers for solid applause.
Pearl Bailey, late of "St.

Woman"
cuit.

Louis

a natural for cafe qr*

is

Gal, smartlv dressed in white

gown with sequined bodice has a

group of naughty lyrics which she
tosses away with careful admonition as to what happens to those
that play with sex. Her drawly interjections in her songs, somewhat
reminiscent of Bert Williams, are
fine underplaying comedy and rematerial.
lieve sultriness of her

about slow Mondays, rainy Tuesdays
and cheap college-night (Friday)
He Works efloi;tlessly and holds audipatronage, are coming back— this by Irma Jurist at the piano.
joint was jumpin'. True, it was an does hoke French and CJerman stuff, ence in her palm all the way.
opening but biz was in its the-week- muggs all over the pWce, lias a fine
Tony Martin, stnr o£ the show,
after«New Year's doldrums.
sense of audience values and is bet- clicks as heavy as usual with the
He has distaffers in his song stanza. MarPerhaps what the bullishness of ter than his material.
Tony Mele's bistro (atop his Theo- musicomedy potentials but has been tin's slick warbling of "Old Black
dore's restaurant) best proves is seen to better ad antage with better Magic," "September Song," "Begin
that good value always pays off, re- songalog. Wally Blacker emcees
the Beguine," "Rumors Are Flygardless of seasons, moods, modes fairish manner and the Cedric Wal- ing," "To Each His Own," and "Show
and trends. And a good value it is, lace Trio is tiptop during the en- Busines.")" slays 'em as usual and
Abel;
too, and somewhat to the. credit of tr'actes,
plants him as outstanding hit ofc the
the maitre d' Carlo who, like many
show. Last number is a production
head*aiters these days, often knows
Latin Quarter, Miainl
song.

m

better than the- boss what the customers like. In this instance he had

a

lot to do
It opens

.

Ethel Waters.

Miss King

Addition of

may have

nitery sequence for a
in the Sam Gold wyn
picture, and if io it certainly was
a quickie. However, as disclosed
here, she sings in the 52d St. idiom
of Mildred Bailey, utilizing the mike
in a
quick flash

Geo. Paxton Orch, Rumbaddicts

Avemi®

York City
nmii 3'3fW

Tetcpboaw

NEW TALENT WANTED
Profettionai fngagsimntt for
Contest Winit«n
Audilions 'Nightly—Finols Sunday

.

HAU

54tli St. and 3»d Avs., Hew York
iPrelimlBarr Intrrrlens 4 to G P. fil.

table sitters appreciated it
even as a straight job. Cole is supported by Florence Lessing and
seven dancers, and in his West Indian numbers, a duo of falypso

and drummers. Opener is
Raymond Seott version of "Persian

singers

Market" which

costumed.
Miss
Lessing
and Cole scurry
through an imaginary market place

IIGHIS! MTION!
Stoge

is

raftily

CiM

EDPIE RAY, Photographer

of

of unusual merit for show people, on

date

50

artists.

York

&OAMg,

here, reverting to a straight band
policy with a trio to relieve, thus
offering
continuous music rather

than the former name.

remain in

will

work

is

done.

Miss Manners, as final name for
time being, clicks nicely, using her
big, well-trained voice to plenty advantage in such faves as "Siboney,"
"They Say It's Wonderful,"'a "Show
Boat" medley, "Oh What a Beautiful Morning" and "Lero, Lero," a
South American tune. She hardly
uses the mike, circling the floor and
singing to the customers.
I,ooks
very attractive and obviously ap-

BROMLEY
Now
In

9th

Month
Palladiam

Londoa

peals.

i

Hll

Dinner crowds not bad, maybe
capacity, mostly well-heeled
business people, as place goes in for

50%

cuisine,

nomvi

HOB

This policy

effect until

MOMiim

NKWABK

I

Carl Sands music quiet, un-

obtrusive and: suitable, with graceful piano supplied by Sands. Elie.

close

paced, smartly balanced

Eva
BS

Imgmy

Continued from (lage 46

French prof, double talk with which remained synonymous with
the able Al Kelly and his impreshes her through the years.
of contemporaries Jessel, Lauder
One of her most profitable proand Jolson. In the prelim to the
duction acts was "Salome," produced
Jolson bit he works with Kelly and
two stooges for a risibility-rising in 1908. Despite squawks of scansesh.
And the irapresh brings tiness of costume it broke boxofflce
plenty table pounding.
records sans official interference unThe Yost group sound off the til she decided to take it off— the
specialty
setup with some well production, not the costume. Once
blended harmonizing of the opershe fashioned a costume of dollar
etta tops.
Tenor, however, might
well take a lower key in essaying bills and when Lincoln pennies apthose high notes. Come back for the peared she Used them for spangles.
In 1910, at the height of her
finale bit /ith Miss Raye to achieve
at his

and

his

may l»»vis%

Miami

Miomi Beach, Jan.

only.

BiUy
Cheena

Bamm

/

PAofogropftyr

Circle

Off«rU>s

TIMiS & JOLiY
DiB.t m&TscTc

HELENS and
'Cotinedy

HOWARD

Dahcd Antics*

HBtl) OVUK
GOLDgN ©ATE THEATRE
Son Francisco
DIr.t

MAXVX

BOSm

COMEDY MATERIAL
FOi SALE
Three vl6ver, special mnferSal «o>niedy
so|ig:9 for comedienne
^never ^swl

—

for sale at fraction

154

i>f

ori^lniil cost.

Writa Box 775. Variety
West 4Cth St, New York 19. N.

routines. George Paxton rates
a bow for the manner in which he
and his unit cut the show. Lary.

his

McFARLAM)^:^:;

STEVE EVANS

mm

increasing

and a steady—biz, however, and
seems set as a solid spot once the
workmen clear out. In view of this,
the boite changes policy on the conclusion of Lucille Manners' stay

Willie Howard, as always builds
comedy to a high. Though
familiar to the payees,- they scream

Vine,

Prof.

De Simone
Arnold,

6^

Ofch

10.

Backwards,
Dancers (6),

Patricia

Johnny Silvers Orch

New

nitery biz fell off.
•
It's
had a steadily

tive

accommo-

Appointment

SfWip of C/eo/fKe

10.

Orch

Since its opening in September,
the Touraine's Surrey Room, best
looking spot in town, hasn't clicked
too well, having been hampered by
extensive renovations in adjacent
lobby and having come in just as

his

Phyllis

846 7»h Ave.,

Boston, JaW.
Lucille Itfonwers, GofI Sflnds
(8); $2.50-$3,50 minimtttti.

career, Miss Tanguay said that the
secret lay entirely in her personsmartly devised ality, and she always exploitedthat
spin-taps, 'rim looker Betty Luster
•
personality to the utmost.
and her solid toe-terps and a line
After losing her last fortune and
that is costumed in good taste and
has been given two short, imagina- being practically penniless in 1933,

producing photography

stage, large enough to

liary^

Surrtsy Room, Boston
(HOTEL TOVBAINE)

a healthy bowoff.
Rest of show holds over with Jack

Skir$i nd^^^^

crofhrnen of the new, sensational high

own

dancing

from the mobs

makes for a zingy

in,

twMi

(0)

show.

Stanton

IrghtSi IS

in

has been the Beachcomber. Opening
with Jackie Miles and Gypsy Rose
Lee, the bic room has grossed more
than any other spot without casi-

antics. It
to a fast

admonish them, "Don't come
Johnny Silvers and his unit cut
show in top style, while Luis Eva Tanguay is not,here."
Surviviiig are a sister and
addicts
competent fashion iot Uie nieces.

DeRamos handles the Latin

in the area.
FoUowup show
looks to do as good, if not better,

ever,

To the end she had a fetish for
secluding herself from friends, preferring that they remember her as
the devil-may-care hoyden of the
1 Don't Care" era rather than the
fading, invalided woman that she
was. When friends would visit her
and knock on her cottage door, she'd

the

Definite front runner among the
glitter spots hereabouts this season

whacky reception

her marriage to Alexander Booke,
hep pianist, on grounds of fraud.

Rest of the show builds neatly.
Adair ballet toe-spins to
heavy palm whacking. She's a trim
little looker who paces the proceedings in nifty manner. Cheena DeSimone dancers are a sextet of guys
and gals who triple up the standard
waltz, fox-trot and latin terps for
good returns. Could use more attractive costOmes for the femmes,
though. Sultry looking Phyllis Arnold does okay in singing pops.

which include nos

specialties,

"Up and Down the Ladder."
She had recently sold part of her
manuscript to the American Maga-.
zine section of the Hearst newspapers, which had. run three Stanzas
tioned

Patricia

filling the room. Though at times
she tends to go overboard on the
blue stuff in the way of ad libs and
bits, her overall effect on the payees
Line (10), Goy Claridfle Orch (14), is sock. That zingy personality
Lucio Garcio Orch (5) ; $3.50 min. makes itself felt in, every corner of
the long, cavernous room, Prom
New sliow at the Chez Paree is some she earned gasps, but from
heavy on song and dance. Also un- most, howls and table pounding for
usual is the fact that this is the first more. The pixieish quality which
show that doesn't have a comedian came through in her pix hits is conas one of the acts; spot has always tained in her nitery stint, salvaging
gone heavy for comedy with this any off-reaction from her blueisms,
being the first revue that has ele- which, af show caught, happened a
ment missing. However, several acts bit too frequently.
Opens with
have comedy angles and show "Sun In The Mornin" with ad lib
moves at fast pace.
biz added for the laugh spots. FolOlive lows with "Tampico" which includes
iiins number, created by
Bernard, opens the show with cute some lyrics repeated in her encore
twist of shifting backdrops while number "Stone Cold Dead In The
girls do bits from picture "Three Market." It's a tribute to her comedy
Little Girls In Blue" bringing on quality that both songs go so well.
contortionist dancer, June Edwards, Howls are gained via her biz with
who has slick muscular control. Gets the band, her accompaiUst (who
hefty sendoff.
does a neat job) and the rihgsiders.
Jack Cole Dancers follow with Comes back for a finale (after begone of the finest hoke jobs of the off) with the Ben Yost quintet that
ala,
Martha is a laugh maker all the way. Wears
interpretive
school,
Graham,, with much of it way over a male costume along with the boys,
the average cafe aud head. HoW'
using the sword for howl-making

lldiiagMimrt'

speed

:

Miami

week.
Mons. Ctioppy (New Acts) is
probably one of the most novel acts
to hit this country in a long time.
Though not for theatres, or family
auds, it's a topper in its class. Rest
Of the Walters production Jooks as
good as ever. Costuming is nifty

sight. She later made plans for
a comeback to raise funds for a
Children's hospital for the blind but
an attack of arthritis crippled her.
At time of death she had been
working on her memoirs to be cap-

her

of laugh

Chicogo, Jan. 10.
Tony Martin, Pearl Bailey, June
Edwards, Jacfc Cole Doncers (11),

Unlii Jciii.30fh

an<dl

:

Opens with

a bit in which he hands out cigars,
Ileachewiiiber,
emcees, interweavps his raconteuring
throughowt the show and tops with
Miami, Jan. 11.
a bit vifith Daisy Daix, the JFrench
Jtfartfia Roi;e, Willie Hoivard with
importation, that makes her songs Al Kelly, Ben Yost Quintet, Jack
look better than thiey did the first Stanton, Betty Luster, Line
(6),

Cliez Paree^ Chi

Mad Avaioheer"

Screen

.

the operations which restored

for

prior to her death. Money derived
from that sale was to be divided
ing between Harry Richmand, Jessel, among stage charities, according to
Cantor, Tucker contrasts with his im- Miss Tariguay.
Harvey
Miles,
Jackie
of
preshes
She had been on the stage since
Stone, Frances Faye, Joe E. Lewis,
Milton Berle and Jan Murray. It childhood, having essayed title role
makes for a show-stopping sequence. in "Little Lord Fauntleroy" when
eight.
Upon death of her father
He had to beg off.
Emceeing in smooth and amiable some, years later she turned to
fashion, Professor Backwards builds vaudeville.
to his own odd stint Via the blackhad
been married three times.
She
board and his spelling and writing
Her first husband was John W. Ford,
of words in reverse via a series of
topical gags which many a comic dancer, from whom she was divorced
The
she was married to
in
1917.
t<ateF
now.
by
lifted
has probably
barbs aire thrown at Washington, Roscoe Alls, vaude actor, this marLewis, Bilbo and present day prob- riage also ending in divorce.:
la
lems in general, for 4 good mfessure 1927 she obtained an annulment of
response.

Kaly and his dancers,
LeRoy,
Gloria
the
Craddocks, with the crowds filling the room
Georges Alban, Vivien Fay and early and late to see the Martha
Mazzone-Abbott troupe work with a Raye-Willie Howard combo.
zest that adds plenty to the show.
Zesty, uninhibited, earthy, MarLary.
tha Raye earned herself a palm-

CHICAGO

"

good advantage.

touch tbis show needed.

and the
Chandra

PMMIil HOUSE

OlD KNICKERBOqCER MUSIC

"to

the stories which
criticism as regards

eschews
bring

racial lampooning and instead -mixes
his stuff with Hebrew, Spanish and
British llmnings to add the laugh

JACK
SHEA

New

turns and cane

then he does ah extremely hard bit,
with his rhythm section, in providing a poly beat for the Cole Dancers, and holds a fine sustained muted
trumpet background for Pearl
Bailey. Phyllis Gale turns in a top
job on line numbers and as vocalist
with the orch. Lucio Garcia and his
five piece combo beats out the Latin
tunes for nice response for the
Loop.
rhumba addicts.

might

sometimes, gives her too
much volume, especially in an intime room of this type. Her repertoire includes "Lover," "Happiness
Is a Thing Named Joe," "I Remember April," "These Foolish Things"
(medleyed with "They Can't Take
That Away From Me"), She should
edit her routine down.
,
No. 2 are Josef Marais and Miranda with their Appalachian,

SI 5 Madisen

.

dition of three fiddles, Claridge does
an excellent job of backing Martin;,

Wisely

which,

fwrMMl

,

Choppy and

his "Marriage In Brittany" routine to the lavish production in this big room by Lou Walters has added a needed comedy and
novelty, to make the affair one of
the best staged in town.
Holtz, as always, uses his dialec-

been

"Th0

,

,

(FOLLOWtJP)
Gay Claridge has augmented his
orch and it's now really a solid
Miami Beach, Jan. 10.
Lou Holtz and Mons. musical aggregation. With the ad-

with booking this lineup.
with Gloria King, who

gets a rousing Campfiire Girl buildup as "the typical American girl,
who made impact in "The Best Years
Of Our Lives," and out comes a
somewhat sultry soubret who is a
cross between Helen Morgan and

15, 1947

she was stricken blind. A friend of
palmier days, SopW« Tu<*«r, paid

however, is the minimum
charge policy. It is as high as the
and
Quarter
Copacabana, Latin
Beachcomber, and the production
values are not there for the competish. A poUcy of straight-good
acte can't fil » room. |o capacity
here, no matter what the minimum
or name.
In Billy Vine, the spot has a
comic "known" to Miami who purveys his slandatd stuff, which includes his "Goodbye Sadie," the
Drunk and the "Sadie Thompson"
routines always good for plenty
laughs. He has added, however, a
modern day bit that is sock all the
way. Recounting an imaginary meetpolicy,

(6),

Adair,
Lwis De-

lenee and Eddie Moot
MOUNT ROYAL
t«r.

HOTEL, MONTRE-^L

Mgl.-IMY JOHNSON ASSOCIAtES,

MoW

(6); $3-$4 ?niri;

it's rough going for mo.st of the
smaller clubs in town, what with
the' big and able-to-spend spots setting up heavy name layouts which
draw what biz is around. In Kitty
Davis' case she has gone all out to
compete, booking in acts that have
proven draws in this town in recent
seasons. What militates against the

Curry, Byrd»'U Roy
"BEDLAM m THE BALLROOM"
binctbii SIA-rrV

ROSKN

OMTOUR

T.

«

Jmnmy

WeilneBilayf

1947

15,

4»
Peru for the past 24 years, had been
a Paramount manager there for the
last 15 years. In 1923 he had joined
the firm of Mario Grene and Co.,
film distributors in Chile, which also
handled' the Paramount
account.
Later, in 1927, he had become asso-

OBITUARIES
WPA

EVA TANGVAT
Eva Tnnguay, 68, personality songand vaudeville headliner of

gtress

.yesteryear, died as result of a stroke
In Hollywood, Jan. Jl.
Further details in vaudeville sec-

_

tion.

'

theatre, when that
project occupied Keith's.
At the time of his death, Burton
was writing a book, on "My 40 Years
in Show Business."
He had contributed many feature articles on
show ljusiness to the Sunday magazine of the Indianapolis Star.

MAX MOSCOWITZ
Moscowitz, 88, who for more
than half a century had been a
prominent operator of Yiddish theatres and companies, died in New
York Jan. 11. He was the husband
Moscowitz, who had
of Jennie
starred in the Yiddish theatre for
many years under her husband's

Max

WILLABD
Willard

Jan.

be

will

He

legits.

&

i

I

i

|
'

i

I

throughout the country through
which he trouped' as the Actor-

He had studied for the
ministry, but yielded to the call of
the theatre before he was ordained.
This became known, and many folks
still living in towns in the west and
south remember the dashing young
actor whoj after entertaining them
all week in the theatre, would preach
a sermon to them on Sunday,
Preacher.

AWAY

Survived by widow.

CHARLES D. HAZELRIGG
Charles D. Hazelrigg, 75, retired
opera conductor, died Dec. 30 at

stilM;
filled.

During his
operas " and musical comedies
and was the first American to direct
"Cavalleria Rusticana," At various
times he was associated with the
American Light Opera Company,
the Andrews Opera Company, the
Boston Ideals, the Robin Hood Opera
Company and others. For two seasons he functioned as musical director for D. W. Griffith and Metro pic106

hbuse in New York, the Eldorado,
near Grand street, on the Bowery.
then went to Chicago to establish similar house there, arid upon
his return to New York, managed,
successively, the London, Miner's
and People's theatres, all Bowery
burlesque houses.
tures. His last active work was with
He later presented Jewish and the Federal Mu^c Project in Los
Italian opera in the Thalia theatre Angeles.
on the Bowery and also operated
Surviving are his Widows Nellie
the Casino theatre, on the Bowery. Andrews Hazelrijig, former prima
He had been identified with numer- donna, and a son, Alan C. Hazelrigg
ous other theatrical ventures on the of Pasadena.

He

east side until his retirement 20
years ago. His wife, although a
reigning favorite of the Yiddish theatres, had appeared! in many Englii^h-speaking productions. Her last
Broadway ' appearance was in 1943
When she appeared in the mother
role with Paul Muni in the revival

of "Counsellor-at-Law."
Surviving, besides widow, are two
£ons and a daughter.

IN

MEMORY OF A WONDERFUL
HUSBAND AND FATHER

We

Do

Go Prom Here?"

filmed in 1944.
Surviving,
in
addition
to his
daughter, are two brothers and a

sister.

Burton,

63,

•

Arthur

IMMANAI'Or.lS
f'Irele

le

t'arf>enter

I.owiH

Ma<'lt

BROTSX
18-1»

(J)

Bob HopkinE;

Ferdinand Ihe Bull

NKW

The

lA-lX

Four Lavernes
Wally Kibbler
More.v & Eaton
The Carnivaley
Pryde & D.'ive

.Sr

home

$,

1947

God Vim in Need of a Good Acfor
Sylvia and Dolly RECKLESS
Dec.

12, after

a brief

illness.

When

California

Negro Chorus from 1932

until 1940.

1A-19

From

recently

with "Maid in the Ozarks."
Geraldine Carter to Reginald Cox,
Pittsburgh,
Dec. 29.
Bride's
a
dancer.

The

&

Joy

Ifow.'ird

jRussell

Kddle Stone Ore

Bd

Hotel ntxie

Don Bestor Ore

Kay Hammond

& Ray

Stevens
Pare*

t'hei

New York

14

Pat TIenninR
Boyal (I) 16
Duke JBllington Ore
Fred Pouglas
Hou'ell & Bowser
State (I> 16-18
Don Fi'ancisco Co

Tony Martin
Jack

Cole

Minda

Bob Cheater Ore

BO.STOM

fHICAGO
(D

Chieaifo
Ives

&.

I*arviR

BOCKFORU

Falaee (I) 17
Sharkey the Seal
Rosella

Jessie

P Franks & Janice
Lynn

ITerbie

Boston (R) 16

Bml

17-lS

Dudley's Midgets

.Njidja

V2'

(I)

Jordan

Duo

(Charles

Maurice

Skating Jordana

HAS im.*>'cisco
Golden Gate (R) 14
Herb Shriner
Merry Macs

Helene &. Howard
S .t R Phelns

SPRINGFIELD

Court Sq (1) 16-19
Skating Karls

D

Richard.son Co
Paul Gray
A & Connie Fanton
Tommy rhm^lxm Jr

The Jacksona

VTICA

&

Morton Downey
Deering
i.ans
John Molinari
Emil Coleman Ot9.
Miselia Ilorr Ore
RoBers Corner
Bananas' Orof
Noni

AT Morgan

.Mattie Sondl
Steve Richarde
Toni Palmer

Henry LaMarr
Rubnn .Bleu
Mara is & Miranda
Muriel Gaines
Gloria KinK
Cedrio Wallace I

l^onard Elliott
4 Notes
Vertikillei

Jean Sablon
Bmil Petti Ore
Panchito Ore
Vniaee VanKtinrd
Maxine SullivaD
Josephine Fremice
Don Fry*
Eddie Gibbs
WIvef
Bob Lee
Gertrude HIM
.

Ainslfe

.Ttiaif>

Francisco

Bruce Norman
Vivian Nicholson
D'RIvero * Belm'te

Oene KardoH
JancKl Mafctiis
Zstga Bela

*

Paul Arnold
& Alda
Helen Wenzel
Olpa Orlova

l''rank

H

Edgewater Be'ch

O

Henry Brandon
Morgan D'cers
Donna Lane
Jack Milton
Song Stylista
IMS Hermandos
Ben Beri
& Lee
Hotel Sherman

Lathrop

Claude Thornhill

Mars

Carl

ore

Libuse

Chuy Reyes Ore
Arne Barnett Oro
Cerney Twins
Wells & Fayes
Jimmie Burrell
.Marianne
Hotel BismarcB
Joseph! Sudy Ore

Round Twins

Vela Montola
Lenore
Annette Olsen

Montero & Yvonne
Eddie Fens Orn
Hotel BInekstone

Hartmans

Jane Denaiitt

Wesley

Hotel ConRrcBB

Hotel Continental

Za Bach's Ore
Marianne Fedele
Sheldon Reed

Lundgreen.

Boulevar-Dea,r9
1j>tin Ctnarter

Ted Tjewis
Geraldine

Du

Bole

Paul White
Eiroy Peace

Corwin
•Sol

Sis
K.lein Ore

Mack

Triplets

Palmer House
Williams Ot*
Dorothy Shay
p & B Barry
Acromanlacs
Abbott D'ncers (12|

Grift

Cabana

Rio
Jerry Lester
Berry Bros.

Terry Lawlor

Don Bradfieia
The Lovelies
Cee

Ramos Orch
Harding & Moss
Margie Fields

O

Hotel titevenii
Clyde McCoy Oro
Dennis Kell*
filllie

Bennett

Feola

Sol

Copaenbana
Frank Parker

,

(10)

Davidson Ore

Vine Oardem
Al SSlmmy

Jan Buscho
Athena

Johnstones
Joe Klah Ore
Mel Cole Oro

BIRTHS

The Clincoiatecrs

WASHINGTON
Clpitnl

Boy Foy

Tjorraine

Cardini

Rn^nan

Garon

Stanley (W) M-iX
Tlaninton Ore
Red Sr. Curlcy

17

<I.)

16

Dcane Carroll
Smith * Dale

McCafrrie
Oriental (T) 16

Hotel KooeeTelt
fiuy l.ombardu Ore
Hotel 'I'nft
Bnoch LIKht Ore
WnldortrAstoris

Ij

Whalinut A Tvette
Ijarry Storch

Pat

Girl

Rohmer & Dairow

l!)-22

J Greene &• Be-Be
I'om & Tesa Carr

Sherman

JSarle <\V) 17
Carroll Vanities

Jack Tjeonard

T..ane

Dusty Brooks
Clem Bellines Co

Lucio Garcia Ore
Coloslmo'e
Vivian Francis
PhyllBS Gale
Tito & Coral

READING

I'laia

Hal Kanner Ore
Monte Ore

31

Pearl Bailey

Paul Nolan Co
Grace Drysdale
Stuart & Barrv

Rajah

Hotel
llildeKarde

CBICA0O
BlaekJiawb

Woo Woo

PHILAniiWHIA
Carman (I) 16
I,an« & Claire

B^arley

Favrur

.Sinclair

Seller

Russ Carlyle Oro
Geneve Dorn

ACKNCY

&

tiissell

Bob Turk
Hotel PeniiBylTitnla
Charlie Splvak Oro
Hotel Pierre

ZlntiuermitH'e

Hotel Commodore.
Johnny X.onK Ore

l.averne.'?

.Marion Knelnian

June Arnold

WOOXSOCKET

Milt Herlh 3
New Park (ly 19
The Kemmys
The Wiles
bowery & Rae
Frances Urban
Terry & Ralph Rio Larry Daniels
Remus & Toy Boys The Vikings

Mr. and Mrs. Colin Miller, daughHollywood, Jan. 11. Father is
assistant to Charles Einfeld at Enterter,

prise.

Mr. and Mrs. Tex Ritter, son, Van
Father is a
Nuys, Cal., Jan. 9.
western film actor; mother is the
former Dorothy Fay Southworth of
the screen.

Mr. and Mrs. Boris Vermont, son,
New York, Jan. 1 Fattier is
a shorts supervisor for Movietone
News; mother is a former editor of
Kirw tOEK
Look Magazine.
AquartHm
Copii cabana
Mr. and Mrs. Charles lament,
Sid Caesar
Gene Krupa
daughter, 'Santa Monica, Jan; 4.
Bill Shirley
Blue Angel
Raye & Naldl
Father is a film director.
.Tohn Buckmaster
Gale Bobbins
Vicente (lomez
Steen
Tasher
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Petterson,
.loan Nickol
Michael Durso Ore
Stuart Boss
Los Angeles, Jan. 3.
Fernando Alverez O daughter,
Ellis Larkin t
Diamond norsestioe Father is a film cartoonist; mother is
Golden Gate 4
Sirl
Cafe Society
the former June Walker of Walt
Herman Hyde
(Dpwntown)
Turner Twins
Disney's,
rlmmie Rogere
Aosebuds
Phil Leeds
Jackie Gleason
Mr. and Mrs, Pedro Armendarfz,
Susan Reed
Billy Banks
Cliil Jackson
son, Mexico City, Jan. 7. Father is
Hal Hunter
J C Heard Oro
Tables Davis
a film actor.
Cafe Society
Renald & Rudy
(Uptown)
Mr. and Mrs. Edward McCarthy,
Jack Mathers

Cabaret

Bis

in

cm
Jtr

Edgewater Beach

groom

,

Jules

.\Iunfhin

Varnac

Dorothy

hotel, Chi.;
Susan Reed
animal act producer.
Roberta Lee
Dave Martin I
Betsy Ross to Robert Hightower, Edmund
Hall
Carnival
London, Jan. 11. Bride is one of the
olsen & Johnson
Ross Sisters, currently in "Piccadilly Beatrice
Kay
Hayride" at the Prince; of Wales Sallcl Puppets
(?
T
VaWe/
&
is '& dancer.

theatre,

OSVALDO IDMWj'jraA
Osvaldo Urrutia, Paramount International's branch manager for
Peru, died Jan. 8 in Lima.
XJrrutia, a prominent figure in the
motion picture industi:y in Cljile and

Bruce

Bob

June Edwards^
Gay Claridge Ore

,!

is legit actor,

Olson

Sol

Catalino Ore
Carlos Varela Ore
Belniont-Plaui
Blair & Dean

.Mine

BnMldwaSr,

BOUNO RROOK

Frances
to
Mrs.
Spiegelberg
Jascha Heifetz, Hollywood, Jan. 9.
Groom is concert violinist.
Sylvia Firestone to Harry Dell,
Los Angeles, Dec. 21. Bride is iiri
charge of clearance at Southern
Music.
Dorothy ffild to Alex Konyat, Chiwhich
True,"
Dreams
Gome
cago, Jan. 3. Bride is producer at the
starred Joseph Santley. He also au-

•thored the libretto for the musical,
"Very Good Eddie," and initial edition of "Greenwich Village Follies."
He later went to Hollywood to engage in screen writing but retired
six years ago.

imi

Brook (1) 18-19
Wallace Eames, vaude and nitery
& Fetchit
comedian, died in Jersey City Jan. 7. Moreland
Bob & Diane
Earlier in his career he had been "Whita,lter Bros
I.ee Creaprcr
a singer, succeeding Jack Coleman Marilyn
TloKCrs
OAMniSN
as tenor with the Avon Comedy
Towers (I) 15-19
Four and later had' appeared in acts Rene & Ciiivert
with Smith & Dale, who had also Olnnv T.ovvery
Ducat *. Kaye
been members of that comedy Bruce How.'i rd
4 Macks
quartet.

MARRIAGES

Carmen

PARAMOUNT

Andrew Sis
Mack & Dcpntond
l.«s Paul
Bob Evans

:

Margaret Phelan

Frakson

KIlinE SMITH

Dirertion:

<l

WALUACE EAMES

Pace Reyes
Gloria Lebran

The Bidolas

I.OKW.S STATU

Connie Sheldon, 26, singer who Hippodrome (I)
Madcaps
appeared in the Olson & John- Candy
Stevens

Buffalo,

Chavez Ore
Ned Harvey Ore

Don Pran<'iMco Co
Minda Lang

LES eHEZZiS

BAI.TIMOBB

son

6 Revue

T.

Frankle Hyer»

Walton and

July, 1944, until his

last

N

ON BKOAHWAY
0^lt<iiirke

»

Village Inn

(i'nich

Dean

CONNIE SHELDON

groom

Rstrilita

*.

400 Cfub
Tex Beneke Ore

l.ou

death he served as music directdf
for the Richmond Recreation Department.

France was invaded by Nazis she
escaped to Switzerland, from there
to Brazil and then finally to Argentina, where she had lived since 1942.
He retired from show business
She began as a music hall singer at four years ago.
Le Boeuf Sur le Toit in 1914. Her
first legit' appearance at the Avenue
AKTHUB WRIGHT
was in Racine's "Phedre," and it
Arthur Wright, 32, former singer
rocketed her to fame as a dramatic with Sammy Kaye's orchestra, died
actress.
She created the principal in New York Jan. 7. Death followed
role in de Bouhelier'S "La Vie d'Une
(Continued on page 54)
Feeme," and in "Le Cairhaval des
EnfantS;"
In her few appearances
in Buenos Aires she carried her audiences, but it was impossible to orEvelyn Bennett to Larry Sherman,
ganize regular seasons due to difNew York, pec. 31. Bride was forficulties in rounding up supporting
merly in the musicaI,"Follow the
casts.

PHlLn* H. EARTHOLOMAE
Philip H.'Bartholomae, 67, retired
playwright and one-tihie producer,
died in Winnetka, 111., j^in. 5.
Playwright got his Broadway start
in 1911 when his first play, "Over
Night," was produced by William A.
Brady. He subsequently formed his
own producing company to stage another of his plays, "Little Miss
Brown," and the musical, "When

17

Grads

in

Oakland, Calif., Jan. 1.
A native of RoUa, Mo., and a
graduate of Northwestern University, Keeton directed the Northern

for burial.

(P)

Masatle
Oortcz & Paul

Apu.s

A K ICON

I
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Burke Twins
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with George M. Cohan in "Pigeons
and
People,"
"Scarlet Sister
Mary," "Loiit Horizon," "Skylark"
and with Tallulah Bankhead in her
revival of "Rain" a few years ago.
More recently he played under the
management of George Abbott for
two seasons in "Kiss and Tell" and
appeared in the same play in USO

Girls;"

veteran of 40
years ill show business, died in Indianapolis, Jah; 3. For many years
he was general manager of the Cen
tral Amuse. Co., which operated the
old Alhambra, Isis, Lyric and Apollo
theatres in that city, as well as sum
mer vaudeville at English's. He
later was associated with his brother,
Courtland D. Burton, in the Burton
Theatrical Booking Office, conducting the business alone since his
brother's death two years ago.
Burton started as reporter and
later city editor of the Terre Haute
Star. After coming to Indianapolis
he operated the Majestic Stock Co,
at the Majestic theatre (now the
Mutual) and the old Empire. He
managed lectxire tours for Will
Rogers, and James 'Whitcomb Riley
and concert dates for Paderewski,
Rachmaninott, Geraldine Farrar and
other musical greats. For several
years h(5 was manager of the Federal
K.;

Ro\y

Johnnv

'

Eddie Davis

Leon Fields

Ghex'/iR

VauKhn Monroe Or

He had appeared on Broadway

.

Vnlkvv Arena (I) H)
Tex BeneUe Ore
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The Fontaines
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Ciladke

t;hio

;\lurray
Pat Hill
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Blair & De.-in
IjeonarU Such
Walton * (J'Rourkf

.

BENftY K. BtlKTON
Henry

Lawrence

Mills Bros
Olsa San Jiian

Survived by widow, Mrs. Ellen
Kingston Robertson, who will carry
on his ad agency and work for
Arena.

Walter Gilbert, 60, legit actor,
died after a heart attack in Brooklyn, N. Y., Jan. 12.

&
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S(ate
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Gracie FielU.si
The Debonairs
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FRANK RECKLESS
PIED jANtlARY

added "I had to commit suicide."
Former opera singer and film production executive in Germans^ Bing
moved to Hollywood in 1928 and became a featured comedian through
his explosive dialect,
Prominent
among his pictures were "The
Guardsman," "Dinner at Eight," "The
Bowery," "The Merry Widow," "Rose
Marie," "The Great Ziegfeld," "The
Great Waltz" and "Sweethearts."
His last role v/as in "Where

Gla.sgow,

Al<»ru A:

Kin

3 I'etern
Pallers'r.

IndependcBtt

(I)

YaconelU
Francis
Grey
Arnant Bros
Chandra. Kaly Dcrs
Craddocka
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oprnlnc da« n< ^hvm

week

KKOt (W> Warner

(K)

Cab Calloway Ore

IS

Shyrellofl
Ilockettew
<'ovpK Oe Ballet

show at the Town Casino,
died of leukemia in New
York, Jan. id.
Miss Sheldon was at one time
RENEE FALCONETM
under contract to Warner Bros,
Renee Falconetti, French actress, and had appeared in legit shows
former star of the Comedie Fran- including "Girl From Nantucket" and
caise, and of her own theatre. The "Time, Place and Girl." During the
Avenue, Paris, died in Buenos Aires war, she toured with the USO-Camp
Shows.
Remains we*er sent to Hollywbod

HERMAN BING
Herman Bing, 58, screen comic out
of work for more than two years,
shot and killed himiself Jaiti. 9 at his
home in Hollywood. Notes, addressed
to his daughter, Mrs. Robert C.
Young, complained of insomnia and

(I)

Oonnee Boswell
W. Elmer Keeton, 61, Negro musi- Freddie
Slack Ore
cian and composer, who wrote the Fred Bartholomew
Barr & E.sle.s
career he conducted scores of "Swing Mikado" and "Run

biz.

Your ton, Jack.

MCK POWiLi mml ¥kMlll

](i

Kecul

Miller

Mall

theatrical attractions for past
eight years. Previously he was district representative for Ford Motors
in same area.

Redondo Beach, Cal., following a
stroke. He had been living in retirement since 1939 after 50 years in the

voeanl' in oai iieaits

Which never

pop-priced

Perhaps one of the most notable
factors in his career was the fact
that in the early 1900's he was known

loving one from ut has gene,

U

a native o(

(1.)

Dorsey Ore
Austin

<7arter

Ellliot

Robertson,

also played in many of the Gilbert
Sullivan operettas.

Died Jan. 19. 1923

loved

tack.

i

eOODMAN

is

Cllllitol

Tom my
.\lu«ic

(Robbie) Robertson, 55,
press agent, died at his home in
Cleveland, ^ec. 31, from a heart at-

J.

in

VOKK fixv

IS

Intlleatc

awlii

eliKHit.

(D Pnramonnti
Si;\V

or

(all

iiidfvate

pareiilli<>sl(i

Nonclialanta

Leonard

managed, directed and acted in stock
companies in St. Louis, Chicago,
Boston, and many other cities. He

DAVID POWELL

we

Letter* In

VirKinia

BAYLEY

mnncctloo witb bUl> below

IB

wlictliei

Jack

LEONARD ROBERTSON

6.

country

Moscowitz is reputed to have established the first Jewish vaudeville

volee
place

V/SKK OF JANUARY
Nammil*

During his long career in the theScotland, had charge of publicity for
which started around the turn Al Sutphin's
Cleveland Arena and
of the century, he had toured the
its

native of Romania, he came to
the U. S. in 1886 and soon obtained
employment as booklceeper in a lowThere
er ea.st side, N. Y., theatre.
he met his wife, and together they
began careers that were to establish
her as an actress of repute and him
as a manager-producer and theatre
operator.

A
A
A

"Variety,

atre,

A

YEARS PASSED

J.

ciated with a theatre chain operating in Concopcion and Tomuco, in
Chile, which post he held until he
joined Paramount in 1931.
He is survived by his widow and
four children.

Bayley, vet legit actor
and stage director, died in New York

management.
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London; groom

Blackburn Twine

Edwards

Doris J. Blumberg to Stanley
Meyers, Van Nuys, Cal., Jan. 14.
Bride is daughter of Nate Blumberg,
Universal prexy; groom is son of
Fred Meyers, labor relations exec

Ml<'hael

for ?,Oth-Fox.

Joae Curbello Oro

McManus Ore
Held Ore

China Doll
George Wong Tr
Francea Chun
Tai Sings

Ming 14»g

,

Nobia Sissle Ore
Syd Strange Ore
El Chico
P.oslta Bios
Mi«uei & Albalcin
Chelo VlUareal

daughter.

Harrisburg,

Pa.,

Jan.

,6.

Father is Red McCarthy, orch leader.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Harris,
daughter, Brooklyn, N. Y., Jan. 7.
Iceland
Mother is daughter of Ben Blue,
Ice Revtie
P WJiiteman Jf Or vaude and ilitery comedian.
Xa Cansn
Mr. and Mrs. Saul Heller, son,
Ifma Henriquez
Machlto Ore
Cleveland, Jan. 1. Father is concert
Pupl Catnpo Oro
booker and head of Tyson ticket
Martlnlqne
Robert De Kisle
Agency in that city.
Al Bevnie
Mr. and Mrs. Bussel Crouse, son,
Honny & Hey
Binle Stuart Ore
New York, Jan. 10. Father is play.
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Myron
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wright-pr()ducer.
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Critic, Getting

Boston

BalletFiitiire Dark, Unless Talent

Citation,

Increasing in Theatre

k Ib'ged, Warns Impresario Hnrok
By

S.

limited.

The public for ballet
So are the talent, repertoire and
Is

Although

prpfits.

Miotjng ballet in

I

CQUfttry

than ever before, the future of ballet

doomed unless there

gamation of

one—or
If this

misticj

is

ah

anaai-

all available talent into

possibly

two—companies.

sounds paradoxical or pessithe only logical conclu-

it is

sion ^which the facts support.

we must

Ballet,

admit, is not an essential
The public can live

commodity.

No Nearer

for

iMQre thatt 20 years, and more people
are attending performances today
is

4-A die Big Union Plan

have been pro-

this

Boston, Jan.
Elliott Norton,

+

HUEOK

to Fruition

Inside Stiff-Legit

Sees Sanity

drama ed and

14.

critic

of the Boston Post, was awarded a
Citation of Merit by the Boston College Institute Of Adult Education
of
last week on basis of "high ideals
Christian humanism" in his aisle
joh.

Despite Equity Interest

Harvard

Norton,

'26,

has

been

first-nighting for the Post since 1934,

At the recent Equity membership and is currently doing a daily series
meeting the council was asked about of interviews and blogs Of legit stars
the status of the long-talked of plan
for one big union, the planned centhe .various talent
tralization of
unions. A fuller report on the subject was promised for the next
quarterly meeting but there are no
indications that the idea is any closer

Acceptin addition to his reviews.
ing the citation, Norton said there
are good signs of increased sanity
in the theatre, "Of the 20 successful
plays on Broadway currently there
are only two that seem to me immoral." In the '20's the proportion

to consuinmation than when first was
proptKed and so long as each group
insists

Upon retaining

its

Not that show needed it, being a complete sellout at Nixon anyway, but
"Oklahoma!" got a lot of extra space here in the newspapers last week
when news came out that marriage last summer of Mary Hatcher and
James Alexander, who were then playing opposite each other in the national touring company, had been annuled. Father of Miss Hatcher, who
left show to do femme lead in Par's "Variety Girt" and is now Laurey of
parent company in New York, pressed the action and then wrote Alexander
a letter asking htei to defray $500 expenses of the actioij.
Interviewed by local reporters, Alexander said he and Miss Hatcher
planned to be remarried in June, when she reaches age of 18. Annulmetit
was granted on grounds that she was under age, only 17, and didn't hava
consent of parents when marriage took place in Seattle several months agtr
while "Oklahoma!'' was there fot ah engagement.

much

higher,

he

said.

identities,

In the program of the City Center, where "Bloomer Girl" is the current
attraction, Bernard Sobel contributes an article glorifying theatrical pressalso amused and inagents who have "helped keep the theatre alive
Sobel claims the
structed the public with fact, fancy and imagination,"
publicity boys were dependent upon the "temperament of editors and the
vagaries of managers," until the Assn. of Theatrical Agents and Managers
(union) "saw to it that they got a livhig Wage and due respect." He
admitted that the craft boosts many a bad play but "heartbreak and
His eccentricities in manner, dress and escaridicule never stop a p.a.
pade are essential to his task." This season the minimum pay for p.a.:s
started at $165 weekly, which was tilted by one-third, but top men earn
.

.

.

possible.
without it. If there is a recession, no combination is believed
V
Committees of Equity, Screen
that much and more ordinarily.
it will probably be the first form of
Federation
entertainment which will be hit Actors Guild, American
Unions,
strong body blows at the boxoffice. of Radio Artists and other
Now that Oscar Homolka, who was supposed to have been originally
have labored over the plan for more
bowed
efforts
are being made to secure Paul Lukas
for
lead,
out,
set
the
has
presented
Unless ballet is properly
than six years. A survey of the
for "The Whole World Over," the Russian play by Konstantin Simonov,
with a large repertoire of spectacearnings, dues and other financial
adapted by actress Thelma Schnee; Paul F. Moss, former screen writer
ular productions, strong corps de
angles of all the Assn. of Actors and
and
one-time
manager
middleweight
champ BiUy Soose, and Miss
of
in
theatres
ballet, and .big name stars
(Four A's)
Artistes of America
Schnee's husband, who will co-produce "World" With Welter Fried, flew
Where it is possible to gain the illu- affiliates was made by experts but
to Salm Springs over Weekend to talk to Liikas: Play, incidentally, will
sion and perspective necessary lor
the right or acceptable answer was
debut
producer.
be
Moss'
Broadway
as
a
its enjoyment, the public will istart
hot forthcoming. The financial phase
Others standing by waiting fo^ a lead
so rehearsids can
stitying away in droves. Let's face
of the problem may be Worked out
Montreal, Jan. 14.
begin are tJta Hagen attd Joseph Buloffv ^^ ^^^^v
Ballet, to succeed, must be
it.
but the real hxurdies are the difDonald Wolflt, British thesp here for
glamorized.
There are too many ference in Working conditions that
a 10-day run with his Shakespearean
cannot
which
smaller companies
exist on the stage and those which repertory group, told Vabiet* Friday
Home
at Port Jervis, M. Y„ owned by Linb Manzoni, an Italian actor
focus.
present ballet in its proper
apply to radio, films and night clubs. (10) that negotiations are now going who played opposite Margaret Perry in "Strictly Dishonorable" on the
They are draining the limited pool
The only uniformity among the on with "three parties" in New York road, burned to the ground on New Year's eve while he was visiting In the
of first-rate talent.
talent groups appears to be that of and there's a fairly good chance that neighborhood. Manzoni bought the property about four years ago, it being
The profit margin for ballet, like initiation fees, each of the unions Broadway ites will see the company an old house which he was modernizing ever since taking title. Ironic
the public and talent, is smaU., In having set the sum of $100 for He wouldn't say who the "three par- angle is that he intended taking out fire insurance the day after the holiday
That fee has been in ties" were. •
fact, it^ is practically non-exisfeht. applicants.
so that the blaze was a complete loss.
It is no secret that in the first effect in legit for some years, moat
Before he accepts any N. Y. offers,
Tullio Carminati, who played the male lead In the N. Y. company of
seaSoii of the current ballet re- of the otiiers haymg had a fee of Wolflt said, a nuinber of things will
"Dishonorable," was reported appearing on the stage in Rome recently.
iialssance which started when I pre- $50 but Equity's $18 annual dues are have to be cleared up, among the
Early in the war he was deported to Italy after declaring allegiance to
sented the Original Ballet Husse at the lowest of all. Most other talent chief things being the-pushing back
Mussolini.!
the St. James Theatre in 1933, I lost unions have dues of $30 but mem- of his March opening of the London
Since the ballet has been bers of the screen and radio afflUates season. Thesp said the only way he'll
$85,000.
Although "The Big Two" opened doubtfully on Broadway last week,
nursed until a year ago, it was pos- may pay as much as $100, according play in N. Y. is on a flat guarantee
sible to make money In New York. to their earnings, dues being on a basis. Percentage deals are out of Robert Montgomery aijd Elliott Nugent, who produced it, are Virtually
Tours are still uot a paying proposi- percentage basis plus the minimum. tlie question, he said, and he's just assured of making money with the play in light of a pre-prodliction deal
for
the picture rights with Columbia. Understood the deal calls fo): a
Doubtful whetherEquityites would ^ajting for the New Yorkers who've
tion, even if there are solid capacity
payment of $100,000, plus a weekly sum, dependent upon the leri'gth
houses' fiedm one end of the country agree to tilting their dues ^and under
^^^^ to come aroUnd to his down
of time "Two" plays, the maximum amount for the rights being $250,000.
a one-card setup uniform dues would figure.
to another.
apparently be mandatory. Not a few
Another point made clear by Wol- Stipulated that Montgomery will enact the male lead in the picture verF«d I«ss—sMid Better
sion
for Col. Reported that the show came in%ith the production earned
legit actors are not active in the
flt is that he'll only come down if
' To
retiin today's healthy ballet
inback through operating profits out of town. It's the second managerial
other fields and would object to
he's allowed to, do the complete repappetite, the public must be' fed less
venture of Montgomery and Nugent. They were associated with John,
creasing the dues, although a con—and better. Too many companies templated boost of minimum salaries ertory seen here, which inculdes
"Merchant of Venice," "Hamlet," "As Goldeh in producing "A Place sfjQw Own," a short stayer, in 1945.
are trying new formulas, which
might cause them to revise their
*i!ava never succeeded.
Some are views.' Interchahgea})ility between You Like It," "King Lear," and Ben
refuse to
Story in a N. Y. tabloid last week about Jimmy Stroock, of Brooks Cosbasing their appeal on ensemble the talent unions appears to be sat- Jonson's ."Volpone." He'll
work with no star names. While a isfactory to most actors but a per- do a straight run of any one play, tume Co., his wife Bianoa and their daughters, Gloria and Geraldine, who
"Lear^"' for example, are under contract in Hollywood, was intended as laudatory, as all four
strong corps de ballet is the found- centage of Equity members seem claiming that
him,
are dijing well in their respective vocations. Reaction among the Stroocks
ation of any first-rate company a to want one' card permitting them would be too hard on
Meanwhile, the company has been was rather mixed because the yarn indicated the family is well up in the
dance unit cannot succeed wihout to appear in all entertainment fields,
playing to SRO houses in Montreal, chips.
staus. This has been proven ,even in without being required to apply to
the take will not be as big as it
"Bussia, which for the last 75 years each other union if and when nec- but
Jimmy said that as a result tout giiys tried to make a touch and hine
could be since many of the matinee play
has been considered the mother of essary,
scripts were submitted to hhn, as the story mentioned that he oceapayees are made up of school, chil- sionaUy
the ballet. Whether it is Lejiingrad
toolE pieces of Broadway productiohs.
dren, who come in for lower prices.
or Moscow, Paris or London, stars
Moppet sales have been so big that
pack the houses; not ensemble work.
Jean Meegah has been'appotnted to a drama beat at Associated Press in
Wolflt cancelled tomorrow's (WednesThe Sadler Wells Company in
day's) showing of "Volpone" and has N. Y. to service out-of-town newspapers with a Weekly Saturday p.m.
London tried to build their appeal
CIVIC
replaced it with a repeat showing of column. She succeeds Willa Martin, who left to freelance. Miss Meegan
on a strong corps de ballet. They
will continue her radio features f or AP. Jack O'Briah' continues to cover
Barry O'Daniel has been appointed "Merchant."
had to revert to names.
first nights for AP's service to morning and afternoon papers.
O'Brian
managing director of the Detroit
In the United States, the star sys- Civic Light Opera Co., succeeding
also has a six-a-week general Broadway column which goes to p.m.'s, a
tem is even more important. Audi- Max .Koenigsberg, formerly of St.
Sunday Broadway Strip for morning papers and a Sunday d!rama roundup.
etices are nurtured on big names Louis,
who is ill. Season will
in
every
entertainment
field. open
in February as heretofore,
When Eugene O'Neill's "The Iceman Cometh" opened with a 5:30 afterWhether it is the opera, concerts, at the Masonic Teniple, it being
Recently re-formed road show of noon curtain and a dinner intermission, later discarded and a starting
films, the theatre or radio, people the
fourth year for the outfit.
go for names and glamor.
The O'Daniel was formerly connected "Dream Girl" will close in Baltimore time established at 7:30, the matter of other early curtains was recalled.
Saturday
(18) after being out four The late afternoon and' dinner interlude applied 'to "Mourning Becomes
movies especially have brought with the Shuberts on the directional
weeks. Cast is a combination of Electra" and "Strange Interlude," both alSb written by O'Neill. A similar
audiences up to demand
stars. end of operetta revivals and
last
There is no indication that ballet summer he was active with similar players who were in the Broadway performance schedule applied when Maiffice Evans appeared in the full
and Chicago units, with June Havoc length "Hamlet," a performance that required fOur^-and-a-half hours.
audiences are any different.
activities at the Greek theatre, Grif-

Woliit

Troupe

May Play Bard

WorbonB'way

"

•

l

'

.

O'DAWE TO MANAGE
DETROIT

OPERA

IRMifilRL' FOLDS ON
EOAD AFTER 4 WEEKS

.

A

•

major company must also have
a great repertoire. With production
rights generally In a confusing pattern of lawsuits, it is almost impossible for all the companies appearing
today to have a representative repertpire. And experience has shown
that the catalog must be heavily
built on the classics.
While new
works must not be neglected, unless
tjiey

receive'

spectacular

perform-

ances, the majority do not remain on
the active list; for long.'

.

The inevitable conclusion is that
a merger is imperative. All elemeats with a sincere interest in ballet today, whether it be artistic or
financial, must work toward such a
goal.
I
feel
confident that the
majority of people interested in ballet see the need for such a company, which, bblstered by additional
Imported tailettt, will provicle the
public With the finest ballet performances available.
Unless such
steps are taken in the very near
future ballet will enter the same
period of darkness which followed
the era of Pavlova, Diaghilev, Duncan and Novikoflf. 'It took more
than two decades to get the house
lights burning again and rebuild
audience interest.
The lights can
bum brighter than ever foir an in-

in the leading part.

Combined com-

Park, Los Angeles.
pany is in its fourth week, three
Joe Flynn is the press agent, a weeks having been played in Phila.
held for several seasons by
where business was rather disapFreddie Sehader.
pointing except for New Year's week
fith

post

when takings approximated $16,000.
Show being expensive to operate, it

Operetta in Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Jan. 14.
about broke even at that level.
Continuation of Civic Light Opera
"Girl" was a hit on Broadway last
Co. here was assured last week when
season until illness forced Betty
Kaufniahn's Department Stores an- Field out of the show. Haila Stodnounced a second straight outright dard subbed for a time and Miss
0ft of $50,000 for the 194'/ outdoor Havoc replaced. Elmer Rice comedy
season, Similar donation a year ago
drama was profitable in New York
permitted the beginning of the enter- while the Chiciagb engagement was
prise, which showed a loss of $44,000
an even break.
although flock of fixed items, sucli as
Including the picture rights "Girl"
the big stage, lights and' sound equipwas a big winner for the Playment, were written oil imirtediately wrights' Co. which produced it and

and will not recur. These are valiied Paramount which had an interest.
at more than $31,000.
Par made a pre-production deal for
At same time, Edgar J. Kaufmann, the rights which called for a downhead of Kaufmann's, was elected payment of
$100,000 plus 15% of
president of opera company, replacthe gross during thei Broadway run
ing H. Edgar Lewis, who served durand 10% on the road, total from
ing the Opening season.
the film end being estimated at more
than $240,000.

Skulnik's Second
Menasha Skulnik preems his second production this year on Friday
(17) at the Second Avenue theatre,
Musical, "Leave It to Me,"
N. Y,
will have in supporting roles Leon

Liebgold, Lily LiUiana, "Yetta ZwerlItigi Max Rosenblatt, Jacob Siisaiiofl
definite time, however, if we mould and Anna Teitelbaum;
Chorus Is under direction of Lilthe current potpourri ihto an inlian ShaperO.
tegrated dancing unit.

'Stairs' to

Preem

in

Pasa

Pasadena, Jan. 14.
of Tennessee Wil-

World premiere
liams'

new

legit play, "Stairs to the

Roof," will be staged at the Pasadena Community Playhouse, Feb.

19-March
Gilmor

2.

BrOwn and

co-directors.

Ritn Glover are

Owen Davis, Sr., veteran playwright, recently went to an eye specialist
because his vision had become somewhat bluirred.
Doctor asked thfe
dramatist how much he had written, Davis approximating that his several
hundred plays represented 14,000,000 words. When the specialist remarked
it wasn't strange that his eyesight became defective,
the writer replied he
didn't expect to write anywhere near that number of words from now on.

Bobby Howes' niness
1946 LEfilT MZ
iUB
To Close London 'Boys'
London, Jan.
15% BEHEEIHAN '45

1

7.

"Here Come the Boys," the Lee
Boston, Jan, M.
V
Ephraim-Bernard Delfont musical,
It has been a boll year hi the
at the Saville, closes in two weeks.
Closure is due primarily to Bobby Hub with legit grosses running a
Howes, Who is co-starring with Jack distinct 15% above 1945 due to
Hulbert, being in hospital with pneu- strong attractions and solid bookmonia.
ings.
The town's six legit houses,
Show replacing it is stage version Ave of them Shubert-owhed, haye
of "Wizard of Oz," which opened as had few dark weeks, all of them but
Christmas attraction, playing mati- the Copley being in constant use.
nees at Winter Garden, and, has
' Opera House has had an especially
proved real money driw.
big season with mamrnoth takes on
"Song of Norway," Ballet Russe,
Shore Gets Legit
and "Blossom
"Student
Prince"
Atlantic City, Jan. 14.
Time.''
Shubert theatre has had
Legit comes back to the shore "Call Ma Mister" six weeks, never
Thursday (16) as Haddon Hall man- going below $34,000 and hlttmg
agement offers the George Spelvin above $38,000 New Year's Week.
Players in John Van Druten's "Old "Born Yesterday" had 15 weeks at
Acquaintance" for three nights as its the Wilbur averaging $IS,Q0(> a
first of a series of eight plays.
week. The Colonial, likewise, was
Hotel business hasn't been so good well above last year's average. Exthe past few weeks, and localites are cept for Christmas week slump, lecomplaining.
git houses have been cleaning up.
,

—
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,
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Critics iiiietM'e

O

(ipo

(As of Janv 1,
to »bl»reviiUI<ws! SK (shows revlewea),
oiMoion), Pet. (pereentage).

B

SB.

WARD MOKEHOUSE)

(Sun)

BROOKS ATKINSON (Times) ....
BOBEBI GABLANB (Journal-American)
JOHN CHAPI*AN (News) .... .v. ......
BlCBABD WjPrrS, JE. (Post) ..........
HOWARD BARNES (Herald Tribune)...
WlIrLIAM HAWKINS (World-Telegrani)

30
41
40
34
41
37
28
38
41

VApiBTy (Combined) ...... . ,

43

hOVIS KBONENBEKGEE (PM)

,.

;

;

.

.

......

.

.

(rlrltt),

B.
26

W.

33
32
25
29

8
7

W

(wrong),
O.

Pot.

4
i

9
11
11

26
19
25
26

.867
.805
.800
.735

1
•

•

'

9
13
10

s

8

35

,707
.703
.679
.658
.634
.815

M§reli»wse, Ir®ieiler^^^^ Coleniai
1-2-3 at
Ward

;

ialway Tura in Critics Derby

Morehouse, reviewer for the

out in front of
Sun,
theilew Yorlt critics for the first haU
of the 1946-47 season, according to
the indicated
scoring
of
VARiBTr'S
boxofflce success or failure ot shows
presented from June 1, '46, until
'47.
included in
are
Bevivals
Jan. 1,
the score for the first tinie because
those attractions have become an
integral factor' in theatre patronage
rather jthan teeing just shows pre^
sented for limited periods.
There have been more first nights
this season than during the similar
period foi" 1945-46, and curiously,
the N. Y. critics have made more
wrong predictions than heretofore,
despite the fact that two flrst-stringers-rBrooIcs Atlcinson, of the Times,
and Richard Watts, Jr., of the Post
>—have rejoined the aisle-sitters.
Their duties overseas relevant to
the war don't appear to have sharpened their perceptiveness but most
of the others were fooled approximately twice as often by the season's product as heretofore, That
falces in YAiuaTi's reviewers, too.
Seorihg was very close for the
runner'Oip post, ]t<ouis Kronenberger
nosing out Robert Coleindn
of
of the Mirror, with Atlcinson, who
previously was a top man, secure in
fourth place, which standing he will
probably improve on before the end
Percentages of the
ot the season.
next two reviewers are very close
but thereafter the figures decline
is

distinctly

'Annie,"Borii' To Get

Down

Uiider Production;

Aussies Slop Materials
Australian

rights to

"Annie Get

Your Gun" and "Born Yesterday"
have been purchased by
liamson Theatres, with E.
of

J.

C. Wil-

J. Teit,

one

directors ftbw in N.Y., sign-

flirm'is

ing final papers this weekend. Both
shows will be staged In Melbourne
in May, with mixed Aussie-U.S.

Casts have a&eady been

leads.

chosen.

\^

Aussie chain has also bought the
entire production gowns, sets, flats,
etc.— of the recently-closed Broadway musical, "Park Avenue," for

—

$10,000.
Production
only
was
bought, as play could not be done
in Australia because of its basic divorce theme, latter being unacceptable to Aussie audiences.

Because of the terrific sfiortage of
materials in Australia, Williamson
has been buying gowns and drapes
of various shows during the war
years, such as "Firebrand of Flor*
ence," "Duchess Of Malfi," "Roberta"
(Coast production).

PH

Tait and Miss Dorothy Stewart,
Williamson's N.Y. rep, will sail for
London Feb. 5 on the Queen Elizabeth for a five-week business trip
connected with shows for Down

markedly.
At tho bottom

is William Hawkins,
critic for the World-Telegram,
mostly because he couldn't make up
mind about five shows and was

Under.

new

as giving that

^Mistress Lays Off

each.

Poser

For Luit Surgery

,

Wie American R 'pertory "Theatre,
which produced four revivals so far,
,

Alfred Lunt was operated on. for
poser for the score- the removal of a kidney stone at
keeper, who decided that ART'S at- St." Luke's hospital, N.
Y, Saturday
tractions should be counted as one
on which date "O Mistress
(11),
unit and a reviewer's judgment be
lumped as one. To date the rep out- Mine," in which he has been cofit is in the red. Only one of its
starring with Lynn Fontanne, susshows appears to have boxofflce pended at the Empire. It had been
strength, that being "Androcles and announced
that the show would
the Lion," recently added to the suspend and Lunt intended to rest
bills. That ART eoheedes this to be
for a month but a specialist advised
coftect was indicated by its pre- immediate siirgery to alleviate a
senting Bernard Shaw's comedy four painful but not serious condition.
"Mistress," one of last season's
tinies last week, the other four performances being spread among the standouts, was aimed for a capacity
three other shows.
gross before the Saturday performOnly the nine critics on the Man- ances were cancelled. The advance
hattan dailies are listed in the box- sale bettered $57,000 and the box\ olflce score. There have been three office is remaining open for refunds
changes' in the personnel of review- and exchanges, show being dated to
er. Atkinson having displaced Lewis relight Feb. 10.
N:chols, who in the midseason of
Ruth Draper started solo appear'45-'46 was the leader, while Watts
ances at the Empire Sunday (12)
replaced Vernon Rice (who took and will continue appearances on
over for the late Wilella Waldorf) the Sabbath, plus three matinees
on the Post and Hawkins stepped Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday.
presented a

_

TeUy when Burton Rascoe
bowed out. At the halfway mark last
sea.'ion Morehouse was running fifth

British Actors in 'Press'

so hiis current leadership is rather a
pole-vault in comparison.

(50G Flot) Going
Most

Home

of the English players im-

ported to appear in "Love Goes to

PhiHyteAftorM^^

Press,"

which was yanked from the

Biltmore

after

five

performances

during the holidays, are returning
Philadelphia, Jan. 14.
Ticket scalpers are going to find home this week. Two may remain
their lot not so happy in the future over here but under Equity's alien
following action by Philadelphia regulation Cannot appear in legit
city council, when an ordinance was for six months. The director and six
presented which requires registra- actors were brought from London,
tion of all ticket agents. Failure to where they appeared in the Martha
rt
ster will briiig fines and Impris- Gellhorn Virginia Gowles comedy
•

summer.
Briti.'ihers were guaranteed three
weeks plus transportation by Warren P. Munsell and Herman Bernstein, who presenled the play, which
was on the bo;ird.« for a month ineluding out-of-town dates. The red
approximated $50,000.
last

-ent.

Council action was result of vigorous campaign against scalpers by the
Philadelphia Inquirer. Philadelphia
R""^rd also took up crusade""e ordinance applies to scalpers
selling tickets for sports events as
Well as theatres.
.

Dropping Negro Bar

enough

to get
Specifically,

good

In

This

I'm referring to the

When "No

guy behind the wicket at the Adelphi, where "Street Scene" is playing. In view of the turkeys which
have opened there in the past, and
the solitary time he's had to think
it over, he ought to have learned

Natimial Hioi^ j^kn^ Suit

Way

ten by Alfred Harding of Equity's

was read to legit managers last
Friday (10), with no conclusive reaction on the part of the showmen.
Survey of opinion expres.sed by ofstaff

Y, Nov. 26, Robert
Garland panned It following day
in the N. Y. Journal- Aiwerican
as an "unpretty hi^h -toned intellectual
hoity-toity,"
breaking
into verse about "The French,
they are a funny iacei Whose
plays seem queer and Out of

that customers are still the people
going. Or do you
think he prefers to talk to himself?
I, like a lot of other lovers OjC the
theatre, went to the boxoffiee with
s simple request: "Two tickets for
any night, as good as possible,'' and
figured I could trust him to do well

ficials,

But in listing his 10 Best
Plays ol 1946 in the J-A last
week, Garland had "No Exit"

without arguments. The character
in charge, gave me one of his elegant stares and snooted me with,
"Choose your night, there's a calen-

number

editors

and othens residing in

the capital was a pro and con compilation
to
whether colored
as
patronage should or so not be dis-

place."

included, as

lengthy report oh Negro segre-

gation in Washington 'theatres writ-

Out

Exit" opened at the

Biltmore, N.

who keep a show

criminated against. Impression was
that there were more opinions op-.,

posed to changing the custom, but
Harding recommended that Equity
cartipaign to terminate discrimina-

eight.

tion.

R£

The agitation is principally aimed
against the National, only theatre
that regularly plays legit in Washington.
(Lisner Auditorium, Washington
Univ.
occasionally
books
legit.)
Report points out that there
are sharp segregation lines in the
Cost of transportation for road Capital in schools, picture houses,,
shows may be increased 25% be- cafe.s and hotels.
ginning Feb. 1, new tariffs lor "free"
Also that in Constitution Hall,.
baggage carg and special trains hav- where Negroes are admitted but not
ihg been drawn up by the railroads allowed on the stage, there is only
and submitted to the Interstate Com- limited colored patronage and the
merce Commission, Whife the rate class ol audiences, are about the

dar there, I don't decide' When you
want to go to the theatre." He. proceeded to tell me the boxoflfice had
been open for three weeks and some
people had got their tickets early,
(I've helped pad the runs of some
of those turkeys from one week to
three that way myself, but I've gotten Wiser since.)
This same guy pulled the sattie act
when "On the Town" was rilnning.

Trouping

Maylilt25%

'

,

.

,

!

1

Maybe

1

he's got ulcers?
been going to the theatre
was a kid, even buying tickets at boxoflfice price when Gray's
was peddling them at cutrates.
Short can these boys' memories be?
I've

mile would not be tilted, it
would apply to baggage cars used to
transport settings, props and trunks,
per

since I

How

Boh

I).C.

A

notices.

also special trains. Managers through
the League ol New York Theatres

Granit;z.

I

same

as those at the Natibnal. Lat-

ter house is Under leasse to Marcus
Heiman, who has gone on rCcOrd as
not being opposed to Negroes if the

theatre's

patrons

are

acquiescent

the proposed and if assured that a change ill
policy would not result in injury
Baggage cars would be fiirhished through audience disturbances.
for 25 or more fares, instead of the
Theatre is owned by the Munsey
present minimum ol 20 tickets. If
officers of which feel that the
estate,
an additional ear is required the
manager must purcha.se 10 additional National's profits would materially
decline
if Negroes were admitted.
tickets at a cost of 1214 fares, same
They
warned
that il the owner sufapplying when baggage cars are not
accompanied by passengers (actors lered damages through a change of
policy.
Equity
could be legally held
and staff). If special trains are refinancially
responsible
for that loss.
quired^ the manager must purchase
125 tickets instead of the present
Heiman said he could present
charge' for special films in the National and as most
100.. Minimum
trains would be increased Irom $132 film houses in the city do not adwhat is hoped will result in estab- one way
to $165 and the cost for mit Negroes that v^ould not change
lishing English-language shows in
round trips on specials goes from the situation.
Showmen generally
Mexico City will be the appearance
$264 to $330. Latter part of the do not favor a change in audience
there of "Pygmalion" the week of
schedule pertains to large musicals, policy because it would affect all
Feb. 3. Guarantees have been posted
including the Met Opera,
border cities and might eliminate
with Theatre, Inc., which produced
Recently
the
Sou..:ern
Pacific playing time Irom Baltimore south.
the revival on Broadway last seaproposed to require 150 lares for
Harding recommended to Equity
son. The show has been guaranteed
special trains but ICC denied the
against loss by Melvin Park, lessee of
that it "resolve to move to end racial
application which will be argued by
segregation in the theatres of Wa.shMexican

vigorously protested
to ICC,

tilts

rypalion lo

Set Precedent

InMexShowing

cap- the rail line with the commission
which has 50,000 English-speakington" and send ia representative
next Aug. 1.
ing residents. It's j)Ossible to gross
there to launch a cafnpaign to per$30,000 on the week with "Pygsuade the citizens of Washington
malion" at the Iris, house being built
that "this change in policy is a matas a legiter but used for pictures. Showbiz Reps Discuss
ter they should accept not only beIf the experiment works out, it's
cause it is right but because they
planned to establish stock in the thewant .to," He urged however that
Anti-Censorship Bifl;
atre.
Equity take no action by itself but
to act in concert with Other theatre
Actors are protected against posgroups.
sible tax deductions from their salRepresentatives ol various theatre
aries belpw the border, show manOther Groups Join OK
agement to assume such costs; same groups includihg managers, unions
The report was read also to the
applying in the event the cast is re- and even the critics, conferred last Assn, of Theatrical Agents and Manquired to ]oifr a professional union, week lor the purpose ol supporting agers board, which decided to put
but the usual American withholding a measure intended to limit the cen- participation in the proposed camlevy applies. "Pygmalion" closes in sorship powers ol New York's license
paign up to tile membership. OpinChicago Jan. 25, traveling by train commissioner. Bill was drawn up ion among that group's individuals
to Cincinnati, going from there by by Councilman Eugene P. Connolly
appears to be that legit is being
plane to Mexico City. There will be to be introduced into the city counused as a guinea pig in a issue that
25 people in the party headed by cil.
It stipulates that the license bureau extends "far away from the theatre.
Gertrude lawrence and penhis King.
may not deny the issuance nor canTheatre chapter of the American
Following the Mexican date the cel a theatre's license, unless a show
Veterans Committee scheduled ^a
"I^gmalion" company will fly to San alleged to be indecent is convicted
rally at the Alvin next Monday (20)
Francisco, being due to open there by
a jury. There is a siniUar bill to honor the cast Of "Joan of Lorat the Curran, Feb. 11. Show will which was introduced in Albany last
raine."
When that show tried out
travel 3,800 miles in all, cost of trans- year. It is known
to be opposed by at the Lisner Auditorium, Negroes
•portation probably exceeding $5,000, a religious pressure group but
may
proPark was formerly business manager be acted upon during the current were exdluded and there were
tests from the Playwrights' Co. that
lor Maurice Evans.
session ol the state legislature.
produced the Show and from Ingrid
New license head Ben Fielding was Bergman its star. Vets rally has
not present at the session and exbeen called 'Onstage Democracy."
pressed surprise that he was not InThey also aim to have theatrical
vited, especially since he is conaction
take
guilds
unions
and
cededly friendly to show business,
against discrimination in all theaThose present agreed that the failBrock Pemberton has' been or- ure to ask Fielding to attend was an tres.
Commissioner
dered to slow up by his physician error of omission.
because of a high blodd-pressure said that he had refrained from actGhoir Inked
ing on several complaints this sea.son
condition and is due to leave 6h a
and in each instance the shows menGallo for iJi S.
motor trip to the south late this tioned closed swiftly on their own.
Fortune Gallo, who
Impres-sario
week. Showman will be accortjipanied Indicated that the squawks came
recently arrived in New York by
by his wile Margaret. Pemberton from crackpots.
The overall theatrical move to plane from Rome, revealed that he
recently had a gall-bladder attack curtail
Roman Choir of 60
inked
the
censorship stemmed from the had
and has been under medical obser- action of former license commis- voices for a tour of the U, S., Canada
-sioner Paul Moss, who forced "Trio" and Mexico. Leading .soloi.'its comvation, although not hospitalized.
off the boards about two years ago. prise
cantors
from
noted Vatican
No definite date has been set for
churches.
the London showing of "Harvey"

PEMBEEfON EASES OFF
ON iOCTOE'S OEDES

j

in for the

<^-

Obys

ital,

many

"no opinions." Only two other reviewers appeared to have deqlined
the issue, but only in one instance

A

Maybe somebody ought to tell the
boys at the boxoflice that the honeymoon is over, and that the quick
closings prove it's no longer a seller's market, even if they're lucky

the Iris theatre in the

Ills

marked down

Equity

Editor, Variety:

m?)

Key

Grqies atthe B.O.
New Yorjt.

;

;

i

,

i

I

Roman

By

Tour

Moritt To Revive Bill
it may not
Albany, Jan. 14.
reach the boards over there until
Senator Fred Moritt, Brooklyn,
late spring or .summer.
Comedy's
author Mary Cha.se Coyle is; still told Varif;ty he would reintroduce
abroad, in anticipation of "Harvey" la bill granting the owner of a stage
going on in London ihis winter. She -show ordered clo.sed by the New
is currently in Paris but may return
York Licen.se Commissioner lor alto New York until a definite date leged indecency the right to apply
for the English showing i.s estab- for injunction in a jury trial in .state
li,>-hed,
"Harvey," now in. its third supreme court, within 10 days' of the
year on Broadway, is expected to comish's order.
Meanwhile, the
play hito next sess<m.
would go on.
I show

which he produced and

:

I

1

I
1

;

Slated to tee off in New York,
1, choir will be directed by
Msgr, Lavinio Virgili, Pontifical Director of the Choir ol the Papal
Lateran,
Archbasilica,
John
St,
parish church of Pope Pius XII.
Singers for ihe most part, come
from the Si.itine Chapel, "the Pope's
own choir" and other.s. Recalled that
the Vatican choir from the Sistine
Chapel made appearances in the
U. S. in 1926.

Sept,

.

,
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riiiway-eventually the senator becomes white
again, although now a tolerant offi(touiflui'tlon ot musical pliiy In two acla
In the end the gold turns to
Albert cial.
LoKan.
Klla
Features
(icani-a).
said it would.
Shu roe, Donald Kichavds, l)avlrt ^^.one. dross, just as Og
AnUa Alvarez, I.yn Murray «'nKff:.
Albert Sharpe was brought from
Inncs
by B. T. HavlnirK and V'red SaliJy;
to play the roguish Finian
Ireland
Jjaiie. St«C"'
Burton
muslr
by
HarUurs;;
by
Michael but it's Ella Logan's show, and she is
bv MretalKne Windust. Pancss by costuinca
She sings no
Kidil: s.'enery by Jo Mielzlner:
4Wh excellent all the way.
of the
by Kleanor Goldsmith.: Onenea at
less than eight numbers, one
Street, K. v.. Jan. 10, '47; $0 top.
Sonny Terry best being "How Are Tilings, in
Biinm'
Glocca Morra." With Ronald Richi.jterest,_slie
heart
her
is
who
Alan
« ' ards, "Old Devil Moon," also If This
Jst Shar ecropper. .............
'.arWm
t.ee

SaWnson una WllUam R. KaizcU

vno-

the Broadway scene aiMi commercially a click.
„
,
.
„
Anyone who, for the sake of one
three
or two arias, has sat through
boring hours of guff about dragons,
and
baubles
sorcerers, sea-hidden
the like at the Metropolitan Opera
emporium will be grateful for a
modern production on an intelligent,
timeless theme that has continuous
drama, floW of good music and excitement.
„.
„,
The story is the same Elmer Rice
canvas of life in a shabby New York
tenement, centered around a lovestarved housewife and her errant
lover, and the unhappy husband who
Rice contributed
kills them both.
the book, based on his play; Kurt
Weill suptilied the music, and Langston Hughes the lyrics. The threepoint blend has proved felicitous,
one contribution dovetailing with
another for a solid ijiatch.
Th%re are no hit tunes as such, in
the juke box sense, but there are
notable solos, as well as some fine
duets, quartets and groups, atfi'd en--

during war service with practicality
ure mentioned in the titlt. Just make
of present-day world operation, it's
Hie Big O.
it an 0.
,
^ ,
Playwrights L, Bu9h-Feket« and a stagecraft campaign for the restor.
Mary Helen Fay have combined their ation of principles that were shunted
with
politics
touch t)f International
aside in the years oi the great con.
too-obvious
plus
gobs of romance
flict.
Play has something worth*
characters and dialog. The result is while to say, and it does so enter,
'Her.,
a disunity equal to the flotsam of the tainingly.
prototypes about whom
real-lif*
Joe Keller is a manufacturer in a
they've written.
typical American town. He has
The basic yarn Is of an American prosperous appliance business as a
woman cori'espondent who seeks to changeover, from making airplanea
smoke out', an unknown American ehgfine parts during the war. HIS
hiding after having broadtraitor in

two

sons,

Larry

and

Chris,

had

iof thp Nazis. The setting is a served as air ijilot* and Larry had
a Russian occupied 2pne never returned from a mission
small inn
near Vienna. Into the picture, too, Chris, always an idealist, has Scruples
comes a Russian Army captain, ap- about living off the fat of his
sings
with the same idea. The lather's business because of a suslulc
parently
Robert
2nd ahaTOVoi.per
"Come-and-Got-Itand
Love"
into a duel of words re picion that his. father was guilty
Isn't
evolves
play
Susan Mahoney
t,
,*""'4Lm,
of
bmitll. ilAuRUstUB
Henvv
Day." Then with David Wayne there
their respective ideologies. Plus the an bffcoloi- 'deal, involving defective
Albert Sharpe
"Something Sort
Fintan McI-onerBan
is a novelty lyric,
romance. The play, as in So many cylinder heads, which had sent 21
T'M'^
Sharon McLonergan
plays the
,,!h £,1=
Donald Rich.iru.-i
of Grandish." Wayne, who
"message" plays, falters notably be- pilots to their death. The case had
Womlv Maboney
job
t;uromlns« leprechaun, has the best stage
Srd iL,™ op^eV. .ilalph Waldo
cause the amour toujours seemingly been tried in court but Joe had
......David Wayne
Park
quit
He
Ob....
after years of waiting.
becomes more objective than the shifted the blame to an assistant^ novr
./.William Greaves
13 award.
"Rainbow.
original preftiise upon which the play serving a term in prison.
....Pobert ritkln Avenue" to join
Senator Hawkins,
......"....l.'Ucas Aco
was based. Must the he-she tangle
He scores, too, with "When I'm
iat (TeolOBlst.-...
Chris is in love with Ann, daughter
Ifath^niel DicUerson
with
plays that
2nd Gealoslat. w
the Girl I Love,
semble numbers. Btit each song is always be so inevitable in
.....V.Diane Woods Not Near
of the convicted man, but he hesiDiane.
who
Alvarez,
Miss
fate of the
Karle
Alvarez.'
Anita
;janB
..
.
an integral part ot the production would determine the
tates to declare this love because
Jane...
.....Rolaid SUinner plays the dumb girl, is a dancer, enworld?
>...,..
The
accordingly.
it
John
and advances
Ann had been engaged to the miss...Maude Simmons ivening the ensemble numbers. An
4th Sharecropper.
beplaywrights
the
dialog,
breakis
spoken
rate,
play's
form
At
any
Tell
ing
Larry. Kate Keller,
'........Arthur
Mr. Robust
"The Begat,' sung ing into recitative as emotional ten- lieve there is a democrat's chance for refuses to believe Larry Joe's wife,
..Royal Dano amusing ditty is
is dead and
Mr. Shears
Jerry I.awa by the colored trio, Jerry Laws.^Lo- sion mounts, and into song constantly their Captain Mosgovoy— and, infer- she attempts to
Iat PilKrlm Gospeler. ..
break things up be- Lorenzo Puller renzo Fuller and Louis Sharp. Rob2nd I'ilsrim Gospeler..
for full effect. The balance is very entially, Joe Stalin. At the play's tween Chris and Ann.
Subsiequent
Sharp
.Louis
in
a
makes it a quartet
8rd Pilgrim Gospeler...
good.
What distinguish the pro- close there is an obvious note of developments point up Joe's guilt
Michael Kllis ert Pitkin
supl»t Deputy
being
time
duction turthet are some fine act- optimism in his conduct towards the and Chris is set free to live his life
Kol>ert iSric Carlson fashion, he at the
2nd Deputy.
...Harry Day posed to be black. Dolores Martin ing and singing,
every performer attractive American, but the authors no longer under a shadow of doubt,
Srd Deputy
..Norma Jane Marhiwe, of the colored contingent warbles hfiving a voice of superior quality.
Other tTilWren.
specifhaven't made too clear what
ffilayhe Richards
Thesp honors are well distributed
"Necessity." When Miss Alvarez solos Result is a work that rareltr falters, ically was the dominating influence
in a fine cast. Beth Merrill's version
with a "dance of the golden crock,
to sing itself smoothly to its close.
in his change of heart and mind; One of the distraught wife and
Producers new to the field of musi- she's accompanied by Sonny Terry
mother
Notable bits are strewn through- could possibly determine from this
is a study in underplaying a highcal comedy, have turned out an un- on the harmonica, his playing from out, in such matters as the choral
play
that a leggy lassie with a classy strung role. She comes
really
a
IS
which
diversion
usual
through exgrouping and singing at the second- chassis in the White House might be
the wings being eerie.
pertly. Ed Begley makes Joe Kelleir
*lth sohgs and dances. As a novelty,
Lee Sabinson tand William K. act murder curtain, the three harpies just the thing in these troubled everything that the part calTs
bell.
_
it should ring the
„
for.
teamed last season with singing "Get a Load of That," the United Nations times.
Being fantasy, "Finian's Rambow_ Katzell, who
arduous acting, at which he
It's
of the provocative panegyric to ice-cream, the mock
"Two" has some neat touches in scores a bullseye. Arthur Kennedy's
was conceived with a strong vein oi the presentation
transplant- drama, "Home of -the Brave,'i are the lullaby of the nursemaids, and above the lesser characters, though some moulding of the Chris
.Celtic humor, the authors
charactelriza-;
atwhich
the
frenzied
sex-dance
of
the
all
"Rainbow,"
of
to presenters
of their dialog, strains for special ef- tion is expert, rating the hand it
ing an old Irishman and his niece
attention in Philadelphia dur- two jitterbugs. Last bit, a virtuoso fect. Claire Treyor is the American
a southern tobacco growing com- tracted
Yip Harburg and peak of, the show, magnificently correspondent, and sbe gives a con- gets Lois Wheeler is attractive and
munity in mythical Missitucky. Basi- ing the tryout.
turns in a capable performance as
Saidy wrote the book, which danced by Sheila -Bond and Danny sistently creditable performance. The Ann. Karl Maiden
cally it's a one-set show though there Fred
adds a telling
been cut here and there. Daniels, is done to "Moon-Faced, same is not to be said of Philip Dorn, sequence
are sesveral smaller spenes screened could have
as Ann's brother, and John
composing the score to Starry-Eyed," which is nearest to who plays the Russian captain. Dorn
McGovern's picture of a medical
from the Rainbow Valley's gnarled Burton Lane
Harburg's amusing lyrics. It s the hit-tune type in calibre. The catchy often, overacts and is frequently in- practitioner who would rather
tree and rocks from where the ac
do
high-school
"Wrapped
kids
number,
Mifirst dance directional 30b by
audible, stiff and stagey.
tion flows.
research is good. Other competent
,.
,
.
In
And
Tied
Bow,"
A
Ribbon
In^
and
ballet,
in
"fiainbow" has a fast, lively first cliael Kidd, formerly staging is by is also in that category.
Felix Bressart has also been im- support lists Peggy Meredith as the
animated he scores. General
act, mostly because of an
Norman
Cordon, basso borrowed ported from Hollywood for one of doctor's wife; Dudley Sadler and
arrangevocal
Windust;
numbers.
Bretaigne
ensemble in ballet-like
Russell Ben- from the Met, does an excellent act- the lead supporting parts, that of a Hope Cameron as a nextdoor couple,
Second act tapers otf somewhat be ments by Lyn Murray, orchestrations ing and singing job as the brooding black marketeer; he supplies the and Eugene Steiner as a neighborWalker
cause the story is strung out, yet the nett and Don
Polyna Stoska, soprano play's major comedy. Bressart is an hood kid.
orchestra led by husband.
performance is generally interesting are played by a full
Kazan's development of this opus
string instru- who has sung with the N. Y, City artful performer who employs much
and quite diSEerent from any show Milton Rosenstock,
Jo Mielzmer s Center Opera Co.; makes a distin- of the mugging technique that he's is outstanding. Abrupt changes in
presented in some time. There are ments being featured.
highly effective, guished figure dramatically and yo- used in pictures, but there are story trends maintain constant inwbite and black actors, mostly in the principal setting js behind a revolv- cally as the- unhappy wife, wh'ile times when he suffers from obvious terest; gradual increase in pace
ensemble, and the performance 15 changes Ipeing made
contributing one of the show's finest word-contrivances. Eduard Franz is builds effective suspense; individual
coloris
a
"Rainbow"
respect
ing curtMn.
probably more mixed in that
songs in "Somehow I Never Could the traitor, a part acted with quiet characterizations are given minute
Ibee.
ful job, skillfully done.
than ever before.
Believe." Anne Jeffreys, film star- restraint. E. A. Krumschmldt and treatment; and overall blending has
„, u j
Finian McLonergan, who has niched
let, is no less lovely and poignant a
John Banner have lesser roles that gratifying results. Author has- prothe
a pot of gold at home, comes to and
figure as the daughter, and with they handle adequately, while a bit vided some fine material for stager
valley with ttfe colleen Sharon
Brian Sullivan as the student in love character part, that of a forlorn ref- to work with.
There's plenty of
the
Dwicht Deere Wiman and Playwrights'
hides the "borrowed" loot
with her, presents two fine duets as ugee, played by.Olga Fabian, is one meat in dialog.
standout backot dramatic, musical m two
ground. It had been in the keeping Co. production
Ri- well as the tender "What Good of the play's best performances.
play
by
the
trom
scenes),
fthree
yard setting completes technical atavts
of Og, a leprechaun who appears in mer Rice. Directed by Charles Ifriedman. Would The Moon Be?" song.
SulBone.
Montgomery staged, and' he has tributes ih ace fashion.
search of the gold. He says that the Features Norman <'ordon, Anne JeBrcys, livan's "Lonely House" is an apmoveSydney'
suggest
frequently
managed
to
Bultivau,
cues
Brian
Polvna Stosta,
gold has magic powers, which
Kurt pealing number.
Music,
Kmerson.
existed.
Hope
actually
where
little
Rayner,
ment
Sensignificance,'
in a bit of "social
Creighton Thom;(son, as a janitor,
I.,an!fflton
Rice; , lyrics.
book.
Weill;
Mielziner's
single
set, the lobby
Jo
as
disguised
thinly
Rawkins
Mielztner;
ator
has a fine song in "I Got a Marble
Hughes, Sets and lishting, Jo
Set
Bilbo being turned into a Negro.
costume.s. Lucinda BalUrd; dances, Anna and a Star."
Don Saxon, as a se- of the hotel, is a typically workman- arranBementa and orDick Condon, former film pubWhen that worthy tries to steal the Sokolow. Musical
ducer, has another in "Wouldn't like Mielziner job.
director,
musical
Weill;
Columbia has already secured the licity lexecy has Gompleted a play
land of the sharecroppers upon hear- chestration.s;
Opened at Adelphi, You Like To Be On Broadway?"
Maurice Aljravane).
Another notable solo is Miss Stoska's film rights, in a pre-production deal which goes into rehearsal in March
ing there's gold: around, it leads to X. Y., Jan. 9. 'i7: «« top.
_
.Irvms Kaufman
A Boy Like You." In addition to that is said to call for Nugent and for a Broadway opening this Spring,
the show's best production number, Abraham Kaplan
Helen Arden
Florentlno........
Montgomery to direct and Star, re- Producer will
"When the Idle Poor Become the (Sreta
....Wilson Smith the "Ice Cream" song, other outbe a New York film
carl Olsen
the pie. As a film "Two"
Idle Rich," with all hands dolled up Bmma Jones
Hope Kmerson standing ensemble numbers are. the spectively,
publicity topper, who'd rather not
Konn
Kl'™ Repp opening and closing "Ain't It Awful, has a better Cliance.
in cherished duds procured directly Olga Olsen
make his auspices public as yet. DiNorma Ciiambers the Heat?" song of the neighbors,
from Sears Roebuck. Power of the Shirley Kaplan
Creighton 'rhomps™ and the
D.ayl3
rector will be Fred Uttal, radio pro"Catch
gold makes a 'dumb girl talk and Henry Maurrant
If
Me
You
Can"
.Peter Griffith
Willie
ducer and director. Titled "Follow
.-.Polyna Stoska number of the kidSi.
Anna Maurrant
The play has all sorts of noteBrian Sulliviin
the Leader," it's -a political comedy
Sam Kaplan
PlayOiilofTiiwi
Remo Xota worthy types, in the socialist zealot
Daniel Buchanan
laid in 1954.
NorroSin Cordon of Irving
Frank Maurrant. .. .....
Kaufman; the hearty music
".David K. Thomas
GeorBe Jones...
Condon has also sold four sketches
Lauren Gilbert teacher of Sydney Rayner, onetime
Steve Sankcy
to Dwight Deere Wiman for the,
Itayner
Met
tenor
more recently with San
All
Lippo Florentlno. ..........Sydney
Beverly J.anis Carlo Opera Co.; the brilliant bel"Fourth Little Show," which goes
.Tennle Hlldebmnd
New Haven, Jan. 9.
Zosia Gruchala
.Second Graduate
dame
of Hope Emerson; the expectWalter
into
Clurmah,
Ella
KaMO.
HaroMi
rehearsal March 6. Likewise ha
Marion Covey
Third Graduate
Harris) has
....Julianna GallaKher ant father- of Remo Lota, and the Fried (IB assh, with HeirbeM H.
written yarns for a children's
Marv Hlldebrand
Bennett Burrill two nursemaids of Peggy Turnley production ot drama in three act* by Ar- disk series
f'harlle Hlldebrand
in which several record
thur Miller.
Staffed bjr Kassaft; BSttlngs.
....Klen Lane and Ellen Carleen.
Laura Hlldebrand
Gorelllc; costuinea. Paql Morrison.
Mordecai
Ferguson
companies
Helen
are showing interest.
Grace Davis
Charles Friedman has directed Opened at Shtiberti New Haven, Jail. 9,
Krnest Taylor
Fir.st Policeman
..Anne Jeffreys this motley assemblage with sure "47; »3.(!0 top.
Rose Maurrant,
.......... .Don Saxon authority, while Maurice Abravanel, .Toe Keller
Harry Ka.ster.
Bd Begley
.Sheila Bond conducting in the pit, welded them Dr. Jim Baylias
Mae Jones...,,,..,.
STAFF AIDE
John McGovern
Danny Daniels vocally.
Dick McGann
I)udle.v Sadler
Jo Mielziner's tenement- Frank liUbey....
—To Prodaew or Agency—*
...... .Robert Pierson
Vincent Jones
.Sue Ba,vliss
..Peggy Meredith
.Kdwin fl. O'Connor front set is raptly ugly and affect- I,ydia I.uhey
Dr. John Wilson...
Creative •xaentlv*, •xperleneed in
......Hope Cameron
....Norman Thomson ing. Anna Sokolow's two ensemble Chris Keller
Officer Murphy
.Arthur Kennedy
legit, stocli and pisturei e% direcRussell George dance numbers are good and the Bert
A Milkman
.Eugene Steiner
tor, stage-mnmiger, production at...Joyce Carrol aforementioned
A Music Pupil..
.Beth Merrill
"Moon-Faced" dance Kate Keller
Randoliih Kymonett©
tv Mar.shal...
I'Ols Wheeler
listqnt,
coach, talent scOut and
"Street Scene" should be Ann Dcever
I'aul I.,llly terrific.
.Fred Cullen
Karl Maiden
George Deever
piqy-readar.
Old Clothes Man...,...,..Kdward Uelchcrt on the Broadway scene for quite a
Roy Munseli stretch.
Interne
Bron.
Heavy Background
Sponsors of "All My Sons" have
,Tohn Sweet
Alnbulaiu-e Driver
presented a dramatic production that
..Peggy Turnley
First Niirsomald
Top References
.....Kllen Carleen
Second Nursemaid
opens with the leisurely pace of the
Write Variety, Box 678, 184 West 46tli
Betty Van
St., New York 1». N. lL
Toonerville Trolley, then builds to
Married Couple.
Elliott Nugent and Robert Montgomery
VJoaeph R. Scanduv produc-don (by
Or call AC %-602K
arrangement with David all the crescendo of the Cannonball
Pasaersby, Neighbors, Children, etc.
Bram»(^n) of comedy by l: Bush-Pelieto Express.
Way-stations along the
and Mary Helen Fay. Stars Claire Trevor
are contacted interestingly,
Currently Appearing
The Playwrights' Co. and Dwight and Philip Dorn; foatures Felix Bressart route
Kduard Franz. Staged by Montgomery; and the overall journey sums up as
Deere Wiman (the latter back to the and
FOR RENT
scenery and lighting. Jo Mielziner. Opened an absorbing session in the theatre.
producing wars after three' years St Booth, N. Y:: Jan. 8, 'tT; $1.80 top.
in the
With no cast names, and with little
abroad for the Red Cross) took a Karl.
Martin Berliner
Mei.HsI.
,Ednar4 Franz. material tor advance ballyhoo, this
long chance in doing a musical ver
IN NSJW ajNGtAND
Broadwoyr Production
Corp. fat McClure..,..
.Robert Scott vehible shat>es up as a sleeper that
sion of Elmer -Rice's 1929 Pulitzer Gwendolyn
SOD seat, 300 c«r parking tw.
In dens'lv
, .,
,
Wtinita Paul can well develop into a gravy train
ponulateil sumiiitr Hctlolt.
prizewinning drama.
But they've Danielle Forbea. ............ .Clair* Trevor
perctmtag; wiltr
on both- stage and screen.
minimum suarjtntv*. Le^s« only to flaancUIIV
succeeded.
Billed as a "dramatic Mnser.
..... ...E. A. Krumschmidt
rellablo with theatrical hockground.
Timely as tomorrow's headlines,
.John Banner
musical," their show is actually an Wirth
Room 220, 131 State St., Boston 9, Mao.
I'la Scheie
Felix Bressart script has a compellidg authenticity
opera, American style, taut, tuneful ("apt.
Nlcholai A^osgovoy.
.Philip Dorn
the Juvenile Lead
that drives home a postwar story
and moving. Artistically, their con- Frauleln Berger
Olga Fabian
Starting
tribution is a notewofthy addition to Sergeant Kuliltoff
Mlscha Tonlten with triphammer eifeet.
with a theme that has all tiie earCLAIRE
The out-of-town critics have been marks of a mother's maudlin vigil
kidding us again. From the b.yways for the return of a son reported
aiid.
IP
35 . . . . .
that lead to Broadway have come re- missing in action, play abruptly
'Mt. 'Producer
ports in recent weeks that Elliott shifts to throw the spotlight on other
characters
whose
importance
magniNugent
and
Robert
Montgomery
had
Mr. Publicity
Authora' Representative*
come up with a play destined to set- fies as the story progresses. Coun51 & Fiftli Avenue. N. Y. 18
^
.Mr. Agent
tle problems of atomic energy, prole- terplots are tossed into the arena
Boobs
Plays
tarianism versus western democ- copiously, making for considerable
NEED
PHYSIC V^^;
racy,
Gromyko and his walking audience wonder as to what is comyoH n
shoes. Well, maybe this is exaggerat- ing next. Ace writing and staging
draw in the threads at the proper
•©A©S"^
ing.
"Eager'' OS a puppy
V'''
At the very least, though, "The Big moment and the final stanza mounts
• KMCKBS
• t'OMKDIANS
Smart as a terrier
Two" was expected to be a reason- one punch on another for a sock
• SCKlrX WBITKK.H
''^.''^
TI'O
ably exciting treatment on postwar climax.
Loyal .as ."Lassie"
Tn cIsBsllltcl form tot aulolc rercrmoa.
international politics, namely those
"Sons" should bring red faces to
imirt praptlffl war t« biilW a goo'l «»s
of the White House and the Krem- those who have clipped corners here
let iiM
tlM) sin set of
and I'll
IN
Sets 1. « oml 8 libw Mad*.
lin.
The
auspices, cast, authorship and there to fatten bank accounts on
clioi* ot money onlpr.
a
Cmh,
mm.
work iiirn a dog for you I
and
practically
everything
else war profits.
It
should draw a
FRANK REYNOLDS
BOX fi65, VARIETY. 154 W. 46TH ST.. NEW YORK It
smacked of capitalistic boxoffice. healthy response from returned GIs
1420 WestmoreUnil St.. Philadelphia 40,
But now-^w^U, just change that flg- now trying to adjust Ideals garnered
.
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'Rope' Pulls IIG, Detroit;
Taiiikee' Boasts $21,000

Clicago Biz Juat Rdlfin' Along;

Detroit,

Phicago, Jan. 14.
Fact that Chicago is loaded with
About 40,000 delegates to turriiture
practically nothing
meant
ghow has
reason, ;In.
to the legit b.o. ior some
out-of-towners haven t even
fact
heen noticed in legit houses.

"t

'Central Park'

To D C.

Draws 28G

successful 38-weelr run. purses.
"Blossom Time" returns 'for the
Due soon are "Magnificent Yankee"
umpteenth time Jan. 20, replacing
«nd "Born Yesterday."
Ellisabeth Bergner, who cancelled
Estimates lor last Week
"Glass Menagerie" bows in for
out.
"A Flag Is Born," Studebaker (3d a fortnight Feb. 3, under: aegis of
•week) (1,246; |4.20). Approximate- ATS.
ly $14,000.
„
Krlanger
(3d
His
Eye,"
"Apple of
week) (1,334; $3.60). Plenty of seats
alter

Poor 5G,

$«

'Fancy

.

,

available; $19,000.

"Harvey," Harris (23d week)

(1,-

000; $4.20). Still going pretty strong
With *26,00O.
•'Pyema.lion," Selwyn f6th week)
Okay with $17,000.
($1,000; $4.20).
"Song of Norway," Shiibert (6th
Biggest in
(2,100; $4.80).
•week)
,

town

$37,000.
,
,
.
„ „,
"State of the Union," Blackstone
Says
$4.20).
(1,358;
(38th week)
.

goodbye with

—

Studebaker,
"A Flag Is Bom"
Chi. (13-18)^ Shubert-Lafayette, Det.
(21-25 ),
.

A Young Man's Fancy"—Copley,
Bost. (13-18).
AH My Sons" — Colonial, Bost.
.

(21-25).

$18,000.

— Locust, Philly
Lucasta" — Aud., Denver

Anna Lucasta"

EE IS HOLDING UP,
WITH

'LUTE'

OK

"Anna
(13-14);

Aud.,

Pueblo

(15);

Aud.,

Capitan.
Surprise coin hike was Belasco's
"She Dood It in fiixie," which garnered $10,275 on second frame. Musnrt picked up so-so $2,500 on first
frame of "Shared Wife." Gilbert and
Sullivan repertoire bowed into El
Patio over weekend With mixed noActors Lab opening series of
tices,
one-acters tonight (14) for second
time in history of organization, having had successful run over two
yeass ago with similar program at
professional take-off.

Henry' Crak Good 14G

Most

Grosses Dipped; New Musicals Okay;
'Scene 18G in 4; RaiiAow' 1|G
Grosses along Broadway naturally showing, but okay $11,500 in first five
dipped last week because the excess times,
takings on New Year's Eve were out
"The Fatal Weakness," Royale (8th
and were was a post-holiday reac,^ week) (CD-1,025; $4.80). Perked up
tion.
Some shows however did bet- and, With the aid of parties, last
ter than expected, theatre parties week's gross rated around $21,000.
being the factor in several instances.
"The Iceman Cometh," Beck (14th

Agency business

is variable, brolters
week) (D-1,213; $5,40). Dipped furfiguring the cause may be a trend ihcr, then improved late last Week,
towards recession.
with the gross in six times (no matiAll four new musicals are doing Inees) around $18,500.
"The Voice of the Turtle," Morosbusiness which is one promising in(14,5th
week)
(C-939;
$3.60).
dication,
Last week's tuners were co
especially accepted favorably, "Street Slipped to around $9,O0O, but threeScene" getting over $19,000 in the person play makes some money at
that level.
first four performances, while "Fin"Temper the Wind," Playhouse (3d
ian's Rainbow" got $16,000 in three
times.
Attendance for "Bloomer week) (D-865; $4.80). Business .spasGirl," back for a return date, was modic, with pace around $8,000, but
under par the first week. "The Big weekend encouraging; may improve.
"Years Ago," Mansfield (6th week)
Two," got fair business after a weak
pi'ess.
One new play, "Little A," (C-1,001; $4.80). Has done exceptionally well to date and went over
opens this week.
$25,000 last week: best sross to date.
Estimates for Last Week

14.

replacing "Big

raves, but all were well received.
All three are currently in final week.
"Call Me Mister" remained the
sock draw in the town, catching
big biz throughout the lean holiday
weeks and continuing to sell out

most performances. Should remain
here the winter. One opening this
week; "All My Sons" currently on
at the Colonial. In the immediate future are "John Loves Mary,"
at the Plymouth, Jan. 20; "Apartment 17-B," at the Wilbur Jan. 21,
and "Washington Sejuare" at the
Colonial Jan. 27. San Carlo Opera
returns for nine performances Jan.
19.
Meantime, "Icecapades," nearcapacity hit for fortnight, moves out

view

.

C (Comedy),
iComedy-Drama),

Keys:

CD

M

(Musical),

O

D
R

REVIVALS

(Drama),

"Bloomer Girl," City Center (l.st
week) (M-2,693; $2.40). Started re-;
engagement moderately with
$20,000 approximated in first seven
times; good advance claimed, and

(Revue),

(Operettn),

peat

"Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial
(35th week) (M-1,427; $6.60),
New
musicals do not figure to affect the
business of this front runner which
clicked with better than $45,000
again last week.
"Another Part of the Forest," Fulton (8th week) (D-968; $4.80). Eased
off a bit but with takings around

much

better indicated this week.
"Burlesque," Belasco (3d week)
(C.1,077; $4.80).
Drawing excellent
business around $20,000—as. good as
holiday week, not counting New
Year's eve.

—

"Henry VIH," "What Every Woman Knows," "John Gabriel Borkman"
registered.
"Beggars Holiday," Broadway (3d and "Androcles and the Lion," InterApple of His Eye' •Erlanger, Chi.
week) (M-1,900; $4.80).
Agencies national (10th week) (1,172; $4.20).
(13-18); American, St. Louis (21-25).
have fairly good call for new tuner Around $16,000, which is distinctly
Ballet Theatre—Aud., St. Louis
disappointing; "Androcl&s" much the
with takings rated around $34,000.
of the Garden.
(18-20).
"Born Yesterday," Lyceum (50th best bill; played four times with
"Best of Spirits"— Plymouth, Bost.
Estimates for Last Week
week) (C-993; $4.80), Close to year's other four performances to the other
(21-25).
Walnut,
Philly
(13-18);
"Born Yesterday," Wilbur (1,200; run and expected to run thi'ough an- plays.
"Blackouts of 1946"—El Capitan, $3.60). Finished huge 18-week run other summer; close to
"Lady Windermere's Fan," Cort
$21,000,
Hollywood (18^25).
(13th week) (C-1,064; $4.20). One of
at estimated $12,000 and moved out. which is capacity.
Blackstone-^Colohial, Akron (13- Had been hitting $17,000 and better
"Call Me Mister," National (39th the season's cliclcs; getting very good
(15-16); Shea's. up until Christmas, near top at scale.
Shea's, Erie
14);
week) (R-1,104; $6), Another run business, with last week's takings
Bradford (17); Shea's, Jamestown House will be dark one week.
musical that is on the collecting end estimated around $20,000.
"Cyrano de Bergerac," Barrymore
(18); Hanna, Cleve. (21-25).
"Best of Spirits," Plymouth (1,200; here and on the road; takings better
"Blossom Time"
Opera House, $3.60) Show got mixed notices, suf- than $32,500.
(14th week) (CD-1,096; $4.80). AnBost. (13-18); Nat'l, Wash (21-25). ficiently good to draw biz on opener
"Carousel," Majestic (91st week) other revival that has been among
Nixon, Pitt. Monday (6), but first week's take, (M-1.667:
"Born Yesterday"
$6). Sharp reaction after the good things; eased off last week
(13-25).
estirtiated around very weak $5,000. holiday but with the gross approxi- to bit under $17,000.
"Call Me Mister"— Shubert, Bost.
"Blossom Time," Opera House (2,- mating $27,000, run musical quite
"The Red MHI," Shubert (M-1,382;
(13-25).
Old: fave back again okay.
$4.80). Final and 64th week; "Sweet900; $3.60)
"Come On Up"
Aud., L. Rock without letup in biz, the estimate
"Christopher Blake," Music Box hearts," a prior booking, is booked
(13); Aud., Texarkana (14); Aud., touching $19,000, which is excellent.
(6th week) (D-979; $4.80). Went up to follow next week.
Shreveport (15); Majestic, Ft. Worth Final week current, with San Carlo to around $21,500, after
easing off;
(16); Melba, Dallas (17); Con. Hall, Opera Co. coming in 19th.
couple of theatre parties the ex-

lSll[|ff^rp^^^^^^^^

Los Angeles, Jan. 14.
Legit business -held up nicely here
during period of slump that usually
follows holidays. "Lute Song" took
in fair $18,000 for first frame at the
Biltmoire but lusher coin is seen for
Ken Murray's
stanza.
present
"Blackouts of 1947" did itself proud
-with $17,000 on 238th stretcl at El

Boston, Jan.

Monday

—

Scheri't'dy (24-25).

Variable;

i

'Mister'%Hub

Three openers on one' night la.st
(6), with "Best of Spirits"
Two" at the Plymouth,
"Blossom Time" replacing
Current Road Shows
"Sweethearts" at the Opera House,
(Period CoueTing Jon. 13-25)
an^ "Young Man's Fancy" opening
Erie, the Copley, None of the shows got
•'A Dangerous Woman"

(13-25).

LA.

'Spirits'

Broadway Grosses

14.

3d Stanza

Till in

Washington, Jan. 14.
Localites' undue fear of theatres
"Up in Central Park," in its third
being jammed by conventioneers may stanza here, held up fairly fbig
things
In -some sense be reason for
with $28,000 in the till. Upper tiers
being pretty quiet, although no one
of National contin:U«d to do capacity,
biz.
Is crying about current
Last Chicago eurtam came to taut biz fell off in hjgh-tarift seats,
with $4.80 too stiff for post-holiday
"State of the Union" last Saturday
(10)

Jan.

"The Rope," a humorous thriller
starring John (^arradine, ended its
two- week run at the ShubertLafayette with an estimated business of $11,000 for nine performances at a $3 top.
At the Cass, "The Magnificent
Yankee" concluded its two-week
Stay with fine $21,000 on the .second.

—
—

$20,000,

another profitable week was

—

.

—

—

.

Tulsa (18); Mem. Hall, Joplin (20);
Arcadia, Wichita (21); Aud., Pueblo
t.22); Aud,, Denver (23-25).
"Countess JuUa"—Forrest, Philly
(21-25).

"Dear Friend"

—

Walnut, Philly

L

Me

Shubert
Continues phenomenal draw,
"Finian'S Rainbow," 46th Street
remaining right up to near-capacity, fist week) (M-1,319; $6). Opened to
estimated $31,000 on fourth week distinctly favorable press with one
with no signs of letup. May well or two qualified notices; big advance
"Call

$4.85)

—

Mister,"

(1,590;

stay the winter.

planation.

lagle

sale prior to debut; $16,000 in first
three times.

ISG, Phiiy,

"Young Man's Faney," Copley (1,Stand (13-18).
St.
2(IG,
"Dear Ruth"—Carolina, Greenville 100; $3.60)— Opened Monday (6) to
"Happy
Birthday,"
Broadhurst
(13); State, W. Salem (14); Aud., catch encouraging notices but drew
(Uth week) (CD-I, 160; $4.80). tittle
"Springtime for Asheville (15); Carolina, Charlotte very poor $3,000. Will remain extra or no change in great business of
State,
Carolina,
Durham
(17);
(16);
Horton
25.
week through Jan.
this comedy,
which was quoted
Henry,'' with Edward Everett
Raleigh (18); Carolina, Greenville
nearly $30,500.
in the top role tied in with a break
Erlanger, Atlanta <22-'25).
"Harvey," 48th St. (115th week) (CIn the frigid weather but did not, (20);
"Dream Girl"—Ford's, Balto. (IS920; $4.20). Bit off, but longrun comsoften up the b.o. The piece, scaled
Philadelphia, Jan. 14.
IS).
IN PITT
'OKLAr
edy always gets support of visitors,
to $3.05, wound up its one-week
Philly's four regular le^it houses
"Eagle With Two Heads"— Forrest,
and it's already indicated that it will did good business
stand at the American theatre Satur
last week despite
Philly (13-18): Ford's, Balto. (21-25).
play into next season; $17,000.
day (11) With only a fair b.o. record.
FINALE;
3
pessimistic
reports, here and else(13-25).
"Hamlet"—
Curran,
Frisco
"Icetime," Center (30th week) (REight performances grossed an apwhere, that the edge is off amusement
"Harvey"— Harris^ Chi. (13-25).
Pittsburgh, Jan. 14.
2.994; $2.40). After the rush of busipjoximate $14,000 despite raves from
attendance. Unusual feature of the
Bost.
"It Takes Two"
Wilbur,
ness
during
New Year's week, at- good trade last week was that much
the crix who went overboard for the (21-25).
"Oklahoma!" ran up a recordpiece and cast.
its third and t(2ndance dropped plenty; .^jross apof it was window sale; advance biz
"John and Mary"
Shubert, N. breaking $39,500 on
House is dark currently for the Haven (16-18); Plymouth, Bost. (21- final week at Nixon, approximating proximated 529,000.
"Joan of Lorraine," Alvin (8th has been oft' hereabouts for quite a
first time this season due to the inwhat show did the previous season.
From the few weeks.
week)
(D-1,331; $4.80).
The 25).
rang
ability to book any shows.
musical
weeks,
hit
On
the
three
"Lute Song"— Biltmore, L. A. (13of
City's only musical, revival
house will be relighted Monday (20)
at $3.50 (without way this drama draws it's expected
almost
$113,000
up
Studebaker,
(21-25).
Chi.
"Sweethearts"
at the Shubert, led the
to sell out into May when star's
when Walter Huston heads the 18);
"Magnificent Yankee" Cass, Det. tax) top, the government grabbing (Ingrid Bergman) contract expires; pai'ade with a respectable if not spec"Apple of His Eye" company into (13-18); Erlanger, Chi. (21-25).
an extra $22,500 via the amusement
tacular $20,000. Notices were good
$32,700 quoted.
to^wn for a one-week engagement.
"Oklahoma!"— Hartman, Col. (13- levy. Final two weeks were the bigalong the line- and revival is figured
"Life
With
Father,"
r371st
Bijou
gest in Nixon's recent history at the
18); Cass, Det. (21-25).
week) (C-613; $3.60). Run leader to jump several grand in this, its final
"Pygipalion"—Selwyn, Chi. (13-25). scale, topping season's previous high eased off as expected but aimed into se.ssion. Musical didn't have high
Shubert ^Lafayette. Det. held by Bloomer Girl."
"Rope"
scale, contenting self with modest
Slows in Eehearsal
House currently has "Born Yester- spring or longer; 'around $8,000.
(13-18).
"Little A," Miller (D-g40; $4.20). $3.90 top.
William
"Carrot and Club"
"Sign 0( the Arclier"
Colonial, day" for a fortnight and then gets Presented by Sam Nasser; written
Real sensation last week was "Anna
Bankhead's "Eagle Has Two Heads"
Herz, Jr.
Bost, (13-18).
by Hugh White; liked out of town; Lucasta's" rousing $19,000 in its third
"Countess Julie" and "A Marriage
"Song of Norway"— Shubert, Chi. it that show doesn't find a Broadway opens tonight (15).
This Ne'gro
week
at the Locust.
house in the meantime. "Voice of the
(13-18).
Proposal"—'Paul Czinner.
"Lovely Me," Coronet (3d week) drama has built steadily from start
Turtle" then comes in Feb. 3 for
"Darling, Darling, Darling" ("First
"Springtime for Henry"
Cox. two weeks.
(C-1.095; $4.80).
First full week's and is now certain to linger longer
takings around $6,000 which is not than originally scheduled six weelcs.
Hundred Years")
William. Gahn. Cincy (13-18); Hartman, Col. (20promising: "All My Sons" booked "Anna" has four more after this week
'^A Dinigerous Woman" ("Corde- 22) Town Hall, Toledo (23-25).
which makes it sure of eight in all
"State of the Union"— Aud., Fresno
here Jan. 29.
lia" )—David Lowe and John HuntPasadena (15); Aud..
"O Mistress Mine," Empire (42d and may get an extra two.
(13); Aud.,
'Sons'6Gjii4.N.E
ington.
Long Beach (16); Lobero, S. Barweek) (CD-1,082; $4.80).
"Tlie Eagle Has Two Heads" was
Engage"The Chocolate Soldier" (revival) bara (17-18); Orpheum, Phoenix
New Haven, Jan. 14.
ment suspended as of Friday (10) one show that did have a good ad—J. H. Del Bondio and Hans Bartch. (20); Rialto, Tucson (21); Plaza, El
because
Alfred Lunt's illness re- vance, based on the Tallulah BankB,o. reception for "All My Sons"
"Craig's Wife" (revival)
Gan Paso (22); Melba, Dallas (24-25).
preem reflected general dropping quired hospitalization; in .six times head name and draw, but notices
Davidson, off of business last weekend. No- under $20,000: had been selling out. were by no means helpful, although
"State of the Unloii"
Oaither.
"Oklahoma!",
St.
James
(203d all crix admired the star. As result,
name cast had slim advance in Shu"Btlgadoon"
Cheryl Crawford. Mil. (13-25).
"Story of Mary Surratt"—'Geary, bert till, but fine press and word-of- week) (M-1,509; $4.80). Musical run "Eagle" got $16,000 in its first of two
''Washington
Oscar
Square"
Frisco (13-18); BiltmOre, L. A. (21- mouth reaction built to an approxi- leader doing all right again after stanzas at the Forrest good but not
/ierlin./
:
23)
mate $6,000. At $3.60 top on four tapering, but last week's gros.? dipped what might ha've been expected at
Richard
"Apartment 17-B''
"Student Frinoe"—Blackstone, Chi. shows, this meant fair take.
to $23.fl00.
the show's $3,90 top.
Aldrlch and George Abbott.
(13-25).
"Present
Laughter,"
Plymouth
"Dream Girl" ended its three
House has a 'series of breakins
"Sweethearts"
Shubert, Philly lined up, starting with current "John (Uth week) (C-1,063; $4.80).
Has weeks' tenancy of the Walnut with
(13-18).
Loves Mary" (16-18). Next week done very well considering doubtful satisfactory $15,000.
lEOIT PKODS. OPEN ON COAST
Hanna, gets "Washington Square" (23-25); reception, and is still making money;
"The Glass Menagerie"
This week's only opener was canCleve. (13-18): Town Hall, Toledo following; stanza has "Carrot and iipnroached $18,000.
celled last Thursday, It was to have
Los Angeles, Jan. 14.
(19-22); Colonial, Akron (23); Park, Club"
"Stale of the Union," Hudson (61st been "Lady Passing Fair" for a single
"Brigadoon"
(30-1),
then
New production outfit for the Youngistown
(24-25).
week) (CD-1.0.^7; $4.80).
Not as session at the Walnut. House is curbows- in Feb. 6-8.
presentation of new legit plays on
many standees, but house virtually rently dark.
"The Glass Menagerie" Coli.seum,
the Coast was organized here by Evan.wille
.sells out ail time, and gi'os.s approx(13); Aud., Memphis (15);
Harry Carr, Leon Dinkiii and James Aud., Nashville (16): Erlanger, At'Little A'
8G, Balto imates $24,000.
'Haitilef $21,000, Friseo j
Scott.
lanta (17-18); Temple, Birmingham
"Street Scene." Adelphi (l.si week
Baltimore, Jan. 14.
Firm will maintain headquarters (20); Aud.. Montgomery (21): Aud.,
(M-1,434; $6). Drew rave press, and
*Mary Surratt' $12,000
"Little A." new play by a new .•should
in Los Angeles but its first stage Jackson (22).; McA!ister, !N; Orleans
click
despite
out-of-town
writer, Hugh White, presented by doubt; quoted
San Francisco, Jan. 14.
(24-25).
at
$19,000
flr.st
four
in
ventfcire is slated for San Francisco
"Hamlet." starring Maurice Evans,
"Up in Central Park"— Nat'l. Wash. Sam Nasser, also a newcomer to tiiftes.
in March.
showbiz, attracted highly favorable
which opened at the 1,776-seat Cur(13-18); Shubert. Philly (21-25).
"Toplititky
of
Notre
Dame,"
Cen
ran. Jan. 6, drew Mve notices and
"Voice of the Turtle"— Aud.. Lex- critical response and a mounting b.o.
tury;(3d.week>
(M-1,712;
An-'
$4.80).
chalked up an excellent first week's
ington (13); Aud., Louisville (14-15) to Ford's last week, building on
'Voice' 15V2G, Toronto
.strong word-of-mouth to an okay other new musical getting agency gross of $21,000,
Engli,sh, Indpls, (16-18),
support; around $44,000 in first 10
Toronto, Jan. 14.
"Voice of the Turtle"—Royal Alex. $8,000.
"Story of Mary Surratt," with
In currently is "Dream Girl," with week's gross rated around $21,500,
Here for a fortnight's engagement, Toronto (13-18); Erlanger, Buff.
Dorothy Gish and Kent Smith, drew
Tallulah Bankhead in "The Eagle
"The Big Two," Booth (ist week) a second week's gross of $12,000 at
Voice of the Turtle" did an excel- (21-25).
"Washington Square"—Shubert, N, Has Two Heads" set to follow. Good (C-812; $4.80), Drew disappointing the 1,550-seat Geary. I^st week it
lent $15,500 at the Royal Alexandra,
With 1,825-seater scaled at $3 top.
advwice action indicated "for both.
Haven (23-25).
notices after promi,sing out-ofTtown did $14,000.
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St. Louis, Jan. 14,
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Laurie Conned Into

Literati
Blast at

Liberty's

most forthright atSprings.
magazine on another the sheets at palm
Western N6ws Service, new CaUin the current (11)
opened with headwith publisher fornia company,

of the
of one

I

tacks
contained
is
issue of Liberty,

My

a book you should review because
So I sez,
it's aiiout show business."
"If it's about show business I'll be
glad to 'review it, and I'm telling
you now, if it's even near-good I'll
like it because I like show business."
So he gives me the book and 1 notice
on the jacket that it was written by
a guy called Milton Michael Raison,

:

'

,

new

novel, his third.

liUce Explanation

One

of the unsuspected reasons for
the relaxing of the Luce (Time-Life)

New

leud with the

Yorker

is

complications caused by blood clot
in his leg, chest and head.

New Yorker.
He had left Kaye's band during
This explains Luce writers doing the latter's last date at the PalNew Yorker (John Her- ladium Ballroom. Hollywood, last
and in reverse some, of summer due to the clot in his leg,
editor Harold Ross' stable doing which subsequently was operated on.
stories for Life.
He never resumed work.

publishers of the
etuff for the
sey, et al.),

Mag Moguls Meet

ALEXANDER 1.EFTWICH

National Publishers Assn. will
hold its annual National Conference
of the Magazine Industry at the
Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., Jan. 16»17,
with talks ajid iorums by the top
names in; the business.
After the keynote by Walter D.

Angeleis, Jan. 13, following a heart
attack. He directed such Broadway
hits as "Hit the Deck," "Connecticut

Alexander Leftwich,

63,

former

stage director, died in Los

N. Y.

Yankee," "Rain or Shine," "Strike
Up The Band" and "Girl Crazy."
Survived by widow and daughter,
Curtis Publishing Co,, there will be latter being Patricia Ellis, screen
talks by W. AvereU Harriman, John actress.
Foster Dulles, James W. Young, Paul
HAROLD COSTELLO
Hoffman, Sigurd S. Larmon and
toppers from allied businesses. TwoHarold Clostello, 26, musician, died
day meet iviH wind up with the in New Mexico of a skuU fracture
dinner at which Dulles and Harri- which resulted from an auto crash.
Fuller,

proxy

org's

and

head

of

,

He was

irian will talk.

edition of the

bass violinist for the

Benny

Strong Orch.
Survived by a widow, mother and

New Negro Handbook
The 1946-47
Handbook will

Negro

sister.

hit the stalls Jan. 20

Mother of Jascha Heifetz, concert
be book's third, violinist, died in New York, Jan. 10.
piib- In addition to son, her husband
Ruvin Heifitz, violin teacher, and
and 1944.
two daughters, one of whom is the
Latest volume will feature a .sumwife ofS. N. Behrmari, playwright,

under the aegis of Current Books,
Edition

Inc.

will

two previously having been
'lished in 1942

mary

War
ray,

of the Negro's part in

World survive

II. Editing is by Florence Murwho prepared the '44 edition un-

der a Kosenwald Fellowship

at the

University of \Ghicago,

Sam

her.

LeavHt,

84,

SiiMtlkir I^ewls' FUitt Script
Sinclair Lewis is due in Hollyto Write "Adam and Eve," an

old time company
agent, died in
Surviving are
4.

manager and advance
a sanitarium Jan,

Harry and Leo Leavitt, brothor.s.
Who were flso ahead and back with
road show*.

wood

original story suggested to the novelist ,by Leo McCarey, who will produce and direct the film for Rainbow Productions. McCarey has been
nursing the "Adam" idea for some
time. He made a deal with Lewis

by telephone from the Coast
author's home in Boston,

to the

By

Fritnfc Scully

*

*» '*>i

MM >»t

Astor Place, Jan

Not one to stop a

fight if

there's a chance of

working

it

up

u

to a double-

knockout, 1 nevertheless long ago voted ofE4he-set slaps between actors
as a non-essential industry, to l^e tossed into the overset with the latest
'^"only^The other Sunday night Walter Winchell dropped international
relations long enough to tell city editors that one of the most exciting
fights in years took place in front of the Stork Club and the editors could
get the details from Sherman Billihgsley. In Hollywood these brawls,
which never seem to make the police blotter but rate 8-column streamyawning chiefly because 1 can reers, two days after the event, find
member actor's fights that were really fights. It seems only yesterday

me

that I entertained Joe Laurie, Jr., on my knee and regaled him with the
bloodier details of the famous Forrest-Macfeady fight which took in two
continents and before it was settled involved 20,000 followers of Shakes.
peare, most of New York's copsj several Kundrfed troops and finally dropped
22 combatants oft at the ihorgue.

^

,

,

Fight Extra 1849 A.D.
not so much a
final round Of

.

.

Continued (com page 49

the

LAlce crowd's acquisition of quite a
bit of P-R Coi^. stock, latter being

»*» »

There are historians who may argue that the Foi'rest-Macready feud was
personal quarrel between Shakespearean tragedians as the
the wars between England and America. 1 do not share
the view.
In those days actors were dignified and had titles. Forrest was billed as
Mr. Edwin Forrest and Macready settled for Mr. W. C. Macready. I never
did know what the W.- C. stood for, with Macready, though I know what
It certainly took a brave
it stands for in England and' on the- Continent.
man to list himself- that way and expect to be taken seriously. The late
Bill Fields realized its comic implications and held on to the initials for
that, reason, but Macready was so .high in the royal family of legit that
Variety had it been listed among publications in those far-off d»ys, could
have caught his act only by hearsay among the underground.
The fight started when Forrest invaded England and expected the
cooperation he and! his friends had given to Macready when Mac came
to America in 1840. What Forrest got was the brush wherever he turned.
The critics, who seemed to listen to the mob instead of the actor, gave
Forrest more of the same. Nevertheless, the American was a hit and
should haye been willing to settle for that. But both hams were really
behind the hate-ball by now and began egging their mobs to dire acts.
Macready made another tour of America and ended his farewell engagement in New York in the Spring of 1849. He was to play "Macbefh," after
aft old sporfei-Writer of the sanie name. Messrs, Niblo and Hackett were
handling the show. Macready was to open on May 7 at the Astor Place
Opera House. This time Forrest's mob instead of W. C.'s was sprinkled
over the house. Cops were all over the place. There Was so much cheering, jeering and whistling that the first two scenes passed as a dumb
show. Then when Macready came on as Macbeth he was met with aNiagara of noises, topped with a bouquet of asafoetida thrown from the
the gallery. Thi^ was an, earlier version of the stink bomb.
Macready tried to ignore the rotten eggs, boos, and charming banners
which told him it was too late to apologize and he was a liar aUyWay. But
when an old shoe and a penny were hurled at him he leaned over, pickisd
up the copper coin and placed it in kis. bosom with the aristocratic air of
a Macbeth who never had a thought of murder on his mind.
His lady Macbeth, a beautiful number named Mrs. Coleman-Pope, never
was able to have her foul plot heard either. She and Macready had to
slug through two acts in pantomime. Then a chair was hurled on the stage.
It crashed to pieces at Macready's feet. He bowed and went on with his
dumb act. Another chair came sailing through the smell-bound house.
When they began coming over in sets, the curtain was, lowered to note
a lapse of crime.
The cheese of police, Mr. Matsell to you, and a squad of cops got Macready into a closed carriage. C. W. Clarke, an actor, as distinguished
from W. C. Macready, a star, went out front and pleaded with the
peasants not to put the finger -on him. "I'm an American," he said, "and
my family is dependent on my exertions for its maintenance, which is my
only justification for having consented to play with Mr. Macready," The
make. Well sir? I keep munching at
understood that "exertions'/ meant acting and desisted with Clarke.
my figs and puffing at my pipe mob
But the Upper 10 didn't get the distinction. Headed by Washington
and read further.
The first thing
Irving, they addressed a diplomatic note to W. C, urging him to continue
I know I'm into a murder. .still
his engagement come hell or asafoetida. Macreadjr took this as if it were
nothing about show business. . .I'm
a command performance from his King and returned May 10.
about to give ixp, but I say to myPlacards were dropped around town to the effect that the crew o£ a
self I have soihe more figs left and
British Cunard liner docked in New York were going to be on hand to
plenty tohacco so I'll r^lad oft,
sustain Macready's performance by force of arms.
That did it. It was
Well sir, or liiadamev as the case the Battle of Murray Hill
all over again.
By 7 o'clock Astor Place was
may be, to make a 241 -page story packed so tight even an Astor couldn't
get in on a pass. Half of the seats
short, before I know it I am into
were occupied by cops and the rest by trouble-makers.
three murders, ,, and I begin to
The curtain's rise brought groans, hisses, jeers, cheers and cries of
realize that my editor and this guy
"Throw him out!" Macready begged Hackett to be allowed to call it quits,
Raison who writes for Century,
but Hackett belonged to the Horatio Algerian school and believed the
Scribner's, Harper's,
and' radio show must go
on. Four rioters were arrested and clinked in a temporary
have trapped me into reading a jail under
the boxes. The clink had a gaslight and the jailed critics prowhodunit.
thing which, I am
ceeded to add shavings to the light. The cops pulled them out before
very proud to say, I have never
they and the house went up in flames.
done before. Unless it was one of
While putting out the fire, the coppers heard rocks sailing through the
them murder stories with show peo- windows
Of the opera ho&se* Paving stones began coming over in bundles.
ple in it. I just don't get interested
Soon there was nothing but broken glass Windows between Macready and
in detective stories that run over
his loyal public—or Tory-adores-^as they we*e called.
two pages.
I know that
•

him.

« «

editor sez to me, "Joe, here's

quarters in Sacramento.
Paul Hunter indicting Time magLeonard Traube, former editor of
azine and other Henry R. Luce pubjoined the Earle
the Billboard,
lications in a lead editoHal titled
Ferris flackery Jan. 6 as a veepeo.
'Time Wisecracks On!" Attack is on
Aline Mosbey checked in as United
the "bright young men" of Luce's
film columnist in Hollywood,
Press
who was a publicity man for many
"eimpire!' who have brought success
pihch-hltting lor Virginia Macpher- Broadway producers and shows, and
to Life, Time, Fortune, etc.,' who
son who is taking a leave of absence was co-producer with the late Hey"instill into their pages most of the
for motherhood.
wodd Broun of "Shoot the Works"
virtues and faults of youth."
Paul Martin, former N. Y. Worldwrote, pieces for the World,
"The Luce publications are alert, Telly columnist who recently opened and
book reviews for the Herald Tribune,
breezy, ubiquitous, energetic, pre- a flackery, slated to open a HollyVanity Fair, Century, Scribner's,
cocious and interesting," said Hun- wood office shortly.
Harpers, the Saturday Review of
"They are also presumptuous,
tai-t
Arthur Godfrey, "Radio's Bad Literature and the Bookman, besides
cynical, impetuous, intolerant, prej- Boy," and Nila Mack, director of
now writing for MGM *id radio.
tidiiced, exhibitionist and inaccurate. CBS' "Let's Pretend" program, are
So I takes the book home, and when
Time, whicli purports to print news, profiled in February Pageant.
I get ready for bed, I put two pilprints much that is neither informa.
S. Jay Kaufrnah to do book of lows behind me, lay out; my box of
tive, constructive nor factual. In reminiscences on his onetime Broadfresh figs and fill up my pipe and
short, much of it isn't news at all, way columning and more recent p.a.
First I look at the
start reading.
but merely journalistic exhibition- activities,
"By Right of title, a book reviewer should do this
titled
ism, or more simply smartaleck- Memory."
so I am told, and it sez, "No Weeds
liess;.^.'-.'"
Lippincotts will publish a new edi- lor the Widow" (Murray & Gee; $2).
tion of "The Egg and I," 50,000 copies, So I figures right away it's a louse
Sobol, Wilson's Noblesse Oblige
to coincide with the release of the title for a show business book.
New York columnists Louis Sobol Universal-International film version So I start reading the book. It
of the story.
unique
doing
Wilson
are
a
and Earl
starts off swell, right off the bat he
Nicholas Freydberg, one-time as- tells about a guy named Tony Wool"Copiaon
their
oblige
noblesse
of N<.ws«iat)ana" (UA) fllln junket to Holly- sistant to the publisher
rich who is a dramatic critic for the
wood/ wliere, with Abel Green, edi- week and more recently on the N. Y. New York Redord about to cover a
staff,
promotion
Tribune's
Herald
themselves
play
Variety,
they
tor of
show which he already hates. So
in the pic. The daily newspapermen, joined Donahue & Coe agency.
I figure who can this Tony Woolits back
streamlining
is
same
Holiday
the
into
running
inevitably
rich be? No doubt it's a phony name
things en route and during their of the book dept. with the February for some Broadway critic. .well, I
Coast sojourn, compare notes so 3s issue, with regular monthly columns, can't figure it out. So I go further
Lyons,
Hilary
H.
by
books
as
parallelism,
such
not to do much of a
and I read where this critic gets
since both are filing (solumns by wire films by Al Hihe and general en- a phone call from a pal to help
regularly back to their N. Y. papers. tertainment by George Frazier.
him save a dame who hai^ had a
Women crashed the ranks of the tough break. Then I see the guy is
Pacific Stars & Stripes staff this an amateur detective, so I immedipicket Picked as Proxy
week for the first time, when a pair ately eliminate Kelcey Allen as the
Legislative of Wacs, Cpl. Helen Brooks and T/5
Pennsylvania
The
critic-detective because I know KelCorrespondents Assn, has chosen Ruth E. Zuelke, were added to the cey can't even find his seat in a
Thomas P. (Tip) O'Neil, political photography and art departments.
lit theatre.
So X eat my fresh figs
editor of the Philadelphia Record, as
"Starring Understudies," an article and puff on my pipe, and read on.
1947 president. Calls were made to spotlighting
Ann I find the dame has just escaped
"Oklahoma's!"
find O'Neil and notify him of the Crowley and other Broadway under- from a "retreat" or a sanitorium
honor. He was found on the picket studies who have made good, is which even I know iS a rich inan's
line in front of the Record building, featured in the Jan. 19 issue of The padded cell. And the dame is beauwhere the American Newspaper American Weekly. Joan King Flynn tiinil, has well roUnded Slarlwilsons
Gffild has been on Strike since did the piece.
, So I Figure , . .
Nov. 7.
Edwin Seaver has quit as pubSo I 'figure he will finally get
The election mairked the first time licity director of Book-of-the-Month
her on the; stage and she will bein the history ot the association that Club to devote himself to writing
come a star.
Knowing that you
conto
however,
strike
elected
will,
was
and editing. He
II member on
don't have to be crazy to be a star
tinue his editorial connections with
IJlie highest office. Traditionally, the
but it helps, I figure as soon as he
president-elect sets 'em up for the the Club, and has signed with Simon
starts about show business I will
volume
fourth
the
night
he
for
the
85 association members
& Schuster
be able to pick, out his mistakes
is elected. Since O'Neil was unable in the "Cross Section" series ef newwhen He sez Pantages time and
io be present, he deputized the news American writing, which he inmeans the Orpheum Circuit and the
room cnstodiah to do the honors for augurated. He also plans to write a usual mistakes show-business writers
•

SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK
mm

But Sez He's Not Sore

Noi-man Markwell editing one of

j

One

Reviewing a Whodunit
CHATTER

Time

Father, 80. of Loren L. Ryder,
president of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers, died Jan, 8 in

Hollywood.

.

MGM

A

'

many

of

Horses Tra,inplea Vpon!
our presidents and governors, and
The barrage having been laid down, the mob began assaulting the opera
even Bernard Shaw—or is it Oscar
Shaw?—reads em, and I know they house from all sides. Here the military cut to the chase. On the mayor's
orders cavalry moved up at 9 o'clock from the City Hall. First came the
sell millions of 'em. But I just happen not to like 'em. I know nothing first division of the state militia, then came the national guard. The
about' detectives except that they cavalry tried to cwt through from Broadway to the Bowery and found that
are a nuisance on the radio where people are sometimes tougher than horses. The horses were thrown and
they make fools out of Irish cops trampled on, and the troopers were lucky enough to escape und'ei-foot.
The national guard next tried to drive their way to the besieged theatre
and wisecrack to their girl friends.
I would challenge anyone of them and found themselves knocked all the way from the Bowery to Broadway,
Sijc, infeludirig a captain, Were knocked uttcoor
to find a good week in vaudeville but with paving steines.
today.
Anyway I find that it is scious by the Belgian apples.
Next of course came the order to fire over the heads of the Unfriendly
8 a.m. and 1 stayed up all night
reading the book, and I figured I Sons of Mother Macready's Son, W. C. Tliat only brought more paving
was a pretty smart guy because in stones, A detail was digging them out of the street with crowbars.
The next order was to let the partisans have it, and not with asafoetida
the middle of the book I guessed
who did the murders and I was either. Two Americans went down with the first volley, one shot through
surprised ./to find out I was right. the right cheek, He was the first dead duck to give his life to the suThen again i figured I'm not such a peribrity of American renditions of Shakespeare. '
smart guy to let an editor tridk me
After this volley there was the usiial retreating and reforming of lines.
Spending In the retreat the cops and the militai-y took advantage of the situation
into reading a whodunit.
a whole night doing it. But a iunny and blocked off both ends of the Astor Place so that the Broadway mob
thing about the whole thing I wasn't could not contact the Bowery bunch.
sore.
Everything turned out. okay
Some guy claiming to be a General Sandford, who had apparently re...the figs, my pipe and the book membered the way Napoleon disbursed the French revolution, then orwere alright.
dered some grapeshot brought into action. The first rounds from the
This guy Raison who writes for brass cannons peppered buildings over the heads of the mob. In reprisal
Vanity Fair, The Bookman, and was came the paving stones again,, Down went more brass. Whereupon the
the Port Librarian for the Merchant General Sandford ordered Colonel Dlu-yea to let 'em have it low,
,
This round reaUy made the legit-lovers give ground; They retreated
Marine besides, 'vwlting for
and
radio can c^tainly Write,,. but not all the way to Lafayette, and he wasn't there. Here the military split the
about show business. He is a good Forrest partisans into further fragments and picked them off until the
murder writer. .and maybe my edi- dawn's early light revealed 22 New Yorkers had been killed between
tor was right at that. ..because the Lafayette Squai'e and Astor Place, and enough injured to convince even
.

.

.

MGM

.

Father of Lillian Slavin, of the week before Christmas is certainly' Macready that as a tragedian he sure could slay* them,
William Morris agency theatre dept., murder in show business. SEZ
He never finished out his farewell performance and though I
died in New York, Jan. 8.
one to throw caution to the winds, I doubt now that he ever will.
Joe Lftwie, Jr.

.

am

not

'

^etlnesdayf January 15, 1947

CHATTfilt,

noon newscasts on KDKA
have bean renewed for 62 weeks.
Johnny Harris back to Coast >and
Ruth Good* handling publicity for flies from thsre to Mexico City for
Daught'er born to Gabriel Brune,
musical comedy star, Jan. 2.
Concert Hall Society recordings.
installation of a Variety Club tent.
Publicist Bill Danziger under docEmile Littler dickering for English
Gladys Schmitt, author of "David
tor's care *with fungus-foot infection. the King," okay again following flu rights to the onetime Broadway hit,
"The
Animal Kingdom."
attack
to
and
back
work
her
Perry
named
assistant
to
on
Margaret
Gordon Sandison succeeds LlewelGant Gaither j who's reviving "Craig's new book.
lyn Rees as acting general secretary
Wife.".of British Actors* Equity.
Harry Burns, vet comic, to the
Toti Del Monte back in England
Coast on a Metro contract. Driving
Washington
after eight years absence. Doing 11
there.
concerts, including three in Loncjon.
By Florence S. towe
Louis Basil, Loew's State pitband
Treasure Island, recent casualty of
Nanette Rees, ex-ENSA gal, has
leader, on a two-week vacation in
the nitery slump, judged bankrupt been chosen by -the BBC as No. 1
Havana.
television crooner Out of 500 appliDudley Digges. back in "The Ice- in District court past week.
Frank
Metro's
Frances
Gifford
and cants.
fian Cometh" after erippei
parents due in Sunday (19) for some
weddell having subbed.
Felixtowe's Summer Theatre deHiirold Koplar, operator of the sight seeing and maybe some tub stroyed by fire, Jan. 2 causing abandonment of current pantomime atChase hotel, St JiOuis, on a talent- thumping.
Sam Schanker, owner pf Club traction.
buying expedition in N. Y.
Toll,
producer
accomlocal
bistro,
celebrated
Monel
Cairo,
birthIndie
Valentine Dyall, BBC actor, in
panied by Sam Berns, left by car day last week tiy giving femme fight mixup after Chelsea Arts Ball
customers a pair of nylons.
which resulted in him. having to pay
Monday H3) for the Coast.
Robert Gairland, Joiimal-Ameriean
WWDC-FM's time table says they $16 fine..
critic, a "celebrtty" guest at Leon
Annual Interriaiional Horse Show,
will be on air April 1 with approxiand Eddie's on Sunday (12).
mately 3 kw of radiated power and discontinued with the war, is being
Oliver Sayler, of Assn. of Theatri- a temiporary antenna structure,
resumed this year at the White City
instead of Olympia.
cal Agents and Managers, recuperLouis
Armstrong
orch
and
here
home,
John Penrose skedded to star in
ating from pneumonia at
past Sunday (12) to open Music
Vernon
sored

Broadway

'

.

Kay Francis returning to "State of
the Union," Kdith Atwater, who replaced, going into "A jParlor Story."
Tom Kilpatrick, general manager
for Brock Femb^on, to Chicago,
looking

over

"Btervey"

company

'

there.
Robert Burke, Jr., son of the ticket
broker, has taken over Miller Place
Inn, on the north shore of Long
Island.
exploiteer Harry Seiners advised by medicos not to take
projected Miami junket due to ticker
trouble.

RKO

Hall, new sepia dance spot which
will feature Negro name bands.
C. E. Peppiatt, district manager
for 20th-Fox, the Sam Diamonds and
Nat Rosen, all in from Pliiladelphia
for 20th's D. C. exchange party past

week.
Town's musical fare for month includes Paul
Draper-Larry Adler
concert Jan. 19, Paul Whiteman Jan.
20, and Alec Templeton Jan. 23, all
at Constitution Hall.

Ezra Stone and Jackie Kelt, of the
Aldrich"
airer,
brought
cheer to Mt. Alto Vets' Hospital past
Sunday (12) as first feature in the

"Henry

new

Sylvaine play, "(Suiet

in the Forest," which will have a
provincial tryout 'early in February.
Jack Hylton has renamed Victor
Herbert's "Gypsy Lady" "Romany

Love," with show going to His
jesty's theatre after
out.

Ma-

Manchester try-

Joan Rock, ex-Cochran girl, now
appearing in the Windmill theatre
Revudeville, is quitting showbiz on
her marriage to Nyles Galer, Canadian flyer.
Sid Phillips took over the band
Cocoanut Grove nitery with
at
-.

for
ner.

Rdllywood

.

Blossom
sprained

Seeley, recovered
sustained in

from

ankle

Jeff Donnell laid up with flu.
Stiirley Temple-bedded by flu.
Alexander F. Edouart divorced.
Nelson/Eddy to Artzona on vaca-

Mil-

rejoined
waukee,
hubby Benny
Fields, playing Hotel Radisson Flame
Room.
Lenny Greenberg, drive leader,
and Harry Gittleson and Herb
Greenblatt, assistant sales and dis-

tion.

Warren Duffs

Henie ice revue opening in Madison
Square Garden.
Frank Rosenberg, Columbia's Coast
pub-ad chief, in New York for a
fcouijle weeks <?f huddles on forthcoming campaigns.

stepped up
National

USO-VA

program.

Symphony goes Broad-

;

Kiepura

planed

to

'i-aca-

Mexico

Russell Birdwell to from New
r
York.
Adele Jergens bedded with bron-

ing.

Burglars who broke into Varsity,
indie nabo theatre, cracked safe and
got away with $2,000 in currency

and did other daniage, robbery

Phoenix on

to

•

lion.

manager, respectively, here for
Jan
RKO Depinet campaign sales meet- City.
trict

chitis,

loss
in-

Milton Sperling vacationing at Sun
VuUey.
Inez Cooper hospitalized for miiior
"Ice-Capades" plays annual St. f.urgcry.
Paul Auditorium engagement Feb.
Paula
_ Stone vacationing at Palm
24-March 4 with nine evening and Springs
two matinee performances while
Marian Alden hospitalized for
Shipstad-Johnson "Ice Follies of sur.£;ery.
1947" is set for Arena here April 15Allyn Joslyn laid up with throat

being only partially covered by
surance.

I

May 5.
Max Shulman

•'

.

infection,

New
Cathy O'Donhell returned from
Manhattan.
Boy With Cheek," being produced
Abel and Grace Green in from
by George Abbott, and taking along New York.
for letter's perusal script of dramaJune Clay worth recovering after
off to
York for
start of rehearsals of his "Barefoot

tization of best-seller "Mr. Roberts,"

co-authored by him and
gin, who wrote the book.

Tom Hog-

long

illness.

(2arl Dudley 'to
film mission.

Hoimlulu on a 16m
.

Phil Teri-y to CarnjeI*by-the-Sea

on vacation.

Edward Arnold

started his seventh
year at Metro.
Dave Lewis back from SWeden.
Dave O'Brien recovering from an
Paul Graetz hack; after gahdering eye operation.
Rome.
Peggy Ann Nilsson broke leg playJohn B. Nathan for a quick look- ing badminton.
see in Switzerland.
Sidney Franklin to Santa Fe for
Marcel Pagnol polLshing up his a month's siesta.
Armida called off her divorce suit
"Primeval Man" script.
Maurice Lancaster compiling' a a.gainst Bud Glenn.
list of Paris restaurants.
Rita Hayworth returned to work
Georges
H u y s a n appointed after 10 days' illness.
French picture rep at UNESCO.
John Farrow and Maureen SulliGilbert Conte having his new ap- van to Palm Springs,
partmient bedroom dene deep blue;
Edward Dmytrylt heading for
Cliff L. Fischer here for a few days Switzerland next month.
;
rest on the RiViera before sailing
Henry Koster vacationing at tJi*
back home.
Last Frontier, Las Vegas.
Maurice Chevalier plahning to
Gabriel Pascal in town for the
take a week's rest in his Riviera first time in seven years.
Robert Taylor piloted his own
villa before sailing.
Lucienne Benitez-Rexach, former plane to Amarillo, Texas.

Paris

'

Diana Ward, American owner and
m
former musical comedy star, staging
a comeback.
Maiden's, Surrey loss in five years
way in its current fund-raising cam- on its open-air theatre amounts to
paign by soliciting "angels" who $17,600, which has caused the local
will contribute to till, with screen council to cancel summer entertainstar Robert Cummings named as ments this year.
Timmie Rogers, finishing seven- first "angel,"
Joan Miller, who made such a big
Film Row here agog over news hit in Elsa Shelley's "Pick-Up Girl,"
month stint at Cafe Society Down<iwn,
Coast yesterday (Tues.) for that J. E. (Eddie) Fontaine has re- is seriously ill in hospital with
visit with home folks.
signed as D. C. exchange head for spinal paraylsis and will be unable French stage actress, robbed of
Gjrpsy Markoff, currently touring Paramount after 25 years with that to work for at least six months.
about $680,000 in currency, securithe .Pacific area for USO-Camp company to take over distribution
June Clyde dickering with Mary ties and jeweLs.
Shows, is in a Tokyo hospital suffer- for David Selznick in this area.
Roland Toutain doing an improChase for one of the femme roles in
ing from acute bronchitis,
"Harvey," to be done in London in vised turn for Bernard Hilda at
Met's Dorothy Klrsten and Oscar
spring, with casting to start as soon Club Champs Eylsees and getting
Karlweis to sing in "A Waltz Dream,"
plenty laughs from his adlibbing.
as Brock Pemberton arrives here.
operetta revival slated for Brooklyn
Sydney Box, who acquired rights
Cecile Sorel, Comedie Francaise
Academy of Music Jan. 30.
to Maurice Cowan's new play, "The leading comedienne in the days of
By Xarry SoUoway
John Gielgud and his company
Jimmy Durante nixed oners from Girl Who Was Tired of Love," is Clemenceau, and who later appeared
will meet the press at a cocktail
considering an offer to' stage it on in i-evues, publishing her memoirs.
local spots.
party Thursday (16), Theatre Guild
Gail Meredith ticketed for Park Broadway before, producing it in
and John C. Wilson hosting.
London.
Club.
Malcolm Kingsberg, RKO theatres Avenue
New Year's Honor List had three
Pat Rooney added to new Five
head, and his wife left for the Coast
showbiz names Ralph Richardson,
O'clock show.
last Thursday (9) for three- week
Martha Raye and Nick Condos at who became a knight; Basil Dean,
'By Maxwell Sweeney
combination business-vacation trip.
founder
of ENSA, and Ninette de
Longford Productions on fiveWilliam C. Gehring, 20th-Fox cen- King Cole hotel.
director of Sadler's Wells week swing
Valois,
Bad biz forced elimination of
around western towns.
tral salesmanager. receiving further
ballet, who got the C.B.E.
Patricia Fielding, lead Xn Gaiety
medical treatment at home after a shows at Jewel Box.
Benn Levy's "Clutterbuck," at the pantomime, just screehtested for
Chez
Paree
due
to
open
any
"day,
siege in Buffalo's Millard Fillmore
Wyndham's theatre, is having bad Warners.
now lhat Hialeah is open.
hogjital.
First Basil Radford,
B. S. Pully and Gump into Black- run of luck.
G. F. D. branch supervisor Robert
Victor Jory to be narrator for
one of the stars, was compelled to C. McKew leaves for talks with head
the Transfilm documentary short, stone hotel's Rose Room.
Bruce Cabot down from Palm quit due to ill health, and now Con- office in London soon.
' Pueblo
Boj'." second in the Ford
stance
Cummings, wife of the
Producer Ria Mooney lecturing
Motor Co. .series, to be cut within Beach to make the rounds.
Sophie Tucker, at Shelborne hotel author, who is also starring in the rural drama groups on production
next 10 days.
play,
is out for same reason.
and stage management.
Morton Downey heads the new while filling Beachcomber engageRalph S. Peer, now in Paris, off to
ment.
Actor Dan O'Herlihy planes to
•upper show at the Waldorf's WedgBarcelona in a few days, to be fol- Hollywood shortly.
added
Irene
Brooks,
Ac?tor-musicCoast
thrush,
wood Room starting Friday (17).
lowed by Spain, Portugal, Sweden,
Emil Coleman orchestra holds over to show at Ben Gaines' Blackamoor Switzerland, Belgium and Holland. critic Joe Reade follows later.
Dermot Walsh here on brief vacaalong~with Mischa Borr's Latin band. room.
Jane Froman hdcte over at Colonial Itinerary takes him to Mar. 1 after tion from Gainsborough Studios,
Margaret Lockwood, British screen
which he returns to. London for three where he is working in "Jassy."
Star. wiU head for the U. S. to at- Inn for week with Joe E. Lewis
weeks, then Ireland for week. ExNoel Purcell and Eddie, Byrne
tend the Yank preem of "Bedelia," show.
of
back from "Captain Boycott" set at
Carlos Ramirez winding up .stay pects to be back home middle
pic in which she plays the leading
April.
Pinewood for stage productions.
liere and heading for Las Vegas enrole, if her current British produc
Due to Garrick theatre being comLouis EUiman, managing-director
gagement.
tion commitments permit.
show of Metropole & Allied Cinemas, to
Gay Nineties slrow installed in mitted to Laurence Olivier's
John Effrat, William Cahn's pronow touring London for talks with Odepn inter"Born Yesterday,"
duction manager, will handle stage Mardi Gras, with the rumba setup
provinces, the Great Dante has to ests.
duties
on
PatriciaColeman's eiiminated.
for
Abbey's .Siobban McKenna named
Darhng. Darling. Darling!" now in
Joey Adams, Mark Plant and Tony vacate house Jan. 18. He departs
two weeks holiday to Copenhagen for Minnie Powell role in Two Cities
rehearsal, in addition to his "Top- Canzoneri into Five O'c;lock Club.
after which he starts tour for Moss Production of O'Casey's "Shadow of
htzky of Notre Dame" duties.
Friday (17).
Empires, General .Theatres and StoU a (Junman."
Jack Lenny, of the Paul Small
Slapsie Maxie Rosenbloom and
will take him up to
which
Circuit
Frank Dermody, who
Producer
agetfey, postponed his marriage to Max Baer head ne.w show at Kitty
end of year.
left Abbey Theatre to work with
dancer Betty Jane Smith because Davi.s', Jan. 31.
Two Chinese operas are being Gabriel Pascal, is back for a spell
Matt Kelly, former agent but now
New Hotel Martinique preemed staged
at the Westminster Jan. 20 to produce Irish-speaking pantoa iiu-rtice-of-the-oeace
for
press
party
with
lavisli
sca,son
for
»t
Carmol,
by the son of the Chinese Ambas- iTiime "Fernando agus an Dragan"
N- Y., IS vacationing.
Kelly, who and civic biggies.
sador, with cast of amateurs headed
gets many of the vauders' patronage,
Benny Davis writing campaign by M^rs. Y. S. Chen (wife of the (."Ferdinand and the Dragon").
IS due to officiate.
song for Mt, Sinai (Beach) hospital First Secretary at the Embafssy) in
building fund drive.
the only femrhe role. Shows, "FishMrs. Ben Bernie in town. Partici- erman's Revenge" and "Mademoiselle
Stockholm
pateci in tennis tournament at Gros- Phoenix,'' will be staged in classical
Pittsliiirgli
singe'r-Pancoast hotel.
Censor stopped 14 films last year
style, with ho scenery.
Tarleton
Lord
at
due
Rbbbihs
Jack
as against only five in 1945.
By Hal Cohen
,„
Bala(Par)
Barney
annual
stay.
for
Poor Nut" at Playhouse has been
Swedish ifilm firms dickering for
taan also resei-ved suite.
extended an extra week,
Danish actress Lisbeth Moyin.
Minneapolis
Brook Club and Club 86 opened
Janie Knight celebrating her secJack Hylton expected here in May
this week, sans.shpws until situa.sh
ond anni with Bill LeRoy band.
By Les Rees
with a og-person ice show at the
_bkip Nelson, singer, and Vido as regards casinos cleans up.
Curly's nitery has Ro.scoe Ates.
Cirkus.
Deun Murphy delaying departure
Danny O'Neill into Hotel Radisson
w,?^™^"*^ ^^^'*^ parted company. to absorb more sun and spend more Flame Room.
Oxford Films to release SwedLsh
Triangle Players Will do
"Hets," in the U. S. under the
film,
Dey.
time with wife Dorothy
North Star Drama Guild offering
=»s its next production.'
ttP^Y?"^**^
title "Torment."
Chandra Kaly and dancer.? depart- "Hasty Heart."
Blackie Forrester has reioined
enhere
for
show
Quarter
UA's Swedish distrib company
Latin
Hotel
ing
orchestra
Golly
Cecil
into
ga^agerial staff of Holly wood' Show
protesting government censor's ban
gagement at Lou Walters N. Y. spot. Lowrv Terrace.
of "The Outlaw."
Frank Sinatra due in town any
Georgie Price into Little Jackie
St. Paul Civic Opera Co. offering
HqUer s Carousel for a couple of day. May iilt five-day date at Co- "Madame Butterfly."
Recent theatre fire in Ange reweeks.
Hotel Dyckman Robin Hood Room sulted in injuries to two persons
lonial Inn before tyking that extenddiscontinuing floor shows.
'Sammy Nete.sco, Baron Elliott ed vacash.
and the loss of two films.
trumpet man, majoring in music at
Max Torodor, indie circuit owner,
Ha-Ha Club. Hallaudale, domg
Opera diva Hjoerdis Schymberg
Maye-Karyl
wintering in Phoenix. Ariz.
Duquesne U.
solid biz with Jackie
leaves for New York, Jan. 18, for a
Walter Alford here ahead of Bal- debut at the Met early in February.
Bill McCraW came up from Texas
Norman show. Bennett Greem emskedded for Lyceum
to speak at testimonial dhiner to cees and hosLs.
let Theatre
_
Paul Robeson, Marian Anderson,
Herman Beiersdorf.
DiOSa CoStello and Pupi Campo Feb. 4-7.
Ralph Maw, M-G-M district man- Nino Martini and Claudio Arrau
Philip Moses picked for leading dickering to move into Ciro'.s, swank
role ni "Y" Playhouse production .spot which has been experiencing ager, off to Des Moines for siiles con- slated for appearances; in Sweden
this year.
ference.
of "A Bell For Adano."
boxoffice staggers.
British pix companies making ofGeorge Lovett & Co. into Andy's
Mocamba folded last week. New
_^Tech drama school rehearsing
Chekhov's Three Sisters" under di- operation embracing Russian-Hun- nitery with Joe Griffin, Sam Palmer fers to film actress Eva Dahlbeck
but she's unwilling to leave her
rection of Mary Morris.
garian policy planned. Losses will and Jerry Mayerson band.
family
in Sweden.
Nelson
back
Hotel
Nicollet
grand.
Nip
at
40
to
Al Gorson back in town for UA, reach close
Sture LagerwaU leaving soon for
this time drum-beating Hedy LaAl Jolson and tlie missus. Joe E Minnesota Terrace for second enNorway where he's been inked to
Warr's "Strange Woman."
Lewis and Martha Stewart joined gasement with Laurette & Clvmas.
North Central Allied directors appear in a show produced by
Joan Brooks headlining new flooir coloniy atXord Tarleton hotel. Danny
meeting here this week to appoint Georg liOkkeberg in Trondheim.
show at William Penn's Terrace Kaye expected any day.
Danish durectof Bodil Ipsen comRoom w ith Sinclair and Alda.
Vagabond.s debuted in Own room new executive secretary to succeed
pleted "The Wedding Night," his
Jimmy Toiman, WB adverti.sing at Clover Club. Doubling between Donald Swartz. resigned.
M. A. Levy and Walter Hoffman, first Swedish film, in only three
chief, has brought his famil.y home
big room and the intime spot. Beth
Ayres
20th-Fox district manager and ex^ weeks of shooting. Pic stats' Danish
fromi a DavtoMii Beach vacation.
Challis. Betty Reilly. Cop.sey &
Max Hansen.
actor
Moines
ploileer,
respectively,
to
Des
.show.
Charlie Earley'r Peter Paul-spon- and line round out
Freddie Trenkler temporarily out
of "Icetime" to skate in the Sonja

5S

Harry Warren testimonial din-

Meredith in f ram New York.
Frances Hafflerty filed suit for divorce against John E. Horton.
Lon Chaney suing a contractor
about a dr.y swimming pool.
Martha Vickers will be Queen of
the Junior Prom at Michigan U.
Darryl P. Zanuck returned to his
desk after vacationing at Sun Valley.
Delia Hoeca, Italian ambassadorat-large, gandering the film studios.
Julian Johnston back at his 20thFox desk after three weeks in New
York.
,
James Brown going to En.gland in

.

—

spring for the tennis games at Wimbledon.
Harry H. Thomas on tour of PRC
distribution agencies in the Pacific
Northwest.
Rosalind Russell re-elected as a
director of the Elizabeth Kenny
Foundation.
Bob Hope mapping a vacation tour
of

-

,

!

.

,

,

South America and Africa, start-

ing in June.

Jane Novak, formeie star, gets her
main title billing in Hal Wallls*

fir.st

"Desert Fury."

Lamar Trotti to Uruapan, Mexico,
for huddles with the "Captain from
Ca.stile" troupe.
Bill Williams and Barbara Hale
returned from a two-month pers;onal

appearance tour.
Irene

Manning

Houston
winding up

to

start a concert tour

to
in

Washington, D. C.

Donald O'Connor reached his

21.st

birthday and collected a trust fund
of .$2,^,904, his earnings as a minor.

Donald Nelson to Washington to
wind up details of his old Job with
the Army and Navy munitions
board.

William Lindsay Gresliam in town
to huddle with George Jes.^el about
the filming, of his novel, "Nightmare

Alley."

,

'

:

John Hoyt bicycling between roles
at Warners and Columbia.
Sol Lesser and Barney Briskih returned from Palm Springs.
Paulette Goddard and Burgess

I

I

i

Jerry Fairbanks cited by the Los
Angeles Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Animals for his .short
subject, "Be Kind to Animals."
Del Mar racetrack, in which a
flock of fllmites, headed by Arnold
Grant, New York and Coast picture
attorney, hold the majority interest.
turned in a net of $350,000 during
the fiscal year ending last Sept. 30.
Earnings amounted to about $100 for
each outstanding shaire of stock.

Impresario S. Kahana leaving for
the U.S. to ink prominent artists
for guest performances in Palestine,

Szymon Goldberg, fwroerly
violinist of the Berlin

first

Philharmonic

Orchestra, playing as soloist with
the Palestine Philharmonic.
Habimah players presenting the
"Dreyfus Affair" a" the Zion Cinema
with the role of Emile Zola played
alternately by Bertonoffi and Meskm.
Tel Aviv municipality's Chernichovsky memorial prize of $400
awarded to Abraham SMonsky for
Shakespeare s
of
translation
his
•

"Hamlet"
Onegin."

and

Pushkin's
.

"Eugen

of the
Palestine Philharmonic Orchestra,
.series of gala concerts will be held
throughout Palestine with first performance in Tel Aviv's Habimah
Hall Jan. 23.

Marking 10th anniversary

Answering inquiries concerning the

Releasing Organization

lELZNiCK

Facilities will

be available for only a limiled number of

pictures other than those produced

by the Selsnick pro-

ducing units; and only for product of outstanding quality
and. great commercial appeal.

This basic policy will

make

it

impossible for us to con-

sider any but a :^ew of those propositions with which

we have

been deluged since the formation of our organization*

We

nevertheless appreciate

and

shall not

either the enthusiastic confidence in our plans

so

many

individuals

soon forget

on the part of

and organizations, nor the

attitudes

toward us throughout the industry.

We are proud of the "Tradition of Quality'* of the Selss«
We believe that its scrupulous and undevi*

nick trademark.

ating refusal to 'Vater the milk'*

history of the industry.

and

And we

is

unparalleled in the

pledge ourselves to ftdopt

to adhere, to the standards of the Selznick producing

units.

•

....

\

We believe that this way, and only this way, can a new and
independent distributing company

make an important

con*

tribulion to the business.

SELZNICK

RELEASING
NEIL AGNEW,

Setting

and conttol

LOS ANGELES
CHICAGO

J«JEW
-

offices

have already heen eslahlithed in

YORK

DALLAS

ORGANIZATION

Presidenl

LONDON
BOSTON

BUENOS AIRESj
ATLANTA

-

MUSI €

§ciii:em

m

Fubllphed Weekljr
164 Weat iSth Street, Mew York IJ, N. T., by Variety, Inc.
Annual subBcriptlon, $10. Sinele copiea, SS cent*
wcgnd-claga matter December 83, 1905, at the Post Orcic* at Natr York, N. Y., under the act of Varcli a. lilt.
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PRICE

LOW BUDGETS PAY OFF
HoUywwdSiTeai
To Gamble on

:

Writers

Own

18G

Creativeness

By NAT KAIIN
Most ijoUywood writers are afraM
:to take a chance on their own

Spook

in

Person

RCA Threatens

F^

If

•

that'is
why the
Hollywood, Jan. 21.
is «uir?n,tly battling one
Bela Lugosi is putting together a
tQughest prolSIeins. Namely, "spook iihow" for a trek sf personals
a lack o( original story material.
in film houses. Plan is to present
Complacency, lick of initiative or single performance daily, at mid-

of

m

RADIO
to

Drop

Sanctions Color

By GEORGE ROSEN

ereativeness-r-and
capital

ifllin

mui]

its

—

Radio is moving in the dii'ection
of low-cost shows. Come next season and, in the opinion of close ob-

O'Dwyer Film Biog?

Hollywood, Jan. 21.
Bryan Foy announced that he had
servers of radio trends, the name received a favorable reply from New
York's
Mayor
WiUiam O'Dwyer on
favor
will
run
in
shows
be on the
of low-budgeted programs that are a film version of Hizzoner's life

All

Tension

Now

CBS

for

Radio Corp. of America is prepared
to strike against CBS color television
by calling a complete halt to all its
television activities, both broadcasting and manufacturing,

if

the Fed-

Commission

Communications

eral

grants CBS' request for the immediate establishment of commercial
color video standards.
That was the statement reliably
reported to have been made last
week by Brig. Gen.' David Sarnoff,
RCA prexy, on the eve of the resumption of FCC hearings on color
video, slated for the Federal Courthouse, N. Y., next Monday (27). With
Gen.' Sarnoff himself out of N. Y.
and thus unavailable for corroboration, there was no, one at RCA'«
•

•

complex and perhaps night.
paying off, on a per point basis, story.
Foy and Dwyer were boyhood
Irving Yates is agenting the lay- with far greater audiences than
tliree— are behind major reasons
friends in New York,
the studios are groping for put, for which |7,600 weekly is be- many of the top-coin productions.
according to ing asked. Unit will break in with
Sponsors are casting envious eyes
growing industry opinion in both two-day stand at Orpheum, San at such shows as "MoUe Mystery
Hollywood and New York. Pro- Diego, opening Feb, 7.
Theatre," with its weekly $2,500 tal-ducers, writers, directors and, in
ent nut and a 13.3 rating, and are deItome cases, performers have been
crying the emphasis to land a Top
{ Quick to hop the critical bandwagon
IB Hooper berth when it involves
•lashing' at the big Void of original
a weekly talent-production nut in
scripts desemed good enough for
the $15,000-$20,000 bracket. In many
home office who would comment on
filming.
instances, reduced to a dollars-andit.
If the report; Is true, it's believed
, Most Hollywood writers, according
cents point evaluation, they're still
commercial video would be set back
to the criticism, have one thought in
taking it on the chin compared with
at least 10 years.
- riiind,
i.e., take the original works,
10
rating
for
package,
a $3,000
a
Gen. Sarnoff, it's said, paid little
on assignment, and adapt them for
This recognition of the need for
attention at first to the CBS push for
the sereen.--at salary— instead of
more realistic radio values is curBlanket which the Samuel Gold- commercial standards based on the
(Continued on 'page 61)
rently
in the activity wyn piiblicity department has been latter's sequential system of color
reflected
around the ad agencies in New York. valiantly trying to hold over the video, being content to show what
Following repeated suggestions Shows proffered to the agencies last smoldering hard feelings among RCA had to offer and present his
from within and without the mo- season by Music Corp. of America, writers, director and .producer of arguments that the more desirable
Slrawkts. Improfe
tion picture industry, a Pulitzer Wm. Morris, et al., for $7,000, are "Best Years of Our Jjives," concern- method of all-electronic color is at
prize may well be awarded for films now being re-submitted for as low ing credits on the pic, was blown off least five years from perfection. As
Tryoiil Source;
in 1948. A special Pulitzer commit(Continued on page S5)
Friday (17), when Mackinlay KantOr
(Continued on page 2)
tee which met at Columbia Univertook a hefty swing at Goldwyn over
sity Monday (20) to discuss changes
the Mutual network. Kantor, who
New shows tried out in summer in the prize classifications is reliably
wrote the book from which "Best Preacher's 'Dr. I. Q.' Past,
reported
to
have
adopted
a
recomstock in 1948 nearly doubled the
Years" was adapted by Robert E.
number viewed in the sticks the pre- mendation to the advisory board
Sherwood, squawked that the proYearly
vious year, but the worth of the that prizes for films be added.
ducer was grabbing credit "as though
Dean Carl Ackerman, of the Pulitproduct was questionable, which was
he himself had dreamed up the idea."
zer School of Journalism at ColumPnlpit Career
(Continued on page 62)
the general rating of rural tryoirts
bia, secretary of the advisory board,
before the war. At the end of last
Minneapolis, Jan. 21.
Sheet music sales are claimed to
summer there had been 43 tryouts acknowledged Monday (20) that
Rev. James McClain, one time "Dr.
motion picture prizes nave long been have
picked up approximately 20%
out of which observers and scouts
$7,500 I. Q." of radio, is afraid his show
discussed and that it was entirely
during the past week or 10 days by
thought that 12 were Broadway posreputation may hamper his minwithin the power of the board, unvarious jobbers in New York, This
sibilities.
isterial career.
IN
der the terms of the
As the seaspn approaches midwin- will, to add the film Joseph Pulitzer increase, it's pointed out, is on the
McClain, an Episcopal deacon due
classification. If basis of overall
Chicago, Jan. 21.
sales and does not
ter, six-shows of summer stock ori(Continued on page 62)
Rudy Vallee returns to the cafe for ordination as minister next sumnecessarily mean that the biz done
gin have been on and oft the Broadmer, preached at Gethsemane Episwars
here
early
in
April
at
the
new
by
individual
publishers
has
*een
w.ay- boards, two of which were recopal church here, and in interviews
Copacabana
nitery
price
at
a
which
boosted
that
much,
if
at
all.
vivals— "Burlesque," which appears
said his reputation as "IQ" m.c, may
Increase reported by the- jobbers probably surpas.ses anything he ever
best of the crop, and "The Playboy
his preaching career^
seems to coincide with the general was paid during his heyday, at least be handicap to
of the Western World," not a winner,
He left radio Job, reputedly worth
feeling among publishers.
During /on a fiat guarantee. Valine is booked
but only expected to play a limited
into
the
spot
at
weekly
for
$100,000 a year, in 1942 to enter Sea$7,500
With
Kate
Smith
and General the past week or two the business
engagement which terminated reTheological
seminary,
four
weeks,
and
may
stay
longer.
bury
Western
he
company
at the end of seems to have gotten out of the "one
cently. It was tried out at Dennis, Foods parting
He opens April 2 or 3, the date Evanston. Following studies, he,
Belding, song" groove it has been in for
Mass., with Gregory Peck
the the season, Foote, Cone
Now there are five or six not yet definitely decided, working hopes to be assigned as" missionary
lead, and fared well. Burgess Mere- agency on the account, is eyeing the months.
single.
as
a
to
Kentucky,
his
home
state.
tunes
selling
at
_
a good pace and the
dith to6k over for Broadway's show- new Mickey Rooney package as a
successor. Show i.s being assembled circumstance has led some pubs to
ing.
believe that the break has come.
Major disappointment was "Won- by the Wm. MorrLs agency.
Originally it was the plan of the
(Continued on page 63>
"Andy
Morris agency to adapt the
Hardy" series to radio for Rooney.
but it hit a snag when it couldn't
wrap up tiie rights. So it's now the
"Rooney Family," with a format
along similar lines.
New radio package production sari
Hollywood, Jan. 21.
outfit.
Griffin, Boyle
King, is
Hal Hackett shoves east to close
buying up the rights to more than
If
Judge Barry
deal for an Al Jolson show, move
Broadway musical hits spanning
being sparked by the sock, reaction Please, Ditto If
Don't 60
the last 15 years for a transcribed
to his; guest shot on the Bing Crosby
Hartford, Jan. 21.
scries of air shows to be sold to deplatter show for PhUco last week.
Vocalist Barry Wood soon will
All details were ironed out over have a new type of audience.
He partment stores in key cities
t'ondneted
long-distance .and th6' New York trip will also be singing a new kind of throughout the country.
is for the purpose of closing and tune,
Platter series will include reprosigning.
A resident of nearby East Had- duction of such items as "Connecti
Although sponsor is not disclosed, dam, the male chirper was reelected cut Yankee," "Girl Crazy,"
"Of Thee
it's believed to be the Florida Indus,
a Justice of the Peace there in No- I Sing," "Good News,"
etc. Half-hour
Sundays, 4:30 p.m. EST
tries outfit that is taking to the air vember. Recently, according to lists
stanzas will bo sold locally at from
to woo industry into the state.
filed, in Superior Court in MiddleCBS Network
$300
to
each.
Arrangers,
$500
musiappointed
trial
justice
Meanwhilo five more guest shots town, he Wa.s
on the Crosby show are being dick- for the East Haddam Justice Court. cians, copyists, etc., are currently
ered for Jolson,
working out the series.
So it is how Judge Barry Wood,
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Bin to Extend 20% Admish Taxes
Slated as SOth Congress' First

Pitching Horseshoes
By

Law

Washiiigton, Jan. 21,

The
txcise

bill

to

rates

club checks,
certain to

extend the wartime
on admissions, night-

become the

law

first

of

the 80th Congress.

Just

Stewart's Bally Chore
HoJlywoQd,

appears virtually

etc.,

how much

squeeze the states

jalo. 9i.

Jimmy Stewart planed

New

to

York Monday (20) in preparation for
several radio shots and personal appearances in connection with Vlt's a

on is still anybody's guess. Wonderful Life," in which he'js
starred.
However, it is a fact that many
He will jalsA spend a '^bprt tipfte
states and cities have been counting with his parents in Indlahai' ^a.
on termination of Jtlie Wgh luxury
These
excise rates effective July 1,
local and state governments have
bills of their own which they would

"

'

will put

•

,.

240th

•.

like to pass to get

-

some

of the

money

Metro Acquire

toward running their own government units. However, they feel they
cannot .tax on tOP of the Federal

20% rate, in many instances, for
fear that their people will balk at
the burden of the taxation.
Some members of Congress are

Astor Hotel Site
Metro's

purchase

of

the

WEEK!

KEN MURRAY'S
1947"

.

"BLACKOUTS OF

Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.
"Columbus discovered America in
1492.
Hollywood discovered Ken
Murray's 'Blackouts' In 1942. BoiEl

l-I-l-ng!"

KAY KYSER.
^

Hotel

^

Astor on Broadway Is reported the

in a giant buildiiig project
already beginning to hear from their first step
Governors that it would be a good which involves the erection bit a
idea not to extend the present ex- super-showcase, rivaling the Radio
cise rates indefinitely as is provided
City Music Hall in size, plus two
in the bill of Rep: Hbbert A, Grant
smaller houses. To further the de(R., Ind.).
that
it's,
understood
velopment,
Actually a reduction of the ad- Metro heads
a syivflicate that's opmissions tax would not help show- tioning adjacent properties to the
men in many state, since the local Astor, including seven legit theatres
governments would tax whatever on 44th and
45th streets, with actfncle Sam should relinquish.
quisitions extending towards Eighth
The so-called "official" bia to avenue up to the Lincoln hotel.:

maintain the high rates was introPiecing together of the sites is
duced in the House last Thursday sought, so that Metro will have am(16> and considered and approved ple acreage to erect its proposed
unanimously the next morning by giant amusement center and towerWays and Means. CommitteP. ing office building.. Cost of the
Astor is said to near a $5,700,Ot)0
figure while entire cost of realty will
be approximately $20,000,000.
Jan. 29
Bill
Sale of the landmark Was negoWasinngton, Jan. 21.
tiated through Vincent Astor repping
The bill to continue the presfor the Astor family* Hotel, which
ent high excises-*-ineludjng the
was
built in 1903, has frontages of
20% on theatres and nightclubs
201 feet on Broadway and 289 feet
—will go bfefore the House Jan.
on the sidestreets. Title to the land
29. It is expected to be approved
remains
with .the Astors with the
and sent to the Senate.
deal probably calling for a long term
Measure was reported out falease.
vorably Friday by the House
The
involved in expanSeven
theatres
ways and means cottimittee.
sion of the original Astor deal would
Republican leadership, decided
be the Shuberti Brpadhurst and
yesterday (2a);to get a rule from
tomorrow
the rules coriittdltee.
Majestic on 44th street and the
Royale
and
Plymouth,
Booth.
(22) and bring it on the floot
next week.
Golden on 45th street which com-

Up

•

,

Billy

Shake hands with a. dope. I turned down the chance to book "Street
Scene" into my theatre.
The musical version of Elmer Rice's old Pultizer Prize play is the town's
new bust-in-the-nose Mt. Atkinson of The New York Times eallwl it
"an evening of magnificence and glory," and used the word "superb" three
times in Ms review. People are standing in the cold today halfway down
the block to buy tickets.
I didn't think it had a chance.
Producer pwight Wiroan sent me the script a fe\v months ago, He
wanted to ptesent "Street Scene" at the Ziegfeld. I couldn't get excited
about the libretto. Too sordid, I thought. A week later I Was invited up to
hear Kurt Weill play his score. I only managed to stay awake by counting slowly to 10,000, I told the producer and composer the show wasn't
my cup of tea. Out of professional politeness, I refrained from telling tiiern
I didn't tWnk there was much entertainment in this opera of the tenements. I walked out of the apartment, smug in my belief that a $6
musical had to be as pretty and gay as a wedding cake.
"Street Scene" booked another theatre and went into rehearsal. Before it left for its out-of-town tryout, it had a run-through. Several wis©
guys who saw it called me up to tell me it was a dreary hodgepodge.
In Philadelphia, it got mixed notices. During its three-week_ engagement,
theatre-goers acted as if there were Chicken Pox sigtiS: oh th'e dqors^
The first week it grossed $4,750, when it needed almost $30,000 to break
even. The second week it lost $18,000. The big New Tfear's week, another
$16,000 went down the drain. One Wednesday ihatihee, it took in $217,
which means there were 60 or 70 lonesome customeris. In a 1,800-seat house.
I understand the ushers didn't even bother to seat people-^every ticket
buyer had a row; to himself.
Vahiety, the show-wise trade paper, epitaphed it with the following lines
(in Phjlly):
"Misses Are.
Smacks of tired and tUSCOurag^d Puccini,^^
Definitely on the tedious side."
Three Smart Cookies
I got the word-of-mo'uth on it from three of the smartest cookies, in the;
theatre, who caught it in Philly. Each of these sure-footed bld-timfers is a
Pulitzer Prize playwright. 1 give you their comments;
Pultizer Prophet No. 1: "Sick-making."
P. P. No. 2: "Don't ask."
P. P. No. 3: 'fUnflt for hum?^^
Producer Wliman's staff pleaded with him not to bring It to New York,
told him that when the critics got through there'd be bloiDd on the pavement in Shubert Alley, Dwight refused to let the Wet blankets dampen
his enthusiasm for the show,
The day before the Broadway opening, it was rumored around that one
of the backers was willing to trade his 10% for a Pullman reservation to
Miami.
.

l%rs.IkailedBy

HR. Tari

Snari

There

early

was confusion

this

week

in legit theatre circles over
whether the scheduled change in
railroad tariffs would become effective at the«nd of the month, Railroad men said they had beeti directed not to enter into deals for

show movements except under the
new regulations, which cair for a
•55% increase for the use of baggage
cars and special trains. Immediately
the showmen through the League of

New York

Theatres

sought

con-

from Washington.
Managers contend that the new
could not become operative

firmation
tariffs

until the Interstate Conrnierce Commission heard both factions. Deadline for protests fell on "Tuesday
(21),. 10 days prior to Feb. 1, when
the revised tariffs are supposed to

become

Stated that the
effective.
request for a hearing had been sent
more than a week before the deadline and a response that the protest
was received is on file. There was
a report in rail circles that the date
for the hearing had been set but
that was news to the managers.
Understood the rail lines boost is
based on an iCC ruling made last
.

•

Eleanor, who loves to glad-rag it for an opening, dtdn't for this one, We
went in our street clothes, and so did most of the audience. Instead of the
usual first-night electeicity, the evening had the feeling of a duty call at a
32d counsin's funeral.
And then the curtain went up.
Within 10 minutes, the Broadway wolfpack sensed it was in at the
birth of something special. They were looking at a world of trapped and
hungering people, people who reached out for something pretty and got
their fingers stepped on. Kurt Weill's music and Langston Hughes' lyrics
told their story with a kind of wistful passion.
stageful of nobody I-everheard-ot sang better than any cast around heiqi in 20 years. Charlie
Friedman's direction, Jo Mlelziner's set—only wonderful! It was one of
those rare nights when a show catches lightntag In a barrel. The applause
was like a 21-gun salute going off in a phone booth.

A

When the final curtain dropped on a .scene of murder and despair,
found myself weeping—and 1 don't weep easy.

I

Next morning, the critics dusted off the adjectives they keep in the
bines into the entire area adjacent year.
vault.
thousand liars on the Big Midway told each other they knew it
to the Lincoln hotel. Theatres are
was going to be a hit all the time. But in my grift, I can't afford the luxury
Thus the bill is ret(dy for action by owned or operated by the Shuberts.
of lying to myself.
the House as soon as Rep. Harold
street,
side
of
Across 45th
on west
Bogie Starrei
"Street Scene," which played mostly to echoes' in Philadelphia, will
.Knutson :(R., Minn.), Ways and Broadway between 45th and 46th
probably play to better than $40,000 a week at the Adelphi theatre for »
Means chairman, can get it up on streets, with seven theatres on the
'Passage' Bit Doesi't
long time. If I were hdlf as smart as I think I am, it would be at the
the floor for consideration.
main stem and the east and west
Ziegfeld. Next time I get to feeling I wrote the
book, I'm going to walk
It appears virtually certain to pass thoroughfares, is a combined site
Till Last Reel around the corner and look at the mob fighting to get In to see, the show
both the House and Senate, unless— owned by the City Investing Co.
I said didn't have a chance.
and here is the big IF the State There are plans for new construcHumphrey Bogart, although he
Shake hands with a dope.
Governments are able to persuade tion on tliat ground which call for stars in Warner Bros.' forthcoming
(Copi/riflhf, 1947, by Billv Hose)
the legislators to balk the bill which replacement of the two film houses "Dark Passage," won't actually be
^v
has tlie support of both the Truman there. Two legiters will not be re- seen until the last reel. His vis-aadministration and the Republican placed.
No date for razing the vis, .Lauren Becall, will be on the
L. A. to N.
buildings is,, known to have been set. screen from the start, however.
leadership of .Congress.
Clifford Almy
While Bogart won't be visible, his
George BagnaU
MiiU Ohio Tax CbaHges
voice will be heard, since "Passage"
Continued from page 1
Robert Benjamin
curwill employ the technique
Columbus, Jan. 21.
Janet Blair
rently being seen in Metro's "Lady
CBS brought more pressure into its
Repeal of two state, taxes produc-'
Frank Capra
camera
Lake"
o£
using
the
fight via a series of successful telein
the
ing about $14,650,000 a year will be
Arthur Dent
PRESS,
FIX
P.A.s
of
principal
the
eye
of
one
the
tint
as
demonstrations
to the. FCC, the
proposed in bills' submitted to the
Howard Ddete
players.
It was sheer coincidence
press and the general public, the enWashington, Jan, 21.
Ohio Legislature by Rep. George
Charles Einfeld
that M-G and
happened to make
tire black and white camp in the
Marshall, Columbus. They are the
special nine-man committee to
Rosemary Foley
the
unusual
films
the
same
two
with
argument
began to grow wary that
2.35'ei utility excise bill, which proMatty Fox
investigate radio, press and motion technique at the same time, since
the FCC might grant CBS' reque.st,
duces $11,750,000 a year, and the
Kay Francis
CBS, meanwhile, has been highly
3% admission tax, which yields about picture publicity dispensed by the both were keeping their activities in
Ed Gardner
that
regard
Federal
Government
was
proposed
quiet.
confident
the
last few weeks that the
$2,900,000 anhual^i
Max Gordon
Robert Montgomery, who produFCC would see things its way.
In their place, Marshall's bill pro- last week in a resoUition introduced
Monroe Greenthal
Feeling that the grant to CBS
poses that muilicipalities be em- by Rep. Charles Miller (R., Conn.). ced as well as starred in the Metro
Prank Healy
film,
also
takes
the
Miller
claimed
that
thousands
camera-eye
viewwould
of
materially
hurt television's
powered to levy a tax of not more
Dean Jagger
future. Gen. Sarnoff reportedly grew
than 3% on the gross receipts of "high pressure publicity agents" point. He's seen at the beginning,
Eric Johnston
angry enough to present his plan to
utilities and not more than 3% on have been hired by the Government however, and then during three or
Idwal Jones
four
his
shprt
sequences
board
through
the
distort
news
into
directors,
of
propaganda and
and even went
the net charges for their services. to
Malcolm Kingsberg
so far last week as to notify fCC
His bill does not specify a rate for twist thinking of radio and press picture, liny Wald is producing
Jock Lawrence
film with Delmar Daves
chairman Chas. R. Denny, Jr., of his
correspondents.
Miller's resolution the
any local admissions levy.
Carl Leserman
directing.
Technique
had
previously
sentiments.
RCA chief, it's said,
report on a statewide tax sur- followed closely the announcement
Albert Lewln
pointed out to Denny he was not
vcy by tax commissioner C. Emory by Republican Congressman John been used by the French and for
Russell Lewis
trying to browbeat the FCC into
Glander is expected to be ready for Taber of New York that he would •parts of U. S. pix, but these two are
Beatrice Lillie
turning down the CBS petition, but
the Legislature by Feb. 1. Glander cut appropriations for government the first features to employ it,
Viveca Lindfors
was merely stating what RCA's pcsihas previously expressed himself in publicity activities.
Arthur t,oew
Uon would be if CBS won out In its
On another front, Senator Arthur
favor of the repeal of the state adGerald Mayer
O'Connor's Return
fight.
Television was set back once
missions tax so that local subdi- Capper (R., Kansas) introduced the
Leo J. McCarthy
Hollywood, Jan. 21.
before, when the line standard was
visions could enact such a tax for latest of a series -of bills to outlaw
Jeanne McKeon
Donald O'Connor will make his
arbitrarily raised during video's early
liquor advertising in radio and the
needed locar revenues.
Lynn Merriolt
first film since leaving the Army,
development, and Sarnoff reportedly
press. Capper and Rep. John BanBill Peirce
co-starring with Deanna Durbin a^d
declared RCA is not ready to watch
kin (D., Miiss.) introduced similar
Walter Pidgeon
John Dall in '*For the Love of
another setback, which he claims the
measures in the 79th Congress.
Gene Raymond
Claim
Mary,"'.
establishment of sequential standards
Nicholas M. Schehck
Universal-International film will
C. Fields
would represent.
Louis Sobol
be O'Cotinor's first straight dramatic
Under the threatened di.ssolution
Chicago, Jan, 21,
.Tames Stewart
role.
Troupe Into
plan RCA would give up its license
Son of Mrs. Edith Williams, who
Herbert Stothart
to operate
claimed to be the widow of W. C.
Katherine Dunham will play her
Jimmy Van Heusen
(NBC, N. Y.), one
Of the nation's pioi eer video .stations,
Fields, ripped his motherls claim first New Yotk vaiide date at the
Earl Wilson
N. Y. to L.
and NBC Would reUnqtiish its other
last week When he Stated that she Roxy theatre, early March. Dancer
Judith Anderson
four licehsesi where stations are now
wajS not the wife dl the late come- until now bias apneared~4n concert
Pat Caoey
in tlie planning stages of co,n.struc'dian and that Fields was not his and legit. Miss Donham Will Carry
Yi* to
Bart Chanipion
tion.
lather,
a troupe of 12 dant'ferg on the (show.
Hacha Oordine
Edmund Porfman
Chi woman claimed that Fields
Sam Rauch, Roxy hmV.cr, la cmDavid E. Green
Morey Marcus
hat' deserted tier and her seven rently dickering for Sid Ca««.sr to
Alison Hunter
Jan Masaryk
to N. Y.
children in 1910 and that she is en- play the same show. Comic ffl ':nrLcm Jon*«
Leo F. Samuels
Dr. Max Ascoli
titled to the widow's share of the rently at the Copacabana, N, Y„
Si'AM; h. La/,ky
Rudolph Seiber
Sacha G(orditie
•state.
where he winds up Jan, 29.
Hpyrot! V. Skourai
Murray Silverstone
Francoise
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Rank Mabi^ Serions Mistake
"nrying to

Tressure

U/& ExMb

FftCHiiD For iontb
By HERB

GOLDEN

American film men,

-

Atlanta, Jan. 21.
J. Arthut Kflnk is making a serious mistake in trying to "pressure"
American exhibs into playing his
product, according to Eobert B.
Wilby, chief of the Wilby-Kincy circuit here. Rank apparently believes,
Wilby, that most
to
according
American theatres are CointroUed by
the distributors, ivliich, l»e claims, is
n gross error. Any attempts by out(lide. interests either to "pressure" o:r
"shame" exhibs into playing their
product "won't go," he declared.

Admitting that the Rank "invasion" Of the U. S. is now a fact and
WilBy
rates serious attention,
averred that the only way Hank
could hope to get.tl, S. distribution
for his pictures*was to malce films
with international appeal As for
Rank's "threats" to builtt theatres in
the U. S. to showcase his product,
they "leave me cold," Wilby declared. "Let him do it," invited the
Atlanta circuit chief, "especially if
he will play 'Caesar and Cleopatra'
and 'Henry
in them. I couldn't
ask for sweeter opposition."
Basing his clalihs tha^^Efank^'^as'
trying to "pressure" U. S. exhlbS
On what he gleaned fronj a recent
trip to London, Wilby said he'd attended a dinner in the British capital thrown by Rank's execs for

T

UarryiF. Zanuck and other U.
(Gofttiniied on page 52j

Govt.

S.

Industry Co-op lags
21.

Census bureau and Office of
Domestic Commerce of the Depart
tnent of Commerce are preparing a
new service for the motion picture
industry, whose only present stumis

industry support.

The two agencies would furhish a
monthly retail and service trade report covering picture theatres in the
if. S. Many types Of industry have
clamored for that kind of service

from Uncle Sam without success.
The entire mattel- has been kept
entirely under Wraps thus far, but
one

genuine

hitch

has

developed.

The proposition would involve full
cooperation from the exhibitors and
but both have been re-

distributors,

luctant to aid.
Initial conference on the subject
was held two months ago, with of-

of the Motion Pictm-e Assn.
and Commerce Department people

ficials

discussing the plan. The idea is for
a sampling of boxoffice in the various areas to See what was happening
to business section by section.

Biek lack

;Schenck,

To Nl.^on Ttars.
Metro prexy Nicholas M. Schenck
and Howard Dietz, M-G veepee over
ad-publicity, are scheduled to return to the homeoflice tomorrow

(Thursday) from the Coast. Duo
been huddlkig with studio
execs for the last week on the company's announced plans to cut production costs, with Dietz doubling
on the trip by mapping out the publicity campaign for the forthcoming
'Beginning of the End," story, of the
atom bomb, with studio publicity

have

.

.

;

Chief

Howard

ment

recommended by Gevern-

officials in

ginning"

Washington.

"Be-

for general release in February and foliows "Lady
in the I^ake" into the Capitol, N. Y.,
for its preem run in ithe east.
is

Skolsky.

.'

,

Loews

Deal

in

With Ent For

ther restrictions on American films
"unless they improve in quality and
unless English pictures receive more
U. S. playing time" came 'on the
heels of the British Film Produ.c'ers
recommendations of more
Assn.
stringent quotas.
That seemed to
American execs just about the final
straw.
U. S. film toppers have readily admitted the justifiability of some of
the British squawks, and have been
taking steps to Improve the situation—such as urging exhibs to give
a better break to British product—
but they resent what they claim are
misinterpretations of facts and figures by government leaders in London and a patent lack of understanding^wilful or not— of the competitive situation in the U. S.
With a new British quota law to
bie worked out during the coming
year, American execs were still holding tempers in check this week. But
much more threatening tallc from the
British industry and governmental
leaders is,.sure to bring demands on
'CJbrigress'^ for reprisal -legislation bii
one of the reasons this is considered

—

;

oreign Di§tnb

.

slated

"Lady" opens tomorrow (Thwsday).

Rights to

Code; Then Original OK'd
New York film critics tomorrow

on

Prod^

A

Vidor's Deal With

Rank

Hollywood, Jan,

21.

Charles Vidor, who failed to break
contract with Columbia during
recent court proceedings, may be
loaned by the studio to J. Arthur
Rank to direct a film in England.
Negotiations are how taking place
between Rank's reps and Col prexy
his

Harry Cohnr

KEY

New Bid

mm

System

abandon

rights to

during

stories and stars
and occasionally

long

the

bitter
negotiations that preceded
Selznick's entry as a partner in
in October, 1941, it was disclosed
this week.
While Raftery several

UA

times actually broke off negotiations,
Sir Alexander Korda, then a
pistrtner, was battling to smooth oi't
the difficulties with Selzniek in his
anxiety to obtain
foi'
productstarved UA .the hoped-for POS

UA

Details of the months of negotiations to bring Selznick in and the
anger of the other partners when
they learned he had sold to 20th-Fox
three packaged deals, on which they
had counted for UA, were disclosed in depositions taken from Korda and
Raftery several months ago. Testimony, never before niade public,
was in
partner Charles Chaplin's
suit against Selznick because Of
latter's action in selling the three
film packages to 20th.

UA

With industry sleuths pUzzling over
who's to be the victim of competitive
bidding-^and^ith film rentals offering the best clue Metro, through its
six months of experiments with the
system, apparently is the only one
that has the answer. Metro has discovered, according to a company
spokesman, that bidding is both feasible and equitable, and that rentals

—

obtained via the system' are just
about the' same as the prices paid
through straight sales,
Chief value of bidding, the Metro
exec declared, is the fact that it's
opened up the flow of product in

,

Many
,^ver,

how-

of the facts disclosed,

bear

oij ,t}ve.sjiit

which .(^haplin

UA

partner, Mary
Pickford more recently i-esolved to
bring in order to eluninate Selznick
from the company. The latter action
will be based not only on the sales

and the

third

(Continued on page 54)

•

Skoaras Trip West
Linked to 20th-Fox

strictly

—

,

TO PAR EXEC TALKS

—

National Boxoffice Survey
Hold Up

Edward C. Raftery, United Artists
prexy, fought for months again.st
giving David O. Sels5nick's unlimited

films.

Metro Tests Find-

'

FORM

Unlimited

to

competitive situations, which
will
be shown the is the reason it was incorporated into
(Thursday)
M. Loe* and S. Charles Einfeld, British-made "Bedelia" with two the decree. Metro has conducted
Enterprise prexy,
series of huddifferent endings one made for the bidding tests in some 20 Ultra-tight
dles had. previously been held on
American market and one for the situations since the opinion in the
the Coast with David Loew, Enter- British. Special finale for U. S. re- anti-trust case was handed* down last
prise board chairman and brother
lease by Eagle-Lion was made orig- June. Metro has neither gained nor
of 'Arthur Loew.
inally because of Johnston office lost money via the tests, the M-G
Number of years the deal is to disapproval of the British ending, spokesman said, and the fact that
(Continued on page iH)
but both were subsequently ap- exhibs in those territories are conproved for showing in this country. tinuing to bid for pix is evidence
that they, too, have: found the sysIt has been decided after numerous
BIZ
tests, however, to use the U. S. end- tem satisfactory.
Fact that Metro has concentrated
ing in America.
Bsifore producer I. (St. Goldsinith its bidding tests in strictly competisent the film before t^e cameras lor tive areas is iflustrated by one situa^
Growing importance of th£ for- J. Arthur Rank, he explained in tlon— in Ambridge, Pa. where indie
eign film market in the postwar era
New York Monday (20), he relayed exhib Norman Ball had already filed
and aims to further boost overseas re- the script to Production Code Ad- suit against the majors in an attempt
turns will keynote Paramount's mid- ministrator Joe Breen for approval. to get product he alleged was being
winter studio huddles of all company Breen put
Ana nix on the finale, in illegally withheld from him.
toppers -set for the week of Jan. 21. which
writer Vera Caspary's princi- other test case occurred in PhiladelWith Par's take for 1946 outside the pal character is handed poison by phia, where the Warner chain had
U. S. borders climbing more than
her husband and commits suicide. previously had its pick of top prod10% over the year before, company Breen squawked that a character uct. On the first film offered lor
intends placing even greater stress
(Continued on page 52)
(Continued on page 34)
on product with an international
flavor.
Consequently, foreign contingent's say at the confabs will get
more than cursory, attention.
Huddles will be staffed by such
domestic topshots as Barney Bala- Grosses
Cities; 'Madeleine,' ^CaUin
ban. Par's prexy; Charles Beagan,
f ornia,' 'Clouds' Sock
sales chief; Russell Holman, eastern
production head; Alan Jackson, eastPaced by an almost unprecedented in several holdover spots, chalking
ern story head, and Curtis Mitchell,
pub-ad director. Important foreign number of holdovers in most key up neat $15,000 for its third Proviits
dept. execs, however, going for more spots throughout the country, film dence' session, fine $6,000 for
than the ride, include George Welt- biz thi.s week nonetheless, held up third stanza in Buffalo, and top $20,ner, prez of jParamount Interna- fairly well in most situational Rainy 000 for its third St. Louis week.
tional; J. E. Perlcins, just in from weekend cut into grosses in New "Blue Skies" (Par), teed off to a
hLs bailiwick, England; and Frank York but mild weather on the Coast, sock $28,000 in Washington and al.so
Farley, Par's European production phis a couple of newcomers in Los continued strong in holdovers, with
remain con- virile $7,000 for its third week in
rep. Henry Ginsberg, studio chief- Angeles, helped biz
tain, will head the studio contingent stant in that part o£ the country. Minneapolis, phenonr.enal $16,{)00 for
while Joseph Hazen will speak for Holdovers also dominated Chicago, its third Pittsburgh week,' t)ig-$17,000 for th-- second week in Baltiwith biz consequently only fair.
the Hal Wallis production unit.
more and hefty $33,000 for the fifth
Welther only recently returned
Only a few i.ix bowed in, with
from a tour of the continent and will most of these in N. Y.. so that it's L. A. week.
Continuing the record -.shattering
(Continued oh page 18)
practically impossible to select any
boxoffice ehaitipion. Among the new- pace set during its early runs.
comers, "13 Rue Madeleine" (20th) "Razor's Edge" (20th) showed plenty
of
strength as it moved into the
looked best, teeing off with a smash
Montgomery's 'Stars'
holdover spots.
Filiji gro.ssed hot
.$130,000 in its N. Y. preem. "CaliRobert Montgomery left New York
fornia" fPar) also started strongly $25,000 in its second D. C. week,
yesterday (21) for the Coast to stai't
swell
$24,000 in its fourth Philly
in N. Y. with a hefty $60,000, ^while
work in "Upward to tlie Stars" for
session,
stout
$40,000
in its fourth
"Perfect Marriage" (Par) turned in
Metro. He has commitments to apan n.s.g. $70,000 on Broadway but week in Chi and a good $40,500 for
pear in one other picture for Metro
came through with an okay $28,000 four weeks in L. A. "It's Wonderful
before moving over to Columbia to
Life"
continued
slow in N. Y.
(RKO)
produce and star in the screen ver- in its Boston preem and fast $16,000 but was helped considerably by good
in Minneapolis.
sion of the Broadway legiter, "The
showings in other keys, while "Time.
"Till
Clouds Roll By" (iMt-G)
Big Two," Claire Trevor will costar
Place, and Girl" (WB), while closin the latter, as she is now in the opened to a great $76,000 in three
ing a top-grossing round in N. Y.,
houses in its L. A. preem, wiiile
play,
faltered badly throughout the east
Montgomery had been east for two winding up seven weeks at the and midwest.
months working on "Big Two," Music Hall, N. Y., with a rousing
(CoT)(pl«te Boj?oi/ice Keporli
which he co-produced with Elliott $115,000, Film earned a super $57,000 in Philly and held up strongly
07) P(t£f«S 10-11>.
Nugent.

Loew's International prexy Arthur*

<

Strickling.

"Beginning" was tradeshown at
the Metro exchange in N, Y. f or the
benefit of exhibs yesterday (Tuesday). Scheduled tradescreening for
trade press reviewels, which had
set for the same time, was postponed, however, pending several
minor revisions in the final print
that were

^<

:

Four are Lbuelia Parsons, Hedda
Hopper, George Kstier ajxd Sidney

was finalized at a confab in New
York yesterday (Tuesday) between

Film Trade Serfice;

blihg block

21.

Columbia's film version of Jimmy
Starr's novel,- "The Corpse Came
C.O.D.," will give four Hollywood
columnists a chance to shine as
thesps.
.

taking^

Enterprise Eroductions has signed
with Ldew'» International for the
latter to handle distribution of Enterprise pix in all countrie? outside
the U. S. and fcana,da.. United. Artists
is distributing, the new Company's
product domestically.
(Continued on page IS)
Deal sets a new pattern for indie
producers, marking the first time
that top HoUywood product is to be
distributed on a two-way basis. It's
Tells of ledelia' Need
inalso the first time that the entire
output of a studio other than Metro's
For 2 Endings to Heed
will be handled by Loew's through
Deal
its international organization.

Would Prepare

Washington, Jan.

Cohimnisls Go 'C.O,D/
Hollywood, Jan.

after

conciliatory
toward the
attitude
British industry lor months, were
ready to blow up this week, Sir
Stafford Cripps' threat to invoke fur-

'

:

Seknkk

Fighliig

iGLOSDISli

Retrenchment Plan
Spyros Skouras, 20th-Fox prexy,
planed to the Coast last Friday (17)
for two weeks of huddles With stu-

He was

dio execs.

accompaniecJ
Jones.

Lem

his assistant,

by

Homeoffice execs termed Skouras'
routine but it's believed the
20th chief will follow the lead of
Metro prexy Nicholas M. Schenck
in talking over possible methods ol
paring production costs. Although
less publicity has been given to
20th's retrenchment program than to
Metro's, it was learned last week
that the former studio would attempt to cut $4,000,OOOi off its 1947

trip

operating budget.
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'Mi Disfavor Wii Catholics Brings
:

-

H wood Fear of Widening^

Attack by the Catholic Church in+
Los Angeles last week; on Bavid 0Selznicfc's "Duel in the Sttn" is being
LotPreem
viewed gca^vely by the film industi^r.
Hollywood, Jan. 21.
Coming on tdp of a string of 1948
Equity Studios, new rental lot on
releases which caused great critCahuenga blvd., will open next
it
Outlaw,"
"The
particularly
icism,
any widespread month with several of its nine sound
that
feared
is
stages ready for operation.
squawlcs on "Puel" will give further
said
Jack Schwarz, v e e p e e
impetus to local censorship movenumerous indie producers are bidxnents.
ding for space in the plant, built
conciliatory statement
Selzniclc's
since the war.
in reply to complaints of the Most
Bev. John J. Cantwell, Catholic
Archbishop of Los Apgelfes, received
general approval in the tradfe; with
the hope that the producer would
be able to make his peace with the
Church. Selznick pointed out that he
had carefully followed all suggestions of the Production Code Adjministration and said he would be
happy to meet with the Archbishop's
Hitched censorsliip battle, over
rep resentatives at' any time for a recommendation by the Board of Refull discussion of the question. His gents for legislation to plug the loopattitude was in sharp contrast to hole in N^W York statutes which let
that of "Outifiw" producer Howard out "The Outlaw'' from possible liHughes,, whose uncompromising cense revocation, currently shapes
stand has kept his film on the up. Anti-blue law organizations, JnChurch's condemned list and has cluding the American Civil Liberties
done iftuch to bolster local censor- Union, have already declared their
ship advocates.
intention to battle any move to add

NewM'wood

,

:

;

See Ikitlaw'

Censor Loop

With most

sta|e legislatures either

periodicals,

newspaper and radio to

ITILfl
While

and moral

rfeform
groups could be quickly translated
into law, the industry fears. That's
a particularly bad time for Selznick

(Continued on jiage SOj

RC,P^ Group
Snub Pflms' iG
Hollywood, Jan.

21.

Th« Permanent

eharitios ©om)p(utte« ot the picttire industry has
iwica been turned down on donations
It mads to the American Red Cross
and the Infantile Paralysis Foundation, both of which have tossed back
•eparate gifts of $30,000.
Turndown is accredited to Basil
O'Connor, who was recently here to
. start
the "March of Dimes" campaign and wba also functions as
chief of the Bed Cross, Explanation
Was that both th^se organizations
have adopted a poliey of refusal to
take part in joint drives for charity
lunds.
Edward Arnold, executive veepee
and treasurer of the Permanent
Charities Committee, established as
the one collecting agency in the film

WB'sJGDeal

an indication, of course, of
widespread recognition that the
boom is over and audiences are
shopping. It's similarly a direct reflection of what showmeh have been
finding Increasingly true in the past
Warner Bros.' deal with Charles
few months: A big; picture wUl do Jackson calls for him to get $40,000
for screen rights to his "Fall of
(Cohtihued on page 20)
Valor" if producer Jerry Wald's
treatment gets by the Johnston office, which now is giving it the 0.0.
In addition, Jackson will Work on
That's

For Ifalor'
,

Dishes Instead Of

We

"This action is unprecedented.
of no other example in the
history of American charities in
which a cbritribution by a reputable
(Continued oh page 22)

Va.

ExIiilis'

Slate

Trust Suit Seminar
Washington, Jan.

21.

Seminar on the big New York
suit will be one of the
features of the annual convention
of the Virginia Motion Picture Theatres Assn, to be held here, Feb. 1-3.
It will be the first of the sessions to
anti-trust

Good

duced.

Is

ing

Refusal to Meet Sorrell
Hollywood, Jan. 21.
Pickets appeared yesterday (Monday) at Assn. of Motion Picture
Producers

office

with banners aimed

Eric Johnston, Motion Picture
Assn. prexy. Starting with about
grew until 25 were
line
eight,
marching by' noon in protest over
Johnston's alleged refusal to meet
with Herb Sorrell and other Conference o£ Studio Unions chiefs over
at

weekend.
Johnston meanwhile was on a
plane headed east, and it was
pointed out he is not a member of

out

of

Republic

after

eight

years to freelance with his whiskers
intact

.

.

.

John Huston

to

Mexico

to

scout location sites for the Warners
production, "Treasure of the Sierra
Madre," on whicii he is assigned as
Louis K. Ansell
writer-director
.

.

.

quences and the otlier for fun in an
amusement park
LeBoy Prinz
Will direct "Robert E. Lee," a short
subject based on the lif^ of the Confederate general
. Ruth Donnelly
.

.

.

.

.

draws a featured role

Katzman

in

the

Sam

"Broadway

production,

Richard
Baby," at Columbia
.
Arlen will star in a BWsteKjfe-pi^ture,
still untitled, to be produced by Wal.

,

opened permanent offices in Holly- ter Colmes for RepubSTelease" ." ."
for Southern California Pic- Al Pearce will star at Republic in
tures, Which recently completed its "City Slicker," based on an original
Sidfirst venture, "Women in the Night," radio story by Caryl Coleman.
Nestor ney Picker will produce, starting
.
at Ensenada, Mexico
John Sutherland
Paiva, who has appeared in all pre- early in June
vious "Road" pictures, draws a spot called off his contract to produce a
in "The Road to Rio" at Paramount series of Technicolor cartoons for
Warners sent a camera crew to United Artists. Cartoon makers, he
Texas to shoot backgrounds for explained, are unable to turn out ani"Two Guys from Texas," cO-Starring mated shorts at a profit under current conditions . . . Bob Steele and
Jack Carson and Dennis O'Keefe.
Filming of "Arch of Triumph" at Duncan Renaldo inked for featured
Enterprise was halted for two weeks roles in the Gene Autry starrer,
on the Rio Grande," at
while a construction* crew builds a "Twilight
replica of the docks in Cherbourg Republic ... Colin Clements is
Meanwhile, a doing the screenplay for "The Beckfor harbor scenes.
second unit, headed by Nat Watt, oning Fair One," to be produced by
aired to New York to shoot the Artists Alliance for United Artists
.

wood

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

of inferior films

which have been

released independently, He indicates
that
both independent American
producers and the British have attempted to capture the market by
releasing in Poland, Czechoslovakia
and elsewhere while the- assn. was
trying tb deal with government
people, but the only serious effecj

was an added obstacle in MPEA's

Maas

path.
tures

stressed that British pic-

constitute more competition
today than before the war, especially
on the Continent, where they have
been in full-scale release since the
war there ended. While the American picture is wanted everywhere,
(Continued on page 60)

,669

Ballots

or Acad Awards
Hollywood, Jan. 21.
Oscar Derby candidates are snorting at the starting gates with the
mailing of 11,669 ballots to members of the /academy of Motion picture Arts and Sciences. The ballot
contains 49 entries for nine awards,
Jean Hersholt, Academy prexy,
explained the distribution of the
ballots as follows:
Total of 8,848
went to the Screen Actors Guild,
whose members will select 20 candidates for thesping honors; Screen
Writers, with 1,005 votes, will pick
candidates for three awards; Screen
Directors, numbering 283 will select
five candidates for awards in the
color division and five in black-^andwhite.
Membership of the Academy it.s.elJE. -upped .this
year from 9B0 to
1.536, has the sole votin| power on
th^- niain 'eVeht,' the Best Production
of the Year.
.

Workers Unions

Office

.

.

.

ently.

Maas adds that MPEA's task of
breaking down distribution barriers
in many countries has been madpt'
more difficult by the large, ntimbet'

New York

Hollywood, Jan. 21.
George "Gabby" Hayes is check-

Target For

will be ^exercised in the choice o£ films to be
exported there, according to Irving
Maas, veepee of the Motion Picture
Export Assn. Maas, who returned
Friday (17) from a tour-month junket that included Holland, Germany,
Austria,
Czechoslovakia, Hungary
arid Poland, said that, popular as
American films are, "there is a high
priority on selectivity" and many;, aire
being ruled out by the MPEA which
would otherwise go through; i.e., if
they were being released independ-

"Lost

taken on the legislative level, ACLU
because there was
said,
officials
greater hope of passage. At the same
time, ACLU declared its intehtion of
opposing any extension of legislation
(Continued oh page 62)

Pickets, Prcifesting

selectivity than ever

Jackson received a $10,000 bonus
for screen rights to his

Weekend" after the picture
to be one of the top
1946. Par originally paid
$35,000 for rights. It .was so fearful
after finishing Joan Crawford that the film would Hop, however,
starrer, "Possessed," says that the' that
Charles Brackett and Billy
fact that patrons are already shop- Wilder, who turned it out, Were
ping for better films is evidenced" forced to promise they'd do a
Director, currently, in

With; American prestige; at a low
on the Continent, greater

point

from Par

and give away dishes instead turned out
of making a few goo.d pictures."
grossers of

the studio labor committee, nor in
any piosilion to take official action
with regard to settling the strike.
take place in this city since 1939.
His hurried return to Washington
Among those who will talk on the headquarters was necessitated by
New York decre^ will be Robert pressing business.
Wright, motion picture specialist f9r
Third mass trial of some 124 film
the Anti-Trust Division of ttie Jus- studio pickets yesterday was postthe Queen Elizabeth,
of
arrival
tice Department; Herman Levy, gen- poned until Feb. 4, pending ruling
which will be used in the Cherbourg
eral counsel for Motion Picture by Appellate Court on legality of
sequences,
Theatr* Owners of America, and a such group trials.
William Boyd and LeWis Rachmil
spokesman to be selected for the
up seven completed
are piling
distributors.
screenplays before they start the
Among the top guests at the big Col. Holds Starrett
next "Hopalong Cassidy" series, first
dinner-dance which will top off the
l«ars
galloper slated to go thataway on
16
Recofd
convention will be Governor WilApril 1, for United Artists release.
Hollywood, Jan. 21.
liam Tuck, of Virginia; the state's
William Wellman, director, comCharles Starrett, the most pertwo VS. S. Senators, Willis Sobertson
Riskin production,
and Harry F. Byrd, and its congres- sistent galloper in Hollywood, was pleted the Robert
"Magic City," three days ahead of
Coat
years
more
inked for four
sional delegation.
Richard Murphy will
schedule
.
years
16
of
a
total
The Shoreham hotel will be con- lumbia, making
''Spoofthandle,"
the Ruth
screenplay
the
Same
tthder
vention headquarters and will also in Gower Gulch
MoOre hovel 'recently purchased by
be the scene of two large cocktail brand.
New contract calls for eight oaters 20th,TFox for prodtictlon by Louis de
party receptions for the delegates
Columbia
is using
Rochemoilt
,..
as
Burnette
Smiley
with
and guests. Local tent of Variety per year
Club will also hold open house dur- co-star and Colbert Clark as pro- two sound stages for "The Lady from
Slianghai," one for dramatic seducer.
ing the
conventioio.

"Mildred
Pierce"
and "Humoresque," both Of which Wald pro-

rate,,

For

~

Pictures

the screenplay, for which he'll get
further coin.
Wald, currently in New York, reveals that the homo-sexuality angle
has been completely removed in the
treatment of "Valor" and it now
was "a clinical study of the decay
of a marriage after 10 years." He
said Joan Crawford is anxidus to
appear in the film. She was in
-

:?

—
—

business, said;

know

t^^

Statute sought by ACLU parallels
now
Waltz,"
the ordnance introduced recently in by growing discrepancy between musical "Emperor's
the N. Y. City council by councilman highs and lows in national box- editing as insurance to Par against
loss on "Weekend.'*
Eugene P. Connolly. Action is being
(Continued on page 58)

CSU

to

:

Fielding continues to develop.
Hollywood's current leaning toMorris L, Ernst, attorney prominent ward fewer films per year will
in the anti-censorShip forces, de- probably be nipped in the bud by
clared that any attempt by the legis- industry toppers, according to Warlature to grant greater powers to the ners director Curtis Berhhasdt. He
pegents would be unconstitutional. points out that these are hardNo official should have the power to headed businessmen, inclined to
ban a work, Ernst asserted, without operate commercially rather than
preliminary jury conviction for vio- artistically, and likely to "put out
lation of obscenity laws. Meanwhile, a lot of product, much of it second-

Johnston

.

progno.stication by grasslevel of film grosses to be

of

said his organizatien was prepared to Introduce
legislation in Albany which would
right to move
Fielding
of
the
deprive
against theatres before securing preliminary convictions.

Eiirope.Slressed

on

rooters

expected during 1947 lacks the all4
out optimishi expressed by New
distrib toppers in Variety last
week, it indicates the little fellows in
Milland to Start
Buffalo, Des Moines, Seattle, CleveHollywood, Jan, 21.
land and other towns across the
Next starrer for Ray MlUand at
country are more than reasonably
certain of another good b.o. year. Paramount will be "The Big Clock,"
Expectations in general are that it a suspense film to be directed by
won't be up to. the sensational John Farrow, starting Feb. 17.
On completion of "Clock," Milland
heights of 1946 but that biz will stiE
goes to England to Star in the Hal
be plenty strong,
WaUis production, "For Her to See."
Unusual stiress by virtually all 6xhibs queried during the past week
was placed! on the necessity, of distribs providing heavy-calibre films
during 1947 to hold up receipts.

Lineup of forces for showdown
flght on the controversiat activities

an AGLU spokesman

for.

By •ilMEA s Maas As Means

:

York

already meeting or slated to meet billboards and posters as subjects of
within the next few months, pressure regulation on film exploitation.
of ecclesiastical

« Pii

Priority

SEEGflODeiZ

s

Merge

in N. Y.

Drive

In preparation for an organizadrive
among unorganized
white coUarites in the N. Y. amusement field by the International
Alliance of TheatWcal Stage Employees, two subsidiary units, Front

tional

Exchange Local, F-51, and
combined into a
single organization. Under the -merger officers of Local H-63, which

Office

Local H-63 have

currently

represents

home

office

release
John Charles Villiers employees at Wairners and Universal,
.
,
Farrow, flVe-mbnth-Old son of John will handle all business affairs and
Farrow and Maureen O'Sullivan, negotiations. Local FrSl's contracts
made his screen debut in "Blaze of cover front office workers in the
Noon," which his father is directing N. Y. exchanges of WB, Paramountj
Vera Vague went Into action at RKO, Universal and Republic.
.
.

.

.

Columbia

'as star of a two-reeler,
Projected- plans by the newly com^
"Two of a Kind," produced and di- posed unit, an AjtL affiliate to limit
rected by Jules White. Wallace Mac- u
organizational campaigns only
Donald draws the producer reins on among non-unionized sectors in tlie
"Blondie's Night Out," slated to fol- showbusiness field is expected to
low "Blondie Sees Stars," which rolls avert any outbreak of jurisdietionaX
Feb. 24 at Columbia.
warfare with the other white colRay Enright led a troupe to larite union iii the field, the Screen
Sedona, Ariz., for location shots on Office and Professional Employees
the Clarion picture, "Albuquerque." Guild. Latter union, a CIO affiliate,
Michael Woulfe, on loanout from has at present contracts covering
William Cagney, shifts oyer to
[the majority of office employees id
{the N. Y. film companies.
(Continued pii page 60)
'
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Decree Jigsaws

1947

Up

for' Clarificatiiii

Al letel Gourt^^^^M
Puzzling Implications of the de-f"
ctee which' have had the industry
guessing during the past few weeks
Eiit at
come up for clarification at .a hearHollywood, Jan. 21.
ing slated before the New York
With 1,100 employes on the payroll
court
today
three-judge
federal
and
four
features in work, produc(Wed.). Post|)oneroent of competition
hitting
top speed at Enteris
Supreme
tive 'bidding until the
prise.
Gourf passes an its legality will also
Before the cameras are "Body and
be part of the majors' pitch., Exhib Soul," "The Other Love," "Ramrod"
organizations, except for the Motion
and "Arch of Triumph."
Picture Theatre Owners of America,
Readying at the same studio are
are expected to play a subordinate
"Wild Galendar" and a Starrer lor
part in the verbal give-and-take.
Thurman Arnold, repping for the Norma Shearer^ still untitled.

Top Speed

,

American Theatres Assn., tSFill be
present but will have little to say
unless drawn in by the court, ATA
oflieiais said. ATA is planning an
appear from denial of its intervention motion and sees no reason to
.sound

oil at today's

Roadshows Held

proceedings.

of Independent Exhibitor Ass'ns,' Via a letter to the
court from Abram F. Myers, general
counsel for National Allied, urges
the court to limit bidding for pix to
CIEA. also batiks Wniflat rentailSi
versal's plea for a validation of
franchises when the pact is between

Conference

Lepl on Bads

Many

PiVISi

RIGID

Mwtioii, levy WarasMPTftA At

GRiP BOOIl

St L Gmvention, Oting

Business of selling pictures individually, initiated by the consent decree's blocks-of-five and currently Sn
full force with seven majors, .has
pushed the exchange manager and
the salesmen into an inferior posi^
tioH and made the lot of the film
buyer much tougher. That's the beef
of Edward Lachman, New Jersey
Allied's prexy, Who claims that exhibs are now the victims of inflexible

by by h.o.
"The saleman and manager

Haggb and

Jiggs Encore

Hollywood, Jan.

Demand

road that can be made even darker

Snd harder by

Hat -Rentals

future
being

,

In

luetionBidBeals

to

tion.

Government's lack of fervor on
the question was apparent to observers during court hearings, when
its reps readily consented to proposals for roadshows providing a
ceiling

was

fixed.

Following issu-

ance of a decree, the Department of
Justice lia> again shown same disin-

put irito effect.
terested slant after pointing out to
Apparently aiming to head off distribs' lawyers during huddles that
any possible interpretation of com- the decree does not bar leasing of
petitive bidding which would conexhib houses.
vert the sales method into a form
of auction selling,
has filed
a request for clarification. Letter of
Herman M. Levy, general counsel
for MPTOA, submitted this week,
asks the court to determine whether
a distributor may reject all bids in
a competitive area if they meet the
minimum set by the distrib. If a
major can reject,
queries
whether the distrib could call for
further bids subsequently on the
same feature.
KiPTOA hopes for a negative
answer which would effectively pre-

MPTOA

Distribs therefore envisage method
which involves taking over of house*
and cutting in exhib for share of

Once the theatre is temporarily the property of the distrib,

profits.

no objection can be raised to a hike
in prices and a two-a-day or more
playing policy.

MPOTA

vent distribs from needling exhibs
Into boosting bids to meet competitors. Theatre organization has also
(Continued on page 20)

DECREE STALLS METRO

ON SALES MEET PLANS
William F. Rodgers, Metro veepee

over sales, returned to the homeoffice yesterday (Tuesday) a three-

week

vacation in Florida and plans
to decide within the next several
days whether to call a meet of his
division sales chiefs in Chicago for
February. Possibility exists that the
tentatively-scheduled confab may be
postponed pending the outcome of
appeals on the anti-trust decree.
Rodgers' scheduled departure for
;
the Coast next week to look over

new Metro

product

poned tmtil
appeal

"the

may

also

be post-

question of a decree

Goldwp

Stresses

Admisb Cot

in

No
1947

To Exhibs for Tears'
Goldwyn Productions has authorized exhibs playing its "Best Years
o£ Our Lives" to advertise that the
pic will not be played in any other
theatre in their towns during 1947 at

than now being charged.
This takes "Years" another step toward general roadshow policy, following announcement last week that
all future engagements will be on
a new "reserved pprformarice" basis^
"Reserved performance" idea has
been designed to meet patrons'
criticism of excessive waits in line
due to length Of the film. Theatres
playing the pic will have three or
four performances daily at set times,
but not
with each performance
reserved. Number of
specific seats
tickets sold will not exceed seating
capacity of the house. Reservations
are being made available four weeks
in advance.

admish

less

—

is settled.

—

Chi Clearance

Chicago, Jan. 21.
The Monroe theatre clearance complaint against the McVickers was
.

at that house.

Levy stated that the matters contained in the decree are not just
distributor and exhibitor problems
but also for the industry as a whole.
"Unless all realize that fact there
can be no hope for more light, less

any attempt by a major disaward a picture to a competitor on percentage unless the bid includes a flat minimum equal or exlitigate
trib to

decree, "It means litigation, litigation
and more litigation," Levy

"Every theatre owner Who is
not successful in bidding for a particular picture," he added, "will
have to start a suit for injunctive
said.

ceeds Century's bid.,
"The decree, for the first time, affords Century an opportunity of relief and damages if he feels
getting" in and pitching for first- wronged ^r one of the following
run
neighborhood play dates against and other reasons: (1) the successthe collective Bargaining agent for
and Loew's circuits," ful bidder was not the 'highest' one;
white collarites at Metro Inter- the
Sidney Schwartz said. Bidding technique (2) the successful .bidder was not the
national in New York.
provided
in the decree, according to 'highest responsible' one, and (3) the
Young, recently elected SOPEG
Schwartz
is
.unworkable on any- successful bidder does not operate a
prez, will head negotiations for the
union in contract talks with the thing but a flat-rental basis. "There's theatre 'of a size location and
no way for the distributor to deter- eqjiipment necessary to yield a reacompany.
(Continued
sonable return.' '' Levy also asserted
on page 22)
Included in tile bargaining unit
"no objective tests have been given
are all ofiice, cleirical, accounting and
to the distributors by the court. It
secretarial workers, telephone operais practically impossible for them
tors, script clerks, draftsmen, title
Court
to
make decisions without subjectand meswriters,
receptionists
ing themselves to suit. Add to this
Secretaries to execs and
sengers.
SwScIi,
Grants
Hearing
the fact that the burden of proving
assistant execs were excluded from
that a particular clearance is legal
the unit.
in Schine Trust Suit is on the distributor, and you can
begm to see the coming era of litiWashington, Jan. 21.
Re-Elected
sensible exhibiThe Supreme Court, which previ- gation. Only good,
relations wiU preY.
ously had refused to consider an tor-diistributor
vent it."
Screen Directors- Guild of New appeal by the Schine theatres cirThe Proper Time
York, at its second annual conveu' cuit from a Government anti-trust
When the proper time comes.
tiori held last Saturday (18) at the suit victory, reversed itself yesterLevy said, he would ask members
Lotos Club, N. Y., re-elected Bud day (20). Court announced it would
organization to bend all their
in the suit but set of the
organization
Pollard as
of

RKO

Stiptae

Does

PoUard

N.

SDG

Prexy

prexy
the
Others elected were Rudolph CarlJoseph Henabery, secv.p.; Elmer Pearson, correspond-

take jurisdiction
no date for hearing. Case cannot be
argued- before some time in March,
since the calendar is filled up to

ing secretary; Harry Foster, record,
ing secretary, and Gene Martel,
treasurer. New board of directors include Al Altman, Metro talent scout;
Boris Kaplan, Paramount eastern

then.

son, first v.p.;

ond

Last Dec. 16, Supreme Court
nixed two appeals for an appeal by
Schine. Then Schine renewed its

larry Brandt-ITOA Bac

Plan

Inles

m Merger

If

Plan of Allied States Exhibitors to

Details of Allied's production pro-

promote production of independent posals continue to seep out despite
product has the support of Harry unit's hush-hush stand.
Of the 12
Brandt and his Independent Theatre
Owners Assn., providing the ITOA films or more which Allied will fosmerges with Allied. Both the pro- ter by guaranteeing playing time,
duction scheme and Brandt's pro- none Will be made for less than
posal for formation of a national
$250,000, under a producer pact presexhibitors association comes before
Allied's boatrt meet in Washington ently contemplated. Films are to be
bracketed in the same class as
Jan. 31.
Special committee named by Na- Metro's "Maisie," series and rentals
tional Allied' to study merger moves will be scaled similarly.
Allied members committing themwill make its report during the D.C.
Also high on Allied's selves to the program are agreemg
huddles.
agenda are discussions on the decree to play the first three; films but will
and the theatre unit's future stance have cancellation privileges on the
in the event Of appeals.
Whether balance. All rentals are flats, with

lor gabbing.

?l,75ll,0§8

WIS.

1

DAMAGE ACTIN
Chicago, Jan. 21.

-

Of Allied States

(Continued on page 18)

ASKS

petition.

The Schine matter is somewhat
talent chief; Willard Van Dyke and
similar to the Crescent case, which
Leslie Roush, independents.
FuU slate of officers was installed resulted in a complete victory for
at a dinner following the one-day the Justice Department. The pendconvention. George Stevens, liberty ing SclUne decision involves partial
Films exec, addressed the SDG as- divestiture of the huge independent
chain.
semblage.

First date under new policy will
be St. John's theatre, Jacksonville,
next Monday (27), With three shows,
midnight show to be added SaturFulton theatre, Pittsburgh,
day.
opens with same policy March 5. It
daily.
Top
settled last week by an agreement will have four shows
between James Jovan, operator of will be $1.50 in Jaclcsonville and
the Monroe; Diana Theatre Corp., $1.50 or $1.80 in Pittsburgh.
which operates the McVickers, and
"Years" is running on regular
Balaban & Katz, which owns a one- roadshow basis in Boston and Los
half interest in McVickers. Under Angeles, but that policy will not be
the terms of the settlement the clear- extended. However, Goldwyn forces
ance interval has been reduced to are now dickering lor another Allied will join in the all-industry
two days.
downtown theatre to run day-and- committee, headed by Si Fabian,
Clearance' had been a minimum date with Boston's Back Bay Es^ American Theatres Assn. prexy, to
of sevett days and ioaximum 14 quire on a policy similar to the one deal with Government pix is due

Settle

distributor-exhibitOr

conflict.

With Indie theatre chains throughout the country whetting their conflict and an easier path," Levy
knives to carve out better runs via said.
Commenting on his 17 years as an
the decree's competitive bidding
route, case Of Century Circuit in exhibitor. Levy charged that one of
metropolitan New York ;ls consid- the great tragedies of industry 'hisered typical. Century, according to tory was the discarding by the
topper Fred Schwartz, is going to court of the proposal to impose a
bid flat rentals for its films and will system of arbitration in the final

.

actiuisitions by the Big Five.
SuElport of the majors in their request for a delay in initiation of the
competitive bidding is extended in
the letter, which agrees with the
premise that the highly involved
sales method should await sanction
by the Supreme! Court before being

to several hmidred members of the
of St. Louis,
Eastern
Missouri
and Southern
lUinOis at a twO-day meeting here.
Levy also asserted that it was a

MPTOA

Inles

declares. "The situation now is directly the reverse—the homeoffice
decides what bracket a film is in,
and that's the law to be followed.
No exceptions are made and individual cases arent considered.
Picttures these days are sold on a takeit-or-leave-it basis."

change manager who was familiar
with his territory and had discretionary powers to revise licensing
pacts, Lachman Said, now every item
an indie and any distrib who's not mapped
is cleared "through channels" at the
company
legalitps.
major
by
a member of the Big Five. Indies, While
(Continued on page 18)
roadshows as
such are
the letter said, would be in a worse
definitely out because of the statucompetitive situation than ever betory court's failure to exempt them
fore on cancellation of franchises
from price-fixing bans, plan for
Cerlifiei
because Big Five rivals have the as- outright leasing of houses for run of
surance of a backlog of product from the picture is figured to be within
their own ponipanies, while the in- the legal bounds.
Metro lit'l Bargaiaer
In this regard, it's
dies mi^t bargain without similar
been learned that the Government
Following a National Labor Relabacking;
has advised distribs that it Will not tions Board crosscheck of union
The letter also renews argument interfere \vith their advancing of adand missions, providing the Company cards against the company's payroll,
divorcement,
complete
for
Screen Office and Professional- Emstrongly opposes relaxation of rules
owns or leases the house in ques- ployees Guild has been certified as
permit judicially approved theatre

ahead

New

Barney Gerard Will produce again. America,

one

not so long ago, had 90% of
the say on What rental terms would
be on a season's product," Lachman

As

Jan. 21.
lies

for the exhibitor and distributor,
until many tilings in the
York

21.

tinie,

S0PE6

dark and hard road

equity court decree are corrected,
Jiggs and Maggie will screen their was the message delivered yesterdomestic battles again in a sequel day (Monday) by Herman M. Levy,
to "Bringing Up Father," based on general counsel for the National Mothe George McManus comic strip.
tion Picture Theatre
Owners of

Whereas, heretofore, an exhib
could argue his case with the ex-

Four-wall technique for
currently
roadshoWing
is

Dark'
St. Louis,

A

selling rules set

at

Keqnre

Tliings in iiecree

the range starting at

•^25 ot thereabouts and stepping upwards to the
300 figure. Rentals, of course, are
scaled according to run, seating faciUties and playing time.
'

Claiming triple damages amounting to $1,750,000 under the Sherman
Anti-Trust Act, Riverside Operating
Co., Wisconsin, and Middle States
Corp. yesterday (20) filed suit in
United States District Court here
against 27 producers, distributors,
and newsreel firms, naming virtually all of the top companies.
Suit Charges 20th-Fox and Warnr
in
maintained a monopoly
ers

downtown Milwaukee, with the aid
of- the other defendants, which made
impossible for the downtown
it
Riverside theatre to obtain the type
of product it was willing to pay lor,
thereby forcing Middle States to
give up operation of house.
Riverside Corp. operated theatre

:

which time it
was taken over by Middle State^
which carried on until 1941.
from 1934

to 1939, at

Loew's Stockholders

MeetiiiN.Y.Feb.27
Annual stockholders' meeting of
Loew's, Inc., has been scheduled for
Feb. 27 at the homeoffice. While
the agenda includes only the elecwhich the
incumbents have been renominated,
tion of a directorate, to
it's

believed

company

officials will

take the occasion to outline their
plans for cutting production costs,
in line with Metro's general rentrenchment policy.
Annuar financial report wiU also
be distributed at the m;e«ting.
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'Secret Heart' 17G,Balto;

FkU;

Holdovers Carry

mids'7fiGiii3;Iime,Pkce'(i8Gh
3;

Hi's OK;
Los Angeles, Jan.

in

'Razor'

4tli

t'

21.

Two color musicals are giving first
runs a faster pace this week, sending
the overall gross outlook to a bright
$400,000 or better, "TiU the Clouds
HoU By" is garnering a great $76,000
or better in three houses. "Time,
Place and Girl" is also racking up a
stout $68,000 in three situations. "Eeturn of Monte Cristo" on a double

Broadway Crosses

'Secret Heart'

On Well

'Jolson'16G,'SkiesM76
Baltimore, Jan. 21.
In list of almost total h.o., "The
Secret Heart" is drawing fairly good
trade to Loew's Century as "Temptation" is inching out a moderate take
at Keith's. Of repeaters, "Blue Skies"
continues big at the Stanley.
Estimates tot This Week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 20-60)

(M-G). Drawing
well at $17,000 after second week of
"TUl Clouds HoU By" (M-G) held

—"Secret Heart"

2;

larriag(r

WanDS Hub With 4^

m

'Betty;
"Secret

Key

City Grosses

Estimated 'K^otal Gross
..$3,046,000
This Week
(Bosed on 19 cities, 182 theatres, cWe/ly first rttws, inclv,&ing

State

and

Heart,"

Boston, Jan. 21.
day-date at the
doing best

Orpheum

around here this week with Andrews Sisters plus "Betty Co-Ed"
at the EKO Boston fine, too, "Perfect Marriage" okay at Met, "Magnificent Doll" oft at the

Memorial.

About an average week with no

outstanding bids, but sound all
around,
Estimates for This Week
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 50-$1.10)—
20-75)—"Jolson Story" (Col) (3d wk)
"Betty Co-Ed" (Col) plus Andrews
Sisters, Bob .Evans, others on stage.
plus new vaude layout. Maintaining
Very neat $36,000. well above aversteady pace at $16,000 after a fine
bill is pointing for a nice $38,500
second round at $20,200.
age. Last week, "Nocturne" (RKO)
in four houses.
iEelOt's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20r
(2d wk) plus Duke EUington; $31,000.
Among holdovers, "Razor's Edge"
60)— "The Perfect Marriage" (Par).
Esquire (M-P) (1,000; $1.80)
Is shooting for S40,500 in lour spots,
week
after
a
today
(Tues.)
Opening
"Best "Years Our Lives" (RKO).
fourth week. "Wonderful Life" is
drew
a
mod(U-I)
"Temptation"
of
Matinees a little off, but $12,000 is
Hearing $34,000 in its fourth frame
$11,300.
good for fourth week. Last week
est
fifth
in
ho'jses.
"Blue
Skies,"
in two
Mayfatr (Hicks) (980; 25-55)—
about same.
frame, is reaching a hefty $33,000
Exeter (Indie) (l,O0O; 40-74)
That Brennan Girl" (Rep). Averand holds for a sixth. "Wicked
"Well Digger's Daughter" (Indie).
age -trade at possible $3,500, Last
Lady" closed a second and final
Sock French pic very big for this
week, second of "Plainsman and ^
week with a slow $21,000. Also bowPhUadelphia, Jan. 21.
St. Louis, Jan. 21.
swank nabe house with a great
Lady" (Rep), was fair in repeat at
ing in its fifth istanza is "Strange
Clouds
Roll By" is play"TiU
the
fodder
and
Lack of fresh screen
$12,000 in. view. Last week, "I Know
$3,100,
Woman," which is scodjaing up an
ing to near-record grosses at the Where I'm
falling oli of matinee biz at the big
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)— Mastbaum
Going" (U) and "Cock,
okay $17,0DO.
this sesh. Most of other
grosses.
clipped
have
eyed Miracle" (M-rG), third week,
Razor's Edge" (20th) (4th wk). StiU
With roadshows strong, "Duel in cinemas'
"Shocking Miss Pilgrim" teamed faring weU at $11,000, after nice third deluxers are presenting holdovers. $6,000.
the Sun" is flashing a solid $30,000
Among the new pix, "Magnificent
"Dangerous Millions" WiU grab round to $12,200.
Fenway
(M-P)
(1,373; 40-80)
in two houses. "Best Years" drew a with
DoU" is having just fair success.
$18,00(). "TiU the Clouds Roll
"Time, Place, Girl" (WB) and "The
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75)—"Blue
sturdy $14,500 in one house and neat
strong draw.
Trap" (Mono). M.o. from Met and
Skies" (Par) (2d wk). Holding in
Estimates for This Week
opens at a second spot downtown on By" still a
big style at $17,000 after a recordEstimates tor 'This Week
60-94)— okay $9,000. Last week, "Darling
Friday
"Yearling," in its
Apine (WB)
(1,303;
(24).
fourth week at the Carthay Circle,
"Wicked Lacto-" (U) (ad wk). Fair- Clementine" (20th) and "PersonaliAmbassador (F&M) (3,000; £10-75) breaking getaway to $29,400.
Valencia (Loew's-UA) (1,860; 20- ish $11,000. Opener oke $15,600 plus ty Kid" (Col), $9,000.
—"Humoresque" (WB) $19,000 and
is doing a good ^14,000 or better.
Majestic (Indie) (1,500; 40-80)
60)— ""jiU the Clouds RoU By" (M-G) $8,000
for Sabbath showing at Earle.
holding over. Last week, "VTime,
Estimates for This Week
(m.o.). Topping house figure at $7,Aroadl^ (Sablosky) (700; 50-94)— "The Chase" (UA) and "Romance
Place and Girl" (WB), $13,000.
(PRC). Opened big Sat. (18)
at
big
rounds
000
after
two
previous
Belliiont (FWC) (1,532; 50-$l)
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75 )-r-"Dark
"Cross My Heart" (Par) (2d run). West"
"Return Monte Cristo" ;Col) and Command" (Rep) and "Man of Con- downstairs Century immediately pre- Nice $5,500. Last week, "Gallant and pointing to fine $8,000. La.st
week, "Bachelor's Daughters" (UA)
"Crime Doctor's Man Hunt" (ColX quest"
(Rep)
r£assues>,
$14,000. ceding.
Bess" (M-6), yanked after pale $2.and "Don Ricardo Returns" (PRC)
Okay $6,500. Last week,. "Love Last week, "Suspicion" (Mono) and
vOO for three days of second run.
(reissues), $3,000.
Laughs Andy Hardy" (M-G) (Sd^wk- "Decoy" (Mono), $16,500.
Boyd (WB) (2,850; 50-94)—"MagMemorial (RKO) (2,900; 40-80)
6 days), folded with $2,200.
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)
nificent DoU" (U). Mild $17,000 with "Magnificent DoU" (U) and "Little
Beverly (FWC) (1,352; $l-$1.80)— "TiU the Clouds Roll By" (M-G)
SO-so- $S,00O for Sabbath showing at Miss Big" (U). Five dtys of second
"Best Years Our Lives" (RKO) (4th (3d wk); $20,000 after $23,000 for
Egrle. Last week, "Undercurrent" week, $18,000; off. Last week. $23,000.
wk). Bettering $14,800^- Last week, second stanza.
(M-G), oke $16,500 for third week. Metropolitan
(M-P) (4,367; 40-80)
50-75)
Missouri
(F&M)
(3,500;
handsome $15,200.
"Perfect Maniage" (Par) and
Earle (WB) (2,760; ,60-99)—"FabuBeverly Hills Music Hall (Blum- "Shocking Miss Pilgrim" (20th) and
lous Suzanne" (Hep) with "EJarl Car- "Fabulous Suzanne'^ (RKO). Okay
enfeld-G&S) <824: 65-$l)— "Strange "Dangerous MiUions" (20th), $18,000. 'Soiitb'
rgll's Vanities" on stage. Nice $25,- $28,000.
Woman" (UA; (5tH wk). Finales Last week, ''Razor's Edge" (20th)
Orpheum (Loew's) (2,800; 40-80)—
000. Last week, combo of "Falcon's
with $2,500. Last week, held up to (4th wk), $9,500.
Minneapolis, Jan. 21.
Adventure" (RKO) and King Cole "Secret Heart" (M-G). Strong atOrplieum (Loew) (2,000; 50-75)—
$3,800.
Three major newfcOmers, "ShowCarthay Circle (FWC) (1,518; $1- "Daniel Boone" (FC) and "Wind Oil," '1>erfect Marriage" and "$ong Trio stage show, sensational $47,500. traction with fine $30,000. I^st weelc,
$1.80)— "Yearling" (M-G) (4th wk), Jammer" (FC) (re-issues), $11,500; of South," nearly
Fox (20th) (2,260; 50-94)—"Razor's "Clouds RoU By" (M-G). Second
on a par in puUing
week,
,$26,000.
Fury"
(SC)
"Captain
$14,000. Last weel-, forte $15,200.
Last week,
pDwer. are staging a dogfight for top Edge" (20th) (4th wk). StlU hplding
Paramount (M-P) (1,700; 40-80)—
Chinese
(Grauman-WC) (2,048; and "Captain Courageous" (SO boKoffice honor's. Disney film has Up swell with $24,000. Last week,
"Time, Place, Girl" (WB) and "The
50-$l)
"Razor's Edge" (20tU) (4th (re-issues), $11,000.
aroused greatest eritical enthusiasm neat $28,000.
Trap" (Mono). M.o. from Met and
wk). Okay $i(),000i Last week, good
St. Lottis (F&M) (4.000; 50-80)-^
GoldmaiB
(Goldman)
50-94)
(1,000;
among the trio, but is running seeond
staunch $16,000. Last week "Darling
$14,500.
"Time, Place and Girl" (WB) (m.o,),
the Loretta Young-David Nlveh. —'^Secret Heart" (M-G) (2d wk). Clementine" (20th) and "Personality
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 50-$l)— $9,000. Last week. "Blue Skies" to
vehicle in the race for the best gross. Great $25,000. Opener neat $29,500.
Kid" (Col), $17,000.
"Time, Place, Girl" (WB). Robust (Par)
wk) (Jiwi.), $6,000^
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-94)
It's the -ithird week for the recordState (Loew's) (3,200; 40-80)
$25,000. Last week, "Humoresque"
breaking "Blue Skies" and the fourth --"Rage in Heaven" (M-G) (5th wk) "Secret Heart" (M-G). Very satis(WB) (3d wk-lO days), smart $18,for another high-stepper, "It's a Won- (reissue). Plenty of profit at $7,000. factory $16,000. Last week, "Clouds
S50,
'Time, Place' 196, Buffalo; derful Life" and for "Time, Place Last week, good $8,500.
RoU
By" (M-G), $15,000, second
DowntQt<rn Music H»U (filumen50-94)—
Keith's (Goldman) (1,500;
and Girl," which also has done a
week.
feld) (872; 55-$l^— "Strange Womr
great boxoffice job. "Notorious Gen- 'ifiilers'^ (U) (2d run). Fine $8,000,
Trahslux (Translux) (900; 30-74)
lofe,' 'Sniaime' $12,000 tleman"
an" (UA) .(5th wk). Closing with
is delivering weU in its sec- Last we«It, "Strange» Woman" (UA), —"Where Are Children" (Indie) and
$9,000. Last week, good $11,300.
Buifalo, Jan. 21.
fair $7,000 for second week of second
ond
week.
"Are These Parents" (Indie) (reisEgyptian (FWC) (1,538; 50-$l)
"TiU the Clouds RoU By" and "It's
run.
Estimates for This Week
sues). Oft $3,000. Last week, "Notori"Till Clouds HoU By" (M-G). Fancy
a Wonderful Life" stiU dois^ weU
Mastbaum (WB) (4,350; 50-94)— ous Gentleman"
Aster (Par) (900; 80-44)—"Jungle
(U) and "Doh't
$21,000. Last week, "Duel in Siin"
on h.o.'s, whUe "Time, 'Place and Princess" (Par) and "FUght to No- "Clouds Ron By" (M-G). Super $57,- Gamble Strangers" (Mono).
Third
<SRO) (roadshow) (2d Wk-9 days), Girl" opened strongly.
where" (S.G.), both reissues and 000. Last weeR, "Time, Place, Gh-1" week, $5,000.
fine $27,000.
Estimates for This Week
duals. Good $2,200 in five days in- (WB), so-so $18,000 for third sesh.
El Key (FWC) (861; 50-$l)—"ReBuffalo
(Shea)- (3,500; 40-70)— dicated. Last week, "Falcon in Cirini60-94)—
Stanley (WB) (2,960;
"Blue
turn Monte Cristo" (Col) and "Crime "Man I Love" (WB) and "Fabulous
Skies"
(Par)
inal Court" (RKO) and "Singin' in
(8th wk). StiU holding
Doctor's Man Hunt" (Col)- Okay Suzanne"
Leads
(20th).
About $12,000. Corn" (Col), split with "Drtftin'
p with strong $18,000. Last week, 'South,' 'Falcon'
Last week, "Verdict" (WB) Last week, "Cross My Heart" (Par)
$5,000.
he $19,000.
(PRC) and "Lady Chaser"
Denver; 'Skies' (4th)
and "Genius =at Work" (RKO) (2d and "Missing Lady" (Mono), over River"
(PRC), dual first-runs, okay $2,400 in
Sfanton (WB) (1,475; 50-94)—"Nocwk), faint $2,500.
«
$16,000.
Denver, Jan. 21.
eight days.
turne" (SKO) (4th wk). trim $11,Fairfax (FWC) (1,504; $i;20-$1.80)
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 40-70)
Business is perking with "Song of
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)—"Blue 000. Last week, okay $12,800.
—"Duel in Surf' (SRO) (2dwk). Big —"Time, Place and Girl" (WB). Skies"
the South" coupled with "Falcon's
(Par) (m.o.). Here after Ra$16,000. Last week, bright $15,700.
Bettered $19,000. Last week, "Till
Adventure''
copping town's best
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; 50-$l)— the Clouds RoU By" (M-G) (2d wk), dio City fortnight during which it
figure at the Orpheum, to hold.
smashed aU local boxoifice records.
"Return Monte Cristo" (Col) and $19,000.
"Blue Skies" is staying a fifth week
Pacing
Stin VlrUe at $7,000. Last week, 'Notoriolis'
"Crime DoctorW (Col). $5,000. Last
Hi™ (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)—"Cross "Gallant Bess" (M-G), mild $6,000.
at the Denham. "Shocking Miss Pilweek. "Verdict" <WB) and "Genius" My Heai't" (Par) "Missing Lady"
grim" with "Dangerous MUlions" is
Gopher (Par) (1,000; 44)— "Plains- Pitt Fidd; '(kntleniaii'
<RKO) (U wk), fair $2,800.
(Mono) (m.«.). Nearirig $7,000. Last
taking big money at the Denver,
Guild
50 -$1)— week, "Undercurrent" (M-G) (m.o.). man and Lady" (Rep). Heading for
(FWC)
(968;
Esquire and Webber.
fair $3,500. Last week, "ChUd of Di"Wicked Lady" (UI) (2d wk). Faint Okay $10,000.
Estimates for This Week
vorce" (SkO), mUd $3,000.
•
$2,500. Last week, fair $5,100.
Lafayette (BasU) (3,300; 40-70)—
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)
Lyric (Far) (1,000; 60-70)—"Time,
Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld) (956; "Her Sister's Secret" (PRC) and
Pittsburgh, Jan. 21.
"Razor's Edge" (20th), nfter two
5041)—"Strange Woman" (UA) (5th "Gas House Kids" (PRC). Good $14,- Place and Girl" (20th) (2d wk).
Long-awaited "Notorious," which weeks at each, Denver, Esquire,
wk). $3,000. Last week, Okay $3,800. 000. 'Last week, "Scandal in Paris" Fourth week downtown fot this box- has already played every other key Webber.
Fine $6,000. Last week,
oifice
championship
contender. Will in the country, is the undisputed
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 50-$l)— (UA) and "Little Miss Big" (U),
^
"Margie"
(20th)
"Decoy,''
and
bow out after another good $4,800 leader this week and
I "Time, Place, Girl" (WB). Stout around $10,000.
a smasheroo at (Mono), good $5,000.
Teck (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)— "TiU on top of fine $5,500 last week.
Stanley, where it should stick around
I,ast week, "Humoresque"
f $22,000.
Denham (CockriU) (1,750; 35r74)—
Orpheum (RKO) (2,800 50-70)— for at least couple of more stanzas.
(WB) (3d Wk-10_days), nifty $14,500. Clouds RoU By" (M-G) (3d wk.,
"Blue Skies" (Par), 4ih week. Good
Hollywood Music Hall (Blumen- m.o.). Fine $6,000. Last week, "Two "Song of South" (RKO). Fine ex- Senator first - running "Notorious $12,000 and holding. Last week fine
campaign and critics' Gentleman" and doing okay for this
leld) (475; 50-85)—"Strange Wom- Smart People" (M-G) and "Danger- ploitation
praises helping this one. Climbing to M)ot whUe run holdovers, "Razor's $15,000.
an" (UA) (5th wk). Near $2,500. Last ous Money" (Mono), $5,000.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)
201h Century (20th Cent. Inc.) terrific $16,000. IJast week, "It's Won- Edge" at Harris, "Blue Skies" at "Shocking
week, near $3,600.
40-70)—"It's a Wonderful derful Life" (RKO) (3d Wk), boH Penn and "Darling Clementine" at "DangerousMiss Pilgrim" (20th) and
(3,000;
Iris (FWC) (828; 50-85)— "Wicked
MiUions" (20th), day$11,000.
Fulton, are all doing well. Not so date with Esquire,
Lady" (UI) (2d wk). Light $3,500. Life" (RKO) (4th wk). About $11,Webber. Fine
Radio
City
(Par)
50-70)—
(4j000;
000.
Last
week reached $13,000.
good, however, for other new entry, $17,000, Last week,
IiSst week, okay $7,000.
"Razor's Edge"
"Perfect Marriage" (Par). Divided "Mighty McGurk," at Warher;
tdew State (Loew-WC) (2,404; 50(20th) (2d) week, same as Esquire,
opinions on this one, but cast names
Estimates for This Week
$1)—"Razor's Edge" (20th) (4th wk).
Webber, poor $9,000.
and title help plenty. Rolling along
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 40-70)—"My
Good $17,000.
Last week, hefty wk). Smart $14,000 or better. Last
Esquire
(Fox)
(742;
35-74)
at fast $16,000 clip. Last week, "Blue Darling Clementine" (20th) (3d wk).
week, hefty $17,000.
$24,200.
"Shocking Miss Pilgrim" (20th) and
EKO Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890; 50- Skies" (Par) (2d wk), smash $15,000 StiU holding up nicely and will stick "Dangerous
Los Aiieeies,(D'town-WC) (2,097;
Millions" (20th), day50-$l )— "TiU Clouds RoU By'r (M-G). 80)—"Wonderful Life" (RKO) (4th after new all-time high of $38,000 tor for few days into fourth stanza, with date with Denver,
Good $16,000. Last week, initial stanza.
"Wake Up and Dream" (20th) open- $5,000. Last wee'-. Webber. Fine
Bright $38,000.
Last week, "Ixive wk).
"Razor's
Edge"
BKO-Pan
(RKO)
50-70)—
(1,600;
ing
Saturday
sturdy
$19,300.
(25).
"Clementine" (20th)
Laughs" OArG) (3d Wk-9 days), only
(2d wk), same as Denver,
Bltz (FWC) (1,370; 50-$l)— "It's Wonderful Life" (RKO) (m.o.). heading ° for $8,000 currently as Webber,
$11,300.
poor $3,000.
Loyola (FWC) (1,248; 50-$l)— "Wicked Lady" (UI) (2d wk). Only Here after' thrise great weeks at Or- against better than $11,000 last week.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)—
pheum and continues to demonstrate
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 40-70)—
"Razor's Edge" (20th) (4th wk). $4,500. Last' week, okay $9,700.
'Song of the South" (RKO) and
Studio City (FWC) (880; 50-$l)— boxoft'ice strength. Big $9,000 indt "Razor's Edge;" (20th) (3d wk). An- "Falcon's
Last week, smooth $8,600.
$6,000.
Adventure" (RKO). Big
Million Dollar (D'town) (2,420; 55- "Wicked Lady" (UI) (2d wk). Light qated. Last week, "Notorious Gentle other that's getting everything there $21,500
and holds. Last week, "Unman" (U-1), godd $8,400.
is in sight.
It'll wmd up Friday (24)
85)— "Gas House Kids" (PRC) With $3,500. Last week, fair $5,300.
(M-G) and "Great Day"
State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)— "Show. after 25-day run.
United Artists (UA-WC) (2,100:
WUl do at least dercurrent"
Roy Milton orch on stage. Fair $18.(RKO), big $20,000.
)—
Off"
(M-G).
Well-liked
this
Skelton
$18,000
week,
and that's terrific.
com"Wicked Lady" (UI) (2d
Last week, "Shadowed" (Col) 50-$l
000.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)—
with Carmen Gavallaro orch on Wk) Okay $7,800. Last week, good edy attracting most attention of any "Edge" bettered $22,000 last week.
of* his pictures for past several years.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3.300; 40-70)— 'The Plainsman and the Lady"
$17,700.
Stage, good $21,600.
"Affairs of Geraldine"
Uptown (FW.C) (1,719; 50-$l)-.- Reaching for big $14,000. Lsu^ week, "Blue Skies" (Par) (2d wk). Crosby- (Rep) and
Orpheum (D'town-WC) (2,210; 50Good $10,000. Last week,
$1)— "Return Monte Cristo" (Col) "Razor's Ed|e'' (20th) (4th wk). "Secret Heart^' (M-G) (2d wR); good Astaire starrer was to have come (Rep).
"White Tie and Tails" (U) and
Last week. hefty $10,000, giving it fine .$24,000 for fort- out after fortnight but biz was too "Dead
and "Crime Doctor's" (Col). Sturdy Good $7,500;
of Night" (U), fair $9,000.
hefty to pull it so last-minute denight run.
$22,000. Last week, "Verdict" (WB) $10,400.
Bialto
(Fox)
(878; 35-74)— "VamUptown (Par) (1,000; 50-55)-"Un- cision gave Irving Berlin musical a
Vogue (FWC) (885! $1.20-1.80)—
and "Genius" (RKO) (2d wk), fair
pire's Ghost" (Rep) and "Valley of
"Duel in Sun" (SRO) Sd wk). dercurrent" (M-G). First neighbor- third, which it deserved. Will come the
$9,300.
Zombies" (Rep). Fine $6,000.
week, big hood showing. Good $4,000 in pros- close to $16,000. Last week "Skies" Last
Pantages (Pan) (2.812; !)0-$l)— Strong $14,000.
Last
week, "Time, Place. Girl"
ject. Last week, "Two Years Before did $25,000, phenomenal h.o. biz here
"Wonderful Life" (RKO) (4th~wk). $11,300.
(WB), after Week at each, Denver,
in view of smash $40,000 opening
Wilshire (FWC!) (2.296; 50-$l)— Mast" (Par), big $5,000.
smooth $18,000. Last week, pleasing
Esquire,
Webber, Aladdin, good
World (Mann) (350; 50-99)—"No- session
"Till Clouds Roll
(M-G). Big

EsUmKted Totm Gr<«»

.fM»,Mfl
This Week .
(Bosed on 18 theatres^
Last tear ........... J$6",8«»
(Bdsea mt'17 tjteiitres)
, .

N.y.)

Tdtal Gross Same Week
.$3,168,500Last Year
(Based on 23 cities, 185 theatres)

nicely at $15,800.
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$22,100.

By"

Paramount (F&M) (3.398; 50-$!)— $18,000. Last week, "Love Laughs"
"Blue Skies" (Par) (5th wk) and (M-G) (3d wk-9 days) faint $4,000.
WHtern (WB) (2.300; 50-$l)—
"Last Crooked Mile" (Rep) (2d wk>,
week, hefty "Time. Place, Girl" (WB). Stout
smart $19,000.
Last
"
$21,000,
Last week, "Humoresque"
$23,000.
Paramount Hollywood (F&M) (1,- (WB) (3d wk-10 dajrs), handsome
(5th
Skies"
(Par)
$15,200.
50-$l)—
"Blue
451;

torious
Gentleman" (U-I) (m.o.)
Here after good finst canto at RKOPfn. Built to order for this spot and
healthy $3,000 in sight. Last week,
"Return Monte Cristo" (Col) (3d
wk). mild $1,800, but good $20,000 for

loop run.

Biti (WB)
40-70 )—"Time,
(800;
Place, Girl" (WB) (m.o.). Anchored
here after couple of indifferent
weeks at Stanley and it's doing just
as indifferently at smaU-seater, WUl
be lucky to climb over $2,500. Last

(Continued on page 24)

$5,000.

—

Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)
"Shocking Miss Pilgrim" {20th) and
"Dangerous MiUions" (20th), dayFine
date with Denver, Esquire.
$5,000. Last week, "Razor's Edge"
(20th), .2d wk, same as Denver,
Esquire, poor $3,000.

Wec!n<i8day, Janufwy 22, 194.7,

Hiiifers Rnle

di

11

Resst;

Himai,'

'Woman' f 15|ll§,

Seatlle;

'Mirror; 'Wives' $15,500

^ way Biz Spotty

Seattle, Jan. 21.

weather of the year dented
a couple days this week.
"Razor's Edge" is in fourth week on
Iciest
biz for

Chicago, Jan. 21. -t
Holdovers dominated Chicago loop
this weefc, only change Of scenery
being at Rialto with two flrstrun reissues. Mildish weather kept grosses

moveover

Grosses Are Net
Film gross estimates,

bust $43,000. "Best Years" continued
Steady gait with socko $45,000 in fifth
at Woods, New entries, "Plains'-nd "Jungle Princess," reissue
combo, did staunch $20,000 at Rialto.

as a-e-

ported herewith from the various key cities, are net, i.e., without the 20% tax.
Distributors
share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
figures are net income.
The parenthetic
admission
prices, however, as indicated, include the U.S. amusement tax.

at nice level considering number of
holdovers.
"Strange Woman" at Oriental, with
Milt Herth on stage, stole the spotlight with a nifty $50,000 for second
weelc, "Razor's Edge," in its fourth
weelc at State-Lalce, continued to
hold up to' potent boxoffice with ro-

Week

Sky Room and Liorl's Den.
Estimates for This W«elc
Blue Mouse „(H-E). (800; 45*-80)-v
Edge" (20th) (4th wk).
Headed for a good $6,000.
Fifth Avenue (H-B) (2,349 45-80)
—"Strange Woman" (UA). Expected
swell $15,000. Last week, third of
"Razor's Edge" (20th),
Great $11,City,

"Razor's

300.

Temptation' 17G,

Music Box

Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 65-95)—"Jplson Story" (Col) (4th wk). Still going strong with solid $25,000, same
as last week.
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 65-95)—
"Blue Skies" (Par) plus Burl Ives
Providence. Jan. 21.
heading stage show (4th wk). Steady
Holdovers are still pacing the
$45,000. Last week, $55,000.
GarHck (B&K) (900; 65J95)—"Re- town with "Blue Skies" skimming
turn of Monte Cristo" ^ol) (4th along in a fourth sesh at Strand,
wk), fair $10,000. Last week, $15,000. and "The Razor's Edge" at Majestic
-Grand
(RKO) (1,500; 65-95)—
"Wonderful Life" (RKO) (4th wk). and '"Till the Clouds Roll By't at
Ad campaign was hypfted here, but Loew's, both enjoying third weeks.
grosses mild; $17^001). 'Last week, "Temptation" at RK(5-Albee catchgoad $20,000.
ing nice new biz.
Oriental (Kssaness) (3,400; 65-95)—
Estimates (or This Week
"Strange Woman" (UA) and Milt

l§wery

•

.

86, Pro?.

(H-E)

45-80)—

(850;

"Brief Encounter" .(Br.) and "FalAdventure" (RKO). Indicated
fine $5,000,
Last week, "Bedlam"

con'-s

(RKO) and "Wanted

Murder"

for

Fair $3,300.

(20th),

Mnsie Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)—
'Rage in Heaven" (M-G) and "Blondie Knows Best" (Col) (2nd,wk).
Anticipated $3,300, fair in three days.
Last week, this pair got small $8,500
because of bad weather.

$22,000.

State-take (B&K) (2,700; 65-95)—
"Razor's Edge" (20th) (4th wk). Continues at strong gait to stout $43,000.

second

eight

stanza,

days,

okay

$9,700,

—

—

Majestic <'Fay) (2,200; 44-65)
"Razor's Edge" (20th) (3d wk). Sock
$15,000, Second stanza sock $20,000.
metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 65-

Last week, thumping $45,000.
"Invisible Informer" (Rep)
United Artists .(B&K) (1,700; 65- 85)
95)—"Undercurrent" (M-G). Pleas- and Lionel Hampton and his oring $21,000. Last week, smart ,$25,000. chestra on stage for three-day weekWooSs (Essaness) (1,200; 65-95)— end run. Solid $9,000. Last week,
"Inner
Circle" and eight acts of
"Be&t -Years of Lives" (RKO) (5th
Wk). ConUriues tp standee biz for vaude on stage, poor $3,200 for twosocko $45,000 with late shows. Last day weekend run.

—

week,

$47.0Q0.

•te;

liracle'

2M,1X.;

Irror' Neat 16G
Kansas City, Jan.

21.

ttieatre row is heginning tp see
some lie
films for the first week
"Cfallanl BSss"
since the holidays.
is out' ill trpnt at the Mtdland b.6.,
.-

Strand (Silverman)

—"Blue Skies"

soaring fOr wow $15,000.
hit nifty $18,1)00.

Thirt'.

week

w

Wa?e^^(^^

«nd headed fpr a giiant $20^000.
"Dark Mirror" in the Fpx laidwest
flrstrun

(2,200; 44-65)

(Par) (4th wk). Still

combo houses

Frisco; Biz

Down; Town

looks for nice

30G

near a holdover figure, but
Lead Is 'Hnmoresque'
probably won't stay more than one
.San Francisco, Jan. 21.
week because of pressure of backed
Cold wave holds up and biz is
Up product. "It's a Wonderful Life" down.
"Humoresque," at $30,000,
continues to build at the Orpheum, leads town.
»
fourth iveek being as big as second
Estimates for This Week
and third weeks. Likewise "Blue
Golden JCSate (RKO) (2^44; 60-95)
Skl€;s" in its fourth week at the
Life" (RKO) (3d wk)
Newman is keeping even pace with —"Wonderful
plus vaude headed by Merry Macs
third week gross.
and Herb Shriner. Okay $24,500. Last
Estimates tor This Week
week, a strong $30,000.
Esquire - Uptown - Fairway (Fox
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 55-95)— "ShockMidwest) (82D, 2,043, 700; 45-65)— ing Miss Pilgrim" (20th). Fair $21,"Dark Mirror" (U) solp. Opened 500. Last week, "Song of the South"
Thursday, bringing house to regular (RKO), a healthy $30,000.
schedule.
Warfleld (FWC) (2,656; 55-85)—
Nice $16,000, on borderline for a holdover.
Last week, "Humoresque" (WB). Healthy $30,"Ra^r's Edge" (20th) (3d wk), 000. Last Week, "Razor's Edge" (20th)
played eight days for $15,000.
(3d wk), an okay $18,500.
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)—
Paramount (FWC) (2,646; 55-85)—
"Gallant Be-ss" (M-G) and "Cock- "Song of the South" (RKO) (2d wk)
eyed Miracle" (M-G), running up (m.o,); Mediocre $15,500. Last week,
big purse. May hit $20,000 a .hold- "Secret Heart" (M-G) (2d wk), a fair
over figure, but won't stay as "Jol- $13,000.
son Story" is set to open Thurs. (23).
State (FWC) (2,133; 55-85)— "RaLast week. "Till the Clouds Roll By" zor's Edge" (20th) (4th wk) (m.o.).
(M-G) (2d wk), played nine days to Five days, colorless $7,000. Last week,
bring house back to regular Thurs- "Time, Place and Girl" (WB) (2d
day-opening schedule. Fine $20,000. wk), a weak $9,500.
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 45Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (2,448; 5565)—"Blue Skies" (Par) (4th wk), 85)—
"Swell Guy" (U-I) (2d wk).
splendid $13,000. Last week aim did Weak $14,000. Last week, mediocre
another neat $13,000 in its thurd
$20,000.
week.
United Artists (Blumenfeld) (1,207;
Orpheum (RKO) (1,900: 45-65)— 55-85)—
"Strange Woman" (UA) (4th
"It's a Wonderful Life" (RKO) (4th
right $10,500. Last
wk), showing surprising strength, wk). Held all
week, okay $11,000.
$11,000, and possibility for a fifth
Staeedoor (Ackerman) (350; $1.80week. Last week film also did $11,- $2.40)—
V" (UA) (17th wk).
"Henry
000 for okay third week.
Fine $6,500. Last week, same.

$16,000,

.

,

Tower

(5'qx Joflfee) (2,100; 45-65)
— 'Bringing
Up Father" (Mono) and

"My Dog Shep" (SG) with

variety

on stage. Average $9,000. Last
week, "Landrush" (Col) and "Lone
Star Moonlight" (Col), with Major
Bowes Grada on stage, pleasant

bill

'Killers'

Team on

'Brute'

Hollywood, Jan. 21.
Three players who appeared in
$10,500.
Mark Hellinger's "The Killers" wiU
Kimo (Dickinson -Theatre Guild) be teamed again in the same pro(533; $1.20-$2.40)— "Henrv V"
(3d
"Brute
film,
wk) (UA). Will fold after Thurs. ducer's forthcoming
Force."
|23) with $5,500 for current week.
Thesps are Burt Lancaster, Sam
Last week hit $8,500, toppiftg first
Levine and Jeff Corey.
week.
.

50G, 2d Run;

-in
Bro8dway''s flrstrun $29,500 for fifth fr.ime ending today
(Wed.). Last week, hefty $33,000.
houses, took oh a spotty aspect
Holds.
during the past week, iffith several
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 60-$1.20)—
days of wet weather, grosses for "Sinbad the Sailor" (RKO) opens tomost of the hold-over pictures fal- day (Wed.). Last week, seventh and
tered from their constant pace of final stanza of "Song of South"
(RKO-Disney), light $22,000, with
.hefty' earnings to only mildish remHdish $28,000 previous week.
turns, while the majority of newParamount (P?r) (3,664; 70-$1.50)
comers left their starting posts —"Perfect B.'arriage" (Par) plus
strongly. From all.indications, shop- stageshow headlined by Mills Bros.,
ping by customers for top product, Elliott Lawrence orch (2d wk). Initial
session wound up yesterday
already noticed in several other key (Tuesday) with

Business

filih

opening

Sub-par

has really hit Broadway.
Surprise of the week was "Jolson
Story," which holds a good chance
of breaking the house record of
$52,000 at the State on its secondrun playdate. With ho marquee lure
in the house's current stage bill, the
smashing biz is attributed almost
solely, to the film, many customers
spots,

figure ,of $70,000. Last Week, fourth

and
(

final

Par)

,

frame of "Cross

Andrews

plus

My Heart"
Sisters

on

mild $60,000.
Park Avenue (U) (583; $1.20-:
$2.40)— "Stairway to Heaven" (U)
(5th wk). Dropping slightly to $17,500 for fcurth stanza ending last
(Tuesday) night, after okay $18,000
previous week. Cprtinues oh modi.stage,

record-breaking "Razor's Edge" into (Wed.) with solid $115,000, only
the Rdxy, teed off to a fine first $2,000 off the sixth week's high of
round of $130,000. Figure is con- $117,000. "Yearling" (M-G), plus
sidered especially good since the the- Patricia Bowman, Charles Laskey
atre has reverted to its old admis- topping stage biU, opens tomorrbw
sion scale -of 80c-$'1.25—$1.50 after (Thursday).
"Edge."
charging
$1.50-$1.80
for
Rialto
(Mayer)
35-85)
(594;
"California" also appeared off to a "Murder in Reverse" (Indie) (2d
good start at the Rivoll with a first wk). Will probably drop to weak
week take of $60,000, whereas "Per- $7,000 for second frame ending tofect Marriage," bowing ih at the morrow
^Thursday) after strong
Paramount along with the Mills f 10,200 for initial stanza. "Tower flf
Bros, and Elliott Lawrence orch on London" (U-reissue) opens JPriiSay
the stage, chalked up a'mild $70,000, 124),considered an n.s.g. opening figure

—

.

Bivoll (UA-Par) (2,092; 60-$1.25)
—"California" (Par) (2d wk). ApClouds Roll By" came pears off io a good start with hefty
through with a rousing $115,000 dur- $60,000 through the wickets for
ing its seventh and final frame at opening week ended Monday (20 >.
the Music Hall to earn the distinc- Previous
week, sixth and final
tion of being the highest-grossing frame of "My Darling Clementine"
Metro film ever to play there. It (20th) did weak $15,000.
for this house.
"Till "the

,

"Bowery" (20th) (3rd), split .with
"Three Little Girls in Blue" (20th)
and "Big Sleep" (WB). Anticipated gives way to "Yearling," another
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.50)
fair $3,000.
Last week, five days, Metro Technicolor opus, tomorrow "13 Rue "Madeleine"
(20th)
plus
"Holiday in Mex." (M-G) and "Step (Thursday). Among the holdovers, stage bill headlined by Gracie Fields
"Best Years of Our Lives" continued
by Step" (RKO), slow $2,500.
(2d wk). Apparently following in
near-capacity

—

during its ninth week
Astor with a hefty $49,800.
Film has varied less than $2,000 during its last four weeks, and continues indefinitely.
"It's a Wonderful Life" continued
its becalmed pace at the Globe for
a fifth week take of $30,000 but
holds. "Humoresque," at the Hollywood, pulled an okay $29,500 for its
fifth week and also continues. "Time,
Place and Girl" drew a strong
$48,000 for its fourth frame at the
Strand but will be pulled Friday
(24) to make way for '"Man I Love."
at the

fimm

St^te (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)— "Till
Clouds Roll By" (M-G) (3d wk).
Slated to switch but held lip so
nicely it was given an extra week.
Looks, neat $15,000. Second sesh was
bgautiful $20,000..

Jark

ladeleine'

Wow

who saw it during its preem run at
Radio City Music Hail coming back fied roadshow policy.
Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)— to see it at the StatS. Previous mark
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel"Dark Mirror" (U) and "Allotment was set nine years ago by Eddie lers) (5,945; 70-$2.40)— "Till Clouds
Wives" (Mono). Great $15,500. Last Cantor in a personal appearance.
Roll By" (M-G) plus stage show,
week, "Time, Place, Girl'! (WB), in
"13 Rue Madeleine,'' following the ends seventh and final frame today

Palomar "(Sterling) (1,350; 45-80)—
"Flight to Nowheres"
(FC) and
Albee .RKO)
44-65)
(2,200;
stage.
Indicated fair $7,000,
Last
"Temptation" (IP) and "They Were -week,
"Accomplice"
(PRC) and
Sisters" (U), Fairly hefty $17,000. "Singing
on Trail" (Col).
Poor
Last week, "Magnificent Doll" (U) $6,700.
and "Dead of Night" (U). Swell
ParaiAonnt (H-E) (3,039; 45-80)—
$17,000.
"Miss Pilgrim" (20th) and "Strange
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-65) Journey" (20th). Expected- big $13,—"Kings Row" (WB) and "Wild 000. Last week, second of "UnderBill Hickok Rides" (WB) (reissues). current" (M-G), okay $9,500.
Doing nicely for $6,500. Last week,
Koosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)—
"Margie" (20th) (3d downtown wk), "Time, Place and Girl" (WB). Indinifty $5,000.
cated fair $3,500.
Last week, five
Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44r65)—"The days of "Banjo on Knee" (20th) (re$17,000.
Bowery" (2Qth) and vaude on stage. turn) and "Old California" (Rep),
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 65-95)— Swell $8,000. Last week, "Two GUys slow $2,000.
"Time, Place, Girl" (WB) (2d wk). From Milwaukee" (WB) (reissue)
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; 4580)— "Young Widow" (UA) and
Moderate $20^000. Last week, nice and vaude, good $7,000.
Herth Trio on stage (2d wk). Ijoop
winner this week, with sock $50,000.
Last week, terrific $63,000.
(RKO) (2,500; 65-95)—
Palace
"Temptation" (U) plus "Gentleman
Joe Palooka" (Mono). Slow $15,000;
last week, fairish $18,000.
65-95)—
Klalto
(Indie)
(1,700;
"Plainsman" (Par) and "Jungle Princess" (Par) (reissues), opened Tuesday. Looks to do fine $20,000. Last
week. "Yank in London" (20th) plus
"Wanted for
Murder" (20th), good
~"

M W

Keen; 'Jolson

B.M., getting nice at-

;

week
man"

IBstlmates for This

to-

tention.
Liberty is forte with "Jolson" in fourth week currently,
Palomar is hoping to hypo vaude,
which has been having uphill battle
oh comeback trail at this house.
Opening next is the Joe Daniels'
booked '-'Chinatown Phantasy," after
long runs in leading night spots in
S.F., such as Kubla Khan, Forbidden

As Fihn-Shopping

Suae

Detroit, Jan. 21.

Biz good. "Strange Woman" and
'Susie Steps Out" lead town, at
Michigan,'
with
terrific
$42,000!
"DoU"-"Whistler," at Fox, in runnerup slot, with nice $24,000.
Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,740; 70-95)—
"The Jolson Story" (Col) (3d wk).
Still a lusty $16,000. Last week, $15,000 at Adams and $13,000 at companion Downtown theatre.
Broadway-Capitol
(United
Detroit) (3,309; 70-95)
"Notorious"

—

(RKO)

and

"'Vacation

(RKO)

(4th

wk).

Reno"

in

Strong

$15,000.

Last week, big $16,000.
Oowntown (Balaban) (2,683; 70"That Brennan Girl" (Rep)
and "Plainsman and the Lady"
(Rep). Tepid $9,000. Last week, "The
Jolson Story" (Col) (2d vfk), still

95)

—

Forthcoming week will see several other newcomers. "Lady in. the
Lake" replaces "Secret Heart" to-

.

with Barry Gray coming in to top
new stage bill tomorrow (Thurs(Thursday) at the Cap- day).
Strand (WB) (2,756; 75-$1.50)
and "Dead Reckoning" follows "Love Laughs at Andy Hardy" "Time, Place, Girl" (WB), plus
into
the
Criterion
"Her stageshow headlined by Vaughn
today.

morrow

—

'

itol,

.

Sister's
Secret" succeeds
"Ladies Monroe orch (4th wk). Holding to
Man" at the Gotham and "Sinbad hefty $48,000 for fourth and final
the Sailor" tees off in place of "Song frame ending tomorrow (Thursday)
of South" today at the Palace. after okay $53,000 previous stanza.

"Wake Up and Dream" follows
"Beast With Five Fingers" into the
the 'Victoria tomorrow, and "Swell
Guy" enters the Winter Garden
Saturday (25). after five weelcs of
"Wicked Lady."

$13,000.

Fox (Fox-Michigan)

the footsteps of, "Razor's Edge," its
high-grossing
predecessor,
with
smash $130,000 for first week ending yesterday (Tuesday). Last week,
eighth and final frame of "Edge,"
saw solid $86,000 in the till.
State (Loew's) (3,450; 43-$1.10)—
"Jolson Story" (Col) with Thelma
Orpenter topping stage bill. Surprise of the week, soaring to nearhouse record of $50,000 for first session
ending today
(Wednesday).
Earnings attributed to picture, with
previous high of $52,000 brought in
by Eddie Cantor on stage nine years
ago. "Jolson" holds another week,

Week

EstiuMtes for This
Astor

(5.100; 70-95)

95-$2.40)

"Man I Love" (WB),- plus Charlie
Barnet orch topping new stage bill,
opens Friday (24).
Victoria (Maurer) (720; 7O-$1.20)
—"Beast with Five Fingers" (WB).
Fourth and last session ends today
(Wednesday)
with mUd $11,500,
after fair .1:14,500 last week. "Wake
Up and Dream" (20th) opens tomorrow (Thursday).
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60$1.20)— "Wicked Lady" (U)
(5th
wk). Final stanza ending Friday
(24) should tumble to weak $17,500.

(City Inv.) (1.300;
—"Magnificent Doll" (U) and "The
—"Best Years of Lives" (RKO) (9th
Secret of the Whistler" (Col). Nice
Remains near-capacity with
wk).
$24,000.V Last week. "The Razor's solid
$49,800 expected in till for
Edge" (20th) (3d wk), good $20,000. week ending
tomorrow (Thursday).
Madison (United Detroit) (1,866;
50-60)— "Night and Day" (WB) and Last week was rousing $51,800. Continues Indefinitely,
after
"Traffic With the Devil" (Indie).

Okay

$2,300 for 3 days.

Last week,
Bess" (M-G) and "Sus(Mono), usual $2,300 for 3

"Gallant

pense"
days.

Michigan (United Detroit) (4,039;
"The Strange Woman"

70-95)

—

(UA) and "Susie Steps Out" (UA).
Terrific $42,000. Last week,
Ifime, the Place and the Girl"

and "Criminal Court"

"The

(WB)
(RKO) (2d

wk), solid $18,000.
Palms-State (United Detroit) (2,70-95)— "It's A Wonderful Life"
(RKO) and "The Story of Kenneth
Randall, M.D." (Liberty) (3d wk).
Increased to a good $18,000. Last
week, neat $17,000.'
United Artists (United Detroit)
(1,941; 70-95)
"Song of the South"
976;

—

(RKO) and "'."he Falcon's Adven(BKO) (2d wk). Attractive

ture"

Last weeV, solid $23,000,

$21,000.

—Capitol
"Secret
show
orch.

(Loew's)

(4,820:

70-$l..'50)

Heart" (M-G) plus stage-

headed by
Fourth and

frame.

$20,000 for the fourth
"Swell Guy" (U) opens Sat-

fair

urday (25), aftej special Damon
Dorsey Runyon preem Friday (24) night,
frame ends

Tommy
final

today (Wed.) at mildish $53,000. as
against previous week's fair $62,700.
"Lady in Lake" (M-G), plus Tex

Beneke orch. Gene Sheldon on
opens tomorrow (Thursday).

stage,

Criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 60-$1.25)
."Dead Reckoning" (Col) opens today (Wed.). Last week, second and
final stanza of "X/ove Laughs at Andy

—

Hardy" saw-' n.s.g. $11,500, With
okay $17,000 chalked up preceding

'Skies'

14G Leads ion^i

Montreal, Jan, 21.
Biz solid all along the line, with
holdovers for "Cloak & Dagger"
(Palace), "Two Years Before Mast"
(Capitol), and "Blue Skies" ih fourth
week at Loew's.
,

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (CT) (2.700; 35-63)— "Two
week.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$l-20)— Yeans Before Mast" (Par), okay
"Wonderful Life" (RKO) (5th wk). $12,000 for repea s=!ssion after boff
Biz on this one continues In dol- $18,000 in ^pener.
Imperial (CT) (1,850; 30-50)
drums with slow $30,000 estimated
for fifth week ending Friday (24); "Devil's Mask" (Col) and "Crime
Doctor's Man Hunt" (CoD. Good
last week, fair $34,700. Holds.
Gotham (Brandt) (900 70-$1.40)— $5,000. Last week, "Thrill of Brazil"
(Col)
opens
and "Boston Blackie and the
"Her Sister's Secret" (PRC)
today (Wed.). La.st week, "Ladies Law" (Col), nice $4,700.
Loew's (CT) (2.800; 35-67 )— "Blue
Man" (Par) pulled after four days
of second frame with weak $5,900 in Skies" (Par). Boff $14,000 for fourth
the till; opening stanza was fairish stanza after clicko $16,300 for third
week.
$9 100
Palace (CT) (2.300: 35-63)—"Cloak
Golden (767; $1.20-$2.40)— "Henry
V" (UA) (21st wk). Continues stron.^ & Dagger" (WB). Good $12,000 for
on roadshow policy with okay $8,000 second week after opening at boft
chalked up for 20th week ended last $15,500.
Princess (CT) (2,300; 35-53)
Saturday (18) night; 19lh week was
strong $10,000.
"The Verdict" (WB) and "Betty
Hollywood (WB) (1.499: 70-$1.10) Co-Ed". Sock $9,300. Last week, "M
—"Humoresque" (WB) (5th wk). I'm Lucky" (20th) and "Child bt
Holding up steadily with okay Divorce" (RKO), okay $8,600.

—

:

'Henry' Hefty 15G at $2.40
In St. Loo Suburban House
St. Ix»uis,

Jan. 21.

"Henry V," British-made Shakespearean

film,

grabbed a hefty $15,000

first week of an indePmite run
Shady Oak, Clayton, St. Louis
county. The film is being presented

for the
at the

twice daily with the house scaled at
$2.40.
It is

iocBlly
at such

the first time in many years
that a film has been shown

an admish

scale.

—

'
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Paramouafs

With

GEORGE COULOURIS
ALBERT DEMCER
ANTHONY QUINN
FRANK FA YLEN
A

JOHN FARROW
Production
Directed by

JOHN FARROW

by Seton I. Miller
Screen Play by Frank Butler

-,.-Kffidil<^c*J

«nd

"^I'lieodore

Strauss

Lyrics by E. Y. Harbiirg

i

Music by Earl Robinson

/
/

MARCH OF DIMES
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ts

with the

Golden'Gate'!
NEW YORK'S FAMOUS CRITICS
DESCRIBE THE WONDERS OF "CALIFORNIA "!
|-

"A REAL WHpOPER-DOOPER. The

[v

'California* glitters with a beguiling

'

elements of rough and tumble drama

[;

[j

,,

gold

"BIG SCALE, LUSTY, EXCITING MELODRA-

in

MA—strikingly

beautiful and as exciting as th»
most rabid fan could wish. Barbara Stanwyck is so
beautiful in Technicolor she should never again be
photographed in black and white. Fast pace keeps
the attention of the Rivoli audiences riveted on the

gleam! All the

— and

John

Farrow 'has kept these tumbling across the screen at
a smooth velocity. Milland plays the hero with
—Bosky

magnificence."

Crowther,

N. Y: Times

screen."
.

"MONEY HAS BEEN LAVISHED ALL OVER
THE PICTURE. The Technicolor Western movie

drama, made to order for adventure fans. It
every kind of goings-ori from gold-rush exciteuient to bar-rbom brawls in the lusty days of 1848."
scale

I

|;

1

'

-—Kate Cameron, Daily Newf

,

"BANG-UP ENTERTAINMENT. Vigorous, largeoffers

In its

most opulent splendor."

—Alton Cook, World-Telegram

— Rose Pelswick, Journal-American
"LONG LINES AT THE RIVOLI

"LAVISH PRODUCTION, good cast. Ray

should await

—Eileen Creelman, N. Y. Sun

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

has another sensational hit
figures as

"Two

Milland

plays the caravan's boss with dash and vigor."

rugged action-filled saga. Lavish production,
unstinted in its budget." —Frank Quim, N. Y. Mirror
this

.

Years Before

.

.

to hit the

same

sensational

The Mast" and "Blue Ski©s*1

'

.
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Web Fonnmg Nucleus of Far

uipin

East

I

and even brought him to the palace
of President Manuel Roxas once for
a peace conference. For all broadcasts of this sort Paige said he tells
the other side to listen i^ and prepare an answer, for which it is given
equal time.
Paige stated that the net is prepared for the new Parity Bill which
comes before the new Congress in
March. Bill provides that all native
industries must be owned in part
by Philippine citizens. 60% of PBC
stock is held by Filipinos, with Paige
holding another' 25%. -Paige was
Paige has just left New Vork originally ABC. correspondent in the
aftei signing cohti-acts with CBS, Islands during the war, and segued
and Mutual for repeat broad- into the local radio picture after
casts of some of the sponsored net interesting Island capitalists in the
programs over his PBC. Shows will construction of a radio network. The
be plattered in San Francisco and six stations are represented herp by
shipped air expvess to Manila. CBS, John Blair Co.
last to be signed, is pacted for two
years. Affiliations with tJ.S. nets
will bring some 15 to 20 sponsored
American web shows a week to
the Island chain within the next

m

ABG

month

Surburban

city of

Westmount

has amended its bylaws and has
of
construction
authorized
a
film liouse, vorboten until now.

Londm

Legit

DespiteMR(b;ftductionBooi^

Annouhcement in local sheets
that the staid city of Westmount
would "further amend bylaw
lOe concerning good morals and

By HARRY REGENSBERG
Although

decency" caused a few stniles,
but explanation was simple.

End

band Frank Lawton,

Bylaw forbidding theatres was
passed in 1909 and at that time
were placed on the tabu
"in the interests of good
list
morals."

Slump

talk

Me

in

Then there's the new CochranHerbert revue, "Bless the Bride"
for the Adelphi i.round May, and
not least, Val Parneli's new Palladium revue, due sometime in

is

most people

sometime

July.

London, Jan, 17.
showbiz in the West

generally good, there's a
feeling of uncertainty among mosst
of the hardened show folk. There's
a whisper around that a slump is on
the way and it won't be long.

theatres

New Fino to

SqnaM

which

April,

will

Tommy

star

Trinder, with several American and
to the fact that; Continental names.
spent iiieir war
Finally, Jack Waller makes one of
hin rare incursior.s in the West End
With a 'new musical by Frederick
Thompson with the intriguing title

due

is

av<.

gratuities; big war wages, no. .longer
exist; industrial unrest Is all around,
with strikes cropping up every-

where. People are still queueing for
of "He Saw Virginia."
despite the war being
"Caviar
to the General," proover nearly two years. People seem
duced at the out-of-the way New
to be shopping for entertainment,
Jjindsey theatre, house with capacity
going
the
theatre
Instead of just
to
of leiss thaii 300, is going to the
as was customary during the last
Eugenie Leontovitch
pointing up the lack of studio five years, and passing up many West End.
equipment in fchina, K. C. Tsien, in shows that would have been deemed came over from America to star in
this, with impresario Tom Arnold
charge o.f sales and distribution for successes in 'the days gone by.
catching opening Jan. 14, and imBut with all '.hat, producers are mediately securing West End right.s.
the newly formed China Film Enterprises; stated, in New York last weiek getting- busy linirig up, new attracLast American show to be tried
that his firm Was currently produc- tions, getting -ready for the big in- out at this theatre was Elsa Sheling a number ot 16ra shorts in the flux expected hfepa this summer, al- ley's "Pick-trp Girl." which was
0. S. and plans to njafce full-length though accommodation is still the also acquired by Arnold who cleaned
Chinese features here for distribu- big London problem, with puzzle Vip with it in the West End, and it's
tion in the Far East. Also contem- where the expected 250,000 tourists still making thonejr Jn the provinceis.
plating invasion of the Chinese ex- this year are going to put up when
^
Estimated Grosses (at il to tlie
hibition field, company, expects to they do arrive.
.
pound)
establish a circuit of 50 16m theatres
Emile Littler has £i big lineup of
"And No Birds Sing," Aldwych
to be erected in the smaller cities on American shows, including "Okla(10th week).
Never really in the
the coast and Interior of China.
homa," which may go to the Cojise- real dough, barely bettering $6,000.
Stumbling Woek to China Film's um, sometime in Jthe spring, or wait But now nearer $5,600, which is
theatre aspirafloins at present, Tsien for the fail, to foe stagfsd at Drury slightly above even break. Skedded
said, was inability of the firm to se- Lane; "Carousel," which may go, to to quit Jan. 25 being replaced Jan.
cure sufficient projectors. However, the Casino sometitne this summer, 29 by S. N. Behrmans "Jane," tour-^
when materials become available, and "Annie Get Your Gun," which ing provinces now prior to London
houses are figured to attract a new is being kept>a close secret. Insiders showing.
"Antony and Cleopatra," Piccamass audience which never before claim that Littler has it in conjunc-.
dilly (.5th week).
Revival starruig
has had the opportunity to become tion With Lee Ephraim, as well as a
Godfrey Tearle and Edith Evans
film fans. Such 16m circuits, located straight
play,
"Call
Home ^he opened as smash, aLso attracting
in regions previously untouched by Heart," which,, stars Sybil Thorn- students at Suggestion of educational
any exhibitors, are expected to be dike. Littler also has "Red Mill," authorities.
Doing steady $9,600,
welcomed, by the iilajor distribS who tried out in the provinces, where which is practically capacity. Stayare anxious to secure additional it flopped, it's now being recast, ing some time, after which same
principals
will revive
"Othello,"
product outlets.
with chief parts to be taken by
which is expected to Stay fill MiAside from its entertainment pix, Jewel and Warriss, local top comics. cliael Redgrave
returns from Holly,
China Film is also handling educa- Show will go to Blackpool for the wood to star in "Macbeth."
tional films which it both produces summer season, with London apr
"Between Ourselves," Playhouse
and distributes to Chinese cultural pearance .'oubtful.
<5th wefk). Opened to fair biz and
institutions. Organized by Tsien and
building on word of. mouth.
Now
Henry Sherek has at least three around
$4,400, which is profitable
H. C. "^eng, who's in charge of proplays, "Truant in Park Lane," star- and looks
like staying for quite a
duction, company is said to have no
ring
Roland Young and Lilian while.
connection with the Chinese governBraithwaite; "Edward, My Son," by
"But for' the Grace of God,"
ment.
actor Robert Morley, in which he St. James (20th week).
Has done
will be starred, and -WhiCh Sherek extremely well for some months,
is doing in association with Gilbert grossing as high as $7,200, which is
plenty
But now nearer
Miller,
Japs Making
and
"Bahdom Harvest," $5,600, profitable.
sUghtly above even break.
essentials

16m I^ior Oiina

.

PBC's

six stations,

KZ2A

in

Zam-

boanga, KZDA in Davao, KZTA in
Taoloban, KZIA in Iloilo, KZCA in
Cebu City and flagship outlet KZPI
Manila* are all going up to 10,000
watts as sOQti as equipment is made

m

.

avaiiable, Paige said. Web stations
operate 18 hours a day, two"-thirds
of the time sponsored with virtually
all shows emanating from Manila
and piped to other cities via dual
microwave link. Programs are broadcast by simultaneous shortwave qa
two heamSf as well as FM in Manila,

Viihere there afe about 400 of the
latter type sets. Only opposition In

For iint Stock
\
Paris, Jan, 14.
The French are currently., attempting to close a deal with the
Russians, bartering some French
black and white raw stock needed
by the Sovkino against some Agfacolor raw stock required by the
French if they are to continue produeing in color. So far the only
tinted feature produced here is
"Marriage of Ramuntcho," currentljr
in the editing stage.
Considerable

encountered by
the area com"es from KZRH, NBC difficulties were
station
which, operating on old producer Ariet Badel )Films de
equipment as contrasted to PBC's Prance).
First batch of negative was supnewly
installed
Raytheon gear,
doesn't boast as clear a signal, ac- plied by the Cinema Branch of the
French Occupation Forces in Auscording to Paige.
tria.
This was found insufficient
Sydney Exchange Preem Set
broadcasts are al- and had to be considerably suppleThe PBC
ready picked up, during the evening mented by stock reportedly obtained
hours, in Hongkong, Shanghai and from visiting GIs in small pieces and
Auckland, New Zealand, Program at black market prices up to about
exchange arrangement with Sydney 90c a foot. Then some alleged exbegins within two weeks with a trade perts claiming to have a vaporized
of one news broadcast a day;. similar mercury process were given a condeal holds for Shanghai and will tract Which enabled them to threatfollow in Singapore as soon as con- en litigation and obtain compensatact is made. Paige said that the ina- tion when they had to be discharged.
mediate /purpose 61 the Par 3East This was niade imperative because
linkage is not commercial, but a Eclair lab would not guarantee work
means of closer relationship be- done by them.
tween the various elements in that
There are only three labs in
quarter of the globe. New station Europe:
Berlin, Prague
(in
the
construction in territories not con- Soviet zone) and Eclair (at Epinay,
trolled bV the United States is not near
Paris)
which can process
contemplated within the next year Agf acolpr.
Eclair has three Agfa
or so, according to PBC head, largely technicians,' and
small
a very
because of international unrest in amount of Agfa equipment, left here
the Far East and as yet unclarified by the Germans who, under occuprovisions of international law per- pation, brought it to do some of their
taining to broadcasting. If England, Agfa prints. Work is slow and two
France and the Netherlands permit, pictures would result in a bottlehe said, stations will be built in the neck.
capital cities of their colonies. Should
this occur, it will bring about the

AM

situation
of
commercial
American. stations operating in competition with- non-commercial,

unu-sual

Latins'

Mason Bargain

In the enviable position of having

Dutch acquired the Latin-American rights
to four James Mason pictures before
Program-wise, the Philippine net he became a top b. o. draw. Foreign

government-owned
and French outlets.
a

Msrtln'a Fln««, Triibilmr

Slnnip Talk-Disturbs

Montreal, Jan. 21.

et;PaGtsCBS.ABCJBSSiiows

A network of stations covering the
majoL" cities of the Far East is aborning and, if present plans hold,
will tie the conamercial Orient together via radio web. Accoa-ding to
Norman Paige, head of the recently
ior
e (j: Philippine Broadcasting
Corp., which already has six 1,000watters operating in the Islands, ejEchange programs have already been
set with Sydney, Australia, Singapore and Shanghai, and others are
in the oHing with Batavia in Java,
Bangkok, capital of Siam,. and
Saigon, French Indo-China.

British,

Screen Corp. of

number

of locally .sponsored
shows, backed by U. S. national and
local advertiser^. These pay for the
Manila operation. Coca-Cola does a
remote from Manila's Club Cairo,
while Mennen's, Ford, Pcpsi^Cola,
Ovaltinc and others follow in line,
Paige pointed out the possibilities
of the Islands as a market, with a
population of 18,000,000, 12 million
ha.*!

8t.

Case of Morals

New York

is

where, according to company head
H. Alban-Mestanza, the British star
the

number one

foreign boxoffice
'

star.

Pictures are "This Man Is Dangerous," "The Patient Vanishes," "'The
Night
Has Byes" and "Terror
House." UA also has been holding
Of whom can understand the English another Mason film, "Fanny by
Gaslight,"slated for U. S. release
broadcasts. He said that in Manila
alone there are about 80.000 radios soon.
to which arc being added another
5,000 a month. He said, that someone
Gprdine Brings 'Idiot'
Could make a fortune with a small
Bringing a print of his film verfive-tube tropical receiver which
.sion
of Dostoiev.ski's "Idiot" -with
could operate on 220 volts (standard
him, Sacha Gordine, French film
PI power) and sell for around $30.
producer, arrived in New York
With all radios imported from the
yesterday
(Tuesday)
aboard the
tr. S. geared for 110 volts, peeple
liner Washington. He'll remain in
have to buy power converters at
Gotham for a few days and plans
B cost almost equalling that of tlic
to go to the Coa.st the end of the
set before they can receive.
week.
Red Elements
Producer of "Jericho," picture
Bulk of the local .shows come from
dealing with the French resistaflce
remotes, Paige said, with the net
movement which ,iust clcsed a six;picking up every important governweek run-at the 5.5th St. Playhouse,
ment speech, e.specially during the N. Y., G-ordine
will confer with
past montbs when there has been
Andre Lelarge, his New York rep
much unrest with the Hukbalahopii, and distributor of "Jeri^chO,"
prior to
wartime guerillas who.se leadership leaving for
Hollywood.
has since been slowly taken over by
Communist elements.. Paige liimself
WAENEES INK MONTAND
went into the hills on several occasions with a recording machine
Yves Monland. French .singing
and cut speeches of Lui.s Toruk, Huk star, has been signed to a .seven-year
leader, for rebroadcast. On two other contraot by Warner Bro.s. Mon'tand
occasions
Paige:, sneaked
Toruk will come to Hollywood the latter
through the lines for live broadcasts part of June.
,

.

,

Fins

New Ciovernineni Cfianges
Tokyo, Jan. 14.
thre^ major film companies— Toho, Shochiku, and DaiEi are shooting pictures on various
Japan's

—

aspects of the country's

new

consti-

Release date will be May 3,
when th'e constitution, goes into effect
six months after it's promulgation,
Nov. 3, 1946.
tution.

Shochiku,
which specializes in
comedies, is producing a humorous
short o"n universal suffrag:e and
equality for women, Toho is working on
a
"super-production" on
Japan's denunciation of war, while
Dai-Ei is filming the biography of
Dai.suke Itagaki, who was a pioneer
in

Jap liberalism.

which will star Googie Witl&ers.
Peter Daubeny, comparative newcomer to West .'*;nd, has quite an
exhaustive list of shows this sea-

Haviffg
tasted
blood with
Frederick Lonsdale's hit "But For
the Grace of God," Daubeny is in
the market with a new play by Ivor
Novello, titled "We Proudly Present"; a new comedy by Vernon
Sylvaine, "The Anonymous Lover,"
and another new play, as yet untitled, in which he will star Douglass
Montgomery. Has also new play by
youthful authors Kieran Tunney
and Simon Wardell, titled "Aurora,"
with Tunney sailing to America,
Feb. 3, to .see if he can per.suade
Tallulah Bankhead to return to Lonson.

dph

to star in

it.

Besides S. N. Pehrman's adaptaMaugham's "Jane,"

now

releasing the films in South America

is

,

tion of Somerset

Current London

Sbo^

.

which H. M. Tennent, is presenting
at the Aldwych, Jan. 29, in association with the Theatre Guild,, Ten-

London, Jan. 21.
nent is also" presenting a revival of
Sing," Aldwych.
"Ca.ste" at
the Duke of York's;
"Anthony-Cleopatra," Piccadilly.
"Galway Handicap," tried out at
"Bertram Mills Circus," Olympia. Bournemouth, and a new play,
"The
"Between Ourselves," Playhouse. Rossiters," starring Diana
Wyn"Clutterbuck," Wyndham.
yard. Tennent is also getting ready
"Fifty-Fifty," Strand.
with two important American pro"Follow The Girls." Majesty's.
ductions, one being Brock iPember"Fools Rush In," Fortune.
ton'.s "Harvey,"
which will begin
"Grace of God," St.' James.
casting as soon as Pemberton arrives
"Grand National Night," Apollo. in London .sometime
in April, and
"Guinea Pig," Criterion.
"Deep Are the Foots."
"Here Come the Boys," Saville.
Jack Hyltori ha.s Victor Herbert's
"High Time," Palladium,
"Gypsy Lady," renamed "Romany
"I.ady Frederick," Savoy.
Love," due at His Majesty's some"Men From Ministry," Comedy,
time in February, and the long"Message for Margaret,"

"And No Birds

Duchess.

"Mother Goose," Casino.

negotiated-for

'Carmen

Jones,"

which is rumored
a likely candi"Night and l^aughtcr," Coliseum.
"No Room at Inn," Winter Garden. date for the Royia Opera House,
Covent Garden.
"Pacific 1860," Drury Lane.
Firth Shephard tosSeS iii a couple
"Perchance to bream," Hipp.
ill' "Life With Father," sometime
"Peter Pan," Scala.
in
April, mo.stly with, an American
"Piccadilly Hayridc," Wales.
cast, and "Peace Comes to Peck"Poliergeist," Vaudeville.
ham" by R. F. Delderfield, -who
"Red Riding Hood," Adelphi.
wrote the current Whitehall hit,
"Shephard Show," Princes.
"Shop Sly Corner," St. Martins.
"Worm's Eye View."
"Smith on Arcady," Embas.sy.
Bernard Delfont's most important
".Sone of Norway," Palace,
contiibution is. a new operetta by
".sweetheart Mine," Vic Palace.
Bernaiier and Melford, who wrote
".Sweetest and lowest." Ambass, his former Palate
bit "Gay Rosa"The Gleam," Globe.
linda," lor which he
is
bringing
"Under the Counter," Phoenix.
Richard Tauber back from America
"Windermere's Fan," Haymarket.
.sometime in May, and a ne\v pljy
"Winslow Boy," Lyric. .
with music, titled "Caroline," as
"Worm's View." Whitehall..
vehicle for Evelyn- Laye and' hus-

Show

folds March.

"Clutterbuck," Wyndhams' (23rd
\yeek). Opened as big hit, gro.s.sing
near $7,500 for some weeks.
Has
since dropped to nearer $6,400, still
okay.

,

.

,

Dante, Garrick (6th week).

Amer-

ican, illusionist exceeded all expectations, garnering steady weekly intake of $13,200 for 12 shows. Could
easily
have stayed several more
weeks to heftj- profits, but vacating
Jan, 18 to make room for Laurence
Olivier's American hit, "Born Yes-

which

terday,"

has

been

touring

is due for London bow
Jan. 23.
"Fifty-Fifty," Strand (46th week).
Has been very 'profitable venture
both for Firth Shephard and Harry
Green, having touched $8,000 weekly
for many months.
Is now nearer
$5,600, which is still profitable.
Expected to stay virell into summer.
"Follow the Girls," His Majesty's
<2nd year).
Was one of the big
West End hits for many, many
months, doing as high as $16,000,
but has now drifted to nearer $11,600, stiU profitable.
Will linger till
end of February when replaced by
Victor
Herbert's
"Gypsy Lady,"

provinces and

•

(renamed

here

now

"Romany

Love"),

touring the provinceii.
"Fools Rush In," Fortune (2Gth
Steady
capacity
which
hasnt diminished despite departure
of two leads, Derek Farr and Glynis
Johns. At around $5,600 it's showing plenty of profit at this small
capacity house.
"Grand NationaJ Night," Apollo
(32nd -week). Has been fairly pj-oftable for some months, having garnered as high as $7,000 for some
weeks of its early run, but is now
nearer $5,400, which is about an even
break. Vacating Feb. 1st, with "She
Wanted a Cream Door" replacing
Feb. 5.
^''He''e Come the Boys," Saviile
i41st week).
Has done fairly well
fCr .some months, although not exceptionally, but some weeks ex*
ceeded $14,000. Now nearer $8,000.
wh'ch IS
the red with departure
of Bobby Howes, due to serious illness, not helping any.
Due to vacate Jan. 25, with "Wizard of Oz,"
transferring from Winter Gardep,
where it has been running for afle"rnoon shows.

week).

1

m

"High
week).

Time,"

i39th
for

Palladium

Has been steady grosser

many months, yielding some week?
as much as $28,0Q0, but now nearer
$20,000,
profit;

April

which

still

shows

slight

Staying till some time in
replaced by Val Parneil
(Continued on page 15)

when

.

'

-

:

IKTEMMAfTONAL
*MoBrning' Becomes Paris

Siiiii' Talk Oistyrbs Londiin
Continued from page

U

Paris, Jan. 21.
French
translatioi
of
Eugene
O'Neill's "Mourning Becomes Electra"
produced by Gaston Baty

i

revue, to be produced by Robert it is still good for many more
with
Tommy Trinder months.
Nesbitt,
starred, suppOrt«d by Some Ameri"Sweetheart Mine," Victoria Palace (.25th week). Has done well for
can importations.
Kevue," Stoll (15th week). some time, grossing as high as $12,This Tom Arnold innovation clicked 000, which is very healthy for this
spot.
But now
from', the start, doing standee biz off-beaten-track
since opening, and one of ttie iew nearer $8,000, barely above water.
sliows in tlie West End unaffected
Sweetest and Lowest," AmbassaIntake dors _(37th week). Got off to capaliy the pre-Christroas slump.
steady at around $24,000 and good^for city start and continuing to pack 'em
year. Looks like house has entered in. Steady $7,200, which is as much
into new and very profitable policy. as theatre can hold.
Good for the
(9th entire year.
"Lady Frederick," Savoy
Got away to good start,
^veek),
The Gleam," Globe (7th week).
with opening weeks exceeding $8,000 Didn't get same raves as author's
But 'The Guinea Pig," but still in the
mark, which is good profit.
now nearer $7,400, still in the money at around $8,000, which far
money.
more than pays expenses. Good for
"Lady Windermere's Fan," Hay- lengthy stay, unless it drops much
This Oscar below that figure.
market (2nd year).
Wilde classic has been money malter
The Guinea Pig," Criterion (48th
from opening day. Teed off at $8,- week). Got off to hefty start, and
800, practically capacity for this spot, has been money maker ever since.
maintaining same gait practically Doing around $6,400, which yields
-throughout, suffering very slightly Dlenty profit. Should continue makduring November-December slump. "ng money for some time.
Now back again to top figure, and
"The Laud of the Christmas Stockmany more

last week at the Montparnasse to a good reception.
Production is fair with acting ex-

opened

"m

.

Play might have been improved by cutting the third act due
to laclc of audience interest in the
play's classical Greek pattern. Thecellent.

atregoers
considered
suicide the real payolT.

the

wife's

Stirs Canada

should continue so for
months.

Montreal, Jan.

Renewed

Duke of York's (5th week).
Seasonal show which has been giving

ing,"

"Message from IMargaret," Duchess good returns, with great kid trade.
Has not suffered by Has averaged around $8,000 for 12
(21st week).
transfer from Westminster; still do- shows,. Vacating Jan. 18, to make
ing packed trade at around $6,400, room for new Peter Ashmore play,
which is as much as this small-capa- "Craft," starring Diana Churchill
Good and IVIarie Lohr, which opens Jan.
city house can accommodate.
for several more months, but will 22.
be compelled to vacate first week in
"The Night and the Laughter,"
March to make room, for new play, Coliseum (14tb week). Biggest and
Devil,"
starring
Robert
"White
most expensive show theatre has
Helpman and Margaret Rawlings, ever staged,
reputed to have cost
now touring provinces, and being between
$200,000 and $280,000 to proPresented by DuchesjS Productions, duce, with response not commensurtd.
Will probably transfer, if an- ate with
big outlay. Show has been
other house becopies available.
trimmed in its overhead, with intake
"Mother
Goose,"
Casino
(5th now around $16,000, which shows
week).
This seasonal dhristmas slight profit, although difficult to see
pantomine is doing cleanup for where management is likely to get
Emile Littler even bayond his ex- big outlay back.
pectations, averaging weekly intake
The Man from the Ministfy,"'
$32,000 for 12 shows, which tops
pverything in West End. Staying till
Mar. 1 after which it's being relaced by Tom Arnold's revival of
t>£

Comedy (4th week). Got away to
some very good press comments,
which proved favorable to intake,
fvor Novello's "Dancing Years," now around $4,400, showing fair
which ran for two and a half years return.
at the A'delphl

'Th» poltergeist," Vaudeville (26th

during the war.

Has done fairly well, but
^'No Sooni at ttie Iwi," Winter week).
not big money maker. Averaged
Garden (38th week). Started slowly, around
$6^400 for some time, but
with wiseacres predicting that Jack
now nearelHylton had a flop on his hands. But to make room$5,000, Vacates Feb. 1,
for "lU
by Moonshow picked up and proved one of light," Irish play withMet
native cast,
outstanding smashes In West End. opening
Feb. 5.
Has dona as high as $12,000 per
"The Shephard Show," Princes
week, which Is big dough for straight
(17th
week).
Despite
varied
critishow.
But now doing only six
Shows to give Freda Jackson, star of cism, has done well, with takings
sliow, a breather, With afternoon around $14,500 for some weeks, but
shows taken up by "Wizard of Oz," now nearer $13,600, which still shows
hut even then doing steady $8,000, profit and likely to stay for somewith "Oz" topping it at around $11,- time..^'The Shop at Sly Corner," St.
?00, warranting its transfer to Saville

.

tiffing "between

21.

Canadian

exhibs and distribs is now seen in
the denial last week by distribs of an
exhibitors statement that film rentals
in the Domihiori have increased disproportionately when compared with
the rise in boxoffice receipts.: Exhib
statement was made by B. C. Salamis
of Quebec on behalf of the Quebec
Allied Theatrical Industries,

|

,

..

Sydney, Jan.

Argentine films

who

Barcia,

12.

,

Hollywood

visited

while in America, left Monday (20)
for Havana.
Thereafter he will
travel to Vehezueia and Brazil befdi-e returning to Buenos Aires.

reported to have bought

-

Try Combines

returned to them for rentals in 1945 Union-Rank setups.
Minerva, originated by Dave Maras 29.5%. In 1944, figure was 29,2%;
in 1943, 28.9%, aend in 1942, 29.8%. tin, has always maintained a legit
Above figures .dispute exhib claim policy, although it is set for pix.
that 32.41% of every dollar goes for Present lease is to Kathleen Robinrentals and that combined total ra- son and Robert Walton, operating as
tio is higher than that of U. S., Whitehall Productions. Current show
wliich Salamis placed as .around 30%. is "Life With Father," a ma,ior hit
Ninety percent of deals are at basic and set for long span. It's underrate, distribs claim, and any increase stood that present duo will continue
comes through circuits playing top to operate this house for some time
attractions on percentage, is distrib to come.
When Greater Union took over the
contention.
King's circuit last year, Metro, reported sore because it meant that
King's would ultimately, give up
Cbmedie Francaise lioes
playing the Metro product for product allied to GUT, Universal and CoDeep in Red; Competition, lumbia in the main, plus Rank
British-niades. Metro decided to get
its own chain, it's Said, to offset the

;

.

Nabe Chain Expansion

sell

on a continental basLs. Barcia declared
some 12,000,000 Spanishspeaking people in the U. S. form
ready-made market for his product.
Up to now, he pointed out, Mexico
has had the run. of the field. With
an eye toward bolstering marquee
values in this country, he also disclosed that an interchange of talent
has been made with Me.'iican film
companies whereby such stars as
Dolores" del Rio and Jor,^es Negrete
will make pix for hi.-; firm in exchange, for Argentine tliespers.

Paris Producers

.

„.

Proposing to

I

the Minerva, Sydney, from Minerva
tribs claim. One,, is that amount of Centre Co., headed by Dave Martin,
film rentals in the past three years cui;rent head of the Tivoli vaudehas increased by 25.6%; other is that revue loop. Figure is given at $350,boxoffice receipts went up only OOO. Condition of sale is tliat purchaser's name shall not be diviriged
19.3%.
Salamis claim that 1945 rentals to- until government treasurer consents
taled $17,976,467 was challenged by. to the deal. This may take some
the distribs, who contended that the weeks.
It's
known that Metro, headed
real figure' was $17,490,264, a difference of $486,203. Distribs also claim here by Bernie Freeman, is on nabe
that figures quoted to show different upbeat on pwn chain operation.
tial between receipts and rentals Nabe move began last year with
Paris, Jan. 10.
should not Include 16m rental figures, takeover of Bondi nabe from Packer
Though the fear of .increased pfsiiice many i6m aiieounts are non- and Nacard. Next move will probtheatrical, e.g., homes and institu- ably be at Crow's Nest. Metro wants ficial ipterferepce and talk of eventions.
Also contended the figures at least five nabes in the Sydney tual nationalijatiofl compel pix inshould not include' spots without the- zone, and hopes to get them this dustry
toppers, td tl-ead slowly, their
year. Metro likewise is looking for
atres.
need of getting out of the rSd Is
Distribs quote government figures spots in Melbourne. It's opposition
to show percentage of b.o. receipts to the Hoyts-National and Greater suggesting remedies of combines and,

heat re.
Martin's (2nd year). Has been in the
Old Vic Season, New (18th week) money for many months, grossing as
Regardless of what show Is staged, high as $6,400, with sale of filming
Is now
theatre is always doing capacity, rights adding to profits.
with queues around theatre at: every nearer $4,000, but still not on losing
performance.
Fact that Laurence ;Side, as overhead is pretty: low.
Olivier is out Of Cast has made no
"The Winslow Boy," Lyric (35th
'Ital difference.
Intake around $11,- week).
Real money getter since
100 per week, which is as much as
opening and continuing to draw big
ouse can hold:
coin. Doing around $9,600, which is
still very near capacity.
Looks good
for best part of this year.
Opera, Cambridge
(24th week)
"Under the Counter," Phoenix
Jay Pomeroy has tried hard to es
firings
(2nd year). One of the biggest hits
taljlish ojjera at this house, forming
Paris, Jan. 10.
own English opara company and has this house has staged for many years.
The quarterly meeting of the govSucceeded in btiilding up an opera- Has been consistent money maker
since
opening,
oving following.
doing
steady
capacity
House is doing
ernment-owned Comedie Francaise
steady $12,000 per week, which is trade, barely affected by end of last disclosed that the organization is
year slump. Aver.age never below deeply in
showing good profit
the red. This is partly due
"Pacific 1860," Drury Lane (5th $14,000 per week, which is around to the resignation during the sumGood for many more mer
week).
Despite adverse criticisms, capacity.
of some o£ the best talent, inthis
latest
Noel Coward effort, months.
"Worm's Eye View," Whitehall cluding Jean Louis Barrault and
deemed not up to usual author's
Madeleine
Renaud, whose opposition
standard, is doing good biz, with ad- (2nd year). Always in the money,
vance very healthy. At around $20,- ever since opening. Has done as at the Marigny has created deep in000 per, it's showing fair profits high as $8,000, which is big dough roads in the patronage.
for
this
medium-sized
spot.
Now
Besides
its
old stand, (he Comedie
despite heavy overhead. Is attractformer
annexed
ing big starched shirt trade, with nearer $7,000, which is still in the Francaise
the
cheaper seats not so responsive. money.
Odeon, now styled "Luxembourg,"
Bertram Mills Circus, Olympia
Expected to run till fall.
as a second stage. Since operations
(5th week).
Opened to smash hiz,
"Perchance to Dream," Hippo- playing twice daily to capacity. Do- were combined, grosses in both
drome (2nd year). Has not wavered ing 12 shows weekly, and turning hou.ses dropped an average 50'^f. since opening, doing steady capa- them away at every performance.
.Of the company of 85, manager
city trade. Even now that Ivor NoAverage intake has been $120,000 per Andre Obey is letting out 19 playvello is out, it's still packing 'em in. week, which
is record even for this ers, mostly newcomers.
There had
At $16,000 weekly, it's about all spot. Folding Feb. 1, as show is
on
been
some talk of Obey's resignation
house can hold.
Good for many only linSited run.
but he denies it.
more months.
Mireille Perrey and M. Bonifas,
"Peter Pan," Scala (5th week).
currently on the roster, are resignThis hardy perennial is holding up
ing.
Players
out include
eased
better than ever, having created new Bldg. Activity Cues More
Pamela Stirling, Clarisse Dedon,
house record this year. Doing $18,400 per \veek of 10 shows, which
Pix Houses for Dublin Marie therese Moissel, Annie Gaillard,
Jacqueline Cartier, Antonia
fives plenty profit to Jack Hylton
Dublin, Jan. 14.
nd Daniel Mayer Co,
Bouvard, Marcell Serviere. Eugel.
Dublin, with one theatre seat for Roger Clairval. Lee PeKier, Marcel
"Piccadilly Hayrlde," Prince of
Wales (15th week). Has been play- every 10 members of the population, Bourdel. Sellier. Gaston Girard.
•ing to capacity since opening, rarely is likely to have more film houses Georges Cusin
and Raoul Henry.
varying in its intake of $22,000 per within the next couple of years. Big
Considered that .some of the bookweelt, and looks like
continuing interests are looking for a centi'al ings were partly
due to political intliroughout this year, unless Sid city site, but principal activity will
fluence.
. Field, star
of show, is committed to be in the suburbs.
do -dnother film for Wesley Ruggles
Dalkey, eight miles out ol town,
this year.
"Red Riding Hood," Adelphi (5th has one site to offer, and five bidStrauss Haled to Cburt
week
Doing near capacity for 12 ders, only one of whom is said to
Munich. Jan. 21.
Shows weekly, which is around $25.- have experience of the business,
Longhair composer Richard
A new hou.se is
^00. Staying till Mar. 1, after which are in the market.
has been haled before a
Strauss
ifs followed by limited season of In- going up in Dun Laoghaire, six miles
ternational Ballet, to mark time for out. and an option is held by As.so- denazification court to determine
Charles Cochran-A. P. Herbert's ciated Picture Houses on another site whether he profited under the Nazi
new revue, "Bless the Bride,"
retjime.
in the district.
"Smg of Norway," Palace (4Bth As soon as building priorities are
Straii.ss, now 82. iTas received Ausweeki, -One of the outstanding hilh
trian citizenship and wa.s exonerated
,1
1,
TT
1
. ,v leased, at least one new house goes
of he
playing
season. Has
been
to
„ „,' ti,„ s„^„ti; side,
,tAj.
there of any Nazi taint. His German
otl)e
with
capacity mo.st of the time.
Had a 'P ;° V ^^"^ ""i""
trial,
cit.\
edges
the
coming up within two Weeks,
follow
the
of
on
few lean weeks, but has now picked tp
may bfe held in absentia.
up to around $18,000, at which gait limit»..
I.

,

Sydney Minerva; Plans

is

pictures

Purpose of his visit to the slates,
Barcia said, was to make franchise
deals throughout the country and to
negotiate with major U. S. distribs
to handle his product as well.

it's

by Famous players.

Metro

language

English

would be made by his company OLit
of a program of six high-budgeters
marked for production this year.

Metro Reported Buying

Figures offered by Salamis are
based on two important errors, dis-

Add ^oblems

,

several

backing up stateL. Fitzgibbonsi FP
prexy, that there's no intention cn
the part of PP to raise ducat prices.

set

head

Amer-

Buenos Aires producing firm,
revealed in New York last week that

end on theatre

Policy of nabe flickeries, most of
which are run by Confederation
Theatres and United Amusements,
has not yet been announced, but it's
believed that they'll follow policy

mar-

Barcia,

ica,

ment by John

.Ti:(in:Rentak;.:

two months, Juan

of Produotores y Artistes de

Montreal, Jan. 21.
Loolcs like there'll be no taking
advantage by Montreal flicker exhibs

nounced -that

S,

ket for Argentine-made films for the
past

Consolidated Theatres,
Famous Players affiliate which runs
the six big mainstemmers, has an-

^

Surveying the potential U.

•f

More Can. Exhibs Line Up
To Keep Admissions Down

of the price control

Exhib-Distrib

S. Eiz;

To Compete With Mex Spanish Talkers

admissions.

'

.

Argentine Films in Bid for U.

IS

foreign co-production deals.

Pathe and Gaumont, the two local
majors, are pooling, their studios and
labs.
Gen.
Edouard
Cornigllon
Molinier, Gaumont v.p. in charge of
production, is now mastering under
the
Gaumont production banner
several of the French indies headed
by Regina and Worfman. The new
group is incorporating with a small

Alexander Korda and Gabriel Pascal.

city

The Korda-Gaumont production
would be of special interest
Gaumont has a local Rank dis-

tieup
,=ince

agreement. Pathe has a
co-operation deal with RKO, with
"Silence Is Gold" currently rolling.
tribution,

.

Picture money is becoming increasingly hard to find for indies.

GUT-Rank move.
Metro operates a major

I

?

capital of $240,000, but is ogling
British co-production deals Involving

costs and poor results have
made bankroUers shy,_ Current economic requirements are restricting
the amount of cash the Ci'edit Na-

loop Upping

covering Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane. Adelaide and Perth. Spread
is for the nabes. Idea is to spot
pix hot from Metro's own keys for tional, the administrations agency
extra dates before selling to general for financing busine.ss. has available
run of exhibs hooked to a Metro for films, since most of it had to be
contract. Nabes will only be bought switched to supporting nationalized
»
in thickly- populated areas, such as industries.
Currently the administration is
the Minerva. located at King's Cross,
to reorganize the industry
''the little New York" of the Aussie trying
through the newly-cre.ated Centre
zone.
National du Cinema, which combines all former government picture
agencies, headed by Michel FourreAustrian Actress Sues

now

Cormercy, and legislates in all
^^"'^ are no big chains of
theatres, and production has so far
been scattered mostly among indies,
with the majors unable to organize
them or nominate a local Eric John-

:

For libel on Spy Charge
Vienna, Jan. 15.
Denying she was a Nazi .spy who
carried out espionage missions in
Spain and Portugal during the war,
as charged in an article which appeared in the widely read Wochonausgabe, film actress Marika Rockk
has filed a lib,el suit against the
sheet's editor, Franz Schrom. She demands retraction, payment of a fine
for charity purpases and puhLshmCnt of Schrom,
Offending story was a four-column
piece captioned "From Mala Hari to
Marika Roekk" which described the
alleged operations of Mi.ss Roekk
and a German singer, Hildegard
Frick. both pt whom, the article
said, worked under 'Admiral Ganaris. chief of the Geriinan espionage
,

:

,

ston

large

Much
is

pari

of

.

act

efficiently

as

SILVERSTONEOFFT,00.0.

ACTMTY

20TH EUROPE
Murray

20th-Fox In-

Silverstone.

ternational prexy, sailed for Europe

aboard

the

Queen

Elizabeth

last

Satiirday
(18
for a three-week
routine trip. He plans to huddle on
20th plana in Europe during 1947
with both Otto Bolle, company's general manager in England, and Francis L. Harley. 20th director for Europe. North Africa and the Near
1

Wochenausgabe's

not new, ina.smuch as a
it is contained in a

of

^

book by Kurt Singer called "Spies
and Traitor of the Second World
War."
Mi.ss Roekk, Hungarian by descent
and ttjp film star in Austria and
Germ'hny before the war. has also
sued Singer and his Swiss publisher,
the Zurich Palken Co.

could

directives.

;

system.
material

who

their
spokesman rather than a
mouthpiece for the administration's

.

j

East.

',

Silverstone will also
tion

'

j

work

on, 20th's

o.o.

new

construc-

studios,

now

under construolion in London. Studios will not be ready for film pror
duction until at least next stutimet,

'

'

howevetv

'

•
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.

.
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Wednesday, Janwary 22, 1947
"

Be Yoiirs

I'll

°

(SONGS)
rploaso

t'lilvcl'SuMnternnMonal
^in.iB

Fclte

Bendix;
tcatures
pirectea by William A.
Kcrpemilay. I'resrton Sturgea; biiaeil

William

ana

Artui!*!!

of

Stars

wuilucer).

Draka

(Howard Clu'isliB, umhoDeanna Uurblii. Tom

pi'odiictlon

aaiksim

M'pnjou.

SeUor.
An pluv, "Tlie Good I'airy," by Jj'erenc Molt,nr- Inin^lated and adapted by Jane llln1'. Ileatli.
tiiu' aoiiKs, ('. C. S. Cushinff. E.

Kni'merli'h Kalman, Augustln Lara, Jack
BionliH and Walter Sohumaii; Other musls,
T'l-uik Sltlnner; mtisio director for Miiia
burliiii. Wiiller Schumani editor. Otto IjUdViK; Hiiccial photography. David S. Horrtey;
aaslHtaiit iHrei tor. William HoUand. a'radeehowii In N. y„ Jan. IS, '47, KuiinlnK time.

louWe

filliBlehUSher . »«

Beorge Prescottr.
IWechflberff.......'.
ir. t'om'ad Kelwn..

t':ii>lnin.

.Deanna Dmbin
.Tom Drake
....William Bendlx
...Adolphe Menjou

.

> •

.

.....Walter Catlett
Franklin I'ttnglmrn
....William Trehk
....... Joaw 'Fulloh

KiicklpBhnjn..
Barber..

Jlp.

.......••>

Elonilo

>

«...,

...Patricia Alphiii
....William Broolis

TlHburi'lte.... ......

,

StaKWloor Johnny.,

Ferenc Moln^r would probably recognize his former hit play, "The
Good Fairy," in its current remake.
"I'll Be Yours" more or less hangs on
the framework of the Hungarian author's yarn, while Universal-Interna-

17

for the hunter and finally she fires
shot which kills her husband, ostensibly, as she levels her sights on a
water buffalo charging her husband.
African footage is cut into the
story with showmanship effect, and
these sequences build up suspense
satisfactorily. There are closeups ol

thoughV there isn't
milcli for the exhibitor to concern
factor,.

of
protbK'tion,

i-eleafie

feamres

barf

,

Klolol'f.

Aubrey

a

"It's

African veldt

this

Joke,

(Eagleas "Sena-

Soiiir"

Kenny Delmar

Lion).

Claghorn"

tor

in Eagle-Lion's
teeoff production; okay dualer.

"The Pilgrim Lady" (Rep).
Romantic comedy, strictly for
the duals.
"Man's

Hope"

(Lopert)

(Spanish-Made ).
Andre Malfaux film of own Spanish Ciivil

war

Top arty

novel.

b.o.

"Born to Speed" (PRC), Fair
"B" actioner for the duals.
"Klockorna I Gamla Sta'n''
(Swedish Made), First Swedish
.

wiU gross well in Scanand stands U.S. chance.

tinter

dinavia

Miss Durbin plays a youngster who
goes to New York from her ^mall
town, becomes an usher at what is
supposed to be the Radio City Music
Hall (though it's called the iBuckingham). Then she becomes involved
witli an
elderly millionaire roue
chaser of the chaste. Complicating
matters is a young, penniless lawyer,
the other linic in the' romance. Dif-

Tna

l''arrell.

In no Ijockbart

Miiry l.ou ...........
,(efC

Uavis,

Kenneth Farrell

.

Dan Healey
Senator Leeds.

..

....

....Douglas Dumbrille
Jimmy Conlin

Matt Willis

A<-e

Knifey .............
Daisy
... .
Hortense ...........

Sanford
..By Herself

..... ....Italph

'

Whipple Sisters

Vera
Margaret McWacie
Ida Moore
T.ewls

i
.

.
•

•

?

Son!" represents
"It's
a Joke,
the young lovers be- Eagle-Lion's first Hollywood-made
cause of circumstances that rather
production— and it's not a very ausinnocuously involve the girl and the
Film, evidently a
picious entry.
roue.
modest-budgeter, sags through most
Miss Durbin solos three tunes neatof its length, under a mess of slaply. It's doubtful if she's ever been
stick that's laid on with a heavy
in better voice.
"Granada," the trowel. Pic's only claim to promiAugustin Lara tune, a standard in nence is the presence in the cast of
the Latin American catalogs, is done
Kenny Delmar, the "Senator Clagespecially well, while the likewise
horn''' of Fred Allen's radio show,
standard "Sari Waltz" (C. C. S. Cush- which should be a good exploitation
,

Heath-Emmerich Kalman) gimmick for enterprising exhibs.
and "It's Dream Time" (Jack Brooks- The picture's hardly strong enough
Walter Schuman) are the other high- to stand alone in first-run situations
Ing-E. P.

Tom Drake unassumingly plays the
young lawyer, while Wiuiam Bendix
the waiter, a part whose Jewish

"'is

overtones are too obvious in a role
where the semitisfflS as part of the
character aren't even remotely necessary. This is strangely inconsistent;
the Jewishness is only evident early
in the pic— as if the producer had
suddenly awakened to the role's tan((ent and then decided to cut it out
without re-shooting the earlier reels.
Adolphe Menjou plays the roue,
which Frank Morgan played in the

Herbert Marshall had
the original part played now by
Drake.
The pic has a sharj) pace, having
been directed by William A. Seiter,
pic.

exoensive-looking all thes way. Miss Dtirbin is attractively garbed, but one frock, a

and the production

is

with white lace

affair

collar,

makes her look much too matronly,
» factor pointed up because of her
tendency to take on weight during
:

the past couple of years.

Kahn

Producer

mounted

.

Aubrey

the

which, together with the fact that it
runs only 63 minutes, would groove
it for the duals.
Delmar tries hard to carry the
film and, although he'll undoubtedly
draw plenty of yocks in spots, his
type of humor isn't strong enough
for an entire feature. Story follows
the theme of his radio work and,
funny though it may be, his constant play on the north vs. south
angle seems almost in poor taste,
what with the current trouble in the
Georgia gubernatorial mansion, the
Guy's a fairly
Bilbo purge, etc.
competent actor, however, and milks
his particular type of dialog for all
that's in

ren

•

it.

,

Affair

Hollywood, Jan.

20.

tiplt,

,

O'Sullivan
Sxax-

J.

Veda Ann

Mowbray,
I.e.«ley

Dune

.«ci'ccnrilay.

,'<elttnUei'.

Orig-

I<usster;-

camera,

l.anninti; editor,: Arthnr
Iteviewcd in N. Y., Jan. 17. "JT.
•

Roberts.

n.'ggic
(iiuc,

Ilankin
Carter

.

Kve .StanUish.
I'rofeir.Hin'

.

Kiinkln

.Alan jMowltray
.

Dr.

.....

.CUirence I^olb

... .l>oris

B<'kins

Brown.
i«ear
!Se)l

Freemaii
Merrh'k

Hnssetl Hicks

Ray Walker
Coleman

.Cluirles

.

T.-ilboti,

Ul,,Carly)e BlackwelY, Jr,"
Harry V. Cheshire
..Dorothy Christy
...v .......

.

.

.I'nul B.

Burns

Tom Dnggan

orkniaii
J\
H","''
< 'erk
"'''•er

Jack Rice

"

A

Ann Borg

..Helen.

MjlHcent Rankin.

'rhiickeray (Ubb.H ......
lilacKie Reynold.?. . . .

,

.

.

.wniiam Ilaade

William

, ,

run-of-the-mill

Film opens on street sccne.s in
Barcelona, with a sound background
of monotonous machine-gun jabber
and explosive light artillery. Not until a few minutes have passed does
one realize that the sound is not
dubbed in. It's the mccoy, but with
no visual evidence of results. Pictures were made during the 1938
bombardment. Film, in near-essay
form, then shows the efforts of the
Spanish citizen army and the twobomber Loyalist squadron to destroy
a bridge. The culmihation of those
eft'orts
comes quickly. A peasant
breaks through to the squadron with
the location of tlie new Franco airfield, which must be neutralized before the bridge can be bombed. Unable to read a map, the peasant is
taljen on the bombing ride, and suspense, while he's trying to spot the
Franco airdrome, is excellent. After
the bombing, the plane crashes in
tlie mountaiu.'i.. The rescue funeral
procession of peasants, with virtually
no sound but the Darius. Milhaud
score, provides one of the most unusual endings .ever filmed.
Flying sequences, actually taken
in the cockpit of the old Potez which
constituted the Red Air Force in that
sector, are outstanding in dramatic
quality. On only two occasions does
Malraux give indication of his comparative inexperience witli a camera.
Thesping is near-perfect, mainly beTomttt.
cause it's natural.

Benedict

,

Horn

.

.

—

Khns

Angio-U

S. lAarket)

IH-Hche; camera, Rudolf Fredericksen; music, Svend Oyldmark, lleviewed la

Circle

Copenhagen,

Kuhnlne

tlniB,

»S MISS.

Sparked by Marguerite Viby's brilliant acting, this comedy is the Danish actress' first film in her homeland after years in Swedish studios.
good songsti'ess, she warbles several numbers to good effect. With

A

okay direction and tensing, pic looms
as satisfactory fihn fare for Scandinavia, but Chances ih U. S. are dubious.
,.

time.

MIN.'S,

0(»

;

.

.

Producer-Writer-director Ake Ohberg apparently took too many
chores on his hands and the result
is a bad copy of a Laurel '& Hardy
comedy.
Sonja Wigert,
one of
Sweden's best fihn comediennes, is

(

'

.

ten-Cavallitts. Screenplay by Hylten-Cavallina, based on Idea by Bertil Malmberg;
Bbgir Gottlieb; music. Alvav
camera.
Kraft; color technicians, James B. .Sehakle
Running ford and Olle Nordemar. Made in Claecolor
At Saga, Btockbolm, Running time,

national BriKade. Dlrectton and sci:«enplay,
Malraux, from his novel, "Man's Hope";
camera, I.ouis Page; assistant director,

11^.

MJNiS.'

Written when Norway was under
occupation, Finn jBo's drama,
produced in November, 1945, is now
a striking fihn about a youthful informer who comes as a "friend" to
,

German

family in Oslo. He contrives to
send the son to jail and betrays the
daughter. Finding her husband's life
a

destroyed, the mother kills the informer. Jon-Lennart Mjoen is a realistic traitor, while other acting is
equally good. Pic will do well in
Scandinavian countries and may oiler
Some appeal to the U. S. marli:e.t.

"Ee VillaSA ae to Colere" ("The Vil- fl
lage Qt Wrath") (rBBNCB). ClBeiua da 1
I'lancB release of Participation (Us T'llm
production.
Stars Louise Carlolti, Paul
Cambo; features Mlchellne Ifranrey. Mai'-,
cBlle (ienlat, Jean Paredes. Raymond Cordy,
ScbultK. Directed by Raoul Andre. ScreenPlay, .Toan Canolle,
Prei-iewed in ParlB.
MINS.
BtinninSr lime.
.

MS

Poor direction and technique, as
,

well as inexpert story treatment, bai:
film from the bigger French
spots and make it hardly a bet for
America. Story, set in 1860, shows a
young city slicker who moves to the
country and falls in love with a gal
of gypsy descent. Accusing her of
being a witch, villagers waiH to toss
the couple out of town but finally
decide they're okay. Theme may be
worth a Hollywood remake after,
suitable treatment.
this

,

"StiUira

gust")

Augasto" ("The Pleasant Au-

(SWBSISH). Wive

Centrum-R«x

of

I'lnn release
Filth prodtictlon. Btar.« Jn-

grid Backlin. Ake Oronberg; features F.my
Bengt Logardt. Thor Modeen.
.Inlia (taesar. Carl Hagman, Aim-Maj-gret
Bergendahl. Folke Hamrn. Nnlma Wtfsti-antl.
Directed by Klof Ahrle; screenplay
b.Tsed on play by Gustaf af Geifei-.^tam. At
Strand. Stockholm. Rijnnns time, 80 MISS.

Hagnian.

Film version of the w.k. play fails
improve upon the original despite
excellent tsast which incltide-s
of Sweden's best actors. AlCaptain Muno2,
iC. ...... .Majuto MIXS.
though stars Ihgrid Backlin and Ake
I'llot Margnez.
..Nicolaa Rodriguez
Gronberg are an interesting combiThe Peasant
.Jose Mdo
martinter,
aided
by
Swedish
First
nation it's obvious that they will be
And members of the tnlernationar i^rigade
of comedian Edvard Per,';- seen to better
quee
value
and Spanish peasants.
advantage, in a film
tensing of Birgir
Deniss Marion; niusie. DarluB
Previewed in N. 1. Jan. 17.
.

time. ?8

MINS.

:

Mllhaud.

to

an

some

, , . ,

son and excellent
of more merit than "Stiliga Augusta."
Gottlieb, should reap hefty grosses With
(In Spanish; English Titles)
a fair run anticipated at Swedirection of
Completely unique in treatment, in Scandinavifk and has b.o. possibil- dish thtjatres, comedy is too slowly
as the utterly stirring in im,pact,
"Man's ities for mahy U. S.-arty houses. Fine paced to offer much interest for the
senator's wife, is good, and June Hope"
has,
if
anything,
gained cast contribs okay thesping tinder U.S.-.
Lockhart, though no great shakes as strength from a strange odyssey Ragnar Hylton-Cavallius' Smooth dias
the
an actress, is pliotogenic
which brings it to the screen almost rection.
"Mcdaii Forten Tiit Biun«a" ("While
its csist toppers, .Gregory Peek, Joan
Kenneth Farrell, newdaughter.
With the story centered in Stock- (he Doors Were CloSed"! <SHVKI>T.HB).
Bennett and Robert TPrestoh. Story, comer' to the leading man ranks, is eight years after production. In filming two incidents of the Spanish Civil holm's "Old Town," one of the most lOuropa Film releaae of Has.'^e Kknifin prowhile triangular in theme, isn't par(Inctlon. Slar.f Kkman. Tollie bellman. Olot
passable, and Douglas Dumbrille is War, both taken from his own novel,
ticularly pleasant in content, even
WlTuier'-itrand
featui-es Goe.stu Cederlnnd.
on hand to provide the villainy. Andre Malraux has gained emphasis
Douglas Hage, HJoerdia .Tctterson. [.Marltliough action often is exciting and
.'inne
X-oefgren, Cunn Wallgr^n,
Gunnar
by deliberate understatement, and
elerhents of suspense frequently hop
Lucrezia
.l;.io('rnstrand, Inga I-andgre.
Direction and
has underlined this entire screen
up the spectatot Certain artificialiFrenchscreenplay by Rkntan.
Borgia,"
Camera. Harald
"Lucrezia
Bedelia
worli with bone-bare Simplicity. Boxties of presentation, too, and unreal
J.cfgluiid.
At
Baga, Stockholm.
Runniujf
made film being re-released by
oftice value of "Man's Hope" is virtime, »« mas.
dialog are further strikes against pic"Bedelia," British entry in the
Garner
and
B,
L.
Meadow
Noel
tually assured in the art houses.
tui'e, although portion
of footage,
U. S. Ahn market, which is being
in a day-and-date opening today
that filmed in Africa, is as interesttradeshown by Eagle-Lion toAfter being smuggled into France
Reaching into the world-trade
(22) at the Apollo, N. Y., and the
ing as anything of the season.
morrow (23) in New York, was
foUowiiig the Franco accession and
cla.ss,
writer-producer-directoi'-actor
Playhouse, Brooklyn, was rereviewed in Variety, from Lonhidden there during the Munich era
Hasse Ekman has turned out a credPreston enacts role of Francisviewed in 'Variety on Oct. 20.
Film, prodon, June 5, 1946.
and German occupation, "Man's
itable film dealing with varied charMacomber, a rich American witii an
1937. Critic said the pie "is more
John
Corlleld
under
duced
by
Hope" was first screened after the
unhappy wife (Miss Bennett), who
acters in a house and what happened
likely to be noted for its treatbanner,
was
Arthur
tUe
J.
Rank
«
liberation.
Peck,
At
that
time
it
arrives at Nairobi and hires
received
to them after the dctoirs were, closed.
ment of a daring subject than for
estimated by the reviewer, Ciern,
the Louis Delluc award, French
He does Well as the star ahd shines
white hunter, tb take him lion huntPicture is
butetanding merit.
to have strong potentialities in
equivalent of the Hollywood Oscar.
ing. On the safari, this time in cars.
in several scenes with young Inga
historical, with heavier emphasis
the U. S. Now running 85 minFor an audience accustomed to
Laiidgre. Lensing achieves same topMaconib<n- can't stand up under a
on the villainies of the ruthless
utes, it ran five minutes longer •
lion charge and his wife sees him
strict continuity of action and logical
drawer standards as Bkman's direcCesar Borgia than on the life of
in England.
story progresision. this film will rehit in
turn coward. The white hunter kills
tion' and cast's thesping.
his sister, for whom the picture
Margaret Lockwood and Ian
Macomber
quire some digestion. "Man's Hope"
Scandinavia, pic is a good bet for
the
Thereafter,
lion.
is titled."
Hunter head the cast.
tells it.s story by implication as much
broods over his shame, his wife falls
Running time is 80 rainutes.
the U, S. as well.
.

.

. .

.

.

Macomber

Affair," with an
African hunt background, will get by
principally through selling force of

"Tlie

through

Ben

okay

StolofT.

under

Una Merkel,

:

Borgia

.

,

.

:

".liisr Alsltar JDlsr, ArflrWurith" V'i T.ova
srou") <SWK1>TSH). Svea Vihu reh.ase of
(Ihberg production.
Stars Konja
gert, Aka Ohbergi features .Vlarglt Manstad,
Rime .Halvar.'^son. Naima Wltstraud. IlenvHs
Hchildt.
Direction and scn^onplay Hy Ohherp.
Reviewed in Stockholm. Silhulns.

Ake

release of

programmer.

'

Foreign

HlHkei! en Audeii" ("I Love Anolher" (1)AJ{I.SII). Asa Film pruduntUm
and release. .Stars Marguerite "Viby, Mbbe
Itnrte; roature.s lb Schoenberg. Kj'nie Arnei
sen. iUarn Watt BooLsen. Betiy lleUsenKiecn. Klse Colber, Astrld Holm, Hpniy
Nielsen. Kbba Amfeldt. Ingeborg Pehrson.
Directed by I>au LauritTien.
Screonpla.r.
"<l<'»r

cast as a strong-willed lass.
She
to SpCf^A
Marvin D. Stahl produc- clashes with Ohljerg who eventually
Johnny Sands and Terry tames her temperament. Chances out
tion.
l''ea ores
Austin.
Directed by Edward I/. Cahni of Scandinavia are meager.
Screenplay, Crane Wilbur, Seott DarlinB
and Robert B. Churchill, based on original
story by CburchiU; ertitoiv W. Donn IIaye.s;
"To I.iv" ("Two Uves") (N'OKWKGcamera. Jack.son Rose; 'music.. Albert .T;evin.
Reviewed In N. Y.. Jan. 17, '«. Running' r,\.\). Kaniera Film release of liovj'e
Film production. Stars J'lrling Dfjiiigf^liolt,
thne, 61 MINS,
.Tohnny Randall.
Johnny Sands Kigrun otto; features Wenclie JOm Bug.ge.
Jon-I.cnnart MJoen. Rolf ('hriBtcn.son. Carl
Toni Bradley
...... .I'ei'ry AllHlin
struvo.
Frank Robert. Directed by Titus
Mike Couroy....
.........Don Castle
Frank Orlh Vibe Mueller and Finn Bo. Screenplay
BreeKy Bradley..
Mrs. Rrnidall. ...
(Seraldine Wall based (in play by Finn Bo, Ctimera. Koara
Duke iludkins...
Joe Haworth Bcrgslroeini music, Chrlatlan Kartninn, Reviewed in Oslo; .Pee. 20, '*0, Bnhnlng time,

PRC

Turning to midget autos as story
Story line is familiar, and despite
adequate performances, it has little fodder, PRC has turned out a fair
action film which should hold its own
else.
Yarn is the oldhat saga of an in- on double bills. Gripping tensing of
hibited femme university teacher, racing scenes tends to olf.set the
who has authored a daring novel cliches of a none-too-original story.
Son of an oldtime racing driver
pseudonomously and submitted it to
a New York publisher. On latter's killed plying his trade, Johnn.y Sands
rejection it falls into the hands of a plays a chip-off-the-old-block, wlio
couple of embryonic publishers, who teams with his dad's old mechanic
decide if the author is as glamorous (Frank Orth) and pilots a resurrectas her yarn is sexy they might have ed racing auto driven by his father.
something via a cheesecake buildup. Spirited competition develops beOf com-se, auntie palms off her ugly- tween him- and his arch rival, Don
duckling niece, who's riot so bad sans Castle, another driver, both of whom
glasses. Lads interest an influential compete for the affections "of Terry
radio commentator, who provides Austin, who portrays Orth's niece.
sponsorship for publication through In a Frank, Merriwell finish of the
big race, Sands defeats Castle, wins
having a yen for the gal.
What happens after that is the Miss Austin and retires from the
cliche wherein the pseudo authoress track much to the delight of his
feared
falls into the arms of the young pub- mother, Geraldine Wall, who
lisher, wounds the vanity of her he would have met an untimely end
elder benefactor, while auntie finds similar to that of his father.
Vivacious iiiss Austin acquits herromance with a middle-aged lecturer.
Alan Mowbray as the egocentric self nicely and deiserves better parts.
commentator practically has a field Sands is miscast. A bit too juvenile,
day via a juicy role which supplies his emotings lack conviction. Castle
most of the comedy. Lynne Roberts is adequate as the heavy, while Orth
contributes a neat; interpretation of and Miss "WaE do well. SahdUng pro.
the unwilling masquerader, while duction reins, Marvin Stahl squeezed
Helen Freeman turns in a nifty per as miich entertainment as po.'sible
formance as the aunt. Warren Doug, from the low budget, while Edward
las does okay by the boyfriend-pub'
L. Cahn's direction was somewhat
lisher role. Other good performances uneven. Jackson Hose rates kudos
are cohtribbed by Veda Ann Borg, for his camera Work.
Clarence Kolb, Doris Merrick and

.

New

(l/nHfceij/ for

•

Douglas

V^'avrcn
.

.

Aunt Phoebe

'

r^ynne Roberts

.
.

.\*cda

Noel

Wayne

Uunnlng

MINK.

HI

Mc.nriettn
Dcitiiis

Clifford l.atimer......

as by actual picturization. In the picturesque parts of the Swedish capsubtitling a lot of the dialog is lif- ital, locale lends itself to line celeraily left unsaid. But these are not luloid hues which technicians James
the norms by which Malraux pro- B. SchaWeford, borrowed from Parduced the film. He's obviously steered ambunt, arid Eui'Opa's die Nordeinar
clear of any romanticizing of the bring out to perfection. Idea could
Loyalist cau.se, although he foiifjht be culled unoriginal, but smart scriptwith the International Brigade; in- ing milks it for full entertainment
Wincj.
stead, he paints a stark picture and values.
leaves it to the audience for consideration.

screenplay by Robert
Original
Kent and Paul Gerard Smith doesn't
much to the imagination, and
most 'audiences will be able to caU
the shots on each cliche long before
Delmar's a
the footage winds up.
^
southern aristocrat, living on the Russell Hicks.
Mloekorna I iimnla Sia'n
Lesley Selander has achieved pace
glory of pre-Civil War days and
(The Bells In Old Town)
little else, with his only income be- in direction, with Reggie Lapning's
(COLOB)
When his cameraing okay.
Edbo.
ing from a mint bed.
(SWEDISH-MADE)
for
state
nominated
wife
is
bossy
"
/
Stockholm, Jan. 10.
senator by her Daughters of Dixie,
TCuropa. Film production and release. Stars
Maift'fii H6|i«
.Edvard Persson. tleorga Fant, Gunnel Brethe political bosses who've invaded
(SPANISH-MADE)
st vom, iSl.'iie Albiin; features Goesla Cederfrom the north nominate Delmar to
limd. Marta Albln. t'lla Wlkander, Axel
T.opei-t Filnia release of Andre Malraux
run against her and so split the produclon. Starfl Majuto. Nicola» Rodri- Hoogel, Torsten Billberg. Harry Ahlin.
party vote to leave the way open for guez. Jose Ijado; features members of Inter- Jolm Norrman. Directed by Ragnar Hylleave,

UnUcil Ardats release oj Benedict BOKeaus
Stars Gregory Peck, Joan BeiiIlobert Preston; features ReBinaUl
H.'irbord. Karl Smith, Directed
After much by^joltan Korda. Screenplay, Caeey Robin- their own minion.
son and Seymour Bennett, (rom adaptation play, during which Delmar is kidof Mvnest Hemingway story by Bennett and napped and arrives back at the
iJ'rank Arnold; camera, Karl Strauss; odlcourthouse just in time for the
tor«, George Peld, Jack Wheeler; music,
vote, takes over
wins
the
he
election,
Mlkloa Koaa, Tradcahown In MoUywood.
gunntnir time, 89 MINS.
the pants-wearing in his family and
obert Wilson......,,..,. ... .Gregory Peek cements the love afEair between his
Pi'ancis Mahombtir,
<...Bobert Vrealon
. . .
...Joan Bennett daughter and her boyfriend.
^Jar^^aret >iaootnber;;...
Captain Smollfet. ., .. ... ..ReBlnald Denny
Al tliough they're overshadowed by
Coroner, .., ............ t....C^rI Harbord Delmar, the rest of the cast come
Kon^ohii
Earl Smith
.1...
,
profluolloi).

Benny. Carl

has

ii'eaturea I.yiine Itoberts.

Douglas, Alan
Directed by

I'.org.

inal

.

the Maeoiaiker

Schenclt

on authenticlooking sets but- m keeping with the
modest budget. Clyde De Vinna's
camera work is good.
Stal.
film

Bellboy.

ficulties are fbr

ly listenable numbers.

pup from the "Blondie"

Daisy, the

series, is excellent.

nrodiietloii,

Selif^nfk

Kenny
Stars
Merkel. June. LonkDirected by >5en
Original screenplay, Robert Kent

l'\iy>

Itenjieth

.

dark

to

safari.

ReptibUC release ot William

IVs a Joke, Son!
Kagle-Lion
(l^vyaii

DelJniu-;-

himself. The star's looks, lilting so- imd Paul Gerai'd Smith; camera. Clyde do
editor. Norman Colbert; muslK Alprano and' a charm she's carried over Vinna;
vin Leyin, Tradeahown in N. T.. Jan. 15.
from her childhood thesp days are MO. Running time. 6S MIN8.
always sufticientfy in evidence when
Kenny Delmar
Senator Cl.aghorn.
the pid has a tehdency to sag.
t'na Merkel
JVlugJiolia Claghorn.,

•

draw 'em

buffalo charge, caught with telescopic
lenses by camera crew sent to Africa
from England, will stir any audience.
These focal points of story out-interest».the human draina as developed
in scripters' enmeshing trio of stars.
Peck delivers a clear-cut delineation of the white hunter, a role in
strange variance to his usual work.
Miss Bennett doesn't fare so well
with the stilted dialog, but scores
as the shrewish wife. Preston, making his comeback alter service in
the Army, makes a neat impression
in a difficult part. In bits, Keginald
Denny and Jean Gillie acquit themselves satisfactorily.

•

Contihehtal
atmosphere.
original
Some of the Sturges satirical bite is
still evident, while much of the situation comedy is obvious. With IVIiss

former

"The Macomber Affair" (UA).
Gregory Peck, Joan Bennett and
Robert Preston names needed to

and other denizens of the veldt,
and scenes in which li^n and water

"Affair" was co-produced by Benedict Bogeaus and Casey Robinson,
latter also coUabing with Seymour
added DeanhaUurbln and Bennett on adaptation of Ernest
several songs that the star sings en- Hemingway's original story. "The
The result is a mildly Short and Happy Life of Francis
gagingly.
pleasant little comedy that should do Macomber." Plenty of values wore
inserted, which Zoltan Korda hanwell enough at the boxoflice.
This version of the original Xlni- dled well enough in his direction.
p^e
(1935), which starred Camera work By Karl Strauss is
vei'sal
Margaret Sullavan in a more literal above average, and George Feld and
Pre.ston Sturges adaptation of the ,Tack Wheeler did bang-up job with
Molnar worJi,-has assumed a modern- the editing.
day New York aura instead of the

,

'TlI Be 'Yours" (Songs) (U).
Deanna Durbin starred in "Good

Fairy" remake; okay boxoftice.

lions

tional has

Durbtn a
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Johnston'* Quota

Rap

Hollywood, Jan, 21

Anction Bidding Raises QiKstion

Britain's quota restrictions

on

to
according to Eric Johnston, chief
of Motion picture Assn., who re-

American pictures is likely
wind up as a boomerang,

Among Competitive Sndhown HoiBes
is

continued from page

7

"An exhibitbri rarely hag the
h.o.
whether the guarantee of several opportunity of discussing his. problem with the man who malws the
days' clearaiiqe over" a competing
decision. Instead, he states his istipe
house is inceBitlve enough to.prbmpt to tht exchange manager who has to

who

situations

division headqiiSTters

in

«etibn will harm not only Hollywood but the British picture industry as well. Johnston said in
patet;'''-'

"Bveiy country with a struggling film industry would foUow
Btitish totamjel*. and instead
of Britain finding an expanding
trade overseas for her films, she

tlifs

and higher,"

enjoy
Cant Bargain
owh communities but have
Loss of give and lake in negoto play films tiating for pix is a result of individday-and-date with houses in nearby ual picture selling, Lachman added,
towns. Many of these exhibs, point- since you can't bargain one picture's
terms against another. Situation has
ing to the fact that their towns were
firstrun

'

•

clear everything via the telephone
with .some felJ(ow behiud; « desk at

to accept compietitive bidding.
Exhibitors in qiuestioh are those

fhem

tour

to gander conditions in England.
Johnston exquotas,
British
plained to 50 film execs at a
luncheon here, will breed quotas
the reIII. Dthe* countries, and

attti-txijst

expected to weigh <in the
sminds of many smalltown exhibs Via
a highly argumentative question
decree

made an overseas

cently

Inclusion of the opttohal conapeti-tive bidding proviso in "the

their

,

would meet with

resistance."

been forced heretofore

been increasingly aggravated, Allied
than the neighboring com- topper maintained, because the promunities and cbnsefluentiy drew a duct shortage lias deprived the exhib of whatever little bargaining
these
from
audience
part of their,
power he had before. Exhibs, these
neighbors, hijve been pressing dis- days, he said, were glad to get any
tribs for clearance ever since the product to fill the holes in playing
," 0/consent decree ruled such protection time.
prbducers and; switchWhen the anti-trust decision ingWandering
legal.
sales biggies have also added to
handed down 'last June reaffirjned the exhibs' woes, according to Lachthe legality of clearances, exhibs in man. Outsidfe. producers who control the rental terms of their disthe "A" towns immediately doubled
tributing company have been a contheir efforts, claiming nb; reason exsistent factor; in driving up terms,
isted now why distribs shoiiW not
he asserted.
"When a producer
meet their demands.
changes his distrib, the exhibitor
Distribs, however, came up with a can't win either way. If a producer
to
decision
"jolier" clause in the
was getting better terms through his
twice.
think
make these "A" exhibs
last, distributing agency, -he insists
Last of the seven factors laid down on the same terms with the new
by the court to determine Clearance distrib. If his deals in the old- were
5ind oile which has bifen carried not as good as those generally obstates
over into thb final decree—
tained by the new,, then he wants his
flatly that "there should be no clear., pictures- boosted to the hew."
Such .sales chieftains as Tom Conance between theatres not in subIf exhibs in nors of 20th-Fox and Ted O'Shea of
stantial competition."
deLibertjr
Films,
"both
of
whom
the "A" towns, consequently,
mand clearance over "B" towns, switched from Metro, and others
they'll virtually be admitting the ex- who've transferred from one comistence of competition between the pany At* another have also helped in
the
rise
of rental levels, Lachnian
two cities. And, under the final desaid. -"When they come from Metro,
cree, the "B" exhibs will now be able
which gets top.terms, they immedito ask that s bidding system be inately maugurate the same system
stitutea for alt product available to
elsewhere regiirdless of whether the
both clties^^'\l-,:-: V"'
product warrants it.
The higher
T^e llhistratioii
terras are always carried with sales
Illustrative of the plrbblem is an officials from one company to anindie exhib in a city at about 22,000 other; the lower are fbrgotten."
old cuspopulation, who's been
"Things are really tough for Oie
tomer of the. majors ever since film buyer," Lachman wound \ip,
nickelodeon days. He's always been "but don't get me •wrong. I love tiie
balked, however, by an exhib in a. film business."
town eight miles away with 10,000 1
ig—
Mpi^^ip^—guBg^^^mgigin^mip^^^,
Customers from the
.population.
smaller locality jnviariablx come to
the '"A" town fbS ihost- of their
shopping and, naturally, flop into the
hssss Continued (row page 7 ssss
house after their chores

Mtish Quota

larger

Boost Needed,

'

—

.

'

'

'

I

till

—

:

Levy Warns

"A"

ejdiib's

are finished to cool their heels. "A"
has always
consequently,
exhib,
claimed he's entitled to clearance
over the smaller town.
Same "A" exhib also has to cOntend with a house owned and
operated by one of the maioj;s in his
home town. Indie, as .an old customer, has always had Hie cxeam
first-run product, with the affiliated
house getting only firstrun pix of its
owh company. Now the branch
managers with whom this exhib
deals have warned him that if he's
granted clearance, he'll be forced
into auction bidding for all his product.
And, most important, the affiliated theatre in his own town,
backed by the top -money of its
Owneir, will be bidding against-him.
Exhib recently succeeded in getting the desired clearance from
Metro. Now tbat the final decree
has ruled for aU<ition bidding, he's
thinking twice abput pressing his
demands with the other companies

towards the creation Of a

system of arbitration for this industry, not in order lo take aWay

from the Government the power to
have the defendants cited for contempt if they violate the decree,

not in order to deprive the theatre
operator of his right to institute an
anti-trust suit, but so that the small
theatre
operator
especially
may
have a place to go to Complain about
an alleged wrong or injustice without getting involved in litigation
which he has no desire to bring and
probably cannot financially aiford to
commence. Before Levy's address
and a question and answer period,
which copped approval from the
audience, members of the local
MPTOA refused to permit Fred H.
Wehrenberg, prez of both the
national and regional group, to resign. In fact, they elected him for
another one-year stint. In order to
lighten his duties three executive
vicepresidents were chosen to share
^ some of the work, Carson Hodgers,
L. A., "Bud" Mercier and Clarence
Kaimann. Other ofliders of the regional body chosen are Joseph Ansel],
treasurer; Francis Kaimann,

-

Anglo-American pitched battle, is
essential to maintain a plaimed hike
in British production and, as such,
indispensable to the growth of .the
United Kingdom's film business,
George Archibald, managing director of J. Arthur Rank's Independent
Producers, Ltd., declared following
his arrival in the U. S. last week,
Archibald briefed the reasons behind the criticized stance of the
British* Film Producers Assn.. and
predicted adoption of : the BFPA'
resolution by the British government.
British producers turned out some
40 films in '46 and are aiming to
boost that number to 80 or 90 within
the next few years, Archibald said.
To encourage that expansion, it is
necessary, he added, to assure the
film-makers that a home market
with lengthening playing time would
be available or the added bankrolling would not be forthcoming.
Rank, himself, as head of the
BFPA, and most of his producers
favored the upped quota, according
to Archibald. "British producers iare
right now enjoying the fruits of the
"

which made possible
native production by assuring local
cbmpanies that their pictures would
be played," he said. "Without the
quotas, the British public may never
earlier quotas,

have had a

chance

to develop a
taste for British films. And the current situation, where British films
are now outguessing their American
counterparts
in
England,
could

never have occurred."
"Moreover, for cultural reasons
alone, no British government could
permit a situation where British pictures could be crowded off our native screens by Hollywood's product
or that of any other country," Archibald continued. "The public of any
country should have the opportuhity
seeing the best of their stories
and culture filmed by native talent.'

of

Systematic Deprivation
Claiming that Yank exhibitors
were still systematically depriving
British product of wide distribution
in the U. S., Archibald asserted that
he,
therefor, saw no reason why
Hollywood should beef over threatened increased quotas. "If there's any
doubt that British films are being
limited in their America^ playdates,
the findings of your own court in the
anti-trust

suit

should

British

in. 1938 and expire next year.
There are two different quota acts, one applying to

newed

other to exhibitors.

The

first

;aistributors, the
provides that of the film released by any
must be British-made. British-

distrib, each year, a certain percentage

made

is

defined as meaning that at least

15%

j

i

|

m

was paid

l

^

canisse" the Associated British Pictures Corp., of which Warner Bros, was
pgrmitted to gain a controlling Interest in 1945. Circuit, it is claimed, is
now- "run in the interest of ABiericani prbdiicers."

^anks Steam at

Britisb Chill

Continued from pagre 3

imports
(not
necessarily
British
iaims) and a full-scale trade war.

don't

i

want

to.

Pressiu-e

methods

won't go."
On the matter of figures, Amprir
Threatening British moves recently are generally attributed by IJ.S. can industry toppers are incensed at
such
statements as Cripps' that Holindustry leaders to a cbmbinatibh of
psychological and economic factors. lywood is earning (in Britain), "at
least
10 to 20 times the amount
Oh' the first- count, it is said, the
earned
by British films in America,
British are using big talk to compensate for an inferiority complex despite the fact that America must
have
at
least four times as many
as they readjust themselves to the
filmgoers
as
hawe." As a matter
possibility of becoming a "secondary" nation.
On the other hand, of fact, according to best available
information,
American companies
they are honesty trying to set up a
took
out
of
Britain
in 1946 about
film industry of their own tljat can
$80,000,000, while the English took
help even the bailee .of trade, ;
from the U.- S. about $8,500,000.
CMdwyh^ Clulii
That's less than 10%, but that's not
Regardmg the latter count, Sam- the point at all, say the Americans.
uel Goldwyn's quip last week fol- 'Why
shouldn't U.S. companies take
lowing the statement of Sir Stafford, 10 times as much
from Britain as
president of the British Board of vice versa,
they ask, when the toTrade, brought general applause tal production
expenditure in Engfrom the industry. Remarked' Gold- land in 1946
was from $32,000,000 to
wyn: "If British producers would $36,000,000,
as against
$350,000,000 in

Hollywood?

CEA Backs

Prods.

London, Jan, 21.
Cinematograph
Exhibitors
Assn., representing control of
practically all British theatres,

has expressed Itself as in jtgreement with British Film Producers Assn. that cinemas here
must
be
"de-Americanized."
CEA has made counter-propo-

however, to BPPA's recommendations to the Board of
Trade on forthcoming revision
of the quota laws.
CEA wants exhibitors quota
sals,

to stay as

request

it

is,

BFPA

as against

be hiked from present

171/2% to above 30%. Reason is
that last year's quota defaulters
exceeded 1,100 and, if quota was
raised, defaulters are likely to
rise to

over

2,000.

CEA

also

wants distributors

quota to be continued, as against

BFPA

recommendation

it

be

abolished.

'

—

of the labor cost

in 1938, with l>/4%

dispel

.

50%

Current act provides that distribs niust have handled
mcrease each year until 30% was reached. That
was reduced because of the war, however, and is currently 22Vi%, with
a rise to 25% slated for March 31. Percentage was originally based on
footage bu* changed to a cost basis during the war, with £72,000 ($288,000,
approximately) being set as minimum expenditure for maximum credit.
Distrib quota expires, March 31, "1948, and undoubtedly will not be
ettewed, since even the British Film Producers Assn. has recommended its
abolition.
It's claimed that it causes Americans t» Wake "quickies'* in
England to meet quota requirenien'te and the BrlHgh industry itSelf lio
longer needs this type protection.
Exhib Quota Act provides each British theatre mtist play a percentage
of British-mades. As renewed for 10 years in 1938, quota started at 12i,4%
and rose each year until it hit 25%. That was of necessity reduced during
the war and is how 17%%, with a rise to 20%- slated for Sept. 30. Percentages are based on hours of screen time diuring "normal" theatregoing
periods of the day. Act expires Sept. 30, 1948, and British Producers Assn.
wants it changed so that, in effect, English houses must play eight British
pix each six months (16 if they cliange bills twice a week) while circuits,
in addition, must plso? six indie. British pix each half-year.
Amerieah
.execs estimate the result -(vould be a 30% playing time quota for indie
houses and 40% for circuits. BFPA also wants government to "de-Amerito British nationals.

that
doubt," he said "Paragraph 110 of
stay away from Parliament and conthe court's findings holds the jnajor
centrate on making good pictures,
companies guilty of drafting various
they'd be better off."
from whom he buys pictures.
contract provisions which, among
Unwillingness of the British to
other things, exclude foreign pictures
and those of independent producers." understand the operation of free enterprise in the U.S., as it applies
"It's oversimplifying matters
to
say that no exhibitor will turn down to films, especially irks the Amerisecretary and 'Waiter Thimmig, sera pipturei foreign or otherwise, cans. No one is more international
Continued f rom page 3
geant-at-arms. AH are St. Lotiis exwhich -win gross big mioney," he in outlook, they point out, than an
hibitors.
make his recommendations on the
argued. "Without star buildup and exhibitor— if he can make money at
Lew Lehr, from 20th-Fox, was powerful
it.
But no exhib will—nor should
production front to Par's studio
exploitation,
films .just
guest of honor at a dinner la-st
Perkins will speak for the
don't
Clan.
draw heavy patronage in he be expected to—play a picture
night (Monday) Joseph F. Holland,
United Kingdom and Farley on a
America. And without assurance of that won't brjng patrons into his
locial
banker and hurnbrist, Was wide
house. And 99% of British fi&ns, no
survey of the production situation
distribution, there can't be a
toastmaster,
matter how much U.S. critics praise
in Europe. Under.stood that all will
buildup
personalities
nor can them,
do not appeal to avei'age
A resolution endor.sing Wehren- there be of
put in a pitch for slanting films to
expenditure of big sums of
berg's all motion picture industry
money for exploitation by a com- American audiences. It all goes back
the burgeoning foreign market.
to the same old thing-- make good
forum, to discuss the industry's pany
if it isrt't tn a pcsition to take
Foreign field currently shapes up
pictures and they'll find plenty of
s
and grievances, was advantage of audience
Pr0 b1e
penetra'lion playing
as the best b^t for kiting profits to adopted late yesterday
time, whether they're made
by members by choice bookings."
meet soaring production costs, many of the convention.
in England or Tirabuctoo.
of Par's execs believe. With -GI
Furthermore, the Americans arc
EAGLE'S tl-I 'BELUSIOH'
jsenetration serving to bring Ameriburned by an 'idea the British have
^^^^ »JtY-iJOXS
can films to millions who heretofore
Hollywood, Jan. 21.
that what goes into U, S. houses can
Hollywood, ,Tan, 21.
had little idea about them, number
Univei'Kai - International
assigned be controlled from the top, or
by any
Fihn aviators picked Maj. E, H. S, P. Eagle to produce "Delusion," other
of overseas markets have shown recriterion than boxoffice.
As
Philippines,
for jRobiniion as prexy of the Motion jPic- based on the Car) Zuckmnyer novel, Bob
Biarkable gainst
Wilby, Paramount partner, is
one, has climbed meteorically in the ture Pilots Assn.
"MaiSter of Life and Death."
quoted this week in another story in
Other toppers elected were Paul
pa.st year while many other counKeith Winter is doing thf »creen- VAniB-rr: "Barney Balaban
owns 50%
tfiejs have followed a similar pat- Gustine, veepee and Herb White, plav,
to be directed by Compton "f my company,
but he can't make
'secretary-treasurer.
tern.
Bennett,
me play a Paramount picture if I

Par's doast Meet

,

efforts

Seiz
Proposed boost in the British
quota, storm center of the current

What

Pilmdom's "Battle of teitato," which promises to generate increasing
heat in the next year, tesults essentially from eSorts of the English to
more nearly equalize the balance of trade in mbtion pictures. They fir.st
moved in that direction in 1928 by passing fluota laws, Whidi" were re-

Incidentally, it's pomted out, the
$8,500,000 that Britain got from the
U.S. in J[946 compares with $2,500,000
the 12 months previously, sp it can

hardly- be said that the British competitive
situation isn't improving
normally as English pictures increase
in quantity and quality.
It is estimated that the British may take out
almost $20,000,000 in 1947.
Forgetfttl British

In

addition

to

other

Americans heatedly point

factors,
out, the

British seem to forget they
thriving exhibition industry

have a
which
has been built and exiirts. in great
measure only because the continuing
avaUabihty of American
films has enabled them to keep their
houses open. Only 17% of the take
of British boxofflices

is exported to
America. The other 83% goes to
British labor, British investors, British theatremen and to the British
government in the form of taxbs.
English exhibs pay a tax bill of approximately $120,000,000 a year.

That there is an unfavorable balance of trade in films is no reason
for restrictions, according to the
Americans, since there always will
be an unfavorable balance in any
single commodity at any particular
time. For instance, one exec pointed
out, the U.S. buys $35,000,000 worth
of Scotch whiskey from Hritain each
year, -while England buys absolutely

none from America. No one, on that
account, suggests the U. S. should
put a restriction on Scotch.
Cripps' beef about the quality of
American films reaching England,
and the fact that they were taking
up much British playing time that
might be enjoyed by home product,
brought a quick rejoinder also. "The
very fact that the British industry
has to go to its government -and aiik
protection for itself via a quota law,"
it was said, "proves right
off that the
public is not in agreement with
Cripps on quality of American films.
If they're poor and the British product is good, there's nothing in the
world to keep British audiences

from staying away from the Hollywood product and queuing up for
English pictures. That the reverse
is too often true means Sir Stafford

;

should look, elsewhere than Parliato adjust the situation."

ment

If
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-M's

PiaURE!
The Nation Hears About
"One of Hollywood's AU-Timc Achieve-

THE YEARLING!"

"One of the

Year's 10 Best."

—YOUNG AMERICA

mCntS—LOUElLA O. VAVLSCMS^nationaUy syndicated column

A

"Movie magic.
"Picture

of the Year... Masterpiece/*
-THORNTON DELEHANTY, Redkok Magazine

—LOOK MAGAZINE
"Best Picture of

have ever seeti.**
^MARJORIE KINNAN. R AWLINGS, the author

"As beautiful a job as

Picture. Best

The

Year."

'^SH^lLhH GKAM.AM, nationally syndic^^^

I

"Our entry

"Academy Award

classic.**

for

of the

Piaure of the Year."
—THE CHRISTIAN HERALD

Year.l.DOROTHY KILGALLEN, mtionallysyndtcatedcolumn

"One of the
"Picture of the Month."

greatest epics ever to

come

out of Holly wood "—THE catholic youth

—COSMOPOLITAN MAGAZINE
"Magnificent. Pick of the Pictures^

—LIBERTY. MA6AZINB

"The Pick of the Piaures."

—JIMMYrFIDLER, nathnwide.hroadcast

"Best Picture of the Year."

—TORONTO STARvWEEKLY

"The Movie of the Year;

—esquire:maga2ine

"It,

may be
made

ever
"Picture of theMonthj'WARENTS'.MAGAziNE

Thisls.

the greatest motion picture
in Hollywood."

—JOHN TODD, International News Servh

M-G-M's "THE YEARLING"

the::;;^:

starring

GREGORY PECK
JANE

WYMAN

A CLARENCE

BROWK

PRODUCTION

THE
YEARLING!

Claude Jarman^ Jr. as "Jody"
Clem Bevans • Margaret Wycherly
Forrest Tucker • Photographed
in Technicolor • Screen Play by
Paul Osborn ' Based ott tho
Pulitzer Prize Novel by Matlorie
Kinnan RawHngs * Directed by
Clarence Brown • Produced by

SIDNEY FRANKLIN
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer PIctur*

American
Bretbttlmil

Wnk,

—

'
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ager of Harariek-Evergreen. This is
indicated by boxoffice of past four
months, he said,
John Danz, president of Sterling
•Following through on its "Year of 'The Yearling"' slogan, Metro plans
Theatres, reports Seattle off, but
Continued from pikee 5
to give "Yearling" the most intensive ad-publicity campaign in the comhinterllincl holding its own With this
pany's history. Opening gun in the picture's ballyhoo layout was flrcd
as tremendous biz as ever, while the houses are concerned, are being de- trend likely to continue throughout via full-page ads in national mags Pfior to the preem run of "Yearling"
-layed, a ''wait and see" policy hav- 1947.
lesser pix 8te off at the b.o.
at the darthay Circle, Los Angeles, and teaser ads have been run in New
in war-iniSated towns where there' ins; been adopted.
Leroy Johnson, general manager York daily newspapers tot the last two weeks in preparation for the
has been a reshuffling of workers,
Most optimistic of the nabe exhib.'i jensen'& Von He'rberg, is (?ptimlstie, film's second booking—at Radio City Music Hall, N. y„' w^ere it opens
supervisor for saying, "With good plctilres we'll
exhibs are naturally more pessimistic is Go^on
GoEflon t)ann
toinomw (Thursday).
.subsequent-run chain. He naturally show some small- indrease
than in tho^ spots virith' triors' stable" •oaeofl?
Film will be given special treatment and, instead of being released gcnPatrons
populations. Jackson, Misis., for in- didn't expect the huge ^grosses of and our plans are so set.
er.filly,' will be showcased at ftrst in key spots. thronghout the country.
stance, has already felt a 20% de- 1946, but sai^ that I94t^ijl likely wUi earefully .sejlect entertainment Each opening will be given a special buildup under the supervision of
cline, While other towns are varying reach a "nice, hesathy^&Vet" Odeon a$ everything else. -Pogrer pr<)duct
Howard Dietz, M-G ad-publicity veepee. "Yearling" opens next in Chiin almost direct proportion of their is i>lannin# foaf new hOHSes this will sag."
cago and Metro exploitation director William R, Ferguson is currently
'war plants to permanently-,€Stab- year, the largest being a 2,3(50;seater
...
mapping out a campaign in Chi with five field exploiteers, together with
lished industries.
first-run fljckery, building .to start in
William K. Hollander, advertising chief for Chi'S Bijlaban & Katz Circuit.
'47 Seen as 'Cruciar
Present high adrais'sion px-ices. are spring:
its didn't agree, with the
seen by many exhibs as the key to Ganetakbs point tijat reiissUes and
Uniqflj^: provision in newly-signed pact between legit thesp Donald Buka
If the high b.o. tap
1947 grosses.
repeats were"' affecting biz to any
I^a'neigj:o,_ Jan,.2I.'vs.
dfifd Howard "Hughes' California Pictures, Inc., give the-fllm company call
San
can be sustained, there's no fear, but great decree and added that though
July and August during the contract
Richard Spier, divisional mfinager. o'nBuka's services only in June,
if patron resistance grows to such
fewer pix are being madei those
Pact 'calls for six months with options for a seven-year period and Wa.'?
heights that rediictions become man- that are being shown are better than of Fox-West Coast, said: "There is
hurry-up call to fly to the Coast and tost
no reason to fear a recession in our effected after Buka answered a
datory, theatire Inconie levels can last year.
/
Buka
shooting.
asked for and requested the unusual
now
"'Vendetta,"f^.
biz.
Grosses are continuing highly
naturali:y be expected to drop.
take legit work in New York during the
satisfactory, with outstanding" pic- eS«se in\prder to be able to
However, winter season. -His Only previous film was as Bette Davis' son in "Wplch
Cleve. Circuit Heads
tures breaking records.
on
Rhine"
the
(WB).
Admish
Big Pix,
SAts Rir T,PVpHnp- yjii
Off the coming year will be the *rucial
^^^^^^

B. O. Bullish

To Stix Exhibs
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High

Dee DfA x^eveung

Showmanship,
Seen Key in Des Mpines
Cleveland, Jan. 21.
Rivalry between Samuel Goldwyn's "Best Years of Our Lives" and
ingenuity, sane-thinking are essenGradual levelling off in box-office tial. '47 should be year which, will jMetro*s"Yearling" for Academy award honors continues down the horn eDes Moines, 'jfan; 21.
Ralph Branton, general manager receipts is predicted by Leo Green- prove good Showmen have nothing "atretch, with "Yearling," which was released after "Best Years," currently
picking up whatever citations have not already been acquired by the
of Trl-states theatres Corp. here, berger, co-operator of Community to fear.
Exec based opinGoldwyn film. Metro Technicolor opus to date has gained' 21 citations in
states: "The boxoffice depends upon Circuit Theatres.
Robert Corbin,. manager of the
various national mags, Mew«5papers and radio shows.
the picture, and if the picture is big ion on such factors as 20% drop in Golden
Gate, only Coast vaude
enough or important enough busi- chain's biz, due to less take'home house* declared: "There was a slight
ness in 19*7 wUl continue at high pay of factory workers and: ne'W recession
but
Christmas,
before
Comprpniise Seen
levels, if there is a general re- cautious attitude, of nabe theatre- business has picked up since. The_
cession in business, it will take .ef- goers.
Plsfi¥or
nollywoo^ Jan. 21.
theatre with attractions^ •will do
More optimistic was Charles Rayfect in lesser pictures first.
The fact thai the* last two
biz.
Ooniitromise agreement is lins Continued from page s —
"It is most important that the in- mond, Locw's zone supervisor, who colored attractions
did n-g- prQV.es
derstood to* have been jreaehed
to_ get into any large-rscale diiipute
dustry handle itself so it does, not said attendance showed sign.s of colored people are out Of work and
.-for r«-edlttae of '*puei In, 11^
with -the Church.
dissipate the fairly substantial ad- improving as a result of stronger the rising-cost-of -living publicity in
.Sun" with Catholic Archbishoii
mission prices of .today, either by story properties bought by studios, local papers is causing people to
tCA's 'Finicky' Attitude
Cantwell reported ready to redemanding exorbitant prices for the heftier exploitation and better-de- stay home.
tanning: film to
Lengthy lulls between squawks on
j'cind
action
better than average pictiires that veloped new stars. Record number
pictures lead to constantly widening
Jack Blumenfeld, of Blumeafeld
Catholics after elimination of
will be termed "rftad shows' pr*by of holdovers here indicates people
Although
frontiers in what films may depict,
Theatres, stated; "I look forward
parts.
objectionable
craating unhealthy and devastating still have moola, he said. Cleveland
and it is on that basis that the cento a good year, not as big as, '46.
none of the patties involved
Competitive, conditions which can is not hit as hard as other former
sorship experts of the Motion PicThe gravy train of war, due to the
would make statement, David
only result ia lowering of admission war centers because it has more diinflux of populatiojn by the Armed
ture Assn. always proceed. A.number
O. Selznieb's office would not
prices and would have effect from versified industries, he added.'
of beefs in quick succession and
deny that Wew edltlpg' Wj»i>ld
Local grosses won't vary much Forces.and defense Workers, is over.
the largest to the smallest theatre.
there's practically nothing they can
be'cffeeted.:-'"
this year, cTaimed Nat Wolf, Warner They have filtered back home.
what
"High admission prices' were
do to slow the hand of those who
Roy
Cooper, assistant to general
vfiss
divjsiotf manager, since the
jplctiire
Bros,
Cdnferencc
nn
in
themade 1946 an outstanding year
would give greater power to state
radical manager of Golden State Theatres,
Price, Joe
city' Ijagn't suffered Jroin
Byron
held
with
Bffiiness and normal and good adand municipal censoring bodies.
Slight let- declared: "I don't agree with New.
Breen, Sebniok and representamission prices maintained is the shifts in population.
That's one of the little-understood
York distribs on big business prostive of the ,4.rchbishop with no
answer to business in 1947. If the down in, crowds is compensated for
reasons behind'the PCA's frequently
pects.
It's
wishful' thinking.
I
comments forthcoming; fronr any
producer and the distributor do any- by higher prices and hSij) of top
"finicky" attitude, which, actually,
don't expect the bottom to drop out,"
party concerned. However, Sclzthing to upset the generally good product, he explained.
usually leads to lesS;^ censorship
Until
"If they continue to give us big but I do expect a rec^ssipn.
nicfc reps stated they would not
admission prices prevailing today
rather than more, despite the fact
the cost of living goes down, bia Will
discuss the matter until "everythey win be responsible for' any re- films and stage shows," declared
it gets plenty of people annoyed.
not be big.
one was satisfied." This apparcession at the box onjces ot.A'meri? Harrx Schreiber, RKO Theatre disHenry Nasser, of Nasser Theatres,
As to the effect on business of such
"tiiftt manager, "t^e outloolc is excelently was pending on the Archaction as that of Bishop Cantwell in
When newspaper ad asserted: "i liope it's going to be.
lent for us.
bishop's office approving the
space opens up, we will be sitting good, but 1 doubt it. I believe it
forbidding church members to pat"Dnel.**
new
versian
of
Blues ;ln Old IVIississlp
pr«tty.'
Amusement-seekers
are will not be as good as last year."
roni«e "Duel,'' it's variable. If the
Jackson, Miss., Jan. 21.
gravitating to lower-priced enteropposition can 'be surmounted, it
Theatre business recession in 'the tainment, enabling many of our atmeans plenty of dollars at the b.o.,
Jackson area has already started, tractions to drkw four and five- Quality Pix '47 B.O.
because it's tiatural publicity that
Deereie
all exhibitors:
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ther slump.

Mont'l

Op

week runs in houses formerly oneweek StEttids.'' -

•

'Deplores'

Big B.O. Forcing H.O^
Montreal, Jan, 21.

Survey

Montreal exhibs revaals
divided opinion on b.o. possibilities
lor 1947. Pour top chains were
queried— one main -stemmer and
three nabe eirciiits— and the division
of views ranged from very optimistic
to
downright
pessimistic.
Most
spokesmen saw bright possibilities!
though they admitted it was still too
early in the year to tell. Top Optimism came from a Consolidated
Theatre biggie. CT runs the five big
first-run flickeries downtown. Exec
of

.

Continued from page

Pix Coin

&

of 1946, and one of the things he
blamed was the shortage of films,
forcing his houses to play repeats
and reissues which dented the b.o.
Expansion plans, as far -as new

Forecasts

Show

20';;!

Seattle

Drop

for bids.

it

Citing the danger of "not only
heavy expenses and dislocation to
the distributors" but also "great
hardships" to exhibs in the event a
Supreme Court reversal required a
switchback in selling Jnethods, the
Big Five in a brief filed yesterday

If the fight gets too tough, howit can hurt plenty in the cash*
box, as in the case of "The Outlaw."
Hughes' film, of coiurSe, never fails
to break a b.o. record in any en-

ever,

gagement it plays—but it can't get
enough engagements. Church and
civic pressure

is so strong In manyareas that theatre operators would
I'ather not book the film than chance
continuing disapproval of the community, with resultant headaches

later.

(21) pitched for a stay ot competi"Outlaw," had it not run into the
Granting of the stay by heavy censorship
trouble, it is estithe statutory court would avoid mated
by distribution' execs, would
necessity .of applying to the Su- have grossed
from .$5,000,000 to $6,preme Court which "is wholly un- 000,000 In the 10 months it has been
familiar" with the , problem and in release.
Actually, despite the
should not be asked to tremendous grosses
to first-runs from high admission which
per engagement,
price reactions by public. He thinks grapple with the question until it it now has
amassed only about
good pictures are the answer to any hears the case On the merits, the $1,800,000^ Should Selznick rim into
adverse economic conditions.
He brief claimed.
a similar situation on "Duel," the
.sees no change in this from the patTurning to the theatre freeze. Big results
could be disastrous; since
tern of recent years.
Five said that drastic restrictions the picture
cost $5,300,000 and will
George H. MacKenna, manager of were, in effect, divorcement all over have to
gross $10,000,600 to get Seli!Bail's Lafayette, feels abandonment again, and that the court had shown
nlck off the nut.
of the proposed tax out a present ho intention of depriving the majors
As the highest Catholic authority
disappointment to first-runs.
of the right to pick up houses to
in the Los Angeles Diocese, n w'liich
either protect their investments or
move into a Competitive situation. the picture was produced. ArchSt.
Exhibs Present
Since none of the Little Three, nor bishop Cantwell's directive is likely
to be observed in Catholic chiu'ches
potent
indies
such
as
Samuel
GoldPetition to
wyn and David O. Selznick, were throughout the U. S.
.
^.
St. Louis, Jan. 21.
Dictum was published in Tidings,
.similarly limited, an unfair

tive sales.

i

Loo

^

Nix
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advan-

A

the official weekly newspaper ol the
Lo,fi
Angeles Diocese, accompanied
editorial, written by WiUIani H.
Mooring, Who Characterized "Duel"
as worse in a moral sense than '"i'he

delegation of niembers of theitage would be obtained by them.
Picture Theatre
Inability to keep abreast Of changOwners Assn., heaided by Fred Weht ing times meant ''graduai and drasrenberg, last week presented a peti- tic deterioration in the value Of
tion bearing 24,310 names to the defendants' present theatre investBoard of Election Commissioners ments," the brief contended. Nor
urging the repeal of the daylight could the Big Five fight the possisaving time ordinance. About 19,400 bilities of boycotts which are "not
names of registered voters, 5% of merely fanciful" in view of the hisSt. Louis' registered voters, are re- tory of the industry, it continued,

Louis Motion

St.

,

j

by

i

!

i

Outlaw."

]

The editor enumerated scenes and
situations which, in his opinion, ap-

!

j

pear to violate the motion picture
production code, at least from a
Columbia will argue for postpone- Catholic
Instances are:
viewpoint.
in .application of the block
"I^ lends to throw audience symirix until the high court has
its say.
Unlversal's main pitch will pathy on the side of sin."
be for validation of franchises as a
"It includes brutal killings, and
The signatures were obtained in means of permitting U to acquire rape is more than suggested,
100 theatres in the city in a drive showcases.
"It ignores good ta.ste and proper
^

'

'

quired by initiative procedure to
place the question on the April i
A simple majority i.s reballot,
quired for the continuance or repeal
of the city law.
:

I

j

j

ment

booking

.

.

.

'

He said 1947 biz is only go- And this year all companies will
be "fair' and saw a definite distribute highest quality product that started last D'ec. 26. A.<;scrl)ng
that daylight saving time, effective
He (or any year."
off, if not a r§ee.ssion.
between the last Sunday in April
was down even at the end

levelling
said biz

fails to send flocks of curious
to the theatre.

queried whether distrib may condition sale of features on shorts, newsreels, trailers or -serifds. Finally, it
seeks ruling on wliether defendant
must tradeshow a p'ic before offering

'

'

never

1

Buffalo, Jan. 21.

Buffalo managers agree that qualPatrons
ity productions are the best b.o. insurance for the coming year. None
Plenty
believes any severe recession in
Chicago, Jari. 21.
prospect.
Shopping tendencies by
Outlook is generally optimistic public are becoming somewhat aphere. General opinion is that .people parent, but not serious.
still have plenty of moola and if
Vincent R. McFaul, manager of
product is good, business will be the Shea Circuit, says 1947 so far is
good. Extent of pessimism was that bigger
than January,, last year.
biz will be "off a bit" this year, due Neighborhoods are currently showpartly to a shortage of product and ing
recent
improvement .over
gradual trend of business in general moijths, he states,, and he believes
becoming highly cottlpetitive.
announced outstanding production
Looking into the year's future, schedules of major producer's give
full
assurance
of
continued
public
James Coston, Warner olrciiit head,
said, "I see no reason why business patronage.
Robert Murphy, manager of the
should not be every bit as good if
Twentieth Century, sees no danger
not better than other years."

On the other hand, Emil Stern,
Essaness exec, felt that business may
be "off a bit" this year. While busi"deplored"! the socko°,b.o. currently
ness so far compares favorably with
being registered at the first-runners,
last year, there may be a let-up in
claiming that since biz was so hot,
cash customers later on, he said.
they were by contract forced to hold
"Exhibs and retailers ar'e now defover the pic for weeks, until grosses initely
out trying to sell customers
dropped below the control figure. whereas in former
years they just
This week, for example, out of CT's sat back and
waited.
Fewer picfive houses, three are holding over
tures this year may also account for
films and one of the pictures, "Blue fewer
payee.s," according to Stern.
Skies," at Loew's, is in its fourth
"Theatre business in genera] will
week, with the end not in sight.
hold up," says Bill Hollander, Bala.Guy admitted that circuit had ex- ban
iCatz ad chief, "but if there Is
pected a levelling off, but now fie to be any change,
it may only be a
doesn't know what .th.e year will slight
drop; People still have money
have in store.
and are working; and film bi2 should
One of the reasoiit. for the healthy remain the same."
grosses, that are making January,
Forecast from Arthur Schoen1947, top the same month last year,
stadt, Schoenstadt Circuit top, was
he said, was that people don't spend
that "business will depend on qualas much coin now on entertainment,
ity of product; People will still have
and instead of patronizing the
money left to see a good picture."
niteries, they now prefer a film or
Distributor outloolc was highly oplegiter.
(Wolfit Company, ShakeAllen Usher, Paramolmt
speare repertory unit, which just timistic.
district manager, opined that "evfen
10closed, rang up hefty f 30,900 for
If there is a busine.w recession, fijm
day run.)
biz
will
be
la.st to be hit.
After last
George Ganelaltos, managing didepression, entertainment biz did not
rector of united Amusements, bigdrop off. until several years after.
gest nabe chain here.' was the pessimist.
ing TO

Insurance

,

Chi Ops Say
Have

Jigsaw

—^Buffalo

:

reflecting the closing of 'war plaiits
and unsteadiness of the cotton war-'
ket. LKJcally-owned houses, the State
and Joy, jre holding up better than
chain theatres, but all expect fur-

.

and the

last

Sunday

in

September

;

WANOEK BUYS JAMES YAKN
Hollywood, Jan.
Walter

Wanger

bought

21.

filming

each year, is against "the be.st in- rights to Leonardo Bercovici's "The
Seattle, Jan. 21.
business will drop 20% this terests" of their 'business, the «x- Lost love," «n ndaptation of the
1946, in opinion pi hibitors said tbey Were anxious f«r Henry James ncvel, "The Aspern
district man- the citizens to decide the question. Papers.''

regard for audience "sensibilities in
the treatment of a low subject.''
"It shows Jennifer Jones as unduly, if not Indecently, exposed, and

shows a character, acting as a
minister of religion, who parodies
it

year compared to

prayer and thus becomes a comical

Herb Sobottka, Seattle

figure."
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Longer Runs to Posh Fik Bal^o

lid

Gotta Be in Parking
Biz Plus Exhib in

trm

Chicago, Jan.

Continued from p»se (

donor has been rejected by a reput-

Back to Stix; More Exiub-Flaci
Film exploitation plans, tying in+
•with major distribs' campaigns for
longer playing times to meet upped
production costs, are headed for the
grassroots, according to industry adpublicity spokesmen.
Consensus is
that exploiteers are going to have
to latch on to each film, tracking
their promotion righ; into the sticks.
And, say the promotion chiefs, the
exhibi&r is going to have to wor.k.
harder than eve? with the flacks to
put films over.
Most of the majors are working
on plans to realign their ad-pub departments in line with more\ extensive campaigns, especially in the
hinterlands. Universal; recently announced an expansion of its exploitation staiff shortly after New Year's
to accommodate the increase in
number of J. Arthur Rank producpictures.
tions, as well as the top
Columbia also has begun a new system of helping the exhib hypo exploitation on its films to coincide
with the single-selling practice.

NYU

Staies Scripts

Nine scripts of films released- durr
ing 194S have! been choseiS'.iEor study
in the script-writing couH^r of TSTew
York University's motion picture department by'Btenry Klinger, 2tftb-Jox
associate story editor, who v^ill;4each
the course dtitring the spring semester:
Scripts incliiele' "Best Years of Our
Lives," "Henry V," '.'Brief Encounter,"
"Lost Weekend," "Green Years,"
"Anna and the King of Siam," "Ijeave
Her to Heaven," "Saratoga Trunk,"
and "Walk in the Sun." Four-year
course, only one of its kind among
American universities, is under the
supervision of Prof. Robert E. Gessner, head of the department.

fyily

Critics

Peeved

At Warners Nix Of

Plan

number .of- company sales stafLaw, which came about Dec. S, a
was passed without fanfare and fers. 'Topping the promotion! list is
Harold .Wipthwein, formerly Milwaukee exchange manager, named to
Chicago zoning ordinance^ is ...that the newly created post of assistant
district manager under Hugh Braly,
in order to construct theatre building
1942,

in .an apparent hush-hush manner.
Gimmick, found' in Section 11 of

'

not backing theatre collections for the
campaign as .-.nits, more than 6,000
theatres have so far reported they
will pass audience plates for the
drive, scheduled from Jan. 24-30,
according to
spokesmen in
New,York. Number of houses include some 40*45 indie circuits and
there's not a sin:c;le chain outfit in
the country in which at least one
theatre has. not agreed to collect
funds from its customers.

MOD

tricts.
cause Of expansion of Braly's terriThis makes it virtually impossible tory to include six exchanges. Jesse
to build new house downtown, with T. McBride, Omaha branclx .manager,
space at a premium. It is under- succeeds "Wirthwebi in Miliivaukee
stood that execs of one large chain while Don Hicks has been moved up
were present when amendment was from Kansas City salesman to top
passed,
the Omaha exchange. Reagan also
appointed Walter Wiens as Cincinnati branch manager, advancing
him from salesman in the Dallas terirmiglil H'wood
•
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Cavalier Slates Quintet
Hollywood, Jan.

Bogi•eaus' 'Necklace'

His

1st for

UA in '47

Cavalier
filming
bved.'!,"

Productions,

"Three
has

-Were

lined

up

21.

currently

Thoroughfive

more
The

for future shooting.
stories
Hollywood, Jan. 21,
Benedict Bogeaus announced "The next, "Caboose," will be released
through Columbia, but no dlsiribution
outlets have been arranged
thus 'far for the next four.
Cavalier is an Ihdie combo conProducer is negotiating with Brian sisting of Robert Young and Donald
Aherne and Charles Laughton as Barry, film thesps, and Eugene B.
male toppers in the picture, slated Rodney, former theatre chain exec
from New England.
to start March 1,
-

Queen's Necklace" with Ida itupino
starring, as the first picture oh his
1947 production program for United
Artists release.

;

:

.

Realities,

Brotherhood Group
has had a definite sSilutary efon Hollywood film subjects, acFilm industry's organization for
Frank Capra, currently National Brotherhood Week Feb.

War
fect

,

:

to

Lead
Frank Capra Stresses Skouras, Kirsch

-

:

In Decentralizing Plan

Carrying through on its previously
town district, comes to light when
announced plan to decentralize pai-J
would-be loop enhib recently disof Its sales system,' Charles M."
covered that in order to take such
Reagan,
Paramount's .veep'ee
in
action he would also ha-ve to go into
charge of distribution, has boosted
v
the auto parking biz.

i

Prifate Screenings
Figuring that more intensive proAlthough most Broadway first-run
Philadelphia, Jan. 21.
to be done, especritics
are houses will show the special Greer
Philadelphia
film
cially in outlying situations, Col's adpublicity department will send its peeved-^but plenty—over a ukase Garson trailer, only the Astor and
exploiteer.s and prcssbook men out issued by G.-H. Q. of Warners that Victoria have decided to take audito personally service its better filniS\ hereafter there'll be no private ence collections. Plates will also be
in first-run dates instead of first issu- screenings of new pictures. Warner passed in several of the 42d -street
ing the pressbook. During the first bigwigs issued the order on thg grind theatres in N. Y., as well as
few idays the flack boys will work grounds that the crix could "not most of the indie nabes. AH theatres
with theatre managers and mer- fairly judge a picture in the cold in Washington, Omaha and several
chants in the town or neighborhood, surroundings of a private screening other cities will back the drive with
theatre collections and, while the
making publicity tieups, getting film room."
"Pictures were made to play amid motion picture division doesn't hope
songs plugged by Ideal radio -stations,
the proper surroundings of a theatre to equal the $6,000,000 taken in last
etc.
and with an audience,'^ said a War- year, it's confident it will collect
Vs Mtaa
Maurice./ Bergman, U's ad-pub ner spokesman, ''tfo critic can get somewhere near that figure:,
Theatres averse to audience colchief, stressed tiiat fhe addition of a fair appraisal watching picture
'six men 'tO' the field staff '^1 repre- without these factors. Their readers lections as such may collect money
sent even, more than tjiis; boost, in are entitled to a fair review ^just in other ways, it was learned. Sevmanpower because the fteld workers as .reviewers of legitimate produc- eral houses have already inauguwill be augmented by key men from tions who view live productions' rated dime-pitching contests among
in a their patrons in theatre lobbies, with
the home-office exploitation-publici- as the audience see them
all dimes tossed
in going to the
ty division under Bergman. This set- theatre with people, in the seats."
The pie tevtew^, however feel
and the vinning customers
up will mean that tliere will be concentration f>t men in the 4eld for that they are as cotiapetent to judge getting passes. Other theatres have
wtierever the calibre of a fUm as the film -placed a large, simulated dime in
big
pl(*ar«!
eirenings
execs" themselves.
key in the XJ. S.
spotted fit
the middle of th* lobby and" asked
To go along Kith this Aeld escploita- "The Warners people have pre- their customers to try to cover the
tion alignmelit. -Iferginan explains views in private," was the remark replica -with actual money, In addithat cafnpSigiiiS would be intfensifled of one of the critics," and besides, tion, many exhibs have -stationed
by holding ad-publicity islinics each we review the picture; not the audi- femmc collectors in their "lobbies to
.
hit the customers for contributions.
month in key -cities such as Chicago, ence,"
Main beef ol tfaie ciix ris the fact"
Atlanta. Ciinmnati and Boston^.
that lielHg forced^
review pictures
at the actuaV openmgs, make$ it
sometimes impossible to make their
deadlines, especially "when there are
two or more openings on the same
day.
Cheap
Minneapolis, Jan. 21.
Another beef— im^ no minor oneFor first time no theatre coUeeis that some of ''the Warner houses' tions are being
taken in this terriPrivate Use
For
h^ve Saturday openings. Virtually tory for "March of Dimes," they
Seeking a -widened' market for its all of the film critics Work five-day,
having been vetoed both by the Minrecently acquired Castle and Film- .4D-hour weeks, which me»}s that
o-sound librairiesi Unlversars United they'll have to work on Saturdays, nesota Amus. Co. i{Paramount circuit) and Ndrth Central Allied, inWorld. Films is currently urging on their regular day oil.
dependent exhibitors' organization.
manufacturers the production of a
Thus far the crix haven't made
Spokesmen for North Central
cheap, .assembly line 16m projector any official protest
to the Warner pointed out that
theatres had just
for heavy sales in homes and instituchain's braisshats.
The
industry is taken theatre collections for the
Accumulated backlog of
tions.
watching the reviews Wilii avid in- Northwest. Variety club's
heart hosorders, piled up durinf the war, for
terest.
Thus
far tiiere isn't any pital proJeM, and other collections
models ranging from $600 upyRjirds
so
sign of ''reprisajK' by the aggrieved soon afterwards
would likely antaghave stymied UWF efforts so far to
onize -patrons. Theatres, however,
promote the jitney' model, company critics.
are running the trailer urging con
spokesmen say, but manufacturers,
tributions to the drive.
are ready to launch into the cheaper
type after the orders have been met.
Prez Launches Drive
UWF figures that a projector
priced at $250 will sell a total of
Washington, Jan. Jl.
Company has assurances
The 1047 "March of Dimes" cam80,000.
PRC has closed With Edward paign, sans President's
from its dealers tlbat solid demand
Birthday
Small
Productions
for
national
disfrom' the -public, aided partly by
Ball,
iansi legit
commattd pertribution
of
nine
of
Small's
pix
as
growth Of appetite on the part of exformance, got under way here last
GIs, would hypo sales of the cheaper reissues. Films to be piped through week following a meeting at which
model far above current demands. PRC exchanges during the year are Mrs. Harry S. Truman arid daughCompany has no intention of going "Last of the Mohicans," "South of ter Margaret met With the Washinto manufacturing end, it was said, Pago Pago," '.'Kit Carson," "My Son, ington showmen.
but naturally wants to proihote the My Son," "The Corsican Brothers,"
The /irst Lady thanked the theause of 16m machines at honies as s "The Man in the Ii-on Mask," "The trical reps for
their work in other
Count of Monte Cristo" "Interna- years
spur to biz of selling pix.
and acquainted them with the
will occupy itself for the tional Lady" and "'l.ie Son o£ iSionte
plans for this year. Endorsement was
next few months with integrating Cristo."
given unanimojisly, with 60 theatres
Deal was; wrapped up by Harry
Castle and Bell & Howell exchanges.
taking part in the drive. Co-chairOnce this is accomplished, U's sub- Kosiner; Small's sales chief, while' men
of the theatre group are CarBid will maj[!- a pr«iuction -program on the Coast last 'waelsx Distribution
ter T. Barron, Loew's division manwhich (envisages likely expansion to is to be completed witfhit) two years
ager; and John J. Payette, Warners
Insure a steady supply of new films. On a percentage divi'y without miniMeanwhile, UWF has acquired mum guarantee. Pact also calls for general zone manager. Frahk- La
Karrow-gauge rights to 12 features the pix to be coupled and sold at Falce is campaign director.
to add to the list of older pix. Be-, dual fare.
fore booking non-theatrical situaFirm*. Switch
tions,^ l8-moriai aearanqe for the
Changing its corporate setup,
filtns will elapse.
•

To Several Sales Aides

.

motion will have

,

Reagan Gives Boosts

21.

there must also be erected a parking Coast district chief. Braly, recently
garage or lot ^thin the same block taking over from Del Goodman, reor across the street of the house, signed, has set up h.q. in Los Anbut rule is not applicable to theatres geles.
House Collections
Creation of Wirthwein's past beseats or to nabe
While the major affiliated circuits with less than 500
house outside of commercial dis- came necessary, Reagan said, bemaintain their stand of
6)900

MOD

U

C«I;'8

able charity organization.
"Our campaign is not a joint fundraising campaign,, but is conducted
in the name of, and for, the ]^ermanent Charities Committee, .-an prtax "- deductible
gani2ption,. •witH
stfttu.?,
anfl the ^pi'oceects ate distributed hy the directors to national
charitable organizations and Iqcal
federated appeals.
"The- contributions offered will .be
held in reserve, in^ the hope tnat
those in- iiuthority, will 'decide to accept these substantial' gifts,"
v

CM

Strange city ordinance, which
practical^ puts the damper on
building a new house in the down-

cording, to

.

New York

in

o.o.ing

business

of

It's
a Wonderful Life," Liberty
Films release. Until the outbreak of
the war Hollywood had an ingrowing-tendency, and that wartime experience had brought film toppen;
up against real Jife and the "out-

side" world, Capra reveals. "Until
then," producer avers, "each produ>
cer would go see the other fellows^
pictures, adapting techniques, until

everyone was copying from everyone else and there was nothing
fresh." Servi«ie experiences gave pic
heads a new angle oit life, he stated.
Capra's neict film for Liberty will
be "State Of the Union," Howard
Lindsay and Russel Crouse cjutent
Broadway hit. Producer is currently
huddling with the two playwrights
on film adaptation. Under pact with
Lindsay and Crouse, Capra must put
screen rights to use before the year
is up or -lose them. Pic will be his
W*? eflEort for Liberty on his onea-yeaf release schedule with cottW
pany.. Filming is scheduled to begin
in May or. June for fall release, with
no casting as yet. Also under' consideration for future .predilction are
Alfred Noyes' "No:.Other -Man," for
London, Paris and Rome locations,

and "Friendly Fersuasipn" by Jessamyn-West.
Capra remains in New York for
10 days before heading to Baltimore
Tuesday (21) for "Wonderful Idfe"
preeni there with a Jimmy Stewart
Both of them will guest on "Information, Pleased' tonight (Wednesday.)
p.a.

BelKiaug Honor Caprit
Hollywood, Jan. '21.
Frank Capra was awarded the
Challenge International du Cinema
trophy by the Belgian film Indus-

16-23, wound up yesterday tTue.sday) with Spyros Skouras, 20th-Fox
sharing the chairmanship
prexy,
with Jack Kirsch, president of N<i'

tional

Fred

Allied;

Wehrenberg,

president of .Motion Picture Theatre

Owners Ami., and ITed Gamble,
chairman of thia>fooaird of American
Theatres

Asam

Pegged for national vice-chairmanships in the 12th annual campaign Sponsored by the National
Conference ©f Christians and Jews
are Barney Balaban, J. Robert Ru.

Bobbins,
Max A.
Cohen, Si Fabian, Jack Cohn, Harry
Brandt^ Inouit Mizer, Ned E. Depinet
bin,

Herman

and Heirb'ert ITates, Sr.
While no atidieoce collections will
be made, evety nevifsreel will carry
a short feature produced by David
0. Selzniek featuring Coast itars in
a tolerance

-talk.

Flat Rentals
Gontinned from page

7

mine Who

'is the highest- bidder except on a standard of flat rentals,"
theatre exec declared. "Any attempt
to hand out pictures on another basis
must lead to the courts."

(Threat of a cloud o) suits because of claimed tOTpracticability
0/ fixing high bids on percentage uios also stresfed this week
by Herman M. hevy, general^
counsel for the Motion Picture'
Theotre Oumers of America^ who
said competitive bidding section
"is practicoHy imptossible of performanee." Without litisotion or

•

judicial clarification such factors
as highest bidder, most Tcspontry for his work as director of "Arsible one, etc., could not be desenic and Old. Lace."
termined. Levy added).
Ingrid Bergman was the only
other Hollywood figure to receive a
Foreshadowing possibly similar
Belgian award, for her acting in developments elsewhere, Schwartz
"Gaslight" and "Casablanca,"
said he -would boost his admission
scales in houses in -which the run
had been bettered. Hike in the b.o.
tap would permit Century to bid
higher flat rentals for the films than
otherwise and give the chain an opportunity of meeting terms offered
Minneapolis, Jan. 21.
by Loew's and HKO, which currentAlleged unusually stiflE demands ly operate on higher scales. Parallel
by Paramount for its product has action is probable by other Indies
resulted in at least 150 of the terri- who hope to vie
with afirUiates since
tory's accounts, including one of the without
upped admissions indies
biggest buying and booking pools, would have little chaiiCe
of offering
staging a buyers' strike against the successful
bids.
company's product, it's claimed by
System of splitting product beBennie Berger, president of North tween
and Loew's with other

ISONWiaitRES^^
PAR BDIOERS STRIKE

Central Allied.
Acting for North Central Allied,
Berger says he has protested to the
Paramount home-office against -what
he declared to be "prohibitive" terms

HKO

nabes out in the cold
the boneyard in a

is

heading for

number

of situa-

Schwartz insisted. Century, he
said, had first-run in many New
York situations until Loew's and
for its pictures. The "inability" of RKO
built their houses and, "by bethe independents to buy the product ing able to
swap their product with
tions,

Harold Young Productions, New
York picture firm, has acquired
stock held by Charles W. Curran,
who has resigned as firm's veepee.
Continuing as vice-president in
charge of production is Aide Erroini,
former color technician with Sir

Paramount itself is con"Patio theatre In Brooklyn is an
cerned, company has pointed out that example
of what Century lost by be-

Alexander Korda.
Recently winding up directorial
chores on Clyde Elliot's "Citizen
Saint," biopie of Mother Cabrini,
Young expects to be tied up with
the film for another month and has
no current production plans of his

the 4,000-seat
City "here. "Blue
Skies" chalked up an all-time high
for any straight film in Minneapolis

own.

at the "excessive price" is causing
a hardship for them, he alleges, necessitating an undue amount of de-

other

pendence on

made swapping

As

reissues.

majors,

took over the

runs." Individual selling

decree

plus

far as

first-

under the

competitive

bidding

unfeasible, he added,

during the past year four of its pic- ing pushed
info subsequent run.s,"
tures, "Going My Way," "Road to
Schwartz said. "We put up the house
Utopia," "Two Years Before the at
a cost of $1,250,000 in 1928 and,
Mast" and "Blue Skies," have suc- on a flrst-run
with stage show polcessively broken the house record at icy, the
house grossed $13,000— $14.Radio

its

first

week

there.

OOO weekly.

When

it

lost

first-run

to Loew's Kings and RKO.'s Kenmore, the take dwindled ii> $2,500
weekly. And all our expenses except

^
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ielure Grotsis
Cojatlnncd from pa(c u

week, "Man I

ImW

(WP),

a

also

was pretty brutal at just $l,ooo.
SeBKtor (Harris) (1,750; 40-70)—
"Notorious Gentleman" (Rank), Picture doing nicely on its own and
may possibly be getting something
extra, too, on. confusion with "Notorious" playing town at same time.
iij.o.,

It's

here! Starens January 27th on

Chesafealx

(fte

Rex Harrison

starrer grabbed good

notices, however, and getting good
Last week, reissue of "Sus$5,000.

(HKO) paired with "Genius
W«rk" (HKO), just fair at $3,000.
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 40-70)— "No-

picion"

i Ohio

at

torious" (RKO). This one's been a
long time getting here and naturally
has piled up a big backlog of excellent publicity.
It's all adding up,
too, and shooting for $35,000, house's
biggest gross in 'a long, long time.
Last week, second of Time, Place,
Girl" (WB), about $14,000.

«»IARfiE#ASYDU-G(rilUVEL

Warner (WB) (2,000; 40-70)—
"Mighty McGurk" (M-G), Wallace
Beery starrer didn't get much advance notice, being shoved in at Jast
minute when Penn decided to -hang
onto "Blue Skies," Whether that's
responsible for just fair $8,000, however, isn't determinable.

Last week,

"Her

Sister's Secret" (PRC) hit for
surprisingly good $8,500 for nameless
cast and a muior tear-jerker,

the train, eharge

yon board

Card. Apply for your

C&

it

O

m a Gredit

Crodit Card

«nrk; Yaude*

now!
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Washington, -Jan. 21.
Business here is a little oiEt froni
week because of holdovers in
some Icey situations, but nevertheless continues good. "Blue Skies"
and "Razor's Edge" top the town,
and "Soaig of ttie South" does very
nicely for its forth midcity week;
Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew's) (3,434; 44-80)—
"Mighty
McGurk" (M-G), with
vaude, a mild $24,000, the modest
stage show doing nothing to bolster
the grosses. Last week, ""Black Beauty" (20th) was a husky $30,000 because of Stan Kenton's orch's draw.
CoioiBbis (Loew's) (1,263; 44-70)—
'Clouds Roll By" (M-G) (2d run),'
good $9,000. Last week, "My Darling
Clementine" (20th). $9,500.
Earle (WB) (2,154; 44-85)—"Blue
Skies" (Par).
Sock $28,000. Last
week, "Time, Place, Girl" (WB) (2d
wk), fair $18,000.
last

pmm Ckii will

THEN SIMPLY BOARDHfg

mi9 PULiirtAN*sRCi mu

imiNANPUSE THi NEW

jysT A

NO NEED to STAND 114
AT TICKET WINDOWS

LINE

cmca^ofTCMiQioti
PAYCASH)

Reseevep-seAT coaches

Keith's

(RKO)

44-80)

(1,838;

—

"Song of South" (RKO) (4th week),
fine $18,000 for this end of a long
run. Last week, terrific $20,000.
Little (Miller) (285; $1.20-$2.40)—
Henry V" (UA) (11th week); $6,000
and beginning to show a little falloff in the matinees after several
capacity semesters. Last week, good
$6,300.

Metropolitan (WB) (1,513; 44-70)
"Thief of £iagdad" (reissue), good
$10,000. Last week, "Mr. District Attorney" (Col), $9,500.
Palace (Loew's) (2,370; 44-70)
"Razor's Edge" (20th). Hot $25,000
for second stanza after a terrific
$33,000 opening week.

—

SOME

six weeks 5igo the Chesapeake and Ohio
announced its intention ot installing, for its

passengers,

a simple Credit Card

r^rvation by phone.

.plan

Now that plan is here.

And

It goes
,

-,.

tions.

on your Credit Card if you prefer.

You can

use

it

down to the station to pick up your reservaThe C & 0 does all your seonying and worry-

ing for you.

you do is reach for a phone. For now-^and this

new—you

can

resei-ve

space in reserved-seat
.

coaches as well as Pullman* space.

For Pullman Space, phone

.

in your

name and

Credit Card number. Go to your reserved' space
aboard the train, and charge it On your C & O Credit

Card or pay cash

if

you

prefer.

For Space in Reserved-Seat' Coaches, simply
telephone in advance, giving your name. Go. to your
reserved seat

on the

train,

and pay

any

C & 0

on the tnun or in the station. This includes
tsois and baggage service.

Apfily

hi Ymr

Credit

for jrour ticket

€mi i@wf

You're invited to apply for a C & 0 Credit Card,
right away. Just call any Chesapeake & Ohio Ticket
Office for an application'.
or write Chesapeake &
Ohio, Terminal Tower, Cleveland 1, Ohio. Do it
today and Jbake inunediate advantage of this new
traveling convenience
.

All
is

to charge

new

meals in dining

.

No longer do you have to spend your valuable time
waiting in ticket lines. No longer do you have to
dash'

it'

there's another important feature to the

Credit Card.
service

into effect the 27th of this month.
.

there, or charge

and spa«e

'

.

The,"Charge-It-As-You-Go" Plan is the latest—
but not the last—of many far-reaching improvements
pioneered by the Chesapeake & Ohio to make rsul
travel more comfortable, more senSble.
*Tq hold Pullman space ly phone, it will he necessary io
have a Credit Card. Pullman space, if not vMd, must he
properly cancelled, or it will he charged lo yowr account.

'WhiteTie' $14,800, Omaha
'U'current' 12G,*Jolson'
Omaha,
Business

pheum upon

8G
21.

.Ian.

chilled, off at the Orre-entry of stage shows.

might be that the Major Bowes
"Graduates" needed more schooling.
At any rate, coupled with "White
Tie and Tails," the show got no
more than $14,800, which is small
at this spot. "Undercurrent" and
second week of "Jolson Story" okay.
Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)—
"The Jolson Story" (Col) (2nd wk),
fine $8,000. First week, $9,300, smash
business. Could run 3rd wk.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 16-65)—
"Jungle Princess" (Par) (reissue)
and "Adv. Tom Sawyer" (Indie)
(reissue), a healthy $10,500. Last
week, "Time, Place, Girl" (WB)
(m.o.) and "Mysterious Mr. Valentine" (Rep) (1st rvin), okay $10,-

It

600.

Orpheum

—

(Tristates)

(3,000;

20-

"White Tie and Tails" (20th)
Maj. Bowes "Graduates" on
more than a light
$14,800. Last week, "Blue Skies"
(Par) (2d*wk), a great $16,000.

85)

and

stage won't rail

Paramount (Tristates) (3,000; 1665)
"Undercurrent" (M-G), nicft
$12,000. Last week, '"Secret Heart"

—

(M-G),

$11,000, not bad.
State (Goldberg) <865; 15-50)
Deception"
(WB) and "Home.
Sweet Homicide" (20th) , expect a
big $4,500. Last week, "Killers" (U)
and "If I'm Lucky" (20th), good

—

'

$4,000.

CHARGE-IT-AS-YOU-GO-OM THE C & 0
THE CHESAPEAKE & OHIO RAIIWAY. TERMINAL TOWER. CLEVELAND

1,

Pine,

OHIO

Thomas Out

Bill Pine

in Front

Hollywood, Jan. 21.
and Bill Thomas, con-

tracted for six features a year for
Paramount release, are one picture
ahead on their contract.
With seven films completed, the
•

two

Bills are stepping out on a tour
of exhibs for the next three months.
P.S.—The two Bills were flacks before they became producers,
:

2%

.

Wednefi^ay, lannary 22, 1947
fiuth Tracht Curzer has reSigned
her post »t the WB exchange to assist her htishan^ In Itis fprocerv

m

-

St Lop Spigc^ Tipdi Bad

marry Sue Donnelly, of Cleveland.

thut French also
the Memorial Union, on the campus. Minnesota, a post
All students are charged admissions. occupied.
vtts of 2(J o?
All four execs
Because of the crowded condltioi(is,
winadmissions are limited largely to more years with the cojwpany.
staff of
students and members of the faculty. cheE joined the advertising
Ruben cirthe old Finkelstein
cuit, predecessor of the Minnesota
Loew's N. y. Shifts
the
when
1920
and
Amus. Co., in
Following re<;ent resignation of Ed theatres became part of the nationDouglas as manager of Loew's State, wide Publix organization in 1929 he
N. Y., a series of managerial shifts moved, to Paramount's New York
has taken place in the circuit. Sam office as .livisional advertising diPearlman, iormer manager of Loew's
rector, returning here in 1932 to
Triboro, Astoria, has taken Over manassume a similar post with the Minagership of the State.
nesota Amus. "Co,
In addition, the chain has upped
seven assistant managers to post of
Farii New PRC Okie. City Head
acting managers. These include KobDallas,
ert Gibbons, William Klenert, Joseph
Francis W. Farls named branch
Stica, Harold Privalle, Howard Levy,
OklaNathan Bernstock and William Car- manager of PRC exchange,
City. Faris had been on RKO
homa
roll.
sales staff for several years.
Mike Cisneros named manager of
Elton
Grabs
lUchle
Interstate's Grande theatre at HarRichie Amus. Corp., headed by lingen. Replaces Tony Cantu, proRobert Kropp, has closed a 15-year jectionist at the house.
lease for the Elton theatre, BrookE. M. Morrow purchased the Texas
lyn^lrom the Pinsan Realty Co.
theatre at Longview from Lester
Richie plans general renovation of Dollison. Morrow formerly operated
the 2i000-seat house and addition of houses in Tulia and Seagoville.
air conditioning equipment. Berk
DoUinson will continue operating
Krumgold represented the lessor,
houses
Sherman, Texas, and East
Vaughn, New Mexico.
Rappaport Adds Balto. Honse
Kay theatre opened at HuntingBaltimore.
ton on full-time by B. G. Partin and
of J. B. Reeves. It's the first house for
extended - period
Following
building, Izzy Rappaport has opened this town.
Dave Lutzer, for about 25 years
his new Town theatre. latest addition to the downtown flrstrun list. salesman here for Universal, reTown will seat 1,500 and divide with signed because of his health. He may
Rappaport's combo Hippodrome on return to his job if his health imRKO and Columbia product. Jim proves.
Gladfelter will manage, assisted by
CliH Jarrett.
Five Houses for N. C.
House- is complete rebuild of the
Raleigh, Jan. 21.
former Palace, which had been
As soon as building controls are
turned into a garage following a proeased to allow comraercial,construclonged period iOf darkness after a
tion again, five new theatres are to
long-time career as a burlesque land
mark. Rappaport also operates sure be built for Smithfteld, Selma, Benseater Little, featuring foreign and son, Clayton and Princeton.
Construction on the ones in Smithart films.
field and Selma will begin as soon
Jackson Park Bejolns Allied
as possible, according to H. P. HowChicago,
ell, owner of seven theatres in North
Jackson Park theatre, recent vic- Carolina, who has released tentative
tor in an anti-trust suit against nine
plans for these two' theatres.
big companies, rejoined Allied Theatres of Illinois, recently after sevMO., ill., Briefs
eral months absence from the organization. This was brought about
St. Louis.
J, Stewart FOx, manager of Vogue,
pulled
because
when the theatre
out
Palestine, 111., resigned to open his
it felt AUied's position in the N. Y,
court, hearing of the auction bidding own house in Hutsonville, 111.
controversey was inconsistent with
Hbxy, in HuntsviUe, Mo., sold by
the Jackson Park's own litigation Ray Jeanette to Guy Fleming.
here.
Mrs. Ralph Trexel purchased the
Allied has since withdrawn, its Hickory, Hermitage, Mo., from Harrepresentations to the court, and the old H. Hackett.
Jaclcson Park feels the present polLouis V. Kuttnauer, UA salesman
icy of the organization is as it should in St. Louis, being treated for heart
be with respect to the independent trouble in Jewish hospital, St, Louis.
exhib, hence they are rejoining,

business,

&

To Bbs; Odier Esdbuige

Briefs

St. Louis.
while he seeks another house
The Plaza theatre in the west end. Central Iowa.

many

years used as a synhas been reopened as a
figog,
film house by Clarence and Francis
Kaimann as another unit of the
lor

Kansas

.

Wehrenherg-Kaimann

Circuit in St.

Louis and St. Louis County which
now has reached a total ot 23. The
bouse, a 500-seater, now completely
modernized, was erected in "1910 by
the Plaza Kealty & Construction Co.
and was operated as a combo picture and vaude house jjjy several
persons, including Hector M. PazC"
.moglu, then Greek; Consul in St.
Louis and operator of" several theatres including the one at the old
Delmar Garden.
Mrs. Mathilda Ketchum, a former
school teacher, also operated the
house for several years, although an
invalid, Another op^lfator was Louis
Stahl, father of Maury Stahl, pirominent in the Skouras Bros, organization. With the advent of more modern houses the Plaza shuttered fof
several years until it wa£ purchased
by a Jewish group an'd converted
into a house 6f .worship.
Commonwealth- Amus. Co. has
purchased the 1946-47 Monogram
product for its bouses in Columbia
and Washinigton, Mo. Narney Rosen.

City.

Theatres

Kansas-Missouri

Assn.

directors in a recent mfeeting held
set' dates for a series of meetings to be held with exhibs of the
two-state area during March. Purpose of the schedule is to get to•

here

gether with both, members and nonof orginization to thrash
out common problems, principally
the consent decree.
Meetings in Kansas will be held
at Abilene, I'arch 10; Walceeney
(11); Dodge City (12); V/ichita (13),
and Independence (14). Missouri
meetings have been set for Hamilton, March 25, and Neosho, 27; a.
March 26 meetl.'.g will be held either
,at Appleton City or Osceola, the ex-

members

-

-

act site .to be announced later.
The list of
officers and directors who will- make the twostate trelc include Strowig; Elmer
Bills, Salsbury, Mo., victe-president;
Doc- Cook, Maryville, Mo., secretary;
TOm Edwards, Sheldon, Mo-: Dale

KMTA

George
Russell, Kans.
Baker and B. R. Biechele, both of
Kansas City.

DafttelsoM,

Shest Cirenlt

Meet

Cleveland, Jan. 21.

of the local- Monogram
branch, also closed a deal with the
Bailard, Horn and Metcalf Circuit
for its houses in Kdwardsville and
Jerseyville, 111.

thal,'

in

Kans.-Mo, March Meets

manager

Twenty-four managers on
Theatre circuit held annual dinner
meeting in Cleveland yesterdav (20)
and today, with Edmund E. C.
Grainger, prez, officiating "at forum
The Plymouth, a west end nabe, discussion of trade problems. Main
has been -sold by Tommy Tobin- to topic was Government consent deHelen MeMillan .aftd William Kayes. cree and how company .plans to hannewcomsSrs' in the local lexhibition dle -problem.
field.
W, L. Kreh-, ..special reps for
Circuit's general business in 50
Republic in the Prairie Division, has theatres is surprisingly good this
been shifted to the Los Angeles area. yeaxi Grainger said, in introducing
Charles Borg has sold-^ his Lowry, its execs to -70 Cleveland guests.
Lowry City, Mo.; to Everett Hinkle Shea's New York office also repreand will continue to' operate his sented at banquet by Gerald and
Civic at Osceola, Mo,
John Shea, Carroll Lawler, George
R£ty Leanothow, HuntsviUe, Mo.,
Frank King and Ray Smith.
who recently sold his Rpxy, a 300- Goetti
seater in HuntsviUe, will continue to
Wisconsin U.'s Threa "Shsitres
operate the Palace at-Crnnbrldge, Dl.^
Madison, Wis.
With the student enrollment at an
alltime record ot 18,000, Univ. of
Wisconsin is operating three film
houses, the first time it has gone into
Mr. Exhftiitor: Investigate |
the film business in a major scale.
There are Friday, night showings at
Filmaclc's
Prevuc Trail- 1
Badger Village, a married couples'
ev S«r/iC«! befare tisning «ny
r»sidentiai unit 30 miles from here,
and at Truax Field, the latter a housfrailer Centncts. Write, win 1
i^hea

,

-

'

NEW

,

,

I

,

ing project for students, made from
barracks formerly used by the IT. S.

or phoM .Fiimeck %3tl' 5.\
Wefaesh, Chico9« 5, ML ami^

Army Air

Forces.
In addition, second runs aiid foreign films are shown' Friday, Saturday and Sunday in the small,- 250-

Kceive fuU deleik.

seiat

Wisconsin Union Pl^iy

Circle." in

IDA lUPINO

•

ANDREA KINS

e

mm

''THE.

"HUMORESQUf
.-with,

.

i-iii
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Florida Theatees Setup

Miami.

Directtd by Baoul Walsli
In Person

.

Florida State Theatres, Inc., 125-

Chsrib BARNET
AND HIS OBOHBS^ttA
PIu»
SAV &N6USH • eoiES AHD ATKINS

.

«;akmoi, hash
bjr Smit NecolesCO
•

a.

Bras,

Directed

B%^y

nt 47th

St.

JAMES CAOHBS

STRANH

house chain which includes Parsmount KhterpriSes, Miainl th^tres,
announced consdlidatioti of all offices, with centralized setup to be
run from Jacksonville.
Plan calls for FST to absorb operation of Paramount group in the
state, heretofore run as an independent unit, though both groups

had the same

«n

officers.

Atlanta of-

through which the buying and
booking was done, will also move to

fices,

HAL U/AUISW»<«»-

'ORUEMAIIEUIIil'
,

'*

pki* OM stao«r-eitAciE niifis

mm
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'
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"Gm«l

m drama,

:

80th: St.
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lively find
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Bay MirtAND, Barbara SVATSiWSCK

STORY'
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In Technicolor

With

Gcergo

Coulourli;,

Altirt

Anthgny Qulnn, Frank

m

D<kk«r,

FiiyUii

-

ifm

PARKS
KiYES

GRATi
I4oneI

KAVB ^
Mfiitny,
DOWNS
Bonnie

BAKBIi

Doors Od«h 8:80 A. H,

.RADIO CItY MUSIC HAtt.
HockPfeller Center
::
:

:

Start* Thursday j

"THg YEARUNG^'
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j

ClAUDi 4ARMAN, JR.
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4 tPECTACUUlt

manager for Tampa

dumped

and Favorite Films,

New Milwaukee House
Milwaukee.

The Towne theatre has opened
first new firstrun downtown
house to open here in 15 years. The
here,

Towne

district

man-

as brokers on

MNOlBAvHR SUM
SlNSAQniiSAllOR

.

.

,

'>rew Louisville Drlve-In

-

-Louisville.

Louisville Drive-in, Inc., will erect
an-»800-car outdoor theatre on a 22acre tract lease on the Dixie Highway south of Shively, a suburb. Estimated cost of construction is $85,-

Floyd D. Morrow, general manager of the Shelbyville Road Drivein, will also manage the Dixie Highway drive-in. The new outdoor film
spot wiU be constructed within the
next few months, and completion of
tlie building will depend on Govern-i
000.

ment

regulations.

Will malce the second drive'-ih for
the local outdoor exhibitors, one located in the eastern part of the area,
and the newest in. the extreme southern section.

Stockdale, Tex.

The
We^ house contains
650 seats on the main floor and 250
in the baloonyi
•

^,

Jones Leaves Griffiths
Dallas.

Ted Jones, veteran Griffith execuhas resigned as division manager of the Griffith Theatres; according to an announcement made by
R. I. Paynes, yeepee of Theatre En
terprises, Inc.

-

Jones was associated with the late
R. E. Griffith for approximately 25
years and has managed and operated
theatres throughout the Southwest,
including Oltlahoma, Texas and New
Mexico.

Goldman Vpped

in Cleve.

Cleveland.
.
Mark Goldman has been upped to
post of branch manager of Producers
Releasing Corp. in Cleveland, where
lie will have charge of sales and
distribution
in
Toledo,
Akron.
Youngstown, Canton as well as
Northern Ohio.

Amus. Promotions

MIAMI SIACN
OCEAN

^Nf • 40lh M 4Nl Sf^

Rcfcmitfoitt Inojci^ •

WsKM-. Jacobs

,T

Biiick
,

.

,

for Eaele Lion
Pittsburgh.

Manme Feldman, former
manager, has been hamed city
salesman for Eagle Lion-PRC Pictures here, moving into spot of John
Zomnir, recently upped to exchange manager with transfer of

WB

has succeeded Bill Brooks (transferred to Washington as a salesman) as head of Par booking department, will 'join the ranks of -the
benedicts in February.. He's going to

RESEAUCH WORKER
AND WRITER
Ss«ks

pofilion wilh film company,
sducQlional, documentary newsrssi or

•ntortflinmoA). ficldt.

•dg*
rolit

Extciiuva Itnowl-

of
lliaralurc,
hbtary,
curavenh, biagraphy, fothioM, olc.

Shilb include vituolization

and drama-

cf molericil, briefing, alto
quick spotting of pivotal fact*. Converaont witii tourcet of information.
Pravioui iobt wilh aco organiiationt.

tization

f ermanont

nicho desirod.

Write Box 2047, Variety

.

154

W-. ^6s!i St.;

MaW-York

!9,-

M. Y.

Minneapolis.

With the elevation of Harry B.
French to the post of president and
general manager of the Minnesota
Ahlus. Co. to succeed John J. Friedl,
who resigned to retire from the film
industry, the Paramount theatre circuit is also maldng other promotions
within its I-ankS.
Charles W. Winchell, advertising
director, moves up to assistant to
president and general manager, succeeding French, while E. E, Seibel,
assjstant advettisin" manager, replaces Winchell, anf. Don Alexander,
member of. the advertising staff,
moves to the post vacated by Seibel.
At the same time, Ray Niles, Roch
ester, Minn;, city staff, has been
named district manager for southern

-

•

FeldniBh

former

area, will

with, opening set for Feb. 15.
_ Lease was closed with Fleissner
Realty Co. as landlord of the 15acted
the transaction:
Dliiin.

seating
is an independent,
and will release UA pictures.

1,650,

Operators are Andrew Spheeris,
member of a Milwaukee family of
tobacco wholesalers, and his brotherin-laWf Connie Papas, Chicago restaurateur and owner, of several picture houses in Illinois and Wisconsin.

Jersey to Get Forelen Honse
Mark Goldman to Cleveland. FeldLongterm lease for the Station the- man has been out of show business
Newark, N. J.,, has been closed for last year.
by Harry ^Harris, NewoYork circuit
James Young has quit his post in
operator. Theatre will be converted Par booking depSrtKient
to become
into a foreign language house,. the an accountant
another line of
first to be opened in Jersey. Station business,
Will be renovated and re-equipped,
Bill KIoos, ex-Army major who

Tburs., Jan. 28

J'arattwiant Picture Starrlngr

independent releases and has
the idea of specialized exploitation units. He holds rights to
distribution of the flirts of Screen
Guild Productions, Film Classics

tion of

m

ASTOR.
m SOBBEN IN Borry^
PBESON

In XcclmtcMiir

A

Detroit.

atre,

l.'wc^'

^trfbnmmcw.

''CALIFORNIA''

Jacksonville.
Jesse L. Clark,

age the operations -department, with
Frank Kent, Tampa, and Fred H.
Kent, Jacksonville, continuing as
president and veepee of the chain,

-

'

Name

tive,

Guild Cinema's policy will be limited to exclusive flrstrun foreign
films with the initial pic being
Marcel Pagnol's latest production,
"Nais," starring Fernandel.

ROBERT AIDA
EHUCE RENNm'

Warner

Sn

Dexel Chiuifos

Albert Dezel, prez of Albert Bezel
Inc., has changed the
name of his enterprise to Albert
Dezel Productions, Inc. The change
will affect branches in Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland and Cincinnati.
Dezel is now engaged -in distribu-

Roadshows,

W. D. Glasscock, of San Antonio,
has the new $80,000 Dale theatre
American Newspaper Guild's newly here and the George West theatre
at George West which cost $76,000.
George

_

New
a

training

'

Yorac TjNlvBRSiT* offers

coi^e JeadOmg

to

a

c«^^

in

Motion Picture Thea^r Miiiiageiiieiif
PUBUQITY, ADVERTItlNQ ANB EXPLOITATION
under

tjie diitsction

of

Th«(« avanilig cIoims, limited in

MiCHAEL Zala
sise,

FObruoiry A. Early regiitration

For

"er^tiXmiR.

"
-

open on Thursihiy,
is

odvisablo.

IDbtaoe, ADDimss

c,nJ^n lEW YORK gNIVERSITY
Room 2Ub, Main

Building

-

be With Statler Hotels*

Texas 90G House

rental terms.

JOHN

Kingwood, Keyset.
Morgantown,
Martinsburg and Elkins.
John N. Carroll is the new apthe Eagle-Lion-PRC
prentice
in
booking dept. An ex-GI, he used to

.

Sirltsky Takes Malitt

tie

ployment service in West "Virginia
territory comprising towns of Clhrk»
burg, Weston, Grafton, Fairmojrf.

m

Siritsky International Films has
taken over the Malin Studios in the

captain. They'll

the knot Feb. 22,
Josenh A. Feeney, formerly manager oj the Orpheum in Clarksburg,
W. Va., and a onetime exhibitor before going into the Nft*y, is new
field manager for the veterans em-

&

acquired building on 44th st., N. Y.,
with intent to remodel the stu.dios
into a foreign language theatre. To
be called' the Guild. Cinema, the
house will .open at the end of March
with a seating capacity of 30O. TJeal
between Siritsky and the
calls for a 20-year lease on flat

Army

fo:-mer'

•

AN6

mAH'

Moore, manager of the
F., D.
Warner exchange, and his wife announced the engagement of daughter, Sarah Jane, to Robert Kindle,

gPring

7-2(M0.-

^tension Ji
'

THf WORLD*! ilRST PRI-PAtHIONID fHIATRil
an aecomplish«d

techniques, tht

CrMt

lint feehniques

and economy,

is

it is

a

fact. First of

theatre of

many

the

• Pr^-d^signed, pr«*stylMl, <}nd built with tomorrow's

many

that can bo fashioned in the future with production

wonde'rs. • All steel frame; fibreplass wall panels; earthquake-

proof; fireproof; orthoscope profeetion; curtains of spun glass; transvox sound; galbestos roof; television tower; plastic

Ught coves; air-cooled davenports; germ-proofed
booth panel. •

Tfeeit,

and many

air; no-glare lighting;

other nvotufionary htitur0s, siamp

it

snap-on decorations; prefabricated pro|ection

as

th«>

Tlieatre of

The

Future.

.

I

Wednesday, January

RADIO

NAB F^ite Vs. Bbe Book Request

h. Hearst in S^king Uinon Status
Baaing Itself on, a U. S. Supreme +
Court decision in which newsboys
and newsstand .operators won & hardfought case 8g»ii«it the Hearst newsmapers, the Radio Writers Guild has
begun a campaign to have itself
a freelancers' labor
union by the four major networks.
The move involves a major shift
strategy which, until six
Jn
months ago, conceded to the American Assh. of Advertising Agencies
that its freelance meiiibers were "independent contractors" who are
({Aded Into a professional ovganinatlon, rather than a trade union.

recognized

HWG

March,

On Goldinan Agenda

Many an Ulcer

Stirs

FCC Bid

AsfpiceOamNears

up the divorce proceedings being

Biz Not

OG

.LEE

OG

found Roy Langham doing
a quick change act.
Until two weeks ago Langham,
as a CBS exec (he was asst. to
programming veepee Dave Taylor) was sitting on the network

number

FONDEEN

wide open.

It

of guests shots to be allowed the Voice, particularly in the
opposition fl o'clock spot, Also as-

the

license renewal applications.

The days

approval of his purchase of
from the Danhenbaumi-Steppacher interests.
Although the purchase price wasn't
made public, it was reported that
the film matt had paid upwards of

Promotion Mancgsr

KLZ

surance that he won't team up with
a. rival ciggie sponsor for at least

$600,000 for

thie

filed are:

June

As Usual

WMC4

4,

M^rch

12, ApririV,
2a and Nov.

23, Sept.

The coMtnission

in 1948.

euggested tjlwt licensees' •who/se
or
FM licenses expwe in. May, Aug. or
Nov., 1947, prepare this program
info now so they can file their renewal applications 60 days in advance of their expiration dates, as
required by commission rules.

In announcing officially that he
has purchased the station, Goldman
revealed that he planned to tear
down the present site of his Keith's,
a subsequent runner, 'and build in its
place a new deluxer to feature first
run product—a setup he hopes wiU
be sustained by the rece?it Court decree in his anti-trust suit against the

KLZ, DENVER.

which logs must be

for

Feb.

Aug.

20,

3— all

a 260-

indie station,

AM

in considering bids for new
or
stations, bids to buy other properties Or increase coverage, and in

FM

FCC

WDAS

The man at the throttte of KLZ's
nft-clted pubUcl(y-exploltatlon-meFchandislng activities, and he keepis

<16)

to the

for

L&M

would like to
cessor show.
the "Mr. and Mrs." North" whoby
relinquished
(recently
dunit
circuit, but
Woodbury) ride the
the ciggie outfit has nixed, the show.
Meanwhile Mann Holiner, L&M's
Coast radio head and producer of
Show, is shopping frantically
the
for a replacement property.
Terms of the Sinatra dissolution
have finally been resolved, with the
chief bone of contention that held

let

Shoe on Other Foot

week applied

in

chains

film

indie

biggest

the

Philly, last

1948i last

fije complete program logs.
The
program Info, FCC said, will be used

William Goldman, head of one of

& Mitchell agency apparently is
.still up a tree tryftig to pact a suc-

Opening of negotiations between the Radio Writers Guild
and the networks last Thursday

In

WDAS Buy

for

Philadelphia, Jan, 21.

the imftiinence of Frank
Sinatra's bowout on the Old Gold
Wednesday night CBS show, Lennen
De.spite

Six months ago, after tiding for
14 monttis to get an agreement for

•

Washington, Jan. ai.
following through on a
in its Slue Hook in
week set forth the
specific days of a coluposite week in
1946 tor which brioadcasters must

FCC;

threat niad«

Pk

dii€c©s$0r

as

"

\%,

'Composite Week' Fixed for

Newsboy Decision

Writers Cite

1947

AM

NAB

Meanwhile,

officials

re-

opposition to the FCC'g
statement that the program data is
"required" by the Kue Book, Assn.
indicated it will adVis<a broadcasters
who file this information to do so
with the written reservation that
FCC has no authority to aslt for it.

iterated

majors and Warners.
The new house, Goldman said,
would be a 2,500-seater. The new
Prexy Justin Miller and A- D,
building would house the new radio "Jess" Willard, NAB executive
With Bing Crosby scheduled to
vicestudios and a televisiotf department. president, are already on
move from 10 o'clock Wednesday
record on
Ideals
Keith's, an old Philly landmark, was tKis "point. ~ They
into the » p.m. segment oh ABC ia,
argue the Blue
Cohipeitition to the upcoming OG
once the top vaude house in the city. Book dicta have no force of
lew
Since the entrance of Herman
stanzfi, the agency from all accounts
since they are not included in FCC'i
wanted some assurance that Sinatra Bess into the WMCA, N. Y., sales oprules and regulatiOBs, and broadcastAp- eration (as WNEW's star salesman
wouldn't guest with Crosby.
ers have had no opportunity to argue
its "independent contractors" from'
parently it's .all been straightened over the past decade he was one, of
and
up
gave
RWG
the
their
merits
in
public
hearing. Therethe I^ur-A's,
the top coin-earners in the natioiwi
out.

een on

'

a'year.

of the table. Langham is
mow national executive secretary
of the Radio Writers Guild. At
the opening of negotiations he
was fating his «x-eonfreres.
fiide

Stay

But

.

Long Rehearsals

^topped the .marathon chatter. Since
then, a strategy committee has been
Siila.tra.'$- Last Show?
r.
at work.
Hollywood, Jan. 21.
Now the strategy committee has Latebt word on the Frank Sihatra
come up with' a new plan, trans- front:
forming the Guil4 into an out-andGeorge Evans, Sinatra's managerout trade union on the basis of the publicist, quoted as saying of this
court decision against Hearst.
week's (tomorrow's) show: "This
In the Hearst case, the ^newspaper will be Sinatra's last show."
Lennen & Mitchell agency execs,
publishers refused to bargain co\lectively with newsboys and news- handling the Old Gold Account, said
stand operators, claiming they were they'd heard nothing of Sinatra's
"Independent contractors," or busi- plans to quit thiis week.
nessmen. The highest «ourt rided
finally, that they were entitled- to
get together into a genuine trade
union and thatj when they di^ so,
they deserved recognition' under tto*
i.

,

'x.

WHOM

it)

guys were'. at, first flabbergasted and wanted tO 'know "how
come?" since e^ch, freelance writer,
whether or not he was a inember of
the Guild, was an ''independent contractor." That was exactly what the
Guild had. baited this' trap for, and
the ]?IWG came forth- with ite citation
©f the Hearst case.
'

RWG

a second part of the
strategy, involving a precedent set

There

is

actors and anndtriicers as eligible for
bargaining as a union unit. But the
tirely different field,

when

drew most

use became
scripters last week,

tention

among

its

at-

along .the lines that prevailed at to permit their properties to do a
regular! air series (particularly in
V/NEW during Bess' regime there.
the case of Metro) are asking "how
From all indications, the
business accentuation is -more posx-' come?" when they witness the riod
tive, as evidenced by the package
that is given "Lux Radio "ftieatre"
being
in

Brokerage

WMCA

H
K

stes

''^

as

ecrlpteris

Guild

is

as freelance radio
tar
are^ concerned. But the
understood to be ready to

push the case, and will cite the networks before the National Labor
Relations Board unless the webs

which,

many

in

»

instances,

Meanwhile, the Guild

last

,

These
Ideal,

'

tallcs,

were

'

„

bid for flhn t«lent.

its

..It

among

Bacall,

Margaret

former asst. program director of
CBS, as new natipnal executive secretary, took over the work of trying
t* get the new policy into effect.
He and Sam Moore, national prexy
Who was in New 'York two weeks

OPFOSII'ION

IS
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Molly

.

,

30.2
30.2-

Charlie McCarthy
Red Skelton ...........

27.4
25.4

Fred' Allen

24.9
..

Theatre.....

Walter Winchell .......
Araos 'n' Andy.........

»go when Langham was appointed,
discussed the new policy with the

Biims
{

&

10.3

Allen

show was

(N. Y.)

-

'

,

Wine

Kz

Sours,

Cresta in Fold
Hollywood, Jan.

23.8
23.8
22.7
22.5
22.4
21.0

Sam Spade...

11.0

.....

Crime Doctor
Pen News.

to

network

where

the

level,

58

to

Bond

•Over
stores

cities

are

out

Players"

by

Schenley

14.0

Man. M<erry-Go-Round..

17.3

Blondie

10.2

Sinatra

18.2

16.8

Aldrich Family

..

.,

.........

t l6.7

FBI

( 12.6

JOhnsfManvillc

21.

will

be

(Cresta

GIBSON PARIEE

LIED

Blanca), Feb. 26, after 26

17.8

several

stars

War
News

17.0
12.4
16.6
24.1
16.9
17.4
24.1
19.6
24.4

in Peace and

20.2

FOR

waive

time.

due

110.9 Parker

19.6

17.9

closed

Notification date
(

Screen Guild Players.

Lux Radio

WNBC

weeks if
»
commitments
BEC-II.S.A. SPOT.
Total'
which would carry show through 39
Net*ork
BBC's appointment of a new proCompet'tion weeks. Collapse of ttie wine mar- gram director in New York to suc6.7
ket is said to be the reason, and the ceed Stephen Fry, who re.signed
11.7
some weeks ago, is said to be fairly
client is also giving up its CBS
16.7
imminent. From London come re-

however, being purely

definitely taking .seconintere.st faffing to

Jinx!"

;

"Hollywood

Top

""Hi,

sold' last
Friday
(.V))
Bond
to
Clothing. Stores, on a three-a-week
Caul- basis. Deal was set between Tex

Lizbeth Scott, Ida Lupino, Don McCrai-y, WNBC's Jim Gahies and
William Rogow, head of the Rogow
Defore, Lynn Bari, etc. Previodsly
agency";
representing
Bond's,
the studios had nixed bids for air Clothiers bought the Tuesday, Thursstints, invariably on the contention day, and Sunday stanzas.
Clothing chain owner broached
that they are too valuable as pix
the idea of sponsorship liimself afproperties to risk a possible fioperoo
ter listening, to the show while driv-.
on ihe air. Some have since been ing to
work every morning. Sponput back into pix camphor, on others sorship began yesterday (21).
the studios have relaxM their ban.
Show had been entirely on a susIn explanation of the Lux nod, the taining basis
until now.
It wasn't
ifilm chieftains admit that the threebecause of a paucity of offers, The
four-day rigid rehearsal before such McGrarys'
contract with the station,
week's performance is the clincher; set through
Ted Ashley of the Wilthat their upcoming stars can't miss
liam Morris agency, gave them the
in showing up to best advantage unr
right of sponsor rejection if disder such circumstances. But they're
satisfied v^ith product ihey were to
equally scared of the Idea that, with
plug.
On the Tex and Jinx "verthe usual one-two- hour rehearsal
boten" list were the usual deodoroutine of inost, Coast shows, they're
rants,
depilatories,
etc.
On one
jeopardizing careers of Valuable
previous occasion they almost had
properties.Pan American Airways pacted but
the deal chilled at the last minute.
I£ results from the three-a-week
arrangement warrant, clothing chain
will lik61y buy the rest of the time
and, accordi'hg to reports, is mulling
request to have the show expaind

Nine shows competing against, ihe Top 15 on the, Hooperatings mannged to crash through with, a 10 or better on tHe J(ln. IS tallies. Also
below is tlie tolol network conipetition.

&

'

After nearly a year of 'waltz-mearound-again- Willie with potential
sponsors that ngver materialized, the

field,

and the Opposition

IS

^listed

Bob Hope

Joan

O'Brien,

exandJuxM^ab
3-a-Wjd( Spnsor

located.

Top

the Guild's switch on the national
Langham,
issue.
Roy
freelance

eastern regional council. The demand
on the networks was the result.

spotted on the air,

Van Johnsn, Lauren

iirst

others.

:

Fibber

^

,

-

'Was the .tux sbow, for .example,

thai

local

dary place, major
^

.

in

week

negotiations for New
York, covering staff writers at three
of the four nets— NBC, CBS and
ABC (Mutual doesn't employ staff
writers). In its demands for the New
York members^ the Guild: a?ked for
« 20% pay increase and for a' split
of royalties between the net and
the writer when a show is rebroadcast or when subsequent earnings
come to a show after it had been
aired once.

started

it's

Dave lose

:

enter contract talks for freelancers.

,

wrapped up by Bess

deals

WBNX

known

So far, none of the. networks has
conceded that the Hearst case oper-

k

regulations,

Show

Hearst case, drawing upon an en

.

pouited satiric-

official

I,

Summsr

forced recognition of freelance radio

NAB

I

Tony

by American Federation of Radio
Artists In Sfc Louis, where AFRA

,

,

that 'because of the station's pub.-<

'

.

,

One

service-mindedness, the blUlngis / Agencies and package boys wliose
were of secondary (importance, iia the programming ideas buUt around' pix
scheme of things. But with the ad-' personalties have frequently been
vent of Bessi man^ see a switch in
thwarted by refusal of Coast studies
technique patterned pretty much

claimed, the station's rate card, iq
bleing tossed out the window. On the'
Bea Wain- Andre. Baruch daily, marathon show, for example, all kinds of:
package deals are -reported being
WHOMj which was acquired re- dangled before prospective clients
cently by Generoso Pope, the Italian who would get commercial identifinewspaper publisher,^ has been or- cation on .various segments, throughdered to scrain. Its west 57th street out the day..
quarters in New Yort, the huilding
As yet, however, there's 'been no
having been sold. That's why For- 'sacrifice of the public serviice <shdws
tune Pope, son of the owner and for which the station has been
manager of the station, has been kudosed.
visiting the rival Italian indie WOVj
and 'WNEW, etcJ, in order to gander
facilities and equipment of
other
stations as preparatory data before
Martin,
acquiring ^ new home.
Since the Qowles' Bros, unloaded
Replacement
the station to Pope, there's been
little change apparent in the 'WHOM
For Cantor-Pabst
operation. Station has acquired some
of the spot bis previously held by
Summer replacement for the
Cant^ show is the
in the Bronx, N. Y. But per- Pabst-Eddie
haps the most significant aspect of Tony Martin-Dave Rose show for
the new operation has been its re- 13 weeks. Singer, who was in the
ported excursion into brokerage lead for the Old <3old takeover from
business, whereby the station makes Frank Sinatra, nixed the deal when
a block time sale of an hour or so OG wouldn't guarantee 39 weeks,
an individual who puts on his own but wanted Martin to take over and
program and in turn sells the time then talk about new deal in the fall.
to advertisers.
Show for Pab."it allows Martin to
Practice in the past has been leave most any time for longer term
;,
frowned upon by the FCC.
set .up.^

lations

For

ally to a receril; statement of FCO
Commissioner Clifford J. Durr to the
effect that Blue Book' provisions do
not have the force of rules and

lie

Biz Fling; Forced

:

Priority

always been the boast of Straus
(and in the past he's won nationwide citation and Commendation ^or
It's

Wagner' Act.
-

Cue

circles,

,

.

'

JKea$y to Negotiate
Last week, the iRWG notified the
four major networlcs that it js ready
to start negotiating a contract on
behalf of freelance radio writers.
The network legalltes and labor re.

FCC may only request not "require" such program data, declare
the NAB'erSj,
,,
fore,

radio -sales picture), a transition -in
thinking and operation at the Nathan
Straus-owned station has been evident to m'any in -lifew York radio

'

'

on the option

is

Monday

(26), at which time
decision will be reached.
It's understood lhat Flench -wine
is far underselling Cresta and other
domestics, causing a mild panic in
the industry.
final

.

Schenley,
through BBD&O, is
committed to eight stars for one or
more shots and, if waivers are secured by Wick Crider, here for
B^D&O, and by MCA, the series

would wash up Feb.

26.

ports that the. man being con.sidered
most favorably for the 'S's S. po.st
is Gibson Parker, a Britisher who
formerly served in the European
Theatre for the BBC. but in recent
months, has been on loan to the
United Nations in New York to lend
an assist in its radio dept.
-

The BBC Committee on Appointments in London, is still weighing the
Parker nomination, althoiifih there
are said to be other factors holding
up the appointment, including UN's
desire to retain his services.

.

Weditesdar, Jwnnaty 22,

1»A7

mere s
Little

,.

29

PetriUo?

more than^a week remains before the American Federation

AFM

mum

FM

FM

Talent Recniited For

Top Radio,

Weiss Seen Calling Vance, Kobak'

l-iTlT
of

Musicians' contract with the four major networks expires. After tliat
the webs will he operating without a contract,
But as of yesterday (Tuesday) not a single network executive had
boss James C. PetriUo, or had the slightest inkling
heard from
as to What demands would be made. The PetriUo strategy on. binding
the webs to new contracts has already been mapped, with terms laid
down at a Chicago meeting a couple of weeks ago. dut whatever they
about them.
are Petrillo is keeping
The webs woidd do business with local 802, New York, but Petrillo
has notified the local not to negotiate any contract untU. it hears from
him. In sdteie quartets it's been stated that P«triUo doesn't contemplate
doing toything. until the Lea Act, on which he won a Gtiioago court
victory pendlrig appeal, is finally ironed out.
and television; that the
The webs know Petrillo's stand on
and that no live musicians at
double crew basis must apply to
all "can be used on television. But they're more concerned with how
the standard broadcast picture shapes up.
Right now the nets are asking in unison: "Where's Petrillo"?

For Mutual Gang of Harsh Gabbers

HOLiSiiLLl
Despite the widespread impression
that the four m&jfflr. networks have
been sloughing off news shows' since
the guns stopped firing a year-and-ahalf ago, analysis of program schedules reveals that news programs are
still holding up, more or less, at the
same ratio to total airtime as they
had dulling the war. In contmt to
10 years ago, when the nets were
only devoting about 3% of total air^
time to news, the current ratio is
fluctuating around the 17% mark, a
drop of only two or three percent
from the peak news year of 1945.

draw

Air Exits Hit

.their established

Mutual donates the time.
Program was inspired by Bing
Ci'osby more than a year ago when,
in a five-minute spot on Mutual, he
stressed the need of a better family
life which would spread its benefipay.

cence to the community and the
country at large. Rf V. P'atricfc Peyton of Albany, N. Y-., enlisted the aid
of radio and picture executives in
carrying out the idea of a show that
had a wide appeal for families. Tlie
reaction of starti, producers and
writers* was both favorable hnd immediate. Initial program will have
as its stars Loretta Young and
James Stewayt or Joseph Cotten,
with Dee Engelbaoh, producing and
Bob
scripting;
True
.Soardmai*
Longeneeker will be in charge of
*

production for the entire

MCA

fected.

All told the revamped air sched-

series.

are said to have affected the
agency in six or seven directions.

ules

Each of the directors has agreed
do three shows and the star
roster comprises top names in both
radio and pictures.
George Wells,
writer, and Bill Bacher, director,
will take t'me out from their film
to

m?km

Overhauling of commercial radio
and
some anticipated
shakeups have been rather rough on
the Music Corp. of America's radio
dept., with resultant jitters because
of the increased! number of percentage "takes" that are in j eopardy
Frank Sinatra's imminent Old
Gold show bowoff doesn't rest too
well with MCA. And Joan Edwards'
bounce from the "Hit Parade" show,
in the wake of the drastic format revision, is also a 10% blow in MCA's
solar plexus. And with Hildegarde
scheduled for a radio bowout this
season, the MCA boys are again af-

schedules

.

to

return

foi- the netAnd in the case
a pretty big tail that
is wagging the dog.
Grip of Don Lee over its affiliates
under the chain broadcasting regulations is now being probed by FCC,
but some observers here say the
Pacific Coast web can exercise almost as much influence in Mutual
councils themselves. For example.
Mutual cannot promise delivery of
shows on a majority of its 386 affili-

work

of

"
.

Scrams Mis ABC Show

'

American Broadcasling'.s economy
wave, cutting loose a number Oif executives, producers, announcers and
script writers the past week or so
caused Joe Mooney's; quartet to refuse its weekly sustaining shot Monday (%0), 10:18-10:30 p.m. Since he's
occupied ihe slot, Which is a sustainer. no
a remotes eveii though

-B Coast Crown

done from Club Dixonj N, Y.,
where his group is working, Mooney
has had Don Marden producing the

R & R's Ballin?

show,

a

regular

annouiicer

and

script.

Hubbell Robinson,

Jr..

radio head

This

week Marden was removed

from the show and no substitution
Cone &
was
ul to the Coast over the weekend made, a slapped together script
worked out and the show otherwise
to set the new "Hit Parade" guest
fluffed off. As a result, ?4ooney restar format in motion and for « 0.0. fused to do the stint. Whether he
of the other Coast^originating Y & R will resume next week is still in
Belding, trained

doubt,

properties.

But seen as one of Robinson's
principal motives in his N, Y.-to-L. A.

LSIFI

was to negotiate a deal for a Coast
radio head for F-C-B. Agency has
been on the lookout for the right guy
for some time and it's reported that
Bob Ballin, radio veepee of RuthraulT & Ryan and producer of the
Jack Benny show (how an F-C-B
account) is being wooed for the job.
Despite his R & R association,
Ballin wjts given* an okay by the
agency, at Benny's behest, to continue with the show on a freelance
productioti assignment, following the
switchover of; the Lucky Strike account from R Sc R to F-C-B.

Lee.

to

Y«

to

LSIFF

Hock of Drosley
Resignations

but

I

I

I

'

Don Lee

is

much more

high-Hooper Fulton Lewis, Jr., is
less known, he and the right-o^center commentator are on record

Cincinnati, Jan. 21.

of their interest.
Domestic
disclosed
Monday
Resignations
news, local and national, has prac- (20) by four Crosley, Broadcasting
tically
knocked the international Corp. department heads with indefiscene out of the air news picture. nite effective dates wer« construed
According to network news execs, in local trad« circles as forerunner
listeners have come home, and be- of reorganization program by Ayia'tween worrying about the housing tion Corp., parent company, in abshortage and rising prices, aren't in- sence of comment by executives.
clined any longer to worry about
Aviation Corp. purchased controlforeign affairs.
ling interest 16 months ago in clear
Squawks are* being heard from channel WLW, several shortwave

as

warm

personal friends. The con-

.

FM WLWA

servative trio of Close, Lewis and
Henry Taylor, former Ford mouthpiece, are heard regularly on Don Lee,
but straightaway oracles like WOLMutual's Albert Warner, new MBS
commentator Arthur Qaeth, or Jim
Crowley are hot heard. Mutual's selfconfessed "liberal corhmehtator"--Cecil Brown—-was not carried on
Don. Lee.
here, and

sothe sotarces that radio is failing to stations and
fulfiir its obligations in- catering to later acquired WINS, New York.
this "isolationist" reaction on the
Resignees are Wilfred Guenther,
part of the American people. Net- 10-year
staffer
and manager of
work news chiefs deny this charge,
since October; Dick Hubbel,
claiming that it's an impossible job television consultant who joined orto ram international news into the ganization in October, 1944, after
unwilling ears of listeners.
They afl:iliation with CBS; William Barwon't listen and advertisers won't low, who started in publicity debuy such programs, they say. Effort partment eight"- years ago and beis being made, however, to present
came publicity director of WINS in
as much foreign news as possible in September, and A. E. Scheffer, who
terms of its domestic significance.
started as
director of public
"Stringers". Abroad
relatidns two years ago and later
Trend to domestic news is being served as consultant on pubUc rela-

Cold Flower

An equally cold reception is apparently being given to ex-Mayor
La Guardia's new co-op
show on the West Coast. Dwindling
appeal of the "little flower" west of
the Rockies is probably biggest reason for Don Lee's indifference to
carrying the sho-w-— coupled with
fact that a likely sponsor has not
offered to underwrite it
>However, observers here point out
that Don Lee has affirmative obligation under FCC policy to counterbalance the admittedly topheavy
showing of conservative newscasters

WLWA

WLW

tions

reflected in the foreign staff setups
of the various nets. Greater use is
being made- abroad of "stringers,"
part-time correspondents for the nets
who are usually working for some

and food merchsndlmg.

CROSBY TO CUT

Fiorellio

on

S«E

PHILCO WSKS Ai
Hollywood, Jan.

its

ether.

21.
'

its

Waits Coyly

As

BoKseore on

NewsiT^

Now

For purposes of comparison between news coverage on the nets durand NBC
ing wartime and peacetime, program logs of ABC, CBS,
on two typical weekdays in 1944 and 1947 have been selected for
breakdown. News programs have been differentiated into the two
categories of straight reporting and eommeht iii which the news is
Total time in minutes allotted *tb
subject to opinionated analysis.
both categories of news are listed in the colutnns un^ei" the heading
Only regularly scheduled
of sponsored and sustaining programs.
news programs are included in these figures which omit time given to
any special bulletins that may have been aired during the two days
under study, Jan. 13, 1944, was a relatively quiet day on the war front.
JAN. 13, 1947
JAN. 13, 1944
SponSustainSponSastainsored Mins.
."VHns. sored
Mins.
Mins.
ine
•liBC...
News
30 News
15 News
30 News
80
Comment 7S Comment
45 Comrjjent
0 Comment
15

MBS

mind grabbing

'

35 iNCws
35 .Comment

News
Comment

35

News
Comment
.

:

0
flO

News
Comment
.

News
30 News
Comment 30 Comment

News
Comment

115
205

News
Comment
:.

75 News

News

40

Commeht

15.iComnient

165

70 News
IS .-.Comment

-15 !'i*?ews

'

show

60
10

leoliNeWs
45,|Comihent

30
'

155
185

30
15

Comment

85
0

|News
(Comment

255
40

:

•

it off.

high-budget
possiible

jnusical
slotting
on

Wednesday
!

.

:

Transcribed Show on Ix^
ABC network may have another
transcribed
for
;

,

Burns

ABC Web Has Another

'

News
55 News
Comment .10 Oomuient

Collins

•

Ted ColUns and Bill Murray, radio head of the Wm. Morris agency,
are reported tiffing over the threat
of Colliris to divorce himself from
the agency unless it finds a new
sponsor for Kate Smith Within the
next 10 days. Miss Slhith goes off
for General Foods at the end of the
season after a 10-year association.
It's the contention of the Morris
agency that Collins can't walk out
even if he wants to, that there's a
contract to be re.spected. But Collins,
from all indications, feels that the
Morris fc>oys are being remiss hi their
contractual obligations.
Meanwhile the rival Music Corp.
of America is said to be eyeing the
Collins-Smith package, and wouldn't

'

Georga McGarrett, former radio
supervisor at Young & Rubicam. and
more recently a contact, man on the
agancy's Celanese account, has resigned to join Foote, Cone & Beld-ing as an account exec on the Lucky CBS...
Strike (American Tobacco acwiunt.
Oddly enough, that's the same job MBS...
McGarrett held down some years ago
when the ex-Lord and Thomas agency was handling American Tobacco's NBC. ..
affairs.
It was after the L&T-lVIeGarrett split that the latter went to
Y&R, in the interim L&T dissolVins Totals.
and seguing into the F-C-^B agency.

.

La Guardia haS been signed up
by over 100 MBS affiliates, majority
o£ them on a sustaining basis, HoW(Continued on page 40)

Bing Cro.sby is laying out an itinoverseas erary
two-month junket
for
a
setup, utilizing stringers exclusively through Europe during July and
for foreign pickups.
But it's still a August when his Philco series is off
far cry from the prewar days when the air for the summer.
While
CBS, for example, had only two men, abroad he plans to cut several disks
Bill Shlrer and Ed Murrow, com- for his sponsor, utilizing the talents
pri.sing its full staff of European
of English stage, screen and music
correspondents.
hall favorites.
At least one platter
Putting a hews show together will be made with Bob Hope, who
these days is tougher than it was plans to be in England about the
during the war, news chiefs con- ,same time.'
Bill Morrow, writertend.
Lack of the wartime drama, producer of' the Philco spinners, will
accompany Crosby.
(Continued on page 40)

t

I

it's

successful in signing up its' 40-odd
affiliates on the Coast. And without'
Don Lee's say-so. Mutual knows it
has no chance of reaching Coast
listeners from California to the State
of Washington and back.
Though Weiss' role in support of

it's

of Foote,

a whole.

as

Don

-

center

has practically dissolved

Producer, Scripter Loss,

to

New

York), deciding policy

1

radio for the
series. List of credits in all phases
of the two industries, together with
the sponsoring comitiittees, is moat
Imposing.
Advertising agencies are cooperating through the use of theii: facilities and' personnel,
duties

'

Mooney, Miffed Over

Yankee Network; and WOR,

atesi

other newspaper or press agency.
Although CBS and NBC still have
fully-manned overseas staffs. ABC

,

for MBS-Don Lee, is the one who
forced Mutual to put Upton Close
back on the Mutual ether, according
to reports here. Observers point to
the Weiss-Close coup as another instance of one of the "big four" shareholders (Don Lee; WGN, Chicago;

But the most enviable aspect
that the Coast airing, 48 hours
prior to Household's CBS takeover, adds up to a weekly pretesting of the program, since
it's the same cast, same script,
same director, etc. the finance
company as such getting a dressrehearsal for free.

Id

dith Willson

sponsorship of "The Whistler"
on a CBS hookup adds^ up to one
of the most unique deals in radio.
Finance outfit, for $2,250 a
week (making it one of the

is

Show on MBS

Sinatra said he wasn't interested;
didn't want to work tliat mucli.

Lewis Allen Weiss, general manager

years.

Except for the Mutual net, which
dropped back to a normal quota of
news shows after heavy overloading
during the war years, ttie other nets
have maintained an even keel on re-

¥M

With star names, top .directors and
foremost radio writers, Guestars,
directors and writers wiU be paid
a token fee while AFRA actors and
musicians under the baton of Mere-

Corp.'s

Finance

cheapest commercial shows on
the nighttime schedule), grabbed
itself a whodunit package that's
been paying off with some sock
Hoopers on the Columbia Pacific
Network the past couple of

portage in response to gen«ral dialer
demand.
According
to
several
authoritative listener surveys, the
appetite for news is as high as it
Themed to family unity with a-t
ever was, notwithstanding the absurging undereurreiit o* the spiritual
sence of the war's highly dramatic
values of life, "Family Theatre," a Sinatra Nixes
impact. It took the war, apparently,
to educate the public to the value of
combined 'project of the radio and
Cross-lht-Board
broadcast news which, in some surpicture hidustries, becomes a draWith Frank Sinatra bowiiig off the veys, is given listener preference
matic feature of the Don Lee-Mutual
Old Cirold show, Young & Rubicam over the daily newspapers.
network beginning Feb. 13; Half
Although the number of news
initiated some exploratory talks with
has remained constant, a
hour: show, to be broadcttpt Thursday an eye toward spotting the Voice in shows
nights, 7 to 7:3& p,ai.( willbestudded a 15-minute flve-times-a week show. radical shift has taken place in the

Crodby-Inspred Tamily'

Washington, Jan. 21.
Although president Ed ICobak has
been publicly taking the rap for it,

Dollar Dividends
Household

night, 8;30-9, an hour
ahead of the Bing Crosby stanza,
Item is titled "Music In The Air"
and would feature Metropolitan
Opera singer Nadine Connor, George
Griffia. and Victor King's orchestra,
with Miitoh Cross as tonouhcer.
Package is being considered lor
sponsorship by National Brewer*

Assn.

.
,

WedueBftaf, Jannmcy 82, 1947

89
rtudsstermg Fay®

Kaycee Radio Shows Unnsnal

Wsshington, Jan. 21.
Radio ranks among the top
earnJnain
industries
power, the Dept. Of Commtrc*
annoimced last we^k. Avetag*
annual tpke for fulltlmc radio
employees was $3,560 and wap
exceeded only by earnings in
the water transportation and
the securities and exchange in-,

Stuff

NAB and FCC See Eye-to-Eye,

three

As

Star Strike Ties

Kansas City, Jan. 21.
were shattered,
?)recedents wera established, and
isteners got a new meaning of

louse' C®in@%

Qttieliis

dustries,

broadcasting public service after
contract carriers placed a picket line
around the Kansas City Star Friday
(17) an<i stopped publication of the
city's only daily newspaper. Paced

Disappointed witli the resWltS of

have been stepped
up to many times their regula'r
schedules in attempts to keep the
The Star and
citizenry informed.
are furnii.hhig other stations

erage. Newscasts

WDAF

many features, and two stations have even gone so far as to
he programs of
call attention to
their competitors.

with

'

Such prosatc news as the death
columns, local marlcets, lodge and
meeting notices, golden wedding an-

"McGarry and'' His Mouse," Mutual
network show tvhich it's producing
for General Foods, Young & Hubicam has decided on a comedy hypo
for the program by pacting Jack
Byrne and CarroU Moore for the
scripting job. Byrne was the original scripter on the show when it
first made its network bow last summer under BristoUMyers auspices as
the summer replacement lor
Cantor., Moore is scripter on the
Henry Morgan program.
During the initial weeks of its GF
run on Mutual, "McGarry" has staggered writers. Byrne and Carroll

Monday

(27).

and the like are getting full coverage on the air by WDAF. Even the

Gripe Vs. Court

The

also

calls

poured in to WDAF. H, Dean
Fitzer, manager of WDAF, then took
a step that literally knocked Kansas
City radio on its ear. He ordered
that every' three hours the station

Washington, Jan. 21.
Supreme Court Chief Justice Fred
Vinson will meet with a committee
of the Radio Correspondents Assn.
tomorrow (Wedneswould air a complete listing of tile ia W«(Sfiin6ton
discuss ways and means to
program logs -asually carried in the day) to

win more favorable treiatment of
radio aewsmea in cbveriwB court

'

Star.
Surprise, Surprise!

Frank proceedings.
The association's
the microphone with

When WbAF

newscaster

Feeley went to
the first three-hour

president,

Rex

Goad, protested to Justice 'Vinson
after Justice T. Alan Ooldsborough
barred mikes from the District
and
what was coming. As he began Court Building here this fall during
chief John L.
reading what Would be heard on the trial of miners'
The Supreme Court itself
KNBC KCMO, WHB, WHEN and Lewis.
KCKN, the staB was stunned. The has press desks only for newspaper
Radio
men
got burned
boys at the control board jumped reporters.
up and looked thrdugh at Feeley anew last week when, they were
forced to st^nd in the High Court
in amazement. The engineer at the
Attorney
entire
time
transmitter called in and wanted to tliroughout the
know "what the hell .is going on? General Tom Clark argued the GtovA hurried call to the front office ernment's case against Lewis.
The correspondents propose some
brought the word that it was just
another "WdAF public service" for sort of program to educate judges
the

list

of programs,

control room
other announcers did not
engineers,

men
know

'

ihe emergency only.
followed suit Sunday and
aired the listings of all the stations
is owned by
for that day.
tlie Crown Drug Co. here.
has cancelled many commercial programs during the morn
Ing and afternoon hours, and a' few
at night before 9 o'clock to brin^
the news to the radio listeners. The
sustaining progrr.ms of other stations have been converted to special
news broadcasts. The Sunday funny
paper (printed in advance) was distributed 'to the other stations, and
put them
KMBC,
and
had them read in
on the air,
the morning, and again in the afternoon for the kids who were in Sunday school at the first reading.
The pickets still are marching, and
chances of an ea -ly settlement appear remote.

radio practice in an effort to win
consent at least for a pooling arrangement on the use of mikes and
wireline facilities outside important
court trials.

on

KCMO

KCMO

WDAF

KCMO
WHB
WDAF

the

industry was sixth
top csBrnerf^' and, fifth

of

h(^pnSwap

FM

Doe

for Taflis

FM

A

NAB

WNBC

NAB

A

Their suggestions will not receive
consideration until Oct., 1947, how- So far French radio is government use, 23.fl, WOB.(Mijtual) was second
ever, when the Assn. of Federal, Dis- run and strictly non-commercial. with 18, WJ2; (AJC) third with 15,0,
with 12.9, and
trict and Circuit Judges from all But there is considerable pressure then came
over the country meets in Wash- here to turn It ufader its present WNEW, with 11.8.
led again in the afternoon,
ington.
Ju^ce Vinson is head of head, Wladimir Porche, who has
done much to rehabilitate itj Into a Mon.-Fri. parade, chalking up a setsthe association.
self-managed agency under govern- in-use rating of 24.0, with
ment supervision. This would mean next with 19,3, then WOR-12.6.
GROSS IN CHI
more financial independence and the WNEW-10.5, and WJZ last with 9.5.
WNBC's slight nighttime lead over
possibility of injecting some unobChicago, Jan. 21.
Nate Gross, Chicago columnist, jectionable advertising to make it WCBS was evidently due to the NBC
outlet's heavy Sunday night scedule,
self supporting.
vacates his Sunday night
giving this station first place in the
show after four years on the air on
Dallas—-Wayne R. GriHin, former evening-Sun. -Sat^ sets-in-use ratings
Feb. 9. Writer, who pens daily

WNBS

WCBS

WNBC

NATE

•

iia
Chicago Herald- Ameri- m.c. of the American Broadcasting
Cuban vacation after Co. "Wake Up and Smile" and
"American Farmer," has been named
off.
Action comes about upon doctor's director of special events and assist"
ant production manager of 'WFAA.
advice.'
.

show bows

with
6.2.

last

sev-

with

WFIL

At

that

announcement,

local
exec,
secretary
notified sponsors that

in

Don
of
30

'.

after a meeting between
pfofirammers and AFRA's
head, agreement was

whereby plant singers
reached
wouldn't have to join the union but
regular standby fee for each man
\vouId be paid to AFRA, which in
turn would turn the. money over to

Chi Radio Hits

THE -MODERPfAIRES

.

'

with PAULA KELLY
Program Managers jind Record Jockeys of over 400 Lang-Wortii

affiliate

stations are anxlou«l.v a.walting the first release of a 60-tune pact just
signed with 'The Mocl^rnaires and Paula Kelly, With Bill Stegme.vpi.piloting the accompahj'lng group, it's bound to be Radio Box office with
a capital "B".
LANQ-WORTH^ INC.,

NEW YORK

iriteresi;,

In

arid said,

Lowest Ebb

Its

The Chicago radio exodus continues and the latest to officially pull
up stakes Is Les Weinrott, who arrived in
plans to

last week with
permanently headquarter

New York

there,

producing a

.legit

show, \vith Chi

backing.

Meanwhile, with only one network'
(NBC's "Grand Marquee") and AFRA rolls fast dwindling, Chi radio is probably at its
lowest ebb in history.
In sharp contrast, however, are
the agency busmess operations, with
origination

biflings in many instances as healthy
as' ever. ,
J

Junior Chamber Picks

Wismer

for

Honor

Chicago, Jan.

"we

List
21.

Harry Wismer, director of sport*
American Broadcasting Co.,
A community reception center will was among the "10 Outstanding Men
be built on the site donated to Under 35 in America" scheduled to
Whitemarsh Township, and' WFIL be honored here tomorrow night
has set up a $5,000 fund lor maiftr (Wed.) by the Junior Chamber of
tenance and improvement of the Commerce in its annual award^. Wisshall

accept gravely

sibiliiJt

However,

charity.

FW For

suburban 'Whitemarsh Township,

the public

of the local choral
been
froup, of course, was to 'have
"
gratis.

Up

In turning back first spadeful ol
earth, Walter H. Annenberg, publisher of the Philadelphia Inquirer,
owner of WFIL, pledged the station to continued broadcasting in

Appearence

Steel's

Set

Montgomery county.

memfeeai of the group would have to
Join rsaJo imion and be paid regular
•rtiite' fees for a commercial show.

Pittsburgh

Wen-

Weinrott, prominently identified
with Chi radio production for years,
plans to open his own package production outfit in N. Y. in the near
future, but may first take a fling at

Philadelphia, Jan. 21.
In an unigue gesture of public
goodwill, WPIL dedicated a large
portion of ground for community
purposes at ground-breaking ceremonies (if) for cbnstruetlon of the
station's new; 5,000- watt transmitter

the male chorus of the Homestead
plant Of the Carnegie-Illinois steel
company, a subsidiary of Big Steel.

AFBA,

—

UnipeCiiiodwiil Gesture

eral days before the program that
one of the features of the airing
locally Would be ah appearance by

Hirsoh,

Next came WCBS-26.1,
and WNEWSunday night

WC)R-14,2,
highest

WCBS'

Hooperating as distinct from shareof-audience— was 16.9, whil.e WNBC's
Hooperatings listed seven shows' with
each of them going above 20,0 and
some as high as iS.O,

Community Center

AFRA

snag

26.3.

WJZ-14.9;

21.

Steel's "Theatre Guild on Air,"
doing broadcast of Dorothy MaguireSasll ;&athbone "A Doll's House"
from here Sunday night, ran into a

when sponsor announced

a first step, I have consulted

Berge on this subject. In our
discussions we, have turnfid up some
curious facts which might well sur(Continued on page 40)
dell

WBBM

column

can, plans a

The Legal View

As

with Asst. Attorney General

BOWOUT

XT. S,

temporary

Pull

NAB

InMAfMSnag

jveek

—

On Attdience %ari

Steel-dnld Airer

Kttsburgh, Jan.

Washington, Jan. 21.
written about th«
opposition of the National Assn. of
Broadcasters to the programming
policies outlined Ijy implication in
the FCC report commonly known
That we have
as the Blue Book.
and do oppose the philosophy of
Government control of radio broadcasting implied in this now historic
(Jocument is well known. That we
recognize deficiences in radio programming and ai^e striving to speed
up the steady swing upward in
standards of practice has 'more often than not been Overlooked in
the headlines and news stories proclaiming Qur "bitter opposition" to
the Blue Book.

James fCC

WCRS' Strong

J^toVinson

telephone calls concerning the radio
listings.

W

'

As word of the n^pafeer stoppage spread, the Star received many
plogram

To

.

'

Much has been

IMt-Yank

nouncements, local chatter columns,

comic Sections are givea vivid interpretations twice ^ily^

*

kkm$

Washington, Jan. 21.
FCC has annouiiced the promotion
David C. Adams to jucceed W.
Irvin "Bed" james, as assistant to
the General Counsel Ih charge of
both broadcast and common carrier
matters. Adanis, former Senior attorney with FCC since 1941, will
take over Feb, 1, when james leaves
to open a private law office in Montgomery, Ala,
Meanwhile, Sam Miller, head of
FCC's hearing section and former
division, has rechief of the
signed to become aggociated with the
The fact that American radio alradio law firm of Cohn & Marks in
Washington. Miller worked on the ready has the best programs in the
newspaper - radio world is no reason why we should
network,
chain
Paris, Jan .14,
Our programrest on our laurels.
oases and p'ros^ed over 800
To implement the current efforts bids a? chief of fCC's high-frequency ming is not perfect
not by any
of French government radio to get
We don't expect it to be,
department.
means.
regular airings in America, Robert
ever; Pleasing all the people all the
Lange, head of the North American
time is an acknowledged impossidept., will fly to the U. S. Jan. 22 to
bility.
But pleasing most of the
be present when the American advipeople most of the time, minorities
sory committee meets at th« Walas well as "average listeners," prodorf-Astoria, N. Y., Jan. 29i He Will
vides a challenge to the broadcastbe accompanied by Jacques Manaing industry which is hot being
chem, head of radio foreign public
evaded.
relation. Bertha Sternberg, general
This is not something new for
secretary of the North American
number
leads the New York the industry, of course.
WCBS
(CBS)
dept. and Marjorie Denton, program
of years ago, the
promulgated
field in share-of-audience snagged
director, are already in N. Y.
its Code oif program practices (now
Main object of the conference is most of th^ time, when compared known as Standards of Practice)
to arrange for retransmission of with the other major network flag- which
was widely applauded
French programs so as to give them ships.
Only NBC's Sunday eve- throughout the nation. The memext^ive coverage. It is hoped to
bership of this association took acmake « recipirocal agreement per- ning comedy parlay saves that web's tion at its annual meeting last Ocfrom
being
WNBC,
outlet,
mitting French audiences to get key
comes tober which Will strengthen this
American programs. Lange, who swamped altogether when it
the
Hereafter,
in its home .endeavor.
has already got many sample pro- to share-of-audience
does have Board Of Directors, which meets
grams in N. Y., is also taldng with bailiwick, although
four times aimually, will have the
him more recordings and attempting a slight edge on nighttime puU.
power
promulgate
standards
of
to
Those are the figures shoWn by
as much as possible to replace disk
practice and, significantly, "to esby film recording as more easily the Hoopw reports for the New York tablish such methods to secure obprocessed. Current technical work area for the period Nov.-Pec., 1946. servation thereof as it may deem adon French disks waxed here is done Another surprising disclosure seen visable."
With this mandate from
in N. Y. by WOR. Lange expects to in the figures is that one of the
the radio industry, the
is seri^
line up about 145 American stations town's indies, WNEW, comes close
ously engaged in determining approthrough which to get- airings. His to some of the net flagships and,
pi*iate procedures.
American staff in Paris Includes in some instances, goes ahead of at
I hope that I have not made the
Charles Lewin, formerly with Nor- least one web key outlet,
breakdown gf the city figures creation of such standards seem a
man Corwin, as production head,
simple thing. It is more important
and 'Wlima tio"bie as editor-fai-cHief, shows that, in general, sets in use to move wisely and with the suieCorwin serves on the advisory com- during Nov.-Dec. increased by com- footedness which insures success,
\
parison with the same months a year
mittee,
even though we move slowly, than
Two points not on the agenda will ago, the 1945 Nov.-Dec. sets-in-use to contrive hurriedly a revised set
loom large in the bacltground. One being 13,8 and the 1948 figure addihg of standards which would crumble
is
the attitude of the musicians up to 14.4.
because of a poorly constructed
For the morning hours, Mondayunions on both sides of the water.
legal or prac^cal base.
Second is commercial advertising. Friday, WCBS led with a sets in
1943,

among the

'

take ov.er next

my jrUSMN MILLER.
president, Assn. of Broadcoster*

Dave

Radio ranked third in both
1945 and 1944, the dept, said. In

Traps Fresh Scnpters

by WDAF, NBC outlet, which is
owned by the Star, tlie six stations
here are going all out in news cov-

.

Up Only Papa

phobias

Radio

to

oi# tesponour listeners."
,

recreation facilities;
Besides Annenberg, participating
in the ground-breakinjK ceremonies
were' Roger W. Slipp, WFlL general

manager; Louis E. Littlejghn, WFIL
chief engineer; O. C. MacFarland,
Whitemarsh township supervisor,

of the

mer,

84i is also assistant to

WJR,

ident of
Cleveland,
all

i.s

and

owned by

the pres-

WGAR,

Detroit;

KMPC, Los

Angeles,

E. R. Richards.

Heavyweight champion Joe Louij
also on this year's list, along with

cartoonist, Bill
•

Mauldin.

—

!

'WfSMXV^WSl

DBSOiETE
But Rumors Persist As FCC Frowns
Bumor

:

WABD,

tha*^

.

DuMont's- » »

flSgship televisioB station in N. Y,,
ha^ been ofterecl for sale at $7,000,-

000 erupted this

an

FCC

Week

ruling that

in the wake
DuMont and

BS

growing tide of resentment on
the part of television producers and
directors is being directed toward
top station and net execs as a result

Paramount— with a
stations

between

Hollywood, Jan.

Be

m

Par WIIHne
Par had been rumored ready to
buy the N. Y. station until the FCC
ruling came through. Despite' the

FCC

allegation, Dr. DuMont reiterated that Par has no control over
bjuMont, ownini! only enough stock
to elect three of the company's nine
directors. It wag conceded, however,
that DuMont has no control over
what Par does with* its stock, and
that it might be possible for the
picture firm to buy up enough voting stock to gain a majority interest
In the company. DuMont, meanwhile, won't appeal the FCC ruling,
apparently in fin attempt to let Vsr

make

the first move eithe* 'to relinquish its permits or submit an
appeal to the commission.

DuMont production veepee Leonard F. Cramer and Conimander
Mortimer W. Loewi, assistant to Dr.
DuMont, both echoed their chief's
Words in denying any intention of
selling WABD, but conceded the
company had operated at a considerable toss during 1946 and would
attempt to cut cost corners wherever
possible during the coming year. As

soon as the new
erected, however,

transmitter

WABD

expand

plalife

i%

to

N. Y. broadcasting acFirst move, Cramer said,
will: be to open the two subsidiary
studios in the Wanamaker building,
in which
is located, Us-ing
both for additional evening proits

tivities.

WABD

-

granuning.
'

announced

DuMont

as

an

affiliation,

production

with

adviser,

currently preparing a variety

is

show

which buMoht hopes

to air as an
across-fhe-boa'td show; with local
advertisers coming in on a participation basis. Wildberg office has been
auditioning talent for the new show
for the last several weeks, and hopes
to, have it ready for the air as soon
as
resumes brtiadcasting;

WABD

San Antonio

— Pull

radio coverage

will be given to the inauguration ol
Beauford Jestor as governor of

Texas.

Besides broadcasts through
KVEt,
and KTBG. Austin,
.coverage Of the event will be given
the state through stations of the
Texas Quality Network, broadcast
originating through WOAI.

KNOW

was included

Theme concerned a

actress who'd juSt killed her busband
and a war vet who'd long been secretly in love with her. Couple take
the same coach to London by coincidence and the suspense builds
gradually as the actress believes the
vet is a detective and he attempts to
shake off a war neurosis by telling
her how ^le feels. Dialog, for the
most part, consisted of what went on
in the minds Of the duo, sorhewhat as
in Eugene O'Neill's "Strange interlude." Voices were pre-^recorded for
the purpose.
With the action thus relegated to
introspective speaking, stars Bramwell Fletcher, as the vet, and Carol
Goodner, as the actress, carried off
the difficult thesping assignment excellently, mirroring only via facial
expressions their different thoughts.
Credit for their work and the topdrawer acting of the rest of the cast
rates accolades for both Coe's direction and the casting ability of NBC's
Owen Davis, Jr.
Coe made full use of film clips for
the show, cutting precisely from film
of a train to the live action inside
the coach, with the sound track of
the train rumbling raised and lowered accordingly. Camera work was
fine and; through use of a new lighting technique, Coe at times achieved
a three-dimensional effect in closeup shots of the actors. Bob Wade's
two sets were equally good. Stat.

of

to

and have no immediate pros-

of retirement. Shows suffer
as ,a consequence, and critics, say
the directors, are inclined to blame
the talent on the grounds that
they've had enough time to progress
from the initial, more primitive
stages of video showmanship.

Broadcasters Assn., for imaginative
programs in the past, but lately have
been having obvious trouble with

McNaughton designing sets, and
Hayes supervising camera work, for
about three years and seem to be
having trouble overcoming equips
initial

in the net's complete lack
of facilities and the resultant necessity of buying time over DuMont's
WABD, studio owners. Because of
this, the net has quit New York pro-

Sustaining

N. Y.
In spite of a weakly contrived
play that robably didn't get across
nearly as well in its video adaptation as in its original radio form,
"Delivery Guaranteed" provided an

adequate showcase for some Broadway talent more, oi less new to the

has not kept pace with the expanse
the
uncompleted of
—partially
Wanamaker studios, chief shortage
being lights. According to ABC's
Harvey Marlowe,
exec
director.
light shortage became acute at the

medium.

DuMont

—

i

Legit

with

pointing up

^

actors

and'

radio

legit experience are
ith increased emphasis

their ability- to adapt themselves, to
light.s and camera of a tele studio, to the dismay of radio the.sp.s
without similar backgroimd. most of
whom have flopped gloriously. The
improvement will probably be even
more marked when motion picture
talent can appear before the mikes
without danger of giiiUbtining a
juicy contract.

the

This

little

mystWy

.

drs»mat

came

out of "The Whistler'' radio
files, and would have been better
left untouched, not so much beeau.se
of poor adaptation as baH choice of
vehicle. O. e-acter conceivably could
become credible on. the air. but it
hwes punch in a visual medium.
Telling the story v i a husband who
strangles his wile ii. a fit of temper
straiglit

wlien she threatens him with Reno,
dramat then has him pack her up
in a trunk for shipment to the Poeonos. Story ends with an O. HenryI'.cllinger twist. No one could believe that a policeman would observe a man's hysterical g.yrations
tContiniied on page 38)

'

their production far ahead of anyone else'si' a huge studio. Eqiiipment

WCBS-TV,

studios

when two

ther indication that the FCC was
president of the tele opersftion. Pre,sfijvorably impressed with CBS' Manident is Robert Venn, onetime manhattan - to - Tarrytown transmission
ager of the Ft. Industry station
to investiKate the possiWGBS. Miami. Station propose.^ to and wantslong
_,. ,
distance ,broadcasting,
''^
use channel No. 4. and program 16
^as pointed out. h^^^^^
hours a week, leaning heavily on
''ej«l°P'^ent of ultra-high freqi^^^^
talent
to
Y.-Hollywood
top
N.
other methods of
bolster its schedules during the win- l^ti'" „';?.''''J-''
"^'tworkip? vidco shows may enter
tov mnnth>:
° "
scene by the time color is ready
\
^
In Detroit, Ft. Industry has asked t,, spread out on an inter-city basis
for the No. 2 channel, and has set 3,,^ t^e two-to-thrce years which
aside $229,000 for station construe- '..g estimated as nece.s.sary to turn
t'O "'
out any kind of color transmitters
'
and receivers in volume.
,

shows

live

MM

.

limitations.

obstacl.;?

DELIVEEY GIIABANTEED

'i^^^'^M^.

!

MAN

studio limitations. They have worked
as a unit, with Belanger directing,

an

transmit color images over the air
waves by sending pictures from its
antenna atop the Chrysler Tower,
N. Y., to the Tarrytown- Inn, N. Y.,
a distance of some 24 miles. Demonstration was repeated successfully
last Friday (17) for the benefit of
several FCC members who missed
the original show. Black and white
proponents, however, will .show that
the llne-of-sight transmissioii between the two points is directly
along the Hudson River and entirely

I

.

McNaughton. Three were recognized,
through Belanger, by the Television

had

the

timis.

CBs last Dee. 16 demonstrated to
FCC members it could successfully

\

What's actually happening, according to prods, is that the, best
production talent is saddled with
handicaps that can be removed only
by expenditures for new equipment.
One of the top producing teams in
the business, and one of the few
that works as a team, is CBS' Paul
Belanger, Howard Hayes and Jim

ABC showmen

same

unfeasible.

Tele Staffs

WN^T

Producers Saddled

ment

tJie

.

menf to suit? their requirements.
The cameras themselves are vintage
1937
pects

At

Despite television's current standpolicy, the top ad agencies are
free of any obstruction. They will
priming their largest-spending ac- attempt
to prove that high-band
counts fOr possible entry into the waves
could not get through in even
medium within the next few months. a "normally
unsuitable location^"
Both Young & Subicaim and B.B.D. such as one in
which there is a.mul^
O. are presently expanding their
tiplicity of high buildings.
video staffs to facilitate making: preUltra-high frequency
television,
sentations to their cHehts.
it's
pointed out, operates on tha
Dave Levey, formerly with Y. & same frequency
as radar, whose
R.'s radio department, has switched
basic principle involves 'the fact that
over to the agency's video staff to waves*
boxmce
back
from any
aid tele chief Bill Forbes and proobstruction in. their path. Had there
ducers Wes McKee and Jack Downs. been
a single tall building between
Levey is slated to act as tele super- Manhattan and Tarrytown.
accordvisor to the Gulf account, which ing
to the monochrome backers, the
presently bankrolls both the ThursCBS waves would have bounced off
day night news show over WGBS- it and failed to
be received succes.sthe "You Are
Argument
"'^
they claim, that considerl
mBr° w
ably more experimentation will hav»
Will
AT
r„
T
-.u
Wilham
Morris,
formerly
with
the to be
conducted in the ultra-high
motion picture and tele department
frequencies
before
line - of - sight
of tfie J. Walter Thompson agency,
transmission is feasible.
has joined B.B.D. & O. as supervisor
How High Is Low?
of the video staff, under the direcBlack and white proponents are
tion of Wick Crider. No B.B.D. &: O.
also expected to hop on the fact that
account' has sponsored a television
has never stated definitely the
CBS
.show since before the war, but
price of color receivers built to its
several top clients are presently
specifications.
Under the CBS melooking" over various packages.
chanical system, they'll point out,
almost every receiver turned out
will have to be a custom-built job,
which might cost considerably more
FLi
PIC
than the CBS estimate of ".1i50-$100
than a black-and-white set
FOE. .MIAMI LICENSE higher"
with a screen of comparable size.
Washington, Jan. 21.
CBS, meanwhile, is preppin.g to
Two new ijidders ha,ve entered demonstrate network color tele by
television this week, with the South-' transmitting a show over the Bell
em 'Television & Equipnjeht Coi ap- S.vsitem's coaxial cable from N. Y. to
plying for the first video permit in Washington ahd back. FCC said 'tt
Miami, and Ft. Industry, newly- wants to explore the imniedi'telicensed in Toledo, bidding for a po,ssibilities of networking CBS color
and to compare the pictures as
second station in Detroit.
Interest of pix operators in tele is broadcast locally with those carried
on the c-ible.
A spokesman for
clearly shown in the southern apAmerican Teleohone & Te'e^raph
plication in which Edward Claughas vet unnamed—'Will testify on the
ton, owner-operator of a chain of
u.=efulnes.< of the cable to carry the
Florida theatres. i« putting up {he
Claughton will hi'-J^-band color images.
$165,00() financing.
The action was looked on as furbe principal stockholder and vice

With Anne Burr, Bobert Bolder,
Maxln Eitewart, Tom McMorrow,
duction until construction is comJohn James
pleted on its own studios. MeanWriter: Gordon Minter
Producer-Director: Steve Marvin
while, the DuMont people are limited
%t Mins.; Thurs., 9 p.m.
by the very thing that was to put

the.sps

In addition, Crainer plans to re-,
open the old studio at 515 Madison
avenue for use during afternoon
hours. John Wildberg, who recently

more visual
in "Aloud."
British film

Tele, however, requires

action than

(27).

opponents to CBS' request for the
immediate establishment of color
tele standards will try to prove the
CBS sequential system economically

still

;

its third video franchise in
Pittsburgh. Company already operate.s
a station in- Washington, in
addition
to
WABD, whUe Par
subsidiaries faol^ permits for itos
Atiseles and Chicago. FCC meanwhile placed in a pending file other
DuMont bids for Cincinnati and
Cleveland, Par requests for Boston
and Detroit,' and an application from
Dallas, in which
Interstate CJircuit
Par is a 50% partner and presumably exercises working control.

.

day

Anticipatimis

SweB

attempt by black and white

television proponents to prove that
presently impractical to transmit
ultra-high frequency color images
through the air is expected to highlight the resumption of FCC color
video hearings in New York Monit is

21.

Charlie McCarthy received a
face lifting last week for the
sole purpose of pleasing his television audience. An entirely new
McCarthy will greet tele fans
as he does away with his perpetual smile. The mighty oak
spent most of last week in the
Bergen-Cunning studios trying
on different expressions, including a scowl, sleepiness, and
a».qulck burn at Bergen for the
television audience.

total of five tele

them—have been

DuMont

Pushing Anti-Tint at FCC

MeCarthy't Mugs

of the latters' refusal to augument
THINKING ALOUD
With Biainvvcll Fletcher, Carol Good-* present equipment and studio faciliner, Vauglu« Tiiylor, MieJiael Blair, ties, now deemed insuffieient for
Charles Deane, Bon BaUanUne, proper programming. Some of the
until
given their last video permit
John Graham, others
men who put on the shows have
Par withdraws Its holdings from Writer: Emlyn Williams
gone so far as to question the
DuMont. But the rumor was prompt- Producer: Fred Coe
motives of brass hats, who they
Sets: Bob Wade
claim want the medium to progress
by Dr. Allen B. 30 Mlns;; Sun. (19), 8«t9 pm..
ly, discounted
just so far and no further.
DuMont, company chief, with the Sustaining
Production people in almost all
exclamation the station would be WNBT-NBC, N. Y.
Initial presentation to the public video situations say they have been
sold only "over my dead body."
by
WNBT
of
Emlyn
forced
to work with insufficient and
WiUiams'
latest
DuMont
Amid verified reports that
play was probably the most intricate obsolete caaieras, sets and lights,
has fired some 200 employees from and ambitious television
show yet and that, because of the lack, teleits plant at Passaic, N. J., (most of staged.
Excellent way the program vision programining is stymied at
whom, according to Dr. DuMont, are came off, with its involved cuts from
a point which was reached more
excess experimental engineers car^ live action to film and from dubbed
than two years ago. Nor is it a
ried over from the company's war recordings to Straight speech, was
availability of the gear,
worK), came reports that the com- due almost entirely to the fine work matter of
they state, but simply the refusal of
of
producer
Fred
Coe,
who
certainly
pany had also fired a raft of techrates
video
"Oscar"
for
executives, men who control telea
this
one.
nicians from WABD, Latter, howFact remains, however, that the vision purse-strings, to lay out f imds
to
the DuMont
ever,, according
play hardly offered good tele fare,
prexy, will only be laid off during with the action confined to glances to purchase equipment and expand
studio space. Excuse of wartime
the three-to-fpur week period the between two people facing each
shortages no longer /hioWs.
station shutters to permit installa- other across the narrow confines of
Biggest offender, according to
tion of its new antenna; on which an English railroad coach. Williams,
work begins Jan. 24. ^ptenna will who scripted "Night Must Fall" and statements by producers, is CBS,
where there arc just three cameras
several
other
major
reportedly
pla.vs,
boost WABD's power to 22.5'kiliDwrote
"Thinking
Aloud"
for
radio,
available
to
tele
programs, and
watts, making it the most powerful
which would explain its unsuitabiUty majority of the lights are stationary,
television to date.
for television. Story was good and, forcing
production personnel
to
FCC handed down its ruling last with pr<^er expansiop, might make build
their shows around the lights
after awarding for an interesting motion picture.
Thursday
(16)
instead
being able
move equipof

in

An

A
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I

were run in succession and there
weren't enough glims to set up for
the second show -(VithoUt interrupt-

,

.

ing the first. Because of its manuhas been
facturing tieup,. DuMont
quick about getting new camera
gear and, With NBC, has some of the plans called for new televisioh
Vuiimalely, BAt^Benny
studio construction to begin thi.<
nevvt'.st in operation.
FCC (llhairman (iiiarles R. Denny,
NBC production people have not month, but as yet no permit has
,.Ir..
clarifying the color tclevirfon
suffered from lack of equipment been forthcoming from the CPA.
All of the networks and stijlions controversy as much as posKible,
[so much as they have from lack of i
space in which to profit from the •have made hefty promises of ex-! PO'"ted out in New York la.st week
that the questions involved in the
{full potential. at hand. With the be.st pendi'.ures to start televidon on the
current squabble are technical only,
of RCA's lab product for telecasting, rocket ride so many, have oredicted
and have nothiii.1; to do with whether
the NBC producers have been ac- for it Up to now. "say prodticlion
cordioned into a single .small .studio people, there's been n- t-viJcnco of color or blaek and white is better
from where all their live program- ithe ofl-spokon willingnets to .spend. f<"' video. It's a known fact. Denny
Iming mu.st be done. On throe sepa- in spite of the fact Ihyl the adio declared, that tele will "ultimately
occasions,
programmers had end of the operations is about ai bave color, but it's a question of
rate
to move, into radio studio 8-G for near complete booking a.s it h:.s eytr when and what kind of system will
shows that were too big for the been or ever will be. Whether or!'*''
Denny wa.s in N. Y. to witne.ss a
regular video quarter.<5. Each time hot this is the result o£ deliberate
they had to bring their Image Orthi- policy, some of th-s protlueers are demonstration "of CBS' ultra-high
cons in from remote setups to cbm- quite unwilling to sav. but all apree t frequency telelint. accompanied by
Wakefiel^
pensate for the lack of .sufficient that the situation has becom- an in- commissioner Ray C.
(Continued on page 38)
lighting in the radio bailiwick. NBC's creasingly sore point of fru-stration. j
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ONE WOBLP FUQHT
Wriler-Prodneet: NormM

SUNDAY EVENING HOUR

Suslafttin^

N, Y.
"One World Flight" introduces a
new Norman Cor,win to the fiel4 of
radio.
ries

In this series of documentafrom his Willkie
global trip,' Corwin has taken

stemming

Award

up the cudgels for humanity with
e deep sympathy and an earnest
desire to

bWng

understanding to as

N. Y.

{Kenyan, Eckhardt)
Symphony Orchestra

Detroit

welcome addition

is

a

to radio's longhair

liand of Henry H.
Reichhold—-Detroit millionaire manufacturer turned patron—is behind
Reiohhold being responsible for
it,
the recent rebuilding of the orchestra and 'for the backing of the new
classical music publication, Musical
Digest, which is sponsoring the cmIn addition to being
rent series.
wealthy and public-spirited, Reich
hold seems to be a go-getter as well.
It will be interesting to see how
far he throws his weight in symph
music on radio. He's not only re
built the Detroit symph, but pubi

ranks.

Fine

flight.
In themselves they represent
a brilliant job of editing. And as
the various people Corwin met in
his travels are permitted to speak
for themselves; the 'listener is impressed by the ho*i«i1y, sincerity and
the simplicity tMt undeiflies. the
thematic One World cbhcept of the

longhair radio, encumbrances, like
raid-commercials, science intermission talks, opera quizzes and opera
news of the air, wasn't quite borne
out, though, at Sunday's (19) preem,
there being one commercial between
the two numbers played, But it was
short and harmless, and quite in

program.

order.

Program presented the Detroiters
was the clear thinking, the simple logic and the over- —a major symphonic ensemble now
in choice readings of the Overwhelming impact of Corwin's own
to
Weber's "Oberon" and
basic ideals and the eloquent prose ture
of the commentary he delivered that Sibelius' Second Symphony. Works
stood out on the first of the series, were precedied by jshorl, interesting
outweighing the dramatic Impact of talks, Unusual feature was a short
it

—

the voices he recorded.
It was as if the picture of the
woi'ld that Corwin saw in his fight
pushed from his mind everything
but a fervent desire to make as
many people as possible see this

world

all its stark horror
devastation, all its hopelessness

in

and
and

But once having opened the
eyes and minds of thfe people, Corwin sounds forth a note of encour-

:

talk by conductor Karl Krueger, on
a visit to Sibelius, although talk was
little too abstruse and general, inof fgossipy and personal. Irftoo,
is e the
fact
that
Krueger is one of only two Amerir
can-born conductors to head a major
American orchestra.
Bron.

a

step

teresting,

•

fearsl

as to the possibilities and
inherent in the world and its

agement
hopes

people.

Because the documentaty was a
perfectly

wrought production,

it

was

startling at times to recall thaf the

voices heard were thosA of real people; that these were not rehearsed
words but the honest .beliefs and
Ideals of people big and little around
the world.
Corwin did not choose as spokesmen only the Pi'os for the One
World theory, There were fellow
men in different parts b| the world
who, either through sincere belief
or because of abysnial Ignorance,
were grossly unaware of the awful
po\vefs of the atom bomb or its
equally powerful menace—the distrust of other nations and their
waySi Corwin let them speak, and
their words did much to show how
f •• we were from attaining Willkie's'

COMPOSE YOURSELF
With D'Artega,

JTacli:

Lawrence, Kip

Hale; Kay Beid, orgiinist
Writer; .Bo|> Cone
Director: BoK LaBovr
IS Mms.; Thurs., 9:15 p. m.
Sustaining
WNEW, N, Y.
Here's one way for indies to buck
the hiaavily loaded talent lineups on
the networks duting the evening
hours. Ipstead of knocking its head
against a stone wall In a frontal competitive try, this enterprising indie
has pulled a flank maneuver by slicing off a specialized audience seg-

"Compose Yourself" is aimed
amateur songwriters, and this sizable fraternity of hopefuls should
derive profit and interest from the
program. Show's gimtnick is to feature compositions by unl^nown tunesmiths in a professional performance
with free advice thrown in by D'Artega, program regular, and a w.k.
guest lyricist.
Format as followed on the preem
One World ideal. Only once Corwin
let speak the voice of anguish an session (9) was simple and neat.
Italian mother who had lost all in D'Artega and guest Jack Lawrence
the war and felt the awful empti- joined in some polite mutual admiration
for each other's work, which
ness of tragedy, hunger and despair.
At other times he appealed to the served as a springboacd for a couple
mind and he spoke both through the of plattered tunes from their backpeople in power and those who com- file q,f hite. Final portion of the show
prise the masses.
He asked them was devoted' to an amateur cleffing
questions, those that any one of us team selected from a pre-program
would ask,' and they answered mail response; One member of the
through his recorder. At times it team rendered their number in its
initial
version,
following
wa.s necessary to use an interpreter, rough,
at others to clarify faulty recording, which D'Artega and Lawrence made
and it was thesfe natural touches some critical suggestions. As a windthat emphasized its inherent honesty. up, vocalist "Kip Hale delivered the
The opening of the series served same number, slightly polished up,
merely as an introduction, a once- in excellent style.
Although general interest may be
over of the content yet to be heard.
limited, show will garner a followBut Corwin gave glimpses of the ing,
which, though moderately sized,
herculean editing job the series prewill be highly attentive.
Rerm.
sents, the knowledge, and sagacity
necessary to drive K'gme the truth
and crystallize the findings of his 55 WITH KEPLINGEB
Witli Diclt Keplinger, toyal Lawont,
trip.
Len Beardsley
At no tinJe does Corwin talk down 55 Mins.; 12 to 12:55 p.m., Men. thru
to his SMdience; te goes on the asFriday
sumption that the natural dignity Participating
within man makes him capable of KXA, Seattle
an understanding of the problems
Dick Keplinger, former head of
confronting mankind.
Rose.
news and special events at KOMOKJR, now freelancing after army
service, has put together a good
Y08K SOAPBOX
show with the materials at hand,
Wl»i John Winrate
fashioning an interesting and smartly
IS
Sat.,
p.m.
routined show which uses records
Sustainlnjr
for musical breaks.
WOB, N, v.
The efforts of Keplinger, however,
This idea is so old it's almost new. with Loyal Lamont adding the iemiAt least, it's a welcome relief from nme touch, is what makes the show
Long one of Seattle's
the stale type of aud participation listenable.
top radio names, Keplinger hasprogram clogging the airlane's. Quar- created
a format that uses all the
ler-hour session- is merely buil,t
old-and-tried routines plus some new
sn-ound the impromptu comments of
ones that will c^use many Seattlepaisers-by in front of WOR's studios
ites to tune to
at noon time.
wlio step up to the mike and give
Each, program has a news section,
liieir views on questions of the day.
Questions varied from the highly "Washington Predicts," which is a
important such as "Do you believe smartly worded dispatch from the
national
capital,
using showmanly
in a guaranteed annual wage?", to
the Jiighly unimportant such as sense to pick out items that will ap"Should we change the name of peal and that won't be overdone on
Avenue of the Americks back to usual newscasts.
There is also a toj)ic of the day,
Sixth Avenvie?".
and Dick and Miss Lament use the
For laughs, announcer John Win- phone to get comments
from local
Sate made a special point of egging people.
This,
together with the
»on-New Yorkers into expres,sing daily feature "Cloud 55," In which
their beefs about the city's manners. Keplinger gets
up on the cloud and
The most vehement critic was given comments on the
doings of Seattle
a toapbox from which to harangue people, and the use of
a guest on
Wie crowd. Austin Hogan, Transport each' program
are done with a zest
Workers Union exec, .also came on and fact that builds goodwill—
and
for a few minutes to justify the al- listeners.
l<i«ed rudeness of bus drivers. Whole
Len Beardsley handles the anprogram was an ihferesting ghee of nouncing chores in his u.sual firstcomments in the raw.
Herm.
rate manner.
Reed.
ment,
at

—

,

•

.

^

•

NEW

KXA

,

'

-

was among the
top, and maybe the best, shows
Crosby has done for his new
sponsor. The program was good
question that

many people as possible. But in this
new mode of presentation he has
broadened the scope oi documentary
with actuality aefjuerices, uniting it
into a whole with byilUattt, pungent
commentary.
The new CBS Tuesday night scries
which pnemed
week (14) is licized it by sending it on its first
nation-wide tour last season, at a
based on wire recordings made by terrific expense to himself. His inCorwin and Lee Bland, CBS engi- terest in radio can spell much.
neer,
during
their
One World
His professed attempt to be rid of

However,

as well spinning on Philco'.s halfhour platter last week (15). No

MUSICAL DIGEST
WJZ-ABC,

With JBoy Bngel, Johimy Coons,
Paul Barnes, Art"Herito, miflanne"
»nArthur
Yoitnc;
Bertrand,
nounoer, Ken Nordlne
Writers: Jack & GretchW Sharp
Director: Buss Young
Producer: Jaofc Simpson

Crosby and Jolson read like a
good combination and sounded

CO Mins.; Sun., 8 p.m.

WCBS-CBS,

THE ADVENTUSEES CLUB

Jolson, jCrosby Parlay

With Detroit SympiMWy^Oireli, k«m
Corwln
IMrectors: Corwin, Guy Delia Chioppa
Krueger conductor, WUUimi I^ayMusic: Alexandei' S«mmier
ton, announcer
30 Mins., Tues., 10 p.B»»
Writer-Producer-Director: Xm Smith

.

it

30 Mins,; Sat., 11:30 a.m.

SHEAFFEB PRODUCTS

principally because the cross-fire
between the pair stood up, for
it was a cinch that with these
two guys there wasn't going to
be much wrong with the singing.
The comedy premise was a'
switchback to a dressing room
with neophyte Crosby calling on
the star, Jolson, to try out. Of
course, they had to be a little
careful just how early they
keyed the sequence. in order to
skip having to blow out the footlights.
But the 'comedy writing
job stood up and had a good tag
of Jolson telling Crosby that if

Paramount
Story"

him

he'll

what

does "The Crosby
be glad to do for

he

did

for

Larry

on

One I Love BeSomebody Else" and Jol-

"Rosie," "The

longs to

dynamic orchestra which
guarantees to get hun out of any

that

—and

does.

He was

in

no

difficulty here, although the repeat on his very familiar standard tunes was sufficient to hint
that Jolson might shuffle the
deck and thumb through in
search of a couple of hot so
familiar songs.
For instance,
what's become of "Rum-Tum-

daredevils of various kind, etc. On
its second time out last Sata'day
(18), the stanza was on the noisy,
daredevil side, tailored too snugly to
the listener who is (a) male, (b) of
no higher than high-school age.
Within those limitations, the job done
was okay. But the sponsor ought to
toow what he's doing. Maybe- that
would sell pen and ink to the kids.
"Story on this ride concerned Major

>.

Sustaining

WINS, N. T.

A

picture which has had nothing
ea,sy going from critics and pub-,
since its first screening, took
instead a prize going-over on this
premiere of "Films Under Fire."
With a couple of veterans leading in

but

lie alike

the critical marksman-ship, Samuel
Goldwyn's "Best Years of Our Lives"
came under fire and enierged with a
decided list. This program promises
to be a lively addition to the local
•

Allan

Stevenson, Fred Barton,
lineup.
Charlotte
Dembo, Dana Hard- indie
Present on the opener in her capawicke
city as film critic for Modern Screen
Writer: Sam Boss
was Dorothy Kilgallen, together
Producer-Director: Wynn Wright
with
Goldwyn rep Miriam Howell,
15 Mins.; Sun., ((:45 p.m.
Robert MacDonald, war vet and
Susteiniing
noveUst and Troup Mathews, veterWOB-MBS, N. tr.
ans' administrator at Columbia UniThis session of crime-busting mel- versity. Two others, Ro'bert Lubar,
odrama packs more than a normal Time Mag editor, and housewife
quota .of bang-bang stuff. Swiftly Alberta Saletan, were present as
paced with a fortissimo accent .on people who hadn't seen the film and
judge whether it's worth seeing from
violence attd underworld jargon, the discussion.
•
this dramat series is due to garner
Entire panel pitched in with a vena heavy share of the pulp fiction geance from the outset, and clearly
addicts. Despite its crime-doesn't- demonstrated the film's femme apPay tag, program is typical of that peal when the two gals on the stiow
aspect of radio which invites finger- stoutly came to its defense while the
pointing from social reformers.
two vets and these guys were far
average service disStory on the preem session (19) above the
revolved around the tracking down chargees—took it apart at the seams.
Chief fault foutid by the vets, and
ofr a couple of trigger-happy hoodlpns.
Within the first couple of one of them was disabled, was the
minutes, two killings were reenacted film's dependence upon the sailor
with a wincing realism. Rest of the with no hands, for natural audience
show was devoted to detective work. sympathy without tackling the probScripting was racy and gripping lem in an honest, forthright manner:
while the thespers did persuasive i.e., showing him trying to take his
place in society with a job instead
lOos.
Herm.
of living on pension. They called it
"a glossy, well-done Hollywood package" that paled next to something
like
"Brief Encounter."
Another
squawk was Frederic March's emergence from "the never-never land of
service experience" as a first ser"Of Men and Books," CBS' weekly geant who got soft-hearted. Consenbook review program, had William sus was that there ain't no such aniL.'Shirer lajst Saturday (18) taking mal.
Program provided an interesting
over the spot left vacant by the dehalf-hour, disturbed on^f occasionparture of John Mason Brown as the ally as the two gals attempted to talk
shows regular conductor.
Other at once. Two-person jury decided
'^l? ^f.^^ members and guest critics from the discussion that the film had
Will fill in from week to week. a synthetic quality
and was highly
Shirer ushered in the neW format contrived, but
they'd like to see it
auspicionsly with his discussion, of
out of curiosity.
Tomw.
the book, "Austrian Requiem," by
Kurt
von
Schuschnigg.
Shirer

—

[Follow-up Comment::

brought his first-hand knowledge of
the Austrian debacle into play as he
gave a politically harsh, but personally sympathetic estimate of
the
books author the former Austrian
Chancellor.
The latter'* -memoirs
were subject to a lucid exposition in
Shirer s typical dry, understated
style.
It was part personal reminiscence, past history, part literary
criticism, but all of it was excellent
talk on a high intellectual level.

THE ALAN McPAIGE TRIO

Harrisburg station which necessitates

transcribing the various portions of
the show in advance, Redmond
achieves an 'unmistakable flavor and
bigtime aura in this ambitious production. It's probably the first show
of its type and, transferred to network auspices with a live programming format, coUld well add up to
something of importance.
With a running commentary by
Redmond and supplementary announcing by Harry Hinkley, the
show is tied together by the thematio
'No Business Like Show Business"

Mutual's handling of the Georgia
gubernatorial squabble last Thursday (16) night, when for the first
time both of the state's "governors"
were on the air together, made for
smart actuality broadcasting.
Playing fair to both sides. Herman
Talmadge as well as Ellis Arnall
were mtroed on the air, as "Governor.
Talmadge spoke from the Executive Mansion, wliile Arnall had
to go to a WATL studio to do his

"Yearlings"

dual

Ken

announcer.

Joseph
*

Writer: Sol Fleer
Froducer-Oirector: Martin Fleer
29 Mih^^ Saturdays, S:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WNYC, N. Y.
This is «n unarresting but pleasant
half hour of music and occasional
comment by guest newspaper people.
McPaige trio is a quite normal cock'

unit, transposed from some of
the Smaller boites around town to
the
studio, and while the

WNYC

tune styling
unoriginal,

is

it

sometimes startlingly

makes

for easy listen-

ing.

Group opened

the show caught
with Grofe-s "Grand Canyon Suite,"
then introe* Connie Soloynas, assistant to Danton Walker, N. Y. Daily
News columnist. His appearance
was brief, and the program went on
about its busine.ss, serving uu guest
smger Judith Arlen who did a work'manlike job on "Where Or When"
and "September Song."
McPaige Trio finished up with a
medley of "Espana Cana," "Linda
Mujer" and "Amor."
So-called
critic's guest shot here was to little
avail, since he said practically nothing. The music was okay. Tomm.

roles

highlighting the initial stanza

%

second in the series
/,^v"S
(12) Redmond built the show around
Variety s 41st anni edition, with «
transcribed flashback to the
current
Broadway shows

then-

when

Varietv made its first appearance,
with a then-and-now capsule wrap-

up

of the original

«Red Mill" of 41
years ago and the present Broadway
version.
It's the type of
universal appeal.

show

On

that has a
the first tw5

programs Redmond dovetailed the
various _ segments
to
achieve a
smo6th, fast-movinicpace. Arid he's
given it full productfon values.
Itost,

DESIGN FOR OPAND LIVIN(S

With Emmitte Ward, K. Bert Sloan,
Fred Gibbons, Frank Babcock, Virginia Ktag, Steve Wllhelm
15 Mins.! MO)if.-Wed.-Fri., 9:15 a.m.

BREWING CO.
KTSA, San Antonio
From the Houston studios of the
Lone Star Chain comes this opuS
.GULF

which IS transcribed for local presentation. It promises to be a de,
lightful quarter-hour interlude
of
music, with an audience participatioft
angle which jiiay attract the listenej
mail. It's an informal party aimed at'
the women and should sell some of
that Grand PWze Beer which the
sponsor has to offer.
Newcomers to Jhe southwest radio
lanes are Frank Babcock, who is m.o.
of the airing, and Virginia King, for»

mer network- dramatic actress, who
acts as a perfect foil to Babcock. Miss
King IS also heard in a bit of inspirational talk at the close of each pro-

gram which .neatly wraps

it up, Babcock has a pleasant voice and keeps

the

program moving along.

Music is furnished by K, Bert Sloan
piano and Fi*ed Gibbons at the
Duo is heard in the theme,
which approximately enough is "On
What a Beautiful Morning," in a solo
spot together in "Always," and as
background to the songs of Emmitti
Ward. Latter has a pleasing voice.
Steve Wilhelm, commentator on
at the

organ.

Grand

another

Prize

airing,

was

guest on the opus caught and spoke
of his new book which came about
fi-om his broadcasts titled "Texas—
TJiday and Yesterday," stories of
Texas and its heroes.
Commercials are easy to take. Pro-

gram shows good production and
appeal to women vi/ho do the

.•ihould

shopping.

Andii.

With Judith Arlen, Connie Soloynas,

tail

a scene of history-in-the-making.

entertainment industry can make a
vital contribution toward securing
the friendship of the peoples of the
world. The aims are lofty and, despite the limited facilities of the

.

bar, Alberta Saletan
Producer-director: Fifl Starr
30 Mins.; Sundays, 5 p.m.

Zuclieri,

stuff.
But heard that way in a
debate— in
which Arnall
called
Talmadge a "pretender," "usurper,"
and "Impostor," while Talmadge
made an epithet of comparing
Arnall to Father Divine-—the remote
made for exciting radio direct from

of

Cm.

OFFICIAL DETECTIVE
Bill

series

FILMS UNDER FIRE

Crosby and Jolson were taking
turns splitting a chorus it wasn't
always easy to distinguish who
was singing, especially in the

With Chuck Webster,

new

reflected in this

Sunday afternoon shows.
CBS' new Saturday ayem show is
Borrowing from Shakespeare, he
Adventurers Club of titles the new series "The World's a
Chicago, a real organization with a Stage" and he dedicates it to show
membership roster including many people throughout the world, with
famous explorers, anthropologists, the overall theme reflecting how the

respondent (borrowed from the LonWith Robert MacDonald, Dorothy don Sunday Observer); a Redmond
Miriam Howell, Fifi mteryiew .witlj Gregory Peck as A
Kilgallen,
curtain-lifter for his "Duel in the
Starr, Troup Mathews, Robert Lu

Tiddle," and there aj-e surely
others. Perhaps a surprise part
of the broadcast was that when

lower register. A singing commercial by both also was evidently funnier in the shidio than
over the air as it came through
not as the pause that refreshes.
Yet the combination can obviously stand a repeat anytime.
Most everybody thought this
would be a good one. ;T''viras,

as

'

Harrisburr

Dick Redmond, program director
WHP, who, witli an able assist
trom Mira Yanofslty (now scriptintf
in New York), made a notable wartime homefront programming contribution, is still an enterprising guy

ing the war. But except for a mere
mention of that fact at the end, the
story as it is developed showed
Chandler circa 1919-20 developing
from a daring young automobile
racer to a professiohal atito-plane
stunt man. It was fast, loud, and
Ser ni tune, with pickups from New
boyishly su.spenseful stuff, with pay- York,
Hollywood, London, Paris, etc.
off scenes in the tradition of films
It s as fresh and alive as tomorrow's
full of slugfests.
drama pages, with a Jolson CavalThe commercials were well han- cade off the Columbia
Pictures
dled, also being tailored to the youth
sound-track in Hollywood, a capsule
group.
review of the 1946 London legit season -by WHP's own on-the-spot cor-

son had whipped 'across "Swanee"
alone in Hit Parade tempo^with

jam

N, Y.
(Leeds)

Sustaining

WHP,
of

tied in with the

Speed Chandler who helped train
airmen and parachute jumpers dur-

they had
Showers,"

Previously
"April

Parks.

teamed

WCBS-CBS,

THE WORLD'S A STAGE
Writer-ProdHpej; Dick Redmond
za mm,} 8un,f p,S^

TOWN CRIER
With Bob Snyder

STANDARD FURNITURE

15 Mins.;

Mon.

WTBY, Troy

to Wtt,

iS!45

CO.
p.m.

(Goldman & Walter)
Program, shifting from noon
late evening spot in
of affihation from
h as probably picked

to

WTRY's

tran.sfer

to

'^OKO,

up new

listeners.

ABC

Whether format— straight news, announcements of events by church
groups, civic organizations and fraternal organizations, briefs on birth.s,
engagements and marriages— is better designed for a predominantly
feminine listening audience, rt'-mains
a question.
The interviews pack
more meat for general dialing.
The "personals," long a feature ol"
newspapers, con.stit(ite a new pha.'^e
of area broadcasting. These and tlifi
othfer announcements build, goodwill
for the sponsor and the .station. Interviews also have recently iniproved. Chief fault hei-e is a lacl? of

sufficient adlib phrases.
sounds much better in
soft;

Bob

Snydiir

adoptin.«

.

'

a

tone than when lie
Advertising tends I" per-

"'icndly

'boo
sistency.

.

Jaco.

'

ANNUAL

14th

SURVEY OF

SHOWMANAGEMENT

It's

For the 14th year, VARIETY

Time.
calling the roll

way

in

want

to

Atomic Age.
c

want to make sure that every station in
the U. S. and Canada has ample time to enter
its bid.
So in addition to this announcement
we are also contacting you directly. Closing
February

any new ideas
and compopped up in '46.

know

of

station promotion

We

Year

We

for entries is

also

management that
want to know the story of those stations
that came up fast, stealing listeners^ commercials and publicity hom oldtune leaders.

to single out for rec-

ognition the stations that led the

dote

we

programming,

mercial

oi North American radio

E of the

But
in

is

And we want to know how the

oldtime lead-

ers retained their leadership.

So

22.

tell

all.

But

make

it

short,

sweet and

complete.

Variety wants to know your station's outstanding achievements in 1946.
,

We

want

know how

stations

met the

Because VARIETY keeps track

of peace.

lieve there is evidence to

Was

the good of mankind?

of radio

to-day, week-to-week, the year 'round,
first

your station's operation patterned to reflect the economic conflicts
of your community, including labor-management relations? Did you brief your audience
on the menace of an otom not harnessed for
full

year

to

show

that 1946

daybe-

was

not the Block Year of the Blue Book, but o year
of

occomplishment ond progress

for the Indus'*

try.

Your entries will prove it. Send us the
ond let the plaques fall where they may.

How effectively did you

explore the problems of peace?

facts

Address Reports To Radio Editor

154 West 4Sth Street

New York

Deadline for Entries

is

19.

N. Y.

Midnight, Februarf 22

.

.

.

,

Wednesclay, laaraary 22, 1947

<

From
»

»«
iV£:r

fiV

«

««

the Production Centres
4

YORK CITY

.

.

.

Bill Toolman, co-producer (with Mark GoodsQn) of CBS' "Winner Take
,AII," has finished^ the bodlt
his musical comedy, "Beauty Was a Beast,"
and is now working on the musical score. .. ."Mr. D. A.'s" scripter, Boh
Shaw, has bought the Westport, Conn., home of the N. Y. Times' Meyer
Berger.
.Ralph Collier now on WNBC's "Metropolitan Roundup" in addi-

W

.

.

.Jane W. Kalmus' maternity leave from
Hutchins agency announced in a particularly warm note to eds from
agency's veepee, H. Pierson Mapes.;.." Young Dr. Malone" director Fred
Weihe megging Gene Hamilton's first legiter, "Let Us Be Gay," which will
preem at Baldwin, L, I.
.WWRL's Doris Mulvaney engaged to Leonard

tion to gabbing safety films.

.

.

,

Pilarski. .. .NBC fiscal dept., which last week offered to help net emplo.vees with their income tax problems, sent them to Room 287 of the
.WOR's music
bldg. Number happens to be home of ABC flackery
director Sylvan llevin now writing the music as well as conducting for

RCA

.

.

.

Jackie Kelk begins a radio column with next issue of Metropolitan
and
Host, hotel mag....Emil Coleman getting a Mutual wire Tuesdays
Thursdays at 11 p.m. from the Waldorf Wedgwood Room.
be all-CBS day Saturday (25) at American Statistical Assn.
It will
confab in Atlantic City when chairman will be Frank Stanton and speakSubject
ers will include Oscar Katz. Donald Horton and Elmo C. Wilson.
rewill be "Recent Developments in Radio Research," with television
search thrown in for good measure.
6....
Feb.
Jan.
30
and
from
N.
Y.
Costello show will originate
Abbott

&

Martin Schrader takes on weekly radio column for New Republic.,..
Mutual's Friday night at 8:30 show, originally titled "Love. Story Theatre,"
changed its name to "jVtutual Playhouse" and has now settled for "Story
Theatre.". ...Nathan Straus vacationing in Florida.... N. Y. exec sec

Upton
of Radio Writers Guild down with pneumonia
Close being profiled in March issue- of Reader's .Scope. ,. .Johnny Dale has
.Comic Tim Herbert,
celebrated his first anni as WJZ's all-night disk jock.
collabTimberg,
Herman
father,
and
his
currently, at Paramount, N. Y.,
orating on a new 15-minute radio comedy show being wrapped for
"
presentation.
ABC prexy Mark Woods, exec veepee Bob Kintner and flack chief Earl
MuUin to Boston yesterday (Tuesday) to attend preem of Boston symph
sponsored airing and press confab for longhair players plus sponsor John

Mike Davidson

.

.

y
Hancock execs.
two shows, "Mutual Playhouse'' and the hew "Scotland Yard/*
preemed last night (21).
,
/ .
Lou Cowan to Coast on picture deaV and to set film names for two pro- IIS
jected air shows. ..Wick Crider to Coast for o-o. for BBD&O shows..,.
will be Abbott and Costello and
broadcasts
soon
for
few
Heading east
a
Harvey Marlowe, ABC teleyision's: exec producer, slated, to speak today; Kay Kyser. Latter wants to be closer to his pet charity project, the North
(Wednesday) on "Writing Comedy for Television" at the National Laiigh Carolina liealth Plan, of which he has been one of the moving spirits.
Week Poundation gagwriting school. ... Garry Davis, son of maestro Meyer Also packing for the Atlantic side are C. P. "Chick" MacGregor and RayDavis, and last seen on Broadway in the Ray Bolger musical, "Three To mond R. Morgan, both of whom have "closing" talks to make on important
Make Ready," is now regular emcee on WCBS-TV's half -hour vaude show deals. Morgan's has .to do with the sale of Mutual's "Heart's Desire"
Saturday nights at 8, "Variety Showcase." Also does a comedy turn
and MacGregor has his Hollywood Theatre on the front burner with a
Stage-screen actress Elissa Landi added to staff of CCNY school of business, high flame
MCA's radio reps in New York, Chicago and Hollywood
to give two evening courses in speech for radio and tele.
.Joe Laurie, Jr., huddling this week on compan.v and client matters, with Lew WasSerman,
has whipped together a 15-minute "Comedy of the News" package which new prexy of Music Corp., in the big swivel. On hand are Bart McHugh
sifts put comedy angles Of news coming over the wires
.Marioij Kelskerj and Herb Rosenthal from N. Y., and Maury Lipsey from Chicago, to flank
who runs two broadcasts on WREC, Merhphiff CBS affiliate, pluggihg web rial Hackett, Mickey RocWord and "Scrappy" Lambert of the home staff
shows, in town fot vacation ahd getting initial gander at shows she's been
.Don Searle wanted to get away from telephones so he hied off to the
talking about.
Arizona desert for a fortnight before resuming his duties on a reduced
•
Eda Heineman ^d Mora Martin added to the cast of "David Harum",
Day after Norman Blackburn received
schedule as ABC Coast head
Paul McGrath and Tess Sheehan join "Lora Lawton"
Joy Hathaway the news of his ascension to a vice-presidency of the Thompson agency
to "Stella Dallas" cast
Leon Janney to "Young Widder Brown"..,. he was bidden by Fresno Chamber of Commerce to make a speech on
Mason Adams .into "Road to Life" cast. .Al Barker, author of ABC's "Youth in Radio." He accepted arid is How brushing up on forenslcs at
"Terry & The Pirates," having new adventure series, titled "Discovery," home."
gahdered for airing
ABC staffer Charles Harrell and his wife, actress
Sherman Gregory, manager of Schenley's radio department, and Wick
Virginia Adams, on vacation in Quebec for three weeks, with his net Crider of BBD&O
in town to look in on "Hollywood Players" and mull
chores taken over by Martin Andrews and Joe Graham. .. .Superman's over a summer show
for the spot.
.Harold Arlen out another quarternext .story line begins today centering' around a veteran's farm Community
hour disk at CBS with Mark WarnbW both prodiicing and conducting the
music
Second platter of Cy Howard's comedy stanza, "My Friend Irma,"
elicited high praise and CBS sales crew has its orders to throw its Sunday
punches
John Driscoll, story editor at BBD&O, engaged by Metro to
serve as technical adviser on "The Hucksters." T. Wells, onetime account
exec on American Tobacco, had 'the first whack at it
Virginia Cooke,
former scripter of daytime serials, dishing up some of the continuity for
"Let George Do It" on Don Lee-Mutual.
.Adrian Samish around fo line
up some comedy shows for the ABC network and to huddle $>n production
problems with J. Donald Wilson and his HoUywdod staff. Coitripton's Jjouls
Titterton also around for a few days.
.Dick tfhl, recent producer of the
~-

..^

.

HOLLYWOOD

WDSUFor
i)G;WelH!rStays
New

Fred

.

interessts at a price

be around $800,000.
Weber, manager and part

of WDSU, confirmed the deal
Friday (17).
He said that E. a.
Stephens of New Orleans and H. g".
Wall of Scottsdalo, Ariz., his partners, had transferred their 'interests
to WilMam Splegelburg, an inye.st-

ment banker of New "l^Ork. He added the sale Is subject to approval
',:
of the FCC."
_

:

Weber said he not only retains his
inteyests but wilj continue to function as manager of the station...
The

WDSU

Stephens

outfit

acquired

from Joseph Uhalt in
he $2,')0,000.

1943

at a price said to

WDSU

located ,in Monteleona
hotel and operates on 5000. watts. It
is

is

affiliated

with ABC.

.

.

. .

.

.

.

New York

owner

.

.

Orleans, Jan. 21.

WDSU, owned by the Stephens
Broadcasting Corp. here, has been
sold to
said to

.

Spa Eac@ Assn. Pays

For Baskeiball Show

.

Troy, Jan.

21.

.

.

,

.

.

.

Sponsorship
broadcasts

of

.

basketball

by a horse
a

trotting

game
a.s.so-.

new

wrinkle at WTRY.
Saratoga Raceway, which conducts a
three-month meeting at the Spa
during the summer and fall, is now
elation

is

footing the bill for weekly play-byplays of Troy American professional
basketball league club games at the
State Armory.

.

.

Dick Haymes show, is turning his talent to composing to satisfy a latent
yen of years' standing
Chet Lauck's folks here from Pine Ridge, Ariz.,
just to prove there is such a town- on the map
Jim Doyle working on
an idea show with the catchy title, "According to Doyle"
EcWie Bracken
has decided to stick to acting and turned oyer production and writing details
to Producer Nat Wolff
Comic-owners of a package recently refused a
price tilt because they like the sponsor and felt the rathig
didn't warrant
it.
Can't name it because of involvements.
.Benay Venuta loosening her
larynx again and taking a guesl shot on Mark Warnow's "Sound
Oft" Feb
20.... Bob Ballin and Sam Perrin of the Jack Benny show got
off to a
corner and turned out a ditty Called "It's Easy To Fall in
Love," which
Dennis Day will. Intro on bis show.

—

.

m

.

cmcAco ...

After high 16.1 Hooper garnered by "Whistler" for
local show
sending out calls for original whodunits now that shot
has gone 'network
^.^'"^""^^ with a Coast origination.
.Quiz Kid Naomi Cooks
J 8, suJIered
age
fractured collarbone after being struck by auto
Dr 10
renewred on^^NBC net for 52 weeks. .. .Matty
Breseia, former NB(b Centrai
Division publicity staffer, now promotion manager

WBBM

.

WWJ,

first

affiliation

nation's, first

rhlt feZf^

of twenty years' standing. It

whose "teaming of

talents" has

•

to

bem.

marks anotlier milestone in the uninterrupted
tlie.se

.

freelancer, became WBBM staff writer.
.. .Capt
r H
secretary pf local Variety Club tent prior
th»i?"n"^^^PP°'"*^'^
t^^''
all out membership
drive for radio biggies. ., .Kirby Hawks
,
Captain Midnight" producer. Has strong nibble
fir one of three of hk

A?hP,f

network, commemorating an

leadership achieved by

two pioneers,

fi

St

I?/

.^'^°r,

•

•

-^^^^^ ^^""^^ -claim, distinction of

Bailor

et^eS^^lu^l^^^^aJI^Si^-"*^^

proved so
salary

enjoyable to

WWJ's

and civil service
program director. ^

Power Bid Proves

great li.stening

known

WNE

advertisers.

The

status of

May f1

i

New York City's muWNYC, came

nicipally-owned indie,
to

NaC Banc Network
Anocial* FM Station WBNA
T*/«vi«an Station

WWDT

the

forefront

again

last

week, vacant.

when Mayor William O'Dwyer authorized the station's program direetor, Seymour N. Siegel, to apply
to
the FCC for a permit to raise the
outlet's

power from

1,000

watts to

,

I

.5,000.

The Mayor's

move

step

to continue

was seen

WNYC

I

as a

in business,
I

rather than attempt to sell it down
the river, as some N. Y. politicians

95Q KILOCYCLES

^000 WATTS
.
Owmtf md OptraMif by THE DETftQIT NEWS
fM«Mwilh^wMM(n« me WMOt f. HOUlNOtaV CCMIfANV

fUtST Hi QETROIT

.

.

status' of

Several months ago O'Dwlyer was
to be all set to name a new
director.
He had picked WLIB's
<N.Y). new.s chief. Clifl:ord J. Evans,
for, the. job.
O'Dwyer's choice of
Evans was a purely personal one:
Evans, however; never got the job,
and the directorship is still officially

audience and so productive for bpth

VVWJ and NBC

WBBM

.

Book of Gregory Hood" starrer, being- tested for role
in screen version of
l'*L°^,®""'=°.Caruso.... Wayne King and Merritt Schoenfeld
appointed to
advisory council by Lt. Gen. Walton H, Walker.

proudly ackH<>wIedges

award from NBG, ihe

radic)

WMPS,' Memphis

David Sarnoff

radio. stati(>n in the

.

natioi),

this

at

WGN

program department from KCMO, Kansas
"""^^^ to
"1^
..Maurice Copeland added to cast of "Sky
King".... Brig Gen
m for look-see at local NBC setup. .Ted
Grizzard,
emcee, to Coast and probable network shows.
.. .Elliott Lewis
"Case

^.fi
tity,
the

.

had insisted. But the new
plication, which Ls going to

FCC
be

I

The

belief, however, that
again ready to wash his

ODwyer

is

hands

WNYC

of

was negated

b"y

his

authorization for the power application.
Selling the station now would
be out of the question, since there's
httle doubt that the FCC,
when the

wattage hearing occurs, would inquire into whether the city wanted
the 5,000w for its own use or
for the
use
of a possible purchaser
of

WNYC.

apfiled

before the Feb. 7 freeze deadline set
JAN AUGUST'S MBS
by the cqmrnissipn. also sparlced furJan August, pianist, who has been
iher speculation, on what the Mayor riding high in
jukeboxes as a result
intends to do about filling th^station of his recording
of "Misirlou," has
director vacancy.
been signed to head a Mutual show,
Since Jan. 1, 1946. when Morris starting Feb. 28, for Severe CamNovik quit the directorship, exiting eras. Layout is slotted for 15 mhiwith his boss, former Mayor F. H. utes, starting 5:4S p.m.
LaGuardia, Siegel hag been acting «s
August will bt backed by a trio
chief but actually getting the lower and
will have guejit femme

SHOW

vocalists.

ed cashman
HOLLYWOOD

'
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fewt ifs

so

For tveeks our researchers—very diligent people—have been poking carefully into EMWs report on WOR.

They find-^

.

Ithat in
100

the

40

..

counties in 7 siates with retait safes greater fAan

miiiion dollars each

WOR outranks any other N. Y. station
III

total

BMB

Station Mudlenee In the daytime

and exceeds by more than

1*^

V

'

.

the next highest ranking

station at night.

that Im ike

m

B counties

In

3

states with retail sales greater than

one-half billion dollars each

WOR outranks any other N. Y. station
In total

BMB

Station Audience In the daytime

and exceeds by more than 1% the next higlmst ranking
station at night.

NOTE:

If

you would care to have any facts or figures to

prove or amplify the'statementfi made above, just call

PE 6-8600; or write, WOR-lhat power-full station,
1440 Broadway, in New York. As a matter of fact, you.

at

sJ^oiiy

be asking us more about how

your own or your

we mean,

as far as

BMB

ajifects

client's radio^buying."

our competitors are concerned.
Mutual

'

WedfUsada^r, Janiiury 22, 11>47

RADIO

'

NB0»

*Twenty Club*

FCC

prexy Niles Trammell is
honor nine more web
affiliates with plaques marking

NBC

Let Usteners Decide What to Hear,

NBC at a
tomorrow
dinner in N. Y,
include
Stations
(Thursday).
Schenectady;

their 20th anni with

ihoi, Sez KMBCs Anti-Horror Church
Kansas

The

KMBC

City, Jan. 21.
policy of transcribing

the more blood-laden CBS whodunits and playing them back in late
evening tiours—when juvenile listeners are. tucked away tor the
night— iS in the best interests of
radio, says Arthur B. Church, Station prexy.
"That goes for the agencies and
the sponsors," Church said in rebuttal to agency squawlcs that KMBC
is using the kids as a front for its

own programming

available and not to
desirable.
"Let's get

it

what might bo

straight about who's

WGY,

WBZ-

WBZA,
KDKA,

Boston and Springfield;
Pittsburgh; WSM, Nash-

ville;

picking on whom," was Church's
comeback re the agencies "Who-Ya-

WSB,

WMC,

Atlanta;

stations, plus six other affiliates
who received plaques late last

year,

will

tomorrow

be aired over
from 6:15-6:45

NBC
p,m.

Titled "Twentieth Anniversary
show will ba
Salute,"
the
directed by Jack Hill and will

CoMary NAB

stints

by

orPolko

Stints

mary campaign how much time
would be allottc4 gubernatorial candidates and by jointly deciding on
the 30-minute limit.

FCC

said

-was letting the sta-

it

Watches Hnghes
light

tions

all

gfenal net had "deliberately conspired" to limit political broadcasts
with an eye to placing him at a disadvantage in reaching the public.

.

,

Easy

off easy because they had
agreed in the future to gear the
radio time given in accordance with
handling of
nlat
on
the
Statioas
public interest in the particular
broadcasters.
They also agreed to
were WOAI, San Antonio; WFAA, campaign.
Dallas; WBAP, Ft. Worth, and KPRC, make "*uch decisions independently
•
•
Houston.
of oiiieip stations in. the net,
At issue was a protest filed last
July by Homer P. Kainey, unsuccessMBS' 'Dr. Graham'
ful candidate for governor of Texas,
who claimed the stations of the reA hew show to be put on in co-

political

o

,.,

Cms

Washington, Jan. 21.
The FCC yesterday (20) stopped
short of yanking the licenses of
Network stations
Quality
four Texas
charged with conspiring to limit me
of their facilities for political broadsermon
on future'
a.
casts, but issued

Memphis; KVOO, Tulsa; WFAA,
Dallas, and KYW, Philadelphia.
Program honoring those nine

It's the listeners'
Kiddin' " gripe.
pulse that counts, and out here it's
been clearly indicated what the dial
owners want.
What, No Indians?
The Dancer, Fitzgerald & Sample
squawk that the late hour for its
"EUery Queen" show, now csncelled
on KMBC, corresponds to a 2 a.m.

Elf

;

policies.
include solos by Elaine Malbin,
The tag of^'commercialism" really hour in New York is strictly in line
Margery Mayer, Thomas Hayof
belongs to Ibe nets, he said, and with the easterners conception
ward and Jack Kilty.
the American home is being sacri- Indian country west of the Hudson,
ficed for higher Hoopers without re- Church said.
KMBC has six such shows allotted
gard for public welfare.
The station cites affidavits in de- on late evening hours, and is in no
fense of its position from Dr. Herold mood to change its' policy, Church
G. Hunt, Kansas City superintendent indicated,
He also denied that local sponsors
of schools, the Council of Parents
and Teachers, the Insurance Women are being favored with the spots
rebroadof Kansas City, and several other purposely vacated by the
policy.
On this stand, Church
cast
women's, civic and fraternal organThese groups claim the said KMBC is solid across the board
izations.
except
nightly,
9
CBS
from
7
to
for
thrilllater hours more suited to the
er shows, as well as eliminating the for 25 minutes on Fridays taken by
Vs^^^^^^M^^
the Kansas City Philharmonic Or"horror" effect oh juves.
spots
9:45
9:30
and
chestra.
The
rommitthe
As one way out for
Washington, Jan. 21.
ment-Iaden nets, Church suggested a nightly have been reserved for 10
Howard Hughes' court challenge
comprehensive survey to find out years for news and public service
of the code of the Motion Picture
what listeners really want aired dur- broadcasts, both on sustaining basis.
The great white fathers of radio Assn. on anti-trust grounds is being
ing the early evening hours. Hoopclosely watched by the National
eratings being okay as far as they long ago decided that broadcasting
Assn. of Broadcasters which, backed
but applying only to what is should be operated in the public
board of direcinterest, convenlenca and hecessity, by a majority of its
Church said. They put the finger tors, is still hot after a new Stand.

Slaps ftiaily ietwtrl Wrist

slated to

Three of the four stations own newspapers in Texas and had, Rainey
charged, opposed his candidacy in
their editorial colwtftns while denying him use of more than 30 minutes
of radio time between his certification and' the primary elections.
ruled tha^ stations had not
violated the Communications Act
•which requires a' station to give
equal time to all candidates. However, they had not served public interest, as FCC sees it, by agreeing
well in advance of the Texas pri-

FCC

operation between the Mutual net-

work and the

American

Medical

Assn. will bow Feb. 3 when
puts on "Dr. Graham, M.D."

MBS

Show, being slotted in tlie Monday 10:30 p.m. time, will be scripted
by Raphael Hayes and directed by
Cyril Armbrister. Cast will include

Bob

Griffin,

Bryna Raeburn, Peggy

Stanley, Mack Twamley and Mike
Fltzmorris, with music handled by
Eugene Perazza;

.

Guiim!®rf@r Gets

—

on the individual ards of Practice for radio which
on the, sponsor like the film code may prescribe
standards of ethics and good taste
or net.
It's
overlooked, he pointed out, for broadcasters and invoke sanc"
of

responsibility

broadcaster and

liot

Overhaul; Bell as Asst

:

-tHBI POINTS
HIN YOU 0Uf

I

that the policy is costing the station

tions against offenders.

money by loss of valued biz from
DFS, but that the paddling upstream

NA'B's prexy Justin Miller, to
avert any court challenge of a radio
code with teeth in it, has insisted
that it be cleared step by step with
the Justice Dept. and FCC in advance of its acceptance by the NAB.
membership. This cautious policy is
understood; to be behind the official
silence of NAB's board on the subject at its San Francisco meeting—
despite the fact that in Chi the
board members won the right to promulgate new standards for later acceptance /by the NAB membership,
NAB lawyers meanwhile are combing the codes of the film, ice, coal
and other industries, it was under*.
stood. The
code is of particular interest to radio at this time in
view of the Justice Dept,'s alleged
interest in Hughes'
charges that
violated the anti-trust law in
-lifting the code seal of approval from
his "The Outlaw,"'
A tentative code recommendation
is expected from' Miller when the
standards of practice committee

against the established radio current

required operating procedure under the course indicated by expressive' local listener groups.
is

in Tii;

SlITROPOllTAN
iEW

Hartford Group Also

YORKAREA

Horrified by Horror
Hartford, Jan. 21.

The Hartford Juvenile Commis-

WAAT is the station m
'^North yfiraey

— A mericd's

Faurth Lareest Market.^
\

WAAT'S bonus
^mee
of

in the five

audi-

boroughs

New York City is ahnost

sion has been shopping around to
find a leader in a campaign to

eliminate murder and crime radio
stories that ,have a "demoralizing
effect on the immature mind."
In
its annual report to the Common
Council, the ^ic body deplores the
"ever increasing number of radio
programs featuring stories of crime,

MPA

WAAT'S North

Jersey audience.

Gunzendorfer, and Buss Coughlan
program director for KROW,
Complete operation authority and
sales management have been placed
in the hands of Gunzendorfer. Prior
to coming to KROW, Gunzendorfer
was commercial and station manager
at KSFO, in Frisco, and before that
was for six years general managei
of KSRO at Santa Rosa, Cal. He
has handled numerous consultatjt
tasks in radio and presently is a

to

as

of
the commission
states that it is "deeply concerned
over the effect on juveniles," of
such' radio shows, especially those

member

of the radio faculty of the
service of the Univ. o^

extension

Califoj^nia.

UNITED JEWISH APPEAL

broadcast during the early evening
hours. Continues the report: "This meets next month either in Washis a problein which must necess^iily ington or New York. Nb code will
IN BIG
be met an a nationwide basis to be given final clearance by that
For the first time in its history, the
accomplish any positive results, for committee, however, until Asst. Atwhere it is possible to tune in a torney General Wendell Berge and United Jewish Appeal, one of the
wide range of stations, local cen.sor- FCC Chairman, Charles R. Denny largest fund raising outfits in the
ship would scarcely be sufficient,"
give it their unofficial stamp of ap- country— with a 1947 quota calling
proval. Then NAB's board will be for $170,000,000— has entered, radio
circulated for approval of any set in a serious way.
of rules that may come out of the
Scripter-director Milton Robertcode sessions.
son, author of "Ballad for FDR," has
been named nationar radio director
for the XJJA.
The organization,
Washington, Jan. 21;
'Spring Again' Legiter
which rai.'?es funds for the American
Counsel for newsmen Drew PearJewish Joint Distribution Commitson and Bob Allen have requested
Gets Radio Packaging tee, United Jewish Appeal, and
FCC to subpoena 88-year-old William
^
Service, has dozens
""^w radio series based oh the National Refugee
i3„„.i„i„u xi„„..
i„ t **
u
^'^ Broadway
legit
comedy success, of w,k. showbiz people among its
?hn ?1H hi n»™Hf^ I'^'^'H
"Spring Again," is now making agen- oflfleers and executive committee
ttni^ w^AT
members.
Eddie
Cantor is chair'"^'''^y
^
rounds.
Show, packaged by
I^f«
; V
,
S. TuthiU, is a half-hour fam- man of the national campaign- counnr^;^,. i V
«°">edy titled "Home, Sweet, cil which is going out after the

RADIO SPLURGE

•

I

When title time costs are
considered,

president of station, Sackett concurrently announced the designation
of Richard C, D, Bell as assistant

MPA

and murder."
The report

I

equal to

San Francisco, Jan. 21.
Appointment of Wilton Gunzefar
dorfer as gen. mgr. of KROW, Oakland-San Francisco, hsis been announced by Sheldon P. Sackett,

WAAT is the

hpst buy!

PEARSON-ALLEN TEAM

ASKS HEARST SUBPEONA

WAAT DELIVERS
MORE LIStiENERS
PER $ IN NORTH

A

J.

4th

Xlt
LARGEST MARKET* WR^T fnH th/T'^^ 'Tm
"T'^f^^L^l^
THAN ANY OTHER P^.rL slattd ooen ?eb 24
f-

fie

STATION *.,lNaJUDING

ALL 50,600 WATTERS.
(gVEN BEFORE CONSIDMRMj^ THE BONUS
^

AUDIENCE SN THE 5
BOROUGHS Of NEW

YOm

CITY.)

0

is

Washfnefon
/thJ^
M^vtc i,„
..^

^
An

'

"i'^'ly

each weekly episode

m

,

».

f

r>

thit

morUt

4,,p i,u„^„

,

,

,

^'\^sfring

Bidi-

mond, Hortford, Del Moints, Spot
rl Wayne, Dallas.

the

„. ^.-ii

Iglfn

Moments
ing

in Mtisi*' package, is
the air with a

back to

,

comshow

which may not be high-budget

^^ries.
'

ions

of

Fabric'
airs

transcribed

.show

on some southern

j

!

Move was spen as clinched last]
week when Young & Rubicam agency

I

gave an extra job to Fred Wile.

Jr,

Latter's additional title is program
manager of Celanese account.

Special live shows on nets as well
on local stations around the counthat will make the cirthrough various regions where
the campaign gets into high gear,
spots,
and scripted packages are
among the radio plans in the making
for the UJA drive.

as

try, platters

cuit

At the same time, the New York
to WTOP
city division of the campaign—which
Washington. Jan. 21,
is
out for a $65,000,000 quota as
Harold Azine, former Marine com- part of the national setup
has
bat correspondent, has joined the named Riki Englander as radio
staff of CBS-WTOP as producerdirector.
directoi: with his fir.st assignment
producing WTOP's local daytime
St, lioiiis—Walter K. Rott has been
serial "Janice Grey."
named publicity, director of KMOX,
Before the war Azine was con- CBS outlet, A vet of World War II
tinuity-production
m an ager at and a former newspaperman, Rott
WBAL, Baltimore, and earlier was last attached to the Midwestern
handled publicity and production at Area office of the American ifted
WLS, Chicago,
Cross' publicity staff.

—

I

it still

stations,

FM

Ugt.'

:

I

I

LDU CLAYTON

ONITED BffiXALL DRUG

Harold Azin«

tal-

entwise but will cost heavily in time.
New show is expected to be a
flve-day-a-week daytimer, probably
along the lines of th« outfit's "Fasli

which

both of which are
applicants
for
licenses in
York. However, he
will devote his time principally, at
least during the drive, to the UJA.

New

''

|

contains

mi/IIon p«op(«; ntor* than
thtit 14 ciir« combined: Kan»o»
Ci«y/
Indionapolii, 8echc(»*r, Denver,
Aflanto, Toledo, Onjoho, Syracuse,
3'/s

is

authored by Bertram Block and Miss Leighton,
starred C, Aubrey Smith and Grace
George, and played a full season on
Broadway in 1941 before going on
Wile to Celanese Acct.
R also won a couple of dra„ ,
_
,
Celanese Corp. which bowed
out matic prizes. Radio series will use
of bigtimei radio last summer when name players, if budget permits. Earl
Kennedy is listed as co-producerit cancelled its $8,000-a-week "Great
,

Foreword by JIMMY WALUNCT0N.S«nd S2«»
today for immediate delivery. Postpaid in u. S.

HOUYWOOD RADIO POBUSHEB*
Hss RouYwow nw..HouvHioo!> ts.msf.

angle

and co-director on the radio series, time Union,
will play a prominent role in among
the

'

f

'

l' fV''''f
ft"int.n.ti
t; call
It mtended
to
Hearst to the
stand Lawyers were told that, if
they felt his presence was; necessary,
to request a subpoena.

Ckriitian, Stars Over HaUywood, »ncj Meet
^{
FarAyV Glenn M idtlUlon now producing ,<moJ rt
Andy ihow. The book conuini picturce, quoMlion*, «n<l biotrsphif s of m«ny lop tnnouncen.

Robertson continues as consulting

^.tere^ttag
i

.$170^000,000.

•

fact that the play's co.author, Isabel director
for
the Peoples Radio
Leighton, is listed as a co-producer Foundation and the National iWari-

'

I

*Do you rtaliu
over

EASY WAY lo train In your SPARE TIME
hf ART CILMORE itid CLENI*
MIDDLETUN, An Gilmote tnnouncci OD Dr.
All

"Co..ulhor.^il

'

I

JERSEY—AMERICA'S

ffridny— CBS—9:30

p.i»i..

.W-O-M—"Mils Xlmo
"It HHppencd

FROM

CO.

^SV

tot Ked>s"
in ttrooklyx"

&Am TO StITCHiS!

Kaeit 'em in
Iaugli3 in

of the belly
LINES, wriHon by ten
Cuntalns over 200 gags fresh,
SOCK', (mo.tly loiilcnll.
Oaalncn. Radio Stations.
ct-.
S:id anly.$l to

stitehu witii anV

PUNCH

radio DaBinan,

—

brilliant,
nrlginai,
Coniica,

For

HC's.

Tlieatre.

m

D:fi«

Jockeys,

LAUGHS
West

4i!ril

UUMf^.lTEP

St.. Heiii

VM

Bliyrnt :>-0774

—
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stop slioi*t;-clmngin
radio

liCt's

—«n« of a series to show the men who build programs, and
and sell timei how sound radio research is revealing
new values of thfemedium—^nd new oppeartunittea in its use.

teJW buy

A
Lett's

Ibe

Baffling

Lety 0Q fishing f»r

euU ii^

^^^^^.^^

iueta.

Here's the first—and

it's

you can't help yourself, that is the way Average (or * 'Coincidental")
Audience works.

« sad, strange fact

indeed—radio, every day,

tburowin]^

Js

We now reach the solution of this balHing case.
A total of 10 different families actually tuned

away

millions of lieteners.

to the program. We've found

Don't throw 'em away. They cost a lot of
money. And these listeners you tfamw away
are like listeners you count. They can, and do,
buy your products.; Who are they?'

'eMttj

now

let's

.

count. 'em..

Figure 2 shows the Average (or *'Coincid®htaI")
Audience and the Total Audience for progratiiis

.

Well, let's find

^'

^

..' v

.

number of unclaimed listeners
from program to program the average 15«niiiittte
pro{{ram has a Total Audience 30% higher than its Average (or

of varying duration. While the

'em and count ^em. Many of the—

varies widely

'

men who

build programs,

buy programs,

sell

programs

"Coincidental") Audience. And for the typical 30-minute program,
we have been even more wasteful, since the Total Audience is
41% lugher ihian the Average (or **f:«incidenial'') A'adience;

continue by force of habit to jueasure the audience of programs
only by the one yardstictk of Average (or "Coincidental") Audience.
apart. If we do, we'll see it's

measurement

Well, let's take this

like a fishing net that's got lots of holes in

T^^^Ti

'J\

Thus the

through which yoUr listeners are continually
'

escaping.

The

of radio handicaps his

own

sales efforts; the

not

is

fixed for

Some

duration of a program.

to misleading himself as to the relative value of various programs.

the entire

people tune in

baffling case of the

'Ilie

tune in late; and

still

others tune*

unclaimed

after

out before the end of the program. But these
part~time listeners hear commercials, gain impressions, and buy

'em.

all.

listeners proves not so

baMing

We found 'em, and now^e've counted

And we can keep them iu 'Ciur net if we use

the yardstick of Total Audience instead of fliia
short-changing measurement of Average (or
"Coincidental") Audience.

1, which uses 10 homes to illustrate this
shows what happens to these part-time listeners when
measured in terms of Average ("Coincidental") Audience rating.

the products. Figure
principle,

Only jVRI service can give you this and

The Average Audience during each minute of the program is 8

MDIO

INDEX

UN

DO

many

other accurate measurements of the true valixe

im COUNT ALL THE LISTENERS!
(ONLY NIELSEN

work

—

radio audience

early; others

seller

of the radio producer stands in ait unfavorable lights HMd: the buyer
of radio underestimates the true falue of his purchase 'in addition

.

_

of radio. Our experienced service executives are
ready to help you find and use the true fotrce

TOTAL AWHENCEIII
<«Eii«e{("coiiieniErrrAL")

MDitmi
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of radio.
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MEKkGE AUDIENCE PER MINUTE ("CaiNGIDENTAL").9
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Figure

FiDur* 1
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Radio Index A Complete and Accurate Research Service
which provides, on a continuous basis, the vital facts needed in
Solving the problems and capitalizing the opportunities of progtamming, tirne buying, and time selling of Rtulio,
ISielsen
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AFRA Fwt

AFRA s

-minute
any
Barrine
snnfus, fln»l contracts between
th* American Federation of
netfour
Badlo Artists and the
worlcs were scheduled for sig:last

National Board Em^iadzes

FaiA in Hdler s Duties as Union Exec
The

national board of the Ameri-

can Federation of Radio Artists at a
meeting in New Yorlc last Friday
(17i night, unanimously adopted a
resolution expressing complete afflrotation of faith aoid trust in the

leadership of George H^er as iiatiottal executive and New "JforJc exec
secretary^

needed him.

By

resolution of thft national
board, on Aug. 24, 1946, he was
requested, because of his loyal
service and unique skills, to continue in both positions for at

ever, at the last

.

;

done to understanding between
jpanagement and labor in the industry.
article stated that

George

Heller has not kept his 'promise
to divorce himself frcim his
doubling in brass as executive
chief of both the national and
New Yorlc chapter offices.' This
statement is completely false,
and since it is the only one of
the several allegations concerning Mr. Heller which can be
related to fact instead, of your
reporter's opinion, it can be unIn May,
equivocally refuted.
1946, Mr. Heller indicated his
wish due to -the pressure of. business to be relieved of one of the
two jobs. But AFRA, both na-

minute

tfcie

siff-

naturing was put off for a day
or two tu permit for simultaneous actions in N. T., CHi. and
L..A.

Mr. Heller
six months.
agreed to this request. Under
agreement; he continued to
and is still serving as both

.

least

The KFI situation on the
Coast has been one of the bar-

this

riers

serve,

The hoard issued the following
statement:
"In the Jan. 15 issue of
Vakikts-, certain statements were
made concerning George Heller
and the administration of his
duties, particularly during the
recent contract negotiations with
the industry. This article contained gross errors of fact and
personal
conclusions,
baseless
We feel a disservice has been

"The

tionally find locally,

naturing yesterday (Tuesday) at
a Joint confab at CBS lieadHowquarters in New York.

but since

national and local bfficer. At no
time has he broken any promise.
"In AFRA, the executive sec»
retary serves as the exponent of
policies democratically evolved
l*i this
by the membership.
capacity, George Heller's services have been invaluable. The
George
national negotiators
Heller, Raymond Jones, Claude
McCue— entered the negotiations
with mandates which were the
product of membership meetings in the Icey cities, worked
through local caucus, and finally resolved at the national convention in Los Angeles ill late
They consulted
August, 1946.
constantly with AFRA members
in all these key cities who sat
When the
in on negotiations,
deadlock occurred over the 'unfair stations clause,' the negotiators came back to the mein?
bership to report. In a series 6f
meetings across the country, Mr.
Heller was instructed, by over-

whelming

vote,
position.

to

reachini;

Seattle Central Labor Council was
acted upon. The Council called in
station representatives, and, after
hearing a report, appointed a three-

your

assignment boards worked out

by volunteer AFRA members
and now gathering dust in the

—

together with a
unused picket signs-

offices

are one tangible proof that 'that
kind of policy -thrieatenin^ strike'
was not 'merely a tabtie' biit was
a firm resolve of the membership dictated
Heller.
,

by them

to

Mr,

"This board, speaking for the
membership, vigorously
denies your allegations of uncertainty or division concerning

Strike

Seattle, 'Jan..21.,:
Threatened strike of American
Federation of Radio. Artists at three
network stations here has been postponed until Jan. 23, after the union's
request for strike sanction from the

AFRA was ready,
able and determined to strike if
necessary. The intricatje picket

forest of

iinal okay.

AFRA

CounqlE^

article alleges,

AFRA

a

to

Continued from pace 31
soinething
without, suspecting that

AFRA

.

engineer.

aired

Dec.

'Washington, Jan. 21.

it

for

other

FCC

-

_

Tomm.

VABIETY

IMBIr-

geles,

was announced by

FCC

yes-

,

Commission said heavy delhand
for the pint-sized
slots around
these big cities made it desirable to

FM

ROtRAMS
WKY

PHOtSBAMS ABE TOPS with

IWmwM 9X3%

oi the time in the SO-

jn«a SmmedicHetr mnoundbir
OUohomti Giy. accoiding to tt Diary
Study cigtducted by fludiencs Surveys,
be. Wnr programs hare what it takes
to attract liiieners ... what it lakes
to keep lisleowsT Three^iourths oi the
ceuiity

ligleaers to the
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iPsl,
Storcb, Buddy BttKlies

With Vincent
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Honey dreanen), Lowe, Hit* and
"Variety
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Stanley,
didates

Girl"

Can-

Producer: A. Warren Jones
Director: Kit Carson
30 MIns.; Tues, (14) 9:18 pjn. (CST)
Sustaininir

WBKB,

Fred Astaire "Swing Trot," a slow
jive step originated by the dancing
star, was unveiled to the public for
first time on th^ "Saturday Night
Revue" show over WCBS-TV (CBS,

the

N.Y.)

last

Saturday

(18).

Demon-

stration was conducted by dancing
instructors from the new Astaire

Chicago

Thrown

together

hastily

Sky."

termilk

save some of the channels for later
bidders. Since demand is concentrated arOund the desirable markets,
the commission explained that the
reservation plan would probably hit
only future bids for "community"
operation around the four cities. The

FCC said, should not affect
any application already on file.
Commission will assign Class A
stations in any community uiider the
297-FM channel position, but defer
action on others. This reservation
plan Is similar to one put in eflfect
on the "more desirable mettbpolitantype FM channels last suinmef
policy,

Camera

deviated

mostly straight-on
Stage presence ap-

mehibers,

16.

Commission requested CBS to
demonstrate its color tele when;
hearings on the CBS request resume
at the federal Courthouse, N. X«' noxt
Monday (27) in order to have the
web's show inserted in the official
recOrd. Since the question involves
comparing one system with others,
the FCC also invited any others interested to demonstrate for the record.
RCA has accepted and will
demonstrate its all-electronic method
at Princeton, N, J., Wednesday (29).
Hearings *ill then resume in Washington Feb, 10, and Denny hopes to
conclude all testimony then. He declined to predict how soon after that
a decision could be expected on
whether CBS is to be granted its
request to set commercial standards
now, based on its sequential method.
.

A

(community-sized)
ChannielS in
the areas adjacent to New York
City, Chicago, Boston and Los Anterday (20).

.

'

Demonstration constituted a fill-in slightly, using
for the quartet on the CBS show, shots of group.
which they missed "when the web

FM

aprangemenls
""="ts

again, fact is that his hands were
ContittUCid from page 31
often out of camera eye. Following
Harry M. Plotkin, FQC's asst. gen- first procession of girls, -the ABC
eral counsel, and Curtis B. Plummer, Honeydreamers, two gals and three
men, sang "Gal in Calico" and "Butthe commission's chief tele

the resources to continue
serving
the
membership as
splendidly, as he has in the past."

away" plan for Class

whtte

dance school, headed up by Ed and
because Isabel Sims. Astaire himself did not
of a lack of time, this- beauty conappear oh the show.
test and variety acts show is anFollowing the pattern set by di«
man committee to resume negotia- other example which proves the im- rector Paul Belanger in the "Revue"
portance of careful planning and series, last Saturday's show was
tions with the stations,
video
top
necessary for
highly entertaining. Parading across
The committee is made up of Car- rehearsal
production.
a ski lodge set, excellently designed
bon Weber, Musicians' Union; James
Focal point Of interest centered
McNabb, Motion Picture Operators* around picking six gals among 20 by Jim McNaughton, a group of professional models showed off the
Union; and Charles W. Doyle, seCrei- femme candidates vying for title of
latest winter -resort fashions and
"Miss Variety Girl," winning sextet then joined" the Astaire dancers for
tary of the Labor Council.
AFRA members here, 200 strong, to appear in finals of Variety Club the terping presentation. About the
given
and now including writers, have been Annual Ball. Direction was
only thing missing was some kind
amateurish treatment, looking every of descriptive commentary on the
negotiating with the three stations,
bit like vaudeville of 20 years ago.
dance. Narrator Mary Alan HokanKIRO (CBS), KJR (ABC), and
Formaf for this one-set show, condescribed the clothes in okay
KOMp (NBC), since Nciv. 14. Con- sisting of a backdrop and two pil- son
fashion but came the dance, and
tract, which iext>ired Dec. 31, still lars, emerged as an almost straight
only the music to be
there
governs pay and wdrking conditions vaude bill comprised of four variety heard, with no outline to tell viewon a-temporary basis. Workers are acts, contestants coming on stage in ers what was going on.
suits
in groups of six,
asking for a raise to $85 weekly base bathing
though sihgly, between each stint.
psy, increase n commercial fees and Camera manipulation wag inconimprovement of working conditions. sistent, in many instances not conSo far, stations have offered no "sub- centrating on best points of femmea.
Show teed off with Vincent Gottaccording to
stantial" settlement,
Cliff Hansen,
local president, al- schalk, former radio announcer, as
though it is indicated that only one ni.c, appearing nervous at first and
not helping matters any by overstation is holding Out.
working his hands. Brought on first
Larry Storch, who gave swell impressions of Gary Grant, Bogart and
Frank Morgan. Camera caught his
facial maneuverisms well; but here,

find

"lay

;

stiff,

were good,

eiS-Tele

Mr. Heller's type of leadership.'
We- warmly hope that he will

A

peared

Buddy Hughes & Pal (Pai is „
during
"^Easlwhe top performercameras
dog) started with routine
maBie
her brief tenure before the
trickery which was difficult to
Heart,
de
w&s Anne Burr, ex of "Hasty facial tect visibly. More
close-ups would
"Native Son" and others. Her
business have helped. Second half of act with
expressions and bits of
were effective and smooth. Robert Hughes |oing acrobatic tricks with
at dog fared better with excellent audiBolger was more mercurial, good
others, but ence response. Last act was Lowe
titnes and Only fair at
lines Kite & Stanley, who did their familholding to a good level. Bad
hampered. Others i: the cast, espe- iar pantomime of Andrews Sisters
tele- Probably due to their unusual height
as^the
Stewart
Maxin
cially
ranges, camera was not -always able
phone operator, were good.
to catch trio .together. Kite's head
Steve Marvin's production of the disappearing now and then.
show had pace enough, but once
Finale had audience selecting
agaUi bad vehicle vas in evidence. aid of an applause meter with
Miss
Dramatic touches and close-ups In WBKB, she being chosen
among
the camera work, with Bolger star- group of six
contestants picked by
striking straight at the 9«d, were
judges.
ing. Set, smacking of Jim McNughnroducton's hand, was best bit of
lion mounting seen in re'eeni weeks.

Postponed as Cefitral

maintain

as

pactingr,

he a
block
on

stumbling

Seattle

The memberpower to

'bluffing,'

final

was not expected

serious

ship then voted strike
the national board.

"Far from

up

involves only a matthousand dol-

it

ter of a couple of
lars. It

—

AFRA's

holding;

Reviews

TilewiSiOii

Denny declared announcement of
the remaining four N. Y. tele grants
would be made before the end of
February, and possibly within the
next two weeks. Color question, he
said, doesn't enter into the FCC's
delay in making tele station grants;
time lag between applications and.
grants has arisen because the FCC,
Rookie Soloi/
In ;
with 1,000 applications currently on
its hands, is overworked.
There's a
Scans
Mill current tacklog of about 20 applications yet to be acted on, Denny
Minneapolis. Jan. 21.
said, adding he hoped to keep the
Carl M. D'Aquila, Hibbing, Minn., number down that low
in 1947.
rookie state representative, has yet
to make his first speech In the state
capitol but is airing his views via
Breakfast in Cincy

WNEW'sFUl fionr of Swing
WNEW, N. y., is launching a full
hour program ol swing music in the
Saturday 8:35 p.m. slot. Art Ford,
conductor of the station's "IWilkman's Matinee" show will emcee

and

initial

jam

session starting this

Saturday (25)

is slated to have Billle
Holiday, current at the Downbeat;
Charlie Shavers, trumpeter with the
Tommy Dorsey band; Pete Johnson,
boogie pianist at Cafe Society Uptown, and Red Norvo, one of the
leading vibe players.

WNEW

The
house orch under
Roy Ross will do the
musical background for the swing
direction of
soloists.

ON TARGET

Hep

Raio,

law

radio.
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D'Aquila was former spOrtseaster
for WMFG, Hibbing, and operator
of a weekly newspaper before entering the Army.
On eletftion to
state legislature, however, he qiiicWy
got back into radio.

KAIZ A@wcr

CO.

is

Cincinnati, Jan. 21.

Tom Breneman's "Breakfast in
Hollywood" is originating here three
days this week, tomorrow (Wednesday), Thursday and Friday. On Saturday, Breneman will take his gang

to a Procter & Gamble profit-sharing
doing a l5-minute broadcast party for employees.
and " Thursdays
over
"Breakfast" is being aired from the
2,500-seat Taft Auditorium here for
benefit of March of Dimes, with all

Tuesdays

WDGY,

Minneapolis, from the cap-rotunda.
Show is called "Inside the Legislature," purports to
be non-partisan, and uses fellowlegi'slators in discussion Of controversial issues.
itol

seats, at $1.25, sold out. Gov. Thomas
Herbert coming in Thursday to sal-

ute Breneman as part of the March
of Dimes baW.

Being there ai the right time

it

no ocddsnt

in

any foM-

moving game. Thorough coverag*, bncksd by 251 yean
of comblnsd experience, enoblet W«&d <md Coitiitany
repreMntalivet to wore coniiitently in the high geored
buiinen of

time-ielling.

UJEED
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WOP Ihffges Mim SlmlMktr

Joe McCarthy Skeds
Inside
:

Wailk

:

are

mortality ratio ever chalked up by
any Blngle segnient of the radio in-

months

dustry) during the first six

of 1947.

-

Inspired solely by

« get

rich quick motive, financed jaoorly,

and handicapped by an utter lack of

i

Buffalo, Jan. 81.
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fur

CREWS TO HEAI>
CREWS ON

Tiles Offensife ly Piwer Repel

Joe McCarthy, former -basebill
manager of the New York Yankees,
has signed a contract in Buffalo with
the Robert T, Mendelson Productions to do a syndicated transcribed
radio sports series dealing with the

W
WO

Chicago, Jan. 21.
Electrical transcription companies
expected to run up the highest

bseW

Washington, Jan.

inside of baseball.

NETS

21,

In what may prove to be a successful putsch to remain on the air,
radio station WOKO, Albany, N. Y.,
last

McCarthy, who retired as 'manChicago, Jan. 21,
ager of the Yankees this past year,
Albert Crews, Chi NBC produc- is presently living on his farm just
tion director, has been chosen by the' outside Buffalo.
War Dept. to head all U. S. Army
and civilian vadio in Japan, and will
assume duties under Gen. Douglas
MaoArthur's command next month,
when he will fly to Tokya frohj Chi-

its

week requested the FCC to okay
continued operation "under new

€1 PIS DOWN BRASS

bany

area.

WOKO
WOKO and

In the same petition, the
set forth a solution to their

management."

owners

In an amended application for license renewal,
principals declared they had bought out a 24%
stock interest held by former CBS
Vice-President Samuel Pickard for a

joint

WOKO

-

for a hike in power to 5,000 vwttB
in its bid for license renewal. tKI*
was sought to enable it to enlarj;*
its present public Service ii* the Al-

ownership

of

WABY, Albany, forbidden under the
PCC rule against dual holdings in
any one town.

The Gannett Newspapers' Press Co.
The Supreme Court which held stock in WOKO has agreed,
/upheld an FCC decision to to swap these for additional stock
TACK COLLECIE COURSE recently
cago.
in
WABY, and also to buy shares
yank WbiCO^ license for failure to
Crews, whose appointment as a
Chicago, Jan. 21.
disclose the FiCkard ownership over now held by Raymond Curtis in the
latter company. This move would
civilian employee is for two years,
Belief that most college radio a 12-year period.
give
the Press Co. control of WABY
said his job would be in a super- courses could be of greater value to
At the same time, the petition said
precarious

the know how for selling and distributing their product, the companies -have countleiss advertisers
and spot market operators up in
arms after defaiiltin on their com-

mitments.

!Rrimary reason for the
condition in the industry is that the
deluged by a
e.t. business has iJeen
host .of opportunists. Present companies are in many cases headed by
ex producers, press agents and even

visory capacity over the equivalent
of two fietworks, one Japanese and

one American.
In September, 1945, Cnews was
granted eight months leave from
NBC to establish a radio departactors who, though they have been
ment at the U. S. Armed Forcies Inconnected with radio for many
still
have practically no stitute at Biarritz, France. He was
years,
also one of the founders of the NBCknowledge of the selling end of the
^heir original investments Northwestern Univ. Summer Radio
,

business,

Institute.
come to anywhere from a couple of
Crews joined the NBC C^enttal Dihundred dollars to several grand depending upon the type of show they vision as a producer-director in 1943,
and has autjiored two books, "Radio
Intend to foster and then, being limProduction Directing" and "Profesited by this small sum, they must
sioTial Radio Writing."
default before enough markets are

sold to set

,

total of ^lOftOOO.

if they would take in
practical aspects instead of restrictly on the cultural and
technique angles has prompted /the
Chicago Badio Management Club to
take a hand in planning a new radio
course for Roosevelt College.

all

concerned

the corporation had converted the
shares held by manager Harold
Smith
who perpetuated the concealment of Pickard's stock before

more

—

lying

step which would also require
approval. Harold Smith would

retain minority hpldings in

WABY,

but only On a non-voting basis,

FCC—from

voting to "non-voting"
Smith, though holding only a
Rochester, N. Y.—
adds
beneficiary iriferest in the station, two
new announcers, Ed Little by
would Continue as manager in rec- way. of Buffalo, the Ajrmy and Erie,
ognition of his "valuable services" and Ross Wellerj who
Was with
in public service programming of WSAY before winning
a captaincy
WOKO. Raymond Curtis, a third in Signal Corps, tiittle has introstockholder, would acquire control duced a weekly bowling program,
of WOKO, pending FCC approval.
the Bowling Billboard, Saturdays at

WHAM

status.

Holman Faust, club prexy, feels
that schools should teach radio aspirants more about the commercial
aspects, taking in agencies, sponsors,
and time selling. If this can be accomplished it is felt that future job
seekers in radio will meet with more
success and will be able to go into
more branches of the radio field.
,

—a

FCC

Apparently going on the theory
that

the

best

WOKO went

on

defense is offense,
to include a demand

6:30 p.m. for quarter-hour including
league -standings, records, items, personalities and interviews.

up a black ink opera-

tion.

markets
Result is that many
which subscribed for a whole series
of disks were stung by the poor
quality of lat^r records. Worse still
was the predicament in which many
found themselves after contracting
for a 13, 26 or 39 series only to be
unable to get delivery after the first
few records, for the simple reason
that the company was out of busi-

—

Y'M ou^htta

For those adverwho signed up after hearing
only an audition record, then went
into a big publicity or promotion
campaign and never received even
a single platter, there is no compensation
A few stations .which did receive
platters were still unable to use
them because the cuttings were not
according to -NAB standards and
could not be cleared by the station

ness or money.
itisers

engineers. The dough situation- is so
close that some transcription peddlers actually have asked for payment in advance for a complete
''*'^ies justto be able to stay in busi":-

Bess.'.',

Beceptlon
All of which is causing a detrimental effect iipon the sales of even
ptBiUitl

the old line outfits in the business.
Hecent treks by some' of these into
the hinterland of spot markets
brought an unexpected reception
when just about every station approached, especially along the southern route from California eastward
towards Florida,- turned stone deaf
or else highly belligerent at the
audacity, of another big time operator coming in to take the home boys.
Results were dismal.

To successfully operate, the companies must sell a large number of
markets. Inefficient efforts of many
new companies, however, can guarHaving no
antee only a few.
money to hire an adequate staff, they
can cover only so many towns in
person. But even for one man the
traveling costs are too high for a
long journey of good selling. Consequently, many resort to a sales
campaign of circulars and form letters which thfey mail out while still
hblding down their regular jobs. The
results are very poor, and the sta
tions which do get signed up are too
lew to support the venture.
.

A

-

ways more interested in a show
which cannot be duplicated by local
talent,
He can even get big names
and the prestige that goes with them
However, now, there

is

Mtouhtains or qcress ihe Piedmont Ploteau, he heads for 5P,CKH)-w«tt

«^

tafent headqitarterB for the Carolims.

For

more than a quarter-csniury th@
ond South Carolina has

talent in North

been funneling into WBT. Because people
linow that

WBT has a knock of spotting

unknowns with promise

Carolinians

WBT

tind helping

to national prominence.

them

remember

it

was

thot launched Lansing Hatfield

Norman Cordon on

and

operatic careers that

led to the stage of the "Met". . . that Skinnay
Ennis,

John

Scott Trotter,

Gate Quartet got

and The Golden

their first big

break at

WBT... that Johnny Long and Kay Kyser
first

drawled into a

Thanks to
stars,

WBT

gets

formers. The
in

WBT

microphone.

this flair for discovering
its

pick of the area's per-

WBT audience hears the best

Southern radio.

And WBT

advertisers

meet— and beat— sales quotas for the
Carollnas.

consterna-

tion against the carpet baggers

making

s9;

it's

Ambling down from the Great Smoky

is

ing a real and healthy interest for a
good transcription series.
Most
local stations find it much easier to
sell time with a ready made platter
show available to find the slot. The
advertiser, on the other hand, is al

radii^*

biue-jeaned guitar strummer Kears

neighborly praise . . . and reckons

No one

gainsays the fact that there
a strong potential market with the
local advertiser and station show

be on the

now

the' circuit.

BroadHartford— New
Britain
casting Co. has named Bob Marti
neau to post of manager of
in
neighboring New Britain. He sue
cceds Walter Windsor who has been
station manager since station got
Underway last August.

WKNB

THE SOUTH'* nONCER STAtHMt* BO,OM WATTS
jcfnomm stanmuid MtoADCASTiNa c*.
•

Ibilfo Sato*,

tin SPffT BraadeastMC OMiiw at
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Ra£oA^ Undmnanndl German

U. S-Unwrsp DX Pnndilw Moscow,
Continued from page 30 sss

Rttssian lingo Sked

Opens Feb. 17
—

Sdiool Syston to Redncate Young

prise our critics. Mr, Berge raises
question, for wtample: What
right have broadcasters to exclude

•this

Berlin, Jan. 12,

prior

broadcasts,

to

thus enabling

the teachers to choose subjects un*
The United Rtates Dept. ot State by their very selectivity could be from the air advertising of products
Military Government, which may
answer charges that may which are—in the eyes of the law
derlying current lessons.
will have an opportunity to tise used to
emanate from Radio Moscow or the —perfectly lawful products?
be short of everything else, is plentiRadio Frankfurt broadcasts school
radio as a
discussion when

am

of diplomatic
the tour-power con-

di^rect

Russian government press.
To illustrate, one of our broadWhile the plan for the Russian casters recently, made the following
ference of Foreign Seoretaries opens broadcasts was drawn up some statement:
"The industry shoulol
in Moscow in March,
months ago, under then Secretary of take steps to keep off the air patent
That was apparent this week when State James F. Byrnes as chief over medicines advertising which is obit became known that the Dept. of William Benton, it's developed that jectionable, either because of the naState's
long-scheduled
shortwave the plans have been okayed by the ture of the commercial copy, or
broadcasts in the Russian language White House and, it's believed, have what is more important, the nature
The discriminate
have been definitely scheduled to been cleared with the new Secretary of the product.
pain
cathartics,
$tart beaming Irom New York on of State, Geii. George C. Marshall.
of
advertising
Feb. 17.
Thirteen full-time people, and a
number on part-time ^not one ot
them from the ranks of radio, but all
of them carefully screened for their
knowledge of Russian and their acceptabUity for American loyalty
have been hired for the broadcasts.
Only one radiolte will be connected
with the broadcasts. He is Edward

•

former shortwave foreignlanguage producer for OWI, who
will produce thii Rusfdian-langnage

Ba<iuelIo,

shows.':'

,

One hour

of broadcasting

is

on the

schedule, originating from N.Y. in
time to reach Moscow about 9 p.m.

Moscow
Plan

from

time.

is

this

to use

on the shows news
editorials from

country,

newspapers, mags and domestic
radio commentators, and examples
of American culture. However, it
was no secret that, should it be

deemed

Weiss-Don Lee
a Continued from p»gt ti s
ever, Mutual publicized his show
heavily on the West Coast, with the
result that correspondence has
Washington seeking to
reached

know why Don Lee has

stiff -armed

the show.
Weiss' role in forcing Sd Kobak's
decision to return Close to the air,
despite wide scale opposition from
liberal groups, and the heavily conservative complexion of most Mutual
jobbers, was uncovered in FCC's investigation of the Don Lee net's
alleged violation of chain broadcasting regulations, it was understood.
,

Owner Absent

Absentee

orate program for "reorientation" of peats

cures,
kidney
powders, worthless vitamin products, ad nauseaura, on the air is a
condition which is a menace to the
But
entire broadcasting industry."
as Mr. Berge's question points out,
if these products violate the food
and drug act, they should be conIf they are lawful,
trolled 'by it.
then by what right can broadcasters

combine
them?

discriminate'

to

cuse

FCC

German

tem because

educational sys-

of the critical shortage

for

inaction.

The problems

this

fathom the problem of

was all still pretty much unsolved,
partially explained. The mystery
of the recluse Don Lee was clarified
without producing him in person,
but the FCC failed to lodge specific
or direct charges against the net.
Instead, the commission presented
cumulative evidence in the way of
.350 exhibits, composed of letters and

New

it
if

documents taken from Don Lee files,
purporting to show the frownedupon Lee 'business methods of pressuring aftiliates.
The commission's
ace was revealed in the last few
minutes of the hearing via an exchange of letters between Lewis Allen Weiss, Lee veepee and g.m., and
Carl.Haymon, of .KMO, Seattle, regarding. recalcitrant alfiliates.

Clinics.

NAB

for more than a year.
Arthur Stringer, director of special
services, has been, conducting radio

subjects, is presented in dramatized
form in order to avoid the monotonous lecturing method. Most of the
subjects are offered in the form of

I mention this especially because
sought to take excerpts of the commission set out to accom.
the following statements: "You may plish the same purpose in the Blue
be $ure; that they (northwest sta- Book. We do not quarrel with its
tions) will either carry all of our objective,
but we do with the
network commercials this fall or find meliiod.
themselves looking for other netWe can not by any means agree
work affiliations or buying a new with all the programming principles
supply of phonograph records," and: outlined in the Blue Book, but the
"If those bandits of the northwest overall
suggestion that program^
want rough treatment, they can cer- mlng be Improved is heartily entainly get it at these headquarters." dorsed by the radio industry.
Hoivever, on Lee insistence, the two
Categorically, however, we object
letters
containing
the damaging to the
premise that a Government
statements were admitted into eviagency can, even indirectly, deterdence in their entirety, impression
mine what program shall be broadbeing that .other portions would
cast by -America's radio stations.
modify

Such an

American

#
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that

such connections are very oftisn
the difference between life and
death; they not only fill schedules
but keep tills tinkling, it was conceded."

Close contact between radio staand educational authorities is
maintained' to determine the utilization and effectiveness of the broad'
casts. German educators react favorably to the programs because they
not only are a vital supplementary
source of lesson material but they
provide an instruction play for the
teachers. Schedules and subject matter are distributed among the schools
tions

—

—

Service and Labora-

WSAY,

WFBR
on

Maryland—

has to be careful

plugging

studio

its

One tim»

audience shows.

they advertised a special
grab-bag on Club 1300 and

to

handle the thou-

who showed

sands

WFBR

For

is

up.

a living,

breathing radio station not
just

a

on

spot

a

dial.

all

the

'

is

their ability to sell

them

WFBR

offers

glamor of Radio City in
smaller

— studio
— product dis-

replica

audiences

plays—all the plusses that

smart

want

advertisers

and buy.

pays

to adver-

Radio

Station

It

as readily

as they did during the war. Like the
21..
other elements in the situation,
sponsorship of news programs has
has agreed not changed markedly one way or
St. Louis
J.
Souiard Johnson, to comply with an NLRB order of another. According to the figures
sales manager for KMOX, local CBS last August to offer reinstatement in the above table, there was a total
of 340 minutes of bankrolled news
outlet, has been upped to exec, asst. to four foriner employees, and
paybroadcasts on Jan. 13, 1944, as against
to Wendell Campbell, station manment of $6*290. The former em- 3?0 minutes on
Jaw. 13, 1947, a
ager. He will continue. as director
ployees, all NABBT members, are negligible variation.
of public relations.
Joseph Durante, Beryl Shay, Mrs.
Network news Chiefs were frankly
Clara Waugh and Francis Ciccoricco. worried durljig the reconversion peKansas City Mrs. R. J. Maher has
Gordon Brown, owner of the sta- riod over the possibility of a public
been added to staff of KCMO, ABC tion, also agreed to post an NLRB reaction against news shows. But
outlet, as assistant music librarian. notice stating that employees would they've come smilin' through with
She comes from Chicago, Where she be free to join a union without man- news firmly established as one of the
agement interference.
was with Reid Murdock.
biggest staples in program schedules.

Rochester, N. Y., Jan.

operator of

THE COPS!
Baltimore,

or the "great suspense story" of the

WASY

Brown Radio

TO CALL

Squad

Cross-country domestic pickups, a
technique adapted from worldwide
coverage, have become the most
popular form of presentation for
news programs on all the nets. With
the accent on domestic affairs has
come a revival of feature material.
method has given us al- On-the-spot broadcasts of threeready the most popular program alarm flres, stunt shows
and life stuff
service on earth; I fail to see why that was
considered drivel during
it will not continue to do so.
the stress of the war years. Another sign of the times is Mutual's
airing of a show which kids the
R^liires NABETmeii, news.
Chief determinant in the nets' continuing emphasis on news programs

tories,

"Tippln Inn" at KCOR and Bud
Whaley, disk jockey at KMAC both

they had to call the Riot

News Prograns
s± Continued from page 29 s

illegal assertion of

fays $6,290 Back Fay

San Antonio—Local radio stations
are^cooperating and going all out in
the current March of Dimes cam«
paign^ Monte Kleban, program di.
rector of WOAI, allows the listener
who sends in the highest amount
each day to become program director for a day of the "Once Over
Brightly" studio presentation. The
person selected may have any and
all ot the artists play his favorite
tunes.
Jimmie Smith, disk jockey of

schools.

'

and the statements

ot the

current textbook shortage.

Radio Stuttgart broadcasts regularly airect. to the schools on five

the Communications Act of
and--P. R. Bartlett, testified to oral 1934.
pressure wherein Lee sought to
The quick way to achieve change
monopolize their local time, in and is by Government decrees,
but that
out of option time,
f6C's other may also lead to disastrous- loss of
witness, Melvin Marshall, idmierly liberty.
The safer and surer way
manager of KYOS, Merced, testified is by continual self-improvement.
similarly.
The latter

afEiliations"

view

struction, especially in

specific subjects conversationally, as

power
Much of the FCC's ease is based abridges rights guaranteed by the Munich days is taxing the imaginaon KFRE, Fresno. Its owner and Constitution and specifically written tive resources of network news departments in finding punchy leads.
manager, respectively J. E. Rodman into

Lee attorney, former FCC chief
counsel,
William
Dempsey,
and
Weiss, frequently turned tables on
the opposition, eliciting testimony
such as the admission that "we get
a lot of good out of our network

replace the schools, but only to sup.
plement the regular courses of In.

are playing request and dedication
tunes only upon the receipt of a
a radio play, thus making the presendime with each letter request.
tations interesting as well as informThe procedure then is Hor
ative.
teachers and pupils to review the

days a week and has Saturday morning English lessons for beginners in
the higher grades. Radio Franlcfurt
news clinics throughout the United schedules programs Mondays, TuesStates, in which hundreds of broaddays, Thursdays and Fridays.
casters have participated.
The obResponsibility for providing radio
ject has been to improve radio's
receivers in various schools rests
handling of news, particularly local with German officials. Many schools,
news.
We have ample evidence however, still lack receiving sets and
that, as a result of these meetings,
because of the shortage of such
more and more stations are setting equipment there has been an unup their own staffs to cover local avoidable delay in settuig up recepnews, and increasing amounts of tion facilities in all
schools.
time are being allocated to this valuTeachers tn Favor
able service.

FCC

or qualify these statements.

The broadcasts cover such subjects
as the development ot democratic
movements, history, geography, natural sciences, literature, culture and
recent inventions. Biography also is
an important item, but like the other

in

Another project in the same genfield has been conducted by

eral

the

Officially, the School Authority for
Greater Hesse (Kultorministerlum)

of textbooks

tion and lesson material. In addiNote: The accent is on the word tion. Radio Frankfurt has also begun
There appears to be no
combine.
series of programs which are
question but that individual broad- broadcast specially for the schools
casters can chooae among adver- of Greater Hesse, The lesson matetisers, but it could conceivably berial at both stations is complied by
come a combination in restraint of German staffs. They consult with
trade if a large part of the radio German educational authorities in
industry reaches .an agreement to both Laender, but the overall superexclude certain products from the vision of the programs and special
air.
guidance are provided by U, S. radio
This point is not made as an ex- control officers.

'

The

stops in the

is not connected with the Schulfunk,
and the need for more but for technical reasons
edits the
Radio program booklet which the Schulproperly trained teachers.
Munich is planning similar services. funk staff prepares for distribution
Radio Stuttgart's school has been among Greater Hesse public schools.
Military Government's policy in
clicking for almost a year, serving
the pupils of Wuerttemberg-Baden as the operation of these radio schools
against
a supplementary source of instruc- is that they must never attempt to

Hollywood, Jan. 21.
will be overcome, but we must proweelc sought to
with care if our objectives are
Tommy Lee, ceed
to be attained and, more imporsole owner of Don Lee Broadcasttantly, maintained.
ing System, and the problems he has
For just a year now the NAB has
with his aftiliates, and vice versa
toward the establishsome of Which the commission been working
ment of a program department,
thinks are in violation of regulawhich will administer our Standards
tions.
of Practice and cooperate with staAfter four days of direct testi- tions in their efforts to improve promony from the Lee. side, the pres- gramming.
This department was
entation of complaining witnesses well along in the planning stage
and cross examination, over which prior to issuance of the Blue Book.
Commissioner Rosel Hyde presided,

necessary, the broadcasts

elab-

programs four days a week, and reits morning lessons in the after,
Stuttgart. The
cultural chief editor of Radio Frank,
for denazification—has been intro- furt is responsible for the
Schulfunki
duced through elaborate use of the
The regular writing staff consists
of five members whose professional
air waves in the U. S, Zone.
background either is academic or
Schulf unlcs (schools of the air ) of
journalistic. However, a number of
Radio Stuttgart and Radio Frank- freelance contributors, mostly
teachheadache furt are serving as effective back- ers, assist in shaping the program.

killers,

—

An

fully supplied with ideas.

noon as does Radio
German youngsters— another word

tise

on

WFBR. A§k the Blair man
or write WFBR, Baltimore.
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which has been carrying net eve-

Mort'Josef

nings.
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;

,

.

Jp-to-Date

Concordia,

JOHN QUINN
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Kansas
Broadcasting
iKansas Citif
of

is

City, Jan. 21.

in for a

boom

in

and may lind 1947 one

topnbtcb yeftrs

Its

bfa^^^^^^^^

basis

of plans already under way.
en t is to come in
pr0V

em

Im

for rural coverage,
going in
a sort of
assistant station to be set up in

Kms.

Station has

filed

with the FCC for 550 kc. and 5,000
watts, daytime only, for purpose of

In Kansas City

extending

its

farm coverage. Pro-

grams would originate in KMBC's
Kansas City studios and reach the
Kansas outlet by wire, but would
not be duplications of KMBC's regular programs. Plan would use the
large roster o;. hillbilly and western
tsilent

now

in

KMBC

stable.

Housing shortage meanwhile has
caught lip with KMBC, which
stepped out last week and bought
itself

a

$175,000

Arthur

home.

coverage of the trade; area and
Church, prexy, announced Friday
serviqe to the listener under pending
(10) purchase of the American Bed
developments, and indications are
Cross building, formerly the Ararat
that nothing can stop them. PrinciShrine Temple, on the edge of the
include
station
expansions
pal

KCMO, Crown Drug Co.-owned
ABC outlet, WHB, Mutual affiliate,
and KMBC, Arthur Church's, merhher of the CBS net.

downtown

loop.

While station has managed pretty
well for office space in its presOnt
quarters in the Pickwick hotel, studio expansion plans haive been seriously crimped/ according to Church.
The four-story marble Structure just
purchased is expected to take care
of needs for some years to come,
with 100,000 sq. ft. of flOor space.
At the other stations 1947 looks
for improvements of present opera-

paper ads have
heralded, KCMO is "up to something," and that something is coro^
pletion ot its 50,000 watt transmitter, okayed early Jn liB4fl by the
rCC. E. K. Haiptenbower, station
manager, and Torn Evans, drug co.
prexy, haVe directed work toward
At WDAF, i^JBC member
a Jan. 1 opening for the heavy tion.
power. That date has gone by the owned by the Kansas City Star, this
boards, but KCMO ds certain to will be observed with a new emhave its ''something" up and going phasis on sports. Year juist dosed
saw the beginnings of this when
early in 1947.
began to deWhat this means is evident in Manager Dean Fitzer department,
as
velop his own sports
the area where there is nothing
distinct from that of the Star,
stronger to compete with It than
With Randall Jesse back from
10,600 watts. Benefits for the net

As

trade

Its

Combo

S^Kt,

Frigoe

Always strong

KMBC-Arthur Church is
for atill more of it with

But Business Continues
.

'

derives irevenue.
Web
it
charges lihe rates lor the commercial
shows but not for public service sus-

which

tainers.

CBC derives its revenue from two
main sources, Dr. Frigon said. Chief
source is from the taxes levied on
home

set owners, with the web receiving $2.50 yearly from each set
operating on electric current; $2.50
for each car radio; and $2 yearly
fiom each battery set, Government's
Dept.
of Transport collects the
money for the web, deducts the cost
of collection, and turns over the
Other
balance to the CBC board.
source of revenue derives from the

:

Civic Opera House is mulling idea
ment enters into the picture is in
of producing musician's
operetta
stations from a techbased on life of P. T. Barnum. Mort- licensing new
Josef, which came into being with nical standpoint, to make certain no
the death of Johnnie Ileblett, who two stations operate on the iame
was Jacobson's partner in Neblett frequency.
Productions, continues.
Stressingi that
CBC is not a
monopoly. Dr. Frigon pointed out
that there are now some 100 privately-owned stations in Canada.
Licenses of all these, however, must
be approved by the CBC board,
:

African. Safari

Planed

sple of time on its owned-and-operated stations to sponsors, and from
the sale of lines to sponsors.
;

:

CBC, some 20 arq privately -owned,
with CBC operatiiig only seven; CBC
has only one station in the Dominion
net, along with 28 privately-owned
outlets; and the French network
(in Quebec) comprises three CBC
plus four privately-owned stations.

Ral@ fhenomena

CBC has never received one
cent from the government as a subDr. Frigon emphasized.
CBC is highly interested in television, but so far has confined its
interest to observation. Chief stumbling block. Dr. Frigon said, is the
high cost of building and operating
One
any kind of tele netwOrk.
transmitter in the N. Y. area, he
pointed out, can reach more people
than there are in Canada's total
population, meaning that CBC would
have to build a complete network
in order to afford any kind of covDr. Frigon, together with
erage.
several members of CBC's board,
witnessed a demonstration Of the
CBC method of sequential color television in N.Y. last week and termed
the show ^Interesting."

sidy,

under Dominion law. Of the stations in the Trans-Canada web of

te Study

Doniii0ii

CoHar; Tele Interest in Infancy

ownership of two shows produced
by firm, "Hurdy Gurdy Dan," clared in N. Y. last week that the
moppet openrend package, and "My Web is strictly a private enterprise,
Lucky Break," network-type live operated by its nine-man board of
show.
governors.
Only way the govern-

:

•

Daies CBC Wears

Chicago, Jan. 21,
Partnership between Josef Cherniavsky and Morton JacobsOn, in
Mort- Josef Radio Productions, Chi
Refuting persistent reports that
package firm, has been dissolved,
with Cherniavsky continuing in biz the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. was
on his own.
either owned or subsidized by the
Cherniavsky, former musical di- Canadian government, CBC's general
rector for WLW, Cincmnati, retains
manager. Dr. Augustin Frigon, de-

Chicago, Jan. 21.
CBC affiliates, according to Dr.
In an effort tO overcome transoceanic broadcasting difficulties, an Frigon, receive on the average more
expedition will sail this summer for revenue than affiliates of any U. S.
the Lost Lakes of Ruwenzori region network. For the privilege of being
in Africa. The party will study ra- a CBC affiliate, each station must
dio phenomena under climatic condi- provide a certain free period each

tions ranging from mountain peaks day for network sustainers,
for
for to equatorial
and at the mike
Jungles. Expedition which It receives no pay, but it may
the first time went in for direct will be under the sponsorship of the also pick up sponsored show from
broadcasting of Big Six football Hallicrafters Co. of Chicago and will
The coming year is to see be led by Commander Attilio Gatti,
likewise is deep in the games.
this, with probable expan- who has spent over 14
years on Afthroes of a construction project- more of
basketball and other sports rican explorations. In collaboration
readying Its new 5,000 watt trans- sion into
v.'here the opportunity ofters.
with Hallicrafters are several other
mitter for use full time, ending the
KCKN, ttie Arthur Capper 2S0-wat- companies working on atmospheric
handicap of daytime— only broadcasting it has suffered for years. An ter, also is doing its part in rearing radio conditions, along With techniearly spring openint,' was in the sports interest in the area, and made cians from the Army Signal Corps.
ori^nal plans of Don Davis and much more of area football in 1946
powerful- tadio station will be
John Schilling, who guide the sta- than ever before. This will likely set up on the slopes of the Huwention policies, but that, too, appears be continued through 1947, accord- zOri moimtain range with suppleto be unlikely. Summer should see ing to Ben Ludy, station exec, and mentary shortwave stations throughother
will
spread
to
emphasis
the
out
the
area. The radio station in
the station on with night broadcasts, however, and a big boon for sports when possible and profitable, Africa will be capable of contact
Amerfca's Outstanding Sirising
Mutual in the area. This probably either from a sponsor's standpoint with a home station in Chicago, besides setting up schedules with stawill knock Mutual ofiE of KCKN, of that of public service.
tions
throughout
the world.
While stations mostly spent 1946
getting ready for big things in 1947,
Atmospheric conditions to be studone of the biggest of local radio's ied Will range from glacial fields
promotion did come oti as strictly 17,000 feet high over an area of 100
a 1946 affair. That was KMBC's ob- square miles to craters hundtreds of
servance of its 2Sth anniversary, feet below the mountain area. Expecoromerhorated with the publication dition will take along a specially
of Ed Shurick's book, "The First adapted helicopter to photograph and
Quarter-Century of American record animal life; a landiiig barge
Broadcastings." Opus climaxed a which, besides carrying a transmitJanuary 21r<f
,
year of research and work, and al- ting unit, will also photograph and
WJZ 9«30 IMH.
ready is making its mark as a val- record both animal and human mauable reference book for the radio terial, and the company Will photograph sub-marine lite with an aquatindustry,
EM- also 'has bright prospects in ic photographic unit.

WDAF

,

|ind tlie station should be something
like id-fold, and of course this brings

out a

new

service

rate Card.

WHB

<

BARRY WOOD

A

Staf

GUEST STAR

oa THE CONSOUD/^-ED EDIS^^
THUHSDAY

.

KMBC-FM

the K. C. area in 1947.
has been licensed for 30 kw., and
station is building to that as soon
as possible. To begin 1947, KMBCis using 12 kw's, and full 30
won't be in, use until well into the
year.
allocations
FCC just granted
to three new owners Who will set
up in the area. Sunflower Broadcasting System is to set up an inKansas City,
in
dependent

FM

FM

FM

Kans.; the World Company in Lawrence, Kans.; and the Topeka State
Journal, Inc., in Topeka.
Mostly this boils down to an

Subbing for JACK SMITH

Recordings will be made of the
sound of mass migration of animals
plus tribal languages and primitive
music. An attempt will be made to
use recordings and fllins for video
purposes as well as travel and ed'ucational picttires. Expedition will be
in the field for six months.

on

THE OXYDOL SHOW
January i4th
CBS 7:18-7:30 |Mlk

DowMy Down For
GUEST STAR

26 More Cokes

if on THE HILDEGARDE SHOW

expansion of broadcasting facilities
for this area which had its wartime
Although Morton Downey's afterpopulation hypo and is now credited
noon "Coke Club" session for Cocawith as many as 800,000 in the
What it will Cola bows off Mutual on Jan. 31
metropolitan area.
after a two-year run on the netmean on station ledgers is another
work, the singer .has signed a new
matter, and anybody's guess. Almost
26-week contract with tho coke outcertainly it means increased billings,
fit for another daytime program.
but how much only the year's
Indications are that Downey will
economical developments can tell.
In any event, new rate cards are return tO tiie air next season under
announced or in the making—just the new commitment, but whether
it will be on Mutual appears probin case.

ROOM

THE CAMPBELL

SUNDAY
January 26th
CBS, 9-9:30 p.m.

ELGIN

WATCH COMPANY
PRESENT

lematical.

THE BARRY WOOD SHOW

The fadeout of Downey and the
- nights - a - Week
"Spotlight
Borden's has bought a new show, Bands" show represents a loss of

BOHDEN'S

WQXR SHOW

three

(TRANSCRIBE!))

on WQXR, N. Y., to plug its nearly $3,000,000 in Coca-Cola billRicciardi ice cream. Cross-tlie-board ings for Mutual. Company led the
stanza, starting March 24 arid run- list of spenders on Mutual's year-end
ning 26 weeks, will use the station's statement, with the D'Arcy agency,
Latin - American Rhytlim which handles the account, a runpresent
show in the 5:15-5:30 Monday-Friday ner-up contender for top position
slot, but title of the program will be among agencies doing business with
changed to "Riajiardi Rhythm" thus the network.
giving name of product in title.
Coke company eventually expects
Young & Rubicam placed the deal. to come back into nighttime radio
with a top - budgeted half - hour
It's been in radio since 1927.
show.
Ray Starr, formerly of

Coait-ro-Coatt, N.B.C.

locally

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
... and Personal Appearancci With

Excluflvt, Personal
j

!

Pittsburgh—
WAAT in Newark, has been added Columbus
Howard A. Donahoe
to the announcing stajOf Of KQV,
He replaces Sumner Granby, Who has resigned as a promotion and
resigned recently to open a Los An- publicity director Of WCOL. He is
geles office as a jewelry manufact- one of the pioneer broadcasters of

—

this city.

,

My

Sid* Kick

PATSY KELLY

Manacfement

BERTELL, Plaza Hotel, N. Y.

Radio Represenlativts

.

urer's rep.

JACK

7:30-7:45 P.M.

WM. MORRIS AGENCY

.

.

.

"

'

Junwy

WcJawadit^,

ORCaOBSIVMkS-BfflJjSlC
Seattl« Ji«K,B.O.
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Hoi

Seattle, Jan. 21.

Jocks, Jukes and Disks

Norm Bobrow, ioq»a Jaza imprehas scheduled first i&tt concert
of the year at the Metropolitan Jan-

sario,

;

in

falteteni TI; Goes t® Capitnl
Hollywood, Jan.

space of four years or so has moved
f..om a position as just another indie
label to a place alongside the majors
«s one of the ''Big Four." And the
circumstance has launched a verbal
barrage as to whether Columbia let
RG. go or whether Capitol snagged

'

change of label affiliation since
attaining popularity ttiat has made
him financially independent. He was
with BCA- Victor years ago and that
company has such a tremendous
backlog of his standard and instrumental material that it pays him
in the neithborhood of $60,000 year-

Columbia grabbed him seven
has a conit, too,

ly.

he has made

since.

BMlSekMOn

In moving to Capitol, Goodman
gives thiit eompatty's prestige, which
been constantly building any.s
way, a sharp shot in the arm. How

h

Chicago, Jan.
up,

Cap has developed

tofore,

Financial detaiUi

people,

,

,

Good-

met

plvste control

his recording.

He

do anything he chooses, from
symphonic stuiffi, with a
large band. There are a few top
artists on various major labels who
have the came privileges, but as a
yule the companies dot, not look
kindly on allowing such freedom.
'Goodman's move to CApitol is his

car

.trio. disks to
-

.

disker,

is

is re-

doing outside

currently

Diamond and
Serle Adams,

other indie •Operato^:s.
exec, is out on the Coast, ^and
look for other facilities there.

may

SeO^s on CoMSadmes

t.

Old Lamplighter

2.

For Sentimental Reasons (9) (Leeds)..

a.

Old Buttermilk

(10) (Shapiro-B )..<..

(Bdrke-TH).....,

(15)

•

•

Sammy

\

Kay Kyser

4.

BugeiiT and Chalkin' (3) (Hudson).,.. ;

Zip-a-Dee-Doo-Dah

6.

Gal In Calico

(6)

(Remick)..'

7.

Oh, But

Do

(1)

(Remick)

I

8.

Things Did Last

Summer

9.

Sooner or Later

(2)

. .

.Columbia
Decca
Decca

.

Sammy Kaye

Victor
Capitol

j

.Decca
.Columbia
Margaret Whiting.. .-.Capitol

Johnny Mercer
Beneke
( Tex
|Bing Crosby...
5 Dinah Shore.
(

(12) (Morris)

Victor

Vaughn Monroe

Victor

Frank Sinatra

Columbia

Sammy Kaye

.

(17) (Oxford).....

Condtig

. ,

\

I

W. Rumors Are Flying

.

Capitol
Victor

Connee Boswell.
'Hoagy Carmichael.

•

(Santly-Joy)

Columbia

(

(

(Santly- Joy)

(7)

Kaye... ...... .Victor

j King Cole Trio
\ Oiarlie Spivak.

{Kay Kyser.

5.

and

up an

action

by

their

no refusals
have been

Best Bets
Latin- American—"Mi
(Maya and bis

Ne"

BUmba
Rhumba

Ambassadors).
Hillbilly

—

"Them HiUbilUes

Are Mountain Williams Now"
(Hoosier Hot Shots) and "If You

Knew

Susie"

(Cliffie

Stone).

Ballad—"You Are Everything
Me" (Buddy Clark), "Linda"
(Buddy Clark), "So Would I"

to

(Bing Crosby), "What Am I
Gonna Do About You" (Perry
Como), and "The Girl •that I

—

Hot
"Ain't Misbehavin'
(Fats WaUer), "Jalousie" (Harry
James), and "Melancholy Baby"

(Sam Donahue),

Dance—"All By Myself" (Sam-

my

Kaye), "Snootie Little Cutie"
Dorsey), and "Sonata"
(Claude Thornhill).
"Bridget O'Flynn"
Novelty

(Tommy

—

(Louis Prima) and "Among
Souvenirs" (Etta. Jones),

executed/ either.

If'

My

BMI

now,

all

future contracts

this side, as

McINTYEETODiSK

FORM G12-YR. PACT

recordings under

It

main

But •'(ilementine"

is

,

the

attraction.

Also this week, Decca comes
through With the first pressing 'by
the Joe Mooney Quartet—"Just a
Gigolo" and, of course, "September
Song," The Mootiey foursome has
collected so much favorable publicity
that it undoubtedly seems presumptuous to suggest that it is something
less than it is cracked up to be.
-or hot, however, it's
the truth. This is a listenable group,
but obviously not in the same class
with a Goodman trio, sextet, etc.,
or the old John Kirby band. Goodman's combinations had genius,
while the Mooney assemblage has
taste and competence, but no vestige
of anything resembling geniiis. De-

Presumptuous

spite this, though, these are pleasant
and tile jukes and the jocks
should not ignore them. But plea»!
not confuse them with inspfra-

fa^es
let's

Wax Facts
List

coin-machine

of

potentials

this session should certainly intrude
Dick Jurgens" "Wyoming'' (Columbia); Dick Haymes' splendid version
of both "The Girl That I Marry" and
Easy to Love" (Decca); Perry
Gomo's "What Am I Gonna Do About
You?" and "I Gotta Gal I Love"

,

(Victor), both nickelodeon naturals;

Louis

ops don't sign

well as on &e reverse
will be retroactive from 1947. Other ("Blues to End All Blues"),* by J. C.
field offices wiU be set up as soon Heard's band.
as possible.
It is probably not quite accurate to
call anything by Buddy Clark a
sleeper, but the fact remains that he
has yet to come up with a substaur
tial cliok<
It should,, however, b^
only a matter of tbne before he does.
His Columbia Of "On the Other End'
Hal Mclntyre's orchestra was of a Kiss" and "You Are Everything
added to the roster of the new M-G to Me" may turn the trick. Clark,
recording company last week. He a superb singer, who has kicked
signed a two-year deal with one around for years without getting
one-year option and wUl do his anywhere really important, makes

with

.

tion.

Marry" (Dick Haymes)*

Ko pacts

have been made.

'

Prima's

"Bridget

O'Brien"

(Majestle), in which Prima assumes
- -too - convincing brogue;
Sammy* Kaye's Victor of Irving Ber-

a nohe
lin's

"All

By

Myself";

Tommy

Dor-

sey's Victor of "Snootie Little Cutie"
(tlie

vocal by the Sinatra with the

Frank

Claude Thornhill's "Sonata" (Columbia); Vaughn
Monroe's "Wf Could Make Such
Beautiful
Music"
(Victor)— and
please remember w* did not say we
liked it; and Jo $ts*Cord'« ^at's
Where X Came In,*^ a lesion in how
to sing witlM)ut rentoviittg the shortnin' bread frrttt Uie mouth. Some
frontpiece);

Jan. 30

the most of good tunes—and these
Sugsrested
tunes are very good; ."Kiss" lias n
"The Maine Stein Song"-—
clever lyric that should put It right
Rudy Vallee (Victor).
up there with the money-makers and
Mclntyre, who was the top band the Clark treatment will probably
"TeJtas Tea Party"
Benhy
*
on the Cosmo label during the past enrich every Wurlitzer in the counGoodman (Columbia).
year, realizing quite a chunk of coin try. Backside is bedroom stuff
"CaUfornia, Hei* I Come"—
and
(about $55,000), jpins' Jimmy Dorsey he handles It languorously. This.jai
Tony Martin (Decca).
on the Metro subsid roster as: a alto- short, is our conception of a good
"Connecticut"
:Paula Kelly
sax playing leader.
record and we recommend it to
and the Modemaires (Columbia).
everyone. Clark, who is nothing if
"Carry Me Back to Old Virnot ubiquitous, is also on two Columginny"—Louis Armstrong and
T. Porsey
bia faces by Ray Noble—"Love Is a
the Mills Brothers (Decca).
Random Thing" (from "Toplltzky of
.
for Cabin Cruiser Notre Dame") and "Linda." Hit
Tommy Dorsey's intention to quit here sounds like "Linda," which of these are good and some simply
considerable
imagination goshawful, but all of them sound
the band busihess and relax for an utilizes
unknown length of time following and manages tq come up with a rea- like hits.
his current Capitol theatre, New sonably fresh approach.
Best of the hot stuff is Fats WalMoving on from sleepers, we find ler's Victor
York, date, took a new tack last
of "Moppin' and Bopweek. He bought a 40-loot cabin that several established performers pin' " and "Ain't Misbehavin' ". Percruiser at the boat show, at Grand are back in top form this semester. formances
ate swell, but this is a 12*
Central Palace, N. Y., and intends Dinah Shore, for one, does "My Bel cutting
and, therefore, not for the
Ami" (Columbia) In an altogether
sailing it to California via the Pana
jukes.
No jazz fan should pass it
enriching way. The tune is pleasma Canal.
up, however.
Another worthwhile
Dorsey bought a Consolidated skiff ant and, for a change. Miss Shore
bit of hot jazz is Harry James' Cosleeping five for $23,000, and will get takes the hot potato out of her
lumbia .of "Jalousie," with the
delivery on it some time next week. mouth. It shapes up as nickelodeon
"horn" playing fine trumpet. .Sam
He's taking the floor model at the stuff. Backing by Mischa Russell is
highly effective. Other side is really Donahue's instriimental of "Melanshow.
choly Baby" (Capitol) is fraught
Incidentally,
while the bottom nothing much. King Cole Trio, anwith promise. This sounds like an
Dorsey bought should knock off 18 other established name, is out on
up-and-coming band, Skitch Hento 26 knots, it will never get him Capitol with "You Should Have Told
derson's
"Faraway Island" and
over the water as fast as Guy Lorn- Me" and "I Want 'to Thank Your
"Misirlou" on the same label are
bardo. Last week, at the sneak- Folks." Latter is the cheek to hear.
preview in New York of the Dorsey It's a brand new tune that may go rejJte' djceadful, however. For some
places fast. There's nothing wrong reason beyond our comprehension
fr,eres' "Fabulous Dorsey" pic, T. D.
boy,
flattened a lot of bandsmen by with "Told Me" either. Cole's Trio we once praised the SMtch, Oh,
truth,
cracking .to Lombardo "if it takes apparently can do no wrong these but were we wrong. He is, in
the Vaughn Monroe of the piano.,.
every nickel rve tgot I'm going to days.
Bing Crosby's newest Decca cou- This week's sagebrushsammy output
have a speedboat this summer that'll
beat your Tempo VI next summer ples "My Heart Goes Cra«y" and "So includes, among other things, the
Would I" (both from "My Heart Hoosier Hot Shots' "Divorce Me
—and bring swing back."
Goes Crazy"), If they're not top- C.O.D." and "Them Hillbillies Are
(Decca).
'Peps' Pops Toledo B.O.
flight Crosby, they are unquestion- Mountain Williams Now"
Toledo, Jan. 21.
ably superior to most of his recent "C.O.D." has been done to a frazzle,
Paul Whiteman orchestra, doing stuff. He sings carefully, feelingly, but fHillbiUles" should amortize 'em
an all-Cj«rshwin program, played and, on the Whole, rather as if he in Uie cactus comeirs. So, for that
matinee and evening shows at the were concerned about his sponsor's matter, should CUffie Stone's Capitol
ol "If You Knew Susie."
Civic Auditorium hfere Saturday (18) renewing. Better

Ingram

at the Longacre theatre, TIew TTork,
where most all of the new label's
disks are being made.

,

5

'

for bars

associations, but as yet

initial

10 Best

minimum

wiU be any concerted

Louis.

©Plant

set

Miss either.

.

sewed

office in L. A. Operators are waiting to hear if there

to

for larger production and
adding facilities for Vinylite and
other plastic pressings. Disker has
one plant in Chicago and another in

pressings- for Majestic,

21.

amusing.

left

has stepped out to sign

calls for $40

tooling

St.

BMI

immensely

man who

her among her
souvenirs—mice in the sink,, garbage
in the kitchen, etc. It's an extraordinarily effective job and it should
go places. Miss Jones is backed oh

such with $750 maximum.- Fees are
based on 1%% of moneys spent on
music by a spot up to $50,000 and
of 1% of dough above that figure.
Harold Ornstein is organizing
Midwest territory, with Harry P.
Somerville heading out to the Coas,t

Chicago, Jan. 20.

Mercury Records, Chi

is

"

'

Fraasier

plays of the moment, -is out on two
labels this week—<by Jo Stafford on
Capitol and Tony Martin on Decca
Martin interpretatioa (a reissue, prel
sumably) is ih« better of the two
and should be a juke sensash. its
backside, "Begin the Beguine," won^
hurt sales. Miss Stafford's cutting
isn't very commanding, although her
name will aid and abet sales. Best
Decca of the semester, however
seems to be a reissue of Crosby's
"Clementine," whiph is a wonderful
It is backed with "The Old
thing,
Oaken Bucket," which isn't bad

Jones, In a style, slightly reminiscent
of Billie Holiday's, comtplains about

being used by artists and numerous
pops that are BMI property will
swing operators in line. Group is
also giving out long term contracts
with non-revokable clauses preventing yearly raises in fees. Contract

Mercury Retools

own

its

of

man's deal with. Capitol are undisclosed; it
him, however, com-

states almost

some

are

My

national contract.
BMI feels that 95% of Latin tunes

.

'

real sleepers
among this week's releases and the
jukes would do well to investigate.
Souvenirs"
Ktta Jones's "Among
(Victor), for example, could, with
any kind of exploitation, become a
national earache. As a singer, Miss
Jones is nothing special (although
she's not to be snuffed' at either), but
on this face she does a clever new
lyric to an old ballad and she does
It is, on the
it to a fare-thee-well.
wordage,
earthy
rather'
whole,
scarcely appropriat«i for the film.
The Best "iTeari of Our Lives," but

Midwest and Coast ballroom and
cocktail owners who previous to this
paid no license fee to BMI lor use
of its music. Only previous payoff
has been to ASCAP, except for members of the American Hotel Assn.
who are covered by BMI under a

COi

HIKI

Fads

Coast Fee

By George

•

I

There

the

CUGATIMEWCOL
PACT

^
II

it

st

With Eastern

—

'

siderably 'latfldog of the best things
.

,

;

is tryfaig

new

years ago and

stronger rival. It
Kenton,
however, that Columbia he will conflict with Stan
seems,
is
washed its hands of the leader first. heretofore Capitol's top band,
that may b- come CapiGoodman's contract with Colum- something
headache.
tol's
bia expired Jan. 10. He had at variwith
tiff
final
the
of
result
As a
ous times said he was going to reColumbia has halted
new and the scheduling of a record- Goodman,of whatever pops he had
pressing
ing date for Columbia on the Coast
This will put a stopper on
riding;
had been accepted as sighifyihg
B. G.'s recording of "Hora Staccata."
completion of a-,: new deal; However, last Wedhesday (15) Goodman
and Wallersteih goi; into a hassle
on the long-distance phone over
B.G.'s asserted procrastination in
lujftUing :he date and Wallerstein
IS
as.«ertedly blew up, told Goodman
Hollywood, Jan. 21.
off and hung up on him. Which
Xavier Gugat, actor with Metro
leads to the assertion Columbia let
a maestro "who might
him go. However, there's no ques- kpictUres andexpected to succumb to
have been
tion but that Coluiftbia would like
the lure of a contract with that comto have kept the band on its roster;
pany's M-G record subsidiary, has
B. G. was one of its highest paid
renewed his contract with Columbia
artists, drawing a guarantee of $1,000
Records. Deal is said 'to be for five
a. side for a( minimum of 40 sides per
years, but there is no confirmation.
year against the usual royalty perWhat Coltiffibia agreed to pay the
centage (basically, 5% of the retail
No. 1 maestro of the rhumba crews
purchase price of records). Much
is undisclosed, but it's known here
of the dispute with Wallerstein was
that Cugat demanded and got quite
over B. G.'s reserving the tune,
a hike over his expired pact, at least
"Open the Door, Richard," holding in so far as guarantee-per-side is
ft aar four weeks im4 ttea falling to
concerned.
dot it while othfet companies wiere
Cugat, incidentally, has a ' deal
cooking with the Copacabana, Miami,
follt^iig his «HspUte^^i^^ Wal- to.open Feb.- 28 at $15,000 -pSr. This'
lergt^ Goodman -^^oftt into a hud- is the spot l&at's paying Danny
dle Insnediatelir with johnny Mer- Kaye $20,000 per (he opened Sunday
cer, Capitol v.p., and signed a five- past). liast year,. Cugat worked the
year deal which marked Capitol's Colonial Inn.
initial pick-up of an outstanding
artist from a major company." Hereits

Young promoter

25.

wrinkle, with curtain set for
10, rather than former 8 p. m.
Current *reekly series of jazz concerts on Sunday afternoons at the
Repertory Playhouse are
Seattle
drawing capacity crowds, and there
is more iiiterest locally in good jazz
than ever before, due largely to
Bobrow's championing of local talent, of which there is a goodly
supply.
a

'third

21.

A dispute between Benny Goodman and Ted W|llerstein, head Of
Columbiti ?:ecpEds, last week x^uited in Goodmati't eacU itom ibe Columbia roster after a seven-year
connection and his signing with
Capitol, Coast outfit, which in the

him away from

uary

Victor

^

Frankie Carle

(

Andrews

(

Freddy Martin

Columbia
Decca

Sisters

Up

—

Pknk Dowa

1%

.

Managua Nicaragua (Encore)

,

..
I
\

Open Door, Richard (Duchess)

^

Anniversary Song (Mood)

\

;

.

.

I

Victor

Kay Kyser.

.Columbia
Jack McVae. .Black & White
Count Basic
Victor
...Decca
M. Jolson
jgj^ Beneke
.Victor
;.

Sonata (Oxford)

(

Margaret Whiting. ...Capitpl
Diamond
Jan August.
Bing Crosby
.Decca

\

Jo Stafford

Guilty (Feist)..
Miserlou (Colonial)

You Keep Coming Baek
Just Squeeze

Best

Man

Me

.'

.

(Berlin)

If

the Boardwalk; (BVC)

rm

You

,

.

.

,

Lucky (BVC,

Sun (Simon )....,.....;...,.
Night a^txauay,

Can't See

Xtiis Is

Capitol

Capitol
Capitol

I

(Vanguard)

Les Brown

Columbia

iDick Haymes

..Decca

.Mercury

Starlighters
{

• .

Columbia

{

(

On

•

(Paul Weston
Dick Jurgens
King Cole Trio

(Bobbins)...

Sy'Zr^ey.-.-.V.V.S:
Vaughn Monroe ..... .Victor
Frank Slnatrtt. . . .Columbia
.

to 5,000 persons, grosstog $7,800 at
$3.60 top.
Ray Mitchell, Inc., Censored the
boolcing.

I"

and

where.

you'll

Russ

side is "So Would
be hearing it every-

Morgan batons the

JWi

accomp on both sides.
booked
"September Song," <me of the big torium,
i

Splialny'e
to

aU^iirl Archestr*

work the Fair Park Audi-

DallaSi F6b. it.

Arcadia Ballroom,

iEEiCiili

mm

By BR&NIE

-

WOODS

Shifting Into

Name Policy

Ballroom, New "York,
which all during the war contented
itself with no-name music, apparently is moving into a name policy,
which brings it into competition with
the rival Roseland Ballroom, nearby.
Arcadia has signed Jimrny Palmer
and Bandy Brooks to follow its rePalmer
cent use of Les Elgart.
opens Jan. 30 for weeks and Brooks
Feb. 13 for four, with options. They'll
have netwrork wires.
For the Arcadia date. Brooks will
cut his band down to 13 men and
two vocalists; Palmer had previous-

Arcadia

While the use ol bandleaders as
disk jockeys could not possibly become a nationwide trend for the
Obvious reason that there is only a
handful with name value enough to
warrant or attract such •work, it
can have some influence on the em*
ployment of people who have a better knowledge' 'df the entertainment
Held. Such a 'trend many maestros ly reduced his qombo. to J2 men and
and singers \«6U)d like' to see, for switched' ffbm a iswing Style, to a
many of the people who are con* sweet-swing one.
stantly on the 'read believe that the
present crop of disk" spinners have in
recent months' been doing a lot of

harm
them

to the
possible.

'

business

that

made

claimed that there are dozens
and 'prominent jocks in
various key clffes and small towns
who, because of the sharp rise in
the, importance of d<isk shows as

Music Printers

It's

,

of obscure

f0te

M

M

MoveM^P

money-makers for radio stations,
have come to deem themselves the
lord of all they survey meaning

—

disks they are handed, out of
Amalgamated Lithographers union
which they form' a "radio program." members will decide by vote FriOut of the eic'p'erience they might day (24) whether they will strike
have had as radio announcers, pub- or not. If they do, their action will
licity people ah'd wherever else disk have great effect on the music pubjockeys spring from many suddenly lishing industry since the printing
have become musical connoisseurs of copies of pops and standards, etc.,
for no other re'sfson than they have is almost entirely a lithographic
control over iVhait they play.
Too process.
many of their vast' number have beAs it stands now, the union and
come vitriolic critics and dictators to the employers have both made an
the public. Th^y pull 'records off offer 'Which drew counteroffers and
turntables, it's clamed, after half a the employers are standing pat on
chorus, accom'panying their action theirs. 'Originally, the union had
with cutting 'remarks probing an selected tomorrow (Thursday) as the
item that eSperienced recording deadline for hew negotiations after
men, fingers and' bandleaders have which a strike was possible. Effect
deemed worthy "enough to invest a of this will be delayed now until
lot
of money in on the simple the vote.
premise that a disk is as good as
Meanwhile, some major publishers
they can make it 'and with luck it have frantically gone about stocking
can become a' hit. They break rec- up on copies of hit tunes and others
ords in front of the microphones, at- which appear to be. One publisher
tack the ability of top artists who went so far as to place advance
have proved they have something
orders for 1,000,000 copies, 250,000
by the very fact that the public is each of three songs it has riding
in their corner, and otherwise ride and 250,000 of various standards
roughshod over disks in a manner that always sell.
tlie

.

,

make

to

experienced

showpeople

......

gasp.

Artists and record men who have
listened to such people spout on
the air feel that the attitude is one
that can kill the goose that laid
the golden egg; that If they keep
telling the public so many of the
disks they play aren't worth the
trouble, disk ihows themselves will
suffer." They would like to see a

Decide Cosmo's
Status This Wl

CHARLTON MOW ASKS
^

FOR miUSIYES'

For Snmmer Dates

Doors

ii

Legal:

Dilute

which quickly became that
area's top disk, the tune is now being prepared for national promotion
amidst a flood of threatened suits
and countersuits to determine who
originated the basic idea and who
has rights to the tune. Involved are
"Vae,-

t

Duchess, McVae, Dusty Fletcher and
National Records, plus John Mason,
who along with Fletcher is a vaude
comic.
IjOu Levy, head of Leeds, of which
Duchess is a subsidiary, took the
tune ftom Mc'Vae last Npvember.

"When

it

began

to'

show up

seller in that area

as a hcstit to

he rushed

the major companies for recording.
That's when Fletcher started to act
up. He claimed ownership of the
theme since he had been for years
doing a vaude sketch based on the
title line. He recorded it fpr Natibnal
Records and the latter has aid vised
Duchess that tbay own the idea and
that any other version is ah infringe-

ment.
Levy was about to make a deal
withjFletcher and National when he

du^ up comic Mason, who

claims,

and assertedly has facts to back him
that he originated the vaude
sketch and that Fletcher got It from
him when the latter worked with
Mason in the early 30's. Mason asserts he did the sketch as far back
up,

as 1919, when a Richard Perry was
his partner, Fletcher joined the act
later.

'What makes it all more complicated is that while McVae's arrange-

ment may be based on somebody
else's idea, the music it is fitted to,
which is only a "riff," is his own.
And Leeds owns this/ Leeds now as-

that Fletcher's recording for
National partially uses that same
music, hence Fletcher's version is a
infringement. Fletcher's vaude bit
was not fitted to any melody. Mason,
at the Apollo
incidentally, opens
theatre,
New Yprk, next, week,
where Fletcher has often used his
serts

While all this is going on, the
major disk companies are racing -to
market their own versions of the
tune. From the original 16-bar tune
t>eeds hag expanded it to a full 32bars and added, a pattern. RCAVictor has cut it with Count Basic

and Charlie Spivak; Columbia with
Charioteers and Three Flames; Decweek of
ca with Louis Jordan and may add
contingent headed by Let Roberts,
Bing Crosby; Capitol, Pied Pipers;
installed by the major stockholders Majestic, Merry Macs and possibly
in the firm, has been endeavoring to Louis Prima; Mercury has two diskmake head or tail put of the com- ings, and all other Indies at least
pany's sltuatipn and oh their final one.
Since the exit last
president Nick Wells, a

the

'.

Sack Named To

isation.

Sacks joins such Columbia Record
Columbia Broadcasting lumi-

and

Lawrence W«lk Orchestra follows

Guy Lombardo

New

hotel.

naries on the di.sk 'arm's' board as Bill
Paley, Frank Stanton, Paul Bunyon,

We^'s

Jim Hunter,

N. y.

et> a].

<

Denton

& Maskins Sues

T.1, RCA, Embassy On-

York, March

24.

It's

date, in

21.

this

several
years to play theatre dates and a lo^
cation job or two. Deal is currently
being cooked up by Music Corp. of

America

for

tifne

first

in

pimfiPOSTS
By AL SCHARPER
Hollywood, Jan.

to

With band biz skimpy

21.

at present,

of many name batoneers
here has veered to disk jockeying.
Following debut of Woody Herman

attention

on KLAC Sat. (18), a rusji is on,
Al Donahue, Current -With cdmbo at
Avodon ballroom, is cooking up a

possible deal with KMPC.
Bob
field.
He works the pal- Crosby is talking earnestly with
mer House, Chicago, later in the two potential sponsors.
Freddy

the band
spring.

Martin has let it trickle out that he
would be interested in a platter-

Top Hotel Spots

spinning proposition as an adjunct to
bandstandlng
the
CoQoanut
at
Grove./

Awakened

the

to

possibilities.

Music Corp. of America is querying
batoneers on its roster as to whether
they would be interested in jockeying, with agency clearing decks to
rep them ip the field. It's claimed

lulXi^
Name Band Policy

Herman

that
if it

is

is getting $750 (which,
the lure to rival maestrps,

will turn out to be dead bait since
There is a possibility that the Cafe it's indicated by those who shou'Id
Rouge of the Pennsylvania hotel. know, that Herman is drawing
New York, will back out of years- AFRA scale. His stint is a timeold policy of name bands this spring filler until he reorganizes) for three
and Summer and the same "if" ap- hours each Saturday on KLAC, Staplies
to the Commodore hotel's tion is pinning hopes on his presence
Ceh'ttiry Room, As it stands, the to provide a listener stimulant. With
success of Jimmy Dorsey's current word of coin Herman is supposed to
run at the Penn will determine the be getting rapidly being noised
room's immediate future. Frankie around country, interest of batonCarle is due to follow and if things eers all around has perked.
don't turn out, he'll be the last band
Meanwhile, the regular jocks here
booked for at least the summer, or do not seem too pleased with turn
until biz picks up. There is no signed of events. For Herman bow, every
contract on Dick Jurgens, set to fol- spinner hereabouts was invited to
low.'
blow-out, but the relatively poor
If the Penn drops bands the cir- turn-put reflects plainly the feelcumstance will be one of the blackest ings.
Some of the veteran jocks
eyes the ^lump-happy band business bitterly cPmplain that they largely
has run into yet. Cafe Rouge is one helped make many a name band
of the top prestige bookings in the leader by constant ether buildups,
country and it it folds, even tem- and now they are faced by some pf
porarily, it will have great influ- these same leaders doing an aboutence on otfae»r bookings across the face and invading the field of the
country.
regulars who helped plug {hem up
Commodore normally darkens for the ladder to renown.
the summer," but has tentatively set
At his debut Herman blew a
March 12 as its final day if biz whistle and broiight tii for free so
doesn't pick up or a strong name many guests that the program ran

by then to stimulate busi- 30 minutes overtime. Among those
Eddy Howard follows tlje cur- who showed up included Johnny
Ray McKlnley next Wednes- Mercer, Margaret 'Whiting, Johnny

available
ness.

rent

day

(29) tor six

weeks.

Kassel,' Freddy MarSkinnay Knnis, Mel Torme, Phil
Moore, IjOuIs Jordan, Anita Ellis,
Peggy Lee, Jo Stafford. Al Donahue
and Jeri Sullivan, While the regular reeord-twlrlers can always evoke
a guest for a free appearance to
hypo programs, fact that Herman"
coralled a co'vey, eaph with name
value, did not pass unnoticed in the

Desmond, Art
tin,

ktoucb

Mai

OnScmgM
john Latotiche, eo-'writer of "Taking a Chance On Love" last week
put an end to the idea that he had
been

trade.

SHELLEY TO MAJESTIC

artfully .ducking the service of

papers on him in a suit by Fetter.
After reading • story in last week's
'Vahkty that process servers had been
unable to catch up with him,- which
necessitated delay of trial of the
action, Latouche, claiming he knew
nothing of 'what was going on, called
authorities in N. IT., advised them
of his whereabouts and a short time
later

accept^ service of papers.

Oliver's 'Bine Blazes'

Fetter's suit will now go to trial.
claim
that
It
involves better's
Latouche, Loew's, Inc., and Feist and
Miller music companies conspired to
do him out of his quarter interest in
the above tune. He also accuses
Loew's of failing to give him screen
credit for the tune in the film, "I
ing for an injunction and an ac- Dood It." He seeks $87,500 damages.
counting of profits.
Latouche says he was aware, of the
Meanwhile, the three defendants suit when it was originally filed in
have asked the New York Supreme July, 1944, hut never deliberately
Court for a pretrial examination of ducked process servers. "When he
Oliver arid two members of the came back from service, during
D&H firm, prior to putting in a which time the suit was delayed, he
counterclaim for $15,000 damages. says he was advised the action had
Both Embassy and Dorsey are ask- been discontinued. It hadn't and
ing for. a di.smissal of the claim on process servers were still endeavorthe ground that it is barred by the ing to catch up with him when he

Music publisher Denton & Haskins
against
Embassy
suit
filed
has
Music, Tommy Dorsey and RCA'Victor for use of "Blue Blazes," tune
Sy Oliver, Dorsey's,
written by
former arranger; •Jimmy Lunceford
is askand Sam Nolin in 1935.

AS HAMMOND VAMPS
Dave Shelley, adopted son of
Buddy DeSylva, one of the founders
.

and

owners- of Capitol Records,
joined the Majestic Record setup in
New York last week. He replaces
John Hammond as talent scout and
jazz consultant.

Hammond

organization last

week

the

left

after tailing

to induce Count Basie, who left
Cplunibia to go to Victor* to join

MajeStic's roster.
Shelley was originally with Capitol when it was launched.
He cut
loose from the organization several
years ago and has, been working in

various phases

tit

the entertainment

field since.

D&H

statute of limitations, since original
use of the tune was miade in 1942.
also allege there was no confor the
sideration given by
rights to "Blazes,"

They

this

week.

Korn Kobblers make

M-G

in

New

day (27) at liOngacre

.

-their

first

York-Mon-

thea:(r«>

Mnsic Setup Si! on Fire

Deal by which 2bth-Fox may buy
Metro music setup by tak'ing over the 26% interest Metro
purchased from Jack Robbing last
summer, is still cooking. It will be
a couple of weeks before anything
definite comes out of the negotiathem tions, one way or the' other.
Meanwhile, there have been consistent rumors that 20th, Svhich 'has

instead,;

r.-

-

RCA-Vktor has leased a portion
of a government factory at Canonsburg, Pa., to make phonograph Records. Company plans to employ 700
persons and has taken a five-year
,

records for

2il!'s Bay Into Metro's

into the

'

doubled back and caught up to

D&H

Case comes up

the Roosevelt

major hotel
several years.

first

in,

into

East

Freddy Martin may come east

summer

package Martin as head
It's
of a unit for theatre work.
Few novelties that have come along possible
he may play the Waldorf
in recent years have caused as much
hotel, too.
stir artisttcally (if it can be called
Into Martin's spot at the Coacoathat) and legally as the new Duchess
nut Grove, L. A., M(3A is endeavcopyright, "Open the Door, Richard." oring to work Jack Fina orchestra,
Started on the Coast by a Black & new Coast outfit the agency is push'White label recordirig by Jack Mc- ing as a candidate for top rating in
.

manufacturers.

Charlton Publishing Co., one of analysis, expected this week; will
three song lyric publishing depend its future.
groups which are paying major and
However, -those now working out
minor
music
around
publishers
that some$750,000 -yearly for' use of lyrics, is Cosmo's possibilities fael
salvaged. If that is
revising its
contract terms due thing can be
mainly t© the towering sheet sales, found to be true therd is a possiinjected
Charlton, from here on as contracts bility that fresh coin will be
expire, will ask pubs for exclusive into the setup in an attempt to make
deals only and Is reducing to some it run smoothly.
Cosmo's current difficulties are
extent its cash offers for material.
Heretofore,
not not much different from the posiCharlton
has
bothered too much with exclusive tions a much greater number of
deals for the simple reason the lack indies are in at the moment. Apof them «lid not interfere with traleis, parehtly the greatly incre^ised proThat it now wants such arrange- duction achieved in recent months
ments can start laroubie with rival by the majors, with their top stars,
outfits, the Richard Davis firm and has made tremendous inroads on
the welfare of the odd labels. RoyLyle Engel.
alty statements to publishers by virtually every one of the indies have
been steadily declining monthly as
Manie
the major output accelerates. And
few, if any of the indies
Col. Records Directorate there are
who are not behind schedule in payManie Sacks, head of Columbia ments to publishers. All told, the
Records' artist and repertoire depart- coin owed pubs by companies that
ment, was, elected to the company's have already folded and those still
board of directors in meeting la.it in existence amounts to a couple
week in New York. He previously hundred thousand Iron men.
had been named a v.p. ol the organ-

in

Hollywood, Jan.

"

lay Opi

skit.

Current
week will determine
whether Coano Records will remain
trend toward experienced people
in business or pass into the limbo
riding herd on record programs and
which
has
already
claimed a numif a smalt flood 6f Interest in it,
even temporarily, by name maestros ber of the war-born indie disk
will accomplish that end, they're all
for it, they say.

Freddy Martin Looks Set

lidiarllune

leaiK at a little over |40,000 annually.

long evidenced a desire to get into
the music business, has been talking
to Edwin H. Morris,
frior to that
Bregman, 'VoccP
Conn has been
mentioned. Neither is accurate; both

&

companies have
any'telks..'

denied

tinptaatically
'
.

.';

^

-
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Band Dept Ice

^^^^^^^^^^^^1^^

10

Namei Head Of

•

laleheini

Best Sheet Sellers

iWeek tnding Jan. 18)
Shapiro-B
Old Lamplighter
For Sentimental Reason.Duchess
Zip-A'-Dee-Doo-Dah ,Santly-Joy
.Bemick
Gal In Calico, ....
Ole Buttermilk Sky. Burke- VH.
Huggin' And Chal^in'. .Hudson
Santly-Joy
Sooner or Later
Witmarfc
Oh But I Do
World .Singing Song.,..Robbins
I'll Close My Eyes. .... .Maurice
Second 10
. . . .

.

Songs VTith Lsunest Radio Audiences
The fop SO sonsr* of the weefc based on the copvHghted Audience Caverage Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcatt on ^ad^o Networks, Paj,.
bi/ the 0//lce 0/ Research, Inc.

lished

.

Gress

mand

Courtney, second in qom-*

of the Wttliam Morris agency

elevation

Courtney's

to

tlie

out of a new contract.
top for another 30 days, following the
old
original lengthening of' the
agreement from the Dec. 31 expiration date. It holds now until Feb. 28.

«lot of the band department is part
of a plan to makeover and strengthen the department, which has been
Shorthanded in recent months. None
of the existing salesman -Will be

changed, but some will be added
to the near future.
At the mbment, those working in
New York under CotJrtney include

'

Burnham, locations, Phil
Bill
Brown, one-nighters and Milt Berger, band theatre bookings. In Chicago there is Bob Ehlert and in
Hollywood the staff consists of Jack
Archer, Bill Brown and. Pat Eobkins with Archer local head.
Morris move follows closely on
the heels of changes at Music Corp.
of- America, whicli saw Russ PacChine, Lyle Thayer and Jack Whittemore exit from that agency, the
latter occurring only last

vs. ILLINOIS

Meanwhile, there has been no
progress on the writing of a new
contract and no meetings are scheduled between the two factions to
further work toward that goal. So
many of the principals of both sides
choose this time of year for Florida
Vacations that it may be another
three or four weeks before all are
available to sit down on the problem.

Granz Scrams Esquire
Board, Hits Condon For

week.

'Disservice to Jazz'
Norman Granz, producer of the

FOUR PUBS niE sun
NITERY

Chicago, Jan. 21.
Continuing their drive against
Musical copyright offenders, four
music publishers filed suit in Chi
f'ederal District Court against Steve

(Suroei/ Wcete 0/ JTon. 10-16, 1947)

.

SPA/MPFA

Agree
department under Nat Kalcliein since the exit last year of
Willard Alexander, has been given
Songwriters Protective Assn, 'and
complete charge of the division.
Kalcheim,' who has been devoting the Music Publishers Protective
attention to vaude and cafe bookAssn. last week agfeed to exl:end
ings as well as band division affairs,
again the terbs of the expired pact
becomes coordinator of all nitery, between them, pending the worldng
vaude, aiid band selling.
Extension is

toandi

"Jazz at the Philharmonic" units,
who has been pushing jazz music
into key city auditoriums for some
time, took a pot shot at Esquire mag
and his rival jazz promoters, Ernie

Managua Nicaragua,., , ..Encore
Anniversary Song .... . . . i .Mood
P*iord
Sonata
Guilty ..................... IFeist
Girl That I Marry.,..,., .Berlin
Witmark
Rainy Night in Rio
It's

All

Things

Over

We

BMI

Now

.Morris

Did

Crawford
.Simon

September Song
Can't See

Sun

MCA Asb

£^

inieys Action
Hollywood, Janv 21.
Music Corp. of America late last
week asked for and received 20 additional days to file answer to $3,000,000 suit hurled against agency
last month by Larry Finley, who
seelcs triple damages on losses allegedly incurred when he operated
Mission Beach balroom in San Diego
and MCA had an exclusive booking
arrangement with rival terpalace,
Pacific Square.
Finley's legal advisers were quite
willing to grant agency the stay.

ing
outstanding musicians in that field
before recent suit comes up. Appeal
to the sheet a check
made by Finley after he won
Harris, owner of "Hollywood The- for his services on the recent issue, was:
damages againsi; agehc/^last
$57,006
atre Restaurant," Franklin Park, 111. the current jazz scene. It was edited
March, only to have decision' reiiijunction was asked by the pub- by Anderson.
versed
by Federal Judge Paul J,
lishers and $250' damages was sought
Granz's move was based on charges
McCormick,
who ruled, on appeal
by each compariy.
that this year's work was more a
by MCA, that Finley was not specific
Planltffs In the suit and the songs Gortdoii issue thSh a true picture of enough in
showing precise losses
they claim were infringed without
Granz, incidentally, has scheduled suffered because of excfusiye bookJ>ayment are: Shapiro Bernstein, "On a "Jasa at the Philharmopic" per- ing deal.
the Sunny Side of the Street," formance at Carnegie Hall, New
Edwin H. Morris over "It's Been a York, for Feb. 15. It will be a midLong Long Time," Harms Inc., pub- night performance preceded by a
lishers of "Tea" for Two," and Mills matinee show at Philadelphia. Band
Inc., copyright owners of "Truckin." will be flown in from the latter.

and returned

-

HUDDLE ON SINATRA'S

BARTON! lAPOVE

Best

Man

For Sentimental Reasons
For You For Me Forever— f'Shocking Miss Pilgrim". ,
Gotta Get Me Somebody To Love— t"Duel In the Sun"
Guilty ,.
I'll Close

My

...

Morris

Capitol
.Leeds
.Broadcast

a

Oh, But

Do— t"Time,

I

.Vanguard
Duchess
.ChappeU

Feist
..P. Maurice

Eyes...

Good Day
It's a Pity To Say Goodnight
It's All Over Now
Love Is a Random Thing
It's

.

Oh Why, Oh Why, Did

v.

.....Harms
Witmarfc

Place, Girl"
I

Ever Leave Wyoming?...,........ Feist

Old Lamp-I^hter

.....

.....,.........Shapiro-B.

t
..Burke-VH
,
Ole Buttermilk Sky— "Canyon Passage"
...„;... ..i........... .Burke-VH
So Would I
Sooner Or Later— f'SOng of South" ..k,.... ............. .Santly-Joy
.Morris
Tilings We Did Last Summer'
.Dorsey Bros.
This Tirne
Santly^Joy
Uncle Remus Said— t"Song of the South"
................. -Robbins
Whole World Is Singing My Song
...BVC
Winter Wonderland
You Keep Coming Back Like a Song—f'Blue Skies"....... Berlin
Sinatra Songs
You'U Always Be the One I LovOi ........... .. *
SantlysJoy
Zip-a-De-Do-Dah— rSong of South"

songs ore those that did not have enough performance creditt
be included in the top group. They mostly are tune*

Folloioi'Mfli

on the

ijaeek to

rising in popularity.

Anybody's Love Song

,

. ,

.

...

A

At Sundown
Bless
filue

.

.

.

.

.

>

.

.

.

.

.Miller
.Feist

Shapiro

You
Skies—f'Blue Skies"

.Berlin

..

H.Warren

Connecticut
Girl That I Marry, The— *"Annie Get Your Gun"
How Are Things In Glocca Morra—'^"Firiian's Rainbow"
I Haven't Got a Worry in the World
I'll Never Love Again ,.
Managua Nicaragua
My Heart Goes Crazy— f My Heart Goes Crazy".
On the Other End of a Kiss.

Berlin

Crawford
.Williamson

Peer
.Encore

.Burke-VH
......^Beverly

Southern
....Oxford
..Crawford

Rickety Rickishaw Man ....
Rumors Are Flying

September Song

Jefferson

This Is the Night

Advanced
Too Many Times
Bourne
Years and Years Ago
......Paramount
You Are Everything to Me
.Chappell
You Broke the Only Heart That Ever Loved You. .....
G. Simon
You Can't See the Sun When You're Crying.
•

.

. .

, ,

i

* Lsait Musical.

FilnmsiccX

Prank Sinatra, Ben Barton -and
Sanicola have reopened negowhereby the latter two may
buy out Sinatra's interest in the Bar-

Hank

tiations

America's P@rem«»sf Swing Harplsi

OUVEnE
"

:

.

NOW

ton Music catalog. Since the original
dispute between Sinatra and his two
partners has been more or less
smoothed over- and all is friendly,
Sinatra is siaid to be amenable to
giving up his ,one-third interest in
the firm, a course he has changed

MILLER

IN EIGHTH

his mind on quite often. Meetings
are proceeding between attorneys for

WEEK

both

sides.

'

Involved in whatever settlement
will be made with Sinatra for Bis
piece of Barton will be two copyrights, "Nancy," the tune written
about his daughter, and "Put Your

Cafe Society Dowfitown
.New' York

LIHLE DUTCH MILL
FREID-BARIUS

Dreams Away,"
EXCLUSIVE

his theme.
Meanwhile, Sinatra's new music
with Edwin

MANAGEMENT

firm, set in partnership

H. (Buddy) Morriu, titled iSinatra
Songs, goes ahead. It already has
tunes on the "most played" list.

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.
JOE GLASER,
745

Fifth

Ave.,

New

Pres.

"I'll

York 22

PL.

5-5572,

Close

My

Eyes," Peter

Mau-

rice tune, topped previous marks for
air plugs last week, getting 153 shots.

OPENING THE PAGES OF

IS

:

:

:

WITH

i947^^^
BY ISHAM JONES

'MY BEST TO YOU"
Acclmmsd the Swe^^st Song in Years

IGET THE BU(ES

IT

ClicldnginAltbir

Songs with Unusual Audience Appeal

W any

^^^^^^^^

Ydtrii

nm n INWRESJING to tbt the truth of this stj^^meni
RECORIDIN@S ©f BOTH NIIMBIRS ALREADY BMSMmiBa-

;:

:
:

'

'

;

.

......Tt.n.n.n,..,...* t,«. Berlin
By Myself
., i...... ...,..•...«.. T. B. Harms
Among My Souvenirs .<.« .<....
Famous
And So To Bed
.»......,.
Mood Music
Anniversary Song— t"Jolson Story"

i

Time:

Anderson and Eddie Condon, last
Granz resigned from the Lawyers would prefer the calendarweek.
board which annually selects the
of appeal in circuit court here

.

>...Remick
A Gal Ih Calico— f'Time, Place, Girl"
Witmarfc
A Rainy Night In Rio—f'Time, Place, Girl",,,!,,,.*,.,,
All

^PKOFESSIONAl MATEEIAL

r

ON tEQUBT

FpRSTER MUSIC PU&LISHER, INC., 216 South Wsibash Ave., Chicago 4«
(N. Y. Office

1619 groadway)

'

III.

RAINS
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Rodgers^ Passing©
a

\

time"
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ANTLY-JOY. Inc
TOMMY VALANDO,

Gen.

Prof.

M«w

Yctk

}%

1619 Broadway.

Mgc

N. Y*
fee
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«
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Iwas

British B@sl Sleel Sellers

Ever Thus

London, Jan. 10,
Five Minutes More.. Ed. Morris
Victoria
To Each His Own,
Sweethearts ITever Old. .,.S-M».
, , Dash
. Old Lamplighter
.

of our first concerts took place at a girls' school in the south.

One

.

showed up in the morning in order to check the mike, piano,
The head of the concert committee took one look at Jackson and -set a new world record iot the standing back broad jump, He

Bless

floor, etc.

Pretending

'

signalled wildly to nne to join hixn in a quiet corner.
"Mr. Adler," he whispered, "you never told me that your accom*

was

^

a Negro."

done.'
"Well," I said, "the solution

is

very simple.

Let's cancel the con-

cert."

can't

do

"All right,"
IJe

Second 12
Then

Till

In Old Seville.

that,"

I

said,

he repUed, "we have a full house."
"you brood about it for awhile* I'll be

me know your decision later."
called me back in about two hours. "Ifs

at the

Let

Chappell
D. & H.

.F.

.

Anything At

Somewhere

"We
hotel.

Someday You'll Want Me. .Dash
Cox h Box
.Connelly
It's All Over Now
F. D. & H.
Let It"Be Soon
Connelly
Too 'Many Qooks

Dream Again
,

"That's right," I agreed, "nor Would I have thought to mention that
he was white, if that were the case."
"But good Lord, man," he said, "thi.s is the south! You can't have
a white and a colored artist on the same stage together. It just isn't

Gay
Wood
Wood

You
Ydu Always Hurt.

We

panist

Indde StaffTMesbras-Miisac

(Weefc-jEndiwff J«n- 9)

When Draper and 1 did our first concert tour, our accompanist was
He also happened to
J. Calvin Jtackson, who happened to be Negro,
be quite the finest musician that we coiiM find.

Booking of Rudy Vallee into the new Copacabana nltery, Chicago, plus
the preceding run by Jimmy Savo, who opens next week (31) for four
and possibly more weeks at $2,500 per, seems to put an end to any ideas
making it a name band spot.
the Copa, or band bookers, might have had
recent Weeks trying to set
Bookers have been pressuring the cafe
name bands, a&d the spot's owners had been listening intently. Joe Glaser,
and Savo.
Vallee
both
of Associated Booking Corp., booked
Vallee and Glaser }iave formed a partnership that will develop into a
personal appearance comeback for Vallee and expanded activities for
Corp,
<i!«Glaser's Associated Booking
Vallee, it's said, joins Glaser's ABC in an executive capacity and assumes
charge of all radio activities of the agency. Glaser will handle Vallee for
all nitery and theatre personal appearances, and the ultimate aim is for
ABC to include both radio and picture representation for Vallee. Pair will
settle in new Beverly Hills offices, with Glaser establishing his own shop
on the Coast for the first time and Vallee abandoning his long-standing
Hollywood and Vine site.

m

m

.

All. .Macmelodies
in Night.NeW World
.

Mac Cooper, contact man on the staff of Santly-Joy in New York, found
himself ducking a fusillade of bullets fired at him by cops recently. Cooper
had driven maestro Ray McKinley home to his Kew Gardens, L. I., apartment and was standing alongside his car for a rnoment before driving
away when he noticed a guy in plain clothes walking toward him with a
gun in hand. Thinking it a stickup, he jumped in his car and backed down
the strefet Jit full .speed while the cop, a detective, thinking, him a footpad
trying to get away, pumped bullets into his radiator^ windshield, etc'
Followed a lon^ auto chase. Cooper got away, got home and called a
nearby station house. Then it all came out, but not to Cooper's satisfaction. And the cop shooting at him turned out to be one of the N, Y. force's
crack shots.
,

3 Beautiful Words. New World
Sun
Sooner or Later
Stars Will Remember .Feldman
Burnors Are Flying. :F. D^ & H.
.Connelly
Anniversary Song..
For Sentimental Reasons. Leeds
.

he said happily,
the wings so that

all set,"

"you can use Jackson. We'll just put the piano in
he won't be visible to the audience.''
"I've got news for you," I said sweetly, "the format of a concert is
such that the accompanist is in the center of the stage with the soloist.
Look," why don't you just call it oft'?"
"Call you right back," he said gloomily.
He called back and said that they'd decided to let the concert proceed as scheduled. That night I wallied onstage, followed by Jackson.
There were no visible fainting spells in the audience.. The concert
went as the others had gone very well. After the concert ihe usual
number, of "people came backstage to ask for autographs. * I thought
that a few more seemed to ask for Jackson's than for mine or Draper's,

.

.

.

,

Zip- A-Dee'Doo-Da ......... Sun
.... .-Wood
This Is Always.
.

.

.

|

'.

.

MiDs

May Eatde

—

«
but that was the only change.
No punch, is there? Just an ordinary concert. Jackson's subsequent
history is

faii;ly.

interesting.

He

was. hired

away from

us

Songpluggers

by Harry

who makes more money than we do and later was engaged by
M-G-M, who make more than James does.
That's where he is now^^as arranger, pianist and conductor. I used
this yarn in some talks to high school students in Chicago last week
io illustrate what I consider the fundamental democracy of show business.
Generally spealdng, we don't inquire as to racial or national
Larry Adler.
Origin and the only yardstick is, "Got any talent?"

New Man

Hiring

James,

On

Hollywood, Jan. 21.
Mills Music, Inc. and the Music
Publishers' Contact Employees are
going to the mat, probably, as a result of union failure to admit Al
Gannaway as a member. Mills
wauted to hire Gannaway as Coast
plugger, recommended him and saw
that he filed application and posted
initiation
fee three months ago.
'

Broadcast Music, Inc., tackling a show for the first time for one of the
winter dinners to the President, came oft with flying colors Saturday niglit
(in at the National Press Club's annual dinner, Washington, D. C.
M. E. Tompkins, Who handled the chore for BMI, came up with ?d
Gardner and his company; Kathleen Kersting, young Met soprano, who
was shoved in instead of Dorothy Kirsten; Marais & Miranda, Jan August,
Ben Beri, and the Debonairs. Ben Grauer served as emcee. Jane Davis
and the Candlelight Trio furnished music after the dinner. Local production was under the direction of Gene Ford, of Loew's here.
Interesting aspect of the show was that BMI moved in on what had
been a private preserve of ASCAP.

Premiere on CBS Sunday (26) of the Hire's show, "Here's To Ya," will
be a tribute to the late Glenn Miller. Not only will tunes formerly identi.
fled with Miller, such as "Moonlight Serenade" and "Chattanooga ChooChoo," be featured, but three ex-members of his band will be in the
Hire's group. They are Bill Conway, vocal arranger; Trigger Alperf, bass
fiddler, and Bernie Prcvin, trumpeter.

-

After many inquiries, publisher last
week learned via wire from union
headquarters in-N. Y. that Gannaway
drew a thumbs-down: It is first time
within memory on Coast that an
aspirant plugger, with job assured,
has been nixed by organization.
According, to Paul Mills, office
manager here of pub, union advised
that Gaimaway was turned down
on recomniendation of Coast contingent of pluggers. Mac Green,
western regional director of union,
has
withheld
comment,
merely
stating that he personally has not
been informed that N. Y. headquarters had reached a decision.
Miib has its firm lawyer probing
matter further in thV east, seeking
a direct "answer on why Gannaway
cannot get a card. Aecrtrding to organization's by-laws any man hailing from some phase of music industry is eligible for union membership, providing he can show he has a
job waiting. Gannaway IS a' former
small-combo batoneer and lias written a sheaf of songs.

L®@sser Due

KAY DOREY TO MAJESHC

m MX Tt
'

SetllpMfwParSiiBsid;
Saivalori Set as Mgr.
Frank Loesser

is

due in

New York

next- week to activate the music firm

m

being financed and operated

his

behalf by Paramount Pictures' pub-

Boston, Jan. 21.
Ray Dorey, WBZ baritone, signed
a two-year contract with Majestic
Records to disk with Paul BSrron's
orcfe. He'll 'start recording within a
week or two.

Formerly with Benny Goodman,

Dorey is featured on network "Bog.,
ton Tune Party," plus three or four
local .shows.

lishing subsidiaries. LOesser is bringing with him from the Coast Paul
Salvatori, who will be installed in

N. Y. as general professional

man-

under Eddie Wolpin, head of
Paramount music activity. Company IS named Susan Publications

TOP HITS OF

mxmkt

ager,
all

for Loesser's daughter.

Unusual angle of Loesser's deal
with Paramount is that While the
film firm's music subsid will finance
Loesser's baby and operate it on a
full scale for him with staflEs in Chicago and on the Coast, he will eventually own it outright.
Deal calls

for the entire setup, including the
copyrights placed in it, to revert to
him at the end of 10 years. Initial
score on which the new outfit will
headquai-ters of the
work is from Par's "Perils of PaulMPCE explains that in refusing the ine,"
for which Loesser penned three
application of the man preferred, by
tunes.
Mills it was doing nothing more
than following the recommendation
of
the
Hollywood contactmen's
board, headed by Mack Green. This

6REAT POPILAR
STANDARDS

Headquarters Explains

New York

group had turned thumbs down on
the disputed application, presumably
on the grounds that there are seven
or

should come

members.
In such
man, Sob

out of
area and that they
first before any new

cases,
Miller,

the

MPCE

head

acts one way or
other only after the regional
boards have passed judgment. This
is in accordance with the
MPCE's
by-laws.

the

STATUS OF
LA. TO

MUSIC CORP.
KERMIT GOEU Pres
LEO LANGIO'S Ge-^
1650

BROADAAv

NEW VCBK

Z>'^

ON OAKLEY OFFENSIVE
Hollywood, Jan.

21.

Whereas ballrooms here used

to

wage "battles

of bands" for patronage
tryjpg with their attractions and
ballyhoo of them to lure patrons, biz
of late has been so blitzed terpalace
potentates have become cynical and
are. resorting to out-doing each other
'by papering the town with passes.
Hope is that those who amble in on

oaklies
will
fill
floor-space
and
also spend some shekels on grog and

JmS ON

gruel.

NX 1 DOUBT

There is still no definite word as to
whether Harry James is' coming
east 'earlier this year than has been
his custom in the pa.st. Music
Corp.
of America,, which originally expected the leader to hop toward New
York sometime next month is not
certain yet as to just when he might
take off, due, it seems to the fact

HUDSON

Meadowbrook has commenced

giv-

monthly via

tie-

ig out 6,000 ducat's

ups with three drug Chains.

dium

distribs ducats chiefly

Palla-

through

and when Vaughn Monroe
opens on Feb. 4, site will give away
3,000 stubs on opening night to stimmail,

ulate

ing

Casino
G&rdens,
Dorsey's beach spot, is tossprimarily through col-

interest.

Tommy

paper

leges.

that nothing definite in the way
All the hoofing halls are concenof
bookings have been arranged.
trating on disk jockeys. Last holdJames is said to have been offered out was the downtown Avodon, but

Frank Dailey's Meadowbrook and
also to Glen Island Casino, now
operated by Shep Fields. Other dates
are being talked about with the
exception of the Astor hotel, N.
to

Y.,

which James assertedly doesn't want
to play, but so far there is nothing
concrete. As a result, what the Jeader
intends doing
the air.

is

pretty

much ip
-

Product*";

COAST TERPALACES

MPCE members

eight
in that

work

f ro.«

in

late last

week manager Barney Mc-

Devitt broke down, and henceforth
issue
1,000
passes
weekly

win

through jocks.

?V\\\.

copies «nd

>isv

n'-i, ".-lite or phono
KORHH.ei^Ffi, nc'iicr.er,

Through same me-

dium Palladium dispo-ses of 400 stubs
each stanza, Meadowbrook, 600; Casino and Aragon distribute an indeterminate but sizable quota. Jocks
use the ducats as bait in their pattycake contests.

For

arrcmi'jfti.

r.v-

(ii'-j

;6i')

r-.oco.'.fy.
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Thaf Charming HIT from

^'ANNIE GET

YOUR GUN

frv/ng Ber(in%

Bing Crosby % Big Song from Poramowafs

^WUE SIflES'

INTRODUCING A NEW SONG
MAiTY SYMES, DICK ROBEiTSON end FRANK' WELDOM:.

FOR MARCH RELEASE

This

Song

will

bm our Number One Ballad

— and we

sure if will be the
OF THE YEAR
SONG
ONE
NUMBER

MUSIC

C

.way.

-

--^-^

^

New

York
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eludes current Palladium Stand on
Jaeobs, Tommy
Feb. 2
., . Dave
Dorsey's road manager, now running
Coast end of Dorsey Bros, Music Co.
Meadowbrook ballroom, Culver
City, dropped fuU-vi^eek policy and
henceforth will light up Fridiiy
Saturday nights only. Will Gsboi-ne
tees oflf new policy (24»25) for first
four weekends, with Jan Garber
following for like period

nds at Hotel

.

iisic Motes

.

and' Frank Loeaser reappointed Coast
committeemen for Songwriters" Protective Assn. for another term..,.
Jimmy Hilliard, Mercury recording chief, in Hollywood waxing flock of
Coast to
label's contractees....Dave Blum, G.P.M. of Capitol Songs, to
months,
pick new western rop for firm, Ralph Harris, who held spot six
Pipers
shifted to Harms' Hollywood cubicle. ,. .Johnny Mercer and Pied
etched
cut four new sides for Capitol late last week, and Martha Tilton
four
a pair.. .. .Black & White Records now prepping first of series of
"Junior Jazz" albums, waxed by sepia crew headed by Jack McVea, Red
.Jackie
Callender, Howard McGhee, Irving Ashby, Jimmy Bunn and,
Holly
Larry Shayne, N. Y. manager of Beverly Music Corp.,
Mills
firm.
wood confabbing with Dick Haymes and Bill Burton, partners
Shayne also "will huddle with studio chiefs at Eagle-Lion, with which
.Norman Hartford new flack and ad chief for PanBeverlj^ has a tie-up.
Pied Pipers set for "Make Believe Ballroom' pic
Anierican -plattery
for Universalat Columbia. ..Hoagy Carmichael has fa.shioned "Ivy,"
.Jack
InteVnational's forthcoming film. Burke-Van Heusen will publish.
Kapp back in N. Y. after Arizona vacash and Coast visit ...Tex 'Tyler,
the oatuner, coming out with an album for Pour Star Records. ... Sidney
Kornheiser, Burke-Van Heusen gen. mgr. in N. Y., on Coast huddling with
pub's western rep, Bill Sexton.... Al Comparte has siet up as Hollywood
Irving Gwirtz, boss-man at Diamond Records
rep of Ashley Music Co
and Chelsea Music, on Coast looking for disk talent and huddling with Sid
HollyGartr, ex-vaude baritone now repping Chelsea in the west.... In
wood. Herb Wald, though still staying under the Chappell banner, has
shifted over from Williamson to rep T. B. Harms. Deal for Murray Lazar
to handle latter dried up when Lazar reportedly couldn't get together
with Chappell's western chief, Joe Nadell, on salary. With Williamson
pressuring no ditties currently, spot is untenanted.

Wolfe Gilbert,

li,

Sammy Cahn

]

on Rudy Vallee show and close

details of deal with latter, whom
Stuart Foster
he's also handling . .
is to be retained on payroll by TomDorsey after latter's breakup
Tom Rockwell leaving Coast,
.

my

.

Saturday (25), to return to General
Chuck Fos.
Artists h.q. in N. Y.
renewed at New
orchestra
ter
Yorker hotel for another eight
Decca pressing up 250,000
weelcs
.Copies of "Heartaches," old disk by
Ted Weems, as result of stimulated
interest . . . Tony Pastor opened
.

.

.

.

redecorated Rayraor Ballroom, Boston, Friday (17) evening. Spot now
by Charles Schribman . .
Dick Gabbe will hold mariager reins
on all properties though he joined
Harry Roinm's agency as assistant
.... Bob Miller, Music Contact Employees head, to Coast around Feb. 1

.operated

.

'.

.

30,325

4

825

4,425

10

1,175

10,900

Waldorf with Morton Downey.

•

'

Los Angeles

Band, in sixth year, sparli^reddy Martin (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1,B0).
Elliot Lawrence doSt. Louis
ing two days Mich State' College, kling as in first; solid 3,200 tabs.
»uss Morgan (Biltmore; 900; $1-$1.50). Plenty ptinchy with 3,000 covers.
Clyde McFebruary, 14 and 15
Coy at the Oriental Theatre for three
Victor
weeks starting Jan. 30'
Location Jobs, Not in
Lombardo hitting the big and little
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

IMs

.

ones for two weelcs prior to opening

Chicago
JimRuss Carlyle (Blackhawk; '^00; $2-$2.50 min.). Off a little at 4,100.
mie Lunceford doing two stands,
Gay Claridge (Chez Paree; 650; $3.50 min.), New sh6w doing standout
:..;,„•
Fred^ 6,300.
Feb. 7,-8, Univ. of Mich
erick Bros, band department, all
Dick Jurgens (Aragon; $0.90-$1.15 adm.). Dancing tunes- equal- handout beating the bushes for biz with some 18,000,
Sol Klein (Latin Quarter; 700; second show min, $2.50). Ted Lewis revue
Joe Callen oflf to Wichita and Herb
Pauley working out of Lincoln
took this -place by the bootstraps and yanked it up to terrif 5,200.
ASCAPite, penned ."Give, Give, Dorothy Donnegan cutting ..more
Give," official March of Dimes tune. sides for Continental
Billy Bishop
(Lo-t Angeles)
Columbia releasing an album of in for two weeks, Jan. 14 to 27, MuArt Kassel (Aragon. B. Ocean Park 7th wk). Around 4,000 only, despite
Kate Smith Irish Songs concurr^t sic Box, Omaha .... Fletcher Hen- continued smart ballyhoo.
with the beginning of her ciitting derson renewed at the Club' De
Bay Uerbeck (Meadowbrook, B, Culver City, 4th wk). Wound up Sunfor MGM. Baritone Larry Doug- Lisa till April
Jimmy James do- day (19> with no more than 2,000, Spot revetts to weekend policy.
las from WHN (NY) Gloomdodgers ing one nighters in Ohio
Carlos
Bobby- Sherwood (Casino Gardens, B, Ocean Park, 2d wk), ''Younger set
show signed by Signature with first Molina starts at Claridge Hotel, making it their mecca, whicli tilted week to good 7,300.
release scheduled for February,
Charlie Spivak (Palladium, B, HoUywood, 4th wk). Solid 18,000 payees.
Memphis, Feb 14
. Ray Pearl hitting the corn state here and there
until he opens at Crown Ballroom,
Hollywood
Paul,
Feb.
12.
St.
Fio
Ted
layoff,
two-month
After
Mull 'Annual Fee
Johnny "Scat" Davis playing colRito has reorganized here and shifted
lege dates every weekend in the midstyle to strictly sweet, wilh Addles
3§j00§ M. Y. Isktoies
CHICAGO EEF
west during January and February
and a flute featured inll-maii combo.
Chicago, Jan. 21.
...Freddie- Slack doing a string of
New York City, is preparing to
Crew inked into Imig Manor, San one nighters in
Illinois and then into follow other key towns- in slapping
Music Publishers Contact Em.
Diego, for six months, Jan. 28
Tune
Town,
St. Louis, Jan. 28
a license fee on diskboxes as a ployees has appointed for the first
Pee Wee Hunt next, week starts fiveNorman
Pink
leaving
Chicago means of adding to its income. Leg- time a regional director for the Chi
week trek of gigs through South- office of Barton Music^
to take islation is being prepared for place- territory.
west, MCA laid out tour for Red
over Coast office
Bill Samuels ment before the City Council requirNichols, but the trumpeter asked
New rep is Morton Schaffer, atcutting four sides for Mercury
ing a $10 annual license fee from beout as' he wants to continue here at
torney and tax consultant, who has
Bill Harris and Sidney Bechet kick- tween 25,000 and 30,000 diskboxes in
Club Morocco. Hunt was then shunted
been connected with entertainment
Lawrence A/^elk will ing the longhairs at a concert, Jan. the city.
into dates
biz for 30 years,
26
Harding
and
Moss
Trio
with
N. Y. has never before turned its
follow Guy Lombardo at Roosevelt
Schaffer is to be located in the
Margie Fields doing musical honors attention to diskboxes as a means of
liotel, N. Y., opening March 24 for
'in the Glass Hat, Congress Hotel adding to
Other cities Woods Bldg^,
its income.
eight stanzas with options. Band last
.
Paul 'Whiteman giving a Gersh- hava long requited licenses for
.Eddie
week re-pacted by MCA
win
concert
at
the
Opera
House, them, some after protracted legal
Oliver crew set for indef stand at
at

Sherman

Hotel, Jan. 31

.

.

i

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

m

.

,

.

.

,

•

.

.

.

.

f oriined

.

,

.

.

.

.

.
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Jan. 23.

.

Duke

Juke Tax Troposed
Hollywood, Jan. 21.
State Senator Jack Tenney, of Los
Cal.

Ellington plays one-nighter

Savoy Ballroom, Feb, 6

at the

.

.

.

Jack Olsen orch, out of Cleveland,
has opened an indefinite engagement
at the Club Belvedere
Jimmy
.

Spitalny's
(27)

.

.

.

band into Ankara Mon- machines throughout California.
According to Tenney estimates,
and Homer Oehsenhirt
enactment of hi^ proposal would net

into Yogue Terrace Feb. 3. Oehsenhirt closes four-month run at Hotel
WiUiam Penn's Terrace Room Saturday (25) and will be replaced by

all last

summer

.

.

.

.

.

guitarist, joined Buddy Martin
tet at Mercur Music Bar. He's

quar-

Enterprise Pitches To
Diskers on 'Arch' Album

.

.

.

JIMMY MeUmm

.

Shapiro<-Bei[nstein

.

THE BEST INTERNATIONAL

COPYRIGHT SERVICE

VJrtOK

the. state about $5,000,000 annually,
which his bill would earmark for
state hospital fund.

nephinto the Casbah
ew of Whitey Scharbo, veteran
here Thurs, (23) .• .
Most of the
trumpet player with Mark Lane's
band-bookers were out of town digband at Club LuMarba
Baron
.
ging dates last week. 'William MorElliott follows Tominay Carlyn into
ris' Jack Archer
and MCA'S Bud
Bill Green'fi Jan. 31 ... Harpist
Overbeck vying in Las 'Vegas; MCA's
Eames Bishop and GAC's Dick Web- Marian Berger was dropped at Carousel, Jackie Heller's nitery, which
ster made rounds in San Francisco
is installing its own Muzak equip, Charlie Spivak wiU make a short
ment to play intermission music.
for Universal right after he conSaxman Archie Towtte Tarshis
joined Buddy Martin at Mercur
Music Bar, cojivertihg outfit from
trio to quartet ,. . . Ellen Foley .quit
Howdy Baum's orchestra io vo-

Hugh Hudson's band

lefsPutOur

Angeles, late last week introduced a
bill to tax jukeboxes and pinball

.

Anita O'Day pacted for platters
by Signature .
Bobby True aggre- Marty
Gregor, .who played that spot
gation set for five months at Tallyall of last season
Frapk Scharbo,
ho, Catalina Island, opening May 30.
.

Th« Baliad Hsf f@r 1947

disputes.

Pittsburgh

Wilson has
. , . Gerald
day
a septet here for hitery dates

Nick Cochrane crew into Larry
Potter's today (Wed.) foi^ indef stay
.

.

.

Trio played spot

'

MMES SCHAFFE

.

.

./.foil.
Mmic

MPCE

HRST

,

LIKE

.

.

.

.

fcs

.

.

.

RoUnders

E¥III*T|¥
I
#m W W I

.

.

.

Top Tunes for Your Books
An All-Time Fa&orite

.

.

.

I

at

5,275

Chicago

.

Bill McCune band opened at
,
.
.
.
,
Ribert E. Lee hotel, Winston-Salem,
.. Bud
Freeman to head
N. Y. .
jazz trio leaving for Rio De Janiero Mocambo, .starting Monday (27)...
Jerry Wald's new crew, now sweet. Columbia
dub booking Feb. 16
Pictures signed 15-year old Lita ened vifith fiddles and sans erstwhile
Torris, coloratura, for short' with jump, going into Giro's for run, FriDon day (24) ... Johnny White, vibes,
George Towne's orchestra .
i
McGrane due into Stevens hotel, has quit Benny Goodman's airshow
Chicago . . . John Redmond, orchestra to concentrate on own
foursome, which debuted here at the
,

Show

U»is

39,975
9,400

Clyde McCoy (Boulevard Room, Stevens; 550; $3-$3,50 min.). Final week
revue a good 3,800.
Joseph Sudy (Walnut Room, Bismarck; 465; $2.g0-$3.50 min.). New show
Fair 3,300.
off 500 on the turnstiles.
Cl»ude Ttaornhill (Panther Room, Sherman; 950; $l,50-$2.50 min.). Tliomhill replaced Calloway Friday and! ha^ a comfortable 5,000.
Griir WHUams (Empire Room, Palmer; 650; $3-$3,50 min,).
Dorothy
Shay, Barrys and Acromaniacs very pleasing 4,500,

his way to
coast with a string of dates . . . Jack
Fina set for Chase Hotel, St., Louis.
March 14 and then into Palmer
Frankie Carle
House, March 20 . ,
doing a one nighter, Jan. 21 at the
Trianon . ... Sunny Dunhan) in for a
week starting Jan. 21 at Tune Town,

.

.

2,450
2,000
1,450
2,375

Ihe Upbeat

In

New York
Joe Glaser to Coast over weekend
to attend Ruth Ettng's first broad-

.

Indicates Floor

'Jotitl

Week On

of winter

.

"Tommy Tuckel' working

.

Coven

(400; $2)
8
(500; $1-$1.60).
Yorker (400; $1-$1,50), ........ 3
.11
Roosevelt (400; $1.50-$2)

Dick Jurgens doing a string of one

Nagel one nighting through territory
.
during February and March
.

B.O.'s
Mi»y«4
14

New
Chuck Foster
Guy Lombardo, .,
Ray McKinley..,. Commodore (400; $1-$1.50)
Johnny Pineapple .Lexington (300; $1-$1.50)
'

.

cast

mM
Waldorf

Jimmy Dorsey... Pennsylvania

nighters until Feb. 19 when he opens
at the Oriental Theatre .... Freddie

.

.

Emil Coleman'...

Cliicago

m
m

.

Ban,!

.

.

Enterprise
to

,

Productions is trying
Decca, C^olumbia

signed to plug the picture.
incorporated into projected layout
would be two songs chirped by Ingrid Bergman, co-star of film. These
vocals, one in Russian, one in Italian,
would be star's first excursion on
disks,
Included in package also
%ouId be two dramatic sequences
calize
for Homer
Ochsenhii't at from soundtrack, reniflefed by Miss
William Penn's Terrace Room ... Bergman and Charles Boyer, plus
Allen Craig, former trumpeter with two sides devoted to Louis (3ruenChuck Foster, here organizing bis berg's score for the film
own 14-piece dance band
,
Al
.
DiLernia, on accordion, has gone
with Latinaires at Hollywood Show
Bar
Baron Elliott's orchestra
.
follows Tommy Carlyn into 5111
Green's Jan. 31 . . Art Farrar, back
from coast after nearly two years,
hurriedly got a band together for

tAWRENCE

i-'wifh mere te follow

—

PAUIL-PIONEER MUSIC CORP,
16^7 Br

Aiwayi

interest either

RCA-Viotor in releasing an
"Arch of Triumph" four-sided album, which primarily would be deor

CHARUf SPIVAK
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Reaction Phenomenal

viQ^ooN, W.C2., ENGiAND
^

run at Club Belvedere
Herman Middleman gave up the
Hotel Henry job ^o concentrate on
indefinite

his

.

.

from loncFon Office

or /American Representative

six-piece outfit at Carousel,
his brother-in-law, Jackie
Billy Catizone's contract
.

Heller

.

,

Green Acres extended for another
three months .
.
Tenor Wtlehael
Strange beading lour-piece crew
at swanky new private club in East
at

.

Liberty.

FHILIP
,1.1

F.
Wsst

BARBANELL
42nci Street

NEW YORK

.

.

.

18

Show

Ru.%eH Markert, producer at the
Radio City Music Hal!, N. Y., has
been signed to produce the new edi^
of "Skating Vanities."
Roller

tion

is

BORNTOBEBLUE
By MEl^ TORME and ROBERT WELLS
Rtcordcd by MEL TOltMl

0« MUSICRAFT

Mafkerl's Roller

show

SOLD OUTI

.

owned by

Full Particulars

.

,

Street

set to

preem in

AugiLst.

No. 3t1U^th*rs t© Foltow

STEVENS MUSIC
1619 Broadway^
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COi^^^^^

U
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'

BARTON MUSIC CORPORATION
MACK MARTIN,

CHICAGO

Prof.

Mgr.

1619 Broadway,
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York 19, N.
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Wood, who precedes him on the bill; classy looker, she socks with her
and he:is also strong in silent pwito; •talents. Shgndias « ©sicb and zest to

town, they just don't seem to have

Igit

Cliib

Carnival, N. \'Nicky Blair presents "Jerkz-Beze.rk" starring Ols6n & Johnson and
Beamce. Kay, with Salicl Puppets,
YupTirie Adair, James Allison, Paul
June
Twins,
Blackbuxn
Cavett,
Johnson, Andrew Ratousheff, Ernest
SWnnon Dean, Billv
D'Amato,
YouYtg, Charies S'enrta, Patricia Bosso,
Michael
Shorty Renna, Mason Curryl
JSdtBOrds, Corinne & Tito Valdes,
Eddie Franklin, J. G. Olsen, CliffCrist, Line and Showgirls. Devised
and staged by John Murray Anderson- costumes, Thoiiios Becher; settings, Robert Davison; music, Henry
Sulliuan; lyrics, Ira heff;' dances
staged by Richard Barstow;, orchestra under direction of John McMonus; Mortv Keid's Orch; orchestrations, John McManus and James
minimum

_

m

need
neea
the
not necessarily fmd favor
nightclub, and that's somethmg that
Ole Olseh and Chic Johnson must
more
the
out
in
found
certainly have
been
have
they
that
years
30
than
But
partnered in show business.
here at the Carnival the veteran
cornics are doing bits of business,
with all their usual 'madcap fol-devery
rol, that nitery patrojjs could
Their zanyeasily find offensive.
Isms, by and large, are not especially
<:Qnducive to proper digestion for
Which creates the thought
diners.
that maybe the corner druggist is
the unbilled star of this show. He
can, at a moment's notice,' supply the
bicarbonate.
/
Olsen and Johnson' are bywords on
Every
all the circuits' of America.
'gesture, every quip is replete, with
„r,
What
ji

11
tii<. theatre
thfntrp
go i« the
will
.

'

m

Reviews

,

.

Xqllver; $2.50

enough dough to visit all niterles.
singer to a recM-d ol
mime of
If the recognized draw of the Joey
"Glory Road."
Adams setup doesn't brinf* them in, Paul Robeson singing
Miss de Wood has a warm connothing will. For in the author-comic
commercial today as yesteryear, and the club has a lad who knows prac- tralto which would be more xppresiated a she postured less. It is notthe O-J brand ol that commodity, in tically all of the spenders in town.
many respects, has a basic element
Opening night, the room was flUed able that it is these postures wh'Ch
It's hammer-onPupi Campo, the per- bring down the house when Corey
of laugh-getting,
to capacity.
the-head stuil, not a letup for a sonable orch-batoneer. paces the imitates them a few minutes later.
The songstress goes best in an ensecond—gal lookers in scanties, old- show with his Latin rhythms, then
includes^ "It
chasing
Johnson
time Waokouts, Chic
introes Adams, who purveys his core medley which
the dames, props that are frequefttly standard stories for a good measure Had to Be You," "Embraceable You"
and "Coax Me" in which she gets the
sugg-jstive of that which they are of laughs.
not.
The puckish guy then brings on diners to sing with her. Earlier
,
All this, and Beatrice Kay, too. And Pat Rooney who clicks with fhis numbers include "South America
Winds up in bit with Take It Away," "To Each His Own"
the yet' trouper comes pretty close to dancing.
stealing the play 3v.'«y froto the top- Adams that gets him a solid sendoir. and "Babalu."
Surprise of the show is a young
Her songs of the gay
billed pair.
Ex-pug Tony Ganzoneri comes on
'90s are just as clicko in the gayer for his foolery with Adams anent dance team, James and Beverly PayShowmanship—that's what it diction, ring history and thesp ambi- see, whose smooth ballroom tech'40s.
tions—none of it changed, and all ot nique bring them top applause. They
IS, and Miss Kay can really belt out
Winds up with the do two fine numbers to "'Clair de.
those tunes with a brand of selling it still funny.
that remains an object lesson for the impreshes of Robinson, Gable among Lune" and "All the Things You
newer crop of would-be chantooseys. others, with that' laugh-gettJng trick Are" and wind up with a hot jazz
Definitely a
She really has to beg off— an act that of straying into the Little Caesar finish for variety,
sprightly act.
'em whatever the medium. talk.
boffls
,
„
Another dance act, Ted Taft and
Only change in the Adams-Canradio, theatre or nitery floor. And
zoneri-Plant combo seems to be with the four Debutantes, is woven in
she's proved herself in all three.
.^^
^^^^
^
Otherwise,
it's
a
long bill of the big bary He'* essaying a softer and out of the bill, opening and clos
many people. The Salici Puppets delivery on his 'Vocals now. Perhaps ing the show with its third number
have a few moments of their ever- a bit too soft for his robust.appear- tucked in between IJIiss de Wood
sock stuff. Yvonne Adair handles ance. Utilizes the new delivery in and Cor-ey. Ted Taft and Debs holdproduction tunes neatly, Corinne and "September Song" and "I Hum a over but oiTer new numbers and
Tito 'Valdez do an applauserwinning Waltz,'! theh socks with full voice costumes.
interpretative dance, Michael Ed- values in the "Porgy and Bess" medBob Simpson Orch cuts neat show
wards is a good-looking, effective ley. Encores with Adams in "Sonny and also clicks in couple, selections,
production baritone, the male Black- Boy" satire.
_
"Time On My Hands" and "SeptemClosing bit with Plant, Canzoneri ber Song."
Lowe.
burn Twins are at least handsomelooking and energetic in their hoof- and Campo earns the heaviest laughs

the procfeeamgg that make her presence felt long after she's left the
stage. The finale with the Beatrice
Kraft dancers is class stuff. Miss
Kraft and her male aides had them
pounding with tlieir artfully devised
East Indian head and arm moving
routines.

Production wise, Betty Heather, a
smart-looking blonde who handles
the songs in top style; Ray Malone,
-

who

And

there's a host of lesser per-

for

the

wrote"

comic.
afterpiece

min.

got

yocks

I
via

,

.

By
goers
it

buy for. Chi nitery
shbw that •gallops at a

far the best
is this'

fast pace,

'

Pseudo—"then

Chicago, Jan. 15,
Lewis, GeraVdine DuBoi!!,
White, Slroy Peace, Mack

Triplets, Corwi'W Sisters (3), Line
(14) , Bud&y Shaw Orch (13); ?3-$3.50

.

formers assisting Olsen and John-

with Ted Lfeivis^parking

throughout.

Lewis tells 'em in song, "I'm Still
Going Strong," and it would be
pretty tough to give him an argu-

Colonial, ll'wood, Fla.

Campo's dead-panning (and almostMiami Beach, Jan. 18.
ment.
J
Joe E. Lewis with Austin Macic,
John Murray Anderson has staged, scene stealing), plus antics of Plant
Plenty of gals, with the room's
and there are few who can direct and Canzoneri. It all adds up to a Jon^ Froman with Andy Ackers, own ponies and showgirls v/ho fill
a sprawling performance such as healthy, entertaining hour ol nitery Borrah Minevitch Harnwnica Ras- most of the small stage to good adcals featuring Johnny Puleo, Miriam vantage in thr«« pro4uction numthis with the flair of the veteran .show..:
Campo's unit cuts show neatly LaVelle, Beatrice Kraft Dancers (Z), bers, and a couple of sister teams of
director, '"he girls are beauts, and
that goes for ponies, showgirls as and has thein crowding the floor Kent Edwards, Betty Heather, Ray singers and dancers.
The niftiest
hary.
Malaria, Line (18); Harry Qool Orch, looker is Oeraldine DuBois. who
well as the supports to O-J. And for the. rhumba seshes.
Dacita Orch; produced bu George clicks when singing, strutting or
Henry Sullivan and Ira Leff have
the showmanship of their years in written a couple of tunes that are
Wood; staiJea by Lew KessUr' music playing straight to Lewis' comedlKT. Y.
Msrtlsiiqpie,
a
making
they're
But
rebusiness.
the
particularly
and
the'
lyrics by Robert Wrifiiht .ond antioB.
quite hummable,
Al Bernie, Ronnie & RaiA Robert George Forrest.
mistake in using such props as dead prised "Carnival Cocktail." Kohm..
(Paul 'White, sepia lad, registers
De Lisle, Ernte Stuort Orch, Afarcerats and an unmannerly cow, plus
vyith his. muggmg and comic song,
Itno Guerra Orehi $3,50 Wiwiwum.
creating the ghastly illusion of Chic
Current production here is too "Is Everybody Chilly?"
Johnson with one. hand e«t off and Woil|gwoo(I BiMsiii^ M. IT.
much
even for the bigger rooms
Swift tumbles and twirls provided
Dario and Jimmy Vernon are ap- around Miami that feature top names. by the Corwin sisters
(HOTEL W/ XDORF-ASTOKIA)
hfs body conuRletely coverea with
while chained
threes
along
with
the
going
Morton Downey, Emit Coleman parently
blood as part of one blackout.
For this l.OOO-seater, with the aid of together at the ankles rate applause
act sans production policy tmtU bet- the big grosses from the tables, can which
Where was Nicky Blair during and Mischa Borr Orchs; $2 couer.
grows louder when the
curThey're
street.
hit
the
ter
times
operbook in any'collsction of toppers and chains are removed for some fancy
the rehearsals? No nightclub
talent are still rently handicapped in finding suitShowmanship
and
unless
he
this—
permit
not worry about losses. The spot last somersaults and spins.
ator should
The Mack
common denominators in able headliners inasmuch as the season
ieels that he would diveit the pa- the basic
in well over $2,»00,00O. Triplets, in vocal about radio comshow business, ani his approximate name-buying competition from the And thetook
tton's attention froffl the food for
show installed for the sea- mercials, do well, and really cook on
quarter-century of performance has Florida boites and the larger cafes son's real beginning is the
one or more reasons.
most ex- "Irish Lullaby."
these at- is proving too great at the moment.
For the out-Of-towners there is failed to take the edge offDowney
pensive
to hit here since the TuckerPeace
Elroy
comes
into
the
picture
got
Martinique
La
is
Time Was when
much, however, in this show to tributes wherein Morton
promising newcomers at showcase Riohman-Ted Lewis days at the several times as he pairs with White
garner laughs, though the Broadway concerned.
Royal Palm* in i)re- war days.
for some soft shoe co.medy work
sweet-voiced, salaries. But the day when perform
the
Remember
sophisticates would be inclined to
Joe E, Lewis is in better form than thai gets Over for top returns.
ers of the type of Danny Kaye,
the
of
'20s, a kid
tenor
baby-faced
obtoo
comics
as
brush off the zany
While everyone is waiting for the
rocked 'em with -those Danny Thomas, Dick Haymes, and ever. All his material is new outside
vious. But there's no pretense that who really
good in. the of "Please, Mr. Truman." He gravel- peanut wa^on to come into view,
This is a Irish ballads and lullabies? Well, others who first made
this is for Broadwayites.
girth bigtime in La Martinique* at salaries voices a fresh line of chatter and spe- Lewis tells you all about "his famshow for the hinterlanders, obvi- the boy has grown older, the
so
has under four figures, has long since cial material that has the hep mob ily," during which time you are to
and
expansive
ously, and the Carnival remains one more
howling.
learn
Coming
on
bofiE
that his mother is Sophie
a
recepto
passed.
for presentation. The
of the lures for New York visitors, Downey's flair
Until La- Martinique gets perform- tion, 'comedian purveys his plaints of Tucker and his dad is none other
isn't as sweet, maybfe, nor the
especially in the wake of the great voice
ers who'll fill up the place, its dis- his gal who wants "20% More Love" than Joe E. Lewis, while his grandword-of-mouth engendered by the timbre so vibrant, but when a tenor plays will
his income tax problems with the father is, yes, Harry Richman. Lewis
comparatively weak
be
an
for
almost
an
audience'
hold
can
Milton
headliner,
bistro's previous
liour with as varied a repertoire inasmuch as there's no applause from ttfpper 'It's Deductable," then zanies doesn't do mttch of his stock stuff
Berle.
a series of laughs on how to make
(Continued on page 52)
empty tables
Here is a^show replete with corn, as one. could possibly ever hearObservations on his
Its current topliner, All Berne, re- an indie pie.
selling.
Esthat's
and this isn't said' in any manner of then, brother,
cently had a chance to demonstrate horse-betting are followed with a
Corn remains as pecially selling to as hep an audi- that
disparagement.
he can make good in gigantic satire on the current craze for the
ence as that which attended
Downey's opening night last Friday. spots, when he played tlie Roxy French glamour boys. Hot segjience
reception of is "There's An Awful Lot of SSlsies
Stork Club or Roxy Bar and Grill- theatre. Diflference
Downey remains equally as palata- this comic is the fact that there were in Brassieres," The bo-ws cOme fast
people in the theatre, and a handful after that One and he could stay on
ble.
At the preem performance of his at the cafe. Bernie is a clever chap all night.
Lewis follows the sock turn of
material and a willing
Waldorf date, Downey, with a self- with freSh""''-"
'"
'" panic
full Jane Froman.
a
NIftily gowned she
accomp at the piano, must have delivery who could
done at least 40 numbers, and they house. His takeoffs on varied comics comes on a black stage, with the
included everything— oldtime pops, and radio commercials have a differ- lights hitting her. Zings into "It's a
For All Brancbss of fiseatricots
ent slant. He also does a satire on (Sreat Life,"^ theft blends stint with
Irish folk songs, current pop hits
FILES
FUN-MASTER
all mixed up with a change of pace the "Men of Distinction" liquor ads, a varied selection of class arrangeHas. 1 thru 20 @ $1.00 eocli
that found him forced to beg away. and i series of satires on femmes. ments,
among them "Septem'ber
(Nos. 21 thru 25 Ready Soon)
Emil Coleman's orch and Mischa He- would do well in an audience Song," "Coffee ip Brazil," "What Do
Latin outfit are, as usual, containing 'more staytips.
They Do in Rjo," and "Closing Num"BOOK OF BLACK-OUTS" Borr's
Hest of the show has Ronnie and ber Blues." It's class song styling all
HAPPY TIMIS ft JOLLY MOMINTS
still selling danceable music to the
3 Vols. @ $20.00 Per Vol., or
Ray, a youthful and energetic terp the way with the patrons begging
««n.
Beadinsr, Vn.
Kahn.
customers,
Smt, Sl-xV>b. S Bayoime
twain with jitterbug and rhumba for more.
$50.00 for 3 Vol«.
oIb.s MA'me BOSBN
versions in tap.. They're both comThough
in
okay
their
spot,
the
FK-c OTIocb,
"BOOK OP PARODIES"
petent dancers with the male ^getting Harmonica Rascals
don't
go
well
too
Miami Beach, Jon. 18..
10 S«ck PorodiM l»r $10,00
the edge in that department. Femme here.
Johnny Puleo is still a laughJoey Adams, Mark Plant & Tony has a tendency to accent sex, which
getter with his panto-antics, but the
TO MASTER
Bargaim in Toy* and Novelties suitable
Canzoneri, Pat Rooney, Pupi Cornpo detracts from the fresh impression
rest of the group seem out of place
Orch; $'l.50-$3 -min.
THE CEREMONIES"
the team strives for. They're okay
for Baiaari, Fain, Carnivalt, Itc.
and their harmonica making isn't
(Hnw to Be an BnK'ee)
for class spots.
exactly Of the best.
Somehow the
One of the smarter rooms around
Robert De Lisle (New Acts) is a
$3.00 Per Cftp y
NOVELTY
town, this operation has been in box- singer who does better with vigorous act hasn't the zest and pace it had
No r.ft.B.'s on any material! If »n
when Minevitch himself led the
office doldrums, despite a policy of numbers than with the slower tunes.
"*
rout«. aln:^ send permanent aildregs.
CORPORATION
group.
Along
class, intime entertainment.
Jose.
Miriam La 'Velle's acro-spins and
PAULA SMITH
»
with other spots in the same caliber,
J.
33i Montgomery St., Jersey City,
dancing are in the finer vein, A
they can blame ofifish-blz on the fact
200 W. S-ftii St., New York 19, N.Y.
C'lnl» f airo. Wash.
that, though there are people in
son.
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K,atln <|iiai*tei', Clii
Ted
Paul

.

ing.

on dance, and Kent Ed-

.

'

'

who

vocals the Wright-Forthe well-staged
rest lyrics, plus
routines given the chorus and showgals round out the top setup.
All
of it adds up to the most lavishly
staged and. expensive setup current
here. Harry Cool and his unit cut
a neat show, while Dacita and her
rhumhaists get the hip-swingers on
in large numbers for the interim
seshes.
Lary.

;

-

dittoes

wards,

m

COMEDY
PATTER
©A©

STEVE EMA^S

I

Miami

"HOW

SINMR

(HOTEL TOVRAINE)
Washinptofi, Jan. 15.
"Professor" Irwin Corey, Lorraine de Wood, James & Beverly
Paysee, Ted Taft & Debtttontes (5);
Bob Simpson Orch (7); min. $3

MAXINE

SULLIVAN

Asia Svenn and Seimtor Jikish
BOWERY, DlTROIt (2ND WIIK)^^
©ANNY ©iAHAM
(M.CA.)
Chicago

weekdays, $3.50 uieefccnd.
Current

show

moves

along at
not compare
with some the Cairo has racked up

medium

far. y^r.t

'

.

gait but does

in the past.

VILLAGE

VANGUARD

HEW YORK

'

/

,'

Topping the bill is Irwin Corey
whose stuttering, disjointed monolog
occasionally goes beautifully and
then again falls flat. Corey is some
little

HOW

time warming house up, but
His psychiatry

finishes very strong.

chatter has some good latighs, but
he does best with mimicry. Hijs top
bit is an imitation of Lorraine de,

(Indefinitely)

MIRIAM SEABOLD
H*l4 0vfr LATIN
'
.

^OAmR, BOSTON-^th

Mana^»msnl:

M0IRICK

WmIc

B80S.

THE FONTAINEIS
OPENING THURSDAY/ JANUARY

-

.

TjHANKS TQSIWST PIERMONT

mLLRQCW

2m^^^^

N. Y.

-iALANaNG'',;

DIRiaiON^gNGIK cmd TISHMAN

M Mwm
We^esday,

Januarjr S2,
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iL
15G Budget For
HVoodi Copa's Preeiii Boitfaces,

Proser's

to

Ejoin das. Yates

Monte Proser

attempting to get
a show, cost ol which will exceed
$15,000, for the preem of the Holly-

New York court of appeals in af
no-opinion decision, last week, .upheld the lower court's decision denying Frederick Bros, an injunction to
prevent 'Charlie Yates from working
of
for any other agency until terms of
Hartford; Jan. 21.
the 10-year pact in eJBEeet between
Payment of some $1,500,000 to
FB and Yates had been completed.
*rhe court decision ends the year estates and victims of the 1944 cirold battle to force Yates, now with
ci
fire holocaust has been authorJoe Glaser's Associated Booking
Superior
Court J*udge
Agency, to return to FB. At outset ized by
of the legal tifle, Frederick wop the Charles
Will be
J, JiIcLaughlin.
nod in the N. Y. supreme court. equivalent Of a 37%% dividend to
Decision was reversed in the ap-

RinglingEaP^ysOff

Kre Qaims

371%

wood

editioil of

and

pellate division,

elaithants."

latter decision

Proser is currently dickering for
Joe E. Lewis and Xavier Cugat band.
Carmen Miranda has alre.ady been

largest talent buyers on Broadway
once those two cafes are opened.
Vanity Fair, which opens Jan. 30,
will spend around $15,000 weekly,
while the Zanizabar, opening of
which is set for Feb. 5, will shell

,

possible

hy

it

of

A

Nitery

Ekiuoip

Sa& Seattle

.

Keeps Mardi

a
contract witli Frederick Bros., and
three years.

left that fiirm after

itely off.

The

Report had

Olympic

Bowl,

only

hotel

is feeling the pinch, with
good biz now only on Saturday
nights. Hotel spot serves set-ups
only; no food, no beer nor wine, so
there is no way to offset drop in
attendees. Bowli, like other sPots,
feels competition of private clubs
keenly. 'These clubs have bars and

night club,

Block

& Sully Re-team

Block and Sully have been reteamed for a date at Loew's State,
N. Y., Feb. 6. Jesse Block of late
has been doing a single.
Jackie Gleason has been set for
State

following
double from the

bolstered by these services. There
are two downtown clubs, the Town
and Country and Magicians Club,
which are typical night clubs, offering dancing, dinners and floor shows,
perhaps the only ones in the country. Attendance is strictly limited to
members and guests, but fees are
not high and one member can take
a party, so nitery operators moan
about "unfair" competition.

Parodies.! Speeiol Songs! Bifs!
Drniv from our library, one o( the
largest,
most coiniirelieaslre In
Showbiz!
1047 Catalog jhlEB!
BxvluslTe material oni' specialty!

&

J.

H.

it

that Fiiikelstein"

selling.

was

people are planning huddles to work
out an overall plan by which a gen«
eral reduction can be made in cafe
prices.

Members

of the

group,

none of

whom

will be quoted, say that all
concerned are worried over the. de-

business and
feel a widespread drop in tabs wil^
act as a" shot in the arm for attend-

cent

slide

in

nitery

ance at local boites. Reported inout around $8,000 weekly.
volved in the move are nsusicians
Contracts with the Mills Bros., at union people, currently most alarmaround $2,600 weekly and ^Eddie ed at their own drop in dernand.
Heywood's orch, for the Zanzibar Booking agencies report an unpreceshow, are expected to be closed this dented call for ismall cocktail units
and single song-and-piano acts,
week.
,

Vanity ?air'js layout will have where ba^ids were booked before.
Bonifaces have made clear, howGertrude Nieseh, Jan Murray, Hal
LeRoy, Boyd'Baeburn's orch, Donita, ver, that they can't lower prices unand Nelle Fisher. Donn Arden will less union people are willing to make
a
similar reduction. Local 802 has
do the production.
been reported mulling such a move

Fla. Cafes

for the past few weeks but haven't
been able to figure a way to lower
rates without losing face. Result is
that other labor .organizations involved in niteries probably will be
called into the meets in an effort to
malce pro rata deductions all the

Begin

To Repeat Ac

way down the line without hitting
one more than any of the others.
Scarcity Of name attractions for Then, if business pops back up to
Florida cafes, despite its brief 10- .previous levels, wage scales will
week season is seen by the fact that move accordingly.
At present the confab is still in
Miami Beach spots are repeating
headliiiers and are using names that the talking stage, but will become an
have played other cafes in the area. actuality if the biz slide doesn't stop,
Jackie Miles has been re-signed to
play the Beachcomber following
current stand of Martha Raye. Miles
ST.
wound up an engagement there two

MUTED BY

SWING

weeks

ago.

Jane Froman, current at the Colonial Inn at nearby Hallendale,
Fla., has been signed for the Latin
Quarter, Miami Beach,

March 2i.
was con-

Practice, until recently,
fined to, non-n£une talent,

whom

many

of.

played the round of minor

However, inability of talent
agencies to supply *a continual flow
of fresh b.o. names, is causing the
to
operators
repeat talent that
clicked previously during the sea-

cafes.

son.-,

'

MLLE. BOYEK'S CAFE DATE

Lucienne Boyer, French singer,
IMardi Gras has inaugurated a new
entertainment
policy
which has signed for Cafe Society Uptown,
Eigen interviewing
Jack
guests N. Y,, \§ due to arrive In, the United
the spot and proceedings States Jan. 31 on the S. S. America.
broadcast over WINS, N. Yi
She opens feb. id at $2,5(J0 weekly.

from

UCKOFJIHERBUGCOIN
New

York's famed 52d street,
which incubated name bands and
has been the showcase of nUhierous
swing stylists, currently presents the
saddest facade since beginning of
the war. Several spots haven't beea
able to weather the post-New Year
slump and have given up, and most
bistros are feeling the pirtch ofshorter takes since war work isn't
providing the jitterbugs with lush
spending money.
The street Was further decimatgd
by a fire at Kelly's Stable, last weeft
which closed the spot.
Other casualties on the lane include the Onyx club which is now «
straight eatery, and 1}ie Swing Qlub,
converted into a liquor package
"

shop.

,

week (13). He'll can serve mixed drinks and operate
iMamond Horseshoe. slot machines, hence revenue can be

*

>r

Viewing the current faint recovery
of nitery business as a temporary stopgap, a group of A^'M
heads, bonifaces, and band business

moves

T®p Siiget Shows. For'
Joe Howard and Carl Erbe, who'll
operate the Vanity Fair and the
New Zanzibar, N. Y., will be the

a check for
from the earnings of the
Eingling Bros.-Barnum & Bailey
The last of fee USO-Caniip Shows
circus last year, the biggest year
entertainers in Europe arrive ia the
Totaled
that employment contracts between financially in its history.
United States tomorrow (Thursday)
an agency and its personnel are no with some $536,000 the receiver has on the Army transport Geh. Hollonger enforcable because of this on tap, the total disbursement will brook, which for this trip
has been
come to over the million and a half tabbed by the GIs working on the
It's pointed piit that the case
suit.
first dividend payment of
gives legal direction to any agent mark.
sailing the "S. S. Showboat." Venture
who wants to lepve an agency with 25% appEOJtimate I $1,000,000* Total labeled by the Army "Operation
claims on the circus amount to $3,- Curtaincall" represent
v/hdm he has a contract.
200 performHowever, attorneys claim the way 912,000.
ers, approximately 17 Units. Units
is still open for Frederick Bros, to
are hot complete inasmuch as several
collect monetary damages in a civil
have previouisly been returned to the
It's pointed out here that the
suit.
United States.
court decision would weaken the
Camp Shows activity in the EuFrederick Bros, case considerably,
ropean Theatre of Operations ceased
but despite that, if Fredericks canDec. 30, because of USO shift from
prove that its business has been
the
ETO to the Pacific. The Army
damaged by Yates' departure, he
felt that sufficient recreational famay be able to collect.
cilities existed in' the ETO to comIn this ease, Frederick could also
pensate for withdrawal of USO
Seattle, Jan. 21.
sue Joe Glaser if it could be proved
Local night clubs have been hard units. Organization which disbands
that Glaser induced Yates to breach
at the end of 1947 will concentrate
the pact. Music Corp. of America hit by the Slump, with biz at its
on the Pacific area and hospital
could also be a party to an action of
lowest ebb in 10 ye^rs, iaccording to shows.
this type inasmuch as Glaser's ofrecently was partially local liitery operators. Downtown ^ Much of the USO-Camp Shows
fice, until
work in the ETO will be assumed by
owned by MCA.
clubs that strve only beer and winfe
The injunction aspect of the case, have been ttie; hardest hit, but the Army, which is now on a proby last week's decision, is definitely straight dance halls and highway gram of recruiting civilian actress
technicians (CATS) who will help
ended inasmuch as no point of conde- stage Army-planned entertainments.
stitutional law is involved and con- night spots are also feeling the
sequently cannot \go to the V. S. crease in business. Biz at smaller Setup in Army's film buying is also
seiBn as conipensating for the withSupreme Court.
to 75
places has slipped from
diawal
of USO-Gamp Shows in the
£)Uring the trial, Frederick atper cent.
ETO;
tempted to prove that Yates' talents
El Rancho, north end nitery, is
as an bgent were unique and irreindefinite
for
an
close
placeable and attempted to picture planning to
Gras, N. Y.
him as the "greatest agent in the period, and the Oasis, other north
on FriHarry Finkelstein, operator of the
business." Lower court upheld that end spot, is now open only
Pheasant, Mardi Gras, N. Y., reveals that the
contention, but appellate division days and Saturdays. China
where Bob spot is not being sold to Ben Harrisaid it was no basis for holding south end night club,
is
iis
chief
draw,
Harvey's band
the
man, owner of the Aquarium restYates to the contract.
biz is defin- aurant, which is across the street.
Yates originally signed
10-year holding up better but
receipt

receiver's
$1,000,000

Hudies Id Salfage Waning Nitery Biz

Vanity Fair,Zaiizibar, N.Y.

signed.

'

The sum was made

Qutcojne of the case has the trade,
ihuttering about the implications of
the decision. It's the contention of
several attorneys close to the trade

KLEiNMAN

J5-31-K 30th Road, I. I. Cify 2, N. Y.
Teleplione: Astoria 8-S»8,''.

JAN BART
(THi JOVIAL iONGSTtR)

Operation of state's peculiar liquor
laws also hurts talent, with less work

now

available for musicians, hoofers,
than for many a year.
During the war which created boom
conditions here many late spots and
speaks flourished in the south end,
but these have (tnostly closed or
drastically curtailed floor shows and
singers, etc.,

139

E.

57lh

St.,

N. Y. C.

>i.

9-7m

^

bands.

ami am

TURF CLUB
GALVESTON

MIAMI

1

18 WEEKS
3RD RETURN ENGAGEMENT

S

W iCKS

3D RETURN ENGAGEMENT

.« 'IT

nSTER
Now AppearlnK
BOWAttb AOTEI,

KINC;
Jf.

TOHrtJlffl, CAN,
Y. tlep.; Harry fireen

\mmm

III

Renee and Eddie Root
MOUNT ROYAL
Per.

M8I.-MAY JOHNSON

1#
Currently Appearing

ROOSEVEiJ HOTEL, yi/w^^«^a^

HOTBl, MbNTREAI.
ASSOCIATES, Mount Royol Ho»«l

-

the Cbpacabtma in

April.

~

was affirmed.

Union Heads Plan Unity

is

Piersoaal M«iiaf|peiiieiit--IIARRY

GREEN, 1619 erQadwoy. New York City

Wednesday, January 22, 1947
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Nigbt

opening

db
to

is

'THANK YOU
VARIETY.

iUD-;^^^^

does everything with
a pleasant line of chatter which
keeps patrons in good humor.
Francey Lane, warbler with Long s
mercial.
outfit, sings with the band as well
Tlie line is seen in some lush, as in the floor show. She Is easy on
Gal
colorful costuming ag it parades be- tlie eyes and has nice pipes.
Goes
hind Iiewis' songs and provides a knows how to sell a song.
nifty Samba routine for finale.
over nicely.
Buddy Shnw orcli is augmented by
Long aggregation keeps dapce
five pieces here and provides good floor packed before and -after show.
music background batoned by Sol
Biz capacity when caught. Liuz.
hmv.
Klein.

€lii

Panther Room,
(SHERMAN

-written for

•

HOXJEI.)

Cfitcapo, Jan. 17.

Claude Tfiornhill Orch (19) xaith.
Fran Warren, Buddy Hughes, Line
a). Carl Marx; $1.50-$2.58 niin.

SID CAESAR, who

Cop,

isd brillicHitbr

at

Tagged For

He

said

he

Arfferican Guild of Variety Artists
last week collected $1,500 from Sara

felt

rather than British,
it gained in
Ihe net result wa;^ that
British as well as
its appeal to the

Rinella, operator of the Copacabana,
Chicago, for overtime pay for chor-

and he thouft more

Americans,
English producers

follow

should

current show.
Gals had complained to the Chi
branch of AGVA that they had rehearsed two weeks beyond time al»
lotted by union.
There had been

.isters 'in

*

stsp.

*

Regarding the current controversy
British qucita. Goldsmith

Claude Thornhill shows good basis
for his present booking; his is first
orchestra to repeat here in a sixmonth period. Musically it is far
above -most of the aggregations that
have appeared in this room in the
past few months.
Band is large compared to recent
combinations seen here, carrying 19

desert driving.

is
on the longish si^e and physical conditions of
you want
It's the same with films. If
needs tightening.
Eddie Kinley does the emceemg. to sell them abroad, you must
Opens weakly with some off-hand fashion them for the conditions in
the Copocotbttna/
but
quite
sell
that doesn't
;s
the territory to which they are to
warms up nicely in his own spot. go.'.'
Kinley does a zany, kind of comedy
Costs of production are about oneYork, lonuory 2, and,
routine and shows clicko timing and
but the guy' is in bad third less in England than in Hollymen with two soloists. Bras,s and salesmanship,
need of material. Scotch routine is wood, said Goldsmith, who is in the
reeds make up most of the combo
okay and even the Toy Soldier bit
having directed
make a film for Eagle-Lion.
with four trumpets, three trombones, but his tired chatter handicaps his U. S. to
Savings, he asserted, come from
six saxes with doubles on clarinet^ brcGzy
style
four rhythm
lower costs of stories and stars. Lade- two French horns, and
The Workmans get nice returns
M0NSinN,^^^^^^^>^
bor charges are about one-half those
including Thornhill on piano. 'Boys
musical
-novelty
neatly
dressed
for
a
look smart with light blue jackets act.
Work with glasses, rubber in Hollywood, but English workers
over brown trousers.
efficient,
hoses, with guy registering with seiid are less than one-half as
buted S^nsatiorKillt at
After "Snowfall" theme, band fol- horn blowing. V
so there's no saving there. Goldsmith
lows with "Arabian Dance" from
Tops & Wilda are sepia terpets who stated. He said American studio
minor
off
starting
Suite"
"Nutcracker
okay but could do better if they unions were much more cooperative
Cafe Society, Uptown, key theme by two P.H. and leatur.mg do
cut that opening and unintelligible
work of Ted Goddard on alto sax and song as well as perking up their tee- than those in Britain.
Bob Walters on clarinet. Bob Jen- off dance routine. It's slow and
Goldsmith is east to attend the
January 13, as well qs n'ey. trombone player, steps forward faded.
Jitterbug item, nothing new, preeia of "Bedelia" in Harrisburg
with vocal of "Don't Call Me Boy.
but well done gets 'em off to a solid and Reading, Pa.* next week. He reThornhill goes heavy qn piano show mitt.
turns
to the Coast to Start shooting
Heart
pieces with "Yours Is My
having vy^fitt©ci his
Tenoring of Pat Morgan tops lay- on "Out of the Blue'' on a oneAlone," "Autumn Nocturne," and out in the way it sells.
Lad has
"Warsaw Concerto." "Nocturne" m- picked up many stage tricks since picture deal for E-L.
Buddy
vocalist,
male
cKjlkdaoration
ti-oduces
terial in
last around and also acquired polish.
Hughes, who displays good tuning Has to beg off after "Blue Skies,"
and diction. Repeats with solid job "Lamp Lighter" and other pop tunes.
on "Begin the Begulne." Other vowith Mel Tolkin, I
Al Webber's line is clicko and one
.iaiik's
calist is Fran Warren, who does neatof the best things in the show. ArContinued from parge
ly on "Falling in Love With Me," mand Meerte's orch hits the show
and a reappre- "Sunday Kind oftheLove,"
cues nicely, Eddie La Sante Trio dustry chiefs. "Now ! had thought
express
to;
It
Whpn
Blues
vival of "I Get
are okay in relief spot.
Lasa.
all along I had done good work with
Rains." Band takes off with Fats
tune, "Stealin' Apples.": rifWaller
'In Which We Serve,' " Wilby said.
elation to those
Clover Clnlt»
ling all the way with sustained brsiss
"It had been at a time when the
(FOLLOWUP)
blowing and drum beating.
two countries were fighting allies.
Miami, Jan. 17.
has a couple of numbers that
surprised when our hosts
were so helpittTcturing areUne
Included in the group of- clubs So I was
oidy so-so. Carl Marx continues
^ let
us know the million dollars the
Loop.
that have been wondering where
to clown with payees. ,
the biz is, the Clover Club has picture grossed here did not satisfy
preparaof
Rank outfit made it clear
period
them.
The
back
the
Vagabonds,
who
brought
the
Normaiidle Roof, Mont'l proved its best draw last year, to they considered American exhibihypo biz with an arrangement tors should h^ye done much better."
(MOUNT EO* AL MOTEL)
whereby the quartet double between
rehearsal. I
Montreal, Jan.. 16.
tion
Pointing 6ut that ParaftiOuht owns
Homo Vincent, Rcnee & Root, the main rooni. for two shows, then 50% of the "(iyilby-ifincy circuit,
Btiddv Clorke Orch U4) and Normo take over in their own intime spot
Wilby declared "Barney Balaban
to thank James,
Hutton, Emi- Ardi iQuintet,- $1 cou- for the latecomers.
Opening ni'ht pointed to good (Par prez) can't make me play a
vert itfeeJcdai/s, $1.50 Satvcrdays:
current
setup
to
chances for the
Paramount picture if I don't want
Romo Vincent's 'nth angagefnent pull the year 'rouni' mainland spot to." As for "shaming" American exin
the elevator
out of the doldrums. The foursome
at the Normandie still is one of the
playing English pix, "It's
have added plentv know-how to hibs into
things local nitery followers look
the one thing you can't do to an extoo their stint since their last appearnot
there's
Since
to.
forward
so
being
building, for
here and were sock from their hibitor shame him." Wilby said.
many of these followers these days, ance
Laugh-getting stint in- "You may be able to fool him into
Vincent's socko preforroance is wit- entrance.
by only 'fairish houses, but he cludes their "Angelina" the Ink buying a lemon, you may even be
patient though knee- nessed
the hill- able to kid him into doing you
doesn't disappoint those who do show Spots, the Mex takeoff and
a
billy- satire for toppers. Encore of
favor but you're barking up the
up. He's still as fresh as ever, timing
"Dark Eyes" showed comedy prois perfect, material clean, and the
wrong tree if you tell him he ouglit
in pianists, arclivities
of
Pete Petersen. basS
result is that he registers big.
pan ac- to be ashamed of himself."
Portly comic, working with a bad player-soloist and the dead
cordionist. All of the four blend
case of laryngitis, comes through to
rangers, press agents knock 'em dead with some of his into biz with smoothness that, adds
Jansleys' Later Date
well-known stuff and other items to the gayety. They should do top
Best biz for the rooms.
that are on the newish side.
The Jansleys, who were slated to
Boots McKenna has changed his
comedians.
I'm
of the things not seen here before is
line, to better advantage, what with
open Thursday (16) at Loew's State
his takeoff on the guy down south
giving them some
good
dancers
and
running for mayor.
Reilly has theatre, N. Y-i have been given a
most grateful to
His
known stuff like "Jose niftier routines. Betty
stride with her new date at that IiOuse, instead.
O'Neill" still goes big and his patter definitely hit a boff
and clicko salesmanship sends him mixture of Hebrew-Irish-Spani.sh- Risley act was cut from the current
English songs. Hers is a zingy qualneighbors for not diall- off to a hefty palm.
Renee & Root round out the layout ity that clicks. Copsey & Ayres add layout because of ihe more than two
production hours running time of the film "The
with some nifty ballroomology fea- to the fast pace of the
with their top Balinese styled terps Jplson Story."i
ing the cops during the turing waltz, samba and a cute item for
begofl returns. Ken Delaney and
called "Evolution of the Jitterbus."
They'll return Feb. 13.
cutting
Buddy Clarke's orch is solid in the Tony Lopez split the show Lary,
backgrounding.
Norma H u 1 1 o n chores in nice style.
to
practice.
I

opened

Chi,

Overtime Pay for Chorines

over the
to getsaid he felt the only solution
English pix on
ting playing time for
process some controversy ^ as to whetlier
American screens was the
to
carefully
Wally Wanger, who produced tba
of shaping them more
Esqwlre, Mont'l
"Pictures show, or Rinella, operator
of the bisthe American audience.
Montreal, Jan. 17.
automobiles tro, should be tagged for the overEddie Kinley, Pat Morgan, Tops & for export are just like
'The
declared.
he
time pay.
export,"
Wildo, The Workmon.? (2), Armnnd for
to
Eddie
want
Meerte's Orch (10), Line (10).
British know that if they
Matt Shelvey, national head of the
m%n.
they
Trio;
Sonte
$1
Egyptians
La
sell their cars to
union, planed to Chi, sifted the gals'
have to ^akiS them with special complaints and decided Rinella was
Esquire parley make."; up in, quanto fit the responsible and latter paid
off.
Whole wheels and, equipment
tity what it lacks in quality.

di-

Hctving

and

rected

objective of apwith the very clear
K

,

•

a

take

tor

(Continued from page 50)
but what he does is solidly com-

an

after

few other pop*

audiences.
Dealing to Amwican,
American
Chester Dolphin balances balls on was thus, hesaM. that an
was
his head, juggles, and spins discs writer was used ^nd the tempo
He
tastes
American
while standing upside down.
to
I^epped up
ea.se and has

OhI Reviews

Latin <|narl«r,

the thing to

tunes, plus a
nice reception.

show

,

JULES

:

Leonard
BACK

ma

want

,

j

Conductor and
Soloist

EDDIE CANTOR

my

who

NEW YORK.

Trumpet

Pressor

Show

Miami

1

IN

Direct from lYz Years

(T944.mS'1946)

Ciro's,

Hollywood, Cal.

Leonard Sues Dance
Orchestra
{4 Wetht. Jaly, 194AI

and

Conductor and

.

want

yoist With

my

man

MICKEY ROONEY'S

—

^pearance

—

(10

deep

Weck»^eh. Nov.. Dee., 1946)

ANrWOW

CURRENTLY

j

PERSONAL APPEAItANCE

and

10iV\r^S
New

my

want

thank

the. Sixth

Delicatessen

Ayenue
for

the Russiccnt

T?a Room

for th® hot borscht.

And

{HOTEL BOOSEVELT)
New Orleans, Jan.
Johnny Lona Orch
cey

Lane,

Buster

(Ij)
^,

At Paul. Young's Romcmy Room

Contimietf troro page 3

16.

with Fran
...

who escaped

justice via killing

self violated

the production code.

As a

I

result,,

him'"^^

j

won't forget

my

;'v

America's Funniest and Screwiest ^tonietiy Sliow

A ndivsicaliBomedy in^^a

n|ghtclul»

With

Joey Fayc

Benson

.

keeping;

for

S CO/ytEDlANS

i

jani-

I

.

.

.

Irving

'

tor

Gr

';jy/a$liinc|ton, D.

Goldsmith spent an

additional $88,000 to noake a last reel
Olive, George and Richard: Sonnv
Skylar, Chester .Cfolphin; $1.50 min 'in which Margaret Lockwood, in
the title role, is shown giving herSaturdays and SiiMMyt.
self up to the police.
When he
Town's only hotel nitery, contin- brought the film to the U. S., Goldues to attract top patronage, and smith showed it first with the Britwhile current show lacks quantity it ish ending and discovered the Breen
does have quality. Show runs-about oft'ice had had a change of heart.
an hour and packs variety.
Johnny I,ong's orch provides the Which _ left him in the dilemma of
dansapation as well as playing for having" both endings acceptahle.
While the pic was highly successthe acts, and gets top billing on the
marquee. Crew hfeaded by south- ful in England with the suicide
paw fiddler produces a brand of finish, tests showed it had a much
sweet and jive music that fits tliis stronger femme appeal in America
spot nicely.
when Miss Lockwood was shown
Boster Shaver and his midget trio
lianding herself over to the cops.
Olive, George and Richard—.sliarc
top honors of the show with Scuiy Goldsmith figures the difference is
Skylar, the warbling songwriter. that in the British reel the husband
Little people dance and sing with is made the hero, while in the Amerplenty of energy and enthusiasm and ican the femme is made to look
net
plenty
of
palm pounding. heroic by her boldness in submitShaver accompanies on the piano, ting herself to justice— and women
and does a ballroom dance with gal liked that.
for additional apalausa.
;

I

MILES INGALLS
Joe FisMsn

AEfjseicjte

HELD OVER

/Bedeiia'$ 2 Enils

Blue Room, H. O.

the

swell sandwiches and
I

handles vocals in top fashion. Erni
Ardi Quintet does nesit reliefing.
La;a.
Biz so-so.

STAT^
York

Presenting a Musical
Specialty
Personal Management

the

Milt

Moss

cast

of singeri and

Leo

Fold.:-\''-.^':/

cind. l:eo

Fuld

.

,

.

dttnoirf^

.

.

Jacic fVlann

.

.

.

and a great supporting
Staged and diticiicted by

'

going

steam

during

'

.

those
nights.

cold
,

Winter

—

I

ATTENTION NIGHTCLUB OWNERS: The 1947
of PUN FOR YOUR MONEY has a NEW cast
scenes, NEW costumes and NEW material
.

TWO

edition
.

,

NEW

COMPLETE DIFFERENT SHOWS

i

That American Appeal
Goldsmith pointed out that the film
sings a medley of his was one of the first made in England

Skylar is no stranger here
patrcaa like his per^Ojiality

work.

He

and
and

J

i

1

HARRY MORION, 1«5 W.

46th St

,

NeW

Y«rk 19, BR. 9-1320

.

WedneBslay, lamisaiy 22, 1^47

field

;

5S

WSrf

^t^;

Ciist lids fir faude

Mfori Boston,

Safe of

Shifts

0^

Stands Left

Despite Sliiinp, Saferal

MCA

Bookings to

Booking of
Boston, which

lew iiitreal

the Bradford Hoof,

iteries Set

week was sold to
also owns the

last

Alfred Kaskel,

t^^^

Snare

Tttiirist^^^^M

who

;'

Hollywood, Jan. 21.
ing to cast salaries for fortnight. Belmont Plaza botel, N.
has
With vaude doing a last fade here- Bernivici fi'gured the hit-or-miss op* shifted from the Arthur Fisher ofabouts when the Million Dollar, Los eration would be too precnfions an
fice
to Music Corp. of America.
early
next undertaking.
acts
drops
Angeles,
Increasingly, standard acts are MCA takes over the spot Jan. 30,
nionth, playing time has become so
scarce and budgets generally so thinking strictly in terms of niteries with Johnny Greenhut of that office
pruned, most turns are ignoring it. when they trek west today. Spots booking, Qpisnlng show under the
With the single exception of the here, in Lag Vegas and San Francisco change of bookers is still to be set.
Current headliner in the spot is
Golden Gate, gan Fr?mcisco, there still pay wartime figures.
Jimmy Savb, who remains until
is no house In the feiitire far west
Feb. 1.
paying much more than AGVA tniniChange of management may give
mum scale.
Talent Union Elites
the other Boston spots a breather in
San
Franeisdo
spot,
the
from
Aside
the booking of names, since it's likeoHly two other theatres in all of CalMust
Acts
Carry
Cards,
that the new management may go
ly
lighted
stages
witli
continue
ifornia
in for a policy similar to that of the
In Long Beach, the
at any time.
Pacts ®n Airi)al@§ Belmont Plaza where medium-priced
Strand uses four acts, split-week, on
names
are used.
In
San
stanza.
per
Hollywood, Jan. 21.
a budget of $900
Jose, the Victory plays acts on SatThe American Guild of Variety
urdays and Sundays only.
Artists. ha;s launched a campaign to
In the Pacific Northwest there are
cause all members to carry union
full- week stands at Capitol, Portcredentials as well as performing
land; Palomar, Seattle; State, VanBut salaries are low and contracts with them on all jobs. Any
couver.'
Ojeatrcs seWflm take on any names. act. found without cards and pact
The Vancouver house, for instance, will be fined. AGVA's local office
will use only: three acts, ajjd one has instructed its foui^ field reps to
Initial
national
must he a stripper. The Capitol, Ya- make constant calls on performers
convention
of
kima, and Post St., Spokane, use acts working niteries to ascertain if they American Guild of Variety Artists
three days weekly. .Probably best have paid dues to date and if their has been set for April 3, 4, 5 at the
spot west of Rockies, the Golden working papers are union-approved. Sherman hotel, Chicago.
Date was
Gate excepted, is Lyric, Salt Lake
Late last week Pat O'Shea, warbler definitely set this week by Matt
House is at Ace Cain's, was fined $15 arid Shelvey, natioiial head of AGVA,
City, a full-week date^
owned by Mormon Church, and con- Tommy Williams, Starlit Room who staled the cpnfab, originally set
sequently will play only finely singer, $25, after being picked up for a month earlier, had to be set
Humor liiust- be well by AGVA reps, Joe Cappo, Ruth back because of enormbus amount of
gieved acts.
above the belt and hoofers strictly Hazen I and BarSara Styles, who work necessary to set up machinery
Lyric has a penchant for
straight
failed to appear, at union, officie. to to contact the 32,000 members of the
western film leads, and will expand answer charges, have had prelimin- talent union on the plans. Just how
Ken May- ary fines chalked against them and many of the membership will be
the budget to get one.
nard- recently got $1,500 for himself must appear at' a hearing (Thurs. available to attend is problematical
and hoss. A standard turn of known (23).
at this time.

Joan Edwards $age Pates

,

Montreal, Jan. 21.

Montreal nitery bonifaces, are in
a quandary trying to figure put the
paradoxical situation iia the mush*
rooming of new spots within thepast few weeks despite t}ie general
slump in nitery biz.

.

Joan Edwards has been siet for the
Paramiount theatre, Ni if., starting
.

Feb. 26. Singer, who "Wound up on
the "Hit Parade" airshow Saturday
(18), has been signed for the Golden
Gate theatre, San Francisco, for a
Wfeek starting today (22).

Though
<not

'

there's talk of s;ome spots

ones)

established

the

cutting

,

Miss Edwards plans to play other

,

out their floor shows

if

biz doesn't

,

,

theatres en route from the Coast.

Out

Dart and Benny Ross and Maxine any booker who fails to submit to
union a weekly and accurate list
of all bookings, anyone who fails to
pay full minimum scale to performers or tries to dodge posting salary
bonds on touring shows.

Stone, all standard acts, put together
a small unit and recently, was ready
to go into rehearsal under tag "Holly wood and Vine," when" they discov-'
ered they could get pO playing time
at figure they asked, $3,000 wepkly.
Going begging here now is projected
unit, headed by Riders of the Purple
.Sage, put together by Danny Winkler agency to sell at $2,750. Count.
Bernivici within past fortnight figured out personnel of a unit, and'
when he couldn't sell it to houses on
straight fare of flesh at $3,000,
planned on taking it up the Coast on
However, he
a barnstorming trejc.
asked
changed his mind wiien
him for cash bond of $4,500, amount-

AGVA

Shelvey,

who

returned

of

the

convention,!

Main point of business

on:

revue

at

the

It

hasj

Yorker, N. Y.

Steve Murray's Inn, N. Y,, dropped
show last week due to gen-

its floor
eifal

slump

in nitery biz.

Spot operated by Murray, comedian-emcee, had been playing five
acts and a line of girls. Talent was
paid off Monday (20) from security
up at American Guild of Variety
'

Artists.

STATE GETS 'SOKGWHITERS'

The Exelmive and Amusing

"Songwriters on Parade,'' a unit
composed of tunesmiths, is slated to
.

which Shelvey now has

the

oflScers,

\yith

.

^

seemed doubtful.

Ohio Fair Taxes 'Unfair'
Columbus, Jan. 21.
Proposals to establish a headquarters office in Columbus and campaign to abolish state and federal
admissions taxes on fairs is being
studied by managers of Ohio's 93 independent and .county fairs.
Bruce Burgess, Delaware, O., who
sponsored t^be move, said small fairs
were "getting gargantuan competition

ment

PROVIDENCE HOTEL SALE t

f rom

we

all kinds of entertainand unless we orare ^oing to perish."

Johnnie Mae
of the dance-team of Smiles
and Smiles, has been reported missby her husband and partner,

"DANCUMORISTS"

HOTEL NICOLLET
Minneapolis

re.sting

ing

ing

Thompson. Thompson told
the police that his wife failed to return alter a shopping trip last Tues-

Chai-le.s
.

.

eM and

Lonrette and Ciyma*
one of the matt Appealirig

acf s ever to

Appear

HEIL

R.

in

room.

."

.

day

(14).

Team had appeared

MiSSSiCk

'Gen. 'Manager

sicals,

Y., Jan. 21.

comfortably.
Among the ex-Rogerites continutreatment in the downtown
colony and doing okay ar& Margo
Meredith,
Ruby Gales, Marion
Green, Carol Plielps, Oscar Price,

half

in several

Bernard lUion, Ann Commerford,
Helen O'Reilly. Margaret DaughCrty

mu- and Len

not been working

but had

Gro.fte.

Returning home from the local
theatre
John Louden was
pix
stricken with a heart attack.
He
has recovered and. is now resting
comfortably.
Benny Ressler and fraii back from
N. Y. City to resume the routine at
his 96 Park Ave. cottage. Ditto for
the Mac Shaprios who spent a two
'

.

lately.

•

>

,

PORTABLE ICE RINKS
CAHNIVALS AND FAIRS

Now You Can

Present an ICE

'

Adoptablefor INDOOR or

SHOW

:

OUTDOOR

Ford Raymond

Uncle

Henry

.:

Kaufhold in from HarPa„
mitting
husband
Charles Kaufhold, Ernest Lalis and
Mrs. H. Harrison in from HollyJulia
risburg,

'

iiyHURST, N- Y*

anc'.

who made the holidays
brighter for the gang with gifts and
reading matter.

Berlinghoffi,

or DiascI Driven

CONTRACTORS REFRIGERATION CORP.
Blvd..-

Mary and Gertrude Seheedel in
weekend to visit FranH (RKO)

for

Seheedel who has been Upped for
meals, pix and mild exercise.
Princess Elda Benedict and Lillian (Par)
Bergson flashing good
clinic reports.
Thanks to Rhea B, Potier, James
Lee, Tootle Holmes, Fred Doringer,

PORTABLE OR PERMANENT

§f-35 @Hi!®ns

in Brooklyn.
Forrest "Slim" Glenn and Victor
Gamba upped for pix

(lATSEV

INSTALLATIONS

EittCtric, Grasorin*

week vacash

once a week.

In Texas, Florida or Tahiti

to visit WiWam Lalis.
(Write to those who «rc. Ill)

wood

Copa marks

eastsiderie.

'MISSING'
Tom Curry, ACteran stagehand,
Thompson, femme underwent "Rib" operation and

Straight rhumba quintet is
being brought in and Dino & Rosita,
ballroomQloglsts are being held over
to attract the payees via rhumba
and samba events.

trade.

businesses,

ganize

Bleu.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

samba lessons and chartipagne hours and may open for Saturday matinees to attract femme
started

i

the

up by

LAURETTEandCLYMAS

Another class spot due
few weeks is The Aln

a

;

Shelvey has held his current post
through appointment in 1943 bjr Associated Actors and
of
Artistes
America, parent of all talent unions,
which took over affairs of AGVA at
that time when it had accrued an
indebtedness of $71,000 to sister
unions
Chorus Eqifity,
(Equity,
Screen .Actors Guild) and its future

Saranac Lake, N.

itt

17G
Take on PhiUy

The Biltmore hotel", Providence, is
go into'Loew's State, N. Y., Feb. 13.
Corey Into Copa, N. Y.
Layout is headed by Charlie Tobias in process of being sold to the SherIrwin Corey has been signed for
and is tentatively slated to include aton hotel chain for $5,000,000.
Hotel operates the Biltmore roof, the Copacabana, N. Y., starting Jan.
Nat Simon, Herman Hupfeld, Benriie
30. Corey, who started in New York
Benjamin, George Weiss and Susan which uses name talent.
cafes at the Village Vanguard, has
Allen, vocalist.
played the Blue Angel and Le Ruban
Other dates are being lined

DANOEB

open

Cole had to pay the salaries ofj like the El Morocco and Esquire are
support 'acts, Luis Richardson's band, trying' to figure out different gimEdwlards sisters and iJusty Fletcher. micks <to perk up their biz. El has

union, as national director.

the William Morris agency.

mosphere..
to

I

president, four veepees, secretreasurer and a directorate
board of 50. All will be honorary
posts.
Only salaried post, via ap-

director,

the tourists seekiiig a continental at-

giers also playing

,

directors, will

Murray's Dropt Shows

1

'

.

King

tary,

officers and board of
be that of executive
with duties similar to those

New

up atmosphere.
There's also b«Bn a mushrooming
Hotel recently sighed a new
with talent uniph calling for two of Yiddish spots with Suifrln's,
for
where
shows nightly and no provision
Jennie CJoldstein just closed,
matinees, which are against regula- being the initialer. Now Sloppy
tions of the union for nitery opera- Joe's a block down from Suffrin's in
the Jewish section of town, is getting
tions.
its
first
show set which will probUnion, however, may arbitrate on
matter of permitting a Saturday ably open next week, Ray Cooper
matinee of the blade show if per- is booking Yiddish niteries. Palm
formers are given extra pay for this Cafe has again begun to bring in
performance. But until AGVA gives shows and is spending hefty coin
the green light matinees are out. on remodelling in an effort to atAccording to Union spot had been tract class clientele.
Tic ,Toe, tbp spot here during
running several afiernobn sessions
early war years and a cocktaiiery,
weekly.
has been sold by Puggy Detlner for
$90,000 and will within a tew weeks
begin undergoing alteration to reCole Trio's
vert back to a nitery. Tic Toe's
Date union headaches have been ironed
King Cole trio in its date last out and new owners are planfiing to
Week at the Earle theatre, Philadel- book name performers for the
phia, took out $17,115 as Its cut on a shows.
..
near-rec6rd gross of $45,230.
Meaa\yhile,
established
niteries

viz:

pointment by

of

Hotel

j

.

agenda will be election of

time with enter-

pact

its

etc.

current ice

sions

union.

York after pacting the Chi convention site, stated that he would meet
.of the union in
Chicago, March .26, to set up the
agenda,

first

.

with 15 key reps

machinery

doors for the
tainment.

notified spot that matinee sessions
are in Violation of its pact with the

New

to

Yorker

Le Quartier Latin is the most reAmerican Guild ot Variety Artists
cent of the new spots. Spot is an
is cracking down on matinee sesatmosphere bistro aiming to catch

.

is an adjunct to camAGVA has uncorked against
booking agencies in Far West.
tightened budgets, Florine Bale, union chief here,
it has becohie increasingly difficult hailed in all agents before issuing
even to sell a modest unit, which franchises for this year and read
formerly played m.aijy of the above 'em the riot act. Hereafter, Miss Bale
Irene VermUlion, Kermit declares she will revoke- license of
theatres.

New

fcir

Hoters

,

theatres'

of February,
remains that ops who have
never had shows before have put
them in, or are planning to do so,
and other places have opened their

Mati^

GuHdRute

In Chicago April 3

With

up by the middle

the. fact

AGVA Convention

quality can get a catch of coin also,
The drive
as ^yitness the $1,000 istijpend secured
paign
by. liicfc Lucas for 4 Stanza,

pick

his

first

large

HELENE and

HOWARD

'Conned)' Uiiiicn AiitivM'

SAN FKANCISCO. CAL.
FOB THBKE WKBKS

365 CLUB.

BfcWINNING .IAS. 23RM
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Wettnesdayv Janoairjr 22, 1947
made yet tor toew's to distribute
Ent product as part of its foreign
16m program, it's believed thei deal
will also include this phase o£ dis.

Bills
Variet-jr
WEEK
or JANVABT

Numonil* l» miutratlim with blU* betow indleato aiMBtnc Alt
whether full « •Dllt week
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circuit.

Caoitol
Ti>X

Bill

!!3

Boh

Ore

Oriental
Milt Herth

Tile l''ofitKtne»'

MuAlr

Bowman

?.r,

fim Herbert
Mills Bros
01e:a San

(two to

Tom

Sei-l!lcr

Male

Downs

I>ucile

]^alver

Oil
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Ray

Adams
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&
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Eric Th Orson
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Majestic (1) >.S-26
Maurice & Nadia

&

Harris

Tile Grayaons

''ohbv Tlarrell

Allen

4

Joe La Porte Ore
KoKerH Corner
Kernels of Corn
Hal Aloma
t'iay Blades

\rrnillle*

Ktnil Petti Ore
I'anchlto Ore
t illaee VnnicimTd

Don Baiter

MRLE.

Philadelt>bi<i

January 24
BIl.fr CBKKOON

New

Dot

&

Stanley Burns
Eddie Jack & Betty
87-29

Dcllans Cata
22-2S

•

Ben George
Lee (Vea-ser
The Olympics

Vivian Nicholson
D Rivern * Belm'tf

cafe, career.

Bob

Sinclair

Mr

ATLANTA

m

Vox

23

(I)

Boh HoDltlna

Dlat

(>

^»

Attorney

Dann
Duncan D'cers

& Daye
McFarl'd & -Brown

Pace
Paise Morton
Sasha LeonofE

Kitty Meliauffhlin
Paitty-Jo Atkins'

SAN BBilSOIKOO

GoMen Oate (R) 22
Joan Edwards

Tom &

SKathig Maclss
Dlclv & Dot Remy

Leslie

Gained

&

Morey

(one to

SPBINOFIKLT)

I'laton
flin

O

S*

UoTrard

G-B

WOONSOCKET

New Park

Dudleys Midisela

Cabaret

Gomez

Kay Ballard
Joan Kickol

Olivette Miller
Phil Leeds

Jackson
Cisco Houston
i C Heard Ore
Cafe Society
C'litir

(I'lttown)

Munshiu
Jaruac

Darnilijr

SuMn

jleeil

Lee

Dava Martin

Edmund

1

II. ill

Carnival
Olsen & Johnson
Beatrice Kay
Balici
IB

Blackburn Twins
Michael Edwards
McManus Ore
Beld Ore

CUna

Puppets

* T VaWea

t)ol|

George AVong Tr
I'ranoeB

t

Golden Gate i
Cafe tllMilelT
<no*nitdwal

Bolierta

Bifis

YdBK cnr

Aquarium
Gene Ki'upa
Blue ^neel
John BuckmaAter

Jules

26

(I)

Fanton

Boa Sweeney

mm

Bois

Chun

Tat Blngs

Ming Ling
Jose Curbello
Bid

Ore

Copucnouna
Caesar

BlU Shirley
Kaye & Nnldi
Gale Bobbins
Steen & Tasher
Michael Durso @re
Fernando Alverez O

Diamond

Roirsrsnor

Sir!

Hei'mah Byde
Twner Twins
Rosebuds
Jackie Gleason
Billy

Banks

Hal Hunter
Tables Davis
Renald tt Bndr
Jack Mathers

Miss Premice has a full-bodied
voice that shows up equally well in
the low as well as higher registers,
and she injects a great deal of personality in projection. She does especially well in the calypso department and is able to knock off a

French chanson with equal ease.
She's done dancework in her concert tours, last jaunt being with Josh
White. However^ small confines of
the Vanguard floor prohibits a display of her terps.
Jose.

-

Palmer Donae
Williams Oro
Dorothy Shay
P & E Barry
Acromanlacs
Grift

Marianne
Hot«l Bismarck
Surtv Ore
Roland Twins

.Tosepli

Abbott D'ncers (12)
Bio Cabana

Velft Montoia
T^euora.
Annette Olseft

Mnntero & Yvonae
Kdclie Fens Orr
Hotel BlarlcBtonr
HHrinmiis
Ramos Orch

,

Jerry Lester
Berry Bros.

Cee
Al

Harpist

son has hit upon a performer who
has the exploitation possibilities that
could build her. up to the status of
Hazel Scott. This sepia harpist with
a feeling for swing as well as classic
versions of pops, puts her stress
upon personality and has no trouble
getting across.

Terry LaWlor

Don
The

OLIVETTE MILLER
10 Mins.
Cafe Society Downtown^ N. T.
In Olivette Miller, Batney Joseph-

Sol Klein Ore
Mack TrlBlets

Bradfleld
Lovelies XIO)

Davidson Occ
Vine Oardea*

Zimmy

Jan Busche
Athena

However, in stressing personality,
she shows a tendency to

mugg

too

much, which detracts from her muThe harp and fingering technique have sufficient visual interest
sic.

to 'hold for the audience, making
further visual gimrtiicks superfluous.

Johnstones
Joe Klsh Ore
Me) Oolo Oro

Jose.

ROBERT DE LISLE
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York & Pearce
Paul Gary

Lane Bros

Larliin

Jimmie Burrell

Reed

Du

Geraldifie

("ortyin Sis

Avne Barnett Ore
Cm-ney Twins
^Veil3 & Fayea

Slu'Irtnn

•

Lnndsreen
BoulevarT0e»ro
Latin Quarter
Ted Lewis Ore
Paul White
Klroy P^ace

Gray
Frank Libime
(."huy Reyes Ore
T)Qlore3

Kins' Cole 3

A & O

CHICAtiO

Bllia

{I>

Sam Donahue Ore
Hoy DouBlaa
Slim * Sweets

Co

r*eon EjitUls
8 RedduiKtoJis

Vicente

Rohnier & Harrow
Sol Feola Ore

Mrtririnnp Fe»lele

WASBrKOTON

Kelly

•CnDltol (L) 23
& =Garter Rev

CAMBKN
M-U

Joe Greene
Paul Nolan

Barto & Stan
Yeranos

in

Wesley

Star

Pranlc IContalne
Sondra. Barrett

Towers (I)
The <*iros

Dennis

Bob Hall

Court Sa (I) 23-26
Hotel Coiiffrefls
Gray Family
Har<Uni? Sr Moss
Frances Urban
Marsrie Fielda
Sonny Sparks
Hotel Tontinoittnl
Jackie & Tuffy
Za Bach's Ore

Bl'ITAT.O
Vauerhn Monroe
ZiKRy Talent
Bioonmalds

Hotel Stevens

Don McCrane Oro

Tito & Ooral
Gd-ron it Bennett

,

Baffnto <P) 21

.

Jerry

Jan Merrill
Pansy Sanborn

ISOIWO BKOtWK

Brook (i) SS-gB
Ben George

Duo

KOCKrOKB

Johnny Ijaddle Co
Ray & Pedro

BOSTON

BoHtun (B) 23

Kathryn Grayson
Johnny Johnston
Jan Murray

Dobatt

Arnauts

O

Carl Marx
In Models (8)

(12)

Girl

Culiatrflbiina

fllli

RKAIHVG

Palace (I) 24
Paul Walker Ore

Joe

BediSii

:

Bull

3

S:

Claude ThornhiU

.

Olson

Martini

Aclorables

Sherman

Rajnh (1) 24-28
liCa ElKart Ore'
Steve E\'ans

.loy
2(1-29

it

Edwards

Vivian Francis

(two to

Donna Lane
Hons Stylists
t.os Hermandos
Ben Berl
Lathrop & Lee
Hotel Sherman

Pliyllis Gale
I-«cln Gariia Ore
Colosiino'ii

PBOVIDKNCE

23-25

Hlld D'cers (16)

Stevena

Bob Bberly

Evon & -Ina l-anc
Jack Leal
Sliavi) Sherman

&

Woo

Ito'eh

Henry Brandon O

Gay Claridge Ore

The Del Bios

Candy Ktevens
Pat HenninK

\Voo

Mefp'l't'n (I) 25-2«

Frertlnand

H Edsewater

Russ Caiiyle Ore
Geneve Dorn

Pearl Bailey
Jack Cole

t^ryde

HillOOrtrftine
3 Madcai>9

& Alda

CHelei) Wen7,el
Oljra OrTova

Bd

ino

.Tune

Artie

K

2,3^

Sammy Kaye Bd
P FranEa & Janice

State

Pddle Stone Oro

€bez Pareo
Tony Martin

Ryan
Toy & WinK
Honey Bros
DUke Norman
Earte (W) 24
The Del Martina

f?ue

'

the Horse

Pa,il»v

Stan

Carman

MV

Ruth Terry
Hal LeRoy

Ruasell

before starting her
In her nitery bow the

halls

sepia songstress, backed by a bongo
player, displays sufficient vocal versatility to impress as fitting fodder
for the uptown boites.

CHICAGO

PHILADBLI'HIA

PaUee (U 8S-2«
Bey Ore

Alvlno

&

Barto

,

Zaiea Bela
Paul Arnold

& Dean

Bluekhnwb

lieon Fields

S6-28

Noble
Primrose & Gold
Paye. & Lee

Mins.

ViUage Vaneuard, N. Y.
Josephine Premice appeared

FrnksOn

Mary McLanehan

Ijee'

8

concert

J & B Paysee
Paul Nolan

Hayden & Haller

Songrs

Bruce Normait

Zimmermnn'e
Gone Kardos
Janczi Maltula

Blair

•

,

r'rancleco

'

Carlos Vareln Ore

& Ann Titus Larry ^Griswold

all,

AinaUe

Jean

Belmont-Plnxa
Billy

in

Peggy Palmer

Ma.rffaret PhelaO
Carmen Sol
(^atallno Ore

Yor^t

I.ee

Gerlrude Hlld

Gloria Lebrttn

DSDEIR 8MJTH AOBNCT

these two kids have
a fine act-. There are
rough edges, but they'll wear away
and what's underneath will wear a
Wood.
good deal longe?.
All

themselves

Jnsaphlne PTemlce
Don Frye
Eddie Gibbs
«lvel

Bob

.

HaviMin-nTMdnd
Pa CO Reyes

,ref...»|gt.!'

iSOi Br::ndivay,

Inn

Vlllniee

N '1 G Revue
It^rankie Hyers
Johnny Sr. Georire
ChHvez Ore
Ned TIarvev Ore

there's

River."

Alaxine Sullivan

Trio

Kietn

fi'wicli

I

Notes

Jean Sablon

Don De Vod Ore

THE DEL MARTWS

& Miranda

Muriel Gaines
Gloria Kim:
Cedric Wflilnce
i.ponard KUiott

Nina Dover
Alice Kins

Criers

3-Dunhills
BdSie Bio

QBE15NS

i'ltilUpa

Banks

Sartie

24

<1*)

Bob Crosby Bd

Nailyline

Riibnn Mien

Marals

clean, ytruthful appearance of the
pair the turn does a smart job of
tickling customers' funny-bones at
the State, which is playing to cawit'i
'"The Jolson
pacity houses
Story."

Songs
11 Mins.

LoewrEni.
Continued from page J sa
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repeatedly

'

dispute.

as telling Raftery, Selznick feared
opposition of the Catholic Church
He had called in the Rev. Wilford
Parsons, former editor of the Ameri-

'

can Jesuit Magazine, who said "he
could not give any advice or as.surance that it Selznick followed
the story he could make a picture

of the amusing and amazing

UA

which the Catholic Church
be satisfied. The dogmatic
tolerance is particularly bad,"
with

would

As for "Claudia," Selznick thought
on drafting and redrafting the 'contract from the spring right through it "too inconsequential" for his first
the summer and into the fall. At after "Gone With the Wind" and he
something more significant,
wanted
draft No. 11 (Sept. 15, 1941), the
"with a home front angle." "Jane
Eyre," Selznick thought, was "too

negotiations fell apart because of
Raftery's insi.stence that DOS should
not have the unlimited rights he
demanded on story abandonment
and player loanouts.

much

like 'Rebecca'."

Going back to the negotiations,
which lasted from April to October,
O'Shea phoned Raftery to 1941, to get Selznick into the comtell him the deal was off, Raftery pany, Korda testified, under cross-,
declared: "I told him I was very examination by Frohlich, that he
happy over it; that I was going to wanted DOS in since the UA overtake the Stratoliner home that day." head was $60,000 a week domestic
Raftery hadn't oought- the plane, and $120,000 worldwide, and pix
however, before Korda got. Chaplin, were needed in a hurry to support'
Pickford, Selznick and himself into the organization. Selznick, as a rea huddle that lasted from dinner sult, laid out a Hock of terms, inuntil 4 a. m. At the end of it they cluding one that personnel should
told Raftery and O'Shea to keep on be reorganized at an additional exdrafting and a complicated com- penditure of $6,000 weekly. Korda
promise was inally reached later testified that such reorganization of
that month. Raftery's attitude was the management and the addition of
that UA would have no protection a new general salesmanager were
from Selznick's using coin, advanced unanimous anyway. (UA at the time
him by the company, to pay over- had no general salesmanager, having
managers,
head on stories which he could sell eastern
western
and
someone else and slat's he could Harry Gold and Jack Schlaifer,
loan out and never use for UA's respectively. As a result of the subbenefit.
Final agreement was that sequent organization, present dispart o{ the income from sales of tribution chief, Grad Sears, was

When

•

.

aba'ndoiaed stories
to

would be- applied
which they

hired.

the bverheati with
beien char g%>d.

had

No Compromise
Inasmuch as Selznick still was
undep contract to deliver two pix
to' tlA under a four-picture
1937
distrib deal, Raftery's attitude was
not to compromise in the new ne|

,

Pickford agreed with him. Korda,
however, got angry and Raftery
quoted him as saying:

"You are
and

like

Charley

attorney)

all

lawyers. You
(Chaplin's

Schwartz

come out here and

all

Korda was brought into the
deposition-taking as a Selznick witness, but FroMlch frequently turned
him into a witness for the plaintiff.
partner
Since he's no longer a
and has no particular interest in
squabble,
the current intramural
efforts
his
deposition clearly shows
to keep himself out of the middle
and take a non-partisan course. "Co
Frohlich's question as to whether he
didn't think terms asked by Selznick
were "drastic and unusual," for in-

UA

DOS

gotiations, but force
to deliver
the two pix, since he couldn't work
for anyone else until he did. Miss

stance,

he

replied:

"I couldn't call

them

drastic, be-

I myself became a UA
I didn't pay
anything for the stock, I became
immediately, before I fulfill (conditions for ownership) of the stock

cause

when

•

.

you stockholder, although

try to do is queer the deals we set
We're making the deal and
up.
we're hiring you to draft the papers,

and

that's all."
a full-fledged owner and had voting
At one point Raftery sought a right of the stock. So he didn't have
compromise
by
which
Selznick any more on that account than I
would have to offer any story or had."
star to the producers associatetj with
Korda admitted, however, under
UA before he could let them go Frohlich's prodding, that he fulfilled
to an outsider.
Selznick objected his promise for delivery of pictures.
strongly, rattling oft a list of minor
UA producers whom he wouldn't

trust to

make

pix with his players.

Korda shruggingly agreed.

ietro Tests

Korda's mood changed, however,
when he returned from England a
year later and learned that Selznick

had sold "Keys of the Kingdom."
"Claudia" and "Jane Eyre" to 20th.
Korda testified: "I was upset and

mu-

UA

.

Korda

Selznick and O'Shea later claimed
Korda and Raftery that DOS had
good reason for selling each of thft
storie.s. On "Ksys," O'Shea is quoted

Robert De Lisle, a newcomer in
N. Y. class cafes, although with I said to Mr. Raftery that if there
obvious experience elsewhere, has is a cause, if we have any po'ssibility
visual and vocal assets of interest of winning
a lawsuit, he should sue
to the femme trade.
His distin- Mr. Selznick, but « he thinks
we
With Metro guished appearance is sufficient to have no rights,
advantageous.
tually
no chance to win,
keep the ladies quiet, but unfortuhaving announced a cut in the num- nately, not all his notes are true we should not make fools out tif
ber of pictures to be produced in on the slower tui es. He does much ourselves."
better
in
pieces
of
the
calibre
of
1947 from 31 to 24, the international
"butracepus" Actioa
"Stand Up and Fight," which gets
company was reportedly in need of him his biggest response.
Korda also wrote a four-or fiveoutside product such as Enterprise
His stage demeanor is good and page letter to Chaplin calUng Selzwill produce, since M-G has almost 0- e the vocal kinks are ironed out, nick's action "outrageous" and proabsorbed its foreign backlog built he'll dp in the choice locations.
tested to Selznick personally. SelzJost.
nick replied that h« was "bored"
up during war years and is presently
distributing close to its current rewith the stories. Korda testified that
leases abroad. Ent's first-year pro- CISCO HOUSTON
he also remonstrated with Selznick
duction slstte, With most pictures Songs''
later because he had provided UA
having some kind of an interna- 10 Mins.
with no iiltai during 1942 or 1943.
tional approach, calls for six films, Cafe Society Downtown, N. T.
He said he saw Chaplin about SelzNewest entrant in ranks of bal- nick's 20th-Fox sales, and Chaplin
five of which are now in various
ladeers impresses as a personable felt the same as he did, "but
stages of production.
was
chap with a set Of pleasing pipes, more violent."
Arthur Loew returned from the but still
has to adapt this folk-song
Coast last weekend, where he viewed form to commercial levels. AccomRaftery was doubtful
had a
prints of Ent product, including panying himself on the guitar, he suit against Selznick that would hold
Erich Maria Remarque's "Arch of does a quartet of acceptable tunes up in court and wrote an opinion
Triumph," a rough cut of "The with too little interpretation to to that effect for the owners.
Other Love," also filmed from a maintain interest. Delivery is on a
Frohlich didn't have too much
Remarque novel, and rushes of the one-toned level, which doesn't point success in establishing through
quesup the potent portions of the song.
flirst week's shboting Of "Body and
He's also to develop more fully a tioning Korda, that Selznick wouldn't
Soulif Korda
personable line Of small-talk to ex- have been taken into
While no arrangements have beeii plain the various ballads.
had known he intended selling the
Jost.
the arrangements are

;

to

facts disclosed in the depositions is
that the agreement finally accepted
contracted to advance
by which
Selznick $1,000,000 for production
was the 24th draft. Raftery and
Dan O'Shea, Selznick's rep, went

run was not announced but it's believed to be indefinite, depending on

how long

3

stories.

maintained that he had great respect
for Selznick as a producer, and he
"wouldn't weigh up his value to what
he owns at any moment." Vauikty
of Oct. 6, 1941, was introduced in
evidence to prove that Selznick said
he planned making the three films

24ih Draft

One

piige

three

act,

almost completely ad lib. The two
combine to work over "That Old
Gang of Mine," Martin foiling for
Lewis, decked out as a moronic bartender, do vocal takeoffs of various
All they do cannot
top stars, etc.
be detailed, but virtually every bit
of it is good for solid laughs. Finale
bit finds Lewis directing the pit band
as
"Jose Disturbi" for Martin's
gagged-up version of "Old Man

Henry LaWarr

Rene & Jim

aS-2G

(I)

&

I^avere

The Kanaka wast

O

Old RiimiiBliiB

.

a pattern to the
act, based on Martin's neat vocaling
lack of inhibiantj Lewis' complet
tion, it seems to the customers to be

1

Daniels

Readini?

Continued {ronv

DOS to 20th, but later deals of
a similar nature with RKO,
Selznick's attorneys, Lowell Wadmond and Chester Bordeau, of
White & Case, were trying to establish in the testimony that in drawing up the pact to bring Selznick
was long argued and
it
into
well understood that he was to have
the right to abandon story properand lend actors unlimitedly.
ties
Louis Frohlich, acting for Chaplin,
aimed to prove that Selznick had
promised in talks and in publicity
the three
releases to make for
pix he sold to 20th
by

UA

new
who

Though

KOKers Corner
I-:artanas' Oru
Non;
A M organ
Mattle Sondl
Steve Richard!
Toni Palmer

2

31onte riirin
DlcK f1asnarr«

A & C Fanton
& Don

Bei nard

li

UltOOMl.TN

Twins

l)Ur'(e

1''ranklin

.

&

Coleman Ore
Mischa Borr Ore

I'Imii

Li'hlanca & Garcia
Sherry Britton
Art Waner Ore

(1)

Gary

Paul
T.arry

Ethel

tViildorf-Aslorin

Morion Downey

Lans
Dceriuff
,lohn Molinari

Lean X rdille'*
Davi«

Dellta
BISI>KOT?!>

NlOW

UllliSS 8(1

^

Hotel Koosevclt
Lombardo Ore
Hotel Tan
LiRht Ore

ISnocli

laddie

&

Martca

Hal Kanner Ore
Ore
(lUV

TCsquiros
WiiriKfr l.'ne

'iX

Carter

.la.rlc

9a-'t«

(I)

DuKpran

Jiilimiy

.

i'lani

AlonLe

(^ohen

4

(I)

Gonnee Boawell
Shep Fields

lOngllsh

Coles

Barton

Lamb

MiWARK

Htrand <\r) 24
Charlie Barnet Ore

Hotel

Cliandra Italy Dcra
t'raddocks
Chic Gladke

3

HerzoKS

Kaye

IJOTiel

Hotel Plerrg

i

composed of Dean
at one time began making an impression on the crooner
parade, and Jerrv Lewis, a young
comic, has a good faiure. Deriving
maximum benefit from the fresh,
This
Martin,

& E Roberts

Li

Chaa Reader Oro
'Hildetjartle

Moro & TaconelU
Francis & Grey

Si

<l')

& Farley
Farrar

TSrnio Stuart Oro
Lulill Olltirlei

Alvron

till)

Henry

Acts

LEWIS

Comedy Singin;

Ronny & Bey

MIAMI

Ol.vnii>iH

Bon

.

15 Mins.
State, N. Y.

Miirliiilune
.

:

Hisaell

Bob Turk

ore

MARTIN

June Arnold

A!

X*

Vivian Fay

Sis

Seller

Alice

^

(I)

O'Koil

(two to
i»

(I.)

Barry <iray
Merebctli Old
C'roiiby

La

Robert 1)0 Usle
Bernie

All)

Tnwer

Hammond

Lou

lintel Penndylvnuii
ciiarlie Spivak Ore

.

KANSAH CITY

Dault H Bond

Arthur Blnlie

The

Macllilo Ore
FuDl 0:niit»f»

The Kenimys

Juan

& Rudy
Buxy (I) %S!
Grade I'Melils
The l>eb(mairs
fienauK

Beatrice

it'eland

Revue
P WliUeman Jr Or
Ln Conjrn
Irma Henrique*
Ice

Reeves

C Emmy * Pets
HOI.YOUK
VuUey Arena (11
Raymona Scolt Ore
Billy & Ann Titus

S2

I'lirumolint <!*>
Klliot Tiawr**nce

Ka.y

Hotel New Yorker
iSinnmy Kayo Ore
Manon Sijclmnn

*

Raftery Fights Seizfiiek

UA

Dean & Ray

Marvin

Ralph Font Or

Robinson

Suffar
C'y

On-

Syiii

New

Hotel nixle

Don Bestor Oro

Jose Meltis

(I)

Bob Cheater Ore

Ballet

Roi'Ueltes

Hotel Commodore.
Johnny Long Oro

]<JmbtiHsy
liUi-ry

IfAKTFMKI)

State

T * F VaUett
(.'iirpsr lie

& Rao

Ijowery

Rttbeft MarahAll

LoeW!

(I-)

Cliico

Rios
Miguel & Alhalcln
Chelo Vlllareal

Paul KeiiioM

Maison

(Jill

9S

(I)
3

The Wiles

%3

(I)

JHi«1I

Piitricia

m
l^osita

Ifivana

tlMW'

•!

VVurixir

Noble Sisslft Ore
Syd Strartjfc Ore

Johnson
Diana Lynn

CITK

<<>)

Beneliw

lii<I<ii>«ii<lcnt:

KUO; (W>

(l!>

:

V«KK

Ni;«'

(I)

Shortage of product has
been one of the chief stymieing lactors to the expansion of the comnarrow-gauge
ope % tions
pany's
overseas, so that Ent pix will reportedly be welcomed by the 16m
department.
tribution.
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bidding in Phflly, "Holiday in Mexico," the William Goldman outfit outbid Warners to get the picture for its
top downtown house.

Metro apparently succeeded in its
decree by
conducting the testis almost exactly
as the detiree outlines.
Exhibs ai^e
given 10 days after nbtice of a pic-,
ture's avaiiabiUty to sehd In their
bids to the branch office via registered mail. Bids are then sent into
the homeoffice, where a speciallyconstituted committee of the sales
It's possistaff makes the decision.
ble
competitive bidding
that if
emerges as a part of the decree frtirn
the appeal slated to be taken to the
U. S. Supreme Coiurt, that Mefro
might turn over the decision duties
to its branch managers, but nothing
has been definitely decided yet on

efforts to .anticipate the

:

that.

Metro, meanwhile,

is

continuing to

offer pictures for bidding in all territories where the system has been

Inaugurated, and It may even broaden its scope by going Into other ter»
rltories that are also strictly competitive but not so tied up.
"Competitive bidding," the M-G

spokesman said, "hasn't cost Metro
any money, but if has got pictures
and that's what is neces-

flowing,
sary."

Wedttes^afi Imnsatj 22, 1947
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seat of tha high machine. The stunts
woUlp ftot be particularly sensa-

Eexjs

If.

Y»

Grocie Fields, Arthur filalce, Beoperformed by « man an- tricc
Seclcler, Jean Gramas, Debonchored on his own two feet, but by airs
(5), Gae Foster Roxyettes, Paul
a man turning and twisting 10 feet
Ash House Orch; "13 Htte Madeleine"
in the air on a one-legge1 bike
(20th>, reviewed in VABEBiy, Dec.
tii«y ar« gaod. The audience pours
„
18, '46.

tional-

clear melody lines and above average thumping. House goes big for it,
and likes the on and off routine
since the gals appear throughout the
show. Patti Andrews m.c.'s knowing^^ and keeps things plenty in-

formal.
Variety

•

out Its heaviest applause for this
novtlty turn.
Cardinl .s his usual suave crowd
pleaser, featurin" first an endless
Main IBtem house. And flow of cards which keep coming
It ilrstrun
out of nowhere as he tosses them
I^^ifence inanageg well enough, al- away pack aftfer pack. Highlight of
fcough iBere fire a few rough edges the number is the cigaret stunt in
polished off his ironting and which he keeps producing, smokto
ing and tossing away lighted cigaret
Intifoductor:? Chores.- Boyish ebulli- after lighted cigaret to the amazeenW grates occasionally.
ment of the audience. Unfortunately
the
for
evidently much of Cardini's fine handwork,
Fortunately
nervous maestro, the band is, with particularly .with cards is lost to
only two exMptions, definitely a those in the rear of a house as large
ha(3cground piece In this bill, with as the Capitol.
5 reed plus an oboe, 6 brass plus
Deane Carroll is a pert singer
French horn, and 4 rhythms, orch whose best number is "Indian Love
cuts well behind, the acts and shows Call," but who
gets along
very
to good effect in its two solo spots. nicely with a medley in
French,
Its opeiier is "They've Got a Lotta
Spanish, English and a touch of RusCoffee in Brazil," followed by barisian,
Lotve.
Hunter
doing
original
an
tone Jack
jnd cleverly paced arrangement of
Apollo, H^ ¥.
"Over the Rainbow." Great returns here bring him back for
Stcpiti Fetchit, Mantari Moreland,
"September Song" and the man- Sarah Vaughn, Walter Green, Edner in which he discharges his wards Bros. (3), Lora Pierre, Dizzy
duties marks him a fortunate find Gillespie Orch (14) toith Poncho,
lor this upcor.anp outfit.
Milt Jackson, Ray Brown, James
Ghezzis, originally booked in this Moody; "Gt War Brides" .(.Rep).spot, were hurt "in the first show
and replaced by Renayld and Rudy,
Harlem's hothouse of rebop comes
hand-to-hand
act.
Besides
another
the usual accoutrements of biceps, up this week with one of its better
team has youth and passable good bills and grabs a nice payee sendofiE
In the briefest trunks and all around. Great favorites in this
looks.
ley look like a house, Stepin Fetchit and Mantan
Roman sanda'
couple of cover boys for "Everlast- Moreland close with some fast runing Strength and Health" and draw ning patter that gives Fetchit, deplenty of squeals from the femme spite his long absence from the
Slow
motion
moppets.
gymnastics, screen, somewhat the best of it.
ranging from straight stands and
Dizzy Gillespie's sometimes fine,
presses to a one-armed hand-to- sometimes annoying band opens the
hand planche^ are fine, but some of- session with Pancho, male vocalist,
the posturing could be dispensed doing "These Foolish Things Remind
with.
Me of You," following an instruOlga San Juan is no stranger to mental, "Cool Breeze." Lora Pierre,
Paramount auds, having been on a well-stacked looker handles the
screen there recently in
"Blue intros for the Edwards brothers and
Skies." Combining the best of Betty their ofay gymnast act. Trio is okay
Hutton with the worst of an errant and garners a nice sendoff in a house
firecracker, she
opens with "Bim which is Usually n.s.h. for this type
Bam Bum" and follows with "Cuba," of stint.
tune she did with Bing Crosby in
Gillespie trots out one of his
the film. Incidentally, she's turned Esquire poll winners. Milt Jackson,
blonde for her p.a. chores.
She for some sensitive work on the vibes
does a couple of other Latin num- with "Man I Love,"' in which a medbers in which, as well as in her ley of other tunes is trickily worked.
first,
her voice seems to get lost Jackson is strictly for show, since he
in the big house. She seems to have doesn't work with the band otherplenty of volume, but mike place- wise. Tapper Walter Green underment probably is partially ie$|)onsi^ plays very smoothly during a suave,
non-stop rhythm stanza. Guy does
We.
A fast line of comedy chatter and some difficult footwork with the
gimmicks is dished up by Tim greatest of ease.
Miss Pierre does another intro beHerbert, fast enough to keep the
occasional laughs hiding some weak- fore bowing out until later in the
ish material.
Best bit is a parody bill. Her psuedo-comic patter is deon the Russian delegate who's al- livered stiffly, but the heavy politiways late* called "When I Walk In, cal angle is daubed on to grab a few
Gromyko's Walking Out." Comic has yocks at the expense of Bilbo fol-

stage,

ment

,

'

'

mercial pash, but
technique.

also

nice

piano

—

could stay on all da;'

straight

angle

word
they're

top

from any

entertainment.

They do their bestselling recorded
tunes, "Guess I'll Get the Papers
Go Home," "Paper Doll,"
"Don't Know Enough About You,"
"Lazy River" and an encore on

and

"Basm

St. Blues,",

timers.

More care on mike balance

couldn't

iget

'

finale.

Miami

Boltimore, Jan.

Pat

Merry
Htmse

Song."
Personable Bob Hopkhis emcees
smoothly and in own spot carbons
Crosby, Frank Morgan, Hugh Herbert, Red Skelton and others for

19,

Candy Stevens,
Madcaps (3), Felice lulo
Orch (12); "The Jolson

Henning,

Comedy dance duo, the Colstons,
rack up plenty laujdis via the
femroe's acrobatics.
Routines are
carefully planned for the breakups
which garner the laughs.
Wally Dean purveys a mixture of

Change of stage portion to accommodate continued h.o. of film ("The

Newark, Jan. 16.
Jolson Story") is necessarily brief
Stan Kenton and Band (18), with
with only three entries lined up for
Ray Weizel, Eddie Safransky, Shelly
fairly entertaining setto.
Mann, Postels (5), June Christy; a Highlight is Pat Henning, who
A
Steve Evans; Meribeth Olds; "Lar- doses in bell-ringing style with
ceny in Her Heart"- (PRC).
clicko
comedy and knockabout.
Funny
impressions and Cxpertly
Capitol, Waish.
Stan Kenton's crew is still some- timed gaggery is a standout and just
Washington, Jan. 18.
thing to shout about in this season of right to top off balance of bill which
Smifh Sc Dale (4), Cordini, Deane bad ^feWs for swing bands. The opens nicely with The Merry MadCprroll, BoM Foy; "Mighty McGwfc" lanky lad has lots on the ball for the caps, trio of clowning harmonica
Essay spots of legit injivers, including a new approach to blowers.
the problem of making music sound strumentation but emphasize comedy

Indicated in a couple of spots,
out not obvious.
Appealing comic
work helps to occasional chuckles,
too,
sock closer of which payees
couldn't get enough.
Totnro.
is

Capitol takes a breather between
two high budget sfage shows this

The

outfit deals

mostly in impact,

^ek

conveyed through a 10-man brass

offering featuring

section,

with a modest but pleasant
"something old,
something new."
The old part of the show is the
neadliners. Smith & Dale whose act

goes back basically unchanged for
at least a generation. Gags that drew
laughs in the same doctorts office
Scene before Warner's "Jazz Singer"
altered thfe face of vaude. are .still
drawing laughs today. The lines
have been brought up to date here
and there, where a topical angle
could be added, but the act continues familiar to old timers and its
\\ eber & Fields type humor is still
good for chuckles. A couple of male
singers are included and at the end
the four men wind up with a barbershop quartet rendition of "If You
Were the Only Girl in, the World."

that bears down a little
heavily on the ears at times. But
nicely balanced in the Saxes and
rhythm section. Kenton's fine pianoing was dimmed at the opening
through lack of a suitable mike at
"Artistry in
the sounding board.

Kay and Kay offer muscle control
sequence that gets over nicely. Les
house orch
Rhode and
nice style.

Bros.

and a topping fait Of solo
Oh trumpet, sax and drums.
Good support from Felice lula and
house orch brought up on stage, for
presentation setup.
Biz continues
Burw.
good.

—

I

,

^The newness comes from Boy

'^ip-a-dee-doo-dah,"
Reasons" and "River
torrid
pet;

swing/

Mann, drums,

double

bass,

beg-olf.

offer hot instrumental-

ities.

Meribeth Olds, contortionist, and
Steve Evans, comic, round out a betBra7i.
ter-than -ordinary bill.

(Col).

that's

and
j

j

i

I

They open with "Show Business,"
and then "South America Take It
Away," etc., later appearing with
the Les Paul Trio for "Rumors Are
Flying," "Rum and Coca-Cola," the
whole very sharp jazziiig •With good

(9)

Field; "Bringing

with

Jack

Parks

and

Up Father"
"My Dog Shep" (SG)

'

Continued from page
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a

To achieve the lower figname values have been

eliminated from the format, correnew agency thinking that the $3,00O-$4,OOO added expenditure for a star 'personality (frequently doubling the cost of a show)

sponding to the

in niost instances simply doesn't Kay
off in audiences to warrant the
costs.

Similarly, the trend toward "the
show's the thing" is reflected in the
brushoff the costlier "name" programs are getting upon submission
to agencies.
For example, a Judy

Current layout is well knit and
rates as one of the lest shows in

Garland show has- just been' packaged on the Coast by a Hollywood
indie radio prbduetion outfit. :The
asking price is $1'?,00(). But thus Jar

several weeks."'

nobody's interested.

mental Reasons," with Kenny Field
taking the vocal and Jack Parks on
muted trumpet. Judy Kelly follows
with flips and spins through an acrobatic-adagio terp and winds with an
interpretive boogie routine.
Midshow spot is taken by Francisco, in a sock juggling turn. Gets
plenty of applause for his manipulation of small batons and tennis
balls, interlarded with comedy effects.
Dolores Durrett, discovery
contest winner, takes a turn at boogie on the piano, and also gets off a

17.

nor gags changed very much, but
okay with the customers who
gave them a wow reception plus a

"Sentimental

St. Marie," in a
version, Wetzel, ^rum-

Safransky,

Orch

Kenny

House band opens on "For Senti-

Andrews Sisters, consistently popular around here, handle about a
third of this show and take it away
without any trouble. Neither style

night," "No Misery for Me" and
"She's Funny That Way," going for
The Pastels, harmony
boff results.
quintet, croon neo-barber shop in

City, Jan. 17.
Francisco, Marshall
(2), Dolores Durrett, Tower

Kelly.

(Mono) and

Andrews Sisters, Les Paul Trio,
Mack & Desmond, Bob Evans; Vic\Shoen HmSe Orch; "BettJ/ CorEd."

copations and trickier harmonies.*
June Christy is doing the vocals.
She uses her pipes to the utmost advantage in "It's a Pity to Say Good-

Hadlo Budgets
i

as $3,000.
ure, the

upped

C.

Kansas

Judy

versation

Boston, Jan.

back show in
good when caught.
Lary.

stuff

certos" Snd "St. James Infirmary"
set forth the Kenton touch at its
peak of efficiency powerful in blast
effect and crowded with tricky syn-

Biz;

Tom er, K.

Jumps," "Concerto to End All Con-

flips

Joy, a clever English juggler who
Indian clubs, dishes, balls, high
hats and anything else he can get
his hands on while rampaging about
the stage on a unicycle. Foy works
first from
a low cycle and then,
changes over to a high one, .laving
his toughest stunts for the wobbly

puppetry and card and ciggie manipulation that adds up to novel effect
good returns..

for

bits throughout for a breezy getaway.
Candy Stevens in between is fair
with some comedy singing, mild con-

new.

Martin & Lewis finish up, Lewis
emceeing throughout.
Wood.

solid applause.

Story" (Gol).

Newarb

&

A

Herb.

Hippoflrome, Balto.

Tomm.

together.

Adaniis,

opens with a fave,

other greaflaugh-garnerers, in addition to "Aspidistra," Then comes a
20th-Fox plug for the next pic into
the Roxy, "Shocking Miss Pilgrim,"
with Miss Fields leading the audience in singing "Forever" from the
pic.
She encores with a New Zealand Maori tune in which she also
leads the audience for a whopping

hogging the Spot with his
unsharp clowning. Jackson returns
with vibes embroidery.
Fetchit and Moreland provide a
nice closer, with band's poor backing
fouling up Fetchit's little piaho ditty.
Might have been funny but they

,

:

Fields'

izing and satire on "My Hero" from
"The Chocolate Soldier" but ends it
unmistakable fashion with a
cartwheel.
"Walter, Walter" and
"South AmeriiRa, Take It Away" are

lespie's

State theatre, one of the few
.straight vaudeville houses in the
country and the only one on Broadway, is more or less a proving ground
lor acts. It is putting a new turn up
tor bookers' opinions this semester
which, when it works off the rough
edges, has a fine chance of pushing
itself into a prominent spot among
comedy teams. That's the Martin
& Lewis combination (New Acts).
It is by far the mainstay of this lay^
out and the reason why the stage
show, coupled to the big b.o. "Jolson
Story," leaves patrons with a very

:

in

grabs a great mitt for "Sep-

one of their old-

—

a pip of a number in one-half Afri.kaan end one-haU English. She follows With a blend of straight vocal-

tember Song" and "Mean to Me."
Band works next to closing with
in which

Martin & Letois, Louis
Orch; "The JoljOn

House

Bosil

Story" (Col),

pleasant feeling.
With the Jolson picture on screen,
Statei's bookers' seem to have road*
their current show a nostalgic one,
at least by proxy.
It presents two
performers connected in the past
With Eddie Cantor's radio show and
he gets prominent billing in the in*
After an absence of several weeks, troductions. They are 'Thelma Carr
flesh comes mto its own at the Earle penter- and Leonard Sues, singer and
this week via "Earl Carroll's Vani-' conductor respectively on the cometies of 1947," featuring a line of 16 dian's air slot.
Sues follows Blair & Dean, a pleagirls, a variety bill, and several prosant pair of ballroom dancers. Same
duction numbers.
{he
Garnering
most
applause "pleasant" reaction can be applied to
opening day (17) were Bobby Ver- Sues. He plays trumpet, not' very
non and Jessie Draper, comedy outstandingly, but does it in a boyt^am, with Vernon carrying the ish manner that endears him well
brunt of the patter and pantomime. enough to the customers. He works
Team has funny routine of satirical over "Blue Skies," "Summertime"
and "St. Louis Blues," employing
ballroom dancing.
Coley Worth held his own with open and growl trumpet nicely so
opening day audience by playing (?) that things don't get monotonoiis.
half a fiddle, imitating Groucho It's unusual to see a musician of
Marx, and stepping around in gen- Sues' type doing a single and his
eral zany fashion. I's's an energetic job is not easy to make it stick with
patrons.
comic, and times his gags well.
Joyce and Jimm;- Vey run through
Miss Carpenter, a good-looking
a fast-stepping tap routine, and then Negro, who has worked with varilad gets into spotlight for nimble ous name:, bands such as Count
work out oil this xylophone. This is Basic's before achieving Cantor's
a personable younq couple with lots program, is a far more excellent
of appeal. Gal is cute and vivacious, singer than she appears here despite
and should be on s'.age more than tlye fact that she goes over neatly.
she is in present act.
Too, it's obvious that she is not yet
Joe Mole, looking like a cross be- accustomed to stage work.
Her
tween Groucho Marx and an absent- faults lie in her selection of material
minded professor, builds up slowly and pacing. She opens with "Give
to good climax ,with unicycle act. Me the Simple Life," a faded pop
The Mercer Brothers do spoofing tap which never was too strong, "'You ^
routine and burlesque Spanish terp.
Keep Coming Back Like a Song,"
Ben Yost's Guardsmen present five "South American Way" and encores
husky male singers in costumes re- "Happiness Is a Thing Called Joe"
mindful of Superman in the comic and "September Song," the last a
strip, but boys have good voices and
tune she shouldn't do until 'her inplease with college medleys, operet- terpretation is decidedly improved.
ta numbers,, and
excerpts from She has no special material of the
type she can do. While the act is
operas.
Production numbers include "Afri- highly successful here, it could be
can Baball," with plenty of color in better.
costumes; "Gaiety on Wheels,"^ in
Marionet acts seem to be enjoywhich the gals of the line pedal 'bi- ing a resurgence from whatever, if
cycles as prelude to Mole's unicycle any, depths they might have slipped
number; Spanish dance, also color- to. In recent weeks every Broadw
ful, and finale of 'Beautiful Lady"
way house has featured one and they
parade.
all show a sharp tendency toward
Biz fair when caught.
Shol.
maximum showmanship, which ha»
become a lost art with too jhany
vaude turns. Wialton
O'ftourlte
Olyliipia,
can't be accused of losing sight of it,
Miami, Jan. 17.
Lanny Ross, The Colstons, Bob however. They put on a smartly
Hopkins, Ray & Kay, Wally Dean, worked out. turn. Working from «
small
stage,
they
first
work
out -Hjit
Les Rhode House OrCh; "jMdy Luck"
old Skeleton dance routine, usln^,
(RKO).
-however, two dolls, one outfitted as
Well balanced layout ourrerit, a femme, doing a rhumba. 'Then
tomes a pair of sepias, a male poundmakes for diverting vaude bill.
Tppliner Lanny Boss scores with ing piano and a femme singing "St.
his singing stint. Gives them plenty, Louis Woman," voices by W. & O.
hula dancer and dolls in lion and
too, with a medley from "Annie Get
Your Gun," "The Lamplighter," tiger costumes doing a nice skating
"Whole World Is Singing py Song" bit finish the thing up with a wallop,
It's all well done.
and "September

"The Simpleness, The Sinfulness, the
Wickedness of Man," tells some
Scotch and "Irish stories (relatively
inoffensive, Mr. W.) and then does

a couple of rebop

Sues,

Walton i

Carpenter,

O'Rourke,

Earle, PhUly

much.

Still another poll winner, Sarah
Vaughn, comes through with the
sock musical work of the evening,
singing "You're Not the Kind of a
Boy for a Girl Like Me." Phrasing
and voice technique are a little too
subtlfe for a vaude house, but she

Leonard

PWladelphia, Jon. 17.
Borl Carroll's "Vanities of 1947"

with 'Jean Gramas doing a neat vocalizing job, although Roxy production staff seems to show a decided
lack of imagination in that awkward
device of having a gUy stand in front
Of her in midstage holding a hand
mike. That's peculiarly disturbing to
the illusion and might be easily
eliminated by hiding the instrument
in a fan or a bonga, such as the
other femmes carry.
Also wedded into the production
number is terping by modernist Beatrice Seckler, aided by a couple
boys from the line. It doesn't matter
Miss

Thelma

Dean,

with Coley Worth, Vernon & Draper,
Mercer Bros., Jimmy & Joyce Vey,
Joe Mole, Ben Yosfs Guardsmen,"The Fobulous Suzanne" (Bep).

up the pre-Fields portion of the layout. It's colorful and well-executed,

numbers
some good tenor work by James
do as Moody is almost lost because of Gil-

vocals, but

Skies" which is plenty satisfactory.
Elie.
Biz was very big.

her manner of acting, is by far
the best, while the most that can
be said of the F.D.R, biz Is that
it is in as good taste as this kind
of thing can be.
Latino production number winds

and keep the

crowd happy. They don't
much "Instrumentar work as they
did in the earlier days, sticking to

average hoofing fare. Bob Evans,
ventroing with his Jerry O'Leary,
has smart line of chatter and a
highly expert presentation, so goes
And the Paul Trio, with Paul
big.
on the guitar, does an interlude on
"Steel Guitar Boogie" and "Blue

showddm.

carbons of Frank Morgan,* Louella
Parsons, Charles Laugh ton, Ji mmy
Stewart. Katharine Hepburn, Peter
Lorre, Bette Davis and F.D.R. Routine is average, suffering from the
plethora of mimics, most of them
doing the same personalities. While
the impressionj themselves are pretty good, Blake's lines aren't funny or
satiric erijough to get him particular
notice.
•'Carboning of Miss Davis,
particularly the physical aspects of

lowers.

still

Great performers from beginning
end and certainly the big draw
on this stagebill, the Mills Brothers

to

no exception.

big grosses via rapid turnover, the
is holding the stageshow down
to 45 minutes— of which Miss Fields'
gets 17, and which seems like nothing, since she's able to get in only
about six verses of "The Biggest
Aspidistra in the World."
Despite the seeming brevity of
Miss Fields' turn which the stopwatch somewhat belies
the Roxy
presentation is well-rounded and
pleasantly entertaining.
Debonaire,
male terpling-warbling quintet, tees
it off with a nifty mechanical man
dance that has appeal for both the
ballet and giggle trade.
Mimic Arthur Blake follows with

1

Lawrence Orch bridges here with
the maestro doing an 88 solo on
"Rhapsody in Blue." It's good com-

is

ternatiohal

house

-

help.

Roxy
i

Only squawk concerning her Roxy
appearance
is
not
that
there's
enough of it. In its endeavor to, get

.

a nice personality but needs to
tighten his act. More terping would

at the

but strong.

have style and appearance
which lifts them well above the

but

The English
again
comedienne
proves herself one of the top personalities bf

sparse

acts

Mack and Desmond, dance team,
whose stuff may not be too novel

Gracie Fields' appearance on any
anywhere, is an event Of importance— and lier current engage-

Bl* item *H tTiUi'bill it the preem
eppearance ol Bliot Lawrence at

State, N. V.

&

Blair

pretty fair tap routine.
Clo.sing spot ha.s Marshall brothers
alternately satiriz'ng Frankie, Bing,
Danny Kaye and a host of radio

commercials. They wrap it up with
a pomedy face-slapping inning that
sends them away to solid returns.
Quin.

.

The "rating

stealing"

among the

low-budgeted shows on the air is
chiefly apparent on the whodunits,
but also include some of the comedy
programming, where the emphasis
is directed at the writing and production values rather than in names.
It's in the latter respect that the
trend toward loW-cost shows is sc^ii
having healthy arid beneficial ovettohes for radio as a whole.
,

Betty Reilly Set for Havana
Betty Reilly has been booked for
the Casino Nacional, Havana, starting Jan. 31 at $1,000 weekly. Singer
current at thO Clover club, Miami,
yfill follow with the Copacabana,
Chieago, Feb. 25.

"
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Va r i e t y
WECK OF

for Loew's to distribute

made yet

Ent product as part ot its foreign
16m program, it's believed tliei deal

|3i lis

will also include this phase of distribution. Shortage of product has
been one of the chief stymieing fac-
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Johnson
Diana Lynn
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Bill

2S

(I-)

ti^ne Hlieldon
Tile Ii'onlaines'

Musir Hull

Oriental
Milt Herth
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(I)
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State

Selznick's attorneys, Lowell

(J) 2«
Seott Ore

Valley Atemi

Raymond
IMIly & Ann

Tim Herbert
Broy
Kan Juan

Olffo,

Renault

(two to

The Debonairs
Artlmr Blaise

Tom

and Chester Bordeau, of
Case, were trying to estabthe testimony that in draw-

mond

&

\\*anf,MT

NEWARK

24

Adams

(I)

I.

2»

Connee Boswell

Ballss n»

& L Bernard

BKOOKIYN

.

S»-2«

(I)

ylatlTOSh
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(lasnarr*

23-20

(1)

Lavere & Han4inan
The KanaK4\Vas
Nils & Nadynne
"Wmis

noh.'ri..
ail'

Rene

Jailiic

OMAHA

Town

CrierS

''ohbv

Joe L« Porta Orf

S-Dunhills
Eddie Bio

QtlEKNS

Majertic

&

Karris

2»-26
Nad.ia
Allen
(1)

Jilnnrlce

The Grayaons

&

Kieto Trio
G'wieii VUlniee

Inn

UnOlU

SMt'JTH

Pftco

Reyes
Lebran

Bolmont-Plaia
Blnir

Titus

& DellWs

t:**^

18S-*8,

Ben Cieorse
liftfe. Creagrer
The OUrmpics
Hayden & Haller

Larry -Grlswold
atanley Burns
Eddie Jack & Betty
27-20
J Si B Paysee

AKKOK

Woo

\Voo

Honey Bros
Duke Norman
Earte («) 2*
The Del Martins

Pearl Bailey
Jack Cole

PaUre (I> 2S-26
Alvino Rcy Ore
Ruth Terry
Hal l«Roy ,
Pansy the Horse

Dl5t Attorney
Artie Dann
Duncan D'cers

K

ZS

Adorables (1?)
Gale
Garcia Oro

Phyllis
l.ucio

.

2S

(I>

(3iron

The Del Rios

sol

(two to

Pal HejininB
«S-25

State

McFarl'd & Brown
Fredinand Bull
fllM

REAlrtNG

Evon * ilna Lane
Jack Leal
Sliavn Sherman

Bajah (1) 24-25
Lea Klgart Oro'
Steve Evans

Olson

3

.loy

It

Avmuts

ROCKFORD

2«-«»

K Pace
Paige M(n'tnn
Saaha LeonofC
Bedihl «• Joe

Palace

Martini

BOSTON

BOPNB BBOqjK
Brook (U

&

(one to

Buiralo <P) 24

Talent

(I)

Hotel Blackstone
Hart ma ns
Ramos Orch
Hotel Congrew

23-26

Harding * Moss
Margie Fields

Hotel rontinentnl

Za Bach's Ore
Marianne Fedele
Shclilon Bced

WASHINGTON

(L> 2S
-Garter Rev
Howard (I) 28
Kinjt Cole 3

Slim

«•

Pari! (I) 26

York & Pearce
Paul Gary

84

&:

HEW

Vicente GOniez
Kay. Ballard
Joan Nickol
BlKs Larkln *
Golden Gate- 4
Care eoitetf

(Uowntpwa)
Olivette Miller
Phil Leeds
Olia jMck.son
Cisco Houston

Oro

Cafe SocIetT
(I'liloTrn)

Jules Munshin
Dorolliy Jornac

Beed

Robert* Lee
Dave Martin t
Kdniund Hall
Carnival

&

Johnson

Kay

Puppets
Valdea

Bills

TOftK CITt

Aquarium
Gene Krupa
Blue Augei
John Bucktnaster

Bewtrice

Johnstones
Jos Kish Ore
Mel flolB Ore

OLIVETTE HILtEB

))olI

George Wong Tr
Frances Chun
Tal Sings

Ming Ling
Jose Curbeilo
Kid
Bill

Ore

Copucanuna
Caesar
Shirley

Kaye & Nnldl
dale Sobbin.1
Steen & Tasher

Micliael Durso Ore
Fernando Alverea O

Diamond

announced but

it's

norf«eslkor

Slrl

Herman Hyde
Turner Twins
l^osebttds

Jackie tileason
Billy Banks
Hal Hunter

XaUlea Davl*

Benald it Kiifly
Jacb Uatheis

be-

on

I

having announced a cut in the number of pictures to be produced in

!

1947

any moment." Varictv

at.

1941,

6,

'was introduced in

Raftery hadn't ceught the plane,
however, before Korda got, Chaplin,
•

Pickford, Selznick and himself into
a huddle that lasted from dinner
until 4 a. m. At the end of it they
told Raftery

and O'Shea

to

keep on

and a complicated compromise was finally reached later
that month. Raftery's attitude was
would have no protection
that
from Selznick's using coin, advanced
him by the company, to pay overdrafting

Selznick and O'Shea later claimed
to Korda and Raftery that DOS had
good reason for selling each o£ the
stories. On "Keys," O'Shea is quoted
as telling Raftery, Selznick feared
opposition of the Catholic Churcli,
He had palled in the Rey. Wilford
Parsons, tormer editor of the American Jesuit Magazine, who said "he
could not give any advice or as.surance that if Selznick followed'
the story he could make a picture *
with which the Catholic Church
would be satisfied. The dogmatic
tolerance is particularly bad."
As for "Claudia," Selznick thought
it "too inconsequential" for his fir.st
after "Gone With the Wind" and he

wanted something more

significant,

"with a home front angle." "Jane
Eyre," SelznicJ: thought, was "too
,

much

like 'Rebecca'."

Going back to the negotiations,
which lasted from April to October/
1941, to get Selznick into the company, Korda testified, under crossexamination by Frohlich, that he
wanted DOS in since the UA overhead was $60,000 a week domestic
and $120,000 worldwide, and pix
were needed in a hurry to support

'

the organization. Selznick, as a result, laid out a flock of terms, including O'ne that personnel should
be reorganized at an additional expenditure of $6,000 weekly. Korda
testified that such reorganization of
the management and the addition of

a new general salesmanager were
UA
unanimous anyway. (UA at the time
had no general salesmanager, having
and western managers,
head on stories which he could sell eastern
someone else and stars he could Harry Gold and Jack Schlaifet,
loan .put and never use for UA's respectively- As '* result of the subbenefit.

UA

has almost

distributing close to its current releases abroad. Ent's first-year production: slate, with most pictures
having some kind of an international approach, calls for six films,
five of which are now In various
stages of production.
Arthur Loew returned from the
Coast last weekend, where he viewed
prints of Ent product, including
Erich Maria Remarque's "Arch of
Triumph," a rough cut of "The
Other Love," also filmed from a
Remarqu6 novel, aiid rushes of the
first week's shooting of "iSbdy and

Soul."'

no arrangements have heeiv

"You are
and

like

all

lawyers.

stance,

You

Charley

Korda shruggingly agreed.

he

replied:

them drastic, beI myself became a UA
stockholder, although' I didn't pay
anything for the stock, I became
immediately, before I fulfill (conditions for ownership) of the stock
a full-fledged owner and had voting
right of the stock. So he didn't have
"I

couldn't call

cause

when

any more on that account than

I

had."

Korda admitted, however, under
Frohlich's prodding, that he fulfilled
his promise for delivery of pictures.

MBlfn Tests
Continued from page 3

and learned that Selznick bidding in Phflly, "Holiday in Mexihad sold "Keys of the Kingdom." co," the William Goldman outfit out"Claudia" and "Jane Eyre" to 20th. bid Warners to get the picture for its
La Martiniq^ne, N. f.
Robert De Lisle, a newcomer In Korda testified: "I was upset and top downtown house.
N. Y. Class cafes, although with I said to Mr. Raftery that If there
Metro apparently succeeded in its
obvious experience elsewhere, has is a cause, if we have any po'ssibility efforts
to -anticipate the decree by
visual and vocal assets of interest of winning a lawsuit, he should sue
almost exactly
to the femme trade.
His distin- Mr. Selznick, but if he thinks we conducting the tests
EXhibs are
as the decree outlines.
guished appearance is sufficient to
have
rights, no chance to win,
no
given 10 days after notice of a pickeep the ladies quiet, but unfortuyear- later

wa

make fools out of ture's availability to send in their
bids to the branch office via registered mail. Bids are then sent into
"Outrageous" Action
speciallyKorda also wrote a four-or five- the homeofflce, where a
the sales
page letter to Chaplin calling Selz- constituted committee of
It's possistaff makes the decision.
o- e the vocal kinks are ironed out, nick'* action "outrageous" and prothat if competitive bidding
he'll db in the choice locations.
tested to Selznick personally. Selz- ble
decree from
Jos*.
nick replied that h» was "bored" emerges as a part of the
to the
with the stories. Korda testified that the appeal slated to be taken
Metro
ha also remonstrated with Selznick U. S. Supreme Court, that
CISCO HOUS'tON
decision duties
later because he had provided UA might turn over the
Songs
nothing
with no films during 1942 or 1943. to its branch managers, but
10 Mins.
Cafe Socievy Downtown, N. T.
He said he saw Chaplin about Selz- has been definitely decided yet on
Newest entrant in ranks of bal- nick's 20th-Fox sales, and Chaplin that.
Metro, meanwhile, is continuing to
ladeers impresses as a ijersonable felt the same as he did, "but was
offer pictures for bidding in all terchap with a set of pleasing pipes, more violent."
ritories where the system has been
but still has to adapt this folk-song
Raftery
was
doubtful
UA
had
a
form to commercial levels. Accominaugurated, and it may even broadpanying himself on the guitar, he suit against Selznick that Would hold en its scope by going into other terdoes a quartet of acceptable tunes up in court and wrote an opinion ritories that are also strictly comwith too little interpretation to to that effect for the owners.
petitive but not so tied up.
maintain interest. Delivery is on a
Frohlich didn't have too much
"Competitive bidding," the M-G
one-toned level, which doesn't point
success in establishing through ques- spokesman said, "hasn't cost Metro
up the potent portions ot the song.
tioning Korda, that Selznick wouldn't any money, but, if has got pictures
He's also to develop more fuUy a
personable line of small-talk lo ex- have been taken into XJA if Korda flowing, and that's what is neceshad known be intended selling the sury."
plain, the various ballads.
Jose.

nately,

not

all

on the slower
better

absorbed its foreign backlog built
up during war years, and is presently

Willie

Raftery to
Raftery
was very

(iff.

I

Korda's mood changed, however,
when he returned from England a

in

his

tut es.

pieces of

notes are true
does

He

much

the calibre of

from 31 to 24, the international "Stand Up and Fight," which gets
company was reportedly in need of him his biggest response.
outside product such as Enterprise
His stage demeanor is good and

M-G

was
him

Schwartz (Chaplin's
attorney) come out here and all you
try to do is queer the deals we set
up.
We're making the deal and
we're hiring you to draft the papers,
and that's all."
At one point Raftery sought a
compromise by which
Selznick
getting across.
would have to otter any story or
However, in stressing personality, star to the producers associated with
she shows a tendency to mugg too UA before he could let them go
much, which detracts from her mu- to an outsider.
Selznick objected
sic.
The harp and fingering tech- strongly, rattling off a list of minor
nique have siifficient visual interest UA producers whom he wouldn't
to hold for the audience, making
trust to make pix with his players.
further visual gimmicks superfluous.
Jose,

long the arrangements are muadvantageous. With Metro
tually

will produce, since

Blackburn Twins
Michael Ifidwarda
McManus Ore
Keid Ore ^
C'iiina

iiot

deal
told
it;

quoted him as saying:

Harpist
10 Mins.
Cafe Society Downtown, N. X.
In Olivette Miller, Barney Josephson has hit upon a performer who
has the exploitation possibilities that
could build her. up to the status of
Hazel Scott. This sepia harpist with
a feeling for swing as well as classic
versions of pops, puts her stress
upon personality and has no trouble

Songs
11 Mins.

how
I

Ol-sen

Davidson '^cr
Vine Onrdene
Al Ziramy
Jan Buscbe
Athena

Cee

lievPd to be indefinite, depending

C Fanton

Dudleys Midgef
Bud Sweeney

Cabaret

C * T

(10)

continoed from page 3

run was

,

Balici

Jerry Lester
Berry Bros.
Terry Lawlor

Ls@w-Eit.
-—

Sweets

WOONSOCKET

New

A

OHICACIO

ISusan

Triplets

rnlmer House
Winiams Oro
Dorothy Shay
Sc B Barry
Acromanlacs
Abbott D'ncefs (12>
Bin Cabana

F

Don Bradfleld
The Lovelies

Oct.

.

,

Bots

Paul White
Wlroy Peace
Corwin Sis
Sol Klein Ore

Mack

of

Miss

ROBERT DE LISLE

Roy Douglas

Co

Ijane Brds

C Heard

Kelly

Wesley Ijundgreen
Boulevar-Dears
Latin Quarter
Ted Lejils Ore

&

Sam Donahue Ore

& G-B

I.eou Fields
8 RedilinKtoiis

J

(8)

Hotel Stevena

Du

in

Cnilitol

<'AM1«?N
Towers (I) 84-

€Iiifaic» (P):

r. en ore
Annette Olsen

Montero & Tvonne
ISrtdle Fens Ore

Barlo & Stan
Veranos
Star

Sondra BinTctt

Joe Greene
Paul Nolan

Hotel BiBmnrck

& Tuffy

Jackie

Marx

Models

he owns

Final agireemeht was that seqijent organization, present dispart of the income from sales of tribution chief, Grad Seairs, was
abandoned stories would be applied hired.
to the byerhead with which they
Korda was brought into the
had been charged.
deposition-taking as a Selznick witness, but Frohlich frequently turned
No Compromise
hiiin into a witness for the plaintiff.
Inasmuch as Selznick still was
partner
pecially well in the calypso depart- under contract to deliver two pix Since he's no longer a
ment and is able to knock oft a to
under a four-picture 1937 and has no particular interest in
French chanson with equal ease.
current intramural squabble,
distrib deal, Raftery's attitude was the
She's done dancework IB her eon- not to compromise ihs..,the new ne- deposition clearly shows his efforts
cert tours, last jaunt being with Josh gotiations, but force DOS to deliver to keep himself out of the middle
White. However, small confines of the
two pix, sitice he couldn't work and take a non-partisan course. To
the Vanguard floor prohibits a disfor anyone else until he did, Miss Frohlich's question as to whether he
play of her terps,
Jose.
Pickford agreed with him. Korday didn't think terms asked by Selznick
however, got angry and Rafteiy were "drastic and unusual," for in-

Grift

Marianne
Joseph Sodv Ore
Roland Twins
Vela MoKtola

SPBINOFIKl.n

Court S«

Mooumaids
Frank Konlaine

TUe Ciros

Xc Fayes
Jimmie Burrell

.Terry

O

Don McCrane Oro

Geraldifie

Ohuy Reyes Ore
Arne Bai'neit Ore
('erney Twins

Gray Family
Frances frban
Sonny Sparivs

Eaton
flin

Tanshn M onroe O
!!>K«y

Feola Ore
CotMicabana
Dolores (5ray
Frank Lihuse

Jan Merrill
Pansy Sanborn

25-21S

Georse

Dohai* Duo
Leslie Gaines

Morey

FB-VNCISCO

S.4kl4

Tom &

& Bennett

Bohmer & Darrow

(Golden Cute (R> 22
Joan Edwards

In

Dennis

Wells

24

Patty-Jo Atkins'

Ronton (K> 8S

Katluyn (Jrayson
Johnny Johnston
Jan Murray
Skatiiifc Macka
Dick & Dot Remy
Bejt

(1)

Paul Walker Ore
Johnny Laddie Co
Ray & Pedro
Kitty MoLauKhlln

Carl

repeatedly

UA

& Lee

Hotel Sherman
Claude Thornhill

Bob Hall

.

Candy Ktevens

Lane

Stylists

Los Hermandoa 3
Ben Berl
t,athrop

Colosimo's
PKOVIDBNi'K
Sammy Ivaye Bd
p FranEa & Janice Met'ft'l't'n (I) 28-26 Vivian Francis
Sherman (tIH
Bob Eberly
Btfb Ho0klna_
Tito & Coral
BAITIMOKB . Pryde & Daye
Illpiroilreme
Martcatia
S

.)onna

Song

June Edwards
Cay Claridge Ore

Mr

ATLANTA

Hlld D'cers (16)

Stevens

Vbex Paree
Tony Martin

Korda

maintained that he had great respect
for Selznick as a producer, and lie
"wouldn't weigh up his value to what

Premice has a full-bodied
voice that shows Up equally well in
the low as well as higher registers,
and she injects a great deal of personality in projection. She does es.

Henry Brandon O

Russ Cariyle Ore
Geneve Dorn
«S

Sue Ryan

"I

that I was going to
take the Stratoliner home that day."

,

appeared

him the

declared:

concert halls before starting her
cafe career. In her nitery bow the
sepia songstress, backed by a bongo
player, displays sufficient vocal versatility to impress as fitting fodder
for the uptown boites.

Oriova

H Ertgewater Be'eh

BInckhnwU

Leon Fields
narto & Stan

Carman^)
Toy & Wing

men

.

Premice

Josephine

CHICAGO

Mary MoLanBhan
'

86-28

iP)

.

Martin's
for
of "Old Man

When b'Shea phoned
tell

happy over

Songs

JHelep W'enzel

Stone Ore

Bd

version

:

all,

S Mins.
Village Vanguard, N. Y.

SSimmermnii'i

Gene Kordos
Janczl Makala
Zslga Bela
Paul Arnold
Sinclair & Alda

Dean

Si

Russell

Kdrtie

Nino

Paul Nolan

Lee" Noble
„ ,^
I«i:imrose & Gold
Paye «t t'ce
(two to ail)^

Vox

Bob

Distiirbi"

in

amusing and amazing

of

UA

JOSEPHINE PREBUCE

Vivian Nickoloon
D'Rivero * Belm'l'

Frnkson

* Ann

Billy

pot

pattern to the

One

the
facts disclosed in the depositions is
that the agreement finally accepted
contracted to advance
by which
Selznick $1,000,000 for production
was the 24th draft. Rafteiy and
Dan O'Shea, Selznick's rep, 'went
on drafting and redrafting the' coiitract from the spring Tight through
the summer and into the fall. At
draft No. 11 (Sept. 15, 1941), the
negotiations fell apart because of
Battery's insistence that DOS should
not have the Unlimited rights he
demanded on story abandorimeiit
and Jilayer loanouts. ^

these two kids have
themselves a fine actt There are
rough edges, but they'll wear away
and what's underneath will wear a
Wood.
longer.
good deal

Bruce Norman

Ore

"Jose

All

.lean AInslie
P'ranciPco

MarBaret Phelan
Carnicn Sol

a

24th Draft

River."

Pessy Palmer

Catallno
Carlos Vareln Ore

there's

gagged-up

Bob Lee
Gerirude Hlld

I'huvej!

Glorin

CKBEDON
AOENCS

New YorH

ISOI ISr-adwaj.

as

Mmil Petti Ore
Ore
VillnRr Vangimrd
Maxine Sullivan
JoBsphine Premlce
Don Frye
Eddie Gibbs
tVlvel

Hyers
& George
Ore
Ned Harvev Ore
I^rankie

Jnlmny

Havalin-itailrid

January 24
Per. ilBt.: l*KLI.ir

I

I'ttnchlto

N U G Revue

EARLI. Phlladelllbia

Gaines

Jean Sablon

KLM-nqls of

Hal Aloma
Gay Blades
Don Baker
l»on De Vod Ore

TIE DEL MARTIIil

youthful appearance of the
pair the turn does a smart job of
tickling customers' funny-bones at
the State, which is playing to capacity houses wiPi "The Jolsan
Story."

% enuillle*

KoKers <'«rner
Corn

PATBKSOTST

Jamaica (I> 22-2!!
Anthony & Rogers
Eric Thorson

& Miranda

KhiK

Wallnce
Leonard Elliott
1 Notea

TIarrell

pix he sold to 20th.

act,

clean,

Though

Bilbao Kle»
(ilovia

Ccdric

;

composed of Dean
at one time began making an impression on the crooner
parade, and Jevrv Lewis, a young
comic, has a good fjwre. Deriving
maximum benefit from the fresh,

new
whp

based on Martin's neat vocaling
and Lewis' comBlet lack of Inhibition, it seems to the customers to be
The two
almo.st completely ad lib.
combine to work over "That Old
Gang of Mine," Martin foiling for
Lewis, (jecked out as a moronic bartender, do vocal takeoffs of various
top stars, etc. All they do cannot
be detailed, but virtually every bit
of It is good for solid laughs. Finale
bit finds Lewis directing the pit band

Mattie Kondl
Steve Richard!
Toni Paliner

Muriel

Nina Dover
Alice King

Sin^iii;

N/¥.

act,

,

Morgan

Maruis

I'hilllps

Banks

Sadie

I '.a

Henry LaMarr

'

Old RnmiiBlaD

& Jim

Orplteum (T) 24
Bob Crosby Bd

Phlllia
Bei-nte Georpte

O

DICK

A & G Fanton
Readinpr * Don

& Lane

Coleman Ore
Mischa Borr Ore
Rosers Corner
lianas' Ore
Non;
Al

Comedy

lEWIS

15 Mins.
State,

MoUnari

.lolin
i'lmil

2

Leblanca

Paul Gary
Larry Daniels

Eihel I^ynn
1.

Twins

* Garcia
Sherry Britton
bkofokh Art Waner Oro

NI5W

JoKnny tmseen
HerbiB FayB Co
-Four Morrocans

.

Morton Downey

rddle't

Davis

Bur'fc

Kranklin

Fields

Shci)

Jack Carter
Martez & Delita

Monle, Ore
Hotel Roosevelt
l.ombardo Ore
Hotel Toft
Bnoch LiKht Ore

(Juy

Tit'ering

l.'ne

&

run

ICildie

MARTIN

This
Martin,

Oro

IValdorf-Asloria

lOsouircs

4

IlerzoKS

Kayt
Slrnnd <W)
Kay EnsUsh

0ll»riei

I4|(IH

Cratldocks
Cliic Cfladke

Lamb

Gil

Bimnie HaKer
Lionel

Charlie Bavnet Or'

Fllltleffarde
ilal Kanner

Myron Cohen
MOro & Yaconelli
I'"rftncls & Grey
Chandra ICaly Dcra

2%

3

Luclle Barton

Downs

Jiihnny

Henry

Dc; l^isle

Ronny & Rey

flin

MIAMI
an

ouvmidu

Don

I'ennsylvuidi

Splvak Ore
Hotel Pierre
L & B Roberts
Chas Reader Oro
Hotel IMaza

Ernie Stuart Ore

Vivian Fay,

the right to abandon story properand lend actors unlimitedly.
Louis Frohlich, acting for Chaplin,
aimed to prove that Selznick had
promised in talks and in publicity
releases to make for UA the three

ties

rotel
Sew Sorkei
Sammy Kaye Ore
Marion Spelman
June Arnold
Kissell & Farley
Alice Farrar
Bob Turk

Hotel

Unrlinlun*

lAi

liotei nui*
Don Bestor Ora
Kay Hammond

Ciiarlie

Ai Bernit)

O'Ncil

(two to

,„

«»

(I.)

Barry <Jray
Merebetli Old
The Crosby Sis

Ln Cnnirn
Henriquea

Robert

nil)

Dault

Beatrice Heckler
Htate

Titus

Irrna,

KANSAiS CnX
Tower (I) 24
* Bond

82

(I>

P Whilcman Jr Or
Macllito Ore
P\Wi Cahlpn t)ic

The Kemmya

Rudy

it

Boxy

Graeie Fields

Revue

Ice

Emmy * Pets
HOMOKIB „„

C

Or

Wad-

;

stories.

ing
into

on Soil el
ian Sc Ray

Marvin
leelnnil

Bob Chester Ore
Oy Reeves
%z

<!*)

Lawrence Bd
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Viliarcal

KmbaNsy

2*-2«

(I)

Rios
& Atbaicln

Chelo
Irftrry

Jose Mellis
Ralph Konl

Sugar Robinson

Vallelt
Ballet

Syni Ore

Piiramount

Mifruel

HAKTFOKD

RcH'lieltes

Klliot

r.osita

3

liOwery & Rae
Paul Bemos

CliarleS IjasUsy
Oil Maison
Kniiftt Marshall

'

(O

The Wiles

Bowman

PatrU'is

.

Bob Evans

T(«K Bpnetee Ore

RKO.

three

evidence to prove that Selznick said
up the pact to bring SeliSMck
he planned making the 1;hree films
XJA it was long argued and
in dispute.
well understood that he was to have

IlofU Cnuiinoilors.
Johnny Long Ore

Noble Sissle Ore
Syd StranRc Ore
El Chico

to 20th, but later deals of

a similar nature with

lish in

vobk
arm
CttMtol

Uknkk

Rsftery Fights

should not

ourselves."

.

lanwry

We4i!i««^«7«

Mills Bros.

Olfla

HOUSE liS¥IBWS

32, 1947

San Jmn,

seat of the high machine. The stunts
would Hot b« particularly sensa-

performed by a man anon hl« own two feet, but by
turning and twisting 10 feet
tne Wr on a one-leggc't bike
Sm*"
they are good. The audi^ce pours
out its heaviest applause for this
novelty turn.
Big item on thU toiU is the preem
Cerdini .s his usual suave crowd
appearance of Elliot Lawrence at pleaser, featurin" first an endless
flow of cards which keep coming
a flrstrun Main Stem house. And out of nowhere as he tosses them
Irfiwrence manages well enough, al- away pack after pack. Highlight of
though tEere are a few rough edges the number is the cigaret stunt in
which he keeps producing, smokto he polished off his fronting and
ing and tossing away lighted cigaret
introductory chores. Boyish ebulli- after lighted cigaret to the amazeence grates occasionally.
ment of the audience. Unfortunately
the
for
evidently much of Cardihi's fine handwork,
Fortunately
particularly .with cards is lost to
maestro,
band
is,
the
with
nervous
only two exceptions, definitely a those in the rear of a house as large
background piece in this bill. With as the Capitol.
0 reed plus an. oboe, 6 brass plus
Deane Carroll is a pert singer
French horn, and 4 rhythms, oirch whose best number is "Indian Love
cuts well behind, the acts and shows Call," but who gets along
very
to good effect in its two solo spots. nicely With a medley in- French,
Its opener is "They've Got a Lotta
S]?anish, English and a touch of Rus"
Coffee in Brazil," followed by bari*
sian,
Lowetone J&ck Hunter doing an original
and cleverly paced arrangement of
Apollo,
Y.
"Over the Hainbow." Great returns here bring him back for
Stcpin Fetchit, Mantan Moreland,
^'September Song" and the man- Sarah Vaughn, Walter Green, Edner in which hie discharges his wards Bros. (3)i Loro Pierre, Dizzy
duties marks him a fortunate find Gillespie Orcft: (14) with Pancfio,
for this upoon.inp outfit.
Milt Jackson, Bay firownj James
Ghezzis, originally booked in this Moody; "GI War Brides" (Rep).spot, were hurt 'in the first show
and replaced by Renauld and Rudy,
Harlem's hothouse of rebop comes
another hand-to-hand act. Besides
the usual accoutrements of biceps, up this week with one of its better
team has youth and passable good bills and grabs a nice payee sendoff
looks. In the briefest trunks and all around.
Great favorites in this
Roman: sanda's < -ley look like a house, Stepin Fetchit and Mantan
couple of cover boys for '.'Everlast- Moreland close with some fast runing Strength and Health" and draw ning patter that gives Fetchit, deplenty of squeals from the lemme spite his long absence from the
moppets. Slow motion gymnastics, screen, somewhat the best of it.
ranging from straight stands and
Dizzy Gillespie's sometimes fine,
presses to a one-armed hand-to- sometimes annoying band opens the
hand planche, are fine, but some of- session with Pancho, male vocalist,
the posturing could be dispensed doing "These Foolish Things Remind
with.
Me Of You," following an instruOlga San JfUan is no stranger: to mental, "Cool Breeze." Lora Pierre,
•Paramount auds, having been on a well-Stacked looker handles the
screen there
recently
in
"Blue intros for the Kdwards brothers and
Skies." Combining the best of Betty their ofay gymnast act. Trio is okay
Hutton with the worst of an errant and garners a nice sendoff in a house
firecracker, she opens with "Bim which is usually n.s.h. for this type
Bam Bum" and follows with "Cuba," of stint.
Gillespie trots out one of his
tune she did with Bing Crosby in
the film. Incidentally, she's turned Esquire poll winners. Milt Jackson,
blonde for her p.a. chores.
She for some sensitive work on the vibes
does a couple of other Latin num- with "Man I Love," in which a medbers in which, as well as in her ley of other tunes is trickily worked.
Jackson is strictly for show, since he
first, her voice seems to get lost
in the big house. She seems to have doesn't work with the band otherplenty of volume, but mike place- wise. Tapper Walter Green underment probably is psirtially responsi- plays very smoothly during a suave,
non-stop rhythm stanza. Guy does
ble.
A fast line of comedy chatter and some difficult footwork with the
gimmicks is dished up by Tim greatest of ease.
Miss Pierre does another intro beHerbert, fast enough to keep the
occasional laughs hiding some weak- fore bowing out until later in the
ish material.
Best bit is a parody bill. Her psuedo-comic patter is deon the Russian delegate who's al- livered stiffly, but the heavy politiways late, called "When I Walk In, cal angle is daubed on to grab a few
Gromyko's Walking Out." Comic has yocks at the expense of Bilbo fol-

mm
fiot

<4),

Herbert. Meruaitd

MW«nce

HMnt«f.

& M«Av.

£1-

Orch- (JV) JiHth Jocft

Oow Boken

P«rf«ct lH«(r(JParti reviewed i» VAMEinr
'

ttonel"

chorttd

man

ft

in

.

;

a

nice personality but needs to
tighten his act. More terp ing would
help.

liawrence Orch bridges here with
maestro doing an 88 solo on
"Rhapsody in Blue." It's good commercial pash, but also nice piano

the

technique.
i

Great performers from beginning

end and certainly the big draw
this Stagebill, the Mills Brothers
Could stay on all da;- and keep the

to

on

crowd

much

happy. They don't do as
"instrumental" work as they

did in the earlier days, sticking to
straight

angle

word

vocals,

but from any

they're

top

entertainment.

They do their bestselling recorded
tunes, "Guess I'll Get the Papers
and
Go Home," "Paper Doll,"
"Don't Know Enough About You,"
"Lazy River"" and an encore on
"Basm St. Blues;", one of their oldtimers. More care on mike balance
is indicated in a couple of spots,
but not obvious.
Appealing comic
work helps to occasional chuckles,
too. A sock closer of which payees
couldn't get enough.
Tomm.

Capitol,

Wash.

(Af-G).

Capitol takes a breather between
two high budget sfage shows this
with a modest but pleasant
"soiriething

something new."
The old part of the show
headliners.

&

is

old,

the

whose act
goes back basically unchanged for
at least a generation. Gags that drew

Smith

Dale,

laughs in the same doctor's office
scene before Warner's "Jazz Singer"
altered thfe face of vaude, are still
drawmg laughs today. The lines
have been brought up to date here
and there, where a topical angle
could be added, but the act continues familiar to old timers and its
Vveber & Fields type humor is still
good for chuckles. A couple of male
singers are included and at the end
the four men wind up with a barbershop quartet rendition of "If You
were the Only Girl in the World."

The

,

newness

comes

from

Boy

Joy, a clever English juggler who
flips Indian clubs, dishes, balls, high
hats and anything else he can get
his hands on while rampaging about
the stage on a unicycle. Foy works
first from
a low cycle and then
changes over to a high one, .saving
his toughest stunte for the wobbly
.

Gracie Field*. Arthur Blake, Beatrice Seckler, Jean Gramas, Debonairs (S), Gae Foster Roxyettes, Paul
Ash House Orch; "13 Rue Madeleine"

(20th),

retiiewed

18,;'46.

:

in,

Vabebiy, Dec.

:

:..;A--;

^

Gracie Fields' appearance on any
anywhere, is an event of importance—and lier current engagestage,

ment at the Roxy is no exception.
The English comedienne again
proves herself one of the top peri
ternational showdom.
Only squawk concerning her Roxy
appearance
is
that
there's
not
enough of it. In its endeavor to, get

sonalities of

big grosses via rapid turnibver, the
house is holding the stageshow down
to 45 minutes of which Miss Fields'
gets 17, and which seems like nothing, since she's able to get in only
about six verses of "The Biggest
Aspidistra in the World."
Despite the. seeming brevity of
Miss Fields' turn— which the stopwatch somewhat belies
the Roxy
presentation is well-rounded and
pleasantly entertainmg.
Debonaire,
male terpling-warbling quintet, tees
it off with a nifty mechanical man
dance that has appeal for both the
ballet and giggle trade.
Mimic Arthur Blake follows with
carbons of Frank Morgan,- Louella
Parsons, Charles Laughtoh, Jimmy
Stewart. Katharine Hepburn, Peter
Lorre, Bette Davis and F.D.R. Routine is average, suffering from the
plethora of mimics, most of them
doing the same personalities. While
the impressionj themselves are pretty good, Blake's lines aren't funny or
satiric enough to get him paTtjcular

—

—

Carboning of Miss l5avis,
particularly the physical aspects of
her manner of acting, is by far
the best, while the most that can
be said o£ the F.D-R. biz is that
it is in as good taste as this: kind
of thing can be.

notice.

Latino production number winds
up the pre-Fields portion of the layout. It's colorful and well-executed,
with Jean Gramas doing a neat vocalizing job, although

Roxy produc-

tion staff seems to Show a decided
lack of imagination in that awlcward
device of having a guy stand in front
of her in midstage holding a hand
mike. That's peculiarly disturbing to
the illusion and might be easily
eliminated by hiding the instrument
in a fan or a bonga, such as the
other femmes carry.
Also wedded into- the production
number is terping by modernist Beatrice Seckler, aided by a couple
boys from the line. It doesn't matter

much.
Miss Fields' opens with a fave,
"The Simpleness, The Sinfulness, the

Wickedness

of

Man,"

tells

some

Scotch and Irish stories (relatively
inoffensive, Mr-

W.) and then does

a pip of a number in oiie-half Afrikaan and one-half English. She follows with a blend of straight vocalizing

and

satire

on "My Hero" from

"The Chocolate^ Soldier" but ettds it
Still another poll winner, Sarah
comes through with the in unmistakable fashion with a
sock musical work of the evening, cartwheel. "Walter, Walter" and
singing "You're Not the Kind of a "South America, Take It Away" are
Boy for a Girl Like Me." Phrasing father great" laugh-garnerers, in addiand voice technique are a little too tion to "Aspidistra." Then comes a
subtle for a vaude house, but she 20th-Fox plug for the next pic into
the Roxy, "Shocking Miss Pilgrim,"
still grabs a great mitt for "Sepwith Miss Fields leading the auditember Song" and "Mean to Me."
Band works next to closing with ence in singing "Forever" from the
a couple of rebop numbers in which pic. She encores with a New Zeasome good tenor work by James land Maori tune in which she also
for a whopping
Moody is almost lost because of Gil- leads the audience
'
Herb.
finale.
lespie's hogging the spot with his
unsharp clowning. Jackson returns
with vibes embroidery.
Balto.
Fetchit and Moreland provide a
Boltttnore, Jan. 19.
nice closer, with band's poor backing
Henning,
Candy Stevens,
Paf
fouling up Fetchit's little piano ditty.
Merry Madcaps (3), Felice lula
Might have been funny but they House Orch
"The Jolson
(12);
couldn't get together.
Tomm.
Story" (Col).
Vaughn,

'

Hippodrome,

Adams, Newark
JVewarfc, Jon. 16.

Stan Kenton and Band (18) with
Ray Wetzel, Eddie Safransky, Shelly
Mann, Pastels (5), June Christy;
,

Steve Evans; Meribeth Olds; "Larceny in Her Heart" (PRC).

Stan Kenton's crew

Washington, Jan. 18.
Smith & Dale (4), Cardini, Dcone
Carroll, Boj; Foy; "Mightu McGurk"

Offering featuring

lowers.

clear

some-

is still

thing to shout about in this season of
The
bad -news for swing bands.
lanky lad has lots on the ball for the
jivers, including a new approach to
the problem of making music sound

new.

The outfit deals, mostly in impact,
conveyed through a 10-man brass
section that bears down a little
heavily on the ears at times. But
nicely balanced in the saxes and
rhythm section. Kenton's fine pianoing was dimmed at the opening
through lack of a suitable mike at
the sounding board. "Artistry in
Jumps," "Concerto to End AH Concertos" and "St. James Infirmary"
set forth the Kenton touch at its
peak of efficiency—powerful in blast
effect and crowded with tricky syncopations and trickier harmonies.*
June Christy is doing the vocals.
She uses her pipes to the utmost ad-

vantage in "It's a Pity to Say Goodnight," "Na Misery for Me" and
"She's Funny That Way," going for
The Pastels, harmony
boff results.
quintet, croon neo-barber shop in
.

"Zip-a-dee-doo-dah,"
Reasons" and "River
pet;

Safransky.

St.

"Sentimental
Marie," in a

and above aver-

lines

formal.

Variety

acts

but

sparse

have style and appearance
which lifts them well above the

average hoofing fare. Bob Evans,
ventroing with his Jerry O'Leary,
has smart line of chatter and a
highly expert presentation, so goes
And the Paul Trio, with Paul
big.
on the guitar, does an interlude on
"Steel Guitar Boogie" and "Blue
Skies" which

is

Biz was very

plenty satisfactory.
big.

jBlie.

Karle, Philly

Bros., Ji'mnia/
Joyce Vey,
Mole, Ben Yost's Guardsmen;
"The Fabulous Suzanne" (Rep)
lit

Joe

After an absence of several weeks,
flesh comes *nto its own at the Earle
this week via"EarI Carroll's Vanities of 1947," featuring a Jihe Of 16
girls,

a variety

bill,

duction numbers.
Garnering
the

and Several pro-

most

applause
Opening day (17) were Bobby Vernon and Jessie Draper, comedy
team, with Vernon carrying the
brunt. o£ the patter and pantomime.
Team has funny routine of satirical
ballroom dancing.
Coley Worth held his own with

opening day audience by playing
half

a

fiddle,

iinitating

(?)

Groucho

Marx, and stepping around in general zany fashion. I'.s's an energetic
comic, and times his gags well.
Joyce and Jimmy Vey run through
a fast-stepping tap routine, and then
lad gets into spotlight for nimble
work out on the xylophone. This is
a personable younc; couple with lots
of appeal. Gal is cute and vivacious,
and should be on s'.age more than
she is in present act.
Joe Mole, lookirg like a cross be-

tween Groucho Marx and an absentminded professor, builds up slowly
to

good climax with unicycle
,

act.

The Mercer Brothers do spoofing tap
routine and burlesque Spanish terp.
Ben Yost's Guardsmen present five

husky male singers in costumes remindful of Superman in the comic
strip, but boys have good voices and
please with college medleys, operetta
numbers,, and excerpts from
operas.
Production numbers include "African Baball," with plenty of color in
costumes; '^Gaiety oh Wheels," in
which the gals of the line pedal 'bicycles as prelude to Mole's unicycle
number; Spanish dance, also colorful, and finale of 'Beautiful Lady"
pairade.
Biz fair when caught.
Shal.

Miami

Oiynipla,

Miami, Jan. 17.
Lonny Ross, The Colstons, Bob
Hopkins, Kay & Koy, Wally Dean,
Leis Rhode Hoitse Orch; "Lady Lucfc"

(RKO).
Well

balanced

layout

Essay spots of legit inblowers.
strumentation but emphasize comedy
bits throughout for a breezy getaway.

Candy Stevens in between is fair
with some comedy singing, mild conversation and a topping bit of solo
stuff

oh trumpet, sax and drums.
Felice lula and
UP On stage for
setup.
Biz continues

Good support from

house orch brought
presentation
good.
;

Burm.

BKO, Aoston
.

Boston, Jan.

17.

Andrews Sisters, Les Paul (Trio,
& Desmond, Bob Ei^ans; VicShoen House OrcH; "Betty Co-Ed."
Mocite

icoiy.

Andrews

Sisters, eorisistently'

pop-

ular around here, handle about a
third of this show and take it away
without any trouble. Neither style

nor gags changed very much, but
that's okay with the customers who
gave them a wow reception plus a

O'Rourke,
Bosil

current,

makes

fbr diverting vaude bill.
Topliner Lanny Ross scores with
Gives- them plenty,
with a medley from "Annie Get
Your Gun," "The Lamplighter,"
"Whole World Is Smging My Song"

his singing stint.
too,

and "September Song."
Personable Bob Hopkins emcees
smoothly and in own spot carbons
Crosby, Frank Morgan, Hugh Herbert, Red Skeltoh and others for

Kansos

few

the

of

comedy teams.

That's the Martin
Lewis combination (New Acts).
by far the mainstay of this layout and the reason why the stage
to
the
big b.o. "Jolson
show, coupled
Story," leaves patrons with a very
pleasant feeling.
With the Jolson picture on screen.

&

It is

State's bookers seem to have made
their current show a nostalgic one,
It presents two
at least by proxy.
performers connected in the past

with Eddie Cantor's radio show and
he gets prominent billing in the introductions. They are Thelma Carpenter- and Leonard Sues, singer apd;
conductor respectively oh the come*
dian's air slot.

&

Sues follows Blair
Dean, a plea*
sant pair of ballroom dancers. Same
"pleasant" reaction can be applied to
Sues.
He plays trumpet, not very
outstandingly, but does it in a boyish manner, that endears him well
enough to the customers. He works
over "Blue Skies," "Summertime"
and "St. Louis Blues," employing
open and growl trumpet nicely so
that things don't get monotonous.
It's unusual to see a musician of
Sues' type doing a sitigle and his
job is not easy td make it stlcji; With
patrons.:
•

Miss Carpenter, a good-looking
Negro, who has Worked with varir
ous name bands such as Count
Basic's before
achieving Cantor's
program, is a fap more excellent
singer than she appears here despite
t!fe fact that she goes over neatly.
Too, it's obvious that she. is not yet
accustomed to stage work.
Her
faults lie in her selection of material
and pacing. She opens with "Give
Me the Simple Life," a faded pop
which never was too strong, "You
Keep Coming Back Like a Song,"
"South American Way" and encores
"Happiness Is a Thing Called Joe"
and "September Song," the last a
tune she shouldn't do until her interpretation is dedldedly improved,
She has ho special material of the
type she can do. 5WiiIe the act ia
highly successful here, it could be
better.

Marionet acts seem to be enjoying a resurgence from whatever, if
any, depths they might have slipped
to.
In recent weeks every Broad-

way house has featured one and thes
all Show s sharp tendency toward

maximum showmanship, which has
become a lost art with too many

Walton & O'Rourke
be accused of losing sight of it,
however. They put on a smartly
worked out. turn. Working from a
small stage, they first work out the
old skeleton dance routine, using,
'however, two dolls, one outfitted as
a femme, doing a rhumba.
Then
comes a pair of sepias, a male pounding piano and a femme singing "St.
Louis Woman," voices by W. & O.
A hula dancer and dolls in lion and
tiger costumes doing a nice skating
bit finish the thing up with a wallop.
vaude turns.
can't

It's all

well done.

Radio Budgets
iss Continued
as $3,000.
ure, the

from page

Francisco, Marshall
Dolores Durrett, Tower
Orch
with Jack Parks and
Kenny Field; "Bringing Up Father"
(Mono) and "My Dog Shep" (SG).

Current layout is well knit and
rates as one of the Vest shows in
several weeks."
House band opens on "For Sentimental Reasons," with Kenny Field
taking the vocal and Jack Parks on
muted trumpet. Judy Kelly follows
with flips and spins through an acrobatic-adagio terp and winds with an
interpretive boogie routine.
Midshow spot is taken by Francisco, in a sock juggling turn. Gets
plenty of applause for his manipulation of small batons and tennis
balls, interlarded with comedy effects.
Dolores Durrett, discovery
contest winner, takes a turn at boogie on the piano, and also gets off a
pretty fair tap routine.
Closing spot ha.s Marshall brothers
alternately satirizing Frankie, Bing,
Danny Kaye and a host of radio
commercials. They wrap it up with
a comedy face-slapping inning that
sends them away to solid returns.
Ouin.

1

as

To achieve the lower figname values have been

eliminated from the format, cor**sponding to the new agency thinking that the $3,000-$4,000 added ex-

penditure for a star'personality (frequently doubling the cost. of a show)
in
off

most instances -simply doesn't jjay
in audiences to warrant the

upped

costs.

Similarly, the trend

City, Jan. 17.

Kelly.

(2),
(9)

'

Martin & Lewis finish up, Lewis
emceeing throughout.
Wood.

duo, the Colstons,

Tower, M. C.
Judy

Bros.

one

theatre,

Strcte

vaudeville houses in the
.straight
country and the only one on Broad-,
way, is more or less a proving ground
for acts. It is putting a new turn up
bookers'
opinions this semester
for
which, when it works Off the rough
edges, has a fine chance of pushing
itself into a prominent spot among

solid applause.

Comedy dance

Martin & Lewis, Louis
Orch: "The JolsOtt

House

Story" (Col).

•

f'hi'todelphio, Jon. 17.
Fori Carroll's "Vanities of 1947"
Worth, Vernon & Draper,

toith Colej/

Mercer

S5

State, N. Y.
Btoir
& Dean, Leonnri Smtf
Thelma Carpenter, Walton 6

strong.

Mack and Desmond, dance team,
whose stuff may not be too novel
but

rack up plenty lau^s via the
Routines are
Change of stage portion to accom- femme's acrobatics.
modate continued h.o. of film ("The carefully planned for the breakups
Jolson Story") is necessarily brief which garner the laughs.
Wally Dean purveys a mixture of
with only three entries lined up for
puppetry and card and ciggie mania fairly entertaining setto.
Highlight is Pat Henning, who pulation that adds up to novel effect
in bell-ringing style with for good returns..
closes
Kay and Kay offer muscle control
comedy and knockabout.
clicko
FUpny impressions and expertly sequence that gets over nicely. Les
timed gaggery is -a standout and just Rhode and house orch back show in
right to top off balance of bill which nice style. Biz good when caught
opens nicely with The Merry MadLary.
caps, trio of clowning harmonica

swingy version. Wetzel, \njm- beg-off.
double bass, and
rhey open with "Show Business,"
Mann, drums, offer hot instrumental- and then "South America Take It
Away," etc., later appearing with
ities.
Meribeth Olds, contortionist, and the Les Paul Trio for "Rumors Are
Flying," "Rum and Coca-Cola," the
betout
a
round
comic,
Evans,
Steve
whole very sharp jazzing with good
Bran.
ter-than-ordinary bill.
torrid

melody

age thumping. House goes big for it,
and likes the on and off routine
since the gals appear throughout the
show. Patti Andrews m.c.'s knowingly and keeps things plenty in-

toward "the

.show's the thing"- is reflected in the
brushoft the costlier "name" pwo-

grams are getting upon submission
to agencies.
For example, a Judy
Garland show has- just been packaged on the Coast by a Hollywood
indie radio production
asking price is $17,000.

outfit.

The

But thus far

nobody's interested.

The "rating

stealing"

among the

low-budgeted Shows on the air is
chiefly apparent on the whodunits,
but also include some of the corned
programming, where the emphasis
is directed at the writing and production values rather than in names.
It's in the latter respect that the
trend toward low-cast shows is seen
having healthy and beneficial overtones for radio as a Whole,

Betty Keilly Set for H^Tana
Betty Reilly has been booked for
the Casino Nacional, Havana, starting Jan. 31 at $1,000 weekly. Singer
current at the Clover club, Miami,
will follow with the Copacabana»
Chicago, Feb. 25.

,

VeJneaJay, Jmmaiy 22, 1947
SavinfiT ($40) Face

WingV (3 SdHN)l Broadnis Snp,
Devdops Craften, Stage
American Theatre Wing's Git
(staffed
school
by professional
Broad wayities) will begin Its fourth LUMT

Skills

T?he

OKAY; TEESPERS

m WORK

semester Feb. 24 With several important changes in courses, length of
noteworthy
etc.
Most
sessions,
Alfred Lunt, who had an emerchange, however, according to sev- gency kidney operation recently, is
eral producers interested in the
reported recovering in St. Luke's
project. Is in the scope of the school
hospital, N.Y.,. and he's expected to
Itself.
Where the institution was origin- go home some time this week. iTntil

TREK BACK

"O
ally set up as a refresher course, to then no visitors are received.
in Mistress Mine," suspended because
various branchieS of the business, it of the ailment, is still advertised to
has now begun to function as' a relight at the Empire on February
trade school, a place to develop 10. His wife, Lynn Fontanne, who is
craftsmen and advance an actor fur- co-starred in the play, and a sister
ther. Although still open only to vets, are the only visitors permitted at
school has been broadened from a the hospital.
vet retraining center to an industryKay Francis, who left "State of
brush returning GI theatre vets

lasiie-Stif-kgit

Tokyo, Jan, 14.
Jap entertainers received a
break last week when General
the release
okayed
MacArthur
of face powder, perfume, cream
and other cosmetics to Japanese

Equity magazine contributions
Rarelv does Paul DuUzell use a byline in
in the monthly's current edition,
hut his name appears over an editorial
appeal to end factionalism within
headed "A Plea For Peace in 1947," an
such turmoil as that stirred
to
inference
by
referred
the association. He
were whipped up over a^^radlo address
up last season when allegaUons

people.
Previously, the only lace and
cold cream Nip showfolks could
obtain was through the black
market, and came at around 600

yen

($40)

per

rally which, resulted in bitter ar.
Pined in at- a Madison Square Garden
being Communism. Sigauments of a religious nature, the mam target
much longer my voice is coming to
nificantlv he said; "I don't know how
Equity's executive
because
it's serious,"
this,
to
I want you to listen

you.
secretary

jar,

,

.

.

radio.

Because it's so tough now for an
actor to making a living strictly in
legit, the Wing feels it necessary to
train him. in radio, television, musical comedy as weU, and is furnishing cross-service courses—a course
in acting fpr singers, one in radio
acting for stage actors, dramatic
character work for radio actors, etc.
Enrollment at first session was 400,
with present total 730. Winston
O'Keefe is director of the Wing's
professional training program, with

Mary Hunter

director of courses.

.

are not definite.

Theatre

Inc. will

sponsor

first

Experimental Theatre Reduction, John

Finch's "The Wanhope Building," at Princess theatre, N, Y,, Feb, 9, 10 and
16 and the Theatre Guild Will sponsor the second, Glendon Swarthout and
John Savacool's "O'Daniel," Feb. 23, 24, 28 and March 2. Because the
theatre seats only 299 persons, with less than 1,500 people to attend all
performances, the theatre's producing committee co-chairmen, Cheryl
CraAwford and Clarence Derwent, are taking unusual step of announcing
suspension of the ordinary press list to newspapers, and soliciting subscriptions from them instead. Subscriptions are $15 for five plays, availAcademy, the overable as memberships in American National Theatre
because ANTA
all sponsor, and h^nce deductible for income tax purposes

&

is

tax-exempt.

Cara Williams, 20th-Fox starlet making her legit debut in touring company of "Born Yesterday," got her first notices when show opened last
week at Nixon in Pittsburgh and calme off very neatly;. She hadn't
previously been reviewed, having gone ihto cast during tag end Of Boston
run wheh Eleanor Lynn withdrew as the lead femme to await bhrth of
her first child. One Smoky City critic, Karl Krug, of Sun-Telegraph, who
had previously seen the Garson Kanin comedy on Broadway, even wrote
that he thought Miss Wailams was as good as Judy Holliday in the original
production.

•

„
j
Gal has two unreleased pictures coming up, "Bob, Son of Battle and
"Boomerang." Best previous flicker break was as wife of Perry Como in
"Something for the .Boys"
•

Officials

'

.

C

.

.

.

.

Donald Wolfit, who heads an English repertory troupe ^now in Canada
Broadway, attracted attention in London during the war playing
Shakespearean works. The performances started at noon^ecause of the
and were said to have been well supported. Charles G. Stewart will
be associated with Hall Shelton in presenting Wolfit in the U. S.
John Gielgud, the English star, arrived in New York on the Queen
Elizabeth Friday (17) with Lawrence Langner of the Theatre Guild.
Although it was a stormy passage Gielgud was hijjhly amusing with comic
been aboard, remained
stories. Theresa Helburn, who was supposed to have
Gielgud's rep company will Open on Broadway late next
in England.
Wilson and the Guild.
month under the management Of John
Langner revealed that George Bernard Shaw is complethig a new play
in America next
for the Malvern Festival and it is likely to be presented
for Oklahoma!
season. Showman also made preUminary arrangements
the date and theatre
in London next summer with Prince Littler but

•

Schoql has had tlirec eight-week
terms in the past two seasons (current one ending Feb. 8) Fourth session, starting Feb. 24, will be en-,
larged to 10 weeks, as previous sessions were found too condensed. Because of the current increase in
Broadway revivals, and the lack of
properly trained actors in the classic
repertory, the 'school has added a
course in classical plays, to be given
under various Broadway directors.
Stephen Fry, formerly of BBC, will
give a course to special events in

.

prior to

,

ported institute of higher education,
cannot enter into any joint sponfeel they've left the realm of yet sorship of any project or program
sentimental angle, however, to the that is to result in profit or private
hard-boiled status 6t a place where gain for the cooperating group or
professional people can go and work. groups."

.

blit?

On

Wing

.

Lacldng HI Arg.

Boo^^

others.

referring to his age.

Local Authors

wide training project, to fill (ac- the- Union" for an operation, recording to such producers as Mar- turned to the show Monday (20).
One of the most significant features
garet Webster) a glaring lack in the Illnesses have required understudies
of the season was the lack of a good
inbderh liifeatre-^a basic training to step into a number of casts, James
by an Argentine author. All
ground for the professional actor. Barton was out of "The Iceman play
hits were achieved on the basis
the
There has been no such practical Cometh," E. G. Marshall subbing,
translations of French, British or
school before in theatre history.
but Dudley Digges who was out of of
plays. One V. S. precedent,
U.
S.
Producers are now using the Wing the same show with a heavy cold however, did not repeat itself in
school as a pool for properly trained is in action. Ralph Symonette sub- Buenos Aires; although the Diaz"Street
talent. The Theatre Guild, Cheryl bed for Norman: Cordon: in
Company production ol
Collado
Crawford, Miss Webster, Oscar Ham- Scene," and when flbrence Eldridge "Life with Father" was a fairly
Rivers stepmerstein, Metro, and others have was forced abed; Biaiia
attractive one, their backers evenhired people from there; These pro- ped Into "Years Ago."
tually took a loss of some $6,000.
ducers, according to Wing officials,
This proves once more that Argenhave also sent actors to the school
tine audiences go for melodramatic
who were in need of special training Minn. U. Rejects Bid
fare and like subjects. This same
for some role—for yoc£d training,
company was rather more successful
Outside
Shovr
for instance.
later in the season with "O Mistress
Minneapolis, Jan. 21.
In addition, actors playing on
Mine," the Terence Rattigan opus,
Univ. of Minnesota board of re- at the Politeama, where it had a
Broadway in small or medium-size
f oles-*-stuck in these roles for a sea- gents rejected the request of C. C. two-month run.
The best production of the season
son or' more for economic reasons-^ Milkes, local impresario,, to rent the
have also been attending classes for
was undoubtedly Luisa Vehil's at
further development, or, as some- 5,500-seat Northrop Memorial audi- the Smart theatre of "The Shining
thing to do for stimulation. This sea- torium on the campus for presenta- Hour," which was given art added
son, Hayes Gordon of the recently- tion of attractions sponsored by pri- boost from the attacks launched
The auditorium against the actress by anti-Semitic
closed "Show Boat"; Bart Henderson, vate individuals.
Michael Corhan and Thomas Grace, now is used by the Minneapolis nationalists believed to be acting on
of American Repertory Theatre; Symphony, Orche&tra and for the behalf of the Senora de Peron, once
William Scully, of "PiniaoV Hain- Metropolitan opera season and uni- a rival of Senorita Vehil's for starring honors at the National Comedy
bow"; William Horne, who was in versity concerts, etc.
"Helen of Troy" but more recently
Milkes, in addition to bringing in theatre. This "production was instruin grand opera; Alan Hewitt, legiter concert attractions, has been trying mental in bringing to the fore young
lately concentrating in radio, among to land legit roadshows, although the actress Maria Rosa Gallo, who gave
others,
have been taking Wing Lyceum here holds the UBO fran- a magnificent performance as Judith.
courses.
chise.
In his proposal requesting Young actress is now playing the
Showcase Alumni
that* the
auditorium be "opened lead with Esteban Serrador in EuWing graduates who recently got up" for non-university functimis, gene O'NeiU's "All God's Chillun
jobs out of shosircase performances Milkes, pointed out that it was built Got Wings," arid her work has earned
at the School include George Keane f roni funds provided by publiii sub- her unstinted tsrSise from the lOcal
critics.
("Brigadoon" and "Park" Avenue"); scription.
"My Dear Ruth" at the tiny EmBruce Gordon (in the touring "HamIn its reply turning' Milkes down,
(Experimental the board of regents declared that pire theatre, had the longest run of
let"); Will Kuluva
Building"), "the university, as a publicly sup- all the season's plays, with a record
"Wanhope
Theatre's
of 400 performances in eight months.
Corhan
and
Grace
Henderson,
(ART), and

was

we
have worked on
DuUzell called Equity a tool, "a fine tool which
It was made for a special purpose and for that
more than 30 years
you take a special purpurpose there never has been a better tool. But it
chances
are you'll ruin
the
pose tool and try to do some other job with it,
people get .up and argue about
I want you to remember that, when
it
some of the things they think Equity ought tO be used for, things it wasn't
them,
not
Use
Equity,
built to do. There are tools for those jobs, too.
the one job it can
"Using Equity to get this or stop that will ruin it for
protection of the actor, his
do better than anything else in the world- the
And when we wrangle and argue
Buenos Aires, Jan, 12.
job, his pay, his workihg conditions.
these other things, we are the blindfolded men in the ring in a battle
Political difficulties and disturb- about
too much for Equity to see that happen without raising my
ances notwithstanding^ and despite royal. I care
against it. I ask all members ... to cease the bickering and brawlthe intrigues of the Peron-minded voice
long and strive for peace, and unity and coactmg talent to try and supplant the ing that has be^et us for so
that the prestige and usefulness of Equity, built so slowly
front-ranters, the 1948 Argentine operation
over so many years, may live and groW to protect us in this new year
legit was prosperous,
and for generations of actors as yet unborn."
for

,

;

MME. RAGSTAD SET FOE

Tor the first tiihe, a critic was billed over actors—in fact the latter
weren't even mentioned— on the banner inside Leon and Eddie's N. Y.
night club for "Celebrity Nite" Sunday (12) last" week. Robert Garland,
reviewer for the N. Y. Journal American, sat on the stage under the
NorwegKirsten Flagstad, noted
banner which carried his name in large letters and was called "that
ian soprano and former Metopera eminent theatre virriter and first nighter." Seated with him and also
Attderson as Hedea'
stalwart, is returning to the U.S. introduced
by Eddie Davis were John Beal, rehearsing with "Carrot and
Judith Andei^n, last seen on concert stafee, as first announced art- Club"; Jean Kean, who recently replaced Betty Garrett in "Call Me
Latter,
vet
ist
George
Engels.
imof
Broadway in 1942 In "Three Sisters,"
Mister"; Jose Ferrer, starring in "Cyrano De Bergerac," and Sidney Blackis due in the spring in Robinson pressario who directed diva's pre.
mer, who recently appeared in the closed "Wonderful Journey."
U.S.

TOUR UNDER ENGELS

,

,

vious U. S. tours, is now prez of
newly formed Consolidated Concerts
N. Y. PM, in the special "Hats Off!" box on the letter page usually used
head and Oliver Rea. Two-act verse- Corp.
Mme. Flagstad, now singing in Lon- to hail some individual for a noteworthy deed or cause, last week did the
play,
adapted by Jeffers
from
saluted the new Broadway
Euripides,
was written for and don and Paris, will sing in four unusual in saluting "Finian's Rainbow."
endedicated to Miss Anderson last "Tristan" performances in iPebrU- musical, "and everyone connected with it, for bringing to Broadway
ary^ at La Scala, Milan, and sails tertainment with a social conscience, for making so ridiculous some aspects
year.
Actress left N. Y. for Coast last March 7 for America, to see her of racial discrimination, for poking such fun at some of the Southern
Saturday (18) for a film stint in daughter and embark on a concert diehards who keep the south in the grip of age-old, discredited biases.
RKO's "Tycoon," and will return tour here. She'll sing through April, Above all, hats off to the 'Finian's Rainbow' people for having a sense of
and return for next season.
humor as well as a sense of justice,"
thereafter for the stage chore.
Soprano reportedly bears with her
a "testimonial of patriotism" from
John Antonello and Jimmy Nixon, partners in the booking office of
Chief Justice of Norwegian Supreme
Mitchell Back to Legit
angeling
Court Emil Stang for her conduct A & N Presentations, Kansas City, are taking their second fling at
Hollywood, Jan. 21.'
a legit production with a sizable interest in "The Story of Mary Surratt,"
Thomas Mitchell! .returns to legit during the war. Mme. Flagstad, who which recently opened on the Coast, Deal was set with Howard Lewis
chores for the first tiriie ih over a left U.S. for home in -1941, has and Russell Young, producers, when they brought their production of
decade when he both stars in and sung in public only four tinies dur- "The Desert Song" to the Music Hall, K. C, under A & N banner last
ing the war, in Switzerland and
directs "The World and Mr, Wilseason.
Sweden.
kins." Madge Kennedy will costar
Antonello and Nixon previous flier was oh "Easy for Zeezee," whiph
with Mitchell Ih the Joseph Schrank
opened in Chi and closed in short Order.
comedy.
One-setter is budgeted at $40,000
Dials in 'MacbetF
Similarity accounts for switching of the title o£ "It Takes Two," which
and opens Feb, 24 at the Geary in
George Abbott and Richard Aldrich are trying out at the Wilbur, Boston.
Santa Barbara, Jan. 21,
San Francisco for three-week run
John Rodney, legit thesp, who re- Because the current "The Big Two" arrived on Broadway first, the other
followed by jump to Broadway. cently made
"Two"
was changed to "Apartment 17" and then "-B*' was added, but last
his film bow in "PurLewis Deak is producing, and east sued," returns
to the stage here in week the original label was decided on. Newest "Two" is dated to open
includes
Skippy Homeier, Eddy a modernized version of "Macbeth." at the Biltmore, N. Y,, Feb. 5, the other play being at the Booth, Where
Ryan, Paul Langton and Jean Ruth,
closing
notice went up Monday (20)
In addition to playing the- top role,
Jefters' "Medea," as first production
effort of new firm of Robert White-

PM

..

Rodn^

Garfield Into 'Corner*
Hollywood, Jan.

21.

John Garfield plans returning to
Broadway this fall after seven years
in pictures. Actor will star in Robert

Rossen's legiter, "Corner Pocket,"
also will be produced arid
directed by author.
Pair are currently working in
"Body Jand 'Soul-' for Enterprise.

Rodney will co-direct the tragedy,
John Golden has abandoned a comedy based on "The Goldbergs," former
w/hlch opens at the Lobero theatre
'STRAUSS BOYS' ?0R GQAST
comedy radio serial, which has been off the air for around two years,
next week.
Hollywood, Jahi 21.
Gertrude Berg, who worked on the play script, is said to have received a
U. S. production rights' to "The
production offer fi-om another manager and is writing new material for
Strauss Boys" have been given to
KIEPimA-Ee^EET
PIC
proposed iradib usage.
Franz Steininger, Coast conductor
Mexico City, Jan, 16.
and composer, who is dickering to
Frank J. Sampson, who is endeavoring to assume the leadership of
Mexican producers are dickering
stage
here.
the
Viennese
hit
musical
Tammany
Hall with the backing of N. Y.'s Mayor O'Dwyer, is rather
of
for
the
production
a
pic
in
Raleigh, Jan. 21.
Show is noiXr past its 100th per- Spanish and English by Jan Kiepura well known on Broadway. He was formerly in the boxoffice o£ the St.
Former Gov. J. Melville Broughformance
James,
in
Vienna
and
is
first
postwhen it was called Erlanger's. After, leaving show business SampSingers
and
his
wife
Marta
Eggert,
ton, chairman of the Roanoke Island
entered
war
son
politics and is a leadter in Greenwich Village.
Austrian
stage
smash.
Underare
conducting
these
negcjtiations
Historical Assn., has called a meeting of the directors in Raleigh Jan. stood that several other showmen while vacationing at Acapulco.
Harry Fronikes, who ope^'ated the Playhouse, N. Y., for a couple of
Trade expects a deal will be made
23 to lay plans for next summer's are interested .in it, including Edwin
seasons
is how in the disk field, proposes to specialiie on legit show
may
and
Lester,
with
pbssibiUty
and
pic
produced
before
sum
it
bf
the _
.
production of Paul Green's historical drama, "The tast Colony," on used in the Los Angeles Civic Light mer, when Kiepura said he intends recordings. He figures that cutting records of individual parts will appeal
•
to visit Poland, his homeland.
I to actors, if the whole play is not put on oKscs.
.
Opera season.
Roanoke Island,
which
•
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SaiG Old Debyi-Hnuse Shortage-

'Norway

lapes Producers; 2 Sbws

m Deck

'

Howe

three

years

theatre shortaee which season--t
looms on Broadway is again
In evidence and although there is
only one fresh booking problem in
respect to musicals, a number oi new
shows on the road trying out haye
not been allotted main stem berths.
There was a temporary jam concerning "Sweethearts" which opened

its

birthplace,

Gibson 'Coine'-'&-Go Stnnt

Company made
grossed

$130,000

its

for

Two Briti^ Rq) Groups To Compete In

21.

far-flung

Norway"

trouping, "Song of

turn to

of

Los

April 21, to open theLight Opera season at
harmonic.

A

ally

LA.

to

Los Angeles, Jan.
After

will re-

N.

Angele-s,

194'/

the

Y„ Gee With

Bard, Other

Civic
Phil-

Two

bow here and Equity Setting

Up Plan

a threcrweek
,

Gets Equity Frown; Coast

run. Since that time it' has drawn
Whereby Actors Can See
$4,000,000 in the U. S. and another
Is Nicked for $600 .$1,000,000 in England. Meanwhile
More B'way Shows Cuffo
the musical, based on the life of the
Charges by J. J. Shubert that composer Grieg, is. being measured
Believing that actors should see
Tuesday (21) at the Shubert but it
Harry
Gibson,
actor, for a screenplay at Universal-Inter- the performances of fellow profesCoast
a
was necessary to send "The Red
sionals
more often than is now cusnational.
Mill" to the road after it wound up breached his run-of-the-play contomary, Clarence Derwent, head of
with a strong gross. "The Chocolate tract by quHting "Come On Up"
Equity, is working out a system
Soldier" has no definite berth yet. when the Mae West show was
whereby members Would be enabled
Reported booking of an English booked in Canada, were not susto attend Broadway shows gratis.
Shakespearean troupe, headed by
Heretofore actors asking for courteDonald Wolfit, into the big Century tained by Equity's council last week,
sies would apply to the company
came a$ a surprise, .as it infers the but actor was fined two weeks salary
manager on the day of performance
exit of "Toplitzky of Notre Dame," ($600) for violating the association's
and not infrequently their requests
there being talk of moving that
were denied. New plan is for the
rules. The fine will go into Equity's
musical to the comparatively small
producer
to set aside a specified
Barrymore. Century is designed" for emergency fund, with no financial
The Mew York Theatre Chapter of number of tickets .for actors, they
musicals and although the jnuch consideration to the manager Who
the American Veterans Committee being identified with slips issued by
heralded Old Vic repertory was
could have been liable for Gibson's has joined the protest against segre- Equity.
spotted there last summer, the inAlready, two attractions are availcoming dramatic outfit hasn't the Vic salary JEor the balance of the season, gation in Washington theatres. Letable and managerial response is such
reputation.
had he been dismissed.
ters were sent to managers requestthat quite a number of shows will
Among the shows not booked in,
Fact that Gibson came from Hol- ing the use of their names to further be on the free list for actors.
are '.'Eagle Has Two Heads," with lywood to answer the charges prob- the movement and in addition asked "Cyrano De Bergei-ac"
and "Lovely
Tallulah Bankhead, and "John Loves ably influenced the council in his producers to sign pledges not to
Me" tickets may be had at this time
Mary." Latter comedy opened to favor.
He presented a statement present shows in the capital. Both for performances on Tuesday,
promise in New Haven last week from a doctor that he was ill and moves are reported to have had
Wednesday and Thursday evenings,
and was booked into Boston for two under treatment at the time he left negative results. Idea of attempting
weeks starting Monday (20) but in- the show, but the company manager to secure pledges probably stems 20 tickets weekly having been allotted to Equity, it being figured
dications are that the Hub date may erred because he did not have the
from the stand taken by dramatists
have to he extended. There are actor examined by a doctor. Gib- when the agitation started, during that the shows are less likely to sell
out on those nights.
several houses with weak grossers son was reputed to have complained the engagement in
Washington of
Although the idea has been talked
which are becoming available but that he couldn't stand the coV ''Joan of Lorraine," Some showmen
booking contracts have not been weather across the border but when are known to have ignored the com- about for some time, no announcement has been made about the
sought for one reason or another. the cas%
was heard he expressed munication from the vets, feeling cufCo tickets, other than a notice on
Early this week only two out of 10
that the group was attempting to
willingness to rejoin the play.

they

Actor

D.C.

AN MTOTilES

-TO EXW41M A POSER
•

—

opinion.

And

that

is

the very thing the
in reviewing the

New York critics,
ART plays, failed

to do. "That goes

for Vahiety, too, .which sent three
different men to look at the four
plays
and wrote four separate
pieces, none of them leaning on any
of the others.
•
Not that I'm beefing. No squawks.
But when the reviewers, by ' and
large, looked at "Henry VIII," and
talked about what a bad writer
Shakespeare was, it seems to me
that they were not, .actually, doing
their job. Mind you, I'm a reformed
critic. I can remember only too well
the days when I was one of the untouchables. And I know just where,
in the closet (in plenty of mothballs), I hung my holier-than-thou
toga. Some day, when I have a few
dollars in the bank account and can
afford myself the luxury of going
back to work for a newspaper, I'd
like to find a job like that again. So
I think that any critic, any time,
anywhere, is entitled to say whatever he thinks in any language he
can dream up But—^what is repertory? It is an acting company. It is
a series of plays It is a group of productions. And it must be weighed
from that multiple standpoint.

Jimcrow Issue

board.
bulletin
got around in professional cirShowmen queried on the Negro cles, however, that Equity reports
discrimination situation believe that it has been "sold out" for the next
the campaign against one theatre is week or two. Slips carry the name
wrong procedure. They feel that of the producer and show and read:
the capital citizenry should be ap- "In accordance with your desire to
pealed to on the grounds of toler- invite Equity members, this will
ance, to lift the bah iii all theatres, serve as an introduction," the name
schools, cafes and hotels.
That is of the' actor and the date of the
jSkin to the view taken by BquiQr performance being filled in.
Such
following a survey -of opinions ex- tickets are subject to the admission
pressed there.
tax as are other courtesy admissions.
the

attractions trying out are definitely

Management said that was up to
booked in, they being "It Talces Two"
("Apartment 17-B"), at the Biltmore, Miss West who has jnot indicated
and. "All My Sons," coming to the she wished him back in the cast.
Had the charges been sustained
Coronet next week.
Gibson might have been unable to
appear professionally 'during a term
of suspension. Show opened on the
Coast last summer and has been on
tour, an expected Broadway date
::v
not yet being definite.
New York.
Case is somewhat similar to that
Editor, Vafietv:
in which Mary Boland was Inv.olved
Your piece on the critic's b.o. in- when engaged by the theatre Guild
terested ine Jbecause you put into for "The Rivals:" She claimed illwords SOttiethlng that has puzzled ness and walked, but although the
ine for weeks. "The American Reper- Guild filed charges, it refused to
tory Theatre," you said, "which pre- press the case. Miss Boland howsented four revivals thus far, presented a poser for the- scorekeeper,
who decided that ART's attractions
should be counted as one, and a reviewer's Judgment as one."
1Vell, tiiat's fine. I've been trying
to make that point ever since the
ART got started. The ART is a repertory company. It should be viewed
and reviewed*—as a repertory company. At least, that is my humble

i

ever was fined $500 when she refused to permit an Equity doctor
to examine her. Actress also left
"Jubilee" and "Face The Music,"
both Broadway musicals, but neither

management

filed ch<u:ges.

exceed

A

its

purpose.

association's

Word

meeting held Monday

(20)

at

the Alvin, N. Y., where "Joan" is
playing, was conducted by the
group, purpose being to compliment
the company on its stand against
discrimination during its Washington

AVC

WYMETAL TO MANAGE
PITT ALFRESCO OPERA

Pittsburgh, Jan. 21.
engagement.
Equity designated a
WUliam Wymetal, former stage dispokeisman to state its position in
rector of the Metropolitan Opera and
the situation to the "assemblage.
for the last several years a consulParticipants in the Alvin session,
tant in Hollywood on musical sewith Myron McCormack the chairquences, has been appointed manman, were enthusiastic in voicing aging director of Civic Light Opera
protests
to
Negro discrimination. Co. for its second season of outdoor

Actor speakers declared they would operas at the Pitt Stadium. He sucnot sign contracts to appear in shows ceeds Max Koenigsberg, who rewhich played stands where there is signed on account of ill health.
such segregation and one manager,
At the same time, Edwin Wappler,
co-producer
Lee
Sabinson
of who manages legit Nixon, which
.
San Carlo Grand Opera Co.
"Finian's Rainbow,"- said he would
during
warm
the
opened its annual tour last week in decline bookings in cities wh^re the closes down
months, has been named company
Massachusetts with one-nighters to color line is drawHi
manager for the alfresco producexcellent business, warbling outfit
None of the prptestants mentioned tions, replacing Walter Ecker.
of under-the-stars
Continuation
playing stands which only occasion- motion pictures in the Washington
productions locally was assured last
ally receive stage attractions. Most situation, but some who appeared on
the stage there and voiced objection week by another $50,000 gift from
unusual booking had the troupe
were exhibited on screens in nearby Kaufmann's department store.
appearing in Brockton, near Boston, film houses at the same time. PlaySunday (19) afternoon and then at wrights who went on record as sayOpen-Air Legit Set
the Hub's Opera House at night. ing their plays would not be perBefore reaching Boston the troupe mitted in the capital until the sitFor '47 in Greek Bowl
played Springfield, Worcester, uation is cleared up, were named but
no
statement
of
such
a
there
was
Fitchburg and Lowell, taking in the
Los Angeles, Jan. 21.
latter town approjdmating $3,900. It stand by the Dramatists Guild.
Greek Bowl in Griffith Park will
was Virgin territory for San Carlo
be the scene of another outdoor seaexcept for Boston.
son of summer entertainment by the
Outfit will play Jersey City, which Villa-Loks in N.Y. to
Hollywood Starlight Theatre Assn.,
hasn't had a show in more than 20
starting July 7.
years, performance to be given in
Lester Operetta Gene Mann, managing director,
the town's largest h|gh-school audiannounced that the company is
Heitor Villa-Lobos, Brazilian, clas- spending
Operatic attraction then
torium.
$35,000 on improvements
goes into southern territory and sical composer, arrived in New York on the Bowl and will toss five
heads for the Cpasfc
over the weekend to start work on shows into the arena when warm
Operetta schedforthcoming
South weather arrives.
"Magdalena,"
ule will be complete about March 1.
American Operetta. Based On an

SAM CAEIO TROUPIG

mm

OME-NIGITERS
,

LA.

Work

On New

ET Rockets High With

Comedy

repertory

outfit*

hardly opposition

attrac-

tions, as the latter is strictly

Shake-

are

spearean,

while the former sched-

ules comedy classics. Wolfit is slated
for the large Century, N. Y., Feb. 18

'

AVCTakesHandln

English

impend on Broadway, headed respectively by John Gielgud and
Donald Wolfit and dated to open
within a week of each other. But

although that house is currently
tenanted by the comparatively hew
musical "Toplitzky of Notre Dame."
Gielgud is advertised
to
debut
Feb. 25.
Unusual extra space copy for
Gielgud appeared in Sunday's (19)
papers, the. date of debut being set
forth but the name of the theatre
omitted. Mail orders for a scheduled
eight-weeks date for "The Importance of Being Earnest" were solicited, such applications to be .sent the
offices of the Theatre Guild, which
will preeent the star in association
with John C. Wilson.
No mention was made of "Love
For Love" in wftich the Gielgud
company will appear April 21. The
company immediately trained to
Canada for appearances, first date
being in Ontario Thursday (23).
English showman H. M. Tennent is
interested in the performances over
here;
•

'

Gielgud Drops Bard
Gielgud- first attracted attention
on
Broadway by appearing in
"Hamlet" which fared so well at the

Empire that it was moved to the
more spacious St. James. The star
has dropped the Bard for the time,
for a season of comedy. Simporting
players in Oscar Wilde's "Earnest"
are
Margaret Rutherfor,
Pamel
Brown, Jane Baxter, Jean Cadell,
Robert Flemyng, John Kidd, Richard Wadsworth, Stringer Davis and

Donald, Bain.
Wolfit's
troupe is
scheduling "King Lear," "Hamlet,"
"As You Like It," "Merchant of
Venice," as well as Johsoh's "Volpone."
Sunday extra space ads were used
too for the first time for "The Iceman Cometh," mail orders being
.

sought.

Guild announced that a
mail-order department has been set
up at the Beck with the house
treasurer.
Dora Chamberlain, in
charge, Mail orders for tickets are
also advertised in extra space copy
>

for "State of The Union" and "Another Part of The Forest." All three
attractions are aimed into spring
but it's possible that "Iceman" may

go on tour before summer. Eugene
O'Neill drama has not had a losing
week but- is expensive to operate
and requires exceptional grosses for

weekly performances. If arid
when "Iceman" takes to the rOad;
the setting which is virtually in two
scenes will be combined.

its six

Understood that Gielgud is slated
Plymouth,
which
has

for
the
"Present

Laughter," but another
theatre is possible. The Barrymore
is mentipniBd for "Toplitzky," th^t
house being occupied by "(Jyrano
de Bergerac" one of the season^
most successful revivals-.

Woim

Cleans Vp in Canada
Toronto, Jan. 21.
Donald Wolfit troupe, first British
theatrical company to visit Canada
since the outbreak of war in 1939,
is currently cleaning up in its sixweeks' Canadian tour. For its two
nights at the Capitol, Ottawa, with
the Governor-General and the Prime
Minister present, it grossed just under $10,000; did $27,800 in 10 days
at His Majesty's, Montreal, top gross
there for several seasons, often to
turnaway business; had over $20,000
in advance sales for the two weeks'
engagement at the Royal Alexandra,
Toronto, which opened to a sell-eut
last night

(20)

idea and original' play by Homer
Wolfit is doing "King Lear," "HamCurran, musical is to be produced Legit Moppets
let," "The Merchant of Venice," *;As
by Edwin Lester on a budget close
March of Dimes Assist You Like It," and Ben Jonson's"VolRobert Wright and
Extending its record of excellent to $250,000.
pone,'! this also to be his Broadway
Forming plans of their own to aid
Only one New York critic, John production, Equity Library Theatre's George Forrest will collaborate with
repertoire.
Villa-Lobos, creating the lyrics apd the March of Dimes campaign, some
Chapman of the News, seems to have
staging of Clifford Odets' "Rocket handling adaptation of the ifnusic. 100 child actors, aged 7 to 16, at a
'
understood this. He said, "Only by
held at the Professional Dallas Operetta Season
It was originally planned to prod- meeting
seeing all the plays of a repertory To The Moon" is one of its best
."
coirfpany can you judge them
efforts to date.
At the Hamilton uce ''Magdalena" during the spring Children's School in New York MonSets $30Q,000 Budget
You're so right, John. And now that Grange Library, N. Y., last Wednes- season of the Los Angeles Civic day (20), organized the first Junior
Committee to help the
Dallas, Jan. 21.
Opera.
However,
Lester Actors'
Light
Vabibxy joins this viewpoint, T add
day (15), Alexander Scourby was stated that in all likelihood early paralysis drive. Richard Tyler, who
The State Fair of Texas operetta
—You're so right, muggs.
of a fall Would see the curtain up on the plays the title role in "Christopher committee voted an appropriation
Incidentally, since most of the re- standout in the central role
of $300,000 for alfresco presentations
views of most of the plays were dentist caught in a marital crisis. new show. Plan .is to open in Los Blalje," was named chairman.
by
furnished
Angeles prior to taking the musical
In lining up contributions to: sup- to be presented here this summer.
very good, thanks all down the line, First-rate support was
port the National Foundation for In- The figure makes the Dallas Casino
and please understand that I am not Fran Malis, Stefan Schriabel, Bar- east.
John
Curran will leave for the east fantile Paralysis, moppets set up a 70-day operation the Second largest
picking on the Jukes faniily, much bara Lipton, Milton Seizor,
Eugene Francis,
shortly to join Villa-I.Obos, Wright speakers' bureau, will make'talks in in the country, .next to the St. Ih)u1s
as they enjoy being picked on. It's Sylvester and
Direction, which was patterned and Forrest in conferences on the schools and take collections from Municipal Opera.
just a thought, a viewpoint, an apLester expects to arrive their own casts backstage among
Charles R. Meeker, Jr., general
proach, which I am discussing here. closely after the original Broadway show.
But a viewpoint, or thought, which, production, was handled by Casey around Feb. 1 to confer with the other things. All 38 of the children manager for the Casino and Fair
Allen while Ruth Birnholz' setting authors.^ South American composer currently appearing in 10 Broadway Park Auditorium, will leave next
it seems to me is terribly important.
made the most of the library's was acf;ompanied to the U. S. by shows have volunteered to ask their month for New York to arrange
If, that is, there is any importance
miniature stage. Lii^iting was also his wife and an interpreter, Dr. Jose stage managers for pewnission to repertoire, casting and pi-oductiott
to the idea of repertory per se.
Herm. Brendao.
make curtain speeches.
elective.
personnel.
Wol/e Kou/mfln.
,

New

'Moon' Production

'
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its success appeat okay.
be a natural tendency to
compare it with the Old Vic but that

^
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Town

Plays Ont of
New

Haven, Jan. 16.
Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hamtnersteln,
II (in ussn. with Joshua Logan) production of comedy in three acts hy Norman
Krasna. Directed by Logan; scenery and
lighting by Frederlclc Pox; costumes by hacinda Ballard. Onenetl at Shubert, New
Haven, .fan. 18, 'it; tS.VO Xott,
Mary McKinley,.,. ... .. .v.,. ...Nina Foch
Oscar Dugan..,,
.Ralph Chambers
Fred Taylor
Tom EweU
John liawrence'.
William Prince
Senator James McWinley.
Loring Smith
Ann Mason
Mrs. Phyllis McICinley..
1-t. Victor O'Leary, .......... ;Lyle BettEer
George Beechwood
.....Max Showalter
Hcrblsh

..Pamela C'ordon
BriK.-tien. Hatwood Blddle. Harry Bannister
I.ily

In its present state, as a play, "John
B on the
report card.^As entertainment, that's
another story. They say that' BurMnk, the famous horticulturist, could
cross fruits and vegetables with unusual results. Rodgers and Hammerstein will go him qne better with this
One, They are a)>out to plant on

Loves Mary" rates only a

Broadway some com
doubt materialize

when

the

stage

that

will no

heavy spinach
and film harvest

is' in.
i

Plot is"iraplausibl6
a confirmed
alibis but in spite of that,
playgoers will probably enjoy the
production somewhat as' they would
a good variety show except in this
case, the performers juggle words
instead of Indian clubs; the animal
act is confined to making a hrasshat
look Uke a jackass; and the entire
troupe is on a merrV»go.^round in-

toper's

'

—

stead; of bicycles,

•

The ahove "q6rh" c6nBhent stems
Irdm such old reliable laugh sequences as the situation where the

any great extent due

tJhe E4i]»

A

ning the gamut from socially con- monarch slowly going mad is drawn
scious, vague propaganda to down- in bold strokes, so much so, in fact,
right good theatre for entertainment that Wolflt's Lear stands out above
purposes only. Tennessee Williams is all the other players. And this is perresponsible for the two "messages" haps the main fault, if it can be labthat somehow fail to arrive to Gar- eled a fault— the other thesps suffer
cia. On the other hand, he also can by comparison. Through no fault of
be credited for one exquisite char- their own it is Wolflt's show.
acter study, "Portrait of a Madonna."
Balance of cast all do solid jobs.
Sean O'Casey contributes the sole Most notable is their elocution and
comedy, "The! End of the Beginning," clarity. of speech. Sets, ana costuma farce of classic, proportions.
ing in "Lear" are on the shoddy side,
The first two offerings, "Mooney's the reason being the British need for
Kids Don't Cry" and "The' Last of My skimping and saving during the War.
Solid Gold Watches," are bleak
"As You Like It" finds the group
studies of frustration. In the former, doing a complete switch, and it's a
a ^air of Wretched starvelings and happy one, with the rest of the cast
their month-old baby are the subjects looking, more like participating than
on which Williams tries to hang a supporting players, as in the case of
moral. Whatever Williams' moral is, "Lear," Wolfit himself takes a modest
it is lost in some pretty dull play con- role, that of Touchstone, the clown.
struction.. "The Last of My Solid Gbihedy lines are played to the hilt.
Gold Watches," practically a monolog Settings are: on the debit side of the
concerning an old die-hard Southern ledger, but deficiency can be overdrummer, gives Vincent Price an op- looked.
Laza.
portunity to appear as an ancietat,
obvious Bilbo supporter. Price tries,
in fact a little too hard, but the dialog rambles in an obvious manner.
Montreal, Jan. 16.

hero innocently dpflfs his ijants in the
presence Of the, heroine just as her
parents enter the room; and the obvi- Clinton Rosemond and Whitner Bisous complications that ensue when sell do well by the minor roles handhe marries a girl in whom he has ed them.
no romantic interest, just so he can
Jessica Tandy triumphs in "Porpave the way for her sealing to a trait of a Madonna," giving this one
buddy.
gem by Williams everything in the
Play is billed as comedy but actu- book. As a mentally unbalanced old
faree
lining.
ally it's
with a plush
maid, with sexual delusions concernThe farce classification gives script, ing a non-existent lover, Miss Tandy
certain license such as establishing works back and forth from gentle
an early problem which could, be sanity to nervous unbalance that sets
sdlved easily in the first act but if it
her among the great First Ladies of
were, there would be no need for the
the theatre. Certainly no finer perother two stanzas. This observation, formance ever
has been given locally.
incidentally, reflects the present staHume
Cronyn did a superb job on ditus ot the show act one sets such a
rection and David Clarke and George
terrific page that the following sesTyne efface themselves deftly in
sions are going to have dillicttlly ia
support of the actress.
catching up to it.
Roman Bohnen directed, the final
Tale teHs of a. GI, John Lawrenqe, piece, "End
of the Beginning," and
about to see his girl for Jhe first
deserves top directorial award for
time after a" three-year overseas
Wringing the audience dry with
strptch. Girl, Mary, is .(teushter of
laughs, to say nothing of handling
V. S. Senator McKjhley, living in
cast. Art Smith, Henry Morgan
New Yorlt, and she has cpoked up a his
ha^e the
scheme whereby her parents will be and Anita Sharpe-Bolster
chores in this wild, slapstick hoein. Washington while she welcomes
Throwing in, quite literally,
her hero alone. Instead; a former down.
and other household
buddy, Fred, who had saved the GI's the kitchen sink
appurtenances, O'Casey shows what
lite in battle, and who had preceded
can be wrought when husband
him home by a year, shows up and havoc
decides to do wife's household chores.
it's a three-way reunion.
After the- misery of the first three
It. develops that Fred had had an
only comes as a weloverseas romance with Lily, an Eng- plays, this not
come relief, it almost breaks up the
lish nightclub entertainer who was
nothing of the audirepoirted blitzed: Actually the girl theatre to say
had been located by John who, as ence.
set and lightdirection,
Production,
a ttiark of gratitude to Fred, married
nature
4he girl as the only means of get- ing credits are all of topflight
this minnie-house. Show should
for
ting her to America, with plana of a
and
play
remain
to SRO audiences
Heno divorce clearing the way for
camFred to take over. All this is un- on strength of word-of-mouth
known to Mary, who wants John to paign, to say nothing of rave reviews
Huts.
marry her, and to Fred who, mean- from local press.
while, has married elsewhere, thinkjks
ing Lily dead. CntaveUing of this Klttff I^air
mixup IS what serves as foundation
for some very funny lines that get a
Montreal, Jan. 14.
healthy assist from generally expert
Donald Wolflt and Co. productions of
•

—

.

.

'

.

.

Yon

and

ShaUeMpeare repertory. Staged by Wolflt
Scripter Krasna oif ers herewith and Christopher Ede; settlnss and costumes
At His Majesty's. MonIjy Ernest Stern.
another exhibition of his skill at treal,
*4T.
Jan. 8 and
garnering laughs by the proper
Kins: Lear
manipulation, of words and phrases, Lear
Donald WolHt
David Dodimead
While some of his situations also in- King of France
Georges Bradford
Duke
of
Burgundy.
volve good comedy ingredients, it is
.Josef Shear
Duk* of Cornwall.
primarily the verbiage department Duke
dt Albany......
..Robert Algar
that snares the snickers. ~ Weaknesses Karl ot Kent............. Alexander Gauge
of the second and third acts are Earl of Gloucester. ........... .Eric Maxon
Kempster Barnes
ar
glossed over largely by diverting Eldff
Kf Imund
Frederick Horrey
dialog.
Staging of Joshua Logan Curan
.......,,*..., Malcolm Watson
works hand in glove with the writing Oswald
John Wynyard
Georges Bradford
assignment and Indicates a shipshape Tenant....
Doctor
....Eric Adeney
time

delivery.

'

.

.*

fl.

pmduct

by

show

the

Gotham.

hits

'

Fool

Wilkinson
David Dodimead

Geoffrey

*

Officer

Casting is uniformly good. Play
should help to establish William
Prince and Nina Foch as a personable pair of youthful thesps.They
have romantic appeal combined with
good sense of comedy values, Tom
EweU walks off with the laugh
wreath with a honey of a performance that rings tfaie bell from start to
finish.
Harry Bannister likewise
cashes in on chugkle possibilities as

a hrasshat

Herald
Serrant.
Goneril.

.Richard Blythe
...Richard Bb'tho
..VtoWt Farebrnther

...

...

.

Regan

. . . .

.

Cordelia.

..

...
. .

........

»

„

..

...

i

I'Oi'd

.

•

•

Audrey

Chglfcley

Iden

... ,,

,

,

.

,

,

Eric

Adeney

Charles Oliington

Dona Id Woint
..David Dodimead
Jilalcolm Watson

. ,

.

Ward Blythe
Joief Shear
Robert Algar

. . . . .

.,

,

,

John Wynyard
...Frederick Horrey

Mosca
Voltore...,,
Corbaccto.
Corvlho.
Bonario. .....

i

.

Maxon
Gauge

.Brio
Alextinder

...Kempster Barnes

. , ,

Sir Politick Would-Be......... Robert Algar
Peregrine. ....... ..
Malcolm Watson

Nano.

...

,

,

Castrone

Richard Blythe
Wilkinson

Geoffrey

Androgyno. ............
Celia

...

.David

Dodimead

.*>-~.'nr:';rRosallnd

Iden

Only non-Shakespearean play done
by Wolfit group appears to click even
better than some of the Bard's works
in which Wolflt is a specialist. Jonson's bawdy comedy is treated in best
Elizabethan tradition with all the villainy and f oxiness played to the hUt.
Wolfit, naturally, stands out above
everybody else, his Volpone being
played, asi are his Shakespearean
parts, in a broad ^manner. Broadway
success, however, is a gamble since
there's much com hwe that may not
register.

Main fault With the Wolfit producthe so-called stock style of
playing, is evidenced here. Supporting player? aren't given free enough
tions,

r

Roadway

.fiosalind

.,

.Penelope
,

.„

.

.Ant>

Iden

Chandler
Ohalkley

Marion Marshall

It's hard to say yet whether Donald
Wolflt's repertory group will hit the
financial jackpot, but on the basis of
audience and critical reactions, it
looks favorable. British thesps are
drawing weU-flUed houses at every

performance.
^ If the group does go to Broadway.
Cnegdtlations are now under way)

her limited engagement at the Empire theatre, N. Y. With the playhouse temporarily vacant at night,
pending resumption of "O Mistress
Mine," Miss Draper switched her
schedule of perforftiances, largely

booked for matinees, to wehing
shows mainly. The one-woman show
is set for about 40 i^rformances^
an unusually large number for this
type of attraction.

For the current series, the diseuse
introducing two new sketches to
her gallery of female portraits, both
based on contemporary war themes.
each show, however,
is

Bulk of

con-

sists' of Miss Draper's
best-known
pieces including "Opening a Bazaar,"
seems "Doctors and Diets," "Three Women
Clifford,"
and
"The
Mr.
Italian
Lesmuch too quiet. Final act veers to
melodrama arid there's a bit of unbe- son," etc. Diseuse is displaying her
lievab}e gunplay which switches the best form in the familiar pieces,
story from the psychological to the especially in her characterization of
lurid. It is very well enacted, how- the jaded Mrs. Clitford where she
ever, by two name players plus the mixes a bit of acid with lier gensupporting short cast. Also "Little eral sympathy for the distaff side.
A" is performed Vcithih; ah excellent
One of the new sketches, "The Reinterior.
Otto Kruger returns from Holly- ^rn," is a sentimental affair, diwood to characterize Aaron Storm, vided into two scenes, depicting the
who operates a northern Coast can- homecoming of a wounded English
nery in a small town. His father, who officer. Miss Draper makes the milk
ownied the plant befove him, was of human kindness overflow the
known as Big A and the appellation brim in this piece. The other sketch,
of small is given the son, because the
entitled "ViVe La France," is an efheir hasn't the father's dynamic perfective dramatic hionolog, delivered
sonality. Jessie Royce Landis, one of
Broadway's leading actresses, appear- wholly in French and concerned with
ing as Aaron's wife Lucinda, seems the wife of a young Frenchman who
a bit too voluptuous for a deceptive is about to sail. to join DeGaulle's
wife, but the performances of both forces in England.
Herm.

age.
First

.

two

although

acts are fairly interesting

the

performance

are of the higher plane.

Aaron, who likes classical music
plays chess with his doctor
is a quiet, mannerly fellow
dominated by Lucinda. For 19 years
he has had the suspicion of not being the father of their son Donald,
back on vacation from college. It is
not until the youth strikes Aaron,
who berates Donald for attempting
to rape Mary the maid, that the truth
is conceded. But it's late in the play
when it develops that Big A was the
boy's actual fiaieai and that Lucinda
tormented Aaron's mother until she
lost her mind and died. The play then
becomes lurid.

and

friend,

tyrano' Switcheroo

Draws Ferrer iMios;
ShIis Trot Stiff f Well

Jose Ferrer is to be commended
for his sound theatrical, enterprise
and business judgment, as well as
the artistic gesture, in scheduling
two performances of his "Cyrano de
Bergerac" with understudies taking
good-sized audithe lead parts.
When Aaron erupts he" is minaed"' ence that included managers, agents
to commit murder. First there is a
poison potion but that is discarded. and other theatre gentry attended
The deceived husband then toys with the first special matinee Thursday
a pistol and then hands the gun to (16) at the Barrymore, if. Y., and
the hated Lucinda, which seems to undoubtedly was impressed with the
be incredible. Luckily she is a bad proceedings and with Ferrer's stated
shot for, after aiming at Aaron the hope "that other producers will folslug strikes Donald. Whether he dies low suit, and thus establish
a helpisn't Indicated, as the curtain then
ful method of uncovering and' endrops
•Wallis Clark does well as the couraging proihising taleht for the
friendly
doctor.
Ottilie
Kruger, general bettemtent of the theatre."
It was a good performance, with
daughter of Otto, gives a very good
performance as the maid Mary and the substitute actors giving a comscenes beteween them are the pleas- petent account of themselves. Wilaht inteirludes in the El«y.
tbee.
liam Woodson, who ordinarily plays
Le Bret, took the Cyrano role. His
If in tlie
voice lacks the dramatic bite of
Blacktriars production ot play in blank
verse In three acts by Victoria Kuhn. Ferrer, and he bounced around a
Staged by Dennis Giirney. At- Blackf rlarR" little too ;hectically, but otherwise
Guild Playhouse, N. T.i; Jan. 19, '4T; $1.8» conveyed the poetry, the tortured
top.
Elena
.Katherine Hamilton frustrations, of the long-nosed lover
.Tohn Barron Mark
Ray Colcord with intelligence and skill.
David Landor
.........Edwin Ross
Patricia Wheel, the Orange girl,
Father Benedict. .............. Joseph Boley
Peter Conrad... .,....„..,.. ...John Young made a sweet, appealing Roxanne.
Robert WItde. ....... ........Paul Gregory
Anne St. John,
Ann Linsley Stewart Long, normally a lackey,
was a bit boyish but otherwise
The Blackfriars have made any- agreeable as Christian.
Charles
thing but a nappy choice in its at- Summers, a guardsmah, did a fine
tempt to transfer this blank ver'se job as .Raguen'eau. Nan McFarland*
opus from the written page to a stage
playing the duenna, and Robert Carproduction. It may have read great
but it doesn't come off in the transi- roll, essaying De Guiche, made intion. It's doubtful even if the most dividual portraits of these roles.
An added gesture that proved as
arty-minded followers of this semipro group will evince much enthusi- much fun to the actors as to the
asm over it. First nighters, exclusive audience was the taking of bit parts
of those who had accompanied the by the play's regular leads. Ferrer
youthful author, Victoria Kuhn, from
was a porter and ragged poet; ErnWashington for the preem, were deest Graves
(Christian) a lackey;
cidedly non-committal on appraisal
and for the most part nearly as be- Ralph eiantoh '(De Guiche) another
wildered as the cast reading the lines lackey; Paula Lawrence (Duenna)
on the other side of the foots.
a flower girl and nun; Francis CompThe author starts out with a Close- ton (Carbon) a cook, and Frances
up of nations %reft of a lasting unity Reid (Roxanne) a soClbret and
between the powerful and the weak. nun.
Hiram Sherman, normally
Locale is in a mythical country, Ragueneau,
made the bit part of a
which would recall its former leader
ragged poet an inspired one.
to carry the ball in the unity stakes.
Admission charge of $2 for orches^
After much stilted gab and actionless meanderings, it appears that a tra and $1.50 for balcony helped
man must put his own house in order cover sailariies and incidentals.
before settling the problems of
''.Bron.
troublesome nations and the world.
Sex romps in by a clandestine affair
between the man's wife and his chief
Legit
adviser, which carries on to the ultimate denouement, when after practically cursing the man, the culprits
to
for Tominies
find solace in suicide.
At the tag,
Tokyo, Jan. 14.
the man has regained -strength by
their act and will carry on in his
Ten British actors and actresses
purpose.
arrived in Kure last week to present
The cast does the best it can with the plays "Patsy," "George and
the material at hand, and Dennis
Margaret" and "Peg O' -My Heart"
Gurney has directed with his accusto British Occupation Force persontomed skill--t6 little purpose.
nel in Japan. Troupe arrived from
£dba.
Australia, where it gave ,2,0(10 performances to servicemen.
Group
consisted of Beverly Myles, troupe
Ruth Draper
leader; PhyUis McLean, Lois Roby,
Gloria Robins, Jack Dwyer, Allstaif
Reveal
Roberts, Jack Guest and John Alden,
Returning to Broadway after a producer.
/
five-year stay abroad, Ruth Draper
Also arriving was Czechoslovakian
in
her collection
of
character ballerina Evelyn Ippen, who is
sketches Is proving an artistic suc- scheduled for
a six-month tour, of
cess during the first two weelp of the
British area.

A

•

'

.

Cireenwood

.

rein.

Sets are on the shoddy side as
Lozo.
the costuming.

is

Dishei For Pix?
Continued from page S

;

but that there probably will
be no full-scale move to cut down
office,

quantity in favor of qualit?';.
There's a new type of fitolly wood
film executive, rising out of the
writer ranks and therefore more
inclined, to judge a film artistically
as well as commercially, Bernhardt
says. "Dore Schary is representative of this type,
.

Bernhardt

stresses.

"He could well develop

into another
Irving Thalberg, Who hasn't had a
replacement, in Hollywood."

Bernhardt maintains

tfeat

foreign

film competition is having a healthy
effect on Hollywood production. In

the easier days, when
Coast producers were just competing among themselves, director says,
"You can feel the growing uneasiness in the studios as a result
of the growing threat of foreign
films. We're going to be forced to
more careful production." So far,
Contrast to

"

he adds, foreign

films selected for

in the U.S. have genbeen better than our own.
While in N. Y. Bernhardt is gan.Frederick Horrev
Broadway legit and proDavlil Dodimead dering
Kemp.stcr Barnes nounces it appallingly bad in com-

• •

.

Wolfit repertory production' of
play in two acts by Ben Jonson. Staging
and settings by Wolfit. Musical arrangements by Rosalind Wat.son. At His liajesty'a. Montreal. Jan. IS. '47; $3.32 ton.
Volpone
.......Donald .Wolflt

Donald

_

John Wynyard

cludes the scenery too. His performance requires toning down, which it William
undoubtedly will £et with added Ifymen
playing, inasmuch as Smith is a ca- Itosallnd.
ceiin
I'hoehe.

Ann

.Rosalind
It

Gauge
David Dodimead

,....,...,..Geofti-ey Wilkinson
Josef Shear

Charles
Oliver

f ofln •
Silvlua

.

,

.Tac.Qucs

Le Beau

.

A

, .

,

Alexander

.Robert Algar
......... .Georges Bradford

Aijilens.

.

•

.

As Tou Like
Duke

Frederick .............

general. I%mela Gordon ,Tac<iue.>i.
Orlando
Registers as the cockney lass.
Loring Smith attacks the senator Adano........
Dennis.
part like an actor who is so anxious Touchstone.
to get his teeth into the role he in- .Sir Oliver Martext.

pable .acioj-. Ann Mason does well as
the senator's w^fe; Lyle Bettger adds
good support as a former lieutenant
turned Parainount usher; Max Showalter has a brief but amusing role as
a Red. Cross representative; Ralph
Chambers fits as a hotel flunkey.
handsome living room in the
jSfe. Begis hotel sets an attractive
background for the goings-on and
femme cast members exhibit eyeBone.
appdalisg .attire.

Plays OH

probably not count to
to the fact that
Wolfit is doing at least two things
that haven't been seen in N. Y. for
Sam Nasser production. In association
Stollywood, Jan. 14.
acts
"King Lear" and Ben John- with Harry I,ambert, of drama In three Otto
Actors' lAb production of four one-act years:
,
scene) by Hugh White. Features
Besides that, the (one
plays, three by Tennessee Williams, one by son's "Volpone."
Kruger. Jessie Royce Landls and Wallis
fciaan
O'Casey.
Features Jessica Tandy, group has three of the Bard's top Clark. Staged by Melville Burke; setting
Vincent Price, Art Smith, Henry Morgan, attractions in its repertory, "Mer- by Watson Barratt. Opened at Miller, N. T.,
Whltner
Sharpe-Bolster.
Anita
B!s«eil,
Jan. 10, '47; J4.S0 top.
George Tyne, David Clark. Mtey Daven- chant of Venice," "Hariilet" and "As Aaron Storm
.Otto Kruger
port. Francis S. White. Directed by Jules You Like It," which should in them- I.uclnda Storm, ..„,.. .Jessie Royce Landls
Dagsin. Hume Cronyn. Alfred Ryder, Ro- selves keep the boxolfice active.
Ottllie Kruger
Mary Howard,
man Bohnen. Technical direption. Gene
Phoebe PalritW..
...Frances Bftvler
Opened here with "Lear" Wednes- Clyde
Callnon; lighting, Milton Starr; settings,
Mehalfey
Painter, i
.
. . . .Harry
Oene Callnon. Duane Finn, l*eter Klnin. day (8) and followed by "A? You Dr, Duncan Brown,,,,,,.., ...Wallte Cl»rk
.Sidney Dubln. Opened at Las Palmas. HolRobert. Willey
Like It" Thursday ihatinee (9); Wol- Donald Stdfm
lywood. Jan. M, '4T; $3 lo3.'
flt, doing title role in "Lear," showed
well-intentioned presentation by
himself a powerful figure who plays
Following the pattern of its flr,st the tragedy to the hilt, ijroadly and a managerial newcomer and an auprofessional production, well over with full force, ignoring the subtle thor new to the theatre figures to
twp years ago, Actors' Lab has re- underplaying used by many present- evoke a difference of opinion but is
turned to a series of one-acters, run- day tragedians. The picture of the doubtful of drawing enough patrondifficulty will

Jiyeniag ai

disti'ibution

erally

parison to previous years.
that high
originality

costs

have

He

choked

says
off

apd made it necessary for
producers to have a pre-tested
product to sell, which results in the
use of old, tried formulae for shows.
Interlaced
union rulings, which
have almost trebled a producer's
labor nut, form a large part of the
total overhead, he adds.

Bernhardt's contract with Warners is up Feb. 1 after seven years
with the studio. While he has no
immediate plans outside of a trip
to Sun Valley, he says it's unlike^
that he'U go back with the studio
except db a freelance basis.

.

,

Bri^h

Japan

lio^

Act

i©i®I®gs

'

fa id

iagic

,

.

LEGITIMATE

Wednesday, Jatinary 22, W4f7

Bnwouts fir Oi lows Briig B.O. Mt;

Wolfit Group Wolfs 30G
For 10 Shows in Montreal
Montreal, Jan.

•

Chicago, Jan. 21.

Wednesday

""Three

(22).

Make

to

Ready", goes into Blackstone Feb. 7;
"Springtime For Henry" follows
"Pygmalion" into the Selwyn next
week, and "Born Yesterday" hits
the Blackstone Feb. 24. "Magnificent
Yankee" went into the Erlanger
Monday (20) for a five-week stay.
Estimates for Last Week
"A Flag Is Born,", Studebaker (4th
wkV (1,246; S4.2C). Last week was
best for this one, with $18,000.
"Apple of His Eye,'' Erlanger (4th
•wk) (1,334; $3.60). Took to f-oad
after final good week of $21,000.
"Harvey," Harris (24th ,wk) (1,000;
$4.20). Tickets hard to get again

with a s-w^ing to $21,000.
"Pygmalion," Selv/yn (7th wk)
Doing plenty well,
(1,000; $4.20).
^
around $20,000.
\
"Sone of Norway," Shui»ert (7th
wk) (2,100; $4.80). Gontinues high

with $36,000.
"Student Prince," Blackstone

Opened Sunday

358; $4.20).

socko $30,000 gross at $3.32 top.
Group at 1,850-seater His Majesty's
played to «ro houses but take was
dented by cutrates for school moppets whose matinee adSaissidiis were

t

Usual rush due to last-week notices on most shows made for general upward swing at wickets. "Flag
.is Born"- f,nd "Apple of His Eye"
closed Saturday (18) after short
runs, while "Pygmalion" and "Student Prince" are due to follow soon,
the latter having opened last week
lor good biz.
Big legit turnover due soon with
"Lute
several shows coming in.
Studebakfer
to
returns
Song"

(1,-

(12) for

food biz after rave crix reviews;
17,000 fibr eight jpterformancies.

Current Road Slio^

To

doncert

&

Artists Corp.

has signed several proihiheiit concert artists who will be making
their first U. S. appearances shortly.
Sighed by NCAG are Mihaly Szeke-

Hungarian basso, diie shortly;

ly,

Louis

FuOrestier,

conductor of the
Opera, who led at the Met
Nikita Magalofl, pianist;

Paris

recently;

and Daniza

Ilitsch,

Czech soprano..

Magaloff is already signed for an
appearance with the San Francisco
Symphony in February and Miss
Ilitsch lor concerts with the Detroit

Symphony.

NCAC

—

"AH My Sons"

Playhouse,
"Anna Lucasta"

(21 -25 )

;

(20-1).

also sponsormg return of
Torsteh Ralf and Joel Berglund,
Swedish singers, who debuted at the
Met last season. It has also booked
European tours for some of its
American artists, by way of talent
exchange, as follows:
is

Claudio Arrau, two months' tour
through England, France, Switzerland, Scandinavian countries, January and February, 1947; Dusolina
'47,

all through Europe; Lotte Lehmann,
fall of '47, England and France;

Baoul Jobin, the 'Paris Opera, from

March

15 to June, '47, also concerts

throughout

Europe;

Mack

Harrell,

concert tour, Europe and Scandina-

end of February to end of April;
Jess Walters, Covent Garden, January to April, '47, a.»d Doris Doree,

,via,

Covent Garden, December, '46 to
Feb., '47, and two performances at
the Royal Copehhagen Opera.
Also, Julius Katchen in appearances with leading symphony orchestras in France; Anatole Kitain,
three months' tour of Europe and
England, November, Dec, and Jan.;
Rosalyn Tureck, Scandinavian countries in the spring of '47; Joseph
Schuster,

France,

tour
April,

touring Europe
son;

of
'47;

England and
Jan Smeterlin,

all of

the 1947 sea-

Alexander Brailowsky, tour of

the Continent and England, March
and April, '47; Nathan Milstein, tour
of the Continent and England, March
and April, '47; Rosalind Nadell, Cop-

.

Colonial, Host.

Newark

—

_
Preem

OK

12G, N. Haven

New

*Sons 8G Sleeper,

Locust, Philly

— Geary,

"Anna Lucasta"

St.

Louis (21,25); Davidson, Mil. (27-1),
•"Best of Splirlts"^WaI«ut, PhlHy
(21-1).

— El Capitan,

"Blackouts Of 1947"

Hollywood (20-1).
Blackstone— Hanna, Cleve. (21-25);
Aud., Newark (27); Maryland, Cumberland

Zanesville
Marietta (30);

Weller,

(28);

Hippodrome,

(29);

Aud., Charlestown (31-1).

"Blossom Time"

—Nat'l,

1).

Wash.

(21-

—

Nixon, Pitt.
"Born Yesterday"
(20-25 ); American, St. Louis (27-1).

Me

"Call

Host.

nnster'*--^5hubert.

(20-1).

Boston, Jan. 21.

"All My Sons," only opener last
Week, proved something of a sleeper
at the Colonial. Show got good notices in all but one slot, and wordof-mouth did the rest to build to a
nice first weekfend, "Blossom Time"

was big at the Ooera House in final'
week, and "Call Me Mister" remained plenty staunch at the Shubert. But other- two shows were

way

oflf.

(Spcners this week are San Carlo
Opera at the Opera House (Jan.
19); "John Loves Mary," at the
Hall; Joplin
Plymouth (20), and "Apt. B-17" at
Wichita (21); Aud.,
(20).; Arcadia,
the Wilbur (21 ). Next week, "WashPueblo (22); Aud., Denver (23-25); ington Square," at
the Colonial and
Curran, Frisco (27-1).
Jooss Ballet at the Copley: Plenty
Forrest, Philly
"Countess Julie"
of prospects ahead.
(20-1).
Estimates for Last Week
Playhouse, Mil.
"Craig's Wife"
"All My Sons," Colonial (1,500;

"Carrot and Cluft"—-S hubert, N.

Haven (30-1).
"Come On Up"—-Mem.

—

—

Got

$3.60).

off to

slow start but

a

"Dear Kuth"—Carolina, Greenville gained when the notices came in t"o
(20) Erlanger, Atlanta (22-25); Al- build
to a not-too-bad $8,000 first
bany, Albany (27); Temple, Bir- week estimated. Second week curmingham (28); Aud., Montgomery rent and should be better. Play has
(29); Aud., NashviUe (30); Bijou, good hit possibilities.
Knoxville (31); Aud., Lexington (1).
"Best of Spirits,"
(1,200:
' "Eajfle
Heads"—Ford's, $3.60). Never caughtPlymouth
Has
on with secbnd
Balto (21-25); Nixon, Pitt. (27-1).
week remaining: at first's estimated
"First One Hundred Tears" Mc- $4,000 level,
"J6hn Loves Mary"
Carter, Princeton (31-11.
here now.
"Hamlet"—Curran, Frisco (20-25);
"Blossom Time,i' Opera House (2,Mayfair, Port. (27-28); Metropolitan, 900; $3.60). Second week did capaciSeattle (29-1).
ty biz final days of week to bring
"Harvey"— Harris, Chi. (20-1).
estimate up to $25,000, which is very
Wilbur, Bost. good.
"It Takes Two"
»

two

—

—

(21-1).

"John and

Mary"—Plymouth,

(21-1).

—

"Lute Song?'

Studebaker, Chi.

(21-1).

"Magnificent Yankee"

— Erlanger,

(21-1).

"Oklahoma!"— Cass. Det.

(21-1).

—

"Pygmailoii"
Selwyn, Chi. (2025); Cox, Cincy (27-1).
"Song of Norway"— Shubert, Chi.
(20-lJ.

"Springtime for Hettry"—Hartman,
Town Hall, Toledo
(20-22);
Col.
(23-25); Selwyn, Chi (27-1).
"State

of

Phoenix

the

(20);

Plaza, El Paso
< 24-25);

Mem

—

Union" Orpheum.
Tucson (21);

Rialto,
(22);
Hall,

Haven, Jan. 21.
of
"John Loves Mary"
,
built from moderate advance to
Saturday night SRO, following optimistic press at opening at Shubert

Me

"Call

Bost.

Melba, Dallas

Houston

(27-

Mister," S. ubert (1.590;
$4.80). Fifth week still in groove
with sock $33,000 estimated.
"Young Man's Fancy," (Copley (1,100; $3.60). Failc
to click on second
week With estimated $3,000 so didn't
remain third week as indicated.
House dark until ^ooss Ballet comes
in next

week.

lUTE' FINALES

1 LA.

AT40i;;mACKOUTSM7G
Los Angeles, Jan.

21.

Legit grosses tallied neatly here
past week, with pleasing re-

this

Worth

— Davidson,
Mil. (20-25); Lyceum, M'p'ls. (27-1).
"Story of Mary Surratt" — Bilt-

more with

more, L. A. (21-1).
"Student iPrWce"— Blackstone, Chi,

stood steady at $17,000 for the 239th
week at El Capitan.
"She Dood It in Dixie" encored a
nice sum with $10,150 for the third
stanza at, the BelaSco. El Patio took
in $5,700 for "Pinafore." which was
about $1,000 below the nut. but a
higher gross than this house has
seen in some time. Musart's "Shared
Wife" went on the two-for-one plan,
with members rarticipating on a
co-op basis and climbed slightly to

(31-1).

"State of the Union"

—

Town
"The Glass Menagerie"
Toledo (20 22); Colonial, Ak(23); Park, Youngstown (24-25);
Erlanger, Buff. (27-30); Aud, Roch.
Hall,

ron

(31-1).

"The Glass Menagerie"

— Teinple,

*20); And., Montgomery
(21) Aud., Jackson (22); McAlister,
N. Orleans (24-25); Aud., Beaumont
(28); Aud.. Natchez (29); Aud., Texarkana (30); Aud., Shreveport (31);

Birmingham
;

Aud., L.

Rock

(1).

"The Ked Mill"

—

Ford's,

(27-1).

"Up

In Central Park"

—

all sides.
its fort, light

"Lute Song"

climaxed
at the Bilt$22,-'^00 for the final frame
and $40,000 for the run. which could
have lasted another three Weeks.
Ken Murray's "Blackouts of 1947"

$2,700 for the third week.

Balto.

Shubert,

from

'Park'

22G

in 4tli,

DX.

Washington, Jan.

21.'

Park" wound up
run
"Voice of the "rurtle"-Erlanger, the fourth and last week of its
at the National Saturday (18) with
Buff. (21-25); Hartman, Col, (27-1).
"Washington Square"— Shubert, N. a gross Of $22,000 for the week, in-

Philly

Haven

(21-1).

(23-25); Colonial, Bost. (27-1).

'Born'

lis 22G,

Pitt

flying

start

opening night.

Shows

via

sellout

benefit

^^^^^^^^^

Broadway's attendance to legiters takings first full week around $12,006
improved last week along the line, indicated;.
as most showmen predicted. Weather
"The Fatal Weakness," Royale
was depressing on almost every day (9th week) (CD-1,025; $4.80). Busiand while the soggy going did not ness continues to be highly profit-

midweek mati- able with takings around $20,500.
on Wednesday,
"The Iceman Cometh," Beck ()5th
saw a drop even among the sturdie.st week) (D-1,213; $5.40).
Held to
draws.
By the end of the week, about the same figures, $18,500
being
however, agencies were busy trying approximated; ticket sale extends
to

affect night business,
nees, especially those

mid-March.
"The Voice ot the Turtle," Morosco
"Finiah's Rainbow" and "Street (146th week) (C-939; $3.60).
Little'
Scene" lived up to entHUsiastic no- change to pace of three-person play;
tices with virtual capacity and great around $9,000, to -some profit.
grosses. There was very little agency
"Toplitefcy Of Notre Dame," Cencall for "The Big Two." Last week's tury
{4th week)
(M-1,712; $4.80).
sole
arrival,
"Little
A," evoked Talk of moving to another house
sharply divided notices, attendance next month; business claimed to be
indicating some promise however. profitable however; up to $22,500.
Revival of "Sweethearts" the only
"Years Ago," Mansfield (7th week)
opening this week, although .Sonja (C-1,001; $4.80).
Appears to have
Henie opens at Madison Square Gar- caught on firmly with nightly caden in her "Hollywood Ice Revue." pacity; bit off midweek matinee;
"The Big Two" and "Temper the over $25,000 quoted again; great for
Mind" are closing this, weeki
straight play.
Estimates for Last Week
'
REVIVALS
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Dranwi),
"Bloomer Girl," City Center (2d
CD (Comedv-Droma) R (Revue), week) (M-2,693; $2.40). With Sun(Musical), O (Operetta),
day added, gross spurted to better
"Annie Get Ifour Gun," Imperial than $25,000; musical back for six
,

M

week

(36th

Agen- weeks

(M-1,427; $6.60).

cies won't accept orders except six
weeks in advance as a rule for this
leading musical, which approximates
$45,500.

"Another Part of the Forest," Fulton (9th week) (D-968; $4.80). Congather profits weekly;
tinues, to
somewhat better, with count being
around $21,000.
"Beggar's Holiday," Broadway (4th
Staying
week) (M-1,900; $4.80).
chances appear promising, with takings strong and audience reaction

date.

"Burlesque," Belasco (4th week)
(C-1,077; $4.80), Among the revival
standouts with business again approximately $20,000; big in this
house.

"Henry VIII," "What Every Woman Knows," "John Gabriel Borkman"
and "Androcles and the Lion," International (11th week) (1,172; $4.20).
American Repertory Theatre plans

adding "Yellow Jacket" to its toiUs;
"Androcles" most popular in four
revivals so far; fair $16,000.

"Lady Windermere's Fan," Cort
favorable; improvfd to $34,500.
(14th week) (C-1,064; $4.20).
An"Born Testerday," Lyceum (51st other revival standout; getting highly
week) (C-993; $4.80), Still selling profitable business; estimated over
out and' is among the clicks figured $21,000.
to play into next season; $21,000.
"Cyrano de Bergcvac," Barrymore
"Call Me Mister," National (40th (15th week) (CD-1,096; $4.80). At-

week)

Vitality of

(R-1,104; $6).

revue keeps

it

among

tracting attention, too; special matiwith understudies repilacjng

GI

nees

the musical

leads; around $17,000.
"Sweethearts," Shubert (M-],3«2;
Presented by Paula Stone and
Michael Sloane, show replacing "The
Red Mill"; onened Tuesday (21),

leaders; takings continue at capacity
plus; nearly $33,000.

"Carousel," Majestic (92d week)
Business varies con(M-1,667; $6).
siderably but musical makes money
right along; last week improved to

around

$4.80.

$32,000.

Biake," Music Box
lD-979; $4.80).
Slated
not longer; tear-jerker

"Christopher
(7th week)
into spring,

if

'Sweeth'ts'

^^G;

•

$23,000.

ports

(20-1).

leggar 341,

Register as Hits;

has plenty of theatre parties; over

Texas, S. Antonio (29); Paramount, Austin. (30); Worth, Ft.
28);

M

38G,

to fin orders for Saturday's (18) performances.

Frisco

"Apple of Bis Kye"-*-American,

to

*John'

heavy,

(27-1 ).

Pittsburgh, Jan. 21.
enhagen Opera, spring of '47; Miriam
"Born Yesterday" got close to $22,Solovleil,
tour
England and
of
week at the Nixon. Big
Prance in the spring of '47, and 000 last sale for second and final
advance
Alexander Unjnsky, toiur of France, week indicates gross for finale
England, Holland and Sweden in should be .lust as big.
spring, '47,:
Show grabbed excellent notices
from all three critics and got oJi

.

is

(20-1).:.

Chi.

Giannini, Ironi January to May,

sale

;

aiafee^^ 1^^^

-I^ational

John Gielgud opens here Jan. 28
"Importance of Being Earnest"

Det. (27-1).
I» Bdrn"-^hubert-LafayDet. (21-25); Erlanger, JPhilJy

(27-1).

(31-1).

European Concertists

in

and advanice

"A Flag
ette,

'Street'

set at 50c.

(period Coveritpg''Jan. 20-Feb. 1)
"A Dancerotts Woman"—^ Erie,
Schen't'dy (24-25); ShUbert-Lafayette,

? way Attendance Up; laiobw' 4F/^'

21.

Donald Wolfit and his Shakespearean company closed a lO-day engagement Saturday (18) garnering

S9*

"Up

in Central

dicating that a month is tdo long
practically anything' in these
parts, no matter how good it is as

for

theatre.

"Blossom Time" is back for the
umpteenth time, for a two-week
stint.

'Dream

Girl'

17G, Balto

Baltimore, Jan."

21.

"Dream Girl" built a fire gro.ss of
$17,000 at Ford's here; last week but
nevertheless because operating nut required even more than
this imposing figure to mount a
Fine critical reaction to perprofit.
formance of June Havoc in lead.
Tallulah Bankhead in "The Eagle

folded

in Eeliearsal
"A Moon for the Misbegotten"— Has Two Heads" is current with
"The Red Mill" and "Craig's Wife"
Theatre Guild.
set to follow.
"Parlor Story"—Paul Streger.
last -weekend
(16-18).
Word of
"The Greatest ot These"— Frank
laugh content got around and was
'Turtle' $17,800, Toronto
reflected in good b.o. which mounted Satenstein,.Edgar F. Luckenbach and
to an okay $12,000 on four shows at Richard KrakeUn
Toronto, Jan. 21.
$3.60 top.
Here for a fortnight's engagement,
"Carrot and Club"—-William Herz,
Another bieakin holds forth cur- Jr.
"'Voice of the Turtle" reversed the
rently, with "Washington Square" in
local pattern when the gross for the
"Brigadoon"—Cheryl Crawford.
for a last half (23-25). Fourth consecond
stanza
ixceeded the first
"Darling, Darling, Darling"— Wilsecutive tryout gets an airing here
week's figure.
Jan 30-Peb. 1 when "Carrot and liam Cahn.
Secoml saw a healthy $17,800, with
"The Chocolate Soldier"— J. H. Del Royal Alexandra (1,525) scaled at
Club" comes in for four shows.
Fifth in a row follows, with .preem Bondio and Hans Bartsch.
$3 top. Meant that Turtle" grossed
"Craig's Wife"- Gant Gaither.
<« "Brigadoon" set for Feb. 6-8.
$33,300 on Toronto engagement.
'

"FInlan's Rainbow," 46th Street
(2d week) (M-1,319; $6).
First full
week of new musical click approximated $41,500, even with party or
two; capacity.
Birthday,"
"Happy
Broadhurst
(12th week) (CD-I, 160; $4.80). Cinch
into summer with capacity the rule;

Philadelphia, Jan#21.
When the management of "Lady
Passing Fair" decided to close, last
week's one skedded legit opening
wa4 eliminated and the number of

rated close to $30,500.

"Harvey," 48th St. (116th week)
(C-920; $4.20).
Back td virtual capacity and ne'i^er much affected despite seasdns aiid conditions; $18,500
quoted.
"Icetime," Center (31st week) (R2,994; $2.40). Will have Sonja Henie
skating show at Madison Square
Garden against it but Radio City
crowds support this one; around
$30,000.

"Joan

week)

of

Lorraine,"

(D-1,331;

Alvin (9th
Three and

$4.8{)).

one-half months to go (May 3) and
should play to standees until then,
as now; over $32,500.
"Life With Father," Bijou (372d
week) (C-613; $3.60). Run leader
held its own last week when takings

were $8,000; probably some piroftt.
"Little A," Miller (1st week) (DDivergent fir.st -night
$4.20).
940;

•

opinion affected second night but
business improved; around $5,500 in

Opened Wed. (15).
five times.
"Lovely Me," Coronet (4th week)
(C-1,095; $4.80). Must move or fold;
improved to $8,000 but- needs more;
first

"All

My

Sons" follows

here

next

week.

"O

Mistress Mine," Empire

1,082; $4.80).

(CDPlayed 42 weeks until

forced to suspend (Alfred Lunt operated on); Ruth Draper solo attraction at the theatre.

"Oklahoma!",

St,

James

(204th

week) (M-1.509; $4.80). Plans call
for London to witness champ musical next summer; gro.s.ses have varied
lately; up again to $25,500.
"Present
(12th

week)

Laughter,"
(C-1,063;

Philly legiter.s was cut to three.
The entire trio did e"cellent biz.
Real sensation was the Stone-Sloane
revival of Victor Hertert's "Sweethearts," which t unced to $28,500.
Last half of last week was a sellout,
"Anna Lucasta." which is going
along at a hot pace now after an
indeterminate sta.; Xmas week, got
nearly $20,000 in its Iburtb week
at the Locust and is definitely staying here for at least eii^ht weeks.
Tallulah Bankhead's personal following accounted for $16,000 done
b "The Eagle Has Two Heads^' in
its second and final session at the
Forrest.
Three o- enings are on lap this
week, including a return of "Up in

Central Park," which opened last,
night (20) at the Shubert: Elisabeth
Bergner in the double bill, "Miss
Julie" and "The Proposal," at the
Forrest and the comedy troyout,
"Best of Spirits," at the Walnut. Last
two open toni-ht (21) and like "Cen-

Park" •e listed for two weeks.
"Park's" advance was very big and
it looks as if this one would duplicate local success of "Bloomer Girl"
on return. Erlanger relights next

tral

Monday

(27)

with

Is

Born,"

;

'Yankee' Boff 23G, Detroit;

Plymouth
$4.80).

go through winter; while not

'IU)pe*

May

Does Fadeout

among

leaders, has made the .grade; eased to
$16,000 last week.
"State of the Onion," Hudson (62d
week) (CD-1,057; $4,801. Very little
affected except midweek matinee
and the gross approached $24,000.
"Street Scene," Adelphi (2d week)
Virtual
capacity
(M-1,434;
$6).

"A Flag

also in ftw a fortnight

'

Detroit, Jan. 21.

"Magnificent

Yainkee"

closed

a

two-week run

at the Cass with top
biz of $23,000 for nine- performances
at a $3.60 top.

"The Rope," with John Carradine
in the starring role, suddenly cancelled out at the Sht)bert<Lafayette,
throughout first full week when
gross was around *38.000; higher fig'Union' 21G, MUwai&ee
ure exceot for parties.
Milwaukee, Jan. 21,
"Temper the Wind," Playhouse
"State of the Union" company,:
(D-865; $4.80). Final and 4th week;
picked up to $9,000 but drama needs headed by Neil Hamilton and Erin
O'Brien-Moore, did a banp-up $21,0<MI
considerably more to break even.
"The Big Two," Booth (C-812; in its first week at the Davidson.Advance orders indicate that icc-:
Final and 3d week, after
$4.80).
.

weak

press, little fiction in agencies; lond

week

will

be

better.

Wednesday, Jfanuary 22, 1947
,

the bedroom of Helena Bossis, who
acts a prostitute who came down
from New York to practice her trade
in a southern town. A Negro, done

Flays Abroad
The
,

.

London, Jan.

15.

juint (Viineil ot KtUionnl I'heiure ami OUT

Theatre

"Vio
lS(*n

prt'senta tiou of t-onicily
Uirectetl by John ISurrell,

C(».

Joi)fc!(»n.

by
At

the Alchemist
...George Bolph
the Housekeeper... Kslph itlehwdson
Ciimmon.....
...,loyce KetHniin

Subtle,
li'a<e,

audience by sensitive women
who could not stand the staging of
torture, and of many .meiv who pro
tested the use of a theme depicting
men of the Underground about to die
in order to make the play a sensation. This, together with double-billin the

Al«lieniisiii:

.

itirt
ing the play with "Putain Respecnnpper. .. .. ,i
1.. ..li'riinU puticun tueuse," title of which is so unusuAbel DrugKer.,...i.....
Alec Guiiinees
ally raw as to draw attention by itSir Bplfure Mammon. /...Nit-holas Hnnnen
Surly.
Michael Warre self, explains rumors in many quarAnanias, a Deacon,,....
Teter Copley ters that Sartre is looking for Rub-<
Tribulation "Wholesome.
Michael Kashan licity by any kind of means.
Ka'Htril
.Geovpfe Hose
The play shows a group of the
l>amp I'liant. . . . ,
Marsaret Itcierbton
luovewU.
.Cecil ^ "Winter Underground who have been arrest
. .

.

'.

. . .

ed by Vichy militiamen. Latter still
This fine antique dug up ax\A re- have to find where the head of the
stored by the Old Vie Co, is con- Underground is hiding. They stage
sidered by many critics to be Jori- a pbilosophical discussion as to
son's finest play. Probably it would whether liberty is worth dying for,
not have attracted much attention if and the prisoners submit to physical
revived by one of the longhair com- torture without giving in. Play opens
panies out is the subitrbs. but di- in the gan'et of a school building
rected by John Burrell with infinite where the prisoners are locked up,
resource and pace, and with the Old including a woman and her kid
Vic Co. headed by its new knight, brother, and remains in the talky
Ralph Richardson (he cannot be stage until the second scene of the
called "Sir" until given his accolade, first act when one of the prisoners
by the King) it drew extraordinary is brought on the ground floor in the
interest and applause.
schoolroom where the jailers try to
Its characters have all the vices make him talk. They tie him up to
of the time. Its comedy of quacks, an armchair and start crushing his
molls, pimps and crooks gives it a wrists with a rope device, causing
blacketeering air analagpus to the
most biackguardedly deeds of our
present- age. Charlatans, bawds and
dealers in fake philosopher's stones
up on the stage and at times
suggest a magnificent scrimmSge of
the music hall, at others a comedy of

pile

pure _wit and debauched manners.
Even^'the period trick of allusive
names, Subtle, the Alchemist; Face,

^arp audience reaction.
In the first scene of the second act,
woman, who has herself been
tells her prisoner
friends that she. is afraid her kid
brother will talk if submitted to torture. To prevent this the men strangle the kid. This, does not aHect the
audience as much as the torture
scene. The end comes when the militiamen are warned that they have
to leave soon and bump Off their
prisoners without having drawn from
a

the

roughly handled,

a rogue; Dol Common, a bawd
played, respectively by George Relph,
Ralph Richardson and Joyce Redman
~suggest unspeakable' villainies to them the information they wanted.
Apart .from the .two brutal incicome,' and they faithfully arrive.
Ralph Richardson's Face is lusty, dents, the play is very talky and sufcackling and crafty, what you might fers from Overacting and shouting.
call a tour-de-force with, every point The sets look authentic eaough.
sharply taken, though it is by no
-

means the best part in the- play.
George Relph's Subtle is a close competitor as is Nicholas Hannen's suSir

pwb

Joyce

Epicure Mamnion.-

Redman's Dol Common is a jui<Sr
piece of low earicaf ure, but on the
"

night her lines eoiM riot always
be heard.
The production mainly owes its
success to the admirable Old Vic
teamwork, in which stars such as
Alec puinness, playing Abel Drugger (and playing it brilliantly) take
what -comes and make the best of it.
Though naughty in the gobd°old period sense of stopping at nothing, it
is played in a spirit of ripsnorting
fun which is irresistible, and its gusto
is due alike to the direction of Jolin
Burrell and a certain noble madness
provided, unrationed, by the author.
Ebet.
first

,

:

Smith In Areadj'
London, Jan. 16.
Knvoy Productions presentation (In ass'n.
With Arts Council) o£ new comedy in three
acts by N. C. Hunter. Directed by Peter
Dearlngr.

At JOmbnssy, ton4on, Jan,

It is

VMe life and shows what happeps
when a social centre enforces state

,

,

with good support from James SeGuignol.
Play received considerable notice queira and Chai'les Lloyd Pack. But
overnight due to the uproar created on the whole, the play's intentions
are divided and the interest suffers
•
accordingly.
tts prospects in America on so local
a theme are negligible. First night
audience nevertheless gave it a cordial reception.
Ebet.

Pnlain Hi^^poetneuse

I..a

(The Respectful Prostitute)

terminate soon

Paris, Jan. 2.
KImone Berriau production of one-act (two
drama Ijy Jean Paul Sartre. At the

si-cnes)

Theatre Antoine.

Parts.

lArMe

..Helena Rossis
Habib Benulia
Yves Vincent
Roland Bailly

The Negro
i'red
-Tohn

Baci(gi*oiind

includes

fifty

mogaiine articles on

'•"uea
,
The Senator............
I'irst

Man.

TElra Man.

TELEVISION
iN««

York; Vidnity)

Write Box 765. Variety

154 W.

46»li St.,

N. Y. C.

.Michel

..

1

V

-Tourdan

Moor
Durand

Robert

.......... .......KuKene

-Second Man.

.

Jfeiik

....Clalude Hefty

Jean Paul Sartre, who was recently
in the United States, has written a
vicious piece of anti-American propaganda. Based on the color problem
in the southern states, it shows a
Negro attempting to escape from
those bent on Lynching him, with the
whites all clgiming that American
patriotism requires that a white man
should be exonerated of a murder by

charging an innocent Negro with attempted rape. To a man, Americans
are shown as hypocrites, conniving
.

.

SINCE

in the miscarriage of justice.
The title of the play is deliberately

1830

.Play, Brokers and
Auttiors' Representatives
as IVest

SU West

iWh

Street,

lib Street.

New
I.011

Vorlt

Angeles

,

-

,
1
„ man people, and strong corrective
That the play could be done at all measures are necessary," Maas mainhere evidenbes the anti-A'merican tains, adding that heavy native
trend that has beiSin developing here German
film production, no matter
Maxi,
for sortie time.
how purified by bccupational au-,
thorities, is dangerous material for

<|uatre
('Foiir

.Fommes

Women')
Paris, Jan. 5.

.

.

raw. The subway company, refused
to permit postei's to be used with the
complete title, resulting in tease pos"
ters reading "The He.spectful
The two scenes take place on the
same day in the same set, showing

the deeply-rooted nationalist feeling
in that country, itndef the sponsorship of the four occupying powers,
production in each area is getting

•

No

The reels are not
of clips from American
films, but are of local interest
as well as international.

national^News."

made up
news

interesting to see, in countries

It's

supposedly surfeited by war, how
well good war pictures can sell in
certain situations, Maas specifically
citing "Air Force," which is. doing
big business in P'rague, and "Baclt
to Bataan" and "Five Graves to
Cairo" in Holland. As a rule, however, war films do not go well, he

under way so fast that, said the exec,
between 50 and 60 films will be produced in 1947 as against a'maximum
of around 100 lor the best jirewar emphasizes.
year.

Jeanne Hardeyn
Maas insists that films from everywhere except their own studios
Mouloudji, a North African, once
a film extra: who turned poet and should be shown the Germans— as
writer, has written an unusual play a "mental cathartic." He told of how
for his initialler. Acted by an aU- Rosenhugel, Seivering Nebabelsburg
femme cast, the story approaches the (formerly UFA), Remagen, Munich,
resistance theme with a twist that Berlin and, Vienna studios are altarings action and dramatic punch ih ready in work,
under sponsorship
a story set entirely within a prison of the occupying
powers. This fuUcell where four women are confined
German Occupation. scale native production, Maas claims,
during
the
Pla.v, Wliich was well received, has constitutes a real threat to curing
the Germans of Nazism.
screen potentialities.
Story is well told though a few
Th« Dutch QuotA
The
scenes might be shortened.
prison atmosphere is well rendered
MPEA veepee points out that disand suspense progresses until the
climax. Anne Brtislay manages per- tribution under the Dutch quota pact
fectly to act the irresponsible girl began Jan. 8 with "Mrs, Miniver,"
who is frightened to death for her 'The Seahawk," "Spring Parade,"
father as well, as for herself and
"Going My Way," "The Mark of
might turn informer as well as not.
Olga Montes is in direct contrast Zorro," "Gaslight," "Laura,'-', 'Back
as -the woman who has sacrificed to Bataan" and 'Five GraVeS to
everything and nevertheless cannot Cairo." Under the agreement, conentirely give up all hope.
cluded by the U. S. legation and reps
Louise Fouquet, as the third pris- of the Dutch Government, no theatre
oner, does very well as the unintel- is allowed to
play more than 28
ligent girl who thinks only of the
man she left outside and gets hys- weeks of American films out of the
terical at times when she has fits of year, and that, of $2,400,000 in exchange
set
aside by tfie government
despair. In direct contrast with hei:
as a limit on foreign film rentals, the
is Annette Poivre as the well-bred
girl who has been jailed for putting U. S. would get 60%.
The Dutch
her tongue out at a German officer. held to these stipulations in spite
of
Jeanne Hardeyn, as the stool pigeon, "100% exhibitor
resistance and prohas only a bit in the second act, and
Germaine Ledoyen as the warden tests by legation heads that the action
was ill-advised and contrary to
has a minor part.
the
spirit of the accord," said Maas,
The atmosphere of the cell where
the four women of different types who added that exhibs there would
must live together is authentic, as like nothing better than continued
is their listening to calls of voices free trade
by film companies.
outside
and communicating with
Maas states that there were two
other cells by using water pipes as
a telephone.
The set by Couailler, reasops for the Dutch quota action:
showing the one bed the prisoners they claim that, unless they limited
Use' in rotation, while' th6 others trade, they won't be able to buy from
sleep oh mattresses on the floor, anyone else because
of the shortage
and the lighting effects are good,
of dollar exchange, and they "want
Darcante's direction has made the
most of the four diflferent types of to keep the screens of Holland open
women to characterize their varied to other countries." Speaking of dollar exchange, Maas says there's litreactmns,
Maxi.
tle likelihood that any but a small
amount of the huge blocked currency credits piled Up by American film
He's
Critic
interests will ever be converted
to
dollars, making special reference to
Tokyo, Jan. 14.
USO-Camp Shows players re- Germany, He also reveals that there
ceived a boost in the Pacific Stars & •was general hope expressed that U.S.
Stripes here last week from T/5 producers would refrain from
floodJohn Lopez, stationed in Yokohoma, ing the European film markets. Conwho blasted those GIs who leave a cerning the quota, MPEA exec says
show before it ends, and "who never that under the free release it's ungive the actorS and actresses the likely that U. S. films could
get more
curtain calls due them."
than 65% of Dutch screen time. "If
"Having been in several minor we- could be sure of 28
weeks in
stage productions myself, I know every theatre it
would be fine," be
what curtain calls mean to the cast," added, "but some theatres
have hereLopez wrote. "It gives the perform- tofore run on an
ail-American policy,
ers an inspiration. They tratel across while others
won't play our films at
the globe to bring plays to us; why all, which
means we'll average out
can't we show our appreciation?"
to to a good deal less than 28
weeks

Louise Maucaire......

not

is

going.

slavia

MPEA,

istic.

Warden

comedy
is

happiness on a village which, till
then, was in a condition of blissfullyarrested development. Some of the
workers welcome the plan, some anSimone Berrlau production of drama In swer "don't know," as in a Gallup
two acts (four scenes) by Jean Paul Sartre. poll, and the last surviving aristo•Directed by Jllchael Vltold, Sets by Andre crat. Sir
Geoffrey Chater, drinks
Masson. At Theatre Antoine. Paris.
buckets Of brandy with ah 61d Irish
Frattcoia
,. ....SerKe Andresuy
Sorbje)-,.,
..,.,...K. J. C'hauflard friend and goes out to burn the cenCanws
;FrancoIs Vibert tre down.
Luele.
Marie Olivi:
Upshot
is we don't know whether
Michel Vltold
Hf nri
.Tean.
Alain Cuny the author is really interested in the
or sees in the current
•riochet
Robej-t Moor problem
I^andrieu.
.Yves ^'incent schemes of organized enlightenment
,
Pelerin
Roland BniUy
Maik a "genuine comedy of the time. He
C'orbier
jMIUtiamen. .Claude Resy, Michel Jourdan makes some good points and- has
some witty lines, but as the evening
Jean Paul Sartre, head of the Ex- wears on they dissolve into nothing.
Hunter, with some adroit characistentialist school of philosophy, has
already penned "Vicious Circle,'' terization, manages to keep the play
after getting a strong following as alive and has one scene of uproarious
a novel writer. "Morts Sans Sepul- fun when doctor and aristocrat get
ture" is a gruesome play depending drunk together. These two parts are
much for effect on scenes of violence admirably played by Milton Rosmer
normally staged here at the Grand and Kynastbn Reeves, respectively,

will

.

.

a mild satire on the bossy intrusions
of^planning .and bureaucracy on pri-

There

trate his point.

is no limit 6n
in spite of commendable
the number that can be sent to Pohelp from the State Dept. He menland, but films will be held to about
tions that he'd tried fO>r several
65 per year. Maas tells also of how
weeks to obtain admtssipn to Yugo- native Czech
production is resuming,

plished,

and Rumania but was blocked
that it will show about 13 films in
by the Russian high command. Gene
1947.
That country can't handle
Birkham, European supervisor for
more than 80 films a year now, he
is either due in Yugoslavia
claims.
or on his way after waiting since
prompart of the bribe money he had
Veepee adds that the theatre field
for admittance. In that
November
mob
the
time
that
ised her, and by
comes country, according to Maas, the in Hungary is dpmfnated by four pois alter the Negro who again
litical
parties:
the
Independent
to the woman for shelter. She rushes government hag seized American
him out of the place when three men film properties and is shonfihg them Farmers, Communists, Social Demo;^
from the posse come in with guns, without permissioii—and' keeping the crats and Peasants, each of which is
but the first white, who had slept revenue. He frankly admits that the allotted 60-70 theatre licenses which
there, finds him and some shots are Soviet has been the biggest obstacle they can sell. This has made dealheard outside the room, when the to resumption of distribution in ings with that nation somewhat diffinal curtain drops.
.
ficult, he stated,
Helena Bossis, who does the fright- many countries under his jurisdicMPEA has just released its first
ened and gullible prostitute, gives a tion, most of which lie behind the
newsreel in Holland, Hungary and
very good performance. She is also "iron curtain."
a looker. Habib Danglia, a veteran
dwelt at great length upon Roumania, with probability that it
Maas
Negro actor and dancer in Pans, doeg the revival of native German film will go next into Czechoslovakia,
the hounded man frantically trying
industry, calling it a dangerous fac- Poland and Austriia. Narration is in
to escape. Robert Moor gives a good
the native language in each case, and
impersonation of the snlooth-tongued tor in the de-Nazification of that
the reels go under the trademark,
politician who fools the girl. Balance country. "Nazi poison has deeply
realstory
unsavory
make
the
pervaded
th« mentality ot the Ger- "Motion Picture Export Assn. Interof cast

Jean Darcante production ot drama in
three acts by Moulourtji. Directed by DarSet by B. Pb, Coualller. At the
Pamela Nell cante.
Renaissance. Paris.
„
^
Louise Fouauet
Catheriie .
Beatrice Rowe
i ...... . .OiKa Montes
Vere. Williams Hazel
Anne Brusley
Helene
Peter Albrecht
Annette Poivre
Zoe.
Sequeira
.Horace
Germaine Ledoyen

Hunter's lightweight
quite certain where it

(Femttle)

.

:

She still refuseis to do it when he
brings in some police friends to
coerce her into it. Finally he brings
in a Senator who in a suave manner
explains to her that her duty to
America is to exonerate the white
man, and obtains from her a statejnent to that effect, explaining that
nothing will happen to the surviving
Negro. He returns later with only

Margery Caldicott

Paris, Jan. 2.

Woi-k with noted dramatist

•

<'hacles Lloyd Pack
Ro-samund Gi-eenwood

Elizabeth Parsloe
Mrs. Goodchlld
Mrs. Tuckei-.
Klvira Tucker
Joe Bates
James Farley

<Deaa Without Burial)

Edit0riallriter

'

18,

Aior^s Sans Sepmltare

'

''

'

Dr. Patrick McConneK.... ..Milton Rosmer
Col. Sir Geoffrey Cbater...Kynaaton Beeves
"Bi-yan Coleihan
Anthony Chater..,..

Smith
Miss Yearpley

tresses rix

by Habib Benglia. comes in and begs
Continued from page 5
her to protect him from the mob he
is after him.
regained Its pre- per house."
Under the system, a
It develops that he and another and seems to have
Negro were in the same railroad car war prestige, he avers, top officials certain number of American films
in eve* are submitted to Dutch exhibs, from
executives
with the girl when two white drunks and business
killNegroes,
to
insulted
the
him
which
and
with
they
cliopse
got in
country have pleaded
65 a year.
ing one of them, The murderer has select films carefully and exclude
'Otller'vAgreciiients
been arrested but is falsely claiming those not showipg the tr. S. In a
that he did it to protect the girl from
Agreements were also concluded
true light. Maas emphaslm that this
ah assault by the dead Negro, meanhe'd
for
exhibition
wherever
of American films in
ing that the one who escaped will be was official opinion
Poland, Hungary and Czechoslovakilled if the mob catches him. After been.
kia, film topper points out, but the
S«elES Soviet; SaHcUan
the girl has refused to shelter him,
market has been limited by theatre
but says that she will tell the truth
reveals also that MPEA is
Exee
spent
white
who
has
man
court,
a
destruction
in
and political factors. In
Russian
the night with her comes out ol the hiaking ovei?tures to the
Warsaw, with a prewar total of 80
next room, explains that he is a rela- government for admission of Ameri- theatres, there are now
five functive of the accused white and wants can films, and although it's still tioning,
he adds, showing snaps of a
her to give false evidence, which she maintaining its contact, little of a
completely devastated city to illusrefuses to do.
concrete nature has been accom-

knows

Maas

is planning a Far Eastern
look into Japan, Korea and
Dutch East Indies. Either that
one to Europe will be made
in the next few montiis.

trip to

the

trip or

Open Theatres

in

Germany

Washington, Jan, 21.
During 1946 there were B20 film
houses opened in the American zona
of occupation in Germany, the War
Department has diclosed. This made
a total of 856 In business since the
U.S. occupation began. In the U.S.
area, theatres are divided as follows:
364 in Batavia; 245 in Greater Hesse;
158 in Wuerttemherg-Baden; 81 in
Bremen Enclave, and 60 in the
American sector of Berlin.
Due to the relatively few theatres
scattered over large areas— outside
of Berlin—there Is nothing to indicate that the United States has the

making of a large future market for
itself on the basis of what it is
screening now. ,The Army reports
that $35,000 Worth Of film base has
been acquired to be Used for U.S.British newsreels approved by the
authorities and that an additional
$140,000 of raw stock has been contracted for.

From L0ts

Briefs

Continued Irom page 5 55;
as designer .for "Tycoon."
Britton, former president

.

,

,

ot

Ken
the

Laguna Beach Players, was inked by
Mike Curtiz for a film role in "The
Unsuspected."
David O, Selznick
.

,

.

assigned J.O,C. Orton to script the
forthcoming picture, "Trent's Last
Case."

Richard PoWers draws the heavy

"Under the Tonto Rim" at
RKO, where he once played as Tom
Keene, cowboy
Leon Errol

role in

,

.

.

jumps from shorts to features in
"Heading for Hollywood" at RKO
James A. Fitzpatrick entered
.

.

,

%ahd

his Traveltalk,
oi the Mayas,"
as an Oscar candidate . . . Jerry

Briskin draws producer reins on
Jackie
"Stepchild" at PRC
.
Cooper plays the star role in "Stork
Bites Man," to be directed by Cyril
Endfleld for Comet
George
'"Gabby" Street, eight years with
Republic, checks off the lot June 15
to freelance . . .
switched from
"Dick Tracy Versus the Claw" to
"Dick Tracy's Dilemma" .
Pav.
amount resumed shooting on "Variety Girl" after a two-week shutdown
caused by casting -problems.
.

.

.

.

.

RKO

.

WethtCB'day^ Jwiuary 22,
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Club in the U.S. a few months ago.
Tome, published by Gyldendal in
Copenhagen during the German occupation, reportedly has had several
Hollywood offers.

Literati
typo pickets, demanded full back
Between Coveri
Bing Crosby has finally arrived. pay before returning to work.
Meanwhile, members of the RoAs a unique American phenomenon,
he's now the subject tot a learned chester Newspaper Guild,, who were
bioJC^fPWc and discographic study invited' by the typos to go through
written by a musicologist with five the picket lines and get out radio
university degrees, Dr. J. T. H. Mize. and window bulletins, signed, a new
Published by Who Is Who In Music contract giving a similar pay inunder the title of "Bing," book is crease. The management in addition
profusely illustrated with photos of voluntarily gave a bonus of twoCrosby at all stages of his career in weeks pay to all employees who had
'

Blnir

'

including a complete continued to work, including memrecbr^ for bers of the Guild.
the book's
Gahhett officials asked employees
professorial approach is the numher in the thjee unions, to return to Work
wordage and arbitrate the back-pay issue.
whose
total
footnotes,
of
text,^
actual
the
When they refused, the management
equals
asked Mayor Samuel B, Dicker to
interviene so that the people of RoU. S. Books liose Paris Ground
chester might again have their two
Dissemination of American culture
daily i»ewspapers.
:
•In Paris will suffer a considerable
setback from the decision of the
Strikers Elect Prexy
Group,
American Book Export
Disgruntled by failure of some
which is now closing there after hav- of their leaders to Speed up negoing barely operated a year. Since tiations in the lO-week-jpld strike of
October, '44, American books were the Philadelphia and Camden chapidisplayied! and transported by
of the American Newspaper
ter
proffi October, '45, it gave up the job
Guild against J. David Stern's Philawhen it was taken over by the ci- delphia Record and Camden Courierr
vilian organization, U. S. Internadissenting group of Guildsmen
post,
tional Book Assn., which is now foldput up their cwh
last
ing, leaving it to individual enterweek's annual eleetipji for key posts
prise to satisfy the heavy demand
on
the: goveirnihg board.
existing here for recent American
However, with the backing of both
literature.
The USIBA,- Which was sponsored parties, Arthur Pierce, chief ediby the State Dt^pt, had 5,000 books torial writer for the Record and
Courier-Post, was elected prexy.
HOh display In Paris, and ran exhibits
Maurice F. X. Donahue of the Inhere, also in Belgium, Holland, Switscerland, Czechoslovakia and Scandi- quirer became comptroller, defeatInnavia, Another 10,000 books are still ing Mark Dolbey, also of the
William G. Miller,
scattered in Brussels, Prague and quirer. Treasurer
Stocliholm. The organization had Inquirer, was re-elected. Six viceundertaken to carry out the experi- presidents, all supported by the disment ioT two years- and this unfore- senters, were chosen. They are: Wil«een deeislon is causing unreist here, liam Connor, Frank Hussey, Ruth
Thomas P. O'Neil, Jack
just when it was really getting un- Edgar,
dter ivay.
Result will let English Boucher, Wilmer Cressmap, N.. Irene

addition to

Book's author, "Pierre Andrezel,"
said to be a pseudonym of the
baroness who, under the penname
of Isaac Dinesen, wrote another
American best-seller 10 years ago,
"Seven Gothic Tales." As yet the
baroness has not confessed authorship of the Andrezel shocker, which
deals with two young girls who become enmeshed in the toils of a
murdering; old hypocrite in a srnall
French village. Publisher also refuses to disclose the writer's true
is

listing of the Groaner's
collectors, Indicative of

•

;

OWL

.

'

'

-

publishers reap the benefit of the Frost and Klosta Lawrence.
American advertising, either through
In an election marked by spirited
English books or English reprints"of campaigning, Pierce won his conAmerican works.
test on the platform that "The time
Understood that the American is now When Stertt must come to the
book publishersj who never did Guild; our doiirs 'are open to him."
inuch business in Paris, don't want to
bother about export.
Japs Ten tr. S. Bfairs
USIBA Inr
eluded 86 of the major American
Japanese, for the first time since
book publishers.
Pearl Harbor, are able to scan
through American publications freeliaval For Sale,

Again
ly now that Gen. MacArthur's Civil
Memoirs of Pierre Laval, former Information & Education Section has
French Premier who was tried and opened a library in Tokyo's Hibiya
shot during the early days of the Hall, An average of 405 Japs daily
purge for his activities during the scan through the 235 magazines and
fetain regime, are currently offered 25 daily newspapers made available
for publication to French book pub- to them;
Most popular are books
lishers for a reported $25,000.
and magazines on science and techSeller is Fernand de Brinon, who nology, especially Industrial Engiunder German occupation acted as neering & Chemistry and the Jouri^aval's contact man with the Hitler nal of the American Medical Assn.
gaijg. Currently in jail awaiting to Women, who form about 20% of the
be tried, he claims that he has the daily guests, usually make a beeline
ms. hidden and that, though he wa.s towards Vogue and Harper's Bazaar.
a rich man, he is now broke and
needs the money to pay for his deTime's Year Sabbatical Plan
fense,
La^l is survived by his
Time Mag employees are working
widow and his daughter, Renee, on a plan to arrange a one-year
countess of Chambrun.
sabbatical leave with pay for all
personnel who havei been with the
Purge Nips Nips
company for 15 years or more.
Latest '..:okyo purge of Japanese
In spite of the fact that' the Life
bigwigs took a healthy whack at and Time Christmas bonuses were
the Nip journalists. Officers of the smallest in several years the
newspaper and publishing com- plan is reported to stand a pretty
panies with circulations of 20,000 or good chance of going through.
.

more are now regarded

as

public

identity.

De Kobra On

Hell.

Maurice de Kobra's next one, en"Hell Is Sold Out," is dedicated to Molotov, Byrnes and Bevin
and is already set for London, Paris
titled

New York publication. French
who has already willed his
library of thousands of volumes to
the Tahitians, takes a morbid view
of the future until' the atomic bomb
is actually lap-dissolved into atomic
energy. In addressing the three dis-

SCULLY'S
«<
jjy

tinguished

statesmen

be

compares

them with the four horsemen of
the apocalypse and refutes the be-

ln.spiration Point, Cal.. Jan.

summer

But this Dore Schary! Now contracted to l^hdie, all RKO production
he has moved, in 10 years, from the bottom of the wriiing
heap to bossing all production in a major studio. He has worked, under,
with and around some mighty tough hombres in the picture business, yet
has retained a soft answer which has lurned away a lot of wrath.

/

it

i.

expected.

in

Schary's case fetches me. He first broke through at Metro not so many
years ago. Moreover, he seems to have a skill at getting released from
contracts without leaving hard feelings behind. He got his Metro release

mastered many phases of a complicated industry.
On a loanout last year to RKO he produced "Till the End of Time,"
which I thought a notably fine picture, "The Spiral Staircase," "The Farmer's Daughter" and "The Bachelor and the Bobby Soxer."
He .got on so
well with everybody and his pictures go on so well with the public that
he seemed a good man to follow the late and very lamented: Charlie
that time he has

CHATTER
Hollywood Press Times going

to

thrice-a-week.

February issue of Holiday gives
four pages to ice-show spectacles.
"Oxford Companion to the Theatre" to be published in 1948. by Oxford Univ. Press.
Louise DiCkinsOh / Rich will forsake the woods this winter ipr a
lecture tour and radiO talks.

Koerner.
^

novel about the

Ajjnazori.

Prof, Robert E. Gessner, head of
the motion picture department" of
New York University, now at work
on his eighth novel.
.

Jayne

Meadows,

Metro

newspaper syndicate.

Kenny Delmar's (Senator CBghorn) autobiog slated to hit the stalls
in March published by Vanguard
Press.

Betty McDonald's "The Egg and I,"
currently filming at Universal - liiternational, goes into its 23 printing
by J. P. Lippincott Co.

Hollywood Soreen Writers

mag

will run more Hellyin color, starting
Feb. 1, with a tinted spread of 16pages about Bette Davis.

Liberty

stuff,

Continued from page

and

selves.

Columbia
Leiberson,
Recording veepee, has written his
first novel, "Three For Bedroom C,"
just published by Doubleday.

"Arsenal of Democracy," by Donald Nelson, selected by the Cardinal turndown?
Hales Committee as one of the books
Right now one guess Is that there
of the year for Catholic reading.
xre about 30 writers in Hollywood
E. P. Dutton bringing out in April
enough faith in their own
and wlio have

"Champagne Charlie" (the life
Maury Paul) by Eve
of

ability to

times

Inlays.

Brown, long the aide of the Hearst

evacuated by their relatives because
Of the purge.

Gannett Settles With Typos

Established

years

four

ago

in

Greenslet,
compilers of the anthology, "The Practical Cogitator,"
to edit a hew department for
slSiilar

the book.

Author Idwal Jones due in from

phases

winner

i

who

are most enterprising in
the business. Prizewas Alfred A, Knopf
for treatment of H. L. Mencken's
all

;

of

in 1945

monograph

1

.

i

;

:

:

.

—

writing brackets took
time out during the past season to
help write the recent Broadway
musical, "Park Ave." a flop. Robert Riskin had enough faith in his
own screenplay of "Magic Town" to
also put money into it; he's producing it for RKO release.
Hollywood's
favorite
pastime
among many writers seems to be to
tear down the other writers' works
at the Beverly Hills Tennis Club or
the schmooz tables at Romanoff's
all at salary
instead of using that

—

j

—

at something consti-uctive,
Generally, it's figured that every
year there are about 10 books that

energy

find their

way

to the screen.

,

:

,

•

I

Add

been worth it. He gets about $100,- to that, perhaps, 10 plays from
Broadway, Then there are, maybe,
000 for an original screenplay; his
Where can
"Dear Ruth," Broadway legiter, was 10 magazine stories.
Hollywood go for tlic rest of the
a smash hit and sold to Paramount
approximately 400 films per year
that
scale
on a sliding percentage
sdpply
that
it
needs
to
the nation's
$450,000.
could net him as high as
His "John Loves Mary" play opened theatres?
The answer is that Hollywood's
to impressive reports in New Haven
producers
come
up
with new
must
last week.
And there are others like Nunnally ideas all the time and, as the reJohnson. Edward Chodorov, Joseph \-iows ultimately indicate, they're
more
oTlen
than
not
just
a lot Of
Hecht,
Field.'', Albert Maltz and Ben
who frequently take time put from frantic ideas.
One of the more successful "idea"
what could be assured Hollywood
men
has
been
Warners'
Jerry
Wald,
Of
incomes, (adapting the stories
others) by sitting down and writing who has come up with a number of
original works— plays, novels, short .stories by ju.st being an avid reader
nation's
subsethe
headlines.
He
of
Chodorov,
and the like.
stories
for in.stanee, took about a year to quently huddles with his writers-^
ana the results have been such pix
write "Barnaby and Mr. O'Malley,
a play that had to be removed before as "Objective Burma," "Destination,
And he Tokyo." ".'Vction in the North Atlanit even played Broadway,
Fortunately,
Iwls that he'll stay on the Mam tic," among others.
Stem writing plays until he clicks they have emerged as boxoffiee winagain.
He feels that an originally ners.
creative work is worth the trouble
Hillman Mag Bay
in the long run.
Anne Daggett. West Coast exec
Chances of clicking for these
are comparatively for Hillman Periodicals, Inc., anliterary
efforts
that that company had
.small. of course.
It all stems from noimced
the primary purpose of being funda- bought Screen Guide and would
mentally creative. The payoff on a continue to publish the fan mag
click is thus that much greater. under its old title, .beginning in
Nunnally Johnson, for instance, an April. Screen Guide, an Annenberg
assured and established film crsdU- j publication, was reported loldtag up
man--with an incwe in the biaserlw

—

to

lishers

lishers

Krasna, for instance,

repeatedly ohaiiced it by working for a year or more on original
works, either for Hollywood or the
Broadway stage. And the payoff has

named

which will be published in May. Maurice Browne is writing a
on the poet Arthur
Davison Ficke. Browne, who made
•'The American Language," while a fortune with his production of
same publisher received honorable "Journey's End," hasn't been active
mention this yea for presentation in the theatre of late, and is living
of
"Mexico South," by Miguel quietly on. his estate in England.
Covarrubias.
Candy Jones, distaff of the Harry
Cohover.s, is bowing as an authoress
dividends. The "final" offer after
sometime next summer when her
A Danish Mystery
more than three-months negotiations
Striking resemblance to the liter- own beauty primer titled "Make
was branded by the typos a "yellow ary style of Danish baroness Karen Your Name in Modelling" hits the
dog" contract.
Blixen has been noted by observers stalls. She's currently writing a chapBut the settlement left, the com- in Denmark in Pierre Andrczel's ter for Alma Archer's new opus,
Veje" "Ah, Men," and begins a, regular
"Gengeldelsens
pany with a new problem when the whodunit,
pressmen, stereotypers and mailers, ("Ways Of Iletribution"), which was monthly column for Sweet 16 Mag
who were barred from the plant by acquired by the Book-of-the-Month starting with th6 June liMue.

The Gannett Co. settled its controversy with the typographical union, for a $16-a-week wage increase,
the same amount which would have
prevented the nine-weeks news
blackout in Rochester, N. Y., except
foir a "joker"
This would
claiise.
have forced the typos to give up all
future rights to the company's wage

Norman

off original screen-

lias

of early- American pub- the Coast today (Wednesday) to
Matthew Carey Of Philadel- huddle with Prentice-Hall execs on
phia and Isaiah thomas of Worces- the publicity campaign for his "Ver
ter, the award seeks to honor pubmilion," top P-H novel for 1947,

memory

knock

1

Hollywood

out those originals themThe latter, if they're accepted, command a sales figure many
times that of their salary, of course.
But how many want to take a speculator's chance of giving up many
months of their own time -to write
originals at the possible cost of a

turning

Goddard

Encore mag along lines

Byra:

His fellow writers thought enough of him to elect him a president of
the IScreen Writers Guild. He has shown himself poetically liberal without being plastered as taking orders from anybody further east than
Newark, N. J. While at the height of his negotiations I observed him
dining at the Brown Derby with a junior writer enduring the pangs Of a
layoff. This I submit as further proof that he is highly regarded.
Schary bargained; with N- Peter Bathvon, head of RKO, apdi drew negotiations out long enough to give his status dignity and standing.
Indeed,
for a man who wears specs, -a very remarkable fellow.

film

is authoring a yarn about
her childhood in China for a Chinese

actress,

wood

tlie.

'

JanieS Ramsey Ullman back from
South America and working on a

new

Xlie'Eff ana.

Schary is really one of those fellows who was once a newspaper man
himself.
He began on the Newark Call, handled publicity for Admiral
Byrd, acted, directed and wrote plays for little .theatres.
Back in '32,
when he came to Columbia as a junior writer, he was tagged as a junior
miss because Harry Cohn thought Dore was a girl's name, , I guess it is.
With an accent over the "e" in French it means "golden," and even without the accent it seems a name that from now on is in the money.
He turned out five screen plays in his first year at Columbia and recommended himself for a raise. He was getting $100 a week. The recommendation got him fired. I don't think he has been fired since. He won
an Oscar for an original story. That was "Boys Town" in 1938.

society reporter.

N. Y.. by Frederic C. Melcher, prexy
of the B. R. Bowker Co., publishers
of The Publishers" Weekly, founders of the award.

.

where he has two plays run. to become a producer under Dave Selznick, where he was farmed out to
ning but returned to Hollywood a RKO, Now he slides once again, this time out of a Selznick contract to
month ago for the winter, planning RKO as v,p. in charge of production.
Cain's Storehouse may remember him for "Too Many Heroes," an antlsliort hops to New Yofk now and
lynching item that was quietly hung on Broadway 10 years ago. But since
then.

vocated Jap military actions be- Lorant, topped a final ballot of nine quierer and Vahibtt mugg, elected to
tween July 7, 1937, and Dec. 7, 1941, other titles. Prize is slated to be governing committee of 'Washington
or lent support to Jap government presented to C. Halliwell Duell, head correspondents accredited to Conwith connection to the war effort. of firm at a luncheon today (Wed- gressional press galleries.
Charles P. Curtis, Jr., and Ferris
And that will catch at least 90% of nesday) at the Hotel Roo-sevelt,

grand-children, wife, nephews and
hiecfes of the person) will be preyentdd from holding the offices

Bite

Paris

Book Kudos to DSP
Ed Hill, formerly assistant news
They'll now be prohibited from
Winner of the 1948 Carey-Thomas editor of the N. Y. World-Telegram,
holding positions in firms con- award for last year's best example became sheet's feature editor last
cerned with journalism, motion of creative publishing will be Duell, week replacing Dean Moore, curpictures, theatres and radio broad- Sloan & Pearce whose handling of rently on vacation.
casting if they supported or ad- "The New World," edited by Stefan
Herman A, Lowe, Philadelphia In-

Under the details, persons up to
the third degree of kinship (great

The

Once by mail I put the bee on him for a; campaign contribution. He
not only came through for $50, but expressed great pleasure in doiug so:
I possess no "or else"
bargaining power whatever, I regard the.se
responses to my bites as proof of the other fellow's nobility of character.
Indeed, the best responses came from writers turned producers.
An
exception was Gregory Peck, who came through in much the same manner, which led, others to believe that I must have something which even
Ihgpid Bergman hasn't got. But 1 insist I have nothing and the contribu'
tions are proof that these are superior fellows. -Z

As

workers, and subject to the purge.

them,

.

for five years,

three men walkiiig ipah do
less l}arm than four riding.

spent last

19,

People seem to forget that Darryl Zanuok began his career by publishing a volume of his own stories and moved into Warners before a gatekeeper could .separate him irom hi.s slender volumo. Miu-k Bellinger, too,
has proved that the difference between writing stories and' producing pictures is that producing them is easier and pays better. There are -a few
others who wrote their way up to command cars.

lief that

De Kobra

Frank Scully

That a writer could Oyer master the magic of supervising a picture production was held for years as the last heresy. Even those who somehow
had worked into studios presumably as "authors'* were quiclc to disavow,
any connection with writing once they wrangled their way into a producer's vacant chair.

and

author
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MARRIAGES
Diana Barrymore to John HowBride is
ard, New York, Jan. 15.
film Player and daughter of John

FRANK McCOT
Frank McCoy,

58, legit

Jesse

producer,

Lasky in several

of

brothers, who release through MonoBarrymore.
gram, and would produce his initial
Jean Katasin to Al Gordon, Hol- film this summer. It Will be "Gun
lywood, Jan. 16. Groom is night pro- Crazy," based' on a story he wrote
duction manager at KFWB.
for the Saturday Evening Post in
Yvonne Johnston to Jack O'Brian, 1938.
N.Y., Jan. 15. Bride is daughter of
late Jimmie Johnston boxing promo-

latt'er's

production actg before going into

After managdied in New York Jan. 16. He had theatre management,
for
'produced shows on Broadway, op" ing the Harlem Opera House
as several years, he moved over to
*rated shows on tour as well
,
stock companies when latter were the Apollo,

enjoying boom years. He had recently been associated in legit production with Jules J. Leveifithal.

futura plans, Kantor said he'd do no
more writing, except on pictures
Ht
which he'd produce' himself,
stated he had 8 deal With the King

ter;

groom

is

Associated Press drama

editor,

RICHA

'OntfawV Censors

^

Vivian Barbara Reed to Carroll B.
Continued from' page S
Hichard Argyle, 48, vaudeville and Johnston, Hollywood, Jan. 18i Bride
McCoy, who had been in show legit actor, died Jan. 16 in New York is a member of Republic's produc- which permits action by state or city
conviction first.
business for 42 years, had started out following a short illness.
tion staff and a daughter ot Eva officialdom Without
as an actor when in his youth, playArgyle appeared as baritone lead Novak, silent screen star.
Other cohorts marshaled behind
In the legit
ing a small part in support of in 'My Maryland," "IDesert Song,"
fight on Fielding.
Katherihe Donoho to Jim Padgett, the
Theatres
Thomas W. Ross in "Checkers." Af- "New Moon," "Song of the Flame"
field, League of New York
is
Groom
19.
Jan.
Antonio,
ter deciding acting was not for him and other shows and was also in San
last week in support of
Ranch Director for KCOR staged a rally
he became company manager for vaude for a time. He retired from Farm and
Connolly's proposal. Along with the
there.
Ethel Barrymore, who was then stage sevei'al years ago to devote his
League were reps of Actors Equity,
Leonard
Elaine Langan to Dr.
touring in Barrie'S "The Twelve time to script and magazine writing.
Society of Authors' Representatives,
Bride
Pound Look."
Survived; by widow, mother, two Kovner, Las Vegas, Jan. 12,
the ACLU, and a number oC theatriis a contract player at 20th-Fox.
*
He left Miss Barrymore to serve brothers and four sisterscal unions.
in (j^e Navy in the first World War,
Germaine Elizabeth Marshall to
and' when he returned to civilian
CHARLES A. HILL
Hvgbes Wins One
Frank Baur, Hollywood, Jan. 11.
life, he decided to become a proAlbany, Jan. 21.
Charles A"". (Al) Hill, vice-presi- Groom is an assistant film director.
ducer. He subsequently established
Lena Marie Zuccher to Art Radent of the Atfantic City AmuseHoward Hughes won a battle in
companies in Mwaukee,
ftock
ment Men's .Assn. and representa- chiele, Pittsburgh, Jan, 8. Groom's his campSign to play "The Outlaw,"
Trenton, N. J., Toronto and other
of the owners of the old Million associated with his father, Harry above and below the Yonkers border,
cities.
He returned to New York tive
Pier, now Hamid's pier, died Rachlele, in operation of chain of on a tricky lopphole in New York's
Dollar
"and was stage manager ^or ComHe had indie theatres.
The board
laws,
in Atlantic Cily Jan. 15,
anti-obscenity
^itock & Gest for several years and
Barbara Stewart to Max Rabino- pointed but that it could not act on
been identified i*ith the pier since
later operated companies at the ErBride is
shortly after its erection at the turn witsh, Hollywood, Jan, 16.
film advertising in periodicals but
langer, Buffalo, and Maplewood, NJi
a ballet dancer; grootn a -musical cU- could on billboards and posters. In
century.
of
the
series
produced
a
In 1930, he
of
He was stricken with a heart ail- rector at RKO.
noting the gap, the board recomJoan Barry to Russell Seek, Pitts- mended amendment of the statute
ment on Jan. 3 and had been conis nitery
fined to the hospital until his death. burgh, Pa., Nov. 16. Bride
books by the Legislature to cover
.singer.
exploitation in any form reaching
Dee LoWrance to Leo Katcher, New York's public.
WAIiTEB GRAINGER
Reno, Dec 81. Bride was former
Victory by Hughes insures the
Walter Grainger, 52, personal repMetro press agent; groom was former producer's rights to peddle his pie
resentative of Walt Disney for Auseastern story editor for Disney anywhere in N. Y. except the metrotralia and New Zealand, died Jan. 11
Productions. politan area, where legal skirmishin Sydney following a brain operaing with N. Y. City License ComtD«e. 15, 189»r-Jlaa. U. 1t471
tion.
missioner Bfenjamin Fielding conGrainger was an American who
tinues in the courts. Here, Hughes
had made his home in Australia for
Beloved Haibgiul «iid Ireriitr
'Years' Tiff
is seeking to dispel exhib fears of
16 years, and was just returning
losuig their licenses, should they
Continued from page 1
from a visit to the United States
play "The Outlaw," by snaring an
whan he became iU aboiEU^d ship,
Mareclla Relfncr krqyU
kantpr's beef is just a faint echo mjunctipn against both Fielding and
necessitating an operation. Ha died
of the screams director William Wy- the police to prevent them from
the day after the ship dofked.
ler has been letting off privately purportedly intimidating local theabout Goldwyn and the film. Wyler atre operators.
OXVO N. RATHS
maintains he was likewise not given
motion picture shorts featuring
Otto N. Saths, 72, credited with
'It's
blackface opening the first flljn theatre in St. full credit for his contribution.
Heath,
feltttyre
comedians. Willi Morris Green he Paul, died hi Veterans tiospital. understood that he wanted at least
partial producer credit. Dispute got
produced "JMve and Babies," in 1933. Fort Snelling.
Mr. and Mrs. Remo Palmieri,
so hot that Wyler claimed be w^is' twins New York, Jan. 20. Father is
Successful road shows he prooperatIn 1932, when owning and
duced, alone or with others, in- ing several St. Paul theatres, he was barred for a tiHie frojn the Goldwyn guitarist with Arthur Godfrey show
Hose," president of the Independent Ex- lot.
Irish
"Abie's
cluded
on CBS; mother Is Iprmer Margery
Producer, on the other hand, Heath, songstress.
'''Springtime for Henry," with Ed- hibitors and Allied Theatre Owners
r
ward Everett Horton; "School for of Minnesota and North and South charges that Wyler didn't want to
Mr. and Mris, Irving Forbes, son.
the film at all, and was only
make
Brides," "Arsenic and Old Lace,"
theatre
Dakota. He retired from the
New York, Dec, 25. Father is a staff
into it by a threat of legal
with Walter Hampdenj "Stage Door,"
forced
years
ago.
reader in N.Y. story dept o* Vanbusiness a few
action for not living up to his conwith Glenda Farrell; "You Can't
guard Films.
Take It With You," with Fred Stone;
tract. "Before he made the picture,
FATE MARABLE
Mr. and Mrs. Lester B. Isaac, son.
•'WiiJiput
with Constance
Wyler
said he didn't like it and didn't
Fate Marable, 56, Negro jazz band
Bennett; "The Old Soak," with Guy
want to do it, and now he's liiad be- New York, Jan. 16. Father is direcpianist, died of pneuprojection and sound for
Klbbee; "Janie," "Rebecca," and leader and
he's not getting all the credit," tor of
cause
monia in St. Louis last week. MarLoew's, Inc.
"Cordelia."
declared.
Gqldwyn
helped
Mr. and Mrs. Brock Whitlock,
Other of his Broadway shows in- able is, credited with having
Kantor, in addition to his plaint
Baby
cluded "A Goose for the Gander," Louis Armstrong, Johnny and
got in a battle a daughter, in Washington, January
Goldwyn,
about
been
with Gloria Swanson and Conrad Dodds in the jazz field. He had
weeks ago with Tom Pryor, 12. Father is chief fiack for Loew's
playing at the Victoria Club, St. couple
Nagel; '"Three's a S'sattily," and
of The New York Times, over an in^ D. C. theatres.
Louis, in recent years. He also led
"Song 6f Bernadette."
terview Pryor did with Wyler. Dl
Mr. and Mrs. Louis D. Silverstein,
At the time of his death McCoy orchs on Mississippi river steamboats rector was quoted as saying that son, Santa Monica, Calif., Jan. 11.
1918-40.
between
had only one show running: his
Kantor's story was largely rewritten Father is manager of the Guild thea"Springtime for Henry" company in
and the picture bore little resem- tre; Hollywood.
PICKENS
MBS.
Cincinnati.
book.
Mrs. Patti Pickens, 64, mother of blance to the original
Mr. and Mrs, Robert Hardy AnSurviving are his widow, Mrs.
Kantor called Wyler, who claimed drews, daughter, Hollywood, Jan.
11.
Ethel Brittoft McCoy, an actress; the several Pickens sisters," died in
maintained
her sleep in Bucks county. Pa., Sun- he was misquoted. Pryor
Mother is the former Irene Colethree sisters and two brothers.
the quote was accurate. Telephonic
day (19).
man, actress; father is a screen
She had managed the professional .dispute between Pryor and Kantor writer.
JOatiPa ERBER
ended up with Pryor declared Wyler
careers
of
daughters
her
songstress
Mr. and Mrs. Cal Gilford, son, in
Joseph Erber, 70, pioneer motion
"a liar" if he said he was misquoted,
picture the&tre owner in the" St. for many years and had also been
and Kantor slamming down the re- New York' City, Jan. 17. Father is
Louis area and one of the first in the well known as a guest on many radio
bandleader, now at the Ten Eyck
ceiver with the remark: "You can't
U.S. to combine vaude with pictures, programs.
Hotel, Albany.
call my friend a liar."
died last week in St. Louis.
Mr. and Mrs. Burton Paulu, Dec.
Feud Breaks on Radio
RICHARD WALDEMAB
Erber's first house was the DreamFeud broke publicly when Kantor 26 at Minneapolis, a son. Father is
Richard Waldemar, 77, veteran
land in East St. Louis. He later
Henry manager of Univ. of Minnesota radio
QWned the Majestic and Avenue in actor, noted for his performance in was being interviewed by
La Cossitt on Mutual's "Editor's station and in summer time on facul,East St. Louis and in 1907 inau- "Belle of New York" at the Carl
La Cossitt inquireS ty of NYU Hadio Workshop.
theatre, Vienna, at the turn of the Diary" show.
gurated the combo policy.
how Kantor felt about "Best Years,"
Mr. and Mrs^ Hobe Morrison, son,
In 1920, he built a $400,000 house century, died in Vienna recently.
Until two days before his death and the dialog went on from there: Jan. 15. Patlier, ex-VARiBOT staffer,
in the same city but lost control of
Kantor: "Why, it's the greatest is in radio dept. of "Sroung & Rubiit a year later.
He was once St. Waldemar did a sidging and dancing
Louis representative of the Orpheum act in "Straussbuben" at the Rai- of all time. No doubt about it. But oam agency.
I don't get much satisfaction out of
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Bullock,
Circuit and later became a booking mund theatre, Vienna.
it."
daughter, Santa MonijCa, Jan.' 14.
agent For the past several years
La C: "For Heaven's sake, why?" Father is a cameraman at ParaCHARLES BLANCHARD
he was a relief manager for the St
Kantor: "Well, Henry, I'll tell you. mount.
Charles
Blanehard, 74,
retired
Louis Amus. Co.
vaude producer, died in Hollywood There's such a thing as pride of auSurvived by widow.
Mr, and Mrs. Mike Mazurki,
•
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GEMAS

Blanehard was producer "of topjflight production acts on Keith and
Robert S. Gemas, 45, on
business staflf for past 10 years, died Orpheimi circuits for 25 years. He
suddenly at his home in Pittsburgh went to the Coast 19 years ago to
on Jan. 15. He was hospitalized two establish a talent agency, retiring
months ago for pneumonia but was in 1943.
released shortly before Christmas
and was apparently on the road to
MEYER GOUL0
Meyer Gould, 55, comptroller of
recovery when he suffered a heart
attack.
Oemas had been a well- Filmack Trailers, died in Chicago,
known Pittsburgh advertising man Jan. 9. He had been with Filmack
for more than 20 years, joining for over 20 years.
in 1936.
Survived by widow.
He leaves an aunt
S.

WWSW

WWSW

JAMES MARSHALL
James Marshall,

MBS. MARY F. LEWIS
Mary Farley Lewis, 72,

Mrs.

.

.

zines,'
licity

.

.

.

daughter,

Glendale,

Cal,,

Father is a screen actor.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton

Jan.

l5.

awards would be made in May, 1948;
Inasmuch as the prizes are primarjournalism and letters, it is

ily for

pKPsumed

that, as in the case of
plays, the film prize would go -to the
writers,
Ackermaii said, however,
that it would be entirely within the
right Ct the advisory board also to
give prizes to the producer, actors
and director, if it chose. That would
be a detail to work out, he said.

Committee which met Monday was

named

last spring to consider addition of films, as well as other reclassification of prizes. It consists of
three members of the 12-man advi«
sory board.
Recommendation of the committee coincides with increasing feeling
in the film industry concerning the
need of an impartial group to hand
out annual awards for best pictures.
There's no thought of discontinuing
the annual Oscars of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences,
but they are "recognized as strictly
an intramural kudo of the industry
to itself. Aside from the Oscars, so
many organizations-r-for publicity or
otherwise—are now handing out
year-end prizes that most fllmites are
ready to agree the Whole idea is
getting close to the silly stage.
Guild MaSf's Argument
John Corfleld, exec of J. Arthur
Rank's British picture empire, recently expressed a desire for the
Pulitzer committee to add a picture
award on an International basis.
Strongest argument for a Pulitzer
film prize, however, is made in the
current issue of The Screen Writer,
monthly mag of the Screen Writers
Guild.
Richard G. Hubler, in an
article whose sentiments are widely
shared in the Industry, declares in
a plea for such awards in the mag:
"The most distinguished, able and
well-established jurists are those pf
the Pulitzer Prizes."
Stating that "the awards have of-

ton been niggled at, but they remain
among the chief recognitions of artistic merit in American journalism
ajid letters," Rubier goes on to say:
"In the single field where the sum
of the arts—visual and aural—has at
least its greatest potential medium,
there is no provision for a Pulitzer
Prize. The motion pictures are not
upon the agenda of artistic awards."
Reason for this omission by Pulitzer himself is obvious, HUbler points
out, since, at the time the publisher
died in 1911, "the invention of

Thomas Edison was barely unswaddled from the laboratory . . ,
In the 35 years since Pulitzer's death,
the audience of the screen has grown
from a few thousand to nearly a
hundred million."
"Conspimoy of Silence"
"To a large degree^" Hubler adds,
"there is a conspiracy'of silence and
.

snobbery concerning the movies
Because of this conspiracy, the mo.

tion picture is forced

oym horn

to

wind
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This defensive neurosis ..
has in turn produced the nonpareil
of
naivete—the Araaemy
.

.

,

,

Awards
powder

.

.

,

Lika an old-fashioned
solemn back-slap«

train, this

ping has inspired lesser emidation.
In 1945, one fan magazine handed
out 35 gold medals to compliment
the producers of a single picture."
Pulitzer prize awards are made by
the trustees of Columbia on recommendation of the advisory board.
Prizes consist of $500 to. individuals
and a gold medal costing $600 to

newspapers.

Nominations must be

made

in writing, according to present rules, with competition, except
in drama and music, limited to work
during the preceding calendar year.
Music and drama prizes are for

works produced during the 12
months April 1 to March 31, and it
is presumed that films would fall in
this category.

Advisory board which must now
Ide, son, pass on the addition of motion picFather's an an- ture prizes and would choose winnpimcer on KDKA,
ners in fu|ture shears consists of
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Lind, daughter, Frank D. Fackenthal, acting prexy
himself.
His idea. His characters. Clairton,
Pa., Jan, 10. Father man- of Columbia; Sevellon Brown, pub'His writing. Not that Sam Goldwyn ages the
Colonial theatre there.
lisher. Providence
(B.L) -Journal;
shouldn't get every recognition for
Mr, and Mrs. Warren P. Munsell, Robert Ghoate, publisher, Boston
producing a fine picture
bUt I'd Jr., son, New York, Jan.
12.
Father Herald; Kent Cooper, prez and geiilike a little credit. After all
it is a legit company
.
manager; mother, erald manager of. Associated Press;
was my idea
and my book. Sana former Jane Keith, was with Thea- Gardner Cowles,
Jr., publisher, Des
Goldwyn just put up the dough to tre Guild subscription office.
Moines Register and Tribune; Palmer
produce it."
Mr, and Mrs. Clifford Gorsuch, Hoyt, publisher, Denver Post; Frank
Goldwyn, according to widely,pub- son, Pittsburgh; Jan. 13. Father Is B. Kent,
columnist, Baltimore Sun;
licized stories, conceived the idea for a former KDKAstaffer.
John S. Knight, publisher, Chicago
"Best Year" from a piece he read in
Mr,
and Mrs,
Dick Averre, Daily News,
and
Time mag in 1944 toncerniiig a re- daughter, Cincinnati. Father's the other papers;Detroit Free Press
Arthur Krock, Washturning soldier.
He commis.sioned bandleader,
ington chief of The New York Times;
Kantor to do a book around the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Martin, son. William R. Mathews, publisher, Tuctheme,
with Goldwyn retaining New Vork, Jan. 18, Mother is the son Daily Star; Stuart
H. Perry, pubscreen rights and Kantor literary former Jean Kelly of ASGAP's staff. lisher,
Adrian (Mich.) Telegram;
rights.
Book was published as
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Vidor, son, Harold S. Pollard, New York World"Glory for Me" and had ftiinor suc- Hollywood, Jan, 16.
Mother is Telegram, and Joseph Pulitzer, pubcess.
daughter of Harry M. Warner; lathisr lisher, St, Louis Post-Disjpatch, son
Asked on the radio show abbui his is Cblumbla Pijc dii-ector.
of the PiOitzer Prize founder.
thing

.

Pittsburgh, Jan. 11.

Sam Goldwyn dreamed up
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house manager tired actress died in her home at
of the Apollo theatre in Harlem, Larchmpnt, N. Y., Jan. 20.
N,y,. died in New York Jan. 11, folSurvived by hiisband and two
Prior to daughters.
lowing a heart attack.
j(olng to the Harlem ho.use he had
Mother, 65, of Mary Astor, stage
managed theatres for Leo Brecher
arid
screen actress, died at her
chain.
Marshall started in show business daughter's home in Encino, Calif,,
a child tap dancer. Working tot Jan. 18.

W

But to read, maga,
newspapers
an the pubabout 'Best Years'
.
you
.
wouldn't know I had anything to do
with it. You'd think it was some-

thorship.

Jan. 16.

ROBERT

Fiilitier Priie
sss ContbineA fioni page 1

the proposal is given the okay of the
advisory body at its next meeting in
April,
Ackerman said, the first

;
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Wednestlay? Jannary 22, 1947
reception at Lord Tarleton

'

Joe

of lat^
Ji'., son
Coast to study for

Marty Goodman,

man-

personal

back ou job after appendec-

Bgei",

^Richat'd Arlen seeiiiK Broadway
before going to England to make a
pianist Roily Rolls
{U as a U. S. citizen tliis, week,

^'comedy

sworn
Born

>

In France.

Martiia Graham's dance troupe
slated to open its season in Boston

next month.
'

Sol

Chicago

(20).

Cunningham,

jiHmorist. in ^I'O*

Monday

Joe E; Lewis best man, with
friends of the couple flying in from
aH over country and top show-biz
people in town attending.
Mt. Sinai hospital fund drive show
sparked to $200,000 take at Lou Walters Latin Quarter by Harry Richman, Jackie Miles, Martha Raye,
Costello
Diosa
& Pupi Campo,
Frances Fay e.- Oracle Barrie, iHarvey
Stone, Billy Vine, Jan Bart, Carlos
Ramirez and Lou Holtz, plus Latin
Quarter show.

Bri

.

Jacobson now

Pittsburgh
By

.

associate

p.a.

Darling, Darling!".

Charles E. Burke on the way to
Coast via .southern territory^ ahead
of San Carlo Opera Co.
Willy Pogany inked to design sets

llal

Cohen

Jon Walton recuperating from pneumonia.
Joey Bishop comes into the Carousel for a run on Monday (27).
Joan A. DeDiemar new ho.stess in
guest relations department of KDKA.
Polly Rowles signed for role in
new John Wexley play, "Can-ot and
Clariueti.st

with Harry Forwood on legit "WashSnston Square."
Richard Stapley, Old Vic Co.
player, signed for role in "Darling,
|

Club."

Jack Kalcheim
talent situation.

in.

over

looking

•

Martha Vickers in town
"March of Dimes" drive.
Eleanor

Powell

signed

for

Chez show opening March 8.
Billy DeWolfe vacationing
after

hi.s

for

the

here

Gaiety.

stint in "Variety Girl."
off to Coast to discuss

AI Borde
film

deal

on

"Follow the

with Columbia.
Edward Everett

Horton

Girls"

!

Eithne Dunne, back from- New
York, plays lead in Michael MacLiammoir's revived "111 Met by

Broadway

later

"Pygmalion" into the Sclwyn with
"Springtime for Henry."

this year.

Rock Island R.R. all set to give
the Super Chief comDOtish with a
39-hour train to the Coa.st.
Fred and Elaine Barry, now at
Empire Room, signed for .screen version of "Up in Central Park."
Thomas Kilpatrick, general manager for Brock Pemberton, looking
over Chicago company of Harvey."
Sonia Zomina, new .star of Douglas. Park Yiddish playhouse, planed
in from Australia to fill engage-

Paul FarreU, star of Radio Eireann
broadcast
of
Edward
Martyn's
"Heather Field" Jan. 19, were producer and star in same show's stage
presentation by Irish Literary Theatre 30 years ago.
Italian tenor Beniamino Gigli is
skedded for concert appearance here
this spring.
Others include Anatole
Fistoulari and London International
Orch: Mischa Blman, pianists Mierowski and Artur Rubinstein and
Dr. Malcolm Sargent and Liverpool
Phil. Orch.

John

•

•

i

'

Moonlight," due for

follows

MacDonogh,

director,

and

Swartz Brothers, who operate Nite
Court of Fun, are dickering for a .ment.
son's "Winesburg, Ohio."
Variety Club annual ball sell out
Las Vegas spot.
Philip Van Dyke, writer-director,
Janet Blair and her hi^band, Lou at Aragon ballroom with headliners
joined Detroit Civic Light Opera
Busch, took in the local opening of Tony Martin, Billy DeWolfe, and
technical
director.
A.ssn. as
other star.-! packing them in.
"•
Mexico City
Vernon Duke sailing to Paris next "Born Yesterday."
Danny Kaye i"d impromptu 15Mrs. Dave Rubinoff in town for
month to see his ballet px-e.sented at few
days following Mexico City va- minute stint last week when plane
By Douglas L. Grahame
Theatre des Champs-Elysees.
was grounded here. Went on at the
cation with her husband.
Leon Gurdus presenting French
Lou Walters returned to Florida
Pfc. Charles Moore, son of Dinty Chicago theatre for clown session pix at the Cine Iris in association
Monday (20) after watching the Moore, WB theatre district manager, with Lou Breese, orch leader.
with Filmex.
preem of his Latin Quarter show.
United States Opera Co. opening
has shipped out "for Japan.
Mex film industry plans to comStephen Vincent Benet to be honSlim Bryant and his Wildcats, of postponed again ^/ith no new date plete 96 pix this year, according to
ored among others at a special pro- KDKA, have signed an
exclusive set. Queen Elizabeth, due in New survey of the Assn. of Producers.
gram to be held at 'Town Hall recording contract with Majestic.
York Jan. 17, is carrying 17 singera
Tito Guizar slated to produce and
Jan. 30.
Jimmy Balmer will be honored at for the company. AFM local said no play lead in new musical this month
Harold Goli'.berg, who was back testimonial dinner
by Variety Post contract signed with them for or- as weU as appear in a pic at Filmex.
with "Carmen Jones," appointed of Ameriqan
Legion on Monday (27). chestra as y^t.
1947 raw stock outlook rosy with
general manager of the" Billy Rose
Don and Abe Butler, theatre pro7,000,000 feet of Sim already in
enterprises.
publishers, bringing Sigmund
gram
Mexico and 3,000,000 more feet reEddie Elkort, of the Music Corp. Romberg here for
a concert Feb. 13.
ported en route.
Manila
of- America theatre dept., reveaied
Arthur Levy in ahead of "Eagle
Filmex studio purchased plane for
of
Qctpbeif
isingto
his marriage
last
Rosa del' Rosario, Filipino film its Argentinian
Has Two Heads" and Dick Lambert
comic Luis Sandrini
e:- Lily Cavel.
here drum-beating "Voice of the actress, back from five-year Holly- who's using craft for commuting to
John Hertz, Jr., Buchanan ad Turtle."
wood liiatus.
Acapulco, 300 miles off.
agency board chairmatii in WashingPhilippines' Salvation Army has
Phil Koury due in frorti Coast
Jose Mojica, former singer and
ton lor talks with Government offi- momentarily to do some
begun series of religious programs film actor now a mOnk at
work
on
« Peruvian
cials on plx business.
DeMille's "Un conquered," which has over -station KZPI.
monastery, visiting his home town,
The American Repertory Theatre a local background.
"Fort Santiago," historical ro- San
Miguel de AUende.
giving gratis reading .performance of
Edwin Wappler, manager of the mance by Pedrito Reyes, slated for
Jose Moreno Torroba's Spanish
"Electra" at International, Friday, Nixon
theatre, named general man- filming in 'Hollywood.
musicomedy troupe, adimitted after
Jan. 31, 4 p.m., for ART patrons.
First Lady of the Land, Mrs, Roxas, Government
ager coming season of the Civic
nixed Spanish Reds'
John Garfield -- is 'due back on Light Opera Assn.
an honorary vice-chairman of the protests, 'doing well at the Teatro
Broadway this fall in "Corner
Artie Sachs back to the Coast to Filipino youth Symphony's advisory Arbeu..
.'
Pocket," by Robert Rossen, latter resunae
his job in David Selznick's board.
also acting as producer and director.
Pres. Manuel A. Roxas, accomproduction department.
Local
lad
Doubtful that the acrobatic Ghezzis and the producer
panied by his wife, attended recent
are cousins.
will be able to work for sometime,
preem of "Fort Santiago" at Bataan
because of injury in the opening
theatre.
show at the Paramount, Wednesday
Young American conductor SteDubbed Russian newsreel, "Sdhii
(15).
Australia
phen Markham batoned Manila Mnja," tabbed for an early opening.
Joe Schoenfeld of the William
Symphony orch at special holiday
Norwegian film, "Engladsfarere"
By Eric GorHck
Morris agency's Coast oifice, trained
season
concert.
due for a spring showing in LonKid pix shows Saturdays are doback to the Coast following a week's

and

costumo.s. for

Sherwood Ander-

,

.

-

;
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Under auspices of USO, six teching nicely for Ernest Turnbill at
local stay to vi.sit his ailing mother,
nicians assigned by Dept. of AgriHoyts.
now okay.
culture to give informative talks to
"Life with Father" is still very
Robert E. Sherwood and Cheryl
American GIs.
strong at Minerva,
Sydney, for
Crawford to be among the speakets
"Philippine Reports," evening proWhitehall Prod.
at the Jan. 26 meeting of the Negro
Reg. Payne reappointed president gram based on dome.stic and foreign
Actors Guild at the Grand Street
news, daily feature via CJovernment
of the Aussie motion picture exhibs
Boys Assn.
station KZFM.
French opera singers Roger Bour- assn. for three-year term.
Prof.
Luis
Filipino
Valencia's
Chips
Rafferty, star of Ealing's
din and his wjfe, Georgi Boue, lost
Youth Symphony Orch's second
has been making
properly valued at $5,500 when "Overlanders,"
concert at the gym of Univ. Of St.
burglars broke into their mid-town personal appearances in Sydney, in Tomas won boff reception.
connection with pic.
hotel lopni last week.
Invading the Malayan market,
Free Sabbath orchestral concerts
Jesse Kaye, former Loew talPnt
first Filipino film to be screened in
booker, who moved to ttie Coast for run by the Australian JBroadcast- Singapore is "Ang Dugo ng Bayan"
M-G-M records, finding it difficult to ing Commission in Sydney are pull- ("The Blood of the Nation").
terrific audiences.
get an apartment there. He's living ing
JWanila film fans assured of seats
Jack Power, attached to the Ted
ftf dne of the Metro bungalows.
in future when and if new municiJohn T*. McManus returning to Lane office at Greater Union Thea- pal ordinance prohibiting "standing
has just had his fourth book
TWs staff Feb. 1, aftpr an extended tres,
room" in theatres goes into effect.
accepted-for
publication.
leave of absence. It's not decided as
Ben Martin Cohn, vet film exec
Dan Carroll, head of the Birch, recently
yet whether he goes back as the paupped te general manager
Carroll & Coyle. circuit, and the
per's film critic, post now held by
of
Universal-International's
overPrince Edward, Sydney, is recoverCecelia Ager.
seas activity, expected here soon.
Marsha Hunt and husband Robert ing from a major operation.
"Wanted:
Chaperon," farce by
Syd Gresham, Aussl rep of Eal- Wilfrido Maria Guerroro, presented
Presnell, Jr., in from the Coast. She's
slated to start rehearsals within two ing, leaves for .London for confabs, for disabled Filipino vets at the
Harry
Watt
also
going
to
set proweeks on his new eoniedy, "The
General Hospital at Mandaluyong,
Urgent Air," being produced by T. duction plans next Aussie-made pic' Manila suburb.
Tommy Trinder, doing great biz
Edward Hambleton.
Ex-GI Ben Dunn, former New
for Dave Martin at TiVoli, Sydney,
Yorker who married Filipino gal,
returns after his next London show
working in films and radio. He has
in April.
Figured to make a film roles in
LVN Pictures' "Victory
here on next trip.
Joe" and "Voice of Freedom."
Cyril Richard and Madge Elliott
Bert Avellana, who recently reBy Larry Solloway
are winding* up a boff season for signed
program director of
as
Gil Lamb into Olympia Wed. (22). Williamson-Tait at Royal,. Sydney,
KZPH, slated to direct the new Rosa
SpotUte Club, Hallandale, shut- in Noel Coward sketches. Duo will
del Rosario vehicle for the Philiptered.
return at end of year.
pine Artists League, pic's producer.
Cray Nineties show at Mardi Gras
Film, a revised version of the stage

don.

French newsreel "Les Actualities
Francaise" slated to open soon with
Norwegian dubbing.

a click.
Crosby
, Bing
March.
.

expected

Owen and Parker

into

here

hit

in

Wasliiigt@n

Mother

By Florence

Kelly's.

S.

Tony Muto. D. C. rep for Fox
Ray Bolger in town, guest of AlMovietone, and frau are vacationin Florida.
Famous Door's Don Richards add- ingClub
Cairo, local nitery, dickering

.

for Martha Raye.

Kogod, head of K-B theatre chain, named head o£ D. C.'s
Jewish Community Center.

Fred

S.

Andre Kostelanelz, here for a concert past week, honored at a reception attended by top drawer guests

by Margaret Truman, and
author Thornton Wilder.
Guests of Carter Barron. Loew's
party Monday (20) for Danny Kaye
district manager, at Alfalfa Club
on eve of opening.
included
Danny Rogers filled in at Kitty dinner past Saturday (18)Moskowilz,
Davis' until Slapsie Maxie Rosen- company execs Charles
oloom^Max Baer-Charlie Carlisle Charles Kessnick and John Murphy.
Bob Hope will highlight this
opened Tue.sday (21).
Jan. 31,
dinner,
Club Bali's new lineup includes year's Texas State
holdover Chito Izar, Howard Brooks, sharing spotlight with Pres. Truman
the
magico, aiid Florence Hin Low, plus and such celebs as ex-spealcer of
Sam Rayburn, Supreme
House
Ime and Danny Yates orch.
Court Chief Justice Fred Vinson
Seymour Weiss (Hotel Roosevelt,
Atfy General Tom Clark.
New Orleans) in town and house and
Joe Smith and Charlie Dale, vavide
Rucst of Harry Richman.
Will be vets, feted on .stage of Loew's Capijoined by Joe Pasternalcs next month,
tol where they are currently apGar.sonGordon, pearing, on 40th anniversary in
Kanin,
Ruth
Danny Kaye joined' show biz colony show biz. with many of town's bigat Lord Tarleton hotel.
Expected wigs participatiny in celebration.
any day are the Barney Balabans,
A. J. Brylawski, prexy of Motion
the Al JoLsons, Ritz brothers.
Picture Theatre Owners of D.C.,
of recent federal
•'ackic Miles and Lee Dennis, who outlined efl'ects
revealed secret marriage recently, court decisions for film committee Of
remarried in religious ceremony and DAR past week.
Copacabana's Murray Weinger and
Ben Slutsky staged press-cocktail

headed

including

("Woman

be

titled

Plantation

Mlin

fred Barton at Surf Club.

ing gal line to present setup.
Lecuona orch ticketed for Ciro's
which has been doing slim biz with
two unknown bands.
March of „Dimes show at Lord
Tarleton Jan. 25 will include Al Jolson, Danny Kaye, Joe E. Lewis and
Jackie Miles.

may

"Hacienda,"

"Hacendera"
Owner").

Lowe

By Maxwell Sweeney
Comedian Billy Percy to London
pantomime season.

after

Screen actor Michael Clarke here
on vacation from London.

Hamlyn Benson

to Belfast for speradio production.
Harry Secombe, English burlesque
Comic, being sought for Irish dates.

cial

BBC

in other Scandinavian countries despite many Swedish and Danish
films shown here.
'

J.

gian territory in a tieup with Kommunenes AS, leading local film company. More French and British pix
are arriving here.

Walter Macken, producer of Galwill have his
play, "Galway Handicap," staged in

way Gaelic Theatre,

has Bert

Lahr

from

<

bedded

with

Honolulu.

George

O'Hanlon

bronchitis.

Carmen Cavallaro
Lake City.
Thornton Sargent

aired
to

Salt

to

Mexico City

for a week.

Elizabeth Taylor to Arrowhead for
winter sports.
Richard Collins to Sun Valley for
winter sports.
Lucille Ball returned from a Palm
Springs vacation.
Anita Gordon vacationing at Arrowhead Springs.

Samuel Goldwyn back
London.

in

town

after ogling

Sol Halprin to Mexico City on
business for 20th-Fox.
Don Martin hospitalized for his
third spinal o^ration.

Vivian Austin changed her film
to Terry Austin.
Bernie Kamins' doctor ordered
him to bed for a week.
Delmar Daves limping with a knee

name

injury, sustained in a fall.

Joan

Crawford

returned

from

three months in the east.
Ed Ettinger's new indie flackery is
titled Ed Ettinger and Son.
Housely Stevenson celebrated his
26th anniversary as an actor.
Jesse Lasky returned from the
Zukor wedding anniversary.

Warner Baxter warming up for a
South American vacation tour.

New

Lester Coleman in froDn
York
for sales huddles at Paramount.
Charley FarreU in from Palm
Springs to meet his old film pals,
Bella Spewack returned to her
desk after a week out with flu.Harry KoSiner in town for ejtecutive conferences with Edward Small.
Trank Sinatras will toss a seventh

RKO

wedding anniversary party Feb. 4.
Nelson Eddy and the missus returned from their Arizona vacation.
Henry Daniell dustin^e oil Holly^
wood to live permanently In the east
John Payne laid up with flu while
"It's Only Human" is shot around
him.

Linde Christian to Mexico City on
first leg of a South American

the

.

tour.

Ida
cited

Koverman and Carey Wilson
services with the Holly-

for

wood Canteen.

gandering tour.
Grant Withers and John Carroll

New

to

Orleans, to start a tour of
hospitals.

Leslie reading "Spades," a
play slated for Broadway production next fall.
Leatrice Joy cutting up old toyches
with Clark Gable on "The Hucksters" set at Metro.
legit

Hollywood

picture,

"The

in the leading part,

two other plays of summer stock
origin are on the current boards
"Temper the Wind" and "Little A."
Latter, which opened last week, re-

Vienna
Film fans beefing about practice
changing titles on old pix.
City councilor Viktor Matejka announced the city will shortly open
of exhibs

anti -Fascist museum.
Lack of subtitles or synchronization on Eagle Lion's release of
"Henry V" arousing tmfavorable
comment.
Standard Film Co. (Slonimsky h
Co.) shooting pic on how to combat
its

tuberculosis.
Firm's first rnedleal
film dealt with venereal disease.

Konzerthaus
patrons
re.senting
failure of many of the billed perclick in recent seasons were "Othel- formers to show Up at "Promincnten
("Evening of Pi-ominent
lo" (Paul Robeson) and '^Dark of the Soiree"
Moon." The aU-time plutn from sum- Stars").'
•

.

'

concert, Albert Hall,

Palm
Palm

in

1

mer stock is "Life "With Father," now
former leader of in its seventh year on Broadway, for
Berlin Philharmonic Orch, here as a record that will probably never
guest soloist at Radio Eireann symbe approached, the engagement now
phony concert.
Tenor Sean Ryan inked lor St. approaching the run mark of "To-

Day

at

Michael Redgrave in from London

London soon.
Henry Hoist,

Patrick's

siesta

checked

Secret Behind the Door." *
Robert Montgomery in from New
York to resume film acting in "Upward to the Stars" at Metro.
derful Journey," which was tried out
Gloria Jean slated for a 10-week
at Bucks County, Pa., under the tour of the British Isles on complescript's original title, "Heaven Can tion of her current film chore.
Lee Garmes returned to his chores
Wait" ("Here Comes Mr. Jordan," in
"Journey" headed the list of as cameraman on Selznick's "Parafilms).
dine Case," after four days of illness.
possibilities, but played less than a
Pete Smith's son, Douglas, recupweek on Broadway.
erating from a surgical operation,
"Made in Heaven," which tried out the aftermath of an auto accident
at Westport, Conn., under the title two years ago.
of "It's a Man's World," started out
Monte Hale drew an additional
with considerable promise on the twormonth leave of absence from
main stem, but hardly stayed long Republic, to extend his personal apa pearance tour.
It will probably turn
enoiigh.
Thslma Ritter and Philip Tonge in
profit, as the English rights have
town to resume the roles they started
been optioned and more than one on location in New York for "It's
British showman is in the field for Only Human" at 20th-Fox.
the comedy. Stock rights have been
Marcus Blum in town to enlist aid
purchased, despite the fact that the for the newly formed Palestine Pictures Corp., first film outfit to be
play calls for four settings.
established in tho Holy Land.
In addition to "Burlesque,'' which
paire

,

Jan. 26.

on

Wayne

John

for his first

SIrawhats

Contimied from

Paul

'

Greer

Peter Lawford on siesta at
Springs.

veteran
Arthur rank invading NorweJoan

Rotha due here tains, the title used when presented
shortly for lecture on "The Docu- in Skowhegan, Me., but "Wind" was
called "Drums of Peace" when done
mentary Film."
Abbey actor Fred Johnson back at Woodstock, N. Y. Closing notice
from Broadway production of "Play- for latter was. posted Monday (20).
boy of the Western World."
Of the 4a new shows tried out last
Chicago-born Joyce Sullivan, now
is doubtful Whether any
with Abbey Players, has role in summer it
panto- more will be shown on Broadway
all-Irish-speaking
theatre's
during the balance of the sea.son.
mime.
Eddie Byrne and Norman Barrs Out of 24 tryoats in '45 there was
will handle "Double or Nothing" none that emerged as regular attracquizz at Theatre Royal, opening tion. Outstanding stock showings to
Producer

Jane
Springs.

Howard Da Silva in from New
State. censorship revealed 160 new
where he spent the holidays
American films have been passed for York
with his family.
Norwegian exhibition.
Boris Morros to Mexico City to
20th-Fox'
holding
Censor
up
arrange Latin American preems for
"Grapes of Wrath," but indications "Carnegie Hall."
point to a preein soon.
Vivian Blaine and her husband,
iNorweglan film-makers complainManny Frank, to Mexico City on a
ing their pix receive few bookings

,

A

63

Manchester, then leaves for year's
study in Rome.
Comedian Noel Purcell and scriptwriter-producer Harry O'Donovan
Frank Sinatras at Palm Springs.
are impresarios for vaude biH for
Frances Osboyiie to Canada on vaCatholic Stage Guild,
cation.
Ian
Priestley - Mitchell,
former
Michael O'Shea starts a rodeo tour
ENSA producer, to direct Sylvia Jan.
24.
Regan's "Morning Star" for Dublin
Herman Bing left an estate of
Jewish Dramatic Society at the $36,700.

bacco Hoad."

Festival concert held Jan. 6 on
20th anniversary of the founding oi
the State Opera chorus. With only
entrance and foyfer in use for concerts, reiiairs on the bombed opera
house are espected to take twc
years.
,
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NATIONAL JAZZ CONCERT TOUR

9

m

the Vhilkutmonie

Featuring World's greatest Jazz Instrumentalists

*mmm

'

hiwicins,

i%Mrtu

'WILLII liiTH, ilto Sax,

leUMMY YOUNg,

FiaiiG

ROY ELDRIDSE. Trumpet
"^liquire Poll

HELEN HUIMES, fteai

-

BENNY FONVILLE, Base
FLIP PHILLIPS. Tenor Sax

Award Winners

EXCLUSIVILY
e

SIC

plSC

1946

mm, ims

"BUCK gLAYTOH, liumpet

Irofflbone*

lENNETH KERSEY,
*
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GROUP

As Booking Jam Presents ProMems

Booking into Broadway theatres is t
a problem and that ot moving
a show from one house to another

at

NW^YORK,: :wb;i)nbsi>

S way Playing Musical Chairs Game
;

by Y<^'''«ty, Inc.
Annual «ub»!rlj>tl<>*>' HO. Singly coplei,
Post OKice at New Vork, N, T,, undet til* act of Ifarcti

1$, tl. T.,
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,
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By HEBB GOioENT

fitill

"seems

almost as

of soluincreasingly evident that
difficult

Wall St Buys Tele Time

.

Wall street moves "into the Coirimercial television picture for the
time tomori-ow
(Thursday)
when the brokerage hou.se of Mierrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Beane
sponsors a New York Stock Ex-

Hollywood, Jan. 28.
George White, expecjifig to Top
sending the Johnston paroled from priSo^ iroad fiang in
office into high gear this week in April, is currently checking costume
efforts to counteract and ailay the and scenery jskfetches' for his new
caus'e of the criticism. Firstly, execs "Scandals."
on are meeting On the Coast under
change film, "Money, At WoS-k"j
Producer, servjpg a term lor the
WCBS-TV, at 8:30 p,m.
Motion" Picture Assn. auspices to set hit-and-run killijj^. of a couple, will
work on the ;S]ti^ Shortly after
was originally tried put by Vinton
On behalf of the client, Winthrop up an International Information beginrelease.
iBacfahg reportedly is
;Freedley under the title of "The H; Smith, company biggie, will talk Centre. Principal function of the his
group will be to keep out of films, coming from a group of his friends.
.'iJempttrary iMrs, Smithi" was shown on the program.
as far as possible, disproportionate
.undee ttoe tntoag«taen^ of David
emphasis on those aspects of Ameri.^faQwe...
can life which lead foreign critics to
"liOVely" opened at the Adelphi,
£call the U. S. "uncultured" and which
4t 'being a stop-gap because that
Ii)
may lead to further restrictions on
theatre was booked for the musical
importing of Hollywood-made prod•."Street Scene," and after two weeks
uct.
-switched to the Coronet, that book,
'8
Secondary, but no less important
an accommodation to
•ing-; being
function of .the IIG from a lotigFre^dley, who retained an interest.
lylexico City, Jan. 28.
range viewpoint will be to feed proAn idea ol nioving "Lovely" again,
Slump in tr;,:S.- and other foreign
Hollywood, Jan. 28.
•;t6- the Playhouse
this time, failed
ducers information that can be intourist trade tbis winter, usually the
jto materialize; reportedly because
Shift in odds iri the future 'book troduced into their scripts to add
lush time for visitors, is worrying
•(Continued on page 50)
on the Oscar Derby .dropped "Duel positive values in the present world lodal hotelmen and the press,, though
battle for international film markets,
El
in the Sun" to fourth place, a 6-1
they say the drop is sliglit.
lie will be a definite effort to woo
daily,
said
shot.
Picture was formerly a eo- the good 'will of the nations of the 'U'nive''sali prominent
Jlokfo Rose's Accent
editorially;.
favorite with "The Best Years of
(Continued on page 20)
"Decreased tourist business is not
Our Lives" and "The Jolson Story"
due to the hoof-and^inouth epidemic
J|tri(C% Nebraska
at 3 to 1, but slipped back after the
that has recently appeared in the
republic but to another plague that
Troops publication of protests by religious
i
is eveii more dangerous and extenorgaijizations. In third place, 4-1, is
Tokyo, Jan. 28.
sive: greed, the immCKlerate exploitaGI's WHO once dialed in religiously "It's a Wonderful Life."
tion of gullible travelers wTib ven•to' hear Tokyo Rose are still avid
ture to cross our isorders.
Toppers in the best-actress divilisteners ol Radio I'okyo,, but it's
JFla.
"If we are to ftttj^ct tourists we
sion are Jennifer Jones and Olivia
now an ex-WAC^who affords the de Havilland, 9-5, and Rosalind Rusmust maintain moderation in prices
(>tt&etion.
Miami Beach, Jan. 28.
sell, 3-1. In the male sector Jimmy
and service."
Gsd is Klsie Robinson, who handles Stewart ('Life') and Larry Parks
Miami Beach spots have picked
'
"iater Tonight" disk program, CJolson Story') are leading at 2-1, up considerably with the opening of
^hicll 'tells Crl Joe 'What theatrical,
Danny Kaye at the Copacabana,
These odds were laid by the orig- Miami Beach, Tuesday (21). Dinner French Find ChiM After
.sport, etc., features are gpiftg on
. that
evening in the Tokyo-Yoko- inal booker, who declared he would business in most spots is on the SRO
take no more bets between Jan. 28, side, with the Copa getting the
Years YiaNewsreel
ihama area.
.
Her "Hello, what are your plans the date when nomination ballots heaviest play.
Paris, Jan. 26.
when the
Some believe that the overflow
;ior later tonight" (?pener now gaining are mailed, and Feb. 10,
A newsreel shot permitted a
..Japan-wide recognition, Miss Robin- norninees are announced. Bookie ex- from the Danny Kaye business is French family to recover its 12;son received: her radio basic at plains that he doesn't want to be seeping into the neighboring spots, year-olii Son, whp had been lost" for
caught "in the middle" by sharp• KFABi Lincoln, Neb,, before signing
A cafe like the (Sopa's neighbor, the the last two years. The family, livshooters' with feedbox information. Beachcomber, would naturally get ing near Brest In Brittany, had
loj' the
,tjon.

It's

inew," plays must
order to stick.

click

at ihe

start

That was evidenced
was
•Jlast week when "Lovely Me"
.'withdrawn after it had climbed to
412,000 at .the Coronet, which' had
jjreviously booked in "All My Sons",
Play which
.ppenirig tonight (29),,
;in

first

few months

attack from his
Mutual network sponsor on one side
campaiga
yesterday (28) by the
Friends, of Democracy on the other.
and, a reijewed anti-Close

launched

Merwin K. Hart, boss of, ithe National Economic Council, which i«
bankrolling th.e nationalist
commentator, has propositioned Mutual
e'xecs
about having, himself step
into Close's gabbing spot when the
latter's^ contract expires on Feb. 11.
.

.

-

Oscar

My

however, tufped Hart down,
claiming that he was not a reeog»
nized commentator, and dematided
that, if they don't want Close, to
replace him by a recognized gabber.
Meanwhile, Dr. L. M. Birkhead,

iMutual,'

ap keed In

.

national director of the FOD, disclosed that individual letters had
been mailed yesterday (Tues.) to
each of tlie 67 Mutual stations .carrying Close's talks, citing, the latter*s
"anti-democratic" reiiofd and demanding that he be bounced from
the airlanes as an "irrespon-sible"
commentator. Previous representations made by the FOD to Mutual
execs and the FCC have run into a
stone wall^ of "freedom of speech"
((Continued on page 2)

Bool

.

•

•

Now.

h fe-WAC Wows

,

mC,

She. received her discharge in
-Manil&, and took a civilian job with
WVTR, Armed Forces Station in
; Tokyo, in Jan., 1946.
In addition to
- h.er feature show, she also handles
chief clerk duties for the station,
and does an English translation
show for JOAK, Jap station also
.

OLimrsiAMLEr
FOR IBNSING

IN

due

MARCH

Cows Prefer

Pop Tunes, Survey Shows
St. Louis,

.

in Radio Tokyo.

big slice of the business with placed boy with Red Cross relief
Sophie Tucker headlining, but bene- center, wliich was wrecked during
fits of the Kaye engagement are rea bombing raid.
ported reaching most eve^ spot on
Rescued by an American officer,
the Beach.
boy suffered loss of memory, and
Operators are stiU bemoaning the could not be identified.' He was then
fact that the late business is virtually sent to a Paris home for chUdren.
non-existent, except at the Copa and For Xmas a newsreel cameraman
Beachcomber, would iiaturally get filmed a clip ther^ to show a chilstill go to adjacent BroWard county,
ren's choir singing. This was rewhich permits gambling.
leased by Pathe Journal and when
it was shown in the boy's native
town some of his former friends
Prepares Visual Aid
recognized him.
a

Missoiri

Jan. 28.

Hillbilly music. Via radio,'

has be-

come passe with Missouri farmers,
according to a one-day poll made by
Charles Stookey, farm editor of
KXOK. For years Stookey has
maintained that mountain tunes are
rapidly losing popularity, and last
week .he decided to conduct his own
•

For China Bducation
London, Jan. 28,
Laurence
Hollywood, Jan, 28.
of test. During his 6-7:30 a.m. program,
Olivier's
filming
Hollywood
"Hamlet," whiob he is producing and Stookey used a' gob' of hillbilly
cameraman
James
dialers
asked
the
transcriptions
and
¥lirecting for Two-Cities Films, is
Wong Howe, chief advisor to the
likely to take the floor at Denham to express their opinion of these Chinese Ma.ss Education Movement,
tunes.
Studios some time in March.
is working out a 25-year visual eduRuindred that this is the last pic
Of 105 letters received within 48 cation program in the hope of stampill Which Olivier 'will appear, as he hours, 60% expressed preference for
ing out illiteracy in China, Program
prefers in future to concentrate on standard pop music; ^8% favored the will get under way with a series of
producing and directing, As soon a.s hillbilly type, and 12% expres.sed no 24 short films on public health,
he returns from big summer tour in preference.
One writer said, "We farming, current history, democratic
Australia, he intends to produce and listen to KXOK
every morning government and other essential subdirect filrn based on Thomas Hardy's while we're milking. Our cows pre- jects.
classic,
"Far From the Madding fer popular music." Another wrote:
More than ?500,000 has been raised
Crowd," in wluch Vivien Leigh will "Good orchestras and Bing Crosby in this country to carry on the cambe starred.
.are tops with us."
paign.
,

:

Eohesol Seen Playing
In Pro-Negro Picture

Bistros

Two

:

.

KayeOvoflow
Ups

,'

Close's career as the self-

double-barrelled

is

Duer Drops

Upton

proclaimed "voice of the right'.', on
the air has encountered another

White Slirs IcandalsV

Terrific lashing on the international front that Hollywood films
have been absorbing' during the past

&t To

.

As Cry

"

Vs. Prejudice

Withdrawal
by
Paul
from the stage for a

Rohe.son

two-year

period, to battle race prejudice, is
not expected to interfere with his
commitment to play the lead in
filmizatlon of Howard Fast's novel,
"Freedom Road." Spokesman for
Freedom Road Films, producer of
the pic, said that Robeson woitid
'undoubtedly be available for lens*
ing at the close of his current con*
cert tour in May.
"Road" is currently slated to go
before the camera in an eastern studio in June. Robeson, who declared
this week in St. Louis: "It seems
that I must raise my voice, but not
by singing pretty songs,'' would
exempt the pic from his flat against
the stage, it is thought, because the
film itself inveighs against Negro
•

discrimination.

USES DISK TECHNIQUE

•

T0 SELL STORY T0 FILMS
Recorders' Peak
According to statements being
turned out by recording companies
the final quarter of last year,
that period prodwoed the heaviest
sales Weeks the recording business
ever experienced.
RCA -'Victor recently forwarded to
publishers the largest overall quarter
payment it ever distributed (well
over $400,000) and the Columbia,
Decca and Capitol statements, due
Feb. 15, are expected to be comparable in percentage incfease.
for

Hollywood, Jan. 28,
Device by which radio shows are
sold is being utiUzed by Bill Hampiton to sell an original story to pic\

j

tures,

His yarn, "Minnie," will' be recorded by actors from the Americafi Federation of Radio Artists, and
platters submitted to studias jiistead
Hampton exof customary script.
periment is costing him $750 but he
reasons film producers can get a better feel of story by hearing dramatic
hi^lights acted out in narrative,

Wedneeday, Jiumary 29, 1947

How

Me

Hannno.

JMh

Fimko

anil

Louso Upo a Pdfecdy Good Stulo
By ABEL GREEN
Hollywood, Jan. 28.
Glyn Will Probated
unit
Los Angeles, Jan. 28.
for Unitecl Artists release, Tjrought
Will of Elin^jr Glyn, who diied iji
in its indie fllmusical, "Copacabana,"
last week at $1,400,000 despite the London in 1943, was admitted to
cast presence of three reckless jour- probate here in Superior Court.
property,
California
Novelist's
nalistic characters who "play themvalued at $5,000, was left to her
•elves," as it Is laughingly called.
sideline audience of names included daughters, Lady Margot Davidson
Irving Berlin, Hedda Hopper, Geor- and Lady Juliet Bhys-WilUams, of
gie Jessel, Sid Skolsky, GroUcho and London.
Harpo Marx, Frank. Scully, Jimmy

Beacon Pictures Corp., indie

A

who came

p.a,'s

WEEK!

'

'

KEN MURRAY'S

to

jeer Louis Sobol, Earl Wilson and

20% Tax

VARiBTr mugg. They went away
tie same way.
with everything on a semi-plush
scale for the three unphotogenic
Broadwaylarers, we were given
Gloria Jean's priva.te dressing room
(Only it was a three-man job in
the small portablis villa) fend when
this

"BLACKOUTS OF

Nailed

Washington, Jan.

The House

down

of billtog came up
and your cor espondent
least another year tomorrow (29),
Sobol should get bottom
before the
and in 50% type. The N. Y. when the Grant bill comes
xnle.
Journal-American columnist took chamber under a "gag"
The bill, which has the support of
the rib in stride and countered that,
and
of Rethe
Administration
both
old Universal series oi
question

W'ilson

joy playing in

it."

RUDY VALLEE.

SbSlarted Opera-Star Trek

Irving Berlin

Although she made her last Amtrpicture' almost 10 years ago,
Grace Moore, killed Jan. 26 in an
Ups Upper Taies
air 'crash near Copenhagen, DenMexico City, Jan. 28.
mark, left « permanent mark upon
High-bracket showfolk who play the a);tis^e Vision of
Hollywood pro:^
Mexico must leave a bigger chunk ducers. The soprano;
ican

Mex

thought

billing

Writes Tune Fw"

•

of their earnings in this land than
before. Amended law of the income
publican leaders, will be the ftrst
tax soaks big earners. Example:
shorts, he was a past master of cine(Cameramaa Bert important -law to go through the new
matic thesping.
Anybody who receives $17,000.01
indefiprovides
for
an
Congress.
It
Gtenndn's rushas show Sobol as a
(Mex.) to $20,000 a yeat from any
Hollywood, Jan. 28.
Wilson as a nite extension of the so-called "lux"cute" personality,
to
Irving Berlin has put the finishing source is nicked 22%; $20,000,01
rates.
comedian—including a tape measure ury'' excises at their present
touches on a "brotherhood song," $23,000, 25%; $23,000.01 to $26,000,
these
Otherwise,
July
1,
effective
bit he dreamed'up for his w.k. meas28%, and $26,000.01, up 30%.
^
their old levels, which the National Conference of
uring proclivitles^anii as for Green, taxes would drop to
Income tax law amendment enmeaning
10%
for theatres and 6% Christians and Jews will use as the
ouch!)
"theme song" for Brotherhood Week, ,acted some years ago that enterfor niteries.
The topper.
tainers who perform transiently in
Measure got the okay of the House Feb. 16-23. It is hoped the tune will Mexico
must pay this levy, still
But the topper was three stand- rules committee last, week which become a key to universal understan^,ins for these tir<d newspapermen. also gave it the "gag" rule, which standing.

as star of an

Brotherkod Wk

_

'

Bill Allison,
stand-io for

(who brags he has been prevents
being
from
the
bill
Danny Kaye) took the amended from the floor. Debate was

rap for

this

r articular

boot-camp

thespian,

Fxank Chalfant

(for Sobol)

stand-in)
fainted.fiAU three stand-ins cracked
that they "could play the parts bet-

and Walter Craig (Wilson's

And

ter."

they

weren't

brother.

.

limited to

three

VUlCi

.

wrong,

Jordan

Loilis

.

;

^

Titled "Help Me to Help My Neighbor," the song was first, broached to
hours under the Berlin by Eli Oberstein, Manie Sacks
and Jack Kapp, Victor, Colurnbia and
Decca recoi-d toppers, respectively.
They promised him fullest cooperation via topflight waxing, etc., but
Slashed
Berlin felt that "unless it's a truly
good song> it means nothing.? Song
'

'

Alfred E, Green (whose last chore
was "The Jolsoh Story") directed
the picture, ah,\ the idea of utilizing
three nitery habitues like Wilson,

By

Wife; Out of Action

For Indefinite Period

Hollywood, Jan. 28.
Sobol and Green was Monte Proser's
Louis Jordan will be hospitalized
and Sam Coslow's, the latter an exVabiett staffer. Coslow is producer at least a week after being severely
of the film but taoniface Proser has slashed Sunday (26), assertedly by
20% for the aimization of* his N. Y. wife, Emetine Jordan. Meanwhile,

received Jordan's combo is continuing at Billy
having
besides
'Berg's nitery here, with Timmie
$25,000 for the Oopa rights.
Rogers fronting.
It wasn't long before this parBerg, meanwhile, has not balked
ticipant—inspired by the Marx Bros,
billing— coined a set of names that at paying outfit $3,S0O weekly, despite
Jordan absence, but will
read from left to right as Hammo,
huddle
with Jordaiit manage;;, Berle
Fluffio and Punko in any given seCiroucho Marx, who co- Adams, >who is enfoute from Chicago
iQluence.
on
salary
reduction.
Jordan's Cuts
jitars With Carmen Miranda, Andy
on
lips will preclude his. singing or
Russell and Gloriia Jean in the film.
saxing for indeterminate period.
Watched one of the rehearsals, and Wife
is being held.
shoot,
bistro,

'

When they Were ready to
Marx observer, "It'll always be a
working solo
rehearsal." Marx
!

for" the first time, sans his freres,
and his wife, Kay, leads one of the

numbers. Tunes are by Coslow, who
authored the idea of giving Berlin,
Feist and Leeds two songs each to
publish so as to spread the exploitation.

The most hearu query

is:

"What

will the paper say about the picture?" Groucho Mavx, Jessel and
Darryl Zanuck are out front with
requests to review Hammo, Fluilo
and Punko for Vabibti. And when
they get through counting, the studio

Andy Russell

credits
ei!,

production and cast

Mexico

900G Estate
College Endowment

Los Angeles; Jan. 28.
of the late W. C. Pield.s, adto probate in Superior Court,
the bulk of his $900,000 estate to
a trust fund for the establishment
of a "W. C. Fields College," for the
education of orphans.
Largest individual bequest was
$25,000 in trust and $25 weekly to
Carlotta Monti, dancer and longtime
friend.
His widow, Harriett, and
only son, W. Claude Fields, Jr., were
left $10,000 each,

Green slipped in were printWill
script would run longer mitted

this

than "Wilson"—Ed.)

1AM1E,UPPYSMAE11D
Los Angeles, Jan. 28.
a divorce not a divorce?"
the problem confronting Laraine

"When
is

in

Holly-wood, Jan. 28.
Russell signed a deal with
Aristides Fernandez, Cuban producer, to star in a bi-Hngual film
version of "Don Quixote,"- to be shot
in Mexico City and Vera Cruz.
Larry Ceballos will direct both
versions in English and Spanish.
Negotiations are under way with
Lina Romay as femme co-star.

To
the

all

Male

An^

wiU know i|. a new record has been Fields'
bung tip for retakes.
(If

to

%ixote'

is

left

•

Day, Leo Durocher and Judge
George A. Dockweiler in Superior
Court. The judge has indicated that
.will annul the decree he granted
tecently to the film actress in her
suit against first hiisband, James
'
Ray Hendricks.
Under the California law an Inttirlocutory decree requires one year
to acliieve finality, but Miss Day
hopped to Mexico, obtained a southpf-the-border divorce and became
Mrs. Leo Durocher, all in the course
of two days.

he

Attorney General Howser is drawing up papers for the annulment of
the second marriage. Meanwhile, the
Duroehers are not permitted to live
as bride and groom in California.

Los Angeles, Jan.

Help
.

My

Me

to Help
Neighbor

By IBVING

BE^t.lif

Help lite to help my nelrhber,
H«Ip me to «nderst»nd.
Help me to hear tbe pleading
Of an outstretched empty hand.
Help me to do to others
As. I'd have them do to me,
Help me to belp by neighbor
Whatever, his faith may be.
Help me t» see a heavy heart
Behind a, smiling face,
Help me to jndse as I'd be

William S. Hart, western star who
died last June, left an estate of
according to the final ac-

by

climbisd

fieights of

lic.

Since her cinematic peak in 1936,
dozens Of serious inUsic filins have
many more are currently in the works and top-ranking
operatic stars have been trekking to
Hollywood's gates in a steady stream
to star in; the cycle of films which

hit the screen,

Miss Mbore began with "One Night
of

MsprlfagSale

Setiw

Feb.

^

Hollywood, Jan. 28.
Louis B. Mayer's stable of thoroughbreds, valued at more -than
will
be sold at auction
$4,000,000,
Feb. 27 on the Santa Anita racetrack.
Reports of the Metro executive's impending retirement from
the racing game had been in circulation for several weeks.
Auction, to be cotadiicted by the
Fasig-Tipton Co. of Mew York, will
include Busher, Be Faithful, Honeymoon and all other Mayer horses
currently in training. The remainder,
including brood mares and
foals on the ranch at Ferris, Cal.,

Love" in

1932.

Arnong the more

prominent singing stars who have
followed in her footsteps are Gladys
Swarthout,' Uly Pons, Lawrence
TTibbett, Paul Robeson, Nino Martini, Beniamino Gigli, Rise :^tevens,
Lauritz Melehior and Jan Kiepura
and his wife Marta Eggerth.
When
airliner ci'ackup at the
Danish airport cut her career ihOrt,
the singer Was en route to Stockholm on a world concert tour. Killed
with her in the disaster were Prince
Gustaf Adolf of Sweden and 20
others, including Miss Moore's accompanist, Jean Ijoup Peltier; het
•

Roland Fernand Maliand two other members of ii«r;

impresario,
bee,
staff.

.

'It

Her

Versei fiad Wings'

final

concert was given the

evening before (26) in Copenhagen's
largest hall, where she scored her
greatest hit with Reynaldo Hahn's
song, "If My Verses Had Wings."
will be sold later.
judged
A few hours before her •departure
It I were in his place.
for Stockholm she had sent her husThe' nieht is dark
band, Valentin Parera, who is ill at
And the way is long,
Seeks Dismissal
Cannes, a cable telling him of her
On ».Toad that Jfauis no end.
Apt. Suit previous evening's success. Not long
Help ue te help, niy ncishbor
Dismissal of Danny Kaye's suit to after, he received the pther cable
Selp me- to be Ids (rteiid.
retain his New York apartment was from Denmark informing him of hi*
eopyrjfrht. li'vini? Berlin^
sought by the owner of the house in wife's death.
Miss Moore made her stage debut
New York Supreme Court last week.
•(Continued on page 18)
will, of course, be non-commercial Raye has been making a fight to
but Berlin's idea is to plug it fully keep possession of the Fifth avenue
regardless.
The songsmith phoned apartment, in which he is said to
CANCELS- PATE,
the final tune and lyric change^' from have invested some $50,000 for reCalifornia to Dave Dreyer, his New modeling and furnishing on the basis
GEIPE
York general professional head, last of an oral guaranty from a previous
week. Dr. Everett R. Clinchy, NCCJ landlord that he remain in it for at
Charging Allan Jones with "arbiprexy, became
very enthusiastic least three years.
trarily and capriciously" ignoring the
about tune's promotion of the NGCJ
Present owner, attorney William terms of a contract he signed on
campaign.
M. Chadbourne, is seeking to evict June 16, 1948, calling for his appearAll proceeds of "Neighbor" will Kaye to sell his apartment, since the ance the night of Oct. 27, 194B, at
go to some cause, yet to be selected, house has been put on a cooperative Memorial Hall, Dayton, O., with a
presumably NCCJ or similar organ* basis.
resulting loss of $849 he forked out
izations dealing with "tolerance."
to baByhoo the date, conc*i-t proino*
Since Berlin feels strongly against
ter Roy Crouse has filed a complaint
Buy* .Thesp't Novel
usage of the word "tolerance"—fa.
with the American Guild of Musical
voring "brotherhood"
he would
Hollywood, Jan. 28.
Artists, asking the union to (arrather "Neighbor" achieved popuIndie producer Charles H. Rogers bitrate the matter.
larity as a straight commercial song, has bought screen rights to "Hollow
According to Crouse, less than 24
with the proceeds to go anonymously Triumph," psychological thriller by hours before Jones' scheduled
to whatevet organziatioh he. Dr. radio thesp Murray Forbes.
pearance, he received a phone call
Clinchy and John G. Winant, ex-amfrom Jones' manager in Charleston,
It's a first sale for Forbes on a
was
bassador to Great Britain, designate. novel.
"Triumph" was published last W. Va., who ?aid that the singer
Winant is a leader in the NCCJ .sumrher.
very ill and was cancelling the Day'

Owner
Of Danny Kaye

JONES

AGMA GETS

—

,

movement.
Exec stalf of the National Confer(Continued on page 48)

FVed Fisher Film Biog
Planned by Al Green

ton concert.

Upon

notice of cancel-

Grouse stated all ticket money
was refunded, and he prepared to
take his losses under the contract's

lation

Upton Ofosi

"act of God" proviso.
However, Crouse points out in his
complaint, "Jones was in the be.st of
health and gave a concert in Charleston Oct. 26, and upon further inve.':tigation, Crouse says, "Jones' troupe
arrived in Charleston with pian,s al.

Contimied from page i

arguments. Birkhead declared that
Hollywood, Jan. 28.
the recent firing of several liberal
Couit.
Career of the late Fred Fisher, commentators from the air clearly
Will made no provision for the
reveals
that networks look upon
songwriter, will form the basis of a
late actor's son, William, Jr., and
"freedom of speech as a one-way
bequeathed mcst of the estate to picture to be made by Alfred E. street for reactioiiaries
of the Upton
Los Angele.s County for a memorial Green, who recently directed- "The Close stripe."
park.
Jolson Story." Fisher composed "Peg
Birkhead also expressed optimism
Eva Tanguay, who had carried o' My Heart," "Dardanella," "Ireland over chances of banning Close
from
millions in her .stage heydays and Must Be Heaven" and otiier song the air
the
on
basis of a broad eddied Jan. 11, left nothing but per- hits.
ucational drive. He reported that
sonal efl/ects valued at less than $500.
Green has Oblained permission Hart was becoming increasingly
Estate, left without a will, was from Fusher's widow; Anna, to film irked at Close because of the
latter's
turned over to Mrs. Ruth W'eek.s, the the story, which will" be scripted by extej^ve extra-broadcasting
activactress' nurse, for adminiKtration.
Will Gould.
ities.

approved

who

musical comedy stage to the
grand opera before leaping to international fame through
a sgries of operatic ^fllms, proved
once and for aU that classical music
could be sold HiO the ftlm-going pub-

from

'

28.

$1,044,919,

counting

to fix

28.

the high
wartime excises— including the 20%
admissiops and nitery taxes—for at
will nail

1947"

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, C»l.
'Tm not a fair judge. 1 not only
I enenjoy watching 'Blackouts.'

Down Thk Week

.

the

Need J«uuick For?'

,

24l8t

Starr and assortej^ Hollywood news-

papermen and

I

One of mar favorite oharacterg is Gregory Hatoflt, und he Is also a
favorite with the nation, for whenever "Information Please" wants to
make certain of a few laughs, they invite him to be a guest. Of the
various R^tofl yarns, my choice goes to the story Of his discussion with
his writer, Lou Breslow, about Darryl Zanuck.
"I itnow there are people who aren't faithful to Darryl," said Ratoflf,
"but me, I know that I owe everything to Zanuck. If it wasn't for him
I would be a bum. He gave me the o^ance to become a director, when
no one would giv« me a job. I owe everyttolng.jo- Zaniick. The food
I'm eating,- the clothes I'itt westing, the chair l'i»:*ittlng in.'*
"It's very nice to hear such appreciation," said Breslow, "but 1 don't
believe you would have been a bum, If Zartuck hadn't giv^n you your
opportunity tio become a director, I think you would haVe become an
"
agent."
RatoH smiled. "That's correct. I would havf been an agent. The
best and biggest agent in town* Ijg have my.,ovra .b,usiness and I'd
have made over a million dollairs. "What did J need! Zanxjck for?"
Sidnvy Skolsky.

Superior

'

ready completed to close there, indicating Jones had planned for some
time not to honor his contract with
me."
Declaring he had previoasly beefed to Jones, Who ignored his letter,
Crouse also noted that General Art.

ists

Corp., Jones' agent,

liability.

Should

AGMA

di.sclalmed
not arbi-

trate the matter, Croifsp,
mission to file a civil suit

ask-!

per-

—

.,....

.

Ppramnmt Deflates 0
^^^^^^^^^^^

on

Jjoffie office execs of Paramount
were not as certain as LorCn h.

Eyder, Par's director of recording
^ind prez of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers, that 1947 would
see theatre television on full-size
screens. Video in the flicker houses
moment,
is feasible at the' present
Par's biggies say,, but opposition
from projectionists' imions make the
date of their introduction an unknown quantity.
Ryder, in the role of newly in.

stalled

SMPE

Of

"47

TiMatre Tel

Ruth Harbert Becomes
8th Feinme Pi*<^^

work

Ryder
still some years ahead.
opined, but the film industry can
expect some houses to run oif special
contests
sporting
events such as
sometime before '47 windup. Since
the technique of filming the cathode
image and then projecting the negative cau.ses a time lag, audiences
would see the event from 10 seconds
to five minutes later.

is

jpbases

Theatre tele will develop in four
said,

Hollywood

film

Others under contract are Helen
Deutsch, Fiances Manson and Virginia Van Upp at Columbia; Harriet
Parsons and LiUie Hayward at RKO;
Joan Harrison at Universal-Interna-

ties disclosed this week by Par's
execs. Squabble has arisen because
projectionists insist upon the right
of handling the intricate transition
from image to films while tele toppers contend that video engineers
alone are qualified for the job.
Use of tele generally in theatres

he

in

studios.

"commercially satisfying pictures"
photographed from, cathode tube
tional; and
images would be perfected and in- Roach.
troduced into some of the plush
houses during the current year. He
aiade no mention of labor difficul-

phases,

A

triple damage suits.
total of $20,000,000 damages is at Stake in the
more than 20 suits now pending in
the courts, and the battle is assuming all the earmarks of a fight equally dangerous to the one with the

Ryder predicted. The first,
would be the intermediate
Second

film stage feasible this year.

would come with the furnishing of

Bebe

Daniels-

at

Government,
Of that 20, some 15 have been filed
against the majors in the past six
to eight months, and the possibility

Hal

Reade

in

M-G

cases.
tribs

Hotel Astor Bid?
Walter

is

not discounted

know. The

Reade,

New York

and

New

Jersey indie circuit operator,
is reported tied up with' Metro^n
the deal by which the distributing
is aiming to take over the
site of the Astor hotel, N, Y., for a
group of theatres and an office build
ing.
What Heade's part in the As
tor deal would be is not clear, with
all parties taking a hush-hush atti'

company

tion's historical collection.

The

.

Films arc "Tess of the Storm
Country," "Poor Little Rich Girl,"
"Daddy Long Legs," "Little Lord
Fauntleroy," "Secrets," "The Taming
of the Shrew," "The Lonely Villa," terrorize producers into making un"The New York Haf and "The warranted changes in their final
Violin

Hollywood, Jan, 28.
Paul Henreid is going to Europe
ioUowing completion of Metro's
"Song of Love." He will confer
with J. Arthur Rank in London on
the' foreign release

of "Cartouche,"
William Herzog novel which Henreid will produce independently
$75,000,

has just

Leserman Going Abroad
Hollywood, Jan. 28.
Benedict Bogeaus will set up offices in l»ondpn and Paris to handle
film distribution as Well as purchase
Stories and talient. Carl Leserman,
executive

vice prexy, leaves this
weekend for Europe.
He'll stop off in New York to

huddle with jJnited Artists execs on
Bogeaus distribution during 1947.

of

Cremona,"

product,

Lewin asserted that only adult
films

:|i

Boff$41,

to

partial slap against dis-

will

acceptance

gain

in

the

world market and failure of Hollywood producers to lecognize this
fact will leave the door wide open
foreign

addition,

In

producers.

he declared, the way to bring to
administered by the three
the boxoffice the millions of Ameriin
the Government suit,
cans who never, or rarely ever, go
which held illegal certain practices
Wa.^hirigton, Jan. 28.
to see films is through sincere,
such as price-fixing and clearance, is
Show biz continued to head last grown-up entertainment.
viewed as also flattening the path for November toward its biggest year of
Lewin recently completed work
the Utigous exhib.
all-time, with a boff $41,182,000 in on 'The Private Affairs of Bel Ami,"
The piimmeling which the majors excise taxes taken in the nation's which he wrote, directed and cohave recently taken lies not only in boxoffices that month, according to produced with David Loew for UAi
the Goldman and Jackson Park figures announced last night (27) Film will be released in the spring,,
heavy verdicts but also last week's by the Bureau of Internal Revenue. Lewln's next production, scheduled
mountaiijuus $896,000 handout to A,
Uncle Sam's jumbo-sized bite on for shooting in early 1948, will be
B, Momand by a Bo.ston federal admissions was the large.st ever for
based on an original screenplay on
court has foi-ced a 180-degree switch a November and was the third larg- which he's now working.
in the company lawyers' attitude to- est of all time, falling behind only
wards the actions.
September, 1946, and September,
Claims for astronomical damages, 1945. Compared with the November
which were once shrugged off as al- figure was the mild $29,862,687 for
November, 1945, and $36,893,291 for
(Continued on page 20)
October, 1946.
About 85% of the
total was estimated to come from
Watihington^ Jan. 28.

BJ.Iax

'

MPA Seen

Revising

ii No¥.

pictures,

Broadway had

itself

a nice, but not

The

everlasting film studio strike

and the Inddpehdent Citizens Committee for the Arts and Sciences
will largely bear the brunt of th«
Revenue District, all of Manhattan
new investigation of Hollywood to
Metro-Selznick
above 23d street. The tax collector's
be made by the House Un-American
Battle between Metro and David take on theatres for November was
Activities Committee, according to

Title Service

sensational, month on the basis of
figures for the 3d New York Internal

Dee To

Row

O. Selznick over rights to the title
Island"
will
shortly
"Treasure
go to arbitration, and is almost certain to bring about a revision of the
Motion Picture Assn.'s rules regsffding its title registration servfbe,
"Treasure Island" dispute likewise
has a number of interesting facets
Involving international copyright.
Metro claims it owns the tale by
a trick provision of French, law,

about $900,000 over the
reports here.
of 1945, but about $200,Committee reorganized itself un000 behind October, 1946. In addider Republican leadership last week
tion, business at the niteries in Manand promptly announced that one
hattan just about curled up its- toes
of its big goals would be to probe
in November,
The 20% take on
subversive influences in the film
nitery tabs was only $383,769, com"
capital.
pared with $602,855 for November,
"The committee plans to, give a
1945, and $604,719 for October, 1946,
good airing to Communist influences
Another little piece for the guy
in Hollywood," declared R^resentwith the whiskers was' broken off by
ative J. Parnell Thomas (R„ N. 3.),
while Selznicic maintains the famed Broadway's ticket offices.
In Nonew committee chairman. "I intend
Robert Louis Stevenson^ story is in vember they paid $49,39§ in taxes on
to make it the most active year in
public domain. Search of MPA's their business done, which was
the committee's history."
registration files shows Metro holds trifle over the preceding month and
the right to the title, but Selznick also a little more than in November,
(Continued on page 1S>
1945.;.
$4,891,301,

same month

•

National Boxoffice Survey
Biz Spotty in Keys;

Top New

'Madeleine/

'Woman/

Business in the nation's key cities Philly week, "Blue Skies" (Par) set
remained on the spotty side during record $33,000 for its Cincy opener
and continued to pace the holdovers,
the last week, with a mass of holdthird week

overs continuing to cut into grosses,
Broadway houses followed the
trend, with raid-spring weather felt
adversely at the boxoffice. Brace of
Carlson's 'Plotters' newcomers kept Chicago at a high
plane while several new entries
Hollywood, Jan. 28,
Mike Todd has optioned John Roy aided Los Angeles to hefty takes,^
Washington and Pittsburgh, how-'
Carlson's book, "The Plotters," with
ever, continued on the downbeat,
actual;
on with most of the midwest fair.
purchase
dependin^f
whether Todd believes screenplay
"13 Hue Madeleine" (20th) emergcan be fashioned .from book.
ed as the top newcomer of the
Tome is a factual documentary week, raking in a smasherod $96,000
study of siibversive elements operat- in L.A., stout $40,000 in Detroit and
ing in the tl.
a .good $21,000 in St, Louis. Film
also grossed big $98,000 in its second
N. Y. week. "Strange Woman" (UA)
was off to a good start in several
Helen Deutsch
situatione, with strong $26,500 in
Denver, fair $22,000 in Pitt and
Hollywood, Jan, 28,
powerful $25,000 for the second
Helen Deutsch, author of "But Is Detroit week. "Swell Guy" (U)
looked headed for husky $35,000
It Love?," bought the story back
opener in N. Y., fair $37,000 in L,A„
from the Carole Lombard estate, and trim $24,000 in Chi and strong $8,000
will rewrite it for possible sale for its second session in Cincinnati.
among the film studios.
"Man I Love" (WB) teed off with
Yarn, which appeared in the plump $60,000 opener in Chi, trim
Ladies Home Journal in 1942, was $25,000 in Philly and big $62,000 in
bought for indie production by the N, Y„ while "Secret Heart" (M-G)
late Miss l^bmbard, whose death entered the select circle with sock
in a plane crash prevented its film- $27,600 in its St, Louis opener and
rolled up sweet $21,000 for its third
ing.

with strong $14,000 f pr

SUBSCRIPTION
Annual

Foreign

SIO

"Razor's Edge" (20th) and "Jolson
Story" (Col) also continued strong
in holdover spots throughout the
country, along with "Till Clouds
Roll By" (M-G), "Best Years of
Lives" (RKO) and "Wonderful Life"
(RKO). "yeailing" (M-G) opened
with, smaShCToO $140,000 in N, Y,,
and chalked up good $11,000 for its
fifth
L.A, week, "Duel in Sun"
(Selznick) topped its opening week's
take with an immense $39,000 for
the second frame in L,A,, only spot
to date in the country.
;

tttS^j^
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Still in U.S. Services
Hollywood, Jan, 28,
Alhiost 1.700 former employees of
Warners are still in military service,
some overseas and some on duty in
country, according to statistics
released by the studio.
Of the 5,000 or more workers who
served during the war, approximately 1,500 have returned- to War
ners studio, theatres and exchanges.
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WB Reports 1,700 Aides

this

$11

2B Cants

Copie«

Sliiglo

BiUs

stanza,

Back Her Own Yarn

mm SIJiVEKMAN

WaeWy by TASMEIir, Ino.
bid Sllvermttn, President
15* Wont 46th St„ New Tork 19, N, Y.

PuMlshed

its

Baltimore, fine $10,000 for its
fifth Kansas City week, okay $23,000
for its second Washington frame
and good $23,000 for its sixth L,A,
in

a

Trad* Unrlc B«£iateT«d

FOTJNDED mc

*Guy*

Entries; 'Skies' Boffo

Buys

been translated from the German.

Maker

.stam-

On

For Talks on Indie

.

ANOTHER WASHlNeTOM
RED PROBE OF H WOOP

COAST FILM SALE

Rank Due

Lewii

Circuit,--Sez

Teen-age critics are dictating the
standards of too many Hollywood
producers these days and reducing
the prestige of American pix iii
foreign markets, according to Albert
Lewin, United Artists producer currently in New York on a layover
before making a trip to London
next month. Lewin stated that the
crowds attracted to theatre.s in Hollywood's preview circuit, where producers try out their pictures, prior
to final cutting, are predominantly
made up of kids whose "arrogant,
and ignorant criticisms":
insolent

.

on the whole project.
Reade had previously announced
plans for building two theatres in
the Broadway area, but has refused
to divulge their location. They have
been reported soihg up in the 51st
street block which now includes the
tudfe

mmm dickering

on censorship.

28,

will present prints

D, C, for inclusion in that institu-

judges

'

with Merle Oberon.
Book, bought foB

legalites in the,

Hollywood, Jan,

of nine of her early pictures to the
Library of Congress in Washington,

being the highly favorable decisions
to exhibs handed out by the courts
in the Goldman and .Tackson Park

OK

Henreid,

it

Early Pix to Congress
Mary Pickford

pede has been given the gun by several factors, most important of these

houses with special video screens Republic theatre.
and equipment, an eKpen.sive process
Second-guess denials last week of
at best. Third, he continued, would the Astor-Metro deal by the same
i-eal estate men who had the pre(Continued on page 18)
.
vious day confirmed it were not
taken seriously on Broadway. It is.
understood the purpose of the back'Duel' Reported
tracking was an attempt to prevent
soaring prices on the other real esWith Huston-Jones
state which must be acquired in the
44th to 45th street block from Broad'S.A. Glances' Cut way almost to 8th avenue, to complete Metro's plan for a Radio City
Hollywood, Jan. 28.
Scissoring of the ogling sequences Music Hall type of development.
In. David
0, Selznick's "Duel in Shuberts are said to have hung a
Sun,!' it is understood, will serve to $15,000,000 price tag on the seven
theatres they own in the block.
give okay to final circulation of
Astor price was said to be $9,700,000.
jilm, following squaiwks from the
Legion of Decency and other church
groups. Already sheared are prints
currently playing the Fairfax and
Vogue theatres in Los Angeles,
while similarly trimmed prints will
be circulated to three other local
Hollywood, Jan. 28.
houses, the Orpheum, El Rey and
British actor - producer - composer
Westwood,. next mpntti.
Feeling knife arc understood to be Ivor Novello is onths Coast dickering
scenes in which Walter Huston, for the sale of film rights to his curplaying an evangelist, eyes Jennifer rent London legit hit, "Perchance to
Jones, as well as other characters, Dream." He peddled rights to "Dancgiving the half-clad girl a sugges- ing Years" to the Rank organization
tive
up-and-down stare. Certain some time ago.
footage allotted to Lionel BarryNoveflo will return to New York,
jnore is likewise understood to have along with Bea Lillie and others, at
been sheared. From five to 10 the end of the week.
ininutes is expected to be pared from
the original running time of 134
minutes in Selznick's efforts to gat
the $5,500,000 Technlcolol: produc- Todd Takes Option
tion into release sans further difiti'
culties

snowballing

of

by

Coast PreTOW

Mary Pickford Donates

in the anti-trust

campaign, the majors are eyeing
with mounting concern the heightened attack on their flank via exhib

;

rently at

off a; grand oilensive

by the Government

Hollywood, Jan. 28.
Uppage of Ruth Harbert to producer status at Eagle-Lion makes a
total of eight distafC producers cur-

prexy, declared that

Tour
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Metro

As

Par,

m

WB

1-2-3

on

Vk

against Metro's $188,476,317 but the latter's operating exincluding
higher,
penses
were
$20,926,606 paid to top personnel
$10,186,830.

Additionally, Metro reported $3,650,976 for the first quarter of the
new year alter taxes and other deductions.
Net represented a drop
from the comparative period of the
previous year, when the company
took in $4,333,623, though gross revenues were closely similar with $41,460,000 collected currently against
Quarterly
last
year.
$41,710,000
earnings are 72c. per share against
86c. in '46.
Profits for fiscal year

Tax on U,

S. Pictures

S. films

until

ratifies.

ToWBEmsIii
1946 Salarie
Salary nut for top' executive personnel of Warner Bros, totaled
for fiscal 1946, ending

$10,186,830

Aug. 31, it's disclosed in. ji proxy
statement of the company forwarded
to stockholders this week.
Proxy
declares that 19 execs were paid over
'

WB

Harry Warner,
prexy, led the
parade with $182,300, with Jack L.
chief, snaring

Others in the six-figure
Battle between Mayer-Burstyn, in $182,100.
Jflie distribs, and Metro for American take were Joseph Bernhard, former
rights to "Paysati," Italiaii-made fol theatre head, $106,800; Harry M.
iow-up to "Open City," has ended Kalmitte, veepee in charge of theawith M-B the winner. Metro, in con^ tres, $107,344, and Albert Warner,
tracting its plans for distribution of v.p. and treasurer, $105,000.
foreign pix in dubbed versions in
In the five-figure bracket, followthe U. S., dropped out of the dispute ing officers and directors were

made
made

deal for "City," he also
a pact for "Paysan," which
then hadn't yet gone into production.
When Geiger got Ijack to Rome, he
tound he reqidrfid additional fiftancIng, ,»aa he and partner Robert Rosseliiii, film's director, took in a thiid
member as a moneymah. Latter was
eubsequently contacted by a Metro
rep and inked a deal with that company for "Paysan" at considerably
Setter terms than Burstyn had of-

.

his

Jered.

When Burstyn learned of this, he
on his rights under the prior
contract and considerable squabbling
and negotiating followed. It was
finally agreed that he would turn his
claim over to lyletro for 10% of the
net. Metro, howeyisiy subsequently
decided to drop the deal altogether,
Burstyn also bought several other
films in Italy and trance for American release and is reported possibly
entering into production on his own
in Rome.
Insisted

HOLLYWOOD AIDS ARMY

INARC11C0PEM
Hollywood, Jan. 28.
Film industry's latest service td
the Government is in recruiting
civilian crews here to a.ssist the U.S.
Army in its Task Force Frigid operation in the Arctic wa.stelaiids.

Ben Kalmenson, v.p. heading
Samuel Schneider, v.p.
and assistant to the prez, $8'7,650;
veepee
Herman Starr,
$78,000;
Robert W. Perkins, veepee and gen-

listed:

fcilitieis

of the frigid zone.

the International Photographers. Local 659, in consort with associated
unions, are on a six-month a.ssignment under the control of the Civil
Service Commission.

Xleo'

''"^
«Sains°
^^^i.^^^T'^
Arthur Ranjc dor asserted at'=*'^'=»*^'

$40,000,000

gantic hoax against the
people."

American

W-K

On

bmair

deal by which Universal was advanced coin to purchase Castle Films
and Bell & Howell, otherwise advancing its 16m interests. Participants in that loan were Semenenko's
bank. Bank of Manhattan and G:Uaranty of New York.
Other Semenenko d^als Iiave provided coin to RKO and Columbia.
It is reported that the banker until
,

recently had as his constant adviser
in film deals Sam Pinanski, partner
with Marty MuUins in operation of
the Paramount-affiliated Mullins
Pinanski circuit in New England.:

&

garnered by Proskauer, Rose, Goetz
anti-trust counsel in New York.
Frestone & Files
picked up $68,350, and Defrees,
Fiske, O'Brien & Thomson some
$24,000. Auditing sliced oflE another
$91,750 Into the pockets of Price,
Waterhouse & Co., 'while Baker,
Selby & Ravenel received $31,500 for

RKO

giving
the right to release his
cartoons and features throughout the
world in 16m.
Original agreement
called for 35m only.
In return,

WB

000,000. to

has set its annual meet for
Feb. 18 in Wilmington, Del.
Election of five directors for a two-year
term is the only business to be
transacted. Five up -for re-election
to the board are Charles S. Guggenheimer, Morris Wolf, Carlisle, Friedman and Schneider.

ing

RKO

loaned Disney $1.be repaid out of film earn-

Irom foreign countries.

ARI Sales Survey Costs
HoUwood, Jan.

28,

Audience

Research,,
Inc.,
has
adopted a new scale of prices, on a
sliding scale, to survey public sentiment on forthcoming film produc-

Bischoffi Dick Powell

Film.s

tion.s.

One picture poll will co.st $25,000.
Sliding rate is $17,500 each for four
lilm.";; $15,000 each for six, and $12,-

Indie
28.

newly formed Regal 500 each for 10 or more,

.sot today (28), with Sam
prexy and treasurer; Dick

was

Bi.schofl:

Powell,

who

starrer,

with

$2,750,000

in

768,570,

UA

capital climbed to $29,278,995 from
$23,030,555.
Ratio of current and
working assets to current liabilities,
according to the report, dipped
slightly from $5.44 to $1 in '45 to the
pre.sent $5.16 to $1.

While Stromberg was granted his
renewal by UA's board, at least two
other producers were not so foitunate. Andrew Stone and Arnoid
Pressburger were dropped from the
rolls under UA's recent determina-

Company's cash position improved tion that
the large quantity of prodconsiderably, since U now has $8,uct it has lined up for this y em734,598, against $5,531,525 at the end
makes it imperative that It pact only

'45.
Productions in progress are those
producers who can guarantee
computed at $10,863,109; unreleased to
provide the company with to v
films at a nominal $40,314; released
grade pictures on a regular schedule.
pix at $9,231,341 cost, less amortizaNumber of other producers now in
tion figure.
Scenarios and unpro- the
stable may be expected to
(Continued on page 20)
(Continued on pa«e 20)

UA

Hollywood, Jan. 28.
Walt Disney agreed to an amendment of his distribution contract,

tax counseling,

New

Lamarr

Total dividends paid on preferred domestic
rentals already in the till
common for the year was $1,- and a' total of around $3,250,000 anagainst $1,519,842 in '45, ticipated, has virtually turned out
statement,^ disclosed.
Current and to be a "sleeper" and has accounted
working assets mounted to $36,313,130 for a good
profits in
chunk of
from $28,212,871, while net working the past three
n\onths.

and

of

RKO GETS 16M RIGHTS
IN DISNEY MimON LOAN

& Mendelsohn, WB's

Hollywood, Jan.

Record Net For

UA Renews

counsel, $74,750; Stanleigh P.
veepee and attorney,
Mort Blumenstocic, head of
ad-publicity, $62,250; and Samuel
Carlisle, controller, $55,020.
Stock holdings of the three Warners continue over the 1,000,000
mark. Jack Warner tops the trio
with 442,000 shares of common,
Albert follows with 438,100 and
Harry is third with 313,400. No other
director has more than a four-figure
block of shares.
Warners shelled out a total of
$207,350 in legal fees during the
year.
Main slice of $115,000 was

of

is made, is designating hou.ses
which customarily play third run
to open "Cleo" on a first-run basis.

U

$C6,100;

Oflicers of

claim

4,565^19 Sefc

Umversid in

eral

Officers

calls

for the pic to play first run in number of southern towns where liie
circuit has its houses. Wilby,

.

Friedman,

A

The 10-men chosen, rounded up by

f
J.

Distribs'
execs
maintain
that
Wilby's switch in usual runoff of a
film is designed to fatten the grosses
for his houses at their expense.
Playing a strong pic during the
midweek or grooving its firstrun in
Particular deal for - which he rea third-run house spells heavier coin
ceived the 55G, it is understood, was
for the exhib but less for the distrib,
getting together a $40,000,000 loan to
its -pointed out. Consequently, playMetro by a quartet of banks and a
date designations have aiuttled beflock of insurance companies in July,
Universal hit an all-time company tween Wilby and UA
a dozen tiines
1945.
Money was to 1)6 used for high for profits in the fiscal
year and more while tempers approached
general corporate purpbses,^ includ- ended'
Nov. 2, 1946, with a net of the boiling point.
ing tiieatre expansion lit this coun$4,566,219, Closest to the figure was
Wilby
in
the
Jan.
22
try and abroad.
issue of Va$3,910,928 raked In during 1945. At
riety declared that any attempts to
Under the arrangement set by the same time,
pushed iip its gross
Semenenko, $12,000,0(50 was loaned to $53,934,865 from $51,049,428 in '45, "pressure" or "shame" exhibs into
playing their product "won't go."^
for an eight-year period by Guaran- of which $30,809,450 was drawn doty Trust, Bankers Trust and Chase mestically and $23,125,415 from overNational, of .New York, and Seme- seas.
nenko's own bank in Boston. The
Stromfeerg
Net was equivalent to $5.32 per
group ot insurance companies ad- share on 827,119 outstanding,
against
vanced the. other $28,000,000 for a $4.86 in the year preceding,
Heels of 'Sleeper'
after
12-year period.
allowing for payments on U's W*%
Coin reported last week was sec- cumulative preferred. Company had
Biz for
Film
ond paymisnt to Semenenko from added $5,885,000 to its capital strucRenewal of Hunt Stromberg's di.';Loew's. He's uriderstood to- have re- ture by sale of 60,000 shares of preUnited
contract
with
ceived a hefty sum about 'five years ferred in March, 1916. Profits were tribution'
ago when he set the refinancing of reached after payment of $3,250,000 Artists last week came on the heels
of the surprise success of his latest
th^ company's preferred stock. He on federal taxes and $379,486 for forrelease,
"Strange Woman." Heoy
atso participated recently in the eign nicks.

sales, $97,600;

crew

of 10 civilian photographers is
enroute to Alaska to accompany the
Army lorces and make a celluloid
record Of the operation to determine
the defense ahd war-making possi-

to

ment, issued last week, as having received $55,000, and whose name has
frequently been listed by other companies as recipient of large chunks
of coin, is v.p. of the First National
Bank of Boston. Sums paid him are
commissions for arranging financing,

'

,

As Key

"Mystery-man" Serge Semenenko,
who appears on Metro's proxy state-

between $50,000
119 more than
$20,000 but not exceeding $50,000.

toUowing visit to Italy of M-B pard
Joe Burstyn. Iiatter returned from
abroad last week. He expects a
"Paysan" print in New YOrk today
^Wednesday).
Pic Was made by Sod Geiger, who
also made "Open City," which M-B
is distributing. Shortly after Burstyn

Reveal ^Mystery Man'

1945 Metro Financing

Italian Pie's liglits Warner, production

,

.CHEZ AMI CAFE
New York

.

$100,000, 45 others
and $100,000; and

Wii

Metro Contest Ofer

.

in Buffnlo,

1, but does not become
the country's congress

Jan.

ficials

law

present

Currently at the

Portuguese intend to devote the
revenue to creating a national motion picture institute to stimulate
their own film production. Decree
was approved by government of-

GROOD

GEORGE GIVOT

shorts.

'

Sfoyer-Burstfi

PHIL AMIGONE and
JA'CK

Tax will run $400 on each "A"
picture and $200 on each "B," with
rates Of $8 to $2P tor Newsreels and

31, '46,

(Continued on page 8)

*

tempts to ^'pressure" Yank exhibs
into playing British pix stems
from
a running flight which Wilby is curDespite
mounting demands In rently waging with both United
Artists,
distrib of Rank's "Caesar and
trade
Congress to kill the reciprocal
Cleopatra,"
and
the Rank division
program, Eric Johnston last night
(27) told the Rochester Chamber of of Universal. In that give-and-take
Commerce that the SEepubUcan playdates which Wilby has alloParty should support the reciprocal cated to "Cleo" have been repeatedly
rejected
by
both UA and U on the
treaties.
He also rapped Britain for threat- claim that Wilby is trying to pull a
fast one.
ening greater restrictions on U. S.
Wilby-Kincy pacted to exhibit
pix, warning that reciprocation is a
two-way street. Termination of the "Clpo" a number of months ago in
reeipiocal treaties and a return to its theatres, and that's as far as the
high
tariffs
would- undoubtedly deal has developed. When it came
cripple Hollywood's overseas mar» to actual playdates in
the W-K
houses, circuit head sought to .s"lot
ket, Johnson stated.
the pic for midweek engagements,
which UA and U promptly and
Butler's Attack
vociferously nixed while maintaining that "Cleo" as a top bracket film
Washington, Jan. 28.
Senator Hugh Butler, Republican, was entitled to preferred weekend
of Nebra.ska,^ touched oil a hot Con- dates.
gressional fight today (28) with a
Moreover, tiff is still being waged
fierce attack against the reciprocal over disputed
point as to what contrade agreements program as "a gi- sists a fir.strun. Deal, it's
said,

Washington, Jan. 28.
Portuguese tax to put a

New

VP

Metro's assets include $21,186,188
In cash and $16,635,835 in Government securities and bonds. Released
iftlms currently being amortized are
evaluated
$19,489,440; unreleased
pix at $9,489,143 and Mms in production at $46,915,780. Total current
and working as^sets are Axed at

Originati

Rochester, N. Y., Jan. 28.

ended Aug.

showed a solid advance over
the $12,913,369 which Metro chalked
in '45. Per share earnings were
f3.66 on 5,100,327 shares ot conirpon
outstanding against" $2.55 earned last
year.

Rank

Curbs on Yank Pix

entering
that country is expected to be ratified by the Portuguese legislature
within the next 10 days. Action will
come despite a protest from the
U. S. Department, George Canty,
motion picture specialist of the Department disclosed yesterday (27).

((158,613,000

WB's

Pay

Johnston Raps Anglo

Portuguese to Uatif

and heavy pinch on U.

nered $19,424,000 for fiscal 1946,
teV. considerably behind both Paramount, in top spot, and 20th-Fox,
fecond. Warners' gross income was

Vs.

From Booldni Fi^t Over

'46 Net;

Mayer's 506G Again Tops
Metro, longtime leader In the film*
Industry, has slid into fourth position amopg the major companies in
the annual ne* profits sweepstakes.
Company, despite its $17,958,945
talte for it and its wholly owned
tiibslds. trails Warners, which gar-

against

My Attack

to Fourth,

L. A. to N. Y.
Henry Haf away

Bud Abbott
Berle Adams
Monty Banks
Pandro S, Berman

Rosalind Ivan
Otta Klemperer
Harry Kurnitz

Floyd Bittaker
Vivian Blaine

Al Lewis
Bea Lillie
Booth McCracken

Lynne Carver
Dane Clark
Nancy Coleman
Lou Costello
J. Cheevor Cowdin

Clare Olmstead

AUm'S CHAJSiPIOlT DIES

release for UA. "Pitfall,'^ named veepee, and Herbert T. Silverberg, secretary.
Director.s will be above officer.s
plus Bischofi"s wife and Morgan
Maree. Charles Feldman also has a!
financial interest in company.

I

Gene Autry's old horse, Chahipion,
died Jan. 24 on the Melory Ranch in
San Fernando Valley at the age of
17,

Ch.impion was retired in 1942 after
galloping thataway in every Autry
picture for eight years.

William Stephens
Bert Stern
Robert Taplinger
Glenn Wallichs
Virginia Welles
Jacob Wilk
Epri Wilson

Tony Owen
Joe Pasternak"
Walter Pidgeon

Howard Dietz
Dunne

Donna Reed

Irene

Hiirry Ritz

Wynn Rocamora

Skinnay Enpis

Roy Haines

Joseph Rosay

N. Y. to L. A.
Anne Baxter
Howard Cullffiah

Harold Lewis

Einfold
Frank Farley
Frances Gillord

J. E.

John

Hw

Charles Schlaifer
Louis Schlaifor

Curtis Mitchell
Victor Moore

Cliarle.s

will star in firm's first

Barbara Stanwyck
Henry H. Eteeger

Lynn Merrick

Ann Daggett
Claude Dauphin

David E. Rose
Fred R. Sammis
Nicholas .M. Schenck
William J. Scully
Arthur Shields
Mort Singer
Louis Sobol

Col. Jason Joy

ii:k

Ru.s^ell I-Jolman

Alan Jackson

Herbert Stothart
Jerry Wald

Loren Ryder

Adolph Zukoi

N. Y. to Europe
'

Arthur Shcekman
Fred Spoont.*

Perkins Charles M. Rcngan
Manny Reiner
William F. Rodgers

Viveca Lindfora

.

,

James

Stewui't

WtAetdny,

Jaaraarf 29,

1947

s
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A FoEows Goldwyn's Leai .Leasing
Road^ow

Houses to Solve
United Artists, on behalf of its
indie producers, will follow Samuel
Goldwyn's method in solving the
problem presented by the recent
court nix on roadshows and lixing

minimum

admission

Problem

Ted Gamble Buys
lOth Oregon Theatre

Ted Gamble, board chairman of
consists of "leasing" houses rather
the American Theatres Assn. and
than the conventional exhibition
Oregon circuit operator, has acquired
method of "licensing" pictures.
UA's idea

to lease theatres in

is

5 Surprised at U. S. Concession

Of Hieatre Replacements Without

+

Plan

prices.

Ig

the Downtown theatre in Portland,
Ore. Gamble will rename the house
the Century, remodel it extensively
and switch the policy to first run.
Acquisition sends his chain up to

Reissues, once considered harmless filler for occasional use* in subsequent-run houses, are rapidly becoming an industry cause-celebre.
Exhibs throughout the country are
rising in wrath at the number of reissues they claim they are forced to
play because of shortage of new
product, Hollywood's screenwriters
are squawking thai; the plethora of
oldies is throwing them out of work,

the name of- the producer whose
picture will be shown in them. This
follows the Goldwyn pattern of
and the public is unmistakably
leasing houses, rather than having
showing signs of starting a slow burn
RKO, which releases the; producer's 10 theatres.
at the number of repeat bookings
ATA chairman is currently in being
films, sign the'papers. While the
foisted on them.
for
midwest
New
York
dickering
a
major companies are bound by the
While figures belie the product
circuit.
Deal
involving
transfer
of
decree^ indie producers are not, and
shortage that has exhibs up in arms
long
l*ises
be
term
is expected to
the Dept. of Justice has indicated
were 405 releases In 1946, as
—there
closed
this week.
it has no intent to interfere with
compared with 377 the previous year
them. David 6. Selznick is likely to
—there's no doubt that plenty of opadopt the Goldwyn-UA technique
erators aren't getting an adequate
for upped admish btfoklngs o'f "Duel
supply of relatively good quality
in the Sun."
films and are forced to turn to the
prexy,
Edward C. Raftery,
oldies in large number. One o£ the
and Grad Sears, distribution chief,
reasons, of course, is a jamup of
huddled with D. of J. execs in
product awaiting first-runs in some
Washington last week on the leasing
territories. Another factor, however,
is
plan and are understood to have
exhibitor {acknowledgment despite the squawks ^Ihat they are frebeen told they could go ahead without fear of Government action.
quently better off with a reissue than
Failure of the decree to permit
with a minor company's "B."
roadshows was strictly the doings Of
Exhib heat at tlie necessity of usBy BATDBK TALBOT
the court and not the D. of J.'s idea,
ing the oldies ties up with the gathSavannah, Jan. 28.
accounts for the leniency.

OK;

Govt.

The Big Five extracted one surplum from the anti-trust pia

prising

Sues Wnrtel,

Charges

2lllli,

'Millions'

Theft

Los Angeles, Jan. 28.
Paul Gordon filed a $100,000 damage suit against Sol Wurtzel and
20th-Fox, charging infringement o£
copyright in the filming and distri-

—

Republic Signs

On

With Loews

For New House

which

:

With m£(ny exhibitors still
Selznlck^execs had previo^usly been
squawking about the competitive
given the same assurance as tJA
bidding proviso in the anti-trust deoh their query, except in that case
cree, those exhibs who've opened
it involved only one film. UA denew houses in recent months and
sires to roadshow Enterprise's "Arch
have run into the usual difficulty of
of Triumph," and possibly Federal
obtaining product should find bidFilms' "Carnegie Hall," in addition
ding to theii? liking. At least, that's
to others as they present themselves.
the opinion, based on experience, of
Meithod as currently being emMr. and Mrs. Fred G, Weis, who opployed by Goldwyn for "Best Years
erate,
j'ointlyr Savannah's
newest
of Our Lives," and likely to be
house, the Weis theatre.
followed by other outfits, is essentiTwo years ago, according to the
ally, of course, a "four-walls" propocouple, • the Government
decided
sition. It differs only in that theatreOwners are given a choice of a Savannah was underseated and gave
them permission to construct a new
(Continued on page 20)
theatre.- Added to the normal 125,000
population, within a radius of 18
miles were 40,000-50,000 soldiers,
'Song §f Soilli' Gds'
with many thousands of imported
-'

shipbuilders.

Ad' Hypo

Revived

After Dwindling

Be

Walt Disney's "Song of the South"
the second picture recently to get
a completely revised advertising
campaign following disappointing
grosses ,ln early engagements. The
pther one was Liberty Films' "It's a
fa

Wonderful Life."
Original Disney campaign caused
the picture to suffer, it is figured,
because of its emphasis on the live
action and the live actors, rather
than ,0}i the Disney name and its
association with his pen-and-brush
technique. Revised campaign played
up Disney and the cartoon aspects,

So Weis built a new

1,300-seater. And Immediately, according to Weis, "I discovered I
could get no product." It was the
usual order of older exhibs having
the top product sewed up:
"Out of the blue, sheer luck came
to my aid," he said. "First there was
Hollywood's cutting production in
half. Of even greater advantage to
me, some of the majorg decided to
jump the gun—and take a crack at
selling by auction bidding.
"If the artificially-created shortage of product strikes you as being
an extra handicap for me, instead
of a help, youj: ignorance is understandable. Point is; it took all the
power out of the whip of the chain

monopoly which had been behind
submerging names of live players,
the move to keep my new house
with alttiost immediate effect felt at
dark. It was the scarcity of firstthe b.o.
run pictures that did the trick. No
ap-

How much

the

new

advertising

proach meant is seen in the fact that
"Song" did as much biz in Rutherford, N. J., with the revised campaign as it had previously done in
Newark with the old one.
"Wonderful Life" is also perking
as a result of the ad switches. Earlier
campaign emphasized name of producer Frank Capra, taking some of
the play away from Jimmy Stewart.

longer could the chain penalize dis-

me

by
refusing to play their pictures over
their circuit. The chain needed all

tribs for selling

the product

it

their product

.

On

Prod, and Foreign Plans

KKO
PpUowing

Shuts

Hollywood, Jan.

disappbiftting

Broadway

RKO

,

ment
S^ain

work
S,

to put

one man

in charge of all

Stem premieres. Moved up
directly

to

under ad-pub head

Barrett McCormick,

Hank How-

ard, former field exploitation man,
has been given supervision of pro-

motion for

all of the
bookiflgs.

cDmpany's

Broadway
Move came immediately on the
heels of preems Of Liberty Films'
Walt
"It's a Wonderful Life"
Disney's "Song of the South," both
«f which opehed itnder expectations.

md

28.

Full week of conferences of Parartiount eastern, foreign and studio

executives got under way yesterday
(Monday) at the lot. Here are
Barney Balaban, Adolph Zukor,
Charles M. Reagan, George Weltner, Russell Holman, Frank Farley,
Allen Jackson and Curtis Mitchell,
all from the east or England.
- Henry
Ginsberg, studio topper,
called semi-annual sessions which
will take UP foreign situation as well
as release and production plans for
coming season. Zukor will report on
European trip and European chiefs
will present hurdles to be overcome

abroad.

'Ahie'

a Wallflower

Conies Time to Pance
'

AsIxhibsSitlt'OolToo

the

squawking that

from the court's impatient reaction to their pitch for a
delay in competitive selling and a
switch in a number of the decree's
provisions.
The indie exhibs, who
for the most part were just as anxious as the majors to stall competitive bidding, felt that the majors had

fbrep

Distri

gained a solid advantage in what
they thought was too free a hand
obtained through the concession. It
would, some said, restore economic
power in the majors, outside court
Ojbntrol, which could be again wield-

Republic, in a move to expand
ed to jack up rentals.
foreign distribution of its prbduct,
Court's SiBriiri$«
has signed with Loew's International
Extract from the minutes of the
for the latter to handle release of its hearing,
in which the Government
pictures in a number of f orei^
made its concession though generally
countries. Deal follows by a week
opposing the Big Five's proposal that
the signing of Loew's to handle aU they be
permitted to acquire houses
foreign distribution of EiftterpriSe to psotect investments Or move into
';
^
'

_
Although United Artists salesmen Pictures..
While full details of the Bepublic
up a flock; of contracts for
"Abie's Irish Rose," Bing Crosby pact were imavailable, pending inkproduction is suffering from lack ing of the contract later this week,
of dates. In other words, many ex- it's believed that Loew's will take
hibs have signed to play the pic but OjVer many of the franchises through
are tardy in setting dates. Reticence which Rep pix are currently reis believed by UA execs to tie up
leased in foreign countries. Rep itwith publicity ahent the film since self has branches in only nine counthe exhibition contracts were signed. tries, all in Latin America, includOne of the greatest blows to the ing Argentina, Brazil, Chile, MexiriO,
film has beeo refusal of any of the Peru,
Puerto
Rico,
Colombia,
five major affiliated circuits to boolc
Panama and, "Trinidad, while franit so far, with the exception o£ a
chise-holders in six other *countries
group of Paramount partners, parhave distributed Rep films.
Sir
ticularly in the south.
It has had
Alexander Korda's British Lion
no dates from Warner Bros., RKO,
Films, for example, distribute Rep
Loew's
and
20th-Fpx
affiliated
product
in England and British Emhouses.
"Abie" has been condemned by pire Films release Rep pix in Austhe Anti-Defamation League of the tralia and New Zealand.
B'nai B'rith and other groups as
Other franchiseliolders handle Rep
caricaturing racial types.
films in Cuba, Spain, South Africa
B'nal B'rith Nix
Until now," Rep
and Venezuela.
Anti-Defamation League of B'nai has been cut off from most other
B'rith put a definite nix on "Abie's countries and it's to get a foothold
Irish Rose" in the January issue of in those markets, such as France and
its Washington Newsletter, declaring the Near and Far East, that the
the film was "not only distasteful to company pacted with Loew's. Latpeople of refinement but showed no ter has the largest foreign staff
originality of any kind," The orig- among the American companies.
inal story had "merely been set in
Loew's will also handle 16m dispost-V-E Day locale," the, publlcatribution of ,Rep product abroad.
(Continued on page ,18)
Rep International prexy R. W. Altschuler has been interested in narrow-gauge operation for some time
CHI
but has been stymied until now by

(Continued on page

'..
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'
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piled,

R0D6ES HOLDS
MEET ON

^AW

the

lack

facilities.

of

adequate

distribution

He had been

will

Drake hotel.
Although Metro Sales

Eagle-Lion Sets

at the

officials

de-

clined to comment in advance on
what terms would be set for the
plcturej it's believed "Yearling" virill
be sold like any top
picture

M-G

but given special treatment via big
and individualized ballyhoo campaigns. No plans have been set yet
for roadshowing it in any situation
outside Los Angeles, where it's currently playing its fifth week on a

Premiere, Pates'
Eagle-Lion Films has set preem
dales for the first four of

"The

Rank

Adventuress,"

J.

its

pix,

Arthur

film, is slated to hit first-run

houses on national day-and-date
openings March 17, "Lost Honey-

moon," Franchot Tone starrer, is
March 29. "It's a Joke, Son,"
teeoff pic for the company, curtaintwo-a-day, reserved-seat policy.
raised in Austin, San Antonio and
Film is also in its first week at
Houston on Jan. 21, while "Bedelia"
Radio City Music Hall, N. Y., and is
dual preemed Jan. 29 in Harfisburg
slated to open in late February, at
and Reading, Pa.
an unspeciflied Balaban Se Katis house
"Bedelia" moves ahead of "Joke"
set for

in Chi.

Bernhard's .Biy Of

SExcknges.Seenlef:
To
Purchase

Distrib Expansion
by Film Classics last

week

of three exchanges formerly
operated franchiseholders wfts seen
as
furthering intentions of Joe
Bernhard eventually to switch the

company from
tributing
films.

its policy of
reissues to handling

Bernhard,

former

head

dis-

new
of

Warner Bros. Theatres and partner

WB

indie
of Milton Sperling in a
producing unit, recently bought into
FC, He was elected ptea of the company by its board last week.
Bernhard has been repdrted negotiating with David O. Selznick to
handle physical distribution of Selznick product via FC and perhaps do
part of the selling. He has also been
huddling with other indie producers,
it is understood, on distribution of
their filmS, although
he has no
thought of abandoning the reissue
business at the moment.
Three new exchanges acquired by

FC 10 of its owa
branches, with those in other keys
still
operated by franchiseholders.
New acquisitions are in Portland,
Seattle and Washington, D. C.
Bernhard give

dickering

with RKO for the latter to take over
be set next Monday (3) and 16m distribution but that deal reTuesday in Chicago, when M-G vee- portedly fell through -when the conpee over sales William F. Rodgers tracfwith Metro was signed.
huddles with five Metro divisional
sales managers and hohieoffice execs
Sales policy for Metro's "YearUng"

could get."

Auction bidding and Single selling,
according to Weis, are "together
the opportunity of a lifetime for the
little independent."
Let him build
a house "comparable in class and
capacity with his opposition," he
^This is Stewart's first pic since returning to Hollywood from the declared, "and he can buy pictures
Army. New ads give top promi- as never before.''
nence to the star and also give a
somewhat sexier touch to the art
Worbi shjiwing Ste*art arid CQ-«tar Par Execs Huddle
Donna Reed.

boxbtfice 'Openings of two Consecutive releases,
has reshuffled its
advertising and publicity depart-

(Conttnued on page 18)

.iudicial

tle satisfaction

Held Favorable

—

during New Yoric hearings last
week, when the Government made
the unsought concession that the
quintet could replace existing theatres without even the formality of

sanction.
Indie exhibs, on
heels of the backtrack, are
it may be used to
pressure higher distrib terms.
By
bution of "Dangerous Millions."
the threat of building plushier houses
Plaintiff declares the, picture was closer to recalcitrant exhibs, in the
copied from a legit play, "Adam's guise of replacing smaller, remoter
Children," which he says he bought houses, this could be done, exhibs
from the author, Victor Keleman, asserted.
seven years 1.30.
Otherwise, the Big Five drew lit-

Auction Biding

UA

on Pressure'

Indies Beef

U HOLDS a MEETS TO

SETSWBW^
Universal has laaiidhed a series of
three sales meets to set the- company's distribution policy for the
next half year. First of the huddles,
chairmanned by William A. Scully,
veepee in charge of sales, opened
Monday (27) at the Mark Hopkins
Others are
hotel, San Francisco,
slated for Chicago, Feb. 7-8, and

New York

thereafter.

;

Frisco meet is attended by A. J.
general
O'Keefe,
assistant
sales

manager; John Joseph, national pubad director; Maurice Bergman, eastern ad-pub chief; and district managers Foster Blake and Barney Rose,
Branch managers of Los Angeles,
Denver, Salt Lake City, San Francisco, Seattle and PortWnd are also

in New York, with the British pic present.
Following tiie Chi meet, Bodgeis due to move into theV Victoria fol"The Egg and I," top bracketed
wilt head for the Coast to took over lowing windup of 20th-Fox's "Wake U-I flln», will eomie in for heavy
forthcoming product, both com- Up and Dream." Meanwhile, E-L gabbing. Scully ainxs to carefully
pleted igictures and those still in continued to
augment its staff, pick first-run spots "to prove the
early stages of production.
He'll adding Jerome Hodes as assistant picture's boxoflice merit." Releasing
also huddle with studio execs and is to special sales rep M. J. Weisfeldt plans for the film are to be anexpected back at the homeoffice in Hodes for many years was on the nounced in New York following the
'
six weeks.
confabs,
sales staff.
;

RKO

Now

brtaking ali-timt
^GRIAT, THRILLING ENTER-

industry records for hold-

overs

• « .

after breoking

all-time Industry records
for grosses coast to coast!

TAINMENT THAT PACKS A
tRIMENDOUrS PUNCH^^^ >
AND WILL PACK THE ROXYf*
.

Rove the N. Y. Reviewers os
it smashes the records Qf
"The House Oii 92iid Stieet''
sky-high at the R©Ky,'N. Y.l
*Lee MorHmer^ Mirror

COMING FROM THE BOXOFFiCE
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FIRST

BIG

OF 19

?1
1

4

•4.

Shocking?..She''< Sensotionafl

Already the entire industry Is

MATCHING THE TOP-

ablaze wifh- the excitement

FIGURES OF 20th's BIG-

presaging a great event I

GEST BIG-MONEY MUSICALS! IT'S 6RABLE...
GERSHWIN...an(( GREATI
^'Exhibitors will

with

ELF

it

at

have a hcippy tinid
tioxoffice!"

AN E¥iMT SO

STARTWILL FOREVER
LEAVE ITS IMPRINT

LING

IT

UPON THE INDUSTRY!

OF BEST-SELLERS FROM

m

9:

.

wsMM mmvmmB
"BoomeraMg''

Stara Dana, AndrewE; fcaturek
Wyatt.
J, CoW. Car% WHUams,
Arthur Kennedy. Sam Levene, Taylor
Holmeo, Kobert Keith. Ed Lesley. Directed
liy Ella Kaean.
Screenplay, Richard MurDhy; based on an article by Anthony Abbot.
Imblished In Keader's DiBest; camera, Herbert Brodlne; music. David Buttolnh; editor,
Harmon Jones. Tradeshown In Los

Jcoduotlon.

Jan.

24.

Running

'^17,

Xj. Harvey
Harvey

Henry
!MrH.
<?hje£

time,

81

D.ina Andrews

John Waldron...
TVoods

'.

Wade

4 i ,

.

office.

,8am Iievene

"The

Taylor Holmes
.Robert Keith

;

McCrcery
. ^ .

Whitney
SKt. Duean

.Lewis Leverett
.Barry Kelley
.....Richard Garrick
Karl Mnlflen
,

Mr. Rogers..

White
James.

Lt.

.

'.

.

Mayor Swayze......... .. ..

"I Live As 1 f lease" (SuperWeak
film)
(Italian-made).
operatic film slated only for
Italian-language patrons.

.Seger

.Dudley Sadler
.^Walter Grcaza
..Helen Hatch
Joe Kiizan

Miss Manion.
Mr. Lukash.
Miss Roberts, ................ .Ida McGuire
.George Petrie
O'Shea.
.John Carmody
Callahan
Clay Clement Walter Reisch's direction of his own
Judge Tate.......;....
K. J. Ballnntino script often wavers in the treatment
McDonald.............
William Chailee oE plot elements and characters. AddStone
O^ironer
Kdgnr Stehli
Jimmy Dobson ing to ludicrous spots 'are a variety
Hill
l.iawrence Paquin of accents, topped by the' BroadwaySheriff
Anthony Ross ese and 20th century flippancy tossed
Warren,
.Bert Freed
Herron.
into the 1865 period by Eve Arden.
Royal Bcal
ilohnson
Plot purports to be based on an in"Boomerang" is gripDing, real-life cident in Rimsky-Korsakoff's life,
.

.

.

,

melodrama, told in .ipmi-documen- when he was a midshipman in the
tary style. It's the third such fact- Russian navy, and is aimed at showfiction production by Louis de Hoche- ing the influence the background had
mont for 20th-Fox release and car- on his music.
Jean Pierre Aumont plays the
ries plenty of entertainment punch for
young composer. Yvonne DeCarlo is
all situations. Based on a still unsolved murder case in Bridgeport, the Spanish dancer with whom he
Conn., plot is backed up with strong falls in love during the week's adventuring. Miss DeCarlo has three
cast and exploitation values to make
dance numbers, terped to musical acit thoroughly .saleable as suspetiseful,
companiment of "Gypsy Song," "Fanthrilling whodunit.
Dana Andrews heads the convinc- dango" and "Scheherazade." Latter
ing cast and furnishes a stout mar- is elaborately staged for the finale.
quee name. His role is realistic and Charles KuUman is seen as the ship's
composer.
8 top performance job. While carry- doctor who encoiurages the
ing a fictional name as state's attor- Role gives him chance to highlight
ney, the role, in real life, has its "Song of India,'* "Hymn to the Sun,"
counterpart in Homer Cummings, both with new lyrics by Jack Brooks,

who went on from

the state post to

Attorney-Genetal Of the
United States. Case on which plot
is based deals with murder of a
Bridgeport priest and how. the prose-

real

portrait out

of a

safecracker

bit.

John Cromwell's direction is sure
and smooth, except where the script
occasionally falters, Camera work
of Leo Tover has some unusual
shots and is uniformly good. Song,
"Either It's Love Or It Isn't," sung
by Miss Scott, has the appealing,
sultry quality to suit the films

mood.

Bron,

Shop at Sly Corner

Tlie

(BRITISH-MADE)
London, Jan.

23.

British Lion release of Georfe King production. Stars Oscar Homplka, Derek Farr,

Muriel Pavlow, Directed by George King.
Music by George Melachrlno. Screenplay
by Katherine Strueby. from play by Edwiird Percy: additional dialog. Reginald
Long. Camera. Hone Glendinnlng. At BtuOne, London, Jan. 22. 'iT. Running
rtio
time. !U MINS.
Deacius Hciss
Oscar Homolka
Robert Graham
.Derek Farr
Margaret Heiss
Muriel Fnvlow
Archie PellowCB
Kenneth Grinith
Cordcr Morris
Manning Whiley
Mrs. Catt
Kathleen Harrison

Major

Garry Marsh
Jan Van Loewen
Irene Handl

Elliot

Professor Vanetti..
Ruby Towser........
Inspector Rohson. ,

Johnnie Schofleld

Biggest boxoffice asset of this picture is fact that play, on which it is
based, has run in London's West End
for over two years. Absence of Oscar
Homolka from screen for considerable period makes marquee value
problematical. Picture will have to

cessful approach to an unusual
subject,
and an entertaining
film to boot. Based on the w.k.
pamphlet, "Races of Mankind,"

by Columbia profs Ruth Benedict and Gene Weltfish, the 10minute short .shows similarity in
races through body makeup,
blood types, brain, etc., and differences caused only by environment, training, etc., to. preach in
a simple, highly effective way
the theme of racial tolerance.
In concept, script, drawing and
animation,
the
film
shows
cleverness, imagiration and humor. Sometimes it's a' little
naive, and in a sense too sketchy
and incomplete. .But subject is
vast,

and on the whole the car-

toon does an excellent job.
Film,
previewed in N.

Thursday (23), was
by Stephen Bosustow

Y.

produced
for United

Productions, with Rrffeert Cannon directing, and screen story
by Ring Lardner, Jr., John
Hubley and Phjl Eastman. Car-

toon is. being sponsored for
domestic use by the United

Automobile
(CIO), and

Workers

Union

thenar "Dept.

affairs division^has just
it

civil

bought

for re-orientation purposes in

occupied territory.

_

t

c«nttinieit
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coijipares

with

$120,838,889 tor '45.

Pre-production expendituresfor
Metro's British istudio Was $828,079

be amortized by future producFederal tax bite added to
which $9,832,083 is the
regular income nick and
$3,097,5ii
to

tions.

$12,929,627 of

ejBcess profits taxes.

-

Mayer's 500G Again
Paces Salaries for Pix
Metro production chief Louis B.
Mayer, as usual, topped the salaried
earnings of the entire film industry
for the year 'ending Aug. 31, 1946,
with his yearly contractual salary
of $500,000 giving him a take of almost $10,000 a week on salary alone.
In addition, Maye* gets a cut of the
total gross profits of Loew's, Inc.,
which, in previous years, has Upped
his total earnings to more than
$900,000.

.

Mayer's salary, along with those

Bron.

of other
in the

search for the horses via airplane
and, in a climax that won't be believed even though seen, lassos the
stray horse from the air. Windup is
a stock racetrack sequence ending in
a photo-finish for plenty of excitement. Hardly discernible thread of
romance between Autry and a neighboring ifemme rancher never intrudes

tnm

This

$127,830,012.

Metro

chiefs,

was revealed

annual company proxy

state-

ment, distributed last week in advance of the annual stockholders'
meet on Feb. 27. Statement disclosed that 62 Metro execs received
salaries in excess of $100,000 and
90

earnect-

pay

between

$50,000-

Salary of Sam Katz, exec
producer and reported heir to
Mayer's top production post at the
studio, was not listed in the statement since he's neither an officer
nor director of the company.
Second highest on the salary roster was proxy Nicholas M. Schenck's
$224,767.
J. Robert Rubin, veepee
and general counsel, followed with
$215,642, and exec producer Eddie
Mannix received $202,607. Exec pro.
ducer Al LiOhtman and veepee Ben-.
Jamin Thau, assistant to Mayer, were
next in line with $200,000 each. Veepee-treasurer Charles C. Moskowitz
received $128,428; veepee over theatre operations Joseph R. Vogel received $116,428; secretary Leopold
Frieduwn earned |U0,357, and veepee over sales William F. Rodgers
followed with $114,714. In addition,
Metro deposited in escrow $66,25(>
for the year, which may be paid to
Rodgers if the company's gross rentals exceed a ceHain amount.
Metro's total exec pay for the year,
Henry HaU
Charles Jordan including fixed expense allowance,
Richard fcramer totaled
$2,006,725 (exclusive of MayOus Taute
$100,t)00.

,

cutiiig attorney establishes the innocence of the law's only suspect. No

attempt is made to fasten a phoney
ending on tale, picture leaving case
still unsolved as in real life.
Richard Murphy's script gives Elia
Kazan's direction a. solid foundation.
All the leads have the stamp of au'

The dialog and situations further the factual technique.Lee J. Cobb shows "up strongly as
chief detective, harassed by press
and politicians alike wliile- trying to
carry out his duties. Jane Wyatt has
only a few scenes as the wife of Andrejws but makes them count, Arthur Kennedy is great as the law's
suspect. Cara Williams, Sam Levene.
Taylor Holmes, Robert Keith, Ed
Begley and others reflect careful
thenticities.

Broff.

which

is discovered by the police.
grown
,
Scotland Yard takes up the chase, First Guard
,.
which ends in a box in a concert hall.
-•
Themselves
Heiss commits suicide while his The Sunshine Boys
daughter is winning laurels playing
'
the Mendelssohn Concerto.With a slow story and indifferent
Homolka gives an excellent per- acting, thelatest in the EddieTSean
formance as the shrewd, kindly
fence. He makes, real his love for his series is considerably below the
daughter and his passion for beauti- standard of its predecessors. Sageful things.
Kenneth Griffith re- brusher appears headed for the
enacts his stage part and ne^cb ton- lower half «£ double
bills.
ing down for the screen. Derek Parr
.Replete with jShcK dialog gems as'
and Muriel Pavlow could do no mOre
.

Be^id Reckoning
(ONE SONG)

casting,

Lensing was done on location at
Stamford, Conn., the locale adding
to realism that features entire production. Credit for ace camera work
goes to Norbert Brodine. Other contribuiions are in keeping with the
J5ro£f.
genefal excellence.

Columbia release of Sidney Bidden production. Stars Humphrey Bogo-rt. Lizabeth
Scott: features Morris Carnovsky. Charles
Cane, William Prince. Marvin Miller, Wallace Ford. Directed
by John Cromwell,
Screenplay. Oliver H. p. Garrett and Steve
Fisher, fi'om adaptation by Gerald Adams
[and Sidney Bidden of story by Allen Rivkln; camera, Leo Tover: editor. Gene Havlick;

Fisher;

Allan
Roberts
and Doris
musical score, Marlin Sklles.
At
N. Y.. Jan, 2S, '47,
Running

.song,

Criterion.

Song of Selseherazade

time, 100

TONS.

Rip MuMock.
Humphrey Bogart
Coral Chandler .............. Lizabeth Scott
25.
Martlnelll
,3tlorris Carnovsky
XTniversal-Intematlonal release of Edward Lieutenant Kincald ..........Charles Cane
Kaufman production (as.sociate producer. Johnny Drake ..•.......^..William Prince
Edward Dodds). Stars Yvonne DeCarlo. ICrause
Usrvln Miller
Brian Donlevy. Jean Pierre Aumont; fea- McQee
.Wallace Ford
f
tures Eve Arden. Philip Reed. John Qualen. Father Logan ,
James Bell
Charles KuUman. Written and directed by Louis Ord
George Chandler
Walter .Reiscb, Story inspired by N. Rim, Lt. Col. Simpson
William Forrest
Bky-KorsakoU music; camera (Technicolor). Hyacinth ................ «Ruby Dandridge
Hal Mohr. William V. Skall; editor, Frank
Goss; musical adaptation and direction.
Humphrey. Bogart's typically
Mlklos Rozsa; lyrics. Jack Brooks; chore•ogranhy, Xilllfr Xosch. Previewed In Holly- tense performance raises this averwooa. Jan, S*, '47. BunnlnR time, loS age whodunit quite a few notches.
.MWS,
Cara.
Yvonne De Carlo Film has good suspense and action,
Captain, . ,
some smart direction and
.Brian Donlevy an I
Him*ky.Ko(sako(f....,Jean Pierre Aumonf photography.
Despite
occasional
Madame de Talavera.,
Eve Arden slowdowns or a
mawkish bit, pic
Prince MIsohetsky.
Philip Reed
It
Dr. Klin
Charles KuUman will satisfy the mystery fans.
.John Qualen should do okay.
IvorenKo.
Lane
Lieutenant..
....Richard
Columbia borrowed Bogart from
Lorin
Terry Kilburn
,
Pierre
George Doienz Warners to play the role pf a tough
'
Fioretta.
.Elena Verdugo ex-paratrooper
captain
returning
Hassan. ................... .Robert Kendall home with a pal to be honored by
Sultan. ......... . ............ vRex Ravelle
the War Dept. for fliieir achieveOrderly. ................... Mickey Simpson
ments. When the pal jumps the
Giant. .«..
.Sol Haines
Florche Rozen D. C. train, to go home instead, the
tittle Bieter.
Students: William Brooks, teonard East. perplexed captain follows to find
Edv^ard Kelly, Russ Vincent. Peter Varhimself
enmeshed in gangland,
riey,
Charles Robertson. Tom Skinner.
Warren W. MoColIum, Ernie MIshens. murders and romance. Hisi pal, he
Marvin Press. Fred K. HartBOclr. Gordon learns, had .enlilited imder an alias
Arnold, Bill Cabanne. Don Garner. George because he was convicted
of a killHolmes
ing.
Two
days
after said pal arrives
Basso
Milio Shcron
home, he gets bumped off.
Native Girl..
..Patricia Alnhin
French Girl
Joan Fulton
Determined to solve the mystery
and avenge his friend, the captain
The music of N. Rimsky-Korsakofl digs into his pal's haunts. .He meets
and eye value" of brilliant color give UD with the nitery singer the pal
"Song of Seheherazade" entertain- loved, and with the tough club

(SONGiS; COLOR)
Hollywood, Jan,

,

-

.

-

.

,

'

.

.

Marvin Miller sufficiently sadistic
somewhat sheUshocked henchman. George Chandler and Charles
Cane are realistic in supporting
roles, while Wallace Ford makes a

as his

"Brotherhood ot Slan," anicolor cartoon short discussing the equality of mankind
from a scientific basis, is a suc-

mated

rely mainly on word-of-mouth and a long enough to- slow the action.
15-minute cut would speed up story
Autry rsgisters okay in the action
and help considerably. Film gathers
pace and is truly cinematic in the sequences and handles three vocals
second half, but the first part is dead- in his usual style, with the Cass
County trio backing up nicely.
ly slow and too explanatory without
Peggy
Stewart as the heart interest
explaining much. More, too, should
have been made of the romanSs be- is a looker but not given much to do.
tween the two young lovers. This part Sterling Holloway furnishes the
comic
in broad enough manangles
of
the story is unworthy of the taland "Fandango."
ner for easy absorption. Rest of the
Brian Donlevy does a chain-smok- ents of Derek Parr and Muriel Pavcast iis adequate.
H«rm;
ing captain of the training ship who low.
Homolka plays Heiss, the kindly
tries to-malce his students the pride
of the Russian "navy. Philip Reed old Frenchman, owner of^^an antique
- Wiiai CoHffitry
is a Russian prince and midshipman. shop at Sly Corner, apparently inter(SONGS)
Reed and Aumont are called upon to ested only in beautiful things and
PRC release of Jerry Thomas producstage a whip duel, only spot of action the violin playing of his daughter. tion. Stars Bddie
Dean; features Roscoe
in the footage, and not too exciting But now and again stolen jewels find Ates. Peggy Wynn,. Douglas Fowley, Diat that, over the favor of Miss De- their way to Sly Corner and Archie rected by Ray Taylor. Screenplay, Arthur
Carlo. Miss Arden is Miss DeCarlo's Fellowes, assistant in the shop.rdis- E. Orloff; .camera, Robert Cllne; songs.
Dean.
Blair, Pete Gates; editor. Hugh
wise-cracking mother, who lives a eovers that Heiss is an escaped pris- Winn. I^I.
KeVtewea.fn.N.^ Y.. Jn. US. '47.
fashionable life while her daughter oner from Devil's ..Island. Threaten- Runnlntf tftn^ 60 MtSS.
supports the family by dancing in- ing to reveal this to the daughter, Eddie Dean
.Eddie Dean
cognito in a waterfront cafe. Rich- Arcbie -systematically blackmails the
......,V,.i. Roscoe Aics
Martha Devery .........,._:..pcggy Wynn
ard Lane, ship's lieutenant; John old man, and climax comes when the Clark
Varney
Douglas Fowley
Qualen and others in the cast do young scoimdrel' decides he wants to
Caxton
I. Stanford Jolley
marry the girl. Heiss strangles the Josh Hucklnga....
their best with characters.
Lee Roberts
The Edward Kaufman production blackmailed and, with the help of a g"™,
;>
Forrest Mathewa
friendly crook, dumps the body, ?f
Bill Favrcett
Has been beautifully dressed,
»i
Marshall Thayer

become

.

Motherhood pf Man'

,•.

series,

.Guy Thomnjan
,,. Lucia

Corner"

"Wild Country" (PRC). Dull
oatuner in the Eddie Dean

.Helen Carew
.Wyrley Birch
...Johnny Stearns

,

Cartucci
Mrs, I.,ukash
Dr. Rainsford

Sly

a tough, quick-thinking
the start
ex-skyjumper»
Llzaheth Scott
stumbles occasionally as the nitery
singer, but on the whole gives a
performance.
sirenish
persuasive,
Morris Carnovsky is guavelv unscrupulous as the gang chief, and

fare.

Ben Laokljind

Annie,
Father Lambert.
Rev. Gardiner

At

London

, ,

, ,

Shop

(British-Lion). Picturization of
legit hit dubious b.o.
factor for American market,
"Trail to San Antone" (Songs)
(Rep).
Routine .Gene Autry

Harris
,,.i,..Bd BeRley
,
Crossman. . . . . ....... ..... ..Staillp CooIidKe
Cary
Lester Lonentan
. .

Thrill-

semi-documentary style.
Seheherazade"
of
"Soncs
(Songs; color) <U«1.) Cpstumer
with music of Rimsky-Korsakofl
for customer appeal.
"Bead Beckoning" (Col.). Satisfying whodunit with Humphrey
Bogart, Lizabeth Scott; good: box-

Jane Wyatt
Lee J. Cobb
Cara ^VilUamK
Arthur ICennedy

Hobinson

Irene Nelson,

(20th).

,Jng fact-fiction melodrama with
high boxofflce content. Told in

ftn»

AnBeles,

mmm

'@

Hollywood, Jto. 25.
5Wth-Fox «k»ae ot Louta de Bochemont

.

than they did with iheir nebulous
parts, and two character gems come,
as usual, from Kathleen Harrison and
Irene Handl,
Direction is competent and production has a nice quality. Frederick
Grinke was responsible for, the violin
playing of the Mendelssohn Concerto

and Schubert's Ave Maria.
Picture should play to profitable
business here, and may fit into dual
spots in

America where Homolka's

name may draw.

Tra^l to

Cane.

San Antone

(SONGS)

.

Republic release ot Armand Schaefer proStars Gene Autry; features Peggy
Stewart. Sterling Holloway. William Henry.
Directed~by John English; original screenNatteford.
duction.

pltiy.

Jack

Lucl

Ford;

songs.

Deuce Spriggens, Sid Robin, Joe Burke.
Marty Symes. Spade Cooley. Cindy Walker.
Autry! camera, William Bradford: editor.
Charles Craft. Tradeshown in N. Y.. Jan.
24.

'*'!.

Running

time. 67

Gene Autry.,
Kit Barlow
Droopy Stearns

M1N8.

Gene Autry
Peggy Stewart
Sterling Holloway
.William Henry

Blek Malloy..
Ted Malloy
.........John Duncan
Cal Young.
i.. ..... .Tristram Coffin
The "Commodore"..
Dorothy Vaugban
.Sheriff Jones...
.....Edward KeaHe
S«m-...
Ralph Peters
"
Tjiemselves.
,

.Cass CouatSr

and Champion

er's
salary,
since the latter is
neither an officer nor director). Ot
this, $1,965,625 Was paid to officers
and $41,100 to directors who were
not officers. For the first time, Mayer
this year was given the title of "managing director of production." Fact
that he's neither a director nor officer reportedly excluded him from
any cut in pay that might result if
Metro ever takes a loss.
Metro also laid out $206,649 for
legal services for the year. Of this,
$55,345 wait to Alvord & Alvord,

"they must've taken the short cut,"
'Wild CoHntry*' deals with Dean, a
U.S. marshal, and his pal Soapy
(Roscoe Ates),. who track iiown
Stan Jolley, an escaped. convict who Washington; $26,503 to George W.
kills the sheriff responsible
for his Cohen, Los Angeles; $20,800 to Oscar
time in stir. Conniving with the lo- Cummins,
L. A.; $58,860 to Davis,
cal tavernkeeper (Douglas Fowley),
Polk, Warden, Sunderland & Kiend),
Jolley conspires to knoek off Peggy
Wynn, daughter of the late sheriff, N. Y,, and $45,140 to Loeb & Loeb,
and take over her ranch, but Dean L. A. In addition, the company paid
foils the thugs,
of course. Trite Central Casting in Hollywood $46,757
story IS not improved by three so- for extras' service; $46,280 for certiso tunes.
fied public accountants, and $55,000
Acting of Peggy Wynn is ama- to Serge Semeiienho, Boston, lor
tciirish. Dean and Ates are
adequate services in coiihection with financwhile Fowley and Jolley rerister. ing."
Production values are in keeping
^
Several of the top execs received
with the low budget.
substantial pay hikes for the year,
with Thau leading this category with
I Live
I Ploase
an increase of $24,892 over 1945.
(ITALIAN-MADE)
Vogel's salary was upped' $12,142,
Superfllm release of g. A. Grande Film and Moskowitz,
who- became treasproduction. Stars Ferruccio TagliavIni:
feaJaohlno, Carlo Campanlni. urer upon the death of David BernmTvP','.™"^
Margherlta
Seglln. Carlo MlcheluBsi.
stein Nov, 10, 1945, received a hike
oC
reeled by Carl« Bugianl. Story. Mario
Mat- of $8,500. Marvin Scheinck, veepee
toll; camera, Bodoito Lombardl.
At Cinema
\erdi, N. Y. Rurtning time,
and eastern talent director, received
g? MINS™
a raise of $4y285, giving him a total
.
salary of $82,285.
(fit rtolian; EnglUn Tittesy
Proxy statement also disclosed that
Except for houses cateting to
'
Nick
Schenck had exercised his
Italian-language patrons', this pic is
up
stock
picking
no b.o. factor in the U. S. Music
purchase option by
lovers may derive some satisfaction 15,000 shares on Dec. 27 and 31 for
from the highly-touted operatic tenor $600,000, In addition, under the 3-1
of Ferruccio Tagliavini, but that's the stock split,
he received two addition-*^°
sole commendable aspect of this film. al
shares for each share purchased.
Hackneyed story is framed within On
the dates of the purchases, the
a primitive production that's marked
closing market prices of the share*
by poor thesping, mediocre

As

.

,

San Antone" is standard fare for
the oatuner circuit. Made from the
pat formula of Gene Autry vehicles,
pic canters along a simple story line

ment elements not otherwise found operator who has some mysterious with a full quota of cow-crooning
In the fluffy, ineptly directed and hold on the girl as well aS some and a moderate amount of khuckleplayed story. Production dress has vague part in the .friend's disappear- seraping and hoofbeating. Photogcamera
plenty of sight appeal by virtue of ance. Bogart's interference brings raphy is marked by some exceptional
Schenek bought were 33% and 34>/6i
magniflcent «olor lensing by Hal about another death, several beat- scenic shots but production dress in and ju^ passable, sound recordBng.
respectively.'
Mohr and William V. Skall. Score ings to himself from the club-own- general is at the usual level for low- English titles are adequate.
Tagliavini plays an operaticallyOnly point of business on the
contains 10 Rimsky-Korsakofl tunes, er'* gang, and a love-affair between budgeters.
inclined
peasant
who's
made thfe vic- agenda for the forthcoming meeting
ably adapted to the Screen by Mik- singer and paratrooper, before the
In this one, Autry plays a -horse tim of a practical
joke
by
his
brother
los Ro«a. Three, with lyrics by Jack several mysteries aire unveiled and breeder who's concerned
with the re- an^ gets packed off to Rome, where is the ©lection of 10 directors, with
Brooks, get the benefit o£ Charl^ the stories jelled. Gunplay and habUitation of a crippled
jockey. he thinks an opera contract is await- all incumbents renominated. These
KuUman's fine tenor voice.
chase figure in the proceedings to Pio's villain is a wild
stallion that ing him. He discovers the hoax but include Friedman, Eugene W. Leake,
Basis for- display of composer's heighten the interest. Script uses a breaks into the stables and
Moskowitz, William A. Parker, Rodgleads
music is his suptiosed escapades dur- flashback method for part of the astray the mare entry in the big makes good regardless. Rich and famous, he returns to his native village ers, Rubin, Nick Schenck, Vogel.
ing a week in Spanish Morocco. telling, to add v.'-iety.
race. Introducing a postwar note into
and marries his erstwhile music David Warfleld and Henry BQg;ers
Bogart absorbs one's interest from westeMiers,
Stoiy has a comicropera flavori and
Autry
conductis
his teacher,
Herm.
Winthrop,
'

i

'

"

',
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KNOCKDOWN CENSO
I|

to

l|i

Edubi

Partkipatiiig

WB's Faith

TRILEFilll
New York

state censorship kettle
kept bubbling this week as a crossfire, of developments
on a triple

Produce 777'

Ak

front continued fomenting a knock-

Dociimeitary

Critics
London, Jan,

WE Under Wraps Over
New Nameless Wbdunif

down fight. Attorneys for Howard
Hollywood, Jan. 28.
Hollywood, Jan. 28.
Paralysis, belying early indiHughes filed application to dismiss
Otto Lang draws the producer defenses raised by municipal authorthat a paucity of exhibs
Hush-hush prevails at Warners
•would take an active part In the 1947 chore on a factual story, tentatively ities in the suit to restrain them where Alex Gottlieb is cooking up
campaign. Week started last Friday titled "CaU Northside 777." to be from interfering with city exhibi- a mystery film in a mysterious way,
(24) and winds Up tomorrow (T3iurs- filmed by 20th-Fox with the same tion of "The Outlaw" and, and simul- with no publicity until the filming is
,'>''
true-story technique that was emday)^ •
taneously, expressed determination complete.
Understood the nameless yarn is
Although the number of theatres ployed in "13 Rue Madeleine" and to push the trial of United Artists'
"House on 92nd Street."
is far below the record 18,200 that
action to compel Harry Brandt" to semi-documentaiy, along the lines
Most
of
the
picture,
dealing
with
year,
collections
last
audience
took
play " the film in three Broadway of "13 Rue Madeleine" and "The
House on 92nd Street."
lesults wired into New York head- the killing of a policeman, will be houses.
quarters so far reveal the film di- shot in Chicago.
Meanwhile, 'repercussions of the
vision may contribute a large share
"Outlaw" battle were heard in Alto the record $24,000,000 goal set for
bill was introduced
:

.

tile

cations

against $1,096 in 1946.
One of the prime motives in the
all-out cooperation being giv^n the
drive this year is the prizes announced for leading exhibs in the
campaign. Emil C. Jensen, director
of the film division, has announced
three separate contests, with prizes
going to exhibs on the basis of dimes
.collected for each seat in the theatre; percentage of increase for total
collections over last year, and percentage of increase according to the
size of the theatres. Prizes, contributed gratis by manufacturers, in-

&it May'llpti

bany, where a
to extend the power of the State
Education Dept.'s motion picture
division to revoke a pic's license

%i(feBi

when nevfrspaper or magazine .ads
are adjudged obscene, sacrilegious,
tending to corrupt morals or incite
to crime. Tliat move, recommended

1

Charles Einf eld, currently in New
York, disclosed last week that Enterprise, in which he is partnered
with David Loew, may step up its
production to eight films or more
next year. Indie unit is slated to
make six this year, its first. Einfeld
pointed out. that the Enterprise lot
could easily handle 10 to 12 pictures,
and even 16 films, in the $1,000,000
classi although there is po intention
of tviming to plx in that budget

category.
Einfeld has been talking to sales
execs in New York, seeking a genclude items ranging from a camp eral salesmanager for Enterprise.
Carl Leserman, who was originally
trailer to a television set.
Basil O'Connor, prexy of the Na- spoken of for the post, has bowed
tional Foundation, meanwhile de- out. Bob Taplinger, v.p. in charge
cried the fact; that only about half of advertislpg-publlclty, is also in
the nation's theatre.s had decided to New York, huddling with flack toptake audience collections this year, pers at- United Artists and Metro,
claiming the adverse decision of the which will handle unit's product in
d'Con- domestic and foreign fields, respecrecalcitrants was "tragic."
nor said most indie exhibs -had tively.
Einfeld intends, to leave New York
agreed to plate-passing, but that the
large chains had banned it.
Con for the coast Friday (31).
tention by circuit owners that the
public resented audience collections
•'Obviously could not apply to collections for infantile pariilysis," he said,
"since those coUeetions' have increased each year over the last
five years."
Paramount home .ofiSce flacks'

by

FORMER AIDES DIVIDE

WILKIEDPKAfPAR

were in something of a stew

Mpk

last
in the wake of a general reshuffling of duties among the ad-pub
staffers. Chief gripe privately aired

week

Foley

On Mo¥eo¥ers Hikes

was the

fill the spot left
resignation of Al
Wilkie, former publicity head, and
Chafices lor Indies the spread of his chores to other
Minneapolis; Jan. 28.
Par flacks following a general office
Independent
neighborhood and huddle.
suburban houses in Twin Cities get
In the course of the shakeup, C. N.
their biggest break in years as reOdell was named to head a newly
sult of new Metro policy not to percreated press department, and Gormit the Minnesota Amus. Co. (Par- don Swarthout, director of special
amount circuit) to move over any events, was tagged coordinator of
of its loop, first-run pictures from Par's
publicity
and exploitation
their original stands. At jsame time, activities. Swarthout will direct a
««mpatty probably cuts itself ofl service dept. which will handle all
irom considerable revenue and research work and conduct the
makes booking problem for Minne- physical operation of both publicity
sota Amus, Co., which likely also and exploitation.
will be- affected adversely i^ ffiaanOdell, it's understood, was concial-wsiy.
sidered for Wilkie's spot but the
As far as M-G pictures are now deal fell through. He's been with
-concerned, it meahs that their down- Par since 1931 and has been In
,town flrstrruns will be limited to charge of newspaper contacts. Pubmany fewer weeks, sending the films licity duties henceforth are to be
to the neighborhood houses with split among Odell, Aileeh Brenon,
much of their initial first-run public who heads the mag section, and
demand probably still Unsjilssfled the radio dept. under the direction
and a better play likely for the in- of Burt Champion in the east and
dependent uptowners.
Martin Lewis on the Coast.
One example pointed out is curNew photo dept. has been set up
tent "TiU Clouds Boll By," Radio to be managed by Rex Taylor, forCity attraction. Despite its terrific merly eastern pictorial coordinator.
business it can only be played two His assistant will be Ed Sullivan
weeks at that house because of nu- who, incid^tal^, is not to be conmerous other" commitments. That fused wtth the 20th-I'oX p.a. bf the
limits its loop nut to a fortnight same name. VOthier flacks continue
whei-eas, previously,
probably in their posts without Change^
it
Would have remained an additional
three or four weeks at moveover
s
lU; Seattle
theatres at same admission prices as
Regular nnid-winter meeting of the
extension of flrst-nm.
general exec board of the International Alliance of i^heatarical Stage
'MiiXmi^
HEIICO
TO
Employees convened Monday (27) in
Hollywood, Jan. 28.
Seattle for a two- week session.
American Eagle will shoot its first
Union' execs, headed by Richard F,
picture, "Martha," in Mexico City, Walsh, prez; William P. Raoul, genstarting March 2e,>lth a budget of eral secretary-treasurer, and Thomas
.$1,000,000.
J. Shea, assistant prez, left New
Tunefilm will Cottar Jaa Kiepura York last week to direct the meetand Marta Eggerth.
ings. ', ;

vacant

It

Janney Book
TOi^pugh a islight misunderstand
author Russell Janney, who was
to have received $100,000 for screen
rights to his "Miracle of the Bells,'
will receive even more for the book
than originally announced.
;

ing,

tossed

out

New York

,

.

COLSUTESn
FOR START

FILMS

—

60 DAYS

"The Yes Woman," what more than another million.
Colorado," "Blondie
Under anofher unique provision of
Sees Stars," "No Sad Songs for the deal, the initial $125,000 payment
Me," "Swing the Western Way," "I IS to consist of a "rental," to be paid
Found a Dreani," "The Prince of to Janney over a three-year period,
Thieves," "Bulldog Drummond"and for the use of his book. Deal does
li Charles iStarret westei:!!, StUl un'
not constitute ah outright purchase,
titled. The serial is "The Vigilante," but a lease of the film rights to
a Katzman prx>duction.
"JMiracle" for 20 years.
ning's

"The

Estate,"

Man from

,

..

Briefs

From

WB

The

exec spoke be-

.

Pointing out that WB's stock pur-chases in the ABC have always
been approved by the British government, Warner declared that
"credit should be given, rather than
discredit, for what Warner Bros,
have done, not only In aiding this
great ABC theatre circuit with its
productions, but also in supplying
i); and other -exhibitors In the United
Kingdom with product as Well."

Warner disclosed that ABC plans
include production of six pictures
at its Elstree studios, now under reconstruction.
Although
produced
under banner of ABC, Warner stated
that WB personnel will be in Charge
with the Hollywood studio supply-

i

•

ing leading stars, directors and pro-lducers. ein the UK, Warner, said,
these six pictures will constitute a
part of Warners* regular program
and will not be tagged on as aft
addition to WB's
release schedule. ABC's share in the world receipts of these films will be payable
in dollars to the corporation in

UK

London.

Warner leaves for the U. S. on the
Queen Elizabeth tomorrow (29).
Warner's Medal of Merit (
Washington, Jan. 28.
Award of the Medal of Merit to
Jack L. Warner, vicepresident in
charge of production at Warners, has
been made by the War Dept. In
recognition

of

his

services

from

September, 1939, to September, 1945.
Recruiting film writers and technialso

the

Exec Meet

Brltaiii."

fore an assemblage of top-ranking
film personages, including Sir Stafford Cripps, president of the Board
of Trade, high government officials,
editors and film critics at the luncheon given in his honor by diree-»
tors of the ABC.

ciahs for the

failure to

toy

-

lA

Board of Regents when

Kgger Deal for,,:

the revocation plea of
City License Commissioner Benjamin Fielding, is certain to kick up dust with civil liberties units already opposed to any exUnder the original deal, consum"tension of censorship powers.
mated via mail between Janney and
Fielding sounded oS during the Jesse L. Lasky (who'll produce the
week against "unwarranted agita- film for RKO release), Janney was
tion" to limit his powers, claiming to get $100,000 plus a percentage.
that in the past year the theatrical Janney, however, ttiought the per-:
industry and Ijls department enjoyed centage was to have been a cut of
the gross after deduction of specific
(Continued on page 20)
charges, whereas Lasky believed it
was to have been a percentage of the
net profits. Duo finally compromised
on a deal upping the down payment
to Janney to $125,000 and retaining
the same percentage basis but on
IN
the net.
^
Hollywood, Jan. 28.
Janney Is to receive S% of the net
Total of 11 features, five shorts
and one cliffhanger are slated to profit up to $4i00b,000 after charges,
roll at Columbia in the next two and 10% of all over $4,000,000. Since
montiis, starting this week with the the filni is budgeted at $2,000,000, it's
Siam Katzmau musical, "Broadway believed the initial distribution, exploitation, print charges, etc., will
Baby."
Others lined up are "Major Den- probably bring the budget up some-

'

Metre's

tiie

28.

Striking back at English film industry spokesmen who have been
urging the "de-Americanization" of
the Warner Bros, controlled Associated British Picture Corp., Jack
L. Warner asserted in a luncheon
speech today (28) that his company
acquired its interest in ABC In 1940
"when many others had the same
opportunity to come to the aid pt
ABC but did not share with US the
faith we had in the future of Great

,

Many exhibs have
the campaign.
reported their fli^t djay's collections
exceeded the entire Peek's drive in
diie flSd-seater collected $211
1946;
the first day, as against an opening
day last year of only $11.85, and a
deluxe house in another part of the
country raked in $1,859 this yea4^ aS

Shomi 'm ABC

Buy^ Sez Jack

NSM8TEII!

•'March of Dimes" drive of thet
motion picture division is rolling
along in the middle of the campaign Laig to
week with between '7,O(l|O'8,0OO th6a»
tres taking audience Collections for
the National Foundation for Infan-

in Britain

armed

supervised

forces,

producer

the production of

hundreds of training films at the

the Lots

Warner

studio.

Following Warner's retunt from
Europe, presentation of the award
will be made by Gen. Henry H.
inked Judith Anderson for Ripley to direct the Maria MontezArnold.
Pierre
Aumont co-starrer,
a top character role In the John Jean
Wayne-Laralne Day starrer, "Ty- "Atlantis." Filming starts Feb. 10
coon." . . . L. P. WlUlams, art di- with Roman Pines as associate prorector, in from London to confer on ducer and Walter Mayo as producJumping the
manager.
a cooperative plan between RKO tion
Paul Malvern draws production
and the J. Arthur Rank outfit on

'RKO

Gun On

Reviews^S^^

Tower" reins on "The Adventures

of Black
Bart," a tale of early California outin Europe
. . George Sanders goes
to England in spring to huddle with lawry, to be filmed in July by UniArnold Pressburger on the filming versal-International.
Charles Schlaifer, SOth-Fox pubCharles
Bickford
will
be
the third
of W. Somerset Maugham's "Then
ad chief, and David Lipton, Univerand Now" In London, Florence and male star, with Burt Lancaster and sal publicity exec.
Were delegated
Rome . . William Elliott draws the Hume Cron^, in the Ma;rk HeRinger by the Motion Picture Assn.'s eastproduction,
"^BrUte
Force,"
Uni
at
star
spot in "The Old Spanish
ern Public Information Committee
Trail," to be produced and directed versal-Intemational. Film, Slated for
last week to take up with the Coast
an
early
February
start,
Hel
is
by Joe Kane at Republic ; . . Ed
PIC the problem of publications
Gargan inked for a comic role in linger's third for U-I.
jumping the gun on release dates for
Euterprfse bought a four -seater
"Broadway Baby," to be produced
re\riews. Subject came up as a i*-^
plane for location scouting, transby Sam Katzman at Columbia.
suit of a tradepaper review on a
Sam Baerwitz, former "producer of portation of cast and crew members United Artists pietuie, which had
"Our Gang" comedies, was signed to and photography flights, with the
pub-ad topper Paul Lazarus,
make a series of "GaS House Kids" filming of snow scenes in Northern Jr., considerably disturbed.
features for PRC, starting In March Calitoriria for "The Other Love" as
Schlaifer and Lipton, who were to
its first chore .
. Howard Hughes
at the Sutherland studio.
leave
New York for the Coast the
First group will be filmed from moved his California Pictures out
of the old Fox studio on Western following day, were instructed to
scripts originated by Baerwitz.
Jay Dratley will write the screen- avenue and moved to quarters on huddle with the organization of stupub-ad
heads on finding a soludio
play for "The Pitfall," his own the Goldwyn lot for the shooting
James Sample, tion to pre-release of reviews when
.
novel, for' film production by Sam of "Vendetta."
.
Ar- symphony director, will be technical it is necessary to show a picture to
Bischoff and Dick Powell
other
publicatidns
because of thehr
thur Dreifuss, who wrote the story, advisor on concert sequences for
was mked as director on ^Broadway "Time Out of Mind" at Universal- early closing date, Lazarus" squawk
Baby," a Sam Katmau production International, teaching Robert Hut- was that the picture in question was
not
finalwhen reviewed
its
form
in
ton
how to swing a baton . . . Louis
at Columbia; with Jeaii Porter and
John Shelton in the top roles . . . King and Matt Rogers to Cedar by the tradepaper involved (not
Ralph Staub's short, "Famous Holly- City, Utah, to scout locations for the VABlETy or DAItY Varieiy)

the filming of "The White
.

.

UA

.

.

.

.

.

,

will be released by 20th-Pox picture, "Green Grass of
Columbia on May 11, Mothers' Day Wyoming."
Pine-Thomas shipped the entire
Columbia sent "Hold That Lion"
before the lenses with the Three cast and crew of "Albuquerque" to
Stooges starring and Jules White Newhall, an.hour's ride from Hollywood, to get an early daily start on
producing.
*
Seymour Nebenzal inked ilurthui: location shooting

wood Mothers,"
.

.

.

Schlaifer was also elected to the
chairmanship of the eastern PIC for
a six-month term.
Post rotates
among pub-ad bosses. Lazarus had
It during the preceding halt-year.

Glendon Allvine,

MPA flack, was le-

tiamed exec secretary.

MUa^m
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Montreal, Jan, 28,
All newcomers this week with
"Blue Skies" closing out after four
"Notorious" loote
Loew's.
weeks at

4;mseailiin4/Guy$3I,i0in5;

like the big one.
Estimates for This

Estimated Total Grnss
.....$813,500
This Week
(Bosed on 18 theatres)
Last Year
....... ,$649,000
(Boscd on 17 fheofes)

.

'Heart'OT

.

....
m

"Duel"

is

current

its

than last week in two situations* shooting ior an immense $39,t
000. Fifth weelr of "Yearling" in one
house points to a good $11,000.
fr.-'ne

Estimated Mai
This Week
(Based on 22

Gron
...$3,648,000
cities,

tre$, chiefly first' tuns,

W. y.)

«

Total Gross

"The Time, the Place

and
and the

Girl." Also hep are Loew's
State's *'Strange Woman" and IIKO

Albee's "It's a Wonderful Life."
Estimates (or This Week

Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)—"It's
;st. Ltjuis, Jan. 28.
(RKO) and
Wonderful Life"
"Gentleman Joe Palooka" (RKO).
A break in the frigid weather saw
Very nice $18,000.
week, an upswing of biz at the 'big cinemas
Last
"Temptation" (IP) and "They Were and "The Secret Heart," running solo,
a

Sisters" (U), neat $17,000.

is

out in front for

206 theoincluding

'

La«t Tear
(Baaei on 20

tllfe

best gross.

'

'

M

,

up

Philadelphia, Jan. 28.
"Till the Clouds Roll By," going
into its second- sesh, is leading the
b.o. derby in Philiy. Biz, in general,
okay. New nix on tap are "The
Show-off," "Man I Love." "Temptation," and "Beast v/ith Five Fingers,"
all playing to satisfactory houses.
Estimates for This Week
AMiite
(WB) (1,303! 50-94)-^
"Temptation" (U). Pine $18,500. Last
week, "Wiclced Lady" (U), lukewarm $10,000 for holdover.
Arcadia (Sablosky) (700; 50-94)—
"Time, Place, Girl" (WB) (2d run).
Good $6,500. Last week, "Cross My
Heart" (Par), fair $5,200 for second
run.

Ca.rlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-65) "13 Rue Madeleine," teamed with
—"King's Row" (WB) and "Wild'Bill "Diek Tracy vs. Cue Ball" also hefty.
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 50-94)— "Man 1
Estimates for This Week
Hickok Rides" (WB) (reissues) {2nd
Week
Loew's (Loew). (3,172; 50-75)— Love" (WB). Looks like trim $25,wk). Good $5,000. First week rang
"The Secret Heart" (M-G). Sock 500. Last week, "Magnificent Doll"
Belmont (FWC) (1,532; 5Q-$U— up heavy |7,00O.
(U), so-so $18,500 for nine-day stand,

(C«^) , jind
Fay's (Fay) (1,400; 44-65)— "Sim
CGol)
Valley Serenade". (20th) (reissue)
Last week,
and vaude on stage. Fairly steady
Last week, "The Bowery''
$7,000.
Beverlr. (FWC). (1,352; $141.80)-- {20th) and vaude. Good $6,000.
"Best Years Otir Lives" (BKO) (Sth
Majestic
44-65)—
(Fay)
(2,200;
wk ).• Steady -^I^OOO. Last week, "The
Time, the Place, and the- Girl'
solid $14,500.
Beverly Hills Music Hall (Blumen- (WB). Shigle bill packing them in
Last week,
feld-G&S) («24; 65-$l)—"The Chase" for zowie l$17,000.
Last week, "Razor's Edge" (20th) {3d wk), very
fUA).
Nifty $6,000.
"Strange Woman" (UA) (Sth wk), nice $10,000.
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 65closed with $2,500.
85)— "Genius At Work" (.RKO) and
BMito
(FWC) (1,300; 50-$l>
"Razor's Edge" (20th) (m.o.). Good Bob Eberly on stage for three-day
Neat .$6,500. Last
Subsequent tun house in weekend rmi.
$6,000.
•Westwood Village b^re rooveover week. "Invisible Informer" (Rep)
and Lionel' Hampton and orch on
date.

S

,

Estimates for This

."Return Monte Gristo"

28.

Estlmiittes (or This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 50-$1.10)—
"Boston Blaekie Law" (Col) plus
Kathryn Grayson, Johnnie Johnston,
others on stage. Excellent $32,000
big for non-band show. Last week
"Betty Co-Ed" (Col) plus Andrews
Sisters, Bob Evans, others; $36,000.
Esquire
(M-P) (1,000; $1.80)—
"Best Years Lives" (RKO). Holding

$2,709,000
cities, 3.67 thenires)

Wanns

Boston, Jan.

.

Same Week

'

$28,000 in two locations.
Sixth and final of "Blue Skies." also
Providence, Jan. 28.
ttt two houses, is nearing $23,000.
With a change of fare all arouno
"Return of Monte Cristo" is rolling after long holdover stands, the pace
lip an ol^ay $17,500 in its second and- is on the peppy side. Drawing big
"Razor's
biz are Strand's "The Jolson Story"
final canter. Moveover of
Majestic's

...

Fine week all around here with biz
9n a sweet level due to sock product
in most stalls
"Wonderful Life" at
the Memorial an* "Shocking Mi«
Pilgrim" at the Met are on a neckand-neck basis with "Secret Heart
second week at the Orpheum house's,
still in the running.
'Veil Dlgge?^
Daughter" sock at the Exeter
"Ghas^' |tiU big at Majestic
RKO^ Boston fine with stage combo,

.

35-63)—
Princess
(2,300;
(CT)
"Lady Luck" (RKO) and "Criminal
Court" (RKO). Okay $8,000. Last
week, "The Verdict" (WB) and
"Betty Co-Ed" ( WB ), good $8,400.

."sighting

stronger

$4,800,

'

session.

smart $55,000, while "Time, Place,
feirl" in its second stanza is heading
lor a neat $47,000 at three spots. Fifth
and filial frame of "Wonderful Life"

erl-<'.

Okay.

(20th).

Last week, "Devil's Mask" (Col) and
"Crime Doctor's Man Hunt" (Col),
okay $4,800.
Loew's (CT) (2,800; 35-67)—"Notorious" (RKO). Socko $18,500. Last
week, "Blue Skies" (Par), good $13,500 for fourth week.
Palace (CT) {2,36o: 35-63)-^"No
Leave, No Love" (M-G). Good $13,000. Last week, "Cloak and Dagger"
(WB), okay $12,500 for repeat

for the week. Holdovers ai-e generSecond frame of "Till
ally good.
Clouds," at three houses, looks a

to two subsequent rims looks
Among holdover
$11,500.
roadshows, inauguration of downtown Palace for day-date showcasmg
of "Best Years," is proving s^ko,
with first week of pic in .spot ffishtins a great $32,000. Film adds aHpther^
$l4.000 fox' its fifth frame at the Bev-

Murder"

Sweet Music;

to

.„.

30-50)—
"Black Beauty" (20th) and "Wanted

for

five situations.
Roadshow of "Stairway to Haven"
is not so bright with a $6,500 outlook

Edge"
fan okay

Hnb

Week

800 for se<;ond stanza.
(CT) (1,850;
.imperial

cials. "Chase" is also forte at $41,000
or near in the four small Music Halls.
"Swell Guy" drew a fair $37,000 in

is

Wickets Whir! in

(CT) , (2,700: ^SS.Mt
Capitol
"Three Little Girls in Blue" (20tti).
Last week, "Two
Fairish $12,500.
Years Before Mast" {Par)^ nice $12,-

Los Angeles, Jan, 28.
Potent takeoff of "13 Hue Madeleine" in four houses is featuring
tlie flrstnms this week. Film looks
like a smasheroo $96,000 or near on
its initial frame, beating anything in
other situations except holiday spe-

"

.

.

$27,500. Last week, "Till the Clouds
Roll By" (M-G) (3d wk), $23,000.-

to

satisfactory

on

$12,000

'

fifth

week; last week about same.
Exeter
(Indie)
(1,000;
40-74)—
'Well Digger's Daughter" (Indie).
Second week on Same level as first
'
near $12,000.
Fenwsy (M-P) (1.373; 40-80)—
"Time,
Place,
Girl"
(WB) and'
"Trap" (Mono): Second week okay
$7,000 after fine $11,000,
(Indie)

Majestic

first.

40-80)--

(1,200;

"Chase" (UA) and "Romance West"
(PRC). 'Second Week holding up
With good $8,000 after $10,000. first.
Memorial (RKO) (2.900; 40-80)—
"Wonderful Life" (RKO) and "Lone
Wolf" (Col), Plenty of interest here
with $30,000 on first week and h.o.
coming up. Last week, "Magnificent
Doll" (UA) and '.'Little Miss Big"
(U). Five days second weefe $17,000.
Metropolitan (M-P) (4.367; 40-80)
—"Shocking Miss Pilgrim" (20th)
and "Striange Journey" (20th), Well
ballyhooed and opened to a .strong
$30,000;
could hold.
Last week,
"Perfect Marriage" (Par) and "Fabulous Suzanne" (RKO), $26,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 40-80)—
"Secret Heart't (M-O). Second week

Earle (WB) (2,760; 60-69)—"That
Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 50-75)— Brennan Girl" (Rep) With Stage show
Roll By" <M-G). includmg Katherine -Dunham Dancers
Last week, "Daniel and Jay Jostyn, fair $21,000, Last
$9,000.
Boone" (FC) and "Wind Jammer" week, "Fabulous Suaaime" (Rep) and still lively at $28,000 after fine $32,first.
<FC) (reissues), $11,000.
Earl Carroll's "Vanities" on stage, 000,
Paramount (M-P) (1.700; 40-80)—
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75) a shade better with $22,000.
"Time, Place, Girl" (WB) and "Trap"
—"Suspicion" (RKO) and "Love
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-94)—"Razor's (Mono). Second week off a little To
Affair" (RKO) (reissues), $15,000.
Edge" (20th) (Sth wk). Pine $16,500 $14,000 after good $17,500, firijt. '
Last week. "Humoresque"
(WB) for finale. Last week, bright $23,000.
State
(Loew)
40-80)—
(3,200;
(h.o.), $12,000.
Goldman (CrOldman) (1,300; 50-94) "Secret Heart" (M-G). Second week
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)— "13
Rue Madeleine" (20th) and "Dick —"Secret Heart" (M-G) (3d wk). excellent $15,000 after big $17,000,
Tracy vs. Cue Ball" (RKO), $21,000. Sweet $21,000. Last week, good $24,- first.
Translux (Translux) (900; 30-74)—
Last week, "Dark Command" CRep) 5oo;
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-94)— "Lady Chaser" (PRC) and "Dark
and- "Man- of Conquest'' {Rep) (reOkay
"Show-ofl."' (M-G). Heading for neat Command" (Rep) (reissue).
issues), $19,000.,
Last week, "Where Are
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)— $18,000 for first-run.
Last week, $5,100.
tJsirtlwy Clriile (FWC) (1.518; $1- stage, snappy $9,000.
Children"
(Indie) and "Are These
"Shocking Miss Pilgrim" (20th) and "Rage in Heaven" (M-G) (reissue),
$1.80)—"Yearling" (M-G) (5th wk).
(3,200;' 44-65)—
State
(Loew)
Parents" (Indie), $4,000.
Bettering $11,000. Last week, nice "Strange Woman" (UA) and "Sing- "Dangerous Millions" (20th). $18,000. okay $6,500 for fifth sesh.
Last
week
$22,000.
$13,400.
Keith's (Goldman) (1,500; 50-94)—
ing in the Corn." Opened Tuesday
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-60)— "Undercurrent"
Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2.048; so- (28).
(M-G) (2d run).
Last week, "Secret Heart"
il)—"13 Rue Madeleine" (20th). Big (M-G) and ^oston Blackie" (M-<S), "Humoresque" (WB). M.o. $7,000. Fair $7,000. Last week, "KiUers" (U), IcGurk'12lfi,
Last week, "Time, Place and the nice $8,000 for second run.
i22.000. Last week, "Razor's Edge" fairly good $17,000.
(20th) (4th wk-9 days), good $12,100.
^^^^^^
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65) Girl" (WB). M.o. $9,000.
Mastbaum
(WB)
(4,350; 50-94)—
1^^^^^^^^
Shady Oak (F&M) (676; $1.20Downtown (WB) (1.8Q0; 50-$l)— —"Jolson Story" Col), (jpened Mon"Till the Clouds Roll By" (M-G) (2d
"Time. Place, Girl" (WB) (2d wk) day (27), Last week, "Blue Skies" $2.40)-^"Henry V" (UA). H.o. Will
wk). Husky $44,000. Opener last
Jan. 28.
Seattle,
grab
another
$23,Last
week,
good
$12,000 after first Week.
Neat $17,000.
(Par) {4th wk), plushy $12,000 after
week sensational $53,500.
The town is still going for "Jolson
800.
third sesb hit grand $16,000.
Pix (Cummins) (500; $1.95-$2.60)— Story" at Liberty, currently in "fifth
Downtown Music Hall (Blumen"Benry V" (UA) (5th wk). Snapping glorious week," as the advertisefeld) (872; 55-$l)— "Chase" (UA).
ii'1rap'26|Gin3, back with morning shows for school ments state. At the Fifth Avenvie
Last week, "Strange
Hefty $22
Woman" (UA) (Sth wk), neat $8,700. show on stage. Near $18,000. Last
kids. Looks like good $11,500. Last "Strange Woman" is in second week
lEgyptlan (FWC) (1.538; 50-$l)-^ week, "Gas House Kids" (PRC) with
with indicatiqps fair. Ditto for
week, okay $11,000.
"Till Clouds Roll By" (M-G) (2d Roy Milton orch on stage, fair $17,Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-94)— "Blue "Shocking Miss Pilgrim" at ParaItenver, Jan. 28.
wk). Sturdy $15,000. Last week, 700.'
mount "Bazoi?'s Edge" is holding
"Strange Woman" with "Trap" is Skies" (Par) (9th wk). Carrying at Blue Mouse for fifth okay stanza,
Orpheum (D'town-WC) (2.210; 50stout $19,500.
longevity record with fine $16,500.
.EI Key (FWC) (861; 50-$l)—"Re- $1)—"Return Monte Cristo" (Col) copping high money showing at the
"Brief Encountfer" is doing second
La.st week, good $17,000.
turn Monte Cristo" (Col) and "Crime and -"Grime Doctor's Man Hunt" Denver, Esquire and Webber. "Song
week at Music Box and so is "Dark
Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-94)— "Beast Mirror"
Doctor's Man-Hunt" (Col) (2d wk). (Col) (2d wk). Near $10,000. Last of the South" plus "Falcon's Advenat Orpheum. None is at too
ture" is breaking a second-week rec- with Five Fingers" (WB). Chiller set terrific a pace, but holding steady,
Okay $4,000. Last week, good $S,400. week, sturdy ^,300.
for
husky
$17,500. Last week, '^NocFairfax (FWC) (1,504; $1.20-$1.80)
Palace (D'towA-WC) (1,237; $1- ord at the Orpheum. "Blue Skies"
Estimatesi f or This Week
turne"
(BKO.)
finished
holds
for
fifth
mild
a
with
—"Duel in Sun" (SI^O) {3d wk). Big $1.80)—"Best Years" (RKO) (roadweek at the Denham.
Blue Mouse (H-E) (800: 45-80)—
$10,000 for eight days of fourth week.
Last week, surprising $19,- show). Tremendous $32,000.
$22,000.
Last
Estimates for This Week
"Razor's Edge" (20th) (Sth wk).
700, way above original outlook.
week, downtown subsequent run.
Alladin
(Fox)
Paced at swell $5,400. Last week got
35-74)—
(1,400;
Four Star (UA-WC) (900: $1-$1.80)
Panlages (Pan) (2,812; 50-$l)
"Shocking Miss Pilgrim" t20th) and
dandy $6,100.
,
-r-"Stairway to Heaven" (U-I) (road"Wonderful Life" (RKO) (5th wk). "Dangerous Millions" (20th), after Frisco Business Spotty;
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 45-80)
show?;
Ofey 16,500. Last week, Closing
With $15,000 on final eight week at each Denver, Esquire, Web--"Strange
Woman" (UA) (2d wk).
'Stetuni Moijte Crfistd" (Col) and
days. Last week, smooth $18,000.
ber. Big $6,500. Last week, "Razor's
Expected good $9,700. Got swank
•«G!fime^3Doetor's S/toi Hunlf (Col)
'Madeleine' 33i€ Tops;
$14,900 last week,
Parwount (F&M) (3,398; 50-$l)— .Edge" (2Qth) (m.o.), fine '$6,000.
<6 days), $8,000.
Detatuiiu (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)—
50-85)—. "Blue Skies" (Par) (6th wk) and
Liberty (J&VH) (1,650; 45-80)—
Gotaom. -IFWC)
(750;
•Razor's Edge" (20th) (m.o.). Nice "Last Crooked Mile" (Rep) (3d wk). "Blue Skies" (Par) (Sth wk). Pine
life/
(4) 22G "Jolson Story" (Col) (Sth wk). Nice
pace. Indicative of fine $11,000. Last
|5,500. Neighborhood subsequent be- $14,000 on blowoff. Last week, good .$?,000. Last week, good $12,000.
San Francisco, Jan. 28,
Denver
(Fox)
35-74)—
(2,525;
$18,000.
lore moveover dat?;
week, superb $11,500,
Business
still
is
spotty, with cusParawouirt Hollywood (F&M) XI,- "Strange Woman" (UA) and "Trap"
<Ju«« (FWC) (968; 50-$l)— "Swell
MUBlo Box (H-E) (850; 45-80)—
tomers shopping for- pix, "MadeWeak $3,500. Last 451; 50.$1)—"Blue Skies" (Par) (6th (Mono), day-date with Esquire, Web- leine"
Guy"^ (U-I).
"Brief Encounter" (Br) and "Faltops town with $33,500.
week, "Wicked Lady" (U-I) (2d wk), Wk). Good $9,000 on close.
Last ber. Pine $17,000. Last week, "Shockcon's Adventure" (RKO) (2d wk).
ing Miss Pilgrim" (20th) and "DanEstimate! for This Week
week, smart $13,700.
no profit at $1,900.
The pair
fair $4,200.
Hawaii .(GStS-Blumenfeld) (956;
BKO HilJstreat (RKO) (2,890; SO- gerous Millions" (20th), same as Es- Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 60-95) Anticipated
got good $5,300 in opener.
50i$l).*- ."Chase" (UA).
"Wonderful Life"
Smooth SO)
(RKO) quire, Webber, fine $17,000.
—"Wonderful Life" (RKO) (4th Wk)
Music Hall m-E) (2,200; 45-80)7
Esquire
(Fox)
»7.000. Laist weefci "Strange Woman" (5th wk). Taking $13,000 on final
35-74)— plus vaude headet: by Joan Edwards "Mighty McGurk" (M-G) and "Dick
(742;
eight days. Last week, good $15,500. "Strange Woman" (UA) and "Trap" and Fred Sanborn.
(UA) (5th wk). closed with $2,400.
Healthy
Tracy
$22,000.
vs. Cueball" (RKO). Likely
Mollywooa (WB) (2,756; 50-$l)—
EStz (FWC) (1,370; 50-$l)— "Swell (Mono), day-date with Denver, Web- Last week,
an okay $24,500.
big $12,500. Last week, second of
"Time, Place. Girl" (WB) (2d wk). Guy" (U-I). Fair $8,000. Last week, ber. Good $4,500. Last week, "ShockFox (FWC) (4,651; 55-95)
"IS "Rage
in
Heaven" (M-G) and
Siffhtinig $16,000.
Last week, sturdy "Wicked Lady" (U-1) (2d wk), ing Miss Pilgrim" {20th) and "Dan Rue Madeleine" (20th). Okay
$3»,- "Blondie KiSows Best" (Col), Three
gerous Millions" (20th), same as 500. Last week,
>20.l0jD.
small $4,700.
"Shocking Miss Pil- days, olcay $3,300.
Bollywaolt Music Hall IBlumenStudio City (FWC) (880; 50-$l)— Denver, Webber, fine $5,000,
grim" (20th), colorless $21,500.
Orphenm (H-E) (2.600; 45-:80)-feld) (475: 50-85 )^"Chase" (UA). "Swell Guy" (U-I). Okay $5,500.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)
Warfield (FWC) (2,656; 55-85)
"Dark Mirror" (U) and "AHotment
Good $6,000. Last week, "Strange Last week, "^.icked Lady" (U-I) {2d "Song of the South" (RKO) and "Humoresque"
(WB) (2d wk). Bis- Wives" (Mono) (2d wk). Look fo*
Woman" (UA) (Sth wk), $2,500 on wk), light $2,900.
"Falcon's Adventure"
(RKO) (2d appointing $17,600. Last week, a great $12,000. Last Week this pair got
Close.
United Arttsts (UA'WG) (2,100; wk). Fine $16,500. Last week, big healthy $30,000.
big $15,400.
Iris (FWC) (828; 50-85) .r- "Swell 50-$l)
'*Swell Guy" (U-I) and $21,500.
Paramount (FWC) (2,646; 55-85)—
Palomar (SterUng) (1,350; 45-80)-j
Guy" (U-I). Fair $S,000. Last week, "Boston Blackie and Law" (Col).
Paramount (Pox) (2,200; 35-74)
"Two Smart People"
(Rep)^_And
"Wicked Lady" <'J.I)
wk), glow Good $15,000. Last week, "Wicked "Bachelor's Daughters" (UA) and less $17,000. Last week,(M-G). Color- "Plainsman and tAdy''
"Song of the stage, headlining "Chinatown Phan$3,200.
Lady" (U-I) (2d wk), okay $7,900, "Ginger" (Mono). Fair $9,000. Last South" (RKO) (3d wk)
(ni,o.)
a tasy Revue". Big $9,000.
,
Loew's State (Loew-WC) (2,404;
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 50-$l)
week, "Plainsman and the Lady" weak $15,r00.
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 45-80 )-t
50-$l)—"13 Hue Madeleine" {20th). "13 Rue Madeleine" (20th). Robust (Rep) and "Affairs of Geraldine"
State
(FWC) (2,133; 55-85)
"Miss Pilgrim" (20th) and "Strangf
Immense $43,000. Last Week, "Razor's $18,000. Last week, "Razor's. Edge" (Rep), good $10,000.
"Shocking Miss Pilgrim" (2d wk) Journey" (20th ) (2d wk) Headed
Jidge" (20tli) (4th wk-0 days), '
good (20th) (4th Wk-9days), closed with
Bialto (Pox) (878; 35-74)— "Razor's (m.o.) mediocre $9,000.
mc*
getting
for
good $8,400, after
|ia.9oo.
$8,200.
Edge" (20th), after two weeks each
„
Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (2,448; 55- $13,200 in opener.
Los Anecles (D'towu-WC) (2,097;
Voeue (FWC) (885; $1.20-$1.80)— at Denver, Esquire, Webber, and one 85)—"Johnny O'Clock"
(Col), $22,Eoosevelt (Sterling) (800: 45-80 -j
B0.^$1)—"fillClOMds iRoll By" (M-G) "Duel in Sun" (SRO) (4tH wk). week at Aladdin, Good $5,500. Last 000. Last week,
"Swell Guy" (U-I) "Time, Place and Girl" (WB) (34
{2d wk). Good $26,000. Last week, Near $17,000. Last week, hefty $14,- week, "Vampire's Ghost" (Rep) and (2d wk), $14,000.
wk). Indicated fair .$3,500. Last week
bright $37,600,
600.
"Valley of the Zombies" (Rep), fine
United Artists (Blumenfeld) (1,- got nice $3,80O.
"
Loyola (FWC) (1,248; 50-$l)— "13
Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 50-$l)
.$6,000.
207; 55-85)
"ChaSe" (UA). Weak
Winter Garden (Sterhng) (800,
Hue Madeleine" (20th). Sharp $13,- "Till Clouds Roll By" (M-(3) (2d
Webber
(Fok)
35-74)— $11,000. Last week, "Strange Wom- 25-50)—"3 Wise Fools" (M-G) and
(750;
000.
Last week, "Razor's JSdge" wk). Near $14,000. Last week, big "Strange Woman" (UA) and "Trap" an" (UA) (4th wk) held
to good "Angel on Shoulder" (UA) (3d run).
J20th) (4th wk-9 days), closed with $13,500.
(Mono), day-date with Esquire, Den- $10,500.
Expected okay $3,200. Last ,week,
WIHern (WB) (2,300; 50-$l)
#6,900.
ver. Fine $5,000. Last week. "Shock
Stagedoor (Ackerman) (350; $1.80 "Young Widow" (UA) and "BowV Millfoni Dollar (0'town) (2.420; 55- "Time, Place, Girl" (WB) <2d wk). ing Miss^ Pilgrim" (20th) and "Dan to $2j4p)~"Henry_^ V" (UA) tlSth ery" (20th) split with "3 Little GirJ
'5)
"Personality Kid" fCol) witb Good $14,000. Last week not up to gerous Millions" (20th), same as Den- wk).^Fme $9,800.
I*st week, strong In Blue" (20th) and "Big Sleep
"Tiafs Name of That Stoijig" radio hopes but still tiiftjj^ $18,900;
ver, Esquire, fine $5,000.
$6,300.
(WB) all 3d runs, mild $2,900.

"Crime Doctor's
(2d wk). Near

okay

Man Hunt"

$3,500.

$6,100.

"Till the 'Clouds
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1947
'Sweetheart/ Crosby 23G,

Mm$ imk Gwi;

'Clouds' $15,000,
Omaha.

Omaha

feezes Blow By Broadway

Biz;

Jan. 28.

"Sweetheart of Sigma Chi" bol-

by Bob Crosby's band show
doing a smash $23j000 at the Or-

'Yearliiig'Wowl40G,'Lady'-Beneke

stered

pheum. "Jolson Story," in an amaz-

Chioaso, Jan. 28.
Poiir

new

entries this

Grosses Are Net

week pushed

ing third week,

out some holdovers which had been

Film gross estimates, as re-

around since Christinas, making for

ported herewith from the various key cities, are net, i.e., without the 20%' tax. Distributors
share on net take, when ftlayiiig
percentage, hence the estlhiated
figures are net income.
The
parenthetic
admission
prices, however, as indicated, include the U.S. amusement tax.

tileasing results in most cases, Ki^lKnin is "Man I Love" plus Diana Lynn
stage, at Chicago which looks for

m
ground

$60,M(» fop

plump opening

frame.
,
the Clouds Roll By." at
"Till
Artists, is estimated at ter$35,000, while Garrick's new
rific
one, "The Verdict," should do about
$28,000 for nhie days. Double at
Palace of "Swell Guy" and "Vacation
in Reno" is set at $20,000 or better.
"Best Years" and "Razor's Edge"
c6ntinue best bets among the old ones
here, with "Jolson Story" remaining
8S strong as any of them but coming
in on short ehd due to smaU seater.
Especially good weather toward end
•:

United

equalling its first
week at the Brandeis. "Caesar and
Cleopatra" so-so at the Omaha,. "Till
the Clouds Roll By" doing okay at
the Paramount.
Estimates for This Week
is

Orpheum

(Tristates) (3,000; 20-85)
-^-"Sweetheart of Siroaa Chi", (Mono)
and Bob CJrosby band show on stage,

a smash $23,000. Last wedc, "White
Tie and Tails" (U) and Maj. Bowes

"Graduates" on stage, fair $14,300.

Paramount (Tristates) (3,000; 1665)— "Till the Clouds RoU By" (MG).

*JcJson' |27J

$15,000, very big. Last week, "Undercurrent" (M-G), good $12,200,

Oiuaha

:
,

Top

:

of week perke4 up what was almost
a sleeper.
Estimates for Last Week

(Tristates).

16-

(2,000;

65)— "Caesar and Cleopatra" (UA),

in

L'fie

Louisville, Jan. 28.

fair

week,

Last

$9,000.

"Jungle

.

Princess" (Par) (reissue) aiid "Adv.
of Tom Sawyer" (Indie) (reissue),
pretty good $10,600.

Business good all aver town. Head
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)—
65-95)— "Jol-. and shoulders above everything else "Jolson Story" (Col) (3d wk), a great
Long run is "Jolson Story" at the State. Pic- $7,800. Last week, $8,000.
ture was given outstanding exploitanot wearing this one out too much tion,
(Goldberg) (865; 15-50)—"No
.State
through
record
proshops,
disk
with solid $25,000i Last week, about grams
on radio stations, and is pay- Leave, No Love" (M-G) and "Claudia
same.
ing off at the wicket. "Humoresque" and David" (20th), very good $4,000.
Chicago (B&K) (3,90^ 65-95)— opens at Mary
Anderson Tues. (28). Last week, "Deception" (WB) and
"IVtan I Love" (WB) with Diana Lynn
Stcand getting fair trade with "Meet "Home, Sweet Homicide" (20th), extoppiiig stage layout. Opened Friday
John Doe" and "Wife Wanted." ceptionally good $4,500.
(24) for hefty $60,000. Last week,,
H.o.'s are maintaining steady pace.
"Blue Skies" (Par) and Burl Ives

ApoHo (B&K)

(1,200;

rfon Story" (Col) {5th wk).

Estimates for Tlii* Week
wk) tasty $45,000.
Brown (4th Ave.-Loew's) (1,000;
Garrlck (B&K) (900; 65-95 )-«"The
Verdict" (WB). Opened Wednesday 40-60)— "Blue Skies" (Par) 2d wk as
(22) for great $28,000 for nine days. m.D. and 4th downtown week, stiU
pulling
Cristo"
'em in for neat $4,000. Last
Monte
"Return
of
Last week,
(Col) (4th wk), fair $8,000 for five week same .film managed good $5,000.
in person (4th

ym

Kentucky (Switow) (1.200; 30-40)
"I^ve Always Loved You" (Rep)
(RKO) (1,500; 65-95)—
"Wonderful Life" (BKO) (5th wk). and "Two Smart People" (M-G)
Could be better; $15,000. Last week, split with "Angel On My Shoulder"
(UA) and "Two Years-'Before Mast"
passable $17,000.

—

days.
Graind

Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 65-95,)—
Woman" (UA), and Milt
Herth Trio in stage revue (3d wk).
Good $40,000. Last week, noble

"Strange

$49,000.

(iiicy;ILO^

OK.
'28.

Cincinnati, Jan.

"Blue Skies," the only new bill
(Par), healthy $3,400.
Last week,
"Killers" (U) and "If I'm Lucky" currently, is racking up an Albee rec(20th) split with "Martha Ivers" and ord, and other major stands are feast"Black Beauty" (20th), good $3,300.
Mary Anderxon (People's) (1,100; ing on holdovers, continuing the
40-60) "Humoresque" (WB) opens chain of bullish biz for opening
today Tues. (28).
"Man I I^ove" month of '47.
(WB), solid $12,000 for twelve days.
Estimates for Thiai Week
National (Standard) (2,400; 40-60)

—

(RKO) (2,500; 65-96)—
Palace
"Swell Guy" (U) teamed with "VacaReno" (RKO). Opened Tuesday (21) for trim $24,000 for 10 days. —"Temptation"
(UI) and "Lady
Last week, "Temptation" (U) aAd
(PRC) (2d wk), fair $8,000
"Gentleman Joe Palooka" , (Mono), Chaser"
after last week's satisfactory $11,000.
go-so $10,000 for five days.
Blalto (Fourth Avenue) <3,400; 4063-95)— 60)—
(Indie)
(1,700;
Rialto
"Notorious"
*Plainsman" (Pax) and "Jungle Prin- latching onto good (RKO) (2d wk)
$14,000 after last
cess" (Par) (reissues) (2d wk). Hold- week's sock
$19,000.
over for second time under new polState
(Loew's)
40-60)—
(3,300;
icy at this house good for swell $17,- "Jolsort Story" (Col), blanketing
the
Om. Last week, sweet $20,000.
town
with
sock
take,
likely terrific
Rowevelt (B&K) (1.500; 65-95)— $27,000. Last week, "Secret Heart"
"Time, Place, Girl" (WB) (3d wk). (M-G) and "Blondie's Big Moment"
week,
about
Last
Hearty $20,000.
(Col),*fair $15,000.
same.
Strana (Fourth Avenue) (1,200; 40State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 65-95)— 60)—"Meet John Doe" (FC) (re-Razor's Edge" (20th). Still high itt issue) and "Wife Wanted" (Mono),
8th week at $40,000. Last week, mas- medium $5,500. Last week. "Bachsive $43,000.
elor's Daughters" (UA) and I'Fabu,
United Artists (B&K) (1.700; 65- lous Suisanne" (Rep), aUCiut same.
«5)—"Till the Clouds Roll By'' (MG). Owened Saturday (24). Should
do sock $35,000. Last week. "Under- Pitt Befogged ly Slump,
current" (M-G) (4th wk). sound

tion in

lop

'

$21,000.

(Essaness) (1,200; 95-$1.20$1.40-$1.80)— "Best Years of Lives

Woods

,

(RKO). Lofty $42,000.
fancy $45,000.

Last week,

'Woman' 22G,

%\f

'WakeUp'SG/Beasf 12iG
Pittsburg!

Bulk of

lioldoirers

Dmng

Kansas

fine

Too

City, Jan. 28.

"Jolson Story" at the Midland is
the main new entry, all other first-

Tower holdmg

over.
runs except
Film is in Without benefit of press,
however, and relying solely on radio
and word-of-mouth in view of the
conUnumg strike of the Kansas City
Biz seems to be only
StaiJ-Times.
slightly affected by the lack, of a
newspaper, and "Jolson Story"' is in
for solid $25,000- and a holdover.
tiie

Weather which troubled exhibs so
much early in the month has settled

126,

,

Jan. 28.

this ^,'eek's biz is a

week-

end concentration, plus a subsequent
slump, and there won't be any better-than-average showings despite
the fact that town has four brand
new pix. Best looks like "Strange
Woman" at Penn but it won't do
much more than "Notorious" in second week t Stanley. By comparison,
however, Warner has the outstanding entry in "Beast With Five Fingers," which is getting a big play
from the horror crowd. "Wake Up
and Dream" will wind up above
at the Fulton, and
"Magnificent DoU;' below them at
the Harris,
Estimates for "tliis Week
'Fuliotf (Shea)
(1,700; 40-70)

expectation:^

—

break "Wake Up and Dre.am" (20th). Got
a break when only one of town's
for the time being.
three critics gave it a review (it
Estimates for This Week
Esqnire - Upiown • Fairway (Fox was a panning). Other two just let
45-65)—
it slide through
with boiler-plate
Midwest) (820, 2,043, 700;
"Dark Mirror" (U) (2d wk), moder- readers. That helped since "Wake
ate $12,000. Last week film had a L'd" has a couple of potent b.o.
pleasant $18,000 for its first seven names. Should better $9,000, okay.
Last week, 4th of "My Darling
days.
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)— Clementine" (20th), limited to three
"Tlie Jolson Story" (Col) in Tliurs- days and a short-snorting $2,000.

down

to give the boxofflces a

Aibee (RKO)

(3,100;

55-70)—"Blue

Skjes" (Par). Soaring to $33,000, a
Screen record for this house in a nonholiday week. Holding for second
week, .which is something rare at
Cincy's largest theatre. last week,

"Man

Love" (WB),

I

fairish $13,000.

year's level.

Metro's "Yearling" was the Broad-

way winner of the week, racking up
a socko $140,000 in its initial frame
Film
at Radio City Music Hall.
topped the previous high for any
Metro opener at th>. Hall, with "TUl
t\i Clouds Roll By," having set the
earlier mark at the same price scale.
"Sinbad the Sailor" cracked the
only other record of the week,
$54,000 for its initial frame at the
Palace, and chalking "up a record

"Tjwer
(1st

first

I .idon"

of

wk), Sma.sh

(reis-siie)

likely for

(Indie),
-

weak

$6,800.

Bivoli (UA-Par) (2,092: 60-.$1.25)
"California"
(Par)
wk).
(3d
$37,000 for sec-

Slumped to mildish
ond week ending
after strong

frame.

'

Monday

(27),

60,000 for the opening

Continues.

Rosy (20th) (5,886;
Rue Madeleine"

"13

—

80-$1.50)
(20th
plus
)

do an okay $62,000 for its initial
Guy," aided by favorable reviews in the dailies, looked
headed for a hefty $35,000 opener at
the Winter Garden, While "Wake
Up and Dream" opened on the average side at the Victoria with a fair-

stageshow opens tomorrow (Thurs-

stanza. "Swell

day).
trand

ish $15,000.

headlined by Charlie Barnet orch.
(l3t wk). Okay opener, with .nifty
$62,000 expected for first week ending
tomorrow
(Thursday).
Last
week, fourth and final frame of
"Time, Place and Ghl" (WB) plus
Vaughn Morir-e orch on stage, fair

a new surprise as
of London," a Universal rerolled to a smash $14,500
at the Rialto, topping the
by the fllm during
its first run at the same house in
"13 Rue Madeleine" topped
1939.
the holdovers, faltering from the
sock $131,000 pace set during the

Week saw

"Tower

issue,

opener

$10,500 grossed

first week but still earning a fine
$98,000 for the second frame.
"Best Years of Our Lives" conGrand "(RKO) (1,430; 55-70)— tinued strong at the Astor with a
"Shocking Miss Pilgrim" (20th) (3d 10th week total of $47,500. "Califorwk). Excellent $7,500 following swell nia" slumped to a mildish $37,000
at the Rivoli, and "Perfect Mar$10,000 second round.
riage" remained sub-par at the ParKeiili's (Up) (1,542; 55.70>—"Swell
amount with a fairish $60,000. "It's
Guy" (U) (2d ,wfc). Strong $8,000 on a Wonderful Life" continued on the
heels of pleasing $8,500 Initial sesh. downgrAde at the Globe with an
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 55-70)—"Song average $24,000 for its sixth week.
of South" (RKO). Sixth downtown
Estimates For TIili Week,
week. Great $6,000 in wake of boll
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 95-$2.40)
$7,500 fifth stanza.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-70)—"Two —"Best Years of Lives" (RKO) (10th
Solid $47,500 for week ending
wk).
Years Before Mast" (Par) (2d wk).
Lush $16,000 trailing atomic $26,000 tomorrow (Thursday). Last week
nifty $49,800; continues indefinitely.
opening frame.
Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 70-$1.50)
Shufeert (RKO)
65-70)—
(2,100;
"Razor's Edge" (20th). Fourth week —"Lady in Lake" (M-G) plus Tex
on front line. AH right $5,000. Last Beneke orch. Gene Sheldon on stage
(1st wk). Looks like big $93,000 for
week, $8,000.
initial stanza ending tonight (Wednesday). Last week, fourth and final
^rame of "Secret Heart" (M-G)
Tommy Dorsey orch on stage,
plus
$25,000,

"Man

I

(WB)

(2,756;

7;;-|l.,50)

Love" (WB) plus

—

.stage bill

$46,500.

Victoria

(M..urer)

70-$1.20)
(20th) (1st

(720:

--"Wake Up and Dream"
wk). Opened on average

side with
okay $15,000 expected for initial
frame ending tonight (Wednesday).
Last week, "Beast With Five Fingers" (WB), fourth week, mild $11,500. "BedeliB'^ (Eagle-Lion)
opens
next Friday (7).
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60$1.20)
"Swell Guy" (U) (1st wk).
StiU early for final returns, but

—

looks like hefty $35,000 for initial

frame- ending Friday
week, fifth and final

(31).

Last
ot

session

"Wicked Lady" (U), weak

$17,000.

'

WMery
^
%M;ret'

Perfect

8Gi

OK^fiOOO,

Balto

Baltimore, Jan. 28.
Big news here this weelc is "It's
a Wonderful Life," opening. Izzy
Rappaport's
new Town theatre,
latest addition to
the downtown
ftrstrun

front.

Capra fllm grabbed
teeoffi and
smash stvle. Also
Perfect Mar-

hold in big style on the

mounting

is

in nice

in

groove

is .'TThe

at Keith's. Rest of
mostly in h.o., very steady.

riage"

Estimates for This

Century

—

(Loew's-UA)

lineup

Week
(3,000;

20-

"Secret Heart" (M-G) (2d
Maintaining fairish pace at
$11,000 after an okay initial round
60)

wk).

to $16,400.

Hippodrome
20-75)

—

(Rappaport)

(2,240;

"Jolson Story" (Col)

(4th

—

—

.

mildish $55,800.
criterion (Loew's) (1,700; 60-$1.25)
—"Dead Beckoning" (Col) (2d wk).
Opened strongly with handsome

first frame ending last
(Tuesday) night. Last week, second

$36,000 for

Leads Detroit
Det)r&ii Jan.

28.

Biz good here, wiih^ "13 Rue Ma*
deleine" and

'Lohe

Wolf'* leading

town with stout $40,000, and
"Strange Woman" aiid "Susie"" in
runnerup spot with

$26,000.

Estimates for This

Week

Adams (Balaban) (1,740; 70-95)—
"Love Laughs at "The Jolson Story" (Col) (4th wk).
Last wisek, lusty
Andy Hardy" (M-G), n.s.g. $11,500. Sweet $12,000.
Globe (Brandt) (1.500; 70-$1.20)— $16,000.
Broadw«y-Ga]pHoI (United'Detroit)
"Wonderful Life" (RKO) (6th wk).
Continuing oh the downgrade with (3,309; 70-95)—"Notorious" (RKO)
average $24,000 estimated for sixth and "VacattOR ill Reno" (5th wk).
week ending Friday (31); last week, Okay $14,000, Last week, Strong
and

final stanza of

.

$16,000.
mild $29,500. Holds.
Gotham (Brandt) (900; 70'r$l;40)—
Downtown (Balaban) (2.683; 70"Her Sister's Seta-et" (PRC) (2d wk). 95)— "If I Had My Way" (Par) (resub-par opener, with fairi-sh $9,500 issue) and "Shadow of a Doubt" (refor first week ending last (Tuesday) issue).
Weak $9,000. Last week,
night. Last week,
"Ladies Man" "That- Brennan Girl"- (Rep) and
(Par), pulled after four days of "Plainsman and the Lady" (Bep),
second frame with weak $5,500.
tepid •$9,000.
Golden (767; $1.20-$2.40)—"Henry
Kox (Fox-Michigan) (5,100; 70-95)
V" (UA) (22d wk). Rolling along on —"13 Rue Madeleine" (20th) and
road.show policy with okay $9,000 "The Lone Wolf in Mexico" (Col).
checked in for 21st week ended Stout $40,000. Last week. "Magnifilast Saturday (25) night; 20lh week, ce.it Doir
(U) and "The Secret of
good $8,000.
the Whistler" (Col), a nice $24,000.
Hollywood (WB) (1,499: 70-$1.10)
Madison (United Detroit) (1.866:
','Humoresque" (WB)
(6th
wk). 50-60)
Always Loved You''
Fairish $24,000 for sixth week end(Rep) and "Two Smart Peojile;"
ing today (Wednesday). Last week,
(M-G). Us ial $2,300 for 3 da.ys. Last
'
okay $29,000.
week, "Night and Day" tWB) and
Palace (RKO) (1.700; 60-$1.20)—
"Traffic With the Devil"
(indie),
"Sinbad the Sailor" (RKO) (2d wk).
SRO sign posted almost continuously fair $2,200 for three days.
Michigan (l nited Detroit) (4.039;
during the opening frame on this
one, with resultant new hou.se mark 70-95)— "The Strange Woman" (UA>
qf, $54,000. for
week ending last and "Susie Tteps Out" (UA) (2d
(Tuesday) night. Last week, seventh wk). Powerfid $25,000; Last weelc,
x
and final stanza of "Song of South" terriflc $42,00^
(RKO-Disney), light $22,000.
Palms-State (United Detroit) (2,Paramount (Par) (3,664; 70-$1.50) 976; 70-95)— "It's a Wonderful Life"
"Perfect Marriage"
(Par)
plus (RKO) and "The Story of Kenneth
Hills Bros., Elliot Lawrence orch on Randall, M.D." (Liberty) (4th wk).
stage (3d wk). Remains below aver- LvUd $15,000. Last week, also loud
age with fairish $60,000 for second $18,000.
week ending last (Tiicsday) night.
United Artists (United Detroit)
Last .week, okay $69,000.
(1.941; 70-95)
"Song of the South"
Kadio City Music Hall (Rockefel- (RKO) mi "The Falcon's Advenlers) (5.945: 7O..$2.40)
(RKO) t3d Wk). Rousine
"Yearling" ture"
plus
Patricia
Bowman
top- $18,000. Last week, attractive $21,000.
(M-CS)
-

—

—

— —

—

(U)

$I4,.500

week ending tomorrow (Thurs-

day). Holds. Last week, second and
final frame of "Murder in Reverse"

stage
bill
'-eadlined
by Gracie
Fields (3d wk). Another alumpcron
but still fine $98,000 for second week
ending yesterday (Tuesday i; opening stanza, sock $131,000,
Saturday (25) with $10,000.
State (Loew's) (3,450; 43-,fl,10)—
"Lady in the Lake" rolled to a
"Jolson Story" (Col) (2d run) plus
strong; $93,000 opening at the Capi-.
Barry Gray topping stage bill (2d
tol, aiid "Dead ReSkoning" (Humphrey Bogart) teed off handsomely wk). .Winds up tonight (Wecli csday)
with a hefty $36,000. "Man I Love" with sock $39,000. after first- week's
slumped after au SRO weekend smash $49,000. "Secret Heart" (M-G)
opener at 'he Strand, but will still plus John Boles headlining new

Capitol
(RKO) (2,000; 55-70)—
"Humoresque" (WB) (2d wk). Okay

wk) plus h.o. of vaude. Windihg up
day for the first A release to hit
arris (Harris) (2,200; 40-70)
town since the Star strike. Opened "Magnificent D611'r (U), Got off to at $16,000 after a good previous
strong and looks for, $25,000, top flg- fast start over weekend and then, round at $15,200.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460: 20lire and cinch holdover.
Last week, boom, bottom fell out after reviews
"I'll Be Yours" (U-I). Start"Gallant Bess" (M-G) and "Coek.- came out ar.d word got around. 60)
eyed Miracle" (M-G) ran up $17,000, Won't do more than $12,000, and did ing today (Tues.) after a nice week
"Perfect Marriage"
of
(Par)
at
bright.
at least half of that in ffr^t two
$8,000.
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 45- days. Last week, 4th
"Razor's
Mayfair
(Hick.s)
(980; 25-55)
65 )--"Blue Skies" (Par) (5th wk), Edge" (20th'», in four days ardurtd
"Her Sister's Secret" (PRC), Okay
$10,000, very good. Last week (4th) $3,000.
Picture die' soeko $62,000
response at average $4,000
ter
fllm turned in a strong $13,000. Ex- here on 25-day run.
similar action for 'Brenna
Girl"
pected to close out after Tuesday,
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3.300: 40-70)—
bringing in over $75,000 in its ex- "Strange -Woman" (UA). Another (Rep) at $3,900 last week.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)—
tended run for one of the alltime
(Continued on page 22)
"Razor's Edge" (20th) (5th wk).
highs in this house.
Holding well at $10,000 'after a
„ Orpheum (RKO) (1.900; 45-65)—
steady previous round to $ll,36o.
"It's a Wonderful Lii'e" (RKO) (5th
Stanley (WB) (3.280; 25-75)
wk) $9,000, big money. Last week $8,000. Last week, "Bringing Up
Still
(4th) picture hung up $11,000. Will Father" (Mono) and "My Dog Shep" "Blue Skies" (Par) (3d wk).
going strong a'. $14,000 after a firm
wind its run Tuesday, showing re- (SG) with vaude. Average $9,000.
Kimo (Dickinson-Theatre Guild) second round to $17,200.
markable lasting power after a mild
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65)—
$1.20-$1.80-$2.40)— "Henry V"
first week's figure.
(.533;
Closed its local ".It's a Wonderful Life" (RKO). Big
Tower (Fox Joffee) (2,100: 45-65) <UA) (3d wk).
"Plainsmim and the Ladv" (Rep> showin.? Jan. 23 with $5,000 figure doings on preem of lush new house
and "Dangel'ous Millions" (20th) for third and final week. Total gross mounting to snasho $25,000 and
with variety bill on stage. Light tor the three weeks run hit $17,S00. prospects of ah extended h,o.
.

—

the fact that tlie boxofflce
general is holding up to last

reflect

in

$8,500 after sweet $13,000 teeoff.

—

:

springlike
weather ping stage bill (ist wk). Another
Broadway's
with socko $140,000
during the last week would have strong opene
initial
frame ending tonight
made the California (ihamber of for
(V,'ed). Last week, seventh and final
Commerce envious, and New York's stanza of "Till Clouds RoU By"
plus
stage
filmgoers apparently took advantage (M-G)
show,
solid
of the warm freezes and headed for $115,000.
^ Part Avenue
(U) (583; $1.20-$2.40)
th-> outdoors. Biz in the Street's 18
—"Stairway to Heaven" (U) (6th
first-run houses continued spotty, wk),
Holding up on house's n odified
with only one or two of the new- r .dshow policy with okay $16,000
comers opening strongly, most of for fifth week ending last (Tuesday)
On the night. Last week, fair $17,000.
the holdovers tumbling.
Rialto
(Mayer) (594; 35-85)
average, however, the grosses still

—

—
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DEANNA DURBIN

0

...Singing, loving, liaving fun!

Sensotionai

lOM DRAKE

...The Screen's

Hllfirious

new romantic

star!

pade

WIUIAM BENDIX
...That «Life of

Riley favorite!

MeiryMad ADOLPHE MENJOy
...A riot in his

OtannO

grandest role!

v.v Singing with

her heart on her

lips

.

.

/

as only sh# ca il $lng of
love!

lor

Hear

"'It's

•'•Sari,

the.

op ploy se.

Drectm Tim®'^

Waltz^i *Gro nodo"

The' mernesf boy- girl esco

I

rn years... spiced with

the kind of

romance

makes them

yell for

that

morel

'

Stre^ Fr«di Inability to Compete

Korda Kames Clifford
For Pix Music Director
London, Jan.

id Pitch for

Ul Market

Doubting that French film makers t'
plan to join the British in an invasion oi the
S. piotore hiarket,
Get 'Father'
Sacha Gprdine, producer of "JerRome, Jan. 20.
icho," 'wh6 arrived in New York last
Long awaited unveiling of "Life
Wednesday (22) aboard the WashFather,'.'
stymied
for months by
with
ington, declared the industry is sufdelay
of
co-authors
Howard Lindsay
from
shortage
of
fering
a severe
equipment and a lack of capital and and RuEsel Crouse in releasing the
rights,
Italian
becomes
a reaUty the
to
is. in no position financially
make
e pitch for American product outlets. end of the month at the Quiriho
Theatre where- the play wiil bow
Pointing out that the British peneunder the auspices ^of Compagnia
tration of the U. S. was spearheaded
Morelli-Stoppa.
by S, Arthur Bank, "a very rich
Since the liberation, every Italian
man," GordiMe Said h6 had no counproducer has tried at one time or
terpart in France and added that4)y
another to acquire the play's transmaking pictures in the same, tongue
lation rights, but up to now none
English producers find a much more
Gompagnia
Morelliready market in America than succeeded.
Stoppa also produced the Italian
French film companies whose U. S.
version of "Arsenic and Old Lace"
exhibition is restrlieted to a limited

Rome To

'

.

;

Bumber

.

last season.

of art hduses.

Pespite reports that several American companies plan to take advantage of flrozeo French rentsSl coin
to engage in large-scale production
in Prance, Gordine said currentlyonly one picture, "Le Silence d'Or"
{"Golden Silence") is being made by

American coin. BKO is backing this
Maurice Chevalier starrer with Rene
Qlair directing at its Patbe studio.

He was skeptical

that American production in France would increase to

such extent that native producers
would be forced out of existing fa^
cilities.

•

Japanese

Fk

lapses, iJ.

MuskoomiHg; Producers
Wilting OHder High Costs
Tokyo, Jan. 21.
Whereas film houses are enjoying
a boxoffice bonanza, Jap producing
companies are wilting fim.ncially
Main causes for this unusual situation are threefold: (1) high prices of
commodities and scarcity of materials; (2) increase of cost through
payroll rises, etc.j and. (8) loss of
-

route to, Hollywood, where he'll o.o.
License win be okayed to dhy macurrent music practices in the film
terial excepit that
onsidered detriindustry for a month.
mental to the purposes of the bccuiiation," Ue added.
The regulation, tardy in arriving
SIfflED.
because of difficulties involved in
contracts between the Japs and Allied nationals, also paves the way
London, Jan, 22.
for Nip publishers to obtain transDue to "his success in signing big lation rights of foreign copyrighted
American names, such as Dante, who books.
has scored big hit for him, Bernard
Deifont has signed Laurel and Hardy
to play vaudeville season in England. Team arrives here Feb. 11 and French Prepping First
opens, probably at Saville theatre
Feb. 29, where it's booked for four
Animaled 'Color Feature,
weeks with option.
When London season finishes,
Costing |650,l)§0
eomids will go for extensive proParis, Slari. 15.
vincial tour, visiting Glasgow,. EdinFirst French animated feature, in
burgh, Manchester, Leeds and Livercolor, is being prepped by producers
pool.
Deifont is also dickering with Leo Bunin and Henri Aisner. LatCynda Glenn to be featured to L. & ter is a Frenchman with some Hollywood experience. They are bringH. bill.
ing over about 21) American techhi-.
'••.

LAUEEl-HAEDY

TOBRraSPAiiETOUR

Also refut^ Claims from overseas
producers that their films are getting

brushoS playing time

in^:this countey,
Lopert, ir. S. distributor of
French pictures and former Metro
International exec, says that it will
be at least two more years before
foreign pictures gain widespread acceptance in America. Until that time
comeSj he points out, it's definitely
.to the advantage of overseas film

Ilya

,

1
!

men to have their product play in
small houses rather than try to
break the firstrun market.
Lopert says that since foreign films
are

limited in their mass apnecessary that they op'
under a low lAverhead. But
adds, tbe boxoffice of B for^gn film usually builds
under word of mouth promotion and,
by opening in a shiall house, a pic
ture is better assured of the long run
still

peal,

it's

erate

more important, he

Italian Cities
RomCi Jan. 20.

Slated to visit all major citie# in
Italy, Italian versions <?f Elsa She!
ley's 'Pick-up Gkl" and Tennessee
Williams' "Glass Menagerie" recently
preemed in Milan and Rome respectively.
Produced by the Compagnia Laura Adani headed by Ruggero Ruggeri, "Girl" was well re.
ceived by the critics. ]|,rodueer Ruggeri,
top dramatic actor of the
Italian theatre, portrayed the Judge.
Alfredo
Segre's
adaptation
of
"Menagerie*' starred Tatiana Pavlova, once with the Moscow Art
Theatre, in the Laurette Taylor role,
and has run 32 performances. Run
represents a good record, according
to ItaUan standards.
,

Odeon's $17,000,000 Issue

Lotidon, Jan. 28.
necessary for the word to get around.
Odeon Associated Theatres, conAs an example, Lopert recalls the trolled
by Odeon Theatres, of which
opening of "Last Chance," a film
Arthur Rank is head, is making a
produced in Switzerland, at Loew's j;.
new issue early next month of $:7,Criterion, N. Y., Broadway firstrun
000,000.
house. Film brought in e record-,
Underwriting has now been com•

gross

for foreign, films, of $22,000,
after two weeks. On the

&

pleted by Philip Hill
Co. of issue
of $14,000,000
first mortgage
other hand, "Welidigger's Daughter"^
debenture stock at par and 1,21^,000
opened in the small-seater

and closed

Avenue

Playhouse and
fifth

month of

currenUy in its
Drofitable grosses,

is

Lopert says that "Last Chance" died
because it exhausted the normal
audience for a foreign pic before it
had a chance to build via word of
mouth. Also, because of a relatively
high nut, the flhn lost money.
Meanwhile, "Welldigger';^ Daugh
ter'' started slowly and buUt, all the
time rutining on a low house overhead. "Opeh City," another foreign
film playing at the small World
Theatre, H, Y., Is estimated by
Lopert to have brought the house
,$100,000 as its

mfo

4%%

redeemable' cumulative preference shares oi $4' at $4J!0 each.

Odeon theatres will now own
some 100 of Bank picture theatres,
valued at around $36;000,000.

me,'

Bank

'Casanova' ia CMli-Bowl
Hollywood, Jan. 28.
Leonard Picker's first production
for Eagle-Lion, "Captain Casanova,"
;

'Will be filmed entirely at the Tecate
studios in Mexico City.

biz financing.
Its Dec. 31 balance sheet showed
loans, credits and discounts of $17,488,524.22 <jM[«c.), a droip of $7,000,000 (Mex.) from previous year.
its

.

lives' to

March

Current London Shows
London, Jan. 28.
"And No Birds Sin?," Aldwych.
"Antbotty-Cleopatra," Piccadilly.
"Bertram Mills CIrcug," Olympla.
"Between Ourselves,"' Playhouse.
"Bern Yesterday," Garrick.
"Caste," York's.
"Clutterbuck," Wyndham.
"Fllty-Flfty." Strand.

"EoUow The
"Fools Bnsb

Girls." Majesty's.
In," Fortune.
St.

Tax

Paris, Jan. 28.
Legit producers are organizing to
compel the state to cut the current
42% tax in half.
Managers are consideiing closing
down as an expedient, if film exhibs
cooperate.

"Shephard SlioW." Princes.
?'Shop Sly Corner," St. Martins.

RKO

veepee oVer foreign sales
hopped oft for South
a quickie

Phil Reisman

America
visit to

last week' for
exchanges.

Reisman will be away for three
weeks during which time he'll hit
offices in Brazil, Argentina "and
Untguay,

German

deal

iti'ng and a protracted law suit, the
court not only gave him back the
studio but sentenced the administration, as having taken ovw from the

Germans, to pay him an amount
covering the difference between the
price paid by Continentale and what
would have been a fair price. Studio
is on the outskirts of Paris.
Lauer, several years ago, had
partnered with the late John E.
Ottferson in a venture called TriNational- Films which imported a
few pictures into the states;

Continentale suit

How"

.
. Sydney
equipment and transportation, balClinic* for checkup ,
ance reportedly including 80G for

executive staff, 30G for script, 60G
for puppets, 60G for animation, 25G
for sets, 20G for recordinj; the muslcl
IffG for recording dialog and sound
effects, lOG for editing, and 50G for
live action.
This leaves a surplus
for overhead and raw stock consisting of color raw stock and infra red,
also some black and
white for

.

"Henry
ing to
role .

Box

in

arid Martin Holman, who
11 -week
stock season of

American
the Teatre

open a«
Anglo-

stars In English Feb. 4 at

London

. . Lou Jackson
Hfller for lead in

Wendy

,signed

Fourth Wife," and tryget Roger Livesey for Henry
.
Betty Box's next picture,
8th's

.

"When the Bough Breaks," will begin filming Jan. 27 with Lawrence
Huntington directing. Latest addition to cast is Bill Rowbotham,
scored hit in revival of "Caste."

who
.

.

.

Anthony Havelock- Allan, producer
of
Cinegulld'S
"Blanche
Fury."
signed Stewart Granger to co-star
with Valerie Hobson, This is flr.>it
time that Granger has appeared under the Cineguild banner. Pic will
be, made in Technicolor
With
Gainsborough Films' "Jassy" completed, next epic will be "GoodTime Girl," based on Arthur La
Vern's novel, "Night Darkens the
Street," which starts shooting Jan.
27,
with Jaen Kent starred and
.

Mexico City, Jan. 16.
Esperanza Iris, vet operetta comedienne, honored, with a cocktail
party by Melvin Parks, Sam Pearce

.

.

David MacDonald directing.

.Operadora de Teatros is completing a 14-story building
here that will feature a deluxe firstrun cinema,.. Curt Siodmak writing
a novel in Acapulco. .Henry Wilson
socko in fioor show of EI Patio,
Mexico's pioneer class nitery.
Strikes aimed at the Cines Lido and

Carol Reed and. Alan Melville,
writer of "Sweetest and Lowest,"
the hit Ambassadors revue, off to
America shortly. Former has only
just got back
Bobby Dubow,
.
United Artists sales boss, celebrating

Lindavista,

and

Iris.

.

.

.

headed

high-class

off

.

"Peter Pan," Scala.
"Piccadilly Hayrlde," Wales,

close' the

that did not represent the real value
of the property, and after long aud-

during the occupation.
Color process will be Anscocolor,
which is based on Agfacolor and requires only minor alteratioris of the
London, Jan. 21.
equipment.
Arnold Pressburger. here to lint
\ Blueprint calls for a budget ap- up bankroll for
film of Somerset
proximating $650,000 for both verMaugham's latest book "Then grid
sions, anticipating about $250,000 for

James.

"Bed Biding Hood," Adelphl.

to

under compulsion and at a price

Germans

local

nabes,

by the federal board of
conciliation and arbitration, induc••Gran* National NlgH" Apollo.
ing both exhibs and help to shake
"Gnlnen Pig," Criterion.
hands and pledge their word to
."High Time," Palladium,
work together... Ho ward Newman
"lady Frederick," ;gavoy.
advance man, readying Gertrude
"Man From Mintstry," Comedy.
Lawrence's opener in "Pygmalion"
"Message for Margaret." Duchess
Feb. 4, at the Teatro Iris here
"Mother Goose," Casino.
P**
in Mexico,
"Night and Laughter," Coliseum
with Pilmex booking two for pronto
"No Boom at bin." Winter Garden.
distribution. .Sara Garcia, vet
char"Pacific 1880." Drury Lane.
acter actress.
Is
Seriously 111...
"Perchance to Dream," Hipp.
Rhoda Chase,
"Orsee of God,"

Lauer claimed that he had been
forced

again in a position to do business
Shooting will be
done on an estate near Paris, and here, they will have to build a new
lab work by Eclair Labs, at Eptoay organization from the ground up.
near Paris, which has some Agfacolor equipment installed by the

2.

Proceeds of the preem will be
turned over to a British charity
by Mrs. Clement Attlee, wife
of the Prime Minister.

erty. „

English version.

closed a deal for the opening
of "The Best Years of Our Lives"
at the Leicester Square, London,

headed

had combined.

When the Germans left, the government seized the studios and
placed them under administration of
the Public Domain as enemy prop-

The PuWiq Domain government
agehey which since Liberation had
whose salaries will be partly taken over the assets- of the Conpaid in America to dollars. Screen tinentale, seized as enemy property,
material will be ,"Alice in Wonder- has surrendered them to- private
Plastic puppets photos are French ownership represented by the
land."
to bet substituted for the usual newly formed corporation, Union
sketches. This had been tried here Generale Ginematographique.
Continentale was the organization
by Jean Painleve ^ his "Bluebeard"
built by the Germans to run their
short.
Film will be made in two versions, picture interests here during the ocFrench and English, with Alice the cupation. It Included the Alliance
only live character, to be played by Cinematographique Euro p e « n n e,
a French actress in the French ver- which was the UFA subsid here,
meaning that when the Germans are
sion and an English actress in the

Bow is Xondon
Hollywood, Jan. 28,
J. Arthur processing.

Samuel Gpldwyn and

Rank

Lauef

rented the studios to ContlnentHle,
the German organization in which
all German picture interests here

cians

_

Pari* Legiters Fight

share of the grosses

during the past year.

•

;

%r

To Tonr

Paris Studio Cinema (Marc Lauer
and Roger Capgras) won its suit
against the Public Domain and re- Tokyo, Jan. 21.
covered its Billancourt studios. Un.
MacArthur last week der German occupation,

Jap'JProdicioii iasei

,

Mex

set as yet.

Paris, Jan. 20.
'

roiLsic service,
General
His. filtn lyork will, itjclude collabotold Jap producers that, for the first
ration with other ccmposers on film
time since the war, they can begin
scoreSj as well as general musical
legal arrangements for the showing
direction of all Korda pictures. He
copyrighted
in Japan of foreign
sailed for New- York last week en
theatrical productions and music.

Bringing several scripts with him,
including ''Seven Days in Paradise"
by Vladimir Pozn^?, author of "The overseas markets. Most producers Fi[en?h Qnotei Quirks
Dark Mirror," Gordine revealed that feel, however, they can %vert the
he expected to produce "Paradise" present crisis if the high duty on
Snafn U.S. Showings
upon his return to France. Planning ra,7 film, is reduced drastically.
Meanwhile, Jap film goers sacriParis, Jan. 20.
to leave for ^he Coast the end of the
Americaa releases are suffering
week,' pro'ducer said he'll scout the fice physical comfort to see and hear
film colojjy for talent to appear in practically all flhns-i-good or bad. further difficulties here because the
the pic inasmuch as the story deals Admission lee at tfie average house French won't take into account, as
is 15
yeii
the
quota
requirements,
(fl under the present filling
with severlal Americans in Paris.
Daf ryl Zanuck has esipressed in- rEte)i and monthly raises of from French- films over a year old. This
terest in "Jericho," Gordine said, 1.50 to five yen are not Uncommon places playing reissues out of the
quota.
and there is a possibility he may at the smaller spots.
Total monthly income of all film
Columbia's "Cover Girl," booked
confer with the 20th-Fox topper to
discuss a deal whereby the studio houses, throughout the nation is at the Normandie, Champs Elysees
may acquire rights to "Jericho" for placed roughly at 75,000,000 yen firstrun house, has had to be posta remake. FJJm concerns the French ($5,000,000). Prior to the war, there poned because the house -» having
resistance movement during the war. were afiproximately 2^000 houses in played a reissue Of "Grande IlluMeanwhile, a dubbed version of Japan, and some 800 of these, in- sion" for five weeks—has neverthe"Jericho" is slated for an early re- cluding many large ones in bigger less to book another' new French
•
lease' in England where Ealing will cities, were destroyed in raids. Now, flhn.
however, the number has zoomed
distribute.
Gordine, who made a film version far over. 2,000 as film houses mushFix
Biz Cut
pf Dostoievsky's "Idiot" last sum- room all over the nation—in small
Mexico City; Jan. 151
mer, brought a print with him and as well as large cities.
Pix industry's own bank, the
while in the. Vi 3. expects to Bue up'
Banco Cinematografico, founded by
a distribution deial, Andre Iielarge,
the government arid the trade "in
who handled "Jericho," wiay also Ke- 'Menagerie/
Slated
1938, ended 1946 with a stoarp cut in
lease <'Idiot," hut the deal has not

been

Froich CiOY t Returns Stnlos

28.

Dr. Hubert Cliiford, professor of
composition at the Royal Academy
of Music, has been named musical
director of Sir Alexander Korda's
London, Film Productions. Dr, Clifford has conducted all principal
English orchestras, and 'during the
war was in charge of BBC's empire

as^

headliner

nitery.

.

his silver

,

wedding anniversary

.

.

.

Emlyn Williams

is to write, direct
star In own film which he has
practically completed, called "Gala
Night," with, shooting to start in

May. Will be produced by Aubrey
Barring, assistant director of "Dead
Men Tell No Tales."
Michael Gough, who scored hit in
Frederick Lonsdales "But for the

Grace of God," gets longtermer from
Cineguild- Films, with first pic to be
"Blanche Fury."... Film actress, Deborah Kerr, nO\t in Hollywood for
Metro, selling her house at Mayfield,
clicking Sussex
While 20th's Otto Bolle is

U. S. singer. Is
at the Intime Victor in

.

the

.

.

provinces

attending

trade

.National
Cine;natographIc showing of "Razor's Eldge," Arthur
Week, which will also celebrate the
Silverstone, head of sales force, is in
Mexican pix industry's ISth birth- control.
.

,

day, is set for Feb. 17-22.
Producers,
Michael Balcon announces he'll
"Smith on Arcady," Embassy,
distributors
and exhibitors have make
"Song of Norway," Palace.
named a committee to complete de- ers," sequel to "The Overlandt>ie will be made by Harry
^Sweetheart Mine," Vic Palace.
tails for the celebration.
Watts, director of "Overlanders," in
"Sweetest and lowcstt" Ambass.
Alejandro Galindo, prez of pix diAustralia. ..John Mills, now starring
"The Gleam," Globe.
rectors' union, recovering from
an in "The October Man," is expected
"Under the Counter,;* Phoenix.
Ulness that hospitalized him for
a to go to America when film is fin"Windermere's Fan,'* Haymarket.
month. .Femandd Gonzalez Is the
and likely to make picture
"Winslow Boy," Lyric. •
new chief of the muhlelBal amuse- ished,
there for Universal under lease"Worm's View." Whitehall.
ments supervision
department
lend arrangement.
.

.

'

IT

iowof Comes

in

Cubans Stone Theatre
Showing Spanish Short

Qnml

Rad[

Koticiario

Nacional

French

Unions

—

Found

i^tW

•

Madrid. Lensman took pictures of
the trip and then the reels were
edited into a short showing the
beauties of Spain. When the film
was shown at Pausto (Par) House
on the Prado, anti-Francoites stoned
thr lobby, threw stinkbombs inside
and bombarded the people to line at
the boxdllice with vegetables, so
the film was shelved.

severed' connections with
Rank while sounding off on the
purported errors of the British film
outfit. Actually, Minney, along with
Hai'old Huth; producer of "C,aravan,"
had definitely broken with Rank

Lady,"

when Sydney

Boit stepped- into the
shoes-^f Maurice Ostrer, last summee^. an<l took Over the managing
directorship <»f Gainsborough Pictur js.
Ostrer was the first to go after
vainly contending, that equal cash
and efforts should be directed- to
making pix aimed to meet Holly-

llaii

Hcture
Sydney, Jan.

16.

the Denison group which brought out
Charles Farrell for "The Flying Doctor" at Pagewood, later in radio via
the Macquarie network, then with a
Dut(Si camera unit during the war,
and now 0reaking back into pix production via takeover of the old Hats-

was the' "Magic Bow," while Huth
Korda has Moore Raymond here
huhg on to wind up "Caravan." Both looking for talent for pic titled

it

reportedly, .were
also "Smiley." It's understood that most
peeved because they were not prO' of this pic 'will be shot in London.
moted to •the' Ostrer spot.
Columbia is getting set for another
Differences on the score continued local, and Charles Chauvel is tied
to beset the: Rank organization until with Universal-Greater Union in a
fExpectations" opened its British big prodction deal lor "Sons of Mat'run. Generally recognized as an ex
thew."
emplar of the prestige pictures, film

producers,

was purposely: slated for first-run
at the same 12 houses in which
"Wicked Lady" rung up record

MEXICAN EXHIBS WIN

handily

"Expectations"

SHUTOaWN TAX

knocked off the records scored by
STRIKE
"Lady" and thereby substantiated
Mexico C!ity, Jan. 28.
the contention that a pic could have
Operators of the five cinemas of
'
b.o, appeal and artistry.
Rank, it's understood, was highly Torreon won the first strike against
taxation exhibitors ever staged in
pleased at the "Bicpeetations" per
formance and told associates that Mexico. Cinemas reopened Jan. 21
"the arguinent Is settled, once and after a threa-week closing as a profor

Under

Olivier Aegis
London, Jan.

"Born

Yesterday,"

Olivier's

first

which he»

Alonso has answered with
in his latest newreel
saying that the beauty of any country is beauty and that he is only a
Cuban, and that in a democratic
country people shouldn't be stoned
for seeing views of Spain when the
government lends the main salon

28,

Laurence

managerial

also directed,

venture

preemed

at

the Garrick, Thursday (23) and was
hilariously received by an audience
which included Vivien Leigh, Alexander Korda and Ben Goetz.
Those who have seen theMax Gordon plt^ in America maintain that
the performance of Yolanda Donlan,
who was brought from the U, S. for
the Judy HoUiday part, compares
favorably with the original, while
Hartley Power is also excellent.
Miss.. Donlan already has had four
offers from British film companies.
Also opening' at the York's last
Wednesay (22) was a revival of the
•

Edwardian comedy,
was well received,

'*Caste,"

which

Prepares Pata On

Mexican Pix Setup
Washington, Jan. 28.
(Comprehensive trade list on the
Mexican film industry has just been
prepared by the commercial intelligence division Of the Department of

Commerce.
List includes 19 importers and
dealers in film and motion picture
apparatus; 63 distributors of American, Mexican and foreign films; one
manufacturer of sound apparatus
and editing machines; 82 Mexican
producers; six studios; six laboratory
and accessory firms, and one Mexican
freelance lenser.
Commerce department offers the
list for $1, with an extra $1 apiece
for sales information reports on all
firms mentioned.

of the national capitol to exhibit pictures from iSoViet Russia.
'

Enr^anPix

against the
nick of 10% of gross for public
Exhibitors
charity enacted Jan. 1.
said the levy, added to others, hiked
their imposts to' 25%, which they
contended made operation unproflt-

A

Here!

Mexico City, Jan. 28.
naked woman, featuring bill-

board publicity in the heart of
downtown .for "The Kneeling
Goddess," so burned Maria Felix,
•

who

starred in film, that she
forced Panamerican Films, the
producer, to withdraw the advertisement.
is

Londen Legit Sets
Plays,

Eaidiiig

Ouliin Season

Irisli

Talent;

To

Suffer

Dublin, Jan. 23.
Success of Irish actors in recent
J. Arthur Rank films' is believed to
be partly responsible for London
theatre management intei-est in imNext month
porting Irish talent.
three Irish plays will open in the

West End.
Hilton Edwards & Michael MacLiammoir (Dublin Gate Theatre)
will open a season with MacLiammoir's "111 Met by Moonlight," cur-

^^^^

Shelah
Richards will produce Paul Vincent
rently playing revival here.

Paris, Jan. 20.

The

epidemic of film festivals
spreading over Europe is raising a
problem. It Is understood that all
countries producing pictures are
anxious to have them internationally
reviewed as national propaganda.
From a strict trade point of view,
foreign producers can hardly ex.

pect "to get for their entries comreturns commensurate to

mercial

the trouble incurred, while refusing
to participate may be. considered as
snubbing the show, ^so In some
cases the organizerB place it oh a
basis where the trade show iappears
to be a mere basis for land boom,
hotel and tourist pi'omotion.

Next world film festival will taSe
place in Brussels from June 1-30.
Business is good and the Belgians
have no persons axe to grind.
Dates considered for the French
and Italian festivals
are
con-

The Venice show is due to
open Aug. 20 and last until Sept. 10.
•Kie French want to open the Cannes
festival Sept. .1, meaning that the
overlap would necessitate sending
two. reps and possibly two prints of

flicting.

the entries.

Last year's festival cost was about
which about half was recovered through resale of installations.
The Cannes city fathers are
most anxious to make the show a
success since it means a lot for the
Riviera. Francois Andre, owner of
special municipal

test

all."

%m* Eekrn in Londoit

$160,000, of

Cannes and DeauvUle

French film workers is furnishing
welcome fuel to anti.U, S. cirelea
here who are gloating over the speC''
tacle of Americans knifing Ameri-

i

;

cans.

In a letter to French unions dated
Jan. 10, CSU prexy Herbert Sorrell
accused Hollywood studios of an attempt to destroy unions in order
to reduce salaries.
Lowered costs,
the letter said, would facilitate U. S.
monopolization
of
pix
markets
abroad with eventual damage to
foreign labor.

A

reply by the French union
Gaston Chezeau, was full
of sympathy for the CSU.
Letter
to the CSU stated that French workers understood U. S. attempts to
monopolize foreign markets logically
entails cutting workers' salaries in
order to cut costs.
Cltezeau however declared that the French workers feel safe because they merged
their unions, but since workers of
the whole world face identical problems, the French pledged their cooperation to the CSU,
chieftain,

21WAPKTR¥1I.S4
YAildAffitEeHNm^

idr@

Europe

Can.
Commissioner

Assn.

Chezeau is currently in Rome attempting to Squash Italian attempts
there to boss French technical crews
employed in co-productions despite
the French-Italian pact.
His aide,
Henri Back, told Varosiv that pending American Ambassador Jefferson
Caffrey's naming, a date for an interview requested by the union, he
is
arranging to stop dubbing on
American films on a moment's
notice.

Other sections of Sorrell's 850letter to Chezeau included allegations against Hollywood studios
of attempting to break independent

word

film unions through unprecendented
misuse of courts in obtaining mass
arrests
and injunctions.
Sorrell
asked help by firstly publicizing
Hollywood's so-called anti-labor conspiracy;
secondly,
promoting
a
French union resolution endorsing
American labor, and thirdly, organizing audience protests in thea'

tres
bia,

showing product from ColumMetro, Paramount, Republic,

RKO,

Roach,

20th-Fox,

Universal

and Warner and arranging for their
immediate boypott.

FUm

Max

son himself has often been accused
of veering to the left and in his
resignation some 15 months ago said
that he was quitting, due to a diilerence of opinion with the higher-ups
as to whether the NFB should eon^
cern itself with making films of a
broader international scope, or isttck
to

home

topics.

Theatre

Besides offices, Metro has also in- struction by Barbara Velez, Mexico's
vested in theatres, but in other richest widow, who recently married
coimtries. Recent buy in Antwerp, Jorge Velez, pic actor for $4,000,000
Belgium, of a 2tO00-8eater will open (Mex.) to Emilio Azearraga, head of
in March under the new name of the film and radio company Of his
"Cine Metro." Metro also won its name, and Simon Neguib, amuselawsuit and recovered
„ the Forum, in ments magnate,
Uege. The 3,200-seater is the larg>
House has been incorporated in
I est in Belgium.
the Azcarraga-Negiilb otrcuit here,
...

:

—

;

1^

28.

.

.

Sp;e, Houses

Jan.

Invitation to intervene in tha
Hollywood labor jurisdictional tangle
which was tendered recently by the
Conference ot Studio Unions to

Practical implementation of plans
Carroll's "The White Steed," possi- to help the CSU was taken by the
bly with Liam Redmond who ap- National Federation of Exhibition
peared in New York production in Workers of France with annOunce<t
Redmond was rehearsing in ment that they were planning to;
1939.
this play for London when the war halt all synchronization and dubbing
shuttered the theatre. Abbey play- work on American films, thus preers Denis O'Dea and Siobhan Mc- venting their exhibition in this counKenna are skedded for this company. try. Further steps in support of the
Third group will present Arthur CSU's "legitimate struggle' will be
Sinclair in Walter Macken's "Galway taken, Chezeau intimated.
Fear of
Handicap," seen at the Abbey here American retaliation through cutting
Irene off of much-needed credits is ap"Mungo's Mansion."
as
Henchel, wife of dramatic critic Ivor parently Staying immediate action in
Brown, will produce. Another Car- behalf of the CSU.
"The Wise Have Not
roll play,
Sorrell also cabled the French
Spoken", is also "due for West End scenarists union, presided over by
staging" soon.
Henri Jeanson. Latter's answer also
Drain on Irish stage' of these pro- promised cooperation and requested
and impending film com- the publication of names of antiductions
mitments Of other players— will labor Hollywood directors, players
mean service headsiehes ior Dublin and screenwriters. Sympathetic re.
managements this spring.
action to American film workers by
the French unions, reciprocates this
action taken last July by the Hollywood Screen Writers Guild which
pasged a resolution denouncing the
Blum-Byrtigs^rade pact as inimical
to the French film industry.
Harry G. Govil, Indian fllffl comWalsh Cables Cheie^n
pany rep currently in this country
Richard P. Walsh, prez of the Into buy studio equipment, is bringing two Indian-produced films to ternational Alliance of Theatrical
Stagehand
Employees,
cabled
the U. S. for distribution in the art
house circuit. Films, based on classic Chezeau Jan. 21 saying Sorrell's letFar Eastern legends, were turned ter only ventilated grievance of a
out by India's largest production discontented minority in the jurisdictional dispute and that WfiOO
outfit, Prakash Films, and will be
re-editied and subtitled in English Hollywood AFL workers are contentedly working in studios. Callltt
in New York for American conwas sent through Harold Smith, consumption.
own company, Amer- tinental rep for Hie Motion Picture
Govll's

casinos, .and
also interested in real estat« developments in many resorts, is expected to indian
will
Distributors,
Film
finance the building of a 2,500-seater handle sale of the features. Another
on the Points de la Croisette, on a Indian picture, "Shakuntala," made
piece of land reclaimed from the sea by the Raj Kamal Productions of
able.
by dumping the. city refuse. Build- Bombay, will precede Govil's two
Strike ended when the governor
ing would have to be light and ex- films into the American market with
of the state of Coahuila, in which
pense is Skedded at about $120,000. a premiere scheduled for late in
Torreon is located, .arranged for, the
This would be close to the Palm February.
temporary suspension of 5% of the Beach casino.
Govil stated that the chief drawmunicipal and 3% of the state taxes
back in Indian production, despite
to permit the exhibitors contributing
its impressive output of 300 films a
funds, via levies, to a big general
year, is its primitive technique and
hospital tl»at is being built in TorAcquires Office
obsolete equipment. In a move to
reon. The hospital hick will end as
remedy the backwardness of Indian
soon as the hospital is finished, the
in
Govil has been
studio methods,
Meanwere assured.
exhibitors
commissioned to 'hire a crew of
Jan.
20.
Paris,
while, the state and municipal govMetro is using some of its currency American technicians Who will train
ernments are examining the exhibnative studio workers in HollyLatin
European
in
countries
exto
itors' books to determine just how
techproduction
wood's neWest
tend office accommodations.
much they ean be taxed.
niques.
In Paris it's bought a building on
Despite a rapidly growing interest
Rue Quentin Beauchart, between
in motion pictures by the Indian
Avenue des Champs Elysees and the
C^nfiriried as
Govil stated that the in»
Avenue Georges V, next door to the people,
sufficiency of theatres is putting a
Biarritz Cinema. Firm will move in
narrow limit oh the industry's
Montreal, Jan. 28.
aU its offices currently off the beam growth. India's 1,500 houses, most
Ross McLean, interim Canadian on Rue Condorcet sometime in
of th^m of ramshackle construction,
government film commissioner since March. The newsreel dept. and the
are insuf^cient to meet the conthe resignation of John Grierson dubbing studio only will remain in
centrated demand in the country's
over a year ago, has been confirmed the old building.
The new office Industrial centers. Govil declared
to that job.
was the private mansion of the Duke that mobile 16m units are introducMcLean has been with the Na- of Elchingen, descendant of Napo- ing films for the first time into
Bpard since its inception leon's Marshal Ney,
tional
India's rural areas which comprise
In Italy, Metro bought ground in 85% of the country's population. .
in 1939 and was deputy commissioner from 1943 until he took over Rome to build an office and a dubfrom Grierson in an actjing capacity. bing studio. In Milan, firm will also
Boff
Sale
Job of NFB head has always been build its own office In Spain, it's
Mexico City, Jan. 22.
a hot coal since it's contended that acquired a piece yf property in MaBiggest current local theatre sale
the government flicker agency is drid, to house offices and also a dubwas that of the house under constaffed by too many leftists. Grier- bing, studio.

McLean

m
Paris,

No Godiva

editorial

Latest into film production in Aus^
tralia is Fred Daniells, one tirhe with

tercraft St\idios at Figtree. Spot Is
wood- on its ow!B terms and thereby just outside Sydney, onetime han
nail do*n the British popular mar- died by the lat^ F. W. Thring inter
ket which Yank films had captured. ests and shut: through wartime re;
Cootentiori of Rank and his fol- strictions^
lotSrers was that the Britishers should
Daniells is now seeking finance to
giv-i priority to prestige pix and that, float a major unit with Eric Porter,
popular reception of Anglo films who recently made "A Son Is Born."
would fqjlow. Throughbut the long
The McCredie Bros., local nabe
tiff, the pressing need to reduce the exhibs, are also seeking finance to
number of dollars-textracted from set up production at Commonwealth
Britain by American film companies Studios.
Brothers have been lm<
haunted the debates.
porting & few Russiain pix for local
Box replaced Ostrer because his datingSf doing the dubbings out here,
"Seventh Veil" supported the arguEaling will make "Eureka Stockments of those favoring the. prestige ade" and "Robbery Under Arms,"
films. Both Minney and Huth then latter probably in color. Harry Watt
terminated long-range relationships will do the chores. He leaves this
with Rank but were kept on to week for confabs with Mick Balcon
cqmtdete films which ihey were in London, Watt clicked with "Overthen working: onr In Minney's case, landers."

grosses.

Now

an

The curtain-dropping blqwoff came
last week when «. J, Minney, prdducer of the record-grossing "Wicked

Nerrene

direct service trip

,.

back magnetism.

Bid to

oameraman on the maiden airplane
from Havana to

a

London, Jan. 28. -f'
liong-ragjng battU over prestige
In Japan!
picture policy, which divided the J. Kilrpy
Rank organization into two
Tokyo, Jan. 81,
Bjo. success of itf "Kilroy
warrinit camps and led to tiie resignaWas Here" four-reeler has
tion ot a trio of Rank'* top producers,
Jiyu film Co. mulling over posis finally over. In the tussle, the resibility of a KUroy series.
cent b.o. performance of "Great Expic
dramatizing the
pectations,"
D«)kao. Yo>'-oo and Gontaro,
Dickens novel, was the clincher for
foremost Jap cojnedians, were
'the cohorts maintaining that British
starred.
pix could merge artistry with green-

WekoM S(HreD

Manuel

of

Alonso, local newsreel company, sent

Five Film O'liaras?
Dublin, Jan. 23.

Charles
brothers

and
of

Jaines

MaiWen

S^tziSmons,

O'Hara,

are

due for screentesUng in London by

Warner Bros.

Ttiey are cursoOn.
rently appearing in all-Irish ^how
at Abbey ISieatre.
;
If tests are successful this will
five members of the family
in films. Since her arrival in Holly-

mean

wood, Miss O'Hara has already been
joined in pix by her sisters, Margol
Fitzsimons and Oaire Hamilton.

.

"
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Double Take

Continued from page 2

,

,

«t a Wa»W»8ton <joncert with Gio- success of this fllm ushered in a new
vanni MartinelH la 1918 alter several cycle of operatic films that has lasted
years of musical education. Faced to the present day. In 1935, after a
With family objections towards a brief illness, she made her second
Bingtng career, thie l7-year-bld girl picture for Columbia, "Love Me Fortan away to New Yorlc and became ever." For her work in making the
« cate singer In Or«enwich Village, cinema an art "vitelly aiffeoting our
After six ixtOnUw, nhe obtained a national culture," she received a
walk-on part in a road company gold medal from the Society of Arts
which folded in fietroit. Back in and Sciences. She was the second
New York, she took up the advice woman—preceded by Eva Le Galof George M, Cohan who, upon meet- lienne to win the award.
ing her, suggested that she try out
After several operatic appearances.
as an understudy to a musical come- Miss Moore was starred in a light
dy star.
musical comedy film, "The King
In 1920, she was given a small role Steps Out" jip 1936. After several
in Raymond Hitchcock's "Hitchy- reports that she was through with
Koo" and, two years later, graduated Hollywood, she returned in 1937 for
to a bigger r ole *in "Above the another Columbia picture, "I'll Take
Clouds." In 1923, Irving Berlin made Romance," in: which she did a scat
her the lead in the "Music Box Rc' number with Cab CsUoWay. It, was
vue" and she stayed with the show her last film.
through two editions. In 1926, she
During the war, she toured Europe
started preparing for opera.
under the auspices of the USO-Camp
After 18-months intensive training Shows and shortly before her death,
in Kurope, she returned in 1928 to had given several concerts in Gersnake her Metropolitan debut as many for British and American ocMimi in "La ISbheme." Her perfor cupation troops. Miss Moore tvSs exmance evoked one of the biggest pected back in this Country late this
ovations ever heard 'kt the opera year when she plfinned 'to rejoin the
house where the Broadway contin- Metropolitan.
gent,

had

clothing in both pictures. It's a
case of double-takes for most of
the audience.

headed by Cohan and Berlin,
to cheer the former
star.

in 1930, she began her, motion piclure career which wa* to skyrocket
her to world prominence. However,
.her first two films for Metro, "A
Morals'* and "New Moon"
with Xiawrence Tibbett, were not re-

tatfy's

Well,
despite the critics'
praise for her singing, and she left
Hollywood for another concert tour
and trip abroad. While overseas, she
met Valentin Parera, Spanish motion

ceived
'.

I>icture star.
•

Whom

she married in

1931 in Cannes.
The:'

Sell 'Years' Ballylioo

Books on Tesi Basis

'

Thealr©. Tile

First 2 Fix So-So

foUowing year, Miss Moore

.

'

returned to Broadway miisicals In
"The Du Barry,*' following which from films, electronics or other devices. Morover, according to Ryder,
she went on another round of conwill seek setting of in- I^ess Point in Appeal
cert tours, She wound up on the the SMPE
Case
Coast where she appeared in the ternational standards in tele similar
Jackson
opera, "Pagliacci." Another film con- to those now extant fof films. PresChicago, Jan. 28.
tract was offered her by Columbia ent situation, is such that there is no
Charging the injunction obtained
and there she was starred in "One assurance that a tele signal from'a by the Jackson Park theatre against
Yank transmitter could be received nine film
Night of Love."
compaiiie's and two cirin other countries, since the eleccuits
'Fhe sensational artistic and b-o.
was awarded unjustly, attronic systems vary widely.
torneys for- defendants last week
Film industry Will ask the Federal filed in Federal' court a statement
Communications Commission at the listing point on which, they will iely
Feb. 4 hearing to retain the fre- in appealing the case In U.
Cir-

Of

Park

.

.

iietTQ^DOS

Continned from page 3
claims tbat no longer counts
is in public domain.

yam

i£

the

'

"T, I," was previously made by
Metro IH 1934,
rules thus giving
it exclijslve rights to the title as
long us «()pyright protection on it
:

•

•

•

quency spectrum allocated for theRyder said. SMPE through
Paul J. Larsen will rep for the industry and battle the attempt of
commercial companies to slice into
the frequency band. Ryder said his
organization had conferred* with Eric
Johnston and Byron Price of the
Motion Picture Assn., Donald Nelson of the Society of Independent
Motion Picture Producers and Y.
atre tele,

MPA

continues anywhere in the world
and for four years if it's in public
domain. Stevenson story had prior
to^ that been filmed hy Fox in 1918
and Paramount in '1920.
Metro doesn't want to picturize
"T. I." again, but has waived its
rights, in favor of Walt Disney who,

in turn, is releasing "Bdblnson CrueSbe" fo M-Gf; which will use the
Daniiel Defoe classic for Spencer
Tracy's next picture. "Crusoe," incidentally, was recently made by -the
Russians as their initial film in a new

&

cuit Court.

Cohn points out the current method of annual computation, of taxes J.s
an "accountant's fiction," which virorks an espfefclal hardslhip on those
whose income is apt tb'fluctuate'from yeat to year, pe(?ple in point being
writers. He says that if a man earns $25,000 one year, and losies the same
amount during the following year, his net income for the period is zero;
Nevertheless, under existing income tax laws, he is. Obliged to pay a large
tax during his better year, and gets no refund for the period when he lost
money. Tax expert says there is much agitation at present to have income
taxes levied on average incomes over a period of three years or more.
In pointing out writers as particularly hurt by the inequity, Cohn says
they are "among those* most seriously affected by the disparity between
the astronomical regularity of the tax collector and the dramatic irregu.
.

•

Fancy, plastic-covered books put
out by Goldwyn Productions as promotion pieces for "Best Years of
Our Lives" ar^ now being sold in
theatre lobbies on an experimental,
basis.- Idea grew but Of the large
demand on the Goldwyn office for
copies of the book, which is labeled
"How a Picture Is Made" and goes
into detail, with many stills, of the
work behind "Years," as well as
synopsis and cast,
'Books are now being experimentally sold at the Astor, N. Y., "and
Woods, Chicago, for 25c. each, although they actually cost 40c, to.
print. If it is demonstrated that
audience demand is -great enough,
s Continued from paige
large reprint orders will be placed,
the volbe the use' of screens equally adapt- on basis of which cost of
umes can be brought down to 13%c.
able to tele or pix. Finally, projecSimilar books plugging the respection of video images 'by light rather tive pictures
are being sold at
than phosphorescence would com- "Henry V" showings and at some
theatres .playing "Song of the South."
plete the evolution.
SMFE is now experimenting with They were likewise a big item when
Wind" made its
special optieal and .camera work to "Gone. With the
cases
perfect films used -in tel6 transmis- initial round, in each of these
they have been handled by consion, Ryder said. The organization's
rather
than the proboard has widened the scope Of its cessionaires,
department,
as
publicity
activities to include all pictorial ducer's
with "Years."
'fendition of action whether St be

come

jBsoadway

Tax expert Morris Cohn, in the forthcoming February edition of Screen
Writer, Screeif 'Writers Guild mag, foresees the possibility of income taxes
being pro-rated fver i three-year period. Cohn recalls the "carryback"
provisions once suggested as an integral part ol tax legislation, permitting
the individual to carry losses suffered during one year either back or
forward to more profitable years, thus more accurately reflecting an average income over a long period of time,

.

—

,

SlufWIcliires

Trailer on Warners' "Nora
Prentiss," currently running at
the Strand, N. Y., is drswiiig
plenty of yocks from the audiences—and for obvious reasons,
Trailer follows the Strand's
Current feature, -Warners' "Man
I Love." Both Robert Alda and
in
Bruce Bennett,- featured
"Man," are seen 'in almost the
same type roles In the "Prentiss"
trailer, and Alda, in fact, even
seems to be wearing the same

Srace Moore Startel Trsl

.

larity of income."

Charlie Chaplin will play a unique character, for him, in his neit pic»
ture, "Mons. Verdousc, a Comedy of Murders," appearing aS a man who
marries gullible women and then killis them for their money in order to
provide for his own family. 'Interviewed by the N. Y. Times' Thomas F.
Brady in last Sunday's (26) paper, the comedian disclosed he'll retain nt>
trace of his conventional tramp costume and maketi© In the picture, which
will probably be released through United Artists.
Chaplin, according to Brady, bought the idea for the «picture, which
pf the French criminal Landru, from Orson
Welles in 1941. He started screening it last June and wound up lonsing
weeks, directing the film himself. Pic is budgeted at $2,000,000.
Despite the polygamy and murder inherent in the plot, Chaplin claimed
there could be no question of censorship since "hone of the women reached
me emotionally but -my ieal wife, who is played by Mady Correll." Picture,
in fact, has moral value, he said, since Verdoux "feels that murder is the
logical extension of business," and so expresses the "feeling of the times
we live in—but of catastrophe come people like bim,"

was suggested by the career

in 12

Warner Bros.' announcement from the Coast over th6 weekend that it
was dropping plans to produce k film version of Charles Jackson's novel,
"The Fall of Valor," wasn't taken too seriously in New York by Jerry
Wald, Who Was to have produced the picture. Wald, who^ork^ out the
treatment for the screenplay, remarked that similar discouraging pronouncements had been madfe prioi: to his gaining final approval for "Mildred Pierce'' and ^'Humoresque." He figured he might be able to reverse
the decision when he got back to the studio.
Apparent reason for the WB announcement was that the Production
Code Admini-stration had nixed the treatment, from which 'W'ald had removed all reference to the homosexualitjr, which is a major part of the
Jackson novel.

Another reason for the decision, it is thought, might be
protestations of a number of Hollywood biggies to the brothers Warner.
Wald trains froroi New York for the Coast today (Wednesday).

The Boris Kaplan listed in Vahiety last week as having been named to
the directorate of the New York Screen Directors GuUd is not the Boris

Kaplan who heads Paramount's eafitern talent department, as stated. SDG's
Boris Kaplan is a nephew of the Par Boris Kaplan and is Editorial dire«!tor
of Pathescbpe Productions, N. Y., commercial plcture outfit.
Universal is apparently launching into a campaign to interest outside
investors in the stock of the company. Along with the release of its lavish
annual report in Technicolor,
has placed ads in metropolitan dailies
reprintmg parts of the report and outlining the favorable factors for investmg in the film industry.

U

Defense claims decree, which virtually abolished the "Chicago system
of release," was brought about without proper presentation of evidence

Too Many

to the jury.

In

a multi-page

Exhib

Exhibs Sit Out

Of Negro

£

4

Stevenson never copyrighted his
classic in the U, S. It was copyrighted in his native Britain, however, the. copyright expiring in 1944.
It was also copyrighted in France
in 1885 and, wideV the Berne convention and French laws providing
for recrlprocal terms for foireign
copyrights, it would also have expired in that country
1944. However, during the first World War,
President Poincare extended copyright protection for five or six years
(exact time is in dispute, too). Thus,
Metro claims, the French copyright
on "T. I." goes into 1950. And since
rules are that a company
which once made a picture retains
exclusive rights to the title as long
as there's copyright protection on it
anywhere in the world,. M-G feels
that clinches its case.

m

MPA

Selznick lawyers don't- agree on.
French copyright extension or
the MPA" rules covering the
matter. Latter code, drawn up by
the association in 1936, is said to
lack suflScIent detail to adequately
provide the answer to this arid many
other question.?, and thus has come
the determination to revise it. However, in the 10 years since the establishment of the title registration
bureau, there have been only about
275 protests and only five of them
went to arbitration. Rest were settled
amicably in discussions between the partie,*'
the

oh

who would see it".
owns the Homestead theatre, was
Views on the film were written by accused of refusing admission to
Richard E. Gutstadt, League direc- two Negro women last April.
tor" Pointing out the possibility of
Plaintiffs stated that they had
differences of opinion on "Abie
asked for first floor seats when they
Gutstadt noted that the National purchased tlekets but were handed
Jewish Monthly had cited the film pasteboards for the balcony instead.
"among other evidences of goodwill Veteran exhibitor testified that there
demonstrations of our time" and de- had been a misunderstanding and
clared the Monthly was "probably then the women had become so
sincere" in its observations.
objectionable he refused to let them
"Nevertheless," he continued, com- in the theatre at all, although Stahl
petent authorities, motion picture was acquitted, . jury asse.ssed the
trade journals among others, im- costs on him.
mediately denounced the film." Recalling that the League and other
organizations had protested about
Cais't Do Tills
the film to producer Bing Crosby
Chicago.
and Crosby had deleted "some of
Editor, Varieiy:
the most objectionable sequences
Top boner honors of 1946 should
in the hope that the film may be
more acceptable and adverse effects probably go to PRC's "Down Missouri Way." Oater features a rather
be mitigated," Gutstadt continued:
unusual female mule named Shirley,
diences

{

G-M

Re-Presents," which exhibs
claim patrons are almost sure not to
notice.

-

Screenwriters' beef on reissues is
aired in the forthcoming (February)
issue of the Screen Writers' Guild
monthly. Editorial asks that actors
and directors guilds join with the
writers in "solving the problem posed
by reissuing old films and the impact of this practice on motion picture employment."

Mag

points out that Metro has an-

nounced 22 reissue releases, and
states that ':when this is multiplied
by the . modest average of four, it

means 88 writers are deprived of
jobs.

with resultantly poor reaction When
"0£ course, we are not proposing
it comes time to think of going to a ban on reissues," the SWG declathe movie.s again. Instead, they de
ration states.
"Fine plays are recide to stay home ad listen to the vived, fine books are republished

-

fine pictures certainly should be
reissued. The difference is that the
fine plays and boolts pay royalties
each time they appear; the fine pictures pay only the studios."

and

radio."

"mes Better With Reissues"
This exhib admits that he does
better with reissues than with a lot
of new product that is available to
him. from the minor companies— and
inasmuch as his patrons get annoyed
with the pictures either way, he
might as weU play the reissues, which
seem to annoy the ticketbuyers
and pay off better at the b.o.

HC

"We

A

•

.

tri-dlinensional color process.

Reissuis'

Continued from page S

brief, the attorneys

point out what they feel to be cercring storm of public reaction. Astain discrepencies in the evidence.
One claim in the statement is that fCording to one operator of a number
of second and third-?run situations in
evidence was not brought out that
Frank Freeman of the industry re- would indicate the exhibitor defend- New Jersey:
search bureau, and all were in ant* used coercive buying powers to
"The reissties are driving people
agreement that « was essential for obtain first-run product, even though away from the theatres, and the
the frequency channels to be re- the court maintains such was the quantity of thetn we are forced to
taineii
play shows shortsightedness by the
.
case.
companies. Principal thing people
.seem to be annoyed about is that
Pitt
they don't recall whether they've
Acquitted
seen a picture before or not, and
Discrimination only find out after they've paid their
Continued from page 5 5;
Pittsburgh, Jan. 28.
money.
lot of theln come out to
After deliberating half an how, the boxofflce and get refunds,
tion said, and "its general effect
a jury returned a verdict of not lot don't,
however, and I wish they
could not be other than to rivet the
guilty in an alleged discrimination would,
because they sit through the
stereotypes on the minds of the au- case in which John S.
Stahl, who picture and get very disgruntled,

less

Govt. Okays Six Theatre
Construction Setups
Washington, Jan. 28.
Six theatre improvement and con-

Wh'ile exhibitor organizations from
struction jobs were among the non-.
to California Jiave passed reshousing construction pro.iects apolutions and made loud cries against
proved by tbe Office of Temporary
the product .shortage and resultant
Controls during the week ending
neces,sity of playing reissues, there's
Controls during week ending Jan. v.
actually nothing, they admit, they
Included were the following:
can do about it, Their wrath just
in work on the Pitkinson theatre,
leads to galloping frustration.
N.Y.C.; $8,000 work on a theatre oi

Maine

P.m

are, of course, appreciative of

who, after performing a retfnue of
Some exhibs have taken steps to
the friendliness which impels, these
tricks in the film, takes time out to alleviate patron ill-feeling
by refuschanges. However, we have forth- have
a baby.
ing "to bill Alan Ladd on the marrightly stated our view that the
Ironically, this miracle occurs in quee when he's in one of
the oldies
elimination of an objectionable se- the very
heart of the mule country, so short a time that if you sneeze
quence here or there cannot redeem under
the noses of four erudite pro- you mi.s.s him.
This billing of
the
production,
the
stereotyped fessors of a Missouri college of agri- current-day
stars who have walkcharacters of which run throughout
culture, and nobody bats an eye. throughs in reissues has
been one of
the entire portrayal." Gutstadt conBut they just can't do this—not even the causes of squawks. Likewise,
cluded that "under no circumstances in
Hollywood— for the mule is a inadequate publicizing in ads and
do we believe that this. is either good hybrid;
a sterile critter incapable of posters of the fact a pic is a reissue.
entertainment or good American reproducing
itself.
Metro on its reissues now, for indoctrine."
Mike Cook.
.stance, merely uses the billing, "Mj

'

F. A.
$1,000

Bowling at Hopewell, Va.i
on outdoor theatre of Guy W.

at NSan Jose, Cal.; $3,050 on
drive-in-theatre, of Ralph E. Ray.
C,
S. C; $10,300 for N.
Theatres, Charlotte, and $9„'j00 for a
theatre of Sid Mack and Sons. Morrisville, N. C.

Meek

Columbia,

In December, the governmont halted work on 1,152 projects, includms
a danc6 hall, bowling alley, skatins
rink
and sevewl duplex beacn
houses.
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SELZNICK EXPANDS

Concessions Surprise
CottitmiCtl

£c4>i!t

competitive areas, indicates even the
court's surprise.

For

instance:

pact S

5

Biji

.

;

if competitiv* bidding
They, -of course,
effect.

went into
have been

advised that the effective date of
Wright: "Now, the prohibition here
the provisions will be July 1. In
prohibition
is not in terms of a
view of that fact, our inclination, I
against accpjisSMon, but «ne agamst think, is to see that the provision is
withexpansion; so I should supprise
at least given an actual trial in operout any court proceeding -whatsoever ation; that you cannot determine
these defendants are free to replace whether all of these dire consesuch existing facilities as they lose quences will ensue or what iits actual
or abandon. Now, I hiad assumed effects will be without actiisl exthat one purpose ..."
perience under it.''
:
V

Judge Augustus Hand (obviously
"Repeat that last thing!,
(Court stenographer reads back

startled):

i

Wright's statement.)
Big Five's stance was set forth,
•

others, by Paramount's lawWhitney North Seymour, who

among
yer,

"UN is about to build a magnificent pairt of the city on the East
part
river, it seems probable that
No
of that will be a theatre section.
one cai^ say now whether it will
draw a substantial patronage from
the Times Square area, and, as congestion and transportation in New
York city gets worse, it probably

said:

LATl-AE FOE

South American

cities

wards.

Manny

manager

Heinfir,
for,

r8;'46:ieeiiril

Long-term

'45.

as

just

tary of State and military secretary
to General George Marshall, to the
manager for France,
post- of
That's a two-way' move, since McCarthy's prestige is expected to aid
Hollywood's standing in Europe,
Smith, whom he
while Harold
replaces, is beihg transferred to the
lie on the Coast to serve as adviser
pn
the acceptability
studios
to the
of their product on the Conlineht.

MPA

U

grounded advice, Aim will b,e to
work on scripts so that no expensive
mistakes are made that have to be
eradicated by reshootujg,

IIC idea grew out of huddles on
the Coast during the past 'few weeks

Johnston

of

and

Gerald

Mayer,

MPA

foreign chief, with studio
toppers. All the companies expressed
themselves as for jt in light *>f

liabili-

drubbing Hollywood has been taking
not only from .such persons as Sir
Others To Be Named
McCarthy's appointment will be Stafford Cripps, head of the British
followed by the naming to similar iBoatd of Trade, but William Ben.
ton, assistant U. S. Secretary ol
posts throughout the world of other
America last summer and fall.
young, high-powered salesmen for State for Cultural Affairs. Benton
Special pre-release bally- cam- •the American industry. MPA proxy, charged that foreign leaders feared
paign on "Duel" will be given each Eric Johnston, in announcing Mc- Hollywood's "cultural imperjalism."
opening in Latin America, with SHO Carthy's appointment, tipped off
field men handling the key city this part of the broad plan. "The
openings at no charge to exhibitors. Association," he said, "is endeavor-"
Exhibs will have their choice of ing to send the highest type of nien
either a dubbed or titled version of abroad as its representatives. We
Continued from pace 3
the film, since customers in the key feel that these inen should combine
cities prefer titled versions, while
knowledge and understanding of most certain to be tossed in the judithe dubbed versions go best in the international relations with a know- cial wastepaper basket, are treated
"Duel," as Well as other Selz- ledge of the motion picture in- warily, with
stix.
a number of them renick films, will each be»sold on theijr dustry,"
cently settled before trial.
to
accotding
merit,
individusA
McCarthy has been serving for
Two suits filed in Chicago last
Reiner.;;-.;'
the past year as assistant to Byron
Price, V,p. of the MPA in cKiarge week seeking a $2,650,000 payoff
were fathered by the New York and
of its Hollywood office.
Jackson Park decisions. Brought by
Smith, ifurland Teani
the Middle States Corp*. of .Delaware,
Smith has been employed by the Minneapolis operator, andi the Rivcontbnieii ffont i^ee^.it
in
dealing
with
MPA» since 1928
erside Operating Co., former owner
or
a
per'^our-wajls"
in
living
in
4eal
film
-affairs
Europe,
Straight
of the Riverside in Milwaukee, the
centage setup; Goldwyn is offering Paris most of that time. He will complaints cite bbth rulines
to back
to pay an exhib'30% of the gross if^ work in the IIC with Addison Dur- their claims.
In each instiuttce the
the exhib chooses to "operate" the land, who will specialize on the plaintiifs shuttered their houses
in
him.
for
house
Latin-American countries, Durland '41 sans prodoct.

$6,843,000, while total
are computed at $15,289,In a further breakdown, report
shows domestic sales expenses at

amount, to

ties

Bitters

Continued from page 1

soon as the initial to keep them out of trouble abroad,
world,
job of shucking off some Of the but the MPA hopes to have a core
causes of ill-will are accomplished. of highly-experienced personnel with
to
have TJ.S, films great sources of information, who
elfort
This
continuously ieecT individual
better received abroad is behind the cdn
appointment last week Of Frank studio experts and producers, with
soon after- McCarthy, former A.ssistant Secre- the latest dope and give them well-

SRO's general sales
Latin America, is curhuddling with David O.
rently
studio execs on
other
and
Selznick
the Coa-st. He's scheduled to •leave
for Mexico City next Wednesday (5)
sales organiMexican
to set up the
zation and will go from there to
Buenos Aires and several other
I
ram
On the trip,
f
page
4
C(»iitinned
sssss
cities.
Latin American
Ibs^
coordinate tentative
will
duced rights are evaluated at $1,- Reiner
publicity and distribution plans for
044,125.
worked out
he
Selznick product that
Current liabilities of the company
during a six months' tour of Latin
are set at $7,034,135, compared with
$5,182,316 in

H'wood Sugars Global

Selznick Releasing Organization will expand its operations to
Latin America in order to handle all
distribution "of "Duel in the Sun.'
Film is slated to preem in Mexico
City in May and will probably open^
in Buehos Aires in June and other

New

liabilities

942.

$9,071,026 and foreign at $4)473,203.
was
wiU. Now, Paramoiait owns a fine General and adrntuistrative nut
theatre in the Times Square area. $1,808,355 domestically ahd $1,030,231
Surely, if there should be a' substan- in the iot'eiga dept.
tial migration "of theatre patronage
to that tiew section of New York,
U, incidentally, has scored a steady
Paramouht ought to be free to come advanqis, Within and outside the U. S.
to your honors and ask leave to ac- borders, in the 10-ycar period since
quire a theatre there to protect its the company was piu-chased from

investment.*'

Carl Laemmle in April, 1936. Gross
Judge Hand's response to this, and[fyoji, operations had then dwindled
" "^ on to $17,415,636, one-third of its pres' the' court
the only expression of
the question, was: "Now, Mr. Sey- ent sum, and the year's deficit had
mour, we, in drawing up this decree reached $1,985,860.
-^nd it was in the opinion^reserved Net working capital then was a
Jurisdiction. That is at once a bene- meagre $8^72,870, agdinst a current
fit and a danger to anybody connect- high of $29,278,905, and taventory
ed with the business, of course. In amounted' to $6,593,773, compared
other words, if it doesn't work, you with the present $21,665,043. Domesare at. liberty to divest on further tic accounts were' St, a low of 7,500,
hearings, and i« this ajcrangemeni while sale's staffers tfbw deal with
bears too hard on any theatres
12,000.

Major's Eyesore

-

UH't Leases

'

;

MPA

"'Four Walls'
was recently named to the
And there's no desirth of exDistinction lies in - that "fotw- Coast staff, with the exact nature
;
theatremen nursing their peeves and
any ^ven ^luatiott, you can still
Dramatizing tTs continued climb walls," as the term is generally de^ of ill? 'job not revealed "at .the time.
come to court and adt to tnodify since 1930,- coj?ipany's elaboifate re- fined in the trade, hieahs that the He formerly worked for the Co- eyeing the courts.
Switch in Stance
where the specific light to modify in port grapli^s #,00M00 foreign gross owner is given a set weekly sum ordinator of .Inter-American Affairs
this respect waft not reserved."
for use of his house, with the jpro- and durin&.his tenure enjoyed the
Switch in stance isn't entirely conculled th#; ««ich mounted to $10
Hie minutes also set forth suc- 100,000 jii '40; $11,300,000 in '41; $14,- ducer paying for all the help and distinction of never allowing any siistent, though, since it's understood
Governdefendants'.
well
for
upkeep,
as
all
adthe
as
cinctly
thing to get into a film that brought that the majors could have settled
100,000 in '42, $17,400,000 in '43, $19,- other
ment's and court's stance on the plea 200,000 in '44, $22,300,000 in '45 and vertising and exploitation. In the a squawk from a south-of-the-border the Momand action for some $75,000.
percentage arrangement, as offered nation.
Legalites in that action were confito delay competitive bidding.
$23,100,000 in '46.
Also charted from '39 are the com- by Goldwyn, the, house owner pays
Wright: "For our purposes there
Experts on other parts of the dent that it could be squelched by a
all
operating
his
expeases out of
which
rentals,
domestic
are many situations of people who pany's
woild will be named to the IIC dozen interposed defenses including a.
have been in communication with showed the same steady progressions. 30% and, in addition, pays 30% of within the next few weeks, with the strong dne-r-that .(>f the statute ol
cost
of
advertising.
us which are contrary to the repre- In 1989, tr garnered $17,760,000; iri the the
possibility that a big-name overall limitations—Since the cause of acGoldwyn is how employing both chief will likewise be appointed. The tion refers to. 6 condition that exsentations which have been made by V.S.; itf'40, $14,470,000; in '41, $l8,many of these, <exhib) organizations 890,000; in '42, $24,940,000; in '43, $29,- plans. Esquire, Boston, for instance, setup will function as part of Joe isted many years ago. The court
here; they thought their particular 080,000; In '44, $32,360,000; in '45, $28,- is on a straight four-walls basis, Breen's Production Code Adminis- brushed all aside in awarding Mowhile
Fulton,
Pittsburgh,
is
a
30%
situations would be helped when and] 750,000 and in- '46, $30,830,000.
tration. It will be broader than the mand $287,000 multiplied by three
(deal, Idea has worked out so well PCA, however,
because of its func- because of its anti-trust nature.
that Goldwyn, Monday
(27)
an- tion of needling 'favorable material
•What's more, majors fear the posnounced he is Setting up a new com- for particular countries abroad into sibility of exhib lawyers, growing
pany, Samuel Goldwyn Pictures, films, as well as
making sure that increasingly adept at administering
Inc., to act as leissee of ttie houses.
the triple wallop, will ride the cirnothiflS unfavorable gets in.
This is merely a legalistic move, of
cuit
as experts in handling the plaJnAlthough the label of Internacourse.
tional
Information Centre might tiffs side of the action. George
Exhibition
policy
has
proved lead to the idea" that the
ROfiOnf AIDA
new setup Ryan, for instance, a Boston legal
IDA UIPINO
JOAN
JOHN
highly successful in rentals garnered also will
man,
who repped for Momand, is
be a publicity or propaBRUCE BENNETT
ANDREA KING
by Goldwyn, although that also re- ganda "outfit to
heading -north to take over the case
plug Hollywood
In Wornor Bros,' Hit
in Ih* New Wdtmr AchievamenI
flects, of course, the tot> biz "Years"
abroad, it will have no such func- of a Vermont exhib currently enis doing..At the Esquire, Boston, for tion.
gaged
in suing the majors.
It will be entirely a service
Birect^ct by Baoul.Walab
instance, which is a tegtilar roadorganization to producers.
In Person
show engagement, almost $50,000 has
.with
All the lots already have sin inCiwrlieBARNir
been
grossed
four
in
weeks
in
the
OSCAR lEVANT
ternational, expert who' has funcAim
OBCHKSXRA
jr. ,CABBOIi NASH
941-seater, as against $105,000 grossed tioned
for the past five or six years
Dlrectea bjr dr«an NeKiiICMso
in the same period by "Kid from
RAY ENSllSif • COHES AUO ATKINS
Fradoeed br
Wald
Conflnaed from page 9
.
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.
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Censor Fight

.

B'way at 47th

St.

3mf

STRAND

'

Brooklyn," Goldwyn's last pic, at
the 2,900-seat Keith's.
However,
"Kid" only got a total of four weeks,
while "Years" did better the fourth
week thaft the first ($12,700 as
S Continued from page 4 s
against $12^00) and is expected to
be released as their cpntracts come
get some 30 weeks at an average of
up for renewal.
about $10,000 a week. That will make
New-found independence of UA
for a total gross of $300,000, of which
as a result of the plethora of product

UA-Stromlierg

Tljiirs.,

Jan. 30

JOHN BOLpS

young -JJCvfB-

RUtY Hlii

COLBERr
W*l«er PIBeEOH
Smii ALLYSOH'
in M-G-M's

'The Seer«f
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Goldwyn
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SPECTACULAit »TA6t PRESENTATION

will

get

$180,000

after

on its slate is also reflected in the
taking out expenses. His share- of upped
terms Stromberg will have to
the $105,000 Keith's gross was just pay for distribution
under the new
slightly oyer $35,000.
contract. UA's charge will be 25%
"Years,"- incidentally, is also great- for
domestic and varying fees, up to
ly outgrossiBg "Kid" at the Astor,
50%, for different territories abroad.
N. Y., although its length means it Contract
is for three years, with
is
giving only six performances Stromberg
committed to deliver not
daily against "Kid's" nine. At the less than
one and not more than
end of first nine weeks of "Years" three films each
year.
it has $441,000 in the till, while "Kid"
Producer's old pact, under which
had $381^000 for the same period. he will have delivered
six pictures,
Adniish seale, tilted to $2.40 Satur- expires this
spring. It was for five
days and Sundays, is accounting for years and likewise
called for minipart of the difftereiioe. &!> of $1.80
of one and maximum of three
during the week is same as for a year.
However, terms were UA's
"Kid."
"most favored," that is, 25% up to

'

excellent relations. "These reports,"
Fielding griped, "have been appearing periodically in the New York
press, and individuais who inspire
them are 'adroitly implying that
amendments tO existing laWs are
necessary to curtail the powers and
activities
of the t>epartment of
Licenses."

mum

$800,000

Rep Trio

in

Feb.

and 10%

after

thttt.

Stromberg delivered three, films
prior to "Strange Woman," only one

which was an important moneymaker. That was the fir.st, "Lady of
Burlesque," which turned in $2,000,000 in domestic rentals, "Guest
hi the House," which followed, got
$1,4SO,000 and showed a small profit,
George Blair directing.
while
the
third film, "Voung
Second starter will be "Song of Widow," Just about broke even at
the Golden West," starring Roy $1,500,000 in domestic rentals.
Rogers, and third will be "After "Guest," incidentally, is no longer
Sundown," Gene Autry's la.st chore owned by Stromberg. He sold out
on the Republic lot, pending a de- the residual in it to a New York
Hollywood, Jan. 28.
Republic will send three features
before the lenses next month, starting Feb. 5 with the Janet Martin
starrer,
'^The
Finger
Woman,"
William J. Sullivan producing and

cision

by

tlte

California

of

Supreme financing

Court on his Rep, contract.

ago.

company

some

months

The commish was apparently inveighing against both the proposed
local law introduced by Councilman
Eugene P. Connolly, which would
clip his wings, and a recent meet of
legit reps which announced opposition to his activities. In his statemeht, he declared that under existing statutes a conviction' miist be
obtained before a '.theatre license
could be revoked. While he didn't
state as much, commish still holds
to his original interpretation that
the statute does not apply to films
and, consequently, exhibs can face

license-lifting

jury

without

a

previous

trial.

Bill

Aimed

at

Loophole

Bill was introduced into the legislature by Senator William F? Con-

don and Assemblyman Malcolm Wilson,

It
Westchester reimblicahs.
aims to; plug the loophole in section
1090 by striking out the word "similar" from the proviso, which permits

license cancellation for obscenity in
any "banner, poster or other similar
advertising." It also adds the clause
"or any poster, banner or advertising" to section 1089, which provides
for prompt licensing except where
a film is indecent or immoraL

29,

im

"HAVE A HEART, M-G-M!
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Radio City Music Hall—
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Roll By^-
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all
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Oh,

my

From

aching

feet!
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will top

it!
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Circit of 8 Hoii^s.Sold

years

at

reported

fee

of

10%

1947

Mi' |24,00e m Mpk,

minated arrangement whereby Mincirnesota Amus. Co. (Paramount
past six
cuit) booked house for

'McM'

oi

Pnlls

pi,0§0

Cotttinved from «a(« 19
weekly gross. Ted Mann, one of
Minneapolis, Jan. 28.
group thit bought this theatre and
There's a minimum of major newAlvin from the estate of the late
comers again, the lone important
W. A. Steffes for $200,00p, will book fast-starter and slow-finisher. Did entries being "Till the Clouds Roll
the house himself;
By"
and
'The
Mighty McGurk." The
but
some sraasherDo trade at getaway
Mann says he plans to use (:ity,
St. Ix)uis, Jan. 28.
petering out to arouno $22,000, May Jerome Kern picture," however, ig
Open
pictures, such as
Last.weefe shooting off more boxofflce dynamit*
One ot the biggest motion picture for forthcoming Warner releases. art yet
seen here, along "With first- stick at that, however.
not
at than a full quota of newcomers
'deals in many yfears here was closed
(Par),
big
Skies"
"Blue
S-"
of
mtherto,
as
Mort Blumenstock, ad publicity runs and moveovers,
ordinarily explode.
It's the
fast week when George H. Karsch,
fifth
chief, discussed policies for produc- Steffes himseU made the booking $17,500.
"Blue downtown week for "It's a Wonderprez of the Lead Belt Amusemerit tion
rntz (WB) .'800; 40-70)
on the sprmg schedule which deal when product for the small
Crosby-Astaire ful Life," the fourth for "Blue Skies"
Co., and the Farmington, Mc, Knterinclude "Nora Prentiss," "Pursued," house was difficult to obtain. The Skies" (Par) (m.o.).
fainment Co., sold eight houses in "the Two Mrs. Cai?rolls" and others. termination was by mutual agree- musical hasn't run out its string by and the second for "Song of the
recentlyMissouri towns to the
any means, as pleasant $4,500 at this South" and "Perfect Marriage," all
Hairry M. Kalmihe, Warner thefetre ment, according to anndtnjcement.
Last week, of them hefty grossers.
formed Harris Theatre Co. .for a re- general manager, also addressed the
small-seater indicates,
Veloz and Vtilanda, sans films, and
ported price of $500,000. Karsch, who sessions.
"Time, Place and Girl" (WB), on a
Sehlller Upped at »ep. ^
n-.oveover after two weeks at Stan- at $3 top, did smash $16,000 for two
Is reputed to have amassed a huge
Zone men present included J.
Albert E. Schiller was upped to ley, did all right at $3,000.
nights and matinee at Radio City.
tortune from -his exhibition activities, Knox Strachen, Cleveland; Dan Finn,
Republic's branch operations
Thu.-Fri.
Senator (Harris) (1,750, 40-70)
Js retiring from those endeavors to New Haven; George Kelly, Newark; head
Jr.,
now
Titus,
Estimates for This Week
"Razor's Edge" (20th) (m.o.). This
devote his entire time to his exten- Charles A. Smakwitz, Albany; Ever- replacing Walter L.
division sales manager. A. one's
Aster (Par) (900; 30-44)—"Strange
got >" nty of stuff left- yet, too.
sive real estate and farming holdings. ett C. Callow, Philadelphia; James southern
old spot
Weekend biz points to sOck $5,500, Holiday" (PRC) and "Man Prom
Owners of the new company are J. Totman, Pittsburgh; Frank LaFalce, E Fox moves into Schiller's
branch operations.
week, Rainbow VaUey" (fiep), dual firsts
more.
Last
rflayue
Harold Harris, for many years gen. Washihgtbri and Harry MaCDoriald, as assistant in
Theatres and
RKO
Htward,
WiUiapi
circuit
did
runs.
Griffith's
Okay
(Rank)
$2,100 in five days. "RollJ.
"Notorious
(Sentleman"
mgr. for the H.
Milwaukee; V
assistant gen al manager, is cur- better than ( ",000 in 10 days.
ing Home" (S.G.) and "Wanted for
ef 34 houses in Missouri, Nebraska
rently on inspection tour of the cirMurder" (20th), also dual flrstruns,
Stanley (WB) (3300; 40-70)
and Kansas, and Tom Harris, who
cuit's midwest houses, accompanied "Notorious" (:^K0) (2d wk). Berg- opened yesterday (28).
Kansas Battle Looma
Last week,
has been operating the Ozark, a 350by James Roth of the operation dept. man-Grant starrer holding up nice- "Jungle Princess" (Par) and "Flight
seater in Eldoii, Mo. Tom Harris' son,
Kansas City.
Pair will visit Cincinnati, Dayton, ly in second session and should do
0 Nowhere" (S.G.), reissues arid
currently a student at the Univ. of
Battle to bring first-run product
Cleveland and Colum bus.
around $21,000, on top of better than duals, neat $2,300 in five days.
Slissouri, will succeed his father as to Kansas City, Kans., is shaping
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-70)—
{merator of the Ozark to enable the up with the appointment of a com^ $32,000 last week. Will probably stay
Blue Skies" (Par) (2d wk). Fourth
for a third.
Harris Betalii* Senator
dder Hariris to concentrate t»ri the mittee of the chamber of conimerce
canto downtown for this boxofftce
Pittsburgh.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 40-70)
new deal.
to work on the project. Committee
Houses involved in -the deal are the is headed by Jack Truitt, operator
Harris Amus. Co. has been assured "Beast With Five Fingers" (WB). champ. Big $6,500 in prospect after
Odeon, Bonne Terre; Regal, Elvins; of the Electric theatre, and includes of its downtown moveover and This one's just the sort of thing the virile $7,500 last week.
Gopber (Par) (1,000; 44)—"BringRoseland, Flat River; State, Ironton; H. H. Biechele; John Meyn, W. E. minor firstrun house, the Senator, horror crowd goes for and it has an
Heavily
Ozark, Bismarck; Grand, Desloge; Fulton and W.ody Woodward,
for at least another year. Building intriguing title for them to boot. ing Up Father" (Mono).
Ritz, Farjnington, and Roxy, LeadKansas side firstri ns, Electric and housing the theatre was purchased Crix didn't care for it but that advertised and terrif $5,000 indicated.
Granada (Fox Midwest), play 28 last year for $350,000 by the govern- doesn't make ;-iy difference to this Last week, "Plainsman and Lady"
(Rep),
modest $3,500.
Should get
days after close of Missouri side ment as a site for new Federal Re- specialized clientele.
Lyric
(Par)
50-70)—
which
construction,
(1,000;
"Per$12,500, very big. Last week, "Mighty
UParners .H.Ol Confab
flrstrans und
present d.Tarance serve annex, but
ZMie advertising men for Warner regulations which have been in ef- was supposed to start early in 1947, McGurk" (M-G) down td weak fect Marriage" (Par) (m.o.). Here
after profitable initial session at
Bros, theatre circuit held a two-day fect for over a decade. Kansas sub- has been postponed until 1948. Sen- $6,000.
Radio City,;
Satisfactory
$5,000
confab Monday and Tuesday (27- sequents then follow the Kansas ator is the old Aldine, longtime
sighted.
Last week, "Time, Place
28) at the homeoffice with Harry flrstruns at two -week intervals.
Loew property where Louis K. Sidand Girl" <20th) (4tb wk), good
Committee claims the situation is ney first got bis reputation as a
t}<ddberg, circuit ad-publicity di356, BUff; enough $4,500,
giving it big $35,000
rector; outlining special campaigns a source of grievance since sur- presentation producer 25 years ago.
for loop run.
rounding smaller towns in the terHouse plays secondary product
Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 60-70)—
'SOOTH/
Leavenworth and from 20th, U-I, Columbia and UA
ritory, such
Song of South" (RKO). Has deLawrence, Kans., and Independence, and also moveover pix from Harris
Buffalo, Jan. 28.
livered well at boxofflce.
StretchMo., play pictures ahead of the Kan- circuit's downtown showvlace, the
Biz good, witH "Bachelor's Daugh- ing for fine $11,000 after boff
$15,000
gas City, Kans.,, theatres.
A conP. Harris
ters" and Vaughn Monroe on stage, first week.
tributing factor to this also is exsetting terrific pace in town with
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-70)—
fended runs of fllnrs in Missouri txins
$90,e00 OMo Drlve-In
$35,000.
Till the Clouds Roll By" (M-G).
which Set the Kansas
hfuses back
'
•Mansfield, O.
Estimate's for This Week
Raves for this one and all-star cast
even farther.
Buffalo
(Shea) (3,500; 40-70)— helping to keep turnstiles fully
Central Drive-In theatre, ot CleveComimittee will se^ tc level oft
land, has announced plana to' con- "Bachelor's Daughters" (Par) and greased.
Opening delayed until
tbese' facto-s.
struct a $90,000 drive-in ttieatre Vaughn Monroe and Orch on stage. Saturday because of two-day nonalong U. S. Route 42, six roiles north Colossal $35,000. Last week, "Man 1 film engagement of Veloz & Yolanda
Gbrdov Heads Bijoa
Love" (WB) and "Fabulous Suzanne" show. Skyrocketing to huge $24,000.'
of Mansfield.
(WB), $14,000.
Battle Greek, Mich.
Last week, "Perfect Marriage" <Par),
Lawrence
Gordon, trustee and
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 40-70) good $15,500.
New Sask-Honse
—"Time, Place and Girl" (WB) (2d
former secretajy of the Bijou TheBKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)—
Regina, Sask.
atrical. -Enterprise Co., is the new
It's a Wonderful Life"- (RKO) (2d
North Battleford, Sask., Com- wk). Over $15,000. Last week, $2Q,president of that firm. He succeeds munity Services Co-op will build 000.
wk).
Fifth stanza downtown for
hE. C. Beatty,
.-ho died in his office
Hipp
(Shea)
40-70)
(2,100;
this high-grosser.
Will bow out to
a $50,000, 650-seat theatre this
in Detroit (21). Beatty was also spring, to be financed by sale of
Wicked Lady" (U) and "Spook good $8,000. Last week, okay $8,000.
president of the W. S. Butterfield 5,DO0 membership shares at $10 each. Busters" (Mono),,$11, 000. Last week. ^ State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)— "Mighty
Theatres, the operating company
Cross My Heart" (Par) (m.o.), and McGurk" (M-G). Well-liked picture
which owned the Bijou.
"Missing Lady" (Par). Almost $7,000. plus Beery's draw spells busy tlcket$60,000 Negro House
The election of Gordon followed
Teck (Shea)- (1,400; 40-70)—"TBI SifMers, Big $13,000 in prospect. Last
Raleigh.
a r^rganization of the Bijou board,
Clouds Roll By" (M-G) (4th wk), week;
*'ShOW-Ofl"
(M-G),
good
Construction of a new $60,000 $5,500. Last week, about
first step toward selecting
a new
.
$14,000.
$6,000.
president it Butterfield. .The operat- theatrfe lor iSfegroeS will begin, at
Lafayette (Basil) (3,300; 40-70)
Uptown (Par)- 1,000; 50-55)— "No
ing company involves the Butter- Rock Hill as !50on as materials wle "Temptation" (U) and "Blondie's Big Leave, No Love" (M-G). First neighaccording to Ben L. Moment"
field Michigan Theaters and 12„ sub- available,
(Col). .$13,500. Last week. borhood showing; Big $15,000 sighted
Strozier, prez of Rock Hill Theatre.
sidiary. Companies in Michigan, oper
Her Sister's Secret"- (PRC) and Last week, "Undercurrent" (M-G),
ating U& houses in 33 Michigan The new house will be known as the "Gas Houpc Kids" (PRC), $15,000.
good $4,000.
Lincoln theatre and will seat. 450.
cities.
Zath Century (20th Cent., Inc.) (3,
WorM (Mann) (350; > 50-99)—"One
Rock Hill Theatres now operates 000; 40-70)—
Other officers elected included
"Song of South" (RKO)- Romantic Night" (Aster) (reissue).
William A. Ruble, Lansing, Mich, two other houses in Rock Hill.
and
"Gentleman
Joe
Palooka'* No names that mean much, but title
iMQTlQIimiURE
vice-president; Olive M. Cox, De(Mono). Topping $18,000. Last week, and type of picture well-suited for
troit, secretary, and George S. BurPRC's Goldman to Cleve.
"Wonderful Life" (RKO) (4th wk) house and climbing to good $2,000,
ger, Detroit, treasurer. Members of
RELATIONS
Pittsburgh.
Last week, "Notorious Gentleman'*
$10,000.
the Bijou board are Howard MichelMark CJoldman, PRC Manager here,
(U-I)- (2d wk), moderate $1,800 after
son,
Lansing; Mrs. Maxwell A. transferred to Cleveland in a Smilar
good $2.400 first week at RKO-Pan.
Goodwin, Chicago, and Mrs. Caro- capacity. He'll be succeeded locally
So-So 166 IB D.C.,
line Allen, Grand Rapids, Mich.
by John- Zomnier, formerly with
Metro in Pittsburgh,
'Skies' 236, 'Razor'
Nellie Reinslein, office manager for
Dickinsiln'a New House
Film Classics, has pulled stakes from
Washington, Jan. 28.
Kansas City,
Biz on the downbeat this week,
Dickinson Operating Co., Mission, Film Row and goes into business in
Kan., opened its newest theatre. nearby Ambridge, Pa., as half owner with holdovers predominating along
main stem. "Two Smart People" a';
Overland, at Overland Park, Kan., a of a store.
I
Ken Woodward, former exhib and Capitol going strong thanks
K. C. suburb. House is a 500-seater
to pull
manager in Uniontown and Hunting- of tabloid "Ptar and Garter" on
of modern design.
It will operate
on -a policy of three changes per don,' appointed general manager of stage. Other new entry, "Magnifiweek, showing double features sub- four Ames Theatre Corp. houses in cent Doll" at Keith's, not so hot.
Ames,
Iowa.
sequent to K. C. runs. Admission has
Estimates for This Week
Frank J. (Bud) Thomas has reCapitol (Loew's) (3,434; 44-80)
been set at 20c and 50c. Willard
sumed shipping duties at Republic "Two Smart People" (M-G), with
Louwmaster is the manager.
Dickinson circuit-^lso operates the He was in exchange's service de- "Star and Garter" on stage. Tab
Glen, Kimo and Tampico theatres partment before going into armed edition of the Broadway revue
showing returns to tune of $28,000
In K. C, and .2$ Others in nearby forces.
Frederick M. Miller announced despite weak pix.
suburbs and toDims.
Last week
plans to build a theatre in Conneaut "Mighty McGurk" (M-G) fair
$24,
tMIKi'l Onif ONE
Lake, Pa., sunun^ resort,
000,
Banter Heads Talbot
Columbia (Loew's) (1,263; 44-70)
Tulsa.
Beaaiuont Building
-"Clouds
Roll
By" (2d vik) (2d
J. C. Hunter, former general man/
Beaumont, Texas.
run). Good $7,500 for 5th downtown
AMOOTCIMG the
ager of Ralph Talbot Theatres, who
The new $50,000 Peoples theatre week. Last oek, fine $9,000.
estatolishiaeKt
started with the firm in 1926 as a
the Jefferson AmuseEarle (WB) (2,154; 44-85)—'*Blue
house manager, was named •prexy of being built by nearing
of the RADIO"
ment Co., is
completion.
the company.
Ralph Drewry, re- Another house, to cost $250,000, will Skies" (Par) (2d wk). Okay $23,000
^CEAN FRONT • 40* W4UI St».
after sock $31,000 last week.
MOTIOH PICIORB
cently out of Navy, becomes Hunt• Walter Jacob*
be buHt here, according to Julius
Keith's -(RKO)
KmmMm
(1,838; 4''.-80)
BEMTIONS
er's;
assistant.
Ralph Talbot con- Gordon, prez of the circuit,
"Magnificent Doll" (U). SO-so $16
tinues as secretary-treasurer.
Company operates the Ritz, Or92.1vi;?^* T'^^^' "Song of the South
(RKO) (4th \ k), strong $18,000,
It's purpose is
pheum, Majestic and Rialto.
>
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to give a new
service to the
Motion Picture
Producers and
Eadio Broadcasters in a capacity
of inutaal benefit/

Lippert Adds Dcive-In

Me^ord, Ore. .
Construction, of a ne«Drive-ln
theatre on the outskirts of this town
was ordered by Robert L, lAppext,
head of the curcuit
New house, with a cap&iAfy of 400
automobiles, will be the 3Sth in Hie
Lippert chain.

Little

lecepliGn' 116, Indpls.,

—"Henry V" (UA)

(285; $1.20-^.40)

(12th wk). Holding at $6,000, -.'itb matiftees slipping
but nighte stSil SRO. Last week,
$6,300.

With two

(Miller)

Indianapolis, Jan. 28.
holdovers in 'key spots,

film biz here is. generally okay but
under last week's average.
Both

I

—

,

•

-.

Ckhltitoir:

Filmack's

(WB)-(1,S13; 44-70)

'Thief Of Btigdad" (reissue), nice
"Notorious">at the Indiana and "Se.t
Heart"
t Loew's are holding
alace (Loew's) (2,370; 44-70)
up nicely in second stanzas. "Decep- "Razor's Edge" (20th) (3d
k)
tion" is lair at Circle, "Swell Guy" Dropped to $19,000 after
Planas to Puerto Rico
st-jrdy $25
000 for second stanza.
Frank G. Planas, with Warners slow at Keith's,
iBsUmates for This Week
past 17 years, has joined National
Pictures Corp. in Puerto Rico as
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,800; 40-60) Xi!^?'^'«."?„^""P*^"^n" W) (2d wk)
general manager, prexy Ramos Co- —"Deception" (WB). Modest $11,000, Thin $4,500.
bian announced last week.
Last week, "White Tie and Tails"
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 40-60)
is Puerto
Rico distrib of (tT) with Alvino Rey Orch, Hal Le- ''Secret Heart"
(M-G), (2d wk).
Gqldwyn reissues, Korda reissues, roy and other acts on stage. Okay Sturdy $10,000, on top of fine $15,000
$19,000.
PItC pictures and Mexican films.
first week.
Indiana avatz-DoUe) (3,300; 40-60)
Lyric (Katz-Dolle) (1,600; 40-60)—
—"Notorious" (RKO). Nice $12,000
Cat Creeps" (U) and "She-Wolf of
World To Oa Own Booking
on holdover after hefty $18^000 London" (U). Okay $7,500. Last
Minneapolis,
opening stanza.
week, "Blue Skies" (Par) (m.o.).
New owners of World, loop firstKeith's (Indie) (1,300; 40-60)
run and moveover house, have ter< "swsr Guy^-(u>. i^^id •$9;oo6:Last I
"^r
,

Mr.

•

Metropolita-

—"Time, Place and Girl" (WB) (2d
run). Average $8,0D0. .Last week,

fnVesttgalef

HEW Provsia Trail-

er Sarvie^ befoi'® signing any
trailer contracts. Write, wit»|
\m phons Fiimock 1327 S.'
Wabosli, Chicago 5, UK
i

mi

^

receive

fssil

detasls.

.

CAIAX

CiORTIS ,
'

Associate

Suite 619*-620
fiaft BuiMltog

Hollywood & Vine
t phones
Blllsiole 1310
GLadstone 5724

;

—
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,

'

—
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Now SpecializinsS
iti

Refreshment

^Concession* for

DRIVE-IH THEATRES

SPORTSERViCE,

Inc.

ir»lbeB«hiy, ,|»Bff«ry g9» 194,7

"Grooved for top grosses...aiid hound to get them!"
M.

P.

DAILY

engagements...

in all first

NEW YORK,

MIAMI,

SAN FRANCISCO, OAKLAND, DALLAS!

WITH
Cbarles

CARNOVSKY

•

CANE

PRINCE

Wallace

'Marvin

Wiiliard

•

•

MIILER

•

H

Screenplay by Oliver H. P. Garrett, Steve Fisher
Diricttd by

lOHN 6R0MWEU. * Produced by

A COLUMBIA PICTURE

MY

8IDDEIL
JOIN THt MARCH Of DUAEI.

—

.

r

Ae

Bhisliof by
,

h Pattmi, Talked by
The

anticipated

James

C, Petrilloat least

fietwork fireworlcs are

AFM

ticiahs,

it'

contract for

mu-

was anything but

the

new

knock-down-drag-out

Hollywood, Jan, 28.
Digger O'Dell, the undertaker
"

Angeles.

He spoke

many

fight

Stanton,

CBS

prexy.

Measurement Bureau technique, ratings,
got a healthy kicking around, yet it was significant— and deplorable in the eyeS of both industry and non-industry statisticians—that
in the overflow audience .there was not a single representative there
from either the BMB or the established rating services.
To many statisticians in attendance it was indicative that there exists
too little concern on the technical advancemie»ts ot research with too
•
"
V
much emphasis on promotion.
Stanton's talk highlighted the session. He pulled no punches, scorinjj
an industry that puts too much research emphasis on counting noses
but pays too little a ttention to. the qualitative aspects,

Naturally

on NBC's "Wfe of Riley" show,
was guest speaker last week at
commencement exercises in Los

open up discussions on

negotiating a

by Frank

etc.,

boss sat down last
When the
fThursday and Friday with representatives of the lour networks in
to

presided over

ftudlettce research, Broadcast

What Comes

lor this year.

New York

Atlantic- City, Jaui 28.
Saturday (25) dejawpaeked session,
The whole question of

'

Statistical Assn, Ift session ^iWe
tone of its clinics to radio research. It was- a

The American
voted

Nets, Petrillo

Set

at Mortician's

Acad-

..

emy.

expecting.- Compared with the
negotiations, sweetness and
light prevailed. And it resolved itself down to this:

were

AFRA

Director

A new

contract will be negobut ^nly on w«ges. It will be
one ye^r only. (The Chicago

itor

%

'

Everything

else

will

carried over until next year.
That's because practically all other
matters are afiected by the Lea Act,

toe

when

lor thie first tijhe station,
advisory, board meinbers from

NBC and" CBS sat on the talks.
CBS and NBC weren't taking
iri

any chances on a repetition of
the AFRA fiasco, when stations
reversed the networks on the
contention that they were left
cut to the cold on Meiotiation&
Frank Stanton, CBS proxy,
s|frevalled on Petrillo to let Ken
Brown,

of

Oklahoma

KOBIA,

City, set in as the

advisory board

CBS

-rep,

The

three network
tual),

.

Under |he

station

antee

with Niles

(CBS)

KVW

arid

lotion, Off Air In

WEVD, N.Y., named after the late
Socialist leader- Eugene V. Debs and
owned by the Debs Memorial Radio
Fund, Inc., had its own run in with
the workers last Saturday (28).
negotiations broke down between the station man.agement and

When

Itttemtlbhal Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (AFL),
the engtaeera at the outlet went on
strike. Station went off the air, re-

gUW

ejfpiring pact, the

was nine weeks.

Pay Bike For

OU

Local

28.

.

AFIiS locals.
Originally Petrillo proposed that
negotiations embracing the various
jdemands be held in abeyanee
pending a <^cision on the Lea Act

AFM

:»evieWi but fttat tiie. agreements i>e
iretroactive to ^eb. I. .The uetyrorks
ehimed in with nix, eontending thjiV

iiikes

would,

ttto.

WIND

^ith advertisers, etq., any such fetroaetive deal -woulft e^mpJieate the

apd

netwfi'rk eon^mracsial operav .
tion. PefeiUo yii^Sed,
;

W^Ki
In N«

:

^

jiegotUoAs.Jiot tmder
-ye^teraki:^ it^csdey).

way
.

interest
labor-controlled,
centered, on the fact that' this is the
first time a New York station actually, -went off the air because of a

ahd-out

.

new

-SOntract.

After, refusing to isrc^dight ne
iations lor eiglit tnobths, Ssaxies
,

Qurious

shutdown
popular,

.angle is that station's
affected one of the most
longestflived la%or

and

St. Itoii^s, .Jan. S8.

.

FM

v.p,;

Ben

Drew Pearson Cets Off
Benny Limb

in Switeli

To Ex-iref IBC
(Setting

away

opposition

flroin

an

in

Spb
Benny

the jta?k
effort

snag

to

Hoopers, Efrew Pearson
switching into the 8-6: 15 p. m. time
higher

oh

ABC

beginning Feb.

9,

instead of

present 7-7: IS slot,
Pearson has, been running a consistent HooperSting of abover 9, and
his sponsors, Lee fiats, as weU as
-

Weinttaub agency handling account
feel the gafetaer could, climb higher
if

away from

taken

the

Benny

threat.

Only real opposition Pearson "will
on the eafiier time will
ft Harriet on CBS.
With the Pearson move, which

face

Ozzie

will itivolve

a Coast repeat,

ABC

moves "Monday Morning Head
lines" back an hour, keeping the
same half-hoiir parlay in which

'also

"Headlines" has followed Pearson
"Headlines" is sponsored by Air-

and Fred- Wick (Seeman Bros.) but agency
same as that handling Pearson,

Giliiert, treas.;

erick F. Unihey) sec.

SIHGISEH BACK TO

WGY

Schenectady? Jan. 28.
Frank Singiser, who %tijrted in radio at
in 1928, returns to the
Station Feb. 2, in a 15-minute Sun-

WOY

day afternoon roundup sponsored by
Wultex Clothes.
Singiser, son of a one-time Troy
jninister, has purchased two farms,
adjoining the one he long has owned
near Brandon, Vt. He will commute
weekly to Schenectady;,

Ed

lirliy's

Ed Kirby

WW

.will'

Okayed

double from his

public relations operation in

agement of a new Nashville

WVOL,

with

coming through Monday

will operate .18 hours a day.

Backing
project is
publisher.

man-

station,

FCC

illus-

:

necessary-."*

Every top commercial show curon the coast-to-doast networks
was represented by one or more of

rently

writers at the various meetingis,
it w?is emphasized that in each
of the three separate meetings, th*
strike vote was unanimous.
its

and

Guild officials made it Cliear that
the strike Vote was "permissive,
rather than taandatory." The move
was seen clearly as one giving the
strategy committee wide latitude
'

while

it

proceeds to put into effect a

triple-threat

prpgram

of

negotia-

tions.

Two

phases of the negotiations
have already begun. These are the
talks for staff writers employed by
networks; and for freelancers on
sustaining shows. The third stepadmittedly" the toughest— will involve writers on commercial shows,
So far, there is only one Guild
contract with an ad agency handling
a comhiercial show, program betes
"We, The People," and agency being
,

'OnceUponaTtme'

& Rubicam.
But now that' the vote has been

Young

Hits Casting Snag
Carl Beier,

who

is

directing the

"Once Upon a Tune" series which
goes tinder the Columbia Workshop
banner on Feb. 2, has been encountering difficulties in lining up the
right kind of singing actors to handle
the combination line-gnd-lyric readings for the musical whimsies. In
consequence Beier is handling separate auditions at CBS headquarters
in Manhattan to build up 0 backlog
Off talent avail^bUitie* of this description. This is independent of the
regular CBS casting division audiJorie
tions

taken,
demand for Guild iiegotigT
tions for the commercial shews will
go out this week or next to the networks, major agencies, and transcri|(tion

—

companies.
Strategy

Worked Out

Nationaf strategy committee pjaya
were worked out by a group includ*
ing members from the three princio
pal centers, headed by Bob Newman
of N. Y.
A firm contract—rathey
than the kind, of "recommended
agreement" previously envisioned by
the

Guild

American

negotiations with the
Advertising
of

Assn.

Agencies^will be sought in the new
talks.

Under the proposed pact, writers
will lease, rather than sell, theijr
material; they will be protected by
arbitration
machinery;
minimum
scales will be fixed; and the ''yellow dog" release form will be a»ollished for one more acceptable to
scripters.

An

WKVD

effort

will

be made

also* to

enforce the "Guild shop."

Emplana(Continued on page 36)

Edit.

Kickaround

mum

€etsBB Airing
Washington, Jan.

28.

two Toronto broadcasters—Hay
Rights of radio licensees to ediDarby end Morris Surdin—brought
to New York by CBS. After a four- torialize will highlight discussions ol
Sunday break-in, the series goes to NAB's Small market stations' executive
committee which meets here
the Workshop for a cycle of 13 or
tomorrow (Wed.) through Friday,
more weeks.
under aegis of NAB's J. Allen
Brown.
At a time when radio is seguing
The reps o£ the 900 small market
TIFF
stations in NAB (serving towns of
into a strictly comiriercial era and
50,000 population Or under) are exclients are primaifily concerried with
pected to play an important role i«
a "sell goods" payoff, ABC network's
winning all-out industry support of
ssrn Francisco, Jan. 28,
wrapiip of four public service s'h'dws
Paul
Speegle,
San Francisco prexy Justin Miller's drive to outimder commercial auspices has occasioned no little surprise in the Chronicle radio columnist, went off law the FCC's Mayflower decision
the air following his broadcast of and to permit stations to editorialize.
trade.
The "reverse' trend" involves the Jan. 19, In a mess which resulted Both Miller and veepee A. D. ("Jess")
sale of the Boston Symphony Or- from poor co-ordination between the Willard wUl discuss with the small
chestra to the John Hancock Lite radio scribe, the advertising agency markets men their plans for new
Insurance Cd., which slants its com- and the sponsor, "G B Beer", at the legislatioti to provide for quick
mercials
into
institutional-educa- time the deal for the Sunday turn judicial review of FCC opinions of
the Mayflower variety.
tional channels; Goodyear Rubber's was set over KPO,
sponsorship of the hew Sunday
Speegle, who was booked for the
The NAB l«h district, at its meet
evening Biblical series, sans com- l5-fflinute palaver under the title in Salt Lake City, this month, led

ABCstotOf

of

'Revofse |r«iiks

okay mercials; the sale of the Detroit
(26). Kirby Symphony on Sunday nights to plug
Musical Digest mag; and the co-op
Kirby in the station sale of "American To.wn Meeting"
Frank May born, Texas forum program, carried commercially by 33 stations.

Nashville,

htoaself

tions, which are managed by MarMorrow, and the singing audiwhich Lucille Singleton usually
handles. Both Miss Morrow and Miss
Singleton wHl work with Beier in his
riatiorial;..tadies Garment Workers
auditioning (or actOfs who can sing
Union, as emcee; guestars, and full or singers who
can act, the comparaorchestra. Prograjn has been on the tive scarcity
of this particular spesir continuously since 1933, and is
cies being recognized.
weekly to WHAT,
piped from
While heard in its initial four presNew
and
WNHC,
Philad^Pi>i8,
entations on Sunday afternoon, it
Haven.
;
was possible to recruit talent from
Producers <tf the lehow found out Broadway musicomedies. But with
about the strike bhly an hour before the show moving into Saturday afterafrtime, and iinmediately cancelled, noon Workshop time, it automaticalStation employs eight engineers, ly nullifies the "doubling into radio"
from matinee performances.
all members of -IBEW. New miniIn the radio trade it's acknowlscales, under the pay hike,
now runs from a low of $80 per edged that demands of the sort
"Cnce Upon a Tune" makes are sufweek to a high of $130«
ficiently rare to bring up an acute
casting problem. "Tune" is the work

etrillo^ave an okay over the
shqWs in the stret^ the "Voice «1
weekend, though ^undisclosed,, it'8
Labor,", a full-hour show iri Italian
Jlikely %e tmloti will «eefc «n ap
'wfcddit is aired Saturdays at l0 .a.m.,
pro»iiliiit« S0%- pay increase.
with I»iligi Antoriini, veepee of Intcr-

The local Joranoh of the Jbiterpational Ladies* aGarmtot. Workers
Union lest week obtained a jpermit
from the FCll to own and operate a
station irivSt. jUkuis and there is
« jstrong likeUbeod tiiat the station
will be in operatioft by the end of
the year. Mfi^yej; PeitWein, international v.p. Bted St Iwuis regional
director of the union said the new
station will fee operated on a commercial basis, presenting a balanced
program of music, entertainment and
speakers, with einpha'sis on programs
of social ,s^i^cietice; benefiting the
commusity. as & whdte snd orgliiIzed labor in partleuter, '
Architects ere how. drawing plans
lor the station, which is expected to
be located in midtown and which
will include a 600-seat theatre. Bereceiving
cause of the BCtfrcity of
sets the union is preparing ,to buy
tliem in wbojessile lotsMind seU them
to union members *ii a non-profit
basis. License to operate was issued
to the Unity Broadcasting Co. of
Missouri a corporation formed by
union members. Other officers besides Perlstein are Frank Bother,

has

trated how proper protection of
"rights" can pay off.
Back in 1936, Newman sold
his first radio script, a short
whodunit titled "The Button."
It Was done on the Rudy Vallee
show Jhat year, rebroadcast in
1937, and agaUi in 1938. Newman
got full price for each rebroadcast. After inclusion in various
courses,
teaching
anthologies,
etc.-^with Newman again collecting every time script was
used -publicly or published—
"Button" has been resurrected
by Vallee once more. Latter used
it on his show last night. And
again, iNeWman was paid, full

deemed'

the fact that the labor squabble involved an outlet which is out-

..

«

committee,

The membership of the Radio
Writers Guild, at three separate
meetings held in New York, Chicago
and Los Angeles, has voted unanimously to empower the Guild's na*
tional strategy committee "to call for
a strike vote when it shaU be

fr6m

lis. Station, however, was willing
Const tit Ask Pol; 80%
two
to make coptract effective
\
SoMywood, Jan. 2S,
years, while union wanted right to
^oast chiefs ol the four networks fenegotiate after one year. Settle-will meet -with reps of Musicians ment was Jiiade at the $15 hike prioi,
jort 4? tomorrow (Wed.) to nego' -jvith i?act-for tiyO years.
IVt

"rights" to re-use of his material.

By

deiioitely inked.

-

whole

Strike lasted all day Saturday.

p.m.; however, station manager
Henry Greenfield had settled the
walkout, and a halt-hour later
WEV© was om the a«! agabi. Aside

recording secretary,- both Strike,
WJJD indicated the pacts G According to Greenfield, the union
had aske'd for * $20 cross-the-bosird
iiiOrease,' while, the station oltered

ert, ijnion

eontracts were

eJIeei

wage

increases plus twO'
W«ek paid vacations yearly. ,
Agrefementi which aileetB platter
tumerr more so than musicians due
to small station setup, tabes effect Feb. IS and is for three ya&Ts,
Despite denials of terms and actual
contract signing by Edward. Berii?

they may hiave-to -wait: sinpfheir six
months, and sirice decisions on pay'

Radio
Writers Guild is always punching home is matter of writer's
that

,

.

New

lor 18^4%

1212,

fusing to try to operate^ith strikebreakers.

indies

Chicago, Jan.

demand

And Bob Newman,. chairman of
the EWG's national strategy

contract signed between local
the. CSiicsgo
indie stations and Local 10, Ameri^courts. W»ge sctdhN, bl course, wSll
can Federation of Musicians,' caUs
fce determmed bj? the individflal
in

N. Y. Labor

WIP (Mu-

affiliates,

WCAU

lifEVD,

(NBC!).
Instead of the anticipated gettough policy which was expected to
emanate from the PetrHJo corner, the
three network stations concluded a
deal with the musicians' local which
continues the same wages, hours,
etc., workhig conditions that existed
under the expiring contraefc The
only concession differing from the
old contract is that liiusicians on the
three stations will henceforth be
guaranteed 26 weeks of employmerit.

NBC prexy, in turn
designated John Jillin, Jr., of
WOW, as NBC r^.
victory

Str&e Vote If Necessary,'

Button, Button
One

Trammell,

limUiary

fffl"

RWG Is ^ow«%dm RY., Chi, LA.

Philadelphia, Jan. 28.
big noise in broadcasting cir-

cles here this week is the fast
cn which JPetriUo Is awaiting a "Brotherly Love" act. pulled by
Supreme Court tevie* Of a pre- James C, Petirillo's AFM local here
in what is regarded as a makihglabor-history deal pacted by the
•Not This Time'

Something of a precedent was
set at the Petrillp-network meetings in "New York last week,

'Call

Woifien's Activities

veteran of more than 12 years
before the mike. Miss Fletcher writes
and emcee's KLZ's homemakers"
participating show, ^'Budget Bri-

A

boost is expected to set the
18 5^
pattern for the coast-to-coast negotiations.)

o4=

EUZAB^TB FLETCHER

tiated,

aBBER-SPOM
.

.

•

of

"Strictly
Speegle,"
followed
through with a routine he had established on KQW, but the sponsor
asked for a format similar to that
vacated by Herb Caen who had done
the GB assignment previously.

way for all-out industry support
of Miller's position by unaniihoua
approval of a resolution empowering
directors to "establish the
rights of broadca.sters to present
views under their own sponsorship."

the

NAB

I

25

Rumors

Xf0healthy

;;
;
Recently there's been a good deal of buzzing in and out ot
the trade concerjilng the dropping ot so>caUed "liberal" news
commentators. The impression has been created that "conservative" commentators have been undisturbed *nd that only
those on the opposite side have lost out. Too many nuances
are involved in this area for snap judgment, but probably it's
worth remarking that the implications of all the rumors are
bad—very bad—for radio as an Industry which bases its case
for non-intervention by Government on its own capacity for
intelligent and fair self -regulation. The stories as widely reported—and credited-r-do not suggest a high order of brainpower. This Is precisely the kind of allegt),tion which broadcasters cannot afford. It stores up future disbelief in their good

CBS .Fiddles is Merals^Bura;

[Ri OF JITTEBS

Bjr

Network

iWERS

EOB

OEOBOE

Corwin-Hopo Eoxscors
Hooper

—

tteischel

Do
work.

among the
.

Henschel, who has gone
to his brother, and a third party for
ftnandng, is, reportciji already hard
•t work at WOV, doubling from his
office as a veepee in the Bulova

And

how fhis

iamil? arrangement
FCC is not known

•

rating,

New and
The new

net's

in anlib intros

ticipation of soma ad
to Arnall as a "great defender
of democracy.'^ or some otiier
qrack that won't rest well with

Georgia

Second, a

in
stockholder
minority
O'Dea, it's kno-wn, is opposed
to Henschel's acquisition of the station, on the basis that there's a
family tie-in, as well as the fact that
he questions Henschel's know-how
on station operation. Rather, O'Dea
favors a deal currently in the works
for the purqijase of
by an
?utside interest (name is being careuUy
guarded),
whereby O'Dea
would relinquish all his holdings in
to Bulova (thus severing
any ties between the two stations)
but he would retain a financial in-

H'wod Would
Lower Guest Fee
'Ceiling'

$4|i

movement

ad agencies to impose

"

28.

afoot

lower
ceiling for guest fees to stars from
in

a

the cinema. Most are in tacit agree-

ment

that $4,000 should be tops
while some are holding out for $3,-

Top film stars, such as Clark
Gable, rate better than the former
high o£ $5,000 while it talces up to
$7,500 to fetch Bing Crosby or Bob
500.

WOV

30,6

elsewhere

coast-to-coast.

KNX

is

taking

—

Wkly. Co-op Deal
Set for

Mutual

,

makes no provisions for the night- night spot opposite Hope is prime
time show. It's understood that the
time and no slougheroo for Corwin.
half-hour nighttime musical paQlcage
One comment was along these lines:

of smaller stafast and

outside, plunking

WITH

in

'

GF Shops For

'

—

CBS Noon Show

The

full effect hasn't

made

itself

felt yet— but it's fairly apparent fast to its valuable franchise of the
Hope.
that the coming months will see 12-12:15 time segmeht.
High price of visiting talent has plenty of switchover activity.
Meanwhile GP has extended bids
If
been under Are for some time on
to Foote, Gone & Beldlhg as Well as
,
„
the assumption that they're not
t° ^oung & Rubicam, both of which
worth it— in the ratings, at lea-st, Muliial Drops
Service;
sponsor
comhandle
accounts
in
the
One agency head kept tabs on the
,
0
J
Hooper when top paid stars were
s ^ereal division, to make pro100 LOSllV ES aUStEiner pany
grain presentatioris.
in the guest corner and the results
Unless NBC succeeds in selling
Abe Schechter, Mutual news and, gF is also retaining the Sunday Fred Waring's morning show
were anything but heartening.
on a
years ago when the late Danny special events veepee, has dropped evening CBS segment which Miss cross-the-board basis, the nelworlc,
Danker ruled the roost at the use of Associated Press service in the gmith vacate.^, and thus far F-C-B it's understood, will drop him at the
Thompson agency Jie set a top figure new.sroom. Deal with AP was on a agencv is eyeing a Mickey Rooney end of 13 weeks. He's currently
iasis rather than paduige as a possible successor,
of $5,000 for Lux—and stuck to it a.s straight payment
sponsored two days S week by
American Meat Institute, with the
did most Of the others. Biit the a share-tho-proflts percentage from,
network picking up the tab the other
competition became so brisk that commercial accounts using AP serv'

.

Waring to Exit

WNEW

WOV

to

Hollywood, Jan.
There's a sub rosa

'

terest in the

;

might be abandoned for a while, un- "We're criticized .Sometimes because
down lots of less a satisfactory client deal is 'ar- sustainers are scheduled on marginal
example ranged.
time; but when we assign a cream
Emergence of Miss Smith into the period, then it's no good because
Baltimore) and have
been creating such a f^iss as to ac- co-op field points up anew the come- there's a strong show on another
tually make a change In cbnununity uppance in the. past year ol co-ops network at the same time." Slant
as a "big-business" fiacet of industry here, it's pointed out, is that no
listening habitSi.
Third, the i>rbadcaster, has been Operation, as. reflected Jn the pacting show, sustaining or commercial, can
hearing a lot Of talk lately about a of Fiorello LaGuardia by Mutual; be guaranteed a"major share of audlr
pending recession. He's been bur- the conversion of "American Town ence or protected against cjmpetidened with niounting labor costs. Meeting" on ABC Into a Co-op •ven- tion. Feeling is also expressed that
liberals should have shown more
And he thinks the time is ripe for ture, etc.
appreciation that such a series was
a general tightening up.
scheduled and CBS was willing to
Fourth, the broadcaster today has
pay tlje piper.
become super - research conscious.'
The "One World" iissue is seen in
He's got diary - study on his mind.
some quarters as' the prelude to a
Hooper, Neilsen, Bob Saulk's Audimajor cohfroversy which ties in »'
ence Surveys, the multiple operagrowing impression that the nettions of the various universities
the intense drive to make the staworlcs are veering closer and closer
tion manager buy a diary has had
to the right. It's the contention of
the effect of opening up bis mind
some of the sp-called "liberals" that
Although General Foods is parting CBS, after years of "showcasing"
and malting him dissatisfied.
And
the station operator will reflect on company in June with the noontime Corwin as its top concession to
whether he's getting proper results Kate Smith show on CBS,, the client, liberalism, now finds itself stuck
from his station rep.
with him—and wishes it wasn't.
has served notice that it will hold
i»

right' of first'refusal to

WOV.

a

coin for promotion (typical

buy W6V til hi^ long-time enemy
and 20% stbcKhoIder, Richard O'Dea.
Thu? far innumerable deals for
sale of WOV have been stymied by
O'Dea,

sitation

have been coming up

tions

on the

formal sales application has
not yet been filed.' And one big reason it has not been filed is that Bulova has to give .60-day ^notice of

and the

number

oppo-

CBS

the powerful

it off the line, recording the
show, and broadcasting it Sunday
afternoon at 5 at the same time the
rival NBC station, KPI, is airing the
Charlie McCarthy show.
The fact that CBS has been sub5'
jected to criticism from a number of
sources for giving the Corwin series
the opposite-Hope treatment aj)parently hasn't been resting too well
with network executives in Manhattan. To' them it's been a considerable annoyance over what is
regarded
as
oyer-glib
"Uheral"
fault-finding.
CBS . execs resent
criticism of this arrangement.
Deal has been set for Kate Smith
"We gave Corwin carte blanche,
to move her noontime show over to invested lavishly in time, staff and
We broke
the Mutual network on a co-op preparation expenses.
our own polity against recordings
basis, starting June 23. Under terms
in order to facilitate a good show.
of negotiations completed litehday All this adds up
to a considerable
Miss
Smith is reportedly outlay and a first-class gesture to
(27)
guaranteed $5,000 a week for the socially-conscious broadcasting. Yet
daytime commentary stint, which the liberals pipe up that we ought
to cancel 13 half -hours of commermeans the web would be required to cials,- too. This is downright undo pfenty of sales h'iistlihg to meet grateful." That's the way one CBS
exec characterized it.
the $250,000 annual tab.
Ihat Limited Audience
General Foods is dropping both
the daytime and Sunday night Kate
To which Some critics of the
Smith shows June 20, after an as- Tuesday-at-10 segment have argued
sociation extending over a decade. back: "Why, then, go out on limb,
Originally it was the intention of policy-wise, and go to all that -exTed Collins, Miss Smith's manager pense, when it's a foregone conclu-'
and announcer on her shows, to sion that you're only guaranteeing a
offer the two programs strictly as a strictly limited audience?"
package deal. But the Mutual deal
CBS-ers argue that the Tuesday

vided.

affiliates.

since

sale

the old

standbys actually stems from several
causes. To begin with, he has more
competition today, what with more
and more s'tations coming into the
picture. Hence his audience gets di-

brass

in the
tallied
corner,

KNX,

on the Coast, yanked the new Corwin "One World Flight'* scries out
of the Tuesday night (opposite Hope
on NBC) time, on which it's heard

Kate .Smtli's

Old

among

feeling

NBC

Bob Hope,
sition

serviced.

beoBusA ex-<3ov. Arnall
Georgia ^oeo a guest shot on
weVs "Infonnation Please"
show tonight (Wad.). There've
been some pre-show jitters
it's all

3.8

The question of whether it makes
more sense to wind up "behind the
Hope ball" or play stooge to Charlie
McCarthy is one of the posers being
tackled by Norman Corwin.

rating,.

and

of

new Norman Corwin "One
Flight'' series mad*
CbS shows that

Corwin grabbed himself a

other representation will invite
new ideas and patterns,
Although an tocreaslng number of
the bigtime operators are aware that
something may be wrong, It's a pe^
culiar situation (and it's something
the industry itself will acknowledge)
that the last ones they .will deign
to blame are themselves. If they
feel their operation is beginning to
border somewhat on the shaky side,
it's likely as not they'll take it out on
their station rep and attribute what?v4r shortcomings exist to the fact
that they are not being properly

the

WOV

stack up at

Rii^t by Ar^Nall

0B8 if hopinff it> Dt^ie station* won't ei<$ia« from the net-

to
tracted to seU his 80% of
brother-in-law Hehsohel for approximately .$500,(M>0 plus $100,000 which
starepresents caiih on hand at the

Jiiat

Spot

28.

holding -on to Wa second India,
wNEW, i» Bometbjiig the commission
may have t6 decide shortly.
Although it it supposed to be hushhush, iact Js that Bulova has con-

may

To

May Put FCC on

Washington, Jan.

Whether watch king Ards isulpva may get around the FCC'« multipU-ownership rul? In New York
Gity by selllnff WOV to hit hrother.
In-law, Hangr Honsohel. whlls still

tion.

WO?

of

listeners

especially for

to

Sak

for
performance of
of

World

'

Bulofa Deal for

poll

premiere

the
the

-

wise,

Into"';

IS^opN

Comeuppance dutins the past
year of a number of noa-NBC-CBS
affiliate stations, including independents, that have made definite dents
in the community and have- contributed toward changing listening
patterns and habits in theh: cities,
anxiety
considerable
causing
is
intentions.
among many a bigtlme operator.
The result is that the well-heeled
Whether the former counsel (since dismissed) of the Un'American Activities Committee of the House of Representatives station owner and manager who has
enjoyed plush times over a period
stirred up the situation, or whether a shift in intellectual climate
years is becoming ittcreasingly
"has followed the war is a moot question. Different people favor of
cognizant of the fact that time» are
different explanations. Some blame advertisers.
Some blame changing and that, unless he reSome think a revulsion has set in against adapts himself to the new era in
local stations.
"liberals'" because of the jockeying between the western powers
broadcasting, he's due for a jolt.
and Russia. None of it sounds healthy for radio if a long-pull
All of which, in turn, is expected
to cue in coming months B wholeview is adopted. It doesn't make a pretty picture this charge
of a purge of liberals. And the least pretty part is that two or. sale reshuffle in the station rep situation. The recent KOIL, Omaha,
three of {hose "smteared" (and their livelihoods Jeopardized) are
divorcement from the Petty station
ln:no sense leftist/rep outfit and new identification with
Free & Peters, is seen as only the
It would appear that j'adio was misguided in the Arst place to
ever have aUow«d "left" and "right" designations to develop. It's first in a series of such moves among
the old standbys in radio who see
hot idear for cadio'« reputation to have had these labels (a)
the need for a change in pace and
fl^^^
euad then (b) that the survivors are reputedly
technique, business and other^alibhtheother^'stde.:'';;'
believe that a switchover
:

'On Worlf

DissoIfeS'

,;- ;-

operation.

™

Bulova and his lawyer, James
tawrence Fly, reportedly travelled
to Washington recently to discuss the
entire deal with FCC Chairman,

Ar

Not Sold

in 13

Wks.

I

(Continued. on page 36)

|
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ABC

Folds

Pitt.

Office

:,

Pittsburgh, Jan. 28.
ice.
Pittsburgh of' one or two others tilted the ceiiifeg
Decision of Mutual not to renew i.s
fice, and Kent Patterson, who has and then caihe the war arid loose
based on fact that network, currentmanaged branch for last year, is be- spending "of tax coin. Now that ly witliout any commercial accounts,
levelling
with
clients'
everyone's
the
ing transferre'd to network headfigi'red it a costly item, since it's
has
gone
out
to
order
coin
and
the
quarters in New York for reassignused strictly on a sustaining basis.
ment. Patterson came here last win- cut corners, the talk of whacking
gotten big and
ter to replace Bob Post, who has guestar fees has
.'iince become local freelance
radio .serious.
Valiee
the
agencies
form
a
Should
big
producer, with Dan Murray show on
Rudy Vallee definitely bows off
and Sho-Biz-Quiz on WJ AS. secret pact to hold the ceiling to
Virgmia Casti, who came troni old $S.000 there would be nQthing,to pfe- Philip Morris show March 4. He's
forming
a
similikely
to be replaced by Milton
vent
the
from
stars
Bluo web in New York as secretary
in
kind.
Then
Berle,
thougli -there is talk Biow may
in ABC setup here, is switching to lai' block and reprise
S- i it would, become a matter of who do spnie time Lswitching as. "Peys to
imb'ic relations department Of
Be
is also pihk-slipped.
Ignorant"
' breaks the stalemate.
Steel in Pittsiiurgh.

ABC

is

clo.sing its

'

.

Mnitely^

WWSW

Oft

Hollywood, Jan. 28.
trapped
Hackett
Hal

MCA's

"sleeper" for Al Jolson

American

!

maker
Miami to

Co.,

.sale

of

to Elgin

compacts.

arranged

to

conform

with

NBC's

own

contract with Waring. Meanwhile, the sales dept. is still pitching,
with a couple of hot pirospects bn the
'
::'[
lire.
•

-

'

,

Elgin-American is, no kin to
watchmaker, now oh air with spottxioked musical discs.

yearly;-toasls.

Hc'.s

now

Price

is

ia

close deal.

said to be $15,000.

!

'

three days. Current deal, negotiated
at the first of the year, is for 26
weeks, but cancellable after 13
weeks, with the Meat Institute pact

Waring show- is one of the Wibst
costly in daytime radio. Involving a
$10,000 weekly talent nut, while the
11 to 11:30 a.m. period adds up to
another $!500.000 in billings on «

,

;

.

JOLSON^SISGSHOW
F0R COMPACT OUTFIT

.

WwlneBdsy,

maarn

S4

fai Cufer

Washington, Jan. 28.
M FCC follows through on its
threat to take WOKO, Albany, ,oft
the air, it will be only the <axth
time in 14 years the commission has
resorted to such drastic action, A
i<«HBheclt oi the records shows that although the Government has proposed to deny license renewals to
approximately 20 stations since 1934,
it has gotten «round to actually de-

no more

leting

Buffalo, Jan. 28.

The Churchill Tabernacle

The

transfer,- if

WKBW

the radio biz.

Hearst Demands:

BU

In view of this, the Van' Curler
Broadcasting Corp., which put in a
bid for WOKO's channel last Jan
uary, moved last week to bulwark
its claims and slap down a
plea to FCC to remain on the air

Washington, Jan. 28.
In a last-ditch effort to head off
a competitive hearing Feb. 24 .and
"under new management." (WOKO win. a license renewal for William
prez
viCe
ex-CBS
out
bought
has
Randolph Hearst's WBAIi, Hearst
Sam Pickard who held the concealed counsel last IWday (24) called on
atoek, and proposes to convert to the FCC to correct Blue Book-.ref-

status the shfu-es of erences
to the station which have
manager Harold Smith, who caused it "irreparable damage" and
connived with Pickard).
resulted in Drew Pearson and RobAnticipating FCC's reluctance to ert S- AUen^s decision to file for the
actually void licenses, Van Curler WBAL frequency.

"non-voting"
station

additional

legal

.

Littlepage

&

and

Littlepage

counsel, Arnold iSc Fortas. "rhurman Dempsey & Koplqvit?!, Hearst lawAriiolC iormer Asst. Attorney Gen- yers, said that since P'earsOn and
eral, was a onetime boss of FCC' Allen have not answered their asChairman Cteles B. Denny, Jr., and sertion that thte Blue Book* delibFortas -Was well-known for his legal erately maligned WBAL's operation,
feats as Asst. Secretary of the In- the -fact has apparently been con(The company had already ceded. Once the Blue Book is corterior.
hired the firm of Fisher & Way- rected, the Hearst counsel concluded, the reason for Pearson &
land).
•BewaraEvU'
Allen continuing in the fight will
have disappeared.
Concurrently, Van Curler filed a
At ttie same time, the Hearst peti.strongly-worded petition reminding
questioned the financial showFCC that, to continue WOKO's tion
ing made by Pearson & Allen's
license would be "to reward, evilTheir
Public Service -Radio Corp.
doers. . .expose the commission, to a
corporate balance sheet showa $250,charge of insincerity in its previous
000 in existing capital with an addiprosecutioh of 'the case, subvert the
tional $100,000 upcoming from a
commi^lon's procediires, and penal(Van Baltimore bank,
an innocent person"
ize
More detailed program plans from
Curler) who has spent time and
Pearson & Allen were also demandmany thousands of dollars relying ed in the Hearst petition, which
on the good faith of FCC's earlier claims its
ow& program proposals
statements on WOKO.
are fully recorded for FCC conVan Curler hit hardest at WOKO's sideration.
decision to retain Hajrold Smith as
'

manager and to publicly
praise his work with the station.
'•Only the ntiost naive would believe
the mere making of Smith's stock
'non-voting' would have the effect
of silencing his voice," the petition

fiig

BLUE BAHBON

.

Tak

MBS

•

.

.

WNEW

WNEW

for Greek War Relief. ... Donald Richards, of "Finian's Rainbow" legiter, to
on guestar on Hiidegarde show Feb. 9.... Samuel R. Zack, who runs the
WMCA "Labor Arbitration" show, has -written a book titled "Arbitration
Mental Hygiene.
o! Labor Disputes," being published by Doniger & Raughley. Foreword
Moderator of the shows is Austin
to the tome was done by former N.Y. State Gov. Herbert H. Lehman
MacCoymick, executive director of
tie-ins
the (isborne
Assn.
and former Jeanne O'Brien, in J. Walter Thompson promotion dept., effecting
N,Y. C. Commissioner of Correction. on "Infd Please Almanac" book, store di^qilays with Wednesday night radio

has been
the

Cowage as WTAH Cooks
Community ^ish

-sold

New York

over the country by
State Committee

On

the radio panel, opening the seare Miss Josette Frank, radio
consultant for the Child Study Assn.
of America; radio scripter Raphael
Hayies; psychologist William' F. Soskin, psychiatrist S. Harcourt Peppard, and Judge Jacob Panken, of
the Children's Cpurt of N. Y.
Discussing films are Dr. Alice
Keliher, prof, of education at New
Yorlc Univ.; Paul S. Heard, executive secretary of the Protestant Film
Commissiont Eileen Creelman, of the

N. Y. Sun; and Edwin J. Lukas, exCleveland, Jan. 28.
ecutive dhrector of the Society for
Alert radio newscasting scored a
to. yank the Albany license.The major triumph in this city's cold the Prevention of Crim®.
The comics panel includes Dr,
court opinion, however, termed the wave that struck last Tuesday (21)
case a "bard" one .and reminded The unexpected cold blast ifbared Ernest Osborne, professor of educaFCC it had not taken as harsh a in with dailies and most stations tion at Teachers College, Columbia
line with other broadcasters who sticking clos^ to the usual weather Univ.; Mrs.' Frances Clarke Sayers,
superintendent
of work with chilwere found guilty of similar "lack reports.
dren at the New York Public Liof caiador." Both the District Court
However, Edward R. Wallace,
brary; Dr. Lauretta Bender, assoand
made much of the stanews director, sensing that
ciate
professor
of
psychiatry at
tion's "excellent iprogram service cold wave
would, as it had in the
iver ail IBryear period" as an added past, play havoc on gas pressures Medical School; and Dr. William
Ward Ayer, pastor of Calvary Bap
reasoii why it should, remain on the to home and industry, began a city'
tist (aiwdi in New Yorii,
wide roundup of conditions both in
FCC Jjas not actually silenced a home and plant.
transmitter since 1941. In that year
m. news show time,
By 6; 15

WTAM

NYU

p.

lyn,

Brook- the station had a complete summary,
telling of. plants laying off workers

them

WARD

went off the air, though proagainst
ceedings had been started
several years earlier.
lost out on several counts: Failure
to maintain control of the station

and its programming, not programming in the public interest, defective

equipment, flnat^cial irrespon.
etc. VTVEB. was cited for

sibility,

programming counts and
failure to assume responsibility for
its programming.
Another programming failure respecific

sulted in deletion of ICGBZ, York,

Keb.( in 4936. There, the station

was

claiming cure-all power*!, for Texas
Crystals and herb teas concocted by
the licensee. The applicant was also
found financially incapable of pro-

camming

in the public interest.

In 1940, two licenses were actually
revoked by FCC. KUMA, Yuma,
Ariz., lost its franchise because control and operation of the station
was found lodged in a person other

than the licensee. In the same year,
FCC revoked the license of Frank
m. Stearns to operate WgAL, Salisiburjs. Md., because of falsehoods on
Jbis financing arrangements.

because of gas curtailment; of homes
finding their heating units reduced
to a trickle. At the same time, the
Sohio Reporter was able to tell the
East Ohio Gas Co. view.
The completeness of the rounduj)
paid dividends as all persons involved, plants, homes, and gas company, turned to- the statitin for both
future developments and aii overall
picture of current events/
The following day the papers
picked up the banne* y^rh, as did
opposition stations.

WCPO'S inEW MBS PACT
Cincinnati, Jan. 28.

Renewal by

WCPO

of affiliation

with Mutual for tWo years, effective
Feb.

1,

was announced Thursday

(23) by Mortimer C. Walters, general manager of the station and a vee
pee of Scripps-Howard Radio.
WCPO became a Mutual outlet in
1945 after WSAI, which had been
sold by the Crosley organization to
Mar.shal Field, linked with ABC.
Crosley's clear channel WLW, tied in
with NBC, also carries some Mutual
programs.

show.

.

,

ries,

Meanwhile, FCC has the backing
of the Supreme" Court in its decision

WOKO

.

NEW

Freeze Brings H@l

Quick

said.

of

.

and agency personnel to iWuseumbf Modern Art last Thursday. .. .Pasadena
reports marriage there of director Richard Sanville, ex-CBS, and D. J,
Steven R, Carlin, former script editor of NB?
Fresh from a successful jaunt Thompson, the actress....
package division, married this
over the southern leg of Lang- Thesaurus and currently With Phillips Lord
Worth's 400 station platter net, month to feggy Sanford. .. .Dell Chandler profiling William S» Paley in
r
"Little Boy Blue" BaiTon has been forthcoming American Mercury mag.
taking bows at Frank Daly's
Murray Forbes, one of the leads in the "Ma Perkins" cast, recenUy
Meadowbrook,
arrived! from Chicago, has just sold the picture 'rights to his published
Tonight (Jan. 29th) his New' York novel, "Hollow Triumph," to Charles R. Rogers, Hollywood indie proCity fans will welconie him back for
.Elaine Rost now a cast member in the part of Patti on Elaine
ducer.
bis seventh season In Hotel Edison's
Carrington'S "Ro-semary".,,, Frank .-Xelford. director, of MaOs. ^Msslfitr
'.'Blue Room."
.Mary Hull doing the
off to Havana for a three-week vacation.
YORK Theatre,
LANO-WORTH, Inc.,
Al Barker, "Terry and the Pirates"
"Dorothy Dix" transcription series
author, gifted the cast members with hand-made Chhiese scarves on the
Richard Widmark joins "Rose
occasion of the 1,000th episode on ABC
of My Dreams" players. .. .Dorothy Fi-ancis and James Lipton added to
Lift^; Keirea|
Cathleen Cordell into "Lora
"The Strange Romanjce of Evelyn Winters"
Lawton" cast, ...Warten J4(rker new to"Just plain Bliy
For
till Hadio,Pix
"Aunt Jenny" program to air an original penned by Bret Morrison
beginning Feb. .7. Story deals with a French singer. Morrison will star
Influence on Moppets and! also sing in the seven-day series.. .WWRL's "This and That With
Lifting the tabu jgainst repeating Mona and Pat" sold to seven participating sponsors for 13 weeks beginning
programs that have clicked on ear- Monday (27)...,YMCA radio director Henriette K. Harrison addressing
lier airings, the Mutual network is public relations confab conducted next week (31) by N. Y.' State Office
going to repeat a series of three Against Discrimination, subject being "Use of Radio to- Combat Discrimshows next month, airing the series ination". ."High Jinx" show on WNBC now lias another sponsor. DoubleJoseph P. Braun now veepee of
from platters made when the pro- day, Inc., on behalf Of Literary Guild
grams were on the air last April.
Kenyon &' Eckhafdt ageney; . ."ARUG" and "CRAC" new alphabetical
cornbos bothering radio unionites on both coasts. First, In N. Y., stands
Series, involving; discUfssion by experts of the influence upon children for Associated Broadcast Unions and Guilds; second', on Coast, means
Both have same purpose, to bunch
of radio, films and newspapers com- Council of Radio Arts and Crafts,
radio unions for common action,
ics, was aired last April 5, 12 and 26.
the day
Grace Moore's death was commemorated on the air by
New dates are Feb. 1, 8 and IB, SatShe was killed in the plane crash, Sunday (26), while WQXR did its
urdays, 11:30 a. m. to noon.
The series had been kudosed by memorial show next night, Monday (27)....Radcliffe Hall, NBC staff
various organizations, and copies of announcer, became father %f second cliild,' daughter, Saturday (25)..:,
pnd WNYC, and Joe Franklin of WMCA,
the discussions, taken from the air, Hal Halpern, formerly of
Harry Levin now radio consultant
had been put into a brochure which haye formed Golden Age Productions

sitation

and.WL1H, both
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die Book

WOKO

week hh:ed

,

'

period.

last

cm

vacation,

approved, will

put the present owner of the
license—Buffalo Broadcasting Corp.—entirely out of

NBW YORK

Brad Bransford, radio actor and announcer, out of Army and maldng the
.Amerfreelance rounds in Manhattan, Best known to Baltimore radio.
ican Civil Liberties Radio Committee met last week to discuss FCC up.
holding of atheist's right to Sunday time on West Goa$l station. .. .UAW.
CIO "Races of Mankind" cartoon film drew big turnout of broadcasters

church group and the station,
some of the pacts ranging over
a period of 80 years hence.

have managed

than WOKO's concealment of a 24%
12-year
qver
a
stock-ownership

is

WKBW,

buyclosing a deal with
ing the latter station (if FCC
£«)proves) for a price of between
$300,000 and $400,000. Price tag,
however, includes consideration
of various contracts between the

to skin through with new licenses
by promises to reform their programming or to switch management.
And several broadcasters
who now hold licenses were on the
mat for offenses allegedly greater

.

m

Ed Kobak, Mutual prexy, has grabbed himself a new '47 Cadillac—his
It has a radio with five buttons—but none of them
flr^t car in four years.
tunes in WOR, the Mutual flagship station in N. Y. Cadillac people are resetting it. Kobak leaves In the car oh a two-week Vacation this Saturday
through Georgia and Florida. ...Recording of the new Flit transcription
series starts next week with Jimmy AtWns, Hal Kanner's band, and Ken
Roberts announcing. Marty Goodman is supervising the show with Carlo
D'Angelo dire<itlng. Wm. Morris office has pacted! Jolson's signature to
three more gueist shots on the Bing Crosby staiijsa, following Jdlson's Florida

WKBW

ehurch Buy*

.than Ave.

of the offenders

fm m M Irs.

•

Historically, the commission has
waved a big stick and won its point.

Bulk

1947
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lisists

FCC Has lied Only

;

Smmmy 2%

WHK, CLEVL, PREPS

25TH ANN! FIESTA
Cleveland, Jan. 28.

To mark its 25th anniversary on
March 5, WHK, Mutual's outlet here,

Walter Lurie here for Mutual to prowl the marts and put together some
comedy shows. He'll be around for fWo months.,.. .Harry Ommerle re»
turning to New York for the Lyons agency so he can be closer to clients
and buyers. Joe Donahue takes over the Hollywood operation. .Flipped
Jack Benny at the 10th- anni dinner for Edgar Bergen; "NBC means let's
make all the money we can in the next few years because Crosby started
something".... Kay Kyser insists his only interest in North Carolina's
Health Plan is to further his pet charitable project and that he seelcs no
political reward. . .Despite all the rumors abroad, Texaco doesn't have to
make a decision on Eddie Bracken's option until Feb. 23. The next lou?
shows should shift the balance his way, what with Producer Nat Wolff
given carte blanche on the production and scripts and bearing down,..'.
Adrian Samish cutting a record this week of Jack Klrkwood's comedy
capers for half -hour daytime strip on ABC. .. .There'll be a double N.BC
slgnofl Feb. 12 when National Biscuit Co. tags off its opener of a thriceweekly matinee opus on NaC's Coast skein
Thelma Hitter, N. Y. radio
actress, here to complete her picture role in "It's Only Human," which she
started back ^ast, and then back east to resume in "McGarry and HiS
House"
Edgar Harrison Wlleman, who has been doing "Background
For Living" for 20 years, on and off,, gets a testimonial dinner from CBS
this week.... Claude Sweeten recovered from his long ticker siege and
b^ck directing the music on KFI's "Favorite Story". ,. ^Gag writers are
receiving cartons of Idaho spuds from the guv in the hope of getting some
free plugs for -his state. . .Writing team of Hugh Wedlock and Howard
Snyder still at it after 17 years, which is some kind of a record... .New
fathers of the past week tee Charlie Herbert, producer of Mark Warnow'8
Sound Off," and Bob McAndrews, sa;es promotion boss at NBC... Dick.
Cuttmg left CBS for post of program chief at KFAC and Stuatt Novins
replaced him as assistant to Chet Huntley, special events and news head
at HNX.... "Those WebstW optioned for another
18, thereby puttWg
30' to the rampant rumors. .. .John Bates, radio head of the Mathc?
agency, admitted he came out to talk to Meredith WlUson but to tell him
he's domg a great job for Canadi Dty. ..
.
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miCAGO

planning a gala series of events.
.
.
.
Opening anniversary event for
Quaker Oats has renewed "Those Websters" on Mutual for 52 weeks
"Cleveland's Pioneer Radio StatioTj"
through Ruthrauff & Ryan. . .After gabbing on air about getting lost on
will be a luncheon, March 5, at Hotel
a street car, Ernie Simon, WJJ0 disker, received compass and street guide
Hollenden, with 500 leading northfrom flar company. .. .Rita Ascot gets role of Fay in "Ma Perkins" again
ern Ohio citizens being invited.
after leaving in I944....ajerman Marks,
producer, huddling with
They will hear, through recordingJi, comic Jerry
Lester on new play.... New addition to WHBF, Bock Island,
highlights of history which radio
newsroom is Lucille Shawgo...:.StudsTerkel goes ABC network in new
now is keeping alive for posterity.
show set for Jan. 30 preem, "Barbecued Riffs". ., .WBKB set to televise
At the same time, 'WHK has pre- Central AAU swimming meet at hotel
Continental Feb. 1... .ABC "Breakpared a two-hour show of staff fast Club" goes to Oklahoma
City Feb. 15 for Boy Scout benefit.
.HudSontalent, to tour this area. .Upon reHos&^local radio retailer, take sponsorship of disk jockey Dave Garroway
quest, the entourage, with program via^ wMAQ.... Louis Jordon
set for guesters on "Supper Club" March 6,
director Pinky Hunter as emcee, and Camel show on
Feb. 8.... Radio Writers Guild hosted cocktail party
will make personal appearances. last week. . Allexis
Tellis new sales promotion director at WIND.
Incorporated in the show will be tlie
Johnny Olsen still set to bring "Ladies Be Seated" to Chi, ironing out
recordings of radio's role in historl
contract gimmicks. .. .Hlldred Sanders, former Mitcheli-Faust radio veepee*
cal events of the past 25 years.
Joined Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample Chi office.
.OliVer Morton, NBC naWHK's trademark, "The Covered tional spot sales manager, taken to bed' with fla....Ade Hult, Mutual
Wagon" has made much progress In Central Division veepee and general manager, and wife on Cuban vacaits past 25 years,
From a modest tion... .Board of Education FM station, WBEZ, shut down Friday (24),'
beginning as a shortwave station, returning to the air on Feb. 1,7, after converting its transmitter from 42..?
the company has branched out to megacycles to 44.S per ii*W FCC assignment. .. .Scores of radio reps and
become one of the key Mutual out- ad agencies, tenants of Londpn Guarantee building, are in a lather over
lets, and Is continuing to experiment What to do now that sale of building has caused
rents to spiral from 10 to
with the latest in radio engineering. 30%.
is

.

WBBM

.

.

.

. .

.
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Coimm^ Half-Supportei

Sapd %N[|ia'§ Other Governor
Jof |tl^ Stations
I

Slapped Down in Ikisioii on WKBW

;

Atlanta,

Jan. 26.

t

Georgia tadio stations have given
listeners first-hand informatioh on
a'-nvities of the state's X947 General
Assembly" singe its opening in the

sound-effects man
in the NBC recording division
is "stuck" with membership ia
the American Federation of Radio Artists, although 19 fellow

One

capltol Jan. 13. Newsmen and engineers of the Atlanta stations have
been active and on the alert since
the hottest session in the history

GeO-|id's

of

weeks

WSfe,

WAGA,

and

WATT,,

IVtacon's

WGST

WMAZ.

pulled Out four months
The latter went to National
Assn. of Broadcast Engineers
and Technicians (NABET, In-

dependent). According to George
Heller, national exec sec* of
AFRA, they made the move before the current contract negotiations "because they considered AFiRA demands on their
half as too high." (CBS sound-

and

The

have continuously been on the
alert for any developments of interest to the public, and have aired
WHGA of Rome
all major events.
was up for one day.
Walter Paschall has been -doing
on the spot broadcast for WSB. Genfive

Down

Macon, Jan. 28.
Macon, Ga., received
week signed by MidGeorgia College students

die
protesting the station's carrying
of Herman Talmadge's address
to a joint session of the Georgia

Overlooking

"We

resent the fact that you

interrupted our favorite program, "Aunt Bunie sind th«
to
Varieties,"
Snuff
Dental
bring us a broadcast from a bigger hick than she. We realize
that he is an important man,
but we are not in the least bit
interested in listening to propa-

It's

Now

licity.

Initial flack

B.

five

AFRiWebsSip

between the four

Dick

outfit.

Is

uiAjc^r

plaque goes to A.

Co.—the mimeograph

.

AM 'Standard?

Na;,Nay,SezFMA

Washington, Jan. 28.
The U. S. Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia yesterday
(Mon.) told the FCC it was 50%
right and 50% wrong in its decision
to revoke the license of Buffalo
Broadcasting Corp.'s
Buffalo, unless it cancelled contracts it
had held since 1931
the Churchill Tabernacle of Buffalo.
As expected, the court unanimously upheld the commission's right to
abrogate contsraots with reserve radio time for persons other than the
licensee over long periods, and provide for a reverter of license in ease
of sale. (In this case, the Churchill
Tabernacle had the option of using
17% hours a week on the station
through the year 2027 A.D., and
would have the first right to the
license if the station were

WKBW,

WKBW
sold)

First

Washington, Jan. 28.
act of the newly-

oflicial

FM

Assn. was a request
last week (23) that FCC rewrite its
rules to wipe out what was described as an unfair description ofthe type of broadcast service deliv-

formed

On the other hand, the court
the FCC fOr failure to
specify a reasonable broadcast time,
within the terms of the license pecriticized

ripds,

which the church might use

for religious broadcasts and for invalidating those parts of the contract

which insured the church payments
FMA prexy Boy Hofeinz asked of $150 a week and reversion of the
FCC chairman Charles R. Denny, physical property (not the license)
Jr., to delete all references in com* of the station. (FCC Genesal Counmission forms s^A regulations to sel Benedict Cottone tbld 'the court
"standard" broadcast stations and to FCC was not voiding any, agreei
substitute the phrase
"amplitude ments which the church had with
other than those on use of
modulation" or AM.
Hofheinz said: -"It is generally time and reverter of license).
The court, however, ruled: "We
recognized in the industry and by
the
commission
that
frequency think the case should Ije remanded
modulation
offers
an
improved to the commission to determine
quality of broadcast service and it whether a contract, modified as to
ered by FM,

WBKW

networks Knight Newspapers, Gannett Pub- is, therefore, quite misleading to the tiie length of its existence but alRa- lishing Co., DorotJiy Thackrey's New public generally to have any refer- lowing a reservation for a reasonYork Post, and other papers with a ence to • an inferior service as a able broadcast time, would be con-

and: the Anierioan Federation of

dio Artists will officially signatured
sides,

'

.

.

WMAZ

station through

.

win .consideration by the

Official,

and the
today (Wed.) by both
transcription code has been signed
by two of the largest waxeries, Thus
nds a four-month series of negofor new AFRA codes to reWe had much rather tiationsthose
ganda.
that expired last Oct., 31.
place
listen to some ofte who has our
Fred W. Ziv and World Broadcastsupport,"
;
ing Co. signed the transcription
codes Monday (27), this starting the
headed
eral Maiiager John Fulton
parade which will, without a doubt,
his fuE anaoimcing staff with Planinclude all other transcribers and
cU Harden, Percy Hearle, John Grgy eliminating any possible conflict on
•and Ken Wilson. CBS assignments that end of the negotiations,
FulWere handled over WGST by
Actual signaturing of the net comton, Hearle and Wilson.
news director Ben Chatfield and pro- mercial code was held up until this
of the
duction chief Frank Hrhbs made morning pending settlement
KFI
holdout on the-Goast, but that's
special broadcasts to their Macon
been settled amicably by the interfacilities of WGST.
'

to

AFRA
NLRB

-

Asseittbly.

Agents, formed recently in New
York, is prfepping its first annual
award to the person or organization contributing the most toward the advancement of pub-

owning more

other FCC members, but it is on the
books and the Alabama commissioner can be expected to remind FCC
from time to time of what he con"the serious problem" of
siders
chain newspapers controlling equal-

Platqiue

Friends of Radio Press

NBC

With—'

the fact that the station carried
"Aunt -Bunie and the Dental
Snuff Varieties" earlier in the
day in order to carry the public
service feature, the students
•wrote the following letter:

Flack
New

than one AM, FM and television station has been laid before the FCC
by Commissioner Clifford J. Durr, it
was learned today.
The revolutionary proposal failed

ly strong radio holdings.
Durr said he has not made up
his own mind that such a limitation
is desirable but he would like to
have the FCC open its doors to full
In the case of the lone
discussion of wha''s right or wrong
wolf, he couldn't pwU out of
AFRA. Last i^eek, he petitioned
with the proposal. As he sees it:
"The problem of growing' concenthe National Labor B.elatipns
tration of contro' in the media of
Board for a labor election on his
information is serious enough, for us
contention that he would like to
to go in and try to get such advice
leave
and join NABET.
ruled that this one
The
as we could from outside sources."
The commissioner said he was enman is not "a suitable bargaintirely sympathetic to a newspaper
ing unit."
getting a radio station in its home
town as a form of technological
improvement in disseminating the
news. His question strikes at the
multiple radip holdings of several
powerful newspaper groups.
Durr said he has not thought much
about the ramiflcations of such a
rule on the radio holdings of outiits
the
like' Scripps-How^d, Hearst,
The national eommercial contract
Jaines Cox radio-newspaper empire.

WMAZ,

General

ring newspapers from

men, incidentally, have switched,
from AFRA to IBEW).

•a '.ettejr last
•

shows

live

.

industr. and other Interested parties on a proposed rule bar-

NBC

ago.

stations,

A

Washington, Jan. '?8.
motion that FCC seek comment

from the

at
ago.

Present rfor the opening events of
the sessiotts during the initial week
We're newsmen from Atlanta's four
.

lone

soundmen working on

two

hegan

politics

Wolf—With Sound

Lone

Part

Engineers Ben Ackerihan and Ivan /ention of ad agencies.
Earle C. Anthony, of KFI, never
Miles did fltst class engineering jobs
over WGSS" programs, and the had signed an AFRA contract, having always insisted that he would
iWMaZ specials.
not
put his liame to a union docuBepbriuig ior WATL, Atlanta's
in
Mutual outlet, were Jim Hardin, ment. However, he has always
the past given his verbal assurance
Stan Raymond, Ray McKay and
that he would live up to the current
Zera Sears,
AFRA
codes, and AFRA people both
Friday, Jan. 24, Herman Talhiadge, here on the Coast concede that Antme of the claimants to the govern- thony never broke his promise.
or.ship of Georgia, bought radio time
In the case of the current contract,
with personal tunc'-, to attack former
he has refused to accept a clause
Gov: Ellis Arnall and the Atlanta
providing that L.A. stations pay
600 for a 30Journal. He riid
commercial fees to staff announcers
minute statewide hookup, during
when they work on local commercial
Which he urged the public to put programs. In order to get the dis11? e pressure on legislators during
pute over with, ad agencies have
their weekend recess from the A.s
agreed they will meet the. cost in
sembly.
the case of KFI. On that basis, the
Early Friday, Talmadge wired the argument was settled.
FCC that he had been refused time
by WSB. Later in the day he was
granted 15 mii^utes free time to answer criticism by an associate editor of the Atlanta Journal.
Saturday, Talmadge said that he
had received contributions toward
Cincinnati, Jan. 28.
the statewide hook-up costs, amountRoger M. Baker, account executive
ing to between $600 and $700.
of WLW, announced his resignation
from the Crosley Broadcasting Corp.
last week after four other upper
bracket men in the organization did
likewise. In each instance the date
Doesn't Sell
of severance is indefinite.
Fiorello
Former New York Mayor
Baker joined the Crosley staff in
Mutual
H. LaGuardia will air his
1939 as baseball announcer on WSAI.
network co-op Saturday night gab- succeeding Bed Barber, who changed
indie
fest locally in N. Y. over the
to WOR to start his atrings of the
unless the web's flagship, Brooklyn Dodgers' games. PreviousWOR, sells him very soon.
ly Baker was a baseballcastcr in
Former mayor insists on having a Buffalo for WGR and WKBW. He
New York outlet, and it was deflnite continued in sports with WSAI unthat he would not wait too long if til the close of the 1944 season, when
.

mm IMER

ALSO

VAMPS CROSLEf SETUP

LaGuardiatoWNEWIf
Him
WOR

WNEW

We

trary to the public interest.
find
News- standard service."
string of radio affiliates.
FCC officials admitted they had nothing in the present rules or pracpapers' right to several facsimile optice of the commission to forbid some
as the "standis
something else that no wish to keep
erations
would have to be considered in such ard" radio service of the future, but such arrangement on these lines."
The court concluded: "Its (the
pointed oyt it would require a new
a rule.
church's) objective was and is the
Third of
radio treaty before the offending
reasonable use of the facilities of its
Durr's recom- terminology could be Wiped off the formerly ownecl radio station and
Commissioner
The North American Re- the propagation Of its
mendation is the sign of revived books.
religious docFCC interest in the- penetration of gional Broadcasting Agreement' and trines. To deprive it of this is to
newspapers into radio since dismis- other treaties now' in effect refer to destroy the bone and marrow of its
sal of the newspaper-radio investi- the 55()-l,600kc band as the "stand- being ... It would seem
to tis the
gation in Jan., 1944. FCC statistics ard broadcast" band.
facts
justify—if not require—the
Commission men added" that the commission,, in recognition
show that publishing interests are
of those
the largest single group in stand- language appears so many times in rights, to Offer the church the opard broadcasting, accounting for so many places in FCC hterature portunity to substitute for the obli- that it could not be changed imwell over a third of the
jectionable provisions modifications
censees.
Aside from AMers they mediately, in any event, without a that would not be contrary to the
are the largest overall group enter- lot more money than FCC has or js public interest ..."
ing FM, and comprise over one- likely to have at iis disposal.
James Lawrence Fly argued the
radio.
third of t^^* newcomers to
case for the church, which has been
In television, again aside from standreported ready to close a deal to re^
ard licenses, publishers are the 'Sell Micliigan'
buy WKBW.
largest single group of bidders and
The right of a station to maintain
permittees. And, naturally, they are
control over its own time was rePreem,
for
responsible for 95% of pre.sent-day
cently upheld by a Denver court in
•

-

AM

AM

AM

FM

Mn

Ready

WJR

experimentation ;n facsimile.
Durr's
motion was made last
Thursday (23) as the coiximission

case of KOB, Albuquerque.
Backed by Governor the
Similar contracts are the subject of
Detroit, Jan. 28.
FCC scrutiny at WAIT, Chicago, and
Gov. Kim Sigler of Michigan will WJOL, Joliet,
"Know
program.
inaugurate a new
(Continued' on page 54)
Your Michigan," over WJR (CBS)
on Feb. 9. The new Sunday after- Sterling Drug's 'Zeke'
noon show will feature the Wayne
Fund Raising Univ.
band and will incorporate a
Buy on
Cues
five-minute talk on Michigan. The
Paid
Groups;
ieligi§is
By
governor has endorsed the program
Opening Time
as one that will sell Michigan to the
Obits, Weddings Also Out people of the state.
A 52-week contract for a cross-theAlso in line with the .governor's board 15»minute morning show, to be
Three religious organizations that
stations to "sell sponsored by Sterling Drug, has
have been soliciting funds on their appeal to Michigan
abreast brought about a chaniJtc in the ABC's
shows over WHOM, N. Y., have been Michigan and keep Michigan
political picture" the station net opening time, moviiig the coa.stnotified by the station tiiat as soon of the
scheduled a series of "Tour to-coast hook-up time lorward by a
as tlieir current cycles are up—all has
by the end of this month—they'll Congress" programs during which half-hour to 7:30 a.m. beginning Monno longer be allowed to ask for coin. Michigan Congressmen will report day (3). Net has been opening its
The first lines until now at 8 a.m.
has also ordered paid direct from 'Washington.
Station
Drug outfit, which alrciidy sponsors
obituaries and wedding announce- broadcast (26) featured Rop. Howments dropped from its Polish pro- ard A, Coffin. This program will "Bride & Groom" on the net for a
shift to 7-7:17 p.m., Saturdays Qft] half hour, Mpnday.Fridiiy, at :2:.^0
grams.
plm.. has bought the "Zcke Ma^^
On the fuild-raising end, the sta- teb. 8.
coast-to-coast
ainng.
for
Gov. Sigler soon after hi.i in- Show"
tion has decided, under the new
the
Fortune' Pope management, that, auguration launched a bi-monthly Sponsor has been bankrollinfi
for
.while the organizations involved are broadca.st over WJR, directly frpm show on the ABC's Pacific web
thoroughly reputable— the practice his executive office, during which he a year.
new arrantjcnient,
the
- Uncl''^'
of using the air for money solicita- reports to the people.
"Zoke" will be heard live in the east,
tions does not make for good radio.
Si.gler recently told radio cxccu7:30In regard to the Polish programs, lives they are destined to phiy an thrpu-gh Hollywood ori.ynKitior'.
•""''•
':'t3 a.m.. Mondays
•™
"•"•v'V" throimh Fridays,
listeners have assured the station ever
politics.
p^iiijc.';.
pari m
in
;ver increasing part
how will be ix-pcated live an hour
management,, through a special Pulse esp
.specially in bringing to the people f

approved

the

transfer

of

stations

,

WHOM

ixes

ABC

Ayem

Revamp

j

!

;

i

;
\

for the Central Division, and
l^ter
survey, that they welcome news of the
movements,
......
...v. w........
he behind-the-scenes
Soi hvo repents for other areas
.deaths, engagements,- marriages, etc. "Radio can do more to clean up
—even though the latter are paid poliUes than any other medium," lie
for by the. families concerned. HowNetwork will open its liiH's at 7:30
fails to find a bankroller.
became Cincy's exclusive ever, the station decided to drop
a.m. for "Zeke," and close down
Mea.uvhile, LaGuardia has no Chi baseball station, and then transfsrred them in the interest of uniform
Cleveland— Reg Merridew% 'WGARi again between 7:45 atid 8 a.m.. .leav'
programming,
^, since such sales are
caso sponsor as yet, either, and to the Crosley s?S?s department, at ^._^_„
aflor the sale, of liot'ai^ow'ed on other lingo programs chief announcer, named production ing that time to the afl'iliates for
Mutual outlet in Clii, is not tachini; to
tiieir own prograthrtiing.
manager.-'
on the station,
|
[WSAI to Marshal Field.
carrying him sustaining.

WOR

;

j

'

'^X!

WCPO

:

,

WGN

1

WLW

i

i

I
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STORY OF THE GREAT MAN HIMSELF * The
Great Gildersleeve
ers

of

is still

a bachelor because his listen-

won't permit him to marry. Back in 1 943 the writers

the- show introduced a

teners approved.

romance

But when the

for

Unqle Mort.

Lis-

script writers took the

bold step of having Gildersleeve become seriously interested in the red-haired

widow Ransome, the

reaction

of

Throckmorton P. Gildersleeve had become

life

to them.

For Gildy is the eternal bachelor.

tinually attracted to marriageable ladies— but only to a

point just short of the altar. In shrinking from the
responsibilities of wedlock

he expresses the immaturity

of his nature. That inane laugh and absurd pomposity
are a reflection of his arrested development.

was immediate. Letters showered in stating that Gildy

Gildersleeve

is

should remain single and devote his time to raising his

and the day

after, tomorrow— a

niece Marjorie

and nephew Leroy.

In their concern,

listeners

proved that the character

as real as

He is con-

The

Great

caught between the day before yesterday
ludicrous but lovable

figure of adult adolescence.

Harold Peary

first

played the role of Throckmorton

AAtmiCA'S NO.

1

JVETWORR'

p.

Gildersleeve in 1935 on the Fibber

Molly show. In 1941 he emerged with his

McGee and
own

intentions Gildersleeve manages to read cause for worry

and

full-time

Conxpany, has risen to a pbsition among, radio's fifteen
top-rated programs.

|»ersonality.

own

Judge Hooker/

ISIr.

Feavy, Floyd the barber and Eye

make

human

a

Great Man?

Endow him with

failings, lovable

and
,

intuitive understanding. Bring to life his voice

cliaracter in the millions of
ful facilities of the

NBC Network. Put him in the com-

pany of other great personalities heard on

and then deflate the Great Man's ego. Only Birdie, the

result:

colored maid,

as

is

no

heckler.

But even into her good

and

homes served by the power-

Gopdwiii have only one dramatic purpose— to build up

mm

a full

and recognizable to

millions. Entrust the role to an actor of long experience

colorful

VirtuaUy the entire cast— Leroy, Marjorie,

to

share of

Every Wednesday night finds him

surrounded by a cast as distinctive as his

mistrust.

How

show which, imder the sponsorship of the Kraft Foods

NBC. The

a life-size creation in sound as three-dimensional

your next door neighbor.
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30
EVEfi HIT PARADE
With Dinah Shore, Andy Russell,
XOt.D
Mark Warnow, F. E. Boone, Speed
"With Sy'dney Smith, Bod HendrickKigts, others
son, .Tohn Sylvester, Henry Neely,
RolaQd Winters, Eleanor Sherman-, Producer: Lee Strahorn
Kail' Weber, Ben Cooper, Joe de Writer: Glen Wheaton
Santos, Alan Hewitt, Karl Swen- 45 Mlns.; Sat., 9 p.m.
AMERICAN TOBACCO CO.
son, Jack Hartley, Bay Morjtaft

THE GBEAt£ST

Producer: Fttltoa OttrslCr

WCBS-CBS,

Director: Marx Loeb
Writer: Hemy Denker
30 Mins.; Sun., 6:30 p.in.

Parade" has apparently hnly recently

GOODTEAB RUBBER

N. Y.

(Foote, iCone & Belding)
The decade-old Lucky Strike "Hit

become aware

CO.

of the fact that radio

does change to some degree. Pet
program of the late George- Wash(Kudner)
evening
ABC network's new 'Sunday eve- ington Hill, this Saturday
he*ii to a line
ning show, "The Greatest Story Ever standard has long
late tycoon and
Told." with its religioso format, for established by the
idiowhicE Goodyear Th-e and Rubber is has long been saddled by theto the
magnate
of
the
syncracies
picking up the tab vvithout benefit of
it resisted any encroacha single commercial save for a front point where
modernity
in presentation.
ments
of
sponsor,
as
identification
back
and
Only recently has there been a
rates accolades as one of the truly
few minor changes in the setup,
sock public service programs of the
indicates that this

WJZ-ABC,

N. T.

year. The web had been touting the
Biblical-inspired series weeks iiv advance, and oh the basis of last Sunday's (26) premiere performance,
there was justification for its pride.
Whether the intent of the program
the
is to dramatize episodes from
Bible in such a maimer that its precopts gain' a wide audience via ABC s
coast-to-coast facilities, or whether
as an
it is to use Biblical incidents
analogy for the presentation of present day evils, on both counts ''Gteat_
est Story merits acclaim.
.
The first in the series, "The Good
Samaritan," scripted by Heiiry Denker, was as forceful an indictment or
intolerance and* its henchmen, preju'

which

to

many

session is FC&B's problem child and
number one project. Program moved
to the Coast, a few months ago,
although commercials were^ still deThen Joan
livered from the east.
Edwards, for several years the

femme
of-

chirper, was let out in favor
a series of guests, first of whom.

Dinah Shore, premiered for a fourweek stint on Saturday (26).' Male
singers are also skedded as guests,
cueing speculation as to wlyther
Andy" Russell is to be retained when
his option -period expires.
Now that the. -program has been
fully divorced from the east and
comffiercials are no lohg^f piped in,
there's apparently an easier feeling
in the session. The chatter between

dice and bigotry, as any 20th-century characterization could project.
Shore and Andy Russell wa.'i
Using the parable of the Good Sa- Miss
atlable, Jaark Warnow has noticeably
maritan, the fundamental Commandhis arrangements so that
ment of Love Thy Neighbor was un- tailored
there's counterpoint, and orchestral
folded in such a manner as to in- arrrxUgements have achieved a dethat

living

m

an awarraiess
gree o£ softness. Program's specialty
accordance With the Biblical and the is still selection of the week's top
human adage would outlaw most of tunes.
*
the hatred and selfishness in .the
But tte trip-hammer commercial
dramatizathe
such
As
world today.
This vestige of
still goes on.
tion could stand as an emblem for
theory is still in effect, so4 any mood
ushering in universal brotherhood. created
by the sfnoothness of the
Revived bx modern verbiage, the new layout is lost oiice. the LSMFT
adaptation ot the Bible,, tJOe was
'

still-

,

GWH

.

'

Ruth fitting came off a Colorado farm to resume, after six
years, her professional career.
That was last week (21) as guest
on the Rudy Vallee show. She
still sings a good song.
Miss Etting sang two numbers,
an old one and a new one, and
the paradox was that she sang
the new one better than the old
one. The tunes were "For Sentimental Reasons" and "Harvest
Moon."
Consuming almost the entire
second half of the program the
reason

it

took her 15 minutes to

unwind a pair Of pops was that
there was too much talk with
Vallee about life on the farm.
This was sandwiched between
ditties and the time would have
-

been better spent if Miss Etting
"Ten Cents a Dance"
or "I've Got a Right to Sing the
Blues" as a third entry, She
sings the be jabbers out of these,

haid tossed in

:

-

too.

Moon"

That "Harvest
stand up as

it

didn't

should was Miss

Etting's fault.

Her

original re-

cording of this song ranks among
the finest pop vocals ever waxed.
So wliat did she do? She left

a newer
musical background which did
nothing for her.- But it was fair
enough

that arrangement flat for

and

,sa

don't

remember

little

difference.

for

it

those

who

probaWy made
seemed

It just

wasted opportunity and a
chance for Miss Etting to have
killed all the people.
On the other hand, her "Sen*
timental Reason^' was plenty
a

good. It was enough to establish
that Miss Etting can about go
where she wants to go, do what

she wants to do regarding radio—
if
she wants to do it badly
enough. If she has also retained'
her appearance^and no doubt
she has, that makes theatres cer-

Her voice was
ae well.
strong and smooth drfHeaSons,?
tain

tm

SCOTLAND Y^ARD

Ruth and Rudy

SfSOHS

OHIO SEORY

With BaaJl RathbPhe, >iine Burr, With Kobert Waldrop, narrators
Gloria Brown, . Harry
RIdceiv
Le« Tremalne, Robert Prydeni
«e»f«» Rofce**.; 'row Field. aS!
William podmore,. PHHip CUm,
-"^
nounver
Cathle'en Cordell, Mary Orr. Joba
Stanley, Alfred SWrlw; »nB««n- Writer; Frank Seidel
cer, Phil Tompkins; waslc. Sylvm Prodneer; Stuart Buchanan
Music; Walbere Brown
Levin
IS Mlns.^MMi,-Wed.-Fri., 6:30 p.m.
Writer! Peter Barry
Producer-Director; Carlo DeA«f elo' OHIO BEtl TEtEPHONE CO.
-

•

WTAM,

30 Mlns.; Tues., 8 p.m.
Sustaining
WOB-MBS, N. Y.

listeners

who seem

to

like

Cleveland

iMcCann-Erickaon)

'

This show need not take a back
any network program based
on a narration format. Expertly done

Building a i ew -whodunit parlay
as back-to-baok companion piece to
8:30 p.m. "Adventures of the
its
Falcon," Mutual has uncovered a
new murder rhystery piece, titled
'Scotland Yard," which, now fills
the half-hour preceding the bird's
eAti-y into the biood-and-thunder
arenti, Thi.s one, spotted at 8 p.m.
Tuesdays, is tabbed "Scotland Yard."
Judging by the preem (21) it should
snag both .sponsor and the batch of

seat to

warm in presentation, colorfully
writteni the "Ohio Story" is one of
the neatest means of institutional advertising to hit the Buckeye air—
local or network—in many ^ears,
,

True, McCann-Erickson dipped into
York's taleiit pool 'for Robert
Waldrop as narrator and FrankBuchanan as producer. But without
their the deft and warm writing of Frank
Seidel, the show would lack its dis-

New

.

drama blood-drenched.
Smart casting put Basil Bathhone tinctive sparkle. It's Seidel's tingling
o this show as lead. Hathbone description of past events of Ohio's
done Sherlock Holmes on tlie history that gives Waldrop a true
... d
air to sufficient kudos, and Is- famil- medium to employ his outstanding
iar with the role

he

taltes

now, as

Inspector Burke," *ho outsmarts
the crook
By actual count, the opener contained four murders, not to mention
a knifing that didn't pirove fatal, But
the actioii was fast, credulity was
not strained too much, and a competent cast backed the "Inspector"
thoroughly as he treaded' Sis nonchalatit way through the gote.
,:.how is supposed to contain a love
angle, with the "Inspector" having a
dame in the offlng who hopes he
could move a couple of corpses off
his chest long enough to visit with
her.
But Anne Burr, in the role
oil
the gal, was largely wasted ott
the opener, being given only enough
lines to show that the "Inspector"
too can be human. Like the rest
of the cast, ho'.."eveT, she carried her
Cora.
chore competently,

to

ability

narrater^att

ability

that

brought him fame during the story*
telling
phases of the "Treasury
:

Salute" series.
A native Ohioan,

producer Buchanan has chalked up a signal
achievement with this program that
is fed to six Ohio stations. Although
the use of niusic as a tie-in for scenes
is not novel, Buchanan has availed
himself of all niceties of that medium
to denote passing of time. In that
reispect
Music Director Wal-

WTAM's

berg Brown has turned a neat trick
in arranging proper 'scores for the
three-piece musicale background of

Ben Silverberg, violin; Nell Stack,
harpist; Crandall Hendershott, elec-

:

trical organ.

Blending those scores into the
overall show makes the program a
fast-moving vehicle that keeps audience interest itigh and furnishes the
proper breaks between nanation to
avoid any dullness.
'

FOE PABBNtS ONLY"
her .diction fine and it got her
With Frank Lntiter, HeaH DixoB,
away to a nice. start.
is on.
Jose.
The actors who flit across the
Sjmriariy, the spiel
Sidonle M. Graenher;; George
As for Vallee, that talent cligstruck the same
.Brooks, moderator; Allen Streng^ .scene to highlight spots in the event
ging genius (jg), it continues
being described do satisfactory jobs.
clear
the
tempo of timeliness with
announcer
apparent that he knows the anSKIP FARBEtl, SHOW
Roberts, former Play House,
George
/
diction of the cast, the bypassiii^ of With Skip Farreii, George Barnes
Jack
Grogan
swers. And while the kidding
Director:
memberr-takes honors in this respect.
pompousness and unctioij, and the
about his voice .rides lor what
Producer: Ted Coit
Trio,. Bcifeydreamers. Quintet; anAimouneer Tom Field, one of the
utter simplicity that peHhitted the
it's worth, it remiaSns a 'fact the
SO Mlns,, Tues., 9 p.m.
J
nouncer, Jack Lester •
best in the midwest, is at top quality
tale of the Good Samaritan =to speak Froducer-Director; PMI Fatten
guy delivers a tune. Those orSustaining
•
in ths series.
for itself.
chestrations behind him are selwneW, n. ir.
IS Mins.;
Xues., Wed., '':1S p^m.
The orchestralivocal bridges and SustainingMon«
dom wrong. Vallee is no chump.
The show is good. If it will tackle,
Although this series admittedly is
songs that punctuated the program WENR-ABC, ChicaSO
aimed primarily at parents, it's of objectively, the economic and social
were in keepiiig with the ecclesiastic
sufficient general interest for the forces that make Ohio a great state,
This show
the'A^MJ net makes
KoSe.
overt'ones Of the stanzaaverage listener. It also happens to and if those responsible for the actual
it "difficult to believe that, really big
ABC's
Showcasing
Of
be a better-grade half-hour, judged production continue to have a free
time radio is forever gone from
will chalk up «
by the- opener Tues. (21) subtitled rein, then
these parts. The names may not
QVIZFAB'ENmS, INC.
"Your Child and Music," program truly outstanding achievement in
ber big, but it's a cinch the quality
With Gil Hoitees, emcee
Ideologies Puts CIO
Mark,
turned out to be—largely, due to the radio entertainment.
Js there, with Skip Farrell a deffnite
Froduoer-Dlif'ecfoi;: Vmty FeMs
type of people chosen for the board.
cross between Bing Crosby and Per3tt Mlns.; Mon..thrii-Frt.^ S*.3» pM.
a lively discussion of -a pertinent
rv Gomo.
ParUcipatlnf
Spot goes along in much the same
WTAG, Wotcesiejr, "
Again this- year, the ABC net has subject by intelligent, informed per- MUSICAl, CAEAVAN
manner as the Chesterfield Supper skedde* its battle-of-the-ideologies sons concerned with what goes on With Eve SehoenboH*
(Paul H. Rtti/tncr) \
Club, and the between-song banter parlay—
This is a routine afternoon quiz
two 15-minute shows, back- about them, discussion was lively Producer: Frank Rom
show that doesn't tax the advertisers' of crooner Farrell- and announcer to-back—one by the CIO and the though serious, and down to earth 30 Mlns.; TaeR., S:39 p.m.
instead of pedantic.
SUstalnlOK
bankroll or the dialers' mentality. Jack Lester make you think the other by the National Assn. of Manu
next thing coming will be a ciggie
Format has three experts discus- WNirc, N. Y.
lines
elementary
along
Show is built
facturers, on the accustomed Sat
sing a problem (subsequent topics
set by the average and participation plug.
One oi this station's infrequent exAlthough a large orch is absent, evening time, 6:45-7:15 p,m. Shows will include a child's relation to
group of studio visitors
prograna,
bowed
first Saturday night in Janucursions toto the pop music field,
are paired off as members of a "cor- it Isn't missed much, with the ary (4), and those cased for review radio, books^ school, films, discipline, "Musical (Jaravan" is a disk jot^ey
poration" and each pair must answer George Barnes trio doing" a nifty (25) Were fourth in the parade. prejudice, etc.). Board .argues or type program with a femme emcee
a series of eight questions in order rounding out iob. Coriibo consists of. Showmanwise, so far, CIO is still agrees constantly with one another. up.. Airer, which includes a weekly
Last eight minutes, studio audieiice
to Win a prize. Prizes are inex- Barnes and guitar, Mel Henke with ahead, but
three or four-minute pitch for some
is fast catching up
pensive giveaway^, and because of 88, and Harold "Stompy" Siegel
"Labor: USA," which opens the is rung in with question. Premiere charitable or public service organpoinding bass. Trio ofters one spot
this, not much excitement is genproceedings at 6:45 p.m., may owe its was handled very weir by moder ization, has a- slightly overstrained
ator George Brooks, while produc
erated as the "corporatiohs" edge .up of original Barnes jive per show.
Show is dominated by Farrell's edge to fact that somehow it seems tion details went smoothly due to catch-aU flavor that jars with the
to the eighth question.
station's general tone. Eve Schoencloser to the people for whom it
Ted Cott's and
Gil Hodges handles the emcee songs along with background of
Grogan's efforts. holtz, emcee, who calls herself Eve,
speaks— i.e.. the organized trade But suacess of Jack
opener was due pri- is also
chore brightly and pushes the show Honeydreamers' velvety vocalizing. unionists
in the country, particularly
inclined to be cute.
marily to the trio who formed the
along at a nice clip. When a quizee Group of three boys' and two gals is
those who belong to CIO. Pete Lyon's
There's .too much bobbysox gushboard, and who kept ideas and argufalters over a question, te supplies made up of Dick Lawson, Ardys
Benson,
Keith
Texter,
Mikelscripting
Sylvia
keeps
the
material
ing
down
in her'ihtros to numbers by Periy
to ments moving fast and vividly.
tlie usual "hints" that make a wrong
son
and
Paul
earth.
Montan,
who
come
to
A
remote
hooked,
this
Como,
In
time,
Crosby, et al. And as if
to
Bing
impossibility.
practical
Mrs.
answer a
Sidonie M. Gruenberg, of the
addition, the questions are on the ABC from music classes at St. Olaf Milwaukee, put on a Mr. & Mrs. pair Child Study Assn., set the theme. platters by Spike Jones' City Slickers
order of: what color, hair has Ver- College, Minneapolis. Definitely of who were mccoy. No actors these, Musjc is in the child; it's a parent's don't hash up the music enough, the
but a ClOer who earns $58 a week job to keep it there and to
gal spieler has the technique of inonica Lake? Plugs for participating high caliber among the groupers.
make
it
Farrell's easy-going manner, both and has to support a wife and eight grow.
advertisers are spotted not too freFrank Luther, moppet song terrupting the records to interject
in 'song and emceeing, go far in kids on that sum. When he talked expert,
La.st week's show
quently and are brief.
discussed
best way to her comments.
making this a worthwhile evening about take-home pay, it was credible. introduce music to the
a child, the types (21) included a brief talk in behalf
touch of lush interpretations of hit And when his wife conceded she of. music to
use, maintaining that of the American Women's Voluntary
THOSE SENSATIONAL YEARS
paraders.
may
find
bigger
Herm.
bargains
in
food- what a child absorbed in his early Service fund drive.
With Qtiin Ryan, Harry Elders, Fern
stuffs
but
can't
traipse
about
town
months,
in his babyhood, counted
Persons, CHtf Norton; Lee Walters,
what with her progeny to look after later in his cultural life.
annoiinoer; Itex Maupin Orch
SALVATION NELL
that, too, was anything but playDean Dixon, orchestra conductor,
Writers; Roy Windsor, H. Y. Bing- With Helen Hayes, Craig- McDonnell,
haim
BUI Griffis, Florence Hallop, G^race acting. And with Tom Glazer's bal- went further. We must get rid of
"I'm An American ttie Idea of using
Producer-Director: Fred Kilian
Valentine, Ralph Bell, Stuart Mc- ladeering on
music as a showintosh,
30 Mins.; Thurs., 8:S0 p.m. (CST)
Kermlt Murdock; an- Workingman" rounding out the quar- piece, he said. It's musical exter-hour, the show was surefire.
Suslainipg
nouncer, Boh Sherryperience, not performing experience,
NAM'S theme song, done by Crane a" child should be guided
Fiorello LaOuardia's return to the
Adapter: .lack Wilson
WENR-ABC, Chicago
towards.
Calder,
had
a
more
for
the
stuffy
from
radio
past
Producer-Director:
quality,
Absent
Clay Daniels
There was more good stuff like ether via Mutual is more of the same
lacking warmth. The
that the ex-mayor had been purveytwo 'years. Quin Ryan, former Chi- 30 Mins.; Sun. (26), 12 noon
scripter, this, on when to start kids
Larry Witte, did -well with a doc- ing, when to take them practis- ing on
that is, giving the
cago Tribune reporter and pioneer Sustaining*
to their
vnnentary showing the plight of tir-ft classical concert,
"Dutch Uncle" routine to his listenex-manager of WGN, returned to the* WNBC, N. Y.
of ers.
In his characteristic high-pipAs a fcickofl to the Salvation school teachers who are underpaid, cen.soring a child's tastequestions
air last week with, weekly dramatizain pop or
ing voice, LaG got all excited over
tions of news stories that hit the Army's 1947 maintenance fund drive, in an effofrt to drive home the feeling longhair, etc.
Bron
th^ housing situation, sugar rationnation's headlines during his career, WNBC gave the SA its Sunday noon that the nianutactlirers are just as
ing, living with one's mother-in-law,
going back to 1925 for preem (23) time this week (26) for a dramatiza- friendly to little people as any unioaamong other topics. Characterizing
airer.
Nostalgic news cavalcade ha^j tion of the -late Edward Sheldon's i.st could be. But .somehow the piece, RHYME WITHOUT REASON
With Bob ElUot, Gordon Ayres, Don himself as the "unauthorized spokesthe essence of being welcomed by old-time legiter, "Salvation Nell." though competently acted by pros,
Berkshire
man for unorganized Americans," h*
listeners looking for ia taste Of yester- With Helen Hayes as star of the per- didn't cotne off. It was not a slice of
formance, it was difficult- to go life but a vignette written for actors. Producer-Director: Bob Elliot
reminds
day.
of the common scold
1.5 Mins,; Sun., 4:1S
who warns the malefactors that little
p.m.
Placinfi; time of occurrence vividly. wrong on, this qne. And the expected
Fact, though, that
is doing
Fiorello will get them if they don't
Ryan builds up to story by recalling payoff came through, making for an this kind of thing— rather than Sustaining
WLIB,
N.
Y.
watch out. It's different from tlie
gimmicks of yesteryear, while orch excellent pitch for the beneficiary straight; propaganda like the CIO
This
musical
usual
session flashes some
makes with bits of music of the era organization through radio's best punches home— shows that the money
smooth, know-it-all flow of
in an eflfort to .spot a certain time in format.
boys have learned how to speak clever and original touches but these language of the garden variety of
The play is one which, without so£tl.v, making in their case for much are buried in an indiscriminate commentator. Awd still good listetithe past for the dial twister.
Episode of Kentucky farmer Floyd extreme care, could become a bur- better radio than their efforts of last welter of corny gags that are strictly mg.
Collins' cieath in an underground dis- lesque.
All the elements for such year.
Sunday's show
^S"/J"]fu'
ajiter,,
was probably the toughest treatment are in the original ShelOn the whole, the two stanzas (26), Bob ElUot and GordQp Ayres
"Here's to Ya" is the new title for
workout a local sound effects man don piece, and it has, often been make an interesting half hour. showed their best side in a brief the Hires' Sunday Party, transferred
has had in many a month. Scriptihg played in just that broad manner— Npithov show refers to the other. fantasy piece concerning a song- to
from ABC this week (26)
writer
who ha.s the whole world sing- without losinjE its format in the procwas top quality and presented ade- femmes banging tambourines, drunks Net simply lavs thcni end-to-end. and
ing his nonsense tune. But this amus- ess.
Ryan's observing' badgering Hallelujah -shouting do- lets it
quate portrayal.
at that. It's up to the lisLouise Carlyle, Phil Hanna and
ing satire Was framed In such sample the
narration throughout was well timed, gooders, and a couple Of sinful sis- tener to judge, and both
Phil Davis band dish out a plea.sparts are
though a few muffs found their way ters in the offing adding to the gen- undoubtedly attracting listener.*.
gags as: I was so shocked when I ant enough
show, which on this airBut to do this oldie
was born I wa^ speecheless for a ing distinguished
into his commentary probably be- ei'al hilarity.
Cars.
itself with a medyear.
cause of some rust accumulated dur- straight and make it come off— that
ley of tunes popularized by the late
fakes not only seriousness of purpose
inu. the absence.
Program also features a song title- Glenn Miller. Tuiie collection was
Harry Elders, in rolo of Collin.';, but also arti.stry of a high degree. ''Nell" was in the bag. Miss Hayes' guessing contest and some nicely delivered very
much
in the sl.vle of
was ea.«!ily topnotch, with suppoiters Fortunately, the stuff was there on acting was top.". But the rest of the rendered vocals by Don Berkshire the bandleader
lost during the war
thi.f one-shot.
cast was so good, down to the bits, Judging from the reviewed
lidding enough realism.
session. to give the preem .show a memorable
From D. L. Provost'.s planning of that the wliolo sliaped up as a genu- Elliot and Ayres could develop
Tvventy-five-piece Rex Maupin orch
a closing. Miss Carlyle's rendition of
ran close with sound man in cfl'ort the play, to Jack Wilson's scripting, ine tribute to all concernpd—the neat little show out of their free- "Bainy
Night in Rio" and entire
put forth as bridge nuusic maintained and Clay Daniels' sensible produc- Salvation Army'.s work, Sheldon, and wheeling style--but only if they cast's
takeoff' on William Tell overdirection— the station itself.
tion plus sympathetic
a constant flow with nitty results.
Cars.
throw away their gag file. Herm.
ture provided the other highlights.
made

meamngful.

production

itseli

'

'

m
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WXYZ

Sales

Key

to the Detroit

Market

The latest key to be added to the ring of ABC SPOT SALES
is WXY/
Detroit. We are proud of our new addition.

—

Proud because

WXYZ

conies to us with a rich heritage

—

inspired in great measure by the
PaulrH. Raymer Company, which has represented it

of national good will

so capably during the past nine years. It is to your
advantage to know that now, when you call ABC SPOT
you can contact any or all of the 7 keys to

SALES,

America's top markets.

WJZ

*

1

1
•*

W tNK

CHRAOO

LOS ANGELES

d

4hC

ABC'S k<-v»Q

*

key

9

to

SMM

ABC's key

to

AmertcaH 3rd market

KGO

SAN FRANCISr.C

I.
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>

'
,

.

,

'

~
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The Washington Star Stotion
ABC**, kov

u

America's 6th nn.

ABC

11

•

'htv

*

k.;v to

^^^^^^^
ABC't kpy

to the Pacific

Coast

Nati.on'4 Copt)a\

*SPOT SALES DIVISION

ABC

American Broadcasting Company
NEW 1 0RR
33

\\'est 't2nd Strcei

CHICAGO

SAN FRANCISCO

LOS ANCl-Llih

DKTKOll

Civic Opera Building

155 Mont£om«ry Slreel

H-40 Highland Avenue

Stroh Biildinj^

'
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In Defense of Chi

Nixing of Lea Act
Washington, Jan, 28.
ruling of Federal Judge Walter LaBuy in Chicago tfiat the Lea
Act is unconstitutional "represents
an arbitrary denial of equal pro-,
teetion of the law to employei-s Of
radio stations," the Justice Department told the Supreme Court yes-

As

'Arbitrary'

iSth Amendment as guaranteeing an
While
absolute right to strike."
that the right to picket
Is contained in the First Amendment.
The Justice Dept. replied
that the Lea Act "does not prevent
picketing but only coercion by any
means, including picketing."

LaBuy held

be, but I feeT that

sSmcme

Bit Station Is on Job
28.

&

KRNT

The "spot" boys were Tex Taylor,
promotion manager, and Joe Hudgens and Bill Hippee of the promotion dopt, plus Tom Dyer, continuity writer.

A

half-lxour

lat,er,

an end Which Congress has 'legitimately made uiOawful, it may be
prohibited."
"The radio industry,^ ihe Justice
brief
said,"is suffjcehtly
unique to be subject to special regulation in many of its aspects
.The
very fact that the decision here
(the district court's) nullifies an act
'

Dept

.

.

which Congress deemed necessary
for the welfare of the nation, in itaeif establishes the substantiality of
the question involved."
The acting solicitor went on to
sfiy: "The statute represents the deliberate judgment of Congress as to
the existence of aiV evil affecting the
broadcast system of the nation and
as to th§ Kest method of remedying

KENT

evil."

the
the
bandit had been captured.
Rejoining the ABC network for the
"Ladies Be Seated" show, emcee
John Olsen blasted "she got it!"

woman

Being the first time a dame has attempted a solo bank holdup in Iowa,
the story was plenty hot, and the staHorrj/ Holcombe,
tion got a lucky break through quick
manipulation on the part of the pro- Radio Director, Grant Adv. 'Agency.
motion boys to get a wire recorder
and two' special events men on the
fiOSDM INTO HOS?ITAL
scene in less than 10 minutes. What
Hollywood, Jan. 28.
helped the radloites was the fact
that 'Des Moines police were able to
Freeman (Sosden goes into hosget tlie woman in SO minutes' time.
pital after tonight's (Tues.) broad-

here

if

Stuff-Radio

the biggest talent agencies in the country desljng in radio packhereafte? exclude the producer ig' th« wrap-up. It's taken as a

neat trick of buck-passing since it's the producer who gets whacked over
Direction of the
the skull wjjen anything". g6es wrong with the show.
program woumI pass to the ad agency which holds the account, thereby
Ferieving the 10%er o£ a responsibility that has proven a migraine "and
not worth it." Agents would rather wrap it up, sell it and turn it over to
the admen as their baby. The commission, they hold, is too negligible for
And big-brother like, they- pass it off as giving
all the trouble it entails.
something for the. admen to do to lessen their guilt in collecting the 15%
commission.
.

Thirteen more weeks of star-studded platters on the"Here's to Veterbe ready for distribution to 900 stations starting about
1, Charles E. Dillon, Veterans Administration Radio Chief announced
week. Dillon said this series has more big-name talent thaa any
other offered by a Government agency since the close of the war.
Don Ameche, Jack Benny, Burns and Allen, Eddla Cantor, Bing Crosby,
Bob Hope, Fibber McGee and Molly, Henry Morgan, Dinah Shore, Giniiy
Simms, and Red Skelton have been committed for 11 of the 13 show.s.
Negotiations are no'w in progress with Amos 'n Andy and the Prudential
cast for Wdijey stpnis operattbn^ah'd
Family Hour to complete the 13- week padcage. One spot in each 15Andy" minute show will stress the importance to vets of holding on to their
may be off thes''.^os
National Service Life Insurance or to reipstate policies which have been
show two or three yeeks.
Bob BaUin of tluthratifi
Ryan allowed to lapse.
may try guest device while Gosden
Frank Kingdon's audience pull on his local show on .WOR (N.Y.). Sunday
is resting.;
mornmgs, despite bis recent dismissal from the s^me station's cross-theboard evenmg strip, was demonstrated last week when, iot three days,
7,526
pieces of mail came in response to a request that the audience tell
whether
ans" series will
Feb.
last

V

for FM, tele. Seattle—Facilities
vision and facsimile will be permitted in iarst and seCond-class residential districts

One of
win

ages

The recently closed Don Lee hearing in Los Angeles for alleged violaChicago origination to the network tion of FCC regulations brought out the existence of an intense rivalry
since July, 1945, and without benefit between Lee and ABC network for affiliates. The Lee chain takes the
of name talent the rating is now 10.1. stand that it educated the trade to the desirability of the
long-ignored
This only goes to prove that shows "light bulb" and "coffee pot" siations, while the other three
nets picked
can still be produced in Chicago. I and chose their outlets. It was Lee that first stepped in and
stepped up
think it is also interesting to note the value of the outlaiiders, they claimed. But now
Johnny-come-lately
that we have a program called "Judy ABC is in there pitching, and the race is on^ and mot altogether
in Lee's
and Jane," a 15-minute transcribed favor either.
five-a-week show on 28 stations
which celebrates its 15th anniversary
One of the best guidebooks on the use of the air for community prothis coming Feb. 2. Also, it has been
sponsored by the same client all of gramming, that should be of help not only to the chairman of a local
that time, which Speaks volumes for ladies' auxiliary or the exec of a btgtime social welfare agency, but to
a job well done. Chicago talent has local station people as well, has just been published under the
title "Radio,
been used exclusively, I am sure When and Why to Use It." Done by Mrs. Beatrice K. ToUeris,
chief conthat you also know about our "Dr. sultant to the National Publicity Council for Health and
Welfare Service.^,
I. Q."' program—full NBC network,
Inc., the 48-page booklet goes into every phase of public service programthe entire ot>eration of which is hanming in such a way as to make it possible for the harassed station chief,
dled out of this Chicago office.
facing more and more demands for free time, to say to his local applicants:
"How's about a little horn tooting 'Here, read this first, and then tell me whether I shoiild give you time."
for the Chicago shoWs, and the rec- Once they've read it they may bow out, but if- they don't, they will at
ord shows many network origina- least know the rudiments pf the station's needs for sensilile radio that
actors
and mu- goes beyond the format of presenting the chairman of the fund drive for
tions, all giving many
sicians work, which are staying on a half-hour of dull chatter,
the air here and doing a big job.

the spot" reporting ento score a scoop Jan. 22
abled
when a woman bandit held up the
Trust Co. With
Des Moines Bank
foursome lunching across
a
the street from the bank during the
holdup, they had a ringside seat for
the excitement, and had the Cowles
station on the air with the story in
exactly 10 minutes after tlie robbery,
complete with interviews from witnesses and police officials.

The petition added: "Picketing is got another scoop with a flash on
that
no More entitled' to constitutional "Ladies Be Seated" program
protection than are' other forms of
speech," and, when it clearly and
immediately is designed to achieve

well aware of

Chicago radio

KPT in Bank Slkkop,
KENT

•

am

tj^g fast that
is not-^hat it used to
it's high time that
started talking about the
shows that are remaining in Chicago
and consistently doing a good job. I
am referring, of course, to our "Curtain Time" show, which has been a

I

Gun Moll Accommodates

Des Moines, Jan.

Amendments.
The Justice Depart, argued that
the Chicago court "misconstrued the

Grand

origination—NBC's
work
Marquee"

Lucky "on

reverse LaBuy's ruling. The District
eourt had found the Lea Act illegal
on three counts-r-violation of the
first, Fifth and 18th Constitutional

by Variety's edition of J«n.

that Chicago radio hits its lowest
ebb, Half-way dowii the article, attention is called to "only one net22,

The

terday (27).

bdde

Editor, Vabiety:
I see

«ich

1947

.

DepL Raps Oil Judge s

Justice

Z%

Ill

il

&

the recommen-

dation Of the City Planning Commission is approved by the City COiincilt

<

'

:

:

.

it

him

likes

or not.

Idea, thought up by Joseph Wallace, prexy of Inkograph
Peris, Kingdon s Sunday ayem sponsor, and by Sid Rubin, veepee of Emil
Mogul
agency handling the pen Account, was to test the gabber's popularity
with
ills audience.
Tlie mall showed 98% of those who wrote favoruig Kind*

don's type of spiel.
As soon as the first three days' batch of mail
newed KingdOn's contract for another 26 weeks.
'

,

^^^^^

came

in,

the sponsor re'

Whjle Peoples Radio Foundation, Inc., keeps rehesTrshig
its talent in tlie
hopes of getting an FM license in New York,
outfit Is becottiing q source of
radio scputmg. Jerry Reed, whom outfit
preemed at M'flrst
''Adventure
execs

.

f^tl .T^" "

"^"^
°»
documentary material have

""""l^

M^.™
P^pi^^ / f

i^l/

your product into

FCC Doors To Stay PhI

.

great

tri-statie

all

47

WUB. Some agency

let it be known they'll atR»<J*°" P-^ogram, next Friday night (3).

you want to reach the 11,000,000,000
Aric*La-Tex, KWICH is your best buy.
KWKIi is #e only station that can giv«
rofnpkts coverage of aU thz wealth . take
!!

« Fran»U«l D. Roosevelt memorial
fh^w lHif»i'*r''»/r
u^* Robertson,
show,
wntten by Milton
with Gordon Heath in lead.

.

counties of this

rtfpmA

By Freeze Unless Late
Bidders Tell Fnll Tale
Washington, Jan.

28.

new standard broadwho are rushing to get

Bidders for
Ugl^u

cast stations

^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^Mk ^^^^ ^^^^^^^^

PREFERRED by most

their requests

when

on

before Feb. 8,
FCC's freeze goes into effect,

were warned

last

file

week

that,

if

their

mt complete, paron engineering details, they
expect them bacl by return

applications are
ticularly

can
mail.

The FCC explained that it had
every intention of standing by its
promise to process by May 1 all

Unequalled

CBS

programming plus

local schedules clitich

KWKH'S

AM

alert

position as

the "exclusive" station in the Ark-La-Tex,

Add to this a powerful 50 kw signal, and
you se* why it's
for preferred
listening in Ark-La-Tex radio homes!

KWKH

bids

received

Commission

said,

up

to

however,

Feb.
its

8.

whole

freeze policy :night be a flop if it
were forced to go through hundreds
of incomplete tppUcations.
Accordingly, inconiplcte bids will
not be allowed to hold back consideratibn of complete ones,
FCC*
said,
but
following
"established
practice" will be returned to their

A @AL WITH IDEAS
I''oiimckHge ahpwsi with cxperlciicc
ae a commentator and network writ Plot musical continuity, dramatic
rliitB
and comine.r<:tal spots desires eni-

m

tilojmcnt.

owners.

Write for

MMip!

•

184

We«t

BOX

mu

MS, VARIJiTY
St.,

N. Y. 10, N. 1.

availabilities:

EDDY M ANSON
''THE

HEtFETZ OF THE HARMOmCA"'

Appearing

TONI&HT (WEDNESDAY/ JANUARY 29TH)
»:00

sa aao watts

l-.M..

WJ7,-,\«c,

c'6»st-to-CoAKt

PAUL WHITEMM'S
"STAIRWAY TO THE
STARS"

P«rsona( Manngtincnt

BEN UPSET

"

'

s«
at Tela

SMPE' Looki

Sides Jockey

As Bodi

gineers, believing theatre t^«vision will Decomt wx actuidiiy
before the end ot 1947, has decided to make a pitch for the al-

on

location

drew to a close before the FCC
yesterday (Tuesday) at the Federal
Courthouse, N.
It Became apparent that both 4des ill video's

tions

GE Ready

10

Spri^

:

Albany, Jan.

28.

color controvert \^rie ni&ihtaining
Nation-wide distribution of telea strategic silence on most of the
visioij recovers wiU be started early
fundamental issues at stake, evinext month by the General Electric
dently reserving their strongest arCo., whlCfr will send the first sets to
guments for the final, decisive week
distributors in areas where stations
of hearings starting in Washington,
This was the
are now operating.
Feb. 10: Final demonstration, that
word that Philip Caldwell, sales
of RC A's simultaneous color trapsmanager for the GE transmission
mission,? is scheduled lor t o d a y
brought tO »,
Syracuse,
in
division,
(Wednesday) at Princeton, I^. J.
meeting Of Albany area appliance
As in Monday's (27) hearing, the and radio dealers. WRGB, which
brunt of CBS' defense against Ob- has been operating iii Schenectady
jections raised by monochrome pro- on a continuous weekly schedule,
ponents of RCA and
for six years, is the CrE video outlet
was borne by Dr. Peter C. Gold- for this section.
mark, chief engineer for the color
The first GE model will be a conapplicants. While most of the comsole of the three-view type. It proment cehtered abOiit results of simul- duces
a six-by-eight inch picture.
taneous black-and-wiiite transmisThe set also has the standard broadsidii by both DuMont and CBS,
cast band for radio reception.:
monochrome's strongest arguments
came in a .short statement by Dr.
Allen B. DuMont which preceded the

'Skre-Skif

telecasts.

sequential system Can use without
enlarging the scanning disilc to a
point too large for any ordinary
cabinet to hold.
Dr. DuMoiit averred that it wasn't
the present small size that disturbed
bim,.so much as the fact that CBS

(Continued on page S6)

Ho0per' Ratings']
conHn&@ to show

Trial

all

Tele

it,

Remote As NBC

m

Oeve.

WashingtoiOt Jan. 2

^

;

Beason behind an NBC: request
for a 16-month ext^nsfcm
time in
which to build its Cleveland tele-

^

Mofes Bsrte Account
In Tele Agency Shift
Kenyon & Eckhardt agency Is
;

vision station is currently the Subject of speculation at FCC offices
here.
'

'

,,

slated to take over the Borden television account from Young & Rubl
cam sometime in March, under a

Speculation centers on the ques
of whether RCA-NBC cannot
its construction schedttle or is
unique arrangement between the not over-anxioiis to get "on the air in
two agencies, giving both a certain Cleveland.
length of time to experiment! with
Ordinarily the FCC gives a percommercial techniques while tele is mit specifying
construction
tion

lines,

was

•

meet

lost prestige,

and

all

concerned permitted tv/o singing acts
in succession. Lineup included in the order of appearance: Hope, Rhythm.

aires,

mixed

'

Castro

in its

casa of televisioh,'' many additional

a lively address

and manner of dehis own show-

(8).:

thanks to

;

For Monochromi
Washington, Jan.

28.

The-nation's 51st television permit

went

Damm's Milwaukee
Friday (24) when the

to Walter

Journal last
markets like New York, Washington
lost interest iia
FCC okayed the No. 3 video channel
favor of something more hovel. K. and Los Angeles, where several sta- for use
MU^eukee.
& E. execs stressed the deal was a tions "are in prospect?"
Damm, -who has wavered in his
Other observers point out that it Judgment Of black-and-white tele
matter of cooperation, not compett
tion, between the two agencies, and NBC wanted only a reprieve untU yanked his original application
last
the fact that Borden is in tele to stay. FCC decided the color question, it winter after seeing a CBS color
was bad strategy to ask for so long demonstration. He refUed the monoa stay oil construction. They ques- chrome request last month and FCC,
tion the company's campaign to without waiting for another change
"push television now" when the of heart, promptly gave him a perRCA-NBC combination itself cannot mit. The publisher also holds a fran'>
put a station on the air in tlje coun- chise tor an experimental station
try's ninth largest market before to test ultra'-high-frequency color
London, Jan. 20.
transmissions in Milwaukee.
Asst. Postmaster General Burke mid-1948,
NBC spokesmen said they did not
Concurrently, it was learned last
told Parliament that production of
television sets in England rose from know the reasons advanced in the week that the Philadelphia Daily
375 last June, when the service was FCC request, but pointed to dif- News, whose application for blackficulties with the Civilian Produc- and-white tele has been held
restarted, to 1,725 in November.
up for
He also informed members that tion Administration and inability to engineering deficiencies, will shortly
get building materials.
file a completely new bid and folAlexandra Palace is now inadequate
Another reason for the slowdown low through, on plans for a Philfor video, with other premises not
in Cleveland, advanced by Govern- adelphia video outlet. The Philly
yet available. Same applies to BBC's
ment, observers, struck at the ceiling Inquirer (WFIL) and the Evening
other tele spot, in BirminghEun.
of 350,000 television receivers pre- Bulletin WPEN already hold permits
dicted for 1947.
With such small for tele operation there.
production and RCA-NBC frankly
admitting a bottleneck in set output,
the manufacturing company may
naturally be concentrating on feeding sets to New York, Philly, Wash%
ington, Chi, and the Coast cities of
Frisco and L. A. where several stations will be programming, In this
event, there is no use pushing station construction in the hinterland
cities since there won't be enough
sets to go around.
„
Result of the speculation has observers here predicting that television is still a long Way o£E for the
smaller markets, vdth or without
.
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De

quintet;

William Demarest
and Eddie Bracken, in a pantomine
checker game bit of an exasperated
player and a kibitzer; Bill Bendix,
burlesquing a commercial announcement; Bracken again in
another
pantomime; a frustrated baseball
pitcher; and Jerry Colonna, comio
vocalizing, with Hope interspersed,
uncertain and generally wasted.
Particularly poor was the handling
of commercials. Tele lost round one
on the Coast at showing a new way
to handle the necessary plug.
Sisters, girl trio;

'Dance' Kicka TPace'
"Shall We Dance?", featuring instructors from the Fred Astaire
ship.
thatThe opening of the 45-minute dance school, goes in as replacemient
developmental stage. Bor- must start within 60 days. Another
clambake was given over to dreary for the "Face to Face" television'
den's ad exec Wilt then decide which six months
is allowed ill which to
inaugural talks by civic leaders, et al. show in the 8 to 8:15 p.m. slot' oh
techniques are better and settle on complete
a station, though in the Cecil B. De Mille came ofiE best with WNBT (NBC, N. Y.) next Sunday
either one agency or continue to
still

Does this mean RCA-NBC itself
several variety shows on that time,
and has also produced the "I Love cannot promis^ television service in
other
to Eat" shows, a regular Friday night Cleveland—and presumably
similar markets—for at least anseries on the same station.
other two to three years? Or is. it
K.'
E. staif is reportedly still
NBC's plan to concentrate its enkicking around ideas for shows, with
ergies oB pushing black-and-white
a video version of radio's "Coun^
station construction in a few big
Fair,'? which, was favored several

1

LAU&HS

efforts of direc-

'

of^r

276 West 4jFd

The

sad.

tor Klaus Landesberg, local head of
^

&

A

.

N««Uari(lirht

its handling lost face,
If nothing else the show served as
a severe object lesson to au who
ignor* television or who hope to
jump on the bandwagbh when it's
roUtog. There is a crying need right
now for production And direction
brains and know-how. Too long has
video nestled in the laps of conscientious engineers here, and this
was the death rattle of such a situation. It was also the S.O.S. for
showmen; tor it came oil badly in
compaHson with its show business
brethren due to uninspired production, technical failures, very light'
weight writing, flimsier direction and
low grade camera work. From take
to transmission it was amateurish,
if not an unintentional travesty,- due
to oversight, omission, accident and
ignorance of shows and showman-

reprieves are given. In, eilect, what livery,
y.&R. has been producing shows NBC has done is to seek twice the
during the last year for Borden's, normal construction time before it
which has a franchise ott the Sun- has even broken ground on its
day night 9 to 9:30 slot on WNBT (Cleveland operation.
(NBC, NX). Under the supervision
The questions being asked are:
of Wes McKee, the agency has staged

stations hear4.
in the are
jcombined.

&Am

.

:.

Unprofessional runoff of talent,
cold entrances, stage waits, etc., piit
a positive chill on what was already
intrinsically drab. Mel Shavelson's
writing, except for a few mild laugh

Teleprod, were equally lacking, as
Paramount suffered, J. Walter was overall production job of
LeonThompson agency, which produced Benson, of Thompson agency, whi^h;
a slap.

with

StsJIs

The show proper which
followed developed into a very
poorly timed, confused and generally scared type of variety show
that was a deplorabte waste ot name
talent. Employed Vrere^such primitive measures as; a patterned drap*
on a pulley, meaningless and cheap
backdrops,
against
which
and
through which performers f umblingly worked, with Keith Hetherington
announcing, and Bob Hope, m.c.'ing
in a slipshod manner, though toting
'\--^}.: :/
:,>.
'a scrtpb
astuteness.

Hollywood, Ian. 28.
Television got a setback on Jan. 22
wi»en it want commercial here for
the first tima over Television Productions, Inc's (Paramount) KTI^.
And in addition to being an extremely poor telecast in every sense
for the 500-odd receivers hereabout,
it fell flat on its face before a picked
ho«se of trade and press representstives, the majority-of whom thought
they were back in their high school
auditorium.
Tupman Motors, local LincolnMercury outlet, sponsored the defor the
bacle, anteing some.
priyilege of being the local pioneer
—and, in this instance, a virtual
martyr. But Wupman was not alone
in being hiiift; it hurt everyone and
everything. Television in general got

Larsen has l>een

U-City

Over Coast Video

By JO»N BOBter

to roRiresent the SMPE
at'the ..liea^ngs.--;,
(Further detill* «h page S)-

split the account, as it's split in radio.

that Wt^^ has
Qioro listeners

than

J.

Conmcial Tele

^M

lays

frequency

proper

named

DuMont

stated that he "feels
Dr.
the standards as proposed by Columbia are inadequate." He added that
inch screen
six-by-eight
the present
employed in .the: color sets represent§i4he limit in size which tlie

Paul

ice."

.

DuMont

of

channels for theatre video at the
next FCC frequency hearings,
scheduled for iiext Tuesday (4)
in Washington.
"Theatre television is the most
complex and the most diificult
of the modern scientific arts,"
according to SMPE spokesmen.
•'It may therefore be slower in
accomplishment. The t>lea of the
motion picture engineers is that
science be given a chance and
the time to develop theatre television as an instrument of entertainment, and the FCC retain
frequency bands for ttiis Ksrv-

BendkSet&eakdownNo
As the second rftund ot color and^
monochrome television demonstra-

ar s Frst

Society of Motion Picture En-

FundanKSital Issues Unresolve
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Prodtictions

-
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If I Wcs» lOth Street.
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^
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fTOPIGGY
LLOYD'S
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"

WAKf UP

NEW YORK"
OM

wov

color.

With barely enough sets in prospect to keep up with demand in the
big markets where better programs
can be expected, the conclusion is
that holders of video station permits
in towns like Johnstown, Pa. (population:

151,781);'

Mexico

(77,492),

(79,3S7)

fc^LPH N.

WS, General Manc!8»r

JOHN E PEARSON

CO., Nat l

Re|».

may

Albuquerque,

New

and Stockton, Calif.
through the life of

ruii

several FCC permit^ before they get
into operation with black-and-white
stations or have silfficient receivers
in their respective commuhities to

put oh a decent program service^

He uied

to be

a marUea ctuunp. but

THE

York 14

WA.»-Se08

mm he eata Wlmtlea."

3S

efs

5fop shoff-cfcanging
;

rarf/o.'

— one of a

series fo show ffie men who bui/d programs/ one/
who huy and sell time, how sound radio research is revealing
new values of the medium anef new opportunities in its use.

—

—rite stwy of "a grecft wrong"
ffoflo "if

great mediam.

'The Odd Tale of the Missing

ler

Nobody's exflctly to blame--but read

ft

on—
^1

Ut'ft

take a look at certain facts of life--and radio
It

Radio reaches people. This one basic focf makes it ail
advertising medium. But how many people does rodio
reach? That's the question.
answer.

Men

V^h©

almost always

And

tell time,

fail

right along

it

gets an

Here's

how

this

and men who build prpgrqmsr

smallest

to Include all the listeners that radio

0)
(2)

reached
If

thepower
a large percentage of

"

In

factorsi

the totol market for

confined to

a product.

a

36.7%

20 broadcasts

8,5% per

broadcast)

of radio families

in

that (combined)

an

interval

series of single-broadcast ratings, the seller of radio

is

have

of 4 weeks.

handicapped
In

petitors.

Only by the research service of Nielsen Radio Index can
cumulative force of radio ("market coverage") be

this total

measured
of time.

measmarket for the product. To leave out this cumulative
series of
urement of the total audience, gained oyer a
cosHy.
broodcasts. Is unfdtr to the medipm, and con prove

This

— on

•

is still

a

continuous basis; over selected

who

periods

•

,

another example of the undupllcoted service of

NRI, disclosing the true values of radio as

those

Take a

measurement (a rating of

making comparisons with other media; the work of the radio producer stands

broadcast measurement, even though repeated week ofter
week, fails to reveal the force of the cumu/dfnre factor—
total
which creates the true, much larger coverage of the

e^ysX^

done, as indicated,

an unfavorable light; and the buyer of radio underestimates the true value of his
purchase— and remains wholly in the dork regarding the percentage of his market
that is adequately covered, and the part which, not being
covered, is wide open for unopposed Invasion by com-

of
and custom hove fastened upon radio the measurement
This singleradio's power In terms ofsing/e broodcosts only.

^

and evalby each succeeding broadwe move from radio's

supplies the "missing multiplier"

this is

an(. finally to the

the pull of the program during each Individual broodcost
of a series of broadcasts to spread radio impacts over

Unfortunately, habit

it. It

over a period of time to 5 broadcasts, then 10, then 15»

true

happens.

The pov^r of radio comes from two main

When

cast.

reolly reoches. Thus they not only short-change themselves;

and the medium, but fail to report to odverlisere the
and totoMmpact of radio.

diogroms the impact of radio as it actually happens, and

as you use

uates the build-up of audience

odd

a medium

— for those

who sell— to

buy.

look at the chart.

Our experienced service executives ore ready to describe
will Welcome your Inquiry.
many such examples to you.

We

CUMULATIVE AUDIEHCE-tlADIO'S MULTIPLIER
PER CENT OF TOTAL RADIO HOMES REACHED'
36.7

311
29.7

DOniONAL HOMES DEACHEO, ^
V SVeCEEDIHG BROADCASTS-^
AUOIEHCE REACHEO
OURIKG AVERAGE
BROADCAST

"
"l

ksUREMENT

\"

~t

01

L

L.
15

10

NO.OrmOADCASTS

awKs.)

(3

WKS)

J

20

(4WK$.)

Accurate Research Service which pr«H
Nielsen Radio lndex~A Complete and
needed .n solving *he prchlems and
on a confinuow* basis, the v.W facts

vides,

capifalizing

A c

tfhe

buying, time selhng, o§ Racio.
opporfunifies of programming, time

howard
commm
mmmy^ORLD'S
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•
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Court

Mes Up Radio.

Washington, Jan.

As .'Supper CluW JJmcee

for Details of

Vinson
28.

Placing ol radio mikes 'in court
press rooms will be discussedi by the
Supreme Court justices and by the
Conference of Senior Circuit Judges
which meets here in the spring, as a
result of a parley between the Radio
Correspondentis Assn. and Chief Jus*

Bam

-i

Miigg Clipped

liy

Furrier

Pittsburgh, Jan. 28.

retrenchment

Sharp

by

Jerome

&

Bro., Pittsburgh Wrriets; as
a result of uncertain conditions in
that business is costing Harold V.
Cohen, Post-Gazette drama editor
and Varibtt mugg in Smoky City,

Wolk

29, 1947

Grauer Vice Mel Allen
Ben Grauer takes over emcee
chores on the Perry Como portion
of the Chesterfield "Supper Club"
beginning Feb. 23, following Mel Allen's departure for southfrn climes.
Allen, who has been handling that
part of the program, leaves for
Florida and various Latin American,
points with the New York Yankees
baseball team when they go into
spring training, American League
club leaves Feb. 22 for a short limbering-up spell -and then a 42-game
exhibition tour which is scheduled
to take theita out of the country,
Allen will follow the team for rftdio

loth

Sides Joclcey On Oolor

^

Continued from page 34

i

engineers have, evidently been un- Images were transmitted irom the
able to increase the area ol the CBS laboratory via coaxial cable to
viewing screen in seven years of its Chrysler Tower transmitter and
experiment; since the system was then sent out over the air to the
Court House receivers.
Pictures
first demonstrated by them in 1939.
He also enlarged on the previous were also cut in periodically to the
monochrome* testimony that the loss coax link between N. Y. and Washington, with only a slightly duller
of 90% ol the light, through filters,
on
tone
visible
the
link
setup. Dr.
viewing in an ordinarily

made

color
lighted room

Impractical and no Goldmark turned down the request
to correct of RCA'S research .director Robert
Shelby that a demonstration utilizing
the high light requirements of color.
Image Orthicoiis also lie put on" the
In his answers, Dr. Goldmark omitrecordy claiming the I. O. equip,
ted mention of the picture size.
merit had been taken apart
coverage..
The CBS color receivers, one ol would require too much time to and
rethem made by Bendix, came up assemble.
with canopies in the second demonstration, yesterday, to prevent specular reflection from overhead lights.
Short notice of
When questioned by FCC ohairroan
second petition detailing the disstation unprepared to make another
Charles R. Dehiiy, Jr.,. on the present
criminations exercised by courts
pitch for "Cohening the Town" and
Continued from page 25
cost pi one of the machines, a
agaiast radio correspondents in con- local CBS outlet has asked Cohen to
Bendix engineer answered that Charles R. Denny, prior to filing
feast to newspaper reporters was hang onto the time for few more
a
asked fdj submission to the Senior weeks on a sustaining basis until it • ''Cycle-less" scheduling of public there are 50 ol them, all hand made, formal sales application.
Goad emphasized can work bp other prospective spon- service shows a system under which will sell now at $1,820. DurCiircuit 'Jtidges.
FCC acquiescence to the Bulova
the correspondents were not seeking sors. Coluinnist-critic, hoWeVer, was which a subject is given the kind of ing the simultaneous transmissions,
deal might wen lahd the Commisto invade the courtrooms them- undecided abbul that over weekend. time treatment it's deemed to de- the three DuMont mbdels received
Paramount sion on another hot seat on Capitol
selves, but merely wanted adequate
serve, without regard to strict cycles from the NBC studios a
Hill, where Rep. Richard Wigglesprovision made /or radio coverage
-^has been developed by the ABC lilra short of fairly recent vintage, worth (R. Mass.) keeps a sharp
eye
while C;bS' ubiquitous Patti Painter
of court trials.
network.
out lor anything that looks like
Pelniar
'Slit
Joke,
in
color.
moved
around
Justice Vinson is Chairman of the
Latest illustration of this new polconcfentration of control in radioi
Denny
on
questioned
When
by
Conference of Senior Circuit Judges
icy—developed by public service
Wigglesworth has already indicated
ready
CBS
would
be
exactly
jwhen
€oes
Characterizatioii
which will consider the petitioni
chief Robert Saudek, with the backto
go into fulltime commercial he may seek an FCC investigation.
ing of exec veepee Bob Kintner—is a
The radio men who met with Mr.
petition He could be expected to be partic-.
Cuili Irbilratioii series of three shows skedded for color transmission if theGoldmark
ularly inllammable on Bulova's parVinson in addition to Goad, were:
month, titled were granted. Dr.
deal judging
Albert Warner of WOt-Mutual; Bill
Suit against Kenny Delmar, alleg- the middle of next
answered
"from a purely technical ticipation in the
McAndrew, WRG-HBC; SiU Neel, ing that he "stole" his "Senator Clag- School Teacher: 1947." Opener will standpoint, eight weeks, il all goes by the way he took out after the
WMAL-ABG; Eric g«varaa,-WTOP- horn" character, was postponed last air on Sunday night,, Feb. 16, at 7:30 well." Denhy also asked exact in- watch king during the hearings ol
CBS, arid Pete Tiilly, -representing wieek by iTew York supreme court o'clock. Following Sight (Feb. 17), formation oii the extent of outdoor the Select Committee to Investigate
will go on at
the Fee iri 1943-'44. Wigglesworth
the indies. The correspondents de- Justice Benedict Dineen, pending No. 2 of the series
9:30. But, liVe pickup teste with the color went after Bulova
then on his dealcided to go to Mr. Vinson when they arbitration by a board of members of 8 p. m., and third at
Image Orthicon camera. Goldmark
were denied access .to mikes in cov- the Dramatists Guild. Action was though back-to-back, second and replied, that CBS had "pointed the ings with the Paulist fathers over
and entered by playwright Dayton Allen, third stanias will be distinct shows,
District
the
and the difficulties of his
both
ering
out
ol
the
window,
locused
camera
Supreme Court Sffgunflients on John who said that the "Claghorn" charac- each done by a dirferent scripter, on Madison avenue" one entire after- partners, Harold LaFount and Sandifferent: producer,
ter came opt of a play that he and produced by a
L. Lewis,.
noon. FCC chairman wanted to know ford Cohen, in running WORL, BosDelmar wrote in 1943, called "It's a with diflferent casts, etc.
who had been present, and Dr. Gold- ton to FCC's satisfaction.
This group of three,* however, is
Gift."
On the other hand, Bulova may i>e
mark 'said that it hadn't been a
Arthur Casey, asWsshiaeton
Allen's suit claimed that the two actually the sixth in the "cycle-less"
demonstration, only a test lor the relying heavily on precedent to win
FCC approval of his contract. For,
sistant to m:m1^ Jones, manager fli had a writing agreement for "Gift" sked attempted by the net, with only laboratory.
in which 55% of the proceeds were one of the programs taking on a
a couple of years ago the FCC reti-e Cbwies-Mutual station WOL, is
When
pursued
on
fact that
the
to go to Delmar and the remaining definite cycle character. The .others
solved the joint ownership of radio
aerionsly ill Itt the Georgetown Hos- 45% to Allen. Latter asked an ac- were given just as much time as the color transmission requires six times
stations WGES and WAIT, Chicago,
as much light as -monochrome, and
pital here -allowing an internal counting and share of th^ laoney net felt they should get.
might not be able to pick up late by the Dyer family by letting Gene
hemorrHage last week. Casey was Delmar has imade from use of "ClagThe plan teed off last spring .with alternoon portions ol sporting Dyer take control- of WAIT, the
taken sick following an address be- horn." Judge Dineen stayed the suit a series on juvenile delinquency' events,
Fnglish-language station, and hit
Goldmark
stated,
"II
late
Dr
fore a meeting of thei Women's on petition of Dehnar's attorney, called "We, The GiJilty." Subject
brother Dr. John Dyer become
Jacob Gerstein, who pointed out that -was deemed interesting lor sue ses- afternoon proves too dark lor color principal in WGES, a foreign-langEiroadcasters Association.
transmission ol remote pickups, we
the alleged agreement was made un- sions,, and was given just that numjiage waiter. At that time, however,
would
switch
to black and white,"
der Dramatists Guild writers con. ber. Then came a one-shot on world
the AVCO rules were not in effect
CBS pitch during the first day's
tract, which, calls for all suits to go government
by Larry Menkin,
and no outsiders were encouraged to
to Guild arbitration before court de- backed by Americans United for hearings on Monday (27) resulted in bid on either of the stations.
hardly more than a pitched battle of
cision.
World Government, Inc. The John
Guild board is expected to sit on Hersey "Hiroshima" readings, on innuendos, as the web gave a repeat
performance
of
its
live
and film telethe case within the next lew weeks. foiu: consecutive nights, came next.
Suit contradicts the existing impres- On election day eve, there *?as a tint and spokesmen for both RCA
sion that "Claghorn" was a creation one-shot, "The Shame of the People," and DuMont tried to break down its
Opening session was
Of Fred Allen, who merely used Del- trying to hypo registered voters to testimony.
marked
by
the
periodic
breakdown
mar to give the "unreconstructed se- go to the poUs the pext day. Then
of a color feceiverV built to CBS
cessionist" a voice.
came, the "World Security Workspecifications by Bendix, and a disshop," being given a full 13-week play
of more color breakup and
PhiladelpMa >— Armand Hunter, cycle, again with the backing of fringing than had beeiit, seen In any
chairman of the department of radio, Americans United. Hie teacher se- previous CBS demonstration.
speech and theatre at Temple Uni' ries is next, and there are others in
Bendix breakdown, according to
the offing, Saudefc said.
versity, has been named educational
Dr. Goldmark, resulted from the
"The idea is," he said, |'to_flgure heavy, load put on. the. power outlet
consultant for MZ^lh and WFIL-FM.
out,' with '{he advice" of exp'eirts'on
by the installation of two t)uMont
the various subjects, just how much black and
white redeivers on. the
radio there is in the particular topic. same
voltage.
CBS. engineers
Then we give it wJwtt it's worth- straightened out the set during the
no ntore, no less."
noon recess, but it went beserk again
during the afternoon session, with
the color disks giving the semblance
of vari-eolored windshield wipers
sweeping across the screen.
Apparently pulling all stops lor its
Continued from page 24
showdown demonstration ol live
tion was made that, under the "Guild color, CBS presented the Itiost
orshop," non-members of the Guild nately-produced program to date.
will be acceptable in Guild-contracted situations, but such writers
will have to jpto the Guild within
a specified period.
Practice will
parallel the similar clause enforced

Fred Vinson last week.
Eei; Goad, chairman of the Assn.
WJAS commercial
weekly
and Washington chief of Transradio his
"Cohening the Town," after nearly
Press, said Mr. Vinson invited the
years. Show, a regular quarradiomen to draw up a petition re- three
ter-hour Saturday evening feature
questing placement of mikes in the
since July, 1944, fades at the end of
Supreme Court building itself which this month.
he would take up with the full court.
cancellation caught

tice

method had been found

.

Cycle-Less roncy

A

Bulova Deal

On ABC Praams

•

—

-

No

•

To

WOV

WNEW

—

•

«d

M$liiiiiiii

HOLIYWOQD

BECIN THE BIG BAIN with
CLEVELAND'S

;

by Drama' ists Guild.
Meanwhijie, the

KWG

was pushing

demand upon the nets to negotiate a contract for sustaining freelancers. After waiting until yesterday (Tuesday) for the nets to recog-

its

nize, the

—

To begin fhe big gain- to give more weight to your
sales—-choose the station that carries plenty of
weight in tho nation's fifth greatest market . . .
in Cleveland. Long term advertisers have found that
better local programming planned for top interest
has made steady gains in listener acceptance ...
has made sturdy gains in sales for advertisers. ....

WJW

ABC Network

5000 Watis

ONTARGir

BWG

as a competent bar
gaining unit lor sustaining Iree
lancers, the Guild filed action with
the National tabor Relations Board,
Guild is citing the Hearst case IB
which newsboys were permitted,
after the case had been fought up
to -the Supreme Court, to bargain
collectively on behalf of "independ
ent contractors."

BESMOHB'S

E. T.

SKOV

Ifew Johnny Desmond air show,
Carr Melody Bakers, which
preemed Jan. 13, is being broadcast
via E. T.'s.
Programs are recorded

the

before live audience reaction, and
featured with Desmond are John
Reed King as ^mcee, the Clark Sisters
(formerly
Tommy Dorsey's
Sentimentalists), and Tony Mottola
orch.
Program is written and directed by Richard Marvin.
Sponsor is Carr-Consolidated Biscuit Co., With Lynn - Fieldhouse,
Wilkes-Barre, as the agency^

ttiing th*r« dl,th| right

Itffl* it

wmblnad

in any fartbV 291 yaor*

no oecldwi

inoylna gam*, thorough covaroe*, batliett

of

•xptrtanc*, •noble*

Waad and Company

raprsMntativat to Kora consislantly in

that

high gaarad

busiiien e( tima-tetlrng.

lUEED

mm
SfATIOH
REPIIESillTATIViS

NtWYOIIK^IOSfOM'CHICAGO^WIROIT'SANfM^^

•

^I^ashington, as the news
capital of the worlil, provided
radio its greatest opportanity

and

responsibility in 1946 -to

report, speedily and impar«
tially,'

news mi

tiie

tremendons

eeononie, social and. political
postwar upheaval.

The WOL-Ufntnal Washington
Radio News Bureau ^organized
met this respon*
sibility squarely: bitoadening
th4S owraii scope oi eapitat
just a year ago)

,

'

in the ette&tivm mse mi the wire
reeowdew'^B'elentlessifg exposim0 imiotermmee and poHiieati
immoraiiiw0 seofimff rmtlio's
most itMpressime Mst m>i me$vs
**Krsts,**

teo0K AT TttE necanii

This partial review of the record of the WOL-Mutual
Badio Kews Bureau is published not in a spirit of
boastfulness but in tribute to the accomplishments of
its distinguished chief, Albert .L. Warner, and his
fitaff: Bay Henle, Bnssell Turner, Loren Pope,
Macon Reed, George Reedy, Lou Brott, Winthrop
Sherman, Dale Morgan, Steve McCormick, Bill
Brundige and Helen Keller
to the ihaembers of
the Cowles Publications Washington Bureau including Richard Wilson, William Mylander, Nat Finney,
Marr McGafBn and Jack Wilson . . . and to Mntual's
Fulton l^wis jr.. Bill Hillman and Fred Morrison.
.

BASIC
A

IN SIRVING THE

Ni^ON IN

ORIGINATED MORE

19^

NEWS
BltOAbCASTS FROM THE NEWS CAPITAL OF
THI WORiD THAN ANY OTHER NETWORKl
t>UBLlC

$

.

MUTUAL

COWLES STATION

WOL
"T!![

VOi?E

OF

W».Siii?*ST3!l"

Represented nationally by
THE KATZ, AGENCY, INC.

...
.

.
,

.

.
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C^mo Records Into Receiverdiip;
New Policy Outfined to Salvage Firm
Cosmo Records' new regime

YouTMways

has"*'

It's

to

All

Over

Too Many

.S-M.

Now

Sun

Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Da

Somewhere in Night.New World
World Belongs to You Strauss-M.
,..Sun
Sooner or Later..,.
Leeds
Sl*epy Serenade
Things We Did. .Edwin Morris

Preem

.

.

Rumors Are. Flying.. .F. D. &
15
Season
to the court for the liquidation of
the debt over a period of years. So
Shep Fields, new operator of the
far, over $1,000,000 has been sunk Glen Island Casino, New Rochelle,
into Cosmo, $435,000 of it by Rubin N. Y., has signed Tex Benefce's orUslander and Harry Weiner, $75,000 chestra to open the spot's first full- Calif.
by Henry Reichhold, Detroit busi- week summer season. Beneke opens
ness man. etc. No receiver Was May 15 for two weeks and is to be
named, incidentally. Roberts is in followed for a like period my other
full charge.
top names. Beneke is drawing an
Coincident with the attempt to undisclosed guarantee and percentsalvage something out of the finan' age.
cial wreck of what at one time was
In buying Beneke to open, at a
indie
rec
termed a most promising
fairly stiif price, Fields aimed at two
ord manufacturer, the current re- things, (1) to buy the best possible
Hollywood, Jan. 28,
gime has outlined a policy com name available at that time and 12)
com
from
the
divergent
pletely
When is a musician not a musifor the value of the' Glenn Miller
pany's recent course. None cA Cos- name, which is still prominent in the cian?
When' he becomes a disk
mo's artists is left; it will institute band's bUling. Miller gathered the jockey.
instead a plan to market certain al- momentum that eventually made
That's the opinion generally exbums left over from the old opera- hini 6ne of the hottest orchestral pressed by the top platter pilots here
tion ("Tubby the Tuba," "Cluny the pr<^erties the band business has who have openly rebelled against
Clown," "Song of South," by Tony ever seen, at Glen Island back be- the intrusion of name bandsmen into
Pastor, et al.) develop non-pop song
It was brought about
their ranks,
tee ti»e.5yari.. ideas and press recorfflMpTSflStlfef
by the perhaps temporary step for
In buying top bands for two weeks
manufacturers! at' its
Woody Herman, bandsman into
at a time, although others may be
N. Y. plant.
Saturday
substitute for
jockey, as
set for three- and four-week periods,
H.

May

Summer

Unite to

Combat

•

Thank Your Folks"

—

Maestro Trend

Dance—"I Want to Thank
Your Folks" dEddy Howard),
"Too

-

Many

Times"

that

Robbihs

(Franfcie

Carle).

:

:

.r.

insisted

plays

Dead,

BMI's Offers For

L B. Marb Deal

KLAC

disk jock vet Al Jarvis^ on
*
~
here.
Situation has galvanized the jocks
into forming an organization for the
Herman
started
time.
So,
when
first
his new chore in radio "Jan. 18, at
AFRA scale, incidentally, on the indie station, he also started what may
develop into a trend. i?0 circumvent
it, the jockeys are 'forttiing a united
front, and meet again tonight (Tuesday) to assess the latest develop'

ments.

Herman

a disk which

extremely of-

Apparently, Jack McVea waxed
the number for Black-and-White
some time ago, but we have yet to
hear his version (except on Crosby's
week.)

show

last

At any

rate, it

has yet to cut any great swath on
Eastern juke boxes. Fletcher's National of the number came out last
week and its sales potentialities are
enormous. It has great humor, but
we are indined to agree with Rob-,
bins.
Fletcher fractures colored
audiences with the material and
there seems no reason why he won't
continue to do so via the race loca-

.'

kickoff apparently prod-

ded the boys into a

.

of one-sided oilers exemplified by
one that suggested BMI pick up the
option, pay the required coin, turn
the catalog over to the suggestor at
a minimum down payment. In turn
the latter would lease the catalog's
performance fights to BMI and, presumably, pay the remainder of their
obligation from the income from
such a deal.
IShat's only one o( many.
And

frequently

Be Glad When You're
Rascal, You,"

fensive to the Negroes
Result of this bickering is that
"Richard" is receiving an added
sales stimulus, As matters stand, it
would appear that the controversy
has even warmed up. Tune's authorship, for one things, seems as
involved as that of "Rum and Coca
Cola."

'

Fields is following a policy that departs radically from the booking
practices of the suburban spot's
It was their
former management.
aim each summer to buy a new band
at the cheapest quotation possible
with a view toward the band improving its reputation as it went
along and, incidentally, improving
Broadcast Music Inc. has been the
business.
recipient of some unusual offers in
li'ast spring. Glen Island was for a
regard to the option it has until the while barred from doing business
end of next year for the purchase with bookers diie to coin deals for
for $ljO0O,O0P of the E. B, Marks talent that the American Federation
catalog. There have been all sorts of Musicians didn't Countenance.

"I'll

You

he, Cormifflf considers

.

little self-assess-

ment

as well. They are housecleanAll suggestive lyrics are out,
and wholesale rechecking of librato
Bob Burton, attorney for Broad- ries is now in: progress to eliminate
all disks of the color school.
They
cast Music Inc., goes back to teachalso plan "regulated"' Use of guests
ing at City College of New York
tion'Wurlitzers.
to prevent press agent'abuses, many
next month, the school having
First release of "Richard" which
deemed his experimental fall course of which have crept in over the* past will receive good distribution is
year as jockey biz soared.
In "Copyright in Business PracCount Basic's for Victor. His first
Peter Potter was first chairman of cutting under his
tices of the Entertainment Field"
new
contract,
the Disk Jockey Assn. of Southern this may turn out to
valuable to the curriculum.
BMI isn't biting.
be the bestRegistration for the new semester California, which will reach out for selling platter the Count ever
made,
,
,
J
}oau Edwarfis will record four occurs Feb. 4-6 at CCNY's downtown national coverage and protection, it is a superb job—and its taste is
new sides for Vogue Records on the (23d. street) building and classes, Bill Anson will be second chairman above reproach.
'
Bob McVocal is by Harry Edison, Basle's
Cewst this week.
fa^d in the eveniqgy begin Feb, 13. In rotating otflcership.
Laughlin will he treasurer and Carl great^trumpet man, and Bill Johnson
Bailey secretary.
Latter two are --and handled, by the way, very
competently. Basic's extraordinary'
permanent for six months,

ScM

Burton Back

ing.

RCA

I

10 Best Sellers

on ^tin-Machines

Old Lannplighter

(11) (Shapir(/-B)

.

I

:.

\
5.

Huggin* and Chalkin'

(Hudson)..

(4)

4.

01d,Buttermilk (16) (Burke- VH )..-.,

Sr

Managua Nicaragua

6.

Zip-a-Dee-Doo-Dah

(1)

(8)

.

Sammy kaye,
Kay I^ser.

.

. ,

J,,

....
, .

.Columbia

Hoagy Carmicfaael.

.

.Victor

.

^ .

.tiecca

f Kay Kyser.
. .. .Columbia
\ Conhee Boswell. .,. ». ^Decca
I Freddy Martin. .......Victor
. , .

*

(Encore)

Colunabia
I Kay Kyser ...
( Sammy Ks^e ......
iVictor

•

,

.

.

, .

. .

(Santly-Joy) .»

7.

Gal in Calico

(7)

(Remick).,.........,

Oh; But I Do

(2)

(Remick),..,,;...,,.

.

9. S/aoTokr

10.

or lAter (3) (Santly*Joy). ,

Sonata <X) (Oxford)

Open Door, Bichard

i,

.

. , . .

.

...

.

.

; ,

... . »

.

.

5

(Duchess)

.

"

(

Anniversary Sonj; (Mood)

..

I
I

^

Guilty (Feist).
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You
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Can't See

Mammy
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(Bourne)
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lifCiseriou (Gdoiiial).

Best

Bftan (ViutiBiard}

; . .
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^Elite

b Night

.

White
Victor

.Decca

Tex Beneke
.Victor
(Margaret Whiting,
Capitol
"(^Johnny Desmond.
.Victor
Vaughn Monroe,
.Victor
.
Al Jolson
v.. .Decca
Jan AuJJist...... .Diamond
.
v.Capitol
f King Cole Trio,
. . , . .Columbia
I Les Brovs^n
( Pawl Weston. ,, ,,. , .Capitol
'
( pick Jurgens,.i. .i Columbia
(Frank Sinatra.. ...(Columbia
,

.

.

. .

*

. ,

,

(Rohbins). ..........

(Jefferson).

&

Jack McVea. .Black
Count Basie
Al Jolson

,

Me

:

.

,

'

JTust Squee-,!e

, .

.

•

'

•

( Andy

Russell.

.

,

..

. .

.Capitol

you must have "Open the Door,

BUYERS

.

i .

,

If

What's-His-Name," Basic's is the
version to get. We do not consider
It deep crystal-gazing
to predict it
will be a terrific seller.
For one
Hollywood, Jan. 28.
thing, it is virtually
without, comLatest in the long Une of bidders
petition. It is coupled ivith
"Me and
for the Palladiiim is Abe Lyman.
the Blues," which has a vocal by
Ann
Within past week the ex-batoneer
Moore. Side is a nice job, but
has had three huddles with Mawy
it
Cohen, interpalace op. Lyman wants doesn't appear as if many people will
to buy lease on site, aj many others S?' " chance to hear it on the
nickelodeons.
•
in past have wanted.
Now we'd like to put in a word
Palladium site is owned by Los
or two about Joe Alexander.
WorkAngeles Times, with Cohen and as ing
at the Pecos, Los Angles,
this
sociates paying yearly rental of $65,

miADIOM

Johnny Mercer. . . . , .Qapitol
(Tex BenCke
.Victor
{ Bing Crosby. . ....
.Decca
( Dinah Shore
..
000 and ihaintenance casts on a 14. .Coluinbia
(Margaret Whiting.,, .Capitol year lease, Wlilch still ffas Ave years
'
Sathmy KayCi .
.Victor .to run.
( Perry COmo,
.Victor
,
....
( Carmen Cavallaro. ... .Decca
Musician Files $25,000

(

8.

smash)

is out on Columbia with a
coupling from "Finian's Rainbow"'How Are Things in Gloccanniora?"
and "If This Isn't Love." They are
far and away the most proficient
versions of these tunes on the market. Clark is a very, very talented
warbler,

"I Want to Thank Your Folks" is
being lacquered by just about everyone and his sister, but one of the
three wow versions (the others are
Perry Como's Victor and King Cole's
Capitol.) would seem to be Eddy
"

Howard's Majestic.

It

(and,

to

a

extent, its backside, "Too
Times") will receive gratitude
from every coin box in the land...
Bobby Doyle, who manifests a little
of Sinatra and a little of Haymes
(which ain't bad at all) has a signature of "Love Is a Random
Thing" (the Wandering Irish's battle
song) and "That's the Beginning of
the End." He does them very pleasantly and, provided Signature cauv
get .the disk around, you'll hear
them on the machines. Doyle and
Monica Lev^s team up on another
Signature in "By the Light of the
Silv'ry Moon," which has considerable appeal. Miss Lewis may not
be the best distaff thrush around,
but her voice has S. A. plus.
Backing has her soloing "Makin'
Whoopee," an old Eddie Cantor
specialty
Which it's high time
they arrived^. .If you have the
slightest interest in fine Wues singing,
you'll
a n t Joe Turner's
Sharp. When
National
"I'm
of
I Hit "the Coast" and "Miss Brown
as
Blues"... They're
just \ about
lesser

Many

.

w

Suggested Program
"Meet Me in St. Louis"—Judy
Garland (Decca).
"Chattanooga Choo Choo"—
Glenn Miller (Bluebird).
"Atchison, Topeka, and the
Johnny Mercer
Santa Fee"

—

(Capitol),

"Dallas Blues"
(Columbia).

— Ted

Lewis

Rose"

— Bing

"San Antonio
Crosby (Decca),
-

,

"Way Down Yonder
Orleans"
(Okeh).
"I've

— Frankfe

in

New

Trumbauer

Got a Gal in Kalamazoo"

—Benur Goodman

(Ck>lumbia).

piano is heard thrpughout the proceedings and is extremely effective.

LYMAN ADDS VOICE TO

l-ForSentimental^lea^^^
2.

,

Buddy Clark (whose "Linda" with
Ray Noble looks- like a tremendous

(King Cole Trio) and "At Your
Command" (Joe Alexander).
Notr-"Miss Brown Blues" and
"I'm Sharp When 1 Hit the
Coast" (Joe Turner).
Novelty
"Open the Door,
Richard" (Count Basie).

,

"

provides a highly effective background. (A trio, as proved by this
and Bob Eberle's Decca with the
Frank Froeba threesome, can be
more enriching than a full band.)
"Guilty" should be big on the machines as well as getting a big play
from the pancake turners.

Best Bets

.

to

'

Johnny Desmond, a young man who
with the Miller band overseas, came
to be known as the G.l. Sinatra is
out on Victor with "Guilty" and
"HI Close My Eyes." He sings nicely and the Page Ca^anaugh Trio

Ballad— "How Are Things In
Gloccamora" (Buddy Clark), "I

Want

'

:

with the Hughes-Lawrence chirpiag
giving a slight edge to "Music."

pened, this did ntithing to clarity
the situation, but, instead, added new
aspects to the controversy. Conniff,
who, onlyi,a week or so before, had
blasted "Finian's Rainbow" for what
he regarded as slams at the Irish,

Jocb

Disk

is

side National pressing from his 1280
Club (WOV, N.Y.), on the grounds
that it is flagrantly Uncle Tom. This
decision provoked a heated reply
from Frank Conniif, the N.Y. Journal-American columnist. As it hap-

.Connelly

Irons.

Wood
This Is Always.
Stars Will Remember. .Feldman
'.Macmelodies
Night,' Dailing
3 Beautiful Words. .World-Wide

Casino's

Island

Glen

.

Second 12

Jesters, formerly with Decca.
Other newcomers are Dick Todd,
Larry Vincent and Vin Roddie.

Tex Beneke

,

Connelly
Connelly

Anniversary Song

the

owing some $642,000. On March 7,
new operators,
company's
headed by president Les Roberts,
who was assigned that position under the papers; will submit a plan

Hurt.*.

Box & Cox
Dream Again
Someday You'll Want Me. .Dash
Yale
Go Home

Newly pacted by the company .are

the

one
of those confounding ditties— nonsensical upon close investigation, but
somehow a reverberating phrase to
which the public is and will take to
with a frenzy.
In certain quarters, "Richard" is
even being viewed with considerable
alarm. Fred Bobbins, for example,
has banned the Dusty Fletcher two-

Till .Then .............. Chappell

wiU

director while Albert Black
handle talent and flacking.

"

By^ George "'Frazier

'

•

"Open the Door, Richard"

Wood

Sweethearts Never Old.

begun plans to reorganize the company by going into receivership un20lli Pisb Expand
der Chapter 10- of the Bankruptcy
20th Century Records, PhiladelAct (77B). Move was made to proplattery is now turning out
phia
tect creditors of the firm, which for
disks on 10 presses with eight remonths has been tottering on the
leases per month scheduled. Firm
brink of oblivion due to the mess
has inked Mac Ceppos as recording
of its financial operation, and also
to protect the company itself from
the few creditors who had refused
to go along with reorganization
plans, which meant waiting for their
coin. It's claimed 80% of them" Were
in favor, 20% against.
In the papers filed in the reorganization move, Cosmo is cited as

^t^ckSfMAiesimd Disks

(Wcefc Bndtng Jan. 16)
London, Jan. 17,
Five Minutes More.. Ed. Morris
Dash
Old Lamplighter
VictoriaTo Each His Own
Wood
Pretending

young Negro baritone, makes his
shellac debut with a Capitol
bracketing Of "At Your Command"
and "I
Keep Telling Myself." Alexander,

exciting blues as you'll ever hear.
Sale,. however,*is clearly limited to

hot fans and race nickelodeons...
Sibelius might not relish what Gene
Krupa does to his "Valse Triste"
^Columbia), but we feel otherwise.
The "Valse" is one of those thihgs
like "The 1812 Overture," which is a
real problem to sit through. It's a

good thing to have Krupa invest it
with some vitality. The backside is
"Opus No. '1," which the superb
Anita O'Day sings.

l9cal'47' Pays

IG War

who has power and enuniciation,
Deatli Benefits to 22
evidences great promise. If fie
Hollywood, Jan. 28.
has a
flagrant shortcoming, it is
Musicians' Local 47- is giving $1,000
his lack
of ease (an understandable
beneficiaries of
fault in death benefits to
anyone's first recording.) His
chant- each of the 22 members who lost
Suit Vs. Oriental,
ing of ''Command," an old
warhorse their lives in Service in World War
Chicago, Jan. 28,
of Crosby's, is impressive,
although II. Along with their dues, all memWith a scar on his forehead to scarcely up to the standard
set by bers pay in on an automatic insurshow for injuries sustained when a The Master on his Brunswick
face ance policy, but the standard form
reflector mirror fell 25 feet, landing Fhp-over is less
exciting.
But in used never has had a war clause in
on his head as he sat on the Orien- any event, here is a
singer who it.
tal's stage tooting sax for Woody may possibly develop
into the most
For past four years execs of
Herman's band, Stanford DeSair, of accomplished Negro retailer of
pops have tried to get as many as 300 memAlbany, N. Y., last week filed suit for since Sarlan Lattimore
used to give bers to monthly meeting, thus cona
$25,000 against Iroquois Management out with the old Don Redman
baiid, stituting a quorum which could legCo., theatre operator.
Among the other releases of the islate the matter of death-in-uniBen W. Gleason, attorney for De- week, these are outstanding: Frankie form. After being unable to promote
Sair, said the mishap, which oc- Carle's "We Could Make
Such Beau- a quorum in all these years, board
curred last April 16, necesiitated hos- tiful Music" (vocal by Marjorie of directors
apparently decided the
pital treatment for the musician. Hughes and Greg Lawrence)
and try was hopeless, so now have acted
Gleason also Charges the mirror was "Too Many Times" (Hughes vocal), on their
own. No squawks are anunscreened.
Both are strong juke possibilities, ticipated.

CM

_

W
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Producers of Tmian' to Get Decca

^

who

recently resumed ae a music publisher when he
set up J. J. Bobbins 3c Son, launched & fast one in New York luat week
that has the entire music industry tliscussirig and eyeing hlmv He
devised an idea to cash in on the popularity of the "Anniversarjl*
Song," from Columbia Pictures' "The Jolson Story," and withdrew his
idea only after considerable pressure was brought to bear on him by

Robbins,

Jaclj;

Royalty for Use of Mask, Cast

COPIGHTICT
A

has been

U. S. District Court, New York, by LongineWittnauer against music publisher
T. B. Harms which the music industry regards as one of the most important cases put up for: adjudication in some time.
If it goes to a

Columbia execs in Hollywood, ct al.
Music to the "Anniversary" tune is in the public domain. Version
used in the "Jolson Story" has a lyric by Saul Chaplin and is published
by Shapiro-Bernstein. At the moment, it is making a bid' for the No. 1
slot in sheet sales. Robbins took the music, had his own lyrie written
and subsequently wired music jobbers to the effect that "this i6 the
tune from the Columhia picture." His wire was true, it was the tune,
since the melody is p.d., but it was not the S-B best-seller. Columbia
and Shapiro blew up, Robbins linaUy decided to withdraw.

suit

filed in

La Conga, N,Y. Cafe, Siied

On

Four music publishing firms last
filed injunction and damage

week

suits in New York Federal court
case will finally decide against La Conga, nitery claiming
the position of radio transcriptions
unauthorized use of their tunes.
in relation to Section IE of the 1909
Firms are seeking damages of not
copyright law and the right of publess than $250 for each performance
lishers to quote their own terms for
the use of their copyrighted songs claiming that on Nov, 15, the cafe
gave public performances of tunes
in the production of such disks.
|

finish,

the

i

.

Decca Records is for the first time
paying a royalty to the producer of

Broadway show

a

Rainbow,"

"Finian's

.

in return for the
in

of marketing a score
Song Infringements privilege
album form.
Show involved

produced

is

by

Lee Sabinspn and Lee

Katzell, who
flatly refused to allow the use oA
the music and cast of ''Finiari" for
the cutting of an album until assured of some revenue from its sale.

1

I

Dorsey, Burned

pals
Api
Tommy

to

Anew

AFM

at

to

MGA,

Break Fai

for

I

Dorsey went to the Amer-

ican Federation of Musicians during
the past week in an effort to enlist
iiisic on Block
For some time music publishers have
their help to pry himi loose from
Warock Music, set up and owned been sidestepping test cases on the
his contract with Music Corp. of
America, which still has four years by Johnny O'Connor and Fred War- points not covered by the act. Last
OXJonnor almost year, the film angle was decided up
io run. His move came at a time ing, is for sale,
When he was on the verge of al- completed a deal for the catalog's to a point during the "Rosie
O'Grady" suit defended by 20th-Fox.
leviating his difficulties wjth the disposal last week to Santly-Joy.
He's asking $50,000 for the firm, Now the traniscription angle is due.
agencj' and was caused, it's Said, by
execs against lax free, which would bring its price
a move made by
Test Kern Tttne
up to around |76,00O.
him from another qUartei:.
Longine-Wittnauer's suit asks the
Burned anew by the agency efcourt for a declaratory judgment
fort, Dorsey appealed to the xmion
which Will force T. B. Harms, puband is said to have offered hard
lisher of "Smoke Gets in Your Eyes,"
cash to get loose fronx MCA. To. top
to accept a "notice of user" license
off the
situation,
what occurred
for the performance Of the Jerome
Dorsey's
immeprevented
almost
Kern tune on a royalty basis of 2c
diate return to the band business.
per transcription in its "World's
He had been laying plans to reorMost Honored Music" series, preganize his orchestra in six weeks
sented on over 200 stations of the
or following a Florida vacation and
Lonigine's began
Mutual network.
had tentatively set an opening date
the action by irecording .the tune On
on a location job. He dropped his
200 transcriptions and sending T. B.
ideas when he went to the union.
Harms a check for $4 along with a
There have been consistent
What, the latter told him, incidennormal request for a license. Pubrumors around New York and the
tally, is. undisclosed.
lishers returned the check and the
Coast for the past two weeks of a
suit was instituted.
which
deed
would
amalgamate
Music publishers have been for
Musicraft Records and Apollo years charging transcription makers
Records, via arrangements made by
(Continued on page 44)
investors in both, namely Atlas
Corp. for Musicraft and Garwood
Industries for Apollo. It was known
that Garwood, which is said to represent Lehman Biros, in its interest
in ApoUoi has been investigating
Charles Ross, who recently left
the Musicraft setup, but any deal
Barton Music and shifted to World or inerger plans ere flatly denied
and Republic Music firms as general
by John Bergen, chairman of the
professional manager, has begun suit
board of Garwood.
Connee Boswell asked for and
against Barton in New York supreme
However, people from both Apollo
drew a release last week from a
court for alleged breach ol contract.
and Musicraft have been guardedly
Decca Record contract that still had
Ross, who occupied a similar posipredicting an ultimate alignment of
some time to run. Cause of her selftion with Barton as he does in his
groups.
They
feel
is
a
the two
it
requested exit from the company's
current post, asks $37,500 on the
natural since Musicraft could use
roster are obscure although it's
basis of Barton's reputed failure to
(1) a lot more coin beyond the
known that she and Decca execulive up to the terms of a two-year
amount Atlas has iiivested, and (2)
tives have not gotten along for some
contract, which expired just prior
the race and hillbilly catalog in
to the first of the year.
time.
which Apollo mainly was interested
Miss Boswell is currently on a
This agreement, claims Ross, gave prior to its recent
attempts to sehim a copy deal and a percentage of cure popular artists. Apollo, in the theatre tour. She has no ideas at
the moment about records. Curthe firm's gross for the first year event
a deal came about, probably
and a percentage deal only during would' be submerged into the rently at the Adams theatre, Newark, she's due at the Chicago, Chithe second, in adidition to salary and Musicraft organization, losing
label
cago, for three weeks and perhaps
expenses.: He claims he has received
identity, etc.
four. Opening Feb, 21.
only about $4,000 of the money due
Milton Diamond; former attorney
him.
and member of the board of Decca
-Ross left Barton because of his in Records, is
prominent in the talks Signature
Showcasing
ability to get a "piece" of the firm,
of a deal between the two organizaas he was promised, the plaintiff
tions,
further charges. This was due to
Talent at Ciiff@ Sclool
If and when Atlas and Garwood
a muddle between Ben Barton, get together on affiliating their reSank Sahieola and Frank Sinatra, spective recording interests, the
in Teen-Age Bid
each one-third partners.
move will mark the first such arSignature Records is employing
rang^ement the music industry ex- an unique method of showcasing
pects will be duplicated many times talent it has under contract. ComAstor
St^^
by indie firms in the near future. pany inaugurated last week a plan
These outfits are in trouble in many of packaging its artists and staging
ways. Already dozens of the more cuffo shows in high school auditorobscure outfits have folded, but the iums around New York, presumably
more prominent figure to stave off with the idea of quickening interest
Meb^Oeall^^^^
the process of dissolution by joining in its product among the age-group
There is still a possibility that the N.
hands,
known to be heavy disk buyers.
Y. Hotel Astor Roof may be open to
Initial show, put on last Thursday
the public and name band bookings
(23)
afternoon at the Scarsdale
this summer despite the deal being
High School, consisted of Monica
negotiated for the property
Metro

Warock

which

,

MCA

-

Possibility

Ross Sues %ton^
Sei

Pad Breached

Connee Boswell In

Leeds Music

make room

for a

new

to

theatre, etc.

COL RECORDS BUYS
NEW YORK BUPING

contemplate closing, will be another
major setback for the band industry.

headquarters at 799 Seventh avenue.
Price for the seven-story corner
construction

is

undisclosed.

Columbia has occupied the space

dates are being set up.

week slammed

ADDY SWITCHES TO MOOD
Micl<ey

."Vddy,

on the Campbell-

New

Recording

was held up while

To ASCAP Bd

in the
Edgar Leslie, Double-A writer
fight over the tune. Dusty Fletcher,
who recorded it for National Rec- member of the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publisher.s,
ords, claimed to be the originator by
was elected to iihe Society's board of
virtue of his use of the title phrase
directors last week, replacing Richin a vaude skit; John Mason, an
ard Rodgers, resigned.
Leslie asother vaude Comic, asserted he used
sertedly was not anxious to take the
it first and Fletcher got it from him.
Then there was Jack McVea and position, but was pressed into serv»
Dan Howell, whose version Leeds ice by the writer faction of the board,
who decide on and nominate their
bought back in November. Leeds

man, exclusive of interference from
believed it could have beaten any
the publisher faction, when one of
claims on its copyright by Fletcher,
their number is to be replaced.
since the McVea version was based
Unusual angle of Leslie's election
on his original music and it was this
arrangement that started interest in is that he was originally a member
of the board, but resigned abdut four
the song."
years ago in protest against the SoAt any rate, Leeds settled all disciety's bypassing of his plan, develputes by giving both Fletcher and
Mason equity i« the song and placing oped with associate Fred Ahlert, for
distribution of income to writer
their names, as writers of the lyrics,
members. At that time Rodgers reon all sheet music hereafter printed.
McVea and Dan Howell will be listed placed him; now he again replaced
Rodgers. Leslie will hold his posias music composers.
National Rection until the aahual April elections,
ords, which claimed ownership of
when he must compfete for the: spot
Fletclier's version, is out of the pic-,
with other notninees.
ture unless it is in on Fletcher's

&

New

N.O. Group Plans

IN

Ballroom on Main Stem
New Orleans, Jan. 28.

'

A

huge ballroom, with restaurant
and lounge, will bo built here at a
cost of $1,000,000,
William GsHberv
attorney and state seriatbr, revealed
Skyliner, Inc., a group Of local business men headed by himself, will let

York.

RECORD SHOP

|

To

Construct $1,000,000

the construction contract in 190 days.
Project will be locally fSnartced, hi§'

U.

Gcorgie Auld. who .sometime ago added.
Ballroom will hold 5.000 persons
broke up h'lR orchestra, next month!
is opening a retail, record shop in land will bo the largest in the South,
Hollywood. Thus he Joins company Gruber said. It will feature "name
of maestri Freddy Martin and Sonny bands" and will try to broadcast on
Burke, a.s well as the Pied Pipers a national hookup. Building will be
and Andrews Sisters, all of whom of two stories with mezzanine, front'are competing against each other ing 115 feet on Canal street, the
iin the Greater Los Angeles area (main stem, by 256 feet in depth,
Completion is expected in 1948,
with retail disk dispensaries.

j

!

i

:

for years. It originally had only two
floors in the building, but during the

Porgie publishing

recording studios and the others to
executive offices and production.
Company has 3 small plant for plating, etc., on part Off one floor, but
does no pressing.

Columbia Pictures, Decca Records
and Shapiro-Bernstein, who Operates
Gi-uber also heads group which
th^ company,
Slim Gaillafd for a period last;
Addy was at one time on S-B's year Operated such a shop, but operates the swank Pre-Vue VodvU

i

;

,

i

staff.

,

piece.

Incidentally, the Black
White
label record by MfcVea, which started the tune oh the Coast, is being
shipped east in 20,000 copy lots on
chartered air freight planes to get a
toe-hold in the east before the major
record companies glut the market
with their versions. So far, around
50,000 McVea disks have gotten to

i

staff in
York
for eight years, shifted Monday (27)
past couple of years spread out to to the new Mood Music as profesthree, one exclusively devoted to Tiional manager, Mood is owned by

killing the deal.

times

wrestled against the producers' demands, but finally gave in.
Decca's usual procedure in s,uch
cases is to give royalty deals to
prominent stars in the casts of the
shows the music of which they re'cord, but if there are none, or minor
ones, flat payments are arranged.

^^flSSK,^^ «G!E AULD TO OPEN

Columbia Records has ipurchased a six-piece group of musidans from
Metro deal for the hotel with Visepunt Astdr, here from England to the building housing its New York Johnny BothweU's orchestra. Other
dispose of the property, is being
held up. Meanwhile, Carmen Cavallaro and Sammy Ifaye have contracts to play the Roof.
While the worries of name band
bookers over the possibility that the
Astor will pass out of existence are
Inconsequential in view of the deal
for the property, it's felt that the
circumstances, coming at a time
when biz
n.s.g. and other rooms

last

of Decca's income from the
the "Finian" albums cauie

Decca

Goes 'Round."
Leeds was In the middle

Open

down

business.

a piece
sale of
close to
of the

On

Leslie Elected

-

by

ticipBtihg.

the widening legal doors in the dispute over the origin and ownership
of the fast-spreading novelty tune,
"Open the Door Richard." Leeds
instead opened other doors wide to Unimportant people in the easts are
take into participation in its version paid scale.
of the tune every claimant who so
far has reared his voice over the
tune.
In this way, the publishers
figured to kill off all legal disputes
and keep the way clear to whatever
sales success the tune might achieve.
And it is perhaps the fastest rising
novelty to come along dnce "Music

Shows

it

orchestrations (Russell Beiv
nett arranged the music ) is also par-

IkharlCIaimi

May

which would tear

vocal

Sabinson and Katzell's demand for

-

films,

performing

its

Technique

Decca Roster Exit

Roof

ho

Leeds' Reverse

Muskraft Labels
Seen

had

Kal-zell
call for

approximately nine cents per album,
but Lynn Murray, who wrote the

This is on the theory
that the arrangemerits are imiciuely
necessary to Decca's plans since
such albuihs are sold on the premise
that they are exact duplications of
the performance of them in the show.
E; Y. (Yip) Harburg and Fred Saidy
Take It Away."
Monte Gardner, La Conga boni- apparently have no extra deal tor
face, has been operating without an their rights other than their normal
income from mechanical rights and
ASCAP license for Some time.
sheet sales through the publishers
of the score, Chappeir music company.
Latter, incidentally, refuses
to make any comment at all on the;
Sabinson deal, stating it's none of

Merger4Apolk

;

it

Section IE of the X909 act, which
license.
the music business has for years reFirms filing the suit are Harms,
garded as outmoded, sets a fee of 2c
per recording for phonograph rec- Inc., for "Begin the Beguine"; MiUs
ords and piano rolls, but miakes no for "Between the Devil and Deep
mention of transcriptions, synchron- Blue Sea"; Irving Berlin for "You
ization rights, and other modern uses Keep Coming Back Like a Song,"
unknown when the bill" was Written. and Witmark for "South America,

Not only did Sabinson and
draw a royalty deal, said to

creditors closed

him

out.

i

lounge in the business area.

Ved»e»day, Jomiayy

40
Lilhograpkrs Ml Strike

Sj9,

1947

Songs Widi Largest Ra£o Audi

Vote, let Defer Action

iusie Notes

Members

The top 30 smgs of the week, based on the copj/riahted Audience Cover.
Amalgamated age Index Survey oi Populat JWiisic Broadcost o» Rtidio JVettoorJw.
Pui,.

the

of

Jack Fina band will wax four sides for Mercury Feb. 4.... Majestic Lithographers Union, Local 1 in lished bi/ t/ie O/flce of ReseorcJi, Inc.
(SuToey Week of Jan, 17-23, 194T)
.Pee Wee New York, voted to strike last week
first idhum by Eddy Howard, its top seller.
A Gal In Calico-p-f'Time, Place, Girl"...,............,....Remick
King oatimer, pacted by RGA- Victor for cactus chanting. ...Harry P. (24) in meeting, but withheld ap- A Rainy Night In «io-^t"Tiine, Place, Girl".,.....,.,.. ....Witmark
Somarville in Hollywood to set up a two-man staff for BMI nitery and plication of their decision for fur- All By Mirself
;
. .Berlin
Leith Stevens composing special 88 conearto
Souvenirs
ballroom licensing: office
T. B. Harms
ther talks over their salary demands. Among My
Trenier Twins pacted for platters for
for RKO's "Memory of Love"
......Famous
Following the strike vote, union And So To Bed
Mercury. .. .Majestic Records has tabbed Bob Driver as its Coast rep.,.. delegates, shop stewards; et al, pre- Anniversary Song--t"Jolson Story"
*
.Mood Music
.
,
In Hollywood this week Joan Edwards will slice two sides for Vogue label,
You
......(..
.i;
...............
Bless
..
...
,..
.,..
..
..
.Shapiro-B.
...I
out
to
go
vailed upon tt»e men not
backed by 30-piece orch. .. .Bill Richards, Columbia Records' Coast chief,
Pete
.Sam Fox
pending another meeting schedule Cuban
back at his post after flyer to N. Y. for huddles witli Manie Sachs.,. for last night (Tuesday).
For Sentimental Reasons
...Duchess
Mercury Records teaming Connie Haines and Harry Babbitt as a tonsiling
For You For Me Forever— ^'Shocking Miss Pilgrim"...,... Chappell
In the event the strike is called, Girl That I Marry, The— *" Annie Get Your Gun"..,
.Steve Sholes, RCAtwain. Formerly the label featured each soloing;
.Berlin
•
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will be vitally efVictor chief Of hillbilly and race departments, to Coast from N. Y. to music publi.shers
Their material is printed
Harry Myer- fected.
record sessions with Hoy Rogers and Sons of the Pioneers.
process.
label, due in Hollywood. mostly by a lithographic
son, artist-and-rep chief of forthcoming
.

MGM

Guilty ......... ... ......
ril Close My Eyes

..... .Feist

,

.P.

,

Maurice

Never Love Again
Peer
a Good Day
.Capitol
Life Can Be Beautiful........................... ......... .Melrose
Managua Nicaragua
Encore
Oh, But I Do— f'Time, Place, Girl"
Witmark
Old Lamp-Lighter
Shapiro>B
Ole Buttermilk Sky--t"Canyon Passage"
.
.Burke-VH
Rickety Rickshaw Man ......
..
...Southern
September Song
....Crawford
I'll

It's

.

.'v .

.

;

.

.

.

,

, .

.
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PftBAMOUNT

There

MUSIC
CORP.

Is

No

Bj-eeze

Things

We

This

the Night

Is

^

Jefferson

Following songs ore

tfiose that

I

My Heart Said

to

"California"

Bobbins

£td not haoe enough performance credits
They mostly are tunes
..Miller

....

Best Man
.................. ... .Vanguard
Blue Skies— 1 "Blue Skies*'
.Berlin
Either It's Love Or It Isn't— fDead Reckoning"...'.
Mood Music
Gotta 'Get Me Somebody To Love— f'Duel In the Sun"
Morris
How Are Things In Glocca Morta '"Finian's Rainbow"
Crawford
I Haven't Got a Worry in the World
.Williatmson
If You Were the Only Girl....,;.,.,..
..Mutual
It's All Over Now.....;.....,..,........,..,......,,.,, ....BMI
There Is No Greater Love. ..... .......................... ..World
Oh Why, Oh Why. Did I Ever- Leave Wyoming? ,
.Feist
On the Other End of a Kiss..
.Beverly
That's the Beginning of ttoe End.
.
........ i
.ABC
This Titne
Dorsey Bros.
To Each His Own— t"To Each His Own"
Paramount

—

"CALimKNIA"

Fcafurc

"Said

Morris

............. ..Sinatra Songs
Santly-Joy

,

the week to be included in the top group.
rising in popularity.

rdrameiiiit Tacbiitcolor

mi

.Santly-Joy
.Bobbins

Summer

m

Sangs frwn

Q

...Oxford

I,

Did Last

Anybody's Love Song

^Qalj,

,

Whole Woild Is Singing My Song
You'll Always Be the One I Love....
Zip-a>-De-Do-Dah— f'Song of South"

"'"Oft,

...

.

Sonata
Sooner Or Later— f'Song of South"

'.

I"

•

"Califarnia or Bust"

,

WerA:

Horburq

E. Y.

. .

Music: Earl Roblinva

Many Times
Uncle Remus Said— f'Song of
WhatMore.GouldlAskFor.

.

i

.

Advanced

.Too

the South"

..... .Santly-Joy

.London

Years- and Years AgoYou Broke the Only Heart That Ever Loved

Boiurne

You

you Keep Coming Back Like a Song—1"Blue Skies".
* icsit

t Filmiisicol.

Chappell
.Berlin

Musical

iomiiiNew

So To Bed"

''Iknd

R.cord«d by:
•
DINAH SHORE. •••• •
fAU(»HN M0NROE.^.r.--- '
•

•

•

•

•
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Name

FAMOUS

M-.i«

J«U »-fr.«r

^^,^^^5^
•
•

o^-ea

COBP.
HARRY

fr^

BABBiTT

'

fnmmm^i

th*

fiotta
(In

'

•

Pief«f

"LADIES MAN"

eall

lw©"

of

28.

Pal-

ladium ballroom, has sought a restraining order in Seattle Superior
Court to- enjoin a terpalace in North
Seattle from using the name. The
upcoast site, operated by Howard
Crow and Byron H. Scobey, has been
tagging itself "Palladium" for over a
year in what plaintiff terms "unfair
competition" with hoofing hall here
which has borne name since 1940.
Last spring Cohen sought injunction in N. Y. Superior Court to prevent a Manhattan dancery from using the tagf but lost the case, with

MUSIC

vieter
•

Suit ®ii Coast

Hollywood, Jan.

Maury Cohen, operator

,

Dakota)
North and South

court ruling that name meanders
back into history. Especially cited
was existence of the London Palladium.

far

PRANK SINATRA

•

^j^^^^

150,000

Judsment Asked

PIRRY C@l*iO
Injunction

to

"MY FAVORITi BRUNETTE

sought in Superior Court.

Judgment for

fi«co«l«dby:

lie^Y

...^^^^^.^^-^^^^^ •••

V-

ELMAN..^^^.^v^^^^^^

$50,000 is also asked

in the complaint, filed

"Beside tou"

PRIDDY MARTIN.

Seattle, Jan. 28.
restrain ^FSeattle

company from using the name Palladium for a dancery here is being

••

by Southern

California
Entwpi-ises,
Inc.,
operators, of the Palladiuih, HoUywood,
against Byron H. Scobey and Howard R. Crow, co-partners of the

^.^^

Palladium Amusement Co. here.

m^
Capitol

10 Best Sheet

Setters

(Weefc Ending Jon. 27)
Old Lamplighter
Shapiro-B
For Sentimental Reason.Duchess
Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah .Santly-Joy
Anniversary Song
Mood
Gal in Calico..
Remick
Ole Buttermilk Sky. .Burke-VH.
.

'

VICTOK YOUNG'S
Oumamiing Swnrfaril Cempeiitloii
"STilLA BY STARLIGHT"
Wordi: Nsd Washingtsn

"DON'T TEU
Words

ME THAT

STORY^'

anil Muiic: JoM|iii J, Ulley

Recorded by:
EDDY HOWARD.
.MajMtic
.

MhsIc: Victor Young

I'll

.

Kttoidtd by

VICTOft YOUNG and Orchestra
on DeCea Records

MATT

'

Close

My .Eyes. .... .Maurice

Oh, But 1 Do.
Sonata .,.
Sooner or Later

. .

4UDY GARUND.^^
.0^^^
BETTY BUTTON. ......Victor

.Witmark
..Oxford
Santly-Joy

Second 10

DENIS... ...... Capitol

Managua Nicaragua. .... .Encore
Guilty
......Feist
Huggin' And Challdn'.. Hudson
World Singing Song. . .Robbins
Uncle Remus Said , .Santly-Joy
Things We Did
Morris
For You For Ma
Chappell
Girl That I Marry..
Berlin
.

.

"
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September Song
Rainy Night in Rio.
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.
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.Remick
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Only

BMl

Radio,

ASCAP

Films Back

In Bidlor Coin iacliine Revenue
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers will have

Fred Waring Setting Up
New Pub Firm at Shawnee

support o£ radio broadcasters,

the

-

Started
It's
Phrase around which the new
novelty tune. "Open the Door
Richard," is built, is exerting
such influence on people that an
increasing number of comical
situations are being set up. Let
an actor in a film playing Broadway houses knock on a door and
some wag in the -balcow will
howl the

Same applies to stage shows,
Stroudsburg, Pa., Jan. 28.
etc. wliere an opportunity preFred Waring will establish a
sents itself. And it's already
music publishing firm at Shawneeriaing the top comedy shows
on-Delaware, where he owns a good
on the air.
coming attempt to wrest revenue deal of real ^tate. Charter for the
from the performance' of its music new corporation iS* being sought unin coin machines. This assurance is der the name of Shawnee Press.
claimed to have been given ASCAP
New outfit plans to publish educawithin recent weeks and the So- tional music for schools, colleges,
ciety is banlcing on it in laying along
with material for choral
plans lor the introduction of legis- groups, churches, et al.
Ed Lee,
lation to the current Congress for a Waring's manager is v.p. of firm,
law permitting it to collect for coin with Waring president, Headquarmachine performance Of its catalog. ters will be at Shawnee-ottrDelaThere are several reasons for the ware,. where offices and shipping cenBand agency executives are
support of radio, films, et al. Pri- ter will be located.
breathing a little easier .currently in
Waring owns Shawnee Inn and vi^ew of a noticeable pickup of b.o.
mary one, however, is that if ASCAP
mainland along the returns by bands on the various
is able to push through the required about 30 acres of
legislation it will benefit to the tune Delaware River and the 160-acre one-nighter trails and on many loBroadcast Music,

Inc., its rival

formance rights

society,

sibly the film business in

per-

and

ands Heartene<

1-Nighter Lift

to

depending

what

in

demanded

Manwalamink

$4,000,000 at least,
sort of a fee is

Cfiristensen,

Decision

Chicago, Jan.
Christensen, Russ

Howard

28.

Fac"
chine, Jaclc Whittemt)re and Lyle
Thayer were here all last week,
huddling over the details of a possible alliance of their band business
talents,
jup hid out at the Eastgate hotel to wrestle their problem
to a fall and asse.-tedly broke up
th
end of the week without acSpokesman
complishing anything.
for the quirtet stated that nothing
bad bfeen decided t>ne way or another and isn't likely to be within
a couple weeks.

was r^eoled,

28.

boxes
be in-

on- juke

Tkyer Mull
No

Alliance;

Hike Conn. Juke Tax?
Hartford, Jan.

Faccliiiie,

WMlteiiore,

That the coin machine men are
already laying plans to combat
ASCAP's attempt to collect revenue
from their industry, is evident in a
offer recently given BMI.
Latter
was told that if it would help the
coin machine industry fight ASCAP
that all recordings of ASCAP melodies would be barred from machines
and BMI's used exclusively, This

•Bill to raise fees
from $10 to $50 per

Thayer and Facchme remained in
year veill
troduced to the Common Council Chicago following the confab, while
and Whittemore rein nefghborlttg New Britain. Bill is Christensen
turned to New York. Former two,
come up next 5«R»nth.
and, Whittemrre, all ex-Music Corp.

tp

Always

MILLS

Sung

of America

—

Ways Popular
suggestions

^All

fmmm
MY

THAT'S
By

have, been
setting up of a

ejcecutives,

contemplating, the

inof better theatre b.o.

This stirring in the" band business
coincides with a jumi- of approximately 20% in overall music sales
by jobbers and a claimed spurt in
sale of records
middle of last week

the

'

beginning the
and extending

over the past weekend.

Sammy Kaye Hot
On

In.

South

current southern p. a. fn^nighters tour, Sammy Kaye's orchestra has broken three house records
in Lynchburg, Va., Asheville, N. C,
and Knoxville.
its

Working on a percentage against a
guarantee, Kaye took down
in Kingsport, Va.; $2,924 in
Asheville; $3,994 in Knoxville, and
$2,894. in Lynchburg. Kaye ends his
$2,500
$3,033

one-nighter junket tomorrow (23)
when he heads for Miami to play the
Fox theatre there for one week. He'll
vacation in Miami from Jan. 23 to
Feb. 10 and, originate both "Slmday

Serenade" and "So You Want
Lead a Band" from there.

42,375

1,950
1,475
2.125

32,450

Show

11,350

6,700

850

5,275

1,050

11,950

Waldorf with Morton Downey.

at

Chicago
Henry Brandon (Marine Room, Edgewater Beach;

700; $1.50-$2.50 miu

0ESiRE

Flow

,

from Chicago, and th. above huddle,
was aboard the Pennsylvania Railroad train, that cracked into a freight
near Pittsburgh Sund^iy (26) morn-

FRANKIE LAINE

He was

ing.

4,500,

,

Bamon Ramos

(Mayfair Room, Blackstone; 350; $2.50-$3.5O minO.

for this swank spot with 2,300.
Joseph Sudy (Walnut Room, Bismarck; 465;

week

weelc o£

new show up

Bad

'

$2.50.'$3.50 min.).

Second

to 3,400.

Claude Thornliill (Panther Room, Sherman; 950; $1.50-$2.50 min.). Thorn,
hill doing a fine job musically and at the b.o.; healtliy 5,300.
Griff Williams (Empire Room, Palmer; 650; $3.50 min.). Fairish 4,300,

Los Angele*
Freddy Martin (Ambassador;

Never

$1-$1.50).

900;

falters;

hoUntitul

3,300 covers.

Buss Morgran (Biltmore; 900;

Brisk 3,100 tabs.

$1-$1.50).

Of lOTf iartiii

Wax

In Retaliatioii

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
CJiicnffo

Buss Carlyle (Blackhawk; 500; ,$2-$2..50 min.). Pine 4,400.
Gay Claridgre (Chez Paree; 650; $3.50 min ) Tony Martin, Pearl Bailc;
and Jack Cole. Couldn't be better; 6,500.
Dick Jurgens (Aragon;.$Q.90-$l,15 adm.). Hefty»19,000.
.

Move

.

'WHEN YOUR" OLD
WEDDiNG RIN@ WAS

Lewis

just grows, like

80119 17,500.

(Los Angeles)
Al Donahue (Avodon, B, Los Angeles, 3d wk.).' Only 4,000.
Art Kassei (Aragon, B, Ocean Park, 8th wk.). Xavier Ctigat in for threeday w,eekend and with smart ballyhoo pulled spot to 9,000 stub-buyers;
good;

Bobby SherwooA (Casino Gardehs,

B,

OCean

3d wk.).

Parlf,

i^irish

6,200.

Charlie Spivafc (Palladium, B, Hollywood, 5th Wk.),

month

of

good

Slid to 12,000 after

biz.

AVODON BEEFS TO

The Bollad Hit for 1947

NO. 47 OVER SCALE

.•

Put Our

let's

Hollywood, Jan. 28.
Avodon ballroom over weekend
filed a" sqiiawk with -Musicians' Local
47, complaining "that scale union has
in force is excessive. Terpalace minimum currently is $82 per man, plus
the 10% tax per musik on traveUhg
bands.

uiihurt in the crash,

Upd

Sol Klein (Latin Quarter; 700; ,$2,50 min.).
Topsy; boilo 5,500.
tawrewse Wetk (Trianon; $0.90-$l. 15 adm.).

ftreais lo^ether
V/etor;

CHARLIE SPIVAK

Columbia: ELLIOTT. LAWRENCE

— wi»h

.

Hollywood, Jan. 28.
i- which the yasienger train's engi.^
Beef is 'based on scale at Aragon
'
Mercury Records summarily -has
neer ^as killed.
ceased pressing or distributing Tony and Casino Gardens, rival spots out
Martin platters, in retaliation for at Santa Monica, where JCooal ,47
Bob Haryey band, a fiJrture at the singer signing
Victor contract, scale is but $70 per windjammer,,
ECAsouth end nitery. The China Pheaseffective
when present one-year plus tax, although both beachfront
ant, Seattle,' for several years, goes
pact with Mercury expkes end of halls have far larger floor capacity
into Olympic hotel's Bowl and GeorApril. In making this move the odd- than does Avodon.
gian Room on Feb. 11.
label is stopping circulation on its

~

mora

lo follow

—

.

NEW

PfiUll

PIONEER MOSIC CORP.

165- Br;^d-..,:;v

Ne'.^ Ycili 19.

.V.

Y

,

MILLS 'MUSie, INC.
H*w

£19 Braodwsiy

Vorii

1$

ATTENTION
TALENT SCOyiS
TALENTED SIN&ERS
COMBO. VAUDE AND
MINSTREL

•»

.

•

top seller.

However, Mercury

is

girding to

the retail stalls with an
avalanche of Martin sides as soon

Sylvia Fine, Flock Of

flood

begms releasing. Stowed
away on the indie's shelves are 15

as Victor

Others on ASCAP Roster

I.yric Thealre,

Sylvia, fine, wife ol comedian
Martin renditions of standards and Danny Kaye, and the new music
he is still bound by contract to slash publishing companies set up by
live more sides. Angle lurking be- Frank Sinatra and Jack Robbins
hind delayed disking is that Mercury were among individuals and pubwants to pick five likely new tunes lishing houses admitted to memberon eve of Martin's move to RCA, ship in the American Society , of
thus scratching them from possible Composers, Authors and Publishers
Victor consideration, as his Mercury last week. In addition to Miss Fine,
pact precludes him re-doing a tune pop writers taken in included: Leroy
Anderson, Harold Barlow, jH.
for five years.

AUentoivii,

F«niu>,

March

Inn

2,

1911

Nevf Honrs

"I AM LONELY" and
•'©REAMIN© ©F YOU"
arnnle OakleyB to

AH-^Wrlte or Viln

HENRY

J. FREDERICK, Diractor
31^ HerJh 13Sh Street
ALLifiTOWi^,

mnm.

MUSICIANS

Bui mage,
GIRL
In withholding its Martin vocals
Joseph Lilley, Leonard C. MaeKenzie
Victor is able to release in
WANTED
Jr., Harold Mptt, Max Terr, Jaime
May, Mercury figures it will get a
ALL INSTRUMENTS ALSO MAJORETTES
Yamin. Standard writers: John Duke
free whirl on the nationwide ballyUrurameivs, bUKlers. Kx-s^rvlce only',
(iin
and
H.
SpavM,
Maurice
Jacquet.
(jllher
Wacs, Waves,
hoo program RCA is readying, to
Marines. For large pro road unit now
coincide with singer's appearance on
Pubs cited were; Argosy Music,
'being assembled.
Write: Al. SHKETIAN
its label.
Clay Boland, Goldmina Music( Nick
025 Secona Are., Bo., Mli"i«aiiolls !. Mlna.
Kenny firm), and Woodward Music.
Martin Buys Into Simon, Inc.
Hollywood, Jan. 28.
Tony Martin Taas bought into the
music pub firm of George Simon,
Inc., thus joining host of other name
The Girl With th» Shy Voie*
vocalists who own chunks of pubs.
Company is relatively new, having
Of "Oh, Johnny" Font*
been started by Simon last summer
when he left E. H. (Buddy) Morris'
O.'Reilly

Clint,

Will

until

LI-SIIXI,'

LIKC

IT

P

,(
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MnW
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SMUT- MnT,

Smcrn

rni.
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tm.

i.*vc,-»

You'ac

iK-iaa

nv

sHi,iiir,You>iir

•>

combine.

Recently signed for spotting in
forthcoming Walter Wanger
Martin will biring the ditties
he introduces in the produotions
into the Simon setup lor publication

BONNIE BAKER

two

films,

NEW. YORK
Harry Fox's N. Y. id L;A.

THIS

Harry Fox. agent and trustee for
music publishers on mechanical and

>»«

r»*

»««..

.

M4|

nun

hy

mHu*

Cppjrfijhlca by

'

daudio

tiact~.>
r,oiiM

.

'

OFFE& THE ABOVE SONG FOR
I^UILICATJOlj—SECOSDiNG—TgANSCRIPTiON
CUUdIp LOPiZ. IS H«lt Ave, S4«t«n Islaiid, N. Y.
I

;

)

way oil' to 3,800.
Don McGrane (Boulevard Room, Stevens; 550; $3.50 min.), McGrgne
replaced Clyde McCoy Friday (24) with a new revue and looks like flne

Slipped

to

'

Merifiiry Ciils Off
Jack Whittemor. op his. way back

SIDEWAbKS or eUBA

I

They claim to have

too,

management agency partnership.

Mercnry Becont 6to7
'

Sensaiioiinl

Indicates Floor

Cover,

0" Dm,
2,400

New

,

reaction to musical talent.

films.

•

cation jobs.
dicatiori,

This coin, added to ASCAP's current revenue, will malte the Society less tough to deal with in regard to its income from radio and

oiler

Island in the river,

machine.

per

annually

Covers
Past

Waldorf

pos-

'

of $3,000,000

,

forth-

its

B.O.'s

W«ehs

11-

Hotel

,..'15
(400; $2). ,.
,..4'
Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50).
Yorker (400; $1-$1.50),,.... ... 4
Chuck Foster
Guy L-ombardqi. ., Roosevelt (400; $1.50-$2).. •
12
Hay McKinley
Commodore (400; $1-$1.50),,,,...... 5
ii
Johnny Pineapple. Lexington (300; $1-$1.50),..,

.

title line.

Hotel

aiids at
Dund
Emil Coleman*.
Jimmy Dorsey. ,

synchronization rights, leaves lor
the Coast Feb. 10. Trip is one ol
his periodic visits west lately made
more important by tjie vast number
of ipdie recording companies in that
area on whoha he checks for royalties

due publishers.
will be west three to ten*

Eox

weeks.

WEEK

EXCLUSIVE

(JAN. 23)

MANAGSMENT

ASSOCIATED BOOKIHG CORP.
JOi GLASER,
745

fifth

Ave

New

York 22

Pres.
PL.

5-5572

!
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Question:—Watcha working on?
Answer:-—Where liave you been?

Q:—And what, pray, is that?
A:—A 20th Century-Fox
Q:

—Don't be so formal.

"Carnival in Costa Rica" of course.

Technicolor Production.

Whose music?

A :—Ernesto Lecuona, the leading composer of all—
Q :—Latin-America.
it

Yes, I know, and a very gifted gent, I

must say. What was

he wrote again?

A:— Oh

just about 500 magnifico songs and piano pieces, including "Malaall those big Marks standards you hear so much
about) "Andalucia" (which you, being no long-hair, may know better
as "The Breeze and I") "Say Si Si," "Jungle Dnims," *'La Comparsa"
(watch it, watch it) and a little ditty called "Siboney."

guena" (the biggest of

—Which you don't publish.
A: — Don't rub
Q: — Sounds very impressive but why be so verbose? Who wrote the
the score?
A:— Harry Ruby, veteran wordsmi^h
coin a phrase) and ballplayer ex-

Q:

inl

it

lyrics foif

(to

A mighty fine job too!

traordinaire.

Q:

—^What's the No. plug song?
A: — was afcaid you'd ask
1

that.

I

score

is

No,

Q:—^Don't evade the

Everybody does and we

'em the whole'

tell

1,

question.

Give!!

A:— (hesitatingly)

Okay, if you insist. "Another Night Like This" is the
baby we've started working on. It should be the first to reach the Hit
Parade Sweepstakes.
'

Q:

—For once agree with you, optimist, but don't mix your metaphors, especially
in Variety. Who's recorded
A —^About 14 lovely people and the other record companies can't get too sore
I

it?

:

if I

mention only Dick Haymes on Decca, because he's the star of the

picture.

Q:

—And why hasn't been the top of those most-played, most-broadcast,
most-overdone
friend?
-A:—Because
takes time to get
up there, for the love of Peatman. Stop
at

it

all

lists yet,

it

-

-

it

being so impatient.

•

Q:—All right, all right.
A:

—

How's about Ihe second No. 1 song?

called "Mi Vida," it's an American style fox-trot ballad despite the
Latin title and it's recorded by 13 lovely people including the aforementioned Dick Haymes on the aforementioned Decca label.

It's

.

—Who else in "Carnival in Costa Rica?"
—Oh, Vera-EUen and Celeste Holm and Caesar Romero and—but wait a

Q:

is

A:^

minute-^you'll hear all about that from
ad. Stick to the score.

Q:

—

any

^Are there

A:

Fox—Marks

Lecuona Cuban tunes?
"Rumba-Bomba" and "Maracas," just

is

paying for this

real typical

—Terrifeec!

to

name

two. You'll

be hearing them both soon oh Majestic Records by the Lecuona Cuban
Boys and on Victor by its new sensation Jose Curbelo.

Q:

—How about novelties?
A:—A great fast song named "Costa Rica" that ought to open every single
commercial show, and an indescribably wonderful and unpronounceable
—
another baltongue-twister "Gui-Pi-Pia." And by the way there's
still

lad, "I'll

Q

:

Know

It's

Love,"

which—

—Just a minute. You're taking just one page, not a double spread. Easy on the
to know though: when does the film open?
copy. One thing
to know exactly when myself. Nobody's sure yet but they figure
A—
I'd like

:

^I'd

like

April 1st at the Roxy. With a big flourish too a la "The Razor's Edge."
Don't forget "Carnival's" a top-budget musical and cost millions.

Q:—And this
lisher.

ad

is

Do you

costing you quite a few hundred

think

it's

a good ad, by the

and you're
way?

A:—^That depends entirely whether people read down
"Another Night Like This"

Q:

—^That

isn't

anyway.

starts selling

too far distant, DESPITE this ad.
it prosper.

Long may

A :-^Amen, Amen

!!

Lucky

just

this far

a music pub-

and how soon

Strikes.

Here's to your Lecuona score

..

.

,
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OBCBOBSTIIAS-AnJSIC
Abe Olinan

On The Upbeat
New York
Lew

Music

Wasserman,

Corp.

.

.

and Herb Ward, piano and

go

bass,

to Bio de Janeiro with Bud Freeman for one year at Midnight Hoom
Copabobanal^ opening around
of
March 1. .Phil Bratmstein to Coast
Friday (30). .Jack Lawrence, songwriter, recording for new Rainbow
Records in N. Y. as singer' and
leader of quartet. .Eddy Howard
into Frank Dailey'S Meadowbrook
March 18 for three weeks. .Louis
Priina plays Mesidowbt'ook for one
.

.

.

.

we6k Feb. 25. .Sammy Kaye's new
Monday evening time for "So You
Want to Lead a Band" on ABC net
turned up 4.2 Hooper, .Ray An.

.

thony's orchestra shifted from Music
Corp. of America to General Art-

.Rocco Vocco and
Rube Bloom driving to California.
Tex Beneke, Vaugjio Monroe, ,HarJames and -Stan ICenfon run•cy
ning one to four respectively in
Martin Block's WNEW, N. Y., annual
band poll... Tony Pastor packed
over 9,000 people into Armory,
Newark, on one-nighter last week
.Doc Berger to head new "Special
.
department
at
Leeds
Material"
ists

affiliation.

.

.

Music,'
•

Iiiside, Stuff-Orcliestras-iiisic.

Abe Olman, general manager of
Metro's "Big 3" music group, leaves
Big four waxerles, Columbia, Capitol, Decca and RCA-Victor, joined
for California Friday (31) on a pearms last week in Hollywood and tossed a giant, show to entertain 800
riodic visit to Metro studios on muJimmy
regional meeting of members of National Assn. of
Music
There are two scores delegates to a
set to work with Casa Loma crew on sic problems.
Flatteries promoted host of their top performers, who
Merchants.
Mercury B:ecords. ..Linda Lombard to be gone over, from the forthcom- pened to be on Coast, to entertain. Bob Hope emceed the lineup, han*
which
has joined Jhick Floyd band as ing "Summer Holiday," tunes from included Jerry Colonna, Jose Kurbi^ Dinah Shore, Johnny
Mercer Pied
chirp... On heels of its "Open the Which will be marketed by the new Pipers, Allan Jones, Hoagy Carmiohael, Jane Harvey, Paul
Weston's
orch
Door, Richard" platter hit, Jack Harry Warren Music Co., and two Occasion marked first, ti^tte that the rival recorders' reps
in Hollywood
McVea's five-roan combo now ask- tunes from "This Time for Keeps" ever worked together in such a manner. Behind the effort
was a plan to
ing $1,500 weekly of niteries and to be adjudged.
trot out such an array of talent that the association will want to hold
one
Olman will be west for tw0 to of its future national
ballrooms. Two months ago asking'
conventiops in Los Angeles. The regional meet was
price was $500... Herb Jeffries set three weeks.
the first gathering of any sort of members in the west and the platteries
for fortnight at Cricket Club, Feb,
were out to impress the assn.'s toppers. Next June national cbnv^ntion
5, at $475 per week... Spike Jones
Will gather in Chicago, but L. A. is aiming for 1948 conclave.
opens new gig trek on Feb. 15 at
Denver. He's aslcing $3,000 guaranCapitol Records is doing a perfect job of keeping the financial detail.s
tee nightly for tour, plus 60% priviof
its recent dteal with Benny Goodman a secret.
Tliere has not been one
lege. .Barney Bigard has formed
whisper about the coin involved, which in the band business is unusual
still another new combo, his third
Such a grip on the terms is vital to Capitol since it is In a peculiar posil
within a year. Clarinetist now is
tipn; it has niever before inade a deal with a prominent artist from another
fronting a four-piece group which
of its personnel grew up with the war-born Capitol label
will debut at Melody Club, Feb. 2.
There's quite a td-do at the mo^ coinpsny, AH
For first time Benny Giopdman will meht in the music publishing aiid struggled with it, etc., and Capitol would be in for a heap of trouble if it
use an accordionist in a combo, with recording industries over the re- ever came out that B. G. was drawing a better advance, production guaraddition of Ernie Filice on squeeze- quest to pubs by Sonora Records for antees or any terms better than those now on the label are getting, ijicibox when the clarinetist commences a low royalty rate for its new 39c dehtally, B. G.'s deal with Cap is for three years, not the five the eotnpany
originally claimed.
cutttaig for Capitol.
Black label series. Sonora has been
seeking a quotation of iy4c per side
Chicago
Fox theatre, Atlanta, a 5,000-seat house, iS in a peculiar position with
rate for the low-priced line and the
Victor Lombardo doing^two weeks
stage shows. Willing to play only the very best names, the hou.se rarely
major
disk
manufacturers,
notably
11
at the Copacabana, Detroit Feb.
schedules them for the reason that rarely do any of those it wants travel
...Jimmy James weekending Jan. Decca, are squawking out loud.
Majors, who have been having in that direction. As a result; Sammy Kaye's orchestra has the place to
31 at Club Madrid, Louisville. .Elitself.
E'ach year he heads south and each year the house plays him.'
He's
Lawrence plays Indiana U., their own troubles with publishers there currently and his
liot
is the first stage show to play the house since he
• in
lately
due
the
retail
to
increase
March 14 and U. of Missouri, March
was there last year. He set a gross record of approximately $28,000 last
22. .Phil Levant also getting some price of disks by all companies ex- time around (taking
out almost' $14,000 for himseU) Snd may improve Oil
cepting
and
Columbia,
resultant
college coin at U. of South Dakota,
that this week. He's expected to do $30,000.
Feb. 22. .Sonny Dunham doing a higher royalty rates, don't want to
string of theatre dates in the midwest see Sonora's low-priced line get a
Carol Bruce christened the pleasure cruiser bought last week by Tommy
with Vivian Blaine. .Billy Bishop break. They apparently feel that if
Dorsey^, Naming of the water jalopy took place at a New York ship,
the
company's
price
makes
any
seriopens at Sohroeder Hotel, Milwauyard where the boat is being fitted out. It's to be called the "Sentimenkee, Feb. IB.. ".Ray Pearl at Prom ous inroad, they in turn will be
talist."
Dorsey will take off in it, as soon as It's ready, for a trip
forced
reduce
prices.
to
under
And
to
Ballroom, St. Paul, starting Feb. 12
Florida down the inland waterway, afte? which It will be stowed on
deck of
.Bay Ponds, local orchestra leader current operating costs, which leave
a freighter and toted to California. Dorsey has thought better of
bucking
joining Ghi office Of Frederick only a fraction. «( profit from the
the Gulf waters and the Pacific in a 40-footer (he origihally intended
sale
of
individual
sailing
disks, a price reclub department
Bros,
in
It aroundi through the Panama Canal).
Charlie Fiske playing two weeks duction is impossible. They don't
starting Feb, 18 at Rainbow Ball- want any break given the cheaper
Ad copy on Barry Wood, in the jfan. 22 issue of Variety, erroneously
room, Denver.. .Dick Jurgens set line. And if it's given, th6j feel they
for month at Chase, St. Louis, March should get commensurate considera- read that the Elgin Watch Co. is Wood's radio sponsor; the sponsor
\% the Elgin American Co. Also, copy stated that it was a
2...Art* Kassel into the Schroeder tion.
Monday-through^^"^
network, coast-to-eoast; actually it's a local
So far, only one Or two publishers
Hotel, Milwaukee, March 11... Jack
Crawford, returning to the midwest have agreed. to the iVic rate and WNBC, Ni Y., 7:30-7:46 program, Monday, Wednesday and Friday
after
playingL Coast for several they are endeavoring to reneg,
at
Joe Others have witheld commraifin thfe
years... Erskine Hawkins
Contact Employees, in meeting Monday
Vera face of ntajor company beefs and (27) decided to hold over tmtU future confabs any discussion of a "czar"
Louis's
Rhuraboogie. ..Joe
combo return to the Glass Hat, aren't likely to accede to glon&a'? for the music business and convejssition pertaining to payolas, etc. Reason
for the delay was the abseftce of thjree board rhembers,Congress hotel. , .Dick Stern joining bid..^
two of whom, Rocco
Vpcco and Charles Lang^ are out of town.
band department of McCbnkey Chi
Miller on the 88, Tom
Jack Flannigan, guitar.
Atkins, ex-WaHng thrush,

Max

Jng

president, into Chicago and Detroit
from Coast... Paul Salvatori becomes Chi rep of Frank Loesser's
Susan Publications, not N. Y. professional
manager. Joe Bushkin

to Coast

Sully, bass;

.

Soflora's Royalty

.

Rate Cues Beefs

.

'

•

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

Jack Spina,

from the AAF,

recently discharged
joined Mills Miisic,

contact staff. He was with Embassy
and Miller Music before the war.
Tempo Records now being distributed through the Far East by Artiericao International Trading Co.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

,

Billy Eckstine crew set for indef
stand at Billy Berg's,. Feb. 26... Exmaestro Bob Allen now chirping
aftont Carmen Cavallaro crew...
Carlos Molina combo set for six
wedts at Claridge hotel, Memphis,
Feb. 14. ..Anita O'Day, ex-Krupa
chirp, bas bought piece of toeal
nitery, Swanee Inn. She-'s featured
in spot, working before trio embrace
,

GIVE

YOUR PROGRAM
THATUFT

.

'

•

oflSce.

.

;

/
*

Pitteburgh

; Gabe
D'Awiico,
formerly with
Raymond Scott, now on sax for

Edwards'

.

I

FEEL

Marty Gregor's band

Room

liam Penn's Terrace

.

.

.

orchestra «t Club LuMarba, to take
his own outfit into Majestic Gardens;

been replaced with Lane by
Dave 'Tambouri, ex-Ina Ray Button
he's

.

.

JIMMY jdCeHil&H

Piccolo "''ete has
keyboarder
.
.
added a fifth man to band at Johnny
Brown's East Liberty club; he's Carl
.
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"Edwards,
confluctor
or Consequences"

of

parlor

games designed

to help guests
amuse themselves at private soirees,
or for family use in homes.
Album, which will be' titled "I«t's
Have a Party," will t)e given to Sears,

Lin

Is

ruLl.

WaHerstdn, Manie Sacks

T© Coast

for Col. 0.0.

Ted Wallerstein and Manie Sacks,
president and v.p. of Columbia Records respectively, leav* New York
for
the Coast Feb. 21. They will atRoebuck exclusively for first 30 days
following its release.
tend the broking of ground for the
new Columbia pressing plant to be
put up in Beverly Hills and other$ully
Cat* to
wise look over the Coast situation.
Wallerstein is currently on vacaChicago. Jan. 28.
Xatest. of orchestra leaders to cut tion in Bermuda, along with Paul
size of their bands in order to nieet Southern, another Columbia exec.
operators'
decreasing budgets' is
Sully Mason, Mason, alumnus of
Kay Kyser, has been playing the

5

southern territory and will move
into the midwest with five piece
combo.
Another bandleader who will
front a five-piece group is Pinky
Toinlin. who his also been playing
the South and will come'into'the
midwest to pick up bookings.

ki

i>

WitH

ttANCE

CtnWC

lUHCE A

m n»m Mm

Ralph
"Truth

Mason

V7

^

J

Art

Norman Granz, producer of the "Jazz At the Philharmonic"
package, inserts unusual clauses in his contracts for
auditoriums in which to show
He demands that there be clear clauses prohibiting any attempts.at segregation, either among his performers
or a^nong, audiences.
his group.

IntQ

airshow,
Tatum opened Monday (27^ at Mer- has prepped new idea for a record
eur Music Bar ... Frank Jarema, album, which Mercury
shortly will
with
vet
pianist
Mark Lane release. On wax, Edwards conducts

A SONG
COMIN'ON
Mif$ieipy.«

at Hotel Wil-

Test Suit

Hollywood, Jan,

28.

gional sales chiefs.
Talks will revolve around product and promotion
planned by waxery during next six

i

s

Cap Chiefs lasting'

Glenn Wallichs, Capitol Records'
exec veepee, and plattery's national
sales maQager Floyd Bittaker trained
for N. Y. on Sunday (26), where
they will huddle with eastern re-

months

—

During their fortnight fling in the
Continued from page 39
east, the two execs also will check
a minimum of 25c per tune per rec- on current production pace of Cap's
ord with no disk to be used more pressing plant at Scranton, Pa.
than once without duplicate payment. Establishment of the 2c per
disk theory contended by Longine's
attorneys under the 1909 act would
therefore mean a tremendous reduction in their transcription income if
the point were to be sustained. Now
that a test suit has been begun,
major pubs are looking forward to
its completion to establish once and
for all the legality of their course on
a subject not covered by the outmoded copyright law.
It's felt by some publishers, however, that even if the Longine point

BOURNE.
799

SEVENTH HVE

Inc
rOSft

SANTLY-JOY

MY FATE

is won they still have recourse
to
added revenue via the licensing of
"arrangements" of songs. While publishers do not interfere with or attempt to collect for special arrangements of tunes they publish they can

Cv-

Iff,

OFFER THE ASOVE SONG FOR
>UftU6ATioN--«fOORDINe^-^TRANSCRIPTION
CLAU0IO LOPEZ, 15 H»ft Av«., Staten \%\md, N. Y.
I

demand payment for any performance of a time other than the

legally

way

it is

written as publiiilied.

Super Disc records switching sales
from direct- shipments to dis-

policy

tributors.

iS

N YOUR HANDS
RAZAF-WALLER

'9

N

Wednee^y,

JaniMiry 29,
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Jack Benny Slated for Vaude Dates

New Ownei^ Take Over
Downbeat, Onyx, N. Y. Taiities,' *Star
Two

52d

street,

N.

Y.,

mi Garter

Ws Mi

spots

changed

hands last week.
The
Downbeat has been sold to a corporation headed by Bill Levine,
owner of the Dubonnet, Newark;
Jack Benny is beinf submitted for two week stint, but are now attempt- Tony Collucci and Ralph White.
Lack of consecutive theatre time
ing to revive the negotiations. Benny Colucci some years ago owned a throughout the country has caused
bts first theatre date to many years
subsequently has been offered to the slice of this bistro, but sold out the foldo of two vaude units within
lay Music Corp. of America. Deal if
Capitol and Paramount, but no deal only to repurchase an interest last the week. Earl Carroll's "Vanities"
consumated will be around the end has yet been made. All
closed in Philadelphia at the connegotiations week.
of May, with comic likely to play are on a guarantee and percentage
The old Onyx club, which lately clusion of its date at the Earle theabasis.
In Boston, deal is likely to has been operating as a straight tre, and Harry Howard's "Star and
Chicago, Boston and New York.
eatery, has been bought by Ralph Garter" is due to bow out at the
While no deal has yet been set for be a straight 50%.
windup of its Capitol theatre, Washany house, it^s seen that there will
Benny, previously, was submitted Watkins.

In MayimGiiarantee,Per(»!ntage Deals

Lack of Consee. Dates Cited

In Red;

'

be considerable
-up the dates.

difficulties in setting
'
'

RKO

to

Gate

ington, stint, tonight

for a date at the Golden
theatre; "San Francisco, but

(Wednesday);

Sole large unit continuing viauders

squeeze two weeks into the 400 club,
Unit was slated to ll<f
St. Louis.
into Adams, Newark, Friday, but
Vernon decided operation took

enough

losses.

AGVA Pays Off
When show folded in Philly, Vernon paid off some performers out <St
the bond he posted with the American Guild of Variety Artists, anfl
paid fares to California for some of
the chorus girls. Other fares were
paid to Ohio and some to New York.
Ben Yost singers and the Mercer
Bros, were given promissory notes in

Puleo Yamps Rascais
is Paul Small's "Showtime."
Benny is reported Unwilling to deal had to be dropped because of
Both units lost plenty diu'ing their
play more than two weeks in each dimculties. Problem of squeezing in
'':::Again in Floriiia Eot
runs. Bobby 'Vernon, who leased the
house. Picture companies, so tar, the Benny, Phil Harris and Dennis
Day
shows between appearances
"Vaaities" name from Carroll, deha,ve refused to okay that type deal,
couldn't
be worked out.
clared that unit has dropped upwards lieu of salaries.
inasmuch as they would lik^ to hold
Howard's "Star and Garter" layr
Benny if grosses warrant. A Roxy
Johnny Puleo, lower-case comic of of $40,000 during the 14 weeks show
It's likely that such problems will
theatre spokesman
declared that arise when and if Benny makes his Boi-rah Minevitch Harmonica Ras- traveled, while Howard is I'eported out was similarly saddled with
house toppers once turned down a personal appearance tour inasmuch cals, last week repeated his disap- to have lost $9,500. Small, because heavy expenses. In addition to leasContinued on page 46)
act.
Pint-size
comedian of the fact that he was able to get
as show generally starts its summer pearing
vamped the unit a few days after most major dates within a comlayoff around that time.
paratively short time, said that he'll
Negotiations
will
be resumed winding up at the Colonial Inn,- Halwhen Johnny Dugan, of MCA's the- lendale, Fla., and rest of the troupe come out ahead on the venture.
had to go on without him to play
Vernon attributed the fold' basicatre dept., returns from a iPJofida
an Alabama theatre.
ally to the fact that bookers are still
vacation.
Puleo was subsequently located by afraid to take chances with unit

OrMBackbyMfA

(

Pitt Nitery

Adds Acts

Pittsburgh, Jan, 28.

While most

$TEVE EVANS
HAP?¥^tlMES £
»SE.:

iom MOMENTS

MASTS

lieSES

niteries are crying the

blues and cutting down, at least one
is going in opposite direction. Marie
Dolan's Green Acres, wWch previously has gone in for dancing only
with four-piece outfits, currently
Billy Catizone's, is also putting in
floor

shows now.

a representative of the American
Guild of Variety Artists, and pleaded
illness. AGVA, as a result, ordered
Puleo to state the amount of rest
needed and rejoin the outfit.
Puleo pulled his first disappearing
routine when he wound up an engagement at the Diamond Horseshoe,
N. Y., several months ago. Comic was
reported dissatisfied with the terms
of his contract with Minevitch, and
wanted to leave the outfit. Minevitch
subsequently came in from the Coast
and asked
to clarify the situation. Union then ruled Puleo's con
tract with Minevitch to be valid.

shows.
What's needed, he said, is
sure dates before a unit is even assembled.
Vernon is said to have taken out
the unit under too great financial
handicaps.
Carroll is reported to
have received $1,250 weekly for use
of his name, and retained the right
to okay all dates.
Consequently,
when Vernon wanted to book the
show into cafes, CarroU nixed the
deal, although Vertton Was able to

HILlNi' and

HOWARD

SAN FRAHCISeO. CAL
FOR XHKBH WinSKB

lis CLUB.

Dlr.i

BIAXXS B08EH

AGVA

LEE NOBLE
THE ^ABBY DECEIVER

For Roxy,

NEW YORK

STATE,

Managcmmt: PAUL S^ALL
r«ieiMl Direction:

VILLAGE

Yates of the Associated
Sole kink in the
deal is the fact that Vallee has been
set for April at the Copacabana,
Chicago, and may not be through at
the cafe in time for the propoised

Charlie

Booking Corp.

Ud., Inc.

JACK LENNY

NJ., ?a«de Dale

Rudy Vallee may go into the Roxy
theatre, N.Y., in April' or May.. He
has been submitted at $10,000 by

OPENING THURSDAY, JANUARY 30TH

LOEWS

Rudy Yailee Asking IdG

^

RoxJ(.

VANGUARD

NfiW
:

y^V'

—

YORK

NOW
{IntMlninrfyt

date

A MESSAGE f ROM LONDON

I

C C V D i\ M M

(Among .th^^

Radio and YaudevilJe Nar^

leaves for

IS

TO

PUY

Vaude

New

York on the ^'Queen

Englond)

ifizabeth'^ Jan.

29

INTERESTED IN ACTS WISHING

ENGLAND FOR HIS VAUDEVILLE UNITS
DECCA RECORDS
B.B.C. RADIO

Dept.t

mm. TOBIAS

Production Dept.:

AND

HYMAN ZAHL

LANGHAM PRODUCTIONS
12B, St
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Street,

C/o VARIETY, 154 West 46th

London, W.I., ing.
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4^
can go before

N^ht Cinb

it

offends racial W>i-

norlties,
•In his Latin

Rewws

„

Quarter appearance,
Cohen's material much of it in dialect, is clean and, according to ms
exit hand> the stuif is very much in

' number "Bali Boogie." Pacing, too,
Cojjpaeiibattiif Miaiiii
was ojf, with oiz of conducting band demand by the audience. He drew
Miami Beach, Jan. 25,
a laugh maker at first, but later on two encores with his cloak-and-suiter
Danny Kaye, Pmii Haakon, Maj'is repetition slowing up stint,
Having worked among the
stories.
Blentones
(4),
Young,
That he wa anxious to please is cloak-and-suiters for many years, he s
Minis, Ralph
June Tttiflor Girls (7), Dave Tyler evidenced in the hour-long se.sh gotten the knack of telling yarns
Orcfi (14), Noro Morales Orch (12), which i.icluded some 14 numbers, about them very much in the manProduction Staged by Benny Davis, most of them clicking. Brought on ner of one teUing a story on himseU.

choreography by June Taylor: $5$7.50 ruin.

been tough sledding for most
spots this seas, li with this swank
It's

room
the

struggling lor hit along with
b-.t this time operators

otliers,

Murray Weinger and Ben Slutslty
seem to have struck boxofflce paythat
dirt in Danny Kaye, despite

plus the high prosalaryduction and onerating expense. New
seating arrangement, which, allows
for packing in 500 diners, plus the

i20,000

heavy beverage minimums for dinner and supper has gauged the 'Toom

First

in-the-blaclv proportions.
to
ftvc days saw seUouts for

every
the second week
what
that's going ti> tell the story,
with Kaye earning! himself mixed
reaction from first nighters and

sessiet),
.

but

it's

subsequent attendees.
minutes to
It took Kaye several
opening show jitters,
fet over his
hat nervousness may have led nim
with his weakest
o?!'
ifiti? teeing

wile Sylvia Fine in middle and
picked up pace, though there was
still too much of that cute biz. They
wanted to hear him sing, and the
becoming too evident.
lulls were
With proper pruning of the interim
biz between numbers and the reacquiring of the feel of a cafe aud,
the guy should again be the sock
nitery performer he was when he
In
first clicked at La Martinique.
his current stint he tarns in a satisfying performance for his fans—
though how long they'll keep coming back at those heavy tariffs is a
moot question. It's a» one shot affair
with most, and there's plenty of
competish around to^, siphon off the

However, Cohen, on previous guest
night and casual date appearances,
has been guilty of offensive material,
but as long as he sticks to tlie type
yarn he did on his first LQ show,
he's okay.
,
„
Other new acts on the current

Quarter session comprise ChandraKaly and his dancers, Marina and
Liela; Craddocks (3), Francis and
Grey, and Moro and Yaconfelh.
Chandra-Kaly dancers provide the

Jack Lynch, Ipriner operator ot
Ernesto Ii*cutn«, taned Cuban
the Walton rOo*, Fbiladelpjiia, i»
composer, and Id iBunivah, W. Y.
dfickefing for the defunct Coronet
News ooliunnist, liav6 signed qlub there, and may reopen spot
starting
Y.,
N.
Boxy
theatre,
for the
shortly. Lynch has been away from
MSrch 6 on bin with Sid Caesar. Chilly nittry operations since byildDate will be Lecuona's fjrgt theatre ing inspectors condemned tl}« WalHe cleflfed, among ton hotel, which boused the cafe, las;l
appearance.
others, "Malaguena" and "Andalacla" year,
which are in the repertoires of nearLynch, at one time, was reporled
ly all concert orchs.
negotiating for the Coronet site, but
SuHivan, between his appearances was unwilling to shell out the $80,.
at Loew's State, N. Y., with the 000 asking price.
Since then, price
Moon
Ball
winners,
usualHarvest
on the property has dropped conly played one date annually at the siderably.
Lynch at various times
This WiU had been diclcering for a Philly
State at $2;500 weekly.
be Sullivan's first Sate at tlfe Boxy suburban site as ivell as a centerin about 10 years.
city property. Both these deals* fail<
Daily

bers.

Mardi Gras, N^i,

num-

Mardi Gras, N.

,

importation, are an energetic triO of
Overall, the sesh add&j. up as knockabouts whose work is an adhighly satisfying class cafe enter- niixture ot Three Stooges and the
He sings all his film fiitz Bros. Their audience acceptance
tainment.
sucstage
his
some
from
plus
hits,
is okay, but they have a tendency to
cesses. Topper and new is his lul- become wearing. Sterner editing of
laby to dau 'iter Dinah, * which their material should imprqve their
sends him off to palm-whaclcy re- act considerably.
his second
in
action, Tightening
Moro and TTaeonelli, Mex comics,
show was evident, and probably by are a bit too elementary for Broadnow Kaye is the top cafe performer way audiences. Their humor is
he should have been at the debut.
musical. Francis and Grey

jell.

Drop

Bond Eow Aussies Sign U.

Airer in

_
French

.

The Craddocks, a recent

repeaters.

ed to

touch with their East Indian

artistic

FOR CORONET, PIflttY

lor N. Y/Roxy IferA

and South American terps. Costuming and routines are above par, and
they collect a big haild for four

MING

JACE LYNCH

i/EdSuivanSet

Y.,

which

last

Tivoli

and recorded programs from the
spot aired over WINS, was forced to
suspend the shows Monday (21) because of the Mardi Gras' failure to
post a $350 bond with the American
Guild of Variety Artists. Bond was

Acts

S.

has re-

Australia,

circuit,

sumed signing American
work in Aussie houses,

weelt started a series of broadcasts

acts

for

Among first to be packed are Bm-ton and Janet, who sail from San
Francisco, Friday (31) on the SS
Marine Phoenix.
'

to coyer the salary of Jaclc Eigen,
who emceed the airer.

This type of broadcast show
are veterans in this cafe. Their snake superseded the musical talent at the
dance goes over with usual effective- Mardi Gras.
Harry Finkelstein,
ness. New house singer is Martin spot's
operator,
time
paid lor
vocals
production
the
does
who
Kent,
Vincent Travers, charges as well as Eigen because
competently.
longtime maestro at .the nearby broadcasts were used as advertising
Diamond Horseshoe, handles the stunt.

mainly

INTERNATIONAL

SIN6INGSTAR

Rest of show builds niCelyj with
the Blentones handling production
numbers in neat fashion, the June
Taylor line imprfessing with imaginative routines and Mavis Mims sock
in her brief tap turn. Ralph Young
shows definite improvement in the
song department and by season's
end should be ready for the northern class spots. Paul Haakon purveys' a new sesh of his Class ballet
type-terping with a Russian theme
that earns him a begoif reception.
Dave: Tyler 'and his unit play
the proceedings in top style, Nbro
Morales End his ace group of

rhumbaddicts get them flocking on
the floor in heavy^numbers, for the
Lary.
dance sessions.

show music

EI

jMiVe&SIJie

TtOBEmS

Jose.

neatly.

M©B*ffie«®<»

V,ENTAL15IS.-.^A\AGICAL MASTERS

Mont'l

(FOLIiOW'tIP)
^Vanities!
Montreal, Jan. 24.
Continued from page 4I>
has been
her jway around the ing the name fro.m producer Mike
vocalizing
its
while,
quite
a
nitery circuit for
Todd, Howard, like Veriio^ had to
the first time she's ever played this
town and according to current re- pay chorus girl salaries, When
troupe laid off, and frequently had
ception, she can come back often.
Her delivery of Jhe old time pops to make long unprofitable jUmps to
"Sunny Side of the Street," "April fill dates.
.
Sh6wers," .etc, is done with plenty
It's also contended that the high
Gal
schnialtz and commerciability.
looks okay, in nifty gowns, and she price of acts niakes it impossible for
of
set
a
with
the
choruses
units
play
to
the
houses.
the
small
out
belts
pipes that gets attention even witli There are towns that would like to
Special material get these shows, but are
noisy audiences.
unable to
also bofifs 'em for solid response.
shell out $8,500 weekly guarantees,
Archie Robbins is held over from
and shows can not afford to play
previous layout as are Dino &
straight
percentage
dates in the
Rosita, ballroomologists.
New line (6), featuring aero smaller communities.
dance by Dorothy Douglas, makes
However, closings of these units
nice impresh. Al Grant's orch Xll)
won't put the kiss of death on Uiis
cuts Aow neatly. Biz okay.
type entertainment.
Laza.
Soward is
mulling another show, "Diamond
Horseshoe" with title leased from
Billy Eose, and may start worfe on
Ifly

^

Though Bea Kalmus

Roosevelt Hotel

MEW

OJllM!A'S«y

4-Week ICniraKement
Per. -Rep.:

HAttBT ORKiKN.

.

Headliner change in the current
Latin Quarter lineup is of more
than usual interest to tHfe trade. The
tiig item is the first' Broadway date
of M^ron Cohen, whose fame as a
raconteur caused him to abandon his
former calling as a silk-salesman in
favor of pro theatrical engagements.
For more than a year he's been shuttling betw«en bistros and clubdate
appearances, and by now has estab-'
lished himself to a four-figure weekly
earning capacity.
Cohen's LQ preem comes at a time
when a controversy on flialectitians
is raging.- Center of the argument is
the degree to which dialect material

Optming Febmory

BROWH HOTEL
UOUISmtlE. KiNTUCKY

OiMBiM fateiMKir

24tii

KING iftWARD HOTEL
roHONTO.

CAHMA

iomt'fciRS

New

in

Bmnm

A NEW IDEA ...
A SKRVICB lor tils Miislcinn,

the
KutertalneT. tlie After whose career«ncontber«a by liiiiHvtant
btiildins
but time-Mt«a1inK cboKs: Contacts,
] K V « 1 - planalng:,
CorrvHiionaence,
Wtti'ilriibe, Shopplnar.
Purt-time, -le*
bnHlH. Adilreiui; TAXBNt'
ISox BO;l, c/o Varletj, Il»
Street. New \'oi-k.

SUmWim,

Styling

DAURICE SHAW

H.

KLEINMAN

%

that layout shortly.

liou Cohan has resigned from the
LEONARD GREEN AGENCY, inc.
Week of the Olsen and John- Al Borde office in Chicago, to go
PL 1I-74T9
13f E. 57* Sl„ N. Y. C.
son show at the Carnival resulted on his own.
in a Mgher opening week figure than,

any layout to play that

show

O&J

spot.

piriled $49,500.

Olsen^nd Johnson were

ing

POPCORN MACHINES

RADIO'S MOST
VlRSkfilE
ENTERtAINER

origina-

at
a
ally set for the Carnival
straight $10,000 weekly, but deal was
revised when the comics started hir-

BarKntntt in nxeil and rebuilt SIan1e.r,
Bnri'h »n<l Star malceB. Send for my
'

Uet and save money.

ARTHUH

some stooges on the show. Nicky

Ray

Strtfeli,

1M1 Wesfwood

Ave.,

BORAH

Consequently,
objected.
contract was revised which provided
the cost of extras be shared besequently

TliankH to Agent

HARBX KANK
iOB BlANN

Si

Blair, the Carnival's operator, sub-

New Yerk

Dance noattatw

Showbiz!
1»«7 Catalog JEV1;B1
Exrlosive materlRl onr speciaitfl

25-31 -K 30th Road, L. I. Cty
N. V.
Velepliones Astoria 8-61)6S

IstWk. at Carnival, N.Y.

.

LEOiNtinciiDDirS

West Wib

froin our library, one of the
lATKest,
most comprellenBlTe in

^
^

Fhrst

Currently

FOR THE TALENTED MANY

49iG.

O^J' Cross
In

Ttfc

Parodies! Spvcial Songs! Bits!

^ Draw

l»r

tween the comedians and

Blair.

Mnirter

Cerrmony ot tUe
DIMES- DRIVE

of

MARCH OF

New

S'eaeral

pact is believed to call for $8,500
plus percentages 'over $47,000 gross.

SINGINO PIANO PLAYERS
WANTED FOR
GAY 90'S CAFE

Cknemmeiit Hlvlston

.

Also SroidcAsting His Comedy
Impersonations on the Air for

Saranac lake

BILLY

GIBBONS ALE
Dir.:

By Happy Benway

JACKSON

1B04 llronawas-

Motiotol Concef* Atlfsi« C«r|f.

New

Yoric 19,

*.

Saranac Lake, N. Y., Jan. 28.
orchid to Rosita Rios, LatinAmerican songstress, of the El Chico,
Greenwich Village N, Y„ nitery for

.

An

her weekly plug concerning
colony and it's members.
Charles Haufhold,

LOEW
BOO

this

IMTS!

who

beat the
taking continued treatment like a veteran/
Joseplj Lowey, Duo-Art Studio artist, after a two month period of observation upped for meals and mild

Munaldi operation,

is

uxurci.se.

^Screen and Stage

Sophia Medes cheered up by good
clinic

report

and lipped

for

AeilON! CAMERA!

EDDIE RAY. Photographer of Radio,

.

moMs
with

and pix.
Helen Olsen Phelps doing nicely
.and flashing good clinic reports.
Ben Shaffer back to bed fightihg

Stars,

now associated

McFARLAND STUDIOS,

master

craftsmen of the new, sensational high

off pleurisy.

Garry (lATSE) Vandevmast appointed secretary and treasurer of

speed

"We, The Patients." Rogers monthly
magazine, while Sig Mealy will replace editor Eddie Slagus, who is

of unusual merit for show people, on'

lights, is

own

resigning,

their

Eddie Vogt, is producing a show
for the Trudeau sanitorium patients
and will also emcee the Catholic
Daughters Charity Ball.

modate 50

The family
ConnoUy,

of

Robert

inokidiiii;

his

(Republic

Pix)

stage, large
artists.

enough to accom-

Appointment only.

(lATSE)
mother.

visitingTiim at the lodsc.
Dr. George E. Wilson, Medical
superintendent of the Rogers, back
from Pittsburgh and Washington.
Pa. his home town.

Helen

producing photography

!

\

Studio of Creative Photography
\

Grupp

licked recent set-back and up and
.
around again.
Write to those who are ill.
'

846 7th Ave.,
j
i

New

York

Circle

8
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¥iiBJl»E¥llJLB
be tapped by performers out of
Although no bistros have
closed in Chi, area in the midwest
report closing of key spots.
Top
spots have folded in Peoria and Milwaukee, with many lounge spots also
Shuttering, One spot just reopened
cut its talent budget from $4,000 to

47.

to

Betenliol of

1% Nilerf Tax Prompts

work.

Chicago, Jan. 28name band with a 12-piece outfit and
With the announcement by the eliminating name acts for lowerRepublican majority in Congress priced performersr Panther Room
that it intends to retain the 20% of the Sherman hotel is changing to
Bitery tax, club owners here are on ice shaws for a three-month test
the verge of abandoning entertain- period, and if that doesn't do the
ment unless the tax is reduced to the trick room may abandon entertainpre-war 6%i Bistro ops claim that ment for the first time in 44 years.
Only three other hotels use acts,
the extra tab Is the main reason for
although
many
keeping cafe customers away.
have
cocktail
Act budgets have been feeling the lounges and use combos; Edgewater
slash here with top rooms such as Beach with low cost bands and rethe Empire Room dropping lines and vues; Bismarck, which uses medium
ether acts and bringing in singles and price acts with semi-name bands,
a band. In this way, owner Connie and Blackstone, which has been doHilton expects to cut several thousand dollars off his amusement nut
every week. Sister room of theJlmpire. Boulevard, iste'vens hotel, cut
its budget this week, replacing a

COMEDY
PATTER
6AG

PILES

@

thru 20
(Nos. SI thru 2S

Nos.

1

$1.00 each
Heady Soon)

"900K OF BLACK-OUTSV

@

120.00 P*r Vot,,^
$50.00 for 3 Vote.

S

V«l«.

"BOOK OF f>AROPI^'
to Sock IParodias for $10,00

"H©W TO MASTER
(How

to B« qn Xlmece)
$3.00 Per Copy

No

on nay sttaterial! If .en
mIso Mtt4 pcmuinent aaaress.

C.O.iD.'a

route,

PAU(A SMITH
2QS

W.

S4th

St.,

New Yorh 1%

N.Y.

off

things.

GEORGE JISSELMAFTED

ing poorly for the last several
months. While most of these rooms
are off, they, are not as hard hit as
other spots. Places like Colisimo's,

AS NEW PREXY OF NVA
George Jessel has consented to
take over the presidency of National
Variety
Artists,
succeeding Lou
Handin, who has held that post for
the past 10 years. Post is honorary
and he'll officially take over on
Feb. 16 when annual election of
other officers takes place. Nominating committee is now working on
the remainder of the slate.
Recent change in by-laws of the
organization will have all officers on
honorary basis, with exception of
treasurer and executive secretary.

Band Box and numerous swing spots
have cut their name shows and swing
bands to cheap package
deals.
Lounges along Randolph ,Mreet and
on the northern boundary of the city,
which used two or three rotating
bands now have a piano sans acts
and dancing, as customers ju.st won't
pay the tax,
Milton P. Raynor, attorney for the
Chi Cafe Owners Association, said
that cutback in the entertainment
budget of cafe owners in Chi area
amounted to almost a third, and that
if relief was not forthcoming, further cuts would follow. The group
is banding together with other bistro
ops across the country in an effort to
kick out the 20%.
Unegmployment of Acts

Handin has been nominated
ter post without opposition

for lat-

Tex Beneke,

The 400 went into business late in
1944 as a cafe, using acts and nonname music. Following year. Tommy
Dorsey inaugurated a name band
policy on a high scale of pay which

group.

Chevalier Set for Canuck
The Exelusive and Amusing

Tour After N.Y. Dates
.

Montreal, Jan.

28.

Maurice Chevalier is expected to
open his Montreal engagement on
May 22, run to continue for two
weeks, according to Canadian Concerts & Artists who are booking his
tour here.

Chevalier
beth Feb.

is

28,

to

scheduled
fill

to

sail

Elizaa series of en-

gagements in New York and other
spots.
Canadian tour will last
per week.
three
weeks,
arrangements now
~- A board of governors, numbering
being made for p.a.s in Quebec and
12, will also be chosen.

UURETTEandCLYMAS
"DANCUtylORISTS"
Currently

Srd

WASHIM<5TON,

Curry, Byrd
"nOlAU

domestic circuit.
Prior to that he was with the Arthur
Fisher office.

WaxOm

vuaaiK mamis

Engagement

SHOREHAM HOTEL

WM

USO-Camp Shows

Return

WITHIN 9 MONTHS

With Deber

Royal Hotal

,

who's owed $5,300.

never was completely successful.
Dorsey was the only one to ever do
really good business at the spot,
which is out of the way at 43d street
and 5th Ave. Since reopening' for
the current season last September
over from Moss.
Listed among the creditors of the the club has been the wonder of the
defunct operation is the U. S. Gov- band business in that it could conernment for $80,000 in taxes; Stanley tinue to pay its nut and still operate
Cohen, an investor friend of Moss, with .such poor biz.
Several weeks back, the 400 ceased
Bob Merint advertising
$22,000;
agency, $12,000 et al. One bandleader the use of name bands and now has
Billy Maxted's orchestra, a 12-piece

the entertainers' side things
possibly Toronto.
Despite his activities as 20th.-rox
look dark, with many acts out of
work in the last few months.. In the producer on the Coast, Jessel is figBOSSI HEADING FOB n.&
midwest areaT Jack Irving^ regional ured to give' considerable time and
attention to affairs of the NVA.
Paris, Jan. 28.
director of American Guild of Variety Artists, said that over $200,Tino Rossi, .continental tenor, is
000 in bond money was being Harris Quits
sailing to America shortly. He'll be
in Chi
returned to owners, and that the
accompanied by his agent, Felix
Succeeding Marouani,
union's weKare fund was beginning
iSid Harris of the Chicago office
of the William Morris agency, has
resigned to go in business for himself. Harris has been with the Morris
office for nearly seven years.
Spot will be assunied by George
Deber, who formerly booked the
IN

JOHNSON ASSOCIATES, Mount

Over $300,000
as a creditor is

listed

and will from Cherbourg on the Queen

the same remuneration he
had been getting as president, $50
receive

EMBASSY CLUB, NEW YORK

Bankrnptcy

Citing Debts of
a

•

Renee and Eddie Root
Por. Mst.-.NIAY

Y., Files

The.400 Club, New York, up until
few weeks ago one of the highest
than the rest of the country, largely paying users of name bands, is exdue to huge convention biz, mose of pected to file petition in bankruptcy
the continued good trade is reflected in New York today (Wednesday)
in not more than a dozen spots, citing debts of over $300,000.
While
while the rest of the niteries and that action has been taken on. the
lounges are taking a beating. How- operation under Nat Moss and his
ever, for a few money-malting spots partners, the spot continues in busilike the Chez Paree and Latin Quar- ness under the management of Louis
ter, there are many
other places Salzman, lessee of the cocktail bar
desperately trying to make a go of and room the 400 occupies. He took

While Chicago has been better

On

THE CEREMONIES"

Onb, N.

$500 a week.

'

Foi All Branches of Theatricals

FUN'MASTER

4i

«"»

%

C.

Le Roy

THE SilUROOM"
ON TOUR

.

e
Opening WmlmmmTj

4ili

,

COTIllION ROOM
HOTEI. PIEHRE, New York
WINCHELL said

.

WALKER said ".
BOSTON
CHICAGO

said

big time"

.

.

.

".

.

.

preferred
.

said

list"

simply wonderful"
.

HOLLYWOOD

warming technique"
thrilling harmony"
said
.

.

.

NEW ORLEANS said ".

,

.

magnificent singing"

Fersonal Manager

Direction

LEONARD LOEWINTHAN

MUSIC CORP. OF AMERICA

,
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New

Variety Bills
LcHeri

Ore

Beiieki-

The Fontaines
Hxll

Miililr

State

Mack & Desmond
Canfleld Smith

UOI.Y0KI!!
Talley Arena (1) %8
Bob Chester Ore

Robert MArgnait

T

P

t,

Valett

The Keramys

Corpa lie Ballet
Roekettes
Sym Ore

Puramaunt

Sl-2

(I)

Gene ICrupa Ore

SO

(I)

Putricia Bdwman
Charles liaskey
GH Maiaon

Sammy White
KAKSAS CITS
Tower (I) 30
Bd Raye & Pedro
89

(P)

Elliot Ijawrence

Bow <I> «»
Gracte Fields
^'he 0el)onairs
Beatrice Seckler

D Schaat
BUASn
Olymiiin (P) 3»
Olsen & Joy
Diane Courtney
F Bartholomew
Sammy Walsh

Arthur Blake

Starless

J

Olga San Jua.n
Renault & Rudy

State

Noble

l,ee

Ruby

Jt

Hill

I*orrrtine Rognan
John Bolea
Jim Wong Troupe
Strnnd (W)

Town

Oharlie Barnet Ore
ESnsllA

Vivian Blaine
Don Bice

Eddie Bio

•

NEWARK

M

Ray

Colea

£

Adams

BRONX

NEW

&

Rogers

Majestic (I) 30-2
Alston & TounK
Betty Jane Moore
Bedlnl & Joe

5IHq

Thorjaen
Roberiaii Circus

&

Primrose

Morgan
-

Gold

Sis

Sashii liBonoff

Janinira

Dudleys Midgeta

%6-S8

<I)

Lee Noble
Primrose Se Gold

S-5

,

The

Jansleys-

The Sargents
Lynn Fader

.

Francis Renault

Roniann Ijang

Don

NIG

Day * Alva
PATEBSON

Julie

t-t

<I>

30-1

Prances Urban
York & Pearce
Katherine Chang
Alan Ames

Bernta' George
XIlitlHMfll

Sfl (!)

York & Pearce

Gorej:.
i!»-31

M

*

Louise

Charles

PHM-ADBLPHIA

Sully «r Thomas
tiee Mills * Pofrers
Hiihey B Blamoiid

& Dad

YC Borden

Cnrman (I>
Bob Sargent

30

SQermlil)

Teas

B &

.

JANE

BEN

ROCMEUE and BEEBE
Ployisgi

laHe

Week

^

Wla.

'Tiirali'e,

jm

,

B15DF0BB

BaUss

The Kan&KawaB
Nlles ft Nadynne
Phyllis Wnils

in

•1

Madcaps
The Janslcys
3

Windsor <I) I-*
lavere & Handman

Anthony

30

(I)

Gordon Mac Rae

Atkins

in

'

Nlsht

SnNNEAPOI,IS
Orpkeum <R) 30 '
Bob" Crosby Ore
3 Dunhills
Criers

a»

('>

J & J arandow

the Orpheum theatre, Los Angeles,

no small measure, and couldt singer's stall, Including her pianist,
Mrs, Belmont was the daughter of
have stayed onstage all
Jean LoMP Peltier, and her im- Richard Sutton, early day theatre
night at their Friday (24) opener.
Foursome opens with "My Sugar presario, Roland Fernand Malbec, owner.
Bisaell & Parley
also killed, » along with 17
Machito Ore
Is So Refined," driven largely by a were
Alice Farrar
PUpl Campo Oro
Usual
bass.
Prince
chanty-calling
Crown
including
mellow,
others
BARNETT WELANSKt
Bob Turk
Ia Slartinique
Hotel Pennsylvanlr high tenor: follows with "For Senti- Gustaf Adolf of Sweden.
A) Bernis
Barnett Welansky, 50, former op-,
Charlie Spivak Ore
mental Reasons." Bass returns in
Bonny & Rey
Hotel Pierre
erator of the Cocoanut Grove, Bos«
Further details on page 2.
Lillian Roth
"Ole Man River" rhythm riff and
L & E Roberts
Ernie Stuart Ore
ton, died Jan. 27, in Boston. Welanpayees love it. Encores are "SepGhas Reader Oro
Lutin Qunrter
Hotel riaia
lUtARCVS A. BENN .
sky was pardoned from a 12-15 year
tember Song" and "Bye Baby Blues."
Myron Cohen
Hildegarde
Marion Carter
Spotting that syrupy bass, in choruses
Marcus A. Benn, 80, retired indie sentence, two months ago, when it
Hal Kannor Oro
B'rancis & Grey
while relegating the higher-ups to theatre opeirator, died Jan. 23 at his was evident that he would not Ijve
Chandra Kaly Dcra Monte Ore
Outfit
Hotel Boaseyen
beat is unusual and good.
Craddocks
Guy Lombardo Ore would do well in any spot and looks home in Philadelphia. In 1909, Benn more than nine months because of
Ohio Gladke
Hotel Taft
opened the Belmont theatre, now the a serious illness.
4 EsQuirea
like a good bet for reciords.
Endch Light Ore
Wanger Line
Welansky
operated
Benson, and continued actively as
Cocoanut
Tomm.
Waldorf-ABtoria
Leon A Eddie's
Morton Downejr,
an exhibitor until his retirement last Grove at the time of its disastrous
Eddie Davis
Ore
EmU ColemanOre
Jackie Whelan
COLES & ATKINS
year. He operated a small chain of fire in 1942 in which 492 persons
Mlsohtt Borr
Joan Matitell
Corner
Bogers
Dance''
theatres which was absorbed by lost their lives. It was subsequently
Di Cosinos
Don Baker
Daurlce Sh8w
Wins.
6
proved at the investigation that supWarners.
Alomas Hawnlians Strand, N. T,
Shepard Chorus
The Chanteurs
posedly fireproofed materials were
Sherry Britton
Far better than average, the
Barry Bros Ore
Art Waner Oro
inflammable.
Buck Jones, cowboy
HEBgEBT COBTHEtt
Bnbnn Bleu
sepian dance team of Coles and
Monte Cnrlo
Marais & Miranda
DlcK Rasparre O
Atkins looks like one of the best
Herbert Corthell,- 69, stage come- star, was among those who perished.
Muriel Gaines
Robertii
acts of its kind. Boys' smooth terp- diat) for half a century, died Jan. 23
Gloria King
Sibfincv
Cedrio Wallace I
LABBT OINSBEBG
ing is marked by effortless precision
Old KomnalKB^'
at his home in Hollywood after a
Iieonard Elliott
patter
roushort
song
and
and their
Larry Ginsberg, 31, publicist, died
Jackie Phillips
Notes
His last public apyear's illness.
Sadie Banks
VersnlllM
tine is just enough to prove interJan. 28 a't Cedars of Lebanon hosNina Dover
Jean SaWon
esting.
Th^'re equipped now for pearance was In ''Arsenic and Old pital, Hollywood, from a virus inAlice Kins
Bmtl Petti Oro
Lace" in Los Angeles.
the best vaude or mtery dates.
Bobby Harrell
Panehlto Ore
fection.
He had been ill for about
Joe La Porte Ore
Duo
open with a slow beat, feaVillage Vangnnrd
familiar figa
he
was
years
40
For
Inn
a week.
G'wlch Village
and
Maxine SuUivan
well-executed
slides,
turing
Revue
ure on Broadway, and was a fea.loaephine Premice
segue into the patter stint. Precision
Ginsberg went to the Coast about
I^rankie Hyers
Don Frye
cemedian i}ack in 1907, when
terping is also done to a slow beat tured
Jolinny & George
Dorothy Douglas
in 10 years ago snd became office boy
Kussell
Lillian
with
Chavez Ore
appeared
he
Eddie Gibbs
wind
fast
but they
up with some
for' Harry Brand at 20th-Fcx, ultiNed Harvey Oro
Vanity Fair
"Wildfire." In addition to stock and
Stol.
tapping that's solid.
Havana-sfndnd
Gertrude Ntessen
mately being promoted to publicist
repertory productions he worked in
Paco Reyes
Jan Murray
handling trade papers. He left 20th
Gloria Lebran
Hal LeBoy
BOB A Ali
such plays as "The Balkan Princess,"
Margaret Phelan
Bob Williams
Dance
Vagabond about two years aSci to enter inde"The
Carmen Sol
."Strongheart,"
Boyd Baeburn
pendent publicity business with Jack
6 Mlns.
Catalino Oro
Ginnte Powell
several
Days"
"Seven
and
King,"
Ore
Carlos "Varela
Apollo, N. T.
Wlyel
screen Mulcahy.
Belmont-Plaiia
Bob Lee
This was probably a last minute Winter Garden revues. On the
Blair & Dean
Survived by mother and several
Kay Carole
booking and it's a bad brealc for he appeared in "Louis Pasteur,"
FrakSon
Stuart Ijangley
Bob Russell
these two guys. With more rehearsal, "Bombay Mail," "This Is the Navy" uncles, including Henry Ginsberg,
Peggy painter
Eddie Stone Oro
Giv'ns routining and polishing they'd prob- and others,
&
Paramount studio head.
D'Qulncey
Nino Bd
Zimmerman'*
ably be a workmanlike tap team. As
Hotel Commodore. Gene KardoS
of
the
life
member
Corthell was a
it is, they have trouble staying toJohnny Long Oro
AK'THUB L. BEBNSTEIN
Janczl Makula
gether and the discrepancy between Lambs Club and belonged to the
Jislga Bela
Hotel IVIxle
Arthur L. Bernstein, 82, Jackie
Paul Arnold
Players, the Actors' Order of Friendabilities of the two is marked.
Don Beator Oro
Coogan's stepfather and executive
Sinclair & Alda
Kay Hammond
In their solo stints, one shows as a ship and the old Green Room Club.
Helen Wenzel
r^ou Seller
for the Mike Lyman restaurants, died
other
pretty
good
dancer
while
the
Marion,
niga Orlova
Surviving are his widow,
Dean & Bay
Jan. 21 in Hollywood, following a
has little but flash twirls. The fipal and a son, Edmund.
heart attack.
jump and splits stanza could be
CHICAGO
omitted entirely.
More practice
Coogan sued his mother and BernALBEBT C. CAMPBELL
H Kilgewater Be'eh
BlBckhawh
Tomm.
Henry Brandon O needed here.
Rusa Carlyla Ore
Albert C. Campbell, 74, ballad stein in 1938 for an accounting of
Hild D'cers (16)
Geneve Dorn
l.ane
Donna
singer, reputed to have made record- the $4,000,000 he claimed to have
Woo Woo Stevens Song Stylists
earned
as a child actor. 'The case
CJiex pare*
ings in the experimental days of
t.os Hermandos 3
Tony Martin
Ben Berl
Ruth Newman to Abraham Ozer, Thomas Edison on phonograph rec- was settled by splitting $250,000, the
Pearl Bailey
I.athrop & Lee
Jack Cole
New York, Jan. 12. Bride is witli ords, died at his home In Flushing, remnants of "The Kid's fortune.
Hotel Sherman
.Tune Edwards
As
result
of this suit, Superior
a
(
N. Y., Jan. 25.
Claude Thomhill
RKO Theatres publicity dept.
Gay Chiriage Ore
Court ruled that a percentage of the
Carl Marx
Adorables (12)
Florida Edwards to 3. C. Lewis,
Campbell as a member of the old
In Models (8)
PhyllU Gale ^
Hotel Stevena
Las Vegas, Jan, 25. Bride is an Peerless Quartet, which had been a salary of a film moppet must be
Lucio Garcia Ore
placed
in
a
trust
Don McCrane Ore
fund until th^ thesp
Coloslmo's
actress; groom a radio producer.
faye hatmony group at- the turn of
Dennis Kelly
Vivian Prancis
Bob Hall
Peggy Sanford to Steve Carlin, the century. Is said to have partici- reaches voting age.
Sherfnan Girl
Donita
Coral
it

,

Norman Nassarr

Tim Herbert
-Milla Bios

trouped with Lady Diana Manners
and spent several seasons in vaudeville.
Her last appearance was at

probably

P Whlteman

HABTJOnD

Sheldon

(lelie

MOOEB

Hotel New Yorker
Bllmpy Blank Ore
Jr Or Sainmy Kaye Oro
Marion Spelman
La Conga
June Arnold
Irma Henriquea

Howell & Bowser
Fred Douglas
(two to fill)

.10

Tex

Songs
15 Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.
GRACE
With vocal quartets pretty much a
Grace Moore, 45, American opera
glut on the market, it's a surprise
when a new one appears on the and film star, was killed in an airvaude horizon and shows individual- plane crash near Copenhagen, DenNevertheless, the Ravens have mark, Jan. 2S. S"our members of the
ity.

BKO; (W) Warner

(»>

(r) I-araraeunt;

YORK CITV
NKW
t'npitol (!')

RAVENS

4

to MiiiiMtlaa irtth biu» tolbw UWcato amMiw tei at
whether roU wr •pUi week,
IB pareatheBis tndicata etrcnit. <I) Independent: <I<> Loewi

Waamsln

Acts

Satmaif 31

MARRIAGES

Direction: EDBIS: SlUITH AGENCX
1601 'JSroadway, Nenr Teric

'

Pierre Cartier

The VlWngs

Barry

Palmeros Canines

Holly

Minda Lang

Bterle (W) 31
Ralph Slater
Dave ApoUon Co
Duke Art & Junior

Buss Le Beau
(one to ml)

BJiLXIMOBT}
ftituodroine
io

80

(I)

Workmans

lanft

Berry

& B B
PROVIDENCE

Rochelle

MetropTt'n

Boag
The Nonchalants
State <I) 30-1
Vfyoming Duo

"Wally

Tito

Garon

SO-1

(1)

Raymond. Scott Ore
Michael O'Shea

M

R &

&

Bennett

Rohmer & Darrow
Sol

Peola Oro
Copncobana

Bolores Gray

Norman

Prank Libuse
Chuy Reyes Oro
iLynn Pader
"
BBADING
Arne Barnett Oro
panny Shaw
Rajah (1) 3,0-1
Oerney Twins
Hary McClanahan
Jimmy Lunceford O Jlmmle Burrell
»-B
Sis
Marianne
Edwards
j & B Paysee
Hotel Bismarck
lioke & Doke
Qeorge Ackers "
Joseph Sudy Ore
ft Holly * Denlae Bobby Wallace.
Roland Twins
BOCKFORB
Stan
Barto &

Th^ Jacksons

Palace (I) 30
Launer Twins
O & S Millard
Whaling & Tvette

BOSTON

Keiths <R) 30
Cole 3
tjng
ue Ryan
Arnaut Bros
R & B Ambrose

3

BOVNB BBOOa

Brook (I> V-i
RUss La Beau

Wally Brown
Barr & Estes
Peggy Lee

©on Corey

Joe phuHnps Co

SPElNGriELB

.CAMBEN

Tomrs

31-S

(I>

The Barretts

Wnda llABe
3G^an1c Paris
Bay & Nardo
Honey Bros
CHICAGO
Chlcaga (P)

Lane Bros
giU Jolinson
Oiana Lynir
Bob Evans

Pretenders

The Whitings
Paul Walker Oro
S.4W MttANCISCO
Ooiden Gate (B) SI

'(two to AH)

,

Court S«

m

80-31

Larry Daniels

Montana Kid
Dick & Dot Remy
Rosalind Page

U

Oriental (L) 30

Alvarado Duo
'Anthony & Alyn

Capitol (L> 80
Jans & Marteil

Johnny Downs
Jean Carroll
Tltlnk HolTman

WO0N8OCKET

Kath'erlne

Palace 4B> S-S

PerOinand

COI.liMBVS
Btiihgton

New Park

(I)

%

& Bailey
Chang
Akan Ames

Collins

Or Vernon

&

Bride
seen in

is

Rugged Path;" groom

i§

Nelle Fisher

N. Y., Jan.

Boulevar-Dears
I.«tiB aoarter
Ted X^ewis Ore
Geraldine Du Bois
Paul White
Blroy Peace
Corwin Sis
Sol Klein Ore

ducer.

actress

last

16.

stage-radio

legiter,

.the Bull

Draper

Helen Ruth Ditta to Harry Mirsfey,
Chicago, Jan. 23., Groom Is man- Peerless Quartet.
ager of "Student Prince" at the
Mack Triplets
After making recordings for a
Palmer House
Blackstone theatre, Chi,
number of years, in 1918 the quartet
Orlfl Williams Ore
Dorothy Doutflas to Robert MurDorothy Shay
signed with Victor, and for the next
B\ & B Barry
larkey, Austin, Texas, Jan, 21. Bride
Vela Montola
decade Campbell and seven other
Acromaniacs
tionore
Abbott D'ncera (1*) is actress with the Eagle-Lion Films. singers
appeared
in
concerts
Annette Olsen
Marilyn Elwell to Hunt 'StromRio Cabana
Montero' & Yvonne
throughout the country, Wiling themJerry Lester
berg, Jr., Raleigh, N. C, Jan. 26.
Eddie Pens Orn
Berry Bros.
selves as the "Eight Victor Artists."
Hotel Blnckstone
Groom is Broadway legit producer. He later appeared with the Memory
Terry Lawlor
Hartmans
Bradfleld
Don
Joy Ames to Dick Landry, Holly- Lane Trio, organized during the past
Bamoa OrclrTha Lovelies (10)
Hotel Congress
wood, Jan. 23. Bridie and groom are war, which entertained at service
Cee Davidson Ore
Joe Vera Ore
Vine Onrdqia
dance team..
Sam Barl
camps' and hospitals.
Hotel Contlnenfol
Al Zlmniy
Mrs. Evie Wynn to Van Johnson,
Za Bach's Ore
Ryan Bros
Survived by widow, daughter and
Juarez,
Marianne Pedele
.Too ICIsh Oro
Mexico, Jan. 25r;
Bride is sister.
Sheldon Reed
Jtel Cole Oro
former wife of Keenan Wynn; groom
is film star.
BETNOLDS
Laraine Day to Leo Durocher, El
Tom Reynolds, 67, veteran British
Paso, Tex., Jan. 21. Bride is screen
producer and stage director, died in
star; groom is manager of Brooklyn
London Jan. 25. For many years he
Contiiiiied from pagt Z
Dodgers,
was associated with the' late George
Jacqueline Lanltershim Mutrus to
Erwardes in production at the latence, meanwhile, is winding up plans Frank
Sundstrom, Las Vegas, Jan. 19.
ter's
Gaiety and Daly's theatres,
for the Brotherhood Week campaign
Groom is a film actor.
London.
at its New York headquarters. Staff
Joy Ames to Dick Landry, BurHe later became eohnebted ivlth
has lined up a number of network bank,
Cal., Jan.
23.
Bride and
the Palace theatre, London, where
shows that will devote special men- grooni are screen
players.
he staged several revues, including
tion to the campaign and has waxed
an all-star transcription that will go
"The Passing Show," "Bric-a-Brac"
out to every station in the country
and "Vanity Fair." Subsequently he
for spot announcements. NCC3 deMr. and Mrs. Louis B. Ross, staged non-musicals at the Duke of
cided against a combined net show daughter, Rockaway,
L. I,, Jan. 23. York's and had also been associated
this year, believing it would not pack Father is a Confidential
Reports with Walter Hackett in productions
as much wallop as a series of spaced exec.
at the Whitehall theatre.
announcements.
Amiong other London productions
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Barzman, son,
Motion picture division of the cam- Bollywood, Jan. 21. Fatjtier is a he staged were "By Jingo," "PoUOw
"
the Crowd," "Thunder in the Air,"
paign,
chairmanned by 20th-Fox screen writer at RKO.
prexy Spyros Skouras, will plug for
Mr. and Mrs. Eames Bishop, twin "The Bachelor Father," ^Take a
nationwide distribution of the spe- daughters^ Los Angeles, Jan, 23. Chance" and "The Woman in Room
13."
cial trailer produced for the Week by Father is chief of the
band
David O. Selznick. David Weinstock, booking office on the west coast.
LDLU SUTTON BELMONT
prexy of Raybond Theatres, has been
Mr. and Mrs. John Carradine, son,
nam«(j chairman of the Industry's New York, Jan. 23. Mother is Sonia
Lulu Sutton Belmont, retired legit
firiancial campaign, which will at- Sprel, legit actress;
father is stage actress, died Dec. 22 in Hollywood.
tempt to raise $100,000 during the and screen player.
As a child playeir she appeared
drive among film personnel,
Mr. :;anct Mrs. Billy Michael, with Fred Stohe istnd in later years
daughter,
Pittsburgh,
Jan.
18.
Mother's the former Gwen Harding,
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Fields,
Sablon's Frisco
nitery dancer.
daughter, Jan. 22, New York. Mother
Jean Sablon, singer current at the
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Shiels, son,
is Edith Fellows, former child filmYork, Jan. 27.
Versailles, N. Y., has been signed New
Father is actress now in vaude;
lather is with
talent
manager.
for the Palace hotel, San Francisco,
the Abner Greshler agency.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Hoover, son,
starting March 20.
Mr. and Mrs. Barry Kramer, son,
Chanteur will
get a guarantee and percentage of Pittsburgh, Jan. 24. Father's general New York, Jan. 12. Father
is music
manager
and
publicity
director
the couverts.
of pub photographer.
Pitt Playhouse.
^
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Sax, son, New
Sablon will continue his Richard
Mr. and Mrs. feirk Douglas, son, York,
Jan. 25. Father's a vaude perHudnut broadcasts while playing the Hollywood, Jan.
23. Parents are .film former;
mother is Nadine Gae,
Palace etigagement.
players.
dancer.
.
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TOM

^igs

Ming Ling

Teiclier

Bill

Vicente Gomez
Mildred Bailey
Joan Nickol
& Terrantl
Golden Gate 1

Care BocielT

(Downtown)
Ollvelte Miller

Phil Leeds
Cliff Jackson
Cisco Houston

i C Hoard Oro
Cafe Society

(Uptown)
Jules Munshin
Dorothy .Tarnac
Susan Reed
Roberta Ijee

Dave Martin

S

BdmunA Hall
Carnival
& Jt>hnaon
Beatrice Ka.v
.

Q(sen:

;

Puppets
0 4! T Valdex
Blackburn Twins

Sftllci

IlicliaH

Edwards

Tal

CopacaDan

Irwin Corey
Shirley

Raye & Naldl
Steen & Taaher
Michael Durso Oro
Pernando Alverez O

Olamoud Borscsnoe

Sirl

Imogene Coca

Herman Hyde

Turner Twins
Rosebuds
Jackie GleasoD

Banks

Hal Hunter
Tables Davis
Henald & Rudy
Jack Mathers
Noble SIsslo Ore
Syd Strange Oro
El Chico
P.osHa Rios
Miguel & Albalctn
Clielo

Villareal

Embassy

McManus Ore

I*rry Marvin

Ore
cfiiM
aeorso Wonc 4V

Jiae Mellli

Iteid

ma

IVa)icse« Oliua

•

Joss Curbello Ore

Billy

Ralph Pont Or
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^
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LYSTEB CHAMBERS
Lyster Chamber, 71, vet legit actor,
died in
York Jan; 27, He made
his last appearance In "Signature"
at the Forrest theatre in February,

New

~

1945.

Chambers had been a leading man
with Mrs. Patrick Campbell, Berth*
Survived by widow and sister.
Kaliscb and Mme. Simone.

wmtm BII.DEB
Morltz Hilder, tfl, former exec
vice-president of Goldwyn Pictures
Corp., died in Lenox Hill hospital,
N. Y., Jan. 25. He was also a retired
importer and manufacturer.
In 1917 Hilder helped organize the
Goldwyn company with Samuel
Goldwyn, and remained with the
firm until his retirement from active
business in 1924.

Survived by widow, son, daughter
and brother.

OTTO

KlJtVES

Otto Klives, 80, veteran Toledo
theatteman, first manager of the Valentine, Toledo, when it opened in
1895, died Jan, 21 in Brooklyn, N. Y.
He also opened the old Casino theatre, giving Toledo its first legit house
built over water. He also had been
with the Auditorium, former legit
house.

His

widow and two

sisters survive.

•

CITY

Blue- Augel
John Buckmaater

glasscutter,

met up with Henry BiUT, who, with
two other singers, organizetj the

BIRTHS

NEW lOEK

pated in the making of thousands of
He had started out as a
but when 20 years old

"The records.

radio pro-

inrlng Berlin

WASHINGTON

Clyde McCoy
Maurice Rocco
Jack Leonard
B WeUa & 4 Payos

Duke

.

MCA

Date

LOIS

ARNOLD

Mrs. Lois Arnold,
tress

died

at

the

84,

retired acForrest

Edward

Home

in Philadelphia, Jan. 26.
She
had been an actress for more than

60 years.

She had been seen in
"It Is to
flict"

New York

in

Laugh," "Quicksand," "Con-

and,

lastly,

"Overture,"

in

1930.

Mrs. Dora Freeman, mother of
Isadore Freeman, Metro publicist,
died Jan. 13 at her home in Holly-

wood.

,

Father, 83, o£ Roger C. Cl-^ment,
Paramount International's secretary
and counsel, died in New York, Jan,
,23.

:

Mrs. J. H. Anderson, retired actand mother of Hoot Gibson,
died Jan. 22 at her home in Holly"
after a long illness.
ress

wood

Wdnos^ay, Jannary 29, 1947

Sniija

HeoK ScorK A§»i
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By JACK PULASKI
Sonja Henie and her "Hollywood
Ice Btevue" always was rated, the
classiest attraction offered in Madj8on Square Garden and that goes for
the present engagement, her 10th
annual appe, ranee, which started

Thursday

last

(23).

Again

it's

a $6

top show, the ticket price hardly a

from opening

factor judging

night,

•when the audience virtually filled
the arena's lower levels, but the top
$helt was strangely bare.
The Chicag.^ combo of Arthur M.
Wirlz, the I presenter, William H.
Burfee, the nroduction director, and

lar Tower crew. Tom O'Neal doubles
in the m.c, spot.
Beverly Hill contribs boogie-acrobatic terp in followup spot.
Her

work is interrupted by Al Dault
staggering on stage as a drunk who
wants to climb on tables. He's appeased with four tables which he
pyramids to put him in the flies as
he balances atop- two chairs and
quartet of bottles.
Climax of the
act is Okay, but couple could get
there faster for increased audience
approval.
Jewel Joyce offers a couple of
songs, "He's Funny That Way" and
"Donkey Serenade," giving way to
O'Neal's own turn at chatter in comedy vein. Has a fresh line of eorhedy chatter and embellishes with
harmonica playing and travesty on
toe dancing.
Martellg
Mignon offer novelty
acrobatic act, with three burly gents
tossing the. petite gal about the stage.
Routine is worked up into sequences

the
stager,
Catherine Littlefield,
has topped previous showings in
production splurge, the nut being
quoted around $400,000, It required
seven 70-foot baggage cars to bring
the settings, costumes and props
from the "hi Stadium. There are
&
scene changes for every number
on the revolving stage at the west
end of the Garden, it requiring 18
deckhands to handle the scenic end,
while the crew also has 20 spot- during which Mignon is tossed and
light operator: up among the gird- twirled between the trio without
ever alighting to the stage. Act wins
ers.
mce response.
Quin.
The costumes are dazzling but
Miss Henie doesn't count just on the
State,
V.
duds desig iCd' by Kathryn Kuhn of
Bonnie
Baker,
Johnny
Downs,
New York. She is on the ice as
often as ever before, dominating Lionet Kaye with Kathleen Ireland,
She is Crosbv Sisters, MeribetJt Old; "The
seven production numbers.
billed the nonpareil of skaters^ and JoUoh Story" (Col).
that is conceded to be so, from
Despite the generally good calibre
the time the little, blonde Olympic
champ came over and became a pro- of the individual acts. State's bill'
fessional.
Since she gave impetus fails to jell into a well-playing layout.
One of the faults is the longto the ice show field there have been
running
film, "The Jolson Story"
a number of crack rink stars develthe minimum
oped, but none is on a par with which necessitates
playing time for each act.
Ordidainty Miss Benie.

narily,, this would be an asset, but
has been said that there's little in this case, several tuVns just about
change in the art of exhibition skat- warm up when they're off.
ing hut Miss Henie has added someAs a result of inclusion of six acts
thing new In several numbers and when the house had to go into timeIt's a thrill to watch such a faultless
saving maneuvers, Barry Gray, is
performer even though there aren't just doing a straight emcee job, The
iuch fabulous' trappings for her WOR disk-jock, is, as expected, not
and the outfit. Miss Henie is doing the most polished conferencier explenty of solq work but is in action tant, but since he hasn't the time to
with three male partners, in pair make any kind of impression on the
appearances, as a rule, they being audience, it would have been better
Geary Steffen, Harrison Thompson for him as well as the theatre if he
and Gene Theslof. Production num- were shifted to a bill where the time
ber, billed as "Primitive Ritual" has problem wouldn't be as acute. As
most of the adagio which the star it is he's getting $1,750 for doing next
It

etarted several seasons ago. Theslof, to nothing.
rated one of the strongest skaters,
Rest of the bill has its moments.
does the lifting.
Meribeth Old, a comely contortionist,
In "Sleeping Beauty" she has does supple backbends and cartThompson as the prince and in wheels to send the bill off to a strong
"Happy Holidays" there's Steffen as start. Continuing in the fast vein are

consort A novelty production number called the "Bon Bon Shop," is
ia standout with the principal rtien
dancers participating, but Miss He-

?iie finales the number stepping the
ength of the rink on her toes, or
rather the front tip of her skates.
The concluding number, "Circus
Bays," is reminiscent of the Barnum, Bailey, Ringling show, the
biggest number of props being used.
Star's hula number is her bell-

ringer,

however, rnd has been since

she started it. New bit has the star
simulating a tight wire artist in the
circus

number.

>

Freddie

Trenkler on lend-lease
from "Icetime," the theatre skating
Eliow in Radio City, which Miss Hesue and Wirtz also present, is again
the favorite clown. He
trick from that show,

is

using one

grasping a
wire and swinging over the audience. First appearance is in the "Borden FaiWly," a'Coinic trio as walking
cows, with Trenkler the smallest,
partners being John Farris and
James Carter. Trenkler's policeman

and fireman numbers brought him
iKick for plaudits many times, and
although the first nighters seemed to
be a cold audience there were a
number of encores, such as won by
Fritz Dietl (stilt and pair skating),
Carter, Rudy Richards a former line
skater discovered by Burke, Gretle
and Robert Uksila.
There are half a dozen rhythm
numbers, eight and 10 specialists
working in some and the entire ensemble appearing in others. Costumes that touch the ice create allure to several ensemble evolutions

but the pinwheel number with all
tha girls and lads in action is a real
Clicker as jt previously was.
This
season there are 24 male line skaters, more than during the war, the
bunch that walked out in Detroit
evidently Leing easily replaced.
Musically the show is excellent
both in the vocal and orchestral de
J>artments,
latter
having jack
Pfeiffer batoning. Miss Henie's revue

a

darling pedformance, the
number one steer ruhnef diversion,

Is

fast,

Tower, K.
Kansas

C.

City, Jan. 24.

Tom O'JiTeil & Jewel Joyce, Al
Vault & Beverly Hill, The Martells
& Mignon, Totoer Orcli (9) with Jack
Parks and Kenny Field; "Plainsman
and the Lady" (Rep) and "Dangerous Millions" (20th).
Pace is only moderate on this
show, and for entertainment value it
stacks

up

similarly.

Medley
lead-off

Parks,

r

of Gershwin tunes is the
with specialties by track
trumpet. Ted Greer, piano
Field, vocals, of the regu-

and Kenny

up is Bob Evans, ventre, with his
Charles stooge, Jerry. Kvans scores heavily
Laskey, Robert Marshall, Gil Maison, with the dummy doing several songs
Ted & Flo Vallett, Rocfccttes (36), but could build better with bits inBallet (28), Chorol Ensemble, Sym' stead of fast quips, which throws
phony Orch conducted by Charles much of his material away.
Lane brothers, tumblers, are standPrevtn: "The ycorHno" (M-G), reard and one of the best in the biz
viewed in VArietV, Nov. 27, '46.
with their unusual acros and zany
Russell Markert's current Music comedy. Band does a medley of top
'46 and features the mae-stro,
Hall production, labels "Carnival," tunes of
is
generously spiced with sockp Lou Breese, on fine trumpet solo of
Loop.
To Each His Ovifn."'
turns, but poor routining and selection of numbers give an overall impression of dragginess and bad pacStrand.
V.
ing.
The layout is overheavy on
Chorles Barnct Orch (17), tuith
Distinctly
ballet and vocalization.
Stewart; Dorothy
on the credit side, however, are Billy Usher, Rex
Claire, Ray English. Coles & Atfcins,three of the acts supplementing the
in
M, H. regulars. They are Gil Maison "Man I Lone" '46.B), reviewed
Variety,
Dee. 25,
and his assortment Of animals, singer
baton-spinners
and,
Robert Marshall
Most satisfying aspect of the new
Ted and Flo Vallett.
Ballet tees off the proceedings with Strand bill is the fine music of
Maestro
Barnet's
orbh.
a pleasant routine into which solo Charlie
terpers
Bowman and brought only siX of his original
Patricia
Charles Laskey are spotted. It's all combo back with him from the Coast,
up to top standard, but nine min- augmenting the group with 10 musiLocal
802, but
utes of ii starts to give it that draggy cians from New York
feeling.
the fact that the new men have never
JCnstead of a change-of-pace which played before with Barnet is nowhere
should follow it, Markert brings on noticeable. Band, although a little on
his choral ensemble and featured the brassy side, sounds as good as
singer in Neapolitan costumes.. They ever. Balance of the bill is an okay
go through some semi-classics and conglomeration of songs, dancing and
occasionally break into life with a comedy, making for a well-rounded
tambourine, but there's a lot more 50 minutes of entertainment,
dash needed, Bruno Maine's set is
Orch, with eight brass, five reeds
excellent, incidentally, with a gon- and three rhythm, tees off with a hot
dola floating on a very realistic jump tune featuring solos by Barnet
water illusion. It's here that warbler on his alto sax and Rex Stewart's
Robert Marshall is introed and cornet. Singer Billy Usher follows
Impression, with "Pretending" and "Only Have
makes
considerable
although pretty much buried under Eyes for You" in ordinary style. Lad
the set, costumes and choral group. has a smooth baritone but tries too
He's a young tenor whose good looks hard to imitate Sinatra, resulting in
equal his vocal ability.
a display of seeming nervousness
Gil Maison's laugh turn, which marked by bad breathing technique,
could have been used earlier, is Stewart takes over next with a novspotted here, between the Neapoli- elty cornet demonstration, drawing
tans and a New Orleans Mardi Gras hefty applause via smooth work in
with the Rockettes.
Maison's act, the upper register and simulated talk
long a standard, is always a topper, on the horn.
with his monkey enraged by the
Songstress Dorothy Claire, an atname "Frank Buck" and hiS assort- tractive blonde who's back in N. Y.
ment of big and little dogs. He's after a successful Coast tour, perks
added a neat new gimmick, too, a up the proceedings with her boisNegro assistant who does a brief terantics on the musical comedy side.
routine with a ventrilo dummy at Gal still has a tendency to overdo
the getaway.
the bantering asides to the audience
Segued into the Rockettes' finale but pleases with a raucous delivery
are Ted and Flo Vallett, who can do of novelty tunes, including "Kansas
things with batons that will give City," "Coffee Song" and "Say Si,"
American Legion drum majors night- She encores with an excellent sellmares for weeks. 'It's a fast and ing job on "I Cain't Say No" from
spectacular turn. Rockettes, in new "Oklahoma!" and begs off.
and very legsy costumes, go through
Comic Ray English, gets the retheir smash precision work against quired yocks with his standard routhe New Orleans set with the choral tine of prattfalls and hoked-up imgroup backing them in attractive personations, although his gags are
fluorescent costumes.
yellowing at the seams. Acro-dance
Herb.
windup, though, is good. Coles and
Atkins, couple of top sepian terpsters .(New Aets), complete the bill,
Boston, Jan. 24.
Kathryn Grayson, Johnnie John- Barnet orch backs the show well and
son, Dot & Dicfc Remv, Jan Murray, closes it with a nostalgic medley of
4 pSJcotinjr Mocs; Larry Flint's House the band's faves, including "CheroOrch; "Boston Blackie ond the kee," "Pompton Turnpike," "Smiles,"
etc., with Barnet in the groove on
Law" (Col).
his alto and tenor saxes and clarinet.

MsiSie.Ji&all,

Patricia

the Crosby sisters (2) with broad
and juvenile comedies which can be
extremely boring or get across hand"somely. At show caught, team affected the latter result.
The headline lure is in Bonnie
Baker, who 'some years ago catapulted to name brackets on the
strength
of
her
vocaling
"Oh,
Johnnie" with Orrin Tucker's band,
The' slight-babyish voice isn't as
evident today, but she still pleases
an audience.
Her three numbers
topped by her Inevitable theme,
makes for a hearty exit.
Johnny Downs, simil^Iy has a
chance to show his entertaining potentialities in his song and dance
work, but doesn't- get a chance to
fully carry out his aims because of
the time element. Gets more than
passable returns, nonetheless.
Lionel Kaye's auctioneering stint,
with merchandise and cash giveaways, is still surefire audience fodder.
He has no trouble in getting
patrons to the stage for the opulent
gifts.
Assisted by Kathleen Ireland,
he's able to accomplish a lot during

Bowman

M.

and

•

AW

.

A

little

prano

RKO's

slot, so-

Grayson

proves

out of the

Kathryn

plenty capr.ble of rousing enthusiasm
among the raucous juveniles as well
as with the more adult customers
of later shows, and thus is ace in a

Stal.

Capitol,

Wash.

Y.

Capitol,

Tex Beneke Orch (31) with Gary
Stephens,
Ginny
O'Connor,
and
Meadowlarks (3); Fontaines
Gene Sheldon; "Lady in the Lake,"
(MG), reviewed in Variety, Nov. 27,
1946.

Tex Beneke and the Glenn Miller
orchestra is one Of those things that
the band business has been endeavoring to figure out since it came
Never before has a
into existence.
band connected with an absent leader's name been able to make a go of
Beneke, at the helm of the late
it,
Major Miller's combo, has not only
made a go of it but has turned out to
be one of the few leaders consistently good at the b,o„ on one-nighters,

theatres—and

locations,

•

ap^

still building.
Beneke gets
a crowd reaction here similar to the
old days, with kids yelping for old
Miller faves. That is now a rarity
in a Broadway house,
At the Cap for the second time
since reorganizing, Beneke's grouping of f<3ur trumpets, four trombones,
six saxes (with leader's), one French
horn, four rhythm and 12 strings
does a sound job of entertainment
though it follows the prescribed
"rules" of stage deportment for name
bands, meaning it doesn't step out of
the ordinary routining.
And it's
backed up with two equally entertaining acts in the Fontaines and
Gene Sheldon.
Opening with an arrangement of
"Toselli's Serenade," the show opens
on a fast pace and doesn't relinquish
it; a Beneke vocal of Jerome Kern's

parently

"Yesterdays" follows,
Beneke's status, and

to
is

establish
tailed by

Ginhy O'Connor and the Meadowlarks neatly doing a brace of items
recorded by them for RCA-Victor,
Happily, "Uncle Remus" and "Gal
in Calico" both are good stage material.

This maintains right down the line
a really sharp performance ()f
Jerry Gray's arrangement of "Rushere called by its

to

—"Meadowlands."

sian . Patrol,"
original
title

It's

a fine bit of writing by Gray, and
the band, an excellent combo which
displays a lot of the spirit so glaringly missing in postwar bands, does
an admirable job. "Something Old.

Something New. .Borrowed.
.

.

.Blue'*

completes the band's chore. It consists
of "18th Century
Drawing
Is the Night," which
sounds .like a new hit; "Don't Be
That Way" and "Serenade in Blue."

Room," "This

Gary Stephens, who has replaced
Artie Malvin on vocals, works between the Fontaines and Sheldon.
He does well enough with the lyrics,
but at this showing seemed a bit
scared and as a result his stuff made
no more than a fair impression. He
lacks personality; as a matter of fact,
Beneke himself is no personality
kid as yet, but he does handle himself with a great deal more poise
and assurance than he did last time
around. He does all introes here.
Fontaines put on a crack aero exhibition. Two boys and girl, smartly
attired, have worked out some unusual handstands, etc., often using
the girl as the understander. She's
so clever and graceful at It that she's
always able to maintain the femme
aura while making with the'musdes,
and that fact contributes plenty to
the overall success of the act.
Sheldcin, around for years with the
same act, goes over heavily. His
comedy routine with the banjo still
gets plenty laughs. His panto work
and bits of business with a femme
helper (outfitted in repulsive black),

Washington, Jan. 24.
"iStor ond Gorfer Revue" with
Chaz Chase, Sparky Kaye with
profitable layout.
Vince Pellegrini, Helaine Jarrow,
Screen star, one of few to come John Barry, Vanderhilt Boys (2),
oi-t with a fairly well-planned rou- Bobby Winters, Ross Wyse, Jr., with
tine, does the operatic aria, "Sempre Peggy Womack, Frank Brooks, Line
'
Libera" to click on the heavier side, (18); "Two Smart People" (M-G).
then does "All of a Sudden My
Heart Sings" and other pops for a
This is off the beaten path for the
beg-off. Later returns for duet with Capitol, and is first gander many of
Johnnie Johnston, finishing with its regular patrons have ever got"Down by the Ocean" and "The ten at a relatively big-timS BroadSong Is You," to Wind up the Stage way show. Parts of show seem a all capped by his familiar finger-,
sewing bit, add up to a strong turn.
show very big.
little on the rough side for family
Wood.
Johnston, baritone with a nice trade this house garners, but cusstage presence and a lot of ease, tomer
approval
unanimous
is
does "Connecticut," "The Things We throughout, with cash register ringDid Last Summer" and a Kern med- ing up hearty returns.
Newark, Jan. 23.
ley, catching a big return from the
Connee Boswell, Shep Fields, conTabloid edition of the show Broadaudience. Show is emceed by Jan way saw a few seasons back stacks ducting the house orchestra (16),
Murray, whose comedy chatter is up well with original. General frim- JocJc Carter, Martez & Oelito;
his stint, via his fait chatter and distinctly okay. Other act", are Dot ming and tightening has improved "Search for Talent" contest; "Street
and Dick Remy, standard aero dan- pace, and effect is good. Sliow is Scene" iVA).
bribes.
Louis Basil's orch is onstage this cers, who keep the act in the air wealc on voices, strong on razzle
If the Philharmonic can have guest
week, and It doesn't show up as with cross talk, and the Four Skat- dazzle, comedy, ant', specialty numing Macks, roller skate artists, who bers. Girls are only so-so with the conductors, why not house bands?
effectively as in the pit.
Jose.
pull fast and skillful stunts in a pipes and terping, but impress with Shep
Fields,
former
"Rippling
small rink.
Show moves fast, the looks and the original costumes, Rhythm" maestro and name band
Olympla, Bfialmi
people look good, and the musical which still look okay. They do four impresario, is having a crack at the
Miami, Jan, 24.
background by the house orch is production numbers, with "Girl on guesting racket and making out quite
A nice variety layout and the Police Gazette," the finale, a well.
Gil Lamb, Viuian Fay, Lucille okay.
Elie.
If the decline of top bands conBarton, The Hergogs, Don Henry doing biz.
standout. John Barry does the tenTrio, Les Rhode House Orch; "Sisoring for parade numbers, register- tinues at {present rate, some such
arrangement as this may prove a
ing okay.
ter Kenny" (RKO).
Chicago, Ciii
In the specialty slots, Vanderhilt lifesaver to the baton wavers, left
Chicago, Jan. 24.
without
bands but in firm possession
terping
Diana Lynn, Bill Johnson, Lane boys start out with precision
Layout this week adds to solid
and then surprise with some fancy of a known name and a library of
effect most of the way to inake the Bros. (2), Bob Evans, Lou Breese
balancing stunts, all for good arrangements. Fields handles it with
Orch (W; "The Man I Love" (WB), hand
regulars happy.
returns, Frank Brooks follows, in aplomb. The pit band has been put
Gil Lamb toplines in good style
combo with chorus and tenor John on the stage in tasteful uniforms, its
with his comedy dances and patter.
Although current show iS' better Barry, in a fast shuffle routine, number expanded to the usual
strength of traveling combos. What's
Works in engaging manner to get than its predecessor, acts have a which he hai.dles well.
them from entrance and tops stint tendency to milk, which slows up
The Sparky Kaye- Vince Pellegrini more, this one Seems to play just as
with his nursery songs ala Cole pace. This probably was remedied fight scene proves roof raising, with well as the highly touted touring
Porter, Vincert Youmans and Shos- after initial session.
pint-sized comedian Kaye knocking jobs.
Fields is in good coin^any on ttiis
takovich.
Diana Lynn, Paramount starlet, in out ex-Golden Gloves champ Pelbill.
Best of the turns is Connee
Ballerina Vivian Pay comes in making her first stage appearance legrini, after plenty of funstering.
from her Latin Quarter engagement has much more than the average This act and Chaz Chase get most Boswell, a songbird whose charm
on mitt action. Chase does his usual and song projection improve with
to score nicely with her toe terps. Hollywood player has to offer
Garnered heaviest response with her stage dates. Gal knows how to'play eating stunts, swallowing everything each season. This time the wheelpiano
and sticks to just that. in sight. But he clicks best in his chair gal, pushed to the mike on a
bullfight number.
dolly, essays such familiar bits as
The Herzogs, four femmes, garner Starts out with "Lover" then swings take-off of Gypsy Rose Lee, and a "Bill," "Can't Help
Lovin' Dat Man,"
gasps with their trapeze work, with into "Clair de Lune" and ends with gagged-up Russian dance.
Bobby Winter registers in a dead- "Five Minutes More" and "South
front rowers ducking as they swing a Gershwin medley. She is simply
America Take It Away." Off to
which
imdressed
in
a
blue
satin
gown
pan,
juggling
act
hoop
comedy
comedy
seAdded
over
stage.
out
sscko returns.
quence aids in rating the group and makes nifty appeai*ance. Gets presses as being an improvement
Fields ripples through "Thanks for
solid response.
over usual run of the mill juggling
heavy palm- whacking.
Another refreshing change on the routine. Ross Wyse, Jr., assisted by the Memory" for most ambitious
Lucille Barton got by with her
stint. For the rest, he emcees, paces
song versions, which seem more bin is a singer that dispenses with Peggy Womack, do an adagio dance
Bill Johnson, recruit that is strictly for laughs, with thiS the show and conducts the vamps
suited to intime clubs, rather than the mike.
with
iadmirable musicianship.
in a large house such as this one. from light opera and revues, does horseplay a bit overdoiie. Helaine
Carter, new comic, delivers
The Don Henry Trio round out the only one pop n"umber, "Things We Jarrow does okay in her acro- in Jack
spades in first appearance at this
layout with their better than fair Did Last Summer," and the rest are dancing.
Show, which leaves a general spot. His delivery is lightning-like,
mouth-organing. Les Rhode and show tunes ending with "Old Man
Hefty reception follows, well-worth-the-money feeling, closes hfe feeling for audience reaction is
house orch hanc(Jle the show neatly. River."
"(Continued on page 54)
LovSe,
Lan/.
Biz good when caught.
even from the bobbysoxeri; Follow- after its week here.
-
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Experimental Tlieatre

Runs

V.

RABTKE

(Head q/ Catholic Vniverslty
Theotre)
Washington, Jan. 28.
T^here was a time ^not very long
ago, either— when the relationship
between the professional stage and
the university theatre was far from
friendly—something, indeed, like the
situation between the Capulets and
the Montagues, the Hatflelds and the
McCoys . . or Fred Mien and vice
presideHts. The professional tended
to regard the non-professional (or
amateur, as titles went) as nothing
dilettante.
Bvore than a bungling
Workers in the ivy-clad theatres, on
the other hand, very often looked
With disdain on the professional and
wadded their scorn Into the word
"coinmercial" which they threw

—

and
Building"
"O'Daniel," to be presented respectively by TCl>eatre, Inc. and the Theadistinctive positions in American ti-e Guild for
the Experimental
entertainment, the continued growth Theatre at the Princess, N. Y., are
of each promises only good for in rehearsal-^but was a temporary
audiences on all levels and benefits hitch in the progress of '3Uilding"
to the theatre, for they are as two last week when it was discerned
were not
players
workers laboring in different parts that
several
of the vineyard, both striving to en- Equityites.
rich and advance the American
•Theatre, Inc. was promptly intheatre.
formed that unless they were re"The

placed,

,

often.

into Early Snarl

Regarding Actor Status

Pro and Uiwsitv Iheatre

By KEV. GltBEBT

hard and

-

Reichholls SOG^
Fails to

As

Help

pended.

O^

UJ.

Opera

A6MA Trips ie Pea!
Chicago, Jan.

28.

Last minute decision of American
Another point of Guild of Musical Artists that would
have a new backer undertake pre-

oohtention, fiercely argued on both
sides, was the respective artistic
merit of each stage's accomplishment, with the university too often
adopting the late 19th century myth
that the artist is an ivory-tower

vious obligation of the United States
Opera Co., blackened the outlook
for the 25 European opera stars,
even though an angel was all 'set to
come up with the needed 50G which
would raise the hectic up-againspecialist. The exchange of such
down-again curtain of Chicago's
sentiments was not likely to proCivic Opera House.
inote; diplomatic amity. Underlying
Harry Heiehhold, Detroit Symthis antagonism (sometimes mutual,
sometitnes not) is a respectable his- phony backer, agreed to put up
$50,000 which would stake the group
torical" tradition.
for one week of rehearsals, stage
lessened
antagonism
Today this
Btit
hands, musicians, rent, etc.
considerably. The university theatre
Reichhold would not undertake a
has assumed an integral part in the previous
commitment
five-week
theatre of America and is more and made to
by Edgar Bagarozy,
legitimate
a
as
more recognized
New York manufacturer. Bagarozy
branch of theatrical accomplishment. had to back out of the deal after
proAnd fo* several'reasons:
sinking $60,000 as one of the originfessionals are men aittdi women who al backers.
"received thejr jhitiai training in
Even though the Musicians Union
colleges and universities; established was on verge of agreeing to a dayappearances
guest
have
made
stars
to-day basis for its men, and all
In imiversity theatre productions; other details were seemingly set,
classuniversity
Originating
in
plays
demanded that two weeks'

Wanhope

In an unusual instance, OUn Dowhea, music rarltic of the if.^ Y^ Times
devoted' his Sunday (26) column entirely to "Street Scene," column beina
headed "Opera On Broadway." Calling the musloal "the most importatrt
step toward significaiitly American opera" he's ever encountered in the
theatre, Downes said it fulfilled his longtime belief that American opera
would come from our popular theatre. Downes had only praise for cast
music, libretto and production, calling the play "idiomatic, American, direct
and unacademic" in its operatic approach. Also discussing composer Kurt
Weill, Downes wondered "whether it Is not the very artist coming here
from a European social and cultural lif^ who will be quickest to perceive
in its full significance an aspect of American life; feel it as those who
always have been in its vicinity might not, and' in communicating it, tftka
- historical step in the direction of genuine American music-drama."

rehearsals would be susUnder the agreement be-

tween Equity and the Dramatists
Guild it is stipulated that all players
used must be members of the legit

From Toronto, Donald Wolfit, due on Broadway soon with his British
repertory troupe, states that while the outfit played London it was not in
competition with other rep groups, nor Should it be so compared in the U.S.
Shakespearean lead particularly had' in mind Old Vic, which came over
last summer from the West End with Special productions.
Wolfit said!
on'the other hand hold ourselves as no more than a touring company
with the necessary scenic limitations which this imposes." Attraction
•was slated to play Canada, with no idea of appearing in New York, but
accepted an offer for a limited date on Broadway after arrival.
Wolfit is head.pf production for Advance Players Assn. founded over
and Glendon Swarthout who won there in 193T for the "presentation of the works of Shakespeare and plays
of a classical and ediucational nature." The company, which gave more
Armed
Service
Award
the Guild's
than
2,500 performances of iShakespeare during the past 10 years, appeared
individually
with
scripts
last year
The awards are for the throughout the British Isles.
written.
purpose Of encouraging ijromising
"All Hy Sons," opening .tonight at the Coronet, N. Y., was first known as
playwrights. Three additional plays
'The Sign of the Archer." It was produced by a new legit threesomeare to be done for BT, other production firms to make presentations Harold Clurman, Elia Kazan and Walter Fried—but Herbert H. Harris ig
being the Playwrights Co; -and named as their managerial associate probably because he invested $30,000
the drama. Harris is head of the Charbet perfumery and his participaRepertory
Theatre.
in
American
tion probably represents others iu; that tsnterprisc! Including William
Gaxton.
actors group. When the disaffected
members of the cast were dropped,
there were protests from those actors, -one claiming to have been a
member of the Screen ActOrs Guild.
authored by John
First play,
FinCh, wiil be presented for fiveperformances starting Feb. 9, It is
to be followed later next month by
O'Daniel", written, by John Savacool

AGMA

7TH tosT

mmw

-

,

rooms hav6 become Broadway hits;
many professionals devote some of

their off-season time to teaching.
Eaich group has come to recognize
the value of the other and to respect its achievement. It is probably
safe to say that a mutual respect
has replaced to some extent the old
oppibsitioH;

cou'

Catholie V*» Vroisram

At Catholie Universi^, we conceive our duty to the student to
include both practical training iii
theatre art and a background of
thorough study. In our productions,
we consider that this responsibility

extends to our audience (one which
now fills our theatre for three
Weeks) find,, consists in performing
,

shows that they could not otherwise
see. This responsibility derives' from
our position as a university and iniplies that we should preserve the
heritage of the past at the same

time that we experiment for the
future. Thus, -we confine our pro
diictions to revivals of the classics,
original scripts and, experitiaents in

production techniiiues—all three at
tempts at which are attended with
the most hazardous circumstances
s^mong commercial managements,
'Jhis provides our students with
varied training, gives our audience
theatre fare unobtainable elsewhere,
and draws the line of demarcation
between our work and the work of
the professional stage. Our schedule
for the current school yeaf includte
one reyival of a dassit. one experi'
,

ill production, and three original plays.
From this point of view, the uni.
supplements and
theatre
irersity
complements the work of the New
York stage, filling its own niche in
the theatrical world.
The future Ss likely tO see art eveii
firmer reciprocal recognition by the
professional stage and the university
stage as to their respective places
in +he contemporary theatrical pic

tufe.

Since

lliejr

.

Other limited partners are Antonia Rossi, $20,000; Leonard Field, $3,000;
Henry Schumer and Dorothy Willard, $1,800 each; Louis A. Lotito and
Victor Etotileb, $1,200 each, and Ed Begley, $600, latter being in the cast.
Total financing approximates $60,000, but indications are the production
cost did not reach that figure.

•
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Booking Jam

(for
recent repertory
which, by the way, both the public
and- the theatre itself should be
grateful) provides another possible
source for young talent, but the

ittent

.

:

AGMA

university training

Raleigh, Jan. 28,
Plans for the seventh season of
"The Lost Colony," the Paul Green

We

Assn. of Theatrical Agents and Managers fined Dick Weaver, a member
symphonic drama presented each
July and August in the Waterside of the pressagents chapter, the sum of $200 for violating a regulation in
theatre at Fort Raleigh, Manteo, the revised basic pact with the producing managers. He agented "The
AGMA
were made at the winter meeting Red Mill" most of the time it was on Broadway and went in advance when
talent cos^s be put in escrow, and
Rules require that when a N. Y.
of the directors of the Roanoke the revival recently started on tour.
a five-week rim guaranteed,, in ac- Island Historical Assn. here last agent leaves town on such a mission he must be replaced' for the final
cordance with this old obligation.
week. The meeting was called by week. Weaver failed to put another agent on the job and so was called on
This would be impossible even with
f ormer Gov. J. Melville Broughton, the ATAM carpet,
the money, as the Opera House is
chairman.
Amount of the fine is approximately that which the management would
set for "Blossom Time" opening Feb.
Among those attending were have paid the replacement or Weaver had he remained in town with the
16.
Green, who has definite plans for show. Union originally sought to have Stn agent on the payroll for the
Reichhold was anxious to give the
improving both the drama and the last two weeks of a Broadway engagement but a compromise was made
25 top flight artists a chance to

Certainly this is tc healthy thing bring their talents before U.S. aufor thie American theatre. With diences for the first time. Success
Stock companies largely defunct and was practically assured impresario
sumiher theatres limited to a bHef Ottavio Scotto's group after, three
yearly period of existence, the life-+weeks of publicity and thousands of
blood of the theatre of the future phone inquiries as to the opening.
has got to be pumped from some- Situation Tuesday (28) had it pretty
where, even if this future continues certain that Chicago opera goers
to restrict its orbit to New York City would hot attend a performance of
ever gets Puccini's "Turandbt"' which was
• if the American ttieatre
aroundj as it surely should, to en- slated for next Monday imless
backed down.
tertaining a larger percentage of
our 140 million population, then the
need for experienced and expert
theatre people will be greater than
ever and training-ground for that
talent even more in demand. The
Continued from page 1
coiapanies

.'4ieed for
tinues.

Brooks Atkinson devoted his Sunday Times drama column to praises of
Beggar's Holiday" and "Finian's Rainbow" (though also^ mentioning
Street Scene") and ended column with; "If anything derogatory has ever
been WTitten about Broadway in this column, it is hereby withdrawn,
expunged and extirpated."

of the booking terms demanded, a
split of 60-40 of the gross being
asked as against a $4,000 guarantee.
Usual sharing terms for straight
plays are 65-35 up to $10,000, with
70-30 then applying, the larger per.
centaga going to the attraction.
Playiiouse is operated by Ben
Harden, former night club proprietor, who purchased the property last
season when plans to enlarge the
theatre were announced but never
eventuated.
House has had half a
dozen shows so far this 'season, all
flops.
Understood that Harden
bought an interest in one of two
attractions in his house and regardless of guarantees, his season so far
is in the red,
Next attraction there
is a revival of "Craig's Wife."
Playhouse went dark Saturday (25) when
"Temper the Wind" was withdrawn.
Aided by some critical plaudits business for that drama improved too,
but not to the extent of profitable
operation.

The execucommittee submitted plans for
expansion of the organization, the
theatre and the production, which
next season will observe its 10th

stage of the Waterside.

early in the season.

'

'

,

tive

Most unusual financial stipulation accompanies bookings Of road attractions for the Reynolds Auditorium at Winston Salem, N. C, one reason
why few shows play the stand. Attraction is required to post $5,000 with
the house to guarantee the show's appearance as scheduled. Cash is returnable at intermission but in the event the show cancels the money is
forfeited, patrons being reimbursed for the amount paid for tickets,
the balance being liquidated damages for expenses Incurred, according
to the contract.
Auditorium is a gift to the city by the Reynolds family, which owns

anniversary.
"The Lost Colony" opened July 4,
1937, as a local celebration of the
350th anniversary of the two events
whose story it tells: Sir Walter
Raleigh's attempt to establish
colony (the Lost Colony) on Roa- Camel cigarettes, and is Operated by municipal officials. New York's City
noke Island at the site of the theatre, Center is also municipally owned but is imder lease to a coterie who
and the birth of Virginia Dare, the operated it when the property was acquired for utipaid taxes when PlorellB
first English child bom in the New La Guardia was mayor. It's
a non-profit setup.
World. However, the play proved
so popular that year that it was
New John Wexley play, "Carrot and Club," which bows this week in
continued as a permanent production each July and August through New Haven, is developing into pretty much of a Carnegie Tech drama
school (Pittsburgh) alumni association. Producer is William Herz, Jr.,
1941, when the war caused its sus
ex-Army officer who graduated from Tech 10 years ago, and was associpension. It was revived last summer,
when it was witnessed by over ated with Orson Welles' Mercury Theatre before going into service. One,
Of first members signed for cast was Polly Bowles, who was in same Class
52,000 persons.
at Tech with Herz. She did a two-year stretch in flliMs for
on Coast
and until last September worked on Pittsburgh radio statiofts. Last-miiiute
'Pygmalion' Tees Off U.S. addition to company was Thomas Hume, another Tech alunintS who wa»
known as Thomas KoeMer as an undergraduate.

U

<

Stock in Mexico Feb.
Mexico

City, Jan. 28.

Sardi's, N. Y. restaurant will be remodeled and a men's grill installed
Opening of the 11-weeks season of
American stock in English at the on the second floor. Present tiny bar facing 44th street will be scratched
Teatro Iris here, first venture of the in favor of a larger thirst-quenching area inside. In order to provide
kind in Hexico, is definitely set for space for that revenue-raising department the present dining room will
Feb. 4, with "Pygmalion" as the be pushed back, the kitchen probably being moved to the second floor.
opener.
Gertrude Lawrence and Stairway leading to that level, now in the small lobby, is also slated to be
moved inside. Plans for the changes which call for quite an expenditure
Dennis King head the cast.
Pame May Whitty plays the lead were ordered by Vincent Sardi, Jr., who took over the management of the
legit rendiezvous from his father last summer.
in "Night Must Fall" which wUl fol
low. Theatre has been organized by
Heivin Parks, Sam Pearce and Mar
John Loves Mary," the new Norman Krasna comedy which Richard
tin S. Holman.'
Other plays listed Rodgers and Oscar Hanunerstein
are presenting in association With
include Henry Fonda in "Our Town,'
Joshua Logan, was favorably received in New Haven and Boston. BroadBoris Karloff in "On Borrowed wayites who saw the tryout were
surprised to see Pamela Gordon in the
Time" and Margo in "The World We cast, she having replaced Rita Lupino.
Miss Gordon is the daughter of
Make."
Gertrude Lawrence, who didn't plan a stage career for the girl. Miss
"John Loves Mary" has booked the
Gordon is playing a character part, but the resemblance to the star's
Booth, where it opens next week, alCites Impresario voice, build and mannerisms is said to be unmistakable. Her's is, a
though a larger capacity spot was
cockney
part in the play, which arrives on Broadway next Week at the
William Reuterman and his New
unsuccessfully sought.
Booth be•
Booth;
came available when "The Big Two" York Civic Opera Co. have been
was taken off Saturday (25). That placed on the unfair list by the
Charles Strakoseh, who has been company manager of "Harvey" since
production
sponsored by Elliott American Guild of Musical Artists,
it opened out of town last season with Joe
Nugent and Robert Montgomery, at- AtJMA action came as result
E. Brown starred, has resigned.
He had trouble with his eyes last summer when the comedy laid off and
tracted promising grosses but the Reutermaii takiiig an opera troupe
further treatment Is required, Strakoseh also feeling that he needs a rest.
business was not satisfactory to the out on tour last fall, without sign
actor-managers. Shakespearean rep- ing a basic agreement with the Understood that he is well off financially and is known to have been an
active trader in Wall Street. Recently an uncle died and Strakoseh is said
ertory from England (Donald Wol- union.
Reuterman, according, to AGMA, to be a beneficiary in the will. Joe Cohne is the new man bacSt with
fit) is advertised to open at the CenHarvey,' which has been playing Chicago for six months and is due to
tury Feb. 18 but "Toplitzky of Notre has been on its unfair list before.
stick through the jseason. Joe Shea is agentiiig.
•Dame," the musical current there, is

n

AGMA

JONES TO DETROIT
not yet announced for another house.
"Little A" is closing at the Miller
Hollywood, Jan. 28.
this week, unable to book elsewhere,
Allan Jones, who recently wound
but its starting grosses Were weak. up an engagement at the Florentine
"The story of Mary S«rratt" re- Gardens here, was signed by the
placed next week, jumping directly Detroit Light Opera Co. to star in
from the Coast where it was prO' "The Firefly."
duced by Lewis and Young, associSinger planed east Sunday to ffr
occupy mutually ates of Homer Curran,
hearse for the operetta.

'

Broolcs Costume Co. is again the subject of a magazine article, this time
in the February issue of Coronet, yarn being "Costumers to The Nation"
by Lawrence Lader. Stated that 180 trunks full of costumes are sent
throughout the country weekly and "are an indispensable part Of the
American theatre." Writer tells of. the Brooks plant and mentions its
activities ta the professional field but emphasizes the service to the "thousands, of amateur l>roducti6ns throughout the country, for they ore the
theatre of the iteople."

.
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Minneapolis, Jan. 28.

Repertory
Theatre, +
American
which starteiJ with a fanfare and
critical encouragement in the fall,
Fine Is
with
most
of its
but
broken
isn't

Downtown

here

newspapers

picked up and put large headlines
on story from the Univ. of Minnesota Daily, a student paper, attack-

$50 Each For

51

Rmit Realty ManenYers Stir Waters
Reputed sale of the Astor hotel to
interests, which was not confirmed, coupled with a report that
theatres westward of it on 44th and
45th streets were due to change
ownership and be razed, have given

film

Rice^Dorfman

Mag

Snit

ing an alleged "monopoly" that, it
Settled
charged, keeps traveling Broadway
shows out of the coUege's audiLong-pending suit by playwright legit showmen something to ponder
torium.
Elmer Rice against Nat M. Dorf- over during the past week. HowSuggesting that the Departrnent of man, press-agent and publisher of ever, while the realty deals may
Justice look into the "monopoly," Stage Pictorial, was decided last materialize, expectations are that the
the Daily declared the University it- week as attorneys for both side^ present legit map will not change
self would like to sponsor such atconsented to a final Judgnient by for the next few years.
tractions as "Oklahoma" and "The Federal Judge Simon H: Rifkihd.
With an eye to the future, proSong of Norway" in the 5,500|-seat Rice sued Dorfman for infringe- ducers, authors and actors are due
house, but has been unable to do so ment of copyright among other to huddle for the purpose of seeking
because
and
lat
er
used
Rice's
bythe
privately-owned
things,
when
ways
and means whereby capital
dl.etown.
published condensation of would be attracted to finance the
new plan slating four weeks of
The pair was originally charged operated Lyceum has the "exclusive line in a
"Yellow Jacket" (now in rehearsal)
franchise" for legitimate roadshows. his play, "Dream Girl."
building of new legilcrs.
One of
Later "Alice in with assault with a deadly weapon
starting Feb. 27.
Matter was stirred up after C. C,
In the declaratory judgment, Judge the first items probably on the
Robert Stewart, 35, a New
Tiyonderland" will follow for a simi- after
aside payment ;;of dam- agenda will t)e a revision of the ^
York actor, was found outside an Milkes, a local impresario, requested Riffcind set
lar period, after which one of more
the Northrop Auditorium's use' for ages upon permission frdm Rice's building code SO that it would be
Ivoryton inn in a badly battered
of the first four revivals produced
that
attorneys.
-He
ruled
Dorfnian
plays
possible
to erect theatres designed
late last August 19.
He his attractions which he now
will go on for a week or more. Re- condition
in the dpwntpwh, municipal Audi- had infringed upon Rice's copyright, for stage shows in conjunctioft with
vised plan *will provide a more ef- required several months of hospital- torium.
He was turned down by had invaded bis right of privacy ac- buildings oh the same site or part
fective system of selling tickets in ization at a New London hospitals
the board of regents which informed cording to the Civil Rights Act of of it that would also be revenuisadvance, which advantage ART only
York
State,
and
had
engaged
in
New
earning.
enter
him the university "cannot
partially hid and should be benetrade
practices.
On the
Idea of changing the code has
into any joint sponsorship of any unfair
ficial in selling t»y mail to out-ofproject or program that is to result mandatory side, he permanently en- cropped up every so often but in
town patrons.
in profit or private ggin for the co- joined Dorfman from further in- the light of event ual changes in the
Originally the budget called for
fringement
disposal
mote
or
of
any
structural
topography of Times
operating group or groups."
operation or an even
successful
copies using Rice's name. He also Square, the matter looms more im"Actually,"- said the Daily, "the
break with a weekly gross of $16,ordered Dorfman to pay Rice's attor- portantly than heretofore.
Most
university wbuld like .to present
At that level, which has been
000.
fees of $500.
ney
theatres
with
a legit policy have
suitable musicals like 'Oklahoma'
approximated recently, the venture
flourished, the attraction being the
and 'Song of Norway' under its
at the International, N/y.. has beeii
factor,
but there hasn't been a
sponsorship.
The department of
losing money and it also was in the,
legiter
built
for
so
that
long,
with
concerts and lectures has a setup
red last week whea takings bettered
a number of such houses diverted to
equipped to do this very thing and
$17,000. In addition to expenses, the
films and radio, there is a seasonal
has made etforts in the past to
location of the theatre at Columbus
hbuse
shortage.
Picketing" of two legit theatres, bring such productions here.
Circle is a handicap.
No Building Expected
"Broadway musicals caii't be had
one in Washington and the other in
Stagehand Problem
because most of them are booked exNew theatre building at this time
There are 28 actors and 27 stage- St. Louis highlighted the anti-segclusively through the United Bookis
not anticipated, not alone beClaimed that the backstage regation situation last week. At the
hands.
ing Office which, in turn, grants excause of the paucity of materials but
cost exceeded the budget because
National, D. C, where "Blossom clusive franchises in the principal
the cost, of construction.
One exthe union Insists that the sl?e of the
country," the Daily said.
ceptional legiter was built at an outcrew must remain the sanie for Time" opened a two-week date, cities of the
licenses are held by the
lay of $1,000,000 some 23 years agis
repertory of the ART type, whether President 'feuman reportedly went "Twin City
and the
Mike Todd has "Up In Central but the estimated cost for putting
the men are needed or not. Figured through the picket line unwittingly, Lyceum in Minneapolis
Paul."
Park" and Maurice Evans in "Ham- Up a house like it now is $1,600,000,
that under the changed schedule it being said that secret service municipal Auditorium in St.
Morning Tribune, picking up yarn, let" on tour, his N.' Y. office being that fi.gure coming from construction
only the necessary number of deck- men scattered all persons on the
It's
expected therefore
hands will be hired and a weekly pavement before the chief executive said that "a department of concerts used as headquarters for the attrac- experts.
saving will enable ART to turn an arrived. At the American, St. liduis, and lectures confirmed the statement tions, but It's questionable when or that before any considerable amount
operating profit. Musicians union's a picket line which included Paul that university attempts have been whether he vi^ill return to legit pro- of new building is started in th«
re^uiremrats as applied now will Robeson asked patrons nbl to enter, made to book Broadway shows into duction. He permitted the rights to theatre zone, costs will have beeii
also be revised and expectation is attraction being "The Apple of His Northrop Auditorium" and "it was lapse on two plays early in the fall lowered materially.
New construction on 44th, 45th
pointed out that Northrop's size and since then vague plans for imthat a saving in operating will ap- Eye."
Robeson, who appeared in St. would rule out all but the large porting a ballet were mentioned. and 48th streets west of Broadway
proximate $3,000 weekly.
Stated that Todd_is considering of- eventually will involve, if not elimCast will remain as is and while Louis for a concert appearance at 'spectacle' type of show."
Leo R. Murray, Lyceum manager, fers to sell the east side building, inate, 13 theatres, 10 of which are
not all the actors will be used in aU the Auditorium, where Negroes are
Houses on those
plays, they are under contract for allowed in any portion of the house, acknowledged that roadshows are used for offices, which he reportedly devoted to legit.
two years, AIEIT to tour next season. intends to quit the stage and plat- booked into the Lyceum through an bought last year and on the Coast thoroughfares constitute the heart
tJnderstood the players accepted form for two years, so that he Could agreement with the United Booking it was recently anridunced that be of show business, mUch as 42nd
comparatively modest salaries and talk "up and down the nation against Office, the Tribune stated. ''!It has will produce four pictures for Uni- street once was. The theatre has
been constricted too much for too
the highest on the payroll is $500, prejudice." At the American the been done that way in Minneapolis versal.
Todd has $50,000 oh deposit with long a time even in the face of
weekly total for the cast being rule is that colored patrons may sit for 50 years," Murray told the
That is regarded as a mod- in the balcony but not on the lower Tribune. "United Booking Office has Equity to guarantee salaries, it being prognostications that legit was waisli$4,500.
erate sum considering the eight floor nor the boxes. Like Washing- to have somebody to do business in cash and listed as a blanket bond, ing up.
name leads who are starred. Under ton, St. Louis is a border stand with. They can't just hop from one a type of actor assurance which will
Possibilities are that .show busibe discontinued. Equity prefers to ness will move more towards Colthe new schedule, it's expected that where the color line is drawn in place to the other."
have separate deposits for each pro- umbus Circle but new construction
the tirae-and-one-half required by most theatres.
the union for department heads
duction but the reason is not clear. will be a must if stage performances
In New York at a meeting of the
(three on the house payroll arid Negro Actors Guild held fai the
Billy Rose also has a $50,000 blanket are to survive the eventual razing
three with the attractions) will be Grand Street Boys clubhouse, Robert
bond in the form of treasury bonds. of the theatres in the mid-forties,
dispensed with.
His only show this season was "Car- Shuberts who have always been
E. Sherwood made a protest on segCost of producing the first four regation Sunday (26) night. He is
men Jones," which was brought realty-wise, may have anticipated the
shows was $165,000, although there quoted saying that unless "fundashift norli'i in the acquisition of the
Unusual event booked for next back from the road recently, but as
was a decreasing cost as more shows mental principles of Americanism
the bond is still extant, it's indicated Adelphi at 54th street and the Censeason's concert circuit is the De
went on, and "Androcles and the are worked into the very fabric of
near 59th street/ in recent
Paur Infantry Chorus, a group of that he again intends to resume tury
Lion," which has proved the best our lives" the United States will
That firm controls seven
activity as a producer. There are a seasons.
36 Negro vets originally organised
draw, cost but $20,000.
Lighting not survive as a nation.
with guarantee of the houses on 44th and 45th
by Capt. Leonard De Paur for Army number of managers
equipment was purchased instead of
al- streets mentioned in the recent remorale purposes. Group, together deposits which are imdisturbed
being rented but next season that
though they are not active currently. ports. They also have strings on
Truihans Sit In Orchestra
for four years in service, was staitem will probably be amortized on
theatres leased for radio and pictures
tioned in the Far East, and gave
Washington, Jan. 28,
the road. The operating loss during
which may return to legit, such as
in that time. Following
the try outs in Philadelphia and BosAlthough pickets protesting the 2,500 concerts
Starts
the Winter Garden, Longacre, Ritz
rnustering out, group went overseas
ton was $30,000, mostly sustained in National theatre's "all white" policy
and Ambassador.
to Europe for USO-Camp Shows,
Theatre
National'
the latter stand and the red so far paraded in front of the house WedFact that legit houses are used
to N. Y. Thursday (23). It
returning
in N. Y. is about as much.
Philadelphia, Jan. 28.
There nesday night (22), the President,
for performances and nothing else
Will spend spring and summer restis around $17,500 in pay giiarantees Mrs. Truman, their daughter Mardozen Broedway personalities for between only 24 to 28 hours
rehearsing.
or bonds on deposit with the unions garet, and three friends went into ing and
weekly, is another reason why the
selling for $1,250 a date are due here Friday (31) on their
Group,
including Equity, and
has ap- the theatre to attend a performance
building code should be brought up
at present, has been booked by first stop in a nationwide tour to win
proximately $50,000 on hand. Some of "Blossom Time."
to date, so far as show business is
Columbia Concerts, under personal pubTic support for a national theof it will be required for "Yellow
The Trumans occupied eighth row
concerned.
supervision of veepee Fred Schang, atre. The group will be headed by
Jacket" which is not a costly show.
orchestra seats, it reportedly being
concerts, on major subscrip- Vinton Freedley, president of the
54
for
ART raised its 300G fund by sell- the first time since the days of
National Theatre and
cities as well as American
'Moon' In Out-ttf-Town
ing stock to no less than 293 inves- Woodrow Wilson that a President tion series in large
Concert
series, Academy.
Community
the
on
tors, many being in show business had sat in the. orchestra.
20
Group includes Margaret Webster,
Preeni^ Columbus^
Schang claims unit is the. first major
on Broadway and the Coast. Units
Columbus, Jan. 28.
attraction to come out of World War Sam Jaffe. Edward G. Robhason,
were in denominations of $500 feach
Cheryl Crawford, Blanche Yurka,
II. De Paur, who trained the chorus,
Theatre Guild will hold the world
but some investors went in for flocks
Sets
Emil Friedlander, Francis Lederer, premiere of Eugene O'Neill's new
is former assistant to Hall Johnson,
of shares, largest in the backing
and organized and led the mixed Peggy Wood, Rosamond Gilder, play, "A Mooft ffir the Misbegotten,"
Coast Office; Brill
contingent
being Joseph Verner
chorus for the Moss Hart Air Force George Freedley and Colonel C. at the Hartman, Columbus, Feb. 20.
Hollywood, Jan. 28.
Reed, a former socialite producer.
Lawton Campbell, chairman of the Play vsrill stay for three days. This
legiter "Winged Victory."
Most of the stock was disposed of
Rodgers and Hammerstein firm is
board of the ANTA.
marks the first time in 14 years that
through Wall Street which too in- taking a five-year lease on its Office
Mrs. Carroll T. Mitchell, chairman the opening of an O'Neill play has
vested in ART.
building on the Strip. Liei^ton Brill,
Sets
of the Art Alliance drama commit- been planned anywhere except in
Old Vic Situation
who leased it for R&H, originally
American Negro Theatre will pre- tee, will introduce the stars and New York.
When the Old Vic repertory com- started here a year ago. Structure
"Tin Top Val- producers at a meeting at the AlliDuring the 1933-34 season, O'Neill
pany visited Broadway last .summer includes a little theatre and a dance sent Walter Carroll's
ley" at its Harlert, N. Y.i playhouse ance.
permitted two plays, "Ah ^Wilderand played to enormous grosses, it studio for talent auditions.
end of February, as its second proearned a comparatively small profit.
ness" and "Days Without End," to
Total of 32 players was signed duction of the seajfon.
tour prior to the Broadway presenOperating expense for the London by the Hollywood office last year
Play, about mill folk in rural
repertory was excessive but in ad- and sent east for R&H productions.
tuitions. ...
'Rooms' Set for
North Carolina, will have mixed
dition there was an abiSorfhal exLos Angeles, Jan. 28.
cast of 20, and be staged by Abram
pense in bringing the troupe from
Hill.
for 'Tenting*
Mozelle Britton and Joseph Carole
OEIEANS
TO
England and return transportation
closed a deal with J. C. Willianison
"Aldrlch
Jackie Kelk,
of the
after
New Orleans, Jan; 28.
a
six
weeks engagement.
Theatres, Melbourne, for the pro- Family" radio show, has been signed
aUALEir GOES TO
Donald Wolflt with Shakespearean
The old city behind t!*e Mississipduction Of "Separate Rooms" on the for the new Judith Abbott-Mary
rep Comes to Broadway (Century) pi's levees will have its first season
Hollywood, Jan. 28.
Mason comedy production, "Tenting
next month and faces the same of Metropolitan Opera performances
John Qualen will desert the films circuit down under.
Negotiations are also under way Tonight."
backstage expense as at least three in more than five years, Benedict temporarily to play a legit .comedy,
Kelk, first Of the featured players
^ditfe^fint plays' will be presented Grunewald, prez of the New Orleans "Black John," based on the Alaskan for Miss Britton tb resume her origWeekly.
iniil role in the .play,
"Rcwms" was to be signed, will probably have
gold rush.
John Glelgud al.<!o comes Grand Opera As.sn., announcedi
.
to town with a repertory of comedy
the
'authored
will
produce
by her late husband, actor second comedy lead. Rehearsals beBarton
McLane
season
would
begin,
He said the
in March
April4
Alan
Dinehart
gin
starting
hi
play
in
York,
closing.
New
soon after the New York
(Continued on page $2)

$SOO,000 bankroll us6d, the outfit
Beating
Actor
has been forced to revise its per^
'Hartford, Jan.' 28.'
forinance schedule and is asking the
support of playgoers and those in
Raymond
Harris and his sister
show business. Perforinlftg three or Mrs. Harris Pink, arrested last
four plays vsreeWy has proved un- August in connection with the beatworkable because of the operating ing of an IvorytOn theatre actor,
expense and thie unions, particularly have been fin®"*
each and given
the stagehands, are blamed for ART suspended jail sentences after pleadbeing unable to break even.
ing no contest before Judge Earnest
Change in schedule calls for one
A- Inglis' in superior court in Midplay to be presented for a set period,
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fliyi

Oit ®f Town

Miss Julio
Philadelphia, Jan. 21.
ono-at-t driima
AUKiist HlrlndberK. adapted by John l>ai^lnvH Kli«abPth Berpriipr: featurt'S
Staged by Theodore JComi-

pawl Csjinner presentation of
liy

1'(>u<*ln'.

Eas'inond Buit.
'

narjavslti; set. Harry Bennett: <'(»tuuiea,
Hose jBoBrtanoff. At Forrest, JPhila.. Jan.
21. '17; $3,!10 top,

Christina.
Jaan..
Xliss

,

Apariment 17-B
(It Tahos Two)

.

,

.Ellsabetli
:

Oeorjre

Jan, 21, '47; V>.Wr top,
Stepan Tscboub(tu!tov,,..,, -Harrison

Natalya Stapanna.
Ivan I.omov
Pasha...

Boston, Jan.

.With

The Proposal
Paul C«lnne^ presentation of one-att domby Anton f'hekhov, ailaptea and ataBod
by i"heud»re Komlaarjevsteli Stala JilisaSet. Harry Bemiett: i-osbeth BerKner,
tumes. Rose BoBdanofl, At Forrest, Phlla..

Two

up to artisticaly-rewarding
of overplaying.
moments, but that doesn't mean that
There's no doubt that "Earnest"
they spell what it takes to make a can stack up very nicely lor BroadWaters.
Broadway success.
way consumption if lor no other reason than by dint of Gielgud's b.o. po-

Joan FiMa
.Raymcmrt Burr
Bersner

,

JuUe.

..,

, ,

l'\''Ulliner

.0(1

Abbott. Richard Aldrich producpluy in throe acta by VlrKlnirt
and Dana Kueyse. Directed by
Stars Mnrtlia
))v .liihn Root.

top.

('o)inie

special matinee performances in New
York back in 1913 with Mary Shaw
directing, neither piece has ever
been .seen in this country.
Only the sheer artistry of Miss
Berger herself makes this doublebill at all palatable and one cannot
help but wonder why a topshelf
artiste like her would choose to revive' these so-called "classic" biit
The same
definitely dated plays.
went for her recent revival of "The
Duchess of Malfl."
That's taking not a jot away from
.

Basically, how„ disappointment.
ever, this vehicle can be counted on
to garner some nice coin lor the

2«.

backers,
..
,
j
Prom a straight production vie\V'
Martha Scott
.Julius BiUK point, "Earnest" is a handsome piece
of work. The three settings are outlighting,
Robert Kdwin standing and the general
HuKh Marlowe costuming, etc., all point up tp much
CiCorRe SmIIh work being put into making this a
Temple Texas

.

,.Reta Shnw
.......Vivian Vance

,

. , , .

.

Todd FvaKiev

for

WaJler Clark.
Comfort Gibson .

.

Renault..
Monk ,Rathburn<:,

r.iU

,

.

hit

.John Foraythe

Anthony Rosa

. . . . . , .

Wilde used

as

a

Credit Tiiegdore Komisarjevski ior comedy revival in three acts by Oscar Wilde,
two capital jobs of directing and for Directed by John GlelKud. Music by Lea,*

Morley.
5„?'' J^Westj-'s, ^S'*
Montreal, Jan,

^,i.H2 top.

to devote full time to
in
writing. Will offer good percentage
of scripts in exchange.
Contaci
Box 23 I. c/p Variety, 154 West 46th
Street, New York 19, N. Y.

'«;
'

Algernon Moncrieffe

J

Feotman .......

eritles.

oCder

Opened
2T,*

•Richard Wordsworth
Robert Flemyls
.John Gielgud
^f" ^orlhinfr.
I.ady
Bracknel!
Mansaret Rutherford
Hon Gwendolen Fairfax.
.. .Pamela Brown
...Jane Baxter
iMsn Prism
,
radeii
Rev. Canon Chasuble
'..]'ohn
Kidd
^''?'''-

,

.... Donald Bain

For the near-capacity crowd that
to see John Gielgud in Oscar
5"'^^^.,. .^PO^ance
ol
Being
Earnest," the noted thesp could obviously do no Wrong— not that there

came

0«sirat»le iofHc* if avaiiabia in firtt

rat*

baildlug

Wm»

Htw
Tctep&iHM:

S7tb
York

Sir«*t.

CO, 5-0377

......... Belty
,., Martha

Kmnui Watson

UUirla T.bid
-t'.va

Hollos-/,

,,Murlel RiueniK
Robert Shacklcton

Karl......
I.ucy,
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ART

torially regretted the failure of
last Friday (24). Stated that Vic is

Tom

Captain liuurent...

Man^uf
Perklne

backed by thie British
It looks like the Paula Stonegovernment but has been support- Victor Herbert collaboration is goART is ing to pay off in boxoffice dividends
ing itself since inception.
headed by Eva Le Gallienne, Mar- again. With "The Red Mill" closing
garet Webster and Cheryl Crawford Saturday night (25) after a long and
lucrative Broadway semester, Miss
arid they will continue to be assoStone, this time in assoCiatiori -with,
ciated in the project.
Miss Craw- husband Michael Sloane, has
now
lord however is producing "Briga- turned to a revival of "Sweetliearts,"
doon," a musical as a solo venture. and the way Bobby Clark cavorts,
prances and gambols over the stage
of the Shubert theatre, is enough
Le Gallienne Pleads for Aid
Alter..the. performance of "John to make one rorget that "SweetGabriel Bo'rkman" Wednesday (22), hearts," taken 'as a straiglit dose, is
one of the tougher chestnuts of the
Eva
theoretically

"

Le Gallienne made a plea in
behalf of the American Repertory
Theatre, She admitted that the ART

old operetta school.

Thanks, however, to Clark and the
liberties John Cecil Holm has taken'
was in financial difficulty and asked with the original bools; by Harry B.
and he makes the audience to translate their ap- Smith and Fred De Gresac, "Sweet-

Wasliington. iSairaare
New Haven, Jan. 23.
Oscar Serlin production of drama in three

scenes) by Ruth Goodman and
Augustus CoetK. Features John Halliday.
Directed by Jack Minster; settlnpc and cosOpened at
tumes by Donald Oensla^ier.
•Shubert, New Haven, Jan, 23. '47; $3.80
(six

•
,

....Fiona

O'Shiel

r.aylnla Penniraan..,.
Ijoutse PnjssinR
Dr. Austin Sloper. .....i
John Halltday
Catlierino Sioper. .......... ..Barbara Leefls

Elizabeth Almond, ...... .....Ivy Troutman

Marian Almond
Joy FaRe
Arthur Townsend. ...... .'William CorrlRan
Morris Townsend. ........... Peter Cookson
Mrs. MontKomery
Betty Linley

plause into positive word-of-niouth
comment. Actress pointed tint that
the ART was a unique, non-profit

hearts" in its 1947 version Is for the
greater part of the evening good fun.
That's because Clark, running the
venture which made possi- gamut in wardobe creations and
romping through one of his lattest
ble the production of such rare plays
roles in a long career as one ol
as "Borkman" and "Henry VIII."
America's ace comedians, is on stage
The U. S., she said, was the only most ,of the time, kidding the pants
civHized country in the world with- off tlie traditional operetta format.
out an established repertory theatre And when Clark's on stage, nothing
which could stage the great classics. else matters, for in "Sweethearts
artistic

Broadway

actors is organiaed into a

ART

through

publicity

drives.

committee to ai* the

he's at his peak.

Such

refreshing

entertainment

it,ems as the strictly
rine Littlefield dance

modern

Cathe-;

ensemble that's
as far removed from the original
Helen "Sweethearts" conception as "OklaHayes, Elliott Nugent, Jose Ferrer, homa"; Theodore Adolphus' choreMady Christians, Aline MacMahon, ography; June Knight's engaging
Sairi Jaffe, Philip Loeb and Ray- qualities when she's not hemmed in
by a too-close adherence to tiie
mond Massey,
fund-raising

Committee

arid

is

headed

by

Yesterday (Tues.) Equity took unprecedented step of contributing
$5,000 to help the ART, giving sum

through -ANTA,

'Inn'

Set lor Ireland

original

book;

the

assorted

Holm

hypoes and above all the madcap
Clarkisms^these are the things that
make one v?ish that the producers
had kicked the whole "Sweethearts'!
idea out of the window and started
from scratch. At least lor mora
than halt of the show, when the

"Washington Square" doesn't join
stilted Zilinia Saga is subjected to
lOublini Jan. 23.
"Park Avenue" on the New York
delightful travesty, they did give it
First
rights for
out-of-l.,ondDn the heave-ho,
City map but it probably will shortly
with the woefully borin Cain's. It's a costume play, set in production of Joan Temple's "No ing romantic episodes serving merely
a decorative period ol Americana, Room At The Inn" hava been se- as a springboard.
And it's what Clark does to the
and that just about sums up its qual- cured by Illsley-McCaba Productions who will stage it in Cork next "Pilgrims of Love" sextet, his zany
ifications decorative, period.
In presenting this one, if it were month with Nina Harvey and J. H, contrib to "Jeanette and Her Little
Oscar Berlin's hope to enter the in- Edwin in the lead, Dublin produc- Wooden Shoes," or his comic rendition of "Pretty As a Picture" that
ner chambers ol playgoing popularity tion will follow in March.
makes one
through the doorway of nostalgia, he
that the Herbert
"Grand National Night" and Frank score, bereftforget
of the satirical overis apt to find the knocking done, not
by opportunity, but by the profe& Carney^s -Abbey record-breaker, tones, would also be pretty tough to
sional aisle-sitters. While the pro- "The Righteous Are Bold/' are also take.
For the most part, the rest of
duction has its merits, they are not on Illsley-McCabei
Cork season
the cast, weighed down by the
sufficient to tip the scales Into the schedule.

—

Graustarkian dress
whiskered-bedecked

favorable classification,
Xiack of zest seems to stem from
choice of subject rather than its presentation.

EUerbe Megs 'Yours'

engender

It is difficult to

Los Angeles, Jan. 28,
Harry EUerbe draws the director
static unfolding ol a stdry laid in the
chore on Jimmy Elliott's forthcoming
1947 era bf leisurely dignity. Even

much enthusiasm over

this

somewhat

those portions intended as the play's
tensest moments fail to stir more
than a modified degree ol suspense,
Script concerns itself with the conflict between a lather, whose loss of
a beautilul and charihlng wife has
left him bitter, and the dull, unattractive daughter who lacks all the
attributes
her mother possessed.
When a suitor presents himsell, the
lather temporarily breaks up the aifair, declaring that the young man is
simply after the girl's money.
Subsequently, the pair plans to
elope but when the youth learns that
it will mean disinheritance of the
girl

by her

father,

he

jilts

her and

disappears. Two years later he returns, following the father's death;
and attempts to pick up the broken
romantic thread. This time it is the

was anything really to find lault girl who arranges to retaliate by jiltWith. The opening night (27) crowd ing him.
John Halliday is featured as the
laughed their heads off (and in the
right places, too), saw the t.ype of phy.«iician-lather. He has caught fiie
acting that is seen all too rarely now- spirit ol the role but ah unstable
3way feeling that enactment of it leaves something to
f^^^^A
Memory lapse is no. doubt
the iiuffy drawing room comedv be desired.
i
when in the' right hands is gtd!\traceahie to the fact that actor has
absent for some time from this
pretty fibod comnotiifnn
i'^^''"
°^iyp^. ol thesping. [Since premiere,
the stuff- bcit^gTritten
Halliday has withdrawn from the
2'
n'Vtu}ri^T
u
V
I""'" '«-ins handled tempow'^i^"'!^*!'^ H^*^
wa., rarily by undenstudy Richard Barbee
wAt^V^v^^r^t^^X' ^l'^^
who took over »axt.«actorily at short
manv nriL tning.^ are O^^/'fualy;
dated and! notice,!
Barbara Leeds plays the- daughter
Under the skilled hands ol Gielgud. 'in capital fashion.
iV» a dull,
•

0FFICE FOR RENT

Janet Medlln
Ann Busch

-.

Pauline ......

Kathleen
Nudine

Ibiron I'eh-ua V(m Tfomp
but will not have the same Hon. Bufiei-lleld SlinKSby..,

Meanwhile, a group ol topranking

which doesn't pretend to set third act jokes. Looks like they
a moral or teach a lesson. It's a farce, might do it. Play opens on B'way as
which our own Avery Hopwood "It Takes Two."
EUe.
might have written, about a hypochondriac gentleman whose quiteTSie Impoi'tance of
innocent call on a susceptible spinster
Being Gantest «
is entirely misunderstood by the lady.
Here again, it's all Bergner, although
Montreal, Jan. 28.
Harrison Dowd and Jerome Tyler
Theatre Guild and John C. Wilson (in
give neat performances.
asm,, wuh H. M. Tennent) production
of

l''"'"''"

is

;

posal,"

2.!

skill-

every movement and gestvire count.
Robert Flemyng as Moncrieffis Is
also worth noting for the sense of
comic underplaying which the English thesps seem to master so well.
Also rating a very firm nod are Pamela Brown, Margaret Rutherford and
Jane Baxter. The others all do the
roles in top fashion, their clear diction being especially worthy of men,
haza.
tion.

top,

'.

,',

problem, scheduling the first play
Anthony Kemble-Cooiier
Prima Ballerina.
..Tanlce CiotS
'.'The Importance of Being Earnest")
Adolphua
John Anania,
lor eight weeks.
llppiberK
...........curneil Mac.Veii
Feyji
The N. Y. Herald tribune edi- Ambassador!!.:;.,,.,.,, JRobert
il^uls De

as expert intomedy as he is
tragedian. He paints the John

Maria

°j

Hlmckieio,,

Jlllda

ssm Continued from page 51

much

His movement and subtle playing

acts

Roliert

ilretcben

'<',

ART
classics

ful strokes, leaving nothing lacking.

delicate yet forceful,

Dawson,

nest,
Anthony Keinble-Cooper.
,1
book by Harry S, Knilth and Fred DeU -^m '„
with liook revisions by John Cecil i
b,v
I.i-rlcs
Robert B, Smith.
SiaKe,
b;
John Ivoniiedy; ensembles by ('aiiir>,.i„„
I.illlefleld; choreoBi-aphy by Theodore
ZoU
plms. Opened at Shubert, N, Y.. jun Si
4T, $i.»U lop <»8.00 openlnR uiKht). ''
Marcla .Tamea
If""'™ •'-

1,1.

nothing

ia

Worthing character in bold, yet

•

At prssent working on n»w play
and novel. Mutt have living wage

"Earnest"

!

.

liioifie

in

Alark

-

.

Not too much to recommend in new, but it still stands up very nicely
bedroo.n imedy except its fast under present-day view. Here again
its engaging acting and it's obviously Gielgud, whose direcdirection, yet it seems to have a torial treatment of the play was a
fairly good chance of getting by the lack of straining for effect that gives
words,
crix and doii""" biz.
it the socko quality, in. other
First act is chief hazard, since it there's no belttag the audience over
is devoted
J setting up a situation
the heads with punchlines; the comthat leaves the customers wonder- edy is taken care ol by 'Ay llde'S own
ing whether there's any point in witty pen.
hanging'around to see what happens
The thesping measures up to the
since it is as plain as the well- same high quality of the production.
known nose. Fut Virginia Faulkner As pointed ou^ before, there 11 be
and Dana oues e manage to lace the many people who will claim that
gags
brew with some well-turned
Gielgud has no business in this play,
from then on, and it proves in the that his talfent som^ow doesn't Jie
end to be amusing enough, even if in with the airy Wilde piece. But
it doesn't get anywhere.
these opinions 'will be obviously
Farce starts when an ex-GI and voiced simply on a basis of comparihis wife, alter four years of living'
with some of the heavier things
around ia uitcases from one army son
Gielgud has done. Standing on Ms
post to another, finally get an apartfeet, howeverv Gielgud points
ment in New York. First evening in own
up in his "Earnest" performance
the apartment, wife discovers her
that he is versatile, that he is still
husband has liefeii offered an engi-

.stone and Michael Sluane ni-,„i„.
Victor Herbert opeve ta
r","":
Hlara Hobby Clark: t'eaturea ^«2
Alnrjorie GatesoD. Blm-l'i
sf,

of

Knliiht,

Dame

this

definitely not as "class-conscious" as farce is the acting and the direction.
those of a hall century ago.
MarUia Scott, playing a role that
Thanks, however, to Miss Bergner's could make plenty in the audience
glowing performance and the in- feel like going up and giving her a
disputably poetic fire and fluency of whack, gets away with it superbly
Strindberg's prose, "Miss Julie" does and, before sh'j's finished, makes it
still possess an enthralling power
seem she did hav a point after all.
even though it cannot be classed, by
Hugh Marlowe, as the harassed
any stretch of the Imagination, as and bewildered husbahd, brings a
boxoflice, HasTttOna Burr, just back fine air of naturalness and unstudied
from Hollywood, gives a capital per- charm to the role, and is largely
formance as- the handsome servant responsible for keeping anyone in
who seduces (if you want to call it the theater to see the second act.
that!) his attractive enlployer. Joan Anthony Ross, as a quivering gangField gives a "neat supporting per- lion, lends considerable Aiusement
'
formance.
to the aifair,
and Vivian Vance,
After this curtain-raising bit of un- with some of the sharper lines in
adulterated tragedy. Miss Bergner the show, does fine. Bits by Temple
turns to light (almost frivolous) com, Texas and John Forsythe are also
edy.
Most Americans acquainted good.
with Chekhov plays may be surprised
George Abbott's inventive direcbut the Russian notable (1860-1904) tion shows up in' this one to better
can really deal with facts in a hu advantage than it has in a long time,
morous vein If he so desires. So can getting plenty of laughs on its own.
Miss Bergner, who Is generally asso^ He gives it a nice pace and emciated, over here anyway, with clas.
phasizes the realistic home behavior
sical or tragic roles.
of the principals to good advantage.
If this double-bill is going Jo have Set is okay, too. Main problem is to
any chance at all,' it wouW very give the basic situation a. little
likely be on the strength of the more credibility to keep the customers seated lor the second and
mildly amusing laughs in "The Pro

'fayoraMe r*views by dra-

r

,

dialog and

,

Can submit

show.

Sweethearts
Paula
tion
acta.

I'dane

t.
The mistaken-identity motif which

;

Has hod BroadwQ^ predue-

"

vision),

.

—

PLAYWRIGHT

.

.

Miss Bergner's own personal ability.
Right now she's in a class wMh the
best o£ our footlight headliners, Including the Misses Hayes, Cornell,
Fontanne, Bergman and Bankhead.
Conceded, too, is the fact that she neering job in 'Louisiana back-counhas pla,yed both these pieces in Ber- try, He has. turned it down, but she
lin, VienRa and Paris, Especially is figures he did
so only in consideraStrindberg's "Miss Julie" right up tion for her and that she is standing
her alley, but the piece itself is ter- in the way of his real career.
riflcallv dated and archaic. For readaJiscovery leads to an argument
iog-^okay; for students of the clas- and separation, but apartment sitsical European drairia—^another okay,
uation makes real separation imbut as current Broadway fare defi- possible, so they agree to remain
nitely thumbs down,
apartment.
ai-art together in sam
"Miss Julie" (action taking place First curtain goes down on this arOB a Scandinavian country estate bitrary and r.ot too convincing sitaroancl the tiirn of the century) has uation, so .the
rest leaves little,
to do with a spontaneous one-night's curiosity beyond idle speculation as
romance (affair might be the better to how many gags -the 'writers can
word) with her father's very person- contrive.
able valet. The tone, is definitely
Fact is, they contrive plenty betragic and in the hatids of a less fore husband and wife occupy same
capable actress the story would prob- bedroom, some of them fairly funny.
ably elicit laughter from audience."; But most enjoyable aspect of ,the

fi6n of play.

Giel-

.

J'^razier. .,

.

,

many

gud followers who remember him
better for his Shakespearean roles,
nd for them this fluffy piece may be

.set

At the Wilbur. Boston. Jan,

Dovvd Mr. Fin".....
.iEUaabeth BerKner Mr.t. Loeabroek.,..
.,..,Terome Tlior Bee Clark. .... .. i
....Jeanne North ISlevator Boy. .

the American
stage are the latest Choice for the
actress,
continental
distinguished
Elisabeth Bergner. "Miss Julie," by
the Swedish playwright, August
Strindberg, dates back to 1888, and
'?The Proposal" (which has had a
variety of titles) "was first done in
1898. Outside .of amateurs and two
novelties

of

iioii

Abliott;
.Scott.

There'll be

tential alone.
20.

character, and she gives con*
siderable talent to the task. Opposite
her, Peter Cookson lends a pleasing
personality as the fortune-hunter.
Registering with good pertormances
are Louise Prussing, as the doctor's
sister-hpusekeeper; Ivy Troutman,
another sister; Betty Linley, a widow;
Fiona O'Shiel, family maid, and Joy
Page and William Corrigan, youthlul couple.
Scripting of this opus, in the transition from the Henry James novel,
is well done within limitafions. Dialog is smooth, and general writing
reileets the austerity pi background.
Similar comment applies to staging.
Setting of an 1847 Wa.*ington
Square front parlor and staircase is
Costumes rate
ace workmanship.
-^•"tTtion lor their color and rich apBoTie.
pearahce.
Closes in Boston, Sat, (I) fw* reless

however, "Earnest" becomes a laughable hit, with the lines Still sounding
as brittle as when they were first
written. Gielgud overcomes the age
danger nicely 'oy having his players
excellent productions. These, plu.s project their characterizations on an
Miss Bergner's artistry and skill, add even keel, avoiding the common fault
footlight

A

cblor-

production, "Accidentally
Yours," His last directing job was
on "The Hasty Heart" for I^wis
and Young,.
Play will co-star Billie Burke and
Grant Mitchell, with rehearsals
starting Feb. 17.
legit

PpiOlSrSKY

PEDDLES PIAY

Hollywood, Jan, 28.
Abraham Polonslcy, current ly
working on the "Body and Soul"
script at Enterprise; sold his new
legit play, "Piece de Stisistance,"
to

is

a

uniforms

hangover

Sweetheai*!:*
(The Original—1913)
Tfarry B. Smith and l^reil deGreaac production of musical comedy in two acts.
Music by Victor Herbert; lyrics by Robert
B. Smith. StaKed by Frederick O. talhara.
dancea. Charles S. MorRan. Jr.
Opened at
New Amsterdam, N. Y., Sept. 8. 'l.'t.
Sylvia
Chrislie '^fncDonal<i
name Paula..,
Ethel Du Pre Houston
Ijizelte, ,,,,,,
Nellie McCoy
Clalrette
Cecl lis Hoffman
Babel te
Kdlth Hpffnian
, ,
.

Gertrude

.Teanelle

slated for early produc- Tolnetle...,,
Nanette.

Broadway, with Clurman

and

business that's
from another

,

Harold Clurman.
Piece

tion on
directing.

strictly

generation, go through the motions
of carrying the thing along until the
*
next Clark entrance.
if there's any evidence needed
that Clark belongs with the master
comic? of his age, here is the
clincher.'
Rose.

Gene

Budd

Peltier

Gretchen Harlmaa
Timi Mc.NauKhto"
Thomas Conkey
..Kdwin Wilson

MIkel MIkeloviz

Franz
I.Ieulenant Karl

Hon. Percy AlRernon Sln?.iby. .Lionel WW'"
BrlUsh Bep. Xonra ItaijPetrns Van Tremp,
Prank BelchM
,
Wane
,....,.,....,,..HmM KirM
Rome, Jan. 20.
Sponsored by the British Council,
and guest of the Italian government,
Wolfson Preem for Cleve.
the British Arts Theatre Co. headed
Cleveland, Jan. 28,
by Alee Clunes and Fay Compton
The Play House has earmarked
is currently touring key Italian
cities "Love in a City" by Victor Wolfson
with a repertoire including 'Hamlet,"
for its world premiere before a
'Othello" and "Candida."
Cleveland audience. Play is due in
Academip interpretation given by N. Y. late spring,
the English company favorably imByron McGrath, former Play
pressed Italian critics.
Troupe re- House actor, and Wolfson, author of
ceived an enthusiastic welcome and
a pro"Excursion,"
, ,

drew strong business when

it

at the Teatro Quirino. here,

have formed
opened ducing firm and wilt bring play hftW
shortly.

83

IJtlSIllBfATB

Cic^o Bk HiMs
liite lIGin

to Steaiy Gait;

Toronto, Jan.

of conseats pretty

?yg

17G,

ventioneers kept the
w^ll filled here last week. Bu «eems
to be rolling along at gait even
though the SEO signs may he gathering a little dust.
•'Pygmalion" broke out in capaoity
most of last week here, while "Magnificent Yankee," in the initial frame,
didn't fare as well. Beturn of "Lute
Song" looks like a good bet with
first week's tickets fit a premium.
''Springtime for Henry" followed
"Pygmalion" into the Selwyn Sunday

28.

London

Donald Wolfit and his
Shakespearean company, first Brit-

22G

'Oklahoma' 35G, Detroit;

Alexandra a,525). Scaled at a
$2.50

top,

company

light
repertoried in

"Hamlet," "King Lear," "As You
Like it" and 'The Merchant of Venice," with mostly sellouts. "Hamlet"
because of
The musical "Oklahoma" ran to dented week's business
interpretations,
capacity houses during its first number of previous
week at the Cass where nine per- last being Maurice Evans' in this
play.
formances at a $4.80 top amounted
Wolfit has had a tremendous
to a total take of $35,000
and hi.^ two nights' performA Flag Is Born" at the Shubert press
ance of "Volpone" Monday and
Lafayette surprised with $22,000 in Tuclday-wiU be""'sellouts "for tte
nine sessions at a $3,60 top.
first
professional performance of
the Ben Jonson comedy in Canada.
He repeats his four Shakespearean
(26).
plays this week, with both Saturday
Current Road Shows
Estimates for Last Week
performances already sold out.
(Period Covering Jan. 27-Fcb. 8)
"Harvey," Harris (25th week)
000- $3.60.) Remains as steady as any
"A Dangerous Woman"— ShubertLafayette, Det, (27-8).
of them; $20,000.
"Lute Song," Studebaker (1,246;
"A Flag Is Born"—Erlanger, Philly

Waves, $22,000

'Flag'

Opened

Wednesday

«22).

overboard; five performances
yielded $13,000.
Erlanger
"Magniflcent Yankee,"

Crix

(1 334; $3.60).

Opened Monday

i20).

_
—

Could do better than the $17,000

grossed,

"Pygmalion," Selwyn

(8th

*Job'

(27-8).

"Anna« Lucasta"

Locust,

(1,-

His

of

—

'Sons' 7G,

—

.

(1,358; $4.20).

Doing a

lot of

mmr

land

openers last week, both good
and both looking like
Neither got uniacclaim on basis of -being
overly light fare, but seem capable
of holding own. "All My Sons," second and final at the Colonial, didn't
catch on as expectedi but "Call Me
Mister" remained big at the Shutoert.
San Carlo, in for a week at the
Opera House, did fine.
"All My Sons" caught a stiff blast
from Hearst paper columnist as a
"conamunistic" piece of work along
the lines of the Group Theatre and
federal Theatre projects, which the
columnist
labelled
"horrors."
as
b.o.

Weller, Zanesville (29);
Marietta (30); Aud.,

(28);

Hippodrome,
Charlestown
(3-8).

"Blossom Time"—Nat'l, Wash. (27Rajah, Reading t3); Mosque,
1);
Harrisburg (4); Karlton, Williamsport (5); Strand, Elmira (6); Aud.,
Rochester (7-8).
"Born Yesterday" ^American, St.
Louis (27-8).

i2g in la.,

—

Los Angeles, Jan.

28.

Business has been split this past
•week with two houses doing good

"Call

Me

(27-8).'.

Mister"— Shubert, Bost,
.

Haven
business and two taking it slightly (6-8).
on the chin. Ken Murray's "Black"Carrot and Club"
Shubert, N.
outs of 1947" romped through^ the
Haven (30-1); Walnut, Philly (3-8). Show points finger
240th week at El Capitan with. $17,at irresponsible
a
"Chocolate
Soldier"
Forrest,
000 in the take. "The Story of Mary Philly (6-8).
manufacturers who turned out inSurratt" bowed into the Biltmore as
war materials, but it took
"Come On Up" CurraH, Frisco ferior
Hearst to figure out this was a "red"
« Theatre Guild subscription play (27-8),
party line.
Play got rave notices
and got split notices along with a
"Countess Julie"
Forrest, Philly
here, but unrelieved seriousness of
poor $12,000:
(27-1); Plymouth. Bost, (3-8).
theme and closeness to war figured
"She Dood It In Dixie" collected
"Craig's Wife"
Playhouse, Mil. cutting
in on its biz.
eUghtly over $10,000 for the fourth (31-1); Ford's, Balto. (3-8).
sec"Washington
Patio's
El
Square" opened last
f rahie at the Belasco.
"Dear Ruth"
Albany, Albany
ond and final week of "The Mikado' (27); Temple, Birmingham (28); night (27) at the Colonial, and Jooss
Ballet at the Copley Same night.
"Shared Wife" Aud., Montgomery
did a bad $5,000.
(29); Aud., Nash"Miss Julie" follows at the Plymouth
silently died at the Musart at the ville (30); Bijou, Knoxville
(31);
Feb.
3
with
"Darling,
Darling,
end of its third week -with about Aud., 'Lexington
Coliseum,
(1);
$7,000 for the stand.
Evansville (3); Aud., Louisville (4- Darling" at the Wilbur and "Up in
Central Park" at the Opera House
5); English, Indnpls. (6-8).
"Eagle Has Two Heads"—Nixon, same hight
Toledo
^Henry' $4,700 in 4,
Estimates for Last Week
Pitt. (27-1); Hanna, Cleve. (3-8).
"Darling, Darling, Darling"
•All My Sons," Colonial (1,500;
Mc'Menagerie' $4,500 in Four Carter,
Princeton (31-1); Wilbur, $3.60). Second and fin^ week failed
Toledo, Jan. 28.
Bost. (3-8).
to gain over offish first week despite
"Hamlet"— Mayfair. Port. (27-28); crix enthusiasm; war theme mostly
Pauline Lord in "Glass Menagerie"
at Town Hall, Toledo, for four per- Metropolitan, Seattle (29-1); Lyric, blamed. Resulting estimated $7,000,
formances, Jan. 20-22, grossed a Vancouver (3-4); Temple, Tacoma nsh.
"Apartment 17-B" WUbur (1,200;
pleasing $4,500, while Edward Ever- (5): Capitol, Salt Lake City (7).
"Harvey"—Harris, Chi. (27-8).
$3.60). Seven performances resulted
ett Horton, Jan. 23-25, in "Spring"It Takes Two"
time for Henry," four shows, brought
Show,
Wilbur, Bost. in fair estimated $10,000.
touched here and there by censors,
in $4,700, for a very good week at (27-1).
"John and Mary"—Plymouth, Bost. got reasonably cordial notices from
this legit house.
crix, who figured it pretty light but
"Dear Ruth," which opened the (27-1).
"Lute Song"
house, iormerly a burlesque stand,
Studebaker, Chi. funny. Title now "It Takes Two."
111 fall of 1945, will return for four
(27-8).
"Call Me Mister," Shubert (1,590;
"Magnificent Yankee"
days, Feb, 9-12.
Erlanger, $4.80). Sixth week still plenty good
Chi. (27-8).
estimated $32,000, terrtf for so long
"Brigadoon"-^Shubert,

—

-

—

.

—
—

—
—

;

—

(29).
tbij house and should play through
"Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial season.
"Henry IK," "What Every Womi-<
an Bjiows," "John Gabriel Borkman," and "Androcles and the Lion,"
International
(12th week)
(1,172;
$4,20). Picked up to around $17,000,
with four performances of "Androcles" but hardly an even break beof operating nut.
warm weather; drama- approximated cause
"Lady Windermere's Fan," Cort
$20,500 last week.

One
(37th week) (M-1,427; $6.60).
niusical less likely than any other to
be affected hy new tuners; close to
$45,500 right along.
Forest,"
Ful"Another Part of the
ton (10th week) (B-968; $4.80). Substantial winner that should play into
"Beggar's Holiday,"

week)

Has Two Heads" mopped up

at

Ford's here this week, mounting a
big $21,000.

Chi. (27.-8).
"State of the

—Selwyn,

Union"—Mem

Hall,

In currently is "The Red Mill" Houston (27-28); Texas, S. Antonio
^ith ptenty o£ advance action in- (29); ParamSSunt. Austin (30); Worth,
dicatitig a rosy figure.

'MILL' 42G,

HARTFORD

Hartford, Jan. 28.
Hefty $42,000 was grossed by the
"Red Mill" at the Bushnell Memorial in a six-day (eight performance)

Ft. Worth (31-1); Conv. Hall,
(3-4); Aud., L. Rock (6); Aud,,
phis (7-8).

"State
M'p'ls.

Omaha.

of'

the

Union"

"Call

Me

Mister," National

(41st

nearly $33,000.
''Carousel,"
(M-1,667; $6).
ishing in big
vance sale is

Majestic (93d week)
Long-Stayer stiU flourhouse and while ad-

not large the .gross is
plenty okay; nearly $32,500.
"Christopher Blake," Music Box
Costly
(8th week) (D-979; $4.80).
drama has been faring very Well but
eased to $17,500 last week.
"Finlan's Kainbow," 46th Street
(3d week) (M-1,319; $6). New sock
musical around $42,000; is runner-

up

to

"Annie Get Your Gun," which

is leading grosser.
Broadhurst
Birthday,"
"Happy
(13th week) (CD-1,160; $4.80). One
of the most popular of season's
straight- attractions" and runner-^up
to "Joan of Lorraine" in that division; nearly $30,500.
"Harvey," 48th St. (117th week)
Popularity of this
(C-920; $4.20).
stayer among visitors is Indicated by
the virtual capacity business week

after

week; over

$18,500.

"Icetime." Center (32d week) (RGets its Share of busi
2,994; $2.40).
ness regardless of occasional opposi
tion; rated around $30,000 again last

mouth, with

estimated $11,000 on
eight performances.
San Carlo Opera, Opera House
(3,200; $3.60).
Eight performances
went to estimated $30,000, which is
real bi? for this regular visitor.
'

week.
"Joan

.

28.

—

.

—

of

Lorjraine,"

Alvin

(10th

—

—

got $25,500 in

first

seven times.

Tark'30G,Pliiliy,

lucasta'

$lS,i

m

Bergnei

Philadelphia, Jan. 28.
Philly's legit biz

was

spotty

last

week, vntying all the way from the
smash variety to the complete floppo.
Former was represented by ''Tip in
Central Park," which started off a,
two weeks' return engagement in
the city with a potent $30,500 for the
.

session at the Shubert. The big
musical- seemed to start where it left
off during its tryout two seasons ago.
Last week's other neat figure was
first

turned in by "Anna Lucasta" in its
fifth week at the Locust, with $18,"Lucasta" is now certain
to complete 10 weeks here whereas
six had been the original estimate.
Elisabeth Bergner's double-bill of
000 gross.

week) (D-1,331; $4.80). Heads the European classics, August Strihddramas without question, with the bere's "Miss Julie" and Anton Chekm it of standees always present; hov s "The Proposal" got some trade
over $32,500.
on the strength of the star's name
"Life With Father," Bijou (373d but the notices weren't glowing and
week) (C-813; $3.60). Slightly bet- when local playgoei's found out
ter at $8,500; run .leader is aimed into nature of offerings, sale dropped to
another summer.
jiext-to-nothing. Management claim"Lttle A," Miller (D-940; $4.20). ed about $9,000 on seven performFinal and third week, although man- ances and that may be a generous
agement sought another theatre; estimate.
rated around $5,500; "The Story of
Week's fourth and last show did a
Mary Surratt" duo to follow Friday dismal $3,300. That was the comedy
(7) of next week.
which
tryout,
"Best of Spirits,"
"Lovely Me," Coronet. Forced to opened Tuesday night at the Walnut
close because of previous booking and closed there Saturday instead of
("All My Sons"); business improved completing a second week. Notices

(6-8).
"Hamlet," starring Maurice Evans,
"Story of Mary gurfatt"
Bilt- concluded the third and final Week
more. L. A. (21-1).
of its run at the 1,776-seat Curran
stand here last week.
"Student Prince"—Blackstone, Chi. with a great $28,000.
Odette Myrtil, out with a throat
Mae West
(27-1);
Davidson,
Mil.
(3-8),
opens
for a twelve-day run in "Come
;Had
to
condition, has returned
cast.
"The Glass Menagerie"—Erlanger, On Up" today (Tues.).
toeen replaced by Martha Brrolle.
Buff.
(27-30); Aud., Roch. "Ol-D;
"Anna Lucasta," which opened at
Nat'l; Wash. (3-8).
the Geary last Tuesday (21) to rave
Aud., reviews, chalked up an exciting Bust to $12,000.
"The Glass Menagerie"
'iEPipE' 15G,
Beaumont (28); Aud., Natchez (29); six times gross of $16,0<)0.
Buffalo, Jan; 28.
"O Mistress Mine," Empire (CDAud., Texarkana (30); Aud., Shreve1.082: $4.80). Ruth Draper now playIn.
its
second Buffalo showing, port
Aud., L. Rock (1); Music
ing nights and two matinees as stop"Voice of ttie Turtle" at the Erlanger Hall, (81);
Houston (4); Texas, S. Antonio
"Mistress" is suspended;
ithalked up a sizable biarker of (5); Paramount, Austin (6); Melba, 'Apple' Rosy 22G, St, Loo sap while
latter dtie to relight Feb. 10; played
learly $18,000 for a six-day gtattza
Dallas (7-8).
St. Louis, Jan. 28.
42 weeks until Alfred Lunt was
est week.
"The Bed Mill''
Ford's, fialto.
With blessings from the crix, taken ill.
Top was $3.
(27-1); Shubert. Philly (3-8).
"Apple of His Eye," with Walter
"Oklahoma!" St. James
(205th
"Three to Make Beady"— Black- Hetston in the top role, closed a week) (M-1.509;
$4.80). Longest-run
stone, Chi. (3-8).
profitable one-Week stand at the musical is still getting highly profitShubert, American Saturday (25). The l.tOO"Up in Central Park"
able business, with takings last week
Philly (27-1); Opera House, Bost. sealer house was scaled
to $3.66 up. to $27,000.
"TeHow Jack" (revival)—Ameri- (3-8).
and, eight performances grossed an
"Present
Laughter,"
Plymouth
ean Repertory Theatre.
"Voice of the Turtle"— Hartman, estimated $22,000. •
(13th week) (M-1,063; $4,80). One
"The Wanhope Building" (Experi- Col. (27-1); Nixon. Pitt. (3-8),
"Born Yesterday" opened a -two- of the shows that benefited from
"Washington Square"
Colonial.

BpmO

it

1j

'Hamlet' $28,000, Frisco;
'Anna Lucasta' $16,000
San Francisco, Jan.

Aimed

week) (R-1,104; $6). Most successrevue in years with GI nature of
performance a factor and takings

Tulsa

Mem-

—^Lyceum,

(27-1); Aud., St. PaUl (2-3);
Omaha (5)' Music Hall, K. C.

(C-I.064; $4.20).

close to $21,000.

ful

—

"Springtime for Henry"

week)

(ISth
into warm weather; Coast-made revival commands excellent business;

"Cyrano de Bergerac," Barrymore
(16th week) (C0-1,O96; $4.80). Maktention.
''Born Testerday,'? Lyceum (52d ins! goodly stay for revival and takweek) (C-993; $4.80). With year's ings are substantial; around $17,500.
"Sweethearts," Shubert (1st week)
run registered there's no sign that
capacity pace will not continue (11-1,382; $4.80), Drew divided notices but expected to fare very well;
through season; $21,000.

"Oklahoma!"— Cass, Det. (27-8).
a stand.
"Pygmalion"—Cox, Cincy (27-1);
"John Loves Mary," Plymouth (1,Mex, City (3-8).
200; $3.60). Fair draw here following
"Song of Norway" Shubert, Chi. hefty boost from crix and word-of-

(27-8).

Broadway (5th
Has been

$4.80).

(M-1,900;

doing well and expected to climb;
estimated around $33,000; among
three of newer musicals to get at-

—

Iris,

REVIVALS

(Dramo),

town; opens tonight

—

'Eagle' Big 21G, Balto

D

R (.Revue).
O (Operetta).
Sons," Coronet (D-1,095;

(Jtfustcal),

My

—

Baltimore, Jan. 28.
Tallulah Bankhead in "The Eagle

C iComedy),
(Comediz-Droma),

"Bloomer Girl," City Center i3d
week) (M-2,693; $2.40). Repeat date
for musical that scored strongly on
Broadway originally and on road;
"All
$4.80). Presented by Clurman, Kazan $24,000 estimated.
"Burlesque," Belasco (5tb wieek)
and Fried in association with Her^
Again registered
bert H. Harris; written by Arthur (C-1.077; $4.80").
Miller; drama well regarded out of takings around $20,000; very big in

M

stuff,

profitable entries.

Cincy versal

Cox,

(31-1);

28.

Two

—

(2d

"Student Prince," Blackstone
echool biz; $23, 000.

I

,

Week

Estimates for Last

Hub

Boston, Jan.

,

Kei/.<!:

CD
\

week the hest with
Ballet 'i'Chcatre
Lyceum, Mpls.
Saturday (25).
(4-7); Aud, St. Paul (8).
"Blackouts of 1947"
El Capitan,
"Song of Norway," Shubcrt (8th
Everythmg Hollywood (27-8).
$4.80).
(2,100;
Blackstone
Maryland, Cumberlooks good; $36,000.

OOO' .$4.20). Last
Closed
$23;000.

week)

week)

$11,1

Eye"T--Davidson,
Indnpls. (3-5);

(27-1); English,
Hartman, Col. (6-8).

;

.

Iptll-B'IDG,

(27-8).

"Apple

'Sweethearts' 25^G,

to 'Aimie

,

Philly

Lucasta'^ *- Geary, Frisco

Mil.

wk)

Up

'

(27-8)."

"Anna

'Street'

Excellent business continues along other shov that had theatre party
Broadway, with indications that the support and continues to register
better attractions will register sturdy big gro.'i.scs; around $18,500 last week.
"The Iceman Cometh," Beck (16th
grosses through the winter. Some
Now ,has
that have been largely supported by week) (D-1,213; $5.40).
however, appear fairly good advance sale but atparties,
theatre
doubtful of sticking into spring. tendance has, eased off somewhat,
Weather was much better last week witli last week estimated at $18,000.
"The Voice of the Turtle," Morosco
and' after one frigid day, temperatures moderated and a mild weekend (147th week) (C-939; $U.60). Picked
helped. Sunday business for most up to some degree last week when
shows playing then was exception- the gro.<;s approximated $f ,500.
"Toplitzky of Notre Dame," Cenally strong.
^
Only one entrant into, the list last tury (5th week) (M-1,712; $4.80)*
•week when a revival of "Sweet- With Donald Wolfit in Shakespeare
hearts" bowed in to mixed notices repertory slated here, musical plans
but the reviewers went to town for moving to smaller house; fairly good
Bobby Clark, the Victor Herbert at $22,500.
"Years Ago," Mansfield (8th week)
musical's star. "Lovely Me" was an
added casualty last Saturday and (C-1,001; ^14.80). Excellent groiises
closing notice for "Little A" went up weekly since opening and takhigs
Monday (27).
recently sp'U'ted; around $25,000.

Detroit, Jan. 28.

.

$4 20),

^l^iQ Rimners-

laiiliw' 42G,

ish troupe to visit Canada since 1939,
scored a fine $15,800 at the Royal

28.

Balmy weather and plenty

Good Biz Cuitlips Along Broadway;

TopinlstlorontoWeek

Imim

5,

Chicago, Jan.

WoIfil|15,S00 at 12.50

i

.

didn't help although second-stringers

(Bergner got the regulars) weren't
unkind. Odd feature was that
audiences such as they were during
last half of week generally raved
about show.
This week's only opening is "A
Flag Is "Born" which bows tonight
(28) instead of last night as first
.skedded. Propaganda play is at the
Erlanger for two weeks. Sale is fair.

too

.

1

i

i

.

mental Theatre)—Theatre,

;

i

Inc.

week

.stand

la.st

night

(Monday >.

"O'Daniei" (Experimental Thea- BO.st. (27-1).
also Scaled to $3.86.
)—Theatre Guild.
in N. H.
"Parlor Story"—Paul Streger.
'Wash. Sq.'
'Blossom Time' 19G, D.C.
"A Moon for the Mlshegotten" *^
New Haven, Jan. 28.
Washington, Jan. 28.
Broakih of "Washington Square
Theatre Guild.
"Blossom Time" hurdled booking
(23-25)
at Shubert last weekend
"Brigadoon''— Cheryl Crawford.
and boycotts resulting from
Frank fared only so-so from both critical troubles
"The Oreatest of These"
four hot race controversy, and rang up a
Siltonstein, Edgar F. Luckenbach and and b.o. angles. At $3.60 top,
shows brought an approximate $6,000. neat $19,000 at the National. Holds
Richard Krakeur.
Current week has another tryout. f or second stanza, with b.o. pros"Xhe Chocolate Soldier" (revival) with "Carrot and Club" doing a last pect.s bright.
—J. H, Del Bondio and Hans half 130-1). Next -week gets preem
Menagerie," under ATS
"Glaiis
Bartscb.
sponsorship, moves in Feb. 3.
of "Bl-igadOon" (6-8).
tro

fiock

-

of

theatre

.week but okay

6G

"

—

.

%rn'Boff24G,m

j
..

,

j

'

parties;
$16,000.

none

last,

Pittsburgh. Jan. 28.

"Born
sma.'ih

wound
up
week at

Yesterday"

enaagement

la.st

"State of the Union," Hudson f63d Nixon with nearly $24,000 doing
Back to better by over a grand on closing
v eck) (CD-1,057; $4.80).
capacity attendance, although not sessioh than it did during first. Run
much affected at any time; $24,500 resulted in close to $45,000. very big
for .show which doesn't have, tod
quoted.
Street Scene," Adelphi (3d week) much of a nut. Top for Ibdivl eniM-1.434; $6)
Musical surprise of gageraent was $3.
season; after discouraging showNixon currently has "Eagle, Has
tlTallulah Bankhead
Head;;."
ing out of town was hailed here, vir- Two
tua! capacity takings going to $41,000. Kliow opcniiij' to big advance salft
"The Fatal Weakness," Royale and then gets "Voice of the Turtle
.
(10th week) (CD-1.025; $4.80). An- •for a foutnight.
.

.

.

m

the Daily Pantagraph, and
an out-of-town owner sold a local
station in Escanaba, Mich., to the
publishers of the Iscanaba newspa-

by

Ind.,

To

per.

satisf.'

PCC's concern over

concentration of control in informa-

*

f

.
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SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK
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»

V « nM«fM: 'By Frimk Scully
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He'8 now living in Switzerland, tion media there, the majority stockt}imH Ukra B'my- Coluams
Dough Re Me,. Cal., Jan. 26.
Nefr fiiigh m*rk of interest in fliough there exists no censorship, holder In the Escanaba station
BioadwBjr figures by danadi«n news- it was possible to prevent the sale agreed to resign from the newspaper
When saloon reporters begin holding press conferences I suppose you
could say the atomic era is well "under way. Earl Wilson just held such a
«9er readers is pointed up in the of it In Austria by refusing Import- and run the station independently.
These cases were distinguished conference at the Marquis (nee Falalse) in Hollywood. The barroom
.ifurge ot N. Y. columnists now hit* ers the. necessary -Swiss franc curBosrency for the purchase of the books. from an earlier FCC approval of well sent out embossed Invitations with "R,S.V,P." as- a sign-off. It
nf Oantidien sheets.
stood
Bitter complaints are being made
sides, claiming that the
purchase ot other books of much
less importance has been allowed
and that the Import of Schuschnigg's
book would not ruin the Austrian
is not worth much
readers on the other sheets take to schilltog, which
anyway.
^
it.
Rose's column is planted in papers
A Elects Buperl Hughes
right across the country, Cost ios
Rupert Hughes is the new presithe bigger sheets using it, like the
dent of the American Writers Assn.,
Montreal Gazette and Toronto Glove
replocing Dr. John Erskine who reand Mail runs to about $39 weekly,
signed and was elected honorary
lor five columns per week.
president by the AWA's board of
Former U. i, columnists hitting
directors. Outfit was organiiied last
the Canadian papers were restricted
July by a committee of authors opto Washington and political commenposed to the adoption of the Amertators like Marquis Childs, Drew
ican Authors Authority plan proPearson and "Walter Lippman and
posed by James M. Cain and the
Hollywood writers, like Shellah
Writers Guild in Hollywood.
Graham and Ersklne Johnson. Now Screen
Canadian interest in U. S. seems to
CHATTER
include heavy interest in the N. Y.
Bob Becker, Chicago Tribune's
scene with columnists Earl Wilson
3nd Leonard Lyons also being syn- outdoor editor, vacationing in Hollywood.
Canada.
in
icated
Felix Jager, Look's promotion
manager, in Hollywood for the
"Porevec" Bub-Bub
mag's Rwai'd show, Feb. 4.
Hufb judge, hearing censorship
Art Carter was elected prexy of
case on "Forever Amber," forever
the Society of Motion Picture Press
banned from the sacred precinct of Photographers in Hollywood.
Boston, took under advisement this
Jack Gossin checked out ot Metro's
week a motion by Attorney General flackery to write drama tidings tor
Barnes to bring Kathleen Winsor to
the Valley Times, in San Fernando
Boston for a personal questioning by
Valley.
the court.
Special motion picture edition of
Asst. Attorney General George
the Nordhoff-Hall novel, "High BarBowell, representing Barnes at the
baree," will be published by Grosset
hearing, said his purpose was to de&
Dunlapv
termine whether the author thought
Jack Burger, former city editor of
her book had any claims to literary
the Xas Angeles Herald-Express,
merit, culture' or historical backmoved
to the Valley Times, San
ground. The court held that, since
Fernando, sis managing editor.
Miss Winsor Is not a party to -the
Another daily paper hit Tokyo
•quity proeeedings/'she couldh'.t be
streets when the Shin-Hochi, staffed
ciOlod, but Bowell wid he thought
mainly by former editors of the
she could be compelled to testiftr

Since the beginning of the year,

newspapers have signed up
^ith The Bell Syndicate to run BiUy
Rose's "Pitehing Horseshoes" colVmn, and more are planning to come
into the told once fhey see Ihow
^ight

by various

AW

•

purchase ot

tVj

WSBR,

the only

station ih Stamford, Conn., by the
local publisher, to which Durr dissented. The Stamford sale did not

,

the exclusion of the many who may
be equally qualified, to rencier such
public service."
It is the last sentence which Commissioner Durr believes obligates
FCC from time to time to take stock
'

of its licensing policies.

•
.

i

Continued Itom pafe 4»

.

.

fhilly Strike StaleuM^ted
No progress toward a settlement

ot

ot the Philadelphia Record and the Camderi Courier-I»o3t
newspapers was made at a negotia'
tion meeting Friday (84) in the offices of the United States ConciliaHowever, another
tion Service.
meeting was scheduled tor Feb. 8.
Publisher 3. David Stent said in
B statement, "We are hot going to
negotiate a ijew contract on the
basis of any contract we have had

ttie Strike

,

Gilbert J. Krause, general
counsel for the Stern papers; told
members of the American Newspaper Guild, "We are not
prepared to give you a better offer."
Among ibose at the meeting were
GoncIUatbr O. Harjy Young, Arthur
neree, the Gullf^s pr^ldent-elect,
David Stem tOi publisher ot the
nden papers.

before."

ttie striking

i

'

,

/

Pulaski and the Beast

Up to this moment it' looked as if the whole thing would have to be
reshot, with Jack Pulaski .dubbing for Messrs. Green, Sobol and Wilson
in order,to give some degree of pulchritude to the proceedings^ but then
Directoi: Al Green (no relation) remembered what he had done in matching Larry Parks and Jolie in "The Jolson Story," so he matched Miranda's
cabana with a song. Her figger was stuffed into a form-fitting fleshcolored piece of crepe de chine. Over this was hung a huge wreath of
huge paper flowers that-made her look.like a filly which had just won the
Santa Anita Handicap from three galloping geldings. It was quite an
effective play at injecting s.a. into an otherwise restful scene, but the
anonymous mugg who voted against hip-weavmg on page 34 of the aimi-

House Reviews
{

'

Hochi Sldmbun, tolled off its first
under New York law.
Harold Williams, special couns^ issue.
Arthur Reef? former managing
tor Macmlllan, publishers of the
editor Parade, resigned to join 17; S.
^dok, aiiii it was okay with him, but
he couldn't see what &e author eould MUitsry Govt- in -Korea: He's slated
to
leave tor the Far East early next
add to the situation.

Some old geezer, who was
"Resident Soaks Vacating Premises."
instead of soutiens gorges, grabbed I'addition from

selling hair tonic

permit ove- a non-publisher.
Wilson stood out in bold relief, Sobol's in very small type. On the other
FCC's policy In. these cases is hand. Miss Williams' attentions were expected to raise his crushed ego.
geared to the language of its opin- Sobol was directed to rest his inferiority complex against her lacquered
ion dismissing the newspaper-radio blonde coiffeur.
investigation in J944. At that time,
Wilson looked on all this with a stony grimace" (Stein Makeup. No, 5,
the commission said it "does not feel Juvenile) and Greefn opined the whole fantasy would set pictures back
to
it should deny a license merely, beDaguerre, No one remembered avant da Guerre, although Sobol once
cause the appilcant is engaged or in- thought he saw him at the end of Memory Lane, in the company of
Lola^
terested in a particular type of busiAfter more of this stunting in still photography, the group of beauty
ness." However, it does not intend, and some beasts wept off arm-in-arm to Stage 2 to share in a rolling
shot
in grantinj licenses in the public of Carmen Miranda singing a French oo-la-la number, She encircled
the
interest, to permit concentration of table at which Messrs. Green, Sobol and Wilson and their girl friends
sat
control in the hands of the few to sipping.
.

'

,

for

M. Wilson.
Everybody was there, and considering the snugness of the brasserie, even
go through AVCO, and Durr argued the town's nobodies' would have made the party seem SRO,
Sid Sltolsky
that other parties were denied right
was reporting in for Louis Sobol, who. had neglected to wear a toupee and
to bid on the stt.tion.
didn't want to show up merely in his horn-rimmed glasses,
Other newspaper pe:-raittees who
Wilson,
never
met
the
gent,
As for M.
I had
as distinguished from his
went through FCC's mills with flyjournalism, until he cut himself,, in a businesslike- way (and a businesslike
ing colors are Martin Andersen,
publisher of the Orlando Daily blue serge suit) into the picture version of "Copacabana," after a New
News, who won out over a non- York nightclub of the same name.
Wilson was standing in front of a dressing room at the Goldwyn .studios,
newspaper bidder in Orlando, which,
FCC was happy to point out, has where "Copacabana" is being shot. On a step to the dressing room stood
several other stations on the air. little Louis Sobol and below him (but still above him, it you get What 1.
More recently, Jonathan Daniels' mean) stood six beautiful feet of Chili Williams.
Raleigh News and Observer won a
On the door of the dressing room the names of Abel Green and Earl

Adams, Newark
sound. His jokes come almost too
but are boffi for results.
Other standard turn is Martez and
Delita, boy-and-girl team who go
through a handstand routine to

fast,

Cuban jump

tunes.
"Search for Talent," engineered by
Griefer; manager of the Adams,
includes as stage turns 200 acts (six

Ben

versary number of Variety may not like it, because Miss Miranda's staging -was accon^anied by beaucoup de bumps.
I

thought Sobol fared; best in makeup, but people 'who knew Wilson
me that Wilson got by far the best ot a flattermg deal.
Stand-ins, and because _ib is so hard' to find males in

in the flesh tell

The men had

California under
scientific
off all

El

ft.

10

explanation tor

weak males

in.,

this.

schoolgirls in slacks
The smog, fog, sun

in chilcQiOod.

Th«-t^

were used. There's a
and Shlphwic acid kill

i^^

Ordinarily the knowledge of a .thing like this (having teenagers as
per performance) chosen from 3,000 stand-ins) could blight a man for life, and, before Freud, actually did.
Those caught at open- Naturally these happily married wolves in and out of their Uptown
applicants.
month.
low-grade— Forties think of themselves as mighty manly fellows,
Ernest Borneman, head of foreign ing seemed to be fairly
but when flatchested
an accordion band from a high schoolghls in
distribution for the National Film
dungarees are used as their stand-ins, it's not good.
school, a coloratura, a rural lad doWhether this was the work of Al Green, the director, who went around
Board of Canada, has a series of ar- ing Spike Jones to offstage recording
ticles in Harper's magazine under the and the like.
with a carnation (a flower, not a can of milk) in his buttonhole, a cigar
Bran.
in his mouth and a hat on his head, I can't say. I don't know why he
title "The Jazz Gu3.t."
Series starts
wears a hat, He doesn't croon, and he has a bale of hair which looks
in the February issue.
suspiciously like his own. But after "The Jolson Story" you can't be sure
June Truesdell's new book, "Be
Philadelphia, Jan. 24.
that anything is real.
Still,
Love," purchased for filmIndeed, Leonard L. Levinson, Variety Mugg Emeritus, a member of the
Kotheritie Dunham tt Co. (10),
ing by Hal Wallis, will be placed on.
the stands in September, with a con- Artie Dann, Jay Jostyn, the Del Mar- cognoscenti (now growing a beard to proVe it), told me that the set didn't
look like anything he'd ever seen around the Copacabana, Another gent
denser version In the June issue tins; "That Brennan Girl" (Kep).
said it represented one of the rooms upstairs. Cognoscenti LXXi. adof Today's Woman mag.
More interest&ig than entertaining mitted he had never been to the powder room.
Michael Blankfort, now- with Walis the current bill at the Earle. LayGeorge Jessel, Sfcolsky and some others who wear junior sizes, looked
ter Wanger studios working on a
out headlines Jay jostyn, radio's
new Ingrid Bergman scenario from "Mr. District Attorney," and Kather- in to see how the muggs in makeup were taking it, but I don't think they
caught the columnists and their stand-ins together.
a story by Ernest Htemingway, has ine Dunham's dance troupe.
written a biography of Gen. Evans
Jostyn does his brief turn against
Groueho Takes a Powder
Carlson, "The Big Yankee," to be a backdrop symbolizing a big city
Groucho Marx, acknowledged star of "Copacabana," wasn't around at
published by Little, Brown, March 3. and the scarlet characters who inall during the filming of the press. Grouch has a pretty sharp tongue, and
Jessyca EugBell, former N. Y. edi- habit same. His offstage announcement over the mike is effective ^the he knew these boys had pretty sharp pencils. He was not giving them a
tor of Magazine Digest, has resigned
same patter buildup used on his air piece of his mtad, only to discover later tiiaf they had rewritten the scene
to form a new outfit, Promotion show.
His personal appearance; appropriating unto themselves his dialog and even his gestures. At any
dimmix Unlimited, promotion idea however, satiisfies customers cwious rate, Groucho felt
that the boys should go to Canada until the whole thing
service for industrial firms. Miss to see what the radio D.A. looks like,
•
blew over.
Hussell Is also publishing a four, but leaves a. lot to be desired from
Being partisans of a free press, they certainly would not stop at quoting
page semi-monthly intormatioh bul an entertainment standpoint.
Jostyn's tour de force is a monolog. Grouch—insofar, of jpurse, as he is quotable. Only the day before, Wilson
letin for authors. Writteia News
He holds a revolver in one hand and referred to J, Atwater Kent as "an old geezer," and everyboijy taio-ws how
letter, which' will come out March 1.
gives a high-sounding sermon to the pointed his prose has become in matters concerning certain mammalary
effect that unless GI Joe gets a break glands. In fact, his candor in this regard is sure to win him the Anatomy
in the postwar world, he'll take to Award of
1948.
crime, and "the fingerprints of all of
Just what these three threshold thesplans expect to get out of playing
us will be on the gun."
Miss Dunham likewise misses the their character; parts ih character, beyond so much per day and expenses,
Continuecl from page 27
entertainment bus, although her pro I don't know. Their notices, good or bad, can hardly be Used to mfeke
cartridge cartons any longer, since there is a marked decline in scrap
duction numbers please the eye, be
WPAH, Parkersburg, and WBLK, ing
colorful and Interesting. But her paper drives recently.
OlarJtsburg, ^f. Va., to the News dancers
contrlb too much highThat they can ever square themselves with their -wives by handing all
Publishing Co., which publishes 13 falutin' business for vaude audiences.
the money over, I doubt. These are Women of character, not the sort to
o: the to dailies in West Virginia. After all, the Earle isn't the Acadtake lightly the sight of good, or-even bad, lookhig numbers hecklng their
To avert a situation where the emy' Of Music.
Her ensemble presents four num "Notebook Nathans, merely because the show must go on.
town's only, paper would control the
Even I, a husband with a will of iron and a macaroni constitution, can't
only radio station, FCC' .the very bers. These are ^'Raratonga," which
might be South Seas or West Indies explain away photographs from down memory lane of some dame kissing
same day okayed a second station stuff;
"Rhumba Jlve,"~featuring two me. ^ My usual savoir faire simply won't do, so I know these poor wights
hi Parkersburg to the Parkersburg men and
a gal dancer; Miss Dunham are
for it when those stills marked "For Immediate Release" actually
Broadcasthig Corp.
(12a6kc,
250 and a male partner in "The Blue," begin going the rounds. By
then the money will have been spent by their
watts). In Clarksburg, the Ogden and the windup number, "The Lady
wives and forgotten by same, and all the boys will have will be memories,
chain has no nevspaper, and there With a Cigar."
and Sobol has an exclusive on those.
bright spot is Artie Dann, comic
are several other radio outlets. Durr
did not dissent to the Parkersburg with a nose like Dm-ante, and who,
naturally, does an Imitation *of the
sale, but went on record in favor
Big Beak. Dann is a clever story, ally unknown stanzas, the Ravens a chorus of "All Alone" over reed
vocal quartet and Bob and Al, a backing segueing Into "See You
of an omnibus study of the elfects teller, particularly
when he poke) dance
team. Former proved one of My Dl-eams^' with a quintet from the
ot chain newspapers spreading their fun at his proboscis.
Sock
the surprise hits in recent months, various sections chirping.
wings in radio.
, The Del Martins, two men and a
while latter were less than sensa- closer has entire band in glee cluo
In recent grants, FCC has shown dark-haired gal looker in ballroom
tional. Both reviewed in New Acts. arrangement of "My Buddy" for
growing disposition to be friendly attire, please with balancing feats.
Oliver's new aggregalon shows plenty of mitting. This outfit is good
Shal.
to newspaper applicant and, in the
more finesse than this house usually anywhere, Blackout follows witn
absence of any ruling against it, has
sees in Its band bookings, Results Spider Bruce and Hannah Taylor.
Apollo,
showed that it's not necessary to Band does a fair boogie piece.
had to sward newspapers in several
Sy Oliver Orch (16) with Billy blow the roof off the Apollo' to get
southern towns the only radio staRavens are next to closing, preKyles, Prince Nyolza, Lamar Ragan; over, since the well-arranged and ceedlng Jackie Mabley.
Latter is
tion being asked for. In only two
Jackie Mabley, RaDe7is (4), ,Spider relatively light tunes brought great well beyond middle age and her act
cases has FCC approved a sale which Bnice
& Hannah Taylor, Bob & returns. Band opens with a tricky isn't new, but has the subtle humor
would give a newspaper control over All "Jealousu" (Bep),
"Deep River," Spotting a tenOr solo of voice intonation that hits .tn*
the only radio facility, and both
in the ride slot. Next Is. called "Four funnybone in this house. Her lazy
Apollo took a gamble on a couple to Go," with the rhythm section of chatter and special ditties, plus the
transfers were subject to the AVCO
of "one-to-fiU" acts for this week's guitar, piano, bass and drums.
rules of competitive bidding.
old rag costume get hefty la"gnA'
Bob and Al bridge between an- and the tap closer in a pair of ow
In one case FCC okayed purchase Sy Oliver bill and. for a change,
Winner. Booked into the other band number, latter being a bedroom slippers fill out the -oi"
of ine
the oniy
oMfv station
atatinn in
in Blooiwngtpn,
iti««».i««;X„" 1 S?""?
or
l Harlem
vaude house were two virtu- medley of oldies. Tram section does plenty satisfactory.
Tomm.

My

—

'

Musie

SSekophobia Fatal
critla on a IiOs Angeles

daily is now at leisure, following it
ot voeal eriticlsm aimed at
pewMS briiind the Metropolitan
ra move to play in C!alifornla.
He ssribe protested long ^and
snootily agaittst the importation of
eastern songbirds, not idiowing that
her own publisher was one of the
l>i^st

%^

prime movers in the move.
During the intervi&w, a N. Y.
Times man lent an. interested ear

and whred the' tidings to his home
paper, Which natorally landed in
Los Angeles on the flrst bounce; The
publisher is looking for a new opera
^itic, preferably one without Metrophobia.
Sslnte'it ex-OI S»late
In preparation for its first anniversary Issue, to be dated April,

(Salute mag has circularized 230
people to help picfc the ex-GI "who

has best upheld the principles tor
tirhich the war was fought." Winner
tvas to be picked from among seven

named by the mag, these being:
franklin D, Roosevelt, Jr., Rep,
Melvln Price, Harold Hussell,, Melyyn Douglas, Robert S. Allen,
James Stewart, and John Kennedy.
Prophet Without Ronor
Kurt von Sohnschnigg's book on
the last days of the first Republic
of Austria, "Austrian Requiem," is
technically banned in Austria. Schus•^{inlgg.

who was

.of Austria,

Wfote

iiii :|^st
ttiig

chancellor

book

in exile.

Durr

m

A

m

K. Y.
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CHATTKR

Club g«ts a big play frc^i the so-

and

cialites

New York

Actor Franchot Tone in

industry's

tops

f Lom the Coast.

Michael BrCMi ihas joined Mile*
agency.
>av Bainter to replace Madge

Ingalls' talent

London

ren-

dezvous here » when In'^town.
At La Paz guest rancti: Mr. and
Mrs. Sidney B^rhstein (he's London
theatreowner, currently engaged in
making two pictures here with Al-

Terence Rattigan

on

busy

four

short plays for production by John
Gielgud.

Connie

former

Gilchrist,

^

.

'

Hotel registered as Virginia Jones.
Ed Raftevy visited his alma mater, Accompanied by her mother, she returned to Goldwyn studio when her
BpJy Cross, at Worcester, Mass., over identity was learned.
tlie weekend.
_
Racquet Club continues Mecca for
Donald Hyde, U. S. pictures vee*
Hollirwood crowd. Taking th^ hot
pee, due in New York neart week
sun at the cool pool: George Burns
from the coast.
Russell Markert to stage next sea.^ and Gracie Allen (George in a
bright red beret) the Dick Haymeses,
«on's "Roller Vanities," Nat Kargon
the Harpo Marxes, £ddie Goulding,
to design the costum&.
ctress Nancy Coleman in from Gabriel Pascal, "Paulette Cioddard,
the Coast to begin rehearsals in Evelyn Keyes, Mr. ahdkMrs. Ben
Bogeaus, Charles Feldmani
Irene Selznick's "Heartsang."
Blanche Yur':a ,to be guester with
American Repertory -Theatre at
.

.

;

Friday's (31) "Klectra" reading.
Claire Bragar, daughter of Louis
R. Bragar, Warners theatre exec, to

By Maxwell Sweeney

wed Howard M.

:

Seifter, April 13.
Brendan Clegg, 13, inked for film
Lew Grade, British agent, and
,
George Leroy, French theatre opera- role in "The Hills of Donegal.'!
Polish pianist Henryk Mierowski
tor and talent r£p, sailing back next
due in Ijimerick for recital, Feb^ 9.
week.
Peggy Phillips, of Theatre Guild
Maureen Cusack' rejoins Edwards"
p.a. staff, to marry Max AUentuck, MacLiammoir Co. for London season.
Kermit Bloomgarden's general manTenor Michael Duffy due for ap'
ager, Friday (31).
pearance at London's Albert Hall
Vet mtusic teacher Eugene D'Avi-

gneau, in serious con'dition at Bellevue ho^, trying to locate friends

and former pupils.
Boxing Writers Assn. dinner, with
Jim Dawson of the Times as toastmaster, held last Wednesday (22) in
banquet room of Ruppert's brewing
plant.

Herbert Stothart, Metro music director, returned to the Coast
day (27) after a week in
•

WB

legit

radio,

and

industrials.

Ballyhooers meet every Tuesday.
Robetrt Yoimg, topper of Pathe
EagleIndustries, which controls
Lion and PRC, and also head of the

Chmpeake

soon.

Irish - American
tehor
Emmett
O'Toole billed for Dublin appear-

ances.

!

New

Dick Richards cursurveying Irish stage and

rently

critic

here.

Htigh Margey, Metropole & Allied
Cinemas circuit, planed back from
London talks.
Ria Mooney, Gaiety School of

Acting directory will judge

Drama

Festival.

NeWry

.
;

Mexican acrobatic

act, Foiir Poheading Theatre

currently
Royal vaude.bill.

mars,

Actor-producer Richard Hayward

named judge
tests,

"Three to Make Heady'
Feb. 8.
Anita Colby in town for March of
Dimes promotion.
Joe E, Brown planing to Toledo
for his mother's 8ist birthday.
Larry Tierney appearing at the
Palace Theatre for opening of "San
Quentin."

Ma^w

for

Cavan Drama Con-

22-30.

offer.

closing

on

deal for rights

Shannon Airport.
Der'mot Walsh planed here on vacation before starting series of perbally

appearances

"IRmgry

in

England

Charles

Simanelli,

of

director

special events for Universal, here for

ad

conferences on "Wicked Lady"

and "Swell Guy."

Lilian

Harvey headlining the

bill

Wife Ellen joined Irving Berlin

at

La Quinta.
The Sol Lessers have

taken

a

house here for the season.
The Larry tarks (Betty Garrett)
.
iMSt flew in for a short stay at the

one Palm.

•Ted Richmond. Columbia Pictures
producer, and the missus dunking in
the El Encanto pool.

Western

Air

Lines

Inaugurated

ne-; .weekend shuttle froni Los
geles with 44»seat Skymaster.

An-

Fire of .lindetermined origin totally destroyed Desert Hot Springs
mineral bath house last Tuesday.

Marlene

Dietrich

living
very
quietly at. the Georges V.
Brother of Jack Votion in from
the Belgian Congo for short stay.

Terrence Young, Hugh Sinclair
in Paris for
filming of "Corridor of Mirrors."
Alfred Cortot's skedded piano recitals in provinces cancelled following riots caused by his Paris

and Eddance Romney

comeback.
Georges Henri Clouzot,
Of the "Corbeau" under

KDKA

as hostess in (Suer'; Relations

-

from major surgery,
Zachary "tcott back to work after
a hard batvle vlth flu,
Charles Drake going on tour with
"Winter Wonderland."
Fran.k Sinatra returned from his

relations firm of

Palm Springs

vacation.

Ernest Haller back to work after
week's bout with flu.

a

Elizabeth l^sylor buildini;
in San Fernando Valley.

a home

•

.

wailing.

occupation,

President of France Vincent Auriol and wife at the Opera gala
sendoff of the paratroopers epic,
"Bataillons du Ciel,"
society function.

as their

first

Marcel Pagnol, his wife. Jacqueand their infant child,
all escaped unhurt in a recent motor
line Bouvier,

1

with a two-and-a-halfcut in his stomach;

pitalized

mch

North Sydney.
Trindler will play in AdeBrisbane and Perth before
returning to London.
Hay Miller, formerly with U. S.
Navy, here, now on the announcing
staff at ^GB, Sydney.
Muriel Steinbeck, wh » played the'
femme role in Col.'s "Smithy," flew
Singapore for pic's preem.
"Bells of St. Mary's" (BKO) is a
terrific click at Hoyts' Esquire in
Melbourne. Looks set to Lent.
"Piccadilly Incident," Associated
laide,

holm

here.

Mischa EUnan in concieri here,
sponsored bv the Cuban Confederation of Labor.
Radio actress Anera del Pilar visiting CMQ's Radiocentro, fell down
a shaft and was killed.
Buendia,
popular
anMiguel
nouncer, here, who was with
till two years .igo, died after a jf ear's

date.

Jewel Box license »kayed, with
shows again installed.
Sonny Skyler in town for va-^
cash and Olympia engagement.

The Barney Balabans celebrating
CMQ 18th wedding anni at Colonial Inn.
Bill Robinson here for a weekend
benefit show in Miami's Negro secHavana has a Muzak biz called tion.
Compania Cubana de Musica, servWillie Howard setting plans for a
wired music to bars and res- revival on Broadway of "Girl
in.
taurants.
Crazy."Government returned the DuSeuor Wences added to Colonial
Kont television broadcasting station
Inn
show, replacing Borrah Minebrought in for exhibition purposes,
to John. Hunt, Jr. It had been Con- vitch Rascals.
Joe Candullo's orchestra replaces
British pic, will be released here fiscated by order of the Cuban Radio
via British Elmpire Films, under Commission because it had not been George Paxton's' unit at the BeachA
taken out of tfie country immediate- comber Jan. 30.
Gordon D. Ellis.
AX Jolson finally arrived at Lord
Harry Watt has been giving lec- ly after the exhibition clewed;
Tarleton Friday (24) after autoing
tures to t'le Sydney Film Society
in from Coast with Harry Akst.
on film-making. He's also done some
Mocamba sold to operators of
ch(jres for local

newspapers.

U.S.
late

:

MeiicoCity
By Douglas

L.

Grahame

Customer of a leading nitery

re-

cently beaten by' the management
protested a hiked bill.
Hernando
explorer
Biopic
of
Cortes slated to be produced in
Spairi by Miguel Contreras Torres.
Circuit ops Samuel and Oscar
Granat building their initial firstrun house, the Opera, to be unveiled

when he

trip,

Nellie

illness.

.

Kiwis, bunch of servicemen entertainers, are doing boHo biz in
Melbourne imder the WilliamsonTait management. Troupe mulling

Stewart,

is

of the
playing in

'

after having been long suspended.

By liSrry Soltowsy
Diane Adrian into Bar of Music.
Mischa Elman in town for concert

Mustbal' Guild presenting soprano
Regina Resnlk and tenor Set Svan-

Nancye Stewart, daughter
director

.

The swank and redecorated Tennis

from an

in

Gen. Feng Yu Hsiang puested on
Goldw a lot.
Jane Ppwell enrolled ifi a Hollywood music school.
Frances Gifford in town after a
whirl on Broadway.
Perry Lieber's wife recovering
the

,

mother's
former
triumph,
German her
to meg "Merry Xmas" "Sweet Nell of Old Drury." Mayne

Radio
producer
Loa Winston
Weekending witli brother Clarence, accident when the car fell off a 10i:»anager of Wordcr Date Gardens. foot embankment near Gras.se.
When a collapsible dagger failed
Dick Spier, Fox West Coast divi- to collapse, baritone Jean La Garde,
SK
chief, down from San Francisco
singing in "Pearl Fi.shers", at the
for Sim and confabs with bif? boss
Opera Svinday i26), had to be hosCharles Skouras.

Griffith celebrated his

Dana Andrews trained

WasMi^on

Tommy

at the Etoile.

for a part. in "The Key."

,

David Wark

ea.stcrn vacation.

;

Eric Gorrick
Doris Fitton is presenting "Mary
Stuart" at her intimate house in

Maxwell
Elsa
lunching
with
ex-President Leon Blum and dining
with painter Pablo Picasso.

Palm Springs

Bonnie Goodwin has joined
staff

department.
Mrs. Al Marsico, wife of NiJcon
Cafe maestro. Off to Chi to be with
her ailing mother.
Walter. D. Laflerty, formerly of
INS bureau here, has joined Karry
Kodinsky's publicity firm.
Victoria Schools and Cabot and
Dresden headlining new show at
William Penn's Terrace room.
Dolores Shukert has quite booker
Al Fremont's staff to go with public

a

oaking up sun at

72nd birthday.

.

.

Withers

Springs.

'

Aisiiraiia

Charlie G, Strakosch, company
of local "Harvey," leaving lier's memoirs.
with wife loi? Florida. He'll be reMexican consul and a friend talkplaced by, Joseph C. Cohne.
ing to Ben Tyber about taking the
Gertrude Lawrence standing on show to Mexico.
the side of the ticket taker with
Clifl Fischer postponing his RiviMason jars and doing a fine job era junket because he can't get spare
of filling them for .the March of tires for his car,
Dimes.
Francoise Rosay cocktailing her
friends before hopping to America

By Hauk Goldenberg

La

:

By

Mistinguette voicing disapproval
to some parts of Maurice Cheva-

manager

,

to

.

^

nia.

.Tane

Palm

in

SuSman and Adler.
Ed Schaughency and Rainbow
Katina Paxihou i,. from London
Jackson have chalked up 13 years
with their Musical Clock program for a film role at RKO.
Chet Miller, Denver exhib, looking
on KDKA.
Richard Rober, of "Born Yester- over product at Paramount.
Sinclair Lewis gandering film proday," was joined here by his wife,
former Mary Barthelmess, to cele- duction on the Metro lot.
season.
Gene Au y to Houstoi. to open
Trustees of the Crystial Pialace brate flrst wedding anniversary.
Frank and Pearl Hipps, who were his Flying A Ranch Rodeo.
urging the Government to sanction
Milton Sperling back on the job
rebuilding plans in time for the together in "Juno and Paycock" at
after a Sun Valley vacation.
opening of the British Industries Playhouse, cast again in commimity
Jack Dempsey vacationing at the
Fair in 1951 where it may be per- theatre's new show, '"^he Lady of R:.cquet club
in Palm Springs.
*
Leley Square."
manently housed.
John Silverman in from ProviH. M. Tennent shortly reviving
dence to gander the film studios.
Noel - Coward's "Present Laughter",
Elliott Rose recovering from apat Haymarket theatre, despite fact
pendectomy at Veterans hospital.
ilinniapollS
that 'xady Windeifmere's Fan,"- alRichard Vernon, British film exec,
though in the second yfearris Still doBy Lea Bees
gandering production at Warners.
ing near capacity biz.
Myma Loy checked in at Metro
Andy's nitery lias Kurtis Mario*
after an absence of three years.
nettes..
Constance Bennett motored in
Ballet .Theatre into Lyceum for
from Alabama to resume film work.
four nights.
John Carroll and Grant Withers
By Florsnce S. Lowe
Eddie Ruben and the wife vacain town after a tour of Ai'my hosKing Cole Trio, here on stage of tioning in Tji'th America.'
Howard, broadcast to net from NBC's
Spike Jones -playing return en- pitals.
WUllam Stelling, out of military
local outlet uast Sunday (26).
gagement at Auditorium Feb. 20,
Peggy Ann Garner, here for broadB'eh Blotcky, Paramount branch- service, resui^-id his' acting chores
at 20th-Fox.
cast- in March of Dimes drive, sole manager, vacationing in the South.
Martha Vickers cliecked in at
film personality to highlight tocal
Jolm D. Redmond^ RKO 33iieatres
activities, drawing sharp contrast to district
inan«"'?r,
vacationing on Warners after stage appearances in
Chicago' and Detroit.
fanfare of former years.
Gulf.
Ne* concert booking bureau openMelvyn Douglas in town after
Alvino Hey's band to play at St.
ed here past week, headed by Pat- Paul Winter Carnival grand ball launching road companies of "Call
rick Hayes," ex-National Symphony Feb. 6.
Me. Mister" in the east.
manager, and formerly of Concert
Edmund Breon returned to his
'larian
Anderson
concert
at
Services, Inc., NBC affiliate.
Northrop Auditorium a sellout a thespjng at 20th-Fox. after a year
WRC-NBC's smart capital flavored week hi advance.
o'-t with a ff^kctured h^.
airer, "Coffee with Congress" reHoward Hughes inked Lincoln
Bill Frank off to Hollywood to get
vived' past Saturday (25) with Bill work started on his forthcoming Cjuarberg as
publicity-advertising
Herson back at the helm, and Rep. production, "Dan Patch."
director for California Pjetures.
Estes Kefauver, (D., Tenn. as guest.
Fred Finklehoffe returned from
Minneapolis Symphony orchestra
Alec Templeton highlighted Wom- off on mid-Winter tour with 35 con- New York after seeing his wife,
en's Press Club reception in honor certs scheduled in five weeks.
Ella Logan, open in 'Filiian's Rainof President and Mrs. Truman. Piano
Buster Shavj with Olive, George bow."
monologist. ^ived at shindig with and Richard and Ruth Daye into
Wallace Beery \ iV tour for three
Mrs. Templeton' and Margaret Tru- Hotel Nicollet Minnesota Terrace.
weeks next summer with the Ringman.
Art Anderson and Jack Hey wood, Kng Bros, circus as an' innocent by"Films in Public Relations" Will W..mer Brothers'
branch manager, stander.
be subject of unusual forum starting and New Richmond, Wfei., exhibitor,
Robert Cummings sustained sechere Feb. 5, under aegis of American respectively,
ond degree bums during fire scenes
off on a Mexican vaPuhlic Relations Association, with cation.
in
Seymour Nebenzal's "Heajren
Pat Powers, N. Y. film consultant, in
Only Knows."
charge.
Charles MacArthu..- hi from New
Helmut Dantine trekked in from
York for huddles with Nunnally
Baltimore, where he is doing a stint
Johnson on the script Of "The Senin "Eagle Has Two Head^," for a
Was Indiscreet."
Bobby Capo, Puerto Rican croon- ator
very swank "Embassy Row" party
honoring O. Max Gardner, new U. S. er drawing $860 weekly at RHC.
Tourist
season here
complete
ambassador to Great Britain.
washout and hotels and night clubs

ItilL"

"Vurga Girl."
Dick
Henry

showing hrother
Charles Henry of Moss Ageiicy, tondon, around town.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Berger celebrating 21st wedding anniversary.
He's owner of Latin Quarter nitery.

at

.

Kevin Collins, former house manager at Savoy, is now special correspondent for "Irish Independent" at

Harry Bloomfield, Broadway pro- sonal
ducer,

Arts theatre.
Alfred Nightingale appointed new
general m~inager of D'Oyly Carte.
Opera Co. and Savoy theatre, replacing the late Richard CoUett.
Jack Carlsen is now in charge of
publicity for Moss Empire, having
replaced Jack Sullivan who joined
Universal's publicity department.
Molly Veness has new play titled
"Watch and Pray" which is being
presented by J. Grant Anderson at
the little Torch theatre in February.
John Ringling North over here to
line up novelties tor Ringling Bros.Barnum and Bai>ey circus. ''Has just
returned from the continent where
he found over '20 new acts for next
at the

siesta

suit.

,.

London

Anew McMaster opens Dbblin season at Gate with Elsie Schaufller's
"ParneU," Jan. 27;
Comedian Noel Purcell will top
star vaude bill in aid of Catholic
Stage Guild, Feb. 2.
Oboe
player
Leon
Goossens
skedded as soloist for next Radio
Eireann symphony concert.
Eithne Dunne, recently with "Playdue In boy of the Western World" in New
York, reportedly considering Par.

I®

on

John McCormick defendant
divorce

.

Capitol cinema
due for completion in the

t,400-seater

in Cork
spring.

Ohio railroad, will be
pictured on- cover of this week's
Time mag. It'll be followed with
stories in Life am' Fortune.
&,

Miller

Kristine

Quinta.

By Bal Cohen
Larl Worth and Nan on bill at
Carousel with Joey Bishop.
Boogie Woogie Sierman starting
sixth year at Nite Court of Fun.
Little Jackie Heller on the shelf
for week with bad case of lai'yngitls.
Archie Finemans and Mike Shapiros vaeationinr togettier in Califor-

.

Mon- screen

New York'
looking over possible music lor
Ibrthcoming Metro pictures.
Jake Wilk,
eastern production
manager, is currently at Burbank
for confabs with production and
story department heads. Plans to return to N. Y. next Monday (3).
PAMAS, new luncheon club of
press agents, has been launched in
New York, bein^ open to p.a.s in
fih-ns,

Ann Miller livorced Reese Milner.
Marie McDonald taking vocal les-

'

-

$5

son.s.

Gaiety

theatre musical star who became
fred Hitchcock).
Arthur M'wray setting early open- the Countess of Orkney, left $2,882.
Kennedy in "Ten O'clock Scholar."
Marius Goring broadcasts for the
ing of dance studio at the Fiesta
Johnny Ougan, of MCA's tlieatre
Desert Inn, Roy Ran- British government in Switzerland
department, oif tor a Florida vaca- House of the
dolph, formerly Metro, has ciirrent under name of Charles Richardson.
Jimmy Jewell, (and Warriss), one
monopoly
dance
instruction.
on
Haroid
li^nard
inijsician
*'"vet
Others around town: Hungarian of the tops in London Palladium
again violining, at Gene's BJalson
actress Kva Gabor, Sidney Lanfleld, show "High Time," out after heart
Pierre.
.,
_ \
wnsend Netcher, Mr. and Mrs. attack.
Irene Dunne In from Coast after Tt
Madame Tussaud's,
exhibition,
"Life
father" for Paul Lukas, the Frank Morgans, giving dividend this year
Vfith
doing
to its
Margaret O'Brien and her mother,
Warners.
shareholders of 50%. Last dividend
Judy HoUidpy vacationing from Mr. and Mrs. Gabby Hayes, Ricardo was 20%, in 1938.
Cortez.
"Born Yesterday," Adele Robertson
Norman Marshall, who produced
Virgina
who
took
a
powder
£ayo,
replacing.
_
,
^
^
^
most of the plays at the Gate theatre,
Wolfgang Roth to design sets for from Hollywood, discovered here joins Aleq Clunes in similar capacity
American Repertory Theatre's "Yel- hiding out St the Casitas Del Monte

low Jack."

around the nabes via I6m for short
dates in halls. Latest is "Three
Waltzes," French pic. with collection
aniong patrons to cox er expenses.

Lynton produced.

Bob

Geraghty,
vacationing
in
Queensland, expects to come back
into showbiz shortly. Former partner Will Mahoney is now tied in
with Harry Wren.
Ella Shields, after her current

TivoU rup for Dave Martin, will
settle down in Melbourne and do
radio and night club appearances
in addition to vaude.

"Peter Pan" is doing okay mornings-afternoons at th- Minerva, Sydney,
for
Whitehall
Productions.
"Life With Father" doing powerful
biz evenings.
Foreign pix are being hauled

tiring.
Cine Cesar, local nabe house, scene
of a riot recently when patrons objected to halting of the show due
late this

to

power

failure.

Headquarters restaurant in N. Y.,
who plan a duplicate operation here.
The Dean Murphy's (Dorothy Dey)
planed to Cuba for short vacash as
house guests of Jorge Sanchez, sugar
king.
First legit, road show to play here
in some years will be "Life With

featuring Brandon
and Alice Thompson.

Father"

Peters

Walter Winchell gartered $10,000
racetrack biggies at Latin
Quarter dinner. All of it goes to

from

Damon Runyon

fimd.
Tony Bavaar, Benny Diavis' Sing*
ing discovery, featured in hew show
at

Ben Gaines Blackamoor room,

All five theatres of Torreon, north
central city, still remain closed, with
help drawing full pay because exhibs refuse to pay a new municipal
tax which became effective Jan. 1.

with Lucille Barton and Mel Murray,

Jorge Negrete heading a moveof actors to set up "The Mexican Theatre" announced to further
stage
works. Group is
readying a 750-seater to cost $50,000.

Sophie Tucker thrown belated
birthday party Monday <27) by Ned
Schuyler at Beachcomber wher6 she
opens the 30th, with Jackie Miles

ment

Mexican

Miami

Pre.ss

Photogs staging an-

nual ball at Steak House in February, with proceeds going to Mti Sinai

and Mercy

hospitals.

and Bobby Breen also oh

bill

.

We thank you

for your distinguished laughter

Kent and Johnson
"lanagement-^ale Agency,

Inc.
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